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At Last

—A Barn of

Definite Strength

AT
^

LAST—

barn

a

you unyielding
you need it most.

that brings

the points

strength just at

you look for strength in steel barn conThere are other essentials of course.
struction.
But just as you need four wheels to a cart, so you
want de^nite strength at every point where strain is
Naturally,

greatest.

MMm
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r'WAR'DLE pATENT'-l
convenience that points

are making history in the Canadian
farming world. They have set aside,

day

for all time, the

en beams and

posts.

made

unnecessary the loss of space
from steel posts jutting far out from
the walls, or projecting to the hips.

They

bring to the farmer of to-day

the barn of

him

tomonow.

ALL the
— ALL

room

They

— ALL

bring
the

the protection and

strength

convenience the science of
struction has evolved.
PEDLAR'S Steel Brace

steel

con-

for yourself the clear, open space and
greater roominess in all parts of the Pedlar
Bam, made possible by Pedlar's Steel Brace
"Wardle Patent" not a new idea, but a
brace that has proved its value throueh the
Notice how it sets
lest of ten years' usage.
up close to every post, entirely out of the

See

—

way.

Ir hcrited Security
The same famous "Pedlar" coverings

Safety in steel construction rests on a positive hold at the ridge and hip. So at
these points in the Pedlar Barn you will
find a double set of steel braces on each
separate rafter.

Think

arate Rafter.

of

it!

— Each

Sep-

These powerlul braces,

placed right at the points of strain, mean as
much to you as a solid steel beam from wall
to ridge^and without the excessive cost.
No wonder the Pedlar Barn is stronger
No wonder you can expect to find it as firm
and rigid fifty years from now as it is to day!
!

Eeon Offered Before

An

advantage found only in Pedlar's Steel
Brace "Wardle Patent" Barn is the fact
that you can operate your hayfork in the
ridge or in either of the hips

24 in.

in. or if preferred, 26
galvanized
corrugated,
supplied.
Once the 28
gauge corrugated iron is placed on the wall
frame, not one inch of wood appears from
Pedlar's Steel Brace "Wardle
the outside.
Patent' Barn is absolutely

ous size,

x

24

roofing

is

LIGHTNINGPROOF, FIRE-PROOF, R A N RUST-PROOF,
and WINDPROOF,
PROOF.
Surprise:. Await You

Once you

see Pedlar's Steel Brace
dle Patent" Barn, surprises await

Size of Barn

An

exclusive

Montreal,

of post

Ottawa,

Toronto,

Working Drawings and Cosl
Brace "Wardle Patent" Bam. It is

Address
Height

Executive Office and Factqries,

Plans,

Name

to

"Waryou

at

every turn.
Roof and gable windows,
metal framed and glazed with wired glass,
reflect

abundance

of light to all parts of the

Barn VentilaPedlar's 'Superior
supply ample ventilation and are proof
Extra ventiagainst the nuisance of birds.
lation when threshing is available through
the windows, which are made to open and
Eaveirough, conductor pipe and
close.
complete accessories properly drain all water
Eave and Gable cornices
from the roof.
make an airtight covering at these vulnerable points.
'

barn.

Eventhtn^' CompIetiL'
Everything comes to you complete to the
smallest detail ready for our expert work-

men

to set in and erect in a few short days.
Wouldn't you like to know more about

Pedlar's Steel Brace "Wardle Patent"
Barn ? Wouldn't you like to see plans and
blue prints of just the size of Pedlar Barn
best suited to

your

you whatever.
* >

^ m^mj

^n

iu

own farm?

We

will

gladly send you, without obligation whatever, complete plans and working drawings
without delay.

(Established 1861)

Complete, of a Pedlar Steel
understood this will put me under no obligation

;

gauge "Perfect"

iron

Tear Off and Mail the C oupon
THE PEDLAR PEOPLE, Limited
Send me. without delay.

that

have provided such protection to the wooden frame barns in the past are now found in
Pedlar's Steel Brace "Wardle Patent"
Barn. "George" Shingles, in big, gener-

tors

Double Hip and Ridge Braces
Lock Each Separate Rafter

F.M.

Ped-

1

"Wardle

Patent"

The Pedlar People, Limited
Oshawa, Ont.

further to the

lar construction.

heavy woodThey have

of

still

scientific thoughtfulness called forth in
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Farmer's Magazine will receive a
Special Number: The new year is
beginning under a war-cloud that
has hung over the land for over a
year and upon agriculture rests the
big burden of feeding and maintaining a nation under arrns.
Every effort will have to be put
forward by all of its to do our part
well. It is true, prices do not always

Mid-winter
Plans to make now for
Putting a Farm on its Feet
Methods that won

favor the faithful, but that too, is
our business and the articles appearing in this January number

The

point the way to settle this.
In the February number this
viewpoint has been kept prominently before
the editors who have
deemed it wise to include in this
number data about agriculture, that
will be ready reference on any subject for any farmer during the year.
It will be mailed with a string
through the corner, so that it can be
hung up by the side of the far^n
desk for ready reference.
The matter will be arranged under an ample index so that the
reader will have no trouble in getting to the matter he requires at
once. Moreover, there will be several expert articles on leading subjects of interest to farming.
The
illustrations and art ivork will be
in keeping with the issue. Some of
the page illustrations will make
good framing. In fact the whole
number will bristle with live information ahd entertaining anecdote.
This issue goes to all regular subscribers and to anyone, so the circulation manager informs us, who
sends in his subscription before the
first of the month, as he will not
guarantee that the num.ber will last
m.uch beyond that date, although a
generous provision is being made.
The cover design is from, a painting that received much favorable
comment when on view in the art
galleries of Toronto and Montreal.
The scene is a winter one in the
woods in the logging regions and is
a masterpiece.
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FOR BREADS.

CAKES,

PUDDINGS.

THE ONLY FLOUR PUBUCLT GUARANTEED

ETC.

PASTRIES,

When you want to save cooking a big meal — serve Panccikes.
When the appetite balks at meat, and fish becomes distastehil

~

NOT Bl£ACU£D

—

NOT BLENDED.

— serve

— or Griddle Cakes — or WeifHes.
But when you seek real nutrition in panceikes, dainty aroma and flavor,
palatable richness and easy digestion — then, serve FIVE ROSES

Pancakes,

j^-

S

pancakes zind griddle cakes.
Not only does FIVE ROSES flour bring the wonderful food
value,so plentifully stored in Manitoba's finest wheat but it

TOSERVEA VARIETY
OF PANCAKES
The famoos FIVE

ROSES Cook Book

gives
10 tested recipes and full
directions. Also over 240

infallible cake recipes,
and fully SO directions and

on

bread-making.
So indispensable to good
house-keepin fit hat already
over 200, 000_ women
couldn't do without it.
hints

To

get a
opposite.

copy see panel

%
;;.vV;

r>5

Fried on pan or baked on griddle, no cake can ever
disturb the most delicate stomach, if made from a
FIVE ROSES batter.
Simply because FIVE ROSES is such a sturdy and
glutinous flour that it resists the absorption of fat,
merely taking enough to brown becomingly
with a golden contrast, to crisp with crinkly,
curly edges. Serve pancakes oftener,
since FIVE ROSES renders them
so palatable, nutritious, economical.
And when you become intimate with
its wonderful quality and versatility, you will eagerly use FIVE
ROSES for all your baking.
|

LAKE OF THE WOOD MILLING
LIMITED,

MONTREAL.

.••15

*«to....

V

TO MAKE GRIDDLE
CAKES andWAFFLES
A full chapter on these
dainty cakes in the FIVE
ROSES Cook Book.

Makes Pancakes
Delightful and Digestible

•
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WHEN ^OU THINK
OF PANCAKES — THINK

CO.,

Together with notes
and details on biscuits,
fried cakes, rolls, buns,
cookies, biscuits, etc.
you want a copy of this

Ui

Do

popular 144-page cooking

manual? Then send for the

FIVE ROSES Cook

Book.

Mailed on receipt

oflOtwo-ccnt stamps.
Address Dept. K.
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three

of

Way and

Need, the
lead

to

on the

articles

the Trail, that

a ri^ht solution

of all

farmers' business troubles.

The Need
// the small farmer 'inust suffer because
he cannot get a paying market for his
pigs or wheat all must suffer. Farmers
must forsake the devil-take-the-hindmost

—

policy.

THE

farmers of Canada, as of any
country, are shock absorbers. They
are the butt of barter. They produce and take what the consumer gives.
The price for his commodity is determined
by the way that commodity is produced in
the cheapest place. His sugar, his
clothes and often his own wheat
are paid for in prices that are set
by a high standard of living in a
protected industry.
The farmer is, as it were, then,
a good-natured buffer. It is in-

f.

m.

p.

p.

Perhaps, you say, the farmer is conHe is making money! He, alone,
whip end now Why does he need
anything more?
Let us see
One of the best farmers of Ontario
with 200 acres of good land, well equipped
in every way, has a yearly cash return of

some

!

.$3,300.

This farm is worth, in the market today, about .$16,000. The running equipment, stock, machinery and feed runs up
to $4,000. That is, he has $20,000 invested
upon which, as working capital he must

sir
make

hue and cry is taken up and the
farmer bends his back again. Perhaps he believes some of this noise
as being vox dei.
this order prevail? Is the
is tickling the soil into
response, to remain dumb, his
head, ostrich-like, buried in his

clay loam. Must he have no
say in prices?
Or is he too immoral to be fair
in this arrangement with consumers? Should he be allowed to close
down his mine when goods become
too cheap, or shut up the factory,
.

to create demand? Of course, the
idea is preposterous! The people
would starve.

address

delivered

at

this

we

find:

is clear that this $1,000 is
taken from the interest on his
investment and his salary as man-

year. It
all

ager,
It must be remembered that the
$730 is all eaten up in the living
he gets and in the grocer and dry
goods bills.
And it is for that $1,000 that all
the world is tumbling over, itself.
Everybody is grabbing for it.
Quite naturally so! For everybody's living eventually comes
from its turnover.

How

own

an

Examining

REAL RURAL PROBLEM

Must

man who

recently.

dividends.

about $2.'i0.
This totals something like $3,530. Now
he is able to save from his $3,300,
only about $1,000 to $1,200 per

dustries will not stand for it. Consumers yell if they starve. The

*From

chapman
woodbridge
Horace plunkett^

'Interest at 8 per cent to cover depreciation, etc., on $20,000 is $1,600.
Salary for management and actual
work of owner and family for one
year should, in all fairness be put at
$2 per day or $730.
Wages of his help for the year
runs to $700.
Purchase of feeds, binder twine, oil,
gasoline, etc., farm bills make $250.
The taxes, church and charity take

cumbent upon him to produce at
a low price. He must never get
rich. The world will not stand for
it.
The organized abstractive in-

Chicago

3

HOT

IS

THE NEED:
THE WAY:
THE TRAIL:

tented!
has the

Number

1916

John A. Maharg, of Saskatchewan, President of the
Canadian Council of Agriculture. An old Dufferin Co unty
boy, Ontario.

is the farmer to retain the
big share of it and to increase his
resources? Here are two questions
about which present agricultural
officials and
pseudo economists,
are vexing their bulletin services.
First how is the farmer to hold
the $1,000?
That's what is the
matter with agriculture now.
No, it is not the rural problem
Doesn't that word smack peculiarThe words rural problem
ly?
have been coined by the city man
when he finds his dining-room getting empty. He looks around, re-

—

—

FA R
members

his boyhood days on the farm,
sees things not as rosy as he thinks he
remembers them, and comes to the conclusion that something must be done for
the dear old farm, or something will hap-

pen as the late Premier of Ontario would
we must break
say. His first advice is
up the fallow and grow more. Strange
isn't it, how the urban mind thinks backwards from the stomach No wonder that
the full dinner pail and the pork barrel

—

'

!

common political terms!
The real problem is one of arithmetic

are

practical addition. In fact it might extend
to higher mathematics and deal in combinations. For the modern word for this
co-operation.
old rule of thumb is

CO-OPERATION THE REMEDY
Let us look into the farm districts.
Take any township you like, they all show
the same symptoms. The following points
stand plainly on the surface
The isolated fanner has hard work
to make a living, even from his good
crops. The market is too far removed.
One farmer is afraid to join with
his neighbor in the market of his
crops for fear the other fellolo will
make a cent more than he is m,aking.
The big farmer buys in large
quantities, employs experts to sell
and has wide' credit.
The small farmer buys and sells
in small quantities, has narrow credit,
and gives his time mostly to the growing of crops. (His adviser says, go
on, produce more, don't stop to look
up!)
The farrners who grow staple crops
for -ivhich there is an organized market, still get fair returns. As for example, for wheat, beef and wool.
The big farmer is the only one who
can enter into the production of specialties where the problem' of marketing is bigger than the problem of
production.

The average Canadian farmer

a producer of wheat, cattle, horses, sheep, pigs,
hay, fruit, and vegetables all staple
productions.
The prices he gets are set by organized
selling bodies who must make interest on
is

—

investment and good wages for manage-

ment

besides.

There

the whole question of the first
suffers if he does not
know how to market. And it is certain all
farmers cannot carry on this exchange or
bartering individually. Who then will do
it for him ? It will be either the middleman
with his policy of take all you can, or it
will be by a combination among the farmers themselves, whereby the selling end is
handled by those among them who know
how to sell. This is wltni is done by agricultural co-operation. It must seem to all
that the forming of agricultural coaperative corporations throughout Canada is the only way to settle the question
part.

is

The farmer

:M

]•:
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Farmers can, and must organize. The
future, not only of the agriculture of Canada, but the saving of society in general,
both urban and rural, depends upon it.

The time is now critical. The war has
introduced new economic factors and the
settlement will reveal some hideous inequalities. The new order of things will
make agricultural competition keener.
The stress and strain of the recuperation
will centre around the farm, and through
the hills and hollows, over the rise and fall
of prices, will ride an agriculture to its
position. It depends on how we go at the
question now.
AMERICA WILL BE HIT HARD

As

Sir Horace Plunkett said in his
Chicago address, "The great international
competition will strike the North American farmer the keenest since he is farthest
behind in the matter of organization for
his own interests."
The French-speaking farmers of the
province of Quebec are moving along this
line. Already the farmers of the counties
of Mogantic and Yamaska are proving
that they understand the spirit of co-operation. They organize under the provincial law for this purpose. These locals
have taken stock in the central society of
cheese dealers in Quebec city and in the

Co-operative Settlement in Montreal. A
farmer writing in a recent issue of Le
Bulletin dc la Ferme, says "The farmer
will no longer be compelled to buy at the
ridiculous figures of the local dealer who
has a\so been obliged to purchase from a
wholesaler who in his turn has passed it
on to this little dealer in the centres of the
consuming public, and where the consumer is forced to buy at a price which
the farmer would have been very happy to
even approach for his products."
Now is the time for business co-operation, just as the city people have united to
make their business go, so the farmers
must form co-operative corporations
among the rural communities of Canada.
And other beginnings have been made!
Thanks to the magnificent example of the
Grain Growers the spirit of self-reliance,
the dignity of business management has
gripped many a mind on the fertile but
often inhospitable prairie. The Co-operative Elevators of Alberta have eighty elevators and are making things go. The
Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator Company, with its 200 elevators, has had a
most successful year. Greatest of all, the
Grain Growers' Grain Co. went into the
grain exchange to correct the evils of the
:

aright.

Farmers who

see things correctly

must

get together.

Nonsense, says the can't-tell-me-nothin'
farmer, farmers can't stick together!
These are" the deceptive methods used
by a devil that has been stalking through
the country districts for a long while.

Ucaveis
Itiis

are great co-operators.
They buiit
(lam in Now Ontario in a few hours.

farmers' lack of selling ability, and they
have come out this last year with a profit
of some 1226,000 after handling some
twenty-six million bushels of wheat and
having saved to the farmers of Western
Canada, a large gain over what they
would have had, if this company had not

been in the field with their fair-play business methods.

THE

SPIRIT OF SERVICE

But the Western farmers, alive with the
true co-operative spirit, are not alone in
the possession of the stern stuff that makes
men. Old Ontario that has pioneered the
Dominion and been the mother of provinces has some examples of unselfish cooperation to her credit. The co-operative
The
apple-growers are good examples.
$200,000 business of the two-year-old organization that grew on the roots of the
Grange the United Farmers of Ontario
speaks volumes of the possibilities in th^
East.
The future is big with opportunity. T>.e

—

need for unselfish men is insistent. The
questions are looming up fast and the call
to action at once is loud. It is a call to
service.

The annual meetings of the majority of
the farmei's' organizations take place this
month. All farmers should be taking their
part in them.
For co-operation must
settle the following points:
(n) Marketing problems.
(h) Credit associations.
(c) Guaranteed goods.
(d) Better farming and better homes.
Co-operation has the broad principle
of the rights of all people for its justification. It works out by the principles of:
(a)
(6)
(c)

One man, one vote.
Limited dividends on stock.
Bonus returns on a patronage
basis.

The

results will be of

immense import-

farmers and to the community
as a whole. These results will be seen by:
ance to
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

all

The increased money returns to
the farm.
The elevation of the farmer's
business.
His voice in political parties.
A higher type of citizenship.
And sounder national business.

The

THE

editor

Way

had suggested that

this

be entitled, "How
Farmers Can Organize," but the
thought has occurred to me, "Why Do Not
All the Farmers Organize?"
I might have written under the first
title the old adage that "Where there is a
will, there is a way," and then perhaps
gone on to show that scores of organizations had already shown the way, but I
want to try and suggest a few thoughts,
the possibilities of which possess for me
a fascination that has held me to the work
of organization among farmers in spite of
temptations more remunerative from a
financial point of view.
Most of us who are farmers, and many
who are not, have ready the story of the
Danish farmer and what organization has
done for him. Some of us have read the
history of agricultural development in
article

should

.

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
pay in a nominal member fee and subscribe to
our constitution, automatically becomes a local

New Zealand and the
great States of Australia.
A few of us have read
of the marvelous work
achieved by the organization of the agricultural
classes in Russia, Siberia
and many other countries, the people of whom
"we are rather too apt to
look upon as our inferiors

unit.

These

units are
vnth the Cenconsisting of a

local

all affiliated

tral Office,

board of directors elected
by delegates from the dif-

ferent units all over the
province, who employ a
permanent secretary, dequite recently by a promivoting the whole of his
nent New 2ealander, that
time to Central office
in his country riches, as
work.
The reason for the
running
them,
we know
Central Office is that
into millions of dollars,
while there are many,
are unknown, but that
things which the local
nevertheless the farmers,
standing by itself can
generally speaking, are
carry out with a certain
prosperous and happy.
degree of sucess, there
Their average wealth per
are many other things
head is away above ours,
which can only be accombecause though they have
plished by organization
rich,
excessively
none
on a much larger scale.
they also have none exThe Central Office orcessively poor. The same
ganized as an agency, is
can be said of Denmark
a very useful factor in
to-day, yet it is not so
Bonnie Bucklyvie, sold at aiKticin in Scotland recently at the late Mr.
the purchasing qi supmany decades ago in
Brydon's dispersion for 5,000 Guineas. He is a son of that noted Clydesdale
sire,
Baron of Bucklyvie, sold for "f4S.500. Livestock forms the subject for
plies and is absolutely
either Denmark or New
co-operative work all over Canada.
The Doiniuion Government is getting
esential in the selling of
Zealand that these coninterested.
farm produce where the
ditions did not exist.
ultimate market is any
They had their million,
bilities before us why is it that a larger
considerable distance away from the place
aires and they also had their paupers.
percentage of the farmers in this country
of production.
The change has been brought about by
are not to be found in the ranks of one or
In addition, the Central Office, composed
agricultural organization.
the other of the farmers' organizations
as it should be of the best brains and most
SMALL
END
FARMERS
GET
CANADIAN
already in the field?
progressive men in the province, and with
How are these things to be brought a staff devoting the whole of their time to
Not so very many years ago the Danish
farmer, like ourselves, was receiving on
about? One of the first things to be done
the work, is in a position to render very
is to secure a portion of that margin
an average only from 40c to 50c on
valuable assistance to the local units by
every dollar's worth of goods which he
which exists between what the producer
making suggestions from time to time for
produced. On the other hand he was payreceives and the consumer pays, and
the improvement and enlargement of the
ing for everything he needed in his busiwhich at the present time goes to nonwork in Which the local units are engaged.
ness of farming, from $1.50 to $2 in exproducers, or middlemen as we call them,
The question of competent organizers and
change for one dollar's worth of value.
who, in the interests of the country genlecturers whose duty it would be to visit
To-day, we have it, on excellent authority,
erally, might better be engaged in work
the local unions and render them practical
that the Danish farmer receives at least
of a productive nature. Another moveassistance from time to time is also one
96c for every dollar's worth of produce
ment equally important is to throiv the
which necessitates the establishment of
which he has to sell, and he has organized
combined weight of the best brains in the
some central control
his purchasing power to such a fine decommunity totuard increasing the quanA GOOD MOTTO
gree that if there is any margin of profit
tity and iinproving the quality of the proorganization should be for
farmers'
A
between himself and the manufacturer it
duce raised in that comyminity The latter
defensive purposes. Its motto should be
goes into the treasury of his own oris particularly important, the quality must
that of the old British volunteer, "Defence
ganization. Result there may be a few
be not only improved but standardized as
not defiance." An organization bound
still looking for the other four cents, but
far as possible.
together centrally is best suited for this
otherwise everyone is happy; the farmer
Having got thus far, we can perhaps,
work. It is more powerful whether as
is a man to be envied.
There is no dewith the permission of the editor, use a
friend or enemy, whether it has to meet
population of the -rural district. Agricullittle space for an outline as to how farmprivate corporation or legislative asers can organize. I express the opinion
ture and the agriculturists dominate
sembly. Here then is the basic principle
for what it may be worth, but think that,
the policy of the whole country. The
to my mind for the establishment of a
change from a poor, impoverished rural
failing something proved to be better, it
great farmers' organization.
population to one with the greatest wealth
might well serve in the same way as the
Carrying the illustration a little furper capita in the world has been wrought
ough sketch serves the architect who is
ther, we find all over Canada numerous
by organization. The change from a counto complete the finished model.
local farmers' societies already securing
try ruled by politicians in the interests of
It is rather unfortunate for my purpose
in many cases a considerable proportion
a few millionaires and large landowners
in this article that I am associated with
of that difference between producer and
to a country ruled by statesmen in the inthe work of our Western organizations.
consumer which has been so marked in the
terests of the majority of the people is
I must, however, ask our readers to bein intelligence.

I

was

told

.

—

1

due to the same cause. In detail, the main
cause for these changes was a complete
revolution
in
agricultural
methods
through education and the substitution
of the co-operative system in the manufacture and selling of farm produce and
in the purchasing of farm necessities. The
movement towards these things originated
in the ranks of the farmers themselves
through organization. With such possi-

me when I state that outside of this
connection and from a purely theoretical
point of view, I consider the basic principle of our Western organizations, of
which the United Farmers of Alberta is
an example, as ideal for the carrying out
of the ideas outlined above. In our association we have some hundreds of voluntary local units. Any community where
ten or more farmers care to get together.
lieve

past.

We

find

them adding

to their

mar-

gin of profit in one or more of the following ways. As a purchasing agency for
their livestock, as an egg and poultry circle, as a beef ring, and as mutual insurance societies. Many are feeling their way
cautiously in a small way as agricultural
credit societies. Societies are also striking out in the direction of better farming

Continued on Page
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'RING

OUT THE

FOR THOSE

GRIEF

WHOM

THAT

HERE

SAPS THE MIND
SEE NO MORE,
RICH AND POOR.

WE

RING OUT THE FEUDS OF
RING IN REDRESS OF ALL MANKIND."

WE

have

we have come

pas sed

to find its expression in ur
own families
rather em,bar-

another
milestone.
clocks
struck,

The

have
the

We

rassing.

sand glass has

know

and the
diary with all

ence can take

that no
outside
influ-

fallen,

its

mistake*

has

closed.

May we

have a

clearer

point

to

viewcarry

into the New
Year.
We cling so
pitifttlli/

to

our

^
By

draper

for

ETHEL

M.

CHAPMAN

but
we
have seen the
altar
family
tar,

fail so often

on

account of

its

creeds
own

wishes.

We

think so

much

of

what the year will bring us, and the whole world)
groaning with its agony of tired bodies and discouraged souls. Grant us the blessing of self -forgetfulness, the broadness of vision to ask, not

"What can

get out of the year?" but "How much can we put
into it?"
Give us a faith in humanity that trusts, rather
than a shrewdness^ to discover flaws. In spite of the
experiences, the failures, the hard lessons of the past
years we are still very young,
young in the harshness of our judgments, the cruelty of our criticisms.
ice

—

We

J^elu |9ear

tfte

the
place
of
the family al-

have condemned our neighbors and have had

secret feelings of superiority , just because our weaknesses don't happen to run in the same direction.

We

have ridiculed failures icithout considering the valiance of the fight before the fall. We have criticised
the church and established institutions, forgetting
that even with shortcomings they are still the best the
old, world has.
Let us have still greater independence
of thought with the courage of conviction, but help
us to think long, sei'ious thoughts before we tell them.
As we stand at the dividing of the ways, may the
truth come to us individually that ive are a function,
not an end of creation, that our lives can only be of
use as they make the world a better place to live, and
that xve can serve the world best through our own
community. May we realize the shame of having any
hungry or cold or sick in our neighborhood while
there is food in our cellars or fuel in our woods or
means to have them cared for. May we see that the
cause of poverty usually dates back either to the
man's or woman's lack of training to make a living or
f" a physical handicap, so that we may take some
thought for physical protection of the children, and
for the additional education that will make the boys
good farmers or tradesmen and the girls intelligent
homemakers. May we know the dangers of loneliness
for the homeless or socially ostracised, and blush at
our Pharisaism that we should presume to make distinctions.
Then we will open our homes to them and
cultivate the rare grace of Christian hospitality.
And while we think of others, Oh, save us from the
danger of falling short in our own homes. We know
that the first requisite for the nurture of happiness
and goodness is the magnetism of hnm.an love, but

cdtecliism
know just

and

Puritanical stiltedness that we don't
Help us by our lives as well aS.
to do

its

what

oar prayers

to fill our homes tviih an atmosphere of
cheerful confidence that will teach our children
to distinguish between fredom and looseness, that will
make the thing we call religion a practical part of

warm

living.

We are facing another year of what we have sometimes called commonplace and monotonous tasks.
Teach us their meaning. Help us to see that the man
who com,bines with Nature to make a pippin from a
thorn-apple, or to raise bread from a seed and the
rarth, is working very close to the Creator.
Teach us
to search for the things that make life worth most in
the country, to get the spell of the silence of snowy
fields, the calmness of the open quiet spaces, the miracle of growth, the mystery of the call of the vireo to
his mate.
Then we will find our joys in the real
things of tJie country, and our young men and women
will not want the imitations of the toivn.
And

with

from the bovine contentno farther than our own green pasbarns.
Teach us our responsibilities

all this save us

ment

that looks

tures

and

filled

broader questions involving
neighbors but the whole world.
in

the

not

only

our

Keep before us the picture of the Belgian mother
holding her baby to her breast and staring in haggard
terror through the battle-smoke, fearing starvation.
for it. She is asking for only the necessaries, and as
the world goes, Canada is comparatively abounding
in luxury this year. Do not spare us the understanding of the suffering of the battle-field, that no wounded soldier be left uncared for through our indifference. Give tis the generosity to save the soldier's
ujidow from the stigma of charity in return for the
biggest sacrifice the country could have asked of her,
and the grace to appreciate our lifelong debt to the
man who combes back "permanently disabled." Let
it not be an how's gratitude of a purse and a bonfire,
but a solid public feeling working in a practical way
to give him the independence he has earned so dearly.
And until the whole tuorld can rest to heal its wounds
uje ask no other blessing than a quick conscience and
the courage to listen.

—

.

Austrian Peoples in the West:
The

Difficulties

Foreign Farmers Find in Getting on
Done Well

to the

By

Land

c. b. sissons

—Some Have

were not averse to plentiful labor broad
acres were craving tillage; "room for all
and to spare," was our motto. A few
there were who sounded a warning note
;

fearing that our democratizing institumight prove unequal to such an
enormous feat of digestion, but the tide
had started and there was no power to

tions

check

This house illustrates a

primitive

type of

lathing.

FEW

Easterners realize the far-reaching effects of our immigration policy
inaugurated in the nineties. East
of the Great Lakes one expects to see now
and then employed in various branches
of unskilled labor, men of stocky build and
alien speech. It is difficult to realize that
in the three Prairie provinces possibly one
man in four has a native tongue other than
English. The most prolific source for non-

it.

Last winter some ten thousand unemployed men, the great majority of foreign
birth, and a very large proportion from
these provinces of Austria, stormed the
city hall in Winnipeg, demanding work or
bread. Mr. J. H. T. Falk, secretary of the
Associated Charities of that city, took the
trouble to investigate the cases of 255

who applied to his
He found that in 179

ol these "foreigners,"
office in

a week.

Times Like These

In

Tjie foreign people who come to
Canada, come with burning enthu-

siasrn for the
land
liberty

—

new

land, this land of

A group of Ruthenians. One misses young
men and young women in all such groups.
They are away from home earning money.
cases the

applicants before e'.nigrating

had been owners and cultivators of land,
in 43 cases they had been agricultural
laborers, in 18 cases they had been tenant
farmers, and in only 15 cases, or less than
six per cent, of the whole had the applicants been engaged in some occupation
other than agriculture. A more minute
examination was conducted into fifty cases
and in addition to other information it

of freedom. Some
have been seen kissing the ground

in an ecstasy of gladness when they
arrive. It is the land of their dreams

where they hope to find home and
happiness.
They come to us with
ideals of citizenship that shame our

\smm

narrow, ^mercenary standards. These
men are of a race which has gladly
shed its blood for freedom, and is
doing it to-day. But what happens?
They go out to work on construction
gangs for the summer, and when
the work closes down they drift
back into the cities. They have done

A

feuoe which indicates industry and ability
to use materials ready to hand.

English speaking immigrants proved to
be the Austrian 'provinces of Galicia and
Bukovina.
Thence, year after year, a
people
always oppressed and often
poverty-stricken sought in eager crowds
the grant of one hundred and sixty acres
of land offered freely to all and sundry.
Steamship companies naturally welcomed
such profitable ballast; contracting firms

the

work we wanted them

and no
them.

to

do,

ftirther thought is given to
They may get off the earth

we are concerned. One
door stands invitingly open to them.
There is one place where they are
welcome so long as their money
lasts, and around the bar they get

House building. The metal roof and mu;!
walls indicate the blending of the new and
the old in the lives of these people.

so far as

their ideals of citizenship.
When an election is held, all at
once this new land of their adoption

begins to take interest in them, and

was ascertained
fifty

had come

of taking

up

to

that every one of the
the purpose

Canada with

land.

Only seven of these had actually acquired land, but none had been able to improve his property.
Most of them had
saved a little money, but this had been

political heelers, well paid for the
job, ivell armed ivith whisky, cigars

^mii^ikSi^

and m.oney, go among them, and in
their oivn lang^iage tell them which
tvay they nfiust vote and they do,.
Many an election has been swung by
this means.
One new arrival just

—

learning our language, expressed
his cont'empt for us by exclaiming:
"Bah! Canada is not a country it's
just a place to make money." That
was all he had seen. He spoke correctly from his point of view.

—

—Nellie McClung.

An Austrian bake

oven.

Mr. Ortynsky

among

his wheat.
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NE
begin agricultural operations unless he
has at least $500 of capital, and is assured
roads, schools, and some opportunity for
social enjoyment.

invested in city property. Thirty-one of
the fifty had an equity of over $1,000 in
city lots or house. When asked why they
had not taken homesteads rather than invest their money in the city, some admitted that the city had come to appeal to
them more than the country, but most of
them declared that they were told that
if they bought a house it would increase
in value and then they could sell it later

SOME RIBBONS FOR FARMS

At Gonor on

and have more money with which to start
on their farms.
However, throughout the West, a large

newcomers did manage
and retain it, and it is the
purpose of this article to give some account of their success, and the problems
which they have brought us.
North of Winnipeg, between the lakes,
lies the largest Slav settlement in Manitoba. Very little needs to be said about
agriculture in this district. For the most
part the people have hardly begun to
farm, although many of them have been
in the country between ten and fifteen
years. Here and there they have cleared
a few acres of land of the dense poplar
and birch woods. Great piles of unsold
and hitherto hardly saleable cord-wood
speak eloquently of toil unrewarded. I
know, for example, of a case where a
Ruthenian teamed wood one winter for a

number

the Gonor settlement are ninety-nine feet
by four miles, while sometimes the width

of these

to secure land

distance of 18 miles, selling it for $1.90
a cord. He used to drive to the village one
day, his oxen drawing about two cords,
put up for the night and return the next
day. This Vvood brought $5.00 a cord forty
miles away at Winnipeg. Where the clearing has been made about the shack you
will find a small patch of grain, and in
the natural meadows you will find little
stacks of wild hay. A cow or two, and a
few pigs constitute the live stock on the

has been reduced to thirty-three feet.
These "ribbons" of land you encounter
wherever the French settled in the early,

was the highway
and each man needed to have access to the
highway. The long hundreds to be found
days, for then the river

A Ruthenian bride and grouni. The bride
probably not more than fourteen years old.
Her metal udornments weigh several pounds.

is

USl^^iinuMl^vc.

An

early

the Canadianizlng
Ruthenian architeoture.

stage iu

of

place.

POOR CONDITIONS PREVAIL
Social and educational conditions are
Roads are few, and
equally backward.
for the most part passable only in winter
and where the summer has been unusual-

Owing to insufficient drainage
ly dry.
whole sections are at times submerged.
Until two years ago not a single school
was in operation betwen iTeulon and Arborg on the C.P.R., although there were
five stations each with its little settlement.
It could hardly be expected that such an
existence would be preferred to the easy
money and gregarious life of the city. Indeed those who did take homesteads were
usually compelled to spend much of their
time working on the railways or in the
city in order to secure a modicum of ready
money. It is not that these people are
unsuited to pioneer life in a wooded counOne-fourth of the surface of Galicia
is covered with forest and almost half of
that of Bukovina. They are handy with
the axe, accustomed to making things for
themselves and inured to hardship and
narrow means. As a result they are the
best of pioneers. But pioneers cannot be
expected to contend forever against undrained swamps and abysmal roads and
the general neglect of society, especially
when a great city near at hand beckons
them. No settler should be expected to

the Red River, fifteen miles

below Winnipeg, one meets with happier
conditions. Here the eye and the camera
are kept delightfully busy. The neatness
of the houses and the narrowness of the
lots first impress one. As a matter of fact
the most usual dimensions of a farm in

A Ruthenian ohuri'h, situated so as to coniThe snialleia long stretch of road.
liuildiMg merely serves to shelter and elevate
the bell.
niand

try.

Fully Canadianlzed, with a loss

in

style.

on some of our main roads surveyed a
century ago have their unhappy origin in
the same necessities of transportation, but
a farm a mile and a quarter long by forty
rods wide, such as we have on the Penetang Road, Ontario, is a marvel of con^
vencience as compared with the eighteenacre farms of the Gonor settlement, four
miles long and thirty-three feet wide. It
should be noted, however, that in most
cases only a few acres at the front of these
"ribbons" are under cultivation.
«We fall into conversation with one of
these petty farmers, at least my companion does. He has spent two years in
Galicia in order to familiarize himself
with the language and customs of these
people whose needs have been in the past
far too mute.
The farmer has been in
Canada fourteen years. He bought his
land for four dollars an acre. Eight years
later he sold it for twenty-five an acre,
but the same year was obliged to pay for
land a hundred yards up the road and no
better than the other^ forty-five dollars an
acre. No more land speculation for him.
He had to work out to earn the $400
extra needed to pay for the second farm.
He has no bank account, and rarely has
any cash on hand. When he has a load of
produce to take to town he spends the
proceeds in sugar and oatmeal and clothes
before he leturns. As for the war, the
Poles and Ruthenians have little to expect
from either side: "Let the devil take them
all, but give us our freedom,."
He thinks there is more hope from
Russia than from Austria, and that
Russia will redeem her promise to the
Poles.
At this point a neighbor bursts
into the conversation. He is a burly and
suiiy-looking chap.
He has no use for
the Rus^sians; he prefers the Austrians:
things are better in some ways over there
than here.
The wordy battle continues
with some heat, typical no doubt of many
a discussion in a strange tongue on our
wide prairies where old nations are being
fused into a new nation.
One further
statement of the first speaker is worth repeating: "Austria exists for the Germans;
she has no thought for us." It may not be
generally known that one reason for the
flooding of Western Canada by Galicians
was the fact that Galicia was being colonized by Germans, and the emigration of

.
.
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10
Poles and Ruthenians was encouraged in
order to leave more room for the incoming Germans.

HOW THE AUSTRIAN

farmers in the West, had an unusually
large acreage under crop 21.5 acres of
oats, 60 acres of wheat, and 14 acres of
barley. Ten thousand dollars would be a
conservative estimate of the assets of
this young Ruthenian of twenty-nine, who
started seven years ago with $1,000. For
the present the question of educational
facilities does not affect him personally,
as his children are too young to go to
school. It may be surmised, however, that
he will hardly be satisfied with the brand
of "bilingual" teaching which is beingfurnished to Ruthenians in most of the
schools of this part of the province.

—

BUILDS

art of building among the Austrians deserves attention. The houses are
constructed of logs.
Willow or poplar
twigs are then fastened to the logs in
place of lath. A plaster is then made of
mud and manure, the straw in the latter
serving like hair to bind the material together. This plaster is put on with the
hands, and when it has hardened a coat
of whitewash is applied with a home-made
brush. One of the illustrations shows a
very
woman applying the whitewash.
cheery body she was, not afraid of the
camera, but concerned at the splashes of
whitewash on her face. It is curious to
notice the development of architecture
among these people. The two-roomed
plaster house vinth its thatched roof and
small square windows marks the first
The roof is the first part of the
stage.
building to feel the impact of Canadian
ideas, just as the shawl covering for the
head is the first item of female dress to
be discarded when the lady wishes to be
thought a Canadian. A shingle or metal
roof replaces the picturesque thatched
roof, and an extra room may result in
the alteration of the plain rectangular
design. Lastly, clap-boards take the place
of the white clay walls and the unlovely
process of Canadianizing is complete.

The

A

"

But here is a clay oven behind a house
and close to a fine crop of oats. The owner of the oven is a dignified dame, much
aristocratic in appearance than the
bare-footed plasterer. She does not vnsh

more
to

have a picture of her oven; she has the

oven

itself;

ture?

what need has she of a

However, she

finally

pic-

yields

to

pecuniary persuasion, and even removes
the door so that the bread shows inside.
The oven has been heated by building a
fire inside. The coals and ashes are then
removed and the heat, absorbed by the
walls bakes the bread with excellent results.

There are three different kinds of
churches in this settlement
a Roman
Catholic church, a Greek Orthodox church
and a Uniat church. The Uniat church is
much the finest of the three, and occupies
a commanding position at a bend in the
road.
In architecture and service these
Uniat churches are a curious combination
of the Greek and the Roman, hence the

—

name.

The supremacy of the Pope

is

recognized, and a Latin cross surmounts
the edifice. On the other hand the crescent immediately beneath the Latin cross,
the shape of the dome and the fact that
the plan of the building is in the form of
the Greek cross, whose two arms are equal
indicate the decidedly Eastern character
of the church. Similarly, the icon, or sacred picture, is used in place of the crucifixand suppliants kneel before these icons,
alternately kissing the picture and the
floor.

Further

v.'est

one finds everywhere Aus-

trian settlements in various stages of advancement. Iti some places the conditions
are hardly better than those decribed in

Northern Manitoba, though Saskatchewan

The next advance

in

housebuildiiis.

In

and Alberta have never been so recreant
to their trust in the matter of education as
was Manitoba under the late regime. In
a good many places, however, one encounters communities or individuals whose
success points the way to what it is hoped
will be the ultimate state of all.

An

ac-

count of the career of one such farmer
may serve to illustrate what can be accomplished.

HOW ONE AUSTRIAN FARMS
Mike Ortynsky came to Canada as a
lad of fifteen. He worked for seven years
in a lumber yard in Winnipeg, in which
time he saved a thousand dollars. Also
he acquired a knowledge of the English
language and of Canadian business
methods.
About that time part of the
excellent tract previously held by the
Doukhobors, was thrown open for homesteading owing to the refusal of the Doukhobor community to take oift individual
patents. Our young Ruthenian thus obtained a good quarter some five miles
from Veregin. He cut down what bush
there was, broke the land, and was rewarded as good farmers in Saskatchewan
always are rewarded. Realizing that 320
acres can be farmed more profitably than
160 acres, he purchased another quarter,
paying ?26 an acre for it. This season's
crop should clear him of indebtedness and
make him the undisputed possessor of
320 acres with stock, implements and
fairly good buildings. His cattle number
sixteen, his horses six and his hogs
seventeen.
He is a grain-grower, not a
mixed farmer, and in 1915, like most

THE BIRTHPLACE OF A
CHICKEN
was announced that this
on incubators would appear in the January number.
It

article

Owing

the fact that the Febis covering the
whole subject in a very thorough manner, this article ha^
been held over for that issue.
We wish to state that it is the
best thing on the subject that
has appeared in Canada to date.
It is so practical and reasoriable.
The writer is one of the big
men in the poultry business.
to

ruary Special

—THE

EDITORS.

Saskatchewan, though not to the

same extent as in Manitoba, the Provincial
Government has been worsted by the problem thrust upon it by the Federal policy
of immigration. Principal Oliver of the
Presbyterian College at Saskatchewan,
speaking in Regina recently, declared that
it was the 60,000 Ruthenians in the province who constituted the great educational problem. He said that there were
two hundred school districts in which they

formed a majority, that seventy-five or
eighty of the schools in these districts

were conducted by Ruthenians, of

whom

than half a dozen possessed professional certificates, and that the system of
local boards was a failure, owing to the
impossibility of securing properly equipped trustees. Premier Scott, however, has
promised that the coming session shall be
less

known

as the session of educational re-

form as last session was known as that
of temperance reform.
Alberta has never failed to come to
grips with the proble-m.
Schools have
always been opened for the summer
months at least, and the best possible
teachers secured.
An attempt made
three years ago to thrust Manitobatrained "bilingual" teachers upon these
schools was manfully met by the Department of Education. The difficulties of
persuading, or failing that, coercing selfish or ignorant parents to send their
children to school have never been shirked. It is encouraging to see the reward of
these efforts in the last provincial elections.
In a constituency, eighty-five per
cent. Ruthenian, a candidate who favored
English in the schools, was elected by a
large majority over the editor of a paper
devoted i,o the support of the Ukranian
movement. There is still a battle to fight,
for the powers of darkness have not yet
been routed, but victory appears to incline to the right side, thanks largely to
the presence of two or three able and resolute men in the Department of Education
at Edmonton. And in Manitoba the situation appears to be clearing. It is now proposed to enlarge the consolidated school
at Teulon into an institution

where Ruth-

enian and English-speaking teachers may
be trained side by side in the class rooms
It is also suggested that a demonstration
farm be operated in connection with the.
training-school.
This arrangement undoubtedly gets down to first principles. It
recognizes that no people should live a
life apart in Canada, and least of all
should education be separate. It recognizes also the desirability of taking ex-

Continued on Page
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The Greenhouse
Try

Mid-winter

in

New Suggestions

on a Small Scale and Compare Results With Your Present
—
Methods Begin Now Plan for the Spring and Summer
to

preparing the following notes on
treatment of various greenhouse
crops, I have drawn entirely upon
experience and observation in the growing of each crop mentioned. If you are
successful
different
at present with
methods; do not make the mistake of
abandoning those methods, and adopting
any of mine simply because they are different, or look as though they may work
out Vi^ell for you. The proper method by
which to advance is to try all new suggestions on a small scale, and compare
results with your present manner of caring for each crop, and adopt only that
which proves best adapted to your environment.
The above is advice: what follows is
not, being
merely information, given
fairly, from experience, in the hope that
beginners and others of limited experience may find suggestions that may be of
assistance towards their advancement
in winter gardening.
The suggestions that follow are intended more for the man with a small
greenhouse and limited experience than
the man with a large commercial range
I do not wish, however, to have you

INthe

that the older and more experienced grower cannot find many valuable
hints by visiting and closely observing
infer

methods employed by his apparently

in-

experienced neighbor.
Whether one grows flowers or vegetables, the mid-winter season is usually a
busy one, and now plans should be made
for the spring and summer seasons, and
if flowers are grown, such as carnation-,
chrysanthemums, or roses, it is time to
prepare for next winter.
Now is the
time to closely observe the
diff'erent traits of each
variety
of
carnations,
which you may be growing, and to try to decide

By Elmer Weaver

iinportant that the sand be clean, some
growers root two or more lots of cuttings in the same sand, though we have

This is the first of a series of articles on
(jrcenhouse worl; that is l)ein(j ivritten by
Elmer Weaver, an expert, practical greenhouse
man; trhere the dollars and cents returns are
a most essential part of the continuance in his
business.
These articles will be of immense
service to both the professional and the amateur, and in February there icill appear a story
of the bwildinr/ of a greerihouse that will carry
many practical ideas and hints.
—The Editor.

found

demand on account

of its excellent keeping qualities.
Cuttings of all varieties should be
taken from healthy stock, Mrs. C. W.
Ward, Matchless, Alma Ward, Mrs. Akehurst. Enchantress, Supreme, and Alice,
at certain seasons of the year make several fine shoots on
each flower stem.

These side branches make excellent cutand when flowers are cut they
should be carefully removed so as not lo
bend or break the stem a short distance
above heel.
We usually remove a few
leaves f lom each .cutting at the base,
and if very long, cut the ends off the
leaves. Do not allow cuttings to become
wilted, but place in water for a short
tings,

time, not over one or tivo hours, then if
you cannot place in sand at once, keep
them in a cool place, covered so as to retain moisture.

DANGER OF FUNGUS IN OLD SAND

best not to have sand too

fine.

unclean and improper methods in the
cutting bench.
In the larger establishments a separate house is generally employed for propagating, where temperature, moisture,
and shade can be easily controlled. We
have proven to our entire satisfaction
that this is not essential to' success, as

we

have

It is

A bench on the north side of an east
and west house can be used very well
for this purpose by tacking a strij) of
T^uslin, or other light cloth to the roof,
and allowing it to hang down in front

Any degree of shade desired can be obtained in this way.
construct our bench of boards about "^

of the bench.

We

in.

wide and allow

this

two

to three inches of medium size cinders are placed in bottom and levelled ofl"

always

in

the depth of

,

.3

foundation,

inches.

We use a trowel to cut
a groove' in sand in which
to

insert

They

cutting.

should 'be placed about
an inch apart in rows,
and rows can be 1%
inches apart. When one
row is filled, press sand
firmly against cuttings
before scoring another
row. The depth of insertion in

IVi

sand depends upon
and

inches.

tings are in sand,

rceiiliouse

near Toronto where thousniids

market

in

a

of

big city.

doll^iis

iiiunii^

find

%

to

Water

oughly as soon

re-

great

this cinder

length of cutting,
should vary from

Pink Delight is one of
the most difficult varieties
from which to root cuttings. The color is good,
size
small,
though in
spite of the small flower,
is

Upon

which allows drainage, sand is placed
and made firm with a heavy tamper to

spect.

it

space between

CARE IN PLANTING

latter

in

in.

After whitewashing thoroughly, about

mentioned point is most important and some of the
newer introductions occasionally fail

%

each board.

a retailer, try to get their
opinion as to the desirability
of the diflferent
varieties from as many
angles as possible, such
as color, keeping quali-

The

propagating

special

flowers.

which varieties you may
wish to continue another
season, and which it may
pay you to discard.
If you are shipping to a
commission merchant, or

ties, etc.

tried

houses, and also a bench on the north
side of a regular house 40 ft. in width
in which carnations are grown for cut

on top.

Any good sharp sand will do for propagating, though we have found that it
is

it pays us to put clean, new sand
into the house for each lot of cuttings
rooted.
Sand does not cost as much as
we would loose by having fungus carry
off a lot of cuttings. Some growers contend that stem rot fungus is caused by,

thoras cut-

and be

sure you have sand saturated until water shows
underneath bench.
This method of bench
construction allows thorough drainage, and for
the first ten days the sand
can be soaked every other
day. At each watering
reduce the amount somewhat. After this period
allow three to four days
to
intervene
between

FAR
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waterings. A safe method to follow is to
pull out a few cuttings each day and
examine the heel, if it is moist or wet
withhold water another day, but if it
appears dry, and shows signs of wilting,
the necessity of water is indicated.

POTTING IN PAPER BANDS

Soon as short roots begin to form allow the sand to dry out gradually and
when roots are about half an inch or

more in length the cutting should be removed and potted up, or placed in flats if
you do not use pots. We find it pays to
pot all our carnation plants, or place
them in paper bands would be more appropriate, as our pots have been gathering moss for a few seasons, and instead we use a paper band giving us a
square receptacle about 2 in. each way.
Many growers are using these bands
now, and appear to give them strong endorsement. For the most part they .ire
simply made of manilla paper 2 in. wide
and about 9 in. long, these being folded
around a block 2 in. square and placed
in bed, upon either a sifting of fine
ashes, or sand, or upon soil. Where we
place them on soil, we usually cover soil
with sheathing paper to confine tjie roots

more

closely in the band.
grade of paper will do.

A

very cheap
We have used

many thousands

of these bands for tomatoes, 3 in. deep and 4 in. square. This
larger size is folded around a 4 in. block
then pinned together at the corners with
an ordinary pin.
Personally, I do not admire the band
that has no provision for fastening together, so we designed a form, and have
a box factory cut and crease them for us,
the cost being about .50c per 1,000 in
lots of 100,000, for a band a little less
than 2 in. each way.
After these bands are placed upon
bench they are filled with soiled and cut-

S
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tings planted in them the same as you
in a flat.
Always be careful not to plant a carnation any deeper in soil than it has
Bear this in
been previously planted.
mind when planting from sand. Again
when planting into the field, and especially in the fall of the year when you
transplant from the field into the house.
If you are careful in this matter, I feel
sure you have eliminated a serious
source of stem rot.
After potting young plants, do not
over-water, but give sufficient water to
keep from drying out. I do not think it
pays to neglect watering at any time to
the extent of having plants become very
dry, though as much, if not more, damage can easily be done by too much
water.
The soil in which you pot cuttings should be rather loose and fibrous,
like an old well-iotted sod, with little or
no fertilizer. We do not add manure to
our potting soil for carnations.

PAYS BETTER TO SELL THAN TO BUY
In planning ahead, figure out carefulhow much space you can devote to any
one crop, then plan to have enough good
healthy plants to fill that space. A good
rule to follow with carnations is to set
out enough plants to plant your houses
8 X 8 in. apart, and then should the season be favorable and the plants grow too
large for this spacing, you can usually
find a market for the surplus in the fall.
It always pays better to sell than to
buy.
In addition to the varieties of carnations already mentioned, there are several other very desirable ones which do
not produce cuttings, on the stem at the
time flower is ready to cut. Several are,
Gloriasa, W. Wonder, Beacon, etc.
In order to get a stock of cuttings of
such varieties, we top a small lot of

ly

Its

Feet:

plants about November 1st, and by midwinter have a fine lot of cuttings to select from these plants.
Try to keep the
temperature of the cutting bench 50
degs. to 55 degs. at night, and 55 degs to
60 degs. during the day. The blooming
carnation plants at this season require
constant attention, as at all other seasons of the year. Keep a close watch for
insects, spray for red spider, and fumigate or spray for aphis.
Water when
soil appears to dry out slightly.
We have very little trouble with red
spider, so we find by keeping the plant
in a healthy growing condition the spider rarely can gain a hold on it.
Last
season for over two months we did not
have the foliage of our carnation plants
wet, either by spraying, or watering,,
and did not have any spider to contend
with.
We water underneath the plants
between the rows.
If you grow a few crysanthemums,^
take care of the stock plants at this season so you will have a lot of fine healthy
cuttings by March and early April. Keep
them cool, and on the dry side so the
cuttings are not too soft.

Aphis can be kept in check by fumigating with tobacco stems, or nicotine
paper, or spraying with nicotine solutions.
The first method is cheapest
where one has a supply of stems available, though it is not as dependable, or
so desirable a method as the latter two
mentioned. Where spider must be eradicated, water is necessary under a pressure of 15 to 20 lb. per sq. inch. Spray
thoroughly on clear days.
Spraying with a

fine spray, commerlime sulphur solution, diluted 1 part
to 50 will kill spider, but at same time
will discolor foliage. Salt also is recommended, a pint to several gallons of
water being beneficial.
cial
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ell-known. Retired Farmer, Who Once
Old Ontario Farmer Hired a
Owned a Gold Medal Farm, to T ell Him What to Do First Aid

GRAY,
ago, had
FARMER
occasion to
the big annual exhifive falls

visit

bition in Toronto and resolved to accept the invitation of one of the big implement manufacturers to visit their place of
business. He had known one of the proprietors in his younger days. Together
the two friends wandered through the big
factory.
The manufacturer had plenty
of time to explain the various features of
the establishment. The farmer looked at
each part of the concern with growing
interest.
Finally they stood before the
finished machine in its shining coat of
varnish and the completeness that warms
the heart alike of manufacturer and

farmer.
"Well,

I

of

remarked Mr. Gray.

it all,"

'

would plant them

Farm on

Placing a
An

MER

suppose that this

is

just beginning. We
these machines at a profit or
the whole shop will soon go to discard.
to

do with

must

it all, is

sell all

There is no use in our buying lumber and
iron and paint and labor and machinery
unless it will pay us to do so."

Gray commenced
light.

He had

to see things in a new^
inherited a 100-acre farm

his father. It was more than twenty
years since he had commenced working on
his own responsibility.
Beyond keeping
his head above water and furnishing his
farm with the ordinary equipment he had
done very little.
Lately he had commenced to think of what he was to do for

from

aged nineteen, and theyounger seventeen. He was but fortyfive himself and he felt that he and his
wife were good for at least twenty years
of good hard work.
The thought of his

his boys, the elder,

sons leaving him was quite distasteful tohim. Equally abhorrent was the thought
that his boys should have a poorer start
The trip
in life than he had enjoyed.
through the big factory had set him thinking.
He realized why this big concern
had its men out on the search for material

the end

"Not at all," replied the manufacturer,
"this is only the end of one part of the
business. The serious part of the concern, as far as the business interest has

—

The -ditch meandered through the lower ten
acres in such a way as to spoil the whole field
for anything but pasture.

He understood something

and

sales.

the

responsibilities

of both

the

of

buying

'
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and selling agents. Better still, he came
to understand why so much care was bestowed upon the careful figuring done in
the central office. Balance, he saw, must
be maintained everywhere. There must
be no guess work about it. Unless supplies both of material and labor were secured for the making up in his machines,
and unless the machines when manufactured were disposed of at a profit the
manufacturer might as well close his
doors in order that the sheriff might be
saved that unpleasant task later on. The
big problem of the manufacturer was not
so much the making of machines as the
making of machines and selling them at
a profit. True, there was a certain fascination to an onlooker in the having
control of hundreds of men and in the
being able to start or to stop acres of
machinery. But all the power over men
and machinery would vanish with the losing of profits. As far as the firm was
concerned, every man and every machine
must be reckoned with in terms of profits.
Every laborer, in the office and in the factory or on the road must pay his way and
add to the profits of the concern or be got
It might look hard, but unless
rid of.
profits kept coming in, what was to become of the business? Outside of the
office, Mr. Gray's friend was the assistant in many a philanthropic enterprise,
but in the management of the concern
everything must be computed in terms of

retirement to adrise on the situation. It points
out how this farmer, of course under nn assumed tiame here fur good reasons, iras big
enough to ask for adcice, and also brave enough
He did sn
to tdl.c the adcice and make 'it go.
in such a way that the farm was regencrati il
and the family became so interested in agriculture that they remniaed thdre, and are to-day
A further article
big men in their district.
irill appear in a later number.

— The

had dawned upon the
farmer. He saw that the manufacturer
was simply a man who had chosen to
work in wood and iron and paint and in
clearer light

human

labor with the object of putting
together machinery that others, might
buy and who in this machinery building
made a profit, who must make a profit or
go out of business. Mr. Gray saw his own
work in a new light. He also was the
maker of things to sell. He, too, made
use of raw material. His raw material
was air and sunlight and soil and seeds.
Like the manufacturer his business was
to make combinations of these that other
men might want and for which they were
willing to pay him a price
that would yield him a
profit over the cost of

fore doing
tific

it,

we

We

man.

finally called in the scien-

are glad

we

retired from farm work to the city. He
had every confidence in his neighbor's integrity and in his skill as a practical
Here
agriculturist and money-maker.
is

the letter he sent to him.
Dear Mr. Watkins:
I

home

well furnished, the
children educated and the church maintained. Now he saw that all this depended
upon his making profits in his business.
If there were a part of his equipment, let
it be a machine or an animal that was not
returning him a little more than he was
expending upon it, that part of his equipto be paid, the

ment was but an encumbrance to him, no
matter what the sentiment associating
therewith.
Little wonder
that
itself
Farmer Gray did not sleep much for a
night or two after returning from his
trip to the big city with its mighty manufactories.

In the midst of his perplexity he requery and a remark of his friend
the manufacturer as they had made their
rounds of the factory.
"Do you see that man?" his friend had
asked.
"Well," his friend continued.
called a

in a while we ask him to come
here to look over our way of doing things
in order that he may discover any leaks
in the business.
We pay him five dollars
an hour for doing this. We never got into
the way of doing business till we got
these men to help us."

BRINGING IN AN EXPERT
"But," asked the farmer, "why didn't
you fellows act as your own expert?"
"Well, we did try that for a while," was
the answer, "but have you ever noticed
that when your body gets out of kilter
and your boneset fails, you go to the doctor?
The fact is our business was sick
and although we had to swallow hard be-

combining and marketing
his materials.

These were facts with
which Mr. Gray had been
familiar all his days. The
difference was that he
now saw the old facts
with greater clearness.
Campaign orators had
told him and his brother
farmers that the democracy rested upon agriculture as a basic industry.
His city cousins had re-

did."

occurred to Gray that he might do
worse, to say the least, than to follow
aome such course. After turning the matter over in his mind for some time he decided to write to a farmer who had lately
It

Editors.

"Every once

good hard cash.

A

Hut it hna o foundalion in
'J'liin in a sturi/.
The icriter Hces in u irell-seltled section
fact.
in Eastern Canada where an old farm carrying
a fine family was saved by the bringing out of
a well-known farm expert from his place of
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have i-iiuoluded

th:it

where

am coming

am

I

out uf uiy farm that
sure that you are the very
all

I

not making
should.
I
am

man

show me

to

Will you come
for a couple of weeks and help me get into
a rignt way of doing things?
I want you
to look over my place and to ask me any
questions you like about my management,
or circumstances.
After you have had all
the time you want to form your opinion I
want you to let me know what you think
I

short.

and I'll try to live up to your advi(e. For
doing this I am willing to pay you five dol
lars per day and all expenses."

Watkins was a grim

who had made

his

old veteran farmer^

way by hard

thinking

and harcf knocks. For a week he walked
over Gray's farm without making a single
comment. Towards the end of the second,
week for the first time he invited the
proprietor to walk over the premises with
him. "Land," said he, "sells for about a
hundred dollars an acre.
Now what
about that ten-acre field there with the
creek in it? How much has it returned
you for the last ten years?" Gray could
not tell him. "I'm sure that it is of but
little use to you for anything but pasture

and that for early in the summer. The
creek in itself in an asset to your place
but as it now wanders through that fine
field it is simply a hindrance. The thing
for you to do is to straighten the creek and
to drain the field."
From field to field Watkins took his
younger brother farmer till the whole
place was gone over and Watkins had
given his opinions. as to the variety of
crops that the farm soil was best fitted
to produce and the variety of labor to
which the farmer was best adapted, for
Watkins had studied the qualities of the
farmer and his aptitudes equally with the
resources of the farm.
"Well; where had I
better
begin?" queried
Gray. "Here it is the
early fall. This is about
the busiest time of the
whole year."
Watkins looked at Gray
for a full two minutes.
"That's about the best
question any farmer ever
asks. Stick to asking that
question. But there's another that's just as important. It's this 'Where
do you intend to come
out?' You've brought me
:

minded him of the good
food that he ate and of

***'

out here to show you how
you can make most dollars off your farm. Now

make up your mind

the fine scenery that glad-

just

dened his eye as he drove

that you're not going to
do anything that won't
give you some good
profits. Make friends of
jo^es and Smith, the
drovers. Better still have

his

team

Of

afield.

all this

he was fully conscious.

He was
the
V

conscious, too, of
fact that he must

nave money

...

if

taxes were

''

Mr.

Gray took the expert

''

.

neighbor's advice and did a piece of the
straighteniDg of the creek the next season.
It made a nice job and cost very
httlc bpvond their own efforts.
The ground was worked right u p to the edge
of the djtdi.
old
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none but first-class goods. You can do it,
and make the highest prices at it.
"In the dairy business you are going
along the right lines. Keep up your cowtesting and send your boarder cows to the
shambles as soon as you find them out.
Above all insist on cleanliness in the
stable and in the marketing of milk.

them pasture a few dozen sheep with you
for a couple of months. They'll allow you
about forty cents each a month for feed-

ing them. If they wont take you up on
You
the pasturing- offer, buy outright.
may expect to make about a dollar and a
quarter on each of them but you'll have
Place the flock in each
to take the risk.
In a couple of
field before you plow it.
weeks they'll have cleaned up the weeds
and rubbish in each field where the grain
grew, so thoroughly that you'll not know
All that you make on the sheep will
it.
be clear gain. Weeds will vanish but will
leave some profit behind them. Later on,
look up a few steers for fattening purposes. Bullock and Brindle, if they know
their business as well as they used to
know it, will think about your pocket book
as well as their own. If they don't you

A GOOD PLOUGHMAN

"Men

your township are noted for
being good ploughmen, and I know you
appreciate rny advice when I tell you to
keep the team moving all fall.
"Now about the teams during the winter. It costs you about $60 to winter each
horse, if you count interest, feed and
labor.
How about getting something out
of him this winter? Probably you can do
some hauling this winter that vdll assist
you in the summer's clean up and new
work. A new summer silo is needed and
you can prepare for it for one thing.
"Then again, about six miles from here
there's Brown's saw mill where they burn
the slabs. Get Brown to cover up all the
ashes from the rain and you haul the
ashes for that potato field. You can af-

know the remedy. Buy nothing but what
you are quite sure you can make a dollar
on. Each thousand-pound bullock should
I
yield about ten dollars cash profit.
noticed last summer that you had as fine
a crop of oats as I saw growing in this
Suppose you give them a
township.
special cleaning in the fanning mill, send
for the government seed grain inspector,
have him give you a test, advertise in the
local papers and in a few of the farm
magazines. Sell all that you can spare for
seed. This fall; get rid of all your fences
except your road and line and lane fences.
Leave a lane wide enough for teams to
Then divide the repass comfortably.

ford to pay him ten cents per bushel for
the ashes and do the hauling. If you simply put your mind to it you can keep the
horses as busy as is good for them. Then
It is necessary
there are the stables.
for you to put them in repair. You can
do most of this yourself. Only be sure
to get yourself a few tools and learn to
keep the tools in good shape. You can't
make a good job with tools out of re-

mainder of your farm into two sections
so that you may have the two following
rotations: Corn, oats, clover,
timothy, pasture or hay. The other rotation will be roots, barley, clover, timothy,
This can be varied by sowing
pasture.
Much
fall wheat on the pasture land.
will depend on circumstances, but this is
a good rotation to work for. It will keep
your land in fine shape, It will give you

pair."

five-year

of work all the year through and
provide ways and means for keeping a
It
little money coming in every month.
provides. plenty of fodder and you may
feed this to the dairy herd or fattening
cattle as you think best. Think this over
and I'll provide you with a plan for
Suppose you
straightening that creek.
try that pasture field over there in potatoes for next year and see what it will
do for you.
lots

PERSONAL SUPERVISION COUNTS
"I would' keep your eye on that 5-acre
orchard, and see that the pruning, spraying and marketing is done right. Join

your local fruit growers' association and
get into line with a good pack and the
co-operative way of handling your fruit.
You should have 96 per cent, and not 46
percent, of

what the consumer pays.

"In the matter of poultry, select all the
stuff you want to market and feed in close
crates for two weeks along the lines advocated by the O.A.C. and the Manitoba
College especially which fattens chickens
for farmers in a way that shows up well.
"In the matter of markets, I would take
a day off and visit the city to get into
touch with the select grocer trade or a
Then put up
Jine of private customers.

in

Gray was almost gasping as grim old
veteran Watkins finished his talk.
.

FARMING

"A

pretty

IS

A STIFF JOB

stiff job,

the old advisor.

queried
never found

isn't it?"

"Well,

I

farming anything but a hard proposition.
But I won out and so can you. Don't
drive the thick end of the wedge first. Get
right at the things that must be done on
Lay out your work and then
the spot.
If you and your
develop a stiff chin.
two sons can't do this work this fall with
hiring a man occasionally for odd jobs
and threshings you had better send for
the sheriff. A whole lot of us fall down
from one of two causes. Either we are
slack in making our bargains or we do not
lay our work out properly and then stick
everlastingly at, it till it will pass a firstclass inspection."
Gray had paid well for his service and
his first business was to get the worth of
He gave his sons the job of ploughing
it.
and getting in the root crop. For himself
he set the task of pulling down the fences,
picking and sorting the apples, attending
to the poultry and cattle and fitting up
the stables.
The crop of apples was a large onef, but
to Gray's dismay he had scarcely fifty
barrels of first-class apples. Worms were
everywhere. Scab seemed to be omnipresent. From these two causes alone he
found that he had come short in cash returns by over three hundred dollars. Further, through lack of pruning, the apples
were smaller than they should have been
and from this cause Gray had an uneasy

consciousness that he was a loser of another fifty dollars. Here in the orchard
was a leak and no mistake. The lesson
was learned, however, and Gray's duty
was clear. An interview with a huckster
in the neighboring market put him in the
way of disposing of his second-class
apples and the cider mill helped him to
take care of the culls. The apple crop
gathered, the orchard was lightly ploughed and the hogs turned loose therein.
Hogs and hens together disposed of a deal
of vermin, to the advantage of both hogs
and poultry and orchard. Gray saw that
for a month at least of the following winter he had a job laid out in the pruning
and scraping of his fruit trees. He also
got into touch with the fruit growers'
association.

Gray's experience with the old "snake"
fences that had heretofore divided

rail

his

farm

his

into fields

surprise

was

illuminating.

To

each of these fences had

prevented his cultivating satisfactorily
a space of ground at least seven feet
wide. The fences removed that fall would
aggregate in length about 480 rods. In
other words, those unnecessary fences deprived him of about two acres of arable
land. Here was another hole in his pocket
where his profits leaked away.
Gray
hauled the rails home to a convenient
place for piling and found that he had
enough fuel for firing purposes for years
to come. He had the alternative of using
the rails himself or of disposing of them
at an average of three and a half cents
each. In addition to saving ground Gray
had rid himself of trees and bushes that
not only shaded his land and robbed his
crops of nutriment, but he had cleaned
out many a nest for woodchucks and
caterpillars and similar foes of good crop
growing.

Meanwhile the stables had been looked
He had not neglected the advice
to secure tools that would do his job. Gray
thought that hitherto he had been at least
fairly careful in keeping his cattle mangers clean. However a careful looking at
the mangers and stalls revealed remnants
of feed that spoke of conditions that were
after.

anything but sanitary or economical. The
first

work was

and

to take precautions against their re-

to correct these conditions,

currence.
Leaks in the gutters were
Floors were levelled in order
stopped.
that the cattle and horses might lie comfortably.
When the repairs were made
the stables were given a complete whitewashing. Draughts were stopped in the
hog pen. The poultry quarters were
emptied of everything movable and walls
and perches soaked with the hottest and
strongest mixture of fresh hime and zenoleum.
The floor was then covered to a
depth of a foot with fresh sods and earth.
This meant a busy fall, but Gray
noticed that while he had discussed politics a good deal less than he had during
previous seasons his farm was in a different condition though the government
seemed to be getting on quite as well as
when he had said more about it. The
middle of December found him with his
land all ploughed, his fences removed ex-

—
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Pruning the Knotty Terms of Science
A

Plea For Simpler English in Dealing With

By
"SOME ASPECTS OF MEMORY"
"And

Coleridge, too, has lately taken wing,
But like a hawk encumbered with his hood.
Explaining Tnetaphysics to the nation,
I wish he would explain his explanation."
Byron, Don Juan (Dedication)

—

ago (not very many though)
YEARS
the ordinary man psychology stood
to

P. F.

MUNRO,

ma.,

handling a pen, to the activities involved
in swaying an audience by speech, or in
carrying to completion some engineering
work like constructing a viaduct or building a bridge. This all belongs to psychology, human psychology, that is to say,
for we have animal and nation (ethnic)
psychology as well.
Reducing the barbaric phrase re neurosis and psychosis to common phraseology, we get, "for every nerve stimulation there is a mind equivalent. This is

for something mystical, and the reason for this was not far to seek. When he
asked for a definition, he was given this:
"Psychology is the science of mind," or
"the orderly study of mental states," or
etc., ad infmitum (Latin for the colloquial
phrase, if you will, "to the bitter end.")
The more he read on the subject, the more
disgusted he became, for the reason that
any book on psychology made use of such
technically over-labored terms and expressions that he was utterly at sea. For that
matter he was not alone, for many university graduates were equally nonplused.
He read, for instance, in a book of a
well-known psychologist and scientist,
"For every neurosis there is a psychosis."
He at once reached for his Concise Im-

up-to-date dictionary and get the special
meaning and application of these terms."
Very well, that's just the remark we expected to hear. Our reply is, make the
English so simple and clear that he who
runs may read, that the ordinary man
may not need a Funk & Wagnall's dictionary at his elbow. Our plea is for
simpler English clearly expressed vnth
metaphors, if you will, for they aid in
giving a lively and distinct understanding
of things. These scientific subjects from

perial, and this is what he read: "Neurosis
a name common to diseases having,
or supposed to have, their seat in the

their very nature are, goodness knows,
difl[icult enough.
Why, then, try to explain the obscure by the more obscure?

nervous

To put our case in a nutshell School
books should be simpler. "Johnnie," said
the teacher, "your composition is philosophically deduced and elaborately organized, but for the sake of simplicity I
caution you to chasten your prolixity and

—

system."

"Psychosis

—mental

constitution or condition." Putting these
together he got as the meaning of the

above: "For every name common to diseases having, or supposed to have, their
seat in the nervous system, there is a
mental constitution or condition."
What a fine insight into psychological
science he surely got from this definition
of a barbaric phrase, coined, or at least
used by a scientist who plumed himself on
knowing, like the immortal William
(Shakespeare, not the Kaiser)
little
Latin and less Greek

—

THE INTOXICATION OF WORDS
Psychologists of the above mentioned
type are legion, and in some of their writings they remind us of Byron's description
of Donna Inez in his Don Juan, when he
says:

simpler and more intelligible.

SIMPLER SCHOOL BOOKS

But someone may

ennoble 'em."

Our young reader then
with

S7ich stuff, give

me

said,

"Away

som,e simple, if

way of learning psychology." So said the late Professor James,
so says Dr. P. Sandiford, and so say we

not heart-felt

humble though we be. How much simpler
does the matter become if we define psychology as James and Sandiford do, as
"the science of human behavior in its
widest sense." That includes everything
from the instinctive movements, the
habitual
movements of walking of

and say, "Use an

prune your efflorescence.
Johnnie simply says, "Yes sir," but in
his seat, to his older chum, he whispers,

Subjects

B.Paed.
matter from our minds with the soothing

remark of Sir Roger De Coverley, "Much

may

be said on both sides."
defines memory as the knowledge
of a former state of mind after it has already once dropped from consciousness,
that is, it is the knowledge of an event or
fact, of which meantime we have not been
thinking, with the additional consciousness that we have thought or experienced
it before.
Sandiford says in his "Mental
and Physical Life of School Children,"
(a book well worth a careful reading, and
one cannot do better than quote him),
"Processes occurring in the central nervous system leave an impression or trace
by means of which, under appropriate circumstances, this may be reproduced.
When discharges (activity of nerves)
regularly take place along certain paths,
we get the phenomena of habit; when one
system of nerve cells is aroused to activity
by means of activity of another, the process is known as association. These aspects of the nervous system were referred
to in a general way in our last article. To
quote: "Our entire intellectual life rests
on a foundation of sensation and movement." "Reflex action (we should be more
correct to say here habitual action) is the
deputy of the brain, directing myriad
movements walking, dressing, eating
all the routine movements of one's body,
thus leaving the higher powers free to
attend to weightier things. An adult may
be defined as the sum of his youthful nerve
reactions which tend to perpetuate them-

James

—

to

selves."

"What was

memories of tendencies to act again in a
way in which we have acted before," or
"habit is unconscious memory," and this

the teacher driving at?" He
"Oh, he means, in English, that
your essay is good, but you used too many
words."
"Is that so? What language did teacher
use? Chinese?" "No, Bostonese."
replies,

Our point, we hope,
we shall try to avoid

is

made

clear,

and

these very pitfalls
in the discussions on psychological subjects that may appear from time to time.

SOME ASPECTS OF MEMORY
The assumption

"Her thoughts were theorems, her
words a problem.
As if she deemed that mystery would

rise

Some

in these articles is that
the physiological basis, as outlined in our
first article, offers a reasonable explanation of many mental phenomena, such as
habit, association and memory. The men
who dispute the claims of the physiological
psychologists have some strong evidence
in support of their view, but modern
thinkers are inclined to believe that
the truth lies near the mean, but not necessarily actually the mean, as Aristotle
claimed of virtue. This is the age-old
question of materialism versus idealism, a
matter-mechanical theory as opposed to a
mind (soul) spiritual interpretation, as
the philosophers tell us. But here we feel
the need of an explanation of an explanation.
But enough! Let us dismiss the

—

We

also said "habit is only a bundle of

links the last article with the present.
To revert to Sandiford, we may then
continue. "The. stimulation of a neurone
system which leads to the revival of a
previous experience in imagination, with

the additional knowledge that we have
experienced before, produces the phenomena we call memory." And this agrees
with the view of James given above.
The two aspects therefore, which from

we must emphasize are,
(1) retentiveness, or retention of the remembered fact, and (2) its reproduction
or recall' or recollection or reminiscence.
our definition,

Physiologically, when the nerve cells or
neurones are in a state of rest, we get (1)
when they are active we get (2).

WHAT

IS

MEMORY?

Manifestly, according to our theory of
memory, there are as many kinds of
memory as there are ways of recalling
past experience. Our first article showed
this in treating the various kinds of
images as memory ideas. But, as Stout
says,

"Ordinary language

is

undoubtedly

right in recognizing distinct memories for
general
departments of experience."

.

—
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Hence, we may name a few of the types of
memories which are, as it were, officially
recognized by psychologists.
(a) Good and bad memories: good, if

memory

serves us well; bad,

\f it doesn't.

Note that a memory thut retains

too

many

details is not serviceable, as the tendency
in such a case, is to overload our stories of
events with irrelevant matter. In fact,

memory

itself,

as

we

are

all

aware

lets the

unimportant impressions fade away, and
tends to retain only the essential elements
or relevant facts and meanings. Indeed,
memory as a function seems to be like
attention in having a selection propensity. To have a good memory is to have
the power of appropriate and easy recall.
(b) Logical and rote: logical, when one

has a memory for ideas; 7-ote, power to
repeat by heart. James asserts that all

improvement of memory consists in the
improvement of one's habitual methods of
recording facts. Association, according to
psychologists, explains reThis agrees with common expericall.
ence, and hence the secret of a good
memory (whether logical or rote in the
writer's humble opinion) is the secret of
forming as many associations as possible
with any fact we wish to retain. The
greater the number of avenues of approach, the easier it is for one to reach a
given goal.
So in recall. If, for example, we wish
to recall a certain event, and with it was
associated originally one other idea, then
in trying to recall the event we have only
one association to connect with it. Result
we fail to recall, or do so only after
great effort. But if, on the other hand,
there were, at the time of the impression,
numerous associations, our chances of easy
recall are twice, three times, or four times,
or even greater. These associations may
be compared to four hooks, any one of
which, or all four, may catch the elusive
fact when sunk beneath the surface of

him and most

—

consciousness, just as a night-line with its
many hooks in the lake, accords the
farmer-fisherman a greater chance of a
good catch than a single line with one
hook.
(c) Immediate and persistent memoties: Immediate, one that is serviceable
for a present purpose, that of the barrister, for instance, as he prepares for a case,
or of the student cramming for an examination. This is the type called, "Easy
come, easy go." The persistent is a memory in which facts of previous experience
"stick." As a matter of fact, experimental
tests go to show that of memory "quickly
learnt, quickly forgotten" does not hold
true. Rather is it "quick and sure," not
"slow and sure," that wins the race.
(d) Special memories. Some there are
who have a special power for remembering certain classes of facts. Some readily
recall facts; others, names or tunes or
dates; some concrete objects, others abstract; some records of sports, others
prices of stocks.
Some, all about the
"movies", others all about the churches.
One boy will know all about the football or
lacrosse heroes and their descendants, another boy all about horses and their pedigrees. And so on without stop. In short,
one's memory is best where one's interest
lies. "Where your heart is there will your
memory be." The greater the number of

interests,

the

greater

memory. The writer

the

of

varieties

youth read a newspaper in this order: sporting page, local
news, humor, world news, and then editorial page. At present this is something
(the old order having
like the order
changed gradually, gave place to the
new) world news, sporting page (mainly
in ruby and lacrosse seasons) local news,
editorials, humor (if at all, for it very
in

:

often, like the proverbial oyster in
soup, proves an alibi.)

the

these types of memory two points
be stressed for the benefit of the
teacher. First, the necessity of encouraging concentration of attention, teaching
students to carefully and accurately observe the thing presented; second, the
necessity of repetition of instances coupled
with clear thinking-out the image every
time repeated.
Further, let it be noted, in passing, that
In this or any other classification of types
of memory, there is bound to be overlapping. P'or example, a memory may be
good, logical and persistent all at once,
just as on the farm a Percheron horse
may at once be a strong draft horse, a
good "roadster," and a quiet driver for
the women.

In

all

may

WHAT THINGS
We may here

DO YOU

THINK ABOUT?

say that one's dominant
images largely determine the type and
quality of one's memory. The person blind
from birth not only does not see
color, form, and motion, but he cannot remember, imagine, or think of
colors, visual
forms, and movements.
His world is not a visible world.
To the deaf person (i.e., from birth)
the world is without sound.
Helen
Keller, normal till she was nineteen
months old, had an opportunity of securing some images of light, but she practically lives in a world in which there is
no light, no color, no sound. She herself
has said, "A person who has seen at all
will retain images of light throughout life,
sight and sound are however, of little, if
any, use to me." Yet she, through special
training, lives a more intelligent and
cultured life than most people yes, than
even the average college graduate. Her
physical disadvantage has become an advantage, as so often in life.

—

Again,

we

all

have our own mental way

of remembering (or picturing in mind to
keep us right) the names, say, of the
months of the year, of the day, or of facts
of everyday experience. The writer, for
instance (if the reader will pardon a
personal reference here and there from
now on) is markedly visual in his images,
and therefore, in his recall of past events.
Yet besides these visual (eye) images,
auditory (ear), olfactory (nose), and
tactile (touch, feel) images, play an important part in his power to recall. He
remembers most things by recalling the
page of the book where they were firet
seen and learned in school, or college, or
the occasion, the room, the teacher, the
professor—^everything in fact, that was
associated with the particular experience.
"He enriches every fact or event with
associations in concrete imagery," as the
psychologists might say. This applies to
all kinds of experience in school or out of
school whether it be real estate, civics

—

and

politics, social affairs,

what

the church, or

not, even to the football field in a

league game.

PICTURES OF

MEMORY

As

to the

As

to olfactory (nose, smell), give

auditory (ear) images, the
chirp of a blackbird, or the caw of a crow,
takes him back in m^emory to that spring
down on the farm in 1891 (he had passed
his entrance examination, and was assistant-farmer) while his elder brother got
his chance at school. That spring he arose
at 6 a.m. (or earlier) to shoot blackbirds
and crows, the enemies of the Indian corn.

him

one whiff of lilac in May, and at once he
is back in mem.ory at 85 South street in
Hamilton, with six other budding pedagogues, all attending the Ontario Normal
College of those days; and all this forsooth, because his landlady was good
enough to provide bouquets of lilac. What
country lad does not have a vivid recollection of his best girl in by-gone days when
he gets a whiff of the perfume she at that
time used? "Smell memories are very
subtle and insidious" they tell us. (Get
your dictionary for these words)
As to tactile (feel, touch) images, he yet
has very vivid images in memory of- a
thrashing he got on April 1st (note the
irony of fate), 1886 or '87 (for a minor
offence, of course, as all boys see it), at
the hands of a teacher, with an edging,
who afterwards proved himself his best
friend by giving him a stick, i.e., lacrosse
stick. That teacher afterwards became a
lawyer, and now stands high in his profession, but that is another story.
Experiments have been carried on by
the writer in the school room of a collegiate institute to ascertain the memory
bents of the pupils' minds. What these
prove, or at least indicate, will perhaps
provide material for a future article.

IMPORTANCE OF SCHOOLHOUSE TRAINING
Meanwhile, let him call the attention of
teachers to getting students started right.
How a boy learns his first lessons is the
important thing for him. Right and sane
methods of teaching adapted to the needs
of the growing mind are what even the
teacher in the little red schoolhouse must
strive to apply. How yiecessary it is then
for trustees to secure the viost competent
teachers available, and not adopt the
penny-wise, pound-foolish policy of engaging the lou'cst salary bidder.
Again, in teaching geography, too much
is laid on map directions and not
half enough on actual geographical conditions. Let us illustrate. Some of us were
taught the directions of east, west, north
stress

so carefully from the map
that east was right, west was left, north
was up, south was down that to save our
lives we cannot at times even yet locate
ourselves till we have recalled the map in
memory. What is the result when we travel say, to the west? This: we are always
at sea, trying to make our old m,ap memories fit in with actual directions. These directions should obviously be taught in connection with the movement of the sun.
Then -.-nistakes are less likely to occur.

and south,

—

There

upward

is

also a

in the

wide

making

field for revision
of some of our text

Continued on Page
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Making the Frills Pay:

and grminds aftpr their transformation.

r.olvoir barn, lioiisp

Sketcn of

By

former appearance seen

on

r

next

page.

j

An

Messenger

Idea

is

a

compel-

ling thing.

Making

a

Nova

Scotia

Run-Down Fann and Serving Humanity

in a

C otnmon-

Sense Way.
"You have gained a few

dollars by
unremitting and stern.
Yon have fought down the grand
things of life; its truest joys never
toil

to learn.

Your friends have grown few, and
grown cold; children choosing to
roam.

—

You've found gold, but you've lost
for you've missed the best thing
on God's Earth a good home."

—

H

ANG

the looks,

I

When my

This

The man irho makes a farm home attractive lives a rjood religion. Editor.

shells.

—

tion asked a certain official to give an

address at the annual meeting. He suggested improvement in rural home surroundings. This was received in silence
until one of the directors said, "No, I don't
believe that would do. We want something practical." This was another man
who had his back yard in the front of his
house. I want to accomplish two ends in
this article. To prove,' if possible, that the
time and money used in making the home
surroundings attractive are profitably
and practically spent and to show from
my personal experience what can be done
even with a little effort. When I first struck
this place it needed a magician to see its
possibilities under cover of its actualities.
I can never cease to wonder how human
beings could live here and let things
go as we found them. The house was
thoroughly built on a knoll commanding
a view of practically the whole farm, but
the upstair rooms, on account of the low
posts, had ceilings only about six and a

—

is

hair gets so long that my
better three-fourths threatens to braid it,
I go to the barber's and meet this man.
He is talking trotting horses and cursing
the Government. I run into the grocery
and I find him there when I go in, and
leave him there when I come out. He can
give you an opinion on everything you
want and I always feel densely ignorant
in his presence and I think sometimes he
pities me. He shows a fine contempt for
one of his neighbors who is really trying
to farm. He has his opinion of book farming and scientific farming.
Occasionally, I drive by his farm. To
get to his house from the highway he
drives on either side of a gully worn out
tor.

pooh, pooh! the facts as thxij
to settle the question for
a moment iy a know-all toss of the head and
an ejaculatory declaration that passes off for
wisdom among a certain class of people, but
the « i^-e man is he icho knows that what is
commcndahle can he done 'if the idea is there.
The main reason for so much untidiness and
luck of modern conveniences in the older farms
is hecavse of the atsctice of ideas.
For ideas
hare (jeneralli/ considerable powder in their
It is all rlqht

haven't time

an answer I
got once from a so-called farmer.
He is a type as well as a reality and I am
ready to bet buttons to broomsticks that
the reason for the rural exodus is because
there are so many of him. Now let me
describe a sample of this rural depopulafor frills."

No farmer can

are.

by water running down the original driveway. The road from the house to the
barn is a continuation of this gully but
the team has to be piloted around and
over large rocks and this had been done
for at least fifty years.

The place for the lawn is decorated with
the wood pile, and farm implements are
often seen there. The wife carries water
from a well some distance from the back
door of the kitchen. The hens and geese
frisk about the front door of the house.
His barn doors have to be braced and his
gates are not by any means a standing invitation to stray livestock, but an invitaTo repair these
tion notwithstanding.
things, do some grading on his road, bring
the water into the house, etc., would take
time and he has no time for frills. Incidentally I might mention that his six
five boys and a girl,
are scattered over the continent.
The directors of the Farmers' Associa-

grown-up children,

half feet from the floor.

had been thoroughly

cellar, which
had a wall two

The

built,

feet thick thoroughly mortared, but what
a state that cellar was in. Ghosts of typhoid had been lurking there for years,
and the window holes were filled with old

bags and buckwheat straw. The turnips
were not only kept there but the milk was
there also and vegetables in all stages of
decay were scattered over the wet, poorly
drained

floors.

In clearing out this disease-breeding inferno we found several layers. First we

FARMER'S M

IS
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GAZINE

removed a layer of vegetable remains, then a layer of boards, old
bags, rotted, etc., then another
layer of rotted vegetables followed
by the remains of another wooden
flooring until finally we got down
to solid, comparatively clean earth.
This was our second step toward
.getting ready to live here: the first
being to plant a flagpole and run
up the red ensign just to keep up
our courage and remind us of the
old home. By a judicious use of
shovels, rakes,

and

fire

any way and know that he is not
doing it for the immediate dollar,
but has the action dictated by the
thing we are wont to call the
Divine Spark in his make-up, for

me

we went

as far as time would permit toAvards making the place sanitary.
The spring farm work came on
and compelled attention.
But from that time until the
present we have used every spare
moment in brightening up, and the
end is not yet, for as long as life
lasts

altar on Sunday and caresses his
soul with the comfortable thought
that he is one of the elect.
If I see a man planting a tree or
shrub or flower, clearing up a
brush or stone heap, smoothing off
a rough spot or improving the appearance of his surroundings in

some improvement making

life

such an action is a letter of introduction for business.
Other things being equal my
spiritual hat

I

cau never cease to wonder how human beings could live
here and let things go as we found them.

off to

BENEFITS one's ENVIRONMENT

environment" are his
neighbors,
the passers-by, his
family. Next to the pleasure of the man
who plants and develops the flower is that
of the one who views it. Not only that, but
if you have done a good thing worthy of
being followed by those who see the result,
you have awakened a desire on the part of
that person to emulate your action. When
you help create beautiful surroundings,
you sow seed in him who notices your accomplishment. Even if the seeds do not
germinate at once they may at any time
and even admiration of the beautiful is
uplifting in its tendency.
Suppose one country home is like the
one I have described as owned by the man
who has "no time for frills" and another
shows natty and tastefully laid-out
grounds, a croquet lawn, a tennis court,
fruit trees, perhaps a lake or river with
a boat on it, a telephone, bath-rooms, and
kitchen and barn conveniences that every
country home can have. Whose children
will be more. liable to leave home and go
to the city to live? Add to this good roads
to the nearest town and a square deal
from the powers at the seat of Government, who should and could be our servants and the rural problem is solved.
The writer has had college experiences,
has spent some time in educational
"One's

worth

while living will call your attention.
The shrubs have been planted in front,
the lawn leveled and reseeded and shaped.
The roadway has been cut out and graded
from a mere path overgrown with grass.
The shrubs are a Spirea Van tlouttee
and Syringa. The old well, directly in
front of the house, with its broken-down
curb, has been filled up and the water
brought into the kitchen from a spring
by means of pipes and a pump.
An old locust stump and a brokenlimbed and partially-dead locust tree, directly in front of the door, have been removed, as well as a broken-down apple
tree at the left corner of the house.
Ofl? to the left of the house was a most
interesting area of some forty-square rods
including a shed in which pigs were kept
and which was surrounded with mud arid
manure almost knee deep.
The cattle were turned out here to drink
and were enclosed by a fence made up of
three or four diff"erent styles wire, poles,
boards and plank. Between this combination barnyard and pig-pen reaching to the
road, and the dwelling, was the woodpile
with juPt enough room between to drive to
the back door. The barnyard has been
moved behind the barn away from the
road and its site is now occupied by a tennis court. The pig shed has been moved
into the orchard, renovated, and is now
occupied by White Wyandottes, while between the tennis court and the barn are
the children's gardens. Each child having
a garden of his or her own.
The roof of the house has been raised
and larger windows put in with the roof
window in front making lighter and higher chambers. The barn and stable which
had been well built, was braced by long
poles on one side to keep it fiom sliding
ofl' its foundation, the stone under the
sills, having loosened and fallen away in
many places. Fifty dollars spent in repairing the foundation and in painting the
outside walls made it really as good as
new. A marked improvement has been
made in the farm by draining, clearing up
unsightly bushes, leveling and planting
fruit trees; all done at leisure times by
the regular help of the farm; the whole
expense labor would be covered by $200.
An estimate of expenditure for the
whole work of improvement would be, including labor, about as follows:

—

always comes

such a man.

Repairs on house
$190 00
Repairs on barn and outbuildings
Leveling lawns, clearing up,
planting shrubs, vines, etc.
Improvements on farm....

75 00
20 00
200 00

$485 00
Before we lepaired the house last summer I was offered $1,000 more than I gave
for the farm and now I would have to feel
pretty well discouraged or hard up to
consider an offer of only less than $1,500
advance on the purchase price, even if I

wanted

Now

to

sell.

are these "Frills" practical and

profitable?
lecturer once asked his audience very
impressibly. "If there are any here who
do not like a plate of fresh cream and
strawberries, will they rise?" Of course,
he expected no response but, nevertheless,
a lanky individual in the audience stood
up and everybody had a laugh at the lecturer.
After this subsided the latter
leaned forward and said just as impressively, "Now will all the praying people in the audience pray for this man?"
I must confess to the same feeling of
pity toward the man who loafs, even an
hour a day and says he has no time for

A

such

know

man

that has become independent from a financial standpoint not
by farming but by buying neglected
farms, fixing them up a bit and selling
again at greatly enhanced prices.
Even if the only gain resulting from
improvement of the country home were
adding to the value of the farm or making
the almighty dollar in case of a sale or
exchange, I am sure of my ground when
I assert that it always pays, but no matter
if the dollar is the only reason for doing
the work, there is unconsciously, but surely, even in the meanest and most mercenary nature, an influence that lifts up
and makes this man a better man. I believe in nature as being the result of action and thought, of intelligent first cause.
I believe that the nearer man gets to nature the nearer he is to God. The man who
works with nature wovks closely with God,
and the man who takes his natural surroundings and beautifies them recognizing in them the handiwork of his Creator,
more truly worships than the lazy man
who complacently sits before the church
I

a

atmosphere
which, in

frills.

its

narrowness of aim

in-

every student a distaste
for country life. The president at the
annual convocation lauded the success of his medical and legal graduates but a successful farm,er did not
count with him.
stilled into

The farmer student soon learns to hate
the fact that they come from the country
and the college papers often indulge in
labored jokes on the "hayseed." In spite
of this training, country life seemed good
enough to follow and the choice has never
been regretted.
The rural vote of Canada represents
two-thirds of the whole franchise. When
we get the farmer educated to vote for his
own interests first and his political party's
interest last then will we have an exodus
from the city and beautiful country homes.
Notwithstanding the light crop last
year the operation of the Saskatchewan
Elevator Co. resulted in a net gain of
$267,315, this being at the rate of 55 per
cent, on the average capital employed of
$484,000.

Does Dairying Pay?

By

Prof

Three Farms in Oxford County that Bring $2,000 or Over
The Tonic Value of Work.

WHETHER
pends

or not a farm pays delargely on three ihings
rate of interest paid or received
on capital invested; labor cost and other
expenses; and the total receipts of the

—

farm.

The rate of interest paid for hired capital must not be too great
not over six per
cent, in Ontaiio; and in reckoning "pro-

—

as a rule, it is not wise to expect
over six per cent, on capital invested except for those things in which the risk is
great or the depreciation very marked and
fits,"

rapid.

The labor must be obtained at a reasonable cost on a dairy farm and preferably
in the owner's family. One great advantage the dairy farmer has with reference
to labor is that he can profitably employ it
all the year, hence has his labor at all
times when wanted.
By providing cottages for married help on the dairy farm,
a useful, contented class of labor may be
assured, which cannot De so readily and
profitably got on any other class of farms.
The profits of dairying have been variously estimated, but for the purpose of
this article we were fortunate in securing
the exact figures on three good dairy
farms in Oxford Co., Ontario, from the
manager of one of the large dairy concerns located in that district. The figures
for weights of milk and money paid these
patrons are taken from the books of the
Dairy Co., therefore there is no doubt as
to their accuracy. The remainder of the

It

lodk.^

like flastern

Canada, hut

it

is

in

were furnished by the farmers and
be considered as reasonably accurate,
though most farmers do not keep books.
In these statements, apparently, no allowance is made for interest on capital invested owned or hired.
figures

may

—

THREE FARMS IN OXFORD COUNTY

Summary

of three dairy patrons' returns and expenses for the year ending
Sept. 30th, 1915:

in Profits a

or "labor income"

600.00

30
291, 7S3
.$4,138.97

15
125,985
$1,820.47

108,346
$2,400.

Commenting on

]..JO().(ll)

No.

highest average per cow, and produced
the most milk per acre, his profit per acre

seen In

the group.

near

o->

:i'.i

425.00
100.00

TM)AM

No. 3

2

8,399
1,260

14.50
4,738.97
2,200.00

7,f;52

1,064

18.95

$

$

2,780.47

885.00
1,895.47

2,5.38.97

No. 1, has the
largest total production in milk, has the

Manitoba, on the farm of D. Smith,

9,726
1,667
$

we

.

$100 each for "farm expenses" 'in the
cases of Nos. 2 and 3 seems rather low, as

A

these statements,

;j

385.00
100.00
400. UU

400.00
oOO.OO

would observe:
1. Although
Patron

is

No.
130
$ 300.00
550

?

.No. 1

Lbs. milk produced per cow
Lbs. milk produced per acre
I'rofit per acre
Total receipts per farm
Total expenses per farm ..:
Profit nr "labor income" per farmer

—

Xo. 2
100
soo.oo
160

1

175
$

Analyzing this summary of receipts and
we have the following:

Year

and his

least of the three

profit,

...

expenses

Dean

total year
only about
$300 greater than that of No. 3, and approximately $600 more than that of No.
These amounts would, no doubt, be
2.
more than offset by greater interest and
insurance charges on more capital invested in land, larger number of cows, and
for buildings.
In this connection, however, it might be well to point out that
is

Xo.

Numljer of acres in farm
Value of stock sold aud reared for lier<l
Value of grain, hay, etc., sold
Number of cows milked
Lbs. milk delivered to dairy company
-Vmouut money received for milk
Cost of hired help
farm expenses
Value of feed bought

h

h.

17.11
3,250.39
1,025.00
2,225.39

would naturally include taxes, insurance, blacksmith and harness bills,
The big item in No.
.seed purchased, etc.
I's expense account is for feed purchased.
This means added fertility to the soil of
this farm, an item difficult to credit in any
this

(jladstoue.

.^onie

of

his

pure

Ijred

Jerseys

may

be

—

.

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
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The Ayrshire

Is

a favorite in

many

parts of Canada.

A

The Holstcin as

scene in

a

Western Ontario.

practicable system of bookkeeping.
if any, the soil was depleted in
the other two farms is also difficult to calculate.
A rough estimate is, that each
1,000 lbs. of milk carries away a dollar's
worth of soil fertility, hence on this basis,
farm No. 2 lost about $126, and No. 3,
$168 worth plant food. If we assujne that
one-half the value of feeds purchased is
in the plant food contained, and that this
was all carefully returned to the farm as
liquid and solid manure, both these farmers are on the safe side, so far as maintaining the fertility of their farms is concerned.
No. 1, has undoubtedly added
considerably to the stores of plant food
in the soil on his farm.

be noticed that all three of
these dairy farmers sold or retained for
use on the farm, a considerable value in
live stock. This is as it should be on any
well-regulated dairy farm, although it is
difficult to do this where all the milk is
sold from_ the farm.
The dairy farmer
must either buy or rear cows to replenish
his herd.
On the average, a dairy lierd
will have to be renewed every five to six
years. To buy good cows is difficult, hence
the farmer must rear them to a large extent, and, sell old, bad-quartered or in2.

It will

ferior milkers.
3. Farmer No. 1 sold no grain, hay, etc.,
while the other two, particularly No. 3
sold considerable home-grown feed
about
enough to pay his feed bills. This is a
very good principle to observe where it
can be carried out. If a farmer can sell
at a profit, home-grown goods in sufficient

—

amount

to pay for purchased feed, it is
usually souhd economy, though many men,
as illustrated by No. 1, do not believe in
selling any grain or roughage from the

farm.
4. Neither the

size of the farm nor the
of cows in the herd detei-mines
"profits." Nor yet is this governed by the
number of pounds of milk sold, or the
value of the milk cheque. There is something at this point rather difficult to
analyze.- While it is generally true that
large milk yields and good-sized milk
cheques are fair criteria by which to
judge, whether or not, a dairyman is making profits, these are not always sure

number

guides on this point. On the' three farms
noted, the smaller farms of 100 and 130
acres each are apparently producing more
profit per acre than is the larger farm of
175 acres, and this is brought about large-

The

4,000-lb.

Cow Must

THE TONIC VALUE OF WORK

Go
The second problem

Other conclusions might be drawn, and
other valuable lessons learned from the
statements submitted with reference to
these three dairy farms, but we thing sufficient has been given to show that dairying does pay if intelligently carried out
on a good dairy farm, with good cows, and
where there is a good market. It means a
lot of hard work, but plenty of work is
good for any normal healthy individual.
A modern writer commenting on "The
Physical Michelangelo," who was a fiend
to work, said of him, "He ate to live and
to labor," and added, "there is nothing so
conducive to mental and physical wholeness as saturation of body and mind with
work." If this be true, and who can doubt
the soundness of the philosophy, then
dairymen ought to be the soundest, mentally and physically, of all classes, because,
they are "saturated" with work for nearly 365 days in the year. Many do not object to this, so long as the work is interesting and profitable. This we claim to be
the case for the dairy farmer. What more
interesting than to watch a calf grow into
a heifer, then into a cow, noting the
pounds of milk and test, and kinds of
calves she can produce, etc.? When the
cheque comes in weekly, bi-monthly or
monthly, we feel repaid for all our labor,
if the price is adequate and commensurate
with capital invested and labor expended.

of the successful

milk

producer is that of earning a
profit.
This is no ensy task when the
producer is surrounded with presentday regulations, where he endeavors lo
meet them, and at prices now being
paid by city retailers.
The cost of
feeds, cows and labor has so increased
that there is a very small margin between profit and loss, if any, in many
cases, even at the prices paid by Ottawa
dealers, which are the largest paid by
dealers in any city in Eastern Canada.
Briefly, the essentials to profit in the

production of market milk are ns follows, not too expensive laud, not too

much capital tied up in buildings.
Stables may be comfortable, convenient
and sanitary, without being too costly.
There should be some well-defined plan
of work whereby labor may be economized. Labor-saving implements can be
used to advantage, but the farmer must
avoid locking up too much capital in
implements
and
machinery.
Frequently it is cheaper to hire implements
and horses than purchase them.
In order to produce milk economically,
it is essential to have a system of rotation of crops that will give the highest
maximum yield per acre of rough, as
well as produce grain fodders at the
least cost.
No farmer can produce millj
cheaply without some succulent ration
for winter feeding, such as roots and
corn silage.
Protein is the costly element in food required for the production
of milk.
It ds cheaper to raise this in
the form of clovers and alfalf.i than purchase it in concentrated form. I know
something about milk and cream production as I followed the business actively for 20 years, and I endeavored to
raise as much nitrogenous fodder as
possible.
When this part of the ration
be purchased, buy the foods containing the largest per cent, of protein
that you can get for the least money
and consistent with the other elements
in
the ration.
These are problems
peculiar to every dairyman and he must
study and work them out for himself.
He may observe business principles and
conduct his business according to the
conditions under which he labors. The
producer may have all the foregoing
worked out to a successful completion,
and yet miserably fail as regards
profits, if he has not a good business
Clran milk and Mg
herd of cows.
prices are all very well, and sound like
profit-making, but if each individual
cow in the herd does not give a large
and steady flow of milk, at a minimum
cost of feed, the profits are not what
they should be The day of the 4 or 5
thousand-pound cow is gone, for the
His herd
successful milk producer.
must be composed of cows having a
capacity of not less than 7 to 10 thousand pounds of milk per year, not more
cows, but better cows, would enable the
milk producer to better meet presentday regulations and conditions.
lias to

— W.

P.

STEPHEN,

Quebec.

Some claim that

ly by a much lower expense account per
farm and per acre.

known

How much,

milk producer has no equal,
she is a dual purpose cow.

Some

City Standards for
Ordinary Milk

Various Standards— The city of Chicago

re-

quires that milk and skimmed milk shall not
contain more than 100,(100 bacteria per c.c.
from May 1st to September 30th, and not over
50,000 per c.c. between October 1st and April
:jOth.

The

citv of Rocbester, N.Y.. has a maximum
of 100.000 bacteria per cubic centi-

standard
,

metre.

The

city of Boston, Masis., has a strict stand-

bacteria per cubic centimetre.
has the best system
of inspection and grading of any large city
on the American continent The regulations of
that citv require that milk be classed into
Orade A, B, and 0. Grade A for infants and
children, is classed under guaranteed milk:
produced at farms, holding permits, from
cows fr(?e from tuberculoiiis. the milk containing not more than 30,000 bacteria per
produced under the most
c.c.
Certified milk:
Dairies producing guarhygienic conditions.

ard of

The

.500,000

city

of

New York

—

fContinned on page
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Chicken or Avian Cholera:

By

j.

k.

Gemw,

v.s.

Domestic Fowls, Canaries, Rabbits, Pheasants, Partridges May Contract This
Germ Disease Symptoms and Treatment Cleanliness Essential.

—

—

pictures in this article have no relation
matter. The article treats of a
disease among chickens and pet stock by the
Veterinary Adviser of the Farmer's Magazine.
The illustrations are along other lines altogether. They are taken from the pages of the
7716

to the suliject

American Journal of Genetics, and present
some mighty interesting cases for farmers and
poultry formers. Regarding the lower picture,
Mr. Lewis K. Clark, whose article appears on
another page, says that he has an interesting
case of sex heterodoxy which is being experi-

mented

with,

on

his

farm

at

Port

Hope.

—

Editor.

The

real and only causative agent then
this very minute bacillus which is called
bacillus avisepticus, or as it is sometimes
termed in honor of M. Pasteur, who
is

,

studied

it

most

closely,

avian Pasteurel-

losis.

The organisms are found

in all or probthe organs of the body of birds
which have died of the disease, even the
egg has been found to contain them.

ably

all

A

chicken will develop the disease in
to twenty days after being exposed to the infection. The method of infection or the channel through which
birds become infected is by swallowing the
organism, with the food or water. These
being polluted with foeces or other discharges from the body of diseased birds.
Or a bird may dirty his feathers and feet
and get the disease in cleaning them with
his beak. The small wild birds, e.g., sparrows, also crows and pigeons, as well as

from four

At the co'Bpetition In New South Wales, the
top hen laid 10 eggs, the lower one 23 eggs in
Hens of this type should not be
one year.
kept In a pen intended for egg production. They
are fat and are fine looking birds. Fine feathers do not always count.

CHICKEN
since the

cholera has been known
year 1600 A.D. in which
year an Italian wrote on diseases of
poultry, including one which was no doubt
our cholera of to-day. Then in 183.5-6 a
Frenchman, M. Mailet, carried out very
complete investigations concerning it and

named it Fowl cholera by which name it
has since been known. Some years later
other three French veterinary surgeons
studied the disease and concluded that it
was contagious, but it was not until 1851,
that M. Benjamin proved this experimentally. He found though that a specific
contagion was the causative agent. He
found also that man and dogs could eat
the flesh of diseased fowl without injury.
It was a Russian and an Italian veterinary surgeon in the years 1877-1878, who
first isolated

and cultivated the

specific

organism, and produced the disease by
introducing the culture of the bacillus into
healthy fowls. It is a very minute organism, and exists in the blood, and probably
all other tissues of the body of diseased
birds, yet there was still a doubt that this
organism was the sole cause of the disease,
and another Frenchman in 1879 proved
this to be the case. In 1880 M. Pasteur
grew the organism on culture media and
produced a vaccine, an attenuated virus,
which when inoculated into the systems of
birds produced an absolute immunity.
This vaccine was to a certain extent probably also curative.

•

A

Biiir Oiiiiiitii'ii

of Arrival

in-ij

liatclictl

at the

Bureau

Industry Experimental Farm. Mary-

Began to lay Nov. 16, 1913, and
U.S.
was trap-nested Nov., 1014. In this time she
laid 110 eggs and began to moult in .\ugust.
Following the moult she began to develop the
secondary sexual characters the tail feathers
changed in appearance, the comb increased in
size, and the head came to look like that of a
cock, and the legs took on the redness eliarShe
acteristic of the male Buff Orpington.
crowed several times. This photo was taken
previous to her being killed In August, 1915.
Dissection disclosed a large tumor on the
Reasoning from this, has every fowl
ovary.
the potential ability to develop the characteristics of either sex?
land,

:

In a test of White Leghorns at Richmond.
New South Wales, 1914, the top hen laid 21'.i
eggs in 12 months, the lower one 288 eggs in the
same time. Hens of the type here shown should
be chosen by the poultrymen who wants a
flock that will earn its keep.

dogs, cats, rats and flies may carry the
infection from one place to another. It
may be carried also on the shoes of people.
Exhibitions spread it seriously at
times. Should several diseased birds get
into the show, they may infect many
birds from many and distant places, purchasing poultry from diseased flocks, also
shipping poultry in contaminated crates,
hampers, etc., does spread the disease.
The organism can live for a considerable time around hen houses and runs, and
from this source the disease has broken
out amongst a fresh flock long after the
infected one had been killed off".
Incubators and brooders have been the
source of outbreaks. Perhaps these were
sold by a person who lost his flock.
Show birds that are kept too much confined, especially if inbred, are more susceptible than the common, every-day,
barnyard fowl.
Rabbits take the disease readily and
suffer severely.
The disease varies greatly in the
severity and fatality of the different outbreaks, also in the severity of the individual cases. In some outbreaks many
birds die after a short illness, but in all
outbreaks some birds resist the disease
much better than others.

HOW

TO

KNOW

IT

In the most severe cases the bird is
seized suddenly. It will, if walking about,

suddenly stagger and fall over, get up.
Continued on Page 58.

An Okanagan

Consolidation:

How a B.C. School Community is Making
is difficult

ITgood

for rural schools to retain
If a man, and a suc-

teachfers.

cessful teacher,

a safe wager that

it is

he can make a better living and be much
less amenable to the whims of an arbitrary school board or the mothers of the
countryside, in any one of many occupations or professions into which he usually
finds his way. If a lady, she graduates
to the city schools, provided she escapes
matrimony. Consequently only the younger, inexperienced and inefficient teachers
are available for the rural schools. But
introduce the consolidated school and at
once you bring to the education of the
rural children all the advantages of efficiproperly-paid teachers, adequate
ent,
equipment, and library facilities.
Of the four teachers 'in the Central
School, one is a university graduate and
holder of an academic certificate, the
highest granted in the province; two hold
first-class and one" a thirds-class certificate.
The total amount paid yearly in salaries
to the four teachers is $4,380, and the
average teaching experience is between
twelve and fourteen years. Not only so,
but each one brings to the work of his or
her particular grade, special ability and
training, which is impossible in an ungraded school where the teacher must of
necessity be a jack-of-all-trades. In a
word, each is as capable and as well
trained as the profession provides, and as
a result,- the teaching is just as efficient
as any in the province, not even city
schools excepted.
Furthermore, among the pupils there
has developed a splendid school spirit and
community interest, resulting from the
playing of games calling for team work
and individual sacrifice for the sake of
the whole. At this writing (March 1)
the boys have already organized a threeteam baseball league and have drawn up
a schedule to run until June 15. There is a
school
team that plays periodically
against the High School and Okanagan
College teams, and before the season
closes will probably play a couple of games
with the school team from the neighboring municipality of Penticton.

CONVEYING THE CHILDREN

The system of conveying the children
works admirably. Four vans convey the
pupils, save for those living nearby who
walk. The average cost per van per
month is $49. The average length of
route is below three miles and the time required to cover them fifty minutes. Fortytwo per cent, of the children are conveyed two miles or less the same proportion, go between two and three miles,
while 15 per cent, of them live over three
miles from the school. Less than a third
of them are on. the road for half an hour;
;

about 40 per cent, complete their journey
in forty-five minutes and the rest, or 28
per cent, are on the road about an hour.

The jacts

of

the Consolidation Idea

School Consolidation are com-

where
such will work out. This article describes an
actual working out in B.C. Another article hy

pelling

the

to

many uho

icritcr's

magazine.

father

—Editor.

in

live

appears

districts

elsewhere in

the

With the exception of an accident shortly after the inception of the system,

no

injury of any kind has befallen a single
Going to and returning from school
the children are under the care of the
drivers, who report a total absence of
trouble.
The writer has made several
trips in the vans, both picking up and
setting down the children, and can safely
say that the system seems to him much the
best yet tried in the solving of the rural
school problem.
Aside from the delinquency of the
"walkers," tardiness has been practically eliminated. The drivers know their
routes and time themselves to arrive within five or ten minutes of the opening hour.
No matter what the weather conditions
may be the children are dry, warm, and
comfortable when they enter the school.
There are no wet feet or wet clothes; no
ruined books or stories of trouble among
pupils on the road to school. Every one
is ready to begin at once, and to begin at
maximum efficiency, which is impossible
when the children walk, especially if the
weather is inclement or snow upon the
child.

ground; and the school
ruptions once

is

coUn w. Lees

free

from

inter-

it is called.

ATTENDANCE RECORDS
The Government school report for
1913-14 places the percentage of regular
attendance at the "Rural Municipality
Schools" of the province at 79.15 per cent.,
and that of Summerland, which belongs
to this class, at 75.79 per cent. At the outset this looks a bit disappointing but two
things must be considered. First, the
rural municipality schools of British
Columbia are really urban schools, serving a town and small surrounding di.strict.
The average number of teachers in each
Several have half a dozen
is over 17.
schools. South Vancouver, alone, has 14
schools with 129 teachers, yet it is classed
as a rural municipality. And second, the
percentage for Summerland is for the six
rooms, including the Town and Garnett
Valley schools, which so far as attendance
goes, are one-roomed rural schools.
In view of these facts the writer has
careful investigation into the attendance records of the Central school for
the present school year, and finds the pe.'centage of regular attendance from
August up to the present to be 89.69 per
cent.
With very few exceptions in the
cities, this is the highest percentage of
regular attendance in the province.

made a

A further examination of the registers
for a comparison of the regularity of the

Work

Out.

"walkers" and "riders," shows that the
percentage of the "walkers" is 88.7 per
cent., while that of the riders is 90.89 per
cent. The high records are due to the exceptionally fine weather, even for Summerland; and the more regular attendance of the "riders" is due to less sickness
among them owing to their being conveyed to and from school to their indifference to weather conditions and finally to
a psychological reason. They know the
van will stop for them at their gate, which
produces a feeling not unlike that which
;

older people experience when we know
is calling in the evening to lug us
off to a dissertation on the "Fourth Degree" or "Eve's Responsibility for the
Fall of Man." We might prefer to remain
by our fireside, yet we always go.
The percentage of average attendance
for the rural schools of the province is
67.05 per cent. I have also the figures for
a district of a dozen townships in Ontario.
There the percentage is 56.17 per cent.
For Manitoba last year it was 55 per cent.
At any rate the point is beyond peradventure that the attendance at Summerland
is not only much in advance of that of
the rural schools of the province, but is
above the average of the rural municipality schools, and surpassed only by a few
of the city schools.

we

someone

THE ACID TEST OF EXPENSE
To many the acid test is the matter of
The education of the children
expense.
can look after itself but the rate must be
kept down, even though Johnnie or Willie
does not get a fair start in the world,
where the struggle for existence is depending more and more upon the brain
capacity and training of the individual.
Above I have suggested that one reason
for establishing the consolidated school,
was the belief in some quarters that it
would decrease the cost of educating the
children. At first the results fully justiBut when the number of
fied the belief.
school children increased, necessitating
the opening of the two word schools, the
increase in the amount paid in salaries,
brought the cost up, until now it is probably a little above what it would be were
the children educated in the old way.
But

us see. Let us suppose for the
that Summerland were to decide
to return to the old system. The 200
pupils that were on the roll in February,
would require two teachers at the Town
let

moment

school, two at West Summerland, and one
at each of Garnett Valley, Prairie Valley
and Trout Creek, making seven teachers
From the report of the
in five schools.
department it is found that the average
running each rural school is
cost of
$1,092.49. With two teachers in each of
two of our schools the average cost
would be well above this. The salaries
would mean an added expenditure of at

Continued on Page
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The

Efficient

Farm House:

genevieve

By

— The Conveni-

The Builder Plans for the Comfort and Health of the Family
ence of the Housekeeper and an Individual Attnosphere

T

HE

of Beauty
steamless
place best adapted for this. The
kitchen is made
a still more livable
place
by
having a washairy,

farm

house

of
efficiency

means a house
where the comfort and health
of the family are

considered

planning

—

room built on.
The water supply here has no

i n
every

the lighting and heating

direct connection

and

with that in the

detail

ventilation,
the sanitary ar-

A softwater cistern
and pitcher
kitchen.

rangements and
layout
of
vir h e r e
provision
has
oeen made for
things that used
to be considered
luxuries, such as
bath-rooms and
the

rooms

fireplaces.

know^

now

the
house

pump

;

W

set
over a
drain in the ceis

ment

that

and

heating the
water can be located at an auc-

is

living. The
farm house

floer,

a second-hand
cook stove for
if

efficient

A

house of this type

a house where the
work can be done in the quickest, easiest,
and best way, with whatever laborsaving devices the family can afford.
And just as important as these, the
efficient house has the staying, stimulating
atmosphere of beauty. Display for its
own sake is vulgar. But a home should
have such an individual charm that every
glimpse of it from the turn in the lane,
from the fields where a view can be caught
through the trees, or from the highway
where the home-corner catches all at once
the glow of lamplight from its windows;
every picture should bring a thrill of
pride, as well as a sense of comfort in the
efficient

a

washing machine

e

a place
to live and that
these
things
make for better

make

very good equipment, and if the

is

natural home-loving instinct.
In a house of the type shown here, the
simplicity and dignity of the architectural
lines gives a permanent style of beauty.
It will stand living with better than a
building with elaborate cornices, freak
dormers and porch trimmings. What
might be an over-plainness is relieved by
a cheerful window arrangement and by
the graceful outline of the whole exterior.

living with better tlian a building
freak dormers, and porch trimmings.

will stand

with

The

interior layout is simple and practical. The fiont door opens into a central
hall with an office on one side, the livingroom on the other. The living-room is a
particularly pleasant part of the house
with groups of windows on two sides and
a corner fireplace. The wide sliding-doors
between this room and the dining-rom
make it possible to throw the two rooms
into one for company occasions, a matter
worth considering particularly- in a home
where there are young people. The dining-room has the same cheerful lighting
arrangement with groups of windows on
two sides and it would be a simple matter
to have another fireplace here using the
one chim.ney.

The kitchen is larger than might be
considered best from the standpoint of
saving steps for the housekeeper, but this
can be overcome by a careful grouping of
the furniture. If the stove is set about
directly in front of and a few feet away
from the small cupboard, then the sink,
drain-board, supply-cupboard and dumb
waiter will be found to be in logical order.
An arrangement could even be made to
have the dumb-waiter box open into the
dining-room, as well as the kitchen. While
the small kitchen has many points on the
side of efficiency, it is likely to fall short in
others.
If coal or wood, fuels that heat
the house, are to be used in the range the
small kitchen becomes unbearably hot in

elaborate

oornites

tion

sale,

laundry

the

work

will be lightened
materially at a comparatively low cost.
The room also helps the housekeeper by
providing a place for the men to wash
apart from the kitchen sink, and a place
to hang coats and skates and the usual
collection of outdoor things that naturally
gravitate to corners of the kitchen. The
closet is intended for mops, brushes and
other cleaning apparatus.
The position of the office is good for
several reasons. It is convenient to the
kitchen and to visitors entering at the
front door. Another dpor which might be
c'.osed constantly duriiig the winter opens
into a screened porch, giving the room a
particular attractiveness in the summer
time. This means that besides serving its
purpose as an office, the place can be made
little den, and every house
where a number of people live together
should have some "retreat" of this kind.
The screened porch may be put to a num-

an Inviting

ber of uses, a sleeping porch at night, a
place for a baby to sleep in the daytime,

Continued on Page
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warm

weather. It is also hard to ventiwithout draughts at any time, and
then, efficiency rules cannot always be applied in home keeping like they can in any
other craft. Most farm kitchens sometime
or other have to do duty as day nurseries
and the very snr.all kitchen is not the dry.

late

Grouud

floor

plan.

Layout of rooms upstairs. An error is made
the drawing :n not showing a door from
the hall into the right-hand corner bedroom.
in

Winter

Orchard:

in the

By

e.

The Orchard Lover Will Get Fruit Where the Ordinary Farmer
a Sympathy That Returns in Dollars

Famngton

i.

Fails-

-Th ere

is

WINTER work then

really begins in the
that the trees
must be protected from the depredations of rabbits and field mice. These
pests often do a lot of damage, especially
to young trees, which are not able to supply sap in sufficient quantities to heal the
fall,

for

it is

wounds over and consequently

die.

Many

washes have been advocated, but few of
them are of permanent value. It is a common practice to smear the trees with blood
or liver to keep rabbits away. Asafcetida,
which has a most disgusting odor, is
sometimes mixed with mud and applied
with a brush. -A mixture of tallow and
A pound of
tobacco is fairly effective.
aloes to four gallons of water makes a
wash which is used in California to repel
rabbits. These simple remedies are well
enough where only a few trees are to be
protected, but other measures are* necessary, in large orchards and it has been
found that the common lime and sulphur
spray used for the San Jose scale gives

These trees in a York

It

a spray pump
are not in leaf.
Probably the most satisfactory method
of circumventing rabbits is found in various devices which encircle the trunk. In
sections of the country where the paper
birch grows strips of the bark may be
used.
They curl naturally around the
small trunks and are easy to handle. Tarred paper is often made use of and is
cheap, but new window screening is preferable,, and stouter wire cloth made of
galvanized netting is still better. If the
netting is first rolled around a broom
stick it will take the right shape and may
be slipped around a tree in a moment, but
the two ends should overlap about an inch.
A strip six inches wide cut from twentyfour inch cloth will be large enough for

N.B.,

orchard, were sprayed with a
ward off sunscald.

tree imll never lose its interest fot
people.
Despite the trouhle of bugs,

and limbs, the joy of causing a perfect
apple to develop, more than compensates for
Where farm work appears to
the trouble.
the farmer as drudgery, it is high time that
that farmer forsake his calling for that of the
coalheaver or navi'y. There is a new wave of
religious fervor going to sweep over rural Canado\ yet, and that wave will shoiv that the

futiyi,

man who

does not carry his religion into his
everyday work, in reality has no religion.
There is such a tMng as holy ground in an
orchard.

— Editor.

young

trees.

pretty well in check by keeping all grass
and mulch at least six inches from the
trunk, and then tramping the snow hard
around the trees as soon as it falls. Mice
always work under the snow and heaping
earth several inches high at the base of
the trunks helps to save the trees. This
earth should be removed in the spring,
however, and it is also wise to take off^
whatever protectors may be used, for they
are likely to attract borers and other in-

The

should be
pressed into the ground slightly, in order
protector

keep mice from working under and in
sections where very deep snows fall somewhat wider cloth may be necessary, for of
course the rabbits will travel on the top
of the snow.
Rabbits are more difficult to deal with
than mice. Usually the latter can be kept
to
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trees are found that have been
or rabbits the wound

gnawed by mice

immediately smoothed and
which fresh cow dung
should be bound over it with a cloth. If
trees have been badly girdled, bridgegrafting will be needed to save them.
Bridge-grafting is simple enough. First,
whips of last year's growth are cut and
pared thin on both ends. Then, one end
is placed under the bark at the upper edge
of the wound and the other end under the
bark at the bottom. Grafting wax must
then be applied freely at the points of
union and it is well to wax the whole
wound. A cloth band tied tightly around
the ends will help to hold the scions in
place until they become established. The
bark will soon grow over the wounds and
as soon as a channel for the flow of sap
is restored the tree will resume its growth.
should

be

cleaned, after

In the course of the winter it is important to make one spraying with a limesulphur solution. This work may be done
on warm days from early winter until
just before growth starts and a very
strong mixture one to eight or one to
nine should be used, and is perfectly
safe for a dormant spray. It is necessary
to apply the spray with much force and
All
to cover every part of every tree.
spraying is unpleasant and winter spraying is often avoided as long as possible,
but it is very necessary wherever the San
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Jose scale has made its appearance. Various other pests are doubtless killed, too,
and spraying of the trunks to repel mice
and rabbits may be done at the same time
if the work is taken up early in the
winter.
Although March and early April is undoubtedly the best season for the pruning
of dormant trees, this work usually has to
be spread over a wider period in large orchards. As a matter of fact, pruning can
be safely done at any time in the winter
that the weather is favorable for outdoor
work. Pruning .methods vary greatly in
different parts of the country and with
different growers. In Nova Scotia, where
orcharding has made greater progress,
perhaps, than anjnvhere else in the Dominion, it is the common practice to head
out apple trees about three feet from the
ground, and they are cut back a little
each year so as to make them form a lowheaded tree. Heavy pruning is not favored so highly as formerly. Most practical
growers have found that it tends to produce a sappy growth which interferes
"with early bearing.
Methods of pruning bearing trees are
as diverse as those followed in the case
of those recently set out. Some try to keep
the shape of the tree by cutting out the
smaller limbs; others believe they accomplish the same end more easily by removing limbs of considerable size. At all
events, it is important in all parts of the
Dominion to keep the heads of bearing
trees open, in order to admit the sunlight
freely. In m.any of the States, on the contrary, it is necessary to have thick heads
in order to give protection from the hot
sun. Low heads and open heads should be
the rule of all Canadian orchardists. Also,
the crossing and rubbing of limbs must
not be permitted and it is very important
to cut out all blighted limbs in winter, as
in this way a prolific source of infestation
Parallel limbs and those
is removed.
which shoot straight into the air are rot
No apple tree should be aldesirable.
lowed to grow more than twenty feet
high.

COMMON SENSE PRUNING
ought not

to be necessary to explain
limbs should be cut off close to
and parallel with the trunk or main stem
and yet it is still a common thing to find
stubs several inches long. No wound
should be left which will develop into a
pocket to hold water. Large limbs should
always be first cut from under a little
distance before the top is sawed through,
else in falling they will tear down a long
strip of bark. When small branches are
being removed, it is important to cut to
a bud or another branch and to one should
grows away from the centre of the tree.
By this means it is possible to do much in
shaping the tree. Water sprouts should
be removed except where a new limb is
needed, and it is well to remember that
heavy pruning is almost certain to result
in a forest of water sprouts the next season. And water sprouts are robbers.
In the past orchard experts have always
declared with emphasis that every large
wound should be immediately painted, preferably with white lead paint, although
tar has often been recommended for mature trees.
Now, however, the question
It

that

all

heal only after several years or not at all,
it is possible that some protection of the
wound may be useful in keeping out disease germs, but of this the experiments
give no proof."
It is really a question, therefore, whether it is not a waste of time, labor and
material to paint or tar wounds made by

A pruned Ben Davis tree in H. W. McBrien's
orchard in Ontario Co., Ontario, bore apples
twice as large as from ordinary uapruned
trees.

has arisen whether or not this is good
practice after all. Mr. Clark Allis, one of
the leading apple growers of New York
State, never paints the wounds which are
left when his trees are trimmed, and his
orchards are in as good condition as those
of most other growers. Moreover,, the
New York State experiment station reissued a bulletin, discussing the
effects of various dressings in common
use. The conclusions reached are highly
interesting and most illuminating. Summed up, they are as follows:
cently

"Though many materials were used,
none was found to be of benefit, for in
every case untreated wounds made as
good recovery as those covered. In nearly
instances the supposedly helpful covering injured the exposed tissues and retarded healing; the mechanical exclusion
of the germs of plant diseases by impervious coverings and the destruction of these
germs by preservatives and disinfectants
all

proved without value. Wounds kept from
drying out by some protective material
healed no more rapidly than those left
open to the air.

SHOULD WE PAINT WOUNDS.^
"Paints made from white lead, white
zinc and yellow ochre were used in the
as well as coal tar, shellac and carIn different tests extending
bolineum.
over four years these materials were applied, both immediately follownng pruning and after a delay of six weeks to allow some drying of the surface. In no
case was there any benefit from the use
of any of these coverings. On the peach
all were so harmful that it may safely be
said that no covering should ever be used
on trees of this, or, presumably, of any
stone fruit. The injury from shellac was
very slight. On the apple tree the carbolineum was very harmful, the yellow
ochre paint retarded healing notic.eably,
the white lead and white zinc were less
injurious and the shellac did little or no
harm, but no good. It was shown that
there can be no gain from treating small
wounds, at least, and considerable liability
On very large wounds, which
to harm.
test,

pruning. Apparently it is much more important to have the wound perfectly
smooth and the cuts made so close to the
parent stock that the bark can roll over
the exposed wood quickly, thus sealing the
possible source of infection in Nature's
way. The experiments mentioned showed
that the applications made tended to kill
back the tissues and delay this very operation. Yet it will be hard to convince many
farmers that the painting of wounds is
not desirable. The writer can only give
the results of the four years* experiments
mentioned, and cite the case of Mr. Allis,
who gave up the practice long ago. If
painting is to be done, let it be with white
lead for young trees. Either lead or coal
tar may be used for mature' trees, and of
course it is permissible and even desirT
able to use some coloring matter in the
paint to make it inconspicuous.

SAVING OLD TREES

When one has an

old and neglected orchard to deal with, his winter's work will
keep him busy, for such an orchard must
have very drastic treatment if#it is to be

made

profitable again.
Of course many
trees are too far gone to be worth expending any time on, but if a tree has a sound

trunk it is worth renovating. As a rule,
an old and neglected orchard has become
filled with useless wood, which must be
removed. Many times the trees tower into
the air like bean poles, making the picking of the fruit a hazardous task. Such
trees m.ust be dehorned, to use a common
expression among orchard men. That
means that the whole bearing structure
must be cut away and a new head grown.
A very weak tree can at once be cut back
so hard that no bearing wood is left, but
this is an extreme case. With fairly vigorous trees it is bettei* to spread the work
over two or three years.
As a result of this ha'rd cutting a heavy
growth of water sprouts will be developed
and the best placed of them must be carefully selected to form the new head, the
others being removed. Too many should
not be left and those selected must be cut
back to the fourth or fifth bud. Watersprouts will continue to appear for several
years in abundance if the tree reacts vigorously, and some of them may as well be
trimmed away early i'n summer as in
winter, for this summer pruning has a
tendency at least to force the formation
of fruit buds.
Trees which are not in very bad shape
but which are too high or lack in well
placed branches may be treated less
severely, large limbs being cut away only
as a waterspout appears in the proper location to take their places. Of course pruning, however severe, will not be sufficient
to put an old orchard in first-class condition.
Cultivation and feeding will be
necessary when spring comes, but work
with the saw belongs to the winter. And
when dormant spraying is to be done, it

Continued on Page
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THE FROST
THE STORY— UP TO THE
PRESENT
Allan Baird, who has been running a preliminary survey line for
a new railroad to Hudson's Bay,
finds a book on a lonely trail in the
The name, "Hertha
far north.
MacLure," is written inside and he
traces the owner. She prove to be
a strikingly attractive but very
mysterious girl. He learns from his
chief assistant, Hughey Munro, that
the girl runs a trading post which

formerly managed by her
father and that she is known all
through the north country as "The
Frost Girl" on account of her coldness to all the men who visit the
post. Baird completes his survey
and returns to headquarters at Toronto where he receives peremptory
orders to start at once on a complete survey line,, from his chief,
McGregor, a big railway magnate.
McGregor is a financier who has big
visions, but he' warns Baird that an
opposition syndicate will attempt to
prevent him from, completing his
survey as they have, by wire-pulling
at Ottawa, had a limit fixed on the
Baird
time for filing the plans.
must complete his work and file his
plans at Ottawa by April 1; which
means a winter's strenuous work in
the frozen north. In the meantime
a missionary named Alfred Hardisty visits the trading post of the
Frost Girl and expresses his intention of working among the Indians.

was

CHAPTER lY.— Continued
NYTHING!"
fiercely. "My

"A

exclaimed Hertha
father learned the

lesson once. It was a bitter one,
don't want the same experience."
"What was that?" questioned the missionary.

and

I

"When he

first

came

to this country,
born, he built a trading

long before I was
post and began his sort of missionary
work among the Indians. He was successful and his influence became very great.
I know it was a great benefit to the Indians.

He

them

treated

fairly, honestly,

they were white men, and they came
him and to respect him as he
respected them. Then the railroad come
through that district, close to his trading
as

if

to believe in

post.

With

it

came

all

the evil eifects of

upon his Indians. He remained to see them become lazy, drunkards and thieves. He saw them die rapidly of white men's diseases, saw half-breed
babies in their wigwams. The work of all
the years he had been there was wiped
out.
Do you wonder that he became
civilization

bitter?"

Hardisty, who had been watching her
intently, shook his head.
"What then?" he asked, almost in a
whisper.

ROBERT
PINKERTON
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"Father came here. He said a railroad
never would come near this place, that the
influences of civilization would never
touch the Indians he found here. He began his work all over again and, when he
died, he asked me to continue it. That's

mayed or frightened him, was a most
miserable person. One day in Port Arthur
had given him more trouble, more discomfort and more anxiety than he had

what

the crowd at the station and start up the
street toward the big hotel, his long, sober,
wistful face lighted up, and he ran after
him with light, leaping bounds.
"Lad!" he cried, grasping the young
engineer's hand and hanging on to it,
"I'm mighty glad to see you."
Allan shook the woodsman's hand
heartily, looking at him questioningly as
he did so.
"Oh, I see," he laughed. "More than
four houses here, Hughey?"
"It's the first time I ever saw a city,"
Munro replied seriously. "It makes me
sort of nervous."
"Never mind," soothed the younger man.
as he led the way to the hotel. "You won't
see anything but the bush until spring,
and then, Hughey, I'm going to take you
out and show you a real town. We'll go to

;

I

have done, what

I

always will do."

OR

a long time Hardisty stared at
When he
the table between them.
spoke it was in a subdued tone that instantly aroused Hertha's interest.
"Ix pleases me a great deal, Miss MacLure," he began, "to know that my
humble views, gained from a comparatively meagre experience, coincide so perfectly with yours. The injury, irreparable, gigantic, which the white man has
inflicted upon the red, is, to me, one of the
greatest tragedies in history. I have seen
so many instances of it, have felt ashamed
of my race so often, that it has long been
my desire to do my little share to repay
what others have taken. It is a cause to
which I would like to dedicate my life.
"It pleases me a great deal to know that
I have, in you, a strong supporter, one
who is in sympathy with me and my aims.
More properly, I should say that I am
glad to be a supporter of yours. Miss MacLure, of you and your father's memory.
Nothing would give me greater pleasure
than to remain here the rest of my life
and aid you in what you are doing. I
hope to do so. But, I am afraid, I am a
bearer of bad news. It may not be true,
but I have every reason to believe that it
is. I am sorry that I am to be the one who
brings it to you."
"C*

-*•

"What do you mean?" demanded
Hertha, leaning toward him.
"There is a plan on foot in Toronto to
run a railroad past your very door."
"A railroad here! Impossible!"
"So it would seem. But I was tcrld that
the work was already begun. Perhaps
you have seen evidences of it."
"I have seen nothing," said Hertha.
"I was told that a party running a trial
line passed through this district. Perhaps
they avoided you."

"When was this?"
"Very recently."
"How many were there?"
"Only a small crew, I heard."
"And when will they come again?"
"This winter, I imagine."
Hertha sprang to her feet and strode
to the window and back. Her square chin
was thrust forward, her eyes were hard,
her hair rippled from the quivering of
her entire body.
"They will not!" she cried, stopping before Hardisty. "They cannot! Why, that
'
would mean the end for me."

CHAPTER

V.

Allan Chooses a

THE
man who

Crew

competent Hughey Munro, a
could cross the northern
end of the continent without a compass or a map, who never in his long, adventurous life had seen anjrthing that dis-

known

in fifty years.

When

he saw Allan Baird push through

Toronto and Montreal and then drop down
New York. We'll have a good time coming to us then."
"Is it the bush again, lad?" asked

to

Hughey

eagerly.
"You'll think you've never been in
the bush when you tackle this job, old
fellow."
The woodsman was not at ease until
they were in Allan's room and the door
was locked. The clerk, the elevator, the
uniformed bellboys, each was a foe, a new
experience.

breathing through my
he looked out of the window at the blue stretch of Lake Superior
below them.
"Wait until you go down," laughed
"Lord, I'm

still

toes," he said as

Allan.

"Ain't they got any stairs?" came the
and Alan's heart was
softened by the misery in his friend's

terrified question;

face.

"Now listen, Hughey," he began.
"Here's the idea. We've got to run that
survey through, make a real preliminary
survey from the head of the old survey at
the south end of Kabetogama to the bay.
The Government, aided by the National
people, has decided that we must file maps,
notes and so on in Ottawa on or before
April first or lose the charter. The National people think it can't be done but, as
soon as they know we are going to attempt

it,

want that

they'll

try to block us.

but they don't want

They

for
several years; and in the meantime they
don't want anyone else to have it.
line

it

"Maybe you've known some crooked
breeds, free traders and the like in your
time, Hughey. Well, we're up against the
same sort of an outfit. They'll do anything, not even stopping short of killing a
man or two, to get what they want. And
we've got to keep on the job every minute.
"Now, running the survey alone is a
big job. It will take all my time. Getting
in supplies from the railroad, moving
camp, looking after the dog teams and all
that sort of stuflT will depend on you.
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station, the dogs had been chained in long
rows in the shelter of a spruce thicket
back of the tracks with three men to

up. Others hesitated. There was some
grumbling but Allan ignored it. When.the
last name was down on the list and the

watch them, and the big crew, now numbering more than forty men, was waiting

last ticket gone, he

You'll have to take entire charge. I don't
care how you do it, only the grub's got to
go through, and camp's got to be moved on
time."
"How big a crew will there be?" asked

Hughey.
"Three transit men, three rodmen,
six axemen, a cook, a bull-cook and the
dog-team drivers. How many teams will
take?"
"Six anyhow.

it

That means

thirty-six

dogs."

"'Can you get them?"
"I could in ten minutes if I was up at
the bay."
"We'll take a run over to Nipigon tomorrow and see what we can do. There's
dogs to be had around here, but they're
mostly domestic. Now, Hughey, make out
a list of what's needed for such a trip.
.

For all winter, mind
what the dogs need."

Tp

you.

And

a

list

of

turns for places in the small hotel diningroom.
Hughey was busy looking after details,
but Allan did not seem to have a care in
the world. The bar was crowded both before and after supper and Allan, buying
an occasional drink for all, mingled with
the men, laughing and joking and listening to them. Once Hughey, seeking advice
on a small matter, had difficulty in getting
him away from the crowd at the bar.
"This is no time for that sort of thing,
lad," he advised gently.
"You watch me," replied Allan with a
laugh. "I'm loading up a nice little bomb,
Hughey. I'll let you see it go off in the

morning."

OR

an hour they worked steadily,
Allan writting at the table, Hughey
sitting across from him. They figured out
the amount of food required for men and
dogs, eiderdown quilts, blankets, dishes,
tents, stoves, clothing, snowshoes, axes,

UNTIL
the

-»-

and ammunition for getting fresh
meat, dog harnesses, toboggans and the
host of minor things necessary for such an
rifles,

enterprise.

was a formidable list when completed.
weight ran into many tons, its numbers into the hundreds, and Allan showed
his dismay when the totals were reached.
four hundred and fifty miles,
It's
Hughey!" he exclaimed. "How much can
a dog team haul?"
"Six dogs can make good time with a
quarter of a ton. They can take twice
that on a good trail. Better figure on the
It

Its

lowest."

"Well, anyhow, it's got to be done, so
there's no need worrying. Now I'm going
to wire orders for all this stuff I can't get
here and have it shipped to Sabawe.
We'll drift down to the employment agencies and see what we can get in the way
of men. We'll need some now to take care
of the dogs when we get them."

IT was

busy two days. Allan hired
the dozen, ordered supplies by
ton, and the second night he and
a

men by

the

Hughey were back

in

Port Arthur with

forty dogs, most of them huskies from
the Nipigon country, and half as many
men to take care of them. That day the
three transit men arrived from Toronto
and early the next morning dogs, men and
supplies were on their way westward.

"Say, lad, what you want of all these
men?" asked Hughey in a whisper when
he and Allan were establishnd in the
she smoking compartment of the Pullman.
"There's three times as many as you
need."

show you when we get to Sabawe,
Hughey." And Allan turned the discussion to details they had not covered in
the rush of the last few days.
Sabawe never had seen so much commotion, so much excitement, as upon the
"I'll

arrival of Allan's party, snapping, snarling dogs, excited shouting men, bundles
and boxes without end, the small station
platform could not hold them. By supper
time the supplies were stowed away in the

27

Hughey

closing time the revelry in the
continued.
Twice more
looked in disapprovingly, only to

bar

be captured by Allan and dragged through
the crowd for a drink.
"I'm sorry, boys," said the proprietor
when ten o'clock came; but he meant he
was sorry for himself, for never before
had his place been so well filled.
"Give me a bottle!" shouted a man at
the rear of the crowd.
"Me, too!" cried another, and a dozen
joined in the chorus.
"No bottles, boys," said Allan. "This
ends it. You've had a good time. To-morrow the job starts. Clear out, now."
"I'll buy a bottle if I want it," came a
belligerent voice from the middle of the
crowd.
"You'll not!" snapped Allan, leaning
forward and looking straight at the man
who had spoken. The stare was returned
for an instant, and then the man laughed.
"All right, I'll not," he said; and the
crowd, laughing left the room.

^HE

next morning immediately after
breakfast Allan took a chair behind
the table in the small waiting room. He
had a sheet of paper, a neat stack of railroad tickets and a small heap of bills and
silver arranged in front of him.
"Step up, boys, one at a time," he commanded: And there was none of the good
fellowship of the night before in his tone.
Hesitatingly, the first man approached.
'

I

-*-

"Your name?" demanded Allan.
"William Norman."
"You worked as a rodman once,

didn't

you. Bill?"
"Two years."

"That's

A

big,

all.

Next."

confident, grinning

young

fel-

low stepped up to the table. Allan glanced
at him and then picked up a railroad
ticket.

"Here's three days' pay and a ticket
Port Arthur. Next."

— " stammered the young fellow

"But

confusion.
"I don't

to

jumped

to his feet.

"All you fellows whose names I took
get busy now," he called. Hughey Munro
is boss of the dog teams.
All you dog
drivers report to him. The axemen are
expected to break trail ahead of the teams.
We start at noon."
"What was your idea?" asked Hughey

a whisper when he and Allan were
"You let some good men go and
kept some bad ones."
"It's this way, Hughey. This is going
to be a hard winter in more ways than
one. So far from the railroad, we can't
in

alone.

have men quitting. We want men who
and men who are not going to
be trouble makers, kickers, grouches. I
will stick,

suppose we got some, but that's to be
expected.
"I mixed up with that crowd last night
because I've found that you can tell a lot
about a man by the way he talks. I talked
with everyone, in the bar and coming up
on the train, and everyone who tried to
make a hit with me got his ticket back to
town. I didn't care how much they drank
or cussed.
I'm not a Sunday School
teacher and some of the hardest^ drinkers
I've run into were the hardest workers,
and the hardest fighters.
"But what did you bring so many for?
That cost money."
"It was cheap, Hughey. I had all the
more to pick from. And I'm satisfied with
the crew I've got. It was the most important part of our work, getting the right
crew. And there wasn't time to try them
out. Then, in vino Veritas, you know."
"No, I don't know. I never learned

Eskimo."
"Freely, Hughey, it means that, when
a man's soused, he blatts. Throw a few
drinks into a man and, if he don't like his
mother-in-law, he'll tell you so. If he does
like her he's a good sort and you take
him. See?"
"They're not like the men around the
bay," said Hughey, still unconvinced.
"That's the reason, These fellows work
where they please, when they please and
as long as they please.. Canada's needed a
lot of men in the last ten years, in construction camps, surveys. Government
work and in the lumber camps. There's
been lots of work for good bushmen for
as long as they can remember, and they've
got into bad habits. They quit for no reason at all, grumble and growl, and make
trouble if they get a grouch on the outfit.
Times have been too easy for them. They
all knew that there was always a job
waiting. But there's always been good
men among them, and I think I got the
pick of the bunch."

^IT/'INTER had come to the northland"
' '
since Allan and Hughey had arrived
in Sabawe by canoe. There was a foot
snow on the ground and the lakes and
streams were frozen. Some of the larger
bodies of water might be unsafe, or even
still open in the centre.
But travel by
dog team was possible; and at noon the
start was made.
of

in

want you," interrupted Allan.

"Next."

And so he went through the crowd.
After the first dozen a strange silence pervaded the room. The men waited their
turns anxiously. Some were quick to step

It was a strange, halting, noisy, broken
procession, that long line of dogs and men
that followed Hughey and Allan out onto
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the lake. The sun glittered on the level,
white expanse, the freshly broken trail
showing pure white against the more
brilliant surrounding surface. The scene
was beautiful but it was not enticing.
The quiet was ominous rather than peaceful. The whiteness and purity seemed to
be only a mask.
Sounds came from the long line, oaths,
shouts, yelps, barks, but they made little
impression. The silence was so great it
swallowed them instantly as water closes
over a falling stone. Only there were no

Men stopped to adjust snowshoe thongs.
Dog teams halted when traces were
tangled, or fights started. Gaps came in
the line, gaps that closed to reappear in
other places. Once an entire team, strung
out in heavy toil, suddenly became a compact mass of snarling, snapping, slashing
fury. Whips snapped, men swore and
shouted. Strange huskies never fit well
together for a week or so, and even then
the rivalry between teams never ceases.
But at last men became accustomed to
their webbed footwear and plodded on
more regularly. The dogs, soft but
spirited, began to feel the steady strain

work. The pafte increased, and the journey to Hudson Bay

and

settled soberly to

was

on.

Darkness came but for another hour
they pressed on. Then, In the gloom of a
spruce swamp, the column halted. Axes
began to crack instantly. Trees swished
down into the snow. Fires were lighted.
Dog food was mixed and hung in the
blaze. Tents showed suddenly against the
dark foliage. Great piles of firewood were
brought in. Camp was made.
four days this continued. At the
FOR
end of the third day four of the long

toboggans were unloaded, a cache built,
and the next morning four teams, drawing only their drivers and a little food,
raced back to Sabawe. The crew and the
two remaining dog teams kept on, and
late that night camped at the south end
of Kabetogama.
The fact" that there was food for only
four days did not bother him. One of the

two dog teams that had come through
with the crew would return to the cache
in the morning and be back in forty-eight
hours with a quarter of a ton. A day
later the four teams that had returned to
Sabawe would be starting out with a
ton of provisions. There was nothing to
worry about,, and Allan did not worry as
he went to bed that night.
"April first," he thought, just as he was
dropping off to sleep. "It will be easy."
The next morning the dog drivers reported to Allan that nine of the twelve
dogs had been poisoned in the night.

CHAPTER

VI.

The Second Blow

Falls

blow was so sudden, so totally

unexpected, the results so threatening, that Allan, his mind tuned to
the joyous hum of success, was dazed.
Hughey, who had spent a lifetime meeting emergencies, was the first to act.

"See here, lad," he whispered

"Whoever

thing about the girl stopped him. Something told him that she would not understand, that even sincere flattery would be

get in from Sabawe."

Allan instantly.
"Why," he answered, "a railroad is going to run through here to Hudson Bay
and I am in charge of the surveying outfit.
We are camped down the lake and
will move up near here to-morrow."
"Then it was you!" Hertha exclaimed,
and her eyes became hard and cold, her
chin square, her mouth compressed.
"What on earth is the matter?" de-

"What

ripples.

THE

hard to pick up because the men have
been tramping through the brush getting
wood and looking up those old stakes.
But there's tracks somewhere, and I'm going to find them. It looks like it might
snow to-day, and I've got to hurry.
"Now you take these three dogs and
move camp just as you planned. You can
get twelve miles up the lake and make
two trips. Then to-m.orrow morning go on
over to the Frost Girl's post with the dogs
and get enough grub to do until the teams

did this left a track.

you do?" asked Allan, still
not fully comprehending.
"I'm going to see who did this. I'm
thinking whoever it was took our back
track, where they could go without leaving much sign, because it's packed and
froze so hard. It may take me a long way
south for they'll be foxy about it. Anyhow, I got to keep on going and hurry
those teams straight through, for they'll
come only as far as the cache and then
will

turn back."
"All right, Hughey," replied Allan, his
spirits reviving.

"Catch them

The sooner we stop

if

you can.

this sort of thing the

better."
The entire

crew knew, of course, of the
poisoning of the dogs. But the work began as planned, and the men were not told
what Hughey and Allan expected to do.

The axemen, rodmen and transit men
gan their work at once, while Alan

bedi-

rected the packing of the toboggan and
the beginning of the journey on up the
lake to the camping spot agreed upon.
The surveying outfit carried a lunch and
was to find the camp that night.
It was difficult work for the few men
who remained to transport what food
there was, the bedding, tents and other
equipment, up the lake. Allan saw it
started and then joined the surveyors,

where he ordered two axemen to return to
camp and assist in the moving. Then,
with an axe in his hands, he toiled
through the day with the crew. Night
found the survey well begun.

EARLY

the next morning Allan, a dog
driver and the three remaining dogs
started down the lake to the Mac Lure
post. Far out from shore the wind had
cleared the ice so that it was not necessary to break trail. Allan rode alternately with the driver, so the twelve miles
were soon covered.
The cold, clear morning, after the snow
of the day before, the exhilaration of running and riding with the dog team, the
optimism of Allan's nature, had restored
his spirits, and he was eager, almost boyish, as he threw open the door of Hertha's
store. In the rush of events of the previous two weeks he had not forgotten her

but the fact that he was to see her again
so soon had not entered his thoughts until
•
that morning.
"How do you do, Miss MacLure?" he
greeted her as he entered. "I didn't expect to be back so soon."
"I did not know you were coming back,"
replied Hertha, her amazement at seeing
the young man of the portage clearly

distasteful to her.
"I didn't know either that I was coming," he said. "But now I am going to be
a neighbor for some time, and also a cus-

tomer."

"Neighbor? What do you mean?"
Something in the girl's question, in the
tense manner in which she leaned across
the counter and looked at him, sobered

manded

the

amazed young man.

"Nothing," was the curt reply.
"But you seem er, angry."
"What is it you want?" asked Hertha,
as if he had not spoken.
"I came," he replied, wondering at this
strange change in the attitude of the girl
toward him, "to buy some flour, sugar,
pork, and tea. Also some dried fruit if
you have it. We have a cache thirty-five
miles south of the upper end of Kabetogama, but we brought only enough food
for a few days because the equipment was
so heavy. It was the plan to run a team
back to the cache yesterday, but someone
poisoned nine of our twelve dogs, and we
needed what was left to move camp. I
knew you had a well-filled store, and that
we could get enough from you to tide us
over until our teams come up from
Sabawe. Here is the list the cook made

—

out."

He laid it on the counter, but Hertha
did not even glance at it.
"I have- nothing to sell," she said
shortly.

"Nothing to sell;" exclaimed Allan
looking at the shelves and back at the
storeroom in the rear. "Why, you have
tons of food!"
"That is for my Indians," replied
Hertha, looking at him steadily.
"But you wouldn't let a white man
starve so that an Indian could stuff himself?"

"My Indians are my usual customers,
my regular customers. They depend upon
have what they want when they
I cannot fail them."
"I'll pay double price."
"I have just explained why I will not

me

to

want

it.

sell."

"But you don't understand. My men
teams get in from
Sabawe."
"You told me you have a cache thirtyfive miles south of the lake. They could
reach it before they would starve."
"But the work can't stop for that!" exwill starve before the

claimed Allan, a note of anger creeping
into his voice.

"The work

is

not

my

That

is

pay back everything you let me
said the engineer. "Then your
stock will not be depleted. The teams will
"I'll

evident.

have,"

to Allan.

Allan was about to make a facetiously
gallant reply to the effect that he was

be here inside of a week."

be

compelled to see her again when some-

It'll

afiair.

yours."

Continued on Page
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Fireplace That Draws:
Details of Construction

With a Remedy for Defects

Upi/er Sackrillc, X.B., Nov. Utli, 1915.

Bowesinlle, Ont., Nov. VJth, 1015.

Dear Genevieve
You will remember that some time ago
I wrote you, I was starting our new
house. We moved in the other day and
I

:

:

Dear Genevieve

Some time

writing this letter in my new
We eertainly hare a great house,
well deserving of all the long

am now

office.
but is

time in waiting and the

many hours

like

tchich

and would
you may have to

like
offer.
fires

The other
the same chimney.
arate.

of

November Farmer's Magazine, and I am

now making

Those Already

in

construct a fireplace on scientifically
correct lines? I would be very pleased
to learn just how to do it.
Thanking
you for the information.

a request according to your

suggestion for further information about
the details of constructing a fireplace

Elmira, Out., Nor. 20th, 1915.
"Genevieve"

which

"Your article in November issue of
"The Farmer's Magazine" prompts me

will "draio" properly.

much

I

will

be

obliged to you for this infor-

:

suggestions

very

flue is sepperfectly in

mation, as well as ani/ other advice you

the

building

care to offer about the cottage.

you

in

is

—

a part that corresponds to the dome on
a fire-engine, which is designed to take
up and equalize the force of the stream
that is pumped intermittently through it.
In much the same way the smoke chamber
takes up the inequalities of draught and
down-draught, and keeps the smoke going
steadily up the chimney. A glance at the
diagram will make this clear. The brick
work at the top of a fireplace, just above
the opening, is drawn forward to form the
"throat"-^an opening into the smoke
chamber three or four inches deep and

1
'^

Built.

Cambray, Ont., Nov. 28th, 1!)15.
Gentlemen
In the Farmer's Magazine for November there is an article on fireplaces
which is very interesting to me. Can
you give complete information how to

The
draw

essentials in
the relation
between the opening into the room
and the flue area the latter should be
one-tenth of the former area; the other
is what is called the "smoke chamber,"

Manuel

a cobblestone cottage,

a cobblestone fireplace will be a

Aiex. MacPherson

any

are two great
THERE
One
a good
fireplace.

in the near future I should

build

very important feature, so I was very
much interested in your article in the

of

thought expended on it.
We have a blunder in workmanship,
however, that I am very sorry for, and
it is the cause of this letter, and that
is the fireplace is very poorly done, for
a job of that kind, and then it smokes
so we hare made only one fire in it since
we moved. We hare a damper. I am
of course going to have it fixed if possible,

to

By

the full width of the fireplace opening.
This throat contains a cast iron damper,
with a hinged lid as shown. The narrowing of the natural exit passage for the
smoke and gases causes these latter to
pass through under some pressure and
therefore with a distinct force. When the
fire is first lighted the column of warm
air rises at the front of the flue, causing
naturally the down-draught of the 'cold
air at the back. If the way were open to
this descending column would reach
the fire on the hearth and force the smoke
and gases into the room.
The "smoke
sbelf" prevents this, and by its form
swirls the cold air around until it is carried into the path of the rapidly ascending warm column, and on up the chimney.
It is the simplest and most logical thing
in the world, yet if you blindly entrust the
building of your fireplace to the village
mason he may build it in any other way
than the right one.
it,

to

ask you

to

of

mc information re
a fireplace.
Thanking

send

advance.

chamber. From this central point the
may swerve to either side to take its
place beside another flue in the same chimney. It is by no means essential that it
rise vertically throughout its extent, but
fire

flue

the inside surface of the flue must be
smooth and unobstructed.

Let the brick hearth extend 16 or 18
beyond the opening the brickwork pattern is a matter of taste. It is
supported on a "trimmer arch" or "rowlock arch," as showTi in the diagram,
sprung between a pair of- floor joists and
the chimney foundation. See to it that no
wooden timbers run through the brick
masonry under the hearth or close to the
sides of the fire chamber. The heat will
eventually set these on fire.

—

inches

The chimney itself should run a foot
or so above any nearby ridge, and it should
work without any cowl, whirligig or other
tin toy

on the top.

Although the proportion between opening and flue and the construction of the
smoke chamber are the prime essentials,
there are other minor details of the fireplace that must be provided for if we are
to have the maximum efficiency.
The
depth of the fire chamber should be onehalf the width, and the sides and the
back should slope so as to reflect the heat
out into the room. To secure the proper
slope for the sides, make the width of the
back two-thirds of the front, letting the
sides first run straight back for the width
of a brick to save beveling them at the
front edge. Allow the back to rise perpendicularly for about a foot before it
begins to slope forward towards the
throat.

A fireplace can be built without the iron
damper, but its presence is a guarantee
that the form and size of the throat will
be right. Then, too, its front ledge supports the flat arch brick of the front which
without it would require an iron anglebar.

.^csJc

irt

faci"

The whole principle of the scientifically correct fireplace is shown by this vertical section
through the centre.

See that the opening into the flue
proper, which latter is best lined with
terra cotta forms made for the purpose,
is over the centre of the fireplace, in order
to insure equal draught throughout the

The iron throat damper is here indicated atFor the firethe top of an a relied opening.
place built entirely of stone^ heavier walls arenecessary, as shown.
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But what of the fireplace that is already
and is riever used because of its misbehavior? There is at least a good chance
that it can be remedied. The fireplace
built

expert represents a new profession that
thrives on the follies and ignorance of
past and present builders. Here, however,
is something to try first. Here, however,
smoke for the reason that the flue is too
small for the opening. You cannot increase the size of the former but you can
easily decrease the latter. Take a pair of
thin boards, six inches wide and cut to fit
snugly into the opening along its top.
Wedge one in at the top, light a fire, and
draw the other board down over the outside of the first until the opening is reduced sufficiently in area so that its flue
can take care of the smoke. Perhaps you
will not need even the six inches reduction. When the working combination is
found, have a copper or sheet iron curtain
made to replace the boards.
Still another common fault is a throat
that is too wide. Remedy it by laying
across the top of the throat opening an
iron plate that can be pulled back and
forth until the throat is the proper size,
ordinarily it should be three or four
A quaint type

ot

brick fireplace

Cherry Trees
How a Nova

as Fillers: By

Scotia Orchardist

HAVE

you ever attended a formal
assemblage of farmers at which
none of the speakers lauded the
man who has made two blades of grass
grow where only one grew before? If you
reply hastily that you have, you had" bet-

inches.

without the regular mantel.

Makes Two Fruit
Grew Before.

Trees

The whole irorld lores cherries. An i/et there
has never been enotigJi to go around, although
they have hein cheap at times.
This is due
to a fault!/ ('.istrihiiiton.
The man who plants
frees and pUins his miirl;ets in terms of qunlitii
and neatness will nlirat/s trin. In Nova Seotia
in Ontario, the Montmnrencti rhcrrij seenn
to he the leader in varieties.
Ed)itor.
f/.s-

—

ter think again. The man who is successful in the multiplication of timothy will
probably continue to inspire the agri-

cultural-orator for all time. But what
about the man who makes two fruit
trees grow and bear where only one
grew before? Surely he also is deserving of approbation. Indeed, when
you are told that the super-added
tree is a cherry, you
if you have a
weakness for cherries, and I know

j.

cambpell

Grow Where One

however. They happened to be planted in
soil suitable for cherries when utilization
of cherries as fillers was decided on by the
company. The varieties of sweet selected

were Governor Wood, Black Tartarian,
Windsor, Oxheart and Lambert. The sour
varieties embrace Montmorency, Early
Richmond and English Morello. "As a
filler, I favor the Montmorency," said
Mr. Eaton. "It seems to thrive well
in such a situation and it is in my
opinion the best money maker. It is
seldom, if ever, aff'ected with rot, is a
regular bearer and the cherries are
snapped up by the canners. They are
also very fair for eating.
Another
good point about the Montmorency is
that the fruit clings well to the tree

—

—

you have will agree with me in
thinking that such a one should be
publicly extolled as a genuine bene-

even when

Richmond

factor.

Large cherry orchards are not
numerous in the commercial fruit belt
of Nova Scotia but some of the growthere are using cherry trees successfully as fillers among apples.
Among these is Mr. R. S. Eaton, the
manager of Hillcrest Orchards at
Kentville, King's county. The Hillcrest apple orchards covers eighty
acres and fifteen acres have been

•irs

interplanted with cherry trees. Practically all these trees are now bearing.
The varieties of apples among which
the cherries
are
placed
include
Gravensteins, Kings, and Ben Davis.
These varieties of apples were not
specially selected for this purpose,

a.

The Reine Hortense cherry.
and is a delicious
preserving.

one,

either

It

grows singly

for

dessert

or

fully

ripe.

The Early

not short lived here as
it seems to be elsewhere, but it is not
so heavy a bearer as Montmorency
and contains rather more acid. The
English Morello is a small, slow
grower and too acid to be popular
here. Nova Scotia growers find that
the best croppers and money getters
among the sweet varieties are Governor Wood, Black Tartarian, Windsor, and Knight's Early.
The cherries in the Hillcrest
orchards have been planted in a fairly strong clay loam and on a slightly
northern slope, well drained. There
has been practically no loss from
spring frosts. The apple trees are
set thirty-three feet apart and the
cherries are planted in the centre. The
is
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setting out is done in the autumn. Mr.
Eaton recommends fall planting, provided,
of course, that the nursery stock is ripened
enough to withstand winter conditions.
Otherwise the youngsters will be frost
killed. If planting is done in the spring
it should be undertaken just as soon as the
ground is fit to work and while the buds of
the plant are still dormant. As cherries
require the same treatment of the soiil as
apples before planting there is really no

extra pre-planting work where cherries
are used as fillers. The ground at Hillcrest was tilled for two years previous to
setting out the orchard and a leguminous
crop was plowed under to increase the
humus in the soil and leave it in the best
possible condition.

PLANTING CHERRIES
'Cherry trees should be planted firmly
the ground," said Mr. Eaton. "Many
cherry trees fail to thrive and even die on
in

The
account of insufficient 'firming.'
firmer the soil is packed around the roots,
especially in the lighter soils, the better
the opportunities for the tree to imbibe
the nourishment and drink it desires.
Moreover, when careful packing is observed the moisture so necessary is conserved for the tree. I make the hole large
enough to admit all roots without forcing;
place a shovelful of surface soil in the
bottom, set in the tree and fill up gradually, taking care to see that the soil is in
close contact with every root. It should
be remembered that a loose soil dries very
rapidly. I firm the soil well but leave a
little loose earth on top for a mulch.
"It has been said that cultivation is
one of the most important factors of sucI
cess in commercial cherry growing.
have proved the truth of this by experience. For years it was almost the rule in
Nova Scotia as elsewhere to neglect the
cherry trees. It was even supposed that
they would thrive better under absent

treatment. Cherries were looked upon as
representing easy money. We have found
however, that to stir up the soil regularly,
in order to let in the air and the sunshine,
and unlock plant food is just as beneficial
to cherries as to apples.
Indeed fruit
growers everywhere are rapidly learning
that cultivation in any orchard is as good
as an extra application of fertilizer. There
is little doubt that the cherry will do
better even when neglected than any other
of our fruits, but at the same time when
cared for properly it shows a grateful
appreciation in its yield.

CAN MOVE
"It

is

not

my
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erroneous ideas prevalent regarding the

and declares that the combination gives

crowding or density of orchards.
Every grower who knows his business

excellent satisfaction.

realizes that trees in order to be healthy,
require light and air, but it should be remembered that the deciding factor in this

Orchards generally averages about 12,000
one-quart boxes. Although the cherry
market in Nova Scotia as elsewhere was
last year extremely dull
prices ranging
around six cents the quart the cherries
taken from these fillers were marketed for
nine cents the quart, an increase of fifty

regard is the density of limbs and foliage
on individual trees. Five hundred trees of
a certain size and shape might be growing
on an acre, and have more light and air
than forty trees of excessive size and
density on the same area. The truth of
this can be realized only by careful observation nnd experiment. It is on such
points, however, in the fruit industry that
both dogmatic and
too often
ideas,
obsolete hold sway.
"I prune my trees in March or April,"
continued Mr. Eaton, "but if paint is used
on wound.s (as it always should be) November or any of the winter months are
all right.
It really depends on when the
necessary time can be spared. The cherry
The
thrives well under severe pruning.
main limb may be cut back if necessary
to two-foot stubs without injury to the
tree.
The sour cherry grows symmetrically and does not require much pruning in
ordinary conditions. Of course intercrossing branches must always be removed. If
the sour cherry tree is kept fairly well
thinned out from the start it is more likely to bear fruit all along its branches.
Once a tree is in bearing, pruning may be
practically restricted to the cutting out
of all useless limbs and the opening up
of the top to the sunlight. Judicious pruning leads to even ripening.
That point
should not be overlooked."

SPRAY MATERIALS
Mr. Eaton uses lime-sulphur spray for
his sweet cherries. He has found that the
mixture will not burn the tender foliage
if used at the ordinary strength of one
to forty.
For brown rot in sweets he
sprays about June 10th, and a second
spray about June 20th. These sprayings
he finds effective.
He mixes the Black
Leaf 40 with the lime-sulphur for aphids

The

total cherry crop of the Hillcrest

—

—

per cent, over the prevailing price.

This would go to show that the utilizaof cherry trees as fillers does not
cause any inferiority in the fruit so pro^
duced, although, of course, such trees will
not bear so heavily as when planted regularly by themselves. It is naturally difficult to calculate exactly the extra cost
imposed on the orchardist who uses cherry
tillers among his apple trees. There is, of
tion

course, some extra ejfpenditure in the way
of spraying and fertilizing, but the regular operations as regards cultivation and
cover crops have to be carried on whether
fillers are used or not. The extra expendi-

ture on spraying, pruning and fertilizers
are not over thirty cents per tree. Last
year the boxes cost Mr. Eaton .?3..50 per'
thousand. Sorting cost him one-half cent
the box. The pickers were paid five cents
per six quarts picked.
Other expenses
totalled about fifty dollars. Thus the extra
expenditure necessitated by the use of
these fillers was about $402, giving a net
profit to the grower of $678.

"The consumption of cherries has improved much during the past few years,"
declared Mr. Eaton, "and I believe the
market will continue to expand. I see no
reason why our fruit growers could not.
profitably produce both sweet and sour
cherries, but
especially
the
latter, in
larger quantities in their commercial or-,
chards.
The cherry grower who stays
with the business, gives his orchard intelligent care and management, and pays
strict attention to the marketing end, will
find the industry a paying one now and
increasingly profitable in the years to
come."

BIG TREES

intention to leave these

permanently in their present
I have demonstrated that it is
thoroughly practicable to transplant them
cherries

position.

when thej^ interfere with the apple trees.
At the same time overcrowding may be
prevented for years. The ability to keep
a fruit tree at any desired size by cutting
or nipping back the requisite amount of
terminal growth has not been generally
appreciated by growers. Nevertheless it
is a positive fact that trees can be kept at
practically any size depending on the
fancy of the grower and the ultimate object in view for the trees. There are very

A

special

wagon

for carrying fruit packages

to

the

caris

from the Hillcrest orchards.

—

—

From Our

Findings

Farms
"In counsel, wise

men grow

wiser.

Fools despise expeiience."

Sweet Clover
Right
SWEET CLOVER

IS

All

was

laugheil at by the majority of his

neighbors,

but

now enough time has

passed to show that the laugh is the other
way. It is the same with tile drainage
and in this case the improvement is prac-

permanent one, for the tiles will
give good service for a long term of years.
Open ditches are frequent throughout
Canada, but there is a tendency to waste
a big strip of land and they are as serious
an obstacle to cultivation as fences. A
straight ditch is bad enough, but when, to

feared by many
farmers because they believe they will
not be able to get rid of it. They see it
growing in waste places year after year.
Stock will not eat it there because they
can get June grass and no kind of livestock will eat clover of any kind so long
as they can get abundance of fresh, sweet
June grass. No farmer need be afraid of
not being able to rid the farm of sweet
clover for this clover lives only two years
in the soil. If you want it for a longer
period it must be reseeded, I have never
yet seen a farm animal that refused to
eat sweet clover hay. I have even seen
pigs eat the stalks of the second cutting of
sweet clover after it had been threshed
for seed. I have seen cattle get into a field
of sweet clover and eat till they appeared
to be hurting themselves, and it was the
first time these same cattle had ever seen
the plant.
Many people save the first crop of the
plant for seed. This crop gives the most
and the best seed but it is hard very
hard to handle on account of the size
and stiffness of the plant. The second
crop has finer stalks, is easily handled,
produces a first-class quality of seed, and
on an average season very nearly as much
seed as does the first crop. The seed
should be threshed with a clover thresher
but if one is not available use an ordinary
threshing outfit. This will not hull the
seed but the unhulled seed will grow just
as well as the hulled seed and one need
not worry if a clover huller is not in the

tically a

vicinity.

a means of ditching cheaper and quicker
than any other method.

is

—

—

Sweet clover is the hay and fodder crop
par excellence for the light, hilly districts
and I believe is just about as good in the
flat, wet regions where the other clovers
will not grow.
T. H. Binnie, Grey Co.,
Ontario.

\

^Ditching

With

provide proper drainage, the ditch has to
be made crooked, the inconvenience is still
greater.
It is estimated that the open ditch costs
about ten cents per rod each year to keep
clean and in good repair. That is the interest, at 6 per cent., on $1.50. Add to
this the cost of digging and the value of
the land it occupies, and it will be readily
seen that it is a more expensive drainage
system than the tile.

handling such

lower in the summer, the plants suffer
from drought. The water table is kept
down by the tile drainage, and thus makes
the plants better able to withstand the
drought as well.

Digging by hand has cost about ten
cents per rod per foot in depth, or thirty
cents for a ditch 30 to 36 inches deep,
which does not include laying the tile nor
filling the ditch.
The tractor thus affords

The light-weight

traction engine which
being demonstrated to the farmers of
Ontario for use on their farms for general
purposes offers an ideal means of ditching.
It, of course, must be able to straddle the
ditch, and some sort of ditching or digging

to three

npHE
-'

A

potato digger just in from work.

,

outfit, from two
hundred rods of ditch can be fin-

ished in a day, cutting to a depth of three
It would take one man thirty days
to do the same amount of work, and it

feet.

would not be done so well.
A ditching implement to use with the
tractor will pay for itself in ten or fifteen
day's operation, saving $25 to $50 per day

The
over the ordinary hand methods.
tractor which Ontario farmers are coming to use is, of course, good for a score
of other jobs around the farm; and it is
for this reason that an outfit of this sort
is especially suitable for the farmer or
orchardist, though it has ample capacity
to handle ditching as a custom proposition.

—

M. Gordon.

7?.

Lambton County
Organizing
AMBTON COUNTY,

T
-'—'

Ontario, lying

by the foot of Lake Huron, is
along well from the farmers'

close

coming

standpoint.

I

am

glad to note that the

movement towards co-operative work
Already

is

are
about twenty-five farmers' clubs with a
central organization with a president,
vice-presidents, secretary and treasurer
and two directors from each township.
The aims and objects of this association
are not only for the purpose of buying
co-operatively but for the purpose of discussing ways and means by which they
can bring their influence to bear on legis-

growing

rapidly.

there

lation.

is

Tractor

lines.

With a tractor ditching

BIGGER CROPS ON DRAINED LAND

Drained land means bigger and better
crops. In wet soil, the plants are shallowrooted. The roots will not go down below
the water table, with the result that they
have a limited area from which to draw
plant food, and when the water settles

a

October issue of Farmer's MagaziNE contained an article on the
digging of ditches with the large model
traction ditcher, which suggests another
method of doing this beneficial work
on the farm. A drainage system is expensive, and yet not an expense. It costs
money to put in, and at the same time pays
big profits. Not many years ago the farmer who put expensive fertilizer on his land

implement is required in connection with
it.
Such a tool may be home-made,
or purchased from implement dealers

in

Several of these clubs have co-operated
buying sugar, flour and feed, lamp oil,

gasoline, etc.
It is the purpose of the county organization at a meeting to be held at a
recent date to appoint an organizing committee to have all local clubs affiliate with
the county board in placing their orders
co-operatively to handle binder twine,
fencing, etc.
There is a fine spirited body of men m
the county behind this movement and if
they can get the farmers to grasp what
co-operation means, they will do much
good.
It is also the intention of this association to affiliate with the Board of Agriculture to carry on a series of meetings all
over Lambton county this coming wintei.

—Robert

Fleck.

—

;
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The White Wyandotte has

The White
A FTER the wonderful showing in
-^^ the egg-laying contests, who can
dare to say that the White Wyandotte
is not as good a breed as anyone could
possibly desire? We hear so much of
this und that breed being positively the
best that where the evidence is not conclusive one is apt to be much confused in
deciding on a br.eed that will give the best
all-round results.

We suppose more people will say they
keep hens for the eggs they lay than for
any other reason. This leads a good many
into the illusion that they must select
something with very little meat because to
get eggs they think it necessary to have
the so-called egg breeds. Just look at the
evidence, however, and what do we find?
In the fourth laying contest at Storrs, a

White Wyandotte pen was first with 2,072
eggs, Rhode Island Reds second with 2,039
eggs, and Leghorns third with 2,001. The
averages per hen for the breeds was White
Wyandottes 165, White Leghorns 158.1,
Rhode Island Reds 155.8, Plymouth Rocks
146.3. By this it is plain to be seen where
White Wyandottes stood at Storrs. The
average at all three egg-laying contests in
1914 was highest with the White Wyandottes as the following tables will show.
Third International Contest, Connecticut

White Wyandottes
169
White Leghorns
152
Barred Rocks
148
S. C. R. I. Reds
138
Wliite Rooks
136
R. C. R. I. Reds
125
Third North American Contest, Fennss'lvania
White Wynudottes
195
White Leghorns
178
Anconas
178
'..;;.
S. C. R. I. Reds
167
Barred Rocks
160
White Rocks
160
R. C. R. I. Reds
153
White Orpingtons
136
'

'

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Third National

C

Contest,

Jlissouri
...'.'.
;
.'

:

:

190
176
170
171
171

.:;

Buff Orpington.s

Anconas
White Orpingtons
Campines

real breaders
welfare. This accounts for
its high position from every valuable market viewpoint. This wide range of usefulness makes them possible good producers over a very wide area and under
decidedly varying conditions.
So many people who keep fowls at the
same time like to have something that looks
well besides being able to turn food or
household waste into meat and eggs. What
sight can be more pleasing than spotless
white birds of curving lines with bright
red combs and faces and shining yellow
legs? Here is a picture that commands

promoting

Wyandotte

White Wyandottes
Barred Rocks
White Leghorns
s. c. R. L Reds
White Rocks
R.
R. I. Reds

33

.....[....'

164
163
jq2
143
J35

So much for the question of eggs. Of
course the experienced poultry man knows
that in all breeds some strains excel others
and in any breed poor performers will
.^how themselves as well as good but the
Wyandotte has proven her position at the
top in the matter of general high average.
The same people, who tell you they keep
certain breeds for eggs alone, acknowledge that when they have to kill some of
them or want a nice plump chicken they
are obliged to feel disappointment. Did
you ever hear anyone complain about the
carcase of the White Wyandotte for a
broiler or roaster? They certainly provide
just about as dainty a piece of chicken
flesh as anyone can wish and when
bred
right have great quantities of breast meat,
great thighs, and that juicy back meat
that helps so much in completing a fine
tasty chicken. Being of a nice, medium
size they always have an evenly balanced
carcase that dresses to perfection.
All true breeders give a very large
amount of consideration to the utility side.

its

admiration from all because in it can be
recognized a combination of beauty and
service that is written all over the active
hustling White Wyandotte. At the same
time this is combined with a docility that
makes it possible to keep them just as
readily in confined yards almost as where
unlimited range is available. Most certainly will they thrive under any conditions as well as any breed.
study of the present standard of perfection as compared with the last one will
•

A

show that wise breeders are guarding the
best interests of the White Wyandotte.
Instead of allowing faddy breeders to
shorten the body to exclude the egg-making powers the standard has been changed
to increase the length of body and still
retain the graceful lines so characteristic
of the breef*
,
It is only to be expected that such a
breed would be so largely represented in
the show-room. At a great many shows
they will be found in the greatest numbers.

Club

The National White Wyandotte

probably the largest specialty
club in the world and is therefore able to
wield a mighty influence in favor of the
is

breed whose interest it works to promote.
In consequence of this perhaps there
are greater quantities of high-quality
birds to be had and the demand is heavier
for good stock. This means very much
heavier turnover than among the less
popular breeds and has made it possible
for individuals to develop very large businesses on this single breed. While perhaps competition is keener than with some
varieties immense satisfaction results
fiom handling good quality and having

succeeded, the possibilities are much
greater than where the way is perhaps
in the beginning a little easier.
To the beginner the White Wyandotte
offers an all-round proposition that will

Scene

at

the

rcreiit

tractor

demonstratiuu

give him good, useful return while he is
learaiing the way to climb to the top and
secure the cream of the business. Breeders of White Wyandottes express the
fondest expectations for 1916 and past
experience shows their hopes are well
founded. A. P. Marshall, Ontario.

Power Outfit
T

HAVE

-'-

power

completed a home-made
for my house that anThe brackets I bought at
swers well.
a sale at the small cost of 35 cents
the line shaft, %-inch 30 feet long, cost
$1.50. I got it off a windmill that had
been wrecked by the wind. The boxings
are some of them. hard maple and some
are what belonged to the lineshaft. The
engine runs 600 r.p.m. with 6-in. pulley,
the drive pulley on lineshaft is 24 in.
which I built on a casting of an old binder
just

outfit

reel and also made all the other pulleys
connected to the lineshaft. The first machine I ran with the engine was the
turning lathe and turned out all the
pulleys the necessary size. ^Also the
grindstone was attached for keeping tools
sharp while making pulleys and doing
other wood-v/ork. The pulleys aie all split
and when necessary to change them from
woodshed into the kitchen for winter, it
can be done very easily. For belting I
bought 10-oz. canvas, or heavier can be

used, and made belting 5-ply and some
heavier, all depending on work required of
it.
This I sewed on the sewing machine,
then soaked it well in good thick paint and
ran it between two rollers, pressing it well

hung

together and then
until dry.

it

up and

left

When

strong enough

real dry it makes a belt
for any 1 or IV^-h.p. en-

gine. The jack was taken from a windmill at a cost of $2.- This is fastened up in
the woodshed level with lineshaft. The
separator is set just far enough from
underneath the jack to prevent oil from
dropping on it.
intentions are to
pump water to the- barn for my stock, a
distance of about 60 feet. I also intend to
run our meat grinder' this fall. The question has often been asked me if the engine will run all the machines at once. It
has done so for me. The belting cost me
about $3 for material. I'did all the work
myself last winter. I cannot sayjust how

My

long

it

took

me

as

I

Tlie

small

it at odd times.
Ontario.

did

—Melvin Zhnmerman,

at Guelpli.
favorite.

coming

Home

Installing

tractor

seems

to

be

a

An Onion Bonanza."^
Ontario Farmers Wrest Little Fortunes from a Swamp
by a New System of Drainage and Sub-Irrigation
Co-operative Onion Growers' Association

—

Formed.

w

E have

often heard the saying,

"God made the dry land but the
Dutch made Holland," which is,

after all, only the Hollander's unique way
of letting us know that it was through
his own efforts that Holland is tillable dry
land to-day instead of being submerged as

once was.
is the Hollander alone in his sucfessful efforts to wrest land back from the
encioaching waves. We have here ii* Ontario a splendid example to prove this
statement. The most southernly point of
the mainland of all Canada is Point Pelee,
a cape that project-s its sandy nose far out
into the blue waters of Lake Erie.
Through the broad base of this cape
there was once an open channel of shallow water, and on tlje bottom of this
channel, year after year, the retarded
waves dropped their precious freight of
rotted vegetable matter, building up
layer upon layer of the richest' soil that
nature can supply for the use of man.
So you see we have here a veritable
Garden of Eden soil lying waiting for
the use of man.
But the gateway to its successful development was guarded by a seemingly
impassable fiery sword of obstacles; the
whole tract was eighteen inches below the
level of Lake Erie, and was, of course, always subm&rged. It was covered with a
jungle-like growth of tangled aquatic vegetation, and large grey mosquitoes hatched there by millions and fed ravenously
and in clouds on anyone unfortunate
it

Nor

enough

to

trespass within their

By Ivan
disguise,

B.

Thompson

and energy, patience and perse-

verance to bring

it within reach.
result of these was that a large
section of hundreds of acres was dyked in
by great high dykes, pumping stations
were ouilt, the water was pumped out, the
ground was cleared off, and broken up,

The

it was underdrained and put
Thus there sprang up a garden of almost unbelievable fertility where
before there was only a waste of desolate
swamp, and thousands of dollars annual-

and

finally

into crop.

ly are pouring into the pockets of these
energetic growers, and from land whose
sole previous crop was one of mosquitoes.
The main product of this rich garden
marsh is onions, and the oldest onion
growers are the Campbells, Mr. J. A.
Campbell being the present owner and
manager of the Campbell farm there.

The work of preparing the ground begins in the fall, said he. We then plow,
and plow deep, and we have no fear oi
turning up the subsoil, either.
In the spring in early April, or as soor
as the weather will permit, we get on tha
land and work it up carefully, and we
keep in mind the fact that the cheapest
working a crop ever gets is done before
that crop is planted. This thought helps
us to do a thorough job, even if it does
take a little longer.
The fertilizer used consists of potash
and phosphate applied in the ratio of two
hundred pounds of potash to one thousand pounds of the natural ground rock
per acre.

NO QUARTER FOR WEEDS

not," said Mr. Campbell, his face lighting
up with enthusiasm as he talked "why
onions are just coming into their own
here, and coming fast, too; increased
acreage, more advanced methods of culture, better marketing facilities, all these
are putting us fast to the front with our
onions." And it is so.
The following is a brief description of

where we apply one secret that
leads to clean fields later on, and it i&
to have the rows perfectly straight, so
that the weeders can be run very close to
the plants, and thus cut down the work
of hand weeding as much as posible. The
hand weeding is, of course, pretty expensive as well as hard.
"Cultivation starts just as soon as theseed has been planted and a steady and
and strenuous war is waged on the weeds
all season long."
It is not uncommon tosee a field of many acres stretching away
to the distant dyke and not a weed to be
seen.
This will give one some idea of
the careful and thorough nature of the

the methods that led to Mr. Campbell's

work.

NO SLUMP IN ONIONS
"Onions

slumping?

Most

decidedly

—

success.

Here

"Our

is

fields,"

continued Mr. Campbell,
"are all weeded
five times by

hand and cultivated every
week. We must

dominions.
Considering all
these facts, surely no one would
ever dream of
seeing bounteous
crops raised on
the very floor of
the lake. Absolutely
sible, in

i

to get any
start because the
larger the weed

m

p o sthe face

these

of

never allow the

weeds

ob-

you will
say. Yet that is
stacles,

just

what

is

be-

ing done to-day,
the
only
and

magic employed

was the magic of
man's foresight
see the

goal

underneath

its

to

Laborers at work on one of the ouion fields. A secret that lead s to clean fields later
is to have the rows perfectly straight so that the weeders can be
un clos.e tu the plants
and cut out hand -weeding as far as possible.
on

the more theonion roots are
disturbed
b y
pulling it, and
the more setback
the plant gets.
Also we are very
careful not to
allow any weeds
to go to seed,
and we thereby
cut
do-wn
the
ranks of next
year's

weeds.

This also

is

an-
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So

secret of successful onion farmness of this wonderful soil. And truly
This point is clearly brought out in
after examining it one does not wonder
the case of a farm, in the State of Louisiso much at the immense crops it produces
ana where the ground has been in onions
year after year. There is abundant wealth
buried there for generations to come.
for about fifty years and one man can
take care of ten acres up till harvesting
"The next phase of our work is where
time.
And why? Simply because no we are at a serious disadvantage," he
weeds have been allowed to go to seed on
continued. "That is the transportation of
the farm, and great care is exercised to
our onions from our farms to the nearest
see that practically no weed seeds get on
railway station at Leamington, which is a
The result is distance of about seven miles. The roads
the farm in other ways.
clean fields and practically no hand weedare often in bad shape, and it is at best
ing. This is, of course, the result of long
a slow, inefl[icient job. Several different
years of effort and perseverance.
methods of transportation from the five"Our summer's work may be fairly ton motor truck, which genial little Joe
summed up in these few words: 'Mulch, Henry uses to bring in his sixty-acre crop,
and war to the death on the weeds.'"
to the humble one-horse wagon of the
The harvesting commences just as soon small grower.
as from one-third to one-half of the tops
"A spur ^from the railroad would be
have dried down, and at this stage the
of immense value to the onion industry
onions "let go" easily. The pulling
is all done by hand, one man taking two rows at once.
"One of the things that will cut
your selling price very badly is
undercured and sunburned onions," said Mr. Campbell. "And
right now is the time to avoid sunburn. My system is to have the
onions laid down so that one row
of tops covers the next row of
'iiSTP*"
bulbs, and in this shingle arrangeDitch with reclaimed land at the left, and d\kc
ment I find the onions dry perfectly without the least touch of sun-

other

ing.

.;*..''

'k^^]'.

here, not only for the purpose of hauling
the crop away, but also for bringing. in
fertilizers, especially barnyard manure.
Many of the growers would use large
quantities of this latter if the cost of hauling did not put it on the prohibited list.
The decay of the vegetable matter in it
greatly increases bacterial life and activity, which is, of course, most beneficial.

The growers are all looking forward to
when the necessary steps will be

the day

taken to place the many advantages of
the railroad well within their reach."

A CO-OPERATIVE ONION GROWERS'
ASSOCIATION

The
among

and the result was the formation
some years ago of the Leamington Onion

ists,

^
i

-mm
right

burn.

"After the field drying, the
onions are hauled to my onion shed
where they are topped with the
topping machine and then they
are placed in slatted crates and
the crates are piled so that they
have a free circulation of air on all
sides.
This is, of course, very
necessary to the proper curing of
the onions. Not only must there be
free circulation of air immediately
around the onions, but there must
ventilation
be
excellent
also
throughout the whole building.

"To

facilitate this I

View of the puuipiug

stntion.

have had

constructed, after several years of
careful observation and experimenting, a large onion curing
shed, whose sides are, practically
all, large vertically-opening doors,
and I find it a highly satisfactory
building for this purpose.

A COMPLETE SUB-IRRIGATION
SYSTEM
"But wait k minute and let us
go over. I want you to see the new
main that I am putting in. You
see my fields are all under -drained,
and as soon as this new main is
completed I will have a complete
sub-irrigation
system.
Water?
About a foot and a half of the top
of Lake Erie always on top. I have
no trouble that way."
So we walked over to where Mr.
Campbell's own gasoline traction
ditcher stood at the end of the completed trench that was to let in the
required amount of water at the
exact time when it was most

Onion drying

iind

curing house.

Growers' Association. This association handles to-day practically
ninety per cent, of the onions
grown there, and to judge by the
enrolment, it is a very successful
and necessary part of the industry.
In every branch of specialized
agriculture there are two dominant factors which often determine the success or failure of the
venture in that particular region.
The one is the disposal of the pro-

duct which, of course, includes
transportation facilities, the other
is labor. It has been shown how
inefficient transportation has hindered these growers in several
ways, but in the matter of labor
they have been far more fortunate.
By far the greatest share of the
work is done by Belgians and Russians. The Belgians perhaps preAnd they are truly
dominate.
marvelously deft and quick with
their work. Many of them have
had practice at similar lines of
work in the Old Land. But even
the youngsters, born in this country, seem to take to the work like
ducks to water. I watched them as
they worked at the weeding. They
went along on their knees, bent
over the row'. The movements of
their fingers were too quick to
follow accurately. The weeds, even
to the tiniest, were whisked away
from the plants and thrown in the
middle of the row, the ground
loosened and drawn up to the roots
of the plants, and then on they
would move as regularly and accurately as machines. Yet when
they looked up and smilingly answered questions as best they
could, one could not help but see
-the real enthusiasm and spirit of
what one might call the joy of
labor that seemed to possess them.
Their viewpoint is pretty well
summed up in the words of one of
them. "We make big money and
the work
we like it, it is not
heavy." So the monotonous work
that we might despise is almost
play tc them.
Most of them work on the share
basis, while some are hired outright. In either case houses are

—

needed.

Here also one had an excellent
chance to see the depth and rich-

spirit of co-operation was strong
this band of agricultural special-

View of

a typical level tract of land in the onion-growiiig
district.

Continued on Page
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The Outcome
How

the

Women

s

of an

Institutes of

Alpha Lodge

Prince Edward Island are JVorkin^r for Better
Life

Homes and Community
parBEING
ticularly

By

in-

MRS.

WALTER SIMPSON

thing is in readiness to spread the
picnic dinner, and
the superintendent
and his helpers are
in
readiness
to
show and explain

terested
i n
the Women's Institute movement, the

by G.A.Put-

article

nam

— accompany-

anything

on
the
beautiful
grounds
or plots in connec-

ing the photograph
of Institute workers in East Wellington in the October

—

Farmer's
zine,

Magawas read with

with the farm.
This is a rare
treat and education,

much

pleasure.

number

tion

The

of

Now

you know a

woman

can't stand

and we come
back from such a
visit, with memories of the beauti-

a challenge, and as
we had just received from the

ful, to live

enjoy

over and

months.

The

accompanying photograph of

photographer's
a
copy of a photograph of our Institute taken at our
home in September,
I

for

our

Institute

local

was taken at our
annual lawn party

—which meets with
us when our flower

could not refrain

sending
it
along. I am not going to say how good
looking we are, but

garden

social

afternoon,

will leave that for

spent

among the

someone

flowers,

from

A
of

.

best.

work

A

was organized

typical

in this province.

A few years before one district, feeling
the need of more sociability, formed a
lodge much on the same principle. This
organization they named the Alpha Lodge,
and when the Institute movement came
along they merged into that, but they have
the honor as their name implies of being the first. ,We now number over forty
societies, have our supervisor and three
assistants, who have materially helped,
both in organizing and carrying on the
work so successfully. Our second convention was held in Charlottetown in

—

—

June and showed marked improvement
over the year before.
A short course in domestic science has
been arranged for, and is conducted in the
month of January at our capitol. All our
members who care take advantage of
Here they are taught and trained in
it.
the right and best methods of doing work,
which falls to the lot of the wife and
mother, as well as numberless other things
that make better housekeepers and homemakers.

—

is

and tea under the apple trees.

else.

on Prince Edward
Island might interest some of your readers. Down here in the
"Garden of the Gulf" we are called slow
to take up with new movements but when
they do come, they come to stay, and grow.
So it has been with Institute work. Not
quite four years ago the first Women's
Institute

its

planned for but a

short account
Institute

at

is

Not much

—

They come back to their different Institutes to discuss what they have learned

Women's

Institute gathering in Prince

Edward

and so help the members whose home

ties

prevent them from taking advantage of
these helps.

Then we have the much-appreciated
our supervisor and her assistants,

visits of

who

give demonstrations in cooking, canning, preserving, home nursing, home
decorations and furnishing and an endless
list of interesting sub'ects.
These, with
the discussions and questions arising out
of them, cannot but help each member.
Outside of all that is to be learned at
these gatherings are the social benefits derived. We get to know each other better
as we meet from month to month and plan
improvements for our communities and
take ap the all-engaging work of the Red
Cross.
find that the Institutes that
meet in the homes of the members or have
rooms fitted up for the purpose are the
most prosperous. It is so much more
homelike than a hall or school-room. We
have also found that the "lunch," which
each member willingly has a share in preparing, adds materially to the popularity
of our meetings, and is not considered a
burden by any of us.
Most of the Institutes have their picnic
through the summer. Some go to Charlottetown to the Experimental Farm,
where they are always welcomed by the
superintendent, J. A. Clark, B.S.A., and
his amiable companion.
In the picnic
grove, adjoining their residence, every-

We

These little outings,
where young and
old meet and enjoy
broaden our lives and

Island.

each other, seem to
give us more interest in our neighbors. In
these Institute gatherings there is no
denominationalism. We are all one, with
the "Home" problem uppermost How to
make better and happier homes for loved
ones and the betterment of community
life generally. Along these lines come in

our schools, and much has been done for
them.
Better sanitary conditions have
been aimed for. More homelikeness instead of the dull, dingy school-rooms,
clean

bright

walls,

educative

pictures,

house plants, drinking fountains and in
many schools pumps have been installed.
Much has been done to improve the school
grounds.

Where

at

all

possible

school

gardens have been started. These are prepared and cared for by the children, and
have been very popular. In some cases the
children have the "home plots" and prizes
have been awarded the best kept plot by
the Institute in each school district.
So love of flowers is being cultivated
and is spreading in a very encouraging
manner. Soon every home on our little
island will feel the i-efining influence of a
flower garden.
In these terrible

war times our

Insti-

tutes are not idle and in each of our forty

organizations busy fingers are knitting,
sewing and planning comforts for the
boys at the front.

More

Seeing

Cattle waiting to

What

is

the

l;o

up and clear right away from the place at
least once in every twelve months. He

may be gone a couple of days or two
weeks and it isn't necessary to spend a
fortune either. At the same time he should
not forget the patient, hard-working wife,
who, being out less frequently than the
men, may be in even greater need of the
outing than they. Ordinary hard work
seldom kills anyone but it's the eternal
repetition of the monotonous humdrum
gnaws out

the

human

soul.

in my own work here I felt that
labors were going to be worth any-

Even

my

w.

thing in this country I simply had to drop
everything for a time and forget it all by
taking a holiday. I decided to make a
hurried tour through the West and to the
Rockies and have come back feeling fit for
any task. The trip was made over the
C.P.R. via the Lake Superior route, going
through that vast tract of waste land
where the scene is an almost continuous
succession of rocks, lakes and scrubby
trees. A traveler's remark that this section afforded one a splendid opportunity to
build one's house upon a rock seemed to
hit it exactly, for certainly some parts will
never be good for anything else. But, of
course, the railway line is along the
rugged shore of Lake Superior and we all
know of the hundreds of thousands of
acres of untilled land a few miles back
and the great clay belt that may some day
be the centre of agricultural production
in Ontario. Yet, who can tell what enormous wealth lies buried beneath those
barren-looking rocks, or even what use

may

stark

Scene near Gladstone, Manitoba.

the Farmer and his
tures of Special Agricultural Interest in the West.

farmer. This is a difficult question to
answer, yet I believe it would pay in dollars and cents if every farmer would pick

if

loaded on the cars for export beef.

j.

Cash Value of a Holiday Trip for

just been wondering what the
I'VE
actual cash value of a holiday is to a

tasks that fairly

of Canada: By

one day be made of that lonely tract
of country where even the burnt stumps
of pine and cedar huddling between huge
boulders, or clinging to a rocky river
bank seem denied their meagre existence?
As we hurried on over bridges and around
curves, one couldn't help drawing a mental
picture of the scene as it might appear
five decades hence.
Others must have been musing too on
the future of Thunder Bay district because the life in the sleeper was unusually
quiet. We were all strangers and aloof
from each other at first. Then we became
more sociable for as one of the girl passengers quoted, "A touch of nature makes
the whole world kin." Since it was my first
trip to the West I was in a hurry to see
the famous prairie with its 200-acre fields
of golden wheat. However, there is not
much of that kind of farming east of
Winnipeg, which, like all other cities is
hemmed in on every side by a hedge of
vegetable farms that supply the local market. In passing, I may say I was surprised that they could grow such potatoes
and vegetables of diff'erent kinds to the
perfection they can all through the West.
Arriving at Winnipeg less than forty
hours after leaving Toronto, I was met at
the station by an ex-O.A.C. boy, who is
now a lecturer at the Manitoba Agricultural College, and we took the first car
out to the farm. The old college farm has
been sold and a new section bought about
seven miles out of the city, where large
sums were spent in erecting the most upto-date buildings and equipping them
with all kinds of modern appliances.
Everything has a "new" look but the
grounds are well laid out and the situation on the bank of the Red River is ideal
for such an institution. Five years are required to get the B.S.A. degree but the

Wife? Fea-

sessions are quite short in order that the
may be at home during seeding and
harvest. In general, the course is quite
similar to the one at the O.A.C., though
they give much more time to the study
of machinery, no doubt because traction
plows, etc., are in such common use in the
West. On the college farm they do all
their own killing and the meat for the
dining-rooms is supplied from their own
herds. The animals to be slaughtered are
first brought into the judging pavilion
and discussed by the students, then the
dressed carcases are examined. In this
way the boys learn to judge what kind of
carcase each animal will make and the

boys

professor says they can guess to within
ten pounds of what a ^lertain sheep or pig
or steer will dress out.

Government ExperiBrandon was my, next
interest. It is a good farming section in
the vicinity of Brandon and I learned that
they could grow successfully practically
all our common Eastern crops. The super-

The

mental

Dominion

Farm

at

intendent took me around explaining the
different experiments, and the work that
is being carried on. Western winters are
too severe for fruit trees and about all
they can grow is a hardy crab apple,
though the bush fruits do fairly well. In
time they hope to get a variety of real
apple tree that will stand the winter.
Bees are kept on the farm quite profitably,
but their honey is not as good flavored as
the Ontario product.

GOOD FARMING METHODS COUNT IN THE

WEST
At the Indian Head Experimental Farm
much the same work is being done and
the crops were equally good. One experiment there was especially interesting.
Ordinarily they have very

little

rain in

FARMER'S MAGAZINI-:
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^pl"l«»«

there, and it was a good one. All through
the West the fairs this year have been
record breakers, not only in the matter of
attendance, but in number and quality of
exhibits, especially of livestock.
After
one spends two or three hours merely
walking past the stalls and pens of livestock at these exhibitions he is inclined
to wonder who said
"the grain-growing
provinces in our Dominion." While many
of the largest exhibitors do come from the
East, such men as MacGregor, Barron
and Taber and dozens of others are now
holding their own and in a few years the
whole prairie will be engaged in mixed
farming. In spite of the bountiful harvest

^

^^1

-.^ J«,^!l !«?,
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this year the difficulty of

The

the must fortunate of men.

iKiiiiesteadei" is

unbearable, but

Saskatchewan and it nearly all comes in
Two wheat plots side by side were
almost ripe; one 'had been plowed July 1
and the other August 1. The former
would thresh three times as much grain
as the latter. If they do not summerfallow once every two or three years in
order to store up moisture ahead they

July.

mo^

simply can't be sure of a crop in
sections of that province. The old idea that
all

His

lie is

roil

was

exactiiij

the isolation almost

safe now.

a car window somewhere in Ontario. In
parts of Alberta, on the other hand, no
trees of any kind dot the landscape, while
in southern Saskatchewan and Manitoba
there are miles and miles of perfectly flat
prairie. For the most part the roads are
fenced in and look much like ordinary
highways except that the wagon track is
usually a single more or less winding trail.

you needed to do was to tickle the

prairie and scatter the seed, then gather
the harvest, has been forgotten because
good farming methods count fully as much
out West as they do in Ontario. As the

superintendent and

I

were driving around,

we came to a field literally full of weeds.
Weeds are a hundred times worse there
than we have them and this field on the
Government farm was a fright. Mr. Gibson said, "See those weeds? We are using
a rotation of crops here to demonstrate
the kind a farmer should not practise, because it doesn't keep down the weeds." I
thought-^what foresight the Federal Department of Agriculture must have had

lished these two farms certainly someone
had a great deal of faith in the agricultural possibilities of the North West
Territories. During all these years the
;

see

some

college

The Deputy

friends.

Minister of Agriculture, five District
Representatives and six or eight other
members of the Department of Agriculture have given up their positions and
enlisted for oversea service.
The people
in Regina are generally in a hurry and
during the summer months they put their
clocks on one hour ahead so they will have
an hour longer daylight and more time in
the evening for tennis and other recrea-

NO TIME FOR FRILLS
Naturally, agriculture is the chief
faculty in the University of Saskatchewan, which is located at Saskatoon,
though there are courses in arts, theology,
etc., and in time they hope to have a seat
of learning similar to our Toronto institution.
The university estate consists of
293 acres of campus, 160 acres of experimental plots and 880 acres in the college
farm proper. Before any buildings was
begun, a complete plan of the grounds was
drawn up showing exactly where each
hall, dormitory, etc., would be located with
the idea in view of eventually having all
of them form one harmonious whole, so,
that as funds become available and the
demands warrants it, the new buildings
will fit in. So far they have scarcely made
a start but the course in agriculture is
an exceedingly good one and the staff of
is
young and energetic.
instructors
"Utility" seems to be the slogan and they
have no time for frills if a thing doesn't
work they drop it and get something else.
One of the men rigged up a potato planter
for $1.67 by fastening a stovepipe and
wooden frame on a gang-plow. This machine got the college "in right" every-

—

when they went out there in the wild
West twenty-nine years ago and estab-

information given out to farmers in that
territory must have paid for the cost of
operating them a dozen times over.
I stopped off at Regina a few hours to

marketing wheat

not nearly as acute as it used to be,
partly because the farmers are beginning
to realize that the only way to maintain
soil fertility is to keep stock and feed at
least part of the grain on the farm.
is

Schoolbouse

French settl<>ment in ManiNote the Uniou Jack.

in a

toba.

which, by the way, does not run off
through fields and across farms as some
might think. Their fields are not so exceptionally large but vary in size from
ten to forty or fifty acres.

Saskatoon's Fair was on while

I

was

where. Farmers like something practical.
Grain growing was the first industry in
Saskatchewan, hence the college has a
strong Field Husbandry Department. In
a short article like this I can't begin to
describe how they manage that whole 160
acres of experiments, and after spending
a half-day on the plots I got even then
only an outline of their work. Their sys-

tion.

DEVELOPMENT IN MIXED FARMING

We hear
prairie

about the vast, unbroken, level

and are inclined

to

picture the

whole West as an endless plain of growing wheat. That was the idea I had but
was surprised to find most of the land
quite rolling and there are bluffs of trees
almost everywhere. In fact in most places
as you go through on the train you would
not know but that you were looking out of

'1^..::,

Discing

summer

fallnw on a western farm.
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planned ahead for fifty years and
Professors Bracken and Cutler have without any doubt the most extensive field experiments on the North American continent. One would not expect much in two
years' time but I'll just mention two
things to show what progress has been
made already. In their investigations
with the sequence of annual crops three
ranges are used one is part summerfallow and part wheat, one has seven
crops sown lengthwise, and the third ten
crops sown crosswise. This gives them
ninety distinct kinds of rotations and, five
or fifty years from now they will be able
to say which is the best for their conditions. In alfalfa l;200 different strains
are being tested out and these show most
interesting variations in yield, habit of
growth, hardiness, etc. Already distinct
strains have been developed which seem
to combine all the desirable qualities in
alfalfa and this finding alone will be
worth millions to Saskatchewan farmers.
tern is

—

Farming

conditions in Alberta are very
in Saskatchewan. In
Northern Alberta the rainfall is heavy
enough that summer-fallowing is unnecessary; in the south of the province it is so
dry that irrigation is resorted to.
At
diff^erent

from those

saw a plot of O.A.C. No. 72
oats that was a foot higher than my head.
The C.P.R. owned practically all the irriLacombe

I

gated section through which they have
constructed great irrigation ditches and
built dams so they can water several
counties. Settlers buy this land at about
$20 per acre and pay 50 cents per acre per
year for irrigation privileges. Not all of
them buy the water, and in ordinary years
there is a difference in yield of five to ten
bushels per acre in favor of irrigation
but it rained so much last spring that it is
all the same.
Mr. Norman Rankin, of
Calgary, explained the whole system to me
in detail, and the way they flood the different crops is very interesting.

alberta's agricultural schools for
farm boys and girls
Alberta's famous system of agricultural
schools as originated by the Hon. Duncan
Marshall, have met with considerable success and it was my pleasure to visit the
one at Olds where some 125 students
(boys and girls) are enrolled. Briefly, the
idea is to put a first-class agricultural
education within reach of every farmer's
child. There is a farm in connection and
one field is devoted to tests of varieties of
the common farm crops.
A two-year
course of lectures and laboratory work is
given and during the summer the staff is
supposed to do extension work making
drainage suiveys, organizing farmers'
clubs, etc.
At Olds, as at other schools,
the attendance was so far beyond expectation that all the applicants could not be

accommodated. After taking this twoyear course students who wish to continue
studies are qualified to enter the
Provincial Agricultural College at
Edmonton. While this scheme works admirably out there, it is doubtful whether
it would suit our conditions quite as well,
or bring agricultural education as closely
to the boys in our back districts as by the
Ontario system where the District Representative in each county holds a class in

their

new

the small village or over the country store

where four roads meet.
"When you have come this far be sure
that's what everyto see the mountains"
body told me. My time was very limited
but I thought I'd run over to Banff one

—

evening when I was at Calgary. At five
o'clock the next morning I started out to
climb Sulphur Mountain where the Government Observatory is located.
How shall I describe that climb? Oh,
there is so much to learn from the mountains and I was up in time to watch the
sun rise, and made the trip afoot and
Before starting an experienced
alone.
Alpiner advised me to put a couple of
sandwiches and chocolate bars in my
pocket and I also remembered that Professor Harcourt had told us chocolate was
the best thing to take en a fatiguing trip.
At nine I reached the top. The peak of
Sulphur Mountain is 7,455 feet above sea
level and the air is very thin and makes
you feel light-headed and out of breath.
Valleys, rivers, snow-capped peaks and
all the things you see from the mountain
top are wonderful. You feel as though
you own the earth and think you can see
about half of it.

Going down the mountain is an exciting
game because it is hard to apply the
brakes. After racing down as fast as I
could for three-quarters of an hour I met
a party coming up and they exclaimed,
"Are we nearly to the top?" Puljing out
my watch, I replied, "I left the top just

minutes ago and have been coming down as fast as I could ever since."
They nearly fainted with disappointment.
That mountain reminded me of the span
of man's life at times a very uphill, discouraging task and everyone thinking he
should reach the top in such a short time.
Besides this party did not come out until
the heat of the day, making it much harder
than if they had started in the cool of the
morning. There is a sulphur hot spring
nearly at the foot of the mountain and I
had a bath in its almost boiling water. It
took all the soreness out of me at least I
gave the mineral water the credit for it.
Crippled up old millionaires come here
from all over North America to take these
sulphur baths and think it cures them.
There may be some curative power in that
spring but I believe if these old codgers
would walk eight or ten miles every day
in the country and jump into a tub of
dish water, they would get well just as
quickly. It is the exercise that renews
their youth but, of course, they don't beforty-five

—

—

lieve

it.

After spending some time in the Government Park I went on to Lake Louise.
The C. P. R. have a big hotel called the
Chateau Lake Louise overlooking that
beautiful lake which is the Gem of the
Rockies.
That day a woman who had
travelled in every country in the world
and had seen the Alps and the Switzerland lakes, told me that Lake Louise was
the prettiest spot in the whole world.
The lake is surrounded on
It must be.
two sides by wooded, snow covered mountains and between these is a long valley,
crossed at the far end by peaks buried
with hundreds of feet of snow, and a great
glacier slowly makes its way down the
slope until the front line is melted by the

;i9

sun and water and rushes down to form
This is the view you get as you
sit in your easy chair in the cosy rotunda
of that magnificent summer hotel.
I
climbed on up and up until I came to
Lake Mirror and then farther to Lake
Agnes. Those two are called the Lakes
in the Clouds.
When you reach the top
and turn around and look down you can
see all three lakes at once as they nestle
in against the rugged mountain side. But
they don't seem to hold water they look
like pots of green ink.
It's a sight I'll
never forget.
As I stood gazing into Lake Mirror a
man came along who was going to see the
Great Upper Glacier. He was an American and said he was within a half hour's
walk of it yesterday and that nothing
would stop him from going all the way
this time. He said, "I was on one of those
'Around the Wortd' tours, and it was
pretty good. You know that is a great
thing for a man to have to his credit, but
I was going up
it costs a lot of money."
a little higher to another peak then would
the lake.

—

come back and walk out' to the glacier
too and meet him there. We parted and
after a while I came back and headed for
the ice.
Talk about tramping, it was
miles and miles away but after ^some dangerous climbing I got there at last. And
there I was on the 11th of August standing right out on a real glacier and making snowballs. The sun was bright and
once or twice a great mass of snow came
tumbling down headlong, while the water
was jumping over itself to get away. Indeed it was a novel experience then began the eight mile descent to the hotel.
They charge a dollar and a half for their
dinner but I was so hungry that like Esau
I would have sold my birthright for a
mess of potage. Reclining there in a comfortable couch in the hotel parlor, I saw
my friend who was sure going to see the
glacier and I asked him what he thought
of it. "I didn't get there, it was too far,"
he said. Isn't that human nature for you?
Anything that can be bought, some people
including the very rich will have, but if
it requires physical, mental or even moral
exertion and endeavor they never get it.
It is like the salvation of men's souls
if it could be bought with money all the
wealthy would have it, and even like automobiles some who "can't afford it."
another
That evening concluding
twenty odd mile walk I boarded the train
going east. We wound around and in and
out on the ledges of rock, a steep mountain on the one side and on the other a
perpendicular drop of a few hundred feet
The sunset
to a rushing stream -below.
in the mountains was a delightful picture
too.
I know now what the Psalmist
meant when he said "Unto the hills
around do I lift up my longing eyes.-"
When the poet spoke of "sermons in
stones" he must have meant the Rocky
Mountains because every peak is a text
Why a man simply couldn't
all by itself.
be an athiest and live in the Rockies.
Part of the beauty of the West is the
graceful lines in nature the wipding,
dashing streams, bold mountain ranges,
forest covered hillsides, green undulating
Alberta pastures, even the trails across

—
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Continued on Page
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Consolidated Schools and Social Life
Ever' Known a Country School House to be Used For a Farmers'
Institute Meeting, a Sunday School Convention, a Corn Growers'
Club or a Mothers* Conference?

Have You

To

some extent the
previous articles of
this

series

By

RICHARD LEES

the consolidated school.
In the letter, as will be
observed, he confines himself to a statement of the
prevailing
opinions
in
the community. He says:
"Since your visit to this
county efforts have beeii
put forth by some of the

have

given an indication of the
attitude of the people
generally toward the consolidated rural school, in
places where it has become firmly rooted. An
effort shall be made here
to set forth that attitude

somewhat more
is

fully.

chief

have

The
been

the district school, but n
large proportion of those
who were objectors two

It

probable that in few

has 'the system of concentration of
schools and transporta-

places, if any,

years

tion of children at public

expense been introduced
without violent opposition
on the part of some members of the community. If
readers will but let their

objectors
here
to
school closed.
objectors have
persons living near

the
chief

Signs of

where the school
centre in Indiana.

a live Interest at a picnic

minds dwell for a moment
on the turmoil that can be
raised in almost any country community
by a simple proposal to move the school
even so short a distance as half a mile,
some notion can be gained of what happens when people begin to talk of removing it altogether. An interesting feature
of the situation, however, lies in the fact
that in most cases, people revise their
opinions when they see the new schools in
operation and realize their superiority.
As an illustration, a story is told of a
prominent ratepayer in one of the districts in Randolph county, Ind., who hav.ing fought the consolidated school to a
finish, and being beaten, was present at
the opening of the new school, and
bitterly denounced the superintendent
and all connected with the movement, even threatening bodily injury, declaring that no one present would ever
live to see the new building half filled.
In less than three years, this same man
called at the office of the superintendent
to ascertain what steps were necessary to
secure an enlargement of the building. In
reply to the smile with which his inquiry
was greeted, he said: "Oh! You can grin.
I know what you are grinning at, but I
have come across." Such cases are reported to be, auite common among people
who have children at school and so are
vitally interested. The ones that never
"come across" are the people who have no
interest in education, who look upon it as
an unjust burden imposed upon them for
the benefit of those who are foolish enough
to have children, and who want it to be
of the cheapest possible variety if it must
be provided at all.
In order to arrive at as definite a conclusion ' s possible concerning the attitude
of the people toward this movement, every
opportunity was seized for question and
discussion. In the limits though, of a very
brief visit, especially when the major purpose was to see as much as possible of the

is

made

woiking- of the schools themselves, only
a limited number of people could be seen.
As the opinions expressed by these were
so universally favorable, it was thought
wise, after leaving Indiana, to secure the
names of some people who had been for
some length of time, more or less prominently connected with educational affairs,
and write them asking for an expression
of opinion. To avoid even a suspicion that
the selection of names for this list might
be made with a view to securing a favorable opinion, a published list of officials
was secured and letters addressed to each
of them. Replies have been received from
a number though not all. As to the benefits of the consolidated school and its
superiority over the district schools, there
is but one opinion. Some go into greater
detail than others as to the advantages
and the difficulties to be overcome. Things
that presented difficulty in one place seem

have been accomplished easily in others.
schools naturally differ in matters of
detail so that a person writing from one
township is impressed with one advantage such as the teaching of agriculture or
to

The

domestic science, while in another special
stress is laid on the community influence
It is impossible, if it were
desirable, to quote at any great length
from these letters, but two extracts, as

of the schools.

indicating the tone of the whole, are here
given.
The writer of the letter from which the
first extract is taken has been both a trus-.
tee and a teacher. He was trustee in one
of the townships during the agitation that
ledup to consolidation, and under him the
plans were prepared, the building erected
and the school opened. He has had experience as a teacher in both the district
and the consolidated school. In a personal
interview, the writer of this letter expressed himself as being thoroughly convinced of the educational superiority of

a

community

ago are now

my
The writer of the following

ten in

most

I
do not befavorable.
lieve that there is a single
patron (one sending chilthis
in
dren to school)
township, who would sign
a petition to return to the
In
district
school.
little
my opinion the consolidated system is a success
the better class of people
are behind It.
The present trustee has three district schools In this township,
as compared
with
first term, six years ago."

letter

was

trustee for Green township when the
school there, to which reference has al-

ready been made, was erected. He is now
engaged in business in an adjoining township.

He

"When

says

among

other things:

Green Township school
they tried to do everything to me, but before I retired from office many of the same
people thanked and congratulated me on
what I had done. There was not, at the
close of my term, one per cent, of the
scholars who would voluntarily go back to
district school.
Renters who moved a"way
on account of hauling their children, would
be glad to get hack and pay more rent to
get to send their children to the consolidated school. The value of farms and homes
has increased more than the school cost,
two to one.
"Children will be two years in the high
school In these consolidated schools by the
time they would have compl' ted the common school branches in the district school.
I do not think you could find five per cent,
of the parents who would go back to district
school.
Bad roads for hauling the scholars
is all the objection I hear at all, and thc.v
are beginning to take interest in roads and
want motors to transport the children.
There are so many advantages as thorough organization, adaptability, studying
agriculture and domestic science, that I am
not capable of enumerating them."
I

built the

TRE SCHOOL AS A SOCIAL CKNTRE
In this movement, as in everything progressive, there are those who refuse to be
convinced and who know that the plan
cannot work. The fact that it is working,
with a success beyond even the dreams of
its early advocates, makes no difference at
all in their opinions. When you tell these
people that with consolidation, the school
becomes a centre for social and intellectual development in a way that is never
possible under the present system, they
reply that, so far as they can see that is
And, of
exactly what cannot happen.
course, che inference is plain; what they
cannot see cannot be, and they proceed at

once to demonstrate why, ignoring altogether the fact that while they are provContinued on Page 48.
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Women who Start Things:
How

a

Band

By Lydla M. Parsons

N

Women

of Pioneer
in the
orthlands of Ontario
sion for the Spirit of Universal Helpfulness

Found Expres-

Most inspiring
band

is this story of the splendid
of women working against the
hoodships of a new country. When women are
seized with a spirit of universal helpfulness big
enough to care for twenty-four needy families
through a winter, to furnish Red Cross (Supplies
and soldiers' kits for tirenty men, and through

efforts of a

their own work and means to make up for the
lack of hospitals, doctors and nurses in their
district the possibilities for that district are
beyond conjecture. It will come as a rather appalling fact to some that before any organized
effort uas made to care for maternity cases out
of twelve babies born in one section, nine died
for lack of medical attention. While such ex
cellent work is being done by the Oovemment
in sending agricultural experts to dcelop the
farming resources of the new field, it can
scarcely be called the wildest kind of a dream
to hope that in the very near future the human
and a grant set
developed,
interest will be
apart to encourage doctors to go into the neiv

country.

is the country where
the rocks, the forests, the
streams all give their increase and only
the fringe of its possibilities have been
Every new land is an untouched.
known proposition a hard proposition
too, generally speaking, especially for the
gentler sex, who hazard its chances. But
when the throbs of activity pulsate so
closely in the older section, there vibrations are felt in the northland. We are
only just outside, and the desire to participate in organized effort is keen. While
we neither deprecate nor belittle the deeds
of the men of the North, the purpose of
this article is a slight appreciation of the
constructive work of women.

Temiskaming. This

the

This was solid bush

in

June.

half miles of ronrt was finished
by the end of August.

A

Two and a
and graded

FEW

years ago, Dame Fortune's
wheel paused to drop us off in New
Ontario backwoods. Those who felt
quite sure of our insanity, said, "You're
Those, whose tactful manners

crazy."

wished to soften the blow, asked with an
owl-like sagacity, "Do you think you are
wise?" And from no quarter came the
sympathetic note of enthusiastic encouragement. Our goal was the country that
Sir James Whitney styled "the land of the
stunted pine," which, by the way, is only
stunted round about; it shoots upwards
sixty feet. It doesn't seem fair to expect
growth every way; giants are out of place
in Ontario.

A

trip on the Government railroad, the
T. &. N.O., is worth while. It takes you in

comfort,

land,

—

For seventeen years the Ontario Women's Institute has grown up from an
acorn-like beginning to a sturdy solidity.
Launched as an aid to further instruction
on home topics to the rural woman first,
it has fulfilled its anticipation a thousand
fold. Go where you will in Old Ontario,
every county has some branches splendidly alive to its opportunities for progress.

Magnificent work has been done that has

through

wildness, barrenness,
rocks, stones as well
as scenes of attractive
beauty; spots
where you would fain
linger
spots
you
want to own; spots
Hill,

to

new

land.

won approval and appreciation. We will
assume that the achievements in the older
parts of the province, are too well known
to even need enumeration, so we will return to our topic, the pioneer woman of
the North, who follows in the wake.
In brief postage stamp review, we will
glance at a few isolated efforts, chosen
promiscuously.
At one point of settlement five ladies
met one rainy night, a year ago, to organize into a branch of the Women's Institute,

with one brave Male Mortal

in their

midst. The outsider, who had come to
put the thing on the right business basis,
thought deferred action the wisest plan,
but the Male Mortal, who was a man of
authority in these parts, thought there
was no time like the
and the
present
^

formidable.

Twenty men were
leaving their locality
to fight in their

pass by.

lake,

uats on the

branch was formed.
"Five women!" It
doesn't sound very

;

you want

First Liup 01

Em-

cause;
that
furnished the raison
pire's

river

and miles of green
meet your inquisitive

d'etre.

They added

interspersed
with tracts of firedevastated
land,

to their numbers and
set to work, their

farms in
the making, settlements, villages and

sympathy.

gaze,

hearts

clearings,

with

They

made all the equipment that women
can make for these

an

occasional town,
pretty
gardens at
the wayside stations
all these go to make
up the district of

aflame

twenty

men,

when they

A

good

fish story.

and

for
the scene of action
they made hospital,
left
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necessities

ty
.

what they could do, but
you never said a thing for the
the girls

and comforts for twen-

wounded men.
Then this little band with the

boys."

"But, boys," she replied, "can

truest patriotism, looked into the
cases of need, suffering and want
in the village and were the means
of providing food, clothing, fuel,
and cheer for twenty-four families, whose livelihood was sadly
curtailed in the early panicky
months of the war.

Here is another little glimpse of
small beginnings. Imagine a beautiful, peaceful afternoon in the
autumn, after the smoke of the
sum.mer bush fires has taken its
sting to fairer regions far away.
The village school door is open, but
it is not the merry shout of children that attracts your attention,
but a little group of women with
an important business air about
them. They, too, have met for organization purposes, just seven of
them, and the outsider, with some
remnant of Scotch "canniness,"
fears to rush into a game so apparently handicapped.
,

was thrown
winds and the deed was
done. That day plans were laid
and work commenced. These ladies
bought a maternity aid outfit and

you knit?"
"No."
"Can you sew?"
"No!" very emphatically.
"Well, boys,

Beginning of

a pereunitil horcier at the writer's

home, near

Cochrane.

right here."
"I

ArTosg the river is a park
Institute had stumped and
the public.

which the Cochrane Women's

made ready

for

the

use

of

ways and means with them.
These lads and their companions
worked on
Saturdays,
piling
brush, sawing wood and everybody knows how boys love this
work. They took their cash to the
teacher, who purchased material
Well done

girls

new land.
The Women's

The new home. Although this building had to be put
up hurriedly after the family had been burned out, it Is
loomy and very comfortable.

petitioned for tents to
school in
they are
unable to build or even to form a
school section on regulation lines
but they do want education for
One branch has
their children.
procured a library; another has
acquired a few acres of land, that
with the voluntary aid of the men,
they are putting into shape for a
cemetery, to be the village property. Yet another has a village read-

summer

—

ing-room and another conducts a
sewing class for girls; and the last
I shall mention is a flourishing
branch that made sufficient funds

for some times some
smart lad answers back "About
two minutes." This time, there
was no uncertainty as to their attitude: "The War," they cried, and

hand over to the council for the
purpose of stumping, seeding, and
laying out a park in the centre of
the town.
There are several projects un-

to

war it was.
At that time no plans had been

the

co-operation,

made and

der way and several others still in
the initial stages. There is time to
plot and plan in a new country and
these fine members of the Institute think the thoughts that are
"long, long thought."
They have tried to get bonused
doctors in some isolated spots;
their hopes are high for the better
care of mothers and young children; one of their dreams, which

enthusiastically received that the
older girls might knit wristlets and
the younger ones make cheesecloth

handkerchiefs.
The outsider left; school was
dismissed; but the picture isn't
finished. Something of the battle
clang had crept into two boys'
souls. Their "Halt" rang out. "Say,
Lady, wait a minute." She obeyed,
prepared to grant a possible request for a ride. "Lady, you told

have

;

perhaps,

but the suggestion was

Institutes

been instrumental in bringing
about school fairs; rest rooms are
to be found in connection with
some branches more than one
hall has been built and maint-^ined
by local women. One tiny settlehold

"say something" to the boys and
girls, getting "laming" in a little
log schoolhouse, surrounded by a
playground of glorious stumps.
She asked the boys what she should
talk about, an unwise procedure,

and boys of On-

tario's

ment has

to

they're all

and entered

for the girls to use.

pain
and
anguish wring the brow,
ministering angel, thou."
accepted, in fear

if

into

when

children's

know you have

like you," she replied

the truth of the tribute the poet
paid:

for

it?"

"I'd like to tell you, we've got an
awful decent bunch of fellows just

nurse was available, so five
maternity cases, two cases of accident to men, as well as minor
things fell to their care, proving

laid

is

session, his esprit de corps.

tor nor

The outsider

the girls

"Lady, we can earn it."
"Just you two?" she queried to
try their mettle one step further
that touched a boy's precious pos-

a first-aid outfit; they acquired
sheets, pillow cases, and towels to
be loaned in cases of sickness
(these are always sterilized on return, ready in packages for use
again). At this point neither doc-

and trembling an invitation

tell

stranger.

P'ortunately, caution

A

didn't

Their pride was touched; they
were no longer afraid of the

to the

"Woman,

I

anything else did I?"
"Is there nothing boys can
give?" asked one lad earnestly.
"Yes, surely, but have you got
anything? It isn't any kind of a
game to go home and ask your dad

.

Be

it

ever so humble, there's no place like home.

Continued on Page
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WAR AND
The Need

of Personal Saving

THE

great war has turned the flashupon many things whose importance has been lost sight of in
the disproportionately rapid, material
progress of the last few decades; and
amongst these not the least conspicuous is
light

The
the commonplace, virtue of thrift.
is becoming one of exhaustion, and
victory will go to those who can, to the
greatest extent, find within themselves
the means of sustaining the struggle. The
armed contest on the field of battle is
spectacular, but is essentially less important than the invisible struggle at home,
where self-discipline, abstinence, unity of
purpose and national organization are becoming vital in their relationship to the
great conflict. It has been well said that
no nation ever perished except through its
own weakness. It is therefore necessary
for us to discover those traitors at home
whose ignorance, folly or greed may render futile the great sacrifice of life at the
front; and in order to do this we should
have some just appreciation of the financial situation, and oi the various factors
that affect it.

war

Circumstances have produced very different war policies on the part of the
Central Powers on the one hand and the
Quadruple Entente on the other. Germany and Austria were forced, at a very
early stage, to depend almost wholly upon
Therefore their
their own resources.
policy has been to devote all their surplus
energy, beyond what was necessary to
aff^ord a bare living, to the manufacture of
munitions and the carrying on of those
industries which are subsidiary to war.
Men, women and children have joined in
an almost superhuman effort whose success has been to most of us a genuine surprise.
England and her allies, on the
other hand, remained free to depend upon
neutral nations both for food and munitions, and England, at all events, apparently did not realize the seriousness of the
task which confronted her. Official forecasts of the expense, made a year ago,
have been proven ridiculously inadequate,
and now the gigantic nature of our task is

beginning to come home to us. The financial strain has already become serious
and we do well to face the situation boldly.
Great Britain's expenditure is now between three and four million pounds a
day. Assuming an expenditure of three
and a half million pounds a day and deducting an annual revenue of 300 million
pounds, Britain must raise 1,000 million
pounds a year by loans. Her annual income has been roughly estimated at 2,300
million pounds. Of this sum 1,900 million
pounds is ordinarily spent on living expenses and national upkeep, leaving a
saving of 400 million pounds. Assuming
an annual war expenditure of 1,100 million pounds, Great Britain faces an annual
deficit of 700 million pounds, which must
be met either out of capital or current savings.

The available

liquid capital in the

shape of salable securities

is,

THRIFT:

under pres-

and

Its

Relation

By w.
to

ent conditions, very small, compared with
the total British investments abroad, so
that this deficit must be largely made up
out of current savings. How can these be
increased? Ultimately there is only one
way of increasing one's savings, that is,
by producing more and consuming less.
This applies to nations just as to individuals. Every day the British Government pays over two million pounds to contractors, soldiers, etc. If those who receive this huge sum of money save all they
can of it, to reloan to the Government,
they are contributing by that much to the
resources of the state. But if they spend
it unnecessarily on personal gratification
they are just as much traitors to their
country as the man who runs away in
battle.

PRODUCTION DECREASED

Now what

Is
is the actual situation?
production increasing and is consumption
decreasing? Apart from the production
of munitions, which are not commodities
desired abroad, the production of wealth
for expo'-t has been largely decreased by
the withdrawal of so many workers from
the industries of peace.. It must necessarily be so. And, so far as consumption
goes, there is reason to fear an increase
rather than a decrease. British statistics
show an increase in the importation of
such articles as oranges, cocoa, coffee, tea,
tobacco, etc., which are a striking confirmation of the fear that the greater affluence and wider opportunities for spending,

which the war has brought to many, have
been utilized for self-indulgence, rather
than for national ends. It is not likely
that many of those thus guilty are fully
aware of the disastrous consequences of
their own conduct: rather are they ignorant of economic facts and laws. This
ignorance, however, will not save us from
Nature's penalty. A campaign in favor
of thrift and economy has been started:
it should be urged with all possible force
and persistence. If a man consumes little
and works hard to produce goods for use
or export, he is to that extent helping to
preserve our credit and financial power,
whereas he who either indulges in selfgratification or is idle in his

work weakens

by that much our national strength, and
threatens our national safety. Take the
case of tobacco alone. Abstinence from
smoking would save the British people
eight millions pounds a year which they
could devote to the prosecution of the war.
We may be sure that the consumption of
luxuries has been drastically reduced in
Germany. Let us hope that our people
may have sufficient imagination to realize
the situation and sufficient moral force to
impose the discipline voluntarily upon
themselves. King George has set a good
example in abandoning the use of alcoholic liquors: his example should be followed in this and other matters. What a
tremendous saving could be effected if
each individual saved only twenty-five

c.

good

National Economy.
cents a week!

when so much
Not only is

Is it too

much

to expect

at stake?
thrift of vital consequence
in relation to a nation's internal financial
strength; it is also equally important in
connection with the problem of meeting
How can Great
foreign obligations.
Britain pay her huge foreign debts and
also help finance her allies? Foreign debts
is

can only be paid by giving in return something which the creditor nation considers
intrinsically valuable. The debtor nation
can only temporarily pay its debts by borrowing: it must in the end give commodities or perform services. If one nation gets sufl[iciently in debt to another
nation to make it difficult for the former
to meet its obligations, that difficulty is
reflected in the foreign exchanges, which
express estimates of financial strength
and credit. Recently the exchange has
been noticeably against Great Britain.
The exchanges are unfavorable to all the
belligerents. Russia is paying 50 per cent,
more for all she imports than she did before the war. England is paying considerably more. These facts are signs of

.

,

financial strain, quite intelligible when
one realizes that he must ask a higher
price when he runs the risk of bad debts
than he would ask if his customers were
"sure pay." Great Britain's war policy is

largely based on the purchase of munitions and food from abroad, and the problem of meeting her foreign obligations is
therefore a particularly vital one with her.
Essentially and ultimately the only way
in which she can meet these obligations is
to import less and export more, and thus
reduce the debit balance against her; and
in this connection the virtue of thrift is
of vital consequence.

PEOPLE IGNORANT OF ECONOMIC LAWS

So far as Canada is concerned the same
general considerations apply as in the
case of Great Britain. Our financial safety and the degree of assistance that we
can render the Empire depend upon the
industry and frugality of our people.
Already, amidst unequalled natural resources, we have been brought to the verge
of bankruptcy by the insane greed of
"Big Business," and the childish ignorance of economic laws on the part of the
masses of our people. The disastrous consequences of our national follies and sins
were beginning to be brought to our attention when the war broke out, by general industrial depression and threatened"
collapse and it was hoped that the terrific
convulsion in Europe would assist in
bringing us to a condition of national
sobriety. But it is to be feared that the
sudden stimulus given to our industry by
the war has aggravated rather than reduced our condition of industrial intoxication, and has postponed the day of
awakening and retribution. The revolting
revelations of "graft" in connection with
the furnishing of military supplies, the
greed of those manufacturing for thei
;
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British Government, and the action of the
Canadian Government in adding to the
difficulties which face the British exporter these and other facts are of

—

moment.
Note the follovdng extract from the
Wall Street Journal:
"Canadian Car Foundry's total business

sinister

consists of a number of orders. The first
2,500,000 shrapnel and a similar
of high-explosive shells, and aggregated in the neighborhood of $83,000,000. Most of this order was sublet

was for
number

among

various manufacturers in Canada
and the United States. Another order was
for 3,000,000 shells amounting to approximately $53,000,000. Nearly all of this
order was also sub-let. Other orders for
shells j)a ts brought the total to about
$146,000,000.
"On the shells

sub-let

Foundry's commission
shell.

On

is

this basis profits

Canadian Car
about $2.30 a
from orders in

hand should run over $20,000,000.

Profits

of this size, if realized in the fiscal year
just begun would pay interest on the
$5,817,416 bonds, and leave a balance
equal to more than 150 per cent, on the
combined issues of $7,250,000 preferred
and $4,225,000 common stock."
Contrast with this record the following
words of W. Lorimer, chairman of the
Steel Company of Scotland, and the prac-

A

tice

of the

Miller, an

re-

as other than the kiss of Judas, traitorous
or incredibly stupid.

something abso-

The exorbitant and shameful profits
which some Canadians are making out of
the great world disaster would not be so
foul if they were re-invested in war loans.

in

"To

my mind

there

is

lutely revolting in the idea of anybody
making piofits out of the nation's agony.
.... When we think of those splendid men

ours in Belgium, France and the
Dardanelles and elsewhere, how with
that cheerfulness and dignity for which
of

—

the homage of proud admiration they have sacrificed home,
kindred, health, comfort and ease aye
and many scores of thousands of them
have given the last and greatest of all sacwhen we realize these things then
rifices
we must feel how paltry and insignificant

we pay them

—

—

—

is any monetary sacrifice which we who
must remain at home can lay on the altar

of patriotism."
Consider, too, the action of our Federal
Government in increasing the duty
against British goods last winter. It has

bean pointed out already how necessary it
is for Great Britain to increase her exports in order to maintain her financial
Before the war the Canadian
safety.
barrier against British goods was not inconsiderable.
But now, thanks to our
"patriotic" Government, the British merchant finds increased difficulty in selling
his goods to Canadians. In view of the
facts of the situation can our Government's action in this matter be described

Mixed Farmer
H. H.

Government

British

stricting private profits:

Ex-member

of

Grey:

—

—

or better
given to the state for public
purposes. Some percentage may find its
way there; but it is more than likely that
the same character which has bled the
British Government will employ its illgotten gains for self-indulgence and extravagant living. There are many families
living in decency on less than $1,000 a
year. Why should not those who have been
spending several times that amount reduce their scale of living and thus give
tangible evidence of their patriotism?
This country faces, though for very different and less worthy causes, the very
same situation that Britain faces, namely,
bankruptcy. Industry and thrift are the
only remedies, and all attempts to make
us believe otherwise are vain and misleading.
The gist of the whole matter is that our
financial strength and safety depend upon
the possession of very simple and homely
virtues, and. that, lacking these, our national existence is threatened. Horrible
as it is, this war is a great testing time.
God grant that we may not be weighed in
the balances and found wanting!

By t. h. binnie

Parliament and a Farmer

Who Made

a

Poor

of
Farm- Good — Grows Apples and Raises Red Poll Dual Purpose Cows

HE

was once a member

of

Commons

of the House
at Ottawa. If it were

not for that you might say that
he was long, lean, and lanky. As it is one
must say that he is tall, and slight, and
does not make the best use of his food or
he would carry more flesh. He is also
very active. If it were not for this latter
fact, Mr. H. H. Miller would not have
built up the business and reputation he
has done in Hanover, Ont.
He is active. If you had seen Hugh C.
Dufi', B.S.A., the District Representative
for Grey County, trying to keep up to him
as he showed us over his farm in and near
Hanover, you would have known he was
active. Hugh is short and his legs had to
stretch some to keep up with H. H. Miller,
who is able to take a longer step with
ease.

For many years the name of H. H. Miller has been prominent in Hanover and
vicinity.
He calls himself the Hanover
Ponveyancer, but this does not mean that
he conveys men and women to and from
the railway station.
No: He draws up
deeds and conveys property from one to
another. This is his general occupation,
but he has a great many side issues in
which he takes a great deal of interest.
One of these side issues is farming. His
father was a farmer. From him Mr. Miller learned that to improve the soil was one
of the greatest benefits a man could confer on his fellow beings.
"One of the

proudest days of

my

life," said

Mr. Mill-

"was when I was a young fellow. I
went to work and cleared several stumps
er,

field on my father's farm. I never
proud in my life as I did when I
got that field cleared. Ever since then I
have been trying my best to improve the
soil. I have a chance now, and hope I will

out of a
felt so

make good."
Some four years ago he purchased about

The World's Record Red
Poll

Cow

Jean Duluth Pear, owned by the
Jean Duluth Farm, Duluth, Minn.,
finished, in November, her year's
test, conducted under the auspices
of the Red Polled Cattle Club of
America, for 1915, with a record of
more than 700 pounds of butterfat.
The test closed on Nov. 17. It is
interesting to note that Jean Duluth
Pear is a daughter of Pear, which

up

to this time held the world's butterfat record for the breed. Pear's
production was 603.6 pounds of
fat.
The new champion is an outstanding dual-purpose type, and is
strongly bred in the blood which
has produced distinguished per-

formers.

seventy-five acres in, and beside the town
of Hanover. This farm was anything but
a good one. Much of it was wet and cold,
and what was not of this description was
light and sandy. In fact, it was so much
of this type that the owner of one portion
of the farm was glad to sell it. He said,
"I am glad you have it. Miller, for I could
not get anything to grow on it."
This is all changed now. Four short
years have worked wonders. The wet portions have all been underdrained, and are
in good state of cultivation. The lighter
portions are being treated to a liberal,
or rather several liberal coats of barnyard
manure, and clovers are being ploughed
down to return some of the lost humus to
the soil, and thereby make it good crop
producing land again.

SPIES

AND MCINTOSH REDS

A ten-acre orchard has been planted on
one of the lighter fields, and is doing very
The varieties are. Spies and Macintosh Reds. At present the field is being
looked after with the view to keeping the
trees healthy and in good condition. Field
crops are growTi on the field, but rotation
is practised in such a way that a crop of
clover is plowed down every third year.
Then once in this period, there is a dressing of barnyard manure given the field.
It is in good condition and the trees show^
it by
responding with abundance of
well.

growth.
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A house of good size and comfort has
been built for the use of the manager. In
his choice of a manager, Mr. Miller has
been very successful, as he has a man who
thoroughly understands handling of live
stock and also the land to make it yield
A bank barn of ample size has
its best.
been erected, and two cement silos hold
the corn for feeding. This enormous
amount of work in four years shows the
energy and push of Mr. Miller.
In planting his rotation of crops, he alto have a cash crop. This, in
his case, is potatoes.
He has bought a
potato planter and digger, and does as
much of the work by machinery as possible, leaving only the picking to be done

ways plans

ed from one of the best milking strains of

Red Polls.
For the head of

his herd, he bought
Prince Midnight, son of Princess Midnight. This cow is also from one of heavy
milking strains, and shows the type deMr.
sirable in a dairy dual purpose.
Miller was so very unfortunate as to have
Prince Midnight break his thigh bone,
and he had to be killed, but he has now at
the head of his herd, a young animal
which promises to develop into one of the
best of the breed, and prove a valuable

Last year he had about

five

acres of potatoes, and although the prices
were low last year, he made a nice little
sum of money. The potatoes were grown
on a low place which has been underdrained, treated to a good application of

barnyard manure, and commercial fertilizer. The commercial fertilizer used was
largely phosphate and potash with a little
nitrogen. The root and corn crops are followed by grain which is seeded to clover,
and the clover plowed down for the roots
and corn. This gives a three-year rotation on the largest part of the farm.

THE RED POLL COW
Perhaps the most notable thing on the
farm is the herd of Red Poll cattle which
has been established. Before picking out
any one breed for his own use, Mr. Miller
made a study of the breeds and then picked one which he thought would fill his
wants better than any of the others. He
wanted a dual purpose cow. Being far
away from the best milk and cream markets, he wanted a cow that would give a
goodly amount of milk, and also raise a
calf that would turn into good account at
the block. His first choice was the FrenchCanadian, but he found that he could not
get breeding stock to suit him. He almost
bought a few Swiss cows.
He turned
these down because he thought that cattle
buyers might be somewhat prejudiced
against them on account of their looking
so much like dairy animals. His impression was that buyers might be afraid
that the Swiss cattle would not kill as
well as they should.

The

which he bought were Red
This great breed have been long
noted for being exceptionally good milkers, and raising stock that can be turned
into good account at the block. His chief
trouble in getting the stock was that he
had to go out of Canada, as there are very
few herds of the breed in this country.
His first purchase amounted to five animals. One of them a Mayflower, descended from Mayflower 2nd, which cow took
second prize at the Buffalo International
Dairy Test of Dairy Cows. This test was
conducted at the World's P'air at the time
cattle

Old
Dutch

asset to his herd.

the

A GOOD FARM COW

'

by hand.

4,')

The Red

are so called because
they are red and hornless. They are red
all over, and the red is a dark, deep, rich
color. Mr. Miller believes that the Red
Polls is what the farm.ers of Canada have
been looking for for some time, as they
will fill a good-sized milk pail, and raise
Polls

stock which will make first-class beef.
To show the great strength of the cows,
Mr. Miller relates a story which happened
in his herd. A young cow of his was out

House
and
Gladdens
the
Housekeep<

on his pasture farm, and dropped her calf
unknown to the herdsman. The cow was
taken home, and the calf was not found
for two days. When the calf was found,

and the cow was milked, neither showed
any bad effects of their neglect.
If all the monied men in Ontario were
to

take as

much

interest in agriculture as

Mr. Miller, a good many' of our farms
which are now all run down, would soon
be put into better condition, and the agricultural output of the province would be
largely increased. It would also be a
stimulus to those now on the farms to do
better work, when they see the men with
the money coming from the cities and
towns to improve farms which were
thought to be of little account. It is to be
hoped that many more will follow Mr.
Miller's example.

[Women who

Start

Things
Continued from Page
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Polls.

it was held at Buffalo.
The Mayflower
which Mr. Miller bought is a fine, large,
well-built cow, is low set, and deep body,
and conforms largely to the beef type. At

the

same

time, she

is

a first-class milker,

and gives a large flow of milk. One of the
other cows brought from the United
States, is Luna Lass 2nd. This cow is
also a fine looking animal, and is descend-

may come

true, is to have a small home
for mentally defective girls in their
midst. They want classes for women on
first-aid principles; they are asking for
short courses for girls on home topics on
the basis of short courses on agricultural
subjects furnished to young men; they
believe that a woman representative, who
would be a central bureau oi information
and a sort of clearing house in their midst
for their ideas, would be a desirability.
The chronicles of their deeds for patriotic purposes are written elsewhere, suffice it to say, they have not missed their
opportunity of taking their share in easing the burdens of those fighting for a
larger and purer freedom. They believe in
their new land, they love it its cold does
not chill their ardor; its difficulties do not
daunt; they have seen the vision and its
glories have entered their souls.

—

'Made

in

Canada"
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The Homely Art of Making
How

to

Make

Pies

Quality Crust, and a Variety of Seasonable
Fillings

— A high
ball

that

THERE'S
ing pies.

bearing washer
is lig'ht,

WINNIFRED MARCHAND

By

speed
noiseless
en-

and easy running

practice; some of it comes through
knowing the how and why of certain
pastry phenomena. Several rules hold

;

closed gears making
safe in operation.

considerable art in maklot of it comes through

A

it

good always.
Use good materials. A pastry flour is
more economical than a bread flour because it doesn't require so much shorten-

The construction of the
dasher makes this type
the best for the thorough
washing' of everything.

ing. It hasn't enough gluten to make light
bread or biscuits or cake, but it likewise

can be operated by hand
power OF water motor.
It

has no toughness and

this is one of the
avoid in pie crust. In the
matter of shortening, butter makes a good
flavored pie crust and one that will brown
nicely, but lard gives a more flaky texture,
so a combination of butter and lard gives
a better result. Sweet clarified dripping
from beef or pork may be used but unless
a softer fat is used with beef dripping the
pastry will be hard. Fat from chicken,
duck or goose makes a tender crust, and
several of the preparations of vegetable
oils make excellent shortening for pastry.
Keep everything as cold as possible.
This makes it possible to handle the dough
with little stretching and with the addition of little extra flour. For the same
reason no more water should be used than
just enough to make the dough easy to
first qualities to

is made in Canada of
best quality cypress, and is
superior in de.-%ign, construction and finihh to any
It

imported washers.
on seeing
Maxwell "Home"
Washer at your Dealer's,
Insist

this

or write to us.

half of the dough, fold the other half over,
press the edges together and roll lightly.
If the butter begins to show through,
chill the dough and try again.
Repeat
until all the butter is worked into the
dough. It is better to let the paste chill
for twenty or thirty minutes between each
rolling, and it may be given six or eight
turns instead of three. A teaspoonful of
cream-o'-tartar, or the juice of one-quarter of a lemon added to the paste will
soften the gluten of. the flour and make
the crust more tender. This is more important where a general purpose flour is
used. Puff paste should never be used for

a bottom crust.

Creavi Pie Crust

enough

to

Handle the dough

lightly, using the
rub the shortening

into the flour, and cutting in the liquid
with a knife. Then roll lightly and only
in one direction, without turning the
dough over. This together with chilling
the dough will give the desirable light,

flaky texture.

If

You Were a Chicken

Recipe for Plain Pastry
1

cups flour
cup shortening

1

teaspoon salt

4

you would want

About

OVATUM
The Great Egg Producer
and

We

Poultry

specialize in

Regulator

Feed

for Poultry

WRITE FOR PRICES.

crust.

SARNIA, ONT.

Plain Puff Pastry
4

cups fiour

1

teasi)oon salt
cup lard

Vi

—
•*

cup butter
1 cup cold water
Mix the lard with the flour and add the
water as in making plain pastry. Put the
1

About
the
Largest

Pulls

Siumps

Smit

Stump
Pullers
The Smith machine

pulls the lari^est

stump? at a cost of

Write today for free catalog and special offer.
W. SMITH GRUBER CO., 84 SMITH STA.; LA CRESCENT. MINN.
6c each

.

SEASONABLE PIE FILLINGS

A

well tested recipe for mince pie was
given in the December issue of Farmer's

Magazine.
Apple Pie

—

After filling the pie with sliced apples,
sprinkle with sugar and a grating of nutmeg
.ind dot over with a tablespoon of butter.
Put on the top crust, moisten the edges and
press together, then have a strip of cotton
an inch wide, wet it and draw arouud the
edge. Take this off when the pie is baked.

Cranberry Pie

cup cold water

Add the salt to the flour and put
through the sifter, then cut in the shortening and finish rubbing it into the flour
with the tips of the fingers. This light
handling prevents greasiness. Have the
water as cold as possible and add it to the
flour and shortening gradually, mixing it
in with the blade of a knife. Any kneading or superfluous rolling on the board
toughens pastry. Rub the flour well into
the board, take out enough dough for one
crust, put into shape and roll out.

GARDINER BROS.
Dept. A.

1

—

butter in a bowl, wash in ice-cold water
and work with a spoon until it is waxy.
Roll out the dough to one-half inch thick
and in a rectangular shape so it will be
easy to fold. Take about one-third of the
butter and dot in little pieces over one-

still

bandle.

Being made without lard or butter and
lightened with baking powder, pie crust
of this kind is generally considered more
wholesome than the regular pastry. It
is porous and soaks readily so it can be
used best for top crusts in meat pies and
deep fruit pies where there is no bottom

roll out.

tips of the fingers to

—

cups sifted flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
Enoiigii sweet cream to make a dough

4

]%

%
V2

—

cups cranberries
cups sugar
cup water

Boil ten minutes. Stir in one-half teaspoon butter, cool and bake in one crust
with a rim and strips across the top. The
purpose of the butter is to tone down the
sharpness of the acid in the berries.

Dried Apple Custard Pie
1

1
1

%
2

—

cup stewed apples
cup milk
cup sugar

nutmeg
eggs

Save one egg-white to make a meringue
frosting for the top. Beat the other egg
and the extra yolk, combine with the milk,
stewed apples and seasoning, bake in one
crust, then frost with the stiffly-beaten
egg-white and sugar and brown in the
oven.

Prize

Pumpkin Pie

—

cups of strained, cooked pnnipkin
1 teaspoon salt
V2 teaspoon uince
-% teaspoon nutmeg
% teaspoonful ginger
1 teaspoon cinnamon
2

—

2 eggs
% cup sugar
2 cups milk
V4 cup rieb sweet cream

Caramel Pie

—

pan one cup brown sugar and
butter the size of an egg. Let it boil to
caramelize slightly but not to turn a deep
brown. Then thin with one cup hot water.
Mix one tablespoon of cornstarch with a
When the
little cold water and stir in.
mixture thickens stir it into the yolks of
two eggs slightly beaten, return to the fire
for one minute, pour into a baked pie shell,
frost with the beaten egg-whites and
brown slightly in the oven.

Put

in a

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
Lemon Sponge Pie—
1
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Big Drop in Prices of

cup sugar

4 tablespoons flour

FURS GARMENTS

tablespoon melted butter
V2 teaspoon salt
2 eggs
1

2
1

—

—

No matter

lemons
cup sweet milk

"whpre you live or

what you or your family want
Furs or Fur Garments, you
can buy chea-por and better by
in

Mix the sugar, flour, butter and the
yolks of the eggs and beat to a cream.
Then stir in the juice of the two lemons.
Beat the whites of the eggs stiff, stir the
milk into the mixture then fold in the
egg-whites. Pour into an unbaked pie
crust and bake until the custard is cooked,
or until a knife dipped into it will come
out clear.

dealing direct -with us.
When you realize that

we are

THE LARGEST CASH BUYERS OF RAW FURS IN CANADA
you

direct from the trapper,

appreciate our unriv-

-will

alled opportunity to select the
finest BkinB, manufacture them
into desirable Fur ISetsand Fur
Garments then by selling direct
to you by mail, save the middlemen's profit by our system of
selling

From Trapper to Wearer
BLACK WOLF SET. This is
one

of the many bar^^ains illusin our
STYLE
is a beautiful set

FUU

trated

BOOK and

made from Innt; haired — ^ood
quality whole skins. The
Stole is cut extra deep and

—

A

wide over shoulder and ba^k

No, 225

giving good protection against
cold is trimmed with head and
tail over shoulders and tail at
each end— lined with good quality satin and warmly interlined.

No. 224

Muff
$6 50

—

Smart and Practical Skating Outfit

The Muff

S'ole

$8 25-

made

in the large classy pillow
style, trimmed with head, tail and pawa and mounted
on good down bed giving great warmth and comfort
lined with gonrt satin — with wrist cord.
is

No

2-24,

Stole

No.

225,

Muff

Every

TEE
Send

$6.25
$6.50

OUR POSITIVE GTJARAN
"SATISFY YOU OR REFUND YOUR MONEY.'.

article is sold iinder

to

for

FREE on

our Fur Style Book; 1915
request which contains

16

.-14

edition,

SENT

pages oNillustra-

and Fur Qarmenta.
All Delivery Cbarg^es

tlons of beautiful Fur Sets

We Pay

DO NOT WAIT BUT SEND TO-DAY TO

Room

291, Hallam Bldg., Toronto, Canada

YOU CAN LEARN AT HOME
We teach you by mail ;— Commercial Course (Book-keeping,
Arithmetic, Penmanship, Business Correspondence, CommerLaw), Shorthand and Typewriting, Special Enalish,
cial
Elementary Art, Mechanical Drawing. Architectural DrawElectrical Course, Engineering (Stationary, Traction,
ing,
Gasoline, Marme, Locomotive, Automobile), Matnculation,
ExamCivil Service, Wind and Memory Training, Teachers
Ask for what you nee<l. Canadian
inations, or any subject.
Conespondence College, Limited, Dept. X, Toronto, Canada.

When

THE

-^

buying your next

Workineor Outine
ask for

Shirt,

The

DEACON
SHIRT
and Quality
Guaranteed.

Fit

Mark

Trade

Insist

on

The Deacon Shirt Co.
Belleville.
Ontario

"GOOD LUCK "

Brand

COTTON SEED MEAL
41 to 48 per cent. Protein
IT MAKES RICH MILK

Write

for feeding directions

CRAMPSEY&

and prices to
t Rd., Toronto

KELLY. 776 Dovcrcour

GET A FARM OF YOUR OWN
TAKE

20

YEARS TO PAY

The land ivill support you and pay
If
An Immense area of the most fertile land,
for itself.
for sale at low prices and easy
Canada
in Western
terms, ranging from $11 to $30 for farm lands, with
ample rainfall irrigated lands from $35. Terms
One-twentieth down, balance within twenty years.
In irrigation districts, loan for farm buildings, etc.,
up to $2,000, aNo repayable in twenty years— Interest
Here is your opportunity to In-'
only 6 per cent.
you wish.

—

crease your farm holdings by getting ad.ioining land
ur secure your friends as neighbors.
For literature
and particulars apply to

F. C.

A

fetcldvg style of coat and toque for the girl
outdoor sports.

who

likes

CAMERON,

General Superintend 't of Lands

Dept. of Natural Resources C.P.R.

CALGARY, ALBERTA
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Jinastigmatic and jiulographic

Consolidated Schools and Social Life
Continued from Page

$27.50

The 3A

KODAK

Has tho autographic feature whereby you
can date and title your films at the time of
with the new Kodak
exposure,
is
fitted

—

lens that leaves
a
Anastigniat j.1.1 lens
nothing to be desired in definition (sharpness)
and flatness of field and has more sp«ed than
even the best of the Rapid Rectilinear lenses.
The shutter is the Kodak Ball Bearing with
instantaneous speeds of 1-25, 1-50 and 1-100 of
a second and, of course, the usual time and
High grade in every detail.
"bulb" actions.

3A Autographic
Kodak Anastiffmat

No.

Do.,

with

Rapifi

Kodak,

pictures,

3V4-\5V4,

$27.50
22.50

lens f.7.7
Rectilinear lens

Ask your dealer or urite us for our heautifuUy
illustrated booklet, "Kodak on the FcCrm."

CANADIAN KODAK

CO., Limited

596 King Street West, Toronto.

Winter Reading

Home

in the
A

good home

is

known by

the

character of the reading matter
on its Hbrary table.

Why

not have this pair of twins
there? They are both the leaders in their fields.

MacLean's

something in Canadian journalism that puts Canada in the front rank of maga-

Magazine

is

zine producers.

MacLean's Magazine
The Farmer's Magazine
these two you have a pair
Quality
that are hard to beat.
stories,
short
in illustration,

In

serials and Canadian
Write for a sample copy of

specials.
either, and

for terms.

MANAGER
The Maclean Publishing Company
Limited

143-153 University Ave.,

Toronto, Ont.

ing that things cannot be, these same
things are just quietly happening with
utter and reckless disregard for the opinions and predictions of the wise ones.
As has already been pointed out this
movement has gone beyond the stage of
opinion or even experiment, and has
proved itself. In the schools of Randolph
county, an assembly hall is provided and
the buildings are planned so as to permit
the addition of large corridors or other
rooms so that accommodation can be provided for a large audience. At one of
these schools, one of the senior girls,
when asked why she preferred the consolidated to the district school, replied,
"Here you get acquainted with the whole
township." That seemed to present one
phase of the question in a nutshell. The
social horizon is enlarged, interests are
broadened and a wider outlook is obtained.
But that is not all. Will the reader recall
to mind the variety of pleasant and profitable meetings he has attended in the
"Little Red School" in his own section?
The probability is that unless the building is used for a Sunday School or other
religious meeting, it will not take long to
sum them up. There may, perhaps, have
been some kind of "Christmas Entertainment" on an average of say once in five
years when there was a teacher who had
an inclination and capacity for that sort
of service. There probably have been political meetings, when on the following
morning, the teacher and pupils found the
floor littered with mud, torn paper, sometimes, I regret to say, the mutilated exercise books of the pupils, and other debris.
The atmosphere was redolent of stale tobacco smoke while the walls and floors
bore stains left by those who use tobacco
in- a more disgusting way. All these things
were silent but eloquent tokens of the esteem and regard in which the school is
held. There may be others but these are
the standards.
How many have ever known a country
school house to be used for a Farmers' Institute meeting, a Sunday school convention, a Women's Institute meeting, a
gardeners', stock breeders' or corn growers' club, a mothers' conference, or indeed
anything pertaining to the social life of
the com,munity? As a matter of fact the
school house is so despised and avoided
til at it plays no part at all in the social
life of ninety-nine out of every hundred
sections.

In contrast consider a few facts about
the consolidated school. At five Farmers'
Institute meetings, held in five different
schools in the county mentioned above,
theie was an aggregate attendance of
more than 2,700 people. How does that
compare with us? It is possible that we
may have a record of 500 when the meeting was held in some town or village and
more than half the audience was made up
of the villagers, especially at the evening
meetings which are the only ones that are
ever largely attended. The probability,
however, is greatly in favor of fifty or
even twenty, and these would probably be
found in the corner of some smoky, dingy.

40.

badly lighted, badly heated hall, listening
to a discussion worthy of a better audience and a better atmosphere. At the
meetings in the schools, it is the custom
for the girls of the domestic science department to serve a lunch for which a
nominal charge is made. It is recorded
that as much as $50 has been made in
this way at one of these meetings.
The
money so obtained is devoted to the improvement of the equipment of the department, the purchase of pictures or
some other service for the school.
It has been the custom, for the past few
years, to carry on lecture courses at these
schools. Arrangements are made by which
lecturers of note are secured for a circuit
of five or six schools, and a series carried
on during the winter months. The expense is met by the sale of tickets which
admit to the whole course. Attendance at
these lectures is reported to have varied
at different schools and at different times
from 50 to 300. A means is thus provided
for social enjoyment as well as for intellectual
improvement, and there is
brought into the life of the community a
feature, the lack of which has frequently
been blamed for making life in the rural
communities less desirable than in the
cities. It may be said in opposition that
there is nothing to prevent the district
schools from giving a service of this sort.
That may be quite true, but the fact remains that we have had the district
schools for a long time now and they have
never, so far, attempted with any measure of success, anything of the kind.
Another interesting and important feature of the contribution that the consolidated school is making to the social life of
Randolph county is found in the mothers'
conferences and the parent-teacher meetings, that are held at the schools. These
meetings occur at stated times and the
schools make some special provision for
them. In some cases short programs are
put on by the children of some of the
forms. The domestic science girls serve a
lunch, and an effort is made to get these
meetings to count for as much on the
social side as they do in the improvement
of the schools and the making of a proper
relationship between parents, teachers
and pupils. Can anyone predict what the
effect would be on our poor, shabby, neglected and despised schools if the mothers
could be induced to meet there once a
month, to get acquainted, to consult with,
advise and assist the teachers, not to criticize, quarrel with or browbeat them, to
inquire into and plan for the comfort of
the pupils and teachers, and to see what
could be done to improve the appearance
of the school premises in a general way,
but what is the use, the imagination
to
refuses to picture such a consummation.
Nevertheless it has come with the consolidated school.
At every school visited a prominent feature was the presence of numerous trays
in which samples of seed corn were being
germinated. It should be remarked, in
passing, that corn is the most important

—

Continued on Page
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Frost Girl

Continued from Page

A

28.

"I can't run that chance," replied the
girl as firmly as before.

"You have

ready failed to get in enough for yourselves.
I can't run the chance of disappointing my Indians when they come in
at Christmas time."
"Hang the Indians!" cried Allan
angrily. "Don't you see that w^hite men
are going without? You wouldn't do

TRY THIS LITTLE

if

BIT OF

"NUTHIN'
A

song that

sure of popularity on account of

is

its

simplicity in

words and melody

that."

"They needn't starve
cache so near.

Sure Winner

al-

^i2£

you have a
Worrii:

NJUTOIJN.

Mid Music by

Andantino

LIBDIE DAVIDSON CARPENTKK.

"There

is

no need of discussing the
I
will not sell pro-

Work

n\

nt.

"But—"
»in'tnuthin', Play ain't nuthin|

Rest

ain't cuthin'

with-out you; Talk

ain't nuthin',

Love

ain't nuthin',

Home

ain't nulliin'

with- out

y

question fuither.
visions to you."

HERE

was something so final in the
tone that her voice rather than
her words convinced the engineer.
He
looked at her steadily for a moment, hoping for some sign of weakening. He could
not believe that she could refuse food to a
starving white man. But the girl's gaze
was as steady as his own, and he turned
toward the door. Three steps and he
whirled back.
"I see!" he exclaimed. "The National
people have been here. Tell me what they
agreed to pay you and I'll double it."
"I don't know what you mean," said
Hertha; and her eyes showed her bewilderment.
"If they have been here you understand and I think they have. What
other reason could you have for refusing
'np

-

Copyright

girl's

—

to sell to

me?"

"You would not talk that way to a
man!" cried Hertha, her eyes blazing

The

following

l!st

Billy Boy.
E, G minoi-.
FaiiT Pipers, The. F, G,
o'

Min-

A, Bb, C.
F, G, Ab, Bb, C.

Dorel
Sanderson
Dorel
A. H. Brewer
David Emmel

Brewer
W. Sanderson

and we'll settle this."
Hertha did not reply. Her anger was
too great. She could only raise her right
arm and point silently toward the door.
Allan returned her look for an instant.
Then he wheeled and went out. There
was something so completely final in the

BooieyiCo,

In

An

Old-FasbioueJ Town.

C

Little I'laymates.
F, Gb, Ab.
Db, Eb, P, G.
Until.
When My Ships Come Sailing.
When You Pass. Eb, F, G.

D, Eb, F, G.
Squire
Ellen Tuckfleld

W. Sanderson
F, G,

I

Dorel

W. Sanderson
W. H. Squire

When You Come Home.
You and

Bb.

\b,

D, Eb, F, G
(Cradle Song). Bb, C, D.

Liza Lelynan

PATRIOTIC NUMBERS
For Concerts, Entertainments, Red Cross
and Recruiting Meetings, etc.
Canada Ever! F. Ab, Bb.
'Canadians Follow the Drum.
.John Bull.
D, Eb. F.
Deathless Army, The.
A. Bb,
Shipmates o' Mine. F, G.
Trumpeter, The. F, G, A, C.
Up from Somei-set. Bb, C, D.

L.

Lemon

A. Ham
Stcphe^ Adams
H.

D.

Tiotere

W. Sanderson
J.

Airlie

Di.x

W. Sanderson

Veterans' Song, The.
C, D, Eb, F.
Stephen Adams
When You Come Home. D, Eb, F, G. W. H. Squire
On His Majesty's Sen-ice. F, G.
J. Trevalsa
Soldier, What of the Night?
C, D, F.
AUitsen
There's a Land.
Db, Eb, F,
Who's That Calling? V, D.

England's Call.

Bh.

G

(new

(_'.

ed.)
Allitsen
Alicia Needham
Wilfre<l Sanderson

SACRED NUMBERS
Love Eternal. Eb. F, G.
Stephen Adams
Father of Light. Eb, F, G, Ab.
Stephen Adams
God That Madest. Db, D, Eb, F.
Wilfred Sanderson
Lead Kindly Light. Db, Eb, F.
Wilfred Sanderson
Nearer My God to Thee. F. G. Ab.
Lewis Carev
The Angel's Ladder. Eb, F, G.
Robert Coverly

Comfort One Another.

Eb, F.
Laura Lemon
is Our Refuge.
D, F.
Lewis Carev
star of Bethlehem. Eh. F, G. (Xmas) Stephen Adam's
Light of tlie World. Eb, F, G. (Xmas) Stephen Adams
Gift, Thr.
r, lOb, F. (Xma.s)
A. H. Behrend

God

PIANO NUMBERS

angrily.

"If you were a man I would know how
to talk to you. Now, I can play the game
as well as they can. Just name your price

ky

of songs will be found delightful for quiet evenings at the fireside:

Love Bells. C, Db, Bb, F.
All Joy Be Thine.
G, Ab, Bb, Db.
(iarJen of Your Heart.
F, Ab, Bb.
Little Road Home, The.
D, Eb, F, G.
Friend

MCMXV

Holiday Sketches.
Rustic Sketches.
Faii-y Pipers.

.7.

C. Lucas
R. Morris

Lucas— .\. H. Brewer

•

Fantastic Waltzes

Ecstatic Walt/es.
Sly Boots (Fox Trot)
Language des Fleurs.

Eville

McAU
Roberts

Eville

The above songs and piano numbers may be had from your local music dealer.
Write for Thematic Catalog, and copies will be mailed you FREE each month.

Boosey

&

Company,

Ryrie Building, Yonge Street
Also New York and London Eng.

TORONTO,

ONTARIO

expression he knew it was useless
argue further. Only he could not

girl's

to

understand.
"Shall I carry it out?" asked the driver
as he closed the door behind him.
"She won't sell us anything," replied
Allan, still bewildered by the girl's attitude. "We'll go back to camp."

A LLAN

offered no explanations when
sat down to supper that
night. There was a slim meal for men
who had worked hard in the cold all
day, but, before the muttered inquiries
could begin, the head of the survey spoke.

^^

The crew

"We're up against a hard game this
winter boys," he began. "But's a game
we're going to beat. The National people
will do anything they can to block this
survey. You know what their first step
was. As a result, we've got to go on half
rations until the teams get in from
Sabawe. Any objections?"
No one answered. The men merely
looked at the speaker and then glanced at

Every piece of furniture shown in the
was made by one of our readers
who is strictly an amateur with tools.
He experienced no elifficulty in the work
and was so well pleased that he took
this photograph, which he has kindly
picture

allowed us to use.
There are four Books, Parts

1,

2.

3

and

"Woodworking- for Amateur Craftsmen."
They are a handy size and have 512 pages,
223 illustrations, 98 working drawings,
printed
on
the best book paper, and
durably bound in handsome cloth: will be
sent prepaid to any address for .$2.00, or
any one volume postpaid for 50c.

The MacLean

Publishing Co., Ltd.
Book Department

143-153 University Ave.,

Toronto
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one another.

Each waited

for someone

else to speak.

FREE!!

FREE!!

"All right," continued Allan.
"Half
rations it is, and there's double pay for
every man in the outfit as long as there's
only half a meal.
"Now this is only the beginning. As I
said, we're up against a hard game, and
there's liable to be more of this sort of
thing. Now, while we're nearest the railroad, is the time to quit. Anyone who
doesn't like the prospect can get his time
to-night and go out when the teams go
next time. How about it?"
He looked around the circle of faces in
the light of the big camp fire. No one
spoke, though each face was serious.

FREE!!

SHORT WINTER COURSES
AT THE

"Remember, it's not going to be any
and we may expect most anything
to happen. But we're going to win. Now's
the time to quit if there's to be any quitpicnic,

Ontario Agricultural College

ting."

GUELPH, ONTARIO

Again he looked around the circle.
eyes caught those of a young transit

who was watching him
"It's

The only expense

to

you

board while

is

Guelph and railway fare at reduced

my

first

His

man

closely.

time in the bush in the

winter," said the young fellow hesitatingly, "but I think I'll hang on until spring."
Allan merely nodded and glanced at the

in

others.

rates.

"It's too far to

town for

me to bunch

it,"

grinned an axeman.

up in
and everyone

"I like the short days they have
this country," said another

laughed.

This is a splendid opportunity for Stock and Grain Farmers,
Fruit Growers, Dairymen, Poultrymen and Bee Keepers, to study
the latest ideas in their branches of farming.

Fruit

"Me,

Growing

Poultry Raising..

Dairying

Jan. 25th to Feb.

5th

Jan. 11th to Feb.

5th

Jan.

Bee Keeping

22nd

Short Course Calendar forwarded on request.

G. C.

CREELMAN,

dog driver, and he

chorus.
"Thanks, fellows," said Allan in a
slightly humble tone. "I'm glad you're going to stick. There'll be an extra month's
pay for everyone who sees it through."
His announcement was greeted with
cheers, and the men began their slim meal.
Allan, who had been studying each man
on the way in from Sabawe and after
they had started work, was more than
satisfied with his crew. They were a hard,
rough lot, the axemen and rodmen and
dog-team men, but Allan's method of
weeding out had shown results. The transit men, of course, were from Toronto,
civil engineers like himself, men accustomed to surveying in all sorts of country
and all sorts of weather. If men could put
the job through, he thought, these were
the men.

3rd to Mar. 24th

.Jan. 11th to Jan.

too," shouted a

was followed by a

Jan. lltli to Jan. 22nd

Stock and Seed Judging

;

B.S.A., LL.D.

President

work progressed
despite
THE
the lean rations and the fact that
rapidly,

it

the third day. The fourth day
camp was moved to the foot of the lake,
less than two miles from the MacLure
trading post. So far there had been no

snowed
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word from Hughey. The woodsman had
slipped out of

ii

;

^

all
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camp

before daylight the

morning the dogs were poisoned and had
not been seen or heard from since. Allan,
knowing the desperate measures to which
the National people would resort, feared
for the safety of his friend, despite the
confidence he had in him.
Further, the rations were about gone,
and he knew Hughey would send the teams
through as quickly as possible. They
should have arrived that night. Already
the cook was making Johnnie cake and
porridge of the cornmeal brought in for
dog food; and there was practically nothing else for the next day.
At noon of the fifth day, when there

.
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was no

sign of a dog team on the lake,
Allan took his eiderdown quilt, a small axe
and a little food, slipped on his snowshoes
and started on the back trail. It had been
the plan to have the four dog teams, which
had returned to Sabawe, bring up their
loads only as far as the cache, where a
man was on guard. If Hughey did not
reach the cache before they started back,
there would be no dogs to haul food on to
the crew, and another week would elapse
before provisions would reach Kabeto-

gama.
The wind was blowing hard from the
north-west when Allan started, and he
soon saw that the better going was on the
west side of the lake. After an hour the
ice was so free from snow that he could
remove the webs and, in his moccasins,
jog along at six miles an hour.
This
course took him west of the trail by which
camp had been moved up the lake, and it
was not until he had reached the south
end, just at dusk, that he struck the portage leading into the lake to the south.

He stopped, dumbfounded. The trail,
instead of being covered with a foot of
snow, was beaten hard, bore the fresh
signs of dogs, men and heavily loaded
toboggans.
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Why

had he not seen them? Although
he had kept near the west shore, he could
see anything on the lake as he went down,
and he had not passed the dog teams. He
was certain of it. Yet here were the
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fresh signs.
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Company

Allan turned into the

and started northward upon it.
it went for a quarter
of a mile and then, to his further amaze*-

trail

Out onto the lake

ment, turned sharply off to the east. He
hurried on to find the trail strike the shore
and follow an old portage that ran at right
angles to the course of the survey.
The young engineer did not stop to
question. He only knew that, for some
reason, the men had turned off and thai
they were now traveling away from camp,
away from the crew that was rapidly
nearing the point where starvation faced
them.
In the darkness it was easy to follow
the well-beaten, frozen path, and Allan, his
snowshoes lashed to his pack, ran on. After a mile he came to a lake, crossed it,
struck another portage and then another
lake. Still the frozen, smooth path led on
into the east and still he ran on. At midnight he stopped to boil some tea and eat
a piece of Johnnie cake. In half an hour
he was on his way again.
From darkness until three in the morning Allan followed the trail always at a
jog trot. His legs ached, the cold air bit
his lungs, his clothing was wet from perspiration that froze on his back and chest
in long, feathery strings.
His stubby

beard was covered with frost, and it was
necessary to rub his eyes every little while
to keep the lashes from freezing together.
At last, staggering a little, but still
jogging on, he turned a sharp bend in the
trail to tumble headlong into the drivers'
camp. Dogs growled and yelped. The
men, rolled in their robes about the halfdead fire, sat up quickly in the darkness.
One of them swore. The dogs all wakened
and the spruce echoed with the racket.
As Allan scrambled to his feet one of
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Guard!

Mothers and daughters must needs
guard well their health in these times
of stress and overwork.
This means that the causes of depresand stomach troubles must be
sion

promptly
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before

the

breakdown have time

of

men threw some dry wood

onto the

coals.

to

gain ground.

"Who are you?" he demanded gruffly as
the flames showed the newcomer standing
before him.
"What are you crazy fools doing here?"
retorted Allan angrily. "You're twentyfive miles off the course, and the crew's
starving."
"It's the boss," whispered one of the
men a.s he unrolled his robe and stood up.
"Old Hughey sent us this way," he continued aloud as he fumbled in a pocket of
his shirt.

"Hughey!" cried Allan. "Sent you
way! Is he crazy, are you, or am I?"

hour's respite, he had again taken the
trail with forty-five miles ahead of him.
But what his body lacked his spirit had.
And his spirit, always most productive
of energy when obstacles lay before him,
now became a remorseless spur. It
brought fresh speed whenever he found
his steps growing shorter. Aching muscles
were forgotten in the face of
Hughey's treachery. On, on he went until
twenty miles had been covered.
"Better take a rest," called the nearest
driver, who had been watching the faltering stride of the young engineer. "We're

this

going to make it easy anyhow."
Allan rested while the men boiled tea

to

"Here's his orders," replied the driver,

and many other causes
contribute to the incomplete working
A healthy, busy mind
of the stomach.

handing Allan a crumpled, soiled piece of
paper. "We found them sticking in the
middle of the trail when we hit Kabetogama. He'd been to the cache and left
word for us to come right through, and
then he came back this way. We hit
Kabetogama early yesterday morning and
came the way he said."

and had a cold lunch. But the pipes had
hardly been lighted before he was on his
feet, eager to be off again.
When they reached Kabetogama a new
problem confronted them. The trail was
not broken to the foot of the lake. Allan
relinquished the lead to one of the drivers,
and the slow, wfary, monotonous work
of breaking a way for the dogs through
the deep snow began.
"Swing out," called Allan from his
place at the rear. "The wind's swept it
clear nearer the west shore."
The going was better, after a few miles,
but it meant a circle instead of a straight
line, and there was still a little snow on
the ice. Farther north, however, this became less and by mid-afternoon there was
good ice beneath them. Allan, who had
stolen an occasional ride, again took the
lead and, as darkness fell was jogging
along iown the lake, new strength for the
effort coming from the thought of the
welcome he and the dog drivers would
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and weariness which seriously
feres with the performance of

Allan, spreading out the paper, knelt
beside the fire. And, as he read, the
weariness and aching of his body, the
crew that was rapidly approaching its last
meal, the very survey itself, were forgotten before the fact that Old Hughey, the
man upon whom he had come to look as
an elder brother, the man who had inspired in him affection and confidence, had
deserted to the National people.
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"No!" shouted Allan, the angry flood
surging in. "Munro turned crook. Get
breakfast started. You've got to make the
lower end of Kabetogama by night."

One

entire system.

of
in

VII.

of the

men

whistled.

"That's a good forty-five miles," said
another.
"Five miles an hour for nine hours,"
snapped Allan. "You can do it."
Breakfast was quickly cooked and
eaten and a little after four o'clock, four
hours before daylight, the train started.
Allan, who had rested was refreshed by
the first full meal he had had for several
days, took the trail ahead of the eager,
yelping dogs. At first they were on his
heels, but, as is the way with dogs that
work, they soon settled to their all-day
gait, and on, on, on through the darkness
they went.
The progress was silent except for the
tinkling of the dog bells, the creaking of
the harness and the squeaking of the
heavily-loaded toboggans. The men had
been told by Hughey that the crew was on
half rations, and Allan had even .exaggerated the facts as they were eating
breakfast.
Accordingly, there was no
lagging ajid, whenever a dog showed signs
of inattention, a long whip slipped forward and a sharp crack sent the entire
train into a new burst of speed.
At daylight Allan's pace oegan to lag.
He had traveled at a dog trot for fifteen
hours, with only one slight rest, when he
had found the dog train. Then, after an

before six o'clock Allan turned
a point to see the camp fire less than
half a mile away. He stopped and put
all the breath he "had into a whoop which,
he confidently believed, would bring a
cheering crew out onto the ice.
But there was no answer. No dark figures appeared on the white expanse beNo one moved between him
fore him.
and the flickering fire.
Allan ran on faster, the dogs, seeing
the blaze, galloping at his heels. With
a rush they entered the circle of light,
only to stop in amazement. Beside the
fire stood the cook, stirring something in
a kettle. Behind him, on a log, sat the
There was no one
three transit men.

JUST

else in sight.

"Where's the crew?" panted Allan,
looking at the empty tents.
"They left soon after they got in tonight," answered one of the transit men.
"Left! Where? They haven't quit?"
"No, but there was almost nothing for
lunch to-day and slim prospects for supper, so they went over to the trading
post."

"Trading post! What did they expect
to get there?"
"I think they'll get what they're after,"
replied the transit man slowly. "They
were in the mood."

"You mean," demanded Allan, "that
they intend to raid the place?"
"That's what they said they would do.
They know the girl wouldn't sell anything to you, and they said they'd take
it."
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Allan turned at once toward the lake
and the post less than two miles away,
and he ran faster than at any other time
that day.

VEN

BRING BACK THE ROSES TO

FADED CHEEKS

as he raced on the young
gineer knew that something more
than a mere desire to repress lawlessness
in his crew was driving his tired, aching
body. In the excitement and anxiety of
the moment he did not stop to analyze
this emotion. He only knew that, when
his weariness forced him to a walk, he
thought of the Frost Girl, not of the cold,
unyielding young woman who had refused him food for his starving crew,
but of Hertha MacLure he had met on
the portage.
And a strange, gripping,
compelling fear for her, a fear he had
never known for himself or for anyone
else, forced him into a run.
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Wilsons

In his own mind the fear took the
form of anger toward the men. In a
more calm moment he would have known
real significance. But, heedless, unthinking, he raced through the night on
the fresh trail of the raiders.

a la Quina du Perou

its

Once he heard a shout and stopped

to

He knew the character of his
men, knew they were hard, reckless. He
listen.

had chosen them for that very quality
and now, with tightened belts that failed
to still the gnawing within, he knew
they would stop at nothing.
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The moon was up, the
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of the northland in winter, and by
its light, as he staggered into the great
clearing in which Hertha's post stood,
he saw the black blotch of a crowd on
the snow before the store.
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The mob murmur came to him, the
snarling undertone of heedless, uncontrolled men; the low, menacing brute
roar. He ran on, faster than ever now,
and, before anyone realized that he was
there, wheeled at the door.
Beside himself with fury, a command
on his lips, Allan faced his men. But, before he could speak, he knew that someone else was before him. The voice came
from the doorway and Allan turned to
see Hertha and behind her a man.
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the crowd, a

Allan faced the crowd resolutely
door.
and was about to speak when he heard a
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click behind him, a click recognized the
world over as more ominous than the

rattlesnake's signal, and, like the serpent's warning, recognized the first time
it is heard.

Then came Hertha's voice.
"Go back, Mr. Hardisty," she commanded. "You can't stop them, but I
will."

Allan wheeled to see Hertha, a rifle
in her left hand, her right pushing the
man behind her into the darkness of the
store.

Hardisty retreated, but he seized the

hand with which she had shoved him and
attempted to draw her back with him.
As he did so he held the door and was
ready to swing it shut in the face of the
surveying crew.
"Don't!" cried Hertha as she frantically endeavored to release herself.
Instantly one of the men darted forward and grasped the rifle from her
hands.
At the same time Hardisty
pulled Hertha back into the store and
slammed the door. Allan too, had sprung
forward, only to crash against the hastily latched door.
He whirled quickly and
the men, surging forward like a wave,
stopped within three feet of him.
"Back!" he shouted in their faces. "Get
back off the steps!"
The surging ceased, receded. Then
the crowd seemed to be gathering itself
for a new attack.
"Get back, I tell you!" commanded
Allan,

now

in control of his anger.
are you fellows up to?
Didn't
you all say you'd stick for the big show ?
Is this what you meant?
I thought for
a while I had a bunch of real men working for me. I thought I could trust them
and that they'd trust me. Instead of that
I see that I've got a pack of yellow dogs
who'd go out and rob a girl. I wish that
sky pilot had let her alone so that she
could have drilled a couple.
One shot
and the whole pack of you would have
gone velping down the river. Now get
out!"
"You can't woi-k on words, boss,"
growled one of the men.
"You can work on nerve, and you
haven't got it," retorted Allan. "Now
get back to camp."
There was a slight movement away
from the door. Then one of the men in
the rear pushed forward.
"We came over here for grub and
we're going to get it," he said, shaking
his fist above the heads of the others.
"Get out of my way. I'm going through
that door."
The crowd opened readily for him,
more readily than he had expfected
and before he could stop, he was directly
in front of Allan.

"What

A LLAN

did not swing for the jaw. He
-^*-didn't draw his arm bdck for a
straight body punch. He balanced on his
left foot for an instant, took a lightning
step forward until his face was close to
the startled face of the new leader of the

mob.

No one in the crowd knew how it happened. They were rough, ready fighters,
hard men, tough battlers, ignorant of the
science which a fellow colonist on the
other side of the globe had developed to
the ppint of world supremacy. They only
knew that the man crumpled up before
Allan as though suddenly paralyzed.
They had seen no blow. The victim himself had not seen one coming. The solar
plexus had been introduced into the north
country.
"Pick him up and rub snow on his
face", commanded Allan, stepping back
to his place before the door. "He'll come
to in a minute."
There was silence as two of the fallen

man's comrades bent over him.

Allan

took immediate advantage of it.
"Look here, fellows," he said gently.
"I realize what drove you to this.
I
realize that, in a way, you were justified.
I also know, now that you're looking at
it soberly, that you see you are going to
be ashamed of yourselves when you get
back to camp.

"Now I'm going to ask you to go back
and fight this thing out with me. I know
you can fight, and I know that some one
man of you is responsible for this. I
only hope I got him."
"You did," laughed one of the men,
"and I wish you'd show me how you did
it."

"I will," replied Allan quickly.

And

added, amid more laughter,
"when we get to the bay."
The man on the snow stirred.
"Set him on his feet," ordered Allan.
"He can walk now. Beat it for camp,
you fellows, and we'll forget about tonight."

then

he

There -was a slight pause while the
subdued crew watched with interest the
efforts of the victim of Allan's short-arm
jab to remain on his feet. Then, silently,
slowly, they turned across the clearing
toward the trail of the lake.
Allan, still standing on the steps,
watched them go. He did not move as
the group strung out in single file. Just
as the leader reached the spruce and disappeared in the shadows, he jumped
down and shouted. The line halted.
"I forgot to tell you fellows," Allan
called, "that four teams got in half an
hour ago with a ton of grub. The cook'll
have some of it ready when you get
there."

ITH
WT
^^

a yell the men sprang into a
trot and disappeared in the forest.
"The lad's sure got guts," panted a
rodman to the man behind him as they
swung ou'; onto the lake. "He could have
told us as soon as he came that there

was grub in camp."
"He's worked that game before with
us," called a man farther back in the
line.
"He didn't offer us double pay untiJ
we'd said we'd go on half rations."
The exultation of his victory was still

with Allan as he turned and knocked on
the door. A lamp had been lighted within, and he heard someone fumble with
the bars. Then the door swung open and
Hertha stood before him.
"I want to express my regrets. Miss
MacLure, for what the men have done

!
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"I cannot tell
to-night," Allan began.
you how sorry I am that this has happened, and I can assui'e you that there
If there
will not be a repetition of it.
was any damage I want to make it right

as far as

"They

I

can."

did nothing

more than you saw,"

replied Hertha.

She had been standing with her back
to the light, her face in the darkness.
But, as she spoke, she half turned, and
Allan saw that the hostility he had encountered on his previous visit was gone.
soft blue again, and,
while they did not appear to be friendly,
there was a faint suggestion of admiration in the way she looked at him.

The eyes were a

"I am glad I arrived in time," said
Allan, greatly relieved.

"Why did you not tell them at once
that there was food for them in their
camp?" asked Hardisty, who had come
forward. "They would have gone away
peaceably then."
"And come back the next time," resomewhat impatiently.
Allan,
torted
"Now they're licked, and they know it."
"But you might not have conquered
them," insisted Hardisty. "Then anything
might have happened."

ALLAN

looked at the missionary as
he stood beside Hertha. He gained
an impression of intimacy between these
two. The man seemed to be at home, to
feel free to speak for the girl. And immediately Allan knew that he disliked
him. And, as he had failed to analyze
his emotions as he raced to the post, he
now made the mistake of ascribing his
feelings to contempt for one who would
try to quiet a mob with gentleness.
"Nothing happened," retorted Allan,
speaking to Hardisty. "But I am more
sorry than I can tell you, Miss MacLure,"
he continued, "that this has occurred. If
there is anything I can do to right it, I

wish you would tell me."
"There is nothing," replied the girl.
There was just a trace of her former
hostility in her tone, and Allan turned at
once to the door.
"Then I'll say good-night," he said.
"Good night," Hertha replied. She did
not close the door, but stood watching
him as he went down the trail.
Allan, his body weary, the reaction of
his encounter with the crew setting in,
the depressing effects of this mysterious
hostility on the part of the Frost Girl
upon him, returned slowly to camp.
Wearily he dragged himself over the ice
and into the circle of light about the

The men were still eating and
not look up as he dropped to a log

camp
did

fire.

near the blaze.
"You're looking kind of tuckered, lad,"
came a voice from across the blaze, and
Allan sat up as though someone had
jerked him from his drooping position.
The voice was Hughey Munro's.
For a moment he looked at the genial
face of the woodsman. Then anger flooded in, and he arose and started toward
his tent.

"Come here, Munro," he said sharply,
as he entered.
To Be Continued.
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Pattern Pages

Patterns will be sent Post
Price.

Free on Receipt of

Address Pattern Department, Farmer's

Magazine, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto
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7515— LADY'S SKIRT
This model is made with three gores. It
closes in front and has pocket laps standing out from the skirt at each side seam.
If desired, the yoke which is provided in
the pattern may be used to trim sides and
back. The back is gathered below the yoke.
Serge, gabardine, charmeuse and velveteen are liked for these skirts and the
pockets may be omitted.
The pattern. No. 7515, is cut in sizes
22 to 30 inches waist measure. Medium
size requires 2% yards of 44-inch ma-

Canadiaii

(joods

terial.

Price of pattern 15 cents.

Saltis
7521— LADY'S SKIRT

"'Madeiti

This skirt is cut with three gores. At
the upper part it is trimmed with applied
yokes, having long tabs at the sides and
at the lower part of each side-seam is a
little plaiting made of an extension of the
skirt material. The closing is in front
and the lower edge measures 2% yards
in the medium size.
The pattern. No. 7521, is cut in sizes
22 to 32 inches waist measure. Medium
size requires 2% yards of 54-inch ma-

A Good

terial.

Opportunity
to secure

some

engravings

\Kf ^

I'^i^'^

''

Price of pattern 15 cents.

excellent
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at
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this publication.
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the

than

photographs cost

in

cur-

Publishing Co.

Limited
143-1-53 University

TORONTO

-

Zr^'-S

Make your

us.

from either past or
rent issues and write us.
selection

The MacLean

some

original

-

Avenue

ONTARIO

7523— LADY'S DRESS
This novel design shows a waist which
is cut with body and sleeves in one piece
and with surplice effect in both front and
back. The space is filled in with plain material. The sleeve is full length and fitted
to the arm. The skirt has three gores

with front closing and

is

gathered at the

—

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
Materials such as charmeuse, voile,
are suitable.
The pattern, No. 7523, is cut in sizes
34 to 42 inches bust measure. Medium size
requires 5 yards of 40-inch material with
%-yard of 9-inch lace for shield, 1%
yards of 5-inch lace edging, and 3% yards
top.

GENUINE

etc.,

DIAMONDS
ON CREDIT

money on you r
Diamonds by buying from
Diamond Importers. Terms 20%
Save

We

us.

are

of 4-inch ribbon.

or |3 weekly. We guarantee you
10%
every advantage in Price and Quality.
off for cash.
Write to-day for catalogue, It Is free.
We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for inspection,
at our expense. Payments may be made weekly or montUy.
(iowTi, $1, $2

JACOBS BROS., Diamond

Price of pattern 15 cents.

Importers

15 Toronto Arcade, Dept. A, Toronto, Canad.
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WASHER

FOLDING TABLE

Ball-Bearing

latest model.
We are proud of
and we know you'll be delighted
with it too.
Once you set eyes on it, you'll
want it— and when you learn the price you'll
buy it.
Your Furniture Dealer has it, or will

—the
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heavy
that
washing. Perfect in
for

design, construction

and

results.

May we send you
our booklet of this
Waslier?
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Canada
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FOR BOYS. Residential and Day School
NORTH TORONTO, ONTARIO
Boys prepared

for the University. Royal
Military College and for business.

For information apply

THE

ST.

to

REV. A. K. GRIFFIN,

HAVE YOU

CATHARINES BUSINESS COLLEGE

Wright's kNOw-better School.

T. F.

WRIGHT,

Catharines

St.

with the Business Educators'
Canada, provides the best in Business,
Typewriting courses.
Study under the
conditions.
For information write
Affiliated

Association

of

Shorthand and
most favorable

7513— LADY'S RUSSIAN DRESS

Principal

The waist

is a Russian
and very full
The neck is high and

of this dress
blouse, with shoulder yoke

lutely

free

of

charge a high grade violin, mandolin
or guitar. Complete outfit free to
pupil i*" each town. Wonderful

first

new

'*'fl'e guarantee to make you a
player'or no charge. Big money made
playing at dances, etc. Write at once.

system
I

SLINGERLAND'S CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Dtpt. 1 4
Auditorium Building, Chicago, III.

STANDARD BUSINESS AND SHORTHAND
Lister

Home

study

COLLEGE

Chambers — Opposiie City Hall
HAMILTON, ONT.
courses

iu

Bookkeeping,

front and back.
there is a centre front closing. The plain
The
sleeves are long with cuff finish.
tunic section of the blouse is full and
is gathered all around; it stops just above
the knees. The skirt has two gores.

The pattern. No. 7513,

SWINTON,

Principal.

BOOKKEEPING
Learn by taking an IND1\ IDUAL POSTAL
prepared by an EXPERT.

TUITION

INDIVIDUALITY the keynote of success.
Write for full particulars— FREE.

Douglas H. Howland, gl1i,^foN.° ont^

FABRIC PAT

Comfi Weather Strip?
It

will help

7506— GIRL'S DRESS
Quite a dressy frock is here obtained by
the use of two materials. The waist and
the underskirt are of plain serge, while
the tunic and collar and cuffs are of plaid.
There is an applied box plait down the
centre of the front; the neck is round with
flat collar and the sleeves either long or
three-quarter length.
The pattern, No. 7506, is cut in sizes 8,

and 14 years. Medium

your

fuel

account and

For Sale by All Dealers.

Burlington, Windsor Blanket Co., Limited
Toronto, Canada

Do you want to earn
$10 a week or more
in

10, 12

to decrease

keep your house warm.

cut in sizes

Price of pattern 15 cents.

Spelling,

For information write
J.

is

34 to 42 inches bust measure. Medium size
requires 4% yards of 45-inch material,
3 yards of fur banding and %-yard of
18-inch satin for the girdle.

I'eiimanshiiJ,
Correspondence, Commercial Law,
Shorthand, Civil Senice. Affiliated with Business
Educators' Association of Canada.

COURSE

Been Using

Principal

size requires

your

own home ?

Reliable persons will be furnished with
profitab le, a ll-year-round employment
^~~~^
on Auto- Knitting
Machines, $10 per
week readily earn-

We teach you
home, distance
is no hindrance.
Write for particu-

ed.
at

lars, rates of pay,
send 2c. stamp.

AUTO-KNITTER HOSIERY

CO.

Dept. 223, 257 College St. - Toronto
(ajuo at Leicester. England)

y
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;)S

back. Both are plain, but the front has
also a vest which may be used or omitted.
The neck may have the high, turnover collar with either a shaped neckband or with
very small revers which leave the neck
open.
The pattern, No. 7.504, is cut in sizes
34 to 42 inches bust measure. Medium size

UNDERWEAR
For Men, Women
and Children
For warmth, fineness of texture, comfort and bodily protection, in all weathers, there is no
clothing which meets these requirements so thoroughly as Jaeger Pure
Wool Underwear.
Can be had in all weights for all
seasons.
Only the finest selected undyed
wools are used in the manufacture,

and it is unquestionably the finest
clothing for wear next the skin.

A

fuUy

and

illustrated catalogue

Dr. Jaeger's Health Culture will ba
sent free on application to

Dr. Jaeger

'*"^;rt«r""' Co.

Liimt«d

MONTREAL

TORONTO

2%

yards of 44-inch plain goods and
yg-yard of 36-inch plaid material with
•"i-yard of ribbon for a belt.

WINNIPEG

Incorporated la Gneland in 1883 with

British Capital for

the British Empire

Price of pattern 10 cents.

7504— LADY'S SHIRT-WAIST

rlJW.WUl

Ideal for thin materials, this waist has
considerable fulness in both front and

Whcrevciv

requires

with

2^/4

%-yard

yards of 36-inch material
of 27-inch
contrasting

goods.

Price of pattern 15 cents.
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Chicken or Avian Cholera
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And
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Continued from Page
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page Poultryman's Handbook
wor th $1.00. Send 10c. for a copy.
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Pra tt Food Co. of Can. Limited
683 CluamoDt Street, Toronto
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The Parsons & Parsons Canadian Company
HAMILTON. ONTARIO

little while and' fall
again. Or the bird may fall down as the
first sign of the disease, and die in a few
hours, or the birds may fall off the roost
and be found dead in the morning, not
having been noticed sick at all by any one.
When noticed, the bird is sleepy looking
and seeks a quiet corner, or an isolated
place to stand until it falls down and dies,
the wings and tail droop, the feathers
stand open, and the head round underneath the shoulder, the eyes are partially
or completely closed, the comb and wattles
change color, becoming purple. The temperature, if taken, will rise to 112 degrees
F. The bird usually dies in convulsions
two to five hours after showing first sign
of sickness.
When less severe the chicken becomes
dull and languid; will stand or sit apart
from the rest of the flock; their appetite
for food is lost, but not for water, which
is usually sought after more than usual.
The wings and tail droop, the feathers

are open, then it begins to stagger showing great weakness, though it will at ti(nes
rouse up, look around, shake itself or try
to walk around for a short distance.
In the acute or virulent outbreaks 90 to
95 per cent, of fowls die. In milder outbreaks 50 per cent, of those attacked, and
most of those that recover "spontaneously" thrive so badly that it would have been

more profitable had they died. They also
become carriers of the disease, and may

convey
wards.

it to

distant places

months

after-

The dead fowls show many black or
very dark colored patches on the skin.
The windpipe and bronchial tubes contains a quqantity of frothy, slimy mucus.
The food in the crop has a foetid odor.
The bowels are much inflamed practically
throughout their whole length, and show
black spots as on the skin. The blood in
the vessels is very dark in color but may
be coagulated or clotted in a normal way.
The liver is congested and enlarged, often
more than twice the normal size, is dark
colored, but may contain many yellowish,
cheesy patches, all other internal organs
are congested, enlarged, dark colored and
soft.

PREVENTION

IS

BEST CURE

In treating fowl cholera the great point
to keep in view is prevention. In most
outbreaks little can be done in the way of
treating the sick birds, while in the virulent outbreaks many chickens are dead before the treatment can be applied. Some-

many

are dead before the owner
the serious character of the
If noticed early enough and the
nature of the disease is understood, isolate all healthy birds. Remove them to a
considerable distance from the infected
times

realizes
disease.

house and rvms and treat them with antiseptics, then burn all dead birds, litter,

manure,

etc.,

as far as possible, and disand runs; white-

infest the chicken houses

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
roosts with hot lime and
zenoleum, also saturate the floor with a
strong solution of the disinfectant or caustic lime. If possible inclose the sick fowls
somewhere by themselves so that they
will not carry the disease on their feet to
the bin of grain kept for the other fowl.
Destroy mice and rats for same reason.
Cinder, ashes and caustic lime, equal
parts, is a good mixture with which to
sprinkle the runs and floor of chicken
houses if it is an earth floor. It is suggested to cover the runs with a layer of
straw and burn it to disinfect them. Then
put sulphuric or hydrochloric acid in the
drinking water, 2 per cent, strength, and
a small quantity of copperas in the food.
Spray the chickens with a solution of
permanganate of potash, and if one cares
to take the trouble a few drops of this
solution can be poured down each chick-
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wash walls and

Make Your Maple Trees
Produce a Profit
Never before has there been such a fine opportunity to earn big profits from your map'e trees.
The supply of pure maple products is far behind the demand. This means higher prices and a market ready to
lake

all that

you can produce.

Get ready now for spring tappine.
sary equipment as soon as possible.

Select* the necesIn
the meanxvhich
illustrates
and decircular
time
our
scribes how you can make the finest erade of syrup and
lower
cost—
by
usinff
suear^ quicker easier and at a

write for

free

—

—

The Champion
Evaporator.

en's throat.

Send

A

for particulars
to day.

Grimm Manufacturing

Co., Limited

52 Wellington Street, Montreal

3

—BIG FEATURES— 3

good method

is

to

give a dose of

sulpho-carbolate of soda, zinc and calcium
in drinking water, once daily, instead of
the acid as recommended above.
The houses can not be too carefully disinfected as the organism lurks in the
smallest crevices. It is therefore a good
plan to souse the whole of the inside of
houses, woodwork especially, with boiling

water

which a

in

little

zenoleum has been

dissolved.

no other SHOCK ABSORBER.
There is a bie advantaee in the

'.Combined

]

in

1—TELESCOPING DUST CAP— It"ducks"
the blow of the

I

fender.

The TELESCOP-

ING DUST CAP makes room for
2— LONGER and STRONGER SPRINGS—
which eive the

TEMCO

a bie, exclusive adBut not only are they

Tantaee over others.

LONGER AND STRONGER SPRINGS, but
they
DOUBLE SPIRAL
are
SPRINGS, and made

of

genuine

Crucible Vanadium Steel.
They
couldn't
be
longer.
couldn't be stronger.
3— RADIUS LINKS prevent side-sway.

They

Most

SHOCK ABSORBERS "lop" one
TEMCOS are uncomR A DIUS
promisinely erect.

wayortheolher, but

^LINKS

hold them straight.
give the utmost

TEMCOS
smooth

riding.

They

in

satisfy

fully.
There is really nothing to
compare with them. REMEMBER, TEMCOS are frictionRequire no oiling or adjusting.
less.

LOOK SHARP, Mr. Dealer, and see
TEMCO SHOCK ABSORBERS and
Let your competitor

sell

that you sell
not trouble.
trouble but you sell

Temcos.

THE CANADIAN TEMCO SALES CO.
INGERSOLL.

J.

B.

Does Dairying Pay?

ONTARIO

Continued from Page

unteed ;iud certified milli must score 90 points.
Inspected mllli, raw :— from tubei'clin tested
cows, :iud must nut coutaiu mure thau to, 000
The score of farms ptoIjacleria per c.c.
duciiiy tills grade must score 75 poiuts, made
up of 25 points for equipment and 50 p.iuls
for method.
:

You accomplish

dealers

all

these results by

using our heavily zinc coated

"Eastlake"
Metallic
They

Shingles

give longer service than any

other roofing.
Cost less to lay.
Are rust-proot and do not require
painting.
Those laid 28 years ago
are still giving good service. Send
free book that
shows how
"Eastlake" shingles make youi
fire, and
buildings lightning
weather-proof and why they
cost less per year than any
for

other roofing.

We

Manufacture a complete line of Sheel
Metal Building Material

THE METALLIC ROOFING

—

Iiaudled Ijy
milli. pasteurized
The farms thai
penults.
liolding
this mill'; must score (iO poiuts, 20
for
poiuts
40
poiuts for enuipment and
must n(,i
mllli
parrtcurized
Tliis
method.
coutaiu over 50,000 bacteria per c.c. when deFur uo milk wiil
livered to the customer.
i)asteurized iu this grade if it contains
lie
more tliau 200,000 bacteria per c.c
Grade B for adults.— Selected Millj, raw :—
.Selected

Buildings From Fire,
Lightning and Weather

^

produie

ind ^@L. A

CO., Limited

Maonlacturers

King and Duffeiin Sis.,
797 Noire Dame Ave.,

TORONTO
WINNIPEG

handled by dealers holding permits, produced
from cows physically examined by a qutilified
veteriuariau once a year and declared by him
to be liealth.v and f n e from tuberculosis cii
The inilli must not coniiliysical exauiln.-itioii.
The
tain an excessive number of bacteria.
farms which irioduce this milk shall score OS
points, a minimum of 25 for equipment and
4.5 for method.
Pasteurized Milk, Grade B.— Milk not con-

number

taining an excessive

MORIN'S

20.

Reduce Your Roofing
Your

Costs, Protect

—

of bacteria.

Grade C. For cooking and manufacturing
purptsps only. Haw milk, not conforming to
the requirements of any of the subdivisions
of Grade A and B.
Nearly ail Canadian cities have a chemical
standard for milk ranging frnm 3 to 3.25 p.c.

VIGORA
remedy cures horses of
Tliio
broken vind. low debility, skin
diseases, vermin, and of all illnesses of -the throat, bronchial
tubes or lungs, etc.

butter fat
^^.^^

solids.

and from

Few

if

,iny

S.30

to

9

p.c.

of

othei

have a hygienic standard

^-'•^i-so^

Ancienne Loretle.
Mr. J. B. -Morin;
Two of my horses were sick, one with broken wind,
the other with a very bad cough,
.^fter having treated
them with Vigora 1 found them completely cured and
they have rccovcied all of their former vigor.— Elzear
Robitaillu.
Price 50 cents per bottle.

Power and Hand

Clipping Machines

Ask your dealer for particulars of its
many uses. Write
J. B. MORIN. Wholesale Druggist
412 St. John Street
Quebec City. Que.. Can.

—

orses, Mules,
For clipping Domestic Animals
Flexible
Cows, Dogs, and Sheep Shearing.
Shafts and Clipping Machine Parts.
1

" Gillette " Cutters are Unexcelled.
Enquire of and order through your dealer.

VARICOSE VEINS, BAD LEGS, ETC.
are promptly relieved with inexpensive home treatment.
It
absohitely removes the pain, swelling, tiredness and disease.
Full partic\dars on receipt of stamp.
.

\V,

F,

YOUNG,

P.D.F., 482 Lymans Building, Montreal, Can.

.Milking

machine at worls on Jas. Langdon's
farm at Verschoyle, Ont.

Gillette Clipping

Machine Co.

110-114 West 32nd

New

St.,

York, U.S.A

—
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Warj-anted to Give Satlafactlon.

Gontbaulfs
Caustic Balsam

as have uiiuiy cities in the United States. So
tar as safeguarding the health of our citizens,
high
mori' important
that
a
it
is
v.istly
hygienic standard should be established and
enforced thau that a chemical standard be
insisted on.
The regulation,s of the city of Toronto require the compulsiory pasteurization for all
The mills is expected
milk, except certified.
to contain less tlian 250,000 bacteria per c.c.
in winter aud less than 500,000 per c.c. in
summer, when sold to the consumer. Certified miilv must contain less than 5,000 bacteria per c.c. in summer. The butter-fat standard is .3.25 p.c. for the general supply and
3.50 for certified milk.
Dr. Hollingsworth, of Ottawa, saiys
"We liave under inspection at present 252
dairy farm.s with an average of 24 milking
cows per stable. There are about 7,000 gallons of milk consumed dally in our city. The
average butter fat for 1914 was 4 per cent.
very seldom get a
and 12. .'i9 total solids.
Our standard
sample below the standard.
iS 3 per cent, butter fat and 12.00 total siolids.
Ke, the bacteria count, we have no standard.
Our counts are as follows: 50 per cent, under
The
100,000 and 35 per cent, under 500,000.
The colon is genbalance is slightly over.
erally present In small numbers.
"I might also say that every sample we
collect is tested both chemically and bacteriologically.
We visilt our dairymen regularly.
We find this Isacteria count hard to control,
especially in summer. Although our dairymen
store large quantities of ice, and the can of
milk is immersed in ice cold water as'soon as
it is drawn from the cow, still we find the
:

We

Has Imitators But No Competitors.
Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

A

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, CappeA Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Eingbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria. Removes all
Bunches from Horses or Cattle.
As a Human Remedy for Rhetunatisia,
involuab'Sprains,
'-rains. Sore Throat, etc., it is involuable'.
TSvery
Svery boitlo Of Caustio Balsam sold Is
Warranted to_0vo satis. action. Price $1,60
per bottle. Sold by draggists, or sent by express, charges paid, with full directions for
its use. B^rSond for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Toronto, Ont.

m9

ii*i-v-yA«Ji

STANCHION
H. A. Meyer. Syracuse,
N. Y., says " they

SAVE COST
one winter."
Send address for speci-

in feed in

WALLACE B. CRUMB.

—

count does jump up sometimes without any
apparent reason. Our dairies are all whitewashed regularly. This year we had a man
He went
with a spray motor (gasoline).
from farm to farm and did all the whitewashing. It only cost each individual farmer
from ^'3.00 to $6.00. and he went over the

They were all pleased
three times.
with tlie work. Bpfore we allow a farmer to
ship milk into this city, we see that he has
a separate milk-house with vat, plenty of ice,
stables well whitewashed, at least 2 square
feet of window glass per cow, and a system
of ventilation installed in his barn."
Montreal City consumes approximately 70,000 gallons of milk daily and an immense
quantity of cream. This is supplied by about
3.300 producers living in 25 counties in Quebec and about 400 producers living in Eastern
Ontario and nearly all within a radius of
100 miles of Montreal. Thus it can be readily
understood that the inspection of the milk
supply is no light or easy task.
stables

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING
BUSINESS CHANCES

FREE FOR

SIX

MONTHS
my

— MY

SPECIAL

magazine "Investing
offer to introduce
It is worth .$10 a copy to anyone
for Profit."
who has been getting poorer wliile the rich,
richer.
It
demonstrates the real e.irnlng
power of money, and shows how anyone, no
matter how poor, can acquire riches. Investing for Profit is the only progressivp financial
journal published.
It shows how $100 grows
Write now and I'll send it six
to $2,200.
months free. H. !>. Barber, 468, 20 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.

EDUCATIONAI/

THE DE

BRIS.4.Y

road

Latin,

to

METHOD
French,

IS

THE ROYAL

German,

Spanish.

Thorough mail

courses.
Students everywhere.
Highest references. Academic De Brisay, Ot-

tawa.

(3-16)

JEWELRY
WALTHAM WATCHES — $5.50 TO

$150.00.

Reliable timepieces.
Send for free catalogue
The Watch Shop, Wm. E. Cox, 70 Yonge
(tf)
St., Toronto.

to

LIVE STOCK FOR SALE

FOR SALE

— TWO

HIGH-GRADE YOUNG

shorthorn bulls: Cumberl.ind Prince No. 100,calved Feb. 4th, 1914, bred l)y Hon. N.
Curry; and Salem Marquis, No. SfifilS, calved
Feb. 14th, 1912, bred by F. W. Ewing, Salem,
Ont.
Apply Oscar Chapman, Tldnish, Cumberland Co., Nova Scotia.
(12-15)

618,

FARMS WANTED
WANTE'D .TO HEAR FROM OWNER OF

fications of inexpensive
yet sauitarv cow stable to

good farm for

F2.ForeBtTllle.Conii.,lI.8.A.

Winter

Canadian orders flllfld from Canadian factory.
correspondence ehoald be addressed to the home offlctt.
State In inquiry if yon prefer booklet in French or English.

An

in the

sale.
State cash nricp and deD. F. Bush, Minneapolis, Minn.

scription.

(2-16)

Orchard

Continued from Page

25.

HELP WANTED

— WISH

TO HEAR AT

once from reliable single man capable of managing large ranch successfully. Mrs. Ward,

Box

333, Valley, Nebr.

TOOPE'S ASBESTOS HEN INCUBATOR (Patented)
Made of asbestos lumber.
I'ireproof, Rotproof and Verminproof.
Perfect moist air system.
Compound heated, comprising
a Hot Air and Hot Watet
incubator heated by one flame.
Will outlast three of the best
incuibators of any other maKe.
Catalogue free. Send a postal
now.
R.

TOOPE &CO.. 44 Stepney

Sq.. Stepney.

London E.

England

COTTON SEED MEAL
LINSEED MEAL
H. Fraleigh, Box

and

FLAX SEED

2, Forest,

Ont.

MAKE YOUR BIKE
A MOTORCYCLE

at a email cost by using our Attach*
able outfit. FITS ANY BICYCLE. Eoaattached. No special tools required.
Write today for bargain list and free book llfCC
describing the SHAW Bicycle Motor Attachment. Motorcycles, all makes, new
and second-band, S36 and up,
lly

FnpP DAAV
DVUIt

SHAW MANUFACTURING

CO.

Dept. Via, Galesburs, Kansas, U.S.A.

should be delayed until after the trees
pruned. Perhaps it is not
necessary to say that old trees which are
being renovated need spraying more than

Lean Publishing Co., Ltd., 153 University Ave.,
Toronto.

any others.

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS, BY EDWARD

have been

remember,

that the
more severely trees are cut the longer it
will be before they bear fruit.
Cutting
should not be done for the sake of cutting.
It is easy to run amuck with a saw, but
It requires judgment
it is not profitable.
to prune enough but not too much. There
are hundreds of orchards which were considered worthless, but which have been
renovated to such an extent that they are
now paying handsome dividends. One
man has made a lot of money by leasing
the neglected orchards and fence-row trees
of his neighbors, putting them into good
condition and putting the fruit into cold
storage for the late market. Some men
have a natural faculty for this sort of
thing.
Other men are never successful
with trees. One of the orchards leased to
the farmer mentioned hardly bore enough
fruit to warrant picking it, just because
of neglect. Yet the owner was one of the
He
best dairymen in the neighborhood.
It is well to

liked

too,

working with cows and abhorred

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT.

MAC-

Rose Maurer, B.C.E., Professor of Mechanics,
University of Wisconsin.
Cloth binding.
A work

144 pp., 58 illus.
of
great value to
architects, builders, designers, steel and concrete workers.
Strength of timber, wrought
iron, steel, cast iron, brick, stone, etc.. under
all
loads
strength
of
built-up
sections
strength of beams, columns, shafts, riveted
joints, etc.
Price .$1.10.
MacLean Pub. Co..
;

14.3-153

University

-A.ve.,

Toronto.

THE GARDENETTE OR CITY BACKYARD
By Benjamin F. Albaugh. The
arranged to meet the neerls of the
beginner or amateur, especially for those who
have limited areas that are available for the
purpose. This book contains thirty full-page
illustrations, photographs, examples of the
Handsomely bound, at
author's experiments.
Gardening.

volume

is

$1.35 postpaid.

"THE BUSINESS OP FARMING."

BY WM.

Smith, author of "How to Grow 100 Bushels
The preof Corn per Acre on Worn Soil."
face of this new volume by Mr. Smith contains
a history of the science of farming from the
dawn of creation down to the present time.
The book aims to deal with every phase and
Cloth bound, postpaid,
feature of the farm.
C.

$2.25.
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working with trees and he succeeded only
with the kind of work he enjoyed.
In sections which have been invaded by
the brown tail moth, the winter's work will
include the removal of the nests. This is
exceedingly important, for there is no
other way in which this dangerous pest
can so easily be held in check or so quickly
exterminated. It is necessary, though, to
do the work carefully and not to allow any
of the caterpillars, which winter over in
a half-grown state, to escape. There is a
suspicion that inspectors in the States
sometimes leave a few for "seed" in order
that they may not lose their jobs for lack
of work to be done. The only way to deal
with the nests after they have been cut off
is to burn them.
Scraping fruit trees has little to justify
it except that it makes the trees look better, although when the bark is very rough
or when miscellaneous pests are much in
evidence it may be worth while. Sunscald
often does more damage in late winter
than most people realize. The sun's rays
are reflected by the snow and beat against
the south side of the tree, where the bark
gets warm and thaws. Then at night it

When this sort of
thing goes on a little while the bark is
broken, fungi and insect pests enter and
eventually killed. Where this
tree is
trouble exists the trees must be protected
in some manner and the best way is to
wrap the trunks with burlap, paper or
wood veneer which is designed especially
for protecting trees from rabbits and
mice, although not so often used as the
protectors
mentioned earlier in this
article. These wood veneer protectors are
freezes hard again.

especially desirable in sections where
scald prevails, for they serve a double

purpose.

And

they are not at

Whitewash

all

expen-

helpful in a degree
because it checks absorption of the sun's
rays and it is especially necessary to head
the trees low where there is danger from
sunscald.
Finally, it is well to clean up and burn
all rubbish and slash before the end of
winter. By burning the dead limbs and
other wood removed from the trees a host
of insect pests will be'destroyed. In some
orchards a large wire cage is made use of
to hold the waste wood and in which this
wood is burned. It is not wise, though, to
make fires under or close to the trees,
which are easily damaged by intense heat
at any time of year.
sive.

is
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ru Rid Your Hogs

WORMS

of

GILBERT HESS,
M. D^ D. V.

S.

certain to be troubled with worms right now; in fact, at
Unless you treat for worms and get rid of them you
can't fatten your swine at a profit.
How about the spring' pigs? The chances are that your brood sows are worm-infested. This
means stunted litters pigs from a wormy sow can't get the right start.
I guarantee that if you feed my Stock Tonic regularly as directed, you will rid your hogs of worms,
they will keep toned up and vigorous, resist disease better and fatten quickly and cheaply.

Your hogs are almost
all

seasons of the year.

—

Hess Stock

Dr.

25-lb. pall, $2.25.

sack. $7.00

100-lb.

(dut2y paid)

A Fine Conditioner—A Sure Worm Expeller
Your horses,

cattle

because animals

Why pay

and sheep are apt to be out of fix right now,
pasture and on dry feed are deprived of the

f ff

the

laxatives so plentifully furnished in grass.

peddler
twice my
price?

Feed my Stock Tonic to your animals row. It contains tonics for
enriching the blood, tonics to help their digestion and help them
assimilate their feed better, as well as laxatives for keeping the
bowels regular and clean.
Remember, when you buy my Stock Tonic from your local dealer

you save peddler's horse, team and traveling expenses, and
the small dose quantity will prove that my Stock Tonic is
the most economical, too. Now read this guarantee
So sure am I that Dr. Hess Slock
Tonic will positively rid your hogs

worms and keep your stock
healthy and vigorous, that I have
authorized my nearest dealer la
supply you ivith enough (or your
stock, and ii it does not do what
I claim, return the empty packages and get your money back.
ol

25-lb.

pail,

$2.25

100-lb.

;

sack. $7.00 (duty

smaller packages in proportion.
peddler twice my price ?

Dr.

Why

pay the

Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a

I (juarantee that this fine poultry tonic will help your hens lay.
will keep them toned up, arouse the dormant egg organs and
keep your poultry healthy. Easy to feed and very economical—
1 cent's worth a day is enough for thirty fowl.
Never sold by

It

peddlers.

IH

lbs.

5 lbs. 85c; 12 lbs. $1.75;

35c;

25-lb. pail, $3.50

(duty paid).

Dr.

Hess Instant Louse Killer

Kills lice on poultry and all farm stock. Dust the hens
and chicks with it, sprinkle it on the roosts, in the cracks
or. if kept in the dust bath, the hens will distribute it.
Also destroys bugs on cucumber, squash and melon
vines, cabbage worms, slugs on rose bushes, etc. Comes
in handy sitting-top cans. 1 lb. 35c; 3 lbs. 85c (duty paid).
I

guarantee

it.

Send for my boob that

tells all about
it's free.

—

Dr, Hess Stock Tonic

t

The

Efficient

Farm

House
Continued from Page 23.
winter or summer, or it may be glassed in
and used for a winter sunroom or conservatory.

The layout of the second floor is very
simple, the main partition walls following
pretty closely the lines of those below.

Talking

In the really efficient

farm house.

to

the Point

We

have four bedrooms, a bath-room and
opening into one of the bedrooms, a
smaller room which might be used for a
sewing-room, a dressing-room or for a
child's bedroom. A room of this kind is
not an essential, but it deserves a place

want ads. get right down to the point at
want something, say so in a few wellchosen words. Readers like that sort of straightfrom-the-shoulder talk, and that is the reason why
Classified

—

issue.

If you

condensed ads. are so productive of the best kind
of results.

Classified

dealers,

want

who

ads. are always noticed.

They are read by wide-awake,

are on the lookout for favorable opportunities to

fill

TRY A CONDENSED AD. IN THIS PAPER.

intelligent

their requirements.

—

a
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An Okanagan

Only

The Latest

Consolidation
Continued from Page 22.

Methods

least $1,500, so we may add $300 a piece
to the schools, raising the average cost
up to, say .'^1,400. Hence it would cost the

during 1913-14,
the actual cost, all told, of educating the
Summerland children was $10,503.98
In other words,
difference of $3,503.98.
the advantages of a graded school, efficient teachers, healthy pupils, regular attendance, cost the district a sum equal to
$1.65 per head of population per year, or
2 mills on the total assessment, which by
the way is of land values only. Improvements are free in Summerland.
Or look at it in another way. Reference
to the accompanying table will show that
the cost of each pupil on enrolment in the
rural schools of the province is $36.76;
on average actual daily attendance is
$54.82. The cost of educating each pupil
on enrolment in the rural municipality
schools is $59.72; on average actual daily
district $7,000, whereas,

—

SOME OF THE USES TO
WHICH THE LISTER
ENGINE IS BEING PUT
AT THE PRESENT DAY:
Pumping water out

Lister

in

the United States.

Driving threshers on farms

Operating concrete mixers

in

in

Russia.

France.

the place in Great Britain and

hand who has

Ireland of the farm

Used

for

all

front.

kinds of farm

work

in

Canada.

THE LISTER ENGINE IS BUILT IN
ENGLAND AND SOLD ALL OVER
THE WORLD. WRITE FOR OUR
CATALOGUE, ALSO FOR PARTICULARS OF
Grinders, Feed CutMilking Machines, Lighting
Pumping Plants, Melotte Cream

Lister Threshers,
ters, Silos,

and

Separators.

R. A. Lister

&

58-60 Stewart Street

WINNIPEG

is

$65.06.

The following

AUo at
QUEBEC

Works: DURSLEY.

Co., Ltd.
TORONTO
ST.

JOHN.

ENGLAND

N.B.

is

In rural schools
In rural niun. schools
In city schools
In Summerland schools

A

OperatingLister electric lighting plants

gone to the

;

.'i;54.82

59.72
77.41

75.45
92.58
65.06

49. ,31

Gives reliable and unbiased
facts (we do not sell silos) on

every
stave,

buiU

silo

— home

made

hoop and octagonal

silos

cRinent, concrete silos
—all modifications.
Also covers
every Top used for silage— 41 of tliem.
Here's an entirely new book— 264 pages
—better than former copies used as text
books in colleges. Copyrighted November, 1914. Ten page index.
send it
for 20c coin or stamps.
Send for this
new copy today.
pit, brick, tile,

We

Silver's "Ohio"
Silo Fillers
Write for catalog and fourcolor poster folder which we
send free. Enclose 20c to
cover duty and postapeand

we send "Modern Silage
Methods" with tbem.

The

Silver Mfg. Co.

331 Broadway, Salem. O.

GRASSELLI
SPRAY PRODUCTS
OLDEST

a table

S.'ie.Te

Tells you
there is to
pres.
ent-day silage feeding—how to build silos.
all

is

ma-

sheep-shearing

Zealand.

Taking

At Summerland

Cost of each
pupil on
Cost of
each pupil on average daily
enrolment.
attendance.

Driving Lister milking machines

in

$75.45.

of the trenches in

chines in Australia.

New

it is

the cost of each pupil on enrolment
$49.31 on average daily attendance it

showing the
actual cost of each pupil on enrolment and
on average daily attendance in the Province of British Columbia during 1913-14.

Flanders.

Driving

attendance

20"
know about

Silage

LISTER:^
Gasoline

Modern

Powdered

GRASSELLl-Bordeaux Mixture. Paste
GRASSELLI-Sulphate of Nicotine, 40

GRASSELLI Free Nicotine, 40
GRASSELLI Paris Green
Write Us

The

continue to decrease slightly.
In the face of these facts and figures
the contention that consolidation greatly
increases the cost per pupil seems hardly
sustainable.

In this world where a man's reach
should exceed his grasp even good things
do not attain absolute perfection, so it is
with consolidated schools. No one must
think that their arrival will remove all
the evils of the present system or prove
a complete panacea for the afflictions thrft
attack the education of the rural school
pupil.
But admitting that the teacher
must be a better disciplinarian and a more
capable instructor in order that he or
she may make up for the distinct disadvantages of not coming into touch with
the home and parents of the child, and
also of being unable to detain delinquent
or backward pupils after school, the fact
is beyond question that the Summerland

Chemical

Grasselli

Co.

Limited

comparative statement of taxation

rates in the various municipalities is not
available, but the 6 mills levied at Summerland for school purposes, is much below that of many municipalities and probably well below the average.
The cost of conveying the children has
steadily decreased.
In 1912-13 it was
$13.60 per day; in 1913-14 it was $12.00
per day, while in 1914-15 it is $9.80 per
day. Some other items have also shown
a decrease and even though new schools
will have to be opened for primary work,
or the Central school enlarged before long,
it is probable that the cost per pupil will

BEST

and

GRASSELLI — Lime-Sulphur Solution
GRASSELLI Arsenate of Lead, Paste and

Toronto

Montreal

Hamilton

Burns, Sprains,
Strains or Bruises

xVs a first aid for

you cannot
better

get

a

remedy.

MINARD'S
LINIMENT
has

shown

the

.

test

has

time and
of
given years of

satis-

faction

to

its

manj

users.

A

good

ternal

remedy for
beast.

in-

external

r

man

or

Gives instant

relief.

Beware

of

Sold on

Imitations.
merits.

its
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school is a tremendous improvement on
the one-roomed rural school system.
No better proof of this can be offered
than Ae fact that last summer the school
board advised the people at Trout Creek,
the section farthest from the school, that
the board was v^^illing to open a primary
pubschool in their immediate district.

For You-a wonderful Book
on Farm Drainage - FREE
Do you know you can take as much crop off
100 acres properly drained as you can off 200
acres not drained and save half the
labor?
It's a fact. Do you know that proper, inexpensive tile drainage

A

lic

meeting was called when the parents

declared, that despite the drive of three
miles, they preferred to send even their
young children to the Central school,
rather than to a small one-room school at

— prevents

surface

—

Write us today. Mention this paper.

Seeing

Your book

Dominion Sewer Pipe

Canada

Continued from Page

season

teresting booklet on this subject ? Much to learn nothing to
pay. Don't neglect anything that will help you grow better,
bigger crops. Proper drainage means as much as two dollars
in your bank account for every one that goes there now, and
the Goverment lends you money for the Tile if desired.

-^

of

the

washing — makes your land lighter to work— prevents drought and
increases the quantity and improves the quality of your crops ?
Why not have us send you, today, free of charge, a very in-

their very door.

More

pulverization — lengthens

assists

is

waiting

.

Co., Limited

QWAWSPA »WT*Din

39.

the prairie wind more or less. In fact
nothing seems to be exactly on the straight
beginning at the Winnipeg Parliament
Buildings and going west.
It

was while

idea of the

gamble

in

way

I got some
the populace used to

>VHATTHE

and into their

CAN DOM^TH

Calgary that

in real estate,

so-

Shares that cost one
called oil wells.
dollar sold for $1,000 in three days

everybody had shares and the man without 20 thousand worth of stock was a curiosity until the bubble burst.
One man
owned a few shares which his agent sold
for $60,000 and to show his appreciation
of services rendered, he gave the broker
fifteen of it
until it went broke. School
teachers, widows, business men, stenographers, all either made a fortune or lost
it.
Though a hard lesson, it was a good
onie.
Some blamed the war for the great
slump in the West, they got some relief
by saying the war did it, but it was selfinflicted.
Where could the rush stop? A
lot could not double its value for each man
when it changed hands every two weeks,
sooner or later there must be a halt. The
day that halt did come was a blessing, for
real estate sharks were the curse of the
country. Now since it is all over, everybody is broke and happy, they have turned
to business, the city and country will develop on their merit not on air or paper.

CONCRETE

—

—

THE WOMAN WHO DOESN'T LOOK BACK
Yes, the homesteader is the most fortunate of all men, his work was honest,
his toil exacting, the isolation almost unendurable but he is safe now.
Ralph
Connor, and Service too, describe well the
pioneer life but you can't believe it or
realize what it means until you see the
lonely shack on the thoughtless prairie.
Oh, the pitiful picture of the beautiful
young wife as she stands in the back
door of their hut holding her hands up to
shade her tear-stained eyes as she tries
to comfort herself by merely looking towards the East and home. She gave up
all to com-e out and be a partner with him.
The husband is not so badly off, he at least
has the company of horses and that's
something, but the woman is alone, alone.
God only knows what she endured, for she
never once complained.
Knighthoods,
luxury and wealth are heaped upon our
politicians, but make no mistake the
pioneer farmer's wife will eventually

WOEE'
madress
160 pages of valuable building information^^ 52
useful plans complete details on how to make
improvements on the farm that are fire-proof,

—

weather-proof, time-proof and economical
besides scores of other interesting facts.

—

the standard authority on farm building construction.
has saved thousands of dollars for more than 75,000
Canadian farmers and will save money for you, If you
haven't a copy, send in the coupon NOW. The book is free.
It's
It

Canada Cement
Company

Limited,

MONTREAL.

—

FILL IN

COUPON AND MAIL TO-DAY

CANADA CEMENT COMPANY
r

(-„_

L I Ibl

LIMITED, HeraUBnildiiig, MONTREAL.
Gentlemen: Please send me a free cony of
1
"What The Farmer Can Do With Concrete".
-i

Name
Street and

City

,_

No
Prov

I
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wear a more glorious crown than they
all.
She is the sinew, backbone, yes and
the brains of the next generation and
her sons shall rule the land.

Farm Books That Help
where we know the most. In virgin soils where
everything in plant food was present, to get a crop was an easy matter.

To-day we farm the
To-day, when
get the results.

best

somewhat

soils are

depleted,

it

man who knows

needs the

to

Experimenting is costly business for a private farmer.
and experimental farms are for that purpose. It is

Besides our colleges
plain, therefore, that
information is necessary to a successful fruit grower, stock farmer, gardener,
poultryman, beekeeper, dairyman or grain grower. Start a library by putting
in occasionally one or more good, reliable books. Unreliable ones are dear at

any

Here

price.

breeders

for

cattle in America,

By Harry
of tte

Gazette

Editor' Breeders'

leader

Shorthorn

of

with a history of the

British work.
$2.10, postpaid;

New

Jersey Agricultural College

covering the poultry question in
Espeeiall\
a thoroughly scientific way.
good for the big poultry breeder.

Feeding

By
of

A companion volume

to the one on Shortrepre_sents the latest in the

Whitef aces. ^
$2.25, postpaid;

The

.

half leather, $2.60

Joe E.

growing, cultivation
a;id curing of this great hay crop.
'

Joe E. Wing
Discusses the growing of all kinds of hav
and grasses.

R. A. Craig, D.V.M.
Purdue University

Especially emphasizes causes, preventioii
and recognition of common diseases.
$1.60, postpaid

Orchards
By Fred C. Sears

By

Massachusetts Agricultural College
from buying of land
to marketing and advertising fruit.
of

Practical, up-to-date,

$1.60, postpaid

$1.60, postpaid

Lippincott Series

These books are recent ones and cover the
following subjects in a comprehensive way.
All books bound in cloth and illustrated.

Vegetables
By John W. Lloyd

'

of the University

Illinois

of

places vegetable gardening on a safe
and sure basis.
The book for moneymaking, business farmers.

Swine
Prof, of

Day

Animal Husbandry

at

$1.60, postpaid

the O.A.C.,

Guelph.

330 pages, with

7.5

illustrations,

Farm Dairying

descrip

and treats of breeding, management,
marketing and disease.
tive,

$1.60, postpaid

By Laura Rose

A

$1.35, postpaid

Carl W.

valuable education you receive, the in-

from real nature and the debuoyant life of the Westerners
thrills you with a something that makes
the roughest road as smooth as glass.
Most of all when the farmer is out in the
stubble field following the plough and his
spiration
lightful

is doing up the dinner dishes the
lingering memories of the vacation make
the long hours slip pleasantly away as
they live that trip all over again day by
What higher dividend could you
.day.

ask?

An Onion

Bonanza

Continued from Page 35
provided by the owner and the worklive there and board themselves.
Some share half and half, while others
receive forty per cent, and give the owners
sixty. The amount of work done by the
owner, and the materials supplied, of
course determine the ratio of division of
the profits.
But however the division is made, there
This
is a handsome profit on either side.
year the onion crop was poor, the yield
not running higher than two hundred bags
per aci'e, but in a good year the yield
runs as high as four hundred bags to the
acre.

from a dollar and ten to a
So you
quarter per sack.

selling at
dollar and a
see there is

money in onions.
As one of the growers backed

real

his automobile out of the brick garage by the side
of his spacious, deep-verandahed, up-town
"Yes, we do
residence, he remarked:
pretty well out of our onions, pretty well,

indeed."

And

I

believe he told the truth.

When

the first year of the Boys' and
Pig Club in Caddo Parish, Louisiana, came to an end, it was found that it
had provided a means for education of
great value. Expert teaching had been
given, but preaching without practice had
failed to reach the older farmers. It was
as a result of this first club that a farmer
Girls'

Sheep Farming

Gay

By Joe

of the

Covers,

man

Canadian book by a Canadian writer

on the subject.

Horses

By

a

At the present time onions are

It

Geo. E.

Why

will return

ers

of

Meadows and Pastures

By

woman)

from a trip like
that with enough enthusiasm and cheer
stored up to carry this earthly craft over
many a choppy sea. Apart from the in(or

California

Diseases of Animals

By

full story of the

The

of

$1.60, postpaid

Wing

$2.00, postpaid

F. W. Wohl

University

37.5 pages, 96 illustrations, covering feed
ing of farm animals and feeding stuffs.

Alfalfa in America

By

than one hundred dollars.

$2.10, postpaid

half leather, $2.60

of the Heref or Js
By Alvin H. Sanders

and

—

wife

R. Lewis

A book

The Story
horns

not order one now?

Poultry

Shorthorn Cattle
By Alvin H. Sanders
The

Why

are a few leaders that will help.

Now all this is the actual cash value of
a holiday this is a fraction of what you
can get for an investment of barely more

University of Pennsylvania
structure,
tj-pes,
principles

breeding and horse in service.
$1.60, postpaid

of

E.

in

America

Wing

368 pages and treats fully the whole subject.

$1.10, postpaid

In addition to the foregoing list we can supply books on
pertaining to general agriculture.

many

other subjects

—
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of the conservative type was led into a
competition with one Orange McGee, of
Goldonna, Louisiana old ways against

Toronto, Ontario

new ways.
The two men selected litter mates eight
weeks old when the trial began. When it
ended, young McGee's pig weighed 520
pounds, and his rival's 65; the expenses
were, respectively, $15.54 and $5, and one
sold for $58 and the other for $8.
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our rural schools have any

Consolidated Schools and Social Life
Continued from Page
crop in this locality. These trays were so
universally met with and so numerous
that they created comment, the visitor remarking that he supposed this was one of
the experiments conducted in connection
with the course in agriculture. The answer was that this was a service that the
schools were performing for the farmers
of the county, that as the season for planting approached all the farmers of the
community sent samples of their seed to
the school to be tested. The work was
done by senior pupils under the supervision of the teacher of agriculture or
science. Accurate records were kept and
the owners furnished with a reliable estimate of what per cent, of his seed he
might expect to germinate. It is not to be
wondered at that intelligent people should
appreciate an institution that is rendering services like these. And what about
the boys who do this work? Think of what
it is doing for them and of the interest
and zest added to their school life as compared with what we are familiar with.
But again some ob'ector may be heard
saying, "What need of consolidation, why
cannot we have things like that in our
present schools." In reply it is only necessary to say that for some years now a
number of the best and most progressive
educationists of the county have been
trying to get just such things as these into
our public schools, with what success, it
The fact is that
is not necessary to say.
they are not there yet and, as has been
said, these papers are dealing with facts
and not with theories.
One might go on to enlarge on the various other uses to which these buildings
are put. They are used, for instance, for
Sunday school conventions, even church
socials are said to be held in them sometimes, because a meeting there appeals to
the whole community and not to a fraction of it only. It would not be possible,
however, to give any fully adequate idea
of the pride and satisfaction with which
the people look upon their beautiful
schools. They are conscious of the fact
that they have the best possible, that there
is nothing lacking in their schools that
can be had in even the best city schools.
Their children can go fiom the primary
grade right on till they are ready to enter
the university in the same school and
never be away from home. The people
realize that this is something unusual in
the country and at the same time worth
while, and they are proud, even boastful
of it.

WHAT THE CHILDREN THINK OF IT
Some reference has already been made
to the attitude of the children, which may
be said to be universally favorable.
In
one school visited, the pupils of the high
school grade, who had all attended a district school at an earlier stage, were asked
to indicate by a raised hand how many
would prefer to return to the old system.
No hands were raised but a laugh went up
that answered more convincingly than
anything else could. From a bundle of
letters written in one of these schools by

scientific provision for ventilation. In fact that is one
of the things that is almost impossible to
get trustees to make provision for.
very

48.

A

pupils of the first year high school class,
giving reasons for preferring the consolidated to the one-room school, it can be
seen that there are certain things that appeal to all. Some of these are: better
teachers, fewer classes to a teacher, access
to a large and well-furnished library of
reading and reference books, the advantages of being able to study domestic

and manual training, and the better sanitary conditions.
One boy lays
stress on the fact that games such as baseball and basketball, that were not possible
science

at the small school can be played. Another
vv'ith a touch of originality, whose forte is
quite evidently not letter writing, says that
he got his education up to the high school
standard in an ungraded school. "There,"
he says. "They do not give manual training. The only manual training I got was
on the hog lot and pasture fence, which
did not altogether suit my nature. Manual
training besides being useful is also
pleasurable."
The sanitary side is one that is well
woith more than a passing notice. Few of

The

small percentage have a supply of good
drinking water. In most schools the water
is brought from a neighboring farm where
the source is not by any means proof
against contamination. It stands, sometimes for whole days, in the atmosphere of
the school, amid dust and flies, in a pail
that perhaps was clean once. Everybody
drinks from the same cup, dipping it into
the pail. At a very large proportion of
the rural schools, the outbuildings are
simply a disgrace, especially in the winter.
Contrast with this the beautiful,
clean,
thoroughly ventilated building,
with its running water, drinking fountains and sanitary toilets, comfortable and
secluded, where there are no obscene
markings or vulgar writing, then judge
as to which is likely to conduce most fully
to the healthy moral and physical development of the children.
Do we believe that the boys and girls
are the most important crop produced in
our rural communities? We say we do.
but actions sometimes speak louder than
words.

Iron

Hot

is

Continued from Page

by including in their work that of a seed
growers' association and general livestock
association, the latter proving useful not
only for improving the breed, but in
standardizing the breed and encouraging

mixed farming generally.
So far as the educational side of the
work is concerned, every local society is a
centre in itself. Under one or the other
of the activities mentioned above, we find
practically all the recognized ideas for
better farming, better business and better
living on the part of the farmers themselves are discussed. The work is as yet
in its infancy. Just how it will develop

ganizations

A

sales.

hard to say. It seems to me that its
possibilities for the future can hardly be

farms to incoming settlers, work which is
done at present by the real estate operator,
and which is paid for by the buyer or the
seller and very often both. There is also
a big field for the work of farmers' or-

in

few

the matter of

farmers'

farm auction

societies

have

already practised this in a small v/ay very
successfully. New Zealand and Australia
have done the same on a large scale.
One could continue outlining the possibilities of work along these lines indefinitely, but enough has been said perhaps to justify my question, "Why do not
all the farmers organize?" and in attempting to justify the asking of that question
I shall have perhaps done something to
answer the question, "How farmers can
organize."

it is

exaggerated. It is certain, however, that
sooner or later local units must unite under a common central office, but it must
be remembered that for permanency development must take place from the outside toward the centre. In the co-operative
movement it must be the people themselves who solve their own problems
through self education along business
lines. To solve the problem of central organization, farmers must first learn to
solve the problem of local organization.
This article has already become long
enough, but if we still need a little more of
the middleman's portion of the dollar,
we can, after our central has been reasonably developed, take up such work as insurance on a larger scale than anything
the local units could do, the placing of
farm mortgages and the actual selling of

5.

The

Trail

Has Too Many Locals With
Some 105,000 Irisji
Fa)-m,ers Who Are Coming

Ireland
I\

'

a

I ember ship of

Into Their

Own

HORACE PLUNKETT, K.C.V.O.,
SIR
of Dublin Ireland, in making an address for the Third National Conference on Marketing and Farm Credits
at Chicago in November last, described
the weak spot in American rural economy
as being a lack of business organization
on the part of the farmers. He dwelt upon
the chaotic conditions that accompany the
marketing of farmers' products and the
purchasing of farmers' supplies. He
showed how the cities of America and
other nations have been developed at the
expense of the countryside. He declared
that the time is now ripe for all public
spirited persons to interest themselves
in the fundamental development of the
agriculture of this country. "They must
get together" he said, "they must eUmi-

I
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nate waste, or America will fall behind
more .competent nations." He showed how
the co-operative movement of Europe has
stood the test of the greatest crises in the
world's history and dwelt at length upon
the sharpening of the business ability of
the co-operative managers as a result of
the stringent conditions now prevailing.
Not only must North America learn to
organize her food supply, he said, to meet
critical periods such as war, but America
must prepare for the great international
competition which is bound to strike the
North American farmer keenest, since he
is farthest behind in organization for his
own interest. This damage to the farmer
will be reflected in every other industry;
for this continent is still dominantly a
farming country.
He urged the farmer to learn the first
principles of selling farm products the
preparation of packages for marketing
and consignment in such a way that they
will be delivered regularly and under
guarantee-pack.
"The towns have flourished at the expense of the country," he said. "Now, by
the use of the townsmen's methods, the
countrymen can only come into their own
again, but the form of combination which
farmers must develop for their own welfare difi'ers somewhat from the form of
combination that townsmen have so successfully adopted. The farmers' form of
combination should be the co-operative
corporation. This kind of a corporation
has for its object the development of business on a democratic basis. It contains
the 'one man one vote' principle it limits
the interest on the share capital to a
moderate amount; it provides for a division of profits above this on the basis of
patronage, after certain parts of the.
profits have been set aside for a reserve
fund for depreciation and for other necessary purposes to develop the organization to a successful growth.

—

—

insure a progressive and agreeable social
life in a community. Again, your rural
communities are often badly handicapped
in their social life by the fact that they
contain groups of diff'erent nationalities,
sometimes speaking languages unintelligible to each other.
"Finally, the great distances which often divide the rural inhabitants in your
huge country are a formidable obstacle to

common

action.

"I mention these adverse factors not as
a reason against, but as a reason for, cooperation. Co-operation is the best
might almost say the only foundation for
a rural community. It will go far to put
an end to the migratory habit and to
create a desire to have a permanent home
and a progressive social existence. A good
co-operative organizer can teach farmers
how to make use of the telephone and the
motor car in discussing and conducting
their common affairs and thus overcome
the difficulty of distance.

—

SOME FINANCES ESSENTIAL
"Allow me to utter the warning which
will have to be faced in the United States
and Canada, as well as in the United
Kingdom, in France, in Germany and in
other countries. This relates to the very
vital problem of co-operative finance, both

what

is

called 'long term' or 'real credit'

and 'short term' or 'personal credit.' Finance is, indeed, a vital part of the cooperative organism, and in all forms of
co-operation the goodness of the financial
system depends on the presence of the
true co-operative spirit. There was never
a purer embodiment of that spirit than in
the ideals of Raiffeisen. No onovement
ever realized more clearly than the
Raiffeisen movement that co-operation to
be real and abiding must rest on the spirit
of self-help among its members. No movement was ever more independent in spirit.
And that lies at the root of all true cooperation. That, too, is one reason why
co-operation, if properly and purely explained to our people who have been so
nurtured on the doctrine of liberty, shall
yet seize upon and hold their imagination.
"There is nothing more vital for the
co-operative movement as it is to-day and
for its future than that it should clearly
sound out this note of self-help. Looking
not only to the future of America, but at
the movement in the old world to-day, his
idea stirs the depth of my feelings that
while the state and the voluntary move-

ment must advance side by side, that while
the state must give its aid to the cooperative movement, it must seek to secure
to that movement the greatest freedom."

Pruning the Knotty Terms
Continued from Page

of Science
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CO-OPERATION ONE THING NEEDFUL

"These co-operative corporations should
be organized under uniform laws. They
should be exempt, as in England, from the
income tax, just so long as they remain
non-exclusive as to membership but they
should be required by law to submit to
regular audits and their accounts should
be filed in some public department and be
subject to inspection at any time."
"I do not think you will ever be able to
get either the brains or the capital of
American farmers properly applied to
production until they find some means of
escape from a business situation which
gives them, to say the least, a precarious
hold upon the profits of their industry.
The way of escape is no other than cooperative organization.
"When you come to the part which cooperative organization may play in the
social improvement of your rural communities you are confronted with one comparatively new factor which will be somewhat surprising to my British and Irish
friends.
There is a marked tendency
throughout the United States from occupying ownership to tenancy. It is extremely difficult to get people who have no
abiding interest in the place of their habitation to cohcern themselves for all those
things which must be attended so as to
;

books, notably in the Latin high school
Here, after introducing the
cases quite pedagogically, the authors
cause confusion by rearranging the order
of the cases that the student has learned
up to page 29, and by giving him a new
order that has nothing in its favor but the
approval of tradition. More can be said on
this point, but this is neither the time nor
the place for enlarging on the matter.
Suffice it to say, that since memory depends largely on first impressions, too
much care cannot be taken to avoid confusing those impressions.
trivial matter someone will say. Not so, mental life
depends upon taking care of such trivialities, as surely as social life
in general
depends upon the observance of certain
little conventions and proprieties.
As an aid to memory, we as teachers do
not turn to account the sense of rhythm

grammar.

not outbursts of spring poetry but never
spring prose, though as someone has aptly
said, one should not write poetry unless
one can't help it) If the mind then learns
more easily by having the materials
whipped into rhj-thmic form, why not help
the pupil's memory by adopting, whenever practicable, such a method. Old
school-masters did, in fact, use such methods, especially in teaching Latin, and today men who have forgotten nearly all
their Latin, can yet glibly recite and say:
.

Ad, ante, de
Cum, in, and inter,
Ob, post and prae
Sub and super

A

innate in nearly every pupil. Rhythm, in
its application, is as wide as the sea, extending, as it does, from the swing of a
hammock, the beat of the foot to music, to
the stately march of a dactylic hexameter
of Homer, Virgil, or Langfellow. There is
ample evidence all around us how
rhythmical lines or jingles stick. What
school boy in country or town ever forgets,
"High diddle diddle, the cat and the
fiddle,"

or

"Sing a

A

.song of sixpence,

pocket full of rye."
or even
"It's a long way to Tipperary, it's a
long way to go"?
The point here seems to be that the
human mind of all ages and at all stages
revels in rhythm (hence outpourings, if

(prepositions which compounded with certain verbs govern the dative case). Further instances will readily suggest themselves to any of our readers who were

fortunate enough to be taught in that
Now the "new" pedagogy that flourished about fifteen years ago (and still
lives and moves and has its being) decried
some of the old methods, and rightly too.
But the tendency, as always, was to swing
the pendulum of change (revolution nearly) too far towards the other extreme,
with the result that the "good" of the old
went out with the "bad," and we have
swung over to considerable "more bad."
Once more the truth must lie near the
mean, and farther from either extreme.
Here evolution, not revolution should

way.

apply.

To show that rhythmical constructions
still

have a place among devices to aid

memory,

let the following personal experience be cited as evidence.
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"Well Harry, have you forgotten your
Latin?"
"Pretty nearly. The only things I remember, and believe me, shall never forget are those rhymes you used to give us
on, say, the 'ut
tion."

"Try

it

"Well,
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and subjunctive' construc-

now Harry."

let

" 'With

me

see.

Here

advise,

ask,

it is

command

and

strive,

By

ut translate infinitive;

But never be this rule forgotten,
Put ne for ut when there's a not

in;

"
Otherwise your Latin's rotten.'
(A revised version, it will be noted, of
that of by-gone days)
Harry, by the way, is now a doctor at
the front, with perhaps less use for Latin
the dry-as-dust kind than ever before.
Or perhaps a Latin version of a few
lines of the chorus of a popular song of
those days, say, for instance, "In the
Shade of the Old Apple Tree." turned into
the corresponding metre; thus,

—

—

You Can Grow Prize Fruit by

umbra mali
Ub(i) amorem vid(i) oculi."

"In veteris

SPRAYING

(In the shade of the old apple tree.
the love in her eye I could see)

When

Note that either the English or the
Roman method of pronouncing the Latin
will serve the purpose, and elision must
be considered in the second

your fruit trees with the right sprayer

line.

These rhythmical arrangements of
grammatical facts (or for that matter,
any facts) that keep the memory, are
called, in weightier phrase "mnemonic
(enough said). It is the
devices"
writer's belief that anything which tends
wholesome
interest and
to stimulate
hence help the memory, is sound from the
teacher's .standpoint. How is this for one

Over two hundred

prize

and

who

Sprayer

last Spring,

winners at last year's Fairs were growers who used our
followed our directions about when and how to spray trees.

Your orchard can be made to produce three times its last year's yield, and
many dollars to your bank balance if you spray with the

—

Automatic Power Sprayer

"Change the signs in the lower line, and
proceed as in addition." (Let the mathematical men pronounce on it after trial.)
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a

let

made
H.

in

P.

vertical

leads of

complete

three sizes.

Engine,

spray

visible

ft.

nozzles,

in all details.

Pontiac Special
as illustrated below,

is a large capacity mach'ine for
with a large Fruit Orchard.
It is most
of Canada's prominent growers.

the

OLD SONG WAS RECALLED
efficient

and gives good

service with

many

man

One morning early, an effort was made
to recall the words and tune of a popular
song of eighteen years ago

is

-ve
"

witli

tw.i

tanks and i.s
y equipped.

I

lid

on a
gnarante.*

Canadian
•Sprayer Co.,

Trenton, Ont.
Sirs:

Kindly send me
your
book
on

Write for Prices

Spraying.

We

have prepared a book free to farmers with orchards and fruit
growers. It tells when and how to spray your fruit trees and

the bur-

vegetables.
Fill out the

Wabash Far Away."
made that part return

For a while every effort to recall
the rest of the chorus failed. The tune,

1

irs'

— the last line being "On

the Banks of the
Repetition, you see,

made

IS

the Banks of the Wabash Far Away,"
suggested itself, evidently because while
he was casting about for some song, association led to the recall of the name of a
fellow student, who used to sing well all
popular songs of those days; and with
his singing was associated the above song.
It came back, only in name though, with
all the setting of the house, room, and circumstances, in Kingston away back in
late September, 1897.

The name of the song above

Pontiac Special

Tlie

—college days,

"On

den of the chorus-

tank, gear-

pump, two 25

cylinder

Hose, two

consists of

It

cypress

The

memory.

HOW AN

is

2V.

driven

us conclude this already
too long article by a reference to the following experiment conducted by the writer
on the aspect of recall or recollections as
furnishing some evidence in support of
the assumption herein contained, that the
physiological theory is at least a workable one in explaining the mind activity
called

JUNIOR

X. L.

I.

in algebra, to fix the rule for subtraction

But enough,

the

extra profit will add

coupon.

Canadian Sprayer Co., Trenton, Ont.
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The Details

Farming

of

THERE

are little odds and ends of
technical agriculture that the business farmer likes to have at his fingers'
That is why we are making
ends.

The February

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
Reference Number. It covers nearly every subject
in farm life. The way of doing things, the time to
plant, the rations for steers, the production of poultry,
the reason of bees, and such matter, are a few hints of
a

what

will appear.

however, came easily after repeating the
refrain once or twice with a rhythmical
swing.
At 9.30 that morning, the only
result was the recollection that the chorus
contained four lines.

Then the battle for recall began in real
The writer kept humming the
tune with the only line he had at his
command. Presto! from the depths of
earnest.

came, mark you, the
third line, started no doubt, by a motor
nerve cue of the fourth line quoted above.
This is the line as it appeared in memory:
the sycamores the candle lights

subconsciousness

"...

are gleaming."
What preposition

should be there to
govern sycamores was not yet clear. Then
he hummed at intervals the whole day
long till 6 p.m. using the preposition "in."
"In the sycamores the candle lights are
gleaming
On the banks of the Wabash far away."
Nothing more could be recalled. The
services of reason were then enlisted.
"What word can rhyme with 'gleaming,' " Memory asked.
And Reason, to
help his brother, at once replied:
"Many words, but why not try 'singing', for it will give you both rhyme and
reason."

At once Mind saw the aptness of the
word suggested, for did not the concrete
images of the whole song setting so far

"down south," "darkies,"
"the gloaming on the Mississippi," and
hence "singing." Reason had helped
recalled, suggest

Special articles on
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Managing- a Dairy Farm
The Good Roads Situation
Building: a

New House
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ing
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farmer's condition.

sure to get this

number
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it

were, at attention, the

image of the apparently

for-

gotten quatrain, with even the absent
preposition in line all standing out in
memory as clear as the noonday sun:

—

the moonlight you can hear the
darkies singing,
From the meadow comes the breath of
new mown hay.
Through the sycamores the candle lights
are gleaming.
On the banks of the Wabash far away."

"In

The issue will carry forth some of the best efforts of
photographers and engravers. The special messages
of leaders will inspire to greater efforts to better the
Be

an eye there charged across his mind, and
full-bodied

And Many More.
Special Writers

Then came a period of active
to speak.
thinking, all mind's forces being brought
up to reinforce the suggestion. The feelings one experiences in seeking to remember a name arose.
The words of those
other lines seemed to tingle, to tremble on
the verge, but did not come. This shadow
of recognition, however, was a good sign.
Suddenly there came in faint outline an
indefinite image of something about the
"breath of new mown hay." There matters remained at supper time, and no further conscious effort was made.
At ten o'clock that night, when the
writer was leturning from a walk in the
moonlight, his thoughts on everything but
the recall of the song, in the twinkling of
then stood, as

Returns,

"""

rhyme. So "Singing" was caught up and
remained suspended in mental mid-air, so

UNIVERSITY AVENUE

-

Such in brief, though long enough, is a
description of what occurred in the
writer's own experience just three weeks
ago. What youth, either in town or country, cannot in this way put his own memory to the test, in seeking to recall songs
once learned from grandfather or neighbor, whose refrains, say, now alone remain, such

as.
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"All bound round with a woollen string,"
or
"My faither, the elder like a' godly men,
He would stak' a' the doors aboot half-

Make

past ten,"
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Now

the Change

fr

"Tne

old oaken bucket that

hung

in

the

well"?

Mogul 8-16

Austrian Peoples
the

in

Kerosene

West

Continued from Page

Tractor
10.

perimental work in agriculture into the
midst of the people it is designed to beneIn ten years we may expect to see
fit.
the Ukranian agricultural expert supplant the Ukranian agitator in popular
favor.
Presently the folly of seeking to
maintain a little bit of Europe in Canada
will become apparent to all. The following
incident which occurred in Northern Alberta a few years ago, may serve to illustrate how this may be expected to come
about. A Ruthenian who knew no English,
and was violently opposed to English
teaching in the schools, went to town to
The prospective purchaser
sell a cow.
happened to be away from home, and his
wife knew not a word of Ruthenian. Fortunately the farmer had brought his little
son with him, and the lad in spite of encouraged absence from school had picked
up some English. He acted as interpreter.
The father went home with the price of
the cow in his pocket, and a new idea in
That new idea made him a
his head.
Canadian. A little child shall lead them.

CRANO PRIZC

WINNiR

[

S/IN FR/INCISCV

eXPOSITlUN

T HESE

]

are the da3's of heavy horse power
Hay and
expense. The horses are idle.
oats are worth so much it's a shame to use them for
feed.
It takes five acres of land to raise enough to

^

feed one liorse one 3'ear. Horses are at the top of the market,
with prices higher than for years x:>ast. The market for horses
is so good that, even at these higher prices, they are easy to sell.
What better time could there be to consider replacing some of
your horses with a Mogul 8-16 kerosene tractor?
You can use a Mogul 8-16 with profit for about all the work
the tractor does it better and
3-ou are now doing with horses
cheaper. It takes less of your time to care for it. It increases
five acres for every
the amount of land you make a profit from
horse it replaces. It is tlie right size for most of your belt work.
kerosene, naphtha, benzine, motor spirits,
It burns any fuel oil
enabling j'ou to use the cheapest fuel you can buy.
not plan to sell some of your horses now and save tho
winter feeding? Mogul 8-16 will take their place and do your
Write today for our 100-page book
spring work in time.

;

'

|

—

—

—

Why

"Tractor Power vs. Horse Power." which we will send ])rom[)tly
you'll only ask for it.
Write us at the nearest branch house.

—

Kote. TMs is the third article hy G. B.
Nissans on the peoples of Western Canada who
u<re born toith another tongue. The first, on
tlie
Mennonites, appeared in the Novemhir
number. The second, on the French, appeared
in December.
One on the Icelanders appears
The Editor.
in March.
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farmer has a square farm to divide

FURS WANTE
&

By A. SUSKIND
CO.,
HIGHEST PRICES PAID.
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST.

among

his five sons. To the eldest son he
gives one-quarter of the whole farm in
the form of a square as shown in the
diagram. How can the remainder be

of Ginada, Ltd.

BRANCH HOUSES
M.

A

Company

International Harvester

—

Solution to Our
Puzzle

^

'

I^^W' ^o^T. n.y.
LIBERAL ASSORTMENT.
IT IS FREE.
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"Safety First" in Buying
NOT
The
one buyer in a thousand ever has a chance to make the investigation
merchant's reliability that the publisher has.
responsible
publisher must do all in his power to protect the interests of the readers
as to the

fenced off so as to give each of the other
boys a piece of land of exactly the same
size and shape?
The solution is given in the diagram at
the right.

The American people have formed the
habit of expanding their chests, sticking
their thumbs in the armholes of their vests
and complacently announcing that they
are the greatest people on earth. Then
they commence to strut around like a
turkey gobbler. They step into a mudhole
and

feel foolish.

The Roadmaker.

of his publication.
If

you would have "safety-first"

advertising columns of

in

buying you

will

do well

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

to

consult the

Our advertisements are carefully censored, and we have repeatedly turned aside
applications aggregating hundreds of dollars just because we were afraid our
readers might lose through questionable advertisements.
Look through this issue and see if there is not something you can buy to better
FARMER'S
advantage because
has investigated the

THE

MAGAZINE

advertiser.

Please don't forget
in

when

writing advertisers to say you saw their

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

announcement
'
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our subscribers are
Write
welcomed.
plainly on one side of

Tone

exquisite

quality of the Newcombe
For
its reputation.

Piano has established

fifty years Newcombe pianns have been
giving pleasure and service to Canadians.
After hearing its pure tone quality you

over

will

want

to posiess a

Our Player Pianos

Newcombe.

have a humin-'ike con-

and eipression. contain all the latest
devices and improvements, are easy to play.
P"cial prices and attention given to

trol

mail orders.

Call at our nearest showrooms or write us

PIANO CO.
Limited

359 Yonge
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Toronto
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G. L., Melford, Sask. I would like if
you could give or obtain for me the best
way to build a fairly large root cellar,
making it frost proof, in Northern Saskatchewan, one say, that would hold 1,000
bushels of potatoes or other roots. I would
like the constmiction to be as cheap as
possible.

about six

know where
D. S.,
can purchase 250 bushels of clean seed of
O.A.C. No. 3 oats for my own use.
Answer. We do not know of many who
have this oat for sale as yet. The Canadian Seed Growers' Association have one
with 200 bushels on hand. We have mailed
you his address.

Hear
Write for ou
big Introductory offer on the
latest scientific
liearing instruperfected

new

1915 Thin Receiver Model

C

DL._„ MANY times nseffliiPntaiiilpowiTfiil
ears tar rnonea, theoi,imo.ki. s,id.inrrs,,/s,.„,„i
M.»-«
in 8 a.Ijustiiiciits.iiist.iiitlychaiigedby atomrb of the liiii,'" r.
Hiild in Canada direct Jrimi om- itontrial
di/iivon?!/. ontrialatoiirexp.nse. Ti-«tit

V
rreC

«!
Tiriai

for l.Sdays. C(!stsii..tliiii^'ify()ud(>notwaiittok..-i!it. Ka«y
nioiilhlypaynifiitsif yoM wishat thelow^tm-tiiriiedircit
to you. Si'ii'i fortlii.i olfur and the Mears Boi.klot— FltKE.
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LIMITED. Box
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M MONTREAL.

The Boy Mechanic
The Great Book

of

700 Things

for

Boys to Do
It gives complete directions for making all
things boys love to Build and will help
greatly to educate him into usefulness.

—

480 Pages
700 Articles
800 Illustrations
(7

—

X 10)

Price $1.50 Postpaid to any address.
Uigb-grarle book
It i8 clearly printed on
paper and durably bound in cloth. The cover
is of an attractive design in four colors showThere are
ing n boy liuilding a small l)ortt.
Neither care
ten snlifl p;ige.s of index alone.
nor expense hsivp been spared ti) make this
the greatest boys' book published, and to enal)le as nniiiy boys :is pcssil)le to lv:ive one,
the price has been made absolutely as low
It would be difficult to think of
as possibie.

way of investing .$1.50 that woulii lieneflt a
boy as much as through the pnr<h;ise of one
of these books.
a

Sent

postpaid

to

I
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ROOT CELLAR IN SASKATCHEWAN

— The most convenient spot for

building a root cellar is on the side of a
hill. The top four feet of earth being kept

The Deaf

tlie

OATS

Ontario. — Let me

Answer.

ment,

WANTED

any address

upon

receipt

of price.

The Book Department

The Maclean Publishing

Co., Ltd.

143-153 University Avenue, Toronto. Ontario

Limited,
University
Avenue, Toronto.

143-153

up on the hill and the balance of the excavation being taken down to form a roadway or entrance to the root cellar. The
excavation should be altogether about
twelve feet deep. If the soil is of good stiff
clay it is not necessary to build plank retaining walls, but the beams for supporting the roof can be laid on top of the bank
if carried well in. The roof should be supported with beams and posts, and can be
made of poles or any other convenient material. On top of the poles should be laid
a foot of straw and then the earth put on
top of this. Over the top of the earth a
good bank of straw should be placed high
in the centre so the water will drain off
the top of the root cellar.
The root cellar should have double
doors with a vestibule between them of

O.A.C. NO. 3

—

THE NEWCOMBE

^-^^

Enquiries

send stamp.

Farm Home Where Music
Is Loved
The

Company,

the paper. If personal reply desired,

for the

Address all letters
Grasmere, Farmer's Magazine, MacLean Publishin g
to

feet.

Filling chutes should be provided, built
of two-inch plank with a door both at the
top and the bottom of the filling chute, the

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
intervening space being filled with straw
in the cold weather.
The root cellar should be well ventilated,
particularly so when the roots are first
put in. If the roots are piled high in the
root cellar, ventilators should be built
about twelve inches square of four 2x2
posts with slats 1x1% nailed on all four
sides and spaced about 1% inches apart.
These should be placed horizontally in
the bottom of the bins, and at intervals
of eight feet. One should be placed running vertically. This prevents any heat-

Kitchen Economy
If you consider its body-building powers, Bovril is probably
the most economical food you can buy.
No other food, no
matter how high its price, has been proved to possess
Bovril's wonderful body-building powers.
Bovril saves
butchers' bills and is a great economiser in the kitchen.

ing.

A high low thermometer should be
placed in every root cellar and the ventilation so regulated that freezing will not
take place. If the root cellar can be kept
as close to 34 as possible the roots will
keep indefinitely.^ A. R. G.
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S.H.B.
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POULTRY QUERIES

W.

Formosa, Out.

—How

to find the
best layers in a flock of hens other than
the one given in November issue? Where
T.,

can one get books on the above subject? I
had a pen of four hens and one rooster
sent over from one of the largest poultry
farms in the United States. I set some
eggs from this pen and some of the
roosters have a few cream-colored or lighthrotvn feathers on their backs. What is
the cause of this? I have a certificate certifying that they are pure bred and the

also

young ones couldn't get mixed as there
veren't any other kind around?
Answer. Constantly we hear of ways

—

to tell the layers in a flock without trap-

nesting. None of them are reliable in our
view. One man says that if the hens show
wideness between the bony structures of
the ischium and sternum. Others will pick
up a chicken and by the way the feathers
develop tell whether it will be a good egg
producer. Perhaps some hen lovers can
enlighten us on this point. I do not think
there are any books or bulletins on the

An Answer

to the Question— Will It
Farmers to Build Greenhouses?

Pay

weather conditions permitted a farmer growing
ot wheat, c >rn, clover, and so on, instead of only one, would there be any question in
your mind whether that second crop would pay?
Bv ihe same line of reasoning, if by having a
greenhouse, you can, for example, raise four
crops of lettuce or two crops of tomatoes instead
of one, and in addition grow a lot of " betweenrowcropK," why ask the question, " Can it be

One of our customers grew sweet peas in his
greenhouse halt the year, and the other half tomatoes.
He picked 70 tons of tomatoes from one
acre under f;lass, and averaged 15c. a pound the
season through
Why let money like this get by you, when you
can land some of it by building one of our greenhouses ?

made

and we'll be

r

*-

f

two crops

to

pay

"

'i

Want

to talk

it

over

Say when and where

?

there.

Win

subject.

Regarding the appearance of off-colored
feathers, little worry need be felt as this
trouble is quite common. If only a few
feathers offend these can be taken out if
you are showing the fowls. However, it is
not always wise to send a long way off for
settings unless the man has a wide reputation. Even in the large poultry firms there
are utility pens where the matings are not
as carefully made and the dangers from
reversion greater,
GRADES OF CATTLE
C. L., Huron, Ont.-^Would you explain the meanings of the terms quoted in
the market reports, so that a farmer could
tell just what class his stock would come

W.

Limited, of Canada

TORONTO

Factory— ST.

RED FOX

hiay help.
Choice

Steers.

is

— Mean

—

Butchers' Good. Cattle suitable for
local butchers' trade, generally 1,000
1,200 lbs. and fat.
Cattle from
lbs. up and in fair flesh only.

lbs. to

—
Common. — Anything

Butchers'

FOR LARGE NO. 1 SKINS, WE WILL PAY
THE FOLLOWING GUARANTEED PRICES:

I'.S.

— Use

the

BROWN TAG — Your guarantee of a

for Price List

HOERNER, WILLIAMSON & CO.
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big price

Island. $1 0.00 to $12.00.
Large No. 1 Black Skins.
Al!
and a square deal.

and Shipping Stationery.
St.

Paul Street West,

MONTREAL. QUE.

steers

weighing 1,500 lbs. up and of good
beef type and finish.

Butchers' Medium.

MONTREAL

CATHARINES, ONTARIO

Western- $12.00 to $15.00. Nova Scotia. New Brunswick. Prince Edward
Quebec and Ontario, $8.00 to $1 0.00. Skunks (cased), up to $4.00 for txtra
other lines highest prices.

-'

Transportation Building

Write

— The classification

largely a
Inatter of opinion except in the welldefined classes. The following explanation

Heavy

Greenhouse Designers and Manufacturers

Royal Bank Building

under.

Answer.

Wolves, Foxes, Lynx, Fishers, Mink and Rats
WE PAY highest PRICES FOR THESE
Write for free price

900

young

1^

list

and shipping ta^s

THE BRITISH CANADIAN FUR TRADING COMPANY, LIMITED
Dept. C.

307

St.

James Street

MONTREAL

—
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that will do for the block not in high

A NEW BOOK FOR FARMERS

Traction

Farming

condition.
In heifers the same holds true as in
the butchers', only this class refers to females not having had a calf, and in cows,
the choice cows are of beef type and carrying fat well placed over the body. Of

course -choice ones are generally young.

and stockers are about the
refer to the large numbers of
growing steers and heifers from 600 lbs.
up which are not fat and can be used for
feeding on grass or stubble. There is no
Feeders

and Traction

same and

Engineering

among these.
classification
First-class stockers will be cattle weighing from 900 lbs. up and of the beef type,
thrifty and generally of the Shorthorn,
Angus or Hereford blood.
arbitrary

GASOLINE

—ALCOHOL— KEROSENE

By JAMES

H.

"The Young

STEPHENSON,

M.E.

"Farm Engines,"

Author of

Engineer's Guide,"

etc.

Canners cover all classes of old cows
and bulls that are not fit for anything
Under this class come many old
else.
cows, poor steers and lanky heifers of the
dairy types. It would pay every farmer
to take a day off to visit the Union Stock
Yards in any city on market days and just
idle around to see how things are done.

TURKEYS DIE

—

This new handbook corltains all
the late.'^t information of the

Why

How

and
Farming.

Power

THREE PARTS

IN

Part

of

].— FARM TRACTORS:

details

ation
tion

Full

of

construction and oper-

of

tractors

— Fuels—Lubrication—Igni— Troubles — All leading

makes

described

aii.l

illustrated.

— Water Supply Systems for
Part
Farm Homes— Electric Light for
II.

Farm Homes.
Part III.—T

HE SCIENCE OF

THRESHING:

All

leading makes

fully described aud illustrated.

Just the book you need to help
you out of all difficulties in connection

with

modern

farm

machinery.

U. McD., Bracebridge, Ont. Do you
knoiv of a cure for a disease which
troubles young turkeys when they are
about half grown? They get so weak they
call hardly ivalk. Their droppings are of
a very yellow color. Last year I fed
Pratt's poultry food with very good results, but thin year I have only one-third
of my flock left and some of them are
taking it. I will be ivatching the magazine
for a cure.
Answer. Although no symptoms are
given to guide one, except that "droppings
are of a very yellow color," I should say
that in all probability the disease is what
is commonly called "black-head."
Lice or any ailment will make young
turkeys "v/eak."
In order to be sure, one of the diseased
birds should be opened and the liver thoroughly examined. If it is covered with
yellowish white spots about the size of a
five-cent piece you may be sure the disease
If so the only
is the dreaded blackhead.
help that has so far been discovered is
one teaspoonful of muriatic acid in a
quart of drinking water. This water
should be given in a glass vessel and the
birds confined so they will have to drink
They will require green food when
it.
confined. This has been found" to carry
some specimens over an acute attack. Dr.

—

Higgins, of C. E. Farm, Ottawa, has .iust
issued a valuable treatise on this subiect
entitled, "Bulletin 17," which can be had
free by addressing Publications Branch,
Department of Agriculture, Ottawa.

W.

J. B.

HUCKLEBERRIES IN A MARSH
151 Illustrations. Cloth.

12mo. 330 pp.
Sent postpaid to any address for $1.65

THE

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
Book Department
143-153 University Ave

Toronto

—

W. F. P., Lakefield, Ont. I undersinnd
you receive inquiries from- farmers about
special subjects. If so could you give me
information of the cultivation of huckleberries, especially on a marsh, as I am
interested in a marsh of about forty or
fifty acres where it was once very productive of huckleberries but now is getting
choked with wild sabe bushes, etc. The
same marsh also grows wild cranberries.
Could you give me any information in re-

gard

cranberries in Canada,
from what appeared in a recent
number of FARMER'S. // so, you will kindto cultivating

aside

ly oblige vie.

Answer.

—We

know

of

no cultivated

beds in Ontario. Evidently you want information about blueberries as they are
sometimes called huckleberries. The true
huckleberry grows on high sandy soils
best. The red-berried species of this class
of fruit is generally called cranberry.
Bailey, in his Cyclopaedia of Horticulture, says that one of the chief drawbacks
to a dissemination of the blueberries has
been the supposed difficulty of propagation.

way

Grafting is easily done and in this
specially choice individuals may be

perpetuated. Plantings from seed require
particular attention. See the above-named
book for particulars, p. 1890.
Cranberries are propagated from cuttings and further information can be had

from

this work.
seems that the owners of cranberry
bogs in Massachusetts have much trouble
with weeds and diseases.
A great deal of information can be had
from Bulletin No. 142 (1914) issued by
the Experiment Station of Minnesota at
St. Paul. Write them for a copy or for
ways to get a copy. There is only a small
charge, if any, say ten cents. F. M. C.
It

—

GASOLINE ENGINES

—

Will lamp oil loosen
G. S., Manitoba.
the carbon in the cylinder of my gas engine? I have a 6-h.p. engine that has
never been cleaned inside. I use lamp oil
when I stop it, and ivhile the cylinders are
hot. I pour a half -cup of oil in the carburetor and switch off the spark.

—

Answer. Kerosene will loosen gas engine carbon deposits. The best way to use
it is to take out a spark plug in each
cylinder after the engine has stopped and
while it is still hot, and fill the combustion
space with kerosene. Leave it in over
night or from twelve to eighteen hours,
depending upon the amount of carbon deposits. Denatured alcohol is also good. In
the case of an auto engine, the quickest
way of removing carbon is to have it
burned out with oxygen, most garages
being equipped to do the work. R. G.

—

TRACTOR STRAINER FOR CARBURETOR

—

A. McD., Ontario. Can you give me
any information as to a dust strainer that
could be used on a carburetor, which I am
using on my farm tractor? I would like
one that will give satisfaction under field
conditions

where

there

is

considerable

dust.

Answer.^The use
your carburetor

is

of such a device for
not recommended, for

the reason that the resistance offered by
a strainer, that would be efficient in eliminating dust, would be such as to cause an
insufficient supply of air to be drawn into
the carburetor. As a remedy for your
trouble, it is suggested that a connection
be made from the air horn of the carburetor, but

means

of a flexible steel tube,

and extend this to a point on the exhaust
manifold that would be sufficiently above
the dust line to enable satisfactory results
being obtained with a minimum chance of
drawing dirt into the carburetor. R.M.G.

—
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FURS

FRANA/
Ask

DECEMBER PRICE

for

and

LIST

FLAGS OF THE ALLIES,

and the

get best prices

any

paid

buyer

from any country can give.

H. D.

CAMPBELL
TORONTO, ONT.

25 Jarvis Street,

Dept. A.

&

Lately Occupied by M. Sloman

Co., Limited

RAW FURS
On the Faj-m
!:.

('.

By

AND HIDES
At

all times, whether Peace or War, you
will do better by shipping Ilaw Furs to
the fastest growing Raw Fur House in
Toronto..
pay highest prices for raw
also pay all express charges and
furs.
remittance same day as shipment received.

We

Dmiry's farm house.

We

GRASMERE

All

UNDER THE BLUE AND WHITE

to

me out where the starlights burn,
the world-stuff billows and sweeps
/ will grasp the orbs as they pass in turn
And fling them adrift on the deep:
For the tuorlds and worlds may vanish as ai),
And schemes of the universe fall,
Yet will I fly to some vast otherwhere
"Oh, carry

—

Where

And

hold

my

domain over

and qiiotation§ given by personal
will pay you
have orders.
It

prices

letter.

We

ship to as.

BRITISH

RAW FUR

284 West Market Street

CO.
Toronto

all."

— Liberty H. Bailey.

RAW FUR

SHIPPERS

The freedom of the

more

big out-of-doo)'s as seen in farm life, carries us all
closely to the real core of life than all the pomp and ceremonial or

wealth-flaunt of cities. Certainly the circumscribed life of the industrial
worker has nothing so grand, so free and so inspiring as the man on the farm,

working among

animals and trees.
But across all our visions and through all our dreams, runs the one
blood-red thread of this cruel, wasting, sinful, war. Our boys are in it. Their
bodies are suffering and their morals being swirled in an eddy of contending
cross-currents. May the inemor'ies of the quiet /arms, the free skies and the
nature joys, carry to their vexed business, the life that is higher than camps
and more satisfying than martial victories.
To the women ivho suffer, the mothers who remember, 'neath the blue
and white out upon the uplands, may their strength be as the strength of ten.
The real victories and the big fights are on unseen battlegrounds.
Yet we must be stout of heart! The farm must go on. The seed-time and
must not fail. Our very best must be put into
the harvest will not fail.
the business at liand, whether that business be feeding a cow, cleaning seed
grain, marketing a turkey or organizing a co-operative association in our
vicinity, each calls for our best endeavor. There is no division between sacred
and profane. Nothing is common nor unclean.
The call is to service. We can not sit idly by. We can't afford to trifle
with business. A poor farmer can't be the best Christian or citizen. But the
Christ was born in a manger.
his

Raw

Ship your

Furs to a

re-

house where you

liable

are

assured of an honest assort-

ment at highest market prices.
Write for our price-list.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

goods returned

EDWARD POLLAK &
280

St.

Paul

St.

CO.

MONTREAL

West

WE

Wealth from the Soil
BY

is the planning month, the
catalogue month, the month of plotting
the garden, sharpening the tools, making
repairs, and for reading some good books.
There is no time to idle. The new year
is before us. We must do our work well,
and it is our duty and responsibility to
make what we do tell for more this year
than ever. Believe in your work. Dignify
by an alert brain. Honor it with persistent attention and calculation.

January

Out-of-door work in

ada

is

many
work

many

parts of CanBut there are

limited this month.
days during the month where
as suggested in these hints can be

SEEDS AND PLANTS
order your seeds and plants
early. Specify exactly what you want and
insist on this being sent you. Get the catalogues and plan at once. Late orders get
hurried attention. Do not plant trees and
seeds that you are not sure of.
It is well to

as

year"

a

.$.5,000

— It

and figures— Postpaid fur

The Business

.lice

done.

BOWSPIELD

—

high

A PLANNING MONTH

C. C.

A book that gives us many useful hints
on .how to make the farm pay. "The
eariiing power of such places reaches a^

of

BY WM.

gives

facts

.$1.00.

Farming

C.

SMITH

Do you believe in the influence of the
Moon? This author treats this sub.iect from experiments on his own farm.
This takes only

whole bonk

is

a

few pages, and the
Postpaid,
useful one.

a

$2.00
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THE HOT-BED

Ship Your Furs To Us
We Can Satisfy You Sure
We

interested

particularly

are

in

Canadian

Raw

Furs, especially Foxes, Beaver, Lynx,
Fisher, Rats and Ermine, and all other furs
for which we are always prepared to pay top

market

Write for price

prices.

list

now.

Why not insist on

hot-bed sash this month.
The cheapest plan is to buy unpainted and
unglazed sash and order the glass by the
box from your local dealer. Double glass
sash are preferable. Of course they are
heavy but if women need to handle them,
they can order pony sash. These are just
half the size..

Order

j'our

PAINTING TOOLS AND

IMPLEMENTS
^.^pT^-'M,^

118 West 27th

108 West Austin Ave.

St.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Ship to Nearest House

A

Quarter of a Century

the

in

Raw Fur

Business

We Want

FURS

Your

farm or garden has a workshop
where there is a fire, much work in paintIf the

ing can be done this month. Paint all the
tools. A white band painted around the
handles of tools, will make them easier to
find when dropped in the garden. Also
tools so marked are more likely to be returned when borrowed. Perhaps it might
be well to make a tin stencil of your
initials and burn your initials into the
handles, if there is trouble in borrowing.

AT HIGHEST MARKET PRICES

PRUNING GRAPES

HONEST ASSORTMENT

Grapes and other small fruits may be
pruned this month. Grapes bear on wood
of the present season which grows from

Price

list

now

Get on our mailing
Write at once.

ready.

list.

M.

SAYER & CO.
Established 1900

269 Seventh Ave.,

New

-

York, N.Y.

canes of last year. When vines are trained
over an arbor or pergola it is proper to
let the main stalk or trunk grow until it
reaches the top, but the canes that shoot
from it should be cut back to the three-eye
limit each winter.

TRIMMING THE BUSHES
Raspberries and blackberries bear on
wood and a good January job
cutting away the old canes. This opens

last year's

Funsten
Pays Cashfor FURS
Prices Higher This Year

Big Money in Trapping skunk,
coon, mink, miiskrat, f' x. etc. Ycu
TRAPPERS can trap furs— we tonch you hoy.
Funsten Animal Baits g^nnranteod
guide" : to increase .vour catch. $1,00 a cnn
I',
postpaid.
The Funsten Perfect
Smoker "smokes 'em out " Pri( e
$1.60; parcel post 30 cents extra. Bo,
gusranteed satisfactory or monty
(jH
back.
Traps at factory prices.
^ bookj in one (trapper's guide—
|m|
Largesll PW
game iaW6— supply catalog). Tel's
how, when, wht-re to tr-ip, how to remove, pr.in the^ Wgf
pare and ship >kins. Will eend you fur market
jf
V.ofld

free
*^^

in

reportH. shipping tajra and lig hook FREE—
Write today. W» tan hides and furs for coats,

Our

Line

robes and garments.

FUNSTEN BROS. &

CO.,

781 Funslen

Bidg..

ST

LOUIS, MO.

RAAV FUR —MEN
jylr.

Tra^^er and Hunter:

You can go

We

further,

pay top prices

and do no better.
for

RAW

FURS,

give honest assortment, charge no commission or expressage. We hold goods
separate if you wish. Glad to keep you
posted on furs for the season.
Just
drop us a hne.

PHILIP
Est.

Reference:

ROTHENBERG

144 W. 25th

1903

Dun's, Bradstreet's,

St.,

New York

City

German Eichanec. and
Bank

Garfield National

is

up the plants and gets rid of insect and
fungus pests that may be lodged in them.
Leave three to six canes in each hill.
Currants may be trimmed this month.
They bear mostly on wood that is two
years' old. After bearing a few years the
old wood should be cut out, while two or
three

new

spools should be allowed to
grow each season. Gooseberries are to be
trimmed the same way.

HARVEST THE ICE CROP
This is a good month to lay in the supply of ice for the farm. Where there is
now river, creek or pond, one may make
plank molds 24 inches by 18 inches by
12 inches. Fill these with water and a
cold snap will freeze them solid. Then
turn over and pour boiling water on
planks. The blocks will drop out.

SPECIALIZE

CANADIAN

RAW FURS

HIGHEST PRICES
PROMPT PAYMENT

Therefore can pay

WM.

J.

BOEHNER & CO.

159-161-163 West 25th Street,

New York

City

About

1 V2

tons of ice per

cow are needed

to be put in for the use in the summer.
Don't discard a cow until you have
given her a chance by good care, feed

and health to show what she can do.
Don't give up the dairy business because of shortage of help. Milking machines are doing good work now.
Why not get a pure-bred heifer now, or
let that boy of yours have one to try out?
Never get excited or talk roughly in a
dairy stable.

BEEF AND FEEDING CATTLE
Put the beef

want

cattle on full feed if
to catch the good market at the

you
end

of the month.
All calves should be raised carefully.
Calves that sell at auction sales for $30
to $40 surely pay some.
Feed plenty of succulent feed if in the
stables. Good grain if outside.
Do not forget the salt.
Use zenoleum freely in your stalls and

mangers.
No two animals feed the same. Study
them. There is no excuse for animals being off their feed very often.
Cut straw mixed with ensilage is a
great saving.
If it is your business to feed cattle,
and if you can't do it well, you had better
stick there till you do. There is no other
place for an incompetent.
God never calls incompetent feeders to
share in the honors of the finished article.

SHEEP NOTES
Keep

and dirt out of the wool.
wool may sell but a time is coming when proper grading will have to be
chaff

Any old

done.

Feed roots to the ewes. About one
turnip a piece per day.
Clover hay, pea straw, alfalfa, sweet
clover make good feed for sheep.
If hot-house lambs are arriving, keep
them in a warm sunny room at the south
and feed the ewes generously with plenty
of roots.

Lambs

do better separated from the

ewes.

The flock are better in an open-front
shed or shelter.
If ensilage is fed, quit it a month before
lambing time.

WINTER FEEDING OF LAMBS

Lettuce, radish and spinach sown now
ready for the table in February.
Bring hyacinths, tulips and other bulbs in
to the heat in order to have a succession
of bloom. Of course a strong root growth
should have been made on all bulbs before
bringing into the heat.

good ration is as follows: clover or
alfalfa hay, 2 lbs.; roots, 2 lbs.; and corn
ensilage, 2 lbs. If these are not available
and grain is to be fed, equal parts of oats

Read our greenhouse article in this
The author is the proprietor of a

Don't glut the market with light, thin
It would be more
profitable to hold such and finish them
during the winter months. A good ration
consists of a mixture of equal parts ensilage and roots, two to three pounds;
clover or mixed hay, two to three pounds;
and a grain mixture starting at half a
pound and finishing at one and a half
pounds per day. A good grain mixture
for this purpose consists of oats and bran,
two parts each; linseed oil cake, one part.

will be

issue.

WITH THE DAIRY CATTLE

ON

payments of your

milk.

GREENHOUSE WORK

big greenhouse business,

WE

the Babcock butterfat

test as a basis for the

Cows should be out

in the.

open every

day possible for a short period at any
rate. There is a moral value in cows that
must be considered.
Deliver uniform dairy products to your
creamery or cheese factory and so give
the business a chance.

A

and bran

will

keep them growing.

FINISHING MARKET LAMBS
and unfinished lambs.

FARMER'S MAGAZINE

We

which may be added toward the end of
the fattening pei'iod two parts of corn.
to

Hog

feeding in the winter has to be
in order to produce
profits. You can't afford to have a stunted
litter nor too many runts.
Plenty of sunshine, bedding and clover

watched carefully

will build

money

Sows

is

a grazing animal.

Ra.Uun

;

MUllW

Book
ful

t

FB££ ON BEQUEST.

for your

AND

When

the driving horse comes in from
roads, the legs and hoofs should be
carefully cleaned. If the horse is sweaty,
a light blanket thrown over him for a
while will absorb the moisture. Then put
on a heavier one if your stable is cold.

NOW —

QHITRFPT
ARD. OnUDCIS.!,

good.

muddy

Foxes

NORTH AMERICAN RAW

is

—

Style
of beautiand fur

FURS, a reliable— responsible
dealingexclusively in
—safe Fur House with an unblemished reputation existing for "'more than a third of a
century," a long successful record of sending Kur Shippers prompt, SATISFACTORY
PROFITABLE returns. Write for "3[f)e ^bufaert S>f)iBPer," the only reliable, accurate market report and price list published. Write for it —
it's FREE.

trouble.

Roots are essential.
It has been proved by many experiments
that the idle work horse in winter may
maintain his weight, or even increase in
weight, on a ration composed of one pound
of hay, one pound of straw, and one pound
of carrots or turnips per day per hundred
pounds liveweight.
It is wise to take special care with the
stallion during winter months; a light
grain ration and plenty of exercise prevents him from getting over-fat a condition which usually results in diminished
fertility the next breeding season.
In-foal mares, especially, should be exercised daily; over-fat, unexercised mares
usually show 60 psr cent, greater mortality and less ruggedness in their foals.
Keep the colts growing. An outside shed
with a good run is the best place for the
colts, except in very cold weather. Keep
them growing with good grain, hay and
roots; the size and quality of bone in the
future horse may be largely determined
by the way in which he is developed during the first winter.

*'

or seta

farmenta.
All theaa books fully
Ulastrated and lent

Get "More Money"

Strange so much graft should stick to
the horse deals!
Overfeeding idle horses makes no end of
Molasses meal

"Fur

latest

Traps,

Shoapacka, Flaah.
llllnN^^lmal
lights, Headlights, riahlns KeU,
Pishing Taokls and Sportamen s
OATAIXX} rRKX.
gnppllea at lowest ^rioas.
Bait.

Skunk, Miiskrat, Lynx, Raccoon, Fisher, Wolves, Beaver,
White Weasel and other Fur bearers collected in your section
SHIP YOUR FURS DIRECT to "SHUBERT" the largest house in the World

HORSES

a good tonic.

Three Books

TORONTO

twice a day.
Keep charcoal before your pigs. Wood
ashes are good.
Market as near 200 lbs. as possible.
Study a co-operative buying society for
a better purchase of your feeds.
Small pigs want an abundance of pure
air. Feed all the milk you can spare.

is

's

Guide"
Raw Furs to us than to '*Tr»pper*»
or French
any other five houses in Canada. M EnKlith
pag&B. illustrated
Because they know we pay high- t*Ua how and -wLer*
est prices, pay mail and express %t tray and other
Infonaation
charges, charge nocommissions, Talnabla
for
trappers
also
and treat our shippers right.
"Trapper's and
Result, we are the largest in our SportsmeD's Supply
Ship to iu today and
line n Canada.
Catalog"*'Raw Fur
deal with a Reliable House,
Price List," and
l^o Shioment too small or too large to

pen, with a few ears of corn, clover hay
and a mangold or two or pulped turnips

Bran

FREE

send their

receive our nrom.^t attention,

^

Prompt q

straw stack

Fiir Collector*

/\,,__ We sell Guns, Kifles

I

will thrive well in a

More Trappers and

FURS

And Remib

fast.

Remembei' a hog
Feed hay.

paq highesh Prices For

RAW

SWINE
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We

WEST AUSTIN avenue

inc., Department

.

Share Our

25-27

!«/»

Profits

C389,

CHICAGO,

U. S. A.

On Your Furs

Don't let somebody get all the profit, after your furs leave your hands. We not only pay
you the highest market prices for your furs.
We also give you a share of our profits.
Every man who sends his fuis to us gets valuable premiums in addition to top prices.
We must have good furs, and plenty of them, to take care "f our ciwtnmers, and we can pay more than others
l)ir;iii^c a huge
production, combined with special facili lies for handling, cuts down our cost.

Distribute

Our Saving!

FREE Automatic

Our profit-sharinK plan not only gets you top cash prices, hut
also gives you, fici'. Titles, shot-snns. traps and ntlier tilings
you want. So don't be tempted to send your furs elsewhere.
can make this a bis year for you. Write for Fur Market
Reports and List of Premiums and Price List. Also for the

Revolvers, Guns, Traps, Etc.

Fur Clnh Nows— a
.'ilile

infumiation.
S.

We

livo

-Ml

mafrazine

full

and valu-

of interesting

Write to-day.

fiee.

sfiit

SIL.BERMAN &

Largest Fur and
Dept. 158, m7-l!25 W.

Sons, Established 1866,
Wool House in America,
35th

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL,

Why send your furs here and there, in search of
higher prices, and trust yourself to the mercy of
people who make glittering promises to you, when you can send them to us? We have added to the
earnings of thousands of raw fur trappers and shippers b.v giving them top prices and high grading.
Thousands tome to us every year with their furs.
Big: .'\Ione,v This Year! Don't tempt fate this year, when the chances for big money are better than ever^ because of
the war in Europe, which has cut off the foreign supply.
Your furs are made into gaiments which bring big profits.

Take No Chances With Your Furs.

.

You'll get the benefit of this if you ship to us.
Settle your problems once and for all by finding out the best market in
the countiT for your furs every year.
We are the largest handlers of silver fox. Let us advise you how to get the best
price for your skins.
.Market Reports and Price Lista.
Write for our

FRKE

THE AMERICAN EXPORTING AND FUR MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. U2, 425-427 Decatur Street.

New

(i7)

Orleans, La.

SAVE ALL MANURE
is of great importance now
our farm economy. Save all you can
place under cover where possible. Use
some ground phosphate in your stables.
This applies particularly to the E^st.
Western farmers will yet take better care

Fertilizer

in

of the manures.

CLEANING SEED GRAIN
What about next

Why

year's

•

seed

grain?

not look ahead now?
in regard to change of
seed change only when you are sure you
are getting something superior to your
old stock. The new grain should be true

The best advice
:

RAW
FURS

RED, WHITE, BLUE CROSS, SILVER,
BLACK FOXES, BEAVER, LYNX, ETC.
Wanted from all sections of Canada.
Every raw-fur shipper

raw

who

is

looking for a better outlet for

We

once for our price list.
in a position to pay top market prices, and will do so
times.
Let us hear from you.
his

furs should write at

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST— NOW READY.

QTDITPIT fir
RrtQQAlf inc.,
\nn
OilVUl^lV
Ot Dl/00/\l\.,

WE BUY

at

are
all

GINSENG.

Exporters of and Dealers
150 West 28tb Street,

in
'.

RAW FURS
NEW YORK

—
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RAW

FURS WANTED

pay highest prices for your catch

I will

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

BEN CORN,

New York

267 7th Ave.,
RAW FURS

RAW FURS
We

will

pay special price on high-grade

furs.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

TAKCE & GORDON
AVENUE

257 7TH

RANA/
WE
PAY

NEW YORK

-

RURS

highest prices, liberal asssortment.

SEND FOR PRICE
155

LIST.

MORRIS FREUNDLICH & CO.
West 29th Street
NEW YORK

RA\A/

RURS

Ship your skins to a house with a reputation.
Shipments held separate for approval.
PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.
We pay all express and parcels post charges.

WM. PLATKY,

We

48 W. 26th

St.,

NEW YORK

Buy GINSENG

both Wild and

Send

Cultivated, at

highest

•

for free quotations con-

^PHOFNFN

138 W. 2Sth Street.

*^' «JV,n\^ILii^Ui^,

NEW YORK

seeds.

A

very great danger in obtaining seed from
a long distance is that it may contain new
and dangerous weeds.
If new seed is to be purchased, enquiries
should be made early in the winter from
those who have grain for sale. No large
purchase of seed should be decided upon
without first seeing a sample and obtaining a statement as to its germination, and
as to the quantity of other grains present.
To intending purchasers of seed grain
the Dominion Cerealist will be glad to
furnish information as to possible sources
of supply of the varieties they desire.
Farmers who have seed grain for sale are
requested to communicate with C. E.
Saunders, Dominion Cerealist at Ottawa,

Canada.

SMUT LOSSES
smut spores in your seed grain and you
reap smut and less grain.
Be sure to treat all your seed grain with
formalin. Do it before the spring demands
come and you overlook it.

will

SHELTER THE IMPLEMENTS
If

any implements are roosting

outside,
once.

make them come under cover at
Rust does more damage than wear.

A good implement shed is a fine investment.
$400 will build a shed big enough for
any prairie

CITY

section.

GENERAL NOTES
Ventilate your root houses and cellars.
Are your apples keeping well?
Trim off all diseased apple tree limbs
and burn them.

Send

Ottawa government

to

for their

Rose Culture for facts.
Are your trees protected from mice
and rabbits?
bulletin on

There is an excellent demand In Canadian
Furs. We will buy your furs outright or on
consignment. We pay the best market prices,
especially for fancy furs.
Write to-day for our price list and deal with ns.
H.\RRY LEVY, 265 7th Ave., New York City.

Are you planning to try out an acre of
sweet clover next spring.
Because you fail to do the business, do
not condemn generally.
Give bees as much fresh air as possible
where they are wintering.
Is the wife's work as carefully considered as the stable work? If not
enough said.
Boys and

girls are partners on the
farm, not slaves and menials.
Training a colt or a boy, reflects the

trainer.

Have you

He

invited the teacher

Farmers are noted for pulling against
one another. Why? No reason at all exRather should we get
cept iealousy.

Watch

for our Special February Referof The Farmer's Magazine.
It is something new in specials and you
will be surprised. Watch for it.
Poultry success depends on constant
care. Look in another column for the

ence

Number

poultry hints. Eggs are eggs now.
Send to the Central Experimental
Farm, Ottawa, for their bulletin on the
planting and care of shade trees. You
will want to plant some next spring. Be
ready.
Many farmers in Western Canada are
now taking The Farmer's Magazine and
are finding it worthy of a place in their
reading.
Watch your stovepipes and connections.
A fire is not wanted at any time.
Sunflower stalks are used in Russia for
a supply of potash.
Send to the Canadian Forestry Association, Ottawa, for a copy of their free
booklet on twenty Canadian trees.
Study the types of autos before you
decide to buy. Service is what a farmer
wants.

Poultry Jargon

WANTED
CAPITAL OR PARTNER WITH
in

full

VANB. C.KEITH

in

this

Month

of

ByDANDALY

for a

Alberta.

For

ranching proposition
Cattle and Sheep.
particulars apply

for

is

The Month's Gossip and what's Best to do
Snow and Promise
CAPITAL

down

shaping your child's future.
Attend your local Farmers' Union or
Grange. Help out.

tea?

together.

Smut losses this year have been. heavy.
Smut grows from smut spores. Sow

prices.

taining full particulars

HA

and free from weed

to variety

-

Box

1

688. Edmontoi. Alta.

STOPS
AgSORB'NE LAMENESS
\

from a Bone Spavin, Ring Bone,
Splint, Curb, Side Bone, or similar
trouble and gets horse going ound.
Does not blister or remove the
hair and horse can be worked. Page
17 in pamphlet with each bottle tells
how.
a bottle delivered.
J;2.00
free.
Horse Book 9
ABSORBINE, JR., antiseptic liniment for

K

mankind. Reduces Painful Swellings, Enlarged Glands, Goitre, Wens, Bruises, Varicose Veins, Varicosities, heals Old Sores. Allays
Pain. Will tell you more if you write. $1 and
$2 a bottle at dealers or delivered. Book
free.
Manufrctured only by
W. F. YOUNG. P.D.F.482 Lymans Bldg.,MontreaI. Can.

"Evidence"

Absorblne and Ab«orblae,

Jr., are

made

In

Canada.

JANUARY is an

important month with
poultrymen generally. The fever goes

up to 102 in many cases.
The pullets should be laying well now.
See that they are free from draughts,
dampness and vermin.
Keep the birds exercising most of the
time they are
days.

off

the roosts, these short

Feeding whole grain

in

a straw

litter is good.

In cold weather, it may be necessary to
the water dishes several times a day.
Have burlap curtains in front of the
perches for lowering on very cold nights.
They may be made to slide on wire or may
be tacked to hinged frames. In ordinary
weather the hens are better without them.
Many poultrymen are now getting rid
of their dropping boards. They stand a
single board on edge on the floor a little,
in advance of the perches where there is a
fill

thick

month

litter.

Cleaning this out once a

is sufficient.

If supply of vegetables is out, dried beet
sugar pulp may be substituted. Soak it
for a few minutes in hot water.
This is the month for making up breeding pens. It is a wise plan to mate
cockerels with hens one or two years old.

One point to remember in mating is
that the male should have come from an
egg laid by a heavy-laying hen. The male
has a very strong influence in building up
a strain of good laying birds.
Ordinarily, fifteen pullets to one cock is
considered a rather large number. With
the larger breeds fewer females are used.
Experience and skill are required when
mating for fancy stock.
In any case the birds in a breeding pen
should be selected and put together three

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
or four

weeks before the eggs are

to

be

set.

One big breeder tells me that he put a
teaspoonful of eucalyptus oil in the drinking water where his hens had a tendency
towards roup. This oil penetrated their
nostrils and cured them.
Incubator work is all right. A special
article on their management appears in
the February special that will be out by
the first of the month.
Have you any poultry pictures and
Send
stories that would help readers.
them along.
Read the poultry

Tie ap a cabbage or a mangold in your
hen house and see how fond the hens are
of them.

Turkeys like to roost high. What arrangement have you on your farm?
Can you beat the White Leghorn, that
little Italian dame, as an egg producer?
If you have not sprayed your houses

PREMIER

The

Cream

thoroughly last month, you may look out
for trouble very soon.
Do not take chances on disease germs.
They are dead but sleeping, if you have
had an outbreak and have not disinfected

Separator
Makes Winter Dairying

thoroughly.
articles on the other

pages of this issue.
Are incubator chickens killed in the
egg by careless turning? Read what one
man says about this in the February issue.
Do you have a hospital coop where your
sick hens are sent at once?
Some pulped roots fed inside are good
for the geese this month.

Young guinea fowl make

The

excellent table

ent

Its

Feet

14.

profit.

new year he made up his
consult his advisor as to the
merits of feeding cattle for the meat
market, dairying for buttermaking or
Early

mind

in the

to

milk selling.
"Much depends upon your taste," was
the reply. "But I'll tell you what to do
this winter.
Keep tab on what you feed
your fattening cattle. Do the same for
your cows. Weigh everything you feed.
Count as closely as ever you can. Have
the milk tested every month for butter
fat.
Keep account of the fat your cows
Keep account of the time it
yield you.
takes you to make the butter and to do
the milking and feeding. Compare these
figures with what you will sell off your
farm either in fat, or milk or butter. In
this way you will be able to see which way
the profit lies. But don't guess whatever
you do. I never knew a man yet who
guessed himself into success. Remember
that your soil is your source of wealth.
In the long run, the farmer who keeps up
the fertility of his soil will win out. In
It
your figuring keep this in mind.
doesn't do to accept any get-rich-quick
methods in farming. Likes and dislikes
may be all right for the idle rich, but the
practical farmer finds it ruinous to en-

tertain either.
Don't jump into either
line but try things out for yourself for a

year or two. In the meantime here are
the plans for fixing up that creek that
steals about three acres of your best land.
Don't run at this job. You and your
boys can do it at odd times- yourselves
next summer without any hiring whatsoever.
You had better buy or hire a
roadscraper. Look around you and you'll
be able to hire one most likely. Have a
good strong plough handy and have all
your shovels and a good axe for cutting
roots where you can get at them for an
hour's work an opportunity presents itself. Begin where the creek leaves your
farm. From this point do your straightening bit by bit. Dig the channel as deep as
you can, but be sure to scrape the top soil
where you can have it to cover the soil
and rubbish you place in the old creek bed.
Before you let the water into its new channel be sure that the new bed is at least as
deep as the old bed. When the water is
running in the new bed fill up the old
channel, taking special care with the end
where the water formerly entered it. Into
the old channel you may put no end of
rubbish, also lay tiles in the old creek bed.
Upon the top of all place the top earth
that you have scraped to one side. Finish
each bit of the channel as you proceed.
But look here. Here is the plan of draining that field. You had better provide for
the entrances of these drains as they enter your new creek channel. You'll be surprised at how little work is involved in
straightening that creek when you work
to a straight line and go at it systematically. So far that creek has been
a loss to you. If you make a proper use
of it it will act as one of the best drains

you can have on your farm."

THE CROPS THE NEXT YEAR
The work during the year went on well.
Without lengthening the story, it might be
well to tell some results from his cash

the
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They
well-seasoned hardwood, mortised and bolted strongly
will stand the heavy tiniher and do the maximum amount of
sawing smart men can handle. They may be a littie higher
priced than the cheap kind, which sometimes prove dangerous.
.

Our saw ries'' H.ASb MU.STER " every time. Best write
for leaflets now. One shows the Circu)arSaw Machines,
the other our lmpro^cd Drag Saw Machine.
The Matthew Moody & Sons Co., Terrebonne, Que.
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crop, the potato field. It consisted of eight

—

any time.

does the wok
with a thorough-

Empire.
cept those that were actually required
for lanes and for his buildings and his
orchard, his stables in good shape for the
winter, four of his scrub cows replaced
by three bullocks that were already showing that they were making good use of
their feed, his flock of hens set apart for
laying already filling the egg basket,
while their superannuated sisters were
The feeding of
fleshening for market.
the sheep had given him an extra of
eighteen dollars. He was marketing his
apples at a rate of a dollar a barrel more
than he could have sold them for in the
orchard, he had a job for himself and his
boys and his horses while not an animal
on the farm was not working for a fair

pres-

It

daily

Continued from Page

use

best at

poor layer?

Farm on

sep-

ideal

arator for

delicacies. Many city people want them.
Have you the muslin front on your henhouse. If not, why not?
Note the pictures on another page of
this issue. How many of us would pick
out the laying hen from the good-looking

All BrilLh

Placing a

Profitable.

Is

sup;;lled.

clrculii-
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andg
Mfg.

li York St.

Guelph, Canada.
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acres and it worked out financially about
as follows:
COST

Equivalent of rent of
per acre
Plowing, 4 days

field

at $10

Cultivating, 1 day
Disking, IV2 days
Rolling, ] day
Planting (with planter) 2 days.
Cultivating after planting, 5 times,
1 day each, 1 man and horse at
,

.

.

$80 00
16 00
4 00
6 00
4 GO
8 00

15 00
$3 per day
5 00
Seed, 10 bus. at 50c per bus
Fertilizers, 10 loads of manure
10 00
at $1
4 00
500 lbs. fertilizer at $34 per ton
60 00
Cost of harvesting
80 00
Cost of marketing
15 00
Incidentals, spraying, etc
These along with other items of expenditure and loss that could hardly be
accounted for brought the cost of the field
of tubers to about $400.
The returns were about 800 bags of potatoes worth 75c per bag or $600. These
results from potatoes are not always made
.

but experience proves that this was a fair
average. His keeping account of all labor
and expenditure kept him working with a
fair margin. His figuring taught him that
Old Mother
he must take no chances.
Nature had a way of providing him with
all the chances that he needed to reckon
upon. She always kept a reserve of tricks
that kept him on the alert to leave nothing undone in the way of coaxing her into

good humor.
Gray had been started thinking. He
had learned the value of his own judgment. Better still, he had learned the limitations of his own judgment and had discovered how to best supplement his own

He was

neither a blind experimenter nor a blind follower but a
farmer who had learned the secret of getting hold of usable knowledge and using
it without loss of time and energy and
temper. For him, the real farm expert
always had a welcome and good wages as
often as he was in a dilemma. His other
crops and his creek straightening plan
gave results he has in store for another
experience.

issue.

3 d
row.

c,

d c back over cord and into 1st

Long stalk and leaf. Over four-thread
cord, 80 d c, for stalk.
12 d c, 12 h tr,
12 tr, 6 h tr, 12 d c, turn, miss, 3 d c d c
back over cord and into 1st row.
Sew stalks and leaves to wheat placing
the stalks behind each successive leaf.
Leaf at back of centre wheat. 12 d c,
12 h tr, 12 tr, 24 d c, turn, miss, 3 d c, d c
back over cord and into 1st row. Sew leaf
behind centre wheat.
Turn leaves over as in illustration.

THE RIBBON BORDER
Over six-thread cord.

60 d c, form into
a loop, si st into first d c; d c over cord
for length required between loops, fitting
to shape on design, 100 d c, form into loop,
si st on first d c, d c over cord for centre
round, work corresponding loops, etc., on
the other side, work a second row of d c
over cord and into 1st row. Sew the border on to the foundation, crossing the ends
of the 100 d c loops across the centre and
putting the stalks of wheat through the
fresh loop thus formed.

RAISED RINGS

Hand Work
A

USE

make

THE EDGE

Wheat Design For An Edging

"Peri-Lusta" Crochet No. 80 for

motifs, and a coarser, mercerised
thread for padding cord.
Draw the design and take it off" on tracing paper, fold the paper the length required, and repeat the pattern. Sew the
tracing paper on bright-colored material
to

Twist padding thread 25 times around
large mesh, d c over ring.

a strong foundation.

THE WHEAT MOTIF
70 d c (100 d c for middle stalk) over
four-thread cord, turn, miss 3 d c; d c
back over cord and into 1st row, fasten off
This forms the centre and stalk;
cord.
the ears of wheat are worked around the
centre.
SI st across top of centre
stem, 4 ch, si st to opposite
side of centre, over chain
work 1 d c, 3 ch, 4 1 tr together

leave last loop of each
4 1 tr on needle, then cotton
over needle, pull loop through
all last loops together), 3 ch,
2 ch, si st into third
1 d c
stitch from point at back of
centre, 6 ch, pass around left
side of centre, * si st into third
stitch on the right side of
front of centre, turn, over
chain work 1 d c, 4 ch, 6 1 tr
together, 4 ch, 1 d c; 2 ch, si
st into next third stitch at
back, 6 ch, pass around right
(i.e.,

;

side of centre, * repeat from
* to * 3 times, putting chain

loops around right and left
sides alternatively, and count-

ing the third sitch from last
si st. The chain loops for the
rest of the ears of wheat (six
on each side) are worked in
the same way, but over the
loops work 1 d c, 4 ch, * 2

triple tr together {i.e., cotton 3 times
over needle instead of twice, leave last
loop on needle as before) * repeat from
* to * 3 times, pull loop through fourth
chain at beginning of tuft, 5 ch, 1 d c,
always pull loop through at back of tuft
next the centre, so that the tuft is raised
,

in front.

Fit the ears of wheat into position if
necessarj^ leave more or less stitches between ch loops.
;

STALKS AND LEAVES

Next the wheat.
50 d

c,

12 h

tr,

12

Over four-thread cord
tr,

15 d

c,

turn, miss.

Over two-thread cord and into outside
edge of border, * 12 d c, 9 ch, si st back
to sixth stitch from needle, over chain

work
from

3 d
*

c, 1 picot 3 times, 3 d
to * 3 times.

c, *

repeat

In corner. Finish with 10 d c, 4 d c on
centre round, 9 ch, si st back to fourth
d c before corner, work over chain as
before.

Repeat fom * to * 4 times, then 7 d c, 9
si st back into 6th d c, work over
chain as before.
Repeat on other side.
ch,

The number of stitches is given for the
motifs; but it is a good plan to place the
work on design to see if it fits, so that
more or less stitches can be worked if
required, as crochet, especially
when worked over a padding
thread, varies a good deal.
THE PICOT FILLING

Sew

the motifs and border
on the foundation.
Work a chain, and sew
across the top of lace.
On this start the picot filling, i.e., 8 ch, 1 d c in fifth
chain twice, 3 ch, 1 d c in top
chain, loop and motif.

When
ished

the picot filling is find c over first chain

work

and two-thread cord..
2nd Rotv. 2 ch, miss

—
Row. — D

2 d

c,

1 tr, repeat.

3rd
thread

and

cord

c

and

over twointo
ch

tr.

The edge should be worked
last.

This will
tive design.
tion

will

make a very

effec-

The finished
measure about

secfive

inches across and the distance
from top to bottom is about
the same.
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News Notes
The Guelph Winter Fair proved

be one

to

The people came
best iu its liistory.
Especially in the
uut in strong numbers.
poultry department were there notable inThis poultry show exceeds any other
creases.
poultry show on the continent as regards
entries and general quality of the birds.
J. D. McGregor's champion steer at Guelph
went from there to the Union Stock Yards
Show at Toronto, which was bigger and betHe was sold to the T. Eaton
ter than ever.
As he weighed 1,500
Co. for 46 cents a lb.
lbs., the return of $690 was not a bad lead
for beef prices.
of the

Look

The United Farmers of Alberta meet in
their annual convention at Calgary in January. President Speakmen informs us that the
subject of agricultural credits will receive
especial attention, but just what action Is intended is not disclosed.
The Ontario Beekeepers have passed a resolution asking that the Ontario Government
pass a law increasing the fine for spraying
fruit trees in bloom from $25 to $100. What
will fruit men say?
MacLean's Magazine has an article on

favorably

upon Hon. Mr. Norris as
and a possible legislator.

ciate the imitation plates. Therefore, to protect our customersas well as ourselves, we have arranged to mark every genuine

Vessot grinding plate with the raised letters, "SV" showing
plainly in the face of the plate near the center. It will, therefore, be easy for 30U, hereafter, to identify any plate offered to
you for use in your Vessot feed grinder.
Look for the "SV." If it's there you are buying a plate
guaranteed as fully as your grinder was guaranteed when you
bought it.
cannot stand behind the performance of Vessot
grinders, unless genuine Vessot plates are used.
Another point
even the genuine Vessot plate will do better
work and give better service when driven by the steady power
of a Titan engine.
If it should happen that you are not fully
informed on the advantages of the Vessot feed grinder, with its
two sieve spout and grinding plates so good they are imitated,
and with the kerosene-burning feature of the Titan engine, see
the Deering local agent, or write to us at the nearest branch house.
It will pay you to have this information.

We

—

—

tariff

—

^I

private citizen
The Canadian Forestry Journal points out
that one effect of the war is the virtual disappearance of the European professional forester.
A German forestry journal, in its two
last Issues, printed 100 pages of obituaries of
The sharpshootlng
foresters killed in action.
and scouting of the German army has been
largely done by men drawn from the State's
forest forces, and the mortality among them
There is now in Canada a
has been high.
very considerable number of men trained to
this class of work.
It helps one to realize the South African
slump In ostriches, as shown by the sale of
a full-grown bird for 5 cents at Grahamstown,
In the
says the S. A. Farmer's Advocate.
early days of ostrich farming a chick newly
fetch
sometimes
$50.
would
the
out of
egg
and $2,500 has been paid for a good pair of
days
when
grown birds. But those were the
one plucking of a single bird would bring in
.^12.5. and of late years prices have not ruled
so
high you could get a good pair of
istriches for $60.
The Hammond Stooker Co. has assigned to
the official assignees at Winnipeg. This company sold stock among the farmers of West"Farmers in Western Canada
ern Canada.
have ben swindled out of thousands of dollars in the past few years," says the Grain
rirowers' Guide, "in their general desire to
get better machinery to improve their methods
Eastern farmers
of tillage and production."
have not been altogether free in this regard.
Farmers should learn to sign fewer notes.
The National Grange of the U.S., in their
annual meeting at Oakland. Cal.. recently,
stated their positions on important national
approved equal suffrage,
questions.
'They
national prohibition, a pay-as-you-go road
Ilcy, clear cut rural credit policy, conservation of natural resources, government ownership of electric utilities, denounced free
seed distribution, and favored a non-partisan
a

International Harvester

N,

CalffaiT. Edmonton, Estevan, Hamilton. Lethbridge, London, Montreal,
Battleiord, Ottawa, Quebec, Regioa, Saskatoon, St. John. Winnipes, Yorkton

FAMOUS

foreign

to

agricultural

institutions,
to this country

report

by

O.
of

R.

Peters,

now in the
damage have

numhpr

of

casualtips

among human

due to lightning, averages
about one-third are fatal.

L.TOO.

Plates (Flat)
—G-inch
7-inch Plates (Flat)
—8^-inch
Plates (Flat)
—
— 10-inch Plates (Flat)
—8-lnoh Plates

nf

3
4
5
8
5
8
10

— 10-inch Plates
— 12-inch Plates

"ATTRITION"

CUSTOM MILLS:

*

in

Ask

J.

Flat Sectional
Plates with Centre Brealiers.
« to 12 H.P.
No. I>— 9%-inch 10 to 15 H.P.
No. D 11-inch
18 to 20 H.P.
No. 6 11-inch
15 to 25 H.P.
No. 7 13-inoh

—
—
—

for catalogue or circulars.

Tell us

tlie

power you

use'

FLEURY'S SONS, AURORA, ONT.

Winnipeg

Heads

Western Agents:
Regina

beings,

which

of
these accidents occur In rural districts. Liightning rods are found to reduce the fire hazard
from lightning by SO to 90 per cont. in the
fase of houses, and as much as 99 per cent.
ill
th'^ case nf barns.

Both

opposite dirfine grind-

Exceedingly

No. 13— 13-iDch
No. 10— 16-inch
No. 18 18-inch

—

and we

to 6 H.P.
to 8 H.P.
to 8 H.P.
to 12 H.P.
to 8 H.P.
to 15 H.P.
to 18 H.P.

MILLS:

revolving:

ections.
ing.

-

15 to 25 H.P.
18 to 30 H.P.
25 to 35 H.P.

will advise best Machine.
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THE JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY. LIMITED
Calgary

Saskatoon

press.

Nine-tenths

'

FARM MACHINES—

by

lightning
been
aathered from reports nf the Census Bureau.
Weather Bureau, insurance companies, fire
marshals, etc. Mr. Peters finds that the property loss by lightning for the U.S. averages
about .%«.000.000 a year, of which by far the
rreate;' part occurs in rural districts.
The
Statistics

RAPID EASY

No. A
No. A
No. B
No. B
No. 1
No. 3
No. 2A

introduced,

them.
Investigations on the subject of protection
from lightning have been in progress at the
U.S. Bureau of Standards during the past two
years, and the results are incorporated In a

-"

f;re;eT„rGri„rr'"nL''?h'e
Teus of thousauds in use: giving greatest satisfaction. Plates
most economical of power and unsurpassed in durability.

commission.

exchange for material sent

oi Ginada, Ltd.

At Brandon.

while 171,831 experimental
plants and 11,465 packets of seed were placed
with experimenters, and a record was kept of
rh.
During the same year over 500 shipments of experimental seeds and plants were

made

Company

BRANCH HOUSES

'

The introduction of foreign seeds and
plants by the U.S. Department of Agriculture has assumed immense proportions, says
the Scientific American.
The total number of
the
varieties introdluced since 1907, when
section of seed and plant introduction was
established, amounted last July to over 40,600.
During the past year more than 2.O0O varieties
were

"SV

""HE highest of all compliments is being paid
to Vessot grinding plates
imitations are
now being offered for sale. We appreciate the compliment, however, more than our customers will appre-

'

Manitoba's Farmer Premier in its January
The writer, Norman Lambert, treats
issue.
his subject in a most entertaining way, and
reflects

«C\7'>>

for the

GEO.

I.

FOX

279 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
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Facts to Know When
Buying Cross-Cut Saws

r;

Simouds

the only steel which we are sure will take a
cutting edge lunger than the ordinary saw.
shows a Simonds Cross-Cut Saw, No. 325, with a
liiilluw back, instead of a straight back
When you buy a saw it will pay you to get a Manufacturer's
Brand Saw, with the name "Simonds" on the blade, at about the
same price as you will pay for a low-grade Special Saw.
Ask your dealer (or thi" .Simonds Cross-Cut Saw, and write direet
to tile factory for further particulars.

temper

The name 'Siiiioiids, Creseeut Ground," un a r-ross-eut saw means
that that saw will cut 10 per cent, more timber, same time and
labor being consuuied, than any other brand of saw made to-day.

The

This we guarantee.
This is a broad statement, but one which we stand behind.
No saw has yet been returned owing to its having failed to fulfill
the above guarantee.
The advantage of the Crescent Grindinir, in Simouds' Cross-Cut
Saws, Is that it prevents binding iu the kerf, and enables the operator
to
push as well as pull the saw point.s experienced sawyers

Always

bu.v

a haw with a sharp

<'titting;

edge

— not

to

Steel

liidd

VANCOUVER,

a soft saw

is

a

illustration

SIMONDS CANADA SAW

—

appreciate.

AZINE

— because

ST.

(he former lasts longer and

keeps

The Boy Mechanic
The Great Book of 700 Things For Boys To Do
These original, practical suggestions have been furnished by hundreds of boys who have
actually built and experimented with the devices they are now telling other boys how to
build.
In no other way could a book containing such a wide and interesting variety of
contents have been prepared, for no one author or staff of writers, for that matter, could
have possibly gleaned such a wealth of ideas from their own observation and experience.

The Boy Mechanic

"' '"'

Accomplishthe Mechanical Genius

t'^Zn^

—

—

JOHN,

N.B.

edge better.

A Few

Practical
Features:

H

A

large

number

things described

of

the

may be made

old
from
cast-off
articles
which the average boy has at
his disposal.
f

Many

articles involving the

purchase of only a few cents'
worth of material will be
found fully as serviceable as
similar ones costing .several
dollars.
I Scores of

bandy things

use
are described.

for the material used in the book is a careful selection of only those articles which are new,
and of more than ordinary interest; the selection having been made by mechanical
experts who still have active recollections of their boyhood interests.
It gives complete directions for making all the things boys love to build and experiment
with in the fields of electricity, mechanics, sports, arts and crafts work, magic, etc., such as
Steam and Gas Engines Turbines Motors Wireless and Morse
Electrical Appliances
Telegraph Self-Propelled Vehicles Toboggans Ice Boats Canoes Paddle Boats^Punts

—

its

family can

practical

—

LIMITED

CO.,

MONTREAL, QUE.
B.C.

in

the

the

home

this book will deInterest the boy
along mechanical lines and
educate him at his play.
H Finally,

velop

and

—
—

—
—
— Camping Outfits — Tents — Fishing Tackle — Magic Lanterns —
Searchlights — Cameras— Telescopes— Gliders, Kites and Balloons
Electric Furnaces — Lathes — Pottery Kilns,
^

etc.

"Wish
knew

I

what

to

make"

A

boy would be an old man before he could make half the things
described in this wonderful book. It is entirely different from any
other published and has

700 Articles-480 Pages-800
(7

Illustrations

X 10)

Price $1.50 Postpaid to any address
on high-grade book paper and durably boiind
of an attractive design in four colors showing
a boy building a small boat. There are ten solid pages of index alone.
Neither care nor expense have been spared to make this the greatest
boys' book published, and to enable as many boys as possible to have
one, the price has been made absolutely as low as possible. It would
be difficult to think of a way of investing $1.50 that would benefit a
boy as much as through the purchase of one of these books.
It is clearly printed

in cloth.

The cover

is

Sent postpaid to any address upon
receipt of price.

The Book Department
The MacLean Publishing Co

Limited
143-153 University Ave., Toronto
,
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on request— Set of Beautiful Art Postcards (PURITY GIRLS)
Mail us Postcard to-day
Dept C, WESTERN CANADA FLOUR MILLS CO. Limited Head Office, Toronto
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Gentlemen — The Big Stick"

HERE

the mightiest and yet

is

the gentlest

that ever

stubborn beard into
and left a smile of con-

beat

submission
tentment in

weapon

a

its

wake.

men

It is built for

of action

— ready to

the hand,

gentle to the skin and
steam roller to beard resistance.

A

pull

— and

becomes a holder
Dropping it back in

for the fingers.

the box after use

is

as natural as

ries

moisture like

a

that's as

handy

Try

this

ing^.

It

super-soap to-morrow mornis no farther away than the

as a valet.

nearest dealer.

a

the top

cream and carsponge, and a box

a lather that feels like

Stick,

Powder,

Cream,

Liquid

Send 10 cents in stamps for a trial size of all four
Or
forms, and then decide which you prefer.
send 4 cents in stamps for any one.

drop-

anywhere, and there it
stays till to-morrow,
protected
from dust and germs.
ping

it

Such, fellow-shavers, is the
Williams' Holder-Top Shaving
Stick a soap that comes down to

—

you through three-quarters of a
century without an impure strain;
Jiddress,

THE
Add

].

B.WILLIAMS COMPANY,

Dept. A, Glastonbury, Conn.

the finishing touch to your shaoe n>ith Williams' luxurious 1 ale

Powder
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To every man
who is building

or
remodelling his barn

This
from

BT

how

Barn Book shows you

start

to finish;

foundations,

tells

and how

how

build the walls

to

your barn
cement floors,
shows how

to build

lay the

to

;

to install an effective, inexpensive ventilation

system,

It
and build the cupolas for the roof of the barn.
shows you how you can frame your barn by a method
that saves half the cost of the old way.
You can build or
remodel your barn yourself with this book, because every pomt
is clearly illustrated by full page photographs and blue print working

plans.

This new 556 page book
It contains 336 pages,
It is the most elaborate and complete book on barn building ever published in Canada.
and over 73 views of modern barns.
Photographs of up-to-date dairy bains were obtained in all parts of this
country and have been reproduced with full-page and double-page cuts which show clearly every detail of construction.
There are useful tables showing the best measurements for mangers, gutters, cattle-stands and
passages; costs of cement work; best sizes for doors and windows; amounts of ventilation for different kinds of
stock; capacities of silos; capacities of mows.
There are also working plans for 14 different barns and exterior
views of the completed barns.

BT Galvanized Steel
manure, feed and hay

Horse Stable Fittings, Steel Cow Pens, Calf Pens, Steer Pens,
and water bowls are shown in actual use in many of the barns.

Stalls, Steel

carriers,

This book is printed in colors and is bound with hard covers.
reference which you will prize and keep for years.

A

copy

of

it

should be

the hands of every

in

building or remodelling a stable, or

who

is

man who

going to put

is

It

is

not a mere catalog.

i^^lS^ES^^®!

thinking of

Free Coupon

Mail
Thousands of dollars were spent
book and in printing it.

in

Coupon

Beatly Bios. Limited

M2I4

obtaining information, plans, photographs for this

first

The

Hill Street. Fergus. Ont.

Gentlemen: Send me your new 336 page barn book,
obligation.

without charge to any man who will wiite and state if he is building
or remodelling, when he expects to start the work and the number of head of stock
he keeps. Simply fill in the blanks of the coupon and you will receive the book by
offer

mail.
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Cookies are the children's neverdelight.
Even grownups find
*^""S
TViinl^- nf
FlVf» IXOSeS
Rn<;p<i
Ol ri>^e
they fill a vacant place most pleasantly
when nothing else will do. Between meals and after ; before
retiring (to humour the tail-end of a drowsy appetite); the' crisp,
crackling cooky is welcome. You can never bake too many.
For lasting crispness and aroma, use
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Breads -Cakes

Puddings-Pastries
Dipped

in tea or milk, coffee or other favourite beverage, the
flavour of FIVE ROSES cookies and wafers blends deliciously
v/ith the aroma of the liquid.
Due to the fineness and liveliness of this famous flour, your bake
things are much more melting. They retain much longer their
witching savour.
Thus you can make a lot of these dainty goodies at one baking in
the certainty of exceptional keeping qualities.
FIVE ROSES brings even more ; the wonderful nutrition of
Manitoba's richest wheat, together with the amazing vitality and
strength that spell economy in baking.
Almost a million successful users of FIVE ROSES encourage
to try it in all your baking. Your dealer will gladly supply you.

Packed in
Bags of 7.
14, 24. 49,

a.id98
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lbs.

YOU

Barrels
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98 and

196

lbs.

OVER 35 MAGIC COOKY RECIPES
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ROSES

Cook Book.

G:ves over 240 tested cake recipes, besides chapters on
bread, buns, rolls. pies, pastries, sandwiches, puddir.gs,
etc.
Infallible directions contributed by ove>- 2.000
Canadian housewives. So indispensable that already
over 200.000 women have asked for their copy of this
144-pa^e baking manual. Mailed on receipt of lU twoOF THE
Address D.:pt. 0.
cent stamps.

LAKE
WOODS MILLING COMPANY, MONTREAL.
-^Guaranlccd NOT BLEACHED— NOT BLENDED.
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THE SLOGAN

you will enjoy this Reference Number of
The Farmer's Magazine. It comes to your farm home just
believe

as the buds of prom,ise for our next crop, are swelling. It
carries from many big minds warm words of inspiration
and helpful ideas in practical farm, life.
Those farm,ers, who will not find a present usefulness
in nearly every article and a cumulative interest in the
whole issue diiring the year, must be few and scattered indeed. The high order maintained in the magazine during
past issues, has been appreciated from, one ocean to the
other. For agricultural life, being the best life, demands
such recognition on the part of our farm papers. To this
end the editorial staff have contributed in this big issue
and have arranged for future issues matter that will
buttress active farm management and greater farm returns
during the whole year. Farmers must m,ake more money
»
out of their business.
During this year, there is going to develop a more favorable comparison between rural and urban living. Diligent
thoughtful m,en are scanning the fore-view.
The great
world clash m,ust bring certain changes in its wake, and it
is this disturbance that brings agricultural problems into
the lime-light.
These developments will be watched and
their movements translated in each issue. The farmer who
wins out is the one who keeps his ear to the ground. The
knowing of the things that our writers tell, is the best way
of doing it.
Dr. James, whose contribution in this issue catches the
ground note, believes that the next great advance in agriculture must come fro'm the country school. Individual expression must be merged in com,munity effort. Our school
articles have pointed the way.
Organized agriculture must settle our economic and
social trouble. Our marketing methods, our standardization
of packages, our output of the dairy, of the poultry plant,
of wool, of fruits, must be improved mightily. Co-operation
is the right way to achieve these results. In every province
the farmers are inquiring about it. Business men are advocating it, bankers are urging it. Do not spurn their interest in the farm. If they can help us, by all means accept
their services, keeping in mind our right viewpoint.
Biting off our noses never improves our faces. Business hci^s
many ideas that we can well adopt. Likewise, they need

our viewpoints on a few things.

Co-operation means get-

ting together.

Our readers will be pleased to note the thoroughness of
the poultry information in this number. It is from the pen
of a successful nioney-maker in this line, perhaps the most
successful man in Canada combining the practical production and marketing end of the business.
The live stock features of this issue are of first rate
importance.
The trend of the markets is forecast by
experts.
Another feature that will be continued is the business
articles by Richard Laborson.
Every farmer who has a
dollar to invest will find these articles of big service to him.
The extension of a news column, the opportunities in the
Rural Mail departmeyit, the work of the month, and scientific discussions will enlist every type of farmer in their
interest.
The educated scientific youth, and the working
hired man, who has not had a chance to study, the big
farmer, the intensive farmer, the specialist, or just the
easy-going ordinary mixed farmer, will find in the coming
issue his exact needs; and his ideal of a farm journal for
Canada. We build up, not knock. We want the farm to be
made more paying, and at the same time more intelligent.
In fact we aim to assist in that country life development
that marks the best in rural life.
The Farmer's Magazine, we believe is facing that work,
and this issue is a result of the faith our readers have had
in u^s.
F. M. C.

An

inspiration to more cheerful and healthy and better living, coupled with practical information
this is the
idea which this magazine seeks to carry to every farm
home. Our ambition is to make the paper unofficially the
official organ of the homemaker as well as the farmer, and
ive realize that this is no easy undertaking.
It leaves a
broad field to cover and requires the services of specialists
in many departments,

—

THE TREND OF HOUSECRAFT
First, ive are giving a good deal of attention to the craft
of the homekeeper, the best proved ideas we can find in
every department of farm housekeeping, and especially
how to economize in labor. Read the article on "Power
Machinery in the Farm Home" in this number. Other
phases of the subject will be treated in every issue.

A MESSAGE FROM THE DOCTOR
Read the Home Calendar by Dr. Annie A. Backus, in
this number.
Apart from her professional practice.
Dr. Backus, through her Institute
work has made
friends among the wornen throughout the Province of Ontario, and we are glad to have the privilege of sending
through our columns a monthly talk on health subjects
and other problems, to farm homes through the whole

Dominion.
ORGANIZE THE GIRLS
Everywhere our

girls are asking for the same advantages that their brothers are getting through the Junior
Farmers' organization and other young men's clubs. Older
heads are interested too, but it seems rather difficult to

strike jv^st the right thing.
A real girl specialist, Miss
Emily Guest, M.A., is doing some serious work on this problem, and in the March issue of Farmer's Magazine will
begin a series of most practical and entertaining articles.
LEAVENING THE SOCIAL LIFE
The interests of the thinking woman, however, domestic

she may be, are not confined by the walls of her home, because she knows that whatever contaminates the life of the
community is a menace to her family and the other woman's
family. During the past year tve have devoted considerable
space to problems of rural social life. In the earning months
we are planning to make a feature of some of the best and
livest forms of social entertainment, beginning in March
with a novel reproduction of "The Olde Tyme Syngeing
School." The article in this issv^, "The Country Church,"
by Andrew Phillip, is a classic in this department.

MORE ABOUT MOTHERCRAFT
The letters from mothers prompted by

the series of
articles on mothercraft published in Farmer's Magazine last
fall have encouraged us to take up the subject again in our

spring numbers. Any inquiries from our readers regarding
the health-care of children will be submitted to a physician
and answered free of charge.

THE women's INSTITUTE AND PATRIOTIC WORK
Since the beginning of the war the Women's Institutes
and Homemakers' Clubs have been among the most active
of women's organizations in furnishing Red Cross supplies,
and in raising funds for Belgian and local relief work. In
this issue reports from many Institutes and a message from,
the secretary of the Canadian Red Cross Society, offer new
inspiration and valuable ideas for carrying on the work.
Special articles on Women's Institute work appear in every
issue and we will be glad to have news from any branch.
THE get-together SPIRIT
This is the secret of service. If you want more information write for it. If you have any suggestions or criticisms
tell us.

We

are sparing no effort to

ment well balanced,

up-to-date,

vital interest for every

your co-operation.

woman

make our Home Depart-

and

full of inspiration and
will appreciate
E. M. C.

reader.
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A

Company

Farmers'

Successful in Business
Organized in 1906 by a handful of grain growers who
had decided that their economic salvation lay in the formation of a Company of their own to handle the products of their labors and the supplies that they were
obliged to purchase.
The following

figures
Sept.

Shares Allotted
Capital Subscribed
.$
Capital Paid-up
Grain Eeceipta (Bus.;
.

.

Profits

1,

'06

tell
June

1,000
25,000
5,000

$

....

$

part of the story of development
30, '07

Opened Business
June 30, '08 June 30,

1,853

46,325
11,795
2,340,000
790

$

$

2,932
73,300
20,385
4,990,541
30,190

June

'10

27,321
683,000
586,472
27,775,000
121,614
$

14,131
353,275
292,957
16,332,645
95,663
$
$

$

Aug.

30, '12

Aug.

31, '14

42,477
1,061,925
771,409.35
29,920,225
$ 151,080.92

$

$

31, '15

47,976
1,199,400

867,422
18,821,402
$ 226,963.08

After paying the customary io% dividend for the past year, the reserve fund
was increased to $340,000.00. On August 31st, 1915, shareholders of the
Company totalled 16,773. Then, also, several thousand farmers of the
prairie provinces use this Company every year in disposing of their grain
and in buying their implements and general farm needs.

IF YOU LIVE IN I HE
Company when you sell your
IF

WEST you should

use this

grain or buy your needs.

YOU LIVE IN I HE EAST

you should see that
similar company of

no time is lost in guaranteeing a
similar strength to work in behalf of farmers both
ing and buying.

in sell-

Our Second Annual Catalog
engines, vehicles, farm machinery, and general commodities, including lumber, builders' supplies, corrugated iron, wire fencing, fence posts, coal, flour, salt,
binder twine, harness, pumps, scales, washing machines, incubators, brooders, etc.,
etc.
If you haven't a copy, write us at once for our 1916 Catalog M.
lists

Service

You

The irktn /rowers /rain G>.,
Ltd.
V-J^
^ ^<^
Agency

When
Sell

Branches at
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FORT WILL1AM.0NT,

Value
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Winnipeg -Manitoba

NEW WESTMINSTER
British Columbia
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;
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Barns
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Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph.-Painted with
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MARTIN-5ENOUR PAINT

FARMERS
'•

You'll Find Just What You Want
For Spring Painting, In

MARTIN-SENOUR
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
"MADE

IN

CANADA"

Your needs have been foreseen. Dealers in your
neighborhood have been suppHed with the Martin-Senour line.
And you have only to name your Painting Wants, to have
them promptly filled.

HOUSE PAINT—Why should

you waste

money on impure

paint, or bother with
mixing lead and oil, when you can get
Martin-Senour "100% Pure" Paint for all
outside and inside painting ? Always the
same in quality, color, fineness and purity.

FLOOR PAINT—There's

only one to be
considered— the old reliable SENOUR'S
Floor Paint the kind
that wears, and wears,

mm

—

and wears.

Write us today

BARN PAINT — Martin

-

Senour

"RED SCHOOL HOUSE"

is

the

spreads
and
easily
covers more surface
holds its fresh, bright color against
wear and weather.
paint

for

—

WAGON

the

barn.

PAINT

It

—

— Keep

the

machines, wagons and tools fresh
and protect them
and bright
against rust and weather by giving
them a coat or two of Martin-Senour
"Wagon and Implement" Paint.

—

—

for "Farmer's Color Set" and name of
our nearest dealer-agent.

ADDRESS ALL ENQUIRIES TO

^^e
•p°u'i,t

MARTIN-SENOUR
LIMITED

Go.
74

Greensiiields Ave., Montreal.

PAINT

& VARNISHES

THE SPEEDY STITCHER

ONE DOLLAR
POSTPAID

A LITTLE
WONDER
sewing
for
kinds of leather,
Harness, Auto and Buijtfy Tops, Grain Bags etc.
Sews quick and strong. Anyone can operate it. Pays
for itself every time it is used.
Wilson Specialties,
33 Melinda St., Toronto

Our courses in T.vpewriting, Stenography, Boukkeeping. Civil Service, Show Card Writing, Sign
Meclianioal
Writing,
Drafting,'
Architectural
Drawing, Electric Lighting
.vou

for a

Hundreds
Write
courses.

for

anrl

Wiring,

"will

fit

better position with increased salary.
Enroll now.
of opportunities daily.
catalogue <le§cribing the different

Address Dept. E.

DOMINION CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE
Hamilton, Ontario

CHICKENS

2(

We will

pay the above price for crate-fattene(
chickens, bled, and picked clean to the wing
tips.
Chickens must be good size, straight
breasted and white in colour, not torn. Thes
birds are for select trade, so must be A No. 1

WALLER'S, 700 Spadina Ave., Ton
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%e KEY to a BETTER
SMOKE
mii^miiiimmiiniiiiii

Your pocketknife is all

you

need to discover what
real sweetness you can get out of your old pipe.

GET A

BLOCK
OF SMOKING TOBACCO
and whittle off a fresh pipeful just before you smoke
and you will find that your smoke will be sweeter,
slower-burning, cooler than you ever got from a bag
or tin of tobacco.
That's because the only way to keep all the moisture in tobacco is
to press the choicest leaves into a plug and protect it with a
natural leaf wrapper.
''

Made

in

Canada by Expert Canadian Workmen

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

"

lOc a block

—
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For the FIFTH Time Studebaker Sets NEW
Standards of Value in a NEW Studebaker that
gives STILL MORE conveniences
STILL MORE beauty of design
STILL MORE roominess everywhere
STILL MORE refinement of mechanical design
The same POWERFUL motor

And the SAME sterling
at a

quality in every detail

REDUCED PRICE!

—roomier
Much more room

for

the driver

has been gained by removing the
gas tank from the cowl to the rear
and moving the cowl-board upward and slightly ahead of its
former position.
More room has also been gained
in the tonneau by moving the
front seats forward a few inches
and making them adjustable to
the passengers' personal comfort.

Series

—handsomer
Changes have also been made in
the design ofthe car which greatly
enhance its graceful lines. The
fenders, for instance, have been
made heavier, deeper and richer,
following the curves of the wheels
more closely. And v/ith the gas
tank hung on the rear, the whole
car has a substantiality of appearance that is very attractive.

1

40I>P7-passenger

7 FOUR
$1 1 A^
I I

w^

mark the carthroughout. Especi-

Never has there been a finer example of what that name of Studebaker guarantees to the buyer of a car than NOW. Studebaker
with its GREAT resources, its unrivaled buying powers, and its
enormously increased volume of manufacture, has been able to
REDUCE the price to $1 165 a SAVING of $40 to every man who
buys a Studebaker.

ally the gas tank in the rear and
the reliable Stew/art Vacuum Systen^ set on the intake manifold.
This insures positive feed at all

this gigantic

—NEW
Conveniences
limes.

Clutch and brake pedals are longer by 3 inches, affording greater
leverage and ease of control. The
wrindshield is designed to overlap
thus assuring complete protection
in any storm. The switches,
gauges, speedometer are all conveniently located on the cowl,
lighted by an indirect system of
lighting.

Four Cylinder Models
Touring Car, 7-passenger $1165
.

Roadster, 3-passenger

Landau-Roadster, 3 pass.

Six Cylinder

.

1135
1465

Models

Touring Car, 7-passenger $1395

—

And

same time,

—

—

"because it's a Studebaker" backed by
manufacturing institution, the same high quality of
the car has been maintained. It has never been Studebaker's policy
to reduce the quality of any product in order to reduce the price.
That name of Studebaker has been a guarantee of QUALITY for
too

at the

many

years.

MOST POWERFUL

4-cylinder car that has ever been
It is the
offered at anywhere near the price. It is the FIRST 4-cylinder car
to rival the flexibility of a SIX. And with the added convenience
dollar-for-dollar value that
in the new model, it is the
the market has ever seen. See it at your local dealer's before you
decide on any car. See how much a dollar will buy in a car
"because it's a Studebaker." Write for Series 17, Catalog.

BIGGEST

Built in

Canada

.

Roadster, 3-passenger

Landau-Roadster, 3-pass.

.

1365
1695

F. O. B. Walkerville

Write for catalog at once

STUDEBAKER.
Walkerville, Ont.

Dept. F. 44

More than 207,000 Studebaker Cars now in use

—
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Simonds Crescent Ground
Cros8-Cut Saws
Tliis

saw wiU

than

used,

stood

for

any

thirty

.Steel will take a temper to hold a cutting edge and stay sharp
time than any saw not made of Simonds Steel.
There are two reasons why you should buy Simonds Crescent Groimd
Cross<!ut Saws— Quality and Price.
Superior quality makes your cutting as easj^ as cutting can be.
The price is moderate for the saw value given. It is about the same as
yon would pay for an inferior saw; therefore, why not get the best for your
money— a saw with the manufacturer's name, "Simonds," on it? It is your
The saw illustrated. Simonds Crescent Ground
guarantee and your protection.
Saw, No. 22, is the most satisfactory saw for all usual sawing purposes. Insist
on your hardware dealers supplying you with Simonds Saws.
Write to the

Simouds

same time and labor being
made.
This guarantee has

for a longer

years.

Simonds Saw — grinding

two reasons for the superiority of the

There are

and

cut 10 per cent, more timber,
other brand of Cross-Cut Saw

steel.

A saw

that does not bind in the kerf cuts easy; a saw that binds is a
bother.
Crescent gi-inding insures saws ground so tliat the teeth are all ot
even thickness throughout the length ot the saw, and the blade tapered for
clearance to the greatest degree consistent with a strength of blade which
Crescent grinding is an
enables the operator to push as well as pull the saw.
exclusiTe process, used only on Simonds CrossOut Saws.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW COMPANY,
Always

saw with a sharp

bu.v a

^^('^\\^l/^jJ^(

J&i

cutting:

edge

—not

factory

for

further particulars.

VANCOUVER.

Limited, Montreal, Que.

a soft saw

— because the

ST.

former lasts Iong:er and keeps

its

JOHN.

B.C.
N.B.

edge better.

you money.
You can't afford such
Get rid of the stumps- make every acre
^^...return big profits. Clear your land the Kirstin way
the quick
easy, practical way, Use the method endorsed by Government atifl
j''ft5^»«*;'*^/'"
-'d^V^W"' State Officials' and by thousands upon thousands of farmers and land '^ri?*\
tA :i~.4r :^^/
owners the way that is easiest, most practical and costs you the least,
>*:V"-*w5.
^^'^'^y'"
both in first cost and for labor. The Kirstin One-Man way is the proven way.
From Maine to California and from Canada to the Gulf, there are thousan(fs of
Kirstins at work and every one of thenj will repay their cost many times over.
Kirstin will make good in your stump fields.

^" -'^ fc? '"'^

.^C*:^P^^'^'^Stump

fSf0^ waste

fields cost

— such

loss.

—

—

irstin
One-Man Stump
Easily Handled
Double Leverape Kirstin has
t^^f^^ The improved
—
quality needed in
stump

puller
a
power
variable sptidi
enormous
Yet,
'"'"S'h.
with
all
its
great
power
and
i;4ri'!^''2''
Mfjii^^-S strength, the Kirstin is the lightest stump
;§^fiS'^ puller made, so that one man can carry, handle
and operate it with ease.
^j^^it^ -

«vl^5^"^'

i^i^i^^'

'y"^

—

gigantic

—

mm
^iM
M
m&t^i

No Horses Required

In.clearing land the Kirstin way. one man alone
pull stumps your team dnvoii lay a boy can be
pulls
kept
busy draHgins them away. Just think of the
I.;.
...i,enormous difference in cost between the Kirstin Onei^.fcSj jjj
'2,'«:'.>^2
Man way and the horse-power method— where it takes
a team and a man or two to operate the puller alone.
The improved double leverage Kirstin, the new
'^A-'V, »:->\
short lever mode', stands the extreme tests of the
very iiardest stump pulling. T he Kirstin's wonderful
coraiiound leverage principle develops enormous
power— one man alone can easily pull all kinds ot
stniiips— big, little, tougli or green- also trees and
hedi.'es.
In addition to its practically unlimited
power, the Kirstin
1

—
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Changes Speed While Pulling a Stump
puller at any price contains a similar
device. With other machines you keep pulling at the
same rate of speed even after the stump has broken
loose and the hard pull is over. This is a big waste
of^ime that the Kirstin Multiple Speed-Changing
'"'
feature entirely overcomes. The Quick- Detachable connections also me.nn a big saving of
time. Furthermore, with the Kirstin you can
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and Operated By One Man.
unwinding cables from a heavy drum— no driving a team round and
round -no wasted time or effort at all. Just a steady, easy, backand-forth mcwement of the Kirstin lever brings stumps out qhick
and easy. Small trees, hedges, brush, etc., can be pulled in bunches.
The Kirstin gives you unlimited power. It also has surplus
strength in every part— and the rielii speed at the right time.
Can be used anywhere— hills, swamps— rough ground or thick
timber where no other puller could be used.
If you have any stumps on your farm you need a
Kirstin.
Why the Kirstin ? Because the Kirstin is the
simplest, most practical, most eflicient land clearing
device ever invented. Lowest first cost lowest in cost
of operation. It weighs niuch less than any other,
is a great deal stronger, and is covered bv

—

The KIRSTIN
Iron-Clad Guarantee
You cannot afford to start to clear your
land before you get the Kirstin Catalogue.
This will be sent yon
It contains
invaluable land-clearing information and full
details abnut Kirstin One-Man Stump Pullers, our Liberal Ten-Day Try-Out Offer,
the Kirstin Service Bureau, Time Pay
raent Plans, ^ic We'll also send you
ABSOLUTE PROOF that the Kir- .^
stin is and does all we claim
Try a Kirstin on your land
prove its value to yourself.
y..-?-/^?,;'*?^'

FREE.

-'

No other stump

Aeer.ts'Ml^mt^

Puller

^^^^ ^^^ Anchor
^°

''""^ '°^'

machine

'" ''^ving to re-set
for every stump no
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Mail The Coupon

^.f^^^l..

or send a postal, but be >i-"^^|>,§Sf f''"'^
..fi..'.5fe',>i^
sure to write at
lor your ^s^.,-rj-\^y--:
once for
copy of free ,<^;2,!egS%j

book.

^/^f^'i::;^^^

A. J. KIRSTIN CANADIAN CO.,
Sanlt Ste. Marie, Ont.
5400 Dennis St.
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You who Feed the Nation
Fighting Men and All

—

— you

whose farms last year produced crops
worth Eight Hundred Million Dollars— YOU
certainly can afford and appreciate the very
best in equipment, for personal use as well as
for your work.

'When

it comes to shaving, nothing else will
you anything like the speed, service and
comfort you can get from a

give

GILLETTE
Safety Razor
The more you know

things mechanical,

of

the

—

more

you'll appreciate the principle of the Gillette
a wafer-thin
blade of finest steel, tempered to perfection, gripped rigid
and guarded by a handy adjustable holder.

A turn of the screw handle adapts the Gillette for a light
or close shave, or a tough or tender skin. The wonderful
keenness of the electrically hardened Gillette Blades makes
it
easy to shave clean, close and comfortably in five
minutes or less.
Make your shaving
methods.

Get a

Gillette

as

up-to-date

and enjoy

as

your

farming

it!

Your Druggist, Jev^eler, or Hardware Dealer
will show you an assortment of Gillette Sets
"Bulldogs", "Aristocrats", Standard Sets,
Pocket Editions and Combination Sets, at
$5.00 and up.

Gillette Safety

Razor Co. of Canada
Limited

Office and Factory:

Gillette Building,

Montreal

few^i^

TWENTY CENTS A COPY

TKe

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

FARMER'S
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A YEAR OF DESTINY—1916
is

evening at Broadview

IrFarm.

Snow

covers

the

By

fields, and evergreens bend
low with their white burdens. The cattle
have quieted down for the night and the
bright moon gloivs upon a scene of peace
and quiet. The blinds have been drawn.

The wood crackles in the fireplace and
the shaded lamp stands in the middle of
the table. The boys and girls are busy
with their morrow's lessons. Father has
put off his heavy boots and is ready for
his evening paper. Mother is tired, but
her knitting is at hand, and to it she
turns, knitting and thinking, thinking and
knitting. There is a vacant chair, for
Jack to-night is in the trenches in Flanders.
Mother knits and thinks, and then
she gets up and goes to the drawer in the

Dr.

C.

C.

Then Father laid the letter
table, and he and Mother
talked and planned. They would
do greater things for Jack's sake. The
call from the trenches tvas a new call to
duty and to patriotisyn: The farmer, the

JAMES, C.M.G-

secretary and takes out a letter which she
hands to Father, and he reads it again
for the fourth time.

farmer's
'
The socks you sent are fine.
I gate
one pair to a chap tcho never hears from, anyone, as he has tieither father nor mother. The
icooUen cap that Mary knit is just the thing
for this weather. Tell the kiddies that their
letters are so welcome and the scrapbooks that
they have sent are in use all the time.
And
now, Father, you irould hare to come to the
Front to appreciate what
you are doing and
can do at home. We are fighting, hut we could
not carry on this var without you. Do your
licst again this year.
Make the old farm, produce all it can, for we shall need it. Remember, you are in this war as much as we are
"

«

the

on the

wife,

farmer's
the
boy,

daughter,
farmer's

whether at the
front, in th e
hoTue, or at the

plow, can be relied

on in

this

(

p

p^

m
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Why One Man Left the Farm
An

Accident That Gave Dr. Mills to the
Agriculture Along Other Lines

By W.

A.

James

Mills.

now many years ago

since an achappened in a barn in the
Township of North Gwillimbury,
which was to have a very radical effect on
the fortunes of a young Ontario farmer.
The youth, a tall well-set-up hard-working
is

ITcident

lad,

was superintending a threshing.

A

younger brother was driving the horses
hitched to one of the old-time powerplants, known as a horse-power, while inside the barn, a farm hand was pitching
the sheaves into the machine. In a moment of carelessness, the 'latter jammed
his fork into the chain and threw it off a
Almost at the same instant a
pulley.
gust of wind blew the barn-door shut, so

that the boy driving the horses could not

what had happened.
Hastily seizing a sheaf, the young'farmer hurried up to the machine and pushed
it into the gearing in order to slacken the
speed so that the chain could be readjustUnfortunately he miscalculated the
ed.
rate at which the apparatus was moving,
his arm was drawn into the machinery
and in a trice it had been hacked off. Thus
what might otherwise have proved to be
a day of quite ordinary import in the farm
routine was turned into a day of tragedy.
Those to whom the tall and dignified
figure of Dr. James Mills, once president
of the Ontario Agricultural College, later
member of the Dominion Board of Railsee

most part much younger than himhe went to Bradford and attended the

Toronto coal merchant, at Corbett's Corners, a small cross-roads settlement be-

for the

tween Schomberg and Bond Head. Both
John Mills and his wife were north of
Ireland folk and they possessed all the

high school. He had practically to learn
to write all over again. He had to catch
up in many subjects but he was in dead
earnest and he made rapid progress.
Those who were students at the Bradford

was more than local.
To follow in his father's footsteps and
to become a prosperous farmer was the
ambition of the eldest son, born on November 24, 1840. He forsook the little country
schoolhouse at the Corners at an early
age and devoted himself assiduously to
the farming. We may well suppose, knowing the determination of the man as
shown in later life, that he applied himself very zealously to the work in hand,
thrusting aside all distractions and giving
himself up whole-heartedly to agricultural pursuits.

THE TURN A TRAGEDY TOOK
Then came the tragedy of the mangled
arm, not while he was still a boy, but
after he had crossed the threshold of
manhood. To many a young man, an accident such as that would have had negative
Not so to
ized the handicap
results.

James

Mills.

He

real-

which the loss of his
right arm would impose and he decided
that for him the life of the farm was no
longer possible. Despite his age, he determined to seek an education that would
fit him for some calling in which the lack
of an arm would be no serious obstacle.
Mingling with boys and girls, who were

way Commissioners and now

librarian of
familiar are aware that his
is lacking. They may possibly
have heard at one time or another that he

that body,
right arm

of

C R AI C K

best characteristics of their race.
The
Mills farm was famous throughout the
countryside as a model of what a farm
should be.
In its cultivation, methods
were in vogue which were in advance of
the times, and John Mills had a reputation
as a highly successful agriculturist that
Dr.

Work

self,

Grammar
James

School in those days remember

Mills as a hard worker, intent on

his books
sense.

and never indulging

in

any non-

From Bradford,

in his pursuit of knowhe went to Cobourg and enrolled
among the undergraduates of Victoria
University. Here he achieved a brilliant
course, graduating in 1868, with the
Prince of Wales gold medal.
He had
meanwhile decided that the teaching profession would be his objective, and from
the day he was granted his degree at
Cobourg until the day he received a letter
from the Premier of Canada informing
him that he had been appointed to the
Railway Board, James Mills was engaged
continuously in educational work.

ledge,

It is scarcely necessary to refer to the
three positions Dr. Mills occupied prior to
his accepting the presidency of the O.A.C.
He was employed successively at the
Stanstead Academy, the Cobourg Collegiate Institute and the Brantford Collegiate Institute, in the two former as
English master, and in the latter as headmaster. How he came to be selected as
head of the Agricultural College forms a
rather interesting chapter in his life.

ROWDYISM AT THE
The

college at

0. A. C.

Guelph had been estab-

some few years previously, but its
early career had been of a hazardous nature.
The students were evidently a
boisterous lot,
for
tales were current
of their wild doings
and their utter disregard of authority.
The place lacked
lished

is

discipline

—

in

fact.

Continued on
page 120

a threshing accident, when he
was a young man working on his father's
farm in North York. What they may not
lost it in

have grasped, however, is that the tragedy of that summer day back in the early
sixties

was

change

in the youth's outlook that

lead

V

to be the direct cause of a

was

to.

^^H*

him away from the farm and carry

r.^l&^HH'*''

I

him

into those position of great public
usefulness he has subsequently filled.
James Mills was the eldest of six sons,
who were born to John Mills and his wife,
Ann Stinson, on a 200-acre farm which
they rented from Mrs. Sarah Rogers,
mother of Elias Rogers, the well-known

A

celebrated picture, the original college building at Guelpb.
be seen to-day incorporated into the new building. This

may

This building, with tbe portico,
old Stone farm residence.

was the

13
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A BIG

MAN

IN

AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS

%
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1
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MR. T.

A.

CRERAR, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER OF THE
GRAIN GROWERS' GRAIN COMPANY
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Milking Her

Way

to Popularity

*<*

%
Ormsby Jane Legis Aaggle No.

150,&43, the world's

new champion

Hulstein.

Sold as a two-year-old for

The Hohtein Friesian Cow Has Made Remarkable Progress
HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN

cattle came
from the provinces of
North Holland and Friesland, a

originally
section of the

Kingdom

of the Netherlands
bordering on the North Sea, commonly
called Holland.
The dairymen of these
provinces are descendants of the ancient
Friesians, and their cattle are lineal descendants of the cattle bred by them 2000
years ago. From the earliest accounts of
dairy husbandry these cattle have been
used and developed for dairy purposes.
Properly speaking, they are not Holstein
cattle at all, but Friesian. The awkward,
double-barrelled name was adopted in the
United States on the union of two rival
herd books in 1883, and for the sake of
brevity the name Holstein has come into
general use.
By the way, this is pronounced Holstine, not Holsteen, as we

frequently hear

it.

first came to Canada, I beduring the winter of 1882-3. Several
farmers at widely separated points made
small importations about the same time
from the .United States, from which country all our foundation stock has come.
Hallam & Co., New Dundee; H. Bollert,
Cassel; E. Macklin & Sons, Fenella; M.

Holsteins

lieve,

Cook

&

Sons, Aultsville;

all

of Ontario,

By W. A. C L

EMON

and James Sangster, Ormstown,
were among the pioneers.

At the Toronto Exhibition

of

S

Que.,
1883,

known

as the Holstein-Friesian Associaof Canada, and numbering nearly
2,200 members.
All of the other wellknown breeds had been established in
Canada for many years, and the Blackand-Whites met with an extraordinarily
bitter opposition before they succeeded in
gaining popularity. Until 1891, Canadian breeders registered their cattle in
the American herd book, but in that year
a Canadian Herd Book was established.
tion

About 400 animals a year were recorded
for the first few years, but for the last
twenty years progress has been very
rapid and now we have over 10,000 regisbreed can

No

(1915).'

show anything

like

other

this

in-

crease; indeed, our registrations far outnumber those of all the other dairy breeds
in

Canada combined.
At the present time

the

pure-bred

I

Holsteins

would estimate
in

about 50,000.

in

valued at $20,000.

Canada

Roughly speaking, 60 per
found in Ontario; 10

cent, of these are

some eight or ten of the early breeders
met and formed the organization now

trations in one year

Now

.$250.

Canada at

per cent, in Quebec, 8 per cent, in British
Columbia, 6 per cent, in Alberta, 4 per
cent, in Manitoba and 3 per cent, in each
This takes
of the remaining provinces.
no account of the thousands of grades,
whose characteristic black and white
markings are so conspicuous in nearly all
dairy districts.
In affiliation with the general association, we have provincial
branches in
Quebec, Alberta and British Columbia.
Mr. D. Raymond, Queen's Hotel, Montreal, is secretary of the Quebec branch;
Mr. E. W. Bjorkeland, Red Deer, of the
Alberta branch, and Mr. Thos. Laing,
Eburne, of the British Columbia branch.
In addition we have about a dozen county
or district clubs in Ontario, practising cooperation in such matters as advertising,

and buying cattle.
For the past twenty-five years at

selling

least

public dairy tests in
Canada have been won by Holsteins. In
the dairy tests conducted at the great

75 per cent, of

all

Guelph, Ottawa and Amherst Winter
Fairs, the championship now almost invariably goes to a Holstein.

Continued on page 31
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This So-called Dignity of Agriculture,
Hoiv Far is it Real? And so Far as it is Real,

Upon What Does
PROF.

J.

it

Depend?

REYNOLDS, M.A.C.

B.

strength of understanding and of character.

A

UTARM

science at WQftK

THE
fields

Jt

traditional farmer,

in

fiction

and in popular conception, is a man
whose only natural setting is in the
that he tills and amongst the cattle

that he raises. There, he is supposed to
be lavishly generous of all that his labor
produces, dispensing hospitality with a
free hand to all who may honor him with
visits.
When his produce has been converted into cash, he is understood to be
niggardly of that cash, ungenerous and
stingy and "near" in dispensing it. Out
of his natural setting, he is credited with being careless of his personal appearance, uncouth in manner,

and

illiterate,

speech.

He

also

is

unskilled

i

short time ago I attended a meeting
at which the representatives of the leading business interests of a large city had
come together to confer with the representatives of a farmers' organization upon questions of common interest.
How
would the traditional type of farmer appear in such a gathering? How did these
actual farmers uphold their position? In
dignity, in debating skill, in understanding of economic questions, in moderation
and sincerity and earnestness, the farmers were at least the equal of any in that
assembly, and the assembly included men

high in finance,

among

transportation in-

and in manufacturing. I appeal
to the young farmers of Canada, which
type do you mean to represent?
terests,

It is true that agriculture is the foundation of Canada's prosperity. It is necessarily so, because the soil contains our
greatest national resource. But that fact
has not made the farmer respected, or
farming dignified. The labor of develop-

simple-minded

qualities,

in

it is

not desirable that farmers

politicians in the usual sense, or
dealers in other people's produce,
or speculators, or manipulators of

to the right

Secondly, protection of their own
interests in commerce and in legislation
and
'
Lastly, citizenship.
The second of these aims may be
styled intelligent self-interest. The
other two, if properly understood
and carried out, are in a high degree unselfish. How many callings
;

are there with

such

a large

centive to unselfishness?

The farmer must

moral

yet

they be public-spirited,
and healthy development of their communities
and of the nation. Here, then,' I
submit, is the farmers' program:
First, production of food for the
world

frugal; uncouth,
unlearned,
blind partisans, and unacquainted with political and economic
questions; tools of demagogues, and
victims of designing and insincere
persons. Dignity is founded in respect, and how much respect can
be honestly entertained for men of
this type? Such men are told that
they are respected for the usefulness of their labor, for the fact that
the very life of the nation depends
upon the produce of their industry.
Let them never believe it. It is the
hope of the trickster and the demagogue to keep the farmer satisfied
with his achievements as a producer, to keep him convinced that his
realm is otherwise than in business

in

And
become

sides, that

dumb;

telligence,

the press.

and see

ty,

politics.

ing those natural resources cannot dignify.
Respect and dignity depend upon
personal qualities that compel respect,
upon intelligence and the power to hold
one's own in the world of men. And until
farmers cultivate that intelligence and
develop that power, farming will never
be a dignified calling, no matter what may
be said about it from the platform or in

enough and have power
enough to secure _what is justly
their own on the market, and, be-

traditional type, industrious, thrif-

in

iTj

know

and unsophisticated, unacquainted
with the ways of the world, and
falls an easy victim to promoters
and other gentlemen who are clever
enough to live by their wits.
We have all met farmers of this

and

OF CREATION

stock markets. Farmers are first
of all producers. What is essential
and fit, after that, is that they

n

learn that real dignity, while never
separated from serviceable labor
of whatever sort, is founded in in-

Tithe JOY

PRINCIPAL

J.

B.

REYNOLDS, M.A.

Manitoba Agricultural College

in-

It is this,

coupled with intelligent action, that
constitutes the real dignity of
farmings its title to respect among
other callings.
The hope of our nation, of every
nation, lies in its rightly-educated
Religion will never save
citizens.
the world, so long as religion is
associated with bigotry of opinion.
Piety will never save it, unless

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
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tion of spirit that enables each member of
the farming community to act in harmony
and co-operation with other members, for
business and social ends.
The skill and the science are essential
in order that farmers may be efficient producers, and that the farm homes may be
made centres of sweetness and light.
Each new generation must be trained as
capable producers and home-makers. But
the education of the past, at least college
education, has stopped there. What has
to be done in the future, in college education for farmers, is to train in business
methods, in buying and selling, in econ-

is associated with an instructed
moral sense. Education, state education,

piety

education for the state, must include ability to earn an honest living, and conscience
to discern what is an honest living. The
hope of agriculture lies in educating those
who are to find their homes and livelihood
this
I am not arguing
on the farms.
point, I am simply stating it as my belief,
as a principle of action. Nor is it essential how this education is to be obtained,
whether by experience, by reading, or in
school and college. The essential things
are, skill in the work of farming, acquaintance with the science of it, and a condi-

The Great
A

Great

Business

and

Ayrshire
Her

ing purposes became very frequent during
the middle part of the last century.
liord Dalhousie, Governor-General in
1821, was a breeder and importer of Ayrshires, and no doubt brought over a number of head, during his term of office.
Our Ayrshire records show that John
Dods and James Logan of Montreal made
importations in 1850 and 1853. These
men brought over a number of head in the fifties,
formed a nucleus o f
good herds and their
breeding operations continued in the sixties. J.
Gilmour, of Quebec, in
1854, and James Gibb of
the same place in 1856
made importations. Thos.
Dawes and Son, Lachine,
Que.; J. M. Browning,
Thos. Irving, Alex. Crawford,
N. S. Whitney,
.

Cow:

By W.

F.

STEPHEN

in

A. Longueil,

Wolfe

I s -

land,

in

1851.

W.

J.

Hough,

Fairfield E.,

Leeds

Co.,

in 1852, Col.

Den nison,
in

R.
of

1854,

P.

Wright,

.\

Cobourg

Morton in 1858, Alex. GerAncaster, in 1859, and Brodie and
Converse, Belleville, in 1860.
The lack of cohesion, in the seventies,
among the Ayrshire breeders of the various provinces retarded the development
of the breed to a very marked extent,
in 1856, Geo.
rie,

.

—

great .Vyrshire Breeder's home tli.it of Burnsido Stock Farm, owned hy
R. R. Ness, at Howlck, Quebec.

The forming of

provincial associations and

the publishing of a herd book in each
Eastern Province is recognized to be the
greatest mistake of the Ayrshire breeders
of that time. In the nineties a move was

made toward amalgamation, which was
consummated in 1898.
Since that time
there has been one Association and one
Herd Book, with the result that there has
been a most pronounced
advancement in the Ayrshire

business, and the
registrations

number of

having increased 156 per
cent, since amalgamation.
To October 31, 1915,
records show that
Ayrshires have
68,444
been recorded. It is estiabout 21,000 Ayrshires

our

in

Canada

to-day,

and

they have increased lately at the rate of about
4,000 per year.
Quebec Province has
led in Ayrshire development, with Ontario a

L.
all

close second, and Nova
Scotia, Alberta, British

made more or less extensive importations in
the sixties.
To J. B. Ewart, of
Dundas, must be given
the credit of making the
first
importations into
Ontario "in 1849 or 1850,
1

be,

the spirit of co-operation.

of

followed b y
Hon.
S.
.,,
1-.
T
J?
1
Jones
of Brockville, and

may

cannot hope, working singly, to market
his produce to the best advantage. He
must co-operate with other farmers having similar aims; with middlemen, with
transportation companies, and with the
banks. But experience shows that before
he can secure attention from these latter
agencies he must combine with other
farmers to compel attention and respect.
And so the next phase in the education of
the farmer must be in the methods and

Montreal, A. Brodie, N.

Georgetown, and J.
Gibb of Compton,

The farmer,

producer he

the Baron

importation of pure-bred Ayrshires to Canada is traceable to the
arrival of Scotch ships, bringing
them to supply milk for the passengers on
the voyage. They were sold on arrival at
Eastern harbors at Quebec and Montreal.
The good appearance and performance of
these animals attracted such attention
that it became a general practice over
seventy-five years ago to induce shipmasters to bring out a' couple or more
Ayrshires until the importation for breed-

all

skilful a

Dairy

of

THE

James Drummond,

however

Cow, Hardy,

Typical
Form. Her Breeders Hold
Higfi Esteem.
Thrifty,

omics, and in co-operation.

Columbia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Is-

Manitoba and Saskatchewan in the order
named.
The Ayrshire cow is
land,

„.,
„.„
Milkmaid 7th
,

—

—

owned by A. McRae & Sons, of Prince Edward Island champion in the Canadian Record of Performance test, with 16,696 lbs. of milk.
.

recognized to be of typij
/^
j.„
bO
Lontl'»uea on page en
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THE

chief factors in managing and
working a dairy farm are: location,
nature of the land, buildings, water

supply, kind of livestock chiefly cows, the
crops grown including harvesting, threshing and silo filling, feeds purchased,
manure and artificial fertilizers^marketing the products, labor, cash returns, and
soil improvement or depeciation.
The subject can best be treated by referring briefly-to each of the factors mentioned.

LOCATION OF DAIRY FARM

For many, the location is already decided by inheritance or purchase and the
owner has to make the best of present circumstances. However, to the man who has
not yet bought his farm a' few general
observations may be of interest and value.
It is best, first, to decide the kind of dairying which is to be followed. For example,
if it is considered best to produce milk for
sale in town or city, then the farm should
be near a centre of population so as to
have the market convenient and save
losses on spoiled milk. Milk is a very
perishable article, consequently cannot be
safely transported long distances except
the transportation company shall furnish
a refrigerator car, which is not commonly

bacteria to feed on.
They
are fond of sweet things
like sugar, and muscle material containing the element nitrogen. They do not care for
fat, as a rule, and cream consists largely
of milk-fat. The production and sale of
sweet cream, and the feeding of the skimmilk on the farm to young livestock and
poultry is an ideal system of dairy farming.

The cheese factory, creamery, and milk
condenser are all valuable adjuncts of
dairy fai-ming and the man who pins his
faith to one of these should locate in a
section where one or other is available as
a market for his milk or cream. During
the season of 1915 the cheesery has paid
its patrons good prices for milk. If this
continues, we may expect a revival of the
cheese trade which has been in a languishing condition for some time.

NATURE OF THE LAND
all classes or kinds of soil may
be successfully used for dairy farming,
but the choice is a clay or clay loam, because such soil contains and retains most

Nearly

fertility under average conditions.
best dairy districts are those where
considerable clay is found in the make-up
of the soil. "Sand breeds heresy" and is
more difficult to maintain in a fertile condition. The heavier soils breed and maintain the best kinds of livestock, including
soil

men and women. The

soil should be welldrained naturally or artificially. While
wet land may be used for dairying it is
not the best, chiefly because such land is
not good for the health of the animals and
because it is difficult to carry out a rotation of crops on undrained land.

THE BUILDINGS
a great mistake to tie up an undue
amount of capital in expensive buildings.
Modest, neat buildings are preferable, and
this allows more capital for improvemelits such as drainage, silos, pure-bred
stock, etc. During the past summer we
were told of a case where a capitalist was
putting about $20,000 into a dairy barn.
The person who related the circumstance
remarked: "He'll never see his money
again if he lives to be as old as
It is

Methuselah."
The house for dairy cows is preferably
located on top of the ground and in a separate building not under a ham. The socalled "bank-barn-stable" is not a good
place, as a rule, in which to keep cows.
Lighter, better-ventilated, cheaper stables
may be built separate from, but adjacent
to, the barn.

The

WATER SUPPLY
Of

the necessities on a dairy farm,
none is of greater importance than the
water supply. This should be abundant,
clean, and if used for cooling purposes
all

without

done in Canada. Where
a dairy farmer has a
direct town trade, that
is, delivers his milk to

food.
90 to

A cow

milk
over

daily

100
200

gallons)

producing
pounds of
will

drink

pounds (20
of water in

twenty-four hours.
While it may not be
necessary to have water
and in
in the stable,

milk produce'.',
is not a good
for milk,
salesman
hence this part of the
usually
i s
business
taken over by specialcessful

often

front of the cows at all
there should be
plenty of clean water
for the cattle to drink
in the yard and pasture

times,

ists.

be satis-

factorily transported to
a much longer distance
than can milk, because
it does not sour or spall
so readily, for the rea-

son that it contains less
food material for the

should be

contains
about 1,750
pounds of water, which
the cows must be supplied with in drink or

customers, there is undoubtedly the greatest
direct cash returns, but
it takes a special kind
of farmer to do this. He
has to be born to, or
trained in, the business.
A farmer, who is a suc-

Cream may

ice, it

Each ton of milk
produced on the farm
cold.

field.

.^unii.am of Edgeie.v, a .Iitsc.v cow that coinos from aristocratic ancestry and
cai-ns her h onors by yit'ldii.g 18,74+1 lbs. of milk, 4.94 per cent. fat in 1 year.

The bored or driven
well with gasoline engine, wind, or electric
motor to pump the
,
, „i.„j
water to an elevated
,

,

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
as usual on
the bait pro-

and
vided
go into hogs
n g er
s t r
ever
than
for a time.
When the
"slump"
prices

in

oc-

which
bound to

curs,
is

come

as
a

soon

as

largei

num-

ber of hogs
are sent to

market,
these men
again drop
out of hogs.

—

ReadiiiK from right to left, these dairy Shorthorus are Kinsella Cth, 11,065
lbs.; Belle Clare, 15,215 lbs.; Odette.- 10.140 lbs., and Doris Clay,
10,617 lbs. of milk in 1 year.

The
safe

only
way

to stick

a good arrangement. Many farmers are now locating the water tank on
top of the silo as a convenient and safe
place, thus insuring water for the stock

tank

is

WHAT

hogs and try to be in the game when
hogs are up in price.

THE MOTOR

POVV^ER

No more

horses should be kept than are
actually required for working a dairy
farm as they are expensive to feed and

in case of fire.

and protection

is

to

LIVESTOCK?

Should a dairy farmer keep pure-breds
or grades? This depends on the man and
the capital available. For most men
would be a wise plan to

it

good condition. It is esticosts not less than $90 to
$100 yearly for the up-keep of a horse.' At
maintain

in

mated that

it

start with grades, or not

19
the present time the horse market is as
as the proverbial pancake, though
there are signs of revival.

flat

THE FARM FLOCK PAYS
doubtful if the average farm
poultry flock much more than pays expenses, the luxury of fresh eggs and potpie for dinner occasionally are such that
a farmer cannot afford to dispense with
chickens. But there are special difficulties
in
maintaining satisfactorily a small
flock of hens on the average farm, although milk is almost a requisite for good
results. This the dairy farmer has. and
he ought to be in the best position to make
money out of hens, but speaking from
practical experience, it is doubtful if the
ordinary run of hens on a dairy farm pays
for their feed. But, on the other hand,
where a little attention is given to poultry
on the average farm, this is the one place
where real profits come in continued
poultry work.

While

it is

THE CROPS
The crops best suited for

a dairy farm
are grass, corn, mangels, clover, oats, and
barley. The best rotation is a three or
four-year, consisting of corn and roots
on sod land plowed and preferably* cultivated to som.e extent the previous year
and which has been dressed during the
vdnter with ten to twelve tons of farm
manure per acre; the second year should
be part oats but chiefly a 2-1 mixture of
oats and barley and this
seeded with red, alsike

and alfalfa clovers, having also some timothy

more than half a dozen
animals, one
should be a

pedigreed

which

of

pure-bred

seed in the mixture; the
third year would be part
pasture and part hay as
required.
If considered
advisable the hay and
pasture may be kept for
a second year, this particularly when the new
seed fails to catch, which

head
whatever
to

bull

the herd, of
breed is considered best
for the special kind of
farming to be undertaken. As he gains experience, the grades may
be eliminated and pedigreed stock only kept, as
a man will naturally take
more pride in animals of
pure blood than in those
of no special breeding.

On

likely to occur in a dry
season. By following this
rotation a dairy farmer
is likely to get best results froTn his soil and
in feed for his stock.
is

a dairy farm where

cream only

is sold,

The

from

present

time

.

(mid-Oc-

tober) hogs are selling
at $10.50 per 100 pounds
live

weight

market.

At

in

Toronto

this

price

there is no doubt about
pigs being a valuable
adjunct of the dairy cow.
In the past, the hog market has been so manipulated by the packers, that

first

ance.

difficulties

As

and maintenwere pracown farm mait

in

co-opera-

machinery
of more than one farmer
wishing to use a machine
at the same time, and
tively-owned

—

once a year is sufficient and farmers "bite"

machinery

chinery co-operatively, it
would solve many problems on the farm. The

soon as
this becomes general, the
buyers dangle the $10
bait in front of farmers
usualfor a short time
ly

cost
If

ticable to

many farmers have become disgusted and gone
out of hogs.

best

should be obtained for
this work, so as to reduce the hand labor as
much as possible. It is a
good rule on a Canadian
farm not to do anything
by hand which can be
done by horse labor or
machinery, if the latter
is not too expensive in

three to five hogs should
be kept for each cow milking, in order to utilize
At the
the skim-milk.

the trouble of adjusting

The joy

of livestock

work on a February morning
fresh air.

Guernsey calves out for

Continued on page 54

The

Birthplace

About 330,000,000 Eggs Were Set in
Canada During 1915, of Which Ten Per
Cent. Were Set in Incubators.

By

LEWIS

when

a
hens
are set, caused by
the
quarrelsome
occur

number

of

disposition
Biddy, and

of
not necessary to call attention to
the poultry
business.' Their number has caused
the public to look on them almost as
the accepted finish to a venture of this
kind. The cause of failure is, in nine cases
out of ten, lack of efficiency, not only business efficiency, but lack of efficient management of all the varied detaifs that go
to make up success in poultry work. This
takes the form usually of waste of one
kind or another, and in some cases waste
of the most flagrant kind. The purpose of
this article is to deal with the subject of
waste in the management of incubators
which, I believe, to be one of the worst,
and one of the most unnecessary, forms
of waste found on the average poultry
is

ITthe number of failures in

farm.

ending

in a

mess of broken eggs.

The most important argument, howfavor of the incubator is its
in operation.
It is a fact that
the feed consumed by 30 setting hens will
cost considerably more than the cost of
the coal oil, or coal, required to heat a
400-egg machine for the same period and
when we realize that 30 hens would lay
in the spring, probably 30 dozen eggs durever,

in

economy

i

ing the period they would have been setting, provided they are broken of their
broodiness at once, we have a balance to
the credit of a 400-egg incubator of about
$7.50 each time it is set, on this count
alone.

INCUBATE 50 OR 20,000 EGGS
here mention a 400-egg machine merepurpose of illustration. Any
size, from 50 eggs to 20,000 eggs may be
purchased.
The arguments against the
incubator, of poor hatches, sickly chicks,
danger of fire, etc., may all be answered
by the statement that if you have a good
incubator and manage it properly these
disadvantages disappear.
No manufacturer will claim that the old style of making things by hand is better than his present economical methods of making the
same thing by machinery just because he
has a green hand who does not know how
to manage the machine and who messes
up a lot of valuable material and perhaps
ruins the machine, and the same applies
I

The incubator has come •to stay! Ten
years ago one met with the statement
quite often
and from well informed men

—
— that hatching with incubators impaired

the strength of the fowl to such an extent
that if incubator-hatched hens and cockerels were used for breeding purposes for
a few generations the strain would deteriorate to such an extent that disaster would
follow. This is absolutely wrong; it has
been proven wrong so often and so emphatically that I think I need only say
here that a strain of fowl hatched in incubators for many generations have been
found to be as healthy, as constitutionally
vigorous and as valuable in every particular as the same strain would have been if

hatched by hens during a

like

number

of
generations. The arguments in favor of
the incubator are many in the matter of
labor, take a 400-egg machine and compare the time necessary to look after it
properly as compared to the time necessary to tend 30 setting hens. In
this case I should say that the
comparison is in favor of the incubator by about three to one. In
the matter af availability, it is
unnecessary to point out that an
incubator is always ready for business, while we all know the scarcity of broody hens in March and
early in April, when they will do
nothing but lay eggs!
As to
final results, I can safely say that
if an incubator is properly handled, it will hatch at least as many
chicks from a given number of
fertile eggs as will a hen, when
we take into consideration the unpleasant accidents that usually
:

ly for the

to

an incubator.

We have all heard of hatches in

incubators where 200 eggs have been set and five
chicks hatched, or where 300 eggs had
been set and 50 chicks hatched, of which
number two have lived, etc., and that
this kind of a hatch is continually being

taken

off is

N,
what

CLARK
leads

me

to say that this

tremendous and needless waste points

to

the fact that greater efficiency in incubatIt is
or management is sorely needed.
impossible to arrive at any close estimate
of the number of eggs set in incubators
annually in Canada, but from figures
furnished me by the Poultry Division of
the Live Stock Branch at Ottawa, it seems
probable that about 330,000,000 eggs were
set in Canada this year of which perhaps
33,000,000 were set in incubators. If this
number of eggs actually were set in incubators, I do not fear contradiction in
saying that probably not more than thirmillion
chicks were
teen or fourteen
hatched, instead of twenty-five million
with reasonable success
chicks, which
This is a
should have been taken off.
waste of about eleven million eggs which
if we consider them all as ordinary eggs
at 20 cents a dozen, means that the poultrymen and farmers of Canada have been
throiving away annually more than $2,000,000 worth of eggs, not to mention the
waste of time and fuel, and ths decrease
in profits occasioned by an insufficiemt
number of birds hatched at the right
time.

THREE TYPES OF INCUBATOR
detailed work of
discussion of the
of machines may
at present three
distinct types of incubator on the market. Two of these types are heated with
in one kind
coal-oil lamps or heaters,
the lamps heats a small hot water tank,
from which hot water circulates through
pipes in the top of the incubator, thus
heating the egg-chamber. The other kind
heats the air in a chamber around the
heat pipe (but not connected with it) and
this heated air passes direct into the egg
chamber. The third type is of the hot
water kind but in this case the water is
heated by a small coal furnace, this heating system being found only in
mammoth incubators. The three
most necessary requirements for
An absoa good incubator are:

Before taking up the
running an incubator a
various makes and sizes
be expected. There are

—

,

—

and
system of heat regulation and distribution which will make it possible to regulate the temperature
of the egg chamber closely; tight
heat pipes (in the first two types
of incubator mentioned), making
a leakage of lamp fumes into the
egg chamber impossible; and, a
good system of ventilation. When
one realizes that after the first
few days of incubation the embryo
inside the egg breathes through
the pores of the shell, and has as
lutely

A

bunch of white Leghorns hatched from an
incubator.

reliable

thermostat

—

Chicken

of a
And From
14,000,000

What

These Eggs Only About
Chickens Were Hatched.

more time
than to turn them
by rolling them
around with the

great need of plenty of pure air as any
other living creature, the importance of
the last two points will be seen.
As to the best size of machine to use,
this must be decided largely by the requirements of the owner. The mammoth
incubator is undoubtedly the best where
large numbers of eggs are to be set, as
each machine is divided into a number of
small units (which may be added to at
will), and each unit may be run quite independently of the others, yet all are
heated by the one furnace. Of the nonmammoth types, I rather prefer the large
390-egg machines to hold 400 eggs as in
setting great numbers of eggs there is
considerable economy in fuel and time over
smaller machines. In this size there are
usually two egg trays, each tray holding
about 200 eggs, which makes rather a
heavy thing to handle if a woman is called upon to do so. If a woman is to manage the incubators (and in this department, I believe she far excels a man), a
smaller size will probably be better.
In the actual work connected with running the incubator there are six important points. I give them in what I consider their relative importance:

deal

palms

one

more

from each
one hundred eggs
set, then surely the extra work pays.
If
the
rows
eggs
are
in
placed
across the tray, alternate rows having
one egg more than the others (for
example, the first row eleven eggs,
the second row ten eggs, the third

row eleven

eggs, and so on), these rows
keep their positions all through the
hatch and by moistening the end of the
index finger of the right hand and drawing it over the top of a row of eggs, each
egg turns nearly half over, and the labor
is not so great as might be expected.
I
know that this method of turning eggs is
will

not usually recommended in the instructions furnished with the incubator, these

usually stating that the eggs should be
rolled, and one of the leading poultrymen
and teachers in Canada recommends the
rolling method, and has spoken of it as
"exercising the eggs." In this one particular, I am going to disagree with this
eminent authority, as I think it a mistake to have used the expression, "exercising the eggs." In following his directions, others will be apt to exercise them
far too violently or such is my opinion.
To back up this statement I will give l^he
figures in a series of experiments which
I carried out last season.
These experiments dealt with five incubators holding
in all 2,000 eggs. In each incubator 200
eggs were set in each of the two trays,
and the eggs in both trays of each incubator were as much alike as possible, being the same age, and the eggs from each
pen of breeders being divided in half and
placed one-half in each tray. In one tray
of each incubator the eggs were turned,

—

In an article of this kind it is impossible
up the different methods which it
is sometimes necessary to follow with different kind of incubators, but it is safe
to lay down, and to follow, some general
rules no matter what make of machine
is used.

to take

HOW

if

chicks

Cooling the eggs.
Location of incubator.
Moisture.
Careful regulation of temperature.
Non-interference with eggs when
hatching.

EGGS ARE SPOILED

more good
eggs are ruined by neglecting to turn
them properly than by any other one fault
in running an
incubator.
They
mtist be turned, turned twice a day
and turned carefully. Failure to
turn them often results in the germ,
t^,mAu»lMBl
or embryo, sticking to the shell of
the eggs, and careless turning, par/J
ticularly during the first few days,
jars the tiny threads that hold the
living germ in place, rupturing
them, and causing the germ to die.
The trays should be taken out of
the machine, the door shut tight,
and the eggs carefully turned, the
periods between each turning being
as close to twelve hours as is posI

the

of

hands, but
gets fifteen

Turning the eggs.

am

Eggs!

a Pile of Useless

inclined to think that

^ w #^*^^„

-^=4c

^

SS!^*SwS

If^ifCMlCA^Jf^

palms of the hands. From the 1,000 eggs,
turned in rows, 919 chicks were hatched;
from the 1,000 eggs turned by rolling, 757
chicks were hatched (and these eggs were
turned as carefully as it is possible to
The fertility
turn them by this method)
.

of the eggs in the lot rolled was one-fourth
of one per cent, higher than in the other
lot. It took four hours and thirty minutes
longer to turn, in rows, the five trays twice
a day, for seventeen days, than to turn the

other five trays by rolling. The extra 162
chicks were worth to me, at least $50,
which I consider good wages for four and
Eggs need not be
a half hours' work.
turned until about sixty hours after being set, and should not be turned or molested in any way after they have been
set eighteen days.

COOL EGGS ONCE A DAY
If the incubator is located in a fairly
cool place, the eggs are sufficiently cooled

the first week, while out being turned.
On the morning of the eighth day, up
to and including the evening of the eighteenth day, they should be left out of the
incubator once a day until they feel cool,
not stone cold. It is ridiculous to attempt
to give any definite period,- in minutes, for
each day, in which to cOol the eggs, as
the period must vary with the temperaWhen the
ture of the incubator room.
eggs feel slightly cool, to the lips or face,
they should be put back into the machine.
Too inuch cooling is more dangerous than
Be careful that the entoo little.
tire tray rests on the top of the incubator or table, while cooling; if
1
a part of the tray projects these
eggs will cool more rapidly than the

.. .4-

^. Mj 1

iU.

have

methods
of turning eggs, and have done a
good deal of experimental work in
this regard, and have come to the
conclusion that it pays to turn each
egg separately. It takes a good
sible.

I

1
w

tried several

1

jW

'f -^

^'^^aL

by the method described above,

in the second tray of each incubator,
they were carefully rolled about with the

and

1

M
'

in rows,

-

LN almost perfect hatch has been and can be taken
off from this incubator.

rest.

The very best possible location
for an incubator is in a well-ventilated cellar. The incubators should
be placed where neither sunlight
nor draughts can directly strike
them, but the ventilation should be,
perfect as far as possible, so that
the air that circulates into the eggchamber is fresh and pure. If coaloil lamps are used as heaters, the
exhaust pipes should all be connected with a chimney to carry the
lamp fumes out of the cellar. This
This can be done by means of small
Continued on page 52

The Greenhouse

A

—

is

of
nature conspire to bountifully assist the husbandman in his efforts; and
even in sections remote from the markets
w^here it may sometimes prove difficult
to procure just what he wants just when

By

all

—

he wants it, it should not prove arduous
with a little planning and forethought to
keep busy throughout the year working
from early to late in the summer, and
sleeping from early to late in the winter,
to store up a good working supply of
energy for the next campaign.
There are some farmers who prefer not
to be limited by nature's moods and seasons, and instead of partly hibernating
throughout the long winter, turn coal,
water, manure, energy, and what sunshine may filter through the vdnter mists
into
if not dollars, at least into work

—

—

possibly, in

—with

some instances,

into plea-

the hope that, ultimately, the
dollar may be the reward.
In communities where people have
money to spend for something just a little
out of the ordinary, there is scarcely anything that appeals to them like fine ripe
tomatoes, crisp lettuce, radishes, cucumbers, etc., or well-grown roses, carnations,

sure

sweet peas, etc.
It does not require a very pretentious
or expensive structure to give one the idea
of the pleasure to be derived from seeing
one's efforts turning seeds and cuttings,
into savory vegetables and beautiful
flowers, while the wind is piling the snow
into the wi^idward side of any obstruction
it

may

an Aid to Farming

Big Development of Intensive Farming Under Glass, is Bound to Occur
Canada for the Man With a Hot Bed The Big Rose Growers
Have Been Seeing the Money in it

farming
a pleasant
GENERAL
pursuit, while
the vagaries

and

as

it

show the constant attention necessary to determine whether growing crops
will mature as they should, or the bugs
or other adverse conditions will come out
triumphant in the end.
or to

PROFITS DEPEND ON

MANY

FACTORS

There is scarcely any method by which
one can figure the profits from a square
foot of greenhouse area. It depends upon
so many different factors, chief of which
is the ability of the grower.
Carnations will yield from possibly less
than operating expenses to in some instances as high as 50c per square foot.
This figure is attained only in a fevv
plants, where the best care possible is
given the stock. 15c to 30c is the more
popular income.

Sweet peas

will do as well.
There are
other crops that will give good average returns, such as mignonette, calen-

many

dula, stocks,

do not

snapdragon and lupines.

know anything about

I

roses.

Lettuce, counting about four crops per
season, should return 25c to 40c per foot
for the season.
,

Radishes are another paying crop. Cucumbers are grown in large quantities,
and tomatoes by the acre in winter. Tomatoes, spring crop, should average 5 lb.
per plant. Two crops per season should
double that amount. The plants are set
16 by 18 inches and 18 by 18 inches each

way.

meet.

Nor does

ELMER WEAVER

need a large house

to give

you a fundamental idea of the business.

The expense
to determine.

of operation

is

also

One man should be

hard

able to

in

ft. and tend the
general stock.
It will require 25 to 35 tons of coal to
heat such a house, depending upon the
There are seaefficiency of the heater.
son's when extra help will be required,
and some nights' sleep will be lost to keep
the temperature right. If the heater is
of ample size, this part of the work will
not be formidable.

work one house 30 by 100
fires for

BUILDING A GREENHOUSE
Building a house for winter gardening
at present is very little more of an undertaking than building a dog-house or silo,
if you have a bank account of the necessary proportions. There are a number of
firms engaged in greenhouse construction
business, that are delighted to come and
talk the matter over with you, and erect
a structure entire, and ready for whatever crop you may wish to grow.
In this manner you get a house as good
as it is possible to construct (with the
present knowledge of the industry), incorporating all modern improvements.
There is, however, a cheaper method
if you are a "jack of several trades" and
master of them, and that is to buy the
necessary material; then either erect a
house yourself or hire nearby mechanics
to do it.
Our experience has been that it pays
well to use only the best materials it is
possible to buy in greenhouse construction.

We

eliminate

wood wherever

it is

possible

Concrete for side-walls, and
iron posts should always be used.
Iron or steel should also be used for
eaves or gutters.
to

do

so.

Continued on page 57
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N

and

failed

cotmnon

a

action

our

that

all social

and

the

the

a

Beyond

best to

basis

necessities

Nor

planet.

is

all institutions,

national developments and

prides, beyond all literature

and

of

means now

and

forms of

common

to

every peo-

Vast schemes of peace and welfare

may

help us over the difficulties of the moment, but
to

save the earth

and

if

we are

is

the ever-present obligation,

able to put this necessity into

good plans of action,

it

will ultimately bring

the peoples together.

Agriculture
creed,

is

never partisan.

or previous condition of

servitude,

form

or

is

application

of govern-

mental action. Commercial bodies
may agree, but only to a limited
extent can they act together
throughout the different coun-

It

knows no

teachers

a great bond
very limited.

tolerance

is

—

—students,
most

the

is

with the coming of international

—real

peace

is too

much

to

I fear, as the result of the present

we might have
ways

scale,

hope

for,

—

upheaval

conventions

international

farmers on a large
best

in-

hopeful

in sight of healing the wounds.

I tvish that

this

the surface of the sphere

the race, a responsibility

its

of

all racial

all

but

vestigators,

from which every one of us draws his sustenance and his supplies. The land is the basis
of our life; and to keep this land, for ourselves
and our successors, is the first responsibility of
ple.

acqnatntanceship

sympathy and union between the peo-

The coming together of scholars

on

is

of

ples,

in

reigious worship,

r,onal

the very foundations of

interest,

basis far to seek.

have

to

we must'do our

lies

existence

seem

ideals

society are shattered,
find

when our

these times of stress,

cherished

merely

of

to discuss the

of keeping the land clean

and pro-

ductive and sweet for the good of mankind.

There ought
inter-racial

to

be

some way

to

develop an

understanding in respect

to

life

on the land.

In the meantime, the land is our best support.
The real farmer is always constructive in his
work, producing supplies. It
ivar to be destructive.

is

the business of

The awful destruction

and devastation now before us should enforce
opposite, which is the necessity to produce,
to make the earth to yield its abundance. Never

its

has mankind had such an object lesson to this
end. I hope that every farmer
will

take

it

to

heart,

and

feel

that with every extra bushel he
is

rebuking those

who

would

build society on destruction.

together.

When men have quarelled and
even when they have not agreed
with themselves, they have al-

Peace conventions are expedients. Tradeunionism is largely class interest

ways gone to the fields for peace.
Whatever the ddscouragem-ents
of any time or circumstance, we

as against other interests.

must not

tries.

bring

Political

the

nations

Diplomacy has

'

[| ?^i^.%;:i^^fefa-B^iMfc^':^^^^^

bodies

cannot

failed.

Per-

lose faith in the earth.

Small Tractors
^raifestern Farms

?i^.GOimo
Inquiries

Are Coming
be Scarce

For Po-wer Machines, as Help
— WhatNow
Men Who Have Used Them Say
in

THE

light-weight, low-power, medium-priced farm tractor has met
with success in Ea'stern Canada in
about the same ratio as the heavy-weight,
high-power, expensive farm tractor, has
been unsuccessful in Western Canada.
These large, expensive machines, as
they stand on the headlands of the Canadian West, rust-covered and abandoned
in many instances, have caused a prejudice against the heavy tractor which
cannot be gainsaid. The large amount of
money necessary to purchase these machines, the inability to operate them on
the farm of less than huge proportions
and the expensive investment in parts and
repairs have brought about a situation,

the minds of the Western Canadian
farmers, that is not at all favorable to
to

this

machine.

The

light farm tractor which hds been
introduced into Eastern Canada during
the past year has had to meet many a
rebuff and prejudice; but after a season
during which a large number of these
machines were used on small farms, the
prejudice is being fast overcome.

The
its

light

farm

appearance

ideal small

in

tractor which

is

Fast

the country. They are real, small farm
tractors, not a big tractor made light.
Eastern Ontario farmers have been noted
in the past as class investigators of any
new innovation for the saving of money
and labor on the farm. This has been exceptionally true in the case of the farm
tractor, due somewhat no doubt, to the
prejudice in the West, but largely because
of the fact that the introduction of the
light tractors is a revolutionary one in the
farm industry of the Dominion. Canadian
farmers have not jumped at conclusions,
but have studied and are studying the
A certain
possibilities of this machine.
number have come to the conclusion that
it is so practical, that by placing one of
these machines on their farm, they will
be able to do better farming and to increase their profits by a larger crop yield.

AN ONTARIO FARM WITH A TRACTOR

A

two-hundred-acre farm near SeaHuron County, Ontario, owned and
worked by Mr. Mcintosh, a progressive
and capable farmer of no mean ability.
forth,

is

to

the scene of operation of one of these
may be used as a fit-

is

light tractors that
ting illustration of

what can be accompby thousands of others in the same
predicament. Mr. Mcintosh, when questioned as to the reason for his purchase
of a light tractor, had the following to
say: "Up to this fall I have required the
services of three teams of horses for fall
plowing. Owing to the extreme wetness
lished

I all but played out my
horses in harvesting my crops, one-hundred acres of which are in grain. The
soil being very heavy clay, it was more
than I could ask of my horses, to go into
the plowing of the hundred acres.

of the last fall,

me

"This set

to studsring the question

from all angles, as to cost and production,
and about the middle of October, I decided
to order a tractor. This arrived one week
later, and although the soil was wet and
in very poor condition to plow, it having
rained for
to

many

work and

days, I set the tractor
finished up the job in good

shape by the middle of November, an impossibility with horse power.
enced

the

farm power, with a compact,

simple and sturdy engine, burning gasoline
as a rule, but equipped in many instances
for kerosene or engine naptha.
These
tractors are rated at an average of from
6 to 12 mechanical horse-power at drawbar and from 16 to 24 horse-power, at the
belt, but when in operation, have been
known to increase this amount of horsepower considerably. The small farm tractors which have met with success are not
of the freak class, but are built upon sound
principles by the best engine experts in

Going

"Inability to secure good labor influme greatly in the purchase, and I
figured that a machine, costing somewhat

making

Eastern Canada,

is

than a thousand dollars, would save
four horses and a man. The machine
which I purchased is a "10-20", but in
most of the work to which I have put it,
I know that it is delivering over 20 horsepower on the belt. The number of cylinders, of course, is optional, but having had
considerable experience about the farm
with gas engines, I was bent on a four
cylinder, which I got, thinking it steadier,
with a stronger pull and showing less
vibration than a single cylinder.
less

me

Drawing three plows on Mr. Mcintosh's farm.

Continued on page 55
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Did You Ever Take Tea in June by the Penetang Road
When the Alfalfa Bloom Was Onf You See Him at
His Best

By

PETER BRUCE

miles north of Barrie on the
Penetang road stands a spacious square cottage with great
rooms on either side the long hall and a
kitchen of the old-time generous proportions. In the ceiling of this kitchen some
thirty years ago one might have observed a hole made by the forcible ascent of
part of a toy steam engine the property
of a little lad bearing the name Ernest
Charles Drury. The ceiling has been repaired but the boy of those days, now a
man in his prime, is still experimenting
and still puncturing ceilings, notably in

the sturdy country boy, as might be
expected of one naturally given to
reading and explosions, devoted him-

year of grace, the thick skulls of
those city folk (and country folk too for
that matter) whose name is legion, who
hold the farmer to be a stupid individualist incapable of organizing in order
to save himself from exploitation.
Yet Drury of Crown Hill is more than
the reckless theorist who launches his
ideas into space regardless of conse-

something stiff er

FIVE
old

this

Few men have studied political
and economic movements in Canada
more closely than he. Idealist he may
quence.

the result of
but his
ideas
are
perusal of the big books on the subjects
he discusses, and what is equally important his ideas have been tempered by
practical experience the experience of
sowing for others to reap and laboring
that others may enter into his labor. A
few years ago Mr. Drury was addressing an audience of Toronto students
whose sympathies he readily captured.
Seated in the front seat, however, was
an enemy who had strayed into camp,
an old protectionist whose speech betrayed him as hailing from the land of hecklers.
The old chap had been dozing but
wakened up in time to be nettled by the
sharp end of an argument. "I see now,"
he called out, "you're no farmer; you're
one of those fellows who go around stirring up the people." The speaker's face
relaxed into a Taftian smile as he replied.
"If my friend had been seventy
miles north of here this morning he
would have found me milking eight cows.
be,

—

To-morrow evening he may

see

me

doing

the same."

Few men

in or out of public life can

compare with Mr. Drury on the platform.
His father, Ontario's first Minister of Agriculture, was no mean debater, but the son had the advantage of
"schooling" denied to pioneers and even
the sons of pioneers in North Simcoe.
The trustees of the old Corn Hill school
usually saw to it that good men were
employed as teachers. Besides the neighborhood boasted of two churches, a
branch of the Sons of Temperance, and
for a time a flourishing musical society.
Entering the Barrie Collegiate Institute

with unusual asd u i t y to Eng-

self
s

i

literature and
sciences.
process
of
being
stereotyped t o exlish

The

the

amination standards
he found as galling
as many another Ontario
youth whose

mind

i

s

made

o

f

India rubber.
However, he solaced himself as he cleared the annual
hurdles
by taking a very active
part in an excellent literary and debating society. Here were fought the historic duel between platform and pres5,
poetry and prose, free trade and pro-

than

Here was acquired that ability
to analyze a difficult question, that capacity for rapid thinking and lucid expression which combine to make this spokesman of the farmers of Ontario a voice
to be heard in the seats of the mighty.
It is an old saw that a youth can best
tection.

be judged by the
his

leisure

way

moments.

in

which he spends
Leaving school

young Drury spent a couple of years on
the old farm, and during the long winter
evenings, or as occasion offered, in the
busier seasons, the English poets and
especially Shakespeare and BrowTiing
were so thoroughly read and reread that

an apt quotation is ever at command of
ready pen or speech. Besides, such
works as Adam Smith's Wealth of Nahis

tions were digested in that ideal condition where a reader follows the plough
on a farm free from stones. Again at

time our young farmer in order to
improve his knowledge of English found
time to turn to the reading of Virgil, although for some reason Latin was not
this

It should be
mentioned, however, that in a burst of
confidence he once defined the greatest
pleasure of life thus: to be returning
with his team up the lane in the dusk
of an autumn evening after a day well
the plough
spent in enjoying
behind
"the good gigantic smile o' the brown
old earth," to catch a whiff of the potatoes frying and to know that a shoulder of cold mutton with appropriate accompaniments awaited him within.
In course of time he began to display
certain practical defects the kind of defects that farmers are always seeing in
other farmers with the result that they
usually choose to confer any honors they
have at their disposal on lawyers or doc-

at school a favorite study.

—

or agents whose defects are less
familiar and less readily detected. Every
tors

morning in
farmer used

summer our busy young

run a full mile to the pasture because he hadn't sufficient gumption to train a dog to do the work.
Now fully persuaded that for him the
best life was that on the old farm in the
old neighborhood, in order the better to
equip himself for his life-work, he entered the Ontario Agricultural College in
the winter of 1898-9, whence he graduated in 1900 with specialist ranking in
chemistry.
Since then with the exception of one year, when he was lured into
the by-paths of theoretical agriculture
which seduce most of our college graduates and accepted a professorship in
Macdonald College, his life has been
spent in the place of his birth.
However, he has always undertaken more or
less work of a public character.
For
several years he lectured at Farmers' Institutes

and

to

later

became 'prominent

in

the counsels of the Grange.
It was as
president of the Grange and secretary of
the Dominion Council of Agriclilture
that he visited Ottawa with the historic
deputation of farmers, and his logical
and persuasive address doubtless had not
a little to do with causing Sir Wilfrid
to take the "fatal plunge" which may
prove after all to have been nothing
more than a chastening and" invigorating
dive.

No wonder Sir Wilfrid was persuaded.
Logically the contention of Mr. Drury as
one of the spokesmen for the farmers
was unanswerable.
He asked for no
favors.
The farmers were prepared to
stand on their own feet. All he asked
was that they might not be compelled to
bear on their shoulders an undue proporIn
tion of the burdens of the State.
existing circumstances the farmer was
discriminated against by our legislators.
He was set upon going and coming. He
was compelled to buy in a highly restricted market and at the same time sell
Continued on page 56
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Practical Plans
house

to last has
these essential feabuilt

By

Attractive Style oj Architecture

ETHYL MUNROE

wisdom of plan,
strength of construction,
tures:

economy and
of maand growing out

economized by having the
cellar stairs directly under this, while the space
below the "back stairs"
may be used for a coat

durability,

closet off the front hall.

appropriateness

The front rooms of the
house are given to the
living-room and the office or den, with a good-

terials,

of all these, a homelikeness that no other place
in the world can hold for
that particular family.

sized

kitchen
at the

The homeliness comes
from a thousand in-

dining-room,

and
back.

rangement here

beyond the planning of the architect or
builder, of course, but it
can be made to begin with
a n individual
picturesqueness in keeping with
the family ideals.
The type o f house
shown here is good on account of its
simple
flences

a

wash-room

The
is

arcon-

venient for several reasons. The kitchen being
only ten feet wide gives
a compact grouping of
the stove, sink and cupboard, while the length
of the dining-room allows
space for a dumb-waiter,
and a sort of passageway
to the hall, stairway, cel-

The o 1 d lar, washroom and dinA quaint, home-likp typp of farm home, showing dignity of architecture at Its
fashioned
front
dorbest without frills.
ing-room without crossmers without any carved
ing the main workingcornice trimmings to detract from the
found in the more pretentious house. The
part of the room. The kitchen is well
dignity of the general arrangement,
material used may be brick or frame,
lighted, the sink, drain-board and cupthe wide groups of windows without any
board conveniently placed for the house
concrete, stone or stucco, but the best efbays jutting out from the main walls, the
worker as well as to give a direct plumbfect is obtained by using a combination of
broad stoop at the front door, and the two materials,
ing system for the kitchen sink, washthe heavier material below.
covered porch at the side where it can
room and bathroom upstairs.
Cobblestones with buff brick, weatheropen into both the living-room and kitchen
It is a matter of satisfaction to the
boards, or shingles above, give a handall go to give a general livableness not
builder that the main walls on the second
some combination. In a frame house,
floor follow directly above those below.
shingles may be used above the first
storey with weather-boards below, even
using two colors of paint or stain to
strengthen the contrast. This break in
the wall treatment has a tendency to cut
down the height of the house, giving it
something of the bungalow effect.
The interior layout is compact and convenient.
Space is taken from the front
hall to allow for two stairways, one opening from the kitchen, the foot of the other
not far from the front door.
Space is
Second floor plan.
Ijayout of the ground floor.
quaintness.

—

The Remodelled House
Two

plans are shown for the remodhouse. The dimensions of the
house at present are thirty-four by twenty feet, so in each case the building has
been extended six feet toward the front.
The advantage of putting the new wall at
the front instead of at the back is that it
gives an oportunity of making a pleasing
elled

window arrangement. The acompanying
photograph suggests an attractive style
along Colonial lines which could be carried out in making over almost any
straight, two-storey house of the pattern
most popular for farm houses built fifty
years ago. The pillars and portico over
the front door and the groups of windows

with their dark painted shutters against
the white weather-boards, give a charmingly quaint and countrified appearance.
The built-on screened porch with sleepingporch above, is, of course, optional, and
has not been considered in these plans,
but since we have begun to appreciate the
value of fresh air these additions to the
country -home are scarcely considered
luxuries.

In the first plan we have partitioned off
a small vestibule inside the front door,
with hangers for coats and a seat with a
box below for rubbers, etc. The space back
of this in the living-room makes a good
corner for book-cases, and being close to

the fireplace, can be fitted up into a cosy
reading nook. In this plan we have the
bathroom downstairs and placed so that
little extra plumbing is necessary to take
care of the water from the kitchen sink.
hall where it is, the bathroom
convenient to the bedroom downstairs,
and may be entered from the rooms on
the second floor without passing through
any other room. It might seem a better
arrangement, generally, to have the bathroom closer to most of the bedrooms, but
if the object of having a bedroom on the
first floor is convenience in case of sickness in the house, it means just as much
to have the bathroom on the same floor.

Having the
is
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Then so far as
the water system
is

is

concerned,

-should also

it

some times
to

sufficient

when
no

without

air

the
of

room, so the
main part of the
plumbing will
line

opening works beaufireplace

with

tifully.

that connecting
the kitchen sink
and basin in the

washroom.
this

plan,

I

In

up

it

from

n

the

runs

the

front

hall,

made

fairly

i

reply

to

your question as
to what kind of
trees are best
for planting on
a lawn, we are
sending you a
copy of the Oc-

stairway,
although

draught can

ary damper inthe
i n
serted

be almost directin

fire

that

there is
the cold

be shut off if it
interferes with
the draught of
kitchen
the
stove. A length
of stovepipe
with an ordin-

forcing water to
the second floor.
In the second
plan the bathroom is upstairs
above the wash-

ly

so

ing,

room downstairs

necessity

have

a damper in the
fireplace o p e n-

get
pressure for a bath-

possible

the
You'

for
furnace.
tirely

s

tober

Farmer's

Magazine where

"central" by being turned so
that the foot of
the stairs is only

An

atti'iutivu

st.vlt'

the

which could be carried out in remodelling almost any
straight two-storey house.

aluiiy colonial lines

p

1

subject of
a n ti n g the

farm ground is
taken up pretty
thoroughly.

PorcK

-roof

"Porck roof

R. R. No. 1, Smithville, Ont.—We
are desirous of remodelling our
house, of which I am sending you
a rough sketch, into a modern, upto-date- house with all conveniences,
but only for a small family, and we
would be very grateful for any suggestions which you would give us.
We ivould like the house about twenty-six by thirty-four feet, with a
small vestibule to enter, a livingroom, kitchen, diningroom, and bedroom on the first floor; preferably
but one stairs if conveniently situated.

How far from the hou^e should
the septic tank be situated?

I

Will one chitnney
Layout of second floor to correspond with
ground floor plan shown below.

torily for kitchen,

work

satisfac-

furnace and

fire-

I^ayout

place?

of

second

ground

floor

correspond

floor

to

plan

shown below.

What kind of trees are best for
planting on a lawn?

a few feet from the kitchen door instead
of close to the front door.

With regard

to the distance at

which

the septic tank should be placed from the
house, the main point is to build the tank
so that it is water-tight, then it can be
placed as close to the house as you like.

Ground

floor

plan.

See septic tank article in this issue.
To make one chimney work satisfactorily for the kitchen range, furnace and
fireplace, it would be necessary to build
it in two sections, as shown in the plan,
making it practically two chimneys, or
one large chimney with a wall dividing it.
Then you would give one opening to the
range and fireplace, keeping the other en-

Ground

floor

plan.

with
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The Functions

of the Rural
ANDREW PHILLIP

By

Church

Are Justice, Mercy and Righteousness still the rocks of our salvation? Are
concerned about the Christ and His Kingdom? Are the churches exalting the spirits of Love and
Service to all mankind? Are we still worshipping a tribal god?
Yes and no! Men are still seeing the Invisible. Men are still concerned about His Kingdom. Great
minds and great souls are bearing the burdens of humanity, and out of the chaos and the gloom will arise a
future weal that will be meat and drink for a higher civilization.
Does our anchor hold?

men

still

In this new order of things the country church must take a better part. Sortie rural churches are hindThe whole body of the rural church, no matter to
rances to moral progress. Others are dead of dry rot.
what denomination each claims relationship, must awaken to the situation.

The first conference of the Commission on Church and Country Life appointed by the Federal Council
The vibrating life and the magnetic
of Churches of Christ of America, met recently at Columbus, Ohio.
influence of the whole meeting is touching all parts of the country. And the agricultural colleges are going
to play a big part in this work.
Prof. K. L. Butterfield, President of the Massachusetts Agricultural College,
It
at this conference presented a report of the committee on country church function, policy and progress.

was a remarkable document.
The definition of tjie function

of the country church, as given, is here reproduced:

"God's great purpose for men is the highest development of each personality and of the hum,an race as a
whole. It is essential to this growth that men shall hold adequate ideals and character and life.
Therefore the function of the country church is to create, to maintain, and to enlarge both individual and community
ideals, under the inspiration and guidance of the Christian motive and teaching, and to help rural people to
incarnate those ideals in personal and family life, in industrial effort, in political development and in all social
.

.

relationships."
It is

an inspiring picture.

It carries

hard to learn what
rural church is on the way.
It will be

to

a big faith in the farm family and in the coming country ministers.
But the renewed

revere and preserve and what to abandon and cut out.

men about ten-thirty one Sunday morning in
FIFTY
one of our Western settlements were seen trekking

away from a little mission church, with bundles of
blankets on their backs.
Sixty below zero was what the
thermometer had registered the previous night, and with
the exception of the saloon, the church was the only available structure to afford these pioneers rest or shelter. Of
a week-night these same men met in the church, some to
read, others to play games and still others to write or to
study in night classes. If a man were badly frost-bitten the
missionary aided him. If he were sick the missionary applied such remedies as he had for his relief.
If a settler
were perplexed about a business matter the missionary
either himself gave advice or recommended him where to
seek the counsel he so sorely needed. All the time the missionary had a care for those higher interests, without the
guidance and direction of which no man and no community
can attain or maintain its best.
That was fifteen years ago. Things in that settlement
are altered now. A fine young city has replaced that little
cluster of shacks. A church magnificent with brown stone
and colored glass and lofty arches occupies the site of the
little wooden mission structure of those pioneer days.
The
surgeon in the fine city hospital relieves the necessities of
the sick or bodily injured. Schools with specially trained
teachers have taken the place of the night classes the missionary once conducted. The Y.M.C.A. with its parlors and
its gymnasium and its reading rooms throws wide its doors
to all who seek shelter or recreation.
Yet the present conditions are but the outgrowth of the
conditions of the earlier days. The pioneer church anticipated all that is to be found in the best of the more complex
modern conditions. She provided and trained men to relieve
the immediate necessities of those pioneers of empire and
when the hour struck she gave over various functions to the
school,

•to

the hospital, to the Y.M.C.A., or to the club or to

the law court as the case might be, meanwhile retaining
in her own hand the high vocation of appealing to and
directing the innermost life of all who heed her call.
This must continue to be the history of every church that
abides. It is her high function to meet men on the ground
of their needs. Nothing that is of human interest is alien
to her.
Particularly is this the experience of the living
country church. In the country, particularly in the newer
rural sections, men and women often feel themselves left to
struggle alone and unbefriended.
To these the church
must come as friend and counsellor in all matters that have
to do with their welfare.
Is it, then, the duty of the church to build hospitals or
to teach agriculture or to provide amusements or recreation for the community to which it ministers? That depends.
Take that Western mission church for an example. The
pioneers around her required shelter. The church provided
it.
Many of them sorely needed bodily healing. The church
afforded it, but blazed the trail to the hospital. Children
and youth required training in secular knowledge. The
church gave it and when the time was ripe saw that the
school was ready to do this special work.

But human needs are ever growing. "Man partly is and
wholly hopes to be." In a very real sense, men are always
pioneers. All men outside the graveyard are stretching out
for greater things.
It is because of this fact of human
experience that the church always has a work to do in
directing the thought and effort of men as they aspire to
better things.

Take the situation of the country church in regard to
Complaint is sometimes
amusements, for an instance.
made that the winter amusements of country people are
not of the. character that means the upward glance and the
forward step. When this complaint is justified the local
church is mainly responsible for the untoward condition
that gives rise to it. There is no reason in the world why

—
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the church should not lead in the matter of amusements
a matter so fraught with possibilities either for good or
for evil.
When no other building is suitable or available,
the church must throw open her doors of a week-day or
evening to social gatherings. In these assemblies, church
people who are seized of the greatness of their opportunities
take a vital part. Along with this effort to afford recreation in public gatherings, the church that is wide awake
gives herself no rest till every home in her vicinity or that
comes under her influence becomes a centre where children
linger with delight and leave with regret. Books and games
there are that relieve the strain of the day and drive dull
care to the limbo of everlasting forgetfulness, and which
leave the heart clean and the mind open to all that makes
for life's best concerns. Such books the church must place
in the hands of all her people and of all others who will

read them.

and daring and generous
Grace Darling and Florence Nightingale
and Edith Cavell of men like Gordon and Livingstone,
and Lincoln and Macdonald, and Brown and MacKenzie, of
LaSalle and Champlain and Robertson of U. E. Loyalists,
of settlers in Ontario from England and Scotland and
Ireland, to whom winter frost and blinding snow and trackless forest with fang of savage wolf, and tomahawk of still
more savage red man, held no terrors to be weighed for a
moment against the priceless gems of liberty and independence.
No life can be solid or lonely that is inspired by
tales like these, and no church has begun to do its part till
every man and woman and youth is familiar with the
achievements of such heroes and heroines of whom the
world is not worthy.
But what specific thing can be done by a church besides
offering good reading or providing entertainments that are
largely of a literary character? That depends. In communities where the population is sparse the problem may be
an economic one. For instance, the dairy problem may be
the emergent one.
Under such circumstances what is to
hinder the minister with his church officers at his back, or
by his side, seeking the solution thereof, either through the
Government or through some form of co-operation?
Stories there are of the brave

—of

women

like

—
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In the more thickly settled portions of the country the
need may be for recreation or facilities for public entertainment. In such instances the action of the church must
be indirect, but her influence must be felt nevertheless. The
church member or the minister who imagines himself too
good to curl or to play hockey or to skate had better look to
his credentials. When young people find amusements of a
degrading character of more interest than recreations that
build up and push forward, the blame in the majority of
cases rests either directly or indirectly or both directly and
indirectly with church members.
Lack of interest and a
censorious spirit and expecting "in June the ripe fruit of
September" on the part of the church have done not a little
to drive young people to seek pleasure at the hands of those
whose interest in them is selfish and harmful. There are
those who argue that it is not the church's business to provide amusement for anyone, but to keep to preaching the
gospel.
It all depends.
Christ told his disciples that He

would make them fishers of men. He Himself went to the
weddings and feasts of His day and never once denounced
any wholesome recreations of His countrymen. Surely the
church of this generation will do well to go as far as Jesus
went in this regard. Play is a part of the life of young
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people. No one, young or old, will do his best without his
fair share of recreation. Labor and prayer and sleep many
have had, but they have not taken their share of recreation
and for this neglect the church is largely responsible. She
censured the amusements that the people had provided for
themselves and failed to try to secure a form of recreation
that was at once recreative and uplifting.

A further function of the church in the country is ever
read the signs of the times. It is folly to be wise after
the event. For instance, the church should have been alive
Into the causes that were making for this present war.
stead, her leaders continually were saying, "peace, peace,"
when there was no peace. It is well to note, however, that it
is church people who have sent their sons to the front and
who are holding the base of supplies. It will be church
people who will pay the bills when the war is over. In the
meantime what is the church in America doing in regard to
the foes within our borders? What has she to say of the
settlers who scorn, not only everything religious, but everything British or American? Is she making known the fact
that all over our brave land there are foreigners who have
placed their savings won on Canadian soil, not at the disposal of the Canadian Government nor at the disposal of
the Canadian financiers, but at the disposal of some of the
very men who stand behind the soldiers who are slaughtering the sons of the British-born and the Canadian-born?
Has she any interpretation of these facts? Has she any
solution? Her missionaries are on the ground, and by the
universal language of kindness and by intimate personal
contact with the new-comers she should be in a position to
know the meaning of the present condition of affairs and
Then what of the coming of the
to forecast the future.
Oriental on the w'estern shores of America? Does this mean
another war as some of the wise men predict? What is the
church doing in the way of mobilizing the moral forces of
the community for the promotion of social and civic righteousness? What does she do in the way of forestalling
conditions that make for moral decay?
"That's been done two hours ago," was the answer that
Wellington returned to the distressed Londoners when their
city was threatened with mob violence and timid men appealed to the veteran for protection in quarters they feared
had been left unguarded. The result was that no mob
violence lifted its destructive head. "If I have attained any
success, it is owing to the fact that I was on hand fifteen
minutes before the enemy expected me," was the explanation Nelson gave to the world for his unparalleled victories.
Will the rural church not do well to study the principles
to

of these mighty leaders?
As the community life develops, the church does well
to pass on to the state or to the municipality, ds the case
may be, certain functions that were properly her functions
But as she
at earlier stages of the community's growth.
does this she must be on the alert to discover the emergence
of new problems and give herself to the solution thereof.
To do otherwise is for her to commit suicide. The rural
church in particular mu^t be aggressive in this regard. On
the one hand she must keep in the big currents of national
life and thought. On the other hand, she must study her
local needs with the same care that the physician uses in his
laboratory when studying a special need of one of his
patients. Earnest first-hand grappling with real problems
is the secret of interest in church life and growth and the
guarantee of her ever widening prestige and power.
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Some Livestock
What

the

Old Year Has Seen

the past
years the
DURING
ceipts of
animals coming into
re-

five

live

Toronto for sale has increased
199,214 head, or approximately 200,000.
Figuring a reasonable average price per
head, the increase in business in dollars is
These
$4,374,483, or close to $4,500,000.
figures do not include horses, the increase
in which has been fabulous, but as most
of these -were for military purposes, the
totals are not available, as the information
is a war secret.
The tables of animals
for food are below and it will be seen
that the Union Stock Yards by its greater
facilities has absorbed the larger portion
of the business.

RECEIPTS OF LIVE-STOCK AT UNION
STOCK YARDS FROM 1911-1915
Slieep

:»11
1912
1913
1914
1915

Cattle
136,148
187,910
351.508
269.124
306,873

Calves
3,809
15,562
57,557
44,828
42,829

Lambs
131,206
133,4o5
195,549
177,940
189,673

1911-1915.

Slieep

1911
1912
1913
1014
1915

Cattle
Calves
152,307
31,263
81,854
28,894
24,877
16,983
16,964

4,419
3,961
3.370

Hogs
260,075
146,924
6,254
10.141
34.215

The stockyards

and

Lambs
43.5SJ
67,600
25,703
33,766
41,.390

at

in the

By

THOMAS WILLIAMSON

Big Toronto Stock Yards

The exporting of "finished" beeves has
fallen off to almost nothing.
At widely
separated times a few loads of choice
killeis are purchased on this market and
shipped direct to the large American
packers. However, carload after carload

ton,

And

bec, the
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&
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and the earlier the better.
one-year-old well "fed-up" will sell now
away higher and much more readily, than

A
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<
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IN 1915

1-5

AT TORONTO.
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«i;

$7.-0 $7.84 $8.00 $7.92 $7.84
6.00 6.65 6.71 6.44 6.26
6.09 6.60 6.63 6.46
6.1S
.^70
$75
$74
$69
$09 .$72
$66 $68
5.70 5.33 5.25 5.20
5.25 5.25 5.25 5.25
6.50 7.10 7.22 7.06
7.10
6.24 6.44 6.25
7.53
8.63 9.40 S.OO S.12
8.00 7.60
7.49
5.50 6.12 6.39 7.00 6.84 6.00 5.87
4.96
9..05
y.20 9.0O 9.25 10.20 9.40
S.07
8.70
S.17
8.87 9.17 9.49 9.18 8.90
7.66
7.82

Heifei-s, per cwt. .$7.15 $6.90
5.70 5.50
5.S1 5.72

Cows, per cwt
Bulls, per cwt
.Vlilcb Oows, eacli
Stockers, per cwt
Feeders, per cwt
Calves, per cwt
Sheep, per cwt
Lambs, per cwt
Hogs, per cwt

buyers generally favor the early

finished animal

AVERAGE PRICE OF LIVE-STOCK
Liutcbers'

and many similarly distant points.
outside of a few purchased for Que-

J

>7.21

5.S0
5.92

V.

C

y,

C

$7.06 $7.04 $6.96 $7.08
5.25 5.84 5.58 5.7(1
6.09
6.00
5.87
5.81

$77

.$75

4.75
6.66
7.63
5.30
8.41
9.46

4.50
6.26
7.46
5.21
8.56
9.70

$75

$77

i.M

4.50

6..S0

6.2")

7.0S
7.13
5.50 5.75
10.37
8.97
9.13 9.07

and

Hogs
101,6S6
177,851
287,606
416.386
423,976

RECEIPTS OF LIVE-STOCK AT CITY

YARDS FROM

Tips:

of Canadian butchers' cattle are sold at
Also,
Buffalo and Chicago each week.
there are no bullocks shipped through Toronto to Europe as heretofore.
But the local demand for all classes of
butchers' cattle steers and heifers, cows
and bulls was never so large and buyers
are daily operating here from all local
wholesalers, as well as Montreal, Hamil-
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Young steers,
the heavy three-year-old.
800-1,000 lbs., are in demand locally. In
the non-prize winning carloads sold at the
annual show held here in December, yearling steers and heifers sold from one to
three dollars per cwt. higher than heavy
types.
And the demand for baby-beef
from all over Ontario is unprecedented.

And

furthermore, any cattle bought by

Gladstone, Man., on the C.P.R., showing the business of a shipping day there.

—
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American firms around the "holiday"
were baby-beef.
Chicago has passed
through this stage and the light-weight

THE HOG TRADE
In the hog trade one of the most significant features is the high price obtainable compared to American markets. At

animals are firmly established there.
U.

S.

it

many

TAKES MANY STOCKERS

In the stocker and feeder classes, on the
other hand, the exporting is very heavy
and a large percentage of our best animals
are being bought here and shipped to
the U. S. So much business has been done
and is anticipated in the coming season
that some commission firms here have put
in a special department to handle it and
speculators are prominent.
The main
reason for the demand is that Canadian
cattle are free from disease, whereas
many yards across the line have been
closed to the local trading for from one
to six months, due to infection. This is a
serious mistake for Canada, even though
some fancy prices have been realized, and
the prospects are that prices will go
higher.
For these cattle are needed in this
growing country to meet the demand of
renewed immigration after the war, and
to sell to Europe at still better prices to
fill up the depleted herds there.
For it is
a well-known fact that Canada breeds
the best Shorthorn cattle in the world.
Another reason they are going out of the
country is the inability of farmers and
others to keep them when they need the
money. If the Government during its investigation into "marketing" conditions
of live stock in Canada puts it up to the
banks to issue cattle loans as is done in
the U. S., a great advance step will have
been taken.
For years back experts in
American banking concerns have been
making loans to almo.=:t anybody who
wants to take cattle to feed and putting a
mortgage thereon for security. The success of this plan has been very great to
both borrower and lender. The campaign
by the Department of Agriculture for increased production may cover this weakness in our stocker and feeder trade, for

must be known

that,

comparatively

speaking, no country in the world spends
more money than our own in aiding agriculture and allied interests. The necessity
also of dehorning these cattle is upon the
Canadian breeder. Experts have figured
that several million dollars a year is lost
here by failing to do this. And during the
past season $5 to $10 a head more was
paid for dehorned steers. Since the Humane Society has agitated against this
practice and may stop it by having a law
passed, it behooves the breeder to apply
a little caustic to the "buds" on the calf's
head, and so painlessly make an animal
without horns. The Union Stock Yards,
recognizing this feature, especially where
cattle are to be shipped any distance, have
erected a plant to dehorn, free of charge,
the cattle passing through their yards.
They have also campaigned against beating, or ill treating bullocks, for here again
$1,000,000 is lost in Canada from rough
usage of cattle on the farm and in transit.
Buyers always discount cattle showing bruises. Western cattle coming to Toronto always show jags and bruises due
to long horns.
These never reach the
"top" price.

.ii

times during the year hogs have
At least here
reciprocity would be a decidedly bad feature, and this price has kept up in spite of
the fact that probably 20,000 dressed hogs
a week are brought into Canada from Chicago alone, by wholesalers who have plants
in Toronto. Hogs would average about $1
per cvft. higher in 1915 than the previous
year, and breeders evidently are looking
forward, 'as only 1% per cent, of the receipts in 1915 were sows, compared with
4 per cent, in 1914.
The animals shipped to Toronto markets come by a large majority from Ontario.
Some hogs and beeves are received
from Manitoba and the prairies and dairy
bred cattle come from Quebec Province.'
In fact, the most of the dairy kind come
from Eastern Ontario and Quebec.
sold at $3 per cwt. more.

Sheep are coming surely uuu greater prominence as profit makers.

20,000

MILK COWS SELL

Dairy cows are at high-water mark, and
probably 20,000 Holsteins and Durhams
were bought and shipped away from Toronto during the year to widely separated
points, the most easterly being St. John,
N.B., the most Westerly being British
Columbia, and the most southerly Kansas
City, and all points between these places.

The
is

falling off in the receipts of calvgs

an excellent sign for increased produc-

The local demand for veal is observed to be limited, and many calves coming to Toronto are unsaleable here and are
re-shipped by speculators to Buffalo. A
lot of these are Eastern Ontario and Quebec dairy calves, and at least the females
should be kept at home for breeding purtion.

.

poses.

SHEEP AND LAMBS

The marketing of sheep and lambs here
very profitable under an ever increasing
demand, and promises to be one of the
is

greatest opportunities in the live stock
trade. Here, also, light-weights have the
call, and have been high-priced throughout the year higher than U. S. points
and by present conditions will stay high.
An American manager of one of the
largest meat concerns here, and who has
travelled east and west in Canada, remarks that the shortest cut to fortune in
this country for the young man is sheepraising.
At no time has the supply of
lamb or mutton in Toronto this season excc3ded the demand.

—

Milking Her

Way

Popularity
Continued from page 14

Some twenty years ago we established
a Record of Merit in which cows can be
entered only after producing certain specified amounts of butter fat under the
strictest possible supervision of officers
of Agricultural Colleges or experiment
stations, who watch every milking for at
least a week, weigh every milking, take
samples of same and test for butter fat.
Nearly 3,000 cows have qualified under
this test, and the records made have done*
much to prove to the general public the
enormous capacity for butter production
of good Holsteins, well fed and cared for.
In the semi-official yearly Record of
Performance test conducted by the Dominion Live Stock Branch,' some 825 HolThe
stein cows have qualified for entry.
champion mature cow is Lillie DeKoI
Lucknow, 1,051.25 lbs. butter in a year;
four year old, Posch Mercedes Springbank 2nd, 876.25 lbs.; three year old,
Baroness Madeline 962.5 lbs.; two year
old, Duchess Wayne Calamity 2nd, 846:25
lbs.
Cows in this test are not under constant supervision, but Government inspec'

make frequent visits at the owner's
farm, testing the milk and checking the
weights of previous milkings.
Our Canadian Record of Performance
has certain restrictions regarding regular
feeding that handicap us in competing
with breeders in the United States where
no such rules are in force. The following
are the ten highest Holstein cows in that
country in butter production for a year:

tors

.Milk

Duchess Skylark Ormsby... 27701.7

Rue

1470.60

FInderne Holingen Payne.. 24()12.8
27104.4
Banostine Belle DeKol

131)5. Ofi

l^ontiac Clothilde

DeKol

II.

2.531S.O

Hifjhlawn Hartog DeK«l.... 2.-.'nn2..5
27132. .5
Colantha 4th's .Tohanna
Lothian Maggie DeKol .... 27(167.6
Flora
Tontiac
Maplecrest

The

King's

champion

Shorthorn

heifer,

r.reedlng of pure breds promises to be
Mslnesa.

good

Butter
1.50U.36

2S-10.3.7

L'iiKierne Prirle .Johanna

;

to

Hartog
frown Pontlac
Average

.Tospy

2.^106.3
287.52.3
26S3.1.1

1.322.92

1271.60
1247.92
1247.82
1238.50
12,32.64

1227.79
1316.12

A LIVESTOCK SURVEY FOR
Many

Thin^rs

LIVE

stock conditions all over the

North

American

continent at the inception of 1916 are radically
different from those of a
year ago. During 1915
vast increase in hog
production developed in

the

and

States
long stride

United
a
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America That Will Explain
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ancy must be

left to con-

jecture, but that

it

has

materially curtailed
breeding of cattle and
sheep will not be disputed. Until the packer displays a more co-operative
disposition this antagonwill not be effaced.

ism

Market prospects are

however, as lugubthe direcrious as many in the
tion of rehabilitating the
trade affect to believe.
cattle industry, but an
Consumption of all kinds
acute shortage of sheep
of meats in the United
developed and reinstateStates and Canada is
ment of that interest at
steadily expanding. Both
an early date is imposare meat-eating nations,
sible.
Canadian producotherwise such agitation
tion of cattle show^ed no
for restriction of the use
appreciable increase,
of that food would have
while hog shortage deeffetcive.
been
veloped to such an extent
Prices have been almost
that Canadian packers
prohibitive, especially
bought thousands at Chiduring such periods of
cago.
Canadian sheep
industrial depression as
production has been even
visited
North America
more deficient than in the
following the European
United States. In Mexwar, a condition that has
ico
the Carranza-Villa
been materially relieved
feud has practically anrecently.
nihilated the cattle inOpening of 1916 trade
dustry, and the few sheep
Canada's wealth as contributed by the Western prairie provinces. In
finds everybody vdlling
the three provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta the production
raised south of the Rio
of wheat in 1915 is estimated by the Census and Statistics Office at Ottawa
to work in possession of
Grande are not worth
at 342,948,000 bushels, as compared with 140.958,000 bushels in 1914; oats
a job and live stock marat 334,840,600 bushels, compared with 150,843,000; barlev at 35,317,200 bushels,
serious consideration.
kets displaying sympacompared with 19,535,000 bushels, and flax at 10,559,000 bushels, compared
Increase in hog prowith 7,083,000 bushels.
thetic activity.
Exports
duction in 1915 foundt o Great Britain and
ered the market, causing a decline to
Canadian producers, in common with
France are on an enormous scale and are
a basis of $6 per cwt. at the low spot in
those in the United States, view with
likely to continue of large volume even if
December, although January witnessed a
alarm, as the political platform makers
Europe goes on a peace basis. Whatever
reaction to $7. Expanding cattle producsay, concentration of the buying power in
exportable surplus Canada may have will
tion revised values of stocker grades
the hands of a small coterie of slaughtfind a broad outlet either in the United
downward to the extent of $1 to $1.50 per erers. An unsatisfactory cattle market States or across the Atlantic. War means
cwt., bringing needed relief to the feeder
in 1915, in the face of a constantly imdepletion of herds and flocks, even in proand grazier, but the sheep shortage eleproving domestic industrial situation and
tected England, while on the Continent
vated cost of both fat and feeding sheep
advances in cost of nearly every other
annihilation has been witnessed over large
and lambs to the highest level on record.
areas where the domestic animals formercommodity, aroused such criticism of buyThere exists a bond of sympathy being tactics that a conference was held at
ly held sway.
tween the live stock markets of the UnitThat Canada has not made the most of
Chicago last October under the auspices
ed States, Canada and Mexico. Had the
its opportunities in live stock production
of the Washington authorities, with the
cattle business south of the Rio Grande
will not be disputed. Indiscriminate adobject of ascertaining the cause of erratic
not been practically destroyed by civil
vice to raise more cattle, hogs and sheep
markets, but no such discovery was made.
war, that region would have contributed
is open to criticism and savors of PackSimilar dissatisfaction exists in Canada,
liberally to both beef and stocker supply,
ingtown origin. Too many embark in that
producers chafing under the yoke of concreating more competition for the Canasphere of production without the necestrol. This, it must be admitted, has not
dian delegation that went to United States
sary experience, adaptability or capital.
repressed enthusiasm over hogs as wealth
markets.
At Chicago, Buffalo and St. producers, or discouraged investing in
It is axiomatic that the country gets into
Paul, Canadian cattle have secured a
cattle, hogs and sheep on the jumps and
breeding cattle, but the leaven of unrest
permanent position in the quotation list
out on the bumps. Trade history demonis at work, and the annual reports of the
and last year a long procession of Western
strates that those who have made money
packing
concerns,
although
encouraging
Canadian stockers passed through the St.
at the game have followed it consistently
to
stock-holders,
have
aroused
resentment
Paul gateway en route to Montana and
over a period of years. Getting in on the
among growers, owing to the generous
other Western States. Eastern Canadian
high spots is invariably attended with disearnings therein specified, while cattle
stockers have earned an enviable reputacouraging results, while getting out on
feeders have been forced to use red ink
tion in Pennsylvania and New York feed
depressions is ruinous. It is unfortunate
lots, and it is doubtful if supply from that
profusely in preparing their profit and
that packers have adopted the policy of
source could be augmented to the excess
loss statements. To what* extent produc"getting while the getting is good," therestage.
tion has been influenced by this discrepby aggravating market eccentricity, in-

was made

not,

in

more
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concerned. On the high-priced lands
of the corn belt, maintaining a cow for
the calf it produces is economically impossible, but that region grows concentrated
feed in abundance and has innumerable
feed lots needing annual replenishment.

suring even more violent fluctuations than
would have been necessary legitimately.
No more certain Tuethod could have been
deiHsed for discouraging growers than
wide price swings. The present pi-ospect
is, however, the most promising the pr-oduccr has faced in many years. South
American production has been curtailed,

The trans-Missouri breeding ground is
not equal to this task and the breeder has
been and is getting most of the profit accruing from the beef-making operation,
Canada is a natural bovine nursery,
Texas has an ideal climate for that purpose, but lacks feed producing capacity,
owing to a fickle climate, and is also handicapped by distance from market. Eastern
Canada is ignoring opportunity in this respect and could develop a stocker trade
of lucrative character and large volume.
Under new conditions the feeder requires
calves at weaning time, hence the necessity of carrying the annual increase over a
winter is obviated. There will always be
a broad demand for beef-bred calves, and
even should the market drop to a basis of
$20 to $25 per head, cows capable of producing such calves will more than pay
their board plus interest on the investment, converting into money much farm
waste that otherwise would have no appreciable value.
Canada's status as a hog producer is
dubious. Making a fat hog is an expensive process, requiring concentrated feed,
and the corn-belt may be expected to
monopolize that business. On the grainraising lands of Canada the bacon pig is a
legitimate proposition, but the grower

America is to have an adequate supply it
must depend on domestic production.
Consumption of meats both in the United States and Canada will show a decided
increase during the next half decade.
Congress, it is true, may, on insistence by
the agrarian interest, re-establish customs imposts, but assuming that this will
not be done, the American market can
absorb any excess production in Canada
and more. Should a protective policy be
adopted by the United States the Euro-

pean market will still be open and it is
probable that every country on that continent will be in the trade for meats. As
a result of the war the agrarian interest
in Germany may lose control and simultaneously the bars will be thrown down to
foreign product. The exportable surplus
in the United States will be reduced by increased domestic consumption, insuring
an advance
prices. During the latter
part of 1915, foreign beef was marked up

m

The Farmer-. Magazine by A. N. Lambert, secretary
and Statistieian of the Piiblir: Markets of Winnipeg, show how the big increase in cattle,
liogs and sheep, in the prairie provinces has been distributed.
During 1915, .$17,430,261
worth of stock

tables, supplied to

lias

been handled:

B'ebruary

March
April

May
•Tune

July

August
September
October

November
I^^'-embc''

Total

^.

110,4.52
^-

Comparative

„^„^„
MONTH
January
February
March
April

May
June
July

August
September
October

November
December
Total

.

.

1914

4,489
2,208
3,044
4,066
4,547
5,407
10,454
22,.377

27,717
25,74S

1915
94,867
58,767
56,312

32.2.57

8,166
23,063

7,904
1.38,534

461,889

^. ^
!>tatcinent^ of.

1915

1,339
1,762
i;4]6
2,912
2,042
2,256
3,948
3,987
5,229

2,608
1,638
1,949
1,715
2.295
2,862
3,585
4,469
5.863
8,493

6,.36s

8,4.53

1914
622
593
601
479
130
224
403

3,949

3,626

4,804
10.920
8,807
4.450
1,385

35,962

47,466

,33.418

1914
329
5

085

an<l 1915

SHEEP AND WOOL
Sheep and wool will both sell at unpre^edented prices during 1916. Early in
January the lamb market went on a
$io to $10.75 basis at Chicago sheep sellj^„ (p-^ ^^ $7 50. As the ewe raises two
crops wool and mutton, annually the profitabilitv of this industry is evident and
g^.
production is constantly decreasing,
Contraction of lambino- range and depredations of wild animal's in the West have
driven many flock masters out of the

business, and farmers show no dispositioH
^^ gj^^ the sheep an opportunity to demon^^^^^^ its wealth-making capacity. In the

West sheep must be herded rendering run^^^^ ^^^^ j„ bands of less than 5,000 head
,

impossible, and in the East the vagrant
i^ ^^out as repressive of the sheep in^^g^ry as coyotes and pumas in the Rocky
Mountain region. A shortage of lamb

^^^

mutton and wool exists, and it will not be
remedied at an eariy date. The sheep requires care, something neither the Canadian or United States farmer is disposed

1915
556
57
116

1914
59
170
162

1915
38
85
482
264

2

117

2.53

20
187
756

52
228
2,849
1,488

271
192
337
437

2,.348

1,812

1.54

2.141
3.032

1468

6.3S!

6.54

473

817

133

230

13,801

5,928

6,214

6,.335

-39,508

484,997

15,017

2.51^0

C90
226
3.54

^,->..xDisposition
ot „
Hogs, ,,>.
1914-19I.>
..
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1915
75
105
53
63S
66
66
2.040
4,390
2,669
.3.466

3,044
1,337

17,425

242
1914
185
312
841
682
467
9,32

261
478
1,166
1,633

495

7^

107
1915
302
.584

.

U-S-^994
1,552
1914
1915
775
326
1,312
305

781
952

i;032

721
498
281

1,322
2,013
4,020
5,047
8,934
3.880
3.650

972

1,032
1,615
1,044
4,468
12,893
16,661
15,069
7.3i8
1,430

,

T°'^'
3,197

1914
2,307
3,987

3;3U
4,696
4,055
5,604
13,033
20,432

4,342

1915
2,371
2,891
3;702
4,928
4,693
10:591
22,033

16,331
9,488

25.924
27,748
21,264
7,883

9^96" 33,709" 63,783" 110,577

1.38,470

7.31

810
2.379
1,590

24,1.36

-^^-^__^^_^___^_^___^^_^^_^.^^^____^_^__^^^_^^^^^^^^^
sharply and a similar movement is under
in North America. All by-product is
selling high, and hides command unprecedented prices.

way

,

Canada's great opportunity lies in the
sphere of breeding so far as cattle trade

who

•

u.

i

pearance.
ti
i.
ii.
e t
Forecasting what
the co.urse of hve
Without
Will
be
stock markets during 1916
knowledge of packers' policy, is impos«,-hlp hut
if tne
thp Signs
<5io-nq are wortn
wortTi anytnmg,
nnvthiresible
Dut It
good prices are certain. All over the
^mintrv
wintpr cattle
pnttle teeamg
feedine- IS
is OI
of small
COUntl y Winter
Feed conditions are unfavorvolume.
ahlp
nnd leeaers
feeders have
recollection
losi 1-ecollection
nave not lost
aoie ana
of what happened at the market during
the first half of 1915, when they made
a big crop of fat cattle and did not realize
Winter-fed cattle
cost of preparation.
.^
i
lost money last year, hence it is a reasonable assumption that they will be proj.-

54.378
48,719
36,685
17,492

2,610
2.304
4,100
2.539
1,180

,,

.

=.

Horses

40,7.55

^^^t

1914

,

Sheep

24,672
24,325
38,943
31,610
30,910
46,502
49,285
36,0S9
22,087

63,540
61,669

20..573

^"''^^

754
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Hogs

Cattle
1914
1915
3,019
2,307
3,997
4,215
4,165
3,998
5,906
13.828
21,513
24,323
15.380
S,70i

sary to mature hogs and Nature, which
always has something concealed in its
capacious sleeve, prevented record pork
production tonnage this year by partly
destroying the 1915 corn crop with frost.

.

„. ,
.
.^
,
.
ex
„
,
Compartive Statement
of,x.
Livestock
Receipts
at. Lnion Stock
Yards,
19t4

Month
January

found themselves paying $7 to $7.25 by
the middle of January, despite their welllaid plans for a bear campaign. When
pork can be had at prices anywhere within reason, the consumer takes to it greedily. Before March the Chicago hog market will be on an $8 basis. Corn is neces-

to give, consequently as a specialty wool
wears a luminous apand mutton growing
o

^yjj^jjjpj,g

„

pork at moderate prices.
American packers started out to make
a $5.50 to $6 hog market this winter, but
quantities of

is

a drouth in Australia has reduced the export surplus of meats to small pioportions and other advertised sources of
beef and mutton supply have failed to
make good, warranting reiteration of the
prophecy that if the population of North

The following

33

disposes of his breeding herd during
periods of low prices will never make the
business pay. The history of hog production is a series of booms and breaks and
there is no reason for asserting that the
future will change. Low-priced hogs cannot continue indefinitely, for the reason
that the public is able to consume vast

i.

,

,

L
fitable
u,

•

in

mic
1916.

i

.

<-„/ no
-.
Packers accumulated
r.

i

i

frozen beef during the grass season and
^\]\ Kp
on a
n hand-to-mouth
rifrht
Dasis rignt
hana-to-moutn basis
wUl
De On
along. There IS a popular Clamor for light
cwt
steersS now,
now selling
selline- at $
$7/to
to $
$7KOU
50 per
Der cwt.
Steei
and quality considered, they are more renign graue bullocks.
munerative than
inan hifi'h-erade
The longer a hog IS fed the more money
Had a bumper corn crop
it will realize.
been harvested, this forecast would have
been impossible, but ever since last October the country has been liquidating
pigs, and the best hog raising year in the
United States has been practically denuded of porcine life. Sheep and lambs
will sell abnormally high because those
who eat the product are indifferent concerning prices and 1916 will develop even
more acute scarcity than that of last
year.

.

Women's

Institutes

and the Red Cross

Successful and Novel Plans for Raising Funds

TAG

days have been conducted after
some rather novel fashions. The Institute at Athens has sixteen little
girls known as the "Red Cross Midgets."
Flower Day they dressed in white with red
crosses on their arms and sold bouquets
from house to house. The district of North
Middlesex has raised a considerable sum
by selling flags, pennons, and "AUied-forRight" buttons at every place where the
public gather. North Oxford raised $150
by having a "Flag Day," and over $200

tute put a Christmas cake in a store window and charged ten cents a ticket. Aylmer Institute followed the same plan with
a hand painted cushion at the Junior
Farmers' Winter Fair. Autograph quilts
have also brought good returns. The Shedden branch realized $96 from one quilt.
Markham made $29 selling tickets for a
turkey, and expects to make $100 from

an autograph

quilt.

Institutes have been among the
active of women's organizations in

The
most

providing soldiers' comforts. For example
the Aylmer Institute furnishes 50 pairs
of socks and 12 cholera bands every two
months. In December they sent sixty-two
fruit cakes to the boys from their county.
Besides this they have every month a
noons. Parkhill and Brampton are outshower of soldiers' comforts. Just before
standing cases, Brampton having taken
This scheme, of
Christmas this took the form of a novelty
in $60 one afternoon.
shower including writing paper, soap,
course, is most practicable where a lot of
talcum powder, and a general supply of
people drive into the town on Saturday,
MR. NOEL, MARSHALL,
insect powder.
At some of the regular
or where a number of young people would
Secretary Canadian Red Cmss SDciety.
meetings of the Harrow branch the mempatronize the lunch-room after skating.
bers responded to the roll call
Sales of home-made cooking are
with some article in the way of
put on regularly by many Insoldiers' comforts.
stitutes, the Harrow branch inthe
of Canada
cluding with the regular baking
A few Institutes have been
a supply of sauer-kraut, hominy,
able to clear a good deal at
As Chairman of the Executive Committee of the
bazaars by getting the help of
apple butter, and dressed poulRed Cross Society, I have had special opportunities
manufacturers. Gillets' lye, baktry. Other branches have put up
for seeing the work done by women for the Red Cross
meals at fairs, plowing matches,
ing powder. Corn Flakes, syrup,
and other patriotic societies, and I am, always glad to
The Drayton Institute
jam and jellies, shredded wheat,
etc.
say a tvord of appreciation of the splendid efforts
coffee,
tea,
cleared $110 .'^erving meals at
cookies,
biscuits,
they have already put forth and to cheer them on in
one fair. A few institutes have
matches, polishes and 0-Cedar
the good work, for much remains yet to be done.
raised a considerable sum by
mops have been donated by the
We all know that most of our fighting still lies
catering for lodge banquets in
manufacturers and sold at the
ahead of us, and the immensely increased force which

through "Rose Day." Stouffville branch
cleared $122 on one flag day.
In a few towns the Institutes have swelled their Red Cros fund materially by
opening a lunch room on Saturday after-

To

Canada hopes

their villages.

Chain

proving a
steady source of income in many"
places.
The Churchill branch
raised most of its $100 share for
the motor -ambulance given by
the four districts of Simcoe in
this way. Harrow has up to the
present time netted $155 through
chain teas. The Mount Pleasant
Institute in Brant County, held
a ten-cent tea every week and
spend the afternoon in cutting
out and making Red Cross supplies.

teas

One

are

district reports that

socials have proved the
easiest and quickest method of

box

raising money.
At one small
place $80 was cleared at one social.
Bazaars, garden parties
and other entertainments have
been successful in many districts.
In East York, Scarboro Junction

brought

West

in

Hill

$200 at a bazaar.

and Agincourt $107

and $300 respectively at garden
parties. St. George cleared $160
at a bazaar and supper, and $100
by putting on a play.
Everything is fair in love and
war if no one suff^ers from it.
Several institutes have raised
considerable sums by lottery
schemes. The Wallacetown Insti-

—

Women

to send to the front will necessitate an
equal increase in supplies for the care of our sick,
wounded and prisoners the special work of the Red
Cross Society.
No one can tell when or where the big engagements
will take place; it therefore behooves us of the Red
C7-0SS to "be prepared" for all emergencies, so that no
brave m.an need suffer an additional pang because we
failed to supply sufficient ambulances or surgical
dressings, or did not get them, in time to the place
where they were needed.
Even supposing the war should end abruptly noiv
or at least sooner than at present seems possible, the
work of the Red Cross would not be ended by peace.
For months and years after peace is signed, there will
be sick m.en or disabled m,en whom, the Red Cross

—

inust help.
And, besides

Red Cross work, there is the work
of sending extra comforts to the men in the trenches
which is undertaken by the Canadian War Contingent
Association in England, of which Sir George Perley,
Canadian High Commissioner, is President.
This
Association and the Red Cross work in co-operation
with one another, and th^ Red Cross turns over to the
C. W. C. A. any extra supplies suitable for the
trenches, and helps its work in every possible way.
In conclusion, I wotdd say to all readers, whether
they be meynbers of the Daughters of the Empire, or

Women's Institutes or Patriotic Societies or church
organizations, luhich have all done such splendid work,
or just individual helpers, "Be not weary in welldoing."
Faithfully yours,

NOEL MARSHALL.

retail price.

In East Simcoe some of the
school children gave the Institute the potatoes grown on their
school plots (not the war plots)
The
to sell for the Red Cross.
Institutes had to look after the
marketing of the potatoes.
Even the church is co-operating with the Women's Institute
in its patriotic work. Sylvan Institute in

North Middlesex

re-

cently held a song service in the

Central Church, and announced
a special collection for Red
Cross work.
The girls, too, are finding a
way of turning their enthusiasm
into practical work. In the village of Maberly, Lanark County,
the

Women's

ganized a

Institute has or-

girls' club.

The

girls

have raised their own money
through candy sales and concerts, to buy material and they
meet every Saturday to work.
The club was formed in June
and at the beginning of the year
the girls had sent 381 articles
to the Red Cross Society at Ottawa, and had $16.90 on hand
Some
to go on with the work.
of the Institutes prefer to raise

Continued on page 64
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Ontario

Red Cross work. Several of our
work through local
Red Cross or Daughters of the
Empire societies, and their
monies and their work must,

WE

rejoice with those who
have to do with Women's
Institutes and similar or-

Institutes

ganizations throughout the Dominion that the call to patriotism
received such a prompt and gen-

therefore, be left out of a stateof things accomplished,

ment

MISS HAZEL E. WINTER,
New Brunswick
WomeB's Institutes.

MISS JENNIE ERASER,
Supervisor of Women's

Supervisor of

Institutes,

Nova

Scotia.

The prospects for expansion and development in the Women's Institutes of Ontario were never so bright as now.

GEORGE
MR. GEO.

A.

PUTNAM,

New

Superintendent of Ontario
Institute.

THIS
erous response at the outbreak of war. So
far as Ontario ia concerned, the great majority of branches are devoting very
littfe time or thought to the regular
work of the Institute, but are bendtheir
energies
to
patriotic
ing all
lines, and what else could we expect from
women who have for a number of years
have been occupied, so far as the Institutes
were concerned, in devising ways and
means whereby the individual, the family,
and the community could be helped towards a better living? The women have
come to appreciate the fact that the Institute is an organization in which the
main incentive is the privilege of serving
rather than an opportunity of receiving.
It is difficult to estimate the expansion
which would have resulted in Demonstration Lectures in "Sewing," "Home Nursing," "Food Values and Cooking"; the
holding of conventions and the various
lines of work regularly undertaken by the
individual branches, had the war not intervened. When the war is over the women of Ontario and Canada will be entitled to the best that the Government can
devise to make it possible for the good
women of our rural districts to enjoy
those educational, social and economic advantages which have for many years been
a possibility chiefly in the larger centres
of population.
Nothing is too good for
the women of the Institute who have so
nobly responded for a number of years to
all local calls of a charitable and philanthropic nature and who have come into
favorable prominence so far as many of
our leading politicians, financiers and
other public men are concerned, since they
have done their part so nobly along patrio'

tic lines.

is

N.

PUTNAM.

Brunswick

the golden age for the

Brunswick Women's

Institutes.

New

tering its fifth year, with 80 odd branches,
2,560 of a membership, and the anticipation of many more societies in the near future, the outlook could not be brighter.

Members are putting

forth united ef-

answer the call for help from the
Mother Country, and leisure moments are
devoted to Red Cross and Soldiers' Com-

fort to

forts work.

The Department

is

now making

THEODORE

En-

pre-

parations for the annual winter short
courses, and is negotiating having six instead of three, as last year. One feature
of the work will be teaching the younger
pupils to make articles needed by the soldiers, and another feature will be the introduction of handicrafts in the home.
The Institute has created a strong social feeling; it has brought life to latent
talent and assembled together women of
all classes on a common level.
Through
the activities of its members home and
civic conditions have been modernized.
Without a doubt, in New Brunswick, the
Women's Institute will continue to be a

solely by the Institute. However, thirtynine Institutes have raised during this
period for patriotic, Red Cross and
British
Red Cross funds the sum
$7,970.32;for
Belgian
of
relief,
$560.67, and have packed for Red Cross
and Belgian relief, 160 boxes. Twentythree Institutes presented the Nova Scotia
Central Red Cross Society at Halifax with
a motor ambulance costing $1,540.

We

are not a wealthy people in Nova
Scotia, but we do what we can
our "little
bit"
and we will continue, doing so as
long as the necessity holds, hoping that

—

—

while 1916 dawns on a world of unrest
and unhappiness it may close on a world
of peace.

We

send our best wishes from this IJtProvince by the Atlantic to all our
sister societies, right out to the Pacific.

tle

JENNIE

live wire.

British

HAZEL

Nova

E.

WINTER.

Scotia

THE

Women's Institutes of Nova
Scotia now number forty-five, with a
membership of thirteen hundred and fiftythe first Institute being organized in
July, 1913.

Since August, 1914, brought the need,
practically all the Institutes have bent
their energies, their enthusiasm and their
utmost endeavors towards Patriotic and

A.

ERASER.

Columbia

'T*HE Women's

Institute movement of
-*this Province has, since its inception
five years ago, progressed in an eminently
satisfactory manner, as is evidenced by

the following comparative table:

No

five,

The work accomplished has been most
satisfactory and highly commendable.

ROSS,

Secretary of Agriculture,
Prince Edward Island.

Year

of

Institutes.

1910
...17
1911
23
1912
29
1913
...32
1914
47
1915 (to Dec.) ... 55
.

.

.

.

.

.

Members.
545
974
1,363
1,905
2,802
2,874

;
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FARxVlER'S

The aims and objects of our Women's
Institutes are to improve conditions of
rural life, so that settlement may be per-

Patriotic Wor/c.— Specially worthy of
commendation are the splendid efforts of
our Institute members through contributions of work and money, to help our Empire in its present time of stress and
trouble, and towards alleviating and miti-

manent and prosperous in the farming
communities. Our aim is to accomplish
this

By

the study of home economics, child
welfare, prevention of disease,
local
neighborhood needs of social and industrial conditions, and laws aifecting women and their work
By making the Institute a social and
educational centre, and a means of wel-

coming new settlers;
By encouragement of agriculture and
other local and home industries for
women.
The motto of our Women's Institutes
is, "For Home and Country," and our
colors are Green, White and Gold
green
for our fertile valleys and timber-clad
mountains; gold for the inexhaustible

—

mineral wealth hidden in our mountains,
and awaiting man's development, and
white for the virgin white of our snowclad peaks, and symbolical of the national
life of our Province.
Incorporation. Women's Institutes are

—

incorporated under the 'Agricultural
Associations Act, thereby having a legal
all

status.

—

Short Course Work. Short courses are
held in matters of domestic science, such
as cooking, sewing, nursing, care of children, first aid, labor-saving appliances,
sanitation, hygiene, etc., the Department
of Agriculture supplying competent lady
instructors, who visit each Institute and
hold short courses on different subjects,
varying from two weeks to three days.

Advisory Board.— We have an Advisory
Board, consisting of four ladies chosen
from different parts of the province, who
advise the Department as to how our Institute work may be carried out in the best
interests of the Institutes, and irr the most
effective manner. Great credit is due to
the Advisory Board fox the interest all
members manifest in their work, and the
valuable assistance they have rendered to
this Department.

The Women's Institutes have been forward in every good work, and are already
a powerful influence in the rural
Prince Edward Island.

THEODORE

Mr.

WM.

E.

Prince Edward Island

THE

object of

Saskatchewan

SCOTT.

Women's

Institutes in
Prince Edward Island, as set forth in
their constitution, is the improvement of
the home and social life of the community,

and in order that considerable of their
work should centre round the school, it

was provided that

their meetings should
be held in the schoolhouses.
It is difficult to state definitely what has
been accomplished for the homes of the
members, but the demonstrations that
have been given in cooking, in laundry, in
canning, in millinery, in caring for the
sick and in every department of household
activity by specially trained women, cannot but be productive of much improvement.
In almost every district something has
been done for the school and its surroundings.
Play-grounds have been provided,
outbuildings repaired and made sanitary,
stoves enamelled, hardwood floors laid,
walls cleaned, painted, papered or tinted,
window shades provided, covered drinking
vessels and individual drinking cups supplied, and provision made for a thorough

monthly cleaning.
Social life has been brightened by conand lectures, and
in several instances libraries have been
established.
certs, socials, festivals

Since the war broke, out, the Women's
Institutes have done much to encourage
enlisting, and to provide for the soldiers
at the front. They have contributed up-

wards of $2,200 in cash to the Belgian Relief Fund, and to the Red Cross Society,
besides large quantities of socks, shirts,
caps, bandages, blankets, clothing and
food supplies.

Homemakers' Clubs of SaskatchTHE
ewan are similar
aim and
in

ago Mr.
FIVE
purchased a farm
yeai's

Round

Hill,

in

Leslie Wiltshire
of 200 acres at

Annapolis

By A.

J.

CAMPBELL

County,

Nova

Scotia, containing a neglected apple orchard of about fifteen acres.
Mr.
Wiltshire, while a practical farmer, had
no experience in fruit growing, so he
immediately set to work to acquire at

hand the expert knowledge necessary to the successful horticulturist. He
inspected the best orchards in the neigh-

first

borhood and listened attentively to and
sifted the advice of the practical growers
around him. He invited skilled orchardists to visit his place and persuaded the

fruit experts from the Nova Scotia Agricultural College to go over the property.
He was not afraid to become an interroThe results
gation mark incarnate.
show what a combination of energy and
sound judgment can effect in the fruit
industry.

"When

I

took over this property," said

Mr. Wiltshire, "I was told by the former
owner that there were too many trees
in the orchard.
I could see myself that
the upper boughs were interlacing and

activities

Women's

Institutes of Ontario and
corresponding organizations in the other
provinces. In Quebec and Saskatchewan
to the

the name "Homemakers' Clubs" has been
chosen instead of "Womens' Institutes"
as in the other provinces.
In Saskatchewan the clubs are organized from the University as a part of
their Extension Department.

The work is in its infancy as compared with similar work in Ontario and
some of the other provinces. The first
few clubs were organized directly from
the University in the fall of 1910, simply
to start the movement.
From that time

forth organization has been voluntary.
Great distances, lack of railway facilities and isolation of communities are the
greatest drawbacks to rapid organization.
Some idea of the growth of organization
may be gathered from the following facts
two years ago the clubs numbered 45;
a year ago, 90 at present, 160.
The University undertakes to provide
literature in the form of bulletins and
books bearing on different phases of club
work, also a large number of libraries
have been sent to club communities.
Short courses in Domestic Science,
varying from two to four days in extent,
are given during some of the winter

—

;

months.

There has been no

district organization
central convention is held every
May in the University buildings.
Club programmes are largely made up
of subjects that relate to home and cominteroccasionally
munity - interests,
spersed with some of a literary character.

as yet.

A

ABBIE DE LURY.

in

Apples

Round Hill, Annapolis County, Nova
Making a Neglected and Useless Orchard Pay a
Handsome Yearly Dividend

Leslie Wiltshire, of

Succeeded

ROSS.

gating the horrors of war.

Netting $102.00 per Acre
How

life of

Scotia,

shrouding the lower portions of the
trees in gloom. So the first thing I did
was to remove practically every other
tree and head back the trees that were
too high, thus letting in the sunlight
and air to trees and soil. The ground
was then plowed up and the trees pruned
carefully".
Mr. Wiltshire's orchard has been planted on an arm of land caused by a bend
The orchard
of the Annapolis River.
Owslopes slightly to west and north.
ing to the presence of the river on both
sides there is a constant current of air
across the trees and the orchard has

S

::

S

::

9

::
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touched by unseasonable
a good loam with a
sand subsoil. The hatural drainage is

never

been

frosts.

The

soil is

excellent.
"I have now twenty acres of orchard,"
said Mr. Wiltshire. "Some of the trees

are fifty years old, some are twenty,
others ten and I have set out about 200
trees within the past five years. I have
now 600 trees in full bearing and these
produce an average crop of 1100 barrels
annually.

my young

At the recent meeting of tlie Outario Fruitgrowers' Association a table was pinned up
for prominent display, and carried what looks like some reliable Information.
But the
experiments, by no means, can be regarded as conclusive.

SPRAYING WITH LIME-SULPHUR.
Spraying Greenings at
Whitby.
3

On

%

Sprays
Ink Spot
Scab
Clean

58.3
1.4
40.3

Sprays
Ink Spot
Scab

16.2
0.0

Clean

83.

Spies

at

On

Paris.

%

Sprays
Ink Spot
Scab
Clean

92.

Sprays:
Ink Spot
Scab
Clean

2.2
92.3

3

6.0
1.2

Spies at Wellingtoa.

Sprays
Ink Spot
Scab
Clean

%

2.8
10.8
88.4

4

4

4
5..T

Sprays:
Ink Spot
Scab
Clean

4
1.1

98.5

The

trees are set out in May. In
digging the hole the top soil is plowed
in one pile and the sub-soil in another.
In replacing this material a shovelful of
the top soil is put into the hole first.
The tree is then placed in position and
the remaining top soil filled in around
the roots."
"A small quantity of barnyard manure

age.

used around the young trees. Pracmanure produced on the
place, however, is used on the upland in
raising grain and hay. I sow clover and
vetches as a cover crop and get all the
nitrogen I want in that way. As everybody now knows leguminous crops such
as the clovers, vetches or peas when
plowed under add not only humus but
nitrogen to the soil. It may be generally
known, however, that actual records
kept show that by plowing under one of
these leguminous crops an increase of
nitrogen has been effected to the extent
of from fifty to one hundred pounds per
acre, which at commercial rates would be
worth from $7.50 to $30 per acre. I don't
buy any potash as, so far, my land seems
to contain a sufficiency of that element.
For phosphoric acid I use basic slag at
the rate of 400 pounds per acre. I put
this on in the middle of winter.
Basic
slag when sold at the right price is a
cheap source of phosphoric acid.
We
are told that the phosphoric acid is not
as soluble and hence not as available
for plant food as that in acid phosphorate or any other super-phosphate, but
It is considerably more available than
the phosphoric acids of bone meal.
I
have found basic slag one of the most
satisfactory of the commercial fertilizers.
Of course, the successful use of
is

tically all the

this or

any other of these

fertilizers re-

ouires a knowledfi^e on the part of the

farmer of the principles of

fertilization.

to be feared that a good deal

money

of

thrown away on low grade
fertilizer bought at a hieh
price, regardless of composition and soil
and crop requirements. The best dealers
sell their goods on a Quality basis.
I
sow one bushel of vetch or ten pounds
of red clover and two pounds of alsike.
The alsike seems to stand our winters
is

commercial

better than the red. At all events I find
that it is seldom winter killed around
here.

Clean Cultivation Early
"I believe in clean cultivation for the
three years. After three years and
for mature trees I cultivate every alternfirst

Spot Fungus

stock from a local

nursery at 22 cents each. I always buy
two year old stock as I find that the
trees thrive excellently if planted at that

It is

More For Ink

Spray

BUYS HIS TREES RIGHT
"I obtain
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5

5 Sprays:

Ink Spot
Scab
Clean

7.3
3

92.4

Sprays
Ink Spot
Scab
Clean

The conate strip between the trees.
sensus of opinion down here seems to be
that over-cultivation seems to cause a
certain softness in the apples. The system I have adopted is the rotation of
cultivation system or the Johnson method. This method of orchard cultivation
was originated by Mr. F. H. Johnson of
Greenwich, Nova Scotia. It consists of
cultivating every other ridge while the
remaining ridges are sown to clover^ or
some other similar crop. This system
alternates each year, that- is the ridge
which I cultivated last year was sown
in midsummer to clover and this year is
allowed to remain in sod. On the other
hand the ridge which last year was in
sod was plowed last fall and will be kept
cultivated until

midsummer when

it

will

be again sown.
I always manage to get my young
orchard plowed in the fall, using for this
purpose a sulky plow and I plow in strips
leaving the trees standing in a strip of
sod about five feet wide. This apparently allows the trees lots of feeding room
and at the same time cuts down the cost
There are
of plowing very materially.
prettier methods than this but an orchard is raised for something more than
mere adornment. One reason why I like
fall plowing is that most of the leaves
are buried and with them a lot of black
spot I imagine. Fall plow;n.g also allows
the cover crop to rot in time for next
year's

growth of

trees.

HE PRUNES SEVERELY

"My pruning has been done rather
severely as I am convinced that good
apples cannot be grown without lots of
sunlight all over the trees.
Moreover,
it is of course a much easier task to
spray thoroughly when a tree is fairly
open so that the worker can see what
he is doing.
"I have a power sprayer with a 200
gallon tank which works at a pressure
of
from 180 to 200 pounds.
This pressure enables me to drive
the spray thoroughly into the trees
and soak them real well. Last year I
put on my first spray fully ten days before my neighbors and when the leaves
were about half an inch long. I had
quite a long rest from this work before

5 Sprays
0.0

Ink Spot
Scab

4-

7

.'.

100.0

Clean

98.

the blossoms fell.
For the first spraying I used one gallon of lime-sulphur to
thirty gallons of water.

"The second spray was put on at the
usual time, that is to say, each variety
was sprayed when practically alj the
blossoms of that variety had fallen. For
this and the subsequent sprays I used
one gallon of lime-sulphur to forty of
water. A third spray was applied about
ten days later and in view of the wot
weather and consequent danger of spot a
fourth spray was given about three
weeks after the third. No poison was
used with the fourth spray. With the
other three sprayings I used arsenate
of lead at the rate of two and one-half
pounds to forty gallons of spray solution.
I consider that it is absolutely
necessary to drench the trees thoroughly
when spraying. I have always done so
and never yet have I seen a tree injured
by the practice.

WHY

SPRAYING PAYS

had a very striking proof that the
size of my crop last year was due almost
entirely to spraying. -On the west side
of my orchard are three rows of Ribston
"I

Pippin

damp

trees

ground.

that

in somewhat
to the softness of

stand

Owing

the ground at the time of putting on
the first two sprays I was not able to
take my machine around the two farther rows and only the first row was
sprayed. The consequence was that the
first row was covered with fine large
clean fruit and the other two rows had
only a few apples misshapen and badly
spotted.
Moreover I have noticed that
sprayed apples keep far better in our
warehouse than the apples not sprayed
or insufficiently sprayed.
I spray my
trees from the time they are set out.
"I find that a careful thinning of the
fruit gives good results. In thinning the
blemished and infested fruits are removed leaving only what is sound. The
same principle rules here as in removing superfluous trees and I know from
experience the value of that. After removing every other tree in my overcrowded Gravenstein orchard the crop of
Gravensteins was larger by fifty-six barrels than the largest crop ever picked
off those trees.
It should be remember-

.
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ed that nature produces fruit for the
sake of the seeds and seeds cause a
much larger relative draiji on the tree
than does the rest of the -fruit.
small
apple usually has as many seeds as a
large one so that the production of a
bushel of large apples is really less exhausting to the tree than the same quantity of small ones.
"In starting an orchard the returns
are more remote than in other lines of
farming.
Under the ordinary methods
of treatment an apple orchard gives little if any return during the first ten
years.
However, as Mr. Gumming, our
Secretary for Agriculture, states well,
there is an annually accruing value in
the growth of the trees which more than

A

expenses incurred in their
all the bearing orchards
in the Nova Scotia fruit district to-day
were grown while the owners were engaged in other lines of farming. Judging by observation I would say that the
raising of small fruits, market gardenoffsets
care.

the

Almost

dairying, poultry raising or other
of agriculture to which the
farm may be best suited provides an excellent side-line to orcharding.
Beside
my apples I raise forty tons of hay and
have ten acres under grain and roots. I
have in mind the raising of beef stock
and also the development of a herd of
milking shorthorns, but, as Kipling used
to say, that is another story.
"I keep one man all the year round
ing,

branches

Heat, Water and Sewage:

and hire three or four extra hands at
picking time. I pay my permanent man
$20 a month with free house and land
for a garden.
Extra help get $1.50 a
day.
"I find that my orchard costs me $107.90 per acre yearly. This expenditure is
made up of rental at $30 per acre, fertilizer $3.50, sowing fertilizer $1, discing

and harrowing

$4, seed for

packing and truckage at 25 cents
per barrel $30, spraying $12; a total of
$107.90.
My average crop per acre is
120 barrels and the price averages $1.75
per barrel or $210 per acre. Net profits
are $102.10 per acre."
ing,

by

EDWIN NEWSOME

The Average Farm is Not What it Might be. No Reason at This Date
Should Not be Farin Advance of the City Home. How This Can
be Done at Moderate Cost

MANY

and varied have been the

given of the word
"engfneering";
but it would
probably be difficult to improve upon that
which describes it as "the science of applying the forces of nature to the service
of man." And, using the word in this
sense, it is doubtful whether anyone, no
matter what his trade Or profession, owes
more to engineering and ,to the rapid
strides which have been made in the
science from a mechanical viewpoint in
the past few years than does the Canadian farmer. It has provided him with
machinery for sowing, reaping, threshing
and binding, for stock-watering and for
milking, for lighting the barn and the
farm yard, and, in fact, in every department of farm work some mechanical device has been invented with a view to
saving time and manual labor.
In all that pertains to increase of eflRciency from a business standpoint the
progressive farmer, though at first inclined to be somewhat conservative in his
ideas, has of late been by no means backward in availing himself of the advantages offered him by the various mechanical inventions referred to, but there
definitions

department of farm life in
which up to the present the average farmer cannot be credited with an eagerness
to take advantage of the improvements
which have been at his disposal whenever
he chose to make use of them. Readers of
Farmer's Magazine who know the strong
point writers therein have always made
of advocating the improvement of the
farm home and the utilization of every
means tending to the betterment of dois

still

o"ne

mestic life on the farm will at once recognize that reference is here made to the
benefits which may be derived from the
free use of those services of modern inventions and appliances relating to run-

ning water and sewage disposal.
Having regard to the progress which
has in recent years been made under this
head, it is an anomaly to find that the

average farm home still remains the same
as in the days of our forefathers. The
cesspool, the old box privy, the oaken
bucket, etc., are still to be found on 90
farms out of every hundred. The farmer's
wife must still toil under the same conditions as of yore. Wood stoves or heaters
are the rule rather than the exception,

and when water is needed, the kitchen
range is put into commission, no matter
how small the quantity of water required.
Of course, this is not so in every case,
as

we

said

before, but such conditions
in at least 90 per cent,

probably obtain

of Canadian farms and perhaps in the
same percentage of cases there is not the
least reason for such a condition of affairs.

Owing to the lack in rural districts of
public utility services such as sewage,
gas, electricity, etc., the belief is generally held that it is impossible in a country
home to have the same comforts as are to
be found in the city home, but if we consider the matter carefully we shall see that
there is not one single comfort or convenience possessed by the urban dweller
which the farmer may not also have if he
is

WATER PRIVILEGES EASY TO OBTAIN
Pure air and water are natural gifts
from the Creator to mankind and it devolves upon the latter to properly apply
these gifts in the most practical way, so
that th^ greatest benefit

may

be derived

from them by every person living either
on the farm. In the first
place water should be brought indoors.
This can be done in several ways. Pipes
may be laid from a well to a convenient
point in the house and some kind of pump
attached, either a hand force and lift pump
in the city or

Why

it

by which a tank in the attic may be filled,
or water may be pumped into a steel
pneumatic tank in the basement. The latter is by far the most preferable method
as well as the most practical. The attic
tank is always liable to leak, causing all
kinds of trouble and annoyance.
The bathroom is just as essential to the
farmer's family as it is to the city resident, and having a good water supply
greatly simplifies the bathroom question.
If a pneumatic tank is installed in the
basement the bathroom can be placed on
almost any floor.
The kitchen is every bit as important as
the bathroom and is in many farm homes
used as a living room. This being the
case, it should be well planned and fitted
up with such appliances as will save as
many steps as possible. An abundant
supply of hot and cold water is very essential and provisions should be made
which will furnish hot water all the year
round without making the kitchen unbearably hot. This can be done just as easily,
and in fact at a less cost, than can be done
in a city home.

SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM

so minded.

In the first place, the farmer has ample
space around his home. He has fresh air,
he can bore or dig a well and can invariably procure an abundant supply of pure
water. The same can not always be said
of the city home.

cover crop

$1, barrels at 22 cents each, $26.40, pick-

Having kitchen and bathroom, there is
another and perhaps still more
still
important appliance to be acquired,
a septic tank. This is necessary to
properly dispose of the bathroom and
kitchen waste water, and practically includes a sewage disposal system.
Much has been written about the septic
tank. But very few persons who have
written upon the subject have thoroughly
gone into the matter. Some have advised
one thing and some another. Some have
said that cesspools are all that are required, and in many cases have, in fact,
declared that cesspools have done good
service for years and never caused any
trouble. The fact is that no cesspool was
ever built which could lay claim to being
viz.,

a sanitary contrivance.

Continued on page 52

The

Stride of the Junior

How He

OF

all

is

Working Out Some Problems of Profits and Incidentally Falling
Love With His Job

the reasons

why

By

the

GENEVIEVE

calls at the school

boy of the past generation
left the farm, one stands
fast and undeniable: he was not
in love with his job.
Maybe he
couldn't see enough money returning from the work done; per-

haps he was given work that was
too hard and hours that were too
long during the years when only
a boy understands the aching
tiredness; it may have been that
the life in his neighborhood was
dull, with few amusements and
few companions,-— but the average
country-bred Canadian is no faintheart. He would have stayed by
his guns if he had considered it
worth while, but he has a live
spirit of ambition and no person
ever tried to show him that the
offered any field for ambition. The schools did their
level best to educate him
away from the farm.
They held up for his hero
worship the boy who left
a "poor but honest" country home to make his
mark in the world, but
they paid little attention
to the elder brothers who
stayed at home to fatten
the calves that went to
pay for the books and
fees and dress suit of the
son who said, "Father,
give me my portion now
that I may make something of myself and reflect glory on
the old
farmstead." It was, presumably, the crowning
achievement of the farm

Cups and medals given at the rural school
Lanark County.

farm

with

its

discipline,

Farmer

fairs,

with

many

valu-

lessons before the
summer is over.
Last year in the Proable

vince
fifty

of Ontario about
thousand children

took part in School Fairs.

Through the whole
twelve months of preparation it is safe to Lay
that it was never oat of
their minds for long at
a time. They had to plan
their gardens, they had
to get a lot of information

DepartAgriculture

from the

ment

of

soil for their potatoes iind rations for
their baby beeves. They
had to give a lot of personal attention to the
training of their calves

about

The school

fair is creatiiif

a
in

new

interest in
Peel County.

livi

.

k.

r

and colts so they might
conduct themselves creditably in the show-ring.
A county representative

the
through
county one day last
spring noticed a boy
about seven years old
with a white calf on a
rope trotting around a
ten-acre field; and, naturally having a kindred
driving

interest,

the representa-

went over to see
what they were trying to
tive

For when the real
problem of farm life became a feature of rural
e du c a t i o n, something

"It's for the Schocl
Fair," he explained. "I've

do.

vital entered the curric-

ulum. The leaven begins

work among the child^
ren when the District
Representative of the Department of Agriculture

some glorious

spring day and distributes garden
seeds and seed potatoes and eggs,
and tells the pupils something
about how to make them yield
their best increase for the School
Fair in the fall. The youngsters'
minds leave their wanderings over
the hills peering into birds' nests
and digging up "crinkle root" and
come back with a start to a stronger attraction right in the schoolroom. They forget all about the
gloom of the black-board and the
smell of chalk-dust and listen to a
story of the wonders of plant and
animal life. And the enthusiasm
carried home with a setting of eggs
to put under a hen is entirely different from the feeling wrapped
up with a home-work exercise in
fractions to reduce. There's -a lot
of real adventure involved in a
setting of eggs which they
realize

its

training for hard work,
to furnish recruits for
the city. As a family began to grow up, parents
began to consider moving
to town "so the children
should have
a
better
chance for an education."
That was a few years
ago.
The outlook at the
present time is that we
may expect a train of
city people back to the
country for exactly the
same reason.

in

to

A

prize turnout

shown

at a school fair in

Waterloo County.

never shown a calf yet,
but Dad never tries to
tame ours and when we
go to put them into the
stable in the fall they
climb right in' the mangers.
I want to get mine

FA R M
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speaking; ooiitest and stuik judging at a

^'lliJul

l;iir

broke in early." Whoever heard of a
boy leading a calf around of his own free
will when he might be off swimming!

Another striking

illustration of the
the School Fairs are creating in the
children a new interest in animals was
seen at a fair last fall where two boys
waited before the judges with their baby
beeves. So far as type and feeding were
concerned, it would have been difficult to
place them, but one was groomed like a
prize colt, and the other wasn't. All at
once the boy with the ungroomed calf
noticed the contrast, and there before the
spectators, with an unmistakable remorse
for his neglect, he took out his little red
handkerchief and began to stroke down
the neck of his calf.

way

the Girl
There is but one way that the
boys and girls can be riveted to the
soil, and that is by strengthening
their attachment for it. This can
only be accomplished by the inculcation of knowledge presented not
altogether in utility fashion but in
a manner that will emphasize the
brightness, the wonder and the attractiveness of the works of nature.
This the boys' and girls' clubs are
doing; this the school fairs are doing. This the nature study classes in
public schools are doing, as are also
school gardens. The work receives
substantial support in every province from the grants derived under
the Agricultural Instruction Act.
In Prince Edward Island, the sum,
devoted to these purposes in 1913-14,
the first year the Act ivas in operation, was $5,529; in the third
year, or in 1915-16, it is $10,050.
In Nova Scotia the sum thus employed under the Act in 1913-14
was $6,700; in 1915-16 it is $10,000.
In New Brunswick in the
first year it was $1 ,500. In the third
year it is $10,000. In Quebec the
first year it ivas $3,000 in the third
;

$8,000. In Ontario it was $10,000; it is now $20,000. In Manitoba it was $2,000, it is this year
$5,200. In Saskatchewan it is $2,-

it is

Once in a while we hear a murmur
somewhere that this new agriculture is
being carried too far; that it is taking too
much of the children's time from the old
reliable three R's. Still it doesn't take an
exceptional memory to recall a lot of time
wasted in school under the older system,
the hours of wool-gathering when the
mind refused to concentrate on the memorization of a list of "meanings" or the
spelling of words that we never hoped to
It
see again in this world or the next.
wasn't unusual to sit for half an afternoon with the story of "Phil the Fiddler"
pushed half way under the geography,
and when the test came we couldn't name
the capes of Scotland to save our lives.
The introduction of something of vital
The
interest has cut out a lot of this.
children find real problems in calculating

iii

l-:iiiark

the cost of their crops. They have real
business correspondence with the Department. They have the best kind of practice in English and oral composition in
preparing essays and speeches for the
Fairs. And all the time they are getting
a vocational training. Those who are not
born farmers will leave the farm just the
same, which is as it should be, but for
the first time in our educational propaganda all will have a chance to find out
whether they like farming or not.

—

And the movement promises an amazing development. It was inaugurated only
in 1912, and this last year 234 fairs have
been held, representing 2,291 rural
schools.
There were 51,243 plots cared
for by the children on their home farms
and 6,868 settings of eggs were supplied
to the children by the Department of
Agriculture.
The total attendance at
these fairs amounted to about 155,000 including parents and other adults.
The last year, too, the Department of
Agricultural has made it possible for the
farmers' children to do some personal
patriotism and production work, by distributing seed potatoes for war plots. It
is something to be proud of, that in spite
of the wet weather whicli made the potato
crop almost a complete failure in many
places, the rural school children of Ontario are going to be able to send to the
front a Field Ambulance, or a couple of
Field Kitchens, besides the Red Cross
funds raised by booths at the School
Fairs.

'

100. In British Columbia $1,000
was so used in 1913-14, but this
year for boys' and girls' competi-

and instruction in
$17,000 is to be
spent from the grants. It must be
understood that while in some of
the provinces the money is directly
employed for the purposes set forth,
in others it is used in other ways
and the sums required for school
fairs, school gardens, and so forth,
are received from provincial and

tions, fairs, etc.,

public

schools,

municipal sources. The figures, however, are in themselves abundant
indication of the far-reaching benefits conferred by the Act.

On

the

way

to a school

fair in

Waterloo.

The movement has

agricultural purpose.

a social as

wen

as an

'
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farm's greatest
also obvious that a boy of
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and done.' Incidentally he is growing
more corn and a boy showed him how."
The Junior Farmers are making their
organization felt in the community beyond the raising of better crops and live
stock.
In Elgin county last month they
held a Winter F'air with three hundred

It is pretty generally

boy and the

girl are the

It is

asset.

sixteen started right is worth several of
a certain kind of impenetrable men at
This is why there has been such
forty.
a general response to the new education
for farmers' sons in the way of short
courses in agriculture, where the young
men can get together for a month of six
weeks in the winter and right in their
own neighborhood get the equipment for
a short course at the Agricultural College.
Last year 1,155 young farmers attended
these courses in Ontario, and when the
courses closed the greater feature of the
work was just begining. The young men
were organized into Junior Farmers' Im-

provement Associations and they are
working with the District Representatives
in unthoughout-of ways for the better-

ment of agriculture

in their districts.

Last year the Ontario Department of
Agriculture conducted "Feeding Hog for
Profit" competitions in sixteen counties,
and fifty-nine "AcreProfit" competitions
in growing potatoes, oats, mangels, turnips, silage corn, seed corn, spring wheat,
barley and beans. The contestants kept
accurate account of costs and returns, and
the results are much above the average
for the province. The prize awarded by
the Department is the Short Course on
Live Stock and Seed Judging at the 0.
A. C, including board and lodging while
in Guelph. Eighty-four young men are receiving this course and at the final examination, to the best all-round man in stock
and seed judging the Deputy Minister

In the
er's

issue of the Farmwill appear the first

March

Magazine

of a series of articles by Miss Emily
Guest, on the problems of the

J.

twentieth century farmer's daughter.
The sympathetic, witty, practical tone of this ivriter's work and
the way she reaches the vital spot
in her subject, will make this series
intensely interesting and valuable
to both the girl and her friends and
family.

and Assistant Deputy Minister are giving

social

a prize of a gold watch.
A story is told of one

All this refers to the boys.
The Department of Agriculture hasn't done so
much for the girls, but it has begun, and
the development promises to come as fast
as the girls are ready for it. Short courses
in Domestic Science, Sewing and Home
Nursing are being sent out to thirty centres in Ontario this winter, and plans are
under discussion for the organization of
Girls' Institutes in connection with the

of the First

house on the edge of a prairie
an old woman crouches by the
fire and listens to the wind catch its
Her
Ijreath and whine up the chimney.
toy is somewhere in France, and the crying of the wind may mean almo.st anyOn the coldest days she
thing to her.
keeps the frost wiped from a spot on the
window and watches up the road, fearing
that every traveller may have something
to tell her: at night she listens for wheels
a

little

INtown,

to stop at the gate. In the morning the
neighbors look anxiously across the fields
to see if the smoke is coming from her
chimney; she has changed so much since
she was left alone.
There isn't much comfort in telling her
that she "can always be proud of him,"
that "he wouldn't want her to worry,"
and other bracers that have been handed
out to her for months. We owe something
more to the people who are making these
sacrifices. The cause is our cause, and the
sorrow around the corner should be our
sorrow. Certainly, we haven't any very
tangible remedy but the nearest approach is to make things as much as possible like they were before it all happened.
The flourish and blare of trumpets has
died down it is all steady drudgery now,
but not less dangerous, and the end is not
in sight.
But war isn't a thing you can

—

;

enthusiastic

young farmer who wanted to enter the
Field Crop Competition, but whose father
didn't take any stock in the new idea.
Finally the father consented to let him
clear up a stony acre that usually went to
waste anyway, but the boy cleared the
land so quickly and thoroughly that the
father d'ecided he would need it for himself, and that if the boy was really in
earnest he could prepare another.
The
boy shut his teeth hard and did it. Then
the father was ready to compete with him,
old methods against the new ways of the
boy and the Government. When tha,crop
was harvested the boy's measured eighty
bushels, the father's eight.
Ever since
that," the District Representative says,

"the old man has been coming out td meetings and telling 'what me and John went

Keep the Home
One

entries in seeds alone, an excellent department of ladies' work, and a poultry exhibit
worth calling a show itself. In Durham
county at an entertainment recently given
by the Junior Farmers', the addresses by
the members would have been a credit to
a class of university students, and why
not? In Halton a society of Junior Farmers is raising patriotic funds by putting
on a play and incidentally working a new

ETHEL M. CHAPMAN
And

get used to.
lighting the

it isn't

easy to go on

lamps and kindling the fires,
and putting an atmosphere of warmth and
cheerfulness into the house at home.

It

seems almost like indifference, but it's
one of the first things the country asks
for the sake of
of the home folks now,
the people who are sufl"ering most keenly through anxiety or bereavement, for
the children growing up who have a right

—

to the natural heritage of youth, for the

character of our national life, for the
next few years, and for the men themselves who are making the supreme sacrifice.

Of those

at

home

in the

community.

Women's Institutes, where the girl can
get the same benefit that her brother is
getting through the Junior Farmers' organization.
The time has passed when
she can be satisfied with the three R's
for her education. Just the same as her
brother, wants the four H's the broader
fuller education of the Head, the Hands,
the Heart and the Health. Some of the
farm girl's problems will be treated in

—

our March issue.

Fires Burning

Things the Country Asks of
By

element

the old people suffer

most keenly. It's pretty hard to stand
the thought of the strain and torture of
the battle lines when the nerves have become unsteady, when the body responds to
the will slowly and a little painfully, and
in the growing helplessness physical suffering has a new terror. A life-time of
hard lessons has left a balanced estimate
of the value of things, and the old people
are not easily reconciled to the wholesale destruction of life, besides they are
living their lives now in the lives of their
children, and they have seen some of them

its

Women

Noiv

—

They aren't complaining, just waiting quietly, and thinking all the time. It

go.

means everything to them
of young life and courage

to

have a

spirit

in the house, to

have the piano opened up, and the friends
come in, and the brightest side of things
kept on the surface.
Even while the tragedies overseas are
never out of our minds, the play element
should never be allowed to die out in any
part of the country. We need the games
and sports and "literaries" and dances,
and amateur plays, moie than ever this
winter. If they are planned to raise patriotic funds, so much the better, but we
need them for themselves. If young
people especially, are deprived of all
amusement a serious reaction is sure to
set in. If the boys and girls have to give
up all their natural gods, we can only expect them to become callous atheists, without interests, without the love of life and
the indomitable spirit which alone can
keep a nation from going to pieces in
times like these. The stern, morose man,
or the dark-visioned woman is not by any
means the person to be counted on in a
crisis, and we need people built to stand
a crisis now.
And while
ade, soberly

we watch the soldiers on parenough admiring the respon-

.
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sibility to honor but maddened at the
thought that the most precious thing in
the world should be held at such light

value, we must remember that we are
fighting militarism, and think of another

danger right around us. The boy who
doesn't realize what it means is carried
away by the fife and the accoutrements
and the flashes in the sun. There is a
little danger of the love of conflict getting
the better of him. In a school in England
recently the boys behaved outrageously
to a war-lecturer, who tried to impress
the fact that the evils of war far outits advantages. Even here we find
the undisciplined boy, seized with the
fighting spirit coming into contact with
all his authorities and taking part in unprecedented rowdyisms suggested by a low
type of war enthusiast.
It is right now that the education of
the young people should follow the most
humane and generous and liberal ideas, or
the young man ten years from now will
not be the type of gentleman who is enlisting to-day, sorely against his personal

weigh

made

—

indifference to the greater issue, nor to

what they are going through, but an

and suffering, but never were the mothers
of the world so much concerned about
their boys. The boy himself isn't likely to
take the situation seriously enough to
disturb his sleep, but he is susceptible to
a lot of influences of the times which only
the character of his home and educational
and social environment can counteract.
Unless we keep these normal, we cannot
expect to have the ideal boy of Huxley's
type, "One who, no stunted ascetic, is full
of life and fire, but whose passions are
trained to come to heel by a vigorous vdll,
the servant of a tender conscience; who
has learned to love all btauty, to hate all
vileness, and to respect others as himself."

not.

For a thousand reasons the country
of courage and optimism and sympathy, to keep the home fires
burning. Already, mixed with its evils,
the war has done a lot to supplant selfishness and snobbery with generosity and
compassion and indulgence to the weak

now needs women

The Seed

Situation in

Canada

There has probably never been a season in which the seed situation in all lines
has been as serious in the Province as it
In no one line is there a reis this year.
assuring outlook.
Of alfalfa there is
none.
province that 1 n

A

people

minds

as-

surance that everything is alright und
waiting for their homecoming. In the face
of the worst calamity there's a wondeiful
comfort in the thought that things are
all right at home, and nothing much more
disheartening than the idea that they are

should have
their

a

ground; men standing in the
water-logged trenches are heard singing
all through the night,; and what about
the amazing spirit in the letters they send
home. You can generally find the undercurrent somewhere between the lines of
course, but the eflfort to keep it out is
painfully evident. We owe them the most
cheerful report of things at home, not
football

The

interests.

young

the rear of the lines is always

years

normal

exported half its
output o f red

di-

rected now t o
the arts and
crafts of peace.
The motive of
patriotism in agproricultural
duction will furnish an inspira-

clover seed
this
year

will

not

have half
enough for home
demand. Owing
to the

excessive

but anything that will
create a deeper

supply of moisture at harvest
time, the supply
seed
corn
o f

interest in agri-

both in the

tion,

culture and

farm

life,

Western States
in the
South and West-

—

and

short courses,
contests, encouragement at home
will prove a
saving force for

ern Ontario will
be of inferior

boys them-

ed for seed

—

the

and

selves,

quality.

Grain intend-

for

should be cleaned up now and
stored in small

country

the
later.

And
why

this

the
at
should be

is just

quantities in dry
so as
to minimize the

atmosphere

home

brighter

warmer

quarters

and
and

danger

now than

purer

from
The

heating.
seed corn should

ever, so that if

be purchased at
once and hung

the boys do leave
it they will go
Tfiination to right

dry room
sudden
changes in tem-

something that
wrong, not to
acquiesce in an
and to
evil,
leave the world

perature will
not occur. Then
not later than
March 1st send
small
lots
of

a

with

up

is

more
and

humane

civilized.

No

person

can

stand

for long, the

strain of an atmosphere of depression at
home. Whenever a vital issue is at stake
in the world, that is

where men go

their stimulus for the battle;

it

to find

rests with

homemaker to provide that stimulus
now. The soldiers themselves are setting
us the best example. The meadow in
the

in a

where

deter-

the home-fires burning
While your hearts are yearnihg,
Though your lads are far away
They dream of home.

"Keep

There's a silver lining

Through the dark clouds shining.
Turn the dark clouds inside out
Till the boys come home."

these lines o f
seed to G. H.
Clark, seed commissioner, to be tested
Such parcels can be
for germination.
sent postage free, and there is no
In the
charge for making the test.
case of potatoes there is but one thing to
do. Spray with Bordeaux mixture at intervals of two or three weeks, when the
plants are four or five inches high until
danger of blight is passed.

:

The Trail
A

of

Farm Organization

L.

SMITH

Have Chased One Another Across Ontario
But They Still Live in the U.F. O.

Succession of Comhinations
Ag[ricultural Life,

TWICE
a

Ontario has been swept, by
wave, by a farmers'

tidal

movement. One of
waves wholly disappeared a few
years after its coming. The other has left
but a few isolated points to mark its
organization

these

course.
In the early seventies the
extended into this province
boring states and for a time

Grange was
from neighit seemed to

before it. Subordinate lodges
sprang up along almost every concession
line. Division granges, covering the work
of a number of subordinate' lodges, were
formed. Provincial bodies, having supervision of this and other provinces were
created. The whole body was federated in
the Dominion Grange which was in affiliation with, but not subordinate to the parent body in the United States, while the
organization was Dominion-wide its chief
strength lay in the premier province of
Confederation.
In the beginning the organization was
mainly commercial although several features were not overlooked and some attention was given to public questions in which

carry

By

W.

all

The directors

farmers as a class were particularly inter-

Along public lines the activities of
the Grange were principally directed to
the question of market fees. When the
Grange first came into existence almost
every little town imposed market fees on
farmers trading therein. To the Grange is
chiefly due the credit for the banishment
of this costly and particularly annoying
ested.

system of collecting revenue.
But, as stated, the grange was before
everything else a commercial body. Its
business activities partly originated by
local lodges and partly by more general
effect, took wide ranges.
Almost every
subordinate grange became a depot for
the supply of its members with groceries,
boots and shoes, coal oil, etc. A central
supply depot was established in Toronto;
in one or two cases, barley then a principal

money

crop,

was disposed

of co-opera-

a salt well was established at
Kincardine.
Of all these varied enterprises the salt well alone remains, even
the Grange itself has well nigh disappeared, only a few lodges remaining at
tively;

of the Grain Growers' Grain

Men who are farmers and
concerns In Canada.

Co. of Winnipeg.

widely scattered intervals and these are
mainly located in Western Ontario.

PATRONS COME IN
After the decadence of the Grange, a
decadence which began in the early
eighties, little was heard of farmers' organizations, until Patronism swept the
province with a rush, and with seemingly
irresistible force in the early nineties.

The

Patron organization, unlike the Grange,
gave its chief attention to the political end,
although like the Grangp it did a very considerable business in the way of co-operabuying of household supplies. Into

tive

however, it went headlong. Candidates were nominated by the score, both
for the Legislature and the House of Commons and to the former body it actually
elected fourteen or fifteen members in
1894 and to the latter one or two in 1896.
But the Patron organization declined
more quickly than the Grange had done,
and unlike the latter it finally disappeared, altogether. The overwhelming
defeat of its leaders in their candidacy for
the House of Commons in 1896 smashed
politics,

who

carry on one of the biggest business
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the body in fragments. When the representatives it had elected to the Legislature
appealed for re-election in 1898 they were
all defeated, save one, arrd that one subsequently affiliated v^^ith the Conservative
party. That buried the remains.
Before a decent interval of mourning
had elapsed the Farmers' Association
came into being. The latter body vs^as

wholly

political,

but along different lines

from those pursued by the Patrons.
disavowed

It

electing its
members to the Legislature or House of
Commons, and it sought to influence representatives of both the old parties in favor
of legislation of which farmers felt the
need. The Farmers' Association, although
it had local branches all the way from the
Ottawa valley to the Western lakes, never
secured a large membership. But it acall

intention

of

complished much. It took the initiative in
organizing a deputation compose'd of
representatives of its own and other agricultural organizations, of the manufacturers and of the Toronto Board of Trade,
which asked the then Dominion Government to create a Railway Commission,
and at the next session of the House of

Commons

legislation to provide 'for this

was framed. After the commission was
appointed representatives of the association appeared before the commissioners at
their Toronto sitting and as a result of
representations then made, freight rates
on cattle, grain and fruits were reduced.
It was the first organized body to demand that railway property be taxed on
the same basis as farm property and the
Legislature since then, has made at least

some move

in this direction..

The

associa-

supported by the Grange, was also
chiefly instrumental in securing legislation at Ottawa under which farmers were
enabled to carry drains across railway
lands on reasonable terms and other legislations which provided fair compensation
for livestock killed on railway lines. There
can be no doubt either, I believe, that it
tion,

was owing to the force of the representations made by this body, before the Fielding Tariff Commission of 1906 that the
Laurier Government was dissauded from
its intention to materially increase the
customs tariff at that time.
When the Farmers' Association was
coming into being, the question was earnestly debated as to whether those behind
the movement should affiliate with the
Grange, which still maintained about a
hundred subordinate lodges in Ontario, or
form a new body. The decision in favor
of the latter course was based on the fact
that the Grange, was then, mainly social
in its activities and the leaders of the new
movement demanded political action along
the lines above outlined. After the organization of the Farmers' Association,
however, the Grange gradually developed
interest along similar lines until at last
the two bodies were almost identical, save
that the Grange still maintained its social
features and its ritual. Then leaders in
both organizations concluded that it was
a waste of energy to maintain two bodies
with such similar aims and the association
became merged in the Grange.
Meantime- a powerful farm organization had been developed in the Western
provinces under the name of the Grain
Growers' Association of Manitoba and

Saskatchewan and the United Farmers of
Alberta.
These Western organizations
were both political and, in a very large
way, commercial. In politics they dealt
with the tariff as it affected farmers,
with the transportation question in the
same way and with the allied elevator
question. In a business way they handled
millions of bushels of their own wheat.
They bought timber, lumber and met their
own demands in lumber; they traded in a
wholesale way in coal, cement, apples and
other bulky lines. With these bodies the
Grange became affiliated through the National Council of Agriculture. But the
Grange, with its past traditions, with its
ritual, passwords and secret work, was
not in entire harmony with the new spirit
born in the West. It was felt, both in Ontario and in the Western affiliated bodies,
that something new and broader, both in
scope and name, was called for. This feeling found its culmination in the creation
of a new body, the United Farmers of Ontario, with which the Grange, and certain
farmers' clubs, local fruit growers' associations and so forth affiliated. This new
organization copying from what had been
done in the West, took a new form or
rather a double form. Two bodies were
created— the United Farmers' Co-operative Co. and the United Farmers of Ontario. The former is an incorporated company intended to carry on trading operations; the latter is a sort of farmers'
parliament for the discussion of public
questions in which farmers are interested.
Before discussing more fully this organization and its aims it may be well to
go back a little and offer some opinions as
to why the various other Ontario farmers'
organizations no longer occupy the position they once did.

be understood only by those whose memory recalls what an evil thing the old
system was.

SOME POOR LEADERS
There probably never was an organizafarmers as the Patron order held for a time.
In no other organization was there such
intense earnestness in the rank and file.
tion that got such a grip on Ontario

Some of the leaders were, too, men of outstanding ability, notably J. L. Haycock
the leader of the party in the Legislature
and Ontario has produced few men of
higher ideal than Caleb Mallory, for years
head of the organization. But candor
compels the assertion that, as with a
quickly-filled milk pail, an awful lot of
froth came to the top. Many of the leaders, or near leaders, were mighty poor
stuff, there was lack of ability, much of
self-seeking and som,ething of treason.
The party, for it was a party, suffered
from the intrigues of the old parties, both
of which desired its extermination. It
suffered also, as the Conservative party of
that day suffered, from the introduction of
the Manitoba School Question into the
political arena, this question, with its
stirring of the race and creed animosities,
largely overshadowed the economic issue
on which Patron candidates for the House
of Commons relied. The chief handicap

upon them, however, was the poor showing their fellows had made in the Legislature.

Had the Patron members in the
Provincial Assembly displayed onehalf the zeal and ability shown by the
Irish Home Rulers in the British
House of Commons, a farmers' party
might to-day be holding the balance
of power, both in the Legislature and
House of Comm,ons.

WHY GRANGE FAILED
Take the Grange first. In the beginning
the Grange was mainly commercial, and
in a small way. It undertook to supply its
members with small things tea, tobacco,
sugar, syrups, and coal oil. Each subordinate Grange was a small retail store.
There was, at that time, good reason for
the course taken.
Local storekeepers
then gave long credits and charged longer
prices. This was the chief grievance from
which the farmers of that day suffered.
The Grange changed all that. It forced
local dealers to adapt the cash system and

—

to

moderate their

prices.

But it is doubtful if any bunch of equal
numbers could have been got together
which would have been more ineffective
than the fourteen Patrons' members in
the Legislature of 1894-8, and after the
first

session they ceased to count.

of the nineties.
DID POLITICIANS CONNIVE

This accom-

plished, the chief reason for the existence
of the Grange, as then constituted, ceased
to exist. When people could go to a nearby store and buy groceries and other nece.ssaries as cheaply as from the local
Grange the worry and bother of maintaining the commercial features of the
Grange were not likely to be long continued. Herein is found the main cause,
the social feature not having been sufficiently developed, of the decline of the
organization. There were other causes,
but this .was the main one. In granges
where the social features was developed,
as in Middlemarch, founded by. the late
Jabel Robinson, vigorous life has continued for over a generation. But if the
Grange as a whole had done nothing else
than abolish the aboTninable long credit
systems of the old days it would have to
its credit a service the value of which can

—

Still

Patronism served a useful purpose. It
smashed old party lines as they had never
been smashed up to that time and there
has been more independent thinking ever
since as a result of the Patron propaganda

is one point more to be mentioned
regard to all old-time farmers' organi-

There
in

zations.

A number

prominent

in

of those

who became

Grange, Patron and Farm-

associations work were soon after
attaining prominence in such work enrolled on the list of Farmers' Institute
workers, and in work of a like nature,
carried on by the Department of Agriculture. I don't want to be uncharitable, but
it has seemed to me more than once, as
ers'

this means was deliberately used to
wean leaders away from a purely farmif

organization. It looks as if a like
policy is now being pursued in the case of
the U.F.O. Against this the new organization would do well to be on guard.
In some respects the United Farmers
have a more difficult task ahead of them
than that which faced either the Grange
or the Patrons of Industry. In the seveners'
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the burden of excessive prices for
daily necessities and the irritating market
fee question had put farmers into a mood
to jump at anything that promised relief.
Hence the phenomenal growth of the
Grange which did promise relief.
In early nineties the whole country was
suffering from a depression such as never
ties

occurred

was

before or since.
depressed.

especially

Agriculture

Hence once

again farmers were ready to accept anything that gave hope for bettered conditions.

The United Farmers have not these
special circumstances in their favor. They
have come on the scene in what may be
Aside from rural
called normal times.
depopulation, there is no great cause stirring farmers to unrest or anger. On the
other hand there is much in the past history of farmers' organizations to depress
those whose minds never get beyond
generalities.
Still I honestly believe, the
new organization has a vastly brighter
outlook before it, than any that have gone
before. For one thing, it has the experience of mistakes made in the past as a
warning of what to avoid. Created in
normal times its growth will be slower,
but its existence should be much more
durable than that of organizations which
Wisdom has been
have preceded it.
shown too by its founders in adapting the
best features of previous organizations
and modifying these to suit circumstances.
It has learned from the experience of
Western organizations which have demonstrated their soundness. It has its commercial side but it is commercial in a
large way. It does not propose to retail
small odds and ends but it is prepared to

supply
in car

its
lots.

members with bulky
It is

articles

prepared to act as a
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medium of exchange between farmers
who have grass seeds, seed corn, etc., to
sell and others who are buyers of the

shown by experience both in this country
and the United States. In the Western
provinces farmers' organizations have not

same, thus eliminating the profits of two
or three useless middlemen.
It is prepared to provide a market for potatoes
and apples in car lots. It can act as
selling agents for hogs, cattle and sheep
in the same way and for poultry and eggs
in a necessarily smaller way.
It is in a
position by means of wholesale buying,
to secure bargain prices in buggies, cutters, harness, separators
perhaps automobiles and many classes of implements.
In this and other like lines, it can be made
the means of serving farmers, large sums
in buying and of securing greater profits

created a political party, they have not
sought to influence the course of legislation in parliament and in this latter they
have suceceeded.
Legislation in the
Prairie Legislatures is controlled by farm
influence.
In New York where farmers
are an almost insignificant minority as
compared with a majority in the Western
Provinces, corresponding conditions prevail.
Farmers in New York State comprise only about one-tenth of the total
population they have in their state
Grange, an organization of some 60,000
members. And they study public questions.
Copies of every bill introduced into the State Assembly, are sent to local
granges and studied by the members of
these at their regular meetings. As a result, so I was assured by Grange leaders
in New York a few years ago, not a bill
is enacted by the New York State Legislature affecting agriculture, save with
the approval of the organized farmers.
The United Farmers of Ontario have
one point more in their favor. They have
been singularly fortunate in their choice
of oflScers.
In Secretary Morrison they
have an enthusiast of the enthusiasts and
one who is wholly devoted to his work.
In President Groh of the Co-operative Co.
they have one saturated with the co-operative spirit. In Drury and Good and others
they have men whose ability would com-

.

—

—

in selling.

There

is

no reason why every

fruit tree planted in Ontario, every ounce
of spraying material and equipment required in caring for same, every barrel
or box for the packing of fruit, every
bushel of corn or mill feed used by farmer,
every bag of cement, every barrel of salt,
every implement or vehicle, in fact every-

thing used in large bulk by farmers should
not be bought through this organization.
There is no reason either, why all the livestock, poultry, eggs, grain, hay, potatoes,
and fruit sold by farmers should not be
handled through their own organizations.
In all their lines the profits of at least
two sets of middlemen can be saved. That
is a considerable item.
In many cases it
it a very large item.
In not a few articles
the cost of selling under the present system equals the cost of manufacturing.
CAN INFLUENCE LEGISLATION
In the non-commercial branches of the
new farmers organization, the branch
dealing with public questions, there is
equal scope for useful service. How great
a service may be rendered in this way is

mand

attention in any assembly.
With
a firm foundation, able officers and the experience of the past as a guide for actions,
the new organization should have a future full of usefulness for the farmers of

Ontario.

Breaking a Clay- Footed Idol
The Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association

is

Canada's Largest Farmers'

Organization

THE

parent body of all the organized
farmers' movements of the Prairie
Provinces is the Grain Growers'
Association. Outsiders are prone to confound with the Association the great companies which it has brought into being for
the handling of special departments of its
business, principally its grain business.
These companies were created as self-governing business bodies, but the great
movement of education, organization and
general co-operative endeavor is carried
on by the parent organization, the Grain
Growers' Association, which is not a company with shareholders. The oldest and
strongest, both numerically as well as financially, of these Associations is in the
"wheat granary" province of Saskatchewan, and this is not to be wondered at
when it is borne in mind that this central
prairie province produces half the wheat
crop of Canada.
The Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association has always been and still is pre-

By

J.

B.

MUSSELMAN

in is essential to the bringing at)Out of
.these reforms that are to lead up to the

better conditions

eminently an educative and propagandist
body with the one main purpose of creating better living conditions upon the land
and with the one ultimate end of bringing
into being in Canada's great agricultural
province, a type of citizen which for intelligence, efficiency
all

and

virility shall for

time to come be the pride and the bul-

wark of the nation.
The leaders of this movement, many

whom have come

of

outstanding figures
in the affairs of Western Canada, coupled
with the highest ideals, have ever had a
very practical conception of how these
ideals might be attained. They recognized
that while preaching and teaching have
their place in the development of every
public movement, and a very important
place at that, practical grappling with the
great problems of the business of living

by active and

to be

definite participation there-

aimed

at.

FARMERS SLOW TO ORGANIZE

The first and most difficult work of the
Association lay with the very people for
whose well-being it was brought into existence
the farmers themselves. For generations those who till the soil have been
so exploited, while would-be reformers
amongst them so frequently have appealed
to their prejudices rather than to their
reason that farmers have found it difficult
to trust even each other. Another difficulty arose from the farmers' false and
foolish notions of independence which his
flatterers have always doled out to him
while those who pretended to envy him.
his independence were growing rich out
of his lack of co-operation with others of
his class. In a new country such as Saskatchewan, settlers have perforce had to
recognize, at least in measure, their in-

—

—
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terdependence, but the greatest work as
well as the most difficult thus far accomplished by the organized farmers of the
West has been the breaking up of this
clay-footed idol of independence and the
pointing of its former self-torturing worshippers to the true light of economic salvation co-operation.

During the past eighteen months very
large quantities of supplies have been
handled including such lines as Flour and
Feed, Feed Oats, Lumber, Fencing, Fence
Posts, Machinery, Metal Roofing, Prepared Roofing and all kinds of building material etc., etc.

—

Of coal alone the Association handled
25,000 tons during its first season and
during the present year it handled sufficient binder twine to bind fifty million
bushels of grain or nearly 4,500,000
pounds.

COMMERCIAL ENDS GROW
This great educational campaign, it is
safe to say, has appreciably altered the
whole mental attitude not alone of the
farmers but also of commercial interests
of the West on the broad questions of economics, and in order that it might not be
hampered in any avoidable manner, the
commercial undertakings which sprang
into being as a result of it were organized
3S independent, self-governing units of the
farmers' movement. Thus came into being first the Grain Growers' Grain Company of Winnipeg and its subsidiary companies, then the Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator Company with two hundred
and thirty grain elevators and now recog-

.

nized as the greatest elevator company in
the world; the Alberta Co-operative Elevator Company, and the Saskatchewan
Municipal Hail Insurance Commission
carrying ($25,000,000) twenty-five million dollars of hail insurance.
In April, 1914, the Association entered
upon the development of a comprehensive
organization for the purchase of supplies
for its local bodies. This work it has organized as a department of itself and its
activities in this direction have been of the
utmost value to the farmers and have
greatly enhanced the interest of the farmers in their

FARM

own movement.

POWER IN

SASKATCHEWAN

POLITICS

-The Saskatchewan Grain Growers' As-

now more members by a
wide margin than any other farmers' organization in Canada, and these are distributed amongst more than one thousand
sociation has

local organizations in all parts of the pro-

vince.

In no other province have the Grain
Growers' been instrumental in securing
so much in the line of legislation as in
Saskatchewan, where no Government
could afford to be or would wish to be
other than friendly to the farmers' movement. More than any other body, the
Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Associa-

was responsible for the action of the
Legislature in abolishing the hotel bars
and all public drinking in the province
an act which at one blow has cut 80 per
cent, off our drink bill and well night emptied our courts and our prisons. Other recent acts of legislation secured are that
regulating the sale and guarantee of implements; that protecting homesteaders'
exemptions from hypothecation or seizure that giving the wife a dower interest
in the homestead, etc., etc. Woman Suffrage and direct legislation are also being
asked for and will no doubt be dealt with
in the near future.
A very extensive seed grain exhibit is
being planned for the next Provincial
Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition at
Regina.
The contestants will be the
Locals of the Association throughout
Saskatchewan. A large number of cash

tion

;

Following last year's failure of the
western potato crop the Association imported for its members nearly 4,500,000
bushels of potatoes with a saving below
the prices obtaining before it entered the

market of

some cases as much as $1.00

in

per bushel.

A. Moore's Irmlci-

S.

hei-d

at

in

liis

milking Sborthorn

This season the Ontario apple crop was
very short but the Moose Jaw Office has
handled some 140 carloads and could have
sold more.

Enormous savings have been

Caledonia.

effected

farmers not only on the goods actually purchased through the Association but
yet more in the aggregate on the reduction
of prices by dealers, brought about by the
competition set up by the Grain Growers'
to the

prizes amounting to many hundreds of
dollars will be awarded and a magnificent
silver trophy will be donated by the Sask-

atchewan Co-operative Elevator Company as the Grand Prize.

Association.

^

THE PATRIOTIC ACRE
That the Association is fully alive to
duty to the Empire in this the nation's
time of struggle is attested by its Patriotic Acre Scheme a scheme which had
its

origin in a Local of the Association

its

and was given this catchy name to indicate its purpose.
Under this plan some thousands of
members are contributing each the proceeds of an acre of wheat to be ground
into flour, sacked in special sacks bearing the emblem of the Association and
made a gift to the Imperial Government.
The contributions promised to date involve fuly 150,000 bushels of wheat and
the gift will comprise several train loads
of flour. Elevator Companies, Mills, Railway Companies and the Federal Government are all co-operating to handle this
contribution with as little cost to the
fund as posible. One interesting feature
of this undertaking is that amongst the
contributors are the names of many foreign born Canadians including Swedes,
French, Germans, Austrians, Russians,
Serbs, Roumanians, etc.

Under widely extended charter powers
and by special legislation of the Saskatchewan Legislature the Association has
very wide powers for trading and many of
its Locals have been brought under incorporations as units of themselves. The Central is the wholesale body through which
all the Locals can act collectively jn dealing with miners, millers, manufacturers,
The Central sells to organized Locals
etc.
only .and they in turn sell to their memFull provision has been made for
bers.
the investment by the Locals of capital in
their Central and the surplus earnings of
the Central are distributed to the Locals
having such investment in proportion to
the amount of business done with the
Central by them respectively in the trUe
cooperative way.

The Central

is

staple groceries

handling a full line of
is about to greatly
of its operations having

and

extend this field
now completed arrangements for supplies
for wholesale stocks of its own at one or

more centres

suitable for advantageous
distribution to its Locals. For many lines
the Association plans to go to foreign

markets because of the partial boycot
which the organized retailers and wholesalers have succeeded in creating.
It is a well known fact that the west
is outrageously overloaded with retailers
so that coupled with poor service the rural

consumer has
orbitant

doing their

own

to

prices

own

pay

in

many

cases ex-

for inferior goods.

By

business, handling their

goods, and purchasing in wholesale

it is obvious that the farmers
can effect and are effecting material sav-

quantities
ings.

For organization purposes the province
divided into sixteen districts each with
a director of its own selection. In each district a district convention is held annually
is

at a convenient centre while in February
of each year the great Convention of the
Association takes place. This Central Convention composed of delegates from all the

Locals in proportion of not more than one
members is the governing body of
the Association. It elects the President

to ten

and the Board of Directors and its findNo proxy voting is perings are final.
mitted and no delegate has more than one
vote.

At last year's convention held in Regina
there were present 1250 elected delegates
and 350 visiting members. Only the largest churches in a few of our leading cities
can now accomodate the convention which^
lasts from three to four days. This year's'
convention will be held in Saskatoon February 15th, 16th and 17th.

The Development

Marks

the

of the

Dairy

for the

Prof.

Dairy Shorthorn

Canada

Cow as a Money Maker
Average Farm

G.

E.

UT

DAY

down the work about half a century later,
he had made an impression upon Shorthorn cattle which remains, in many cases,
even to this day.
Thomas Bates, was one of the first, and
probably one of the greatest of the advocates of dual purpose Shorthorns, and was
especially successful in holding the balance between beef and milk. He did not
show his cattle extensively, because he
was opposed to fattening breeding stock
for show purposes, but he won a number
of notable victories at some of the large
shows against men who paid no attention
whatever to milk production. But, no
matter how good the cow from a showyard standpoint. Bates had no use for her
if she was not a good milker, and in discussing the merits of his cattle, he never
omitted mentioning their milking quali-

of all the cows in England, I
think none comes up to the
Holderness breed for their wide
bags, short horns, and large bodies, which
render them (whether black or red) the
most profitable beasts for the dairyman,
grazier, and butcher. Some of them have
yielded two or three gallons at a meal."
The preceding words were written in 1744
by William Ellis, an agricultural writer of
that time, and are taken from that delightful book, "Shorthorn Cattle," by
Alvin H. Sanders.
The Holderness breed, referred to
above, is the breed from which the Shorthorn is directly descended, so that it becomes evident at once that the Shorthorn
breed was built upon a beef and milk
foundation.
At the New York Mills sales in 1873, a
cow belonging to the Bates Duchess family
sold for $40,600, the highest price ever
paid for a cow. Another cow of the same
family sold for $35,000, another one

B

in

ties.

In the management of his herd, the
all milked by hand, the calves being
pail-fed, the marketing of butter brought
in a regular weekly income. Poor milkers
were culled out, but the ability to produce
beef at low cost was always kept in view.
For his first "Duchess" cow, Mr. Bates
claimed a record of 36 quarts of milk and
42 ounces of butter in a day, on grass
alone, and it is claimed she made an excellent carcase of beef when slaughtered at
seventeen years old. He makes the statement that 12 quarts per milking is considered a good quantity when the cows get

cows

brought $30,000, another $27,000, another
$25,000, and fourteen head belonging to
this celebrated family sold for a total of
$262,400, or an average of $18,742 each.
Why did they bring such prices? Simply
because they were the only cattle of the
Duchess family then living, which traced
directly to the herd of Thomas Bates without any admixture of blood from other
sources.

Probably no person will claim that the
were worth the
money paid for them, but

Golden Rose, at the O.A.C. farm, creeping

up

New York

Thomas Bates died many years ago, but
work still lives. In England to-day.
Dairy Shorthorns are more numerous

than any other dairy breed, and they are
to be found on much of the highest-priced
land in that country, thus demonstrating

When
their utility as profit producers.
we examine the pedigrees of these cattle,
we find that most of them run back, more
or less directly, to the Kirklevington herd,
especially in the case of the bulls, and the
more Bates' blood to be found in a pedigree, the more popular it is in the estimation of the Dairy Shorthorn breeder.
Well-bred Dairy Shorthorns are probably
the highest-priced cattle in England at
the present time, which proves the truth
of the statement made at the beginning of
this paragraph, that the work of Thomas

Bates

still lives.

would be unfair to the early breeders
of Shorthorns to leave the impression that
It

Bates was alone in the development of dual purpose
cattle. Such men as Jonas
Whitaker,
S i'r
Charles
Knightley, and a number

Mills sale,

of others, developed many
excellent milkers in the
early
days,
were

and

K

THE BATES BALANCE

in 1849.

When he

commenced the breeding of
Shorthorns, the breed was
very young indeed, in fact,
it had barely emerged from
the formative process, and
such a thing as a herd
book for the breed was unknown.
When h e laid

record.

his

Thomas Bates, of Kirklevington, was born in 1775,
and died

12,000 lb.

ON HIGH-PRICED LAND

occurring

twenty-four
years after the death of
Thomas Bates, was a startling tribute to the work of
that great breeder. The
sale incident is related here
merely to show that Bates
was no ordinary cattle
breeder, and to give point
to what we have to say regarding his methods.

a-

only ordinary keep. In the ligh't of this
statement, it is evident that he did not set
a low standard for milk production.

cattle

the

to

paigface 2nd

'

a

grand type

of

Dairy Shorthorn cow in the

herd, Pennsylvania.

May and

Otis

staunch advocates of the
dual purpose idea.
From what has been
said, it will be seen that
the Dairy Shorthorn has
been bred in England ever
since the breed originated,
and some one will probably
be curious to know what is
accounted
a
reasonable
milk production for a cow
of this breed, in England.
The question is not easy to
answer, but, generally
speaking, 8,000 lbs. milk
per annum is considered a
very fair performance. 10,000 lbs. is regarded as exceptionally good, but in
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L'nil.

tlie

first

Dairy Shorthorn at the

big

Minnesota State Fair
J.

J.

in 1015,
Hill, of St. Paul.

and owner! bv

the published milk records we find a few
year of cows which
instances each
It is
out of
exceed 13,000 pounds.
the question to deal at all fully with
English milk records for Shorthorns in a
paper of this kind, but a few illustrations

THE COLUMBIAN TEST PROVED IT
Dairy Shorthorns may be said to have
existed in the United States and Canada
since the first importation of Shorthorns
to this continent, though they were not
called by that name, and public tests of

may prove instructive. Darlington Cranford V. averaged slightly over 10,000 lbs.
of milk per year for ten consecutive years.
Darlington Cranford VI averaged 12,493
lbs. for five consecutive years and her
dam averaged 11,270 lbs. for five con-

these cattle at state fairs ha-ve been carried on for a considerable number of years.

The late George Taysecutive years.
a few years ago, published a list of
some thirty cows in his

lor,

herd which averaged over
10,000 lbs. of milk each
In the Tring Park
year.
cows
herd, seventy-four
and heifers averaged 6,058
lbs. milk per cow, the highest one giving 12,851 lbs.
One of these cows averaged
a,722 lbs. of milk for eight
years, another one 8,675
lbs. for seven years, and
one other 7,124 lbs. for
eleven years.

Many

At the World's Columbian Exposition in
Chicago in 1893, Shorthorns made a very
creditable showing against Jerseys and
Guernseys, though it could not be expected that they would excel the special dairy
breeds. One thing is certain, however, the

a

Canadian-born railway leader-

Columbian test demonstrated beyond all
doubt that the Shorthorn is a dual-purpose breed. In the two weeks' cheese test,
the best Jersey cow produced 70.93 lbs.
cheese at a net profit of $6.97, and the
best Shorthorn cow produced 60.56 cheese
at a net profit of $6.27. In the 90-day
butter test, the Shorthorn cow, Nora, produced 3,679.8 lbs. of milk from which was
made 160.57 lbs. butter, and the best Jersey, Brown Bessie, produced 3,634 lbs.
milks from which was made 216.66 lbs.
butter. During the 90 days Nora gained
115 lbs. in weight, and Brown Bessie 81
lbs.
In the 30-day butter
test,
the Shorthorn
cow, Kitty Clay IV., pro-

duced

Dairy
England.

in

milk

Experimental

Stations

could be reviewed with advantage to the breed, but
we must close the American pljase of the question
with a reference to a prom-

other

Shorthorn

lbs.

62.24
lbs.
butter,
gaining 28 lbs. in weight in
the 30 days.
If space permitted, the
work of the Dairy Shorthorn at various American

records could be given, but
enough has been said to
give an idea of the work of
the

1,592.8

and

i

n en

t

,

privately-owned

herd, that of Messrs. May
& Otis, of Pennsylvania.
Alberta's Gov ernment herds are doing good things.
Namijig from the
the arr ivals are Butterfly King, Lady Mckay 3rd. Lady Mckay
2nd. Sweet Cherry and Glenwood Alice.

left

From

their

catalogue

we

Contineud on page 104

Is

it

True That on the Average Farm $i,000 is Spent in Farm Machinery for
Every $50 Spent in House Equipment?

THE

farmer usually comes in for
some harsh criticism when the subject of house conveniences and
power machinery in the farm home are
being discussed. It is true that on the
average about $1,000 is spent in farm
machinery for every $50 or $75 in house
equipment and also that the improvements in the farm home have not kept
pace with the rapid strides in developing
field machinery. Now the farmer is not to
be blamed for this. Farmers as a class
are not mean, it isn't that they do not
treat their wives and daughters kindly or
think of their conveniences, it isn't even
indifference. Is it not possible that our
own educational efforts have in the past
been a little one-sided in this respect?
Agricultural Colleges have been pretty
faithful in showing the farmer men how
to grow more and better crops and livestock; county representatives all over
have done the same and in addition spend
at least two months in every year with
rural school fairs teaching the farm
children agriculture and six weeks with
farmers' sons at short courses.
This

arrangement has been very successful and
satisfactory as far as it went but unfortunately the farmer women seem to
have been overlooked in this program of
things and their problems were not given
the consideration and study they so well
deserve. The Institutes' Branch of the
Ontario Department of Agriculture see-

By

J.

STARK

W.

and homespun clothing for the family and
keep even with the mortgage. There was

nothing left for education or anything
else. Labor was the cheapest of
all commodities, so conveniences
were not thought of. But those
"good old days" are past, and now
money is more plentiful on the
farm.
Indeed,
it
is
doubtful
whether it wi'll ever be as scarce
again, hence that should no longer
stand in the way of power machinery in the farm home. One Institute worker expressed it that a
better understanding' of home conPressure tank for water system in the far
lioine.
veniences is needed more than the
money to pay for them. Nobody
ing this gap in the very foundation of our
has ever told farmers exactly how to go
rural development structure have jumped
about these things that's the trouble.
into the breach and their scheme of coTHE PRESSING NEED
operating with the Macdonald Institute,
O.A.C., Guelph, to put on short courses
Before going into the details of the
for farmers' wives and daughters in
subject a word on the importance of power
every county seems to suit the need exmachinery in the farm home should not be
actly. At the same time some responsiout of place. Any woman's time has a
bility rests with the women themselves,
cash value at so much per hour the same
they must study their own problems and
as a man's. Whatever can be done then to

—

make

their

wants known.

THE OLD WAY
In

pioneer days

men and women

worked together, both

in the fields

and

all

in

the home, sharing alike the then necessary privations of country life. It used to
be "nip and tuck" to supply the plain food

increase her efficiency by doing more work
in less time should, from a cold business
point of view alone, be a good investment,
to say nothing of her added time for
recreation, and the education of her children. Farm women are generally hard
workers.
The writer has a personal
knowledge of cases where boys left
the farm not because they themselves
had to slave away from five till nine,
but because their mothers
had so
much to do, and when there seemed to be
no remedy for it the niental picture of his
future wife haggard and tired from farm
work, drove the young -man to the office
or factory. The initial expenditure for
power machinery in the farm home is
small and the cost of running it is almost
nothing. Then, of course, it is used every
day in the year while binders, mowers,
drills, etc., are not used for more than
ten days in three hundred and sixty-five.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF POWER

Four kinds of power are commonly used
to drive machinery
wind, water, electricity and engines, gasoline or steam.-

—

Windmills

are

chiefly used
for
chopping.
Water
power is seldom used on the farm
for two reasons:
first,
because
streams or bodies of water of the
proper kind are not close at hand;
second, because in most cases the
owner has no idea that the water
power can be utilized or how to harness it. Hundreds of farms in Ontario are making use of hydraulic

pumping

and

to pump water and many
have a small turbine or wheel for
power. The first cost of construe-*

rams

Gasoline engine doing the worli of four people at once.

tion is the only expense, as the run-

—

a

;
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The dairy and laundry equipment on the farm

ning expenses and upkeep are practically
nothing and every farmer who has a
stream or body of water with good fall
should look into the matter of developing
power. Often two or three neighbors
could club together on a scheme and manufacture electricity for both power
lighting for the home and farm.

GASOLINE ENGINES

factory for farm kitchens where there
are no stationary tubs and the two-tub
arrangement gives room for rinsing and

With most cream separators full
speed should be raised gradually and
there should be some means of doing this.
With the one used in the writer's home, a
small jack or clutch pulley was bought.
It works splendidly and gives the proper
speed but is rather expensive, costing
about ten dollars. A cheaper and almost
as convenient way is to have a double
pulley on the separator, one loose and one
tight, and by sliding the belt slowly from
the former to the latter the desired speed
can be reached gradually. The separator
in question has a suspended bowl and gave
us no trouble, but on general principles
one that is held at both ends should be
more satisfactory and there would be no
danger of wobbling.

The wringer is made to slide
back and forth on the stand this saves
lifting the clothes out of one tub into another to pass them through the wringer.

is within the reach of everyone. The
smaller engines for use in the house make
little noise or vibration and require no
special care. A woman or child can easily
start these small engines by simply turning over the wheel a couple of times
feature that makes it possible to use
power machinery in the farm home.

A

four-leg stool washing device rotates
one way then the other in the tub.
This is easy on the clothes, does not tear
the finest fabrics and washes them thoroughly. Set up complete with wringer and
belts ready to run, this machine costs $31
the one-tub washer with the same wringer
is five dollars less but is not as convenient.
Another kind of washer has a swinging
wringer which is very handy, especially
where one has stationary tubs side by
side, though, of course, it can be used
without them. Any woman can see at a
glance how it will make the rinsing easier
and will save a lot of heavy lifting and
splashing.
All these washers can be
driven by either electric motor or gasoline
engine.
^
^^
first

—

THE woman's workshop

On

the farm, the kitchen is the woman's
general workshop comprising laundry,
dairy and kitchen in short it is here
where 75 per cent, of her work is done
and where most of the working hours are
spent. Having in mind then the average
farm house the best place to set up power

—

is in this room.
No mention
will be made here of how a kitchen should
be laid out or arranged because each case

machinery

''

must be decided independently.

DRAINAGE AND TAPS

THE MACHINES THAT MAY BE USED

DIFFERENT TYPES AND MAKES OF WASHERS

About twelve different companies in
Canada manufacture power washers suited to farm use and most of them give good

—

By a special set of gears it is made to
turn forward or backward or can be
stopped altogether by operating a small
lever at the side. The lid of the washer
can be lifted from time to time to examine
the clothes without stopping the engine.

price

.

Ont.

pulley on it, answers the purpose equally
It should be braced with a board or
fastened to the floor in some way to keep
the belt tight and that is all that is necessary. Any of the small hand cream separators can also be driven by a belt if a
pulley is attached where the crank goes

bluing.

manufacture them in all sizes to meet all
the demands of farmers and no experience
whatever is necessary to run them. The

Clinton,

and are reasonable in price.
good combination washer and wringer
driven along with a cream separator,
churn and grindstone from one shaft is
shoviTi in the accompanying cut. It is a
three-tub machine and this type (possibly
with only two tubs) is especially satis-

A

Gasoline engines have been so perfected
to do good work and are so familiar to_
everyone that any further comment here
of their usefulness is superfluous. Suffice
it to say that dozens of firms in Ontario

gasoline engine will drive all these at once
or any one of them singly.

W. H. Lobb, near

satisfaction

and

Machines that can be run by power in
the kitchen are: washer and wringer,
cream separator, churn, pump and probably smaller ones such as meat chopper,
coflFee grinder, etc.
If one had a water
system supplied from a pressure tank in
the basement the pump could easily be
driven by a belt or cog gear from the line
shaft.
A one and a half horse-power

of

Ordinarily power washers will always
be in the same place in the room and it is
often practicable to have a pipe through
the floor from the tub to take away the
dirty water and thus save drawing it out
into pails and lifting them up to the sink.
If such a pipe cannot be used the drain tap
should be tight yet easily turned, a wooden
peg is always a nuisance and continually
drips water on the floor. One company
makes an adjustable height platform
where the legs can be shortened or
lengthened to suit the user, thus doing
away with bending or cramped positions.

CHURNS and cream SEPARATORS

A

special power churn is not required^
just the old hand barrel churn with a

well.

on.

PUMP, MEAT CHOPPER, ETC.

Water supply on the farm

is a too large
subject to be treated here and no mention
will be made of details of plumbing. A
well near the house with the pipe inside
and a cistern pump attached is commonly
seen. Ordinarily, water in the kitchen is
used in small quantities frequently, rather
than in large amounts, hence there would
be little advantage of having an engine
attached to pump, though it could be done
if the special circumstances required it.
Another system is to have water piped
from a tank in the barn. The disadvantage of this method is that the water is not
always as fresh as it should be, then, of
course, scarcely half the farmers have a
water tank of this kind even in the barn.
The best water supply for the house is the
pressure tank, which could be located in
the kitchen but is usually placed in the
basement. Without going too much into
detail these tanks are made of boiler plate
in different sizes. The tank is partly filled
with water, the remainder being compressed air. By means of a pump the air
pressure is made strong enough to force
the water to any part of the house. Some
use a hand pump but it could easily be
made to drive from the engine and a pres-

Continued on page 72
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When You
Some

Ideas on

t'he

Build Your Barns

Whole Business of Building, Which May Help Out Some
Farmer This Summer.

AM

going to do my best to tell the
readers how to select a site, select materials, decide which type of barn is
best suited to each man's particular requirements and give sufficient structural
details as will enable the farmers to inspect the work as it progresses, in an intelligent manner. Long ago I decided that it
was an impossibility to give help that
would be of such a character as would allow of application to each particular case.
A general outline of what -constitutes a
good barn is of more use than a long detailed description of some barn that has
recently been erected by a leading farmer.
This man may have a building that just
fits in right with his methods and requirements, but in nine cases out of ten
the farmer who copies this barn will find
that it does not suit him in many ways.
The one and only way to assist in the design of farm buildings is to give standard
dimensions and show how stables can be
laid out so as to save steps.

By A. A.

I

GILMORE

FOUNDATIONS

On gravel or any other well-drained
ground the barn walls may be built on the
top of the ground with safety, after the
grass sod and roofs are removed. Where

a stable plan for this barn. This is enwrong. Find how many stalls are
required, lay out the passages and then
inclose this plan with walls. Do not for-

tirely

large enough to
hold the greatest crop you are likely to
raise, and do not forget that you will
raise more on the same farm after the
new barn is up. Chores are done much
easier, consequently more animals are
kept, and as the manure is better saved
the farm becomes much more productive.
In figuring space in the barn, allow 512
cubic feet per ton for hay in a mow (not
pressed)
it

LOCATION

By keeping

careful

records. Agricul-

A

is

possible

window

that

is

cheap,

The following

article is given for the henefit
of the man iclio intends buildiing commodious
buildings on his stock farm. In the November
issue we had an article on cheaper buildings for
prairie farms that contained much useful advice. This article can be made equally as serviceable. No man should build icithout counting the cost. The charges of interest against

overloaded structures often undo the
big,
farmer, but to the intensive farmer the need of
good buildings to save feed, labor and wear,
often appeals strongly, and to him this inill
carry some useful ideas.

—EDITOR.

STABLE WALLS
Stone walls take up too much space,
cost a lot to erect, and conduct the moisture through the walls. I cannot advise
the use of this material for walls of any
building that is not to be furred and
lathed and plastered.

Although many walls are being built
with solid concrete work, yet this also

makes no provision
side from the outer

is made, then concrete will
It takes little
a desirable wall.
space off the stable and is cheap and easy
Hollow concrete blocks make a
to erect.
good wall, but the facing. When the same
on all the blocks, has a tiresome appear-

required for the approaches.
Have the long axis of the building extending north and south and if possible
build on the south-eastern slope of the
hill.
This arrangement insures the early
morning sun streaming through the eastern windows, and does wonders to cheer
up the whole stable. The same thing
takes place in the late afternoon when the
light is most desirable, for during the mid-

make

'

ance.

Of all the wall materials that we have
at our disposal, I am satisfied that the
tile block is the best. This gives a perfectly dry wall and at the same time does not
take up any more and in many cases less
space than the concrete wall. The blocks
that I recommend for any
of my work are those that
allow of three thicknesses
of wall being built from
the same block. This is

done by turning it different
ways. These widths are 8
in., 12 in. and 16 in., and
the block has projecting
portions which firmly bind
it into the wall with the
block under and the one
Special blocks are
above.
made for door sides and to

to

build a good basement barn
at a location where no hill

bank exists, yet on account of drainage and the
approaches being cheaply
or

and easily arranged for
a side
tion

hill site,
is

to

be

in

such a posipreferred.

Windows

In

for insulating the inportion. Where a hol-

low centre

Here nature looks after the carrying off
of the water, and little or no grading is

placed at one corner there are 942 horsemiles and 771 man-miles travelled in one
year going to and from the fields. If the
farm be nearly square and the buildings
be placed midway between the two corners
along one of the boundaries and the fields
worked in the same manner, a saving of
something like 482 miles is
effected. This means that
about 24 days' time is lost
in going to and from the
year's work. Worth saving,
is it not?
it

type of stable

safe, gives plenty of light, and has a ventilating section that ne,ver swells shut.

tural Engineers have found that if the
buildings on a farm of 160 acres are

While

damp soils are found, it will
be necessary to excavate to a depth to
insure being below frost. This trench may
be 18 in. to 24 in. vdde, and should be
filled with field stones and concrete. This
concrete may be mixed one part cement
with nine parts of gravel. Put in all the
stones possible, but be sure that concrete
surrounds each. In damp locations where
this trench is required it will be necessary
to lay a drain around the wall just on the
Above the
outside of the foundation.
drain fill with small stone or gravel.
clay or other

Farmers often say that they intend to
and ask for

Make

ficient

can be placed in the south end. Sunlight
banishes disease. It is cheap and is easily
obtained. Placing the barn in this position gives a nice barnyard on the east side
where the building forms the shelter from
the west wind, and a concrete fence can
be built on the north side and will complete the protection.

build a barn to a certain size

get the barn.

day the light is strong and sufcomes from the few windows that

die of the

P.

W.

Gibson's stable in Pickering. The top half swings
steel barn is well lighted.

His stable under his

In.

Continued on page 97

.
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The

hatch.
The germ dies about the third
day of incubation, on candling showing
as a red circle, called a "blood-ring." For
this reason, in cold weather, eggs should
be gathered, from the nests often enough
to preclude all chance of chilling.

Birthplace of a Chicken
Continued from page 21

galvanized iron pipes. There should be a
sufficient number of windows to light the
cellar fairly well, so that the work may be
carrned on in comfort, but the cellar
should be kept reasonably cool about 55
degrees is about the best temperature,
although it may range from 45 degrees
to 65 degrees, quite safely.

Moisture is another matter of the first
importance. One of the best makes of incubators is fitted with a "sand tray" to
supply moisture, but in all makes of machines, I think some moisture should be
supplied, whether the directions call for
it

or not.

A

flat saucer, or

pan, in the

bottom of the incubator, kept filled with
water at all time^, will be of advantage in
keeping the air moist, and if your cellar
has a cement floor it should be thoroughly
wet by sprinkling with water daily. One
soon becomes expert at telling whether
sufficient moisture is being supplied by
candling the eggs, and noting the size of
the air-cell. An hygrometer is useful in
registering the moisture in the egg-chamber if you can buy one without too great
an outlay.

TEMPERATURE POINTS
to

In some incubator directions we are told
keep up a higher temperature in the

machines in cold weather than in warm.
I have found it a safe rule, however, to
run the incubator at 102 degrees the first
five days, and at 103 degrees 'thereafter,
except on the last two days when the
temperature rises from the body heat of
the chicks, without any change in the
regulator; at this time 104 degrees, or
even 104^2 degrees is allowable, but never
allow the thermometer to register over
105 degrees. The heat should be carefully regulated and should be running evenly
at 102 degrees before the eggs are put in,
It may take as much
as 12 hours for the eggs to warm up, and
the regulator may lift before the proper
temperature is reached, but if allowed to
remain as it is, it will finally settle down
to business. Great care should be exercised
in testing the thermometers before the
hatch starts; compare them with a thermometer you know to be correct by holding them side by side in warm water, at
about 103 degrees. Borrow your doctor's
clinical thermometer if you have none that
you can rely upon.
in the first place.

On

the evening of the eighteenth day
close the door of the incubator, and do
not open it again until the hatch is over,
except to remove the moisture pans at the
same time that you put in the nursery
trays. After the last healthy chick is
hatched, and the eggs and egg shells removed, which should be about six hours
before the end of the 21 days, allow
the chicks to remain in the incubator,
in the nursery trays, for 24 or 36 hours
longer. If yours is a so-called "moisture
machine," dry the chicks off, or "harden
them off," by 'opening the ventilators and
opening the door of the incubator a crack.
If the chicks move to the back of the incubator you may know that you are giv-

ing them too much air, and should close
up the crack a little. Do not give them
feed or vjater while in the incubator and
keep the inside of the machine dark so
that they cannot pick at each other or
pick up small pieces of dirt. Also do not
give any feed for a day after they are
put into the brooder of until they are at
least 48 hours old.

Sewage

—

Continued from, page 38

A cesspool is a dangerous thing at any
time in any locality because one never
knows when danger is at hand. The danger is "out of sight and out of mind,"
until death or long suffering has asserted
itself.
The farmer with a cesspool on his
property is in the same position as he
whose house is built on top ©f a volcano;
he never knows when an eruption may

TESTING THE EGGS

The testing of the eggs is an important
matter and should be carefully attended
to.
A little experience gives one great
skill, but when beginning it is better to
err on the safe side, and leave doubtful
eggs in the incubators, marking them for
further inspection. If the eggs are white
shelled they should be tested on the fifth
day; if brown shelled the first test should
be delayed until the eighth day. All infertile eggs, or eggs that are cloudy, or
show a dead germ should be removed at
this testing— the infertile eggs still being
fit to use for cooking, or to feed to the
chicks hard-boiled.
The second testing
should be done on the 15th day, and all
eggs with germs that have died since th«
first test should be removed.
This is important as the heat of the incubator will
soon turn these into the worst kind of
rotten eggs, and they will pollute the air
of the egg-chamber.
Before each and every hatch disinfect
the incubator thoroughly
every spot in
it, by first scrubbing all the parts you
can get at, then spraying all the cracks
and corners, in both cases using a 10 per
cent, solution of a strong coal-tar disinfectant, such as "Carbonal," "Zenoleum,"
etc. If you have reason to fear that your
flock is infected with the deadly "Bacillary white diarrhea," the eggs may be
dipped in a very weak solution of bichloride of mercury, a poison, before setting;

occur.

HEATING APPLIANCES

The next thing

this, I am told, has a marked effect in
checking the disease, but having had not
the slightest trouble with this infection
on my farm, I cannot speak from experi-

ence.

Last, but not least, the eggs that go
into the incubator!
If one does not set
eggs from healthy two-year-old hens, of
high constitutional vigor, mated to a sufficient number of cockerels of a like vigor
and health, and kept under proper condi-

most scientific management of
the incubator can not be expected to bring
forth good results. Do not keep the eggs
too long before setting. Best results vnW
be had from eggs not over one week old
that have been kept in a cool place, away
from draughts, and not below 50 degree
in temperature. Use clean eggs as far as
possible, and the best way to do this is to
have your hen-house floors and nest holes
scrupulously clean during the breeding
season, using
litter
and nest-material
that is clean and free from mould. Soiled
eggs may be carefully washed by sponging them off with a damp cloth and then
covering them over with a piece of cotton
so that rapid evaporation will not chill
them.
Chilled eggs have no chance to
tions, the

to

of efficient heating

be considered

is

that

and ventilating of the

farm home. This can be done in various
ways: by hot water, steam or warm air,
all of which are far superior, as well as

—

—

Water and

Heat,

much more

.

economical, than the ordinary
heater.
These furnaces can be filled up
at a very reasonable cost so as to maintain
a uniform heat at all times; clock attachments with temperature controlling devices can be procured which will keep the
temperature at, say, 70 degrees from 4
a.m. to 10 p.m. and then allow the heat
to drop to any lower temperature for 6
hours from 10 p.m. to 4 a.m. The cost is
very moderate and will save time as well

as fuel.

THE PNEUMATIC TANK
Having

with those appliances
be acquired and installed on a
farm home, it will be well to describe them
more minutely and to point out the most
essential features which should be embodied in them.
The pneumatic water
system takes first place. When these water
systems were first placed upon the market, they did not give the service and
satisfaction which was expected of them.
This was due to several causes. First, the
steel tanks were built by the ordinary
boiler manufacturer, and while made
strong enough, tested to as high as 200
lbs. water pressure, yet when used as
pneumatic tanks, proved to be an absolute failure. The next thing was the pump.
These were, in most cases, splendid force
and lift pumps, and as far as the pumping
of water went, they worked well; but
here another question came to the fore.
The water being pumped into the tank,
with every outlet shut off tight, caused the
air in the tank to be compressed. When
the tank was half full of water the pressure gauge would register about 30 lbs.
When two-thirds full, 45 lbs. pressure
would be shown on the gauge, but here
the trouble began. In the first place, the
tanks have to be specially tested, not only
with water but also with air, and the
joints and seams have to be coated with

which

dealt

may

soap lather.

Continued in next

issue.
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THE AVERAGE YIELD 0>'
WHEAT PER ACRE, 1915.
FOR THE ENTIRE PRO-

Manitoba
Market

Centre

VINCE

IS

26.4

BUSHELS.

OATS AVERAGED 47.7
BUSHELS, AND BARLEY
U BUSHELS.

Province

of

WESTERN

CANADA
is

the

Profitable

and

Wise Location
For Your Farm

234 % MILLION BUSHELS
Manitoba, has just harvested another of her wonderful
crops.
Elevators everywhere are filled to the shingles with
wheat and overflowing into field bins. A great quantity still
remains to be threshed. The average yield of wheat for the
entire province is 26.4 bushels per acre; but whole districts
have yielded 40 bushels per acre, and some yields run to 60
bushels per acre.
generally in this rich province are most
and everything points to another big crop in 191G
Here are the figures for Manitoba's 1915 Grain Crop:
Conditioii.5

OF GRAIN
Average

Crop, 1915

Area Acres

Spring wheat
Fall wheat
All wheat

Oats
Barley
Flax

Yield
26.3
31
26.4
47.7
34
11.4
21.8

3,660,930
3,351
3,664,281
2,121,845
1,039,849
64,863
16,699
3,803

,

•

Eye
Peas

17

Total Yield
Bushels
96,559,031
103,881
96,662,912
101,077,991
35,281,095
739,808
364,572
64,955

optimistic,

234,191,333

6,911,340

MANY ADVANTAGES
Winnipeg, tlie capital city, is the gieatest piimaiy
market in ihe world.
It
i.s
the tremendous
wheat spout for the whole of Western Canada.
It
is the pivotal point
for five railioad systems, with
22 branche.s— IG.OOJ miles of double track and wide
transportation facilities. It is firmly entrenched for all
time to come as the market centre of Westera Cana-^'a. because of its geographical position, where conditions have Settled and organized on a substantial
gi-ain

basis.
tlie outer boundaries, gamers
saving on every fai-m product in shorter
This saving has been estihaul to market.
mated as between $1.20 and $1.80 per year for each

The farmer, even on
a

cash

•

freight,
acre.

Wheat
tlian

is

ripe

ynywhere

in
else

Manitoba about 18 days earlier
Oats are
in Western Panada.

from 10 to 20 days earlier.
Barley is ripe
20 to
22 da.vs
earlier.
This means that
P".Manitoba
the
crops are away to market before grain
congestion can clog tiansportation channels, and
while the market price is at the top.
There is in operation a network of telephone lines,
which reach every niral district, giving broadcast
connections.
This comprehensive telephone system
is owned by the Government, and brings the .Manitoba fanner into constant touch with the daily
ripe

market reports.
The Government is constantly on the alert to help
the Manitoba farmer in practical ways that mean
dollars to him.

FREE HOMESTEADS
Improved farms can be had

at

from

!S2.5

(o

per acre, according to ImprovemeDts
marliet. In all parts of
the Province e-vcellent rich lands and fine
liuildingrs are common.
JIany free homesteads of 160 acres each are
available in rich Mixed Farming sections
of Manitoba, and the man who desires to
homestead cannot do better than in Manitoba.
With the richest land, the great, saving in
freight, the earlier matnrit.v of grain, the
settled and substantial general conditions,
the low price of land, etc., MANITOBA deserves .vonr careful consideration.
.185

and distance from

Hon. Valentine Winkler
WINNIPEG

*V:o-«-vv

>^^VV.o->^>^'^V^
.xr.mitobft's

elevators are overflowing with a tremendous crop
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GRAND PRIZE
AWARD)
(ONLY HIGHEST

Managing a Dairy
Herd
Continued from page 19
expenses for repairs and breakages,
the
question
a hard one to

mak
solv(

The fact

is that most of the harvest
machinery is owned by indi
ing
vidua! farmers, and the threshing an

machinery by specialists wh
this their business and hire them
selves and their machines to farmers a
so much per hour or day; or, in the cas
of threshing, at so much per bushel, i
few farmers have co-operated in this ma1

silo-filling

make

ter but the

custom

is

not general.

SHOULD A DAIRY FARMER PURCHASE FEED

AND FERTILIZERS?

As a general rule, no. The dairy f arme
who can grow all the necessary feed
his own farm and furnish all the neede
o;

CREAM SEPARATORS
PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPOSITION
Like-wise at
Buffalo,
1901
1904
Chicago, 1893
1900
Pans,
And every world's exposition since 1879

St.

Louis,

De Laval DairySupplyCo., limited
MONTREAL PETERBORO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
50,000 BRANCHES AND LOCAL AGENCIES THE WORLD OVER

fertilizers from the farmyard is in th
best position to make his farm pay. A
there are exceptions to nearly all rule
so there are to this one. If a man is shor
on concentrates or meals, he may purchas

supplement home grown, rather tha
allow the stock to become run-down
condition or drop in milk-flow. He ma
also sell grain at times and buy feedin
stuffs like bran, middlings, cottonsee
meal, linseed-cake, gluten meal, etc.
As an example, it is estimated that oaf
are worth about ten per cent, more tha
wheat bran for milk production. Whei
ever oats are worth over ten per cen'
more than bran, it would pay to sell oat
and buy bran. As a concrete example
sujjpose oats are worth fifty cents pe
bushel as Ihey were during the winter
1914-15, that is at the rate of practical!
$30 per ton. If bran could be purchas
at $27 per ton or less, it would probabl
to

pay

to sell

some oat^ and buy bran

f(

part of the ration, especially because
the laxative effect of the bran in the cai
of cows not receiving plenty of roots an
silage.

Better Grain Grinding
The" M-RE/

'

Grinder

The Patented "M-Re" Grinder is a big and long-desired
improvement in grinding machines. In place of Steel

results.

Every machine is designed and built of the best material
produced by expert workmanship. Remember, too, that

"M-Re"

wheel will outlast three steel wheels or

discs.

Let us send you further particulars of this new wonderful
machine. Write to the Plessisvllle Foundry, agents for
The M-Re Grinder, Ltd.

The

JVI-RE,

Plessisville

Grinder, Limited
Canada

m

;

Plates or Discs the "M-Re" Grinder uses Emerywheels.
This new departure is an advance over other methods,
and is entirely satisfactory. It is by no means an experiment, but has been tried out and severely tested by wellknown farmers and prominent millers with excellent

an

Owing to its relative cheapness, cotto;
seed meal was one of the cheapest pu:
chased feeds during last winter. It
nitrogenous or muscle-forming mi
rich
terial, of which most farm feeds are moi
or less lacking for milk poduction.
However, we need to remember that i
buying feeds there is great danger o
adulteration by means of weed seeds, etc
which may be a menace to the farm an
also that someone has to pay for trans
portation and commission charges on a
purchased feeds. Because of these thing
it is advised to grow all feeds possible o
the farm, and especially all bulky feed
or what are commonly called "roughage,
as the dangers from weeds are greatest i
these and the transportation charges ar
heavy on bulk feeds.
As to fertilizers, a man should exper;
ment on his own farm in a small way i
order to ascertain for sure the value, i
any, of these goods. Results in many d«
partments of intensive farming clearl
point to the increased profits to be mad
from the use of fertilizers and each farme
should endeavor to find out just what hi
soil requires and not waste by useles

S"

ami lO" Grinder for Farmers
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doses and become thereby sour on the
whole business from his one experience.

The

IMPROVEMENT

final test of the

value of continued

farming operations is seen in its effects
on the character and richness of the soil.
If the soil growers poorer, the methods
may be regarded as a failure, no matter

what the cash returns. The man who
"skins" his farm and then moves to a
new location is a robber. This is more
particularly the case on a grain farm,
where nearly everjrthing is taken from the
land and little is returned to the soil.
"Preacher-Farmer" has the right idea as
recently reported in the agricultural
press. He says: "While devoting much
time to my dairy, I never let other departments of the farm suffer. I keep the
general farming up to the very highest

A

I go on the principle that unfarmer is constantly enriching his

standard.
less a
soil in

SOIL

55

proportion to

its

yield there will

come a time when that land wouldn't raise
a chinkapin. I make the land pay me for
my labor, but at the same time I give the
land the same care and thought that I
bestow upon my herd. To get good milk
I feed high. To get good crops I feed the
land, and I give it the best the market

^'f^

Dutch

affords."

These are sound principles in farming.
to "go and
do likewise" would be valuable from personal and national viewpoints. The soil
in
any good agricultural community

To many farmers, the advice

should increase, not diminish in fertility.
This is best done by diversified farming
with livestock, especially dairy stock, as a
main feature. "A one-crop people is always a primitive people."

Small Tractors on Eastern Farms
Continued from page 24
"I plowed in all, this fall, about ninety
acres with the tractor, hauling a threebottom automatic lift gang plow with 14
inch bottoms, which cuts furrows 42 inches
wide each round. I plowed at a depth of
about seven inches.
"Being inquisitive as to the actual cost
of the machine in fuel consumption I kept
an accurate accounting. It cost me for
gasoline and all seventy cents per acre
and plowed from seven to eight acres per
day of ten hours, while working on good
soil I could plow an acre an hour, and
thus cut the operating expenses about a
quarter, but being an exceptionally wet
fall, the ground was much tougher to
plow than ordinarily. And one of the
beauties I find with the tractor is that it
is not limited to the strength of itself,
but to that of the operator. If I wished,
I could run it fifteen hours per day, and
it never tired, something that one cannot
say of the horse.
"I do not think," continued Mr. Mcintosh, "that I could have plowed with the
horses for less than $1.25 per acre and
then not such a deep furrow, and it has
been my experience that you have to
plow down to grow good crops. This, to
my mind, is one of the greatest advantages of a tractor it affords one to get
deep where the good soil has been unturned for years, and thus increases crop
production.

—

"Since finishing my plowing, I find the
tractor very satisfactory on the belt, as it
runs my ten-inch grinder to its full capacity and does it easily, without a hitch.
On the whole, I can say that I am entirely satisfied with the light tractor as
it is being sold in Ontario.
It is heavy
enough to do the work on the average
sized farm, and still not too heavy that
it will pack the ground, and I earnestly
think that it is the coming power for the
average farm of Eastern Canada.
The ease of operation of the present
form of light tractor is a strong point in
its favor, but those who say that one of
these machines can be run without any

previous experience, are wrong, and unfair to the buyer.
The machine, as constructed at present, is by no means a

complicated one, nor one that an ordinary
farmer cannot run successfully, having
had the experience which a gasoline engine affords. However, it would be wise
for a prospective purchaser to study its
parts to knew the functions to which they
are put and to become familiar with the
construction of the machine before he
attempts to run it.
The labor question on the farm is a
momentous one. The drain of farm hands
caused by the War, has made this problem
more serious than usual. Help is scarce,
and yet the price is high. The light tractor solves this problem to a large extent
saving money as well as aggravation. The
thousands of horses requisitioned for war
purposes by Allied countries has made
this, too, a serious problem for the farmer
and the light tractor is stepping into the
breach in a way unthought of a year ago.
Mr. Reginald D. Snobelin, in partnership with Mr. McKenzie, on their farm at
Blenheim, Ontario, have, during the past
several months, put their light tractor to
good use in the drawing of tile.
Mr.
Snobelin says that owing to it freezing up
before he purchased his machine, he was
unable to plow with it in the fall. "I have
had the tractor, using it in drawing tile
from the car, back on the marsh and I tell
you she was chuck full of pull and I am
most delighted with its working."

Mr. Snobelin has been so delighted with
his light tractor that he is contemplating
holding a tractor demonstration for the
benefit of the scores of interested farmers
in his neighborhood who are in line for
the purchase of a machine similar to this
one.

In summing up; the light tractor situation as it appears in Eastern Canada
and the reasons why it will continue to
grow and be one of the greatest elements
in agricultural production in a short time
to come we would say that the principal
reasons back of this innovation are lack

Old Dutch

"Takes
Hold"
and takes

up

all

the

dirt
MADE

IN

CANADA
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Food Tonic

International Stock
is

r ows

equally good for

piGS
HORSES
livestock —
make cows give more milk—
condition —
keep pigs healthy and promote very

famous Tonic
for
THIS
working horses in a prime

to

all

is

keep

to

to

rapid

growth and at a small cost of "3 Feeds for One Cent." How does it produce Buch
International Stock Food Tonic is prepared from powdered medicinal roots,
results?
herbs, seeds and barks for the special purpose of giving a small amount with the usual
grain feed for each animal. The pure vegetable ingredients we use purify the blood,
"tones up" and "builds up" the
cure indigestion and manv other forms of disease;
entire system permanently.

—

It

the beat thing you

is

give a horse for

Ciiu

Coughs,

lOpizootif, Indigestion, Liver Troii'ble,

If
Influenza, Hide Bound or Blood Trouble.
you have horses or colts for .sale, be sure and
give them International Sto<'k Food Tonic for
Its every-day use will
thirty or- sixty clays.
often add $50.00 to $100.00 to their value because it quickly causes them to greatly im-

general

prove

in.

.stork

Food Tonic

It is

put up in

International

appearance.

all sizes

each.

wonderful cow tonic

a

Is

:

50c.

For

and

milk

produ<er.

It

proves

both

the

its

extra

money making

results.

you are not using this Reliable Tonic today, you are missing a whole lot of actual
profit.
Get a package or pail at your dealer's.
See what wonderful results can be obtained.

ments and machinery.
The light-weight, low power, met
priced farm tractor, as evidenced b
instances quoted above and by scor
others which might be mentioned,
proved itself a durable and efficient
chine.
Power is the livest subject i
agricultural field of the Dominion to
and the tractor is the ultimate answ
the question "How can I increase my
duction at the least expense?"

$1.00 packaf/es, .$1.50 lithographed tins and 25
by Dealers everywhere on a spot cash puaraiitec.

7b.

pails at .$3.75

The Drury

CANADA

of

Cro

Hill

International Stock Food Co., Limited
TORONTO

170

Continued from page 25
open market or theH
American market. The resuH
narrow margin of profit had depopu
the rural districts and congested
cities. The basic industry of Canadj
being starved to give an unhe
growth to less vital industries,
in the long run would be the bette
in the Liverpool

tected

MINKS! MARTENS! MUSKRATS!
DON'T YOU THINK? it is time you got more money for
your furs?
Put one of Hoerner, Williamson & Co.'s Brown
Tags on your shipment and you will be sure to get it
All lines wanted, but special

demand

for MINKS,

MARTENS and MUSKRATS.

HOERNER, WILLIAMSON & CO.
Dept. F.

376

St.

Paul Street West, Montreal, Que.

Similarly on anothe
casion in the course of the bitterly
tested campaign in Britain when it
urged by the so-called Tariff-Refoi
that a preference to "colonial" pro
of the farm was a necessity if the
ty of the overseas Dominions was
retained,
Mr. Drury's position
equally definite and manly. In an
letter to Mr. Lloyd George he po
out that any discrimination in fav
the Canadian farmer presupposed a
on food stuffs and involved an incres
the cost of living to the British wor
man. The loyalty of the Canadian
er, he protested, was not so cheap
it could only be sustained by a little
fit made at the expense of the B
less coddling.

]

-Farm Account Book
No one

Knoi/v Hoiv

Much You Make This Year

pay a cent for Bickmore's Farm Account Book. Mr. Farmer, simply send us your name and
Business farming puts money in the bank. Ttiis boolt is arranged to l<eep all accounts in simple
form— more simple, and cei-tainly more practical than tryingto remember them; shows what to charge against
crop production; has a laborer's time record; and section for personal accounts. 64 pages; lor Ink or pencil.
Not a cheap affair. Its quality is in keeping with
shall

address.

BICKMORE'S GALL CURE

A soothing, healing salve, the
to take

old-'.m j reliable horse remedy. Horses are now too valuable and too high priced
chances of losjng their services. Get full value out of yours. Bickmore's Gall Cure heals and cures
Harness and Saddle Galls. Rope Burn, Cuts, Scratches, Grease Heel, etc. Keeps them sound
and in condition for work. You don't have to lay the horse off. BickmoFe's Gall Cure
cures while the horse works. Great thing for sore teats in cows. Look out tor substitutes
and cheap imitations. Be sure to ask for Bickmore's Gall Cure at the store. The workhorse trade mark on every box. Farm Account Book is ready. Send today.

WINGATE CHEMICAL

|

If

and

saile

increases

and quantity.
This famous tonic is endorsed as the surest
hog tonic in the world. Twenty-six years' use
by over two million farmers indisputably
(juality

of good horse-flesh, scarcity and in(
ency of labor, brought about by the
a universal demand for more power i
preparation of land for crops, the
prices for feed and the handiness o.
tractor as manufactured to-day.
IV
farming, as practised in Eastern Cai
requires small acreage and many fe
an element with which the large tr
of the West did not have to contend.
The tractor which is being purcl
in Eastern Canada to-day is a ge;
purpose one; small, compact and lighj
is capable of doing practically any
on the farm requiring power, bo
traction and on the belt. It is not bi
awkward, it will turn in a small
it is not expensive and can be ope
successfully without carrying a
amount of overhead expense in i

CO., Canadian Distr's.

5S2

Motre

Dame

St.

W., Montreal, Can

working man. The Canadian fj
was prepared to compete in an
market; he was prepared to fact
comers.

It

was

a slander to allege

he required any such favors as a
for his remaining true to the fiag.
It would be tedious to review the
troversies in which our advocat
farmers' rights has been involved,
ever at the present time when th«

heavy structure of Canadian indusi
coming down about our ears and
rible war is to this extent welcom

i

—

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
ording relief to crowds of our cities'
employed in enlistment or the manuat such' a time one
;ture of munitions

—

was shown to be
inevitable result of any policy which
iled to recognize the necessity of enaraging agriculture by every possible
And now that Ontario agricul;ans.
St recall

how

all this
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Cork Paving Brick

e

hitherto befuddled by partisanship
seeking by organization to make itself
ard, as western agriculture has made
elf heard, none better deserved the
nor of being chosen first president of
United Farmers of Ontario than
ury of Crown Hill. On occasion you
re,

meet him

,y

in

Toronto and engage

conversation
on
consolidated
lools or church union or national deice or the fiscal policy or what-not but
doing you will know only half the
n. If you would know the whole man
u must see him on his own farm with
brawny arms bared to the elbow,
u must get him to tell you what he
nks of alfalfa or sheep raising or bee'es in the orchard, or why he prefers
dual-purpose cow, or how he regued his water supply by a device of his
invention, or how he doubled the
tput on his farm while the state of
labor market forbade intensive farmThen you may realize what a busy
n he is and why, in view of practical
in

n

Solved the

Stall Floor
Away

Problem

go the unsanitary wood floors that

quickly. No further need for the
hard, cold, slippery cement floors.
rot so

Stock Eaisei's and Dairj'men have long
felt the need for a sane, safe, practical
floor covering without the disadvantages
of the unsanitary, quickly rotting wood
flooring that often diseases the hoofs of
the animals, or the cold, slippery, hard

cement

flooring.

Cork Paving Brick Solved
the Problem

;

wanii, easy under
and REMARKABLE FOR
Easy to install in either old
If you want good healthy, pro-

CORK PAVING

SIXTl' "cork" bricks
(

)ne

The

thousand bricks
superior

qualify

will
will

BRICK.

make

.on stall floor.
fifteen stalls.
advantage of this

cover

and

flooring is healthier cattle, no accidents from_
slipping, and perfect sanitation.
Cork Bricks
are ideal for snocessfnl dairying, cattle raising
Easy to install.
and high-class poultry raising.
Worn brick easily replacetl. Used by ptpgressive farmers, leading stock owners, Agricultural
Colleges, and Government Experimental Fanns
in both Canada and the United States.

Write to-day for sample brick and full
particulars of this Ideal Stall Flooring.

ARMSTRONG CORK &
INSULATION CO.
LIMITED
No accidents

'

non-slippery,

'H- new
bai-ns.
fitable stock, install

itations, he finds it difficult to satisfy
once the claims of his family and farm
those of organized agriculture and
country at large.

in

are thoroughly sanitary,

foot,

DURABILITY.

;

'he

Tliey

like this on

McGill Bldg

Cork Brick Floors

.

MONTREAL, QUE.

Greenhouse as
Aid to Farming
Continued frovi page 22

n our own building operations we pursed all necessary materials, and have
il
steam-fitters, carpenters, painters,
to erect the structure, these men being
sted by everyone in the place capable
,

being of assistance.

USE STEEL AND CONCRETE

BRUCE'S DOMINANT SEEDS
"BRUCE'S

use concrete walls 5 inches thick
about 18 inches high where crops are
3e grown in the ground, such as sweet

^'^e

s,
carnations, lettuce, etc.
Where
ches are used, the concrete is even up
fhtly higher than the bench.
?he eave in the modern house is about
high. Houses constructed especially
sweet peas are 8 ft. high at the eayes.
louses up to 42 ft. in width constructed
sash bars about 2% in. deep by 1% in.
le, supported by furlines, or posts at
ervals of 7 to 8 ft., are known as semiconstruction. Above that width full
frame from eave to ride is used,
ere appears to be no limit to the size,
ugh I observe that one firm near us,
have a house 175 ft. wide by 750 ft.
g, have been erecting comparatively
all houses, about 35 ft. wide. Recently
have built a comparatively small place
en above size plants are taken into coneration, and have no houses over 45 ft.

as the British Fleet dominates the World's wafers, so
tire the dominant ones with the planter whose living depends upon
.*
Seeds.''
It will be even more apparent at this time, when many seeds are in short
supply, that there will be moro stocks offered by unreliable and inexperienced growers than in the past, and that houses with long established
reliable connections 5uch as we possess will have an incalculable advantage.
Wliy take a chance, when you can buy "The Best Seeds that Grow"
BRUCE'S for very little more than so-called "cheap" seeds?
It costs as much to plant and care for poor seeds as good ones, and you
have very meagre, unsatisfactory results to show in return for your labor.
.Tiist

SEEDS"
''Real

—

.

le.

^e have a
1

some 20

houses 16 ft. wide
and from experience I

lot of old
ft.,

CHEAP SEEDS ARE DEAR

IF

YOU GET THEM FOR NOTHING.

Send for our 128 page Catalogue of Seeds. Plants, Bulbs, Poulti^y
Supplies and Garden Implements, full of valuable information, which is now
ready and will be mailed FREE to all applicants,

JOHN

A.
HAMILTON

BRUCE & COMPANY, LIMITED
ONTARIO

Established 1850

O. A. C. No. 72

OATS FOR SALE

the best of ray hand-picked stock, carefully weeded while growing.
The season of
1915. not only at Guelph, where the yield was over 103 bushels per acre, the next highest being 10
bushels less, but all over Ontario, O. A. C. 72 was by far the leading variety, for both quality and
quantity.
My experience last year was very encouraging, for after exercising the greatest possible care to
produce seed of high testing quality, I found both dealers and growers willing to pay 20c to 30c per
bushel more than for ordinary clean seed, and did not have enough to fill the orders.
Samplefs, prices and Government test on application.

Grown from

A.

FORSTER,

-

-

-

-

MARKHAM, ONT.

.
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Ideal

Green Feed

Silos

isn't too early right now to plan for the erection of a silo next summer.
The more you investigate the advantage of having succulent silage to feed
your cows all winter, the sooner you will decide to erect a silo; and if you
thoroughly investigate the silo question you can scarcely escape the conclusion that the Ideal Green Feed Silo is the best silo for you to buy.
It

^'Alpha^'

Gas Engines
2to2S(H P.
Water cooled

or
Hopper cooled
Portable or semiportable.

Uses

all fuels

Easy to

start

Equipped with Magneto
Develops

The most convenient,

and economical power
creamery or shop

reliable,

full

power

for the farm, dairy,

"ALPHA" Gas Engine is the Wghest grade and most reliable engine that you can buy
any purpose whatever; but on account of its simplicity of construction and reliability of opera-

for

it

is

unusually well adapted for farm use.

Catalogues Mailed Upon Request to Nearest Office

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF DAIRY SUPPLIES

CO., Limited
IN

CANADA.

Exclusive Canadian distributors of the "World Standard'' De Laval Cream Separators.

MONTREAL

PETERBORO

WINNIPEG

results.

SIZE OF

The
tion

can say most emphatically that it does no
pay to build a narrow house. A hous
10 ft. wide, another 20 ft. and anothe
30 ft., heated with steam, will requii
2 pipes in the 10-ft., 3 in the 20-ft. and
in the 30-ft., to maintain the same ten
perature; or in other words, the 30-f
house will take just about as much hea
as two 10-ft. houses, and in addition, th
larger house will always have a more un
form temperature, and not be subject t
the violent fluctuations the small one i
Each day we must carry heat on the sma
houses longer in the morning and stai
fires earlier in the evenings than in th
Many days we must fit
larger ones.
through the entire day to heat the sma
houses, while the larger ones have th
steam turned off for four to six hour
From this you can see that in planning t
build you should endeavor to build as wid
as possible, up to 40 ft., unless you war
the more expensive iron frame with whic
you can go up to 75 ft. wide with exceller

VANCOUVER

y///y//.///y///y/y/y//y/>y^^^^

HOUSE TO BUILD

were starting in business now, wit
what experience I have had, and was fir
If I

ancially able to build a house coverin
3,000 square feet of space, and conten
plated in addition to my plant, as expei
ience and income would warrant, I woul
build one end permanent vrith workroor
and boiler cellar, and build a house eithe
30 ft. wide by 100 ft. long, or preferabl
40 ft. wide by 75 ft. long, and bolt the fa

end in place, so that when the house is t
be extended for the addition of extra de
sired space, this end can be easily re
moved. Now I know there are many me;
who, under similar conditions, woul
argue for a house 20 ft. vdde and 150 i\
long, and then another of the sarhe siz
as an increase, instead of having on
house 30 ft. by 200 ft., or 40 ft. by 150 f1
As a result of experience I can sa
only conditions that would warrant tw
houses would be growing several crop
that require widely varying temperature
Even under these conditions, it would b
much cheaper to erect a glass partitio
across the centre of the one house, an
run an extra coil of pipe in that end fi
higher temperatures.

Cl.OV KUriELD DAIUY FARM.
The dairy baru and silos are part of one of the most complete model dairy layouts in the Northwest.

AIMtfktAr
I'NCVV FfQ
Cira

^" ''^^•™ Building

construction

Tilo is a form of construction rapidly gaining popularity.
In
addition to being Neat, Durable and Economical it claims preference over wood, concrete
01'
brick construction for meeting the demands for Protection from Fire and Vermin,
Insulation from Heat and Cold, Strength, Lightness and Ease of Erection.
Hollow Interlocking Tile is ideal for silos, it makes a wall that is non-conductive, preventing the
ensilage from freezing in winter and from overheating in su.oimer; will resist any pressure; is fire
and rat-proof, and is adapted to the continuous door front. Cow barns built with Hollow-Interlocking Tile protect the cows against the cold winds of winter and the heat of summer sun. Sanitation is better; walls are easily washed with a hose.
Hollow Interlocking Tile :\s a building MiMtcrial is idea! fur all form.s of farm structures. It is lighter,
elieaper and easier to handle than brick; is rema)-kable for its durability and fire-resisting properties.
Let us tell you some reasons why the Hollow Interlocking: Tile Brick is
being used for Home building. Churches, .Schools and all forms of farm
building construction. Write for a copy of the Interlocker Magazine No. 5.

SUN BRICK COMPANY, Limited,

In other words, the difference in cos
machinery above, betwee

in ventilating

The Hollow Interlocking

The

In building an additional house, yo
to construct two new endi
build a connecting passageway aero:
end, run flow and return pipes to it, an
buy two extra ventilating machines f(
the sides and two for the top.

would have

Building

^^oronto.

ONT.

one house 40 ft. wide by 150 ft. long an
two houses 20 ft. wide by 150 ft. Ion
would be about $150 to $160—in favor
the wide house.

The extra expense for the Mate
above in the two extra sides would
about $350 the extra flow and retu
pipe, labor, etc., will add another $150or more to the amount. In installing th
heating system in the short, wide hous
the unions should be placed at the en

—

farthest from the heater, which will fs
cilitate extension without the necesslt
of disturbing the main floor and retur
connections.

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
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Try to locate the heating plant at the
west end of the house. The general connsus of opinion seems to favor the house
inning east and west, though the north
id south house is very well adapted to
owing sweet peas.
Most growers in the east prefer sepand at present are building

ate houses,

uses 40 to 75

ft. in

width.

We

use steam as a heating medium, but
)m experience and observation I feel
e asserting positively that hot water
uld be used for greenhouse heating in
small and medium sized plants, as well
urge commercial ranges, where pumps
used to force the water through the
ises.

positive that you have one-third to
u-half more heater capacity than you
ill need in the most severe weather, and
not buy a cast iron boiler.
/>e

I

Our cast iron boiler experience cost
and just this autumn one of our
jighbors had three cast iron boilers
ack a few weeks before firing should
ive commenced regularly.
They cost him over $1,000. He tele1,100

aphed a Chicago firm for a special
eenhouse boiler made of wrought iron,
ftimes a second-hand tubular boiler can
i purchased at a low figure, that will be
th cheap and efficient. When you buy a
!Cond-hand boiler, better take a reliable
iler maker with you to examine same.
you buy a tubular, set it as high as
)ssible above the grates; 3 to 4 ft. will
)t be too high for a 20 to 70 horse-power
)iler.
This will add greatly to the econIf

Let

US

Solve the problem and

figure the cost for you
For the farmer contemplating building a greenhouse, it will repay him to consult us
before doing anything.
Many houses have been erected by the owners and have not
proved satisfactory because they have not the mechanical knowledge to carry out what
they know to be the requirements of a good house.

Our Houses Guaranteed

y of the boiler.

We

Farmers' Sons

at

prefer to build the house for you, for we stand behind our work, but if you prefer
to do the work yourself let us supply you with the materials properly designed and
prepared.
By doing this the work of erecting is made easy, and a permanent and effi-

th(

cient house

University
A report from the Registrar

of Queen's

number

of

;w students registered for this year

is

niversity shows that the total

is the result.
construction of our commercial houses has received the approval of one of the
largest growers in the Province.

The

Our houses are built to specifications which will be
furnished free of cost on application to Dept. "3."

Of this number, 120 are from the
The next largest number seems to
ime from the merchant class, as the

GLASS GARDEN BUILDERS LIMITED

ithers of 48 are said to be merchants,

201 Church Street

come from clergymens' homes,
hile 10 come from teachers' homes. The
ilance are taken from all the other ocipations and show no great number from
ly one occupation. The farmers have alays been the recruiting ground for the
'ofessions and it is due to this, no doubt,
lat the leadership of Canada has been
rong.
If some of these educated boys

TORONTO

53.

rm.

nly 14

id

gone back

to less-paying positions in

fferent parts of the country,

we would

doubt have a stronger rural sentiment
we have to-day. But it is out of the
lestion to ask a man to go into the rural
mmunities at a low salary. The only
itlook of hopefulness is that the farm
ill be put onto a better producing basis
that more of our educated young men
ay find lucrative as well as scientific
)

lan

m

Transportation Bldg.;

Greenhouse Construction
Material

II

Red Cypress

of Louisiana
8"

Butted Glass
S' 3" X 6' 0" for 4 Rows
8" Glass, Unglazed.
$1.20 each.

1

10"

Lapped

Glass.

x 6' 0" for 3 Kows
10" Glass, Unglazed.
$1.15 each.

3' 0"

I

When

ordering state whether for Lapped or Butted
Glass.
\'eneere(l and Pine Doors, Staved Columns, Rougli
,ind Dressed Lumber, Newels, Greenhouse materia!.
Balusters and
Panelling,
Interior
Fittings and
Trim. Best material and workmanship throughout.
Write for our illustrated catalogue containing prices.
"Batts" means quality and entire satisfaction.

I

terest in tilling the

me

is

coming.

soil.

Perhaps the

St.

MONTREAL

D»4-4-A I :.m:4-^J
DattS
LimiteO,

365-395PacificAve.

west Toronto, Ont.

James

St.
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The Great

Continued from page 16

55 FIRST PRIZES

From One Garden
They must

good seeds

be

such

give

to

good

uniformly

results.

Mr.

F. S. Watson, ot Lachine,

won 55 First Prizes for
FRUITS and VEGETABLES
P.Q.,

grown with

Dupuy & Ferguson's
High-Grade Seeds
come from proven

All our seeds

grown and

stock,

You

CUMULATIVE RECORDS
and staying powers of the
Ayrshire are proven most satisfactorily in

The

get results

when you sow

our seeds.

—

DUPUY & FERGUSON
38 Jacques

Cartier Sq., Montreal

Trade Mark
your protection and guarantee

when buying Horse

We

Guarantee
_

yC

451

Collars.

j^g

MM/

UD
"

M^ml

Mff/Ml

£^\
/^^

Laiiliford

Humane

—made

Horse

of best white
sail duol<, trimmed in extra heavy leather, stuflFed
with clean. dowTiy curled

»

medicated
will

not

fits

any

cotton,
which
or harden.

pack

shaped

neck~is

easily put on or removed— is always soft and pliable.
It will not Sweeney.
straps are attached.
Sold
by a dealer near you.

Hame

DISTRIBUTES THE LO.\D
The Lankford Collar distributes tlie loarl properly arid
maintains the correct line of draft, making the horse
more efficient. It goes on or off easily. Over 12,000,000
have been sold.

HORSES ARE WORTH MORE
now than
that
tile

before

you have
collar

many were

.so

in

left

Send a postal
and name

POWERS MFG.

the

exported.

Keep those

best of condition
their best work.

and use

them do

that lets

for full infoi-matior.
of nearest dealer.

CO., Dept. 54, Waterloo, Iowa.

FREE FARM ACCOUNT BOOK
Elsewhere in this is.sue an advertiser offers to send free a
Tlie book
64-page account book.
is
arranged to keep all
accoimts in simjile foim
shows how to charge against crop
production
has a laborer's time record and section for personal accounts.
Look up the advertisement and write a postal
card to the advertiser, not to us, and get this book. You will
:

;

find

it

useful.

Advt.

—

—

shire families.

LONGEVITY OF THE BREED

The Ayrshire

a profitable
of
to give a large
up to 14 and 16 years of age,
is

good old age.
have been known
to a

Many cows

producer
the breed

milk flow
and even

longer. Sarah 2nd— 13192— (dam of the
noted Jean Armour) in her 14th year gave
11,626 lbs. of milk and 442 lbs. of fat.
Irene 2nd 11132 exhibited at Huntingdon Fair in 1915, was in her 18th year,
and looked as trim and stately as any
five-year-old.
Many more such cases
could be cited proving the longevity of the

—

—

breed.

can say with the greatAyrshire Cow is
becoming recognized as the most profitable
for the dairyman, because she is:
In conclusion

I

est confidence that the

A good

feeder and forager.

Youthful looking, even in mature years.
Right at the top in the dairy breeds.
Shows marlspd prepotency in her progeny.
High in production of milk and fat.
In type and conformation, uniform.
Rarely suffers from a disease.
Excelled by none for profit-making.

Making the Farmer's Savings
Earn More
By

Collar

vL

i^^Ki

—
—

milk and 1,022 lbs. fat. Hazel of Bonnie
Brae 30676 in her two- and three-year
tests made 22,129 lbs. milk and 861 lbs.
fat. A Canadian-bred cow, Jean Armour
—15591— "25487"— made a yearly record
in the United States of 20,174 lbs. milk
and 905 lbs. butter, and is now recognized
to be the dam of one of the greatest Ayr-

RICHARD LABORSON

use of

tlie

medicines,
and
without
laying up the horse. Just
fit
him properly with a

^^

the cumulative records already made, of
which I give a few: Primrose of Tanglewyld 15943 gave in two years 29,731
lbs. milk and 1,154 lbs. of butter fat;
18220 has a three-year record
Eileen
of 38,685 lbs. milk and 1,768 lbs. butter
fat; Daisy of Ferndale— 26735— has a
three-year test of 44,096 lbs. milk and
1,655 lbs. butter fat; Carrie B.— 23658—
claims a 21-month record of 26,294 lbs.

to Ctire

and Sore Shoulders witliout

Galls

siibstitutions

ji^^aiast

ability

—
—

Write for our big 1916 Catalogue
Sent free on request.

It is

She is also a great business cow; no breed is more capable
of large and economical production and at
the same time reproducing progeny
capable of doing equally as great things.
Hardy, thrifty, and a good rustler, she
makes profit to her owner on the rough
hillsides of our province, and on the rich
bottom lands of our valleys she returns a
big profit.
The milk of the Ayrshire has a good
body, is rich in total solids, and never looks
blue. It can be made up into cheese or
butter with profit. As a market milk it
has no equal and is being much sought
after to-day in our cities.
Physicians
strongly recommend it for the feeding of
infants and invalids; its analysis shows it
to be particularly nutritious for human
kind, a balanced ration, a complete food.
cal dairy form.

by

tested

experts.

Cow

Ayrshire

the farmer has at present
BECAUSE
to his credit in the savings bank
so large a

sumed that he

sum

of money,

it is

as-

not a good investor. Of
course to conclude that the man who
keeps his money from year to year in the
savings bank earning three per cent, only,
is not very wise or desirous of making the
most of his savings, may be rash. But it
is quite true that the farmers as a whole
are probably the country's largest depositors. Not so very long ago one manager
of a large Canadian bank told the writer,
when the Canadian loan
Watching
was subscribed for, reports
Their Farm
from some of his branches
andNot Their indicated that some depositors' accounts were being
Savings
disturbed for the first time
in about a decade. He had particular reference to branches in agricultural districts where farmers were making a little
more than they spent and added that to
their savings every year until considerable
sums had been accumulated. In such cases
the men to whom the savings actually belonged had given their sole attention to
Their minds were entirely
producing.
absorbed in looking after their stock and
is

and what literature they perused was not of a class that would induce
investment.
Why is it that the war loan induced
so many farmers, especially in Eastern
Canada, to subscribe for very considerable amounts? We say Eastern Canada,
because it is fairly well
Had Patriot- established now that in the
ism But Not
West only a very inconsidthe Cash
erable number of farmers
had savings available for
that purpose. Not for a moment is it assumed that the man of the prairie was
their lands,

Empire than the
of the older sections. What a man
does for the Empire is not measured by
what he contributes in money but by what
he sacrifices.
Too many farms in the
Canadian West have sent their best sons
to the front, and upon those left behind
a very heavy duty remains. It is a duty
that carries with it the burden to some
extent of pioneering. If, then, the Western farmer did not have at his disposal
accumulated savings to put into the Dominion war loan h e has nevertheless
demonstrated that he is as great a patriot,
if not greater, as the man in the East who
less willing to aid the

man

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
made

so
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admirable a showing in the mat-

up the war loan. When,
however, we count the number of men offering their lives, the prairie man is first.
To get back to the point about which we
were speaking, that is, the cause of so
many farmers for the first time breaking
into their savings account. It was, as we
have pointed out already.
Breaking
to take some of the war
Into the
loan. The reason is quite
obvious if we but stop to
Savings
think for a moment. Every
Account
ter of taking

periodical,

whether

SIR

EDMUND WALKER.

JOHN AIRD,

C.V.O.. LL.D., D.C.L., Prasident

General Manager-

H. V. F.

JONES, Ax't General Manager

daily,

weekly or monthly, that fell into the
farmers' hands had something to say
about the war and the war loan. Sir
Thomas White (ne Tom White) may not
have adjusted the tariff to suit the farmers', but certainly he initiated a publicity
campaign with respect to the war loan
which reached every household throughout
the Dominion. Behind Mr. White's eloquence there was also the parson battalions urging at prayer meeting and
from the pulpit the duty of Canada and
Canadians in taking up the $50,000,000
war loan. The reason, therefore, that so
many new investors were brought into
the investment world is that a great cause
requires money and that cause was furthered by the greatest publicity campaign
ever initiated. As a result many Canadians who have hitherto repulsed any offer to them of a security dipped into their
stockings and took without question the

Canadian Government bonds

THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE
CAPITAL, $15,000,000 RESERVE FUND, SI 3,500,000

FARMERS' BUSINESS
The Canadian Bank

More

Profit

Garden Seed Drills
Wheel Hoes

better, more
THROUGH
of good

bearing 5

ical

intelligent, more economtools will come the profit that is so

use

hard to find each year on many crops. Plant right so
you will get full benefit. Work faster with better tools
so you can cultivate and spray often. Study whether
there isn't some tool that wUl do your work better.

per cent.

A

Government cheque representing $5
on every $100 will no doubt bring home
to the farmer the suspicion that he may
have missed many opportunities of making five per cent, instead
of three per cent.
The
Cheques as
bond he owns and puts
Missionaries away in a strong-box or
with a trust company or
banker will regularly bring him a cheque
covering the interest on his bonds at the
rate of $5 for every $100 he loaned to the
Government. When this cheque does arrive it vdll no doubt stir in him a desire
to put to a more useful purpose the rest
of his savings. The force of public opinion
driven by a publicity
campaign
reached into stores of savings that hitherto had lain dormant. When such a powerful force has to be utilized to interest a
man with money in his stockings to invest in Government bonds, the failure of
the ordinary bond-seller to get there is
fully explained. It would be quite reasonable to ask why this condition should obtain
that is, why a man, be he farmer or
any other producer, should keep in his
stocking $100 when he can get for its use
$5 per year.
Please bear in mind that all farmers are
not of this class. We are only speaking
of that proportion of them that are so
careful as to keep their savings or, we
should say, so improvident as to keep
their savings locked up in a stocking or
in a depository that yields them a very
paltry return. There are scores of thousands who make their livelihood out of the
land that are shrewd investors; on the
other hand, there are just as many who
do not know how to take care of their sav-

Commerce extends

to Farmers every
banking business, including
Blank sales notes
the discount and collection of sales notes.
are supplied free of charge on application.

of

facility for the transaction of their

Plows
Kiding Cultivators

Walking Cultivators
Potato Sprayers
Bucket, Barrel and
Power Sprayers
Polato Diggers
Ensilage Cutters
FertilizerDistributors

Interest

Root Pulpers
Straw Cutters
Turnip Drills

Drag Harrows

Land Ho

HARRIS ABATTOIR
COMPANY

—

—

Potato Planters

6%

First

THE MILKLESS WAY
"FEED WITH PURINA"

Mortgage

The

Purina

Way.

Way of raising

PURINA

BONDS

after the second

Price on Application
Send for particulars

is scientifically

Purina Calf Meal

BOND DEPARTMENT

JOHN STARK &
Royal Bank Building

TORONTO

combined to eive
the natural requirements togrowUsed according: to
ine calves.
directions, which are bas^d upon
practical tests Purina will give
you the Paying Way of Raising
Calves.

CO.

calves

is

the

Paying

raises calves successfully without

week.

Write to-day for chart,
showing how to feed
calves the Paying Way.
THE CHISHOLM MILLING CO.
Sole Canadian Manufacturers

TORONTO

milk
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ings.

VOUR

BARN'S
ON FIRE

*

THE FARMER'S POLICY
Covers automobile
(1)
without extra premium.

Permits

(2)

In

drive-house

and gasoline
extra premium.

contents

of

dwelling

Covers all contents of each out(4)
building (except threshing outfits, automobiles and live stock) under one item.
(5) Covers Horses, Vehicles and Produce
whilst on the road, or in stables, to and

from

ex-

Frugality attends them assiduously through every minute of the day
and, as the result, at the end of each year
they have to their credit a considerable
balance. Though they are exemplary as
frugal citizens, they are bad examples in
the matter of taking care of their savings.

marlset.

Gives reduction of 10 per cent, foi
(6)
lightning rods on buildings.

Covers live stock from instant death
from lightning whilst in enclosed fields,
owned or rented by the assured.
(7)

Gives liberal limits on
(8)
stock proportionate to
the
amount
of
insurance
\^ placed.
live

Our

Of course, when depositors go to the
savings bank, whether it is that of the
Government, a first-class loan and savings
company, or a bank, they feel that their

money

gasoline engine in
barn
stove in dwelling without

Covers all
(3)
under one item.

As producers they cannot be

celled.

policies give all the

above privileges to farmers without extra charge.

Write

TO-DAY

for

particulars
to our
nearest agent,
or
direct to us.

is

safe.

The

pri-

vate bank has now pracFeeling of
tically gone out of existence
Security
for the very excellent reason that so many who have
entrusted their savings with them have
too often seen the last of them. But as to
the Government Post Office and chartered
bank and good savings companies, the deposit receipt which is given is always
worth par. This fact, of course, is impressed indelibly in the mind of the depositor.
Intuitively the thrifty producer
knows the chartered bank and the Government are safe and that when their
savings are entrusted to them they know
they can get them when they want them.
For some years now, over a decade, in
fact, no depositor in a Canadian bank has
lost a cent.
Our banking system may
have some defects, and the farmers are
aware of that fact, but on the other hand
they know that the banks in Canada are
now on such a basis that loss to depositors
is a very remote contingency.
The man
who has never invested and who does not
know how to invest has always felt secure
when his money was in the bank if it only
earned 3 per cent. Three per cent, and
security with all the comfort of mind it
brings has hitherto been the great attraction to a man whose mind was so bent
upon his work on the farm that he never
gave attention to what might be made if
be became an investor even to the extent
of a $100 bond.

That Costly

—
—

LONDDNMUTUAL
CI DC

rinC

INSURANCE

COMPANY

The Dominion Government has no
doubt done a great deal through the domestic war loan to educate a very large
number of Canadian citizens as investors.
They have broken into their
Strong Facsavings bank account for
tors
Big
the first time and we surCrop and
mise that when once they
Government have tasted the sweet of

—

Grain

QUEBEC
GOOD MARKET
is

a

for all kinds of

Flour, Feed

and Grain

five per cent, instead of
three per cent, interest they
will continue to look for securities as safe
and remunerative as that which the Government offered them and which are most
skilfully handled from a publicity standpoint. Of course. Sir Thomas White not
only had behind him the pulpit and the
press, but he had also the profound loyalty
of every class to the Empire. There are
two factors which have wrought a "radical
change in investment conditions in the
Dominion one is the flotation of the loan
in question, and the other the impetus
given to agriculture by the war. In the
Canadian West especially, the farmers had
not been able to set aside any appreciable
amount as a result of their work from
year to year.
Building fences, barns,
roads, homes and stocking their farm«
has necessitated their placing to a very
:

and Top prices are assured by our long experience and wide connections. Therefore,
on that Next Car try:
F.

de B.

GOURDEAU,

PURCHASE

or

Quebec, P.Q.

COMMISSION

large extent every cent earned into their
homesteads in one form or another.
Technically that is "fixing" liquid capital.
The year 1915, however, saw some phenomenal changes. For instance, the value
of the grain crop inspected up to the end
of the year amounted to $201,951,943 in
1915 as compared with $125,642,000 in the
big year, 1913.
Dairy products also
jumiped from $5,000,000 in 1913, the boom
year, to $7,365,000 in 1915, and returns
from the stock yards in 1915 are just
about double those of two years ago. It is
likely that the returns to the farmer from
the saVes of live stock will continue to be
high, whether the war continues or not.
This will place the Western farmer in
the course of a year or two in a stronger
position as an investor than the farmer
of any other part of the Dominion.
It will, therefore, very soon be necessary
for the farmer to give attention to taking
care of his savings as well as his stock.
There is no mystery about investment.

Some few men have become
wealthy by speculation but

Care of
Savings as

the bulk of fortunes are
made through careful setCare of Stock ting aside of a little money
every year and investing it
carefully. Farmers differ in some respects
from business men one is that the latter
out of their business usually set aside or
invest a little in other businesses. As a
whole, farmers are not so inclined. If the
man working on the land is fairly well
established he ought to set aside something every year to act as a kind of reserve. That is what business men do generally. In the balance sheet of well-conducted companies there is always considerable reserve.
Likewise in the case of
the bank. Some of them have reserves
greater than the amount of capital paid
up. The individual, be he farmer or any
other class of producer, should likewise
proportionately set aside a reserve. There
is now no excuse on the score of uncertainty or safety and a fair return on the

Essential as

;

money. The Dominion Government war
loan has set the standard of five per cent,
for the best security, and there are other
securities just as safe that can be had to
yield to 5% per cent. However, our space
has now been filled. We hope hereafter to
deal with

various classes of securities

which a man with $100 or with $500 can
buy and feel as safe with regard to them
as though he had bought a part of the Dominion loan or invested in the shares of
the Grain Growers' Grain Company or
the Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator
Company. The earning of 5 and 6 per
cent, is just as easy for the farmer as for
the bank shareholder or the millionaire.

Around him there are opportunities galore. Out of such a bountiful crop as the
West has had and out of the returns for
all kinds of farm produce which have been
exceptionally satisfactory during the past
year, the farmer should study to set something aside for a rainy day to set it
aside in such a way that it will earn something and not lay idle. The land on which
he lives would be a useless thing if not
made to earn something. The savings
earned from cultivating the land should be
as productive as the land from which the
savings were derived.

—

—

;
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Insurance
for the Farmer
JOHN

By

KIRKWOOD

C.

7^

PHARAOH'S and Joseph's was one of

Embodying

the very first insurance companies
which history records. During the

by

seven lean years following the seven fat
years it did a great international business.
Farmers were among those who profited
by its idea and operations.
*

*

*

attention
YOUE
ment
bonds
in

perceived centuries before organized insurance companies came into existence,

you are now

As

civilization progresses, the commurisense becomes more clearly defined,
and men recognize their interdependence
on each other, and organize themselves
accordingly. Cain asked, in protest and
ity

rebellion,

when he had

slain

—"Am

Abel

my

brother's keeper?" Both civilization
and Christianity have answered this
question with "Yes Yes! Yes!"
I

*

You
munal

*

or

greater in

development of the comspirit growing
Canada every year. Farmers
are combining in the West
co-operative

Farmers'

market their own grain,
and to finance themselves

to

Co-operative
Enterprises

out of their own funds. In
the East the same tendencies are manifest, and co-operative marketing and buying
organizations are
becoming numerous and strongly established. For many years, farmers in Eastern Canada have had their own local or
county fire and live stock insurance companies. The future is likely to see some
other very interesting and instructive exhibits of this community or co-operative
spirit among Canadian farmers. There
may be mistakes^ probably will be mistakes; but occasional slips backward or
futile side-excursions do not condemn the
main idea the idea of progress in the
direction of ideals and the common good.

—

*

*

Details of these

mentioned

in this advertisement^
consider these bonds equal

We

to, and in many ways better than, a mortgage, because in them
tie up your money for a period longer than one year; there are no legal expenses
connected with them; you do not renuire to see that taxes and insurance are kept paid; and
because you have the right as provided in the second clause to demand your money at any
time after one year.

H

you do not

—

—

Withdrawal Privileges
1 You
notice.

may withdraw,

This is
importance by

you should require it, $25.00, $50.00, or $100.00 at any time on short
an advant.oge not obtainable with any other securities, and is considered of great

many

if

of our investors

should occasion arise when money

notice.
H You

much favored by farmers

in this, there is another exhibit of the communal idea. But life insurance as offered
by the big companies has not been employed by farmers nearly as much as it
deserves to be. This is explained by two
circumstances: (1) a feeling of antagjnism towards great and prosperous fin-

required

on short

—

—

1i

LIMITED
NATIONAL 309-31
SECURITIES CORPORATION,
TORONTO. OFifTARIO
Room
1. Confederation Life Building,
ControIlineTHF.SIEMON COMPANY, LIMITED, Authorized Capital
Authorized Capital, $300,000;

CANADA CASKET

CO.,

$1,000,000:

SIEMON BROS., LIMITED.

LIMITED, Authorized

Capital, $300,000

DURING THE YEAR
1915 The Great-West Life Assurance
has maintained its leading position.
Business in force over

Company

One Hundred and

Nineteen Million Dollars.

insurance, with policies for
$1,000 or $2,000 has been

and

is

well have 7% for your money. It Is good business not to be satisfied with
can invest in our nttractive hmuls in small denominations even as small as
only
•WOOOO and be sure of sajety. profit, and your money back.
and we will send
T Ton may write us a line, st.iting the amount that you m^.y wish to invest,
you full particulars regarding theso securities, which havp been so satisfactory over many years.
offices
in
onr
appointment
for
an
arrange
If you are coming; to Toronto,
and we will explain to you in person all details of these securities and
give you tlie facts tliat malte them very attractive Investments.

may .iust as
3% when you

have not been

Insurance

Bonds

The business behind these bonds was established 31 years ago, and by careful and intelligent
management has grown and expanded.
differs entirely from any other in the Dominion because of its comfileteness
TI The organization
in the control of every process froim the raw material to the finished product, including the
marketing and banking end of the business.
U The business embraces thousands of acres of the best hardwood timber lands in Ontario;
sawmills to cut it into lumber; and plants to manufacture the lumber into the finished article
so that every dollar of profit made in process of converting the tree into finished merhcandise Is
kept within our own organization.
The bonds we issue are a first charge on all the holdings of the co^mpanies we control, as
If

as responsive as they ought to be, to the
appeals of life insurance. True, fraternal

Farmers
and Life

-

11

*
class,

is

\ These bonds are issued in denominations of $1,000.00, $500.00 and
$100.00 each.
They are drawn to run five years, are absolutely nonassessable and afford an excellent opportunity for persons desiring to
invest either large or small sums of money.

—

Yet farmers, as a

directed to an exceptionar opportunity for investthat will pay you 7% interest in place of 3% that
getting on your money

*

see this

and Money Back

H The bonds we can place with you carry absolute security, a guaranteed
interest of 7% per annum and the privilege of withdrawing all or any
part of your investment at any time after one year at 60 days' notice.

and it would make highly
The Develop- interesting reading, to tell
nient of the
of the rise and developCommunity
ment of life and fire insurSense
ance companies in the

signal benefit to civilized mankind.

three essentials required
careful and shrewd investors

all

Safety, Profit

The principle of insurance was clearly

British Isles, for example.
This story, however, cannot be told here.
It was during the latter half of last century that life insurance, for example,
developed so remarkably and with such

Investments

The

Great- West Life Assurance Company
HEAD OFFICE
WINNIPEG.
-

ASK FOR OUR

1916

-

DESK CALENDAR.

FREE ON REQUEST.

—
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Good News

Weed
Weed

control

is

for

Farmers

Control
no longer a dream, but

was the new methods
of plo.wing deeper and shallower cultivation that made the miracle crop of 1915
possible in the West.
an actual

fact.

It

ancial institutions, and (2) a neglect on
the part of the big companies to solicit
farmers as a class; or to make known
and appreciated the advantages of life
insurance as offered by the big companies.
However, these two barriers in the way
of a greater consumption of life insurance
as provided by the big companies, are
steadily and rapidly passing away; and
more than one of the big Canadian companies have declared that the most promising field for their operations is the rural

community.

*

*

*

Life insurance, even in towns and

cities,

resisted by many men who ought to
employ this very fine and attractive
method as a means of proThe Undertection and as a method of
lying Idea of thrift. So it is not greatly
Insurance
to be wondered at that the
is

This great discovery made at Sanford,
and Stonewall, Manitoba, is
worth millions of dollars to farmers of
Springifield

the West.

In these districts, during the past season, the noxious weeds, wild oats, etc.,
were forced to germinate on the Summer
fallows by simple means, then utterly
destroyed.

Another discovery was made

in the

Red

River Valley which shows that tl>e same
methods open up all the old land to
their former fertility.

The principles have been known for
some time, but this application of them
has been the key to success in all soils.
Yoq can have dominion over all noxious
and especially. Wild Oats, Canada and

Sow Thistle. You can compel the wild
oats to germinate during the summerfallow season, and destroy them with
the D. & D. Cyclone Destroyer.
It is
merely a matter of moisture.
The conservation of moisture

will cause
the germination of wild oats, buckwheat,
mustard and other foul seeds in the soil.
The surface treatment of plowed land
for the retention of this moisture and incidentally, the destruction of thistles and
other weeds, can be accomplished with
less power and better results by the use
of the D. & D. Cyclone Weed Destroyer,
Surface Cultivator and Mulcher, than by
the use of any other implements bar
none. The mulch produced in granular
and left in such condition as to be unaffected by the wind. The Cyclone Weed
Destroyer has a four-fold function It
levels the land so that the seed can be
planted at an even depth; it firms the
seed-bed; it cultivates the surface and
cuts and destroys the weeds; it leaves
an even dust mulch for the retention of
moisture.

—
:

The Demonstrations have been made
British Columbia and in Ontario.

in

Farmers of the older Eastern farms will
find these new methods advantageous to
them. They mean big crops at less cost.
Double the work is accomplished with
half the power and labor.
Write

Dodds, Implements,
Leland Hotel, Winnipeg,
Man., to send on a 1916 booklet, telling
all about these results and the way they
were done. It makes an interesting study
and costs you nothing but a post card.
to the G. L.

c/o The

New

farmer has neglected life
insurance. One of the great reasons why
men of all classes neglect life insurance
is that they fail to perceive that it is as
obligatory on them to assure the restoration of the loss represented by their premature death as it is to assure the restoration of loss by fire in the case of their
barns or dwellings; or of the loss by accident of live stock; or of the loss of or
damage to crops, as a consequence of tempest, hail or fire.
*,

The restoration

*

*

—

this is an idea
which should be burned into the minds
and conscience of every man with others
dependent on him. This is
The One
the reason for the underChief Reason lying idea of life insurance.

of loss

And

this idea is readily
perceived and heeded in
the case of buildings, or
live stock, or crops. But when, it comes to
a man's own life, the idea is not at all
clearly perceived, nor is it driven home
by the insurance companies themselves.
Men insure their lives, or are urged to insure their lives, for many other reasons
than the greatest of all reasons the restoration of their life's cash value.

for Life

Insurance

*

*

Advertising Section
mishap, one should not conclude that he
is immune from the catastrophe of fire,
lightning, hail or tornado; yet in prac-

many a farmer says, in effect: "I
have so far escaped; therefore, I may
conclude that I shall always escape."
Also, you find those who have paid in
tice

or dropped

it

altogether.
*

*

That

*

all this is foolish

we are

all

ready

when the

case is put before us
in this blunt, plain way. But, brother

to admit,

„,,

farmer,

.^

"

,

J

own

how

case?

is

it

in

your

If a fire should

consume your dwelling,
your barn, or your stables
this very night, how would it be with you?
To-morrow morning after the loss, you
would see very clearly the economy of being adequately insured, in every direction; and perhaps you would find also
that the policies issued by some companies
are framed in a more liberal spirit than
the policies of other companies.
Get rid of the idea, if you have it, that
insurance companies are out to get rich
This is as unfair to
at your expense.
them as it would be to accuse you of attempting to cheat your neighbor in your
transaction with him; or to accuse your
grocer of not giving you value for your
money.
Insurance companies are doing all they
can to have fires prevented; and when

p

,

'

their

losses become less, it means that
will become less. You work in
interest when you join heartily with

premiums
your

insurance companies to prevent losses.
Continued in next issue.

Women's

Institute

and the

Red Cross

—

—

*

protection

for

against loss by fire, lightning, hail, or
tornado, inclined to feel that they are
wasting money; in other words, that they
ought to get money for money; in other
words, that they ought to have a fire to
"get square" with the insurance companies.
And so many a one, trusting
blindly to fate, has reduced his insurance

*

Looked at in its right way^ as a convenient and attractive way by which the
restoration of loss can be assured life
insurance is seen in its true
Assuring the function. As a matter of
Restoration
fact, apart from life insurof Your Life's ance, there is no other
Value
method by which the restoration of the value of a
life can be assured for the down-payment
of a relatively small sum. Besides which,
there is to be taken into consideration
this fact: namely, that in the event of
untimely or premature death, the loss
sustained and to be restored is contributed
by those who continue to live. That is, the
communal or co-operative idea asserts 'itself, and the many and fortunate come to
the rescue or relief of those who suffer.
*

premiums

numerous

*

In spite of the lessons taught by experience, in spite of the many facilities
provided, and in spite of low cost, there
are many farmers neglecting the adequate insurance of their dwellings^ outJust bebuildings, stock and crops.
cause days and years pass with no loss or

Continued from page 34

money almost

entirely through voluntary
In certain districts this is
about the only way, especially where the
In
country is new or sparsely settled.
Temiskaming the women have practised
denying themselves something in order
to give to the fund. In Lanark one Institute adopted the plan of having the town
hall open the first Saturday afternoon of
every month to take voluntary subscrip-

subscriptions.

In November they took in $40;
December $47.70.
While the Institutes have made use
a variety of methods, and have found
tions.

in

of
it

necessary to take account of the smallest
details in their campaign for Red Cross
funds, the amounts have run up to surprising figures. For example the societies
of Prescott have contributed $2,652.68
since they began Red Cross work. Simcoe
has raised $2,513 besides what they have
used to buy yarn, flannel and other material to
is

make

up.

The

St.

George Institute

canvassing for funds for a motor am-

bulance.
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Short Cuts for the

Housekeeper

KNOX

Culinary Measures and Weights
easpooufuls (tsp.)=l tablespoonful

(tbsp.l

tbsp.-=l cup.
ups llour l pound,

=

gruuulatcd sugar = l pmiud.
ups riiopped meat=l pound,
ups ric-e^-^l pound.
cups brown or powdered sugar = l pound
cups coriinieal = l pound.
2-6 cups raisiiis = l pound.
2-3 cups currauts=^l pound,
cups suit=l pound.
cups slielled inits = l pound.
cups grated clieese = l pound.
cups flaked cercal^l pound.
cups shredded coc|oanut = l pound.
lips

:;
:j

pint liquid

=l

pound

5PARKLING GELATINE
(Granulated)
Where

can you find so attractive
and tempting a dessert as this
Snow Pudding made with Knox

(aliout.)

tablespoons baking soda = l ounce.
tablespoons cream o' tartar=l ounce.
tablispoons baking pow(ler = l ounce,
tablesppuiis ground spue = l ounce.
1-3 tablespoons salt = l ounce.
tablespoons te.i^l ounce.
tablespoons coffee=l ounce.
tablespoons ll(iuid = l ounce.
here are 3 tablespoons juice in an average

1-3
2-3

Sparkling Gelatine?

Recipes for this and other dishes
in every package, or send for
our new

sized lemion.

tablespoons egg
glIls-^1

cup.

cups=l

pint.

an average sized egg.

in

cups = l quart.
quarts or 10 ciips = l gallon.

SHOUT CUTS IN CLEANING
To remove IRON RUST stains, moisten tiie
pot with lemon juice, sprinkle with salt, and
lid over the steam from the spout of a tea

1916 Recipe Book

namc; Pint
sample for 2c stamp and
grocer's name.
for your grocer's

spot disappears.
Stretch the goods over
pail or bowl and pour boiling
10 top of a
ater directly on the spot.
INK STAINS. When fresh, let stand in butrmilk or Suur milk until the stain Loosens.
lu woolen goods, especially carpets, use lemon
uice and salt, or vinegar and salt, and then
ash up with weak ammonia watcx.
On fast
ilored goods a strong acid may be used
Iternately with ammonia.
MILDEW. Dip the gloods in buttermilk and
[lead ill the sLiii ur iiip in strong soap suds
;iil
sprinkle with salt in the sun.
If in a
urry, use javelle water, about one-half cupli
to a quart of hot v\ater, and let it stand
until

_'ttle

the

FRUIT STAINS.

ntil

it

FREE

CHAS. B.
Dept.H 180

KNOX
St.

CO., INC.
Paul St., West

^

Montreal, Canada

bleaches.

IlECEIPT FOR JAVELLE WATER. Onepound chloride of lime, two pounds wash-

ilf

soda, two cjuarts boiling water.
Empty
lime and washing soda into a basin. Pour
boiling water until all lumps are dissolved.
il it stttle, strain through a cheesecloth and
i[tle tightly.
When fresh, dilute with three
four times its volume of hot water, and
I'll
old, use full strength.
Wash it care:v from the fabric and
use only on white
I'lis and
cottons.

)l;

!•
11

i'AINT STAINS.
In general use turpenf, on whito wash goods boil with ki-ioe and soap.
On very delicate goods use
-reform.

i

r.LOOD STAINS. Take out as much as posie
with lukewarm water, then use soap.
strong soda or borax
nothing but bleachthem.
PITCH, TAR, MACHINE OIL.
Rub on
'1, then
wash in soap and water. If on silk
wool, rub on the lard and then wash out
in old stain, soak in
ution.
If scalded in,
siolntion will remove

il;

ii

gasoline.

OLD AGE STAINS OR YELLOWNESS. If
fine goods, stand in warm soap suds tor a

u

ay or two, in the sun if possible. If it canbe left in the sun to soak warm the
ater occasionally
Then bleach in the sun.
larch nud April are the best months for
leaching on account of the bright sunny days
nd frosty nights.
Never bleach in warm
amp weather for fear of mildew.
ot

A NY

WHITi: STAINS ON VARNISHED W-OOD.
stains or water

marks come

rubbed first with alcohol,
pints, then with linseed oil.

f

or

off

easily

methylated

BADLY STAINED TIN OR GRANITEV.\RE.
For stains that do not scour off
asily with sapolio \or fine bath brick, boil in
I'ashing soda solution, using about one-quarer cnp of sod.i to a quart of water.
RUSTED IRON SINK. For a badly rusted
ink, rub with lard, sprinkle with chloride
if
lime and let stand over night.
In the
norning wash off with a hot' solution of
ashing soda and water, using a whisk or
uop to protect the hands from the lime and
nrta.

can

tools,

.

t'hite

Man

Boy, who is handy with
brighten up the home with his

or

own work.
dimensions and working drawings given In this Book
for Dining Chair— Lamp Stand and Shade— Porch Chair
Morris Chair
Hook Rack
Library Table Candlestick
Tabouret
Ma(ja::ine Stand
Laun String
Novelty-Chair
Combination Billiard
Table and Darrnpurt Book Shelves Blacking Case Tabouret Roll Top
Desk Roman Chair Settee Pyrographer's Table Piano Bench Shaving
Stand Waste Paper Basket Cellarette Pedestal Princess Dresser Sideboard Hall or Windojv-Seat Plant Stand Bedside Medicine Stand Ilall
Full

directions,
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Wonderful New
Goal ON Light
Burhs Vapor ^M Beats
Electric

Saves

^1

Oil

or Gasoline

The

Influence of Music on Character and the Song Crime of
the Papular Rag
Children Begin to Learn Early

—

ByGENEVIEVE

WE

catch a few haunting bars from
a concert singer or an orchestra,
the voice of the congregation
laised in a familiar hymn coming muffled
through the church walls and carrying
faintly across the night air, the shrill,
rollicking grind of a hand-organ in the
street
and a long train of half- forgotten
associations are stirred into life. The
music may not be wonderful in itself, but
somewhere back in the recesses of memory
it reaches a tender spot
and it gets us.

—

Scientists

Awarded
'

say

GOLD ntEaaL

Its

White Light

at World'a
exposition

is

nearest
to daylight in

San
Francisco

color

0-Days FREE TRIAL

1

Send No Money, We Prepay Charges
We don't ask you to pay us a cent until you
have used

this

wonderful modern

—

light in

your

own home ten days we even prepay transportation charges. You may return it at our
expense if not perfectly satisfied after putting
it to every possible test for 10 nights. You
can't possibly lose a cent.
want to prove
to you that it makes an ordinary oil lamp look
like a candle; beats electric, gasoline or acetylene. Lights and is put out like old oil lamp.
Tests at 33 leading Universities, and Government Bureau of Standards show that it

We

Burns 70 Hours on

common
as much

coal

oil,

I

Gallon

and gives more than twice
round wick open

light as the best

flame lamps.
No odor, smoke or noise,
simple, clean, no pressure, won't explode.
Children run it. Several million people already enjoying this powerful, whte, stea'dy
light, nearest to sunlight. Guaranteed.

$1000.00

Will

Be Given

who shows us an oil lr.nip equal
tothenew Aladdin (details of offer given in
our circular.) Would we dare make such a

to the person

challense if there were the slightest doubt
as to the merits of the Aladdin 7

Men Make $50

$300.00 per

to

Month With Rigs or Autos Delivering
the ALADDIN on our easy plan. No previous experience necessary.
Practically
every farm home and small town horre
v/ill

buy

One farmer who

after trying.

had never sold anything in his life before writrs:
"I sold 61 iamp3 the first seven days.'* Anoll;cr
says: "I disposed of 34 lamps out of SI calls.".
Thousands who are coining XDoney endorse the

ALADDIN

just as strongly.

No Money RetsuiretS
We furnish

capital to reliable

men

to get

started. Ask for our distributor's plr.n, and le:;rn
how to make big money in unoccupird territory
Sample Lamp sent for 10 days
Trial*

FREE

We want one user in each
whom we can refer customers.

locality

to

Be the first
and get our special introductory ofTer,
under which yon get your own lamp free
for showing it to a few neighbor.s and sending in their orders.
Write quick for our
10-Day Absolutely Free Trial. Send cou
pon to nearest

office,

MANTLE LAMP

CO.,

250 Aladdin Bldg.

Largest Kerosene (Coal Oil) Mantle
House in the Wo'ld

MONTREAL. OAV.

Lamp

WINNIPEG, CAN.

TEN-Day FREE TRIAL Coupon 250
would like to know more about the Aladdin
and your Easy Delivery Plan, under which inex1

perienced men with rigs make big mon*^y without
capital. This is no way obligates me.

Name
P.O.

Address

Prov.

This is why music, not only sacred or
even classical compositions, but what is
good of the popular music that can be
appreciated by the masses, is one of the
strongest forces for the world's evangelization. It only fails to make an appeal when the ear has never been trained
to listen, or when music of any kind has
never been associated with the happiest
or dearest experiences of a life-time. It
is a wonderful heritage to have grown up
in a home where the lighting of the lamps
meant the ushering in of the best time
of the day. People who live' together best
don't need to talk much, but they keep up
a constant intercommunication of ideas
in a thousand other ways. For the family
who can sing together, the evenings at
home are never monotonous or boresome.
It is a strong home tie to have a family
quartette or an orchestra. And it may not
be good mothercraft to sing a child to
sleep at night that's a question, but the
child misses a whole lot who is never put
to sleep to the crooning of its mother's
slumber song, for you can't begin too
young to teach a child music. In homes
where the baby hears the family singing
every day, it is not exceedingly rare to find
the little vocalist long before it can talk,
humming away with the rest, keeping the
tune perfectly. I knew one little twoyear-old in a home where the older children sang duets and two-part choruses,
who would sing the alto notes to his
mother's lullabies right along until he fell

—

asleep.
It is just as important in learning to
play the piano or violin especially, that
the child should begin early, to cover the
ground work by easy, natural steps just
as he learns to read. It takes a lot of
time and concentration to get the elementary work later, and it is not likely
to be mastered so thoroughly. And the
child should not be taught music with the
object of showing off his talents. This
may cater to the youthful vanity and spoil
everything. Anyway the primary object
of studying music is not for the sake of
what you can do with it; but for the sake
of what it can do for yotc, to give you
bigger sjinpathies and a fuller emotional

I

expression.

It is just here that the general tendency
of our music to-day is missing its real purpose.
have a wealth of old songs whose
appeal will never weaken, and a good
grade of standard modern music, but the
popular demand seems to be for a cheap
substitute.
Unless you have been unusually discriminating in your selections,
a search through the sheets that have

We

found their way to your own piano will
convince you that this is not conjecture.
Instead of an old haunting melody like
"Bonnie Doon" you will possibly find

"You made me love you;
I didn't want to do it."
Instead of the sentiment expressed in the
"Land o' the Leal," or the simpler but
equally enduring "John Anderson My Jo,"
a year or two ago every child in the country was ripping off "My Wife's Gone to
the Country, Hurrah!" Instead of the
thrilling old martial songs or sailing
choruses that had some meaning, we have
taken up the rattle of "The Little Old
Ford." Since the war began patriotic
music has substituted a lot of the cheap,
"popular" stuff and given us a vastly
higher standard for most of our patriotic
songs are serious and inspiring. A few
accidentals, however, find a sale by being
pushed into the patriotic class without
having much strength of sentiment to
recommend them, like the chorus,

"The Kaiser

will be wiser

When this argument is through.
When Germans feel Canadian steel
The cry

will be Skidoo."

rather jarring to compare the two
classes, but the sooner we get jarred into
a realization of the degeneracy of some
of our popular music not all of it the
sooner will our national music find its
place in forming the characters and lives
of the people. We do not want to set
classical music as the ideal. Only the few
people who have had the advantage of
special training can appreciate that, but
we do want to distinguish between sentimental songs and songs of sentiment between the enduring and the passing fair,
and between the coarse and the comic.
Then we will find a piano one of the first
luxuries of the poorest home, and learning to play as common as learning to read.
We will find groups of children gathered
about their mothers every evening learning the old folk-songs, and the good new
It is

—

—

songs. Our country schools will waken up
to the educative value of music, although
many of them are now doing more than
any other institution to cultivate a love
for music in the coming people. Even in
the schools, however, we sometimes find
what might almost be called a song-crime

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
—children singing the most popular "rag"
when they

don't

know

their

own

national

anthem. In fact very few of us know the
words to the national anthem beyond the
first verse, and where some courageous
leader attempts to carry it through in a
public gathering in times like these, the
faint, discouraging, straggling sound piping up here and there sounds rightly

ashamed of itself.
It would be neither practical nor possible to

make

f^veryone

a professional musician of

any more than

it

would

to

make

everyone a painter or a sculptor. There
ire people who literally "cannot tell one
one from another," but there are very
I'W people who cannot be trained to deve a great deal of pleasure and benefit
tom music. The only way to learn is to
hear the right kind, to study it individually, if possible, to make it a part of the
family life, and to have singing classes
and good musical concerts brought to the
community. A sort of demonstrated lecif

Musicians

I

where we would learn the history of
the best standard songs, and hear them
sung with sincerity and feeling and they

ture

would send us home with a new inspiration.

Handling
Hired Hands
War Time Demands Special Thinkinq
and SJiows Value of Having
Yearly Engagements

By

GEORGE

H.

DACY

AS

long as farming is followed as a
business the problem of securing
and retaining the services of experienced, competent farm labor will be
the limiting factor which will often determine the ultimate success or failure of
the individual farmer. In some sections
the practice of more intensive farming is
partially answering the labor riddle. One
man with a farm of from twenty to fifty
acres can work the place and work it well
f he is pursuing general farming with but
one specialty such as hogs or sheep or fat
steers as a sideline. It is the dairy farmer
who is most buffeted by the labor fates.
To-day, he may have two hands who will
milk the forty odd cows in the herd. Tomorrow he may have all the cows to milk
himself.

Good labor is constantly in demand.
The supply is relatively limited in view
nf the hosts of applicants that seek firstluality hands. The law of supply and
demand is "that with a keen demand
and a low supply of any commodity
the price of that commodity will be
orrespondingly high."
The same is
true of labor. Not only must the farmer
56 willing to pay good wages to good hands
lut he also must conceive ways of giving
^he ambitious workers a chance to make a
ittle extra for jobs particularly well done
'f for overtime work spent in the field.
The chief aim of the farmer should be
o keep his men contented and satisfied,
it the same time seeing that daily they
perform full-value, honest labor.
The
boss" must be firm yet not too "bossy" as
le irust appreciate that some workmen

of Great

Lives

someone were to ask you about
IFwould
you know who they are

De Pachman

or Ysaye,

%

For your own information and as a matter of education, a knowledge of
the life histories of the world's great musicians is important.
To know where they were born, where they studied, how they became famous and
whether they sing or play is just as necessary as knowing about the great politicians
and orators of the world.
To have this knowledge is to be well informed.
Musical careers are intensely interesting. Some of the world's greatest musicians
started out with nothing more than a natural talent for music; no money, no education, no special advantages.
How they climbed the ladder of success and reached
the highest pinnacle of achievement in their chosen profession reads like a romance.
Every music lover should have a copy of "Art and the Critic." It is a valuable
aid to the attainment of a musical education.

This

Album

is

FREE

Write for it NOW; you will find it not only fascinating, but delightfully entertaining
and useful as well. Its pages are replete with beautiful halftone portraits of the
world's great musicians, together with accurate biographical sketches of their lives
and achievements, and their facsimile signatures to their personally expressed
opinions of the justly famous

Pianos and Player Pianos
which are shown by means of full-page illustrations that give a correct portrayal of the
instruments as they actually appear. Such an album as this is a real treasure to the lover
of good music, and when It is understood that the Maester Touch device nn exclusive
feature of the New Scale Williams Player Piano— enables you, yourself, -to interpret the
compositions of these muster musicians to produce such music as you have never heard
before, and this without the necessity of a long and tiresome course of lessons—you will
readily appreciate the advantage of possessing one of these truly delightful Instrumeuts.
\tr •,
wait until another time. Thd supply is limited.
A
I Don't
! Send no money, the Album is ABSOLUTELY FREE.
fYrile
Sent
Tt will be a great help to you in. selecting a piano worthy of your home.
postpaid upon receipt of this coupon filled out with
vour name and address.

—

—

n V
lU-UAI

Tf\

COUPON
Please send me FREE your Album "Art ajid the
Critic,' as advertised in The Farmer's Magazine.

Name
.\(lilr<ss

1

The Williams Piano Company, Limited
Osh awa

Ontario
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have

be led while others have to be
He wants to avoid hiring the
latter class. It will not pay the farmer
to get on too intimate terms with his hired
hands. No matter how good a hand may
be originally, in eight cases out of nine,
he will be spoiled by the employer who
"chums" with him too much. On the other
hand the farmer should not try to lord it
over his hands. He should treat the men
fairly and squarely. They will respond to
kind treatment if they are hands of the
to

driven.

"Gilt

Edge"

The only black dressing
for

ladies'

and children's

shoes that positively contains OIL.
Softens and
I)ipserves. Imparts a beautiful black lustre. LARGE.ST QUANTITY. FINEST
QUALITY. Its use saves
time, labor and brushes,
as it Shines without brush-

DRESSING

BLACKSH0E5

ing. Sponge in ever.v bottle,
so Always Ready for Use.

•RESTORES'

kangaroo,
etc.

25c.

PROBLEM OF HOURS

The problem

Quick
MAKES DIRTY
CANVAS SHOES

(in

liquid form with sponge)
quickly cleans and whitens
dirty canvas shoes.
10c.

Cl[AN^WHIT[

and 25c.
"AL.BO" cleans and whitens BUCK, N U B U C K,
and
CANVAS
SHOES. In round white
cakes
packed
in
zinc

aUICKLY.'EASILY

APPLIED.

ALSOCLEANS

SUEDE

ALL AftTKLLSHAOE

"-ME CANVAS

boxes, with sponge, 10c. In
handsome, large aluminum
boxes with sponge, 25c.
"ELITE" combination for gentlemen who take
pride in having their shoes look Al. Restores
color and lustre to all black shoes.
Polish
with a brush or cloth, 25c. "BABY ELITE"
size,

10c.

"DANDY"
polishing

"STAR"

combination

all kinds of
size, 10c.

for
cleaning
and
russet or tan shoes, 25c

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR

WAittemore*s

ff

farm hours and the

tSJhoe Polishes

Ordinarily on the general farm the hours
are long during the summer and short during the winter. This means that a balance
for the year is maintained. The men will
have more to do and will work harder during the period from March to December
than they will for the ensuing four
months. On many farms the practice is
to carry a large working force during the
field season and to reduce the labor to one
or two hands during the winter. However,
this usually means the handling of much
transient labor about which little is known
and which in the main is "here to-day and
g6ne to-morrow."

Generally speaking, it will pay the
farmer to practice a line of farming which
will allow him to keep permanent labor.
During the winter he can feed cattle, with
hogs following the steers; he can handle
a flock of ewes or he can purchase fallfresh cows of the beef type which will
milk well for five or six months and then
will fatten quickly on grass and be in market bloom so that they can be sold the following autumn. If the farm contains considerable woodland the labor can be kept
busy during the winter cutting saw logs,
railroad ties, fence posts and in cleaning

with

music

^/I

Newcombe

a

Player

Piano.

daily working schedule always depends on
the locality, the type of farming practised as well as the customs of the section.

white:
WHITE''

of

to

homes where opportunity has not
Our
permitted a musiCiil training.
Player Pianos have a human-like
They concontrol and expression.
tain all the best devices for making
will be
You
Perfect.
Piano
Player
a
able to satisfy your love for good

gents' kid,

LUSTRE

"QUICK

the

desired sort.

for

Also

COLOR

Home

Every Farm

Can Enjoy the Best Music
Newcombe I'laycr I'ianos bring music

Newcombe

Pianos excel in
Fifty years'
Quality.
satisfactory service has built
among
reputation
our
up

Tone

Canadians.
Special care given to mail
orders.
Call at our nearest showrooms or write us

THE NEWCOMBE
PIANO
'IM

CO.. Limited

359 Yonge
Street,

Toronto

Clean up that stony section of the farm with a BisstU
Built of stiff steel with railing
Steel Stone Boat.
Sizes 2, 2%. and 3 ft.
edges; steel nmners.
wide.
Different styles for all kinds of farm and stable

aroimd

work.

Write Dept. V for folder and prices.
T. E.

BISSELL

CO., Limited, Elora, Ontario.

BISSELL STEEL STONE BOAT
See Advts. also on pages

76,

73,

94

For Our Subscribers'
Information

up the woods, eliminating the stunted
trees and underbrush and generally giving the best trees more room and an opportunity to grow.

Every

THE PROFIT-SHARING PLAN

An added

incentive to urge

farm hands

perform more thorough and dependable
work is the profit-sharing system which
has been successfully operated on practical farms. The hands are paid a fixed
monthly or yearly wage and at the year
end they are allotted a small share in the
net earnings of the farm. However, this
method applies particularly to foremen on
large farms or the two or three laborers
on a small farm which is intensively

to

This

is

a

"KNECHTEL"

popular Kitchen Kabiuet. A real home economy.
It saves wiary running to and fro; keeps food clean
and wlioli'^onie, anLl saves on provision bills.
IT LIGIiTE.XS WORK. It is just ideal for the busy
the

farm

handled.

wife.

"Knechtel"

dustproof and is fitted with airtight jare— great for keeping cooking ingredients.
No it is not e.Kpensive— it is a saving investment for
the farm home that pays big dividends— wife's health
Less fuss—meals ready on time Efficiency.
preserved.

The

is

—

—

Get

voirr wife

the benefits of this

"Knechtel"

Kiti

Kabinet.

Write

for

booklet

"A"

showing

our

hen

many

handsome designs.

NECHTtL

ITCHEN
lABINKT

Look

for trade-

mark.
Sold in ever.v town
and city by leading
furniture stores.

THE KNECHTEL KITCHEN CABINET CO..
HANOVER. ONTARIO

LIMITED

Critics

of

the

profit-sharing

scheme maintain that it is difficult to
figure the net income of the "farm.
They say that the plan should operate
departments,
especially
acording
to
on extensive farms where many hands
are employed. The rub here comes in the
fact that the horse department might
yield nothing but labor while practically
all the income of the farm might result

from the

sale of cattle

and hogs.

Several farms reward a competent hand
by increasing his wages from $10 to $20
each year that he stays on the place.

subscription

tered under the

en-

is

name

of the

town from which the
scription

is

subIf

received.
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competent

and

We

derire to express our sincere
appreciation of the generous patronage and strong support given us by
the independent telephone systems

trust-

reliable,

)rthj'

are never long out of work.

A GOOD HOME HOLDS

Where a farmer makes a practice
ring married men it will profit him

and

of
to

We
We

ovide good accommodations if he dees Al quality labor. The lure of a neat
lant house, a rich garden patch and
mty of fuel will cause many hands to
ink twice before they leave their old jobs
r new places where they may even
reye more money. It is a poor business,
th for the laborer and the farmer if

prosperity.

during 1915.

a very

happy 1916.

We

trust, also, that this

War.

On

account of the war, conditions

in the steel, iron, copper, nickel and
zinc markets remain to a certain

degree unsettled.
There are bound
to be changes in prices of telephone
construction materials.
It will be
advisable for purchasers of telephone
supplies to be more than ever alert
this year, and to be sure and get our
quotations. If you are in the market
for construction materials at present,
it will pay you to get our prices.

—

Many of
are really like scrap piles
lere the riff'-raff of city labor is dumped,
it surprising that the labor problem is
e. vital factor which determines the anal success or failure of extensive farms
this character? It is such farms that
e raising the hue and cry about the
ircity of good labor. Places of this sort
e objectionable to many good hands who
e particular about the company which
ey keep, the food they eat and the beds
which they sleep. Unquestionably the
jor problem on the big scale farm will
ways be a knotty one. It is driving a
mber of these places to engage in tent farming on either the crop share or
sh rent basis, the tenants operating unr restricted leases and under the direcunderstand farm work.

ese places

Large contracts that we made several
months ago place us in a position to
do very -well for our customers.

We are in a better position than
ever to supply, promptly, everything
and construction mateQuick shipments are a spe-

telephones and materials, and to
guarantee everything we sell.
Our
reputation for high quality will be
sustained to the fullest extent during
1916.

in telephone
rials.

cialty with us.

As

a matter of business policy,

will continue to

Canadian

of competent management.
little farm well tilled is the popular
ly of solving the labor question. One
in

The

supply

first

we

quality

Information on

telephone sub-

all

and promptly
Our Bulletins,

jects will be cheerfully

given to inquirers.
Nos. 3 and 4, are

free.

Write for

them.

Independent

Telephone Co.
LIMITED

263 Adelaide Street West, Toronto

can handle fifty acres of crops by

•ing a little day labor during the rush
asons. He is independent. He can work

all

year will see the end of the Great

d and indifferent. Most of them have
nding orders at all the neighboring emayment agencies to send on more men

m

their subscribers

wish you

hope that the readers of this publication will enjoy a year of splendid

quent changes are made. That is why
nsient married labor is unpopular.
Single men usually like to work on
ge farms where they will have plenty
company and where the work will be
ecialized. Farms with a working force
fifty to seventy-five hands during the
sh season work all sorts of men
good,

at

May Change

rices

employer. A good man will respond
Probably he is land
such kindness.
ngry and is hoarding his savings so
at some day he may own a small farm.
ch ambitious hands that are experieir

:ed,
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as hard or as easy as he desires. He
not a pacemaker for hired hands. His

st

siness is purely and simply his own. A
rmer with one or two grown boys can
rk one hundred acres and make a good
income from his farm. The small
t

rm, the practice of a balanced rotation
d the work of the entire family all dieted toward making the farm a breadnner are solving the labor problem in a

>•

o
c
o
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Greater Loss

The worried countenance of the brideoom disturbed the best man. Tiptoeing
the aisle he whispered
"What's the matter Jock? Hae ye lost

>
CO

The

NEW INVENTIONS
Send for

full list of

Manufaeturers' ReYJew

Largest circulation of any
publication devoted entirely
to Patents.
Get a FREE copy at once.

inventions wanted by manufacturers.

"BEFEBENfE GUIDE FOK INVENTORS."

mmonsense way.

A

WANT ED

It tells

Get a eopy of our new Booklet,
about how to obtain a patent and

every inventor should have a eopy. If you have any inventions worked out. make a
sketch and number the parts. Write a description of it in your own words, relerring to
tlie parts by numbers. Tell how it works, and state its advantases. If you send model be
sure that it bears your name, so that we can tell by whom it is sent. Free search of
Patent Office Records. It may mean your fortune. Write us at once. Send names of
others you know to be interested in inventions. $.50,000 paid for some inventions, .$10,000
offered for others. Your ideas are worth money and should be protected. Write now for
our Booklet.

I

-o

e ring?"

"No" blurted out the unhappy Jock,
ut

I

hae

lost

ma

enthusiasm."

«S
I

Harold C. Shipman

&

Co.,

105 Marpaul
'IIZIT:'
Chambers,

Ottawa, Can.

PATENT PROMOTERS. REGISTERED PATENT ATTORNEYS
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Our

Pattern Pages

Patterns will be sent Post
Price.

Free on Receipt of

Address Pattern Department, Farmer's

Magazine, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto

7534— LADIES' DRESS
This simple frock shows a plain blouse
with centre front closing, the neck high
and finished with a wide square collar,
The sleeves are plain and full length, but
may be shortened. The skirt has three

helping

gores.

The

pattern, No. 7534, is cut in sizes 34

to 42 inches bust

measure.

Medium

size

Ganaxla-

Wndsor

Table
Sal-fc
5EAFDAM
ELECTRIC
7565— LADIES'

APRON

This one-piece garment is remarkable
taking very little material. It is in one
piece, but may be seamed at the shoulders.
Body and sleeves are in one and the
fullness is gathered on a tape or elastic
at the waistline. The opening of the neck
allows of slipping the waist over the head.
Wash materials, mercerized cotton, etc.,
are suitable for this garment.
The pattern. No. 7565, is cut in one size
and requires 3% yards of 36-inch material and 3 yards of binding.

in

ITS ADAPTABIUTY
There is no combination power
washer and wringer on the market that adapts itself to such
varied conditions in the home.
Whether you are in the city or on a farm,
you can use your Seafoam. It is designed
to be operated by gas, gasoline, steam
gine, electric or wind mil! power.
Full information on request.

Cummer-Dowswell, Ltd.
Hamilton, Ont.

20-14

Price of pattern 10 cents.

Made

in

Canada

requires 4 yards of 44-inch material and
yard of 27-inch contrasting goods.

%

Price of pattern 15 cents.

7542— LADIES' SKIRT
In this design we have a model suitable
for a street suit or a walking skirt. It has
two gores and closes at the side. There is
considerable flare at the lower edge which
measures 2 yards in the medium size. The
upper portion is fitted in front, but is
gathered across the back.
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Moving
Picture

T*UC

Machine

WATERPROOF

FREE

Polish'
^LACK
^

UNEOUALLED

This machine is complete
with 2 films, 3 slides, lamp
chimney, good lense, and

everything ready for giving a show.

^FoR Patent. Glace
us your nnme to-day, and ue will send you
;>f
our 1-ovely large colored pictures to sell at 10
When sold, send us the money, and
ts each.
will send you the whole outfit, with all charges
These pictures are beautiful colored Oilopnid.
phs and measure 12 x 16 inches each.
Every
e wants four or five, and you can sell them very

London

-

WARREN COMPANY
TORONTO, ONT.

DEPT. A.

THE ST.

The pattern, No. 7542, is cut in sizes
22 to 30 inches waist measure. Medium
size requires 2% yards of 50-inch ma-

CATHARINES BUSINESS COLLEGE
kNOw-better School,

i^right's

St.

filiated
with the Business Educators'
knada, provides the beat in Business,
Ipewriting courses.
Study under the
InditioDS.
For information write

T. F,

WRIGHT,

S.E.

FOR ALL LEATHERS

ly.

t)MER

Kid.Box,

vfalfand other Leathers.

iid

terial.

Catharines

IN

ALL WEATHERS

USE

Price of pattern 15 cents.

Association of
Shortiiand and
most faforable

"NUGGET"

Principal

SHOE POLISH

t.€lemcnr$ College
FOR BOYS. Residential and Day School
NORTH TORONTO. ONTARIO
Boys p'^epared

for the University. Royal
Military College and for business,

information apply to

REV. A.

The Correct Thing

K. GRIFFIN, Principal

Beautiful Silk

YOU CAN LEARN AT HOME

fW%

We

teach you by mail :— Commercial Course (Book-keeping,
Penmanship, Business Corresponclence, Commeral
Law). Shorthnnd and Typewriting, Special English,
limentarj- Art, Mechanical Drawing, Architectural DrawElectrical Course, Engineering (Stationary, Traction,
i:.
ioline,
Marine, Locomotive, Automobile). Matriculation,
il
Service, Mind and Memory Training, Teachers' Examlions, or any subject.
Ask for what you need. Canadian
respondence College, Limited, Dept. X. Toronto, Canada.
rithmetic.

and Cretonne
Shades

We

h aT e
a
beautiful line ot distinct

Hieh

out

Ready

Canabian glcabemp

luSiC, ILimitcb,

12 Spadina Road, Toronto

with famous teachers, offerine exceptional opportunities
trtistic progress to professional and amateur students.
Ex-

:hooI

Write to the Manager for
what branch you are

lations held at local centres.

criptive YearBo3k and state
ticularly interested in.

lutely

free

of

charge a high grade violin, mandolin

Complete outfit free to first
each town. Wonderful new
Ruarantee to make yuu a

or guitar.

pupil

i*"

system

''•Ve

playci nr no charge. Big mnnev made
l>la\ing at dances, etc. Write at onre.

SLINGERLAND'S CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
D«pt.

1

4

Auditorium Building, Chicago,

III.

7537— LADIES' SHIRT WAIST
It hardly seems correct to call so lovely
a waist a shirt waist, and yet it is so
classed. The full fronts are gathered and
attached to the forward edge of the back
which appears like a yoke. The neck has

a flat collar and little revers, either or
both of which may be omitted.
The pattern, No. 7537, is cut in sizes
34 to 42 inches bust measure. Medium
size requires 2% yards of 44-inch ma-

r
TORONTO

SILK

SHADE

Manufacturers of Candle,

-

for use

All sizes at prices to
purse.
suit every

We have small lamps
with 10-inch shade
complete from $3.50
in any finish
Send us your order.
,

for our
illustrated booklet
with prices

Write

and make

your

selection.
CO..-

Lamp and

370 Victoria

Electric Lieht

St.
Shade*

TORONTO

The "KEENE" 8-Piece KITCHEN SET
.?3 0" value for
Every piere is guarWe leplace any
anteed.
piece lift entirely satisfac-

gives you a
SI. 75.

terial.

Price of pattern 15 cents.

tory.

Get your Bet to-day.

Send $1.75.

DAY AND MAIL COURSES
In

Shorthand, Typewriting:, Bookkeeping, Civil
rvice. Business Correspondence, Accountancy,

Vrithmetic, General Improvement, etc.

H. METCALFE, Principal,
Kingston Business College, Kingston, Ontario

Class

Pedestals.

'

fje

and

desiens

beautilul color creations with or with-

refunded

7538— GIRLS' DRESS
In this practical frock we have a model
with plain blouse closing in the centre of
the front and provided with full-length
sleeves gathered at the wrist. The skirt
has three gores, of circular cut, attached

if

Money

not satis-

fied.
•

KEENE SALES
SPECIALTY CO.

76 Adelaide St. West
Toronto
W Agents, here is m
money-maker for you.
Write for particular.

^%
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to the waist.
There is a band trimming
which outlines the neck and the line of

"Love me,
Love my Dog"

closing.

The pattern, No. 7538, is cut
10 and 12 years. Medium

4, 6, 8,

This well-known quotation
applied with equal force to
that noble animal which
man's helper all down the

might

in sizes

size re-

and has long

sleeves ending in a

band

at

The front is plain and the
the wrists.
closing is placed in the centre of the back.
There are tie strings from the side seams
and small patch pockets at the sides of the

be

the horse

—

has been
ages.

And

it was a lover of horses who first
discovered that Dr. Thomas' Eeleetric
Oil was just as good for the suffering
beast as for the ailments of mankind.

Many

experiments have revealed the
that Dr. Thomas' Eeleetric Oil
will reduce swellings in horses better
than the work could be done with plas-

fact

and without leaving a

ters or blisters,

blemish.

has also been successfully used in
the treatment of spavin in its initial
stages.
It will relieve lameness, cure
cuts and bruises, and is unsurpassed
as a dressing or liniment.
It

Dr. Thomas' Eeleetric Oil may be used
internally in treating inflammlitory ailments of any animal, bird or fowl with
excellent results.
Dr. Thomas' Eeleetric Oil is a positive
necessity on the farm.
Its fame as a
household remedy has travelled wide
and far. Scalds and burns dressed im-

%

quires 2 yards of 44-inch material and
yard of 27-inch contrasting goods to trim.

Price of pattern 10 cents.

2 to 12 years.

7540— CHILD'S

relieved

heal
wounds and sores, cure diseases of the
skin, reduce sprains and relieve inflammatory rheumatism. Taken internally
it has been found effective for curing
diphtheria, sore throat, coughs and
eroup.

Well rubbed

instantly.

It

will

goes immediately to
the pain, giving prompt
relief and building up the tissues.
the

seat

in, it

of

Always keep a

bottle of Dr. Thomas'
Eeleetric Oil on the shelf, where it can
be "reached at a moment's notice.
It
has proven a veritable blessing, both
to

man and

beast.

Known Everywhere —Used Everywhere

— Sold

Everywhere

Ask your Druggist

or Dealer.

Price 25c.

Prepared only by

Northrop

& Lyman

Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.
/Maofe In

Canaaa

Rain or Dust

KANTKRACK
COATED LINEN COLLARS
Look neat, feel comfortable, and
resemble the best linen collars,
plus longer wear without laundry
bills.
Cleaned in an instant with
damp cloth or sponge. Don't

mistake
for

the

KaNTKRAcK
celluloid

common

collar

—there's a difference.

Ask your dealer or write for Booklet on
Collars and Dress.
The Parsons & Parsons Canadian Company
Hamilton.

Ontario

Medium

size requires

2%

yards of 36-inch material and

2%

yards

of edging.

neck,

Price of pattern 10 cents.

Power Machinery

in the

Home

Continued from Page 50
sure of twenty to sixty pounds mainAn automatic pressure shut-off
is attached to the tank and as soon as the
proper pressure is reached, the current is
broken and the engine stopped.
This
handy little device does away with any
danger or worry with the machine, and
saves watching the gauge to see when to
stop the engine. A pressure tank is much
more satisfactory than a tank in the attic because there is never any danger of
its bursting or overflowing and flooding
everything below. Where electricity is
available a pump can be bought which
works automatically, throwing itself in
gear when the pressure is low and out of
gear when it is high enough. The manufacturers say this device requires no attention whatever, except a little oil say
once a month. One farmer in this county
has this arrangement and says it is everything the makers claim and always works
tained.

to

Cannot Spoil

APRON

This all-covering apron is high in the
where there is a small, flat collar,

mediately with this well-known remedy
are

Gingham, calico and white crossbar muslin are used for these aprons.
The pattern. No. 7540, is cut in sizes
front.

perfection.

The housewife

will

find

many

other uses for the engine once it is
set up. For operating the smaller things
such as meat choppers, bread mixers, etc.,
a simple belt connection could be made
with the line shaft.

PUTTING UP THE LINE SHAFT, SETTING THE
ENGINE
A man need not be a mechanic to set up
all these machines to be driven by one
engine. Each piece may be run separately
or all at the

shaft

is

same

Of course a line
may be fastened to

time.

necessary and

the ceiling, to the wall or on the floor as
a matter of economy of space the former
would be preferred. The shaft itself need
be no larger than one and three-sixteenth
inches and if it were not more than ten
feet in length (which on the average
would be long enough to drive everything)
two hangers would be plenty. The only
skill demanded is to find the joists or
studding and bolt the hangers securely to
them. If short planks are bolted to the
floor and the engine set on them it will be
more steady in any case it must be made
solid. It isn't much of a trick to line the
drive wheel of the engine up with the
main pulley on the shaft and a little twisting around soon gets it right. Sometimes
it takes a few trials before the other machines are set in line so the belts will not
come off. Once they are in perfect alignment there is no further trouble. The
main pulley on the shaft should be near
one of the hangers to avoid strain on the
shaft itself. As a general proposition the
line shaft with hangers, belting, pulleys,
etc., complete, would not exceed ten or
twelve dollars.
;

—

KIND OF PULLEYS

Wooden

split pulleys

are a

little

more

easily handled than iron ones and they
cost less. They can be put on or taken
off without letting down the whole shaft,
and the belt does not slip on them so badly.
For driving a light machine that is not

stationary such as a churn, a grooved-

—

'
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pulley with a round belt or rope
probably the most convenient,
e groove will keep the belt On, and the
chine will run even if it isn't lined up
eel

ve

LOW COST WASHING

is

For Practical Farmer Readers

ictly true.

Isn't the reguiar family washiug hard enough?
Dou't yiou dread
tha extra house cloauiiig wash and put it off until it must be done?
The lace curtains, woollen blankets, and heavy quilts, comforters,
etc.. come in for their share.
Were you ever able to make a guod job

E OF PULLEYS TO USE TO GET PROPER

SPEED

of them by washboard methods?
Have you not often wished for
some vv'ay of washing such picies with less lai>or an<l Ijetter results?

up a number of machines to
driven at different speeds from the

n setting

ne line shaft it requires a certain
cunt of figuring to get everything
ht. All guesswork is saved if one knows
rule. Generally the diameter of the
ve pulley is set, also its speed, and we
ill want to drive another wheel
at a
tain speed and wish to know the size
must be. The rule is: To get the
meter of pulley on driven machine
Itiply speed of driving wheel (in revoions per minute) by the diameter in
hes of pulley on same and divide this
)duct by the speed wanted in pulley to
driven. For example, suppose the drive
el goes 400 revolutions per minute
is 4V2 inches in diameter and we want
drive another shaft at 150 revolutions
minute. Then 400X4%=1,800, and
00^1 .50=12, which is the diameter of
pulley to be driven. It sometimes hapis that we have an old pulley on hand
it we could attach to, say a cream sepa;or or churn, and want to know what
e pulley to buy for the line shaft. Rese the rule and multiply number of
solutions per minute required, by the
e of the pulley and divide this by the
;ed of the drive shaft or pulley.
Exple: Suppose cream separator should
ve 60 revolutions per minute and you
ve a ten-inch wheel on it and the drive
ift has a speed of 120 revolutions per
lute—then 60X10=POO, and 600-f-120
inches, which will be diameter of the
ley on shaft.

7,]

The "Easy" Vacuum Washer
can be had for yi;ur relief, eitlier in hand-power, gasoline engine, or
electric power.. It washes several times quicker than you can do it by
_^^^^^^ T--__
hand and rubboard. Docs it better too leaves the cottion in the
•'ffiH^^^^Bl T~^P
quilts and the wool in the blankets soft, fleecy and clean as when
I
new, instead of rolled, wadded and hard, as the ruhbuard does.
I
Thousands of users have proved these statements to their own
satisfaction and profit, and have made the "E.iSY" hand power
C
I
I
washer earn and save them several times as much as the power
washer will now cost. Don't you want to reduce your washing prohI
l^'D to the smallest cost and least labor?
Atr pressure and vacuum suction is the secret of easy, harmless,
economical washing.
Don't let another day pass till you write for further particulars of this wonderful labor and
clotlies saver.
State the kind of washer you are interested in.
Don't forget the "E.VSY" received the Highest Atcard at the Panama Pacifia Esposition at l^an

—

H^^^^^m"

H
I
W

^^B^

Iff

9

Franci'ico,

Made

11)15.

"The convenience

in
is

Canada.

appreciated long after the price

forgotten."

is

EASY WASHER COMPANY

50

CLINTON PLACE, TORONTO

^^^F^^k^JVVVJVVJVJVJVVif,
BEHIND THE DOOR
A LWAYS ready when you want
'» for cards — luncheon — sewing —
it

writing. New uses are found daily fey
the light, strong, compact

mELITE
'

FOLDING TABLE

'

Everyone who sees one, wants one.
The finest thing ever invented for
apartments and small houses. Never in
the way. Costs but a trifle, and yet you
would not part with it for love or
money if you couldn't get another.
Your Furniture Dealer has it, or will
get

it

for you.

Ask him.

HOURD & COMPANY,

LIMITED

SoU' Licensees and Manuincturers.

London, Ontario

)

LENGTH OF BELTS

EVERY FARMER SHOULD HAVE A POLICY

Short belts require a little more attenti to keep them tight than longer belts.
is quite difficult to set two pulleys close
:ether and make the belts run true and

more

IN

THE EXCELSIOR
Company

power. The
between
pulleys is: add together the diameters
the two pulleys in inches and divide by
m.

there

is

loss of

e for getting the length of belt

multiply by 314 and divide this by 12
bring it to feet. Add to this twice the
tance between the centres of the two
ifts or pulleys.
Allow an inch or two
re if a twisted belt is to be used.

PROTECTION FOR THE HOME-COMFORT
Head Office

TORONTO

N R — Write lor particulars 0/ our

Special Old

IN

OLD AGE

Age Endowments.

THE BISSELL DISK

iIND OF BELTS, LACING, SLIPPING, ETC.

has made a great record throughout all
Canada. There are good reasons why this
Balanced Right Does not hump
Is so.
Improved Plate Cuts and turns
up.
soil
over.
Hitches well Back Easy
draught. This Disk has several imitators,
but no equal. None genuine without the

rubber and canvas are the
ee common materials used in belts,
ather is probably the best for all-round
and will out-last the others. Rubber
ts are nearly as good, are less liable to
a and cost a little less; they must never
Leather,

—

—

;

name "BISSELL."

Between two fixed pulleys canbelts are not as satisfactory because
jy always stretch. Keep all belts clean
d pliable and do not put rosin or any
oiled.

—

Test trials given on

hard land with anything that cultivates.
Write Dept.y, or free Catalogue.
92

5

preparation on them to try to overne slipping. Do not run them too tightas that uses up power and heats the
irings; if too loose the belt slips and
:omes hot and the power is also wasted.
Idom can endless belts be used, hence
ing is necessary. For ordinary light
ving one row of holes is enough. Using

LIFE

Insurance

T. E. BISSELL CO., LIMITED, ELwRA,
See Advts. also on pages 68, 76, 94.

ONT.

ler

We

Have Four Good Books on

How

to

Make

Mission

Wood

Furniture

Parts 1, 2, 3 and "Woodworking for Amateur Craftsmen." They are a handy size
and have 512 pages. 223 illustrations, »S working drawings, printed on the best book
paper, and durably bound in handsome cloth; will be sent prepaid to any address
for $2.00, or any one volume postpaid for 50c.

The MacLean

Publishing Co., Ltd., Book Dept., 143-153 University Ave.,

Toronto
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a rule, mark off a line square across the
belt and one inch from the end.
With a

good punch cut an odd number of holes
an even distance apart. In lacing see that
an equal strain is placed on all the holes

and that the laces are not twisted or

—A

high speed

ball

bearing washer

that

crossed on the pulley side of the belt, i.e.,
they should run straight on the underside
and cross on the other side. The ends of
the laces should be cut off closely or tucked
under and not allow^ed to whip around the
pulleys causing trouble to the workers.
A rope belt with a grooved pulley may be
used for running light machines.

noiseless
en-

is light,

and eagy running

;

closed gears making
safe in operation.

it

THE COST
The

cost is often the barrier between us
and a lot of good things we would like to
have not so in the case of power ma-

The construction of the
dasher makes this type

—

the best for the thorough
washing of everything.

chinery in the farm home. An average
initial outlay would be approximately as
follows using prices quoted by several
manufacturers.

It can be operated by hand
power or water motor.
It is made in Canada ot
best quality cypress, and is
superior in design, construction and finish to any

1%-h.p. gasoline engine

$50 00

Two-tub power washer complete with wringer and the
necessary belting
Line shaft and pulleys

imported washers.
on seeing
Maxwell "Home"
Washer at your Dealer's,

30 00
10 00

Insist

$90 00

this

Allowing something for extra belts, jack,
etc., the whole cost will not exceed one
hundred dollars, provided the old sepa-

or write to us.

MAXWELLS
St.

LTD.

Mary's, Ont.

rator and churn are used and the farmer
does the work himself.
Fuel, oil, repairs and complete running
expenses are very small and below are
given actual figures from one used in the
writer's home. It required only 4 gallons
of gasoline to run a l^/^-h.p. engine driving the cream separator twice daily and
churn, washer and wringer for a whole
month 80 cents and a few cents for oil.
These gasoline engines as now manufactured cost practically nothing for repairs.
It has been woman's duty from the
earliest days to work and worry over the
family wash.
We have seen primitive
woman pictured beside some lake or
stream rubbing the clothes on a rock or
stone, then came the scrub board and tub
then the hand washer. Washing by hand
is not a woman's task, it is work for machinery. Power machinery in the farm
home saves labor and reduces the cost of
washing from dollars to a few cents. It
banishes backache, headache, sore muscles
and tired nerves. It does away with the
heaviest of all housework and allows time
for recreation, study and education of the
children. It saves time, clothes, money
and health and adds years to a woman's
life. Power machinery in the farm home
has a place in the social and economic development of rural Canada by virtue of its
elevating effect on the life in the farm

—

home.

B

Selecting and

Testing Seeds

Last Year Proved the Value of Good Seed Free
Seeds, Little Kernels and Smut

By W.

H.

UNDERWOOD

few
VERY
the farms

wasted, money lost.
Yet thousands o f
farmers are sowing
grain that "looks
good" in the bin and
are wondering why
the soil will not produce better crops.

are

that

do

not

owe their owners
from one-fourth to
one-half more than
are now receiving from them.
The man o n the
farm who will not
collect the largest
interest possible on
his investment i s

they

As

a

first

remedy.

MINARD'S
LINIMENT

1^3
has

shown

the

test

has

time
and
given years of

satis-

faction

to

its

many

users.

A

good

ternal

o r

of

^^^r

beast.

in-

external

remedy for man

^•StttlM

Big, plump, healthy-looking grains
are a sure insurance of a good gerA field of oats raised from selected hjads.
mination, a good
The O.A.C. No. 72 oat began this way.
strong stand, large
not farming, but is
filled heads, better
only playing with
straw, larger grains and less per cent, of
the soil. One of the greatest essentials to
husk to kernel. Selected seed produces
successful farming is the sowing or plantgrain that will better withstand the ining of good seed. No matter how well the
clemencies of the weather, will mature
seed bed may be prepared or what maearlier, ripen more evenly and will prochinery may be used, if special care is not
duce much greater profit.
given to the sowing or planting of good

aid for Burns, Sprains,
Strains or Bruises
you cannot get a
V)etter

Gives

or

instant

relief.

Beware

of

Sold on

Imitations.
merits.

its

From Weed

•

seed the best returns from the resultant
crop need not be expected. Seed»grain demands far more consideration than it at
present receives. Only the most vital
lal-ge plump grains must be used, for the
farm deserves nothing less than the best.

shrunken
grain,
discolored
Badly
grains, broken grains, luster-lacking and
dead-looking grains make good pig and
and nothing else. If these
cattle food
poor vitality grains are sown the result
will be: Poor yield, short straw, time

—

WHEN
The

SEED

IS

WORTHLESS

fact should not be lost sight of that

a seed is "the fertilized ovule with an embryo within, an independent, reproductive
body containing when cast off by the
parent a new plant that, after germinating, gives a new plant like that from which
If, through any cause, that
it sprung."
fertilized ovule with the embryo is damaged, the seed becomes worthless so far as
reproduction is concerned. The unfortu-

—

—
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part of

it is

that there frequently

75

is

outward sign upon the seed which
lid show that the ovule has been
perly fertilized and matured or that
embryo has been damaged or killed.
ce we are compelled to make germinatests to determine the percentage of
Is which will grow, seeds which are
mal in every respect and damaged in

Except

No

_

w

germination should be demanded.
s than that ought to persuade anyone
et seed grain elsewhere. This is not
true of cereal grains, but of grass

You cannot

get real Bovril except in the Bovril
is so strong that it cannot possibly
be manufactured in cheap cubes. It takes the
beef of a whole bullock to make a dozen bottles of
Bovril. Add Bovril to make your cookery, more nourishing and to save butchers' bills.
But it mtisf be

e.

efore making the test it is important
the seed be thoroughly fanned. Are the different screens of the fanning
according to the weight, size and
ne of the grain. Keep the seed running
ugh until you have enough of a unisize and good color, such seed as you
i.ot ashamed to sow, believing it will
d a good crop under normal conditions.
n place a handful of seed in rows on
ip blotting paper in a warm room and
At least 85 to 90 per
it to sprout.

the bottle

in

I

bottle.

Bovril

Bovril.
S.H.B.

Baby's

Own Soap

t.

'

v:>r^

_Jts fragrance IS pleasant

'

Is

but the great value of Baby's

of all kinds.

NEW WEEDS ALWAYS COMING
are also of great importance,
the thorn
he side of the prehistoric farmer, who
itched the soil with a pointed stick and
ed his grain irrespective of variety
quality. To-day we have a hundred
erent weeds where our forefathers had
Importation of foreign varieties of
in have brought their evils, in the
pe of seed contamination, with them,
America has proven herself a very
ile bosom for the propagation of many
t injurious weeds. It is therefore inibent upon us to rid ourselves of these
ts and, because we have every means of
ig so, thanks to the advance of science,
pie and complicated, there is no excuse
the presence of theSe labor-making,
p-destroying pests on the farm to-day.
appose timothy seed were to test no
e than 98 per cent, pure, there would
in that two per cent, of impure seed
ly thousands of seeds, and it is possithat many of them would be of incus weeds, enough to cause a great
of harm. There are many kinds of
d seeds which are so small that even
half of one per cent, of impurities
lid carry enough of them to spread
r an entire farm in a few years.
Even
iats, a fair-sized seed, there might be,
a small percentage of impurities,
ugh wild mustard to make a beautiful
m over the entire field.
1 purchasing seeds one should exercise
utmost care to obtain only those which
guaranteed to test high both in germion and purity, because in buying seeds
in germination one pays for seeds
ch are worthless, and impure seeds are
only worthless but positively harmful.
infrequently is the dealer blamed for
ng lifeless seeds and seeds containing
urities, but he is not always entirely at
t.
By observation he can tell no more
1 the farmer, and if he has all of his
Is tested for germination and purity
leans extra cost and trouble, and he
t charge more for the guarantee.
re are few farmers who are inclined
ay this increased price.
ity tests

res

Own

Soap is its creamy softening lather
which cleanses and beautifies the skin
Doctors and nurses recommend Baby's

among the wheat" was

Own.

Albert Soaps Limited. Mfrs., Montreal

Sold everywhere.

Me8tj^°'-^^Sest/:":pu

FULL OF HEALTHFULNESS
Nature's own laboratory
furnishes the principal ingredient of

Wilsonls
INVOLIDS" M'OJiT

1

(a Ja Quuuk du

and that
grapes

Douro

is

P^na )

the choicest
in the

grown

District of Portugal; the blood-making
qualities of which are unequalled.

and nutritive

To

Douro grapes is
Cinchona Bark, the best of all

the undiluted essence of

added extract

of

nerve' tonics.

This scientific combination calms and strengthens the nerves, promotes appetite, aids digestion, enriches the blood and gives vigor to every
part of the body.
Big:

Bottle

Ask

YOUR

Doctor

All Druggists
H-4
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TWO EXCELLENT

BARGAINS
$11,000.00
Buys

100 acres, level sandy loam, with
Ijungalow, with coTiveiiiences,

teii-rodiiieil

ten
acres valuable timber, 15% acres
•peaches, 2 .Teres pears, 4 acres plums. GVi
acres clierries, 1 acre currants, 5 acres

strawberries, two acres lawtons, balance
general farming lanrl, good barn. $3000.00
down, balance 5% P^r cent.

$5,500.00
Buys

and

with

for

72 acres, sandy
fruit
sufficient
$:i. 000.00 down; it will
into this.

We

have

all

clay

loam,

own

pay you

to

use.

look

GERMINATION TESTS

kinds of fruit and grain farms

for sale at reastonable rates «ind

Our Farm Catalogue Free

terms.

for the

Asking.

Melvin Cayman, Limited
Investment Brokers'
St.

Catharines

-

Ontario

-

IMPROVED
r'Diiiwm^c WARRINCIR

STANCHION

Prof. F. G. Helyar of
Mt. HermaJi School, Mt.

Herman,
"

We

Mass., writes:

could not get along

without Warriner Stanch"
I

ions.

'

Send address

WALLAfK B.CRCMR.

let

for bookof information to

H.Forei.tvme.Conn..U.S.A.

Canadian orders flUed from Canadian factoryAll correspondence should be addressed to the home office.
State In Inquiry If you prefer booklet in French or English.

I 10

20

15

Yeai-s from now the Bisaell Silo will be
giving good service.
It is built of selected
timber, treated with wood preservatives that
prevent decay.
It has strong, rigid walLs,
air-tight doors, and hoops of heavy steel.
Tlierefore it lasts, simply because it can't
VL-ry well do anything else.
Our folder e.xii);nns more fully.
Dept. Y.

WRITE

BISSELL SILO
T. E.

BISSELL CO.,

Advts. also on pages

J.

B.

Ltd..

(j8,

Elora. Ont.
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MORIN'S

VIGORA
This reme<ly
broken wind,

cures

low

liorses
of
debility, skin

diseases, of the throat, bronchial

tubes or lungs, etc.

Mr.

J. B. .Morin:
Ancienne Loretfe.
Two of my horses were sick, one with broken wind,
the other with a veiy bad cough.
After having treated

them with Vigora
they

have

Robitaille.

I

recovered

Cutting a good crop of red clover. Three acres of alsike near Whitby, Out.,
owned by Mr. Thorndyke, threshed last month 45 bushels.

found them completely cured and
all
of their former vigor.— Elzear
Price 50 cents per bottle.

Ask your dealer for particulars of its
many uses. Write
J. B. MORIN, Wholesale Druggist
412 St. John Street
Quebec City. Que.. Can.

All dealers should have these tests made
upon buying, for their own protection and
to be used as a guarantee to the purchaser.
The farmer should obtain samples from
several reliable dealers, send them to an
analyst, and makes his purchases upon
the basis of germination and purity as
shown by these tests, taking into consideration the cost. Then, when the seeds
arrive on the farm they should be properly sampled and tested by the analyst.
These tests should be compared with the
tests of the samples furnished by the dealer, and if the two tests do not compare
favorably there are good grounds for a
complaint against the dealer.
Breeding plants in quite as intricate
and scientific as breeding animals, yet the
parent plant is seldom considered when
one is selecting his seeds. When picking a
good ear of corn from the crib one has no
index to the thrift or character of the
plant on which it grew. Was that ear produced on a light stalk bent over by its
weight because it was ten or twelve feet
above the ground, or was it four or five
feet from the ground on a thrifty, sturdy
stalk, well leaved to the top? It is extremely important to select seeds from
good characteristic parents.
I think everyone will agree with me in
the statement that a 75 per cent, germination test means a 75 per cent, crop, and
a 95 per cent, purity tests means five per
cent, weeds.
The home mixing of seeds has proved
successful simply because the farmer can
prepare mixtures, using the quantities of
the various kinds of seeds best adapted
to his conditions and uses, and each kind
may be properly tested. Under this class
would come hay meadows, permanent pastures, and various combinations for forage and for cover crops and green

manures.

EVERY FARMER SHOULD GET A LENS

Every farmer should know the

different

grass seeds so well that he can easily tell
one kind from another. With a little experience any one can recognize the different common grass seeds, such as timothy and redtop, but when any of the rarer
kinds are wanted, such as orchard grass,
meadow fescue and bluegrass, it is not so
easy to distinguish one from the other.
Timothy seed is less likely to be adulterated than any other grass, because it is so

readily recognized, but hulls or lightweight timothy seed should always be
looked for and avoided. Recleaned redtop
is a fine seed that is nearly always pure
and is readily recognized, but redtop seed
in the hulls should always be avoided as
there is no ready means of telling the proportion of hulls or the plumpness of the
seed.
It is well before purchasing to examine
the rare grass seeds with a small hand
lens, and the seed should be compared with
known samples or with accurate book cuts
to be sure of the correctness of the species.
Clover seeds are sometimes mistaken for
the true grasses, but there is no need of
this if one knows the botanical characteristics of the two classes of seeds.
The
grass seeds are always elongated and
somewhat tapering at the top, like oats,
while the point of attachment to the stem
is always at the base.
All of the clover
and alfalfa seeds are flattened and the
point of attachment is on one of the thin
edges. If this characteristic is noticed, no
one need mistake millet for alfalfa seed,
as was done by a farmer of my acquaintance, who ordered alfalfa through a local
agent.

don't sow millet for ALFALFA

When

preparing to seed down great
care should be exercised to secure as fresh
clover seed as possible, as clover is one of
the seeds which does not retain its vitality
long. The worst pest in all of the clovers
is the dodder, a small parasite vine that
feeds on the stems of the clover or alfalfa.
The seed of this can be recognized only by
carefully examining the seed with a lowpower microscope or a good hand lens.
There are several plants of the clover
genus whose seeds are very similar to the
cultivated clovers or to alfalfa that
should be looked for. The most common of
these is the yellow, or large, hop clover. I
have seen a field of this clover following a
supposed seeding of alfalfa. The alfalfa,
if any grew, had evidently been winter
killed, while the yellow clover proved more
vigorous and survived.
At the same time that one is selecting
seeds for the main crop he will do well to
carefully hand-pick a little seed for special sowing. When this has been carefully
selected as to size, uniformity and quality,
mark off a portion of land 264 by 16 ^^
feet, or one-tenth of an acre, and sow the
hand-picked seed in it. Of course the land

if)
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The Premier Cream Separator

care for part of next year's seeding. By
this method the quantity and quality of
crops can be rapidly improved.

THE IMPORTANCE OF A FANNING MILL
I do not believe that the fanning mill is
as generally used as it should be. The
bushel of wheat that weighs 62 to 63

pounds to the measured bushel is worth
more than that weighing 58 to 59 pounds.
One can come pretty near getting that
difference by putting on wind enough to
blow the lighter grain over, and by taking only one-third or one-fourth of the
heaviest he not only has the heaviest but
the most perfect kernels, for the flat or
irregular one will catch more of the wind
and be blown farther. With a modern- mill
this can be done in two operations, but
with the older ones three or four may be
necessary.

But what of

it?

One

Easily Understood

Entirely

British-Made
Easily Operated
'

Every Machine
Fully

Guaranteed

Easily Cleaned

will get

enough more for the balance, because of
its being clean, to more than pay for the

Tenslof thousands

work. The screenings will pay for it a
second time, and if the seed produces
gram that weighs only one pound more to
the bushel the first year it will pay one
hundred times for the work, and if it does
that, and also produces more bushels to
the acre, it will pay at the rate of two or
A
three hundred times for the work.
good fanning mill is one of the most
profitable machines on the farm.
Clean seeds should mean pure seeds (as
to variety and class) seed free from all
noxious weeds, and also seed free from
the seed (spores) of smut. In order to
prevent smut two precautions are necessary. First sow good seed from a crop
which has no evidence of smut and,
second, treat the seed by some method
which will kill the smut spores and leave
the germ in the seed uninjured. Oat smut
It is easily recogis a fungus disease.
nized by the dirty, black, powdery appearance of diseased heads.
In treating the seed grain, take as many
gallons of water as there are bushels of
oats to treat. For each twelve gallons of
water add one-fourth pound of concentrated formalin (forty per cent, solution
of formaldehyde in water).
Mix thoroughly. Spread the oats upon a clean floor
to a depth of about three inches. With an
ordinary sprinkling can or with the hand
from a bucket sprinkle the solution over
the layer of oats until the top is quite wet.
Stir with a rake or shovel, and repeat
sprinkling and stirring until the seed is
moistened, which will require about one
gallon of the solution to every bushel of
grain. After wetting, stir frequently until thoroughly dry.
All receptacles afterwards used to carry the grain out to the
field for sowing must be immersed in the
solution. If bags, immerse them in the
solution and then dry. The seedbox on the
drill should also be sterilized. The sooner
the seed is sown after treatment the

Send

for

in daily

use throughoutithe British Empire.

Catalogue containing further information.

The Premier Cream Separator

TREATING FOR SMUT
In treating wheat, take one-half pint
forty per cent, formalin to twenty-one
gallons of water. Immerse the grain in
this for about twenty minutes, sprinkle

and

stir

thoroughly

till

well moistened.
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If

some

requiring

of

ENGLAND'S

,

better.

Co.,

best

BUFF or WHITE
CAYUGA DUCKS, write

BLACK.

BLUE,

ORPINGTONS

or

stating full requirements

As

Breed

1

Special facilities

Them

My

at

Farm.

Also breeder of

for exportation.

pedigree

JERSEY CATTLE

and

BERKSHIRE PIGS

Harold Corrie
ENGLAND

Quobleigh, Eastleigh, Hants'.

BLU£ OKPIMUTUM CUCKKKKL
Bred by H. Corrie,
Xst

prize.

DAIRY SHOW.

Cables: Corrie, Fai; Oak, England.
'

When

writing, please mention this

Magazine."

1914.

Every piece of furniture shown in the
picture was made toy one of our readers who is strictly an amateur with
tools.

the

He experienced no

work and was

difficulty in
so well pleased that

he took this photograph, which he has
kindly allowed us to use.
There are four Books, Parts
•'Woort-n-orkitig

for

1,

Amateur

2,

3

aad

Craftsmen."

and have 51J pages,
98 working drawings,
223 illustrations.
printed on the best book paper, and durwill be sent
.ibly bound in handsome eloth
prepaid to any address for $2.00, or any one
volume postpaid for 50c.

They are

a

handy

size

;

The MacLcan

Publishing Co., Ltd.
Book Department

143-153 University Ave.,

Toronto

—

—
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GREAT SALE OF

BOOKS
150,000 Volumes
Offered at Less than one-third
of the Original Cost.

A

Book-lover bought for £3 2s. 9d.
books published at £16 14s. Among

them many new

A

copies.

bu)'er in Sheffield says:

"I

received

fied

my

the parcel of

books

am more than satisthem. They far exceed

last night,

and

with
expectations."

Write for the Catalogue today.

The Times Book Club
(The Largest Bookshop

in

the World)

380, Oxford Street, London, West

'AEGER
FINE,

PURE

^

WOOL

Jaeger Wool Under Garments are non-conductors of heat and cold so
that they are equally
comfortable in
any
weather.
Persons wearing Jaeger

Wool Under Garments

are not readily affected
by sudden changes of temperature and are much less
susceptible to colds.
While Jaeger Under Garments are probably the best
known of Jaeger Goods, yet
the same
comfort-giving
and health- p r e s e r V i n g

qualities are found in
Jaeger Sweaters, Jackets.
Coats, and the long list of
Jaeger Goods which are all
made of pure wool.
For Sale at alt JaegerStores

Dr. JAEGER

'^'^'^;itl°°"™ Co.Limiud

MONTREAL

TORONTO

WINNIPEG

How One

Shorthanded Farmer
By

The Dominion
this means

What

of

Made

It

JOHN ANDERSON
Canada has

to agriculture

called for .500,000 men for the great war.
during 1916 can only better be understood

by the man on the 100-acre or 320-acre farm who sees his labor problem.s
for the year looming big ahead of him,. The result in many cases will be that
farms will lie in grass, or go unsown, for what is the use of sowing where
help cannot be gotten to take the crop off? At any rate, it is ours to struggle
as resourcefully as we can, by the aid of our brains, our machines and our
natural resources. The few hints contained in this article will carry some
Editor.
ideas to the inixed farmer.

—

WHEN

Kitcheneer announced that
the European war was sure to
last for at least three years,
John Williams, a farmer living within six
miles of London, Ont., foresaw that the
farmer's big problem was the securing of
farm labor. There was no use complaining. The only thing to do was to plan his
work in view of the new conditions. When
in September following the outbreak of
the war, Williams' hired man enlisted,
the problem of labor on that farm as-

sumed an acute form.
Williams' money crop hitherto had been
his market garden crop, helped out by
poultry and butter making. He made up
his mind to continue working along the
old lines, but planned to work a somewhat
smaller area for his garden, but to grow a
few more hogs and to pasture a few cattle

He arranged his barn
for the market.
labor so that two hours night and morning
would allow ample time for all choring.
The remainder of the day he devoted to
ordinary farm operations, to butter-making and to marketing.
His dairy herd consists of eight carefully-selected grade cows. As far as possible he has these all freshen late in
October. By this arrangement he has the
major part of his dairying done in the
winter months when the fields require a
minimum of attention. He aims, further,
to have his chickens hatched in February.
By the end of March his old hens are sent
to market. The cows are fed a liberal ration of cornstalks, clover hay, mangles,
roots and oat-chop and oil-cake. The milk
is run through the separator and fed to
the hogs and poultry. Churning is done
twice a week and the butter and eggs are
marketed each week. The whole herd is
carefully watched so that loafers may be

detected and disposed of by being placed
in the fattening stalls.
The manure on this farm is protected
against leaching till it reaches the field.
The litter -carrier runs out into a shed
in summer it is dumped into the
manure spreader and in winter into a
sleigh. The liquid manure from the stable

where

runs into a cistern constructed for its reception. When the ground is bare this
liquid is conveyed to the knolls in the
fields by means of a stone-boat and barrel.
In the winter it is thrown over the sleighload of manure before it is conveyed to the
field.

About one-quarter of the uncultivated
land of the hundred acres is kept under
clover. On this part of the farm the best
parts are selected in rotation for market
gardening purposes. As soon as the hay
is removed from the clover sod, the sod is
manured and plowed late in the fall. By
plowing time this part of the meadow is
well carpeted with manure and has a rank
second growth.
This, along with the
liquid manure, leaves the field rich in
nitrogen and humus and in ideal condition
for truck growing.
The amount plowed
up for this purpose depends partly upon
the richness of the clover sod, partly upon
the prospect of having' the hay fed in the
winter, and partly upon the prospect of
securing help for the cultivation of the
crop.

POTATOES FOR HIS MONEY CROP
Potatoes are made the backbone of the
truck crop.
The early potatoes are
sprouted for early planting and are planted as soon as the growth promises to be
rapid.
The late potatoes are cut with a
potato cutter and planted with a planter
to which there is a commercial fertilizer

Incorporated in England in 1883 with British Capital for
the British Empire

GET A FARM OF YOUR OWN
TAKE
you wish.

20

YEARS TO PAY

Tlie land

will support you and pay
An immense area of the most fertile land
itself.
Western Caniul.i for sale at low prices and easy
terms ranging from $11 to .$30 for f.irm lands, witli
ample rainfall irrigated lands from .$85. Terms
One-twentieth down, balance within twenty years.
If

fi:r

in

—

In irrigation districts, loan for f:n-ni luiildlngs. etc.,
up to $2,000, also repayai)le in twenty years interest

—

Here is your opportunity to increase your farm lioldings by getting adjoining land
For literature
or secure your friends as neighbors.
and pnrticulars aplily to

only 6 per cent.

Allan Cameron, General Superintend 't of Lands
Desk 28. Dept. of Natural Resources C.P.R.
Calgary. Alberta

Go

A

wi

pl.inted

•Ulll

near Alameda, Sask.
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attachment. After planting, the surface
of the soil is kept stirred by the use of a
weeder. As long as a horse can get
through the rows comfortably the cultivaSpraying is done and
tor is kept going.
poisons administered by a power outfit.

No Danger to Operator

Sweet corn is sown for market purposes.
Sowing at intervals keeps up a supply for
the whole season. The stalks of this corn

The
are gathered for fodder purposes.
ears for market are gathered by a onehorse "Jumper" that is driven between
the corn rows. An ingenious adjustment
of the cultivator reduces the work of hand
hoeing to a minimum.
The plowing on

farm

mainly
done by a three-horse riding plow. Care
is observed to keep the share and coulter
this

is

The seeder is of
in the best of condition.
the wide, disk variety, and the harrows
three-horse
are the wide sweeps.
spring tooth cultivator is used for fining
the soil.
wide-cut mower and a tedder
prepare the hay for the hay loader and the
By using these implements no
slings.

A
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Perfect Control
Our Drag Saw Machine has
the
latest
improvements,
which makes it easy to operate, and without any clanger

A

Gives Satisfactory

operator.
It is built of
best materials, and can stand
maximum amount of work.
to

We

have

added

6 H.P, Engine
Results

a pressure

and also a handy device to hold the log for the

lever,

last cut.

A

difficulty is encountered in putting in
about thirty acres of farm crop, harvesting the same, cultivating ten acres of hoe
crop and harvesting about thirty acres
of hay, the only help required being the
farmer and a boy of ten and occasional
extra help as emergencies may demand.
The more help of the right kind the better, but Williams finds help about the
hardest of all things to secure and is
planning his work acordingly.

Three good farm horses, with the assistance of a stout driver do the work of
the farm.

A conveniently-situated implement
house shelters the farm machinery. The
shed is so arranged that any implement or
machine may be secured when it is required without disturbing other machinery. Odd hours in the winter supply time
for overhauling and fitting the implements so that there is no delay when machinery is required.
Seed grain during
the winter months is cleaned and labelled
for the spring sowing.

We have four kinds of circular saw machines. The most popular is our long
swing saw machine, as shown.
Built in two sizes, to cut three feet and four feet cordwood.
Our saw machines are noted for their strength and rigidity of frame, which is
es.=!ential for safe operation and maximum amount of work.
Send us your address and

EFFICIENCY IN HANDLING

A

ive

will

mail vou, free, our 70-page Book of
Moody's Labor-Saving{ Agricultural
Implements. It's free.

good deal of attention is paid to the
of getting through with work with

maxim

once handling.
For instance, when the
vegetables are being prepared for market,
the unshapely ones are set aside for the
cattle and hogs.
When the cattle are being fed the shapelier vegetables are set
aside for the market.
Seed potatoes are
selected as the potatoes are bagged for
sale.

Four brood sows are kept

in order that
a constant supply of hogs.
If
small pigs accumulate, a
ready market is found for them.
The
others are fattened and slaughtered on the
farm.

may be
too many

there

Williams has secured a steady line of
customers for his weekly sales.
With these arrangements are made for
purchasing goods before he leaves his
home. In this way he is able to plan his
load to advantage.
Further, he has no
annoying waits at the market and is able
to plan to an hour when he will be back
on his farm premises. This method saves
select

The Matthew Moody

&

Sons Company

Terrebonne, Quebec
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Demand

Big

for

Maple Products

"
The " Pure Maple Law

driving

is

— and

out

adulter-

you oan no w sell your pure maple
syrup and sugar at better prices than ever

ations

before.

exhausted, and 1916 will be an
unusually good year for you to get a big
shire of the profits that will be made on
high-grade m iple products.

The supply

is

THE CHAMPION EVAPORATOR
makes

the

hiehest-eriide syrup and sugar faster, easier
any other method.
is possible by

and at less cost than
Sold on easy terms.

Write to-day

for full information.

Grimm Manufacturing

Co., Limited
52 Wellington Street, Montreal

Strong

Hatch
Make

strong,, lively

by keeping your breeding stock healthy and vigorous.
cniclis

Olio cent a lien per month will put
your Hock in prime condition.
Pratts
Poulliy Regulator gently aids and
tones the digestive organs and converts

food

into strong,

liatcliahle

eggs.

Sold on our Money Hack Cluarantec.
25c. packages and larger money-saving
Mzes up to 25 lb. iiails, $2.50.

At

Pna^

(ill

rive.

Winter affords the time for trimming
up his five acre.s of orchard. Saws and
knives are kept in good repair and so
placed that odd hours may be readily
Part of the secret
utilized for pruning.
of keeping an orchard in good shape is
having the tools required for the various
operations. Part consists in keeping them
ready to hand but the greater part consists in having one's mind well made up to
use them as opportunity offers.
This fall Williams was surprised to find
that he was nearly as far ahead with his
work as he was the previous year and
this in face of an unusually trying season.
He has spent a little more on machinery
than he did other years, but he has spent

(li-alcrs.

l>OULTWtY
REGULATOR

He

has planned his work
more closely than he has done hitherto.
He has dropped farm operations that were
not paying their way and giving a profit
besides.
He has not produced as big a
bulk of produce but what he produced was
better in quality. He is resting land that
i§'not up to its best by pasturing it. In
this way he hopes to bring up his land
for the day when the war drums will
throb no longer and labor will be plentiful and the old slogan "Produce! Produce"
will be heard from every corner of the
world. In the meantime, his aim is quality first and quantity if possible.
The Canadian farmer at the present
less

on labor.

juncture,
sure of high fer-

and

tility

time for the farmer and assures the customers of the hour their goods are to ar-

who

is

THE BEST LINIMENT
OR PAIN KILLER FOR THE HUMAN BOOV

^

Caustic Balsam

disaster.

Ur

—It

the

present situation courageously and above
all who faces it thoughtfully has no occasion for fear.
If labor is scarce, prices
are sure to be good, for soldiers and manufacturing plants cannot subsist without
farm produce. If labor cannot be had it
will not need to be paid for and the farmer's expenses will be reduced by that con-

penetrat-

ii

in6

Human irio^n";
CAUSTIC

Q^^u
DOUJ

Perfectly Safe

and

ing.sootliiag

healing, and for all Old
11.^ Sorea, Bruises. or
Wounds, Felons
Exterior Cancers, Boili

and
Reliable Remedy
for

Sore Throat
Chest Cold

BAL.-^AM has

^^

as

erpial

Liniment.

a

Backache

We

would say
who buy it that

not contain

a

to
it

Neuralgia
Sprains
Strains

al

doc:

parlic!:

poisonous substance
and therefore no harrr.
can result from its ex
of

Lumbago

Persistent,
will cur
many old or chronic
ailments and it can be

ternal use.

Diphtheria

thorough use

Sore Lungs
Rheumatism

used on any case thsf
requires
an outward

application

and

with

all Stiff

perfect safety.

Joints

REMOVES THE SORENESS-STRENGTHEliS MUSCLES
Cornhill, Tex.— "One bottle Caustic BaUam did
my rheumatism more good than tl20.00 paid in
OTTO A. BEVICR
doctor'obiils,"
Pi ice St. 60 per bottle. Sold by druggJBts, or eont
by us cxpreag prepaid. Write for Booklet R.
the LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS COMPANY, Toronto, Can

CMflLLENQE
COLLARS

the least bit afraid of

The farmer who faces

HAS NO EQUAL

IT

P^M

hard work or who has not the gray matter that will furnish hard thinking and
sound planning had better seek another
sphere of usefulness. Possessed of these
essentials, he may be t'red at times but
he will not be worn out. In this he Has
a big advantage over the business man or
the professional man.
The season's work must be planned for
and each day's tasks arranged at least
one day ahead. The sharp spur of necessity demands this foresight. Yet when the
balance is kept true between thought and
action there will be but little likelihood of
loss to the farmer and less occasion for
the hurry that often is the forerunner of

i^

Gombault's

MADE
The Acme

IN

CANADA

Comfort is assured
to every wearer of
"CHALLENGE" Collars and Cuffs
of

They linve the same dull finish, texture
and fit as the best lineii collar, aud wou't
wilt or crack.

"Challenge" Collars can be cleaned
with a rub from a wet cloth.
Always smart always dressy^
If your dealer doesn't sell "Challenge"

—

Brand send us 25c
pair

lof

style

cuffs.

for collar or 50c for
You'll be delighted.
New

book sent free on request.

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF
CANADA, LIMITED
54-56 Fraser Ave.

TORONTO

siderable amount.

Power and Hand

Clipping Machines
—

For clipping Domestic Animals Horses, Mules,
Cows, Dogs, and Sheep Shearing.
Flexible
Shafts and Clipping

Machine

Parts.

" Gillette " Cutters are Unexcelled.
Enquire of and order through your dealer.

Gillette Clipping

Machine Co.

110-114 West 32nd

New

St.,

York, U.S.A.

Cost of

a

Farmers
Are Saving

Heifer

Investigations made by the U. S. Department of Agriculture indicate that the
average cost of raising a heifer on a dairy
farm in the northern and eastern sections
is about $61 at the end of her second year;
this includes an allowance of $7.81 for
labor. The heifer is given a credit of $8

for the

manure she produces.

Thus

it

appears that the dairy farmer in the section mentioned can not afford to raise a
heifer that is not worth more than $60
when two years old.

Money
Why

don't you?

Cost $4.00 to $6.00
per 1000— Hand or

Power Machines
Send for Catalog
for full

F,

particulars.

Farmers' Cement
Tile

Machine Co.

Walkerville, Ont.

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
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Planting Guide
Number

of Shrubs or Plants for an

No. of
Plants

Distance Apart.
inches
ill ches
X 1
i
X
inches
6
X 'J
inches
9

3x3

696,9C0
392,040
174,240
77,440
43,5G0
19,3C0
21,780

(j

1x1
2x1
2x22%
3x1
3x3
4x1
4x2
4x3
4x4
5x1
5x3
5x4
5x5
6x6
6%
7x7
9x9
IVa X

•>V,

X

3

X

3>/2

X

iu, s

5

X

5^4 X

X

S

X

10

X

n
1^:

13

X

X
X

15

X
X

16

X

14

lOVo X

n

X

IS
19

X
X
X
X
X
X

20
25
30
33

00

X
X
X

(16

X

40

m

foot

] i/j

feet
feet
ftet
feet
feet
2
feet
feet
oi/a feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
iVz feet
feet
f
feet
feet
feet
feet
51/2 feet
feet
eVa feet
feet
feet
8
feet
feet
10
11
feet
12
feet
13
feet
14
feet
15
feet
16
feet
WV2 feet
37
feet
18
feet
19
feet
20
feet
feet
25
.30
feet
feet
33
feet
40
feet
.50
feet
60
fifi
feet

Acre

10,&iJ0

,

6,9€0
14,520
7,260
4,S40
3,5oo
10,890
5,445
3,630
2,722
2,151
8,712
4,356
2,904
2,17S
1,742
1,417
1,210
1,031
8sl

PRIZE FRUITS
From Your Orchard Next

made of many orchards throughout the various provindicate that next season will be a big year for the
fruitgrower. The wise fruit-grower and farmer will get the best
his
Inspections

mces

orchard can produce by

Spraying Fruit Trees with the

East and

JUNIOR

X. L.

I.

Automatic Power Sprayer
The

680
537
435
SCO
302
257
222

I.

193
170
iro

X. L. Junior is made in three sizes. It consists of
a 3 H. P. Engine, cypress
tank, geardriven vertical cylinder pump, two 25 ft
leads of hose, two visible spray nozzles,
complete in all details.

1.50

134
120
lOS

I.X.L.

with lOO-gallon tank, $165.00

69
48

I.X.L. with. 150-gallon tank, $170.00

40

I.X.L.

Weight 450

27
IT

lbs.

with 200-gallon tank, $180.00

12
10

For orchards not suited
mend and sell the

to the

top-mounted machine, we recom-

West

a notable fact that previous to the
war, those young men who wished to have
an education outside the schools that could
be given them on the prairies of the West
travelled to Eastern Canada, as a rule,
Also the
to get that extra education.
leaders in Western schools, professions
and business have come from the East,
where they received their education.
After the war the East will not be able
to supply any surplus of educated men
from their colleges and they will have to
look to their own institutions or to the institutions across the border for men to
fill
these positions.
That means that
Western ideas will filter into the peonle
far more thoroughly than they do at present.
It also means that a great n:any
of the foreign-born will have been educated and come into these places to mould together the nationalities that live out on
the prairies. A great many people think
that the East and West should understand
each other far better than they do, and
that the attitude taken by the Eastern
man, that he owns the Western country as
his own preserve, should be dispelled, and
that the Western man should get this out
of his head that the real East wants to
exploit him.
If the two could get together and agree for their mutual advantage there is no doubt about it but that the
national life of Canada during the next
20 years will be one of the finest things
in the history of the world.
It is

Season

Pontiac Special
made with two

sizes of tanks.

Power Sprayer
Write

for prices

and complete

description.

The

I.X.L.

Vegetable
or Potato
Sprayer
IS equipped with the same
engine
and pump as the orchard sprayer;

wheels; adjustable axle,
to straddle rows
will
spray 8 nozzles at 200-lbs.
steel

so as

;

pressure.

This machine

can be used for orchard
spraying by attaching;
spray poles to hose.
Made in lOO-gallon
tank sizes.

/

/

/

eanadi..
Spra.ver

Co

Trenton, Ont

Price Complete
Sirs:

Ktndly send
your
book

$200.00.

Spraying.

We have prepared a book on "Prize Fruits and Vegetables from Your
Orchard and Garden," free to the farmer and fruitgrower. It describes
insects and diseases and tells when and how to spray.
Write for a copy
Fill out the

Name

coupon.
Prov.

Canadian Sprayer Co., Trenton, Ont.

Size of orchard

.

nie
oi

Growing Red Clover
A hike

and Alfalfa Also do Well
tion

WHILE

in old

visiting a farmer's home
Ontario last summer, the

farmer questioned me by saying,
for place is it anyhow up there?"
Pointing to a field of clover he said, "Can
they beat that for hay?" When I informed him that our clover in the north
was fully 30 per cent, better than his, he
appeared quite surprised and seemed
even inclined to doubt my word. Just here
I produced a few photographs that I had
taken only a few days ago. After looking over these photographs in a hay-field
over 400 miles north of Toronto he began
in earnest to ask questions about the

"What

Great Clay Belt.
The accompanying photographs were
taken on the farm at Monteith in an 18acre field of red clover, which yielded in
the first crop alone, fifty-four tons,of cured
hay. Previously this field was sown to
barley and seeded dovoi with red clover at
the rate of eighteen pounds to the acre.
The barley did remarkably well, matured
early, and was cut in the beginning of
August. We had considerable difficulty
in. getting the barley dry on account of
the fact that the spring clover did so well
that the butts of the sheaves were perfectly green. Some of the clover was out
in blossom and the heads were sticking
under the bands of the shelves.
When the barley was cut one could see
no stubbles. The whole field appeared perfectly green within a few days, and as we
had plenty of pasture it continued growing throughout the month of August until
it was a foot or more high. At this time
we thought it advisable to cut it down
with the mower, which we did some time
during the first week in September. The
clover "was left lying on the ground, and
as we had cut it as high as we could set
the mower, it soon shrivelled up and settled out of sight among the growing
stalks.

Early

grown

in

November when

it

again had

to be several inches high,

we

re-

ceived our first snow storm, which covered the ground to a depth of 18 inches.
The ground was not frozen at this time

— Results of Experiments on the Demonstra-

Farm

By

In the Clay Belt

at

Monteith, Ontario

R.H.CLEMENS

and even as late as December 18 one could
kick off the snow and pull up young clover
by the roots. At this time the temperature of the soil at the surface ranged
from two degrees below freezing to four
above. A foot down in the soil the temperature was several degrees warmer.
However, long before spring the surface
of the ground had become frozen solid in
most places, although the snow was about
three feet deep.
During the first week in April we received a few warm days and by the eighth
of April the snow was almost completely
gone from the open fields. The clover
field appeared quite black in comparison
with the white snow which had been with
us continually for five months, but on examining more closely we found that the
leaves were merely brown and only the top
leaves at that. Just then we received a
shower of rain which washed the dead
leaves down and the whole field of clover
appeared green from end to end. It
seemed as if it had merely been having a
long, quiet sleep. It appeared as if every
clover stalk in the field had awakened,
for in eighteen acres one could not find
even the smallest patch of dead clover. In
counting the stalks, we found that there
were from ten to fifteen stalks per square
foot.

By the middle of June the clover was
scarcely out in head at all, but it was making a most remarkable growth. At that
time Old Sol apepared to be especially
generous to us, for it was possible to read
a paper from four o'clock in the morning
until nine o'clock at night.
The clover
was in full bloom by the end of the first
week of July and by the second week odd
heads were beginning to turn brown, but
so many new ones were just coming on
that one scarcely knew when to cut. It
was now fully 28 inches high over the
whole field and in places it was several
inches higher and nearly approaching
three feet.

The field appeared as one dense mass
of crimson heads. One could scarcely wish
One would think
to see a prettier crop.
that New Ontario was the very home of
It seems to do better
the clover plant.
here than in Old Ontario and one peculiarity is that it goes to reed with the first
crop. New Ontario produces some of the
finest clover seed in the province. The
heads are full of seed, and the seed is very
large and plump.
This 18-acre field of hay when cut
yielded over three tons per acre of cured
hay in the first crop. Owing to clover doing so well in the district, we were obliged
As hay
to plow under the second crop.
sells from $20 to $30 per ton in New Ontario it would appear that we could do
worse than grow hay in the Great Clay
However, there is more than hay
Belt.
be had from clover. The
bound to claim one's attention, and especially after seeing how
profusely it comes in bloom and drops
seed wherever a stalk is left by itself. Already New Ontario bids well to being the
best clover seed district in the province.
Clover-seed clubs have been formed and
the seed being especially large and plump
brings a very high price on the market.
Other clovers seem to do well, too; such
as alsike and alfalfa, and thus we have
another source of revenue from clover,
and that is in the production of honey.
So far very few bees have been brought
into the north country, but from reports
in different parts one is inclined to think
that bees can be kept at a profit. In 1914,
one hive on the Monteith farm yielded
one hundred and forty pounds of honey,
and last year the same hive did very mucn
better, and has exceeded two hundred
pounds.
Although red clover does well here, most
legumes seem to be quite at home and very
large yields of peas have been reported
But other crops do
in various places.
well, too, and fall wheat, oats, barley and
roots of all kinds do remarkably well over
the whole district.

and pasture

to

seed business

is

1

1

31P*
••h

,

/

i
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This IS-acre

hay yielded over three tons per
acre of cured hay in the first crup.
field

of

Grain

crops also

do

remarkably well over the whole
district
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Gasoline Engines
By R. M.

with

GORDON

— As

nearly every farmer is no\i: operatmay save him many
oXlara to understand the working principles.
% case 0/ trouble, as is often the case, it will
Any one who
s wise to knoiv just what to do.
ishes questions relating to poiver machinery
get full information through the expert in
horge of this work. Write on one side of the
aper only and send your proper name and
a gasoline engine, it

m

—THE

EDITORS.

Heat

B. T. U.

measured by the British Thermal

is

uit, or, as abbreviated, B,
T. U.
This is
le quantity
of heat required to raise one
ouud of water one degree in temperature,
xperimenting has demonstrated that you
lUSt impart at least one B. T. U. of heat to
ater after the 212 mark is passed to enable
e steam to lift one pound in weight 778
or 10 lbs. In weight 77.8 ft., or 100 lbs.
weight 7.78 ft. Therefore one B. T. U. is
[julvalfnt to 77S foot-pounds.
The burning
t one pound of coal gives sufficient heat to
Use temperature of 14,000 lbs. of water from
; to
G3 degrees, or in other words, the coal
.,

One B. T. U. can
Ives out 14,000 B. T. U.
Use 77S lbs. one foot, therefore one pound
f coal can raise 14,000 x 778, or 10,892,000 footouuds; this amount of power would raise
000 lbs. 1,056 feet.

ALCOHOL AS A FUEL
The following facts concerning the use of
leohol as a fuel for gasoline engines are the
suit of experiments by various governments.

Practically every engine on the market
operate with alcohol fuel without
structural change whatever, with proper
Alcohol contains approxilanlpulation.
(2)
lately .6 of the heating value of gasoline
y weight, a small engine requiring 1.8 times
much alcohol as gasoline per hour. In
9
)me cases carburetors designed for gasoline
not vaporize all alcohol supplied, thus raisig the figures just quoted. (3) The absolute
icess of alcohol consumed over gasoline or
erosene will be reduced by any change that
111 increase the thermal efficiency of the eu1)

)-day can
ly

ine.

(4)

Made

plates

of
about

Box 1126

Freeport,

r,o.v.

TOOPE & CO.. 44

111.

pay the freight on this engine
you buy direct from the factory

will

at

Our Expense

during this month. We will also give
you our lowest CASH price and a GUARANTEE
that the engine is of faultless construction, thai,
it will generate its full rated brake test horsepower and do all the work that any engine of its
size can do.
We will ship it on thirty days' trial
FREE. We could not afford to make this offer if
we did not know the engine was "A.l. and O.K.,"
steady, powerful and a light fuel user.
It comes
mounted on skids, with the direct-connected pumpjack.
You can remove the pump-jack and use a
driving belt on other machinery.
The particula
size we specialize on for this offer is 1% h.p., weighs boO
pounds, and is the cheapest of the stronger and better
built gasoline engines of its class.
It is complete with
pump-jack, skids and battery.
You need an engine
you know you do. Think of the hard work it will save
you, and the slight expense of running it. Requires no
experience and will save you the labor of many a tiresome
No more pump-handle gymnastics in all kinds of
job.
weather, if you have this woiiderful little $6.5 engine.
It runs at the trifling fuel cost of only 4c to 5c per hour.
169 sold from July to December and not a single complaint.
This proves you take no risk. Our guarantee is
"30 days' trial— Satisfaction or no sale." If there's a
dealer in your town, ask him, if not, write us direct.
Cut out the coupon Fill it in Post it to us TO-DAY.
You know us established 25 years Send the coupon
now and you will never regret taking this opportunity.
the demonstration is at our expense.
It costs you nothing

—

—

—

—

Perhaps the most important use
tor the TORONTO, Jr., is for
pumpiiife water for the water
system whicli supplies water up-

and

less

summer and
and

Is

for

wfishing

coldi

Winter, for Are hose
sprinkling and wagon

Churning is a necessary job on the
farm; better done by the Toronto, Jr.,
engine than by hand.

Another tedious job perfectly done by
the Toronto, Jr., engine is turning the
Cieam Stparator.

—

TORONTO,

The

is a strong pumper,
gear piunp-jack or
cut shows how a
to work by hand or by
be connected up with y

Jr.,

with either direct
with belt.
This
.

pump made
power can
our

TORONTO,

/

'

engine.

Jr.,

_

Water

Pump

JUNIOR

dangerous

The exhaust

and down, hot and

stairs

—

vaporization and by increasing to some
About ten per cent,
lore power can be obtained by using alcohol
ver gasoline, but is gained at the expense
of fuel.
f greater consumption
(6) Because
f increased output an alcohol burning engine
hould sell for less per horsepower than gas
Storage of
ngines of the same class.
(7)
(8)

Siepney Sq., Stepner. London
England

30 Days' Free Trial

itent the compression. (5)

easier

Hot Water

and

Air

incubator heated by one f!ame.
iVill outlast three of the best
incubators of any other make.
Catalogue free. Send a postal

lete

fuels.

Hot

a

This efficiency can be gained when

much

lumber.

Rotproof and Ver-

minproot,
I't-ifcct moist air system.
Compound heated', comprising

peratlng with alcohol by altering the conTuctinn of the carburetor and to make com-

leohol is
lan other

(Patented)

asbestos

of

Fireproof,

R.

SHOEMAKER

if

MEANING OF

colored

ISc.

C. C.

WE

ddress.

many

fowls true to life. It tells all
chickens, their prices, their care, diseases and remedies. All about Incubators, their prices and their operaand
tion.
All about poultry houses
how to build them. It's an encyclopedia
of chickendom.
You need it. Only

Nute

tg

TOOPE'S ASBESTOS HEN INCUBATOR

This new book has 200 pages

ShoemaKer^.

Some Familiar Terms Really Mean

Vhat

83

/^^

less

ffenslve, engine no harder to operate, the
iterior does not become sooty, there should
e no undue corrosion of the interior when
leohol Is used in preference to gasoline or

/
/

erosene.

^^

Dear

Sirs:—

i'lcase ship me,

KEROSENE AS A

on 30 days'

FUF>L

Trial,

Kerosene

is a

good power

fuel as

compared

because It is cheaper, not so
angerous to handle, does not waste in evapratlnn. and because it is easy to purchase,
'ractically
every engine built for gasoline
111
burn kerosene T\-ithout change. A little
•ater sprayed with each charge into the inike aids in isnitLon and combustion of keroWhen
ene, and
eliminates offensive odor.
nrning kerosene cylinder should be run from
This fluid will give
to 80 degrees hotter.
etter results under about 70 to SO pounds
er square inch
compression
than
under
twer,

rO

FIGURE HORSE POWER OF ENGINE

There are many ways of figuring the borseower of an engine, but most of them involve
le use of delicate instruments with which the
I'erage farmer is not acquainted.
A simple
d fairly accurate rule is as follows:
Mulply the square of the cylinder diameter in
ches by the stroke in inches by the reTolu3ns per minute, and divide by 16,000.
For
ample, take a single cylinder 5 in. diameter,
Poke 7 In., revolutions per
minute,
700.

one

paid,

gasoline,

'1th

/r.o*

A

Cut Out The

65
^H

^m

J^m
^^^^^^
^^^^^ ^^^^^r
^^^^
i

Coupon
The Coupon attached
ent when ordering,
hodies
gives

/J"
^«
V
/

tL:S
conveiy-

is

it

era

au
our "guarantee"
shipping
destination.

j

V

*^

is

Jr.,

1%

FREE

freight

pre-

TOUONTO

h.p.

Casoline

Engine as per description,
terms and guarantee in this

advertisement, to in.v nearest
R.R. Station, as given nere. It
understood that at the end of

30 days

am

to send cheque or
for $65, or return the
engine, "freight collect" at Toronto.
I

Money Order

The Price— $05— is a special inducement ^
Please use it.
••«^
with our prepaid freight guarantee, 30 D.VYS' FREK
Op
know our goods are all we
absolutely
TRIAL. We
^ ^f'
Name
claim them to be, and no faimer or power user
can get better goods or better service or better >
It
'
Address
terms than from this old-fashioned house.
would be a good plan to give us the size of •/'
vour fai-m, niunber of cattle, etc., and kmds y jiy*
Nearest R R Station
*i^
of work, besides pumping, you could use an
engine for. This will enable us to judge
'.
Plea.^e also send me catalog and particulars of the
the size of engine you require i""'! ^'«
following additional farm machinery
may be able to gi.fe you some pointers^
that will save you money.

/

^^

^^^

^

.^

.

q

V^
Jv

/

/O"

:

.
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Buy Now
AND SAVE

Square

of

diameter

X 7 X 400

5 X 5

number

tberefore

5,

H.P.

If

engine,

then

multiply

IG.OOO
cyliiuler

four

x

5

is

= 4%

it

is

a two or

by

the

5x5x7x4.00x2

WHAT TO DO WHEN ENGINE

of rvlinders. tbus
16,000

= 8%

H.I".

Another rule is as follows: Let D equal
diameter of oylinder in inches, L length of
stroke in inches, R nnmljer of revolutions per
minute, and "N nnmlier of cylinders.
PourX

I)

would

cycle

L

X

R

N

X

be

equals

H.P.

16,000

delivered.

THREE KINDS OF HORSE POWER
Indicated

Champion
Champion

1
i

each

1
I
1
1
1

i

in.

and

7/16

8 in.

Round Shank

Drills 3/16,

1/4, 5/16, 3/8,

$20.85.

Freight paid Old Ontario for
For delivery in New Ontario and as far West as
Winnipeff, add One Dollar for freitht.
Customers
pay freight from Winnipeg West.
v\ rittij day Dcpt.
aiaiur.u^; I'ree.

FEATURES—

3 —BIG
I

Limcted

CANADA

HAMILTON.

3

Combined in no other SHOCK ABSORBER.
There is a bie advantage in the

1—TELESCOPING DUST CAP— It"ducks"
the lender. The TELESCOPING DUST CAP makes room for
2— LONGER and STRONGER SPRINGS—

the blow of

which give the

TEMCO

a big, exclusive adBut not only are they

vantage over others.

LONGER AND STRONGER SPRINGS, but
they
DOUBLE SPIRAL
are
SPRINGS, and made

ol

Crucible Vanadium Steel.
couldn't
be
longer.

genuine
_

They

They

couldn't be stronger.

3— RADIUS LINKS prevent
Most SHOCK ABSORBERS
wayortheother, but

is

of

gine.
tion

If

from

indicated

and

brake

AND

A TRACTOR

side-sway.
one

In comparing the pulling power of a horse
and tractor it is necessary to use a traction
dynamometer, an instrument placed between
the source of power and some immovable object.
The indicator then registers the output
of pull.
It is difficult to measure the pull
of a horse, inasmuch as no two horses can
do exactly the same amount of work, and too.

more

the horse is
horse is able to exert two
average power for a short
tractor lias no such great
but is normal at all times.

or three times Its
distance, while a
overload capacity,

The horse equiva-

power of a tractor is considerably less
its drawbar horse-power and represents
the number of actual farm horses that a
tractor can replace in every-day work.
To
compute this, divide the drawbar pull exerted
by a tractor traveling at two miles an hour
by 200. If the tractor shows a drawbar pull
of 1,000 pounds at that speed its horse-power
will be equal to that produced by five animals
of average size.
than

"lop"

RADIUS

A

lent

TRACTION POWER FOR HAULING

TEMCOS are uncom-

promisingly erect.
LINKS hold them straight.
give the utmost

flexible in its exertions.

The

traction
of course

power

necessary

for

haul-

compare with them. REMEMBER, TEMCOS
Require no oiling or adjusting.
less.

much less than for plowing
or breaking.
The tractive effort on various
surfaces, which means the amount of pull or
push to move wheeled vehicles on level roads
is given by Norris as follows:
On rails or

LOOK SHARP, Mr. Dealer, and see
TEMCO SHOCK ABSORBERS and

hardwood,

VTEMCOS
smooth
fully.

Let your competitor

sell

in
riding.
They satisfy
There is really nothing to
are triction-

that you sell
not trouble.
trouble but you sell

Temcos.

THE CANADIAN TEMCO SALES CO.
INGERSOLL.

ONTARIO

ing

is

plates, 5.16 lbs. per ton weight; asphalt or
12.24; macadam, 30.00; loose gravel,
150 to 200, and Ion sand about 400 lbs. per ton
weight.
If necessary to haul a wagon train
weighing ten tons over a macadam road, it
would require a draft of 306 pounds.
To
move the same weight through sand would

take 4,000 pounds draft.
It has been proven
that a hiorse-power is equivalent to a draft
of approximately 187 lbs., at the rate of two
miles an hour. On a good surface, a drawbar
pull equivalent to that exerted by two horsei

GRASSELLI

First, see that the gasoline feed is alright,
plenty of gasoline in the tank, feed pipe filled!
gasoline pump working, and then, if valves
are all in working order, perhaps there may
be dirt in the feed reservoir, or the pijic
leading from it may be stopped up. If everything is right SB far, examine the valves to
see that they work freely, and do not get
stuck from lack of good oil, or from use of
poor oil. Raise them a few times to see if
they work freely.
Carefully observe if the
air valve is not tight in the sleeve of gas
valve. If there is no spark, clean the platinum
points.
This will be done by throwing out
the switch and cutting a piece of pine oneeighth inch thick and one-half inch wide

and rubbing

OLDEST

and

GRASSELLl-Sulphate

40

TO REMOVE RUST
Rust may

be removed by immersing
the
several days, in water tlo
which a
sulphuric acid has been added
with a
piece of z nc firmly attached
to the 'iron so

piece for
little

•vi^h
Mth
oil

move

Chemical

Co.

Toronto

Hamilton

Montreal

^.'"'^
remains in contact
S °^^ ".^ alum
Powdered
in siruug vincKar
emery is also used to re-

rust.
Kerosene or turpentine
on the stained or rusted portion over ifn
will soften the rust so that it
may be

moved by

left
"re-

the use of a fine emery cloth, followed by piolishing powder.

HOW

TO TEST IGNITION SYSTEM

When

a battery ignition system is used and
engine does not run regularly, the first thing
to look for is to see if there is a
spark at
the spark plugs.
Remove these from th«>
cylinder and connect to the secondary wires.
Lay on the cylinder castings in such a way
that the brushing intended to be screwed into
the cylinder is touching, but the insulated
terminal at upper end is not.
Turn engine
over slowly by hand and see if there are any
sparks betiween points.
If there is no sign
of current, look for a broken wire, a defective
ground connection, Ijoose battery terminals,
broken battery connections, or lack of current
at battery.
The method of testing dry cells
is shown in Figure 1.
Each shell is tested in
turn by a small watch-size testing instrument,
easily obtained from a merchant handling electric supplies.
This will indicate the available

current
strength
in
amperes.
Dry cells
should read at least 6 or 7, and better, 8
amperes.
Spark plugs may be rendered inoperative by cracked insulation or by deposits of carbon around the electrode.

Res/stance

.

Limited

if
It.

of tartar, or fine

Write Us

Grasselli

may
com

HOW TO CONNECT BATTERIES

Tester

To

It

trifle to

wire should pass from carbon of No. 1 to
copper of No. 2; from carbon No. 2 to copper No. 3, etc.; always from copper to carbon
never from copper to copper, or from carbon
to carbon.
Wire from last carbon to spark
coil and from cioil to switch and
from switch
to one of the connections on the
engine
Wire
from cupper of No. 1 to the other
connections
^" wiring, always scrape the
o^H
ends of/J",^'"*-.
the wire clean and bright,
where the
«)nuection is to be made with
any other

GRASSELLI— Free Nicotine. 40%
GRASSELLI— Paris Green

The

between the points.

A

BEST

of Nicotine,

it

be necessary to push cam out a
pensate for wear.

SPRAY PRODUCTS
GRASSELLI— Lime-Sulphur Solution
GRASSELLI— Arsenate of Lead. Paste and
Powdered
GRASSELLI— Bordeaux Mixture, Paste

STOPS

There are one of four things the mattercompression, spark, gas supply or valves.

horse-

amount

of friction lost in the enwe deduct the power lost by fricall other causes, such as bearings

the

HORSE

OisrniBUTORS

FACTORY

power

DRAWBAR PULL OP

"M"

HALLIDAY COMPANY,

amount

and gears and the power necessary to propel
the engine, we have the drawbar horse-power.
As a general rule, this is about 2-3 of the
actual brake power, but is governed by outside friction, hard to compute.

ALL EXACTLY AS ILLUSTRATED
WE SHIP C. O. D. ON APPROVAL

The

between

ference

1/2 in.

>

the

motor

Fan Lever Forge.
Post Drill.
Oval Slide Vise. 34 in. jaws, weight 18 pounds.
Champion .^nvil; weight 50 pounds, with hardie.
Blacksmith Hammer.
1 Farriers Hammer.
Farriers Knife.
1 pair Fornins Tongs.
pair Shoe Tongs.
1 pair Farriers Pincers.
Hot Cutter Head.
1 Cold Cutter Head,

1

is

losses in friction of the working parts of the
itself.
It is the power actually delivered
to the crankshaft or belt pulleys of the motor,
and the one generally used by farmers in
computing the actual power obtained. Drawbar horse-power is the amount of power actually exerted in doing useful work.
The dif-

Regular Store Value $27.00, $30.00
BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS FREE
1

power

horse

energy developed within the cylinders of any
heat engine, but it does not give the actual
power developed by the motor because of
mechanical losses.
Brake horse-power represents the indicated horse-power less the

GET READY FOR SPRING
SPECIAL OFFER $20.85

would be sufficient to pull the same as a 5
or 6 horse-power tract<or. On uneven surface
where twenty horses would be necessary a
tractor with a 35 or 40 horse-power mo'tor
would do the same work.

D/aphra^m
Chon^Ser

:

:
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Calculating Rations
Farmei's who feed livestock, in these days of
high-priced feeds and dear meat, recognize
that they are more than ever bound to stu<i.v
the constituents of the feeding stuffs at their
disposal. A man may say that ho knows how
to feed cattle better than any book can tell
hini, or he may argue that he can turn out
fat pigs cheaper than anybody else without
consulting others. It may be quite true. He
may have bern taught well in his practice
by some good feeder, or he may have hit
upon a very balanced ration that suits the
But the fact remains that he
great average.

Buy a Cockshutt Plow
Any Cockshutt Plow you buy

will cost you less in the long run than any other, because
built of the very best ami strongest materials, tested over and over again; it is
designed from long, practical experience, so it does its work RIGHT; it will stand years
and years of the hardest kind of usage. That's why more farmers want Cockshutt Plows
it

is

than

all

other

makes combined.

feeds right.
this man lnt,> a different barn "with
different fodder at his hand, and how will
he figure out a ration that will save him
money? And this is just what the farmer ot
Xo two years are just
to-day is up ag.iinst.
alike in the roughages that are in our barns,
that
are at our disposal.
concentrates
the
and

Put

Cockshutt Ontario Footlift
Sulky

it takes some study and a knowledge
chemistry to figure out this, and the avei-his own expcr'
man
is satisfied to try
age
irci'is or else ask some other's advice.
Yet the computing of these rations is not so
difficult a thing as is supposed, provided a
is
given to the subject, as
little attention
explained in such books as 'Henry on Feeding,'

But

of

—

etc.

Let us look briefly at some of the common
terms used.
NUTRIENTS, is the term applied to all
food ((onstituents or groups of such foods that
That is a term
aid in supporting animal life.
understand.
The word
that anybody cm
nutritious is a common one and means that
the food has considerable and easily digestible nutrients in it.
Now the nutrients that are in food are those
substances that are used by the animal in
building his body or sustaining the body and
These are generally classed
body functions.
under the names, crude protein, the carbohydrates and fat.
Digestible nutrient means that part of each
nutrient which is digested and taken into
the body.
A Balanced Ration is one that gives the
in
such proportion and
several nutrients
amount as will properly and without waste
nourish a given animal for 24 hours.
A maintenance ration is one that furnishes enough but no more of each and all,
the nutrients to maintain a resting animal
so that it will neither gain nor lose.
Tables are given in the text books showing
the composition of the various foods found in
Canada, with the amounts of nutrients present
ill
These tables als« give the digestieach.

and either Knife Colter,

Cockshutt Beaver Gang Plow
Three horses and a half-grown boy can do more and
better plowing with this light-draft Oang than two
men with four hoi-.ses and two walkin*g plows.
There's your chance to make money!
The levers are
very easy to operate, and they give absolute control of
your plow and its work on up-and-down or stubborn
ground.
A perfect giant for strength. Supplied in
various bottoms, also with Knife or Rolling Colter or

good

Jointer, as desired.
,.
|

Cockshutt Walking Plow No. 21
Without a doubt the mrst popula'walking plow in Canada.
The extra
leverage
given by the long handles
makes the work easy. This plow -will
please you at a glance, and there's
more than a man's lifetime of good hard
service in it.
Knife Colter, extra share
and wrench.

of these nutrients, so that a man may
calculate from thfem just what he wants to feed
to keep, for instance, his 1100 lb. milk cow
up to the mark in producing her 25 lbs. of
4 per cent, milk per day.
bility

There are other things that must be taken
calculating
rations.
intio
account also, in
These things are
Suitability

Here's a Plow that a boy can do a man's work with,
so easy to use.
A slight pressure on the foot lever
brings the mould beard out of the furrow or sets it to
work again. Or yon can set it to rise automatically if
working in rough ground. It's' a pleasure to use the
Ontario Footlift Sulky it gives uniform plowing, in
any kind of soil, meaning uniform growth and ripening
of crops.
Fitted with either wide or narrow bottoms,
Rolling Colter or Jointer, as desired.
it's

l.et us send you, to-day, pamphlet and full information about
these or any of the Cockshutt Plows.
We make 120 kinds, so
there is sure to be one to suit you exaetly.

Cockshutt Plow Company,

of feeds.
of the feeds.

Brantford,

Bulkiness
Mineral matter.

I'alatability of feeds.
Variety of feeds.
Cost of the feeds.

Length

of

Limited

Ontario

Sold in Eastern Ontario, Quebec and Maritime Provinces by

The Frost

time for fattening.

& Wood

Smiths Falls

Company, Limited

Montreal

St.

John

Hints on Rations
Henry
hints on
;'.dvice to

in

Mature
being

unless

it

some
good

flollow
idle horses

sheep

may he

his feeding standards gives
will be

computing rations that

fed

and mature cattle and
maintained at constant weight,
roughages

chiefly or entirely on
is of poor quality, when

some grain

must be used.
Horses at work should be given 2 to 3 lbs,
of feed (roughages and concentrates combined)

daily per 100 lbs. live weight,
centrates ranging from 10 to 18 lbs.

Dairy
2

lbs. of

cows in milk should be fed about
dry roughage or 1 lb. of dry rough-

age and 3 lbs. of silage daily per 100 lbs. of
weight, with sufficient concentrates in
addition to bring the rations up to the
standard for nutrients.
Fattening steers should receive 2.3 lbs. or
more of concentrates and dry roughage (or
the equivalent in silage) daily per 100 lbs.
live weight,
the allowance for concentrates
being from less than 1 lb. to 1.7 lbs. or more
depending on the rate of gain desired and the
character of the roughage.

Fattening lambs will consume about 1,4
of dry roughage daily when fed all the
they eat, and up to 3 lbs. or over
when the grain allowance is restricted.
Ibg.

It

the con-

live

grain

The Boy Mechanic

The Great Book of 700 Things
for Boys to Do

gives complete directions for making all things boys lovs to build
and will help greatly to educate him into usefulness.

700 Articles— 480 Pages— 800

Illustrations

(7x10)

clearly printed on high-grade book paper and durably bound in cloth.
The
cover is of an attractive design in four colors showing a boy building a small boat. There
are ten solid pages of index alone. Neither care nor expense have been spared to make
this the greatest boys' book published, and to enable as many boys as possible to have one,
the price has been made absolutely as low as possible. It would be difficult to think of a
waj^ of investing $1.50 that would benefit a boy as much as through the purchase of one
of these books.
It

is

Sent pottpaid to any address upan receipt of price— $1.50.
The Book Department

The Maclean Publishing

Co., Ltd.,

143-153 University Ave., Toronto, Ont.

All-Year

Round Guide For Poultrymen

The Leading Data Necessary for the Making of Money Out of Eggs and Meat.
The Story as Told by a Man Who Makes a Big Increase Yearly at the
Business. Poultry Success Points to Ability Every Time
Under Hens: Have nest box roomy, not less
18 Inches square; put a piece of sod in
bottom 'and clean straw on top, to form the
uest.
Set hen on china eggs for several days
llian

By Lewis N. Clark

to
make sure that she will set faithfully:
fasten her in nest box for the first day oitwo, letting her out once a day to feed. Have
grit, feed and water where she can get at it,
and dust her thoroughly with a good Insect
powder three times during each setting, be
fore giving her the eggs, on the fifth day,
and on the tenth day.
If the chicks get
head-lice, apply a little carbolated vaseline
to the head and under the wings of each

crumbly, but not sticky. Feed only
what
they will eat up la above five
minutes at
each feeding. Have a fountain of
fresh
water always before chicks, and a small pure
bouper, or cigar box, containing,
in
separate
is

compartments,

the
'^"'°'^' '•^ ^ell as water.
a dish that they can get
into.
If chicks are hen-hatched, so much
cire
'^^ ^° feeding, but If they
'^5f /i^.^^A".''^"
^° ^^'^ ^av, the chicks will make
.!;!,
?
splendid growth.
When reared by a hen
keep hen and chicks free from lice.
nn"^r.„T'l''
i''^-';,,"!"
Do
not feed
milk in

chick.

Two Weeks

In Incubators:

running evenly
the eggs.
first

Keep

week,

See that the incubator is
102 degs. before putting in
temperature at 102 degs. the
degs. thereafter, except last

103

or

it

—

a

damp

cloth,

and dried carefully.

if

'r-^s -^^ mois7mi^sh
4 weeks old, if the
chicks well-feithered

and put into warm boxes, preferably
in
colony-house.
Also, at this age whole
7«'-'^^'l '^°'-" may be substUutod
^"^,
Z^/li
for the chick grain.
When about six weeks
old the sexes can usually be
distinguished the
pullets being put in colony-houses
on free
a

fXnlng

peifs."'"'

^'"^

'^^^'^"«>

'°

'^'^

incubator hatched chicks, rememJ"/"!^'"^
ber
to_ keep the brooders
and runs clean, .and
1

upn

Don't

my

roosters look wise?

The Farmer's Magazine has particular pleasure in presenting here the wisdom that has
during Ins
been accumulated hy Mr.
Clark
building up of his big producing flocks on his
farm on the North Shore of Lake Ontario
"If I had had such data ivhen I began," says
Mr. Clark, "I am sure I icould, have saved many
a loss from foolish notions."
These pages ivill be referred to for months by
:

men who wish

to

iriti

success.

—THE
use chick grit that

is

too coarse for the very

Leave the plates or shingles
five minutes at each
Do not overfeed. On the third day
feed.
commence feeding a little chicken-grain (buy
the best commercial chick-grain obtainable.)
Feed this in about one inch of litter (cut
Never overalfalfa or clover hay preferred.)

young

chicks.

before them only about

making them scratch for all they
From the third day until they are two
get.
weeks old feed chick-grain twice daily and

feed grain,

following mash three times daily: 100
bran; 100 lbs. feed flour (or low-grade
flour)- 100 lbs. Porn meal; 100 lbs. fine sifted
Moisten
beef meal; 33 lbs. fine bone meal.
this mixture with sour skim milk so that it
the

lbs.

«
a

,??

•

^\^ J°^rit!i\ns disinfected.

c'
sufficient

orchard

'or pasture field Is next
best.
Allow
to have all they want to eat, at all
times
six weeks old to maturity— that is
the
only way to have pullets laying at four
months
old.
Give feed in a large hopper or feed-box

them
Irom

best

kind

and slatted

is

sides.

one

with

projecting

Have feed-box divided

in a

type of incubator here shown
big "plant's hatching room.

into

exercise, but keep pens and runs clean.
Have
fresh water, grit, shell and charcoal always
available.
Feed three times a day a mash
consisting of 100 lbs. corn meal
100 lbs.
feed fiour ( or low grade flour)
40 lbs. beef
meal; 5 lbs. salt. Mix this mash with sufficient sour skimmed milk, or buttermilk, to
make it into a batter so that it will drop
but will not run from a wooden spoon. Feed
in troughs as muctr as they will eat up clean
in about ten minutes.
After the evening meal
also feed as much cracked corn as they will
eat up clean. This will help keep the gizzard
in condition, and the health good.
If the
birds get "off their feed," allow them to run
at liberty for two or three days on hard grain
only, then confine and feed as before.
;

A well-known

roof

three large compartment, and three small
compartments, for wheat, cracked corn and drymash; and for medium size grit, shell and
charcoal. Use the same formula for dry
mash
as that given for moist mash for yioung
chicks.
Keep feed in the boxes at all times
Use large water fountains, and keep fresh
water always before the birds, disinfecting
fountains often.
Teach the pullets to roust
as early as possible, and keep the floors of
colony-houses clean. Give them plenty of air
at night.
Cockerels to be used £or breeding the following season should be cared for in the same
way. They should be put in a dlEfereut field
from the pullets.
To Raise 2-lb Broilers at 8 Weeks: Cockerels of any breed (except bantams), will weigh
2 lbs. each at 8 weeks old if properly raised
and if sufficiently forced by feeding, which
can be done without cramming or crate-fattening. When the cockerels are separated from
the pullets they should be put at once into
fattening pens.
Use small pens aud small
runs so that they will not get too much

;

FEEDING CHICKS

Keep

heat to keep the chicks com
^'^^ '^° ^^^"^^ particular V A :
f^w^'l'^^l'^^
^''^ ^•°"°'J as soon as
°."L°°
H?^,*«^f^''r^'
Is safe (about
the third day in real warm
weather): keeping them on board-floors
caused
eg- weakness."
Do not overfeed, keep them
a ways hungry for their
grain, and do no^
allow the plates ^or shingles with
bread-andegg mixture, or moist mash to remain
for
more than about 5 minutes at each feeding
Feeding Pullets on Free Range: When
the
pullets are put into the colony-houses
at six
weeks old, give them free range. A cultlvatea
corn field makes the very ibest range
An

the

EDITORS.

First Two Weeks: If hatched in Incubators,
do not feed chicks for a day after they are
put into brooders— or until they are at least
48 hours old, but give them water from the
For the first two days, feed five times
first.
Bread crumbs
a day the following mixture:
(from stale bread), 3 parts; hard boiled eggs
shells and
grinder,
(put through a kitchen
Use shallow tin
all), 1 part (by measure.)
plates, or, what Is better, ,new shingles, for
feeding, and sprinkle a very little fine chick
grit (or coarse sand), over ^^ach feed. Do not

is

ers,

Eggs will
and if kept

not over a week old
A good
in a cool place, out of draughts.
them is In an empty egg crate,
keep
place to
using clean fillers and placing the eggs, large
If eggs have been shipped from a
end up
ulstance or have been shaken up, they should
be held for twelve hours before setting, placing them large end up.
Rearing Chicks in Brooders: The first few
davs are the most important. Be sure that
chicks do not get chilled, carry them from
the Incubator fio brooders in a warm covered
basket or box. For temperature, follow directions furnished with your own brooder, also
deciding If you have the proper heat by watchAt night, if they are coming the chicks.
fortable, they will sleep, flattened out on the
litter, with heads showing under the curtain
Too much heat will force them out
of hover.
from under hover, and If sufficient bent Is not
supplied they will crowd to centre of hover,
Be very particular
trampling one another.
about the litter used in brooders, alfalfameal, short cut alfalfa hay or short cut clover
hay being the best. Alfalfa meal, being very
dry, absorbs the moisture from the droppings.
Disinfect brnodors often, using a 5 per cent,
solution of the disinfectants mentioned for incubators, and keep brooders clean.
hatch best

*.,
weather

degs.,

1011/2

^^
Wh^'
^^^^ -ihont
warm and the

efch' d^av^'
'*'^„1

may

be allowed to reach
but never over 105 degs.
Commence turning eggs, twice a day, on the
third day, and continue through to the eightTurn very carefully. Cool eggs
eenth day.
once a day, after the seventh day uirtil the
eighteenth
day, allowing them to
end of the
remain out of the incubator until they feel
Do not allow any
cool, but not stone cold.
part of tray to project over the edge of table
or top of incubutor on which it is resting
or the eggs in this part will cool more rapidly
than the remainder. Supply moisture in your
incubator, whatever kind it is; a saucer,
with water always standing in it, in the bottom of the machine, will help keep the air
moist. Get the Incubator in a well ventilated
cellar, and If there is a cement floor, keep it
wet by sprinkling. Make sure that your thermometer registers correctly. Do not interfere with eggs in any way after the eighteenth day, aud keep chicks ia the incubator
lor 24 or 36 hours after hatch is over, keeping them dark, so that they will not pick
up pieces of dirt. Disinfect incubators thoroughly before each hatch, by scrubbing and
spraying with a 10 per cent, solution of a
strong coal-tar disinfectant, such as "Carbonal,"- "Zenoleum," etc.
Care of Kggs for Setting: In cold weather
gather eggs from the nests often a chilled
egg will not hatch. Do not use mouldy rest
material and litter on the floor, and keep
both clean during the breeding season, so
A soiled egg
that the eggs will be clean.
n-ay be washed carefully by sponging oft with
104

to Six Weeks: When the chicks
o'l i^^ feeds ;of moist mash
to two dally, making
two

^"7'^'«

mVll
may
be reduced

at"

two days, when

fine grit, fine shell, and
fine
If possible, give the chicks
all

charcoal
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FEEDING LAYING HENS
Equal parts, by measure, of
wheat, oats, bucUwlieat, corn (either whole or
cracked), fed In 8 or 10 inches of litter (clean
Divide into three feeds as
straw preferred.)
follows: Quarter of daily alltowauce as soon
as the hens can see to eat in the morning;
quarter at 10.30 or 11 o'clock iu the morning,
and half of daily allowance one hour before
The proper allowance of grain varies
sunset.
greatly, depending on breed of fowl, whether
About 10 qts.
egg-production is heavy, etc.
to 100 hens is an average daily allowance.
lbs. corn200
lbs.
bran;
100
Dry-Mash:
meal; 100 lbs. feed flour (or low grade flour);

Remember, I have
no peddler's wag~

Winter Grain:

100 lbs. Gluten meal (St. Lawrence brand);
Spread
100 libs, beef meal; 33 lbs. bone meal.
these ingredients on the barn floor, in layers,
Fill
feedwith
shorts.
thoroughly
mi.\
iiul

or "dry-mash hoppers" with dry mash,
allowing the hens access to them at all times,
and never allowing the feed boxes to become
linxes,

empty of mash.
Moist Mash: A moist mash may be fed, hot,
each day at abnut noon, using the dry mash
described above, and moistening it with sour
skim milk or buttermilk, to a crumbly conBeef-heads, boiled until
sistency, not sticky.
the meat is tender and gravy rich, are an
which to moisten the
with
excellent thing

up the meat and brains into
and using these and the gravy.
Sprouted oats is the best
Green-food:
green-food. Cabbages are also good. Mangels
relished by the hens, and are
are much

on and horses

ril PUT YOUR STOCK
in

—

rock-bottom

prices.

urge every farmer to see to it right now that his work horses are put in condition for the hard
of spring and summer, so that when the sun shines your horses will be rid of their old coats,
stamina and ready for business. And don't overlook the spring pig crop— the mortgage
Start them off free from disease free from worms. Be sure, also, that your milk cows are
thoroughly conditioned for the long, heavy milking season, and that those with calf are vigorous
and fit. Remember, your stock have been cooped up for the last few months and have been on.
dry feed. As corn or oats, hay and fodder do not contain the laxatives and tonics so abundantly
supplied in grass, your stock are pretty apt to be out of fix. Some
of your animals are liable to be constipated, rough in hair, their
legs may have become stocked, or they have dropsical swellings,
but the most common disease of all, especially among hogs, is
I

work

full of
lifters.

—

worms—worms.

tearing

mash,

for thera, but must
not a
as a succulent food
safe plan Is to feed mangels

splendid

—

be considered
green food. A
twice a week,
twice a week.

sprouted oats or cabbages
I>ed what they will eat up cl^an in three or
For growing and feeding sproutfour hours.
oats, see

page

Water, Etc.:

...

The hens drink great quantities of
food.
water the first thing in the morning, the last
thing in the evening, and mauy times in between. The hen's body contains 55.8 per cent,
water, ad the egg contains 65.7 per cent,
water, and if is safe to say that water is as
important a feed, for egg-production, as grain
Keep the water dishes clean, disor meat.
them filled
Have hencharcoal and granulated bone

infecting them often, and keep
with fresh pure water at all times.
size grit, shell,

CnBERT

DR. HESS STOCK TONIC
25-lb. Pall, $2.25.

100-lb.

HESS
M.D.
D.V.S.

Sack, $7.00 (duty paid)

Highly Concentrated, as the Small Dose Quantity Proves

Now, as a worm expeller, I will go the limit in guaranteeing my Stock Tonic. To clean out your hogs, put in
the swill one tablespoonful of my Tonic to every two
hogs twice a day and you'll make short work of the
worms. Read ray guarantee below.

Water must be considered as

a

always before the hens, in separate compartments of the mash box.
Short cut, alfalfa hay or clover hay, fed
either dry or steamed (in boiling water) are
valuable feeds.

The same methods of feeding
be employed as in winter, except that
lie
hard grain mixture should contain no
l.uckwheat, the mixture for summer being
equal parts by measure of wheat, corn (either
If the moist
whole or cracked), and oats.
mash is continued through the summer it
need not be fed warm, and if the hens are in
plenty !of growing grass,
free range with
weeds, etc., no green-food need be supplied.
If the runs are bare, green-food in the summer is as important, or more so, than in the
Summer:

-li.

a thriving condition, malce tlie ailing
ones liealttiy and expel the worms.

Why Pay the Peddler Twice My Price?

-imali pieces,

eij

expenses to pay;
that's why I can
you my Stock
Tonic through a
localdealerinyour
town — a man with
whom you trade
every week at
sell

iild

I

Dr. Hess Poultry

PAN-A-CE-A
—

It's

Interior Quality of

Market Eggs

Not a Stimulant

is the time your poultry need this tonic and
internal antiseptic to make them vigorous and free of
disease. It will help you get more fertile eggs and
give the chicl<s a better chance to reach maturity
healthy and strong.

My

Pan-a-ce-a contains, among other ingredients, Nux
Vomica, a nerve tonic; Carbonate of Lime, a shell
former: Hyposulphite of Soda, an internal antiseptic;
Qjin>isia, zn appetizer, and Iron, to enrich the blood.
It has stood the test for 22 years.
Read my guarantee below and remember that Pana-ce-a Is easy to feed and costs but a penny a day for
30 fowl,
li lbs. 35c; 5 lbs. 85c; 12 lbs. $1.75; 25-lb. pail,
$3.50 (duty paid).
get this :

Now

-So sare am I that Dr. Hess Stock Tonic
will pat your animals in a thriving
condition, make the ailing oneshealthy
and expel (heivorms; that Dr. Hess
Poultry Pan-a-ce-a will help make
your poultry healthy, help make your
hens lay and your chicks grow, that
I have authorized my dealer in your
town to supply you with these preparations and 11 Ihey do not do as I
..claim, return the empty packages,
and get your money back.

winter.

Disease of Poultry Affecting the

a Tonic

Mating time

DR. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, Obio

Caused by an injury to the
Most often found with pullets just
beginning to lay, and during the heavy layOne, or a very few
ing period in the spring.
Bloody Eggs:

If you have a sick or
injured animal^ write

oviduct.

the flock are usually responsible for
i;ody-eggs, and these fowls should be removcan be discovered, as a bloody1.
if Ihey
.;s is unfit for food.
A spot of blood adhering to
Blood-Clots:
lie
yolk, caused by a rupture of a bluodIf the spot is removed
sse'l in
the ovary.
' egg is fit
The same hen or
for food.
1^3
do not habitually lay eggs with bloodliits, go the cause cannot be removed.
Eggs that have been
Body-heated Eggs:
Id in the body of the fowl several days
to be laid, this often
ready
rtor the egg is
If the egg
iiig caused bv fright to the hen.
-^
fertile, the result is a "rotten fresh egg."
Caused by lack of lime
Soft-Shelled eggs:
'oyster shell) or by one egg forcing the next
'no out bt^fore the shell is formed.
Particles appearing like little
Meat-Spots:
liipces of cooked liver, floating free in the aliimen.
These are thought to be waste pieces
r the oviduct wall.
If the spots are removed,
There Is no remedy.
c eggs are fit for food.
Best Methiod of Holding Market Eggs For a
I'pw Days:
Keep as cool as possible, at a
Keep out of the
toraperature above freezing.
'im and out of draughts, a cellar, that is
leasonably dry, being the best place.
An. egg kept for one week at a temperature
of 40 degs. will not show as much evaporation
iKMis,

me at once, giving
symptoms, and I will
send you prescription

in

and

letter

of advice

free of charge.

2c stamp for

130 - Egg

Incubator and Brooder fo?

Send

reply.

$13.90

>

!

ordered together we send boih machines for only $13.90 and we
pay all freight and duty charges to any R. R. station in Canada.
We have branch warehouses inWinnipeg, Man. and Toronto. Ont.
Orders shipped from nearest warehouse to your R. R. station.
Hot water, double walls, dead-air space between, double glass
doors. copper tanks and boilers, self-regulating. Nursery under
If

f

11

)

>-

FREIGHT

AA/O DUTY

PAID

'
egg tray. Especially adapted to Canadian climate. Incubator and Brooder
shipped complete with thermometers, lamps, egg testers ready to use when you get them. Five
year guarantee 30 days trial. Incubators finished in natural colors showing the high prade California Redwood lumber used
not painted to cover inferior material.
If you will compare oui
machines with others, we feel sure of your order. Don't buy until you do this you'll save money
it pays to investigate before you buy.
Remember onr price of 613,90 is for both Incubatorand
Biooder and covers freight and duty charges. Send for FREE catalog today, or send in your order and save time

—

—

—

—

—

.'po'Srdda""

WISCONSIN INCUBATOR

CO.,

Box 208

,

Racine, Wis., U. S. A.

'
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Ship Your Furs To Us
We Can Satisfy You Sure
We

particularly interested in Canadian
Furs, especially Foxes, Beaver, Lynx,
Fisher, Rats and Ermine, and all other furs
for which we are always prepared to pay top
are

Raw

market

Write for price

prices.

list

now.

c^pw^M,^
1 1

8 West 27th St.

108 West Austin Ave.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Ship to Nearest House

A

Quarter of a Century

in

the

Raw Fur

Business

SHIP US

YOUR

RAW FURS AND GINSENG
PROMPT PAYMENT

or look as old as an egg kept one day at a
living-room temperature of 70 degs. An egic
held for 12 weeks at this low temperature will
appear no older than if kept .4 weeks at tlie
living-room temperature, and evn at 50 deg.s
an egg may be ke|it fur 5 weeks with no Uh.re
evaporation than if kei)t 2 weeks at 70 degs.
"Parking" Eggs for Preservation: Egg.s
may be preserved in many ways. I'aeking in
dry table salt, bran, o.its, sawdust, di'v woiid
ashes, powdered sulphur, powdered gvpsu]ii
or by submerging them In salt, brine,' slaked
!ime and salt S"luti()M, sugar, limewater, and
various solutions of water glass; also by
covering with vaseline, paraffin, butter, lard
er patented pvpp irari' iis.
Of nil these methods of preservation the water-glass solutions
give the best results.
In using this pn servative the following nietliod may be followed.
Mix one and one-half quarts commerciaj
water-glass sljlution with eighteen quarts of
pure water that has been boiled.
Stir unti)
ilioronghly mixed.
Use an earthenware .iar

or tight, odorless tub.
Two eight-gallon ,iars
Mid tlie quantity of solution prescribed above
are sufficient for ;iO dozen eggs.
Place tlie
eggs in the jars or tub, and pour the solution
over them.
If more wntpv is uppiIcmI in order
to cover the eggs sufficiently this ma v he
.safely added to the amount of 5 qts. of additional water to each ene and one-half quart
of the original water-glass.
Dressing Poultry for Market:
For a city
njarket, starve the fowls for 24 hours before
killing.
To kill, first tie up by the feet, open
the fowl's moutli. Sificking a sharp knife
through the roof of the mouth uiio the brain.
Then cut the large vein at the back uf the
throat.
Dry-pick while still warm, removing
all the feathers (and the pin-feathers) except
on the neck and head.
Shape in a shapingframe, which may be made as follows: Take
two boards aOinnt 5 iiuhes wide, of any desired leneth. anil n^\\ tngpther, lengthwise, in
a V-shape.
Double the fowl's legs up and
place it with tlie breast-bone J*esting on the
bottom of the frame and the crop and necK
against the upright board.
Place a briid^,
wrapped in clean paper or any other weight,
on the fowl's hack, and it will appear plump
,

WM.

BOEHNER &^ CO.

J.

New York

159-161-163 West 25th Street.

We

City

Buy GINSENG

both Wild and Cultivated, at highest prices.
If you want reports on Fur or Ginseng,
send for free quotations containing full particulars

H. A.

ijCmjIliINlliIN,

'GILSON a H. p. Gasoline
JobnnyW^Wgpot Engine$47.

i

Bcnerous

Simple, understan
ab'ttadiustments. Ugl fuel and oil consumptio
\ Beautiful design-thorough'.y testt

\ and
\
L

oil

Is

start when
sup;;lied

gatoMne

Write tor circul.r and

CMson Mfs

prices.

'^"W
[

York

St.

Guelph. Canada.

Pulls
-

the

Lareest
Slumps

stiff.

How

to

Destroy

Them

CITY

50J

1

led — readyto

when

Vermin and

NEW YORK

rgc,

and' well-shaped

Kats: Nothing is more destructive about a
poultry-plant.
Set "steel traps" at the entrance to their holes and in runways. Use a
"barrel-trap" made as fellows:
Take any
barrel, and tie over the top of it a stiff piece
of wrapping paper.
Make two cuts in the
paper at right angles, in the form o(f a cross,
allowing the cuts to run tio about two inches
of the edge of the barrel-top in all four places.
Sew the bait on the paper in the centre, on the
four points made by the cuts.
Tiie rats in
getting to the bait will benid the paper and
fall
into the barrel.
A dozen rats can be
caught in one night in this way.
Strychnine is the best poison to use, but it will
kill hens, or pet dogs or cats as readily as
rats, so that care must be exercised.
If the
rats are over-fed. from the grainery, and not
easily tempted, try bologna sausage, cut into

two slices making a sandwich, with
strychnine spread between.
Boily
I.ice on Hens:
lyice:
Give the hens
plenty of dr.v earth in which tio dnst themselves.
During hot weather, dust the hens
occasionally at night time, using the licepowder described on page 0.
thin slices,

Smit

Stump
Pullers
The Smith machine

pulls the largest stumps at a cost of
5c each. Write today for free catalog and special offer.

W. SMITH GRUBER

CO., ft4

SMITH STA.,

U CRESCENT, MINN.

Head-Lice on Chicks:
Rub a little carboated vaseline on the heads, necks and
under
he wings of the chicks.
Repeat in ?our
nays. Do not put lon too much.
Mites:
These are the most deadly of all
vermin. They appear in the cracks
and crevices near the roosts and nests,
and will breed
in mi Iious
a week or less if left undisturbed during very hot weather. They
do not
stay on the fowls during the day,
going on
at night fr'om the roosts, or when
the hens
are on tOe nests laying or setting.
They look
like tiny little spiders, gray
in color,
when they have been on the fowls, except
when

m

fo^l s blood, they do much harm.
Use a
sprayer that will throw a very fine s-pray hand
and
vapor, tnoroughly covering the bottoms

of

the

roosts and all cracks, and behind
and
under the nest boxes. Use the "roost-paint"
paiui
described on page 9.

Some Valuable Aids
Iloine-Made Insect Powder:

are

the directions

for

The followin,
making "Lowey^s In^

S

VT'Znlt
^^n\r^:r^
the

i'iquid

than 90-95 per ceiu
acid.

'"-^t

.f

h"e

"Ade"ff

If

'^"^

^^

'wm

^

^ut^^^f^:
^"'^

^T'"'''

a'.ti/prVce-b1.tto\e'"falrfj;r°l^'
on account
of the war, it is
well

-f

kerosene

^•arbolic acid

ba,V"nse"'/""

(coal-oil), and
(90-95 per cent

"-"/

If

one

w.,vfh

th

narf «„,

strei JflV

^

General Disinfectant:
For a o-enernl ri;^.
.nfectant for spraying incubators
brooders
ind use in the houses, and
for washing our
tountain.s, water dishes, etc.,
I
have found
nothing betteis at the price, than
Potassium Permanganate: As a"Carbonaf"
preventative for colds, roup (or
roupey conditions'
'''"''''''' this cbem
«
%
is
of the greatest
oAlf
;^t"^j°"^
value.
Most of the large

,

try -farms throughout America
do nSt
,.ve a drop of water to any fowl
or chick
n: any tune, to drink,
without the addition of
potassium permanganate. It is used in
very
small quantities, a pound being
sufficient
Ml adding to the water given
to about 3,000
ens for one month. Put the crystals in the
bottom 01 a granite dish or pail, and fill up
i^.oul

with

water, adding additional water as required.
Stir occasionally.
Put two tablespoonsful of this "saturate .siolutiion" in a
pail of water, which will maKt all the water
in the pail a medium dark wine color.

Sprouted Oats: There is no green feed so
much relished by the fowl, in winter, nor of
so much value as a tonic, anr" it can be made
with'ont much trouble or bother.
Make some
flat boxes, of half-inch lumber, of any desired
inches deep, and with a number of
holes bored in the bottoms, for
These flats may be fixed into a
frame, one above the other, if desired, and
the most necessary thing is thit they bo
placed in a warm place a warm light cellar,
near a furnace being the best lorati'on.
The
siz".

2

half-inch
drainage.

—

Wealth from the Soil
BY

C.

C.

iBOWSPIELD

us many useful hints
the farm pay. "The
earning power of such places reaches as
high as .$5,000 a year"— It gives facts
and figures— Postpaid for $1.00.

A book that gives
on how to make

The Business

—

of

BY WM.

Farming

C.

SMITH

Do you believe in the influence of the
Moon? This author treats this subject from experiments on his own farm.
This takes only a few pages, and the
whole book is a useful one. Postpaid,
$2.00.
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UNIVER.SITY AVENUE,

TORONTO, ONT.

One

of the brooders' houses on the
is

^

t-

tL''^fl\\eM?y

Oldham Farm.

The

soil is sand,

taken by means of liming and planting to keep

it

and every precaution
sweet.
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more heat supplied, the more rapidly the oats
will
will

grow—if

conditions are favorable the oats

have sprouts 3 or 4 inches long in ten
Soak the dry oats in a pall or tub tor
24 Imurs before placing in the trays, covering
with warm water, to a pail of which has
days.

been

adfled

three

tablespoonsful of "form:ilin," to Iccp down mould and must.
Dio not
put pnr*h In the trays, but spread the soaked
oats over the bottom of a depth of an inch,
or a little more.
Water three times a day
tl'f^v iijrhly,
with a watering-can, and wnt'V
that Is slightly warm. Keep the oats stirred
un flor a few days, until the sprouts form,
after which do not stir, or the tender sprouts
will he broken off.
The oats will form a heavy
carpet of roots, from which the green sprouts
will grow in great thickness.
When these
.•I'prouts
are abtout three inches long, feed
rnnts. sprouts and all, tearing them up into
Oti" srinnre inch, as taken out of the
nieces
tray, is sufficient green food for one hen, every
second day.

Location of a Poultry Farm
The

three most necessary requirements for
a suitable poultry farm are glood soil, drainage and shelter. The first two are imperative
—no farm will be a success for more than a
year or two if the location is on damp, claj
(or heavy) soil.
The statement has often
been made that a large poultry farm cannot
fiontinue on the same piece of land for more
than ten years that the land will become
"chicken -sick" and disaster will follow. I dc
not believe this is the case if the soil is light
and sandy, if it is well-drained and if the
growing fowl are run on fields that have
grown a crop the two preceding years. Great
care should be taken to keep the land surrounding the permanent laying-hiouses. brooder-house, etc., as clean and pure as possible.
Have a large field in front of each iaylnghouse, if practicable, and divide it in half,
by fence, allowing the hens to range on one
while the remainder Is put into crop. Cultivate the land close to the hen-houses cons-

—

tantly, at least once a month, in open weather,
giving it a heavy dres-sing of air-slaked lime,
and ploughing this under. If these precautions are taken, and the houses are kept sweet
and clean, I think there should be no danger
of disastrous epidemics of disease.
A sheltered location, Siouth of a hill, or
thick wood, or protected by a windbreak of

some kind

is advisable, though not absolutely
necessary. An orchard, with the trees planted not too close to the houses, nor too close
together, wakes excellent shade and range
south of the laying-houses.

Some Hints on

Poultry House
Construction

Always'

have

permanent

houses

face

due

If you cannot afford double-thickness
floors, use light saudy earth, making
the level of the earth floors at least 12 inches

south.

board

Single-pitch
above the surrounding ground.
roof is most economical, and should be covered with an extra heavy quality 'of prepared
roofing.
Make roof 7 ft. high in front, ^ f'
high in back. Allow plenty of glass windows
in the front, and one open window, to be covered with a cothon curtain on cold nights.
Have this open window 3 ft. above the floor,
and allow about one square foot of open
window for each Pour hens in a pen (I.e., for
len of 60 hens have windows 3 ft. x 6 ft.)
Have dropping boards along back of pens,
three feet above floors, and the roosts 1 ft.
above dropping boards. For the light breeds
For the
allow 8 inches of roosts per hen.
heavier breods allow 10 to 12 inches per hen.
Have nests at least 12 inches square, allowing
ene nest for five to seven hens. In flocks of
in
100, all'ow 4 sq. ft. of floor space per hen
flocks of 50, allow 5 sq. ft. per hen; in flocks
;

per hen.
The Ontario Agricultural College plans for
building colony-houses may be had by writing
Their style
to the College at Guelph, Ontario.
tf house is most satisfactory.
of 25, allow 6 sq.

ft.

Savage Hunger
Mary and Tommy had been

to hear a
missionary talk at Sunday school.
"Did he tell you about the poor
heathen?" father inquired at the dinner
table.

"Yes, sir," answered Mary. "He said
that they were often hungry, and when
they beat on their tum-tums it could be
heard for miles.

For You-a wonderful Book
on Farm Drainage -FREE!
Do you know \ou can take as much crop ofT
100 acres properly drained as you can off 200
acres not drained and save half the
labor?
a fact. Do you know that proper, inexpenBive tile drainage
assists

pulverization

— lengthens

the

season

— prevents

surface

washing — makes your land lighter to work— prevents drought and
increases the quantity and improves the quality of your crops ?
Why not have us send you, today, free of charge, a very in-

—

teresting booklet on this subject ? Much to learn nothing to
pay. Don't neglect anythfng that will help you grow better,
bigger crops. Proper drainage means as much as two dollars
in your bank account for every one that goes there now, and
the Goverment lends you money for the Tile if desired.

Write us today. Mention this paper.

Your book

Dominion Sewer Pipe
SWANSEA, ONTARIO

Co.,
,

is

waiting

.

Limited
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RAW FURS
This house was founded in 18 5 in a log- cabin
opposite St. James Cathedral, Toronto. Vou
see we are the oldest house in the Dominion
Canadian born and have always u->ed our
shippers on the square. That is the reason of
our success as Manufacturers and Exporte'-s.

POULTRY

DISEASES OF

PREVENTION AND REMEDY

DISEASE— SYM PTOMS

1

—

—

ROUP, ROUIPEY, COLDS
Coughing, sneezing, running at nostrils
eyes, swollen eyes, foul odor about

and

head.

Try us with a shipment and get best
market prices. Write for Price List B.

C. H.

ROGERS, Walkerton,

in

Ont.

Enlargement of feet and legs,
appearance of scales on legs.

to a re-

Seen only in youn.g chicks.
Frequent gaping, caused by small forked worms, which can be seen in windpipe.

assured of an honest -assort-

ment at hig^hest market prices.
Write for our price-list.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

goods returned

EDWARD POLLAK &
280

St.

Paul

St.

DISEASES
The worst disease attacking grown fowl.
droppings, high
Disculoratiou of the
fever, lack of strength to hunt for feed.
Rapid
Bloodlessness, loss of weight.
death.

CO.

MONTREAL

West

Small

red

or

RAW FURS

AND HIDES
times, whether Peace or War, you
will do better by shipping Raw Furs to
the fastest growing Raw Fur House In
Toronto.
pay highest prices for raw
furs.
also pay all express charges and
remittance same day as shipment received.

nodules on
and ear-lobes.

reddish-gray

the ciorab, eyelids, wattles

DIPTHERIA
Start with the same symptoms as roup
or colds. Later symptoms show grayish
or yellowish patches on the uostri.s,
eyes,

mouth and

throat.

We

prices

letter.

and quotations given by personal
have orders.
It will pay you

We

*Keep the land clean and frte
worms.
Medicated
tNot of much use.

of

gape-

drinking
water may be gi-ven, containing 15 grains
salicylic acid to a quart of water.

•Kill and burn the bodies of affected birds.
Disiufect thoroughly. Keep separate, new
fowls introduced into the flock for at least
5 days.
tlf thought advisable to doctor the sick
birds, give butteimilk to drink, and add
1 quart of a 5 per cent, solution of carbolic
acid to 9 quarts of water and. give twice
a day.

Separate all affected birds; keep separate new birds (or birds that have been in
the shuw-pen) for a week.
tApply carbolated vaseline to affected
parts..
As this disease is very contagious,
disinfect thoroughly.
*Kili and burn the bodies of affected fowl.
Disiufect thoroughly.
tlf it is.decideiJ to treat the sick birds,
remove the patches by gently rubbing with
a solution of 2
a soft brush, dipped
drams aommon salt in a quart of warm
Thcu apply a 2 per cent, solution
water.
of carbolic acid to the diseased surface.

m

all

We

All

birds affected with this contagious trouble.
vaseline, or the followcarbolated
tApply
Vaseline 2 tablespoonsful,
ing mixture:
carbolic acid 20 drops, sulphur 4 tablespoonful, first washing thoroughly with
soap and warm water.

CHOLERA AND CHOLERA-LIKE

CHICKEN-POX

At

Remiove

GAJ^ES

Furs

house where you are

liable

Rough

SHIPPERS

Raw

Ship your

each eye daily of a 15 per cent, solution

of argyrol.

SCALEY LEGS

RAW FUR

*Keep houses dry and clean; use potassium permanganate in drinking water.
dilnliing
permanganate
in
tPotassium
water; a fine sliini of coal-oil, or oil of
Spray
drinking
water.
on
eucalyptus
with atomizer, through cleft in root of
mouth, using oil of eucalyptus; one drop

TUBEKCULUSIS
Not generally .observed until the disease
far advanced. Gradual loss of weight,
paleness of the comb, dullness, sleepiness and diarrhea.

is

to the nearest AgriIf tney
cultural College to be examined.
off
the whole
kill
rLp.ort tuberculosis,
flock and thoroughly disinfect all houses
and runs.

Send suspected birds

to ship to US.

BRITISH

RAW FUR

284 West Market Street

CO.
Toronto

RANA/ F~URS
Ship your skins to a house with a reputation.
Shipment-s held separate for approval.
PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.
We pay all express and parcels post charges.

WM. PLATKY,

48 W. 26th

St.,

NEW YORK

•GOING LIGHT"
is applied to fowls that lose
weight, become thin, anemic an<i weak.

Tbis term

WORMS
Birds become weak and bloodless. Examine the birds that die, or kill one that
infected with
If
thin and weak.
is
worms, a considerable number of roundworms or tapeworms will be found in
the intestines,

stomach and crop.

CROP BOUND, OR IMPACTED CROP
large and
the contents.

Crop

much

distended

with

Will pay your valuation on your furs and give you 5%
extra on shipments of $25.00 worth and over.
If not
posted on . values, write for my price list.

Write to-day for our price

HARRY LEVY,

list

265 7th Ave.,

and deal with us.
New York City.

LLMBERNECK
Caused by indigestion, or by the eating
of moldy grain, or putrid meat, or by
Neck aope.irs limber
intestinal worms.
and cannot be raised from 'he ground.

light from different causes, which
be lice, mites, intestinal worms or
chronic forms of tuberculosis, cholera, etc.
First find out the trouble, and then treat
accordingly.

Fowls go

may

Give light feed at night, and on the following morning give 20 to 30 drops to each
adult fowl of an equal mixture of oil of
P''oltow in two
turpentine and olive oil.
hours with 2 to 3 teaspoonsful of castor
An hour later a
oil to each adult fowl.
Disinfect thorlight feed may be given.
oughly.

Give a teaspoonful of sweet oil and rub
the crop gently, which may soften the conIf this
tents and allow it to pass out.
treatment is not successful, cut an opening in the crop not over one inch long, remove the contents, wash lout carefully with
warm water and sew up with 3 or 4
Feed on
stitches of white silk thread
milk, then soft feed.

Give 50 or 60 grains of Epsom salts, in
water; or 3 or 4 teaspoonsful of castor
If not cured within
for a grown fowl.
3 or 4 days, it Is not advisable to keep.

oil

(
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BACILLARY WHITE DIARRHOEA IN
YOUNG CHICKS
White chnlky droppings,, a riispositiou
to liuddle together and remain in the
'

The chicks gradually waste
becoming weaker and thinner.
Characteristic appearance is known as
"sh.)rt-backed" and "crow-headed." Disease may appear when chicks are from
2 days old to four weeks old.
The loss
In an infected lot varies from 50 to 80
per cent, and sometimes more.
brooders.

away,

Disease Is caused
terium pullorum."

by the bacillus, "BacInfection often comes
from the hens, through the eggs, but may
also be communicated from cliick to chick,

by means of the droppings, the chicks being miost susceptible to this infection
first 2J hours of life, and are
Insusceptible after the fourth day.
fBy pedigree work, find out which hens
lay infected eggs and do not use them as
breeders.
Keep the Incubators dark while
the chicks are "hardening off."
Give sour
milk, or buttermilk for the first feed and
see that every chick gets a crop-full,
l.i
grains of powdered catechu may be added
t^ a g.illon of drinking water.
"White
diarrhoea" Is usually found In Incubator
bred chicks.

during the

•"Prevention.

fRemedy.

Breeding Pens

—
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ively.

two rules apply only
ear-lobes

and

yellow

FURS

breeds having
shanks, respect-

to

Every raw-fur shipper who is looking for a better outlet for
raw furs should write at once for our price list.
are
in a position to pay top market prices, and will do so at all
times.
Let us hear from you.

We

his

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST— NOW READY.
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BROWN TAG — Vour guarantee of a
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Island. $1 0.00 to $12.00.
Al!
Large No. 1 Black Skins.
and a square deal.

big price

and Shipping Stationery.
St. Paul Street West,

THE BERNSTEIN FUR

MONTREAL, QUE.

CO.'S PRICE LIST

RAW FURS

We pay
It is free.
it at once.
highest market price for all kinds of

not. write for

the

in
-

FOR LARGE NO. 1 SKINS, WE WILL PAY
THE FOLLOWING GUARANTEED PRICES:

CO.,

If

GINSENG.

Exportersof and Dealers
150 West 28th Street.

Western— $12.00 to $15.00. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick. Prince Edward
Quebec and Ontario. $3.00 to $10.00. Skunks (cased), up to $4.00 for Extra
other lines highest prices.

Chonsiogr the Breeders:
The best combination in the breeding pen is a one-year-old
cockerel mated to two-year-old hens.
Mature
pullets hatched early the year before are old
enough to lay strongly fertile hatelialple eggs.
but they have usually produced heavily all
through the winter, which much weakens their
eggs in the spring. The most important char.icteristic of a good breeder is perfect health
and strong clonstitutional vigor never breed
from a male or female that has been sick
for a day.
In the light breeds (Leghorns,
Mlnorcas, etc.) one cockerel should be mated
to 12 hens if the birds are confined in small
runs; one cockerel to 20 hens is sufficient it
they have free range.
In the heavier breeds
(Rocks, Wy,-ind>ottes, Orpingtons, R. I. Reds,
etc.), one cockerel should be mated to 8 hens
if confined:
to 12 hens if on free range.
It
is best not to rnn
more than one cockerel in
each pen, as It is very rarely the c;ise that
two or more In the same pen will agree. If
It is necessary to make the number of hens In
each pen larger, two cockerels may be used,
nslng them on alternate days, and the one
not hel;ig used may be confined in a coop
on the wall.
Feeding: and Care of Breeders:
The breeders, both males and females, during the winter, as well as during the breeding season,
should be fed the same as the layers with
two exceptions:
Beef meal, and all meat
feeds, should he excluded from their ration,
and they should be fed ail abundance of
green feed, clover or alfalfa hay, etc.
The
only re.illy satisfactory method of linndling
them during the breeding season Is to run
them on free range. This may be done by
using colony-houses, mating up one pen in
each colony-house, and placing the colonyhouses far enough apart that the flocks will
remain separate.
Por this purpose colonyhouses should be fitted with nests, roosts,
feed-box and water dish.
How to Pick Out the Heav.v Liayers: If
trap-nests
are not used, there are only
three certain indications, by which the heavy
producers can be told fi^om the poor layers.
To judge the heavy layers by the shape of
the body and bones, etc., has not been found
satisfactory.
The color of the ear-lobe, the
oolor 0/ the shank and the time of moulting
are the only methods that are at all certain.
In pullets of a breed that have so-called
"white" ear-lobes, the lobes are a decided
yellow before they commence laying.
After
laying for two or three months, if the pullet
has been producing heavily, the ear-lobe is
•now white; if she has laid a few eggs the
ear-lobe is light yellow; if she is a "loafer"
the ear-lobe
Early
remains quite yellow.
in the winter, divide your flock of pullets into
these three classes, and note the egg production of each class for the whole year.
In hens of a breed that have yellow shanks,
the color of the shanks in the fall of the
year is another certain indication. The shanks
of the heavy producers have faded in color
t» almost white, the shanks of the "loafers"
are still bright yellow.
The early moulting hen is a poor layer, the
late moulting hen is a heavy layer.
This may
be taken as a hard and fast rule, where the
time of hatching and other conditions ai;e the
The
same. This rule applies to all breeds.

white

RAW

RED, WHITE, BLUE CROSS, SILVER,
BLACK FOXES, BEAVER, LYNX, ETC.
Wanted from all sections of Canada.

THE BERNSTEIN FUR

CO.,

^TAoriVof%%'?J^iro

Wolves, Foxes, Lynx, Fishers, Mink and Rats
we pay highest prices for these
Write for free price
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want ads. get right down to the point at
want something, say so in a few wellchosen words. Readers like that sort of straightfrom-the-shoulder talk, and that is the reason why
Classified

Talkirig to
the Point

—

issue.

If you

condensed ads. are so productive of the best kind
of results.

Classified

dealers,

want

who

ads. are always noticed.

They are read by wide-awake,

are on the lookout for favorable opportunities to

fill

TRY A CONDENSED AD. IN THIS PAPER.

intelligent

their requirements.

the Milking Machine

Is

About 90%

of

Coming In?

Dairy Farmers Are Asking the Question Now
Sold in One Month in Oxford County

machines are attracting
MILKING
more attention
winter than
this

By

E.

F.

ELLIS

are

—

the prospective purchaser his ability to
run a somewhat complicated machine and
whether or not his herd is large enough to
justify the investment.

WHO SHOULD NOT BUY

enlisted for active

A

Munition factories are continually calling for more men.
Unless all
signs fail, the continuance of the war
through next summer will mean an ever
greater scarcity of competent labor for
farm work than we have yet experienced,
and of all farmers, the dairy farmer will
feel the pinch most.
Crops can be gotten
into the ground and harvested in their
season, largely by means of mechanical

and

friendly

co-operation"*

among

neighbors at rush seasons. That mechanical invention has made possible the solution of the milking problem to almost the
same degree, is not so generally recognized. Dairy farmers, however, fully appreciate the gravity of the labor situation, and are looking for more light on
the pros and cons of machine versus hand
milking. "What do you thing of the milking machine," is the question I am asked
by fully 90 per cent, of the farmers I visit
nowadays. The other ten per cent, already have machines and it is from their
experience that we must largely draw our
deductions as to the advantages and disadvantages of mechanical milking.

There are now a good many hundred
milking machines in operation in Ontario
alone. One company disposed of over 60
machines in a couple of months in the one
county- of Oxford.
There is scarcely a
dairying community in the land in which
there is not at least one farmer who is
now prepared by practical experience to
testify to the merits or demerits of the
milking machine.
These men are pronouncing its work good and the conditions
under which a machine will pay for itself

There are many makes of milking machines.
Cleanliness

is

the secret of their success.

77(6 vritcr uas asked to gather all the facts
he could from his ivide ohservation among

farmers and to sum up ivhat he found uhovt
the milking machine. Because help is grouying
to he scarce and the demand for dairii products
liigh, there
will
he many questions put to
manufacturers of these lahor-sarrrs this year.
The writer favors no machine, cheap or dear,
he toots nohody's horn, hut voices his uirn
critical observation.
Bis adiice is therefore

—

dependahle.

—THE

few dairymen may be wise

to avoid
the mechanical milker on the first count.
Peter McArthur says that some men cannot work a wheelbarrow and keep it in
running order. The milker, however, is
not more complicated in its mechanism
than the average up-to-date farm implement and its correct operation calls only
for ordinary mechanical ability, common
sense and capacity for taking pains. More
will continue to "pull teats" because of the
size of the herds. There are some men
who with very small herds are operating
milking machines and who could not be
induced to go back to the old way.
There is, however, a large class of
dairymen milking 20 to 35 or 40 cows and,
without wishing to give the impression
that I am an interested advocate of the
milking machine, rather than the disinterested observer that I profess to be, let
me give it as my opinion that 90 per cent,
of this latter class of
dairy farmers
would get profit and satisfaction from the
mechanical milker.
I
might mention
many well known dairymen of this class
who have fortified their testimonials to
the value of machine milking by personal
experience, but I will make extended
mention of the experience of only one
dairy firm, the last machine that I have
seen in operation, that of Arbogast Bros.,
of Sebringville, Ont. Practically all other
users tell the same story. These young
dairy farmers adopted the milking machine for the same reason that thousands of
others should have it as a solution of the
labor problem. They had found that they
could not increase their dairy herd up to
the full carrying capacity of their farm,
because the amount of labor necessary to
milk was far greater than the labor required to grow the crops. This debarred
them from increasing the most profitable
branch of their business to the degree that
they wished. A man with a large family
of growing boys and girls, can marshall a
large extra force at milking time, but
Arbogast Bros., like so many other farmers, had to do the milking with the same
help that performed the regular farm

service.

aids

of fairly correct defini-

Labor is so universally scarce that
only two factors need be considered by

at any other time since they were
introduced into this country. There's
a reason. The labor problem, which promised a few months ago to be relieved by a
widespread business depression, has now
been aggravated by war. Many thousands

young men have

now capable

tion.

first

of our

—Sixty Machines

EDITORS.

labor.

MILKING MACHINES SOLVES LABOR PROBLEM
When they began to consider a mech-

.

A

dairy stable on one of the largest dairy farms in Eastern Ontario, where a milking

machine

is

used.

anical milker as the solution of their problem, they found themselves face to face
with one of the most common objections
to the machine. Their herd was composed
altogether of pure bred Holsteins, and
was several times as valuable as any good

grade herd

in

the neighborhood.

They
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been told that the milking machine

ould injure the udders of, their cows,
id they found that it was for this reason
at other breeders of pure bred dairy
ittle had been wary of adopting the maSomething had to be done, howline.
•er, so they took the plunge.
That was
ell over a year ago.
short time ago I
sited the Arbogast farm and asked
ave, the cattle specialist of the firm,
hat they now thought of the mechanical

Get Your Horses

booklet, "How to Remove Blemishes," is free for
recommends ABSOR'BINE, of course, because this is
the famous preparation that I have been making for

about a quarti'r of a century, and I believe it is the
and most effectual liniment you can use.
ABSORBINE is economical, ns only a few drops are
required at each npplicatinn. One ounce of ABSORBINE
added to a quart of water or witch hazel makes a good
antiseptic, general purpcse liniment.
ABSORiBINE is safe and pleasant to use— it is made
of h'rbs, and does not blister or remove the hair horse
can be used while being treated.
In addition to being
a liniment, it is a powerful antiseptic and germicide,
which doubles its efficiency and uses. Applied to sores,
cuts and boot chafes, it prevents infection, kills the
germ.s and promotes rapid healing.

The machine has been

nilking the

cows dry?"

machine come
I

Use ABSORBINE
reduce Bursal Enlargements, Bog Spavins, Thoroughpins, Puffs, Shoe Boils, Capped Hocka,
Swollen Glands, Infiltrated Parts, Thickened Tissues, Rheumatic Deposits, Enlarged Veins, Painful
Swellings and Affections; to reduc'e any strain or lameness; to repair strained, ruptured tendons,
ligaments or muscles, to strengthen any part that needs it.
Your druggist can supply you with Absorbine, or I will send you a bottle postpaid for $2.00.
Write me, if you have a case requiring special directions or about which you would li'^e informatio'i.
to

j

MADE

W.

F.

YOUNG,
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MILTON BRICK
The Name

enquired.

however, we had to strip the cows
.nyway as we could not trust some of
he milkers. Now we have an advantage
n that we know which cows we have to
trip."

The attitude of the hired men, Dave told
le, is interesting.
"The machine has
rought a most peculiar change in their
iews on milking," he remarked. "Actuthe men now want to do the milking,
i'ormerly it was the most despised job on
he farm.
have let them do the milkng themselves a couple of times with the
nachine when we were away, and they did
t fine.
As a result we do not now feel
led to the farm and herd.
can go to
fair or sale, or off for a holiday on Sunlay with the full knowledge that the men
vill take an interest in the milking."
The machine used on this farm is a
hree-unit outfit. The power is supplied
)y a hydro-electric motor in the stable.
The washing is done by the hired girl,
ind is pronounced as less trouble than
vashing the cream separator. Altogether
;hese breeders are fully satisfied with the
)perations of the mechanical milker in
;heir splendid herd of pure bred Holstein

Canada

i

"It

hine,

CANADA BY
Bldg., Montreal,

IN

482 Lymans

P. D. F.,
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to

acts
differently
with different
ows," replied Dave. "Some cows it milks
bsolutely dry and in a few cases it is
lecessary to strip out by hand as much
8 a pint of milk.
Before we got the ma-

^^i^

—

;

close does the

the

safest

Their year's experience has been en-

"How

the Top Prices

'

My

It

ilker.

operation every day since its purchase.
has not dried the cows, it has not been
source of udder trouble, it has not gotout of order nor have any of the ill
'.n
;sults so freely predicted by neighbors
ho were more strongly opinionated than
ell informed, been realized.
As a labor
iver, the machine has proven its worth,
uring three weeks of the first winter
le two brothers were left alone on their
ig 200-acre farm.
"During that time,"
id Dave, "I milked our 20 cows myself,
nd did it all in one hour. I had to jump
do it, but the fact that it could be done
t all shows how independent one can be
f hired help when there is a milking mahine installed. We are confident that our
lachlne milks as well as the men did and
aves half the time. We all used to quit
t five o'clock in the fields and come home
milk. Now during rush seasons I can
the milking alone in the evenings. In
he morning we don't have to get up so
arly; half- past five is now the rising
our, instead of five."

Command

Condition to

Horses never have been so much in dprnand as they
are to-day,
out buyers are only interested in sound horses—
sound horses
^
bring
good money. It will be money in your pocket tosc„
keep vou
in gooa cfinditiou, and, if any are lame
or blemished
s.
"
sound NOW.

A

rely satisfactory.

in
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GOOD WORDS FROM EXPERTS
The machine at Villa View Farm is
anly one of the score or more that I have

TWO GOOD BOOKS FOR

INVESTORS

THE PITFALLS OP SPECULATION,

Gibson.

by

Thomas

A book

dealing exclusively with marginal stock and grain speculations, and analyziug in a
clear, simple manner the causes of general failure in speculation, with suggestions as to
nu'tiiods fur avoiding such losses
Price, $1.00

THE INVESTORS' PRIMER,

by John Moody.

A

concise handbook containing, in simple, easily understandable language, definitions of all
the important terms and phrases employed in the investment and banking business,
alphabetically
arranged.
Part 1 covers the general definitions of finance. Part 2 giving
specific information regarding various issues of preferred and guaranteed stocks. Price, $1.00

MacLean

Publishing Co., Ltd., 143-153 University Ave., Toronto
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WODEHOUSE'S
FAMOUS PREPARATIONS

WODCHOUSB'S
ANIMAL INVIGORATOR

USE'S

seen in operation in dairy stables in
tario and Quebec. Practically all open
ors tell the same tale. In only two cas
that I know of have milking machir
been abandoned. In one case its opei
tion was left entirely to the hired
with the results that might have been c
pected. I have never heard an explar
tion of why the second machine was
jected, except that the owner had an c
portunity to sell it to good advantaj
Both of these were exceptional cases. Th
do prove, however, that practical daii
men are not registering a 100 per ce:
vote for the milking machine. Fortuna

m
i

All

Good
StlEPtATfl

.

NJs

ly,

A Dependable Line

for

Farmers WODEHOUSES

Wodehpuse Preparations, comprisine Wodehouse's
Animal Irvigcratrr — iineaualled lor all kinds of stork:
Wodehouse's Poultry Invigorator — the Chicken-Fancier's
Wodehouse's Crrameal — the perfect food for
best friend
Wodehouse's Baby Chick Fcod — the best
calves and pies
Wodehouse's Lice Killer— sure
of all Baby Chick Feed
The

POULTRY iNviGORATflU

:

:

;

death to all vermin. ^ Unequalled for their purpose.
Have-ivon
their reputation entirely I'pon the satisfactory results secured.

WE GUARANTEE ABSOLUTE

SATISFACTION'

Write for Free Booklet,
instructions on

pcultry

which contains complete
and farm animal feeding.

49Stuart Street, Hamilton, Ontario

in

Canada

Use Your Odd Hours
in a profitable

way by

brightening up the woociwork and

walls with

Jamieson's Pure Prepared
Paints and Varnishes

Always
Ready
for

The added touch of newness will give a cheery aspect
to your home and the time spent will be well rewarded.
Painting with Jaraieson 's Paints is more of a pleasure
than a task and you can get the results of an expert.
Jamieson's Paints give you the most value for your
money. They are all ready for use. Just get a good
brush and Jamieson's Paints and you will have the
interior of your home looking so spic and span.
You
will surprise yourself how easy it was done.
Order from your dealer.

Use

JAMIESON&

R. C.
Montreal

CO., LIMITED

Established 1858

Ow>.Ing and Operating P. D. Dods

The

Vancouvcr

&

Company, Limited

Bissell Steel Roller

with Three Drums and Strong Rigid Steel Frame.
Some improvements are: Heavy Steel Axle.
Thick, Heavy Steel Plate, Drums Riveted,
up to stand any strain. Roller Bearings
Runs like a bird. Full particulars free
by mail, or ask your dealer. None
genuine without thename "BISSELL."
Lock out for It. This Roller wUi
£.tand

hard

'-'ork

Write Dept. Y,

and

lots of It.
for free catalogue

iT. E. Bissell Co., Limited, Elora, Ont.
See Advts. also on pages

68,

73,

76

fall

back on the testimony

Many

experimental stations in the Unit
States have conducted milking machi
tests. Perhaps the most complete work
all has been done at the Central Expe
mental Farm, Ottawa, under the sup(
vision of E. S. Archibald, Dominion A

mal Husbandman.

WODEHOUSE INVIGOPATOR LIMITED

Made

we can

Government experts who have given tl
method of milking careful investigatit

I

have had

sevei

opportunities of discussing the progrc
of these tests with Mr. Archibald, and
the whole the results have been very f;
orable to milking done by machine
They may be summarized as follows
1. The success of the machine deper
entirely upon the intelligence and ca
fulness of the men operating it.
2. The machine does not decrease 1
production of cows to any marked exte
In fact, it may increase the product]
where the quality of labor for hand mi
ing is poor, but where the machine m
be operated by a capable man. For go
results, a higher grade of labor is nee
sary when using the mechanical mill
than when doing the milking by hand
common practice this vnll mean that f
proprietor will do his own milking.
3. Under average conditions the ma(
ine will not cause trouble with the tei
and udders of the cows. Where troul
occurs a large portion is due primarily
lack of intelligence or carelessness
varying the machine to the individi
cow's needs.

CLEANLINESS NECESSARY BUT SIMPLE
feature in milking machine manaj
ment that Mr. Archibald has emphasis
again and again in our conversations,
the absolute necessity of keeping the n
chine clean. During the first six moni
of their test with the machine at Otta

A

the mechanically drawn milk contained
an average three to ten times as ma
bacteria as that of scrupulously care:
hand milking. All precautions being tak
to produce the equivalent of certified mi
During the succeeding two months of 1
test, by the aid of improved methods

washing, sterlizing and manipulating t
machine, together with the beneficial
fluence of the cold winter weather, far b
ter results were obtained from the mi
ing machine, although even then the ha
produced milk contained less than oi
third the total bacteria.

In

all

cases

was found that when the rubber tubi
was new and perfectly smooth, t
machine-produced milk ranked very w
with hand-produced milk, but as soon
the surface of the rubber showed w^
the bacterial count immediately rose fr<
three to ten times the former count, o
ing to the

impossibility

of

thorough

—

—
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.ansing the rubber surface from adherThese tests at Ottawa would
g milk.
em to put the milking machine out of
e running for the production of certid milk, but it still remains to be exlined why several dairies in the United
ates, with certified milk as their proct, are getting good satisfaction from
mechanical milker. Even at Ottawa,

wever, the mechanically drawn milk
d a much lower bacterial count than
e milk drawn in the average dairy
ble.

would like to emphasize even more
ongly than Mr. Archibald, the necesy of thoroughly cleansing all parts of
Australia and New
5 milking machine.
aland have done far more than either
rope or America to perfect the machand it is now used almost universalon the big dairy farms in Australasia,
len the machine first became common,
dairy farmers of those far-away Donions argued that as the milk was not
posed to stable air, it must necessarily
cleaner and no great precautions were
en with the machine itself. The result
s that dairy experts, whose duty it was
safeguard the quality of dairy products,
ne out in strong condemnation of the
butter
Creamery
machine.
Iking
kers went so far as to say that good
tter could not be made when the milk
and they were right
s machine drawn
More care is
conditions then were.
sv being taken to keep the milking manes of New Zealand and Australia
itary and opposition to their use is
ng out. But dairy authorities there
ve not yet fully endorsed the machine
It is sigthe grounds of sanitation.
icant that this opposition has come al;ether from dairy manufacturers and
tructors.
The farmers are convinced
it they could not get along without their
Iking machines. They value them quite
much as Canadian dairy farmers value
I

;

;

ir

new Ford

cars.

NEED OF CLEANLINESS
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What Is Auto-Intoxication
And How to Prevent It
By C. G. PERCIVAL, M.D.
definition I have ever noted
of Auto-Intoxication is "Self-Intoxication, or
poisoning by compounds produced internally by

Perhaps the best

oneself."

This definition is clearly intelligible because
puts Auto-Intoxication exactly where it belongs; takes it away from the obscure and
easily misunderstood, and brings it into the
light as an enervating, virulent, poisonous ailment.
It is probably the most insidious of all complaints, because its first indications are that we
feel a little below par, sluggish, dispirited, etc.,
and we are apt to delude ourselves that it may
be the weather, a little overwork or the need
for a rest
But once let it get a good hold through nonattention to the real cause and a nervous condition is apt to develop, which it will take months
Not alone that, but Auto-Intoxicato correct.
tion so weakens the foundation of the entire
system to resist disease that if any is prevalent
at the time or if any organ of the body is below
par a more or less serious derangement is sure
it

—

to follow

The ailments which have been commonly,
almost habitually, traced to Auto-Intoxication
are: Langour, Headache, Insomnia, Biliousness,
Melancholia, Nervous Prostration, Digestive
Troubles, Eruptions of the Skin, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Kidney Disturbance, Liver Troubles.

There are several conditions which may produce Auto-Intoxication, but by far the most
common and prevalent one is the accumulation
of waste in the colon, caused by insufficient
exercise, improper food or more food than
nature can take care of under our present mode
of living.
I wonder if you realize how prevalent this
most common cause of Auto-Intoxication really
the clearest proof of it is that one would be
is

—

entirely safe in stating that there are more
drugs consumed in an effort to correct this complaint than for all other human ills combined
it is indeed universal, and if it were once conquered, in the words of the famous medical
scientist, Professor Eli Metchnikoff, "the length

—

of our lives would be nearly doubled."

He has

specifically stated that if our colons

infancy we would in
probability live to the age of 150 years.

were removed

in early

all

because the waste which accumulates
extremely poisonous, and the
blood, as it flows through the walls of the colon,
absorbs these poisons until it is permeated with
them. Have you ever, when bilious, experienced
a tingling sensation apparent even above the

That

is

in the colon is

dormant sensation which biliousness creates?
I have, and that is Auto-Intoxication way above
the danger point.
Now, if laxative drugs were thorough in removing this waste, there could be no arraignment against them
But they are at best only partially effective
and temporary in their results, and if persisted

be effective at all. Their effect
at best, the forcing of the system to throw
off a noxious element, and they therefore "jolt"
nature instead of assisting her.
in soon cease to
is,

however, a method of eliminating
which has been perfected recently
after many years of practice and study, which
might be aptly termed a ^nature remedy. This

There

is,

this waste,

the cleansing of the colon its entire length,
at reasonable periods, by means of an internal
bath, in which simple warm water and a harmless antiseptic are used.
is

This system already has over half a million
enthusiastic users and advocates, _ who have
found it the one effective and harmless preventive of Auto-Intoxication, and a resulting means
of consistently keeping them clear hi brain,
bright in spirits, enthusiastic in their work and

most capable

in its

performance.

The one great merit about this method, aside
from the fact that it is so effectual, is that no
one can quarrel with it, because it is so simple
and natural. It is, as it is called, nothing but a
have
bath, scientifically applied. All physicians
for years commonly recommended old-fashioned
Internal Baths, and the only distinction between

them is that the newer method is infinitely more
thorough, wherefore it would seem that one
could hardly fail to recommend it without stultifying himself, could he?

As a matter of fact, I know that many of the
most enlightened and successful specialists are
constantly prescribing

it to

their patients.

The physician who has been responsible for
was
this perfected method of Internal Bathing
himself an invalid twenty-five years ago. Medicine had failed and he tried the old-fashioned
Internal Bath. It benefited him, but was only
partially effective. Encouraged by this progress,
however, he improved the manner of administering it, and "as this improved so did his
health.

Hence, for twenty-five years he has made this
his life's study and practice until to-day this
long experience is represented in the "J. B. L.
Cascade." During all these years of specializing, as may be readily appreciated, most interesting and valuable knowledge was gleaned,
and this practical knowledge is all summed up
in a most interesting way, and will be sent to
you on request, vdthout cost or other obligations,
if you will simply address Chas. A. Tyrrell,"
M.D., Room 356, 257 College street, Toronto,

and mention having read
Farmer's Magazine.

The inclination of
away from medicine

this

this article in

age

is to

The

keep as far

as possible, and still keep
healthy and capable. Physicians agree that 95
per cent, of human ailments is caused by AutoIntoxication.

These two facts should be sufficient to incline
everyone to at least write for this little book
and read what it has to say on the subject. '
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there found that rinsing the machine with
and afterwards with lukewarm water,
produced a bacterial count in the milk
from 200 to 500 times as great as good
careful hand milking, whereas the careful rinsing in cold and then hot water
containing a good washing soda, and this
followed by thorough cleansing with the
brushes provided, the steam sterilizing
of all metal parts and the sterilizing of
all the rubber parts in a 10 per cent, salt
soluti'on, five per cent, lime water solution
or two and one-half per cent, formalin solution, will give far more satisfactory results and if other precautions are taken
the bacterial count should not range above
five or six times that of careful hand
milking, and this will be classed as good
milk on any market. Prof. Lund, of Mac-

cold

Royal Naval
College
of

Canada

The next examination for tlie entry
of .Naval Cadets will be held at the
examination centres of the Civil
Service Commission
in
May, 1916,
successful
candidates
joininj^the
College on or about the 1st August.
Applications for entry will be received up to the 15th April by the
Secretary, Civil Service Commission,

Ottawa, from whom blank entry forms
can now be^ obtained.

Candidates for the examination in
next must be between the ages
of fourteen and sixteen on the 1st

May

July, 1916.

Further details can be obtained on
application to the Undersigned.
.
.

Department of the Naval Service,
Ottawa, January 4th, 1916.

Second'Hand Engines
MARIHE and STATIONARY
Fourcycle, 10 h p. Buffalo; 8 h.p. kerosene,
Guarantee make; 3h.p., 2cycle, lOh.p. Triton;
8 h.p. Ham Motor Works; 18 h.p., 3-cy.inder
Fairbaoks, and 25 others.
New catalogue just
out.
Send for it.

Guarantee Motor Co.
Hamilton, Canada

DIRK'S RED MITE KILLER
One application KILLS all Mites and
prevents tlieir reappearance during the
season. Keeps fowls free from body lice.
Makes scaly legs bright and clean. Keeps
lard, pastiT and sweets fre« from ants.
Hedbiigs will give no trouble wbere used.
VV'nfe

Booklet

to-<iay
free.

for

special

trial

price.

& Marshall, Niagara Falls, Ont.
Distributors for Canada.

WANTED
CAPITAL OR PARTNER WITH
CAPITAL
in Alberta.

ranching proposition
Cattle and Sheep.

for a

full particulars

VANB. C.KEITH

-

apply

Box 1688. Edmonton. Alta

VARICOSE VEINS, BAD LEGS, ETC.
are promptly relieved with inexpensive home treatment.
It
absolutely removes the pain, swelling, tiredness and disea;5e.
Full particulars on receipt of stamp.

W.

F.

YOUNG,

I

have made

milking machine

is

it

doing

clear that the
efficient

work.

The question of

the make of machine is
not as important as the calibre of the man
ivho runs it. I have seen all of the standard makes in operation, and all doing good

Money

in the Paint

farmers
FEW
money

Unauthorized publication of this advet
tisement will not be paid for.

For

germicide.
I think

G. J. Desbarats,

Deputy Minister of the Naval Service.

MitiMiall

donald College, recommends a submersing
solution of one pound chloride of lime to
100 pounds of water. His tests do not
show the lime water satisfactory as a

work. The two discarded machines I have
mentioned, were of a make that has given
excellent results in dairy stables all over
the land and in the tests at Ottawa, Kentucky and elsewhere. The investment may
seem high; it will run from $170 to $.500,
depending on the machine selected and the
number of units employed. At the least,
however, it represents only the cost of a
binder, and at the most not more than
three binders. A binder is used a few days
a year, the milking machine every day of
the year. If one must purchase an engine
to run a milking machine, he can also use
it to pump water, pulp roots, and thus pay
for itself "on the side."
One ingenious
friend of mine has run a pipe from the
milking machine vacuum tank to the
house, and while the machine milks the
cows in the stable, the same vacuum runs
a vacuum cleaner in the home.
Summing all up, I would say that a
milking machine will cut the time required for milking in two, but that it will
add somewhat to the time required to
cleanse the dairy utensils. In a herd of
20 or more cows, however, this is a minor
consideration, and on this basis the machine is winning an increasingly prominent place in the dairy industry in Canada.

P.D.F., 482 Lymans Building, Montreal, Can.

realize the amount of
they lose annually through
their failure to be liberal in the use
of paint.
It is easily within the facts
when we say that ten per cent, of farm
profits on implements slip away through
this very channel. Let it be noted that air
and moisture and sunlight all work for

the destruction of all non-living objects.
See how this fact manifests itself on the
average farm implement. As soon as the
paint is removed from the bolt of a new
implement that bolt begins to rust. The
first strain that comes on the bolt loosens
it and does its share to loosen the rest of
the machinery.
The next step is for
moisture to find its way beside the loosened
bolts and joints, and the next step is that
the wood commences to rot and the way
to a break-down on the part of the machine is fairly entered upon. Many a
binder that should have lived for twenty
years goes to discard because the owner
failed to supply the needed paint.

HOW

TO GO ABOUT IT

go over the implement to
be painted carefully, and put it into a
good condition of repair. All old grease
or dirt of any kind should be removed
and the whole surface sandpapered.
When all parts are in good repair and
clean and dry, the implement is ready for
painting. The local hardware merchant
with a reputation for upright dealing, will
be a good guide for the farmer in this particular.
For there is much to be said in
favor of dealing with the local merchant.
It is best to have on hand at least two
brushes, one for the black paint for the
iron and another small brush for the application of paint to the wood. Pure lead
and pure oil should be tlie basis of all
P^irst of all,

Brush

paint for farm implements. The paint
should be applied thinly and evenly, care
being taken to cover every particle of the
surface. Pains must be taken to spread
each coat evenly. The second coat should
not be applied till the first coat has been
thoroughly dried.
Of all farm machinery that requires
painting, the manure spreader takes the
first place.
Manure is notorious for rotting anything with which it comes in contact, hence the peculiar danger to which
the spreader is exposed Twice a year this
implement should be thoroughly cleaned
and treated to a thorough painting. The
iron should be as carefully looked after
as the wood, both in the matter of cleaning
and painting. The inside of the box should
be thoroughly soaked in oil and coated
so thickly with lead and oil that the
manure cannot penetrate the wood. Half
an hour vdth broom and brush and an
abundance of water, followed by a day in
the sun in wind, followed in turn by a
thorough painting, and five years at least
will be added to the usefulness of the
spreader, to say nothing of the gain accruing from having the spreader in working order when its services are required.
Harrows, neck-yokes, whiffletrees, waggon-racks and wheelbarrows all require
attention and will last indefinitely if given
timely protection against the elements.
And why not consider the house in the
Help may be scarce
spring estimates?
this year, but if the house is to be kept
up, it will need painting every five years
or so. And good buildings always make a
farm more valuable and the country part
in which one lives a more desirable place
If one has a hired man, there are
to be.
certain days in the summer when he can
be put to work painting to advantage.
.
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Build

Your Barn
Continued from page 51

orm a stop for the window frames. Tile
lock will support a load of 1,600 lbs. per
quare inch of bearing surface. They are
asily and rapidly laid in a wall, as two
len will build a wall 4 ft. high and 132 ft.

ig in 8 hours.

FLOORS
Concrete laid 4 in. thick and mixed one
cement, two and a half parts sand
nd five parts gravel will make a good

How

Easily Your Home
Too Could be Made
More Livable!

TOW

T
easily you could make its
^ * four dull walk reflect all the
cneeriness and joy you love to

bring

it

How

easily those

yourself!

who make

it

home

might enjoy the added distinction

lait

oor. If any objection is raised as to this
eing cold under the cows, a few rows of
ile blocks can be used at these stalls and
o insulate this part of the floor from the
amp earth. Another method is to use
ork brick under the animals. These come
ather expensive per thousand, but a
housand lay a large number of stall
Horse stalls should be floored
oors.
'ith 2-in. planks. Strange as it may seem,
lack ash will outlast most other woods
or this purpose. Hard pine or tamarack
.'ill
also be found very lasting for any
tall

floors.

DOORS

main openings from the stable
hiough the walls should be from 3 ft.
in. to 4 ft. wide.
The jambs of the door
ill be 2 in. thick at least, and on top of
All of the

his a stop of at least

%

in.

more, so that

horse with harness on has little enough
pace in passing through a door of these
mensions.
All doors should be built
ith an air space in the centre.
The best
oor I know of is one built with a perectly dry wood core to keep it well inulated, and both sides covered with galanized iron. The iron prevents the dampess from reaching the wood and seems to
Iso retard expansion and contraction.
*rotection is also gained and a longer life
ained for the door.
Stable doors are
est hung with swing hinges
three to
oor.
Open all outside doors outwards.

AND WALLS
wui bring

Only a little of your spare
time these stay-in days and your home can
it.

have the richness and charm of costly
plaster or composition effects, without their
excessive cost.

The

free plans

we

send

you make erection simple and easy.
Pedl«r"i Perfect Met»l Ceiling, and Wall, are
moulded sharp and cleat OD tiee\ diet. The

Pedlar machioe cut beadi on each pane! make all
fit tight and ioviiable— an added advantage

jointi

peculiar to Pedlar'i Perfect

Metal Ceilingi end
Prime coated with ipecial Mellow- tone
which makes potcible that desirable soft finish.
Place them right on your plaster or wooden
walls.
They can be painted any tint or shade
and will last as long as your house— dust proof,
vermin pro f, fire proof, sanitary and ornamental.
Why not give your home— Now- ihe added charm
and chcenness Ihe home-folks would love it to have?
W«lli.

paint

Why not sre wh.it a difference a little of your
spare time th. se long evenings would make

home, in any room.
Send ns a rough nlan of any rooms you wish
— our experts will make you helpful suggesin yoi;r

tions iree

i>f charge.
Shall we s.nd you too, the 6ne Wall and
Ceiling Cnt.ilogue I'.M. showing many of
the if.oOO designs and Period styles you
have to select from? Ask us today.

—

PERFECT/

WINDOWS
All stables
eet of glass

METAL

must have at least 4 square
area per animal in the build-

Better to have 6 or 8. The best and
might say the only type of window to use
those with the upper portion opening
3
nwards at the top. This may be built
i^ith a cross bar in the frame and two seprate sashes used, or the sash made in
wo without any horizontal division in
he frame. In the latter case the upper
ash is simply hinged to the top of the
awer one. If anything, I would prefer
he latter as more light can be admitted
/hen only small bars are used across the
ng.

pening.
laterial

made

Then the cost is less. The best
from which a stable window can

of course, steel. This gives a
ermanent and fireproof job, and although
he first cost may be somewhat more than
he wood, yet I believe it to be a paying
ivestment.
Steel sash always work
icely, and are very tight so that no wind
an get through, only where and when
e

'anted.

A Vast New Land

Settle in

New

Waiting for You

Ontario

man who will strike out to the rich, fertile land of New Ontario.
Millions of acres of virgin soil obtainable free, at a nominal cost, are calling for cultivaThis land contains immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower. fish, game
and scenery, and is one of the greatest expanses of fertile territory in the world. This
land calls for men to cultivate it in return it will give health, comfort and prosperity.
Thousands of farmers have rop^nded to the call. How about you ?
Opportunity awaits the
tion.

;

is,

For

full

information, as to terms, regulations and settlers' rates, write to

H. A.

MACDONELL,

HON.

HOWARD FERGUSON,

G.

Director

of

Colonization

W. BERT ROADHOUSE,

Minister of Lands, Forest and Mines

PARLIAMENT BUILDING, TORONTO

Deputy Minister

—
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Barn
Roofing
Fire, Lidhtnind

Rust and Storm Proof
Durable and

Ornamental
know the

Let us

size of

any roof

you are thinking of covering and

make you an

will

we

interesting ojfer.

Metallic Roofing Co.
Limited

MANUFACTURERS
TORONTO and WINNIPEG
SlSVAr/CA'

Good

SecTIOfV Oi^ T/MB^f! fRAME.

The timber frame barn

The Rutherford system

of ventilating

stables seems to be the only one that will
work well here in Canada. This is a sys-

tem that

is fairly well understood in a
general way, but possibly a little information on dimensions of vents may be of
use to some of the readers. A cow should

Stays good looking
and old harness looks

new when

as has been generally built in Canada.

VENTILATION

Looking
Harness
like

AND

you

give it regular applications of

have about 600 cubic feet of air space in a
stable, and where this is provided for the
fresh air inlets vnll require to be of sufficient size to allow of 8 square inches of
The outlets
controlled inlet per animal.
will have to be large enough to provide 15
square inches per animal. All three of
the above dimensions should be carried
out in the given proportions in all stables.

EUREKA

HARNESS OIL
Prevents cracking.

Putslife

into the harness.

Makes

strong, pliable, last
application will

it

longer.

One

convince you.

Dealers Everywhere

The Imperial

Oil

Company

Limited
BRANCHES IN AH* CITIES

afcav SEPARATORS. ENGINES. SPREADERS

^•200.000 customert

testify that

my

^^^fc designers and factories build quality into
thorn. Built for long, hard,
continuous users'
satisfaction.
HIGHEST QUALITY — LOWEST

f

PRICES. About
/^,

1-3 to 1-2 less than you usually
pay. Don't buy till you get my cataloj^
these and other farm and housegoods free. A postal (sets it.
'">'<'

of

''D-20^J'

Wm.

Low

freight

Galloway Co.,

jsk^

^m

rates.

Box A, Winnipeg, Man.

BOOK ON

Dog Diseases
AND HOW TO FEED

Mailed

FREE

Ltd.,

to

any address
by the
author.

H.
18

CLAY GLOVER,
W.

3l8t

St..

V.

S.

N.y.. U.S.A.

One general purpose basement plan for

a

stock

farm

1 foot.

mixed farm,

scale

Vs

inch

—
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come through the walls
few inches above the floors of the stable
id the outlets should commence just
?low the ceiling and reach all the way
rough the barn to the ridge of the roof.
is not necessary to have these vent
ipes connected to the ventilator on the
Stop them a few inches below the
)of.
dge so the hay carrier can work.
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'he inlets should

^

•

Lamontagne's

I

;

Alligator

Brand

Lamontagne's Celebrated Brand Harness
STABLE EQUIPMENT

will stand the strain of

hard wear.

It

is

and serviceable.
To the
has the quality and work-

stout, durable

I need say little about the stalls and
tanchions that are so well known here
Cow stalls should always be
1 Canada.
uilt of steel; sanitation and economy of
Twelve steel stalls
pace demand this.
ly take 24 inches of the standing space
f the stable while 12 cow stalls built of
mod take off six feet. Horse stalls may
e built by using steel columns at the rear
nd wooden posts at the front with 2
nch planks for the walls of the stall.
Vooden posts are used in this one vvith
teel angle bars bolted on the posts to
orm slots or grooves for the plank of the
These angles also protect the
tails.
wsts from the kicks of the horses. This
nakes a cheap and effective stall.

last

detail

it

manship that the House of Lamontagne
is noted
for.
The "Alligator" Trade-

I

Mark

distinguishes

Lamontagne Harness

from the ordinary. Look for this mark
on all harness and harness fittings, and
you can be assured of absolute satisfaction

and extra wear.

Brand Light Buggy Harness is unexand wearing qualities.
Write us for further information and name of nearest
dealer. Ask your dealer for Lamontagne Harness
Alligator

celled for smart appearance

the harness that lasts longer under heavy strain.

ri*»al#»r«
K^caiCl
a

"'•"ite

us

to-(lu.v

for our dealer catalogue,

giving detailed
description
and prices.
Our travellers are now on the road. Drop us » card and
we will be glad to have one of them call on you. It
will pay you to investigate.

LAYING OFF THE STABLE

When

commenced

work

I told the
impossible to
nake a plan of a stable that would meet
ill
requirements and with that still in
nind I have only made one small stable
)lan to use as a basis from which to preare this work. The plan I submit has all
mportant measurements given and is designed along strictly modern lines.
The
'Host important features are the feed and
:ross halls.
A stable laid out like this
aves hundreds of steps, in doing up the
chores, in one day.
The portion of the
hall opposite the horses is off-set to give
more space behind the animals and also to
bring the row of supporting posts, at the
front of the box stalls, under the girder.
Windows are spaced to give the walls a
neat even appearance. All halls are wide
enough for litter carriers or feed trucks.
The feed hall permits the placing of the
silo at the south end where it will be best
I

eaders that

I

this

thought

it

shaded.

LAMONTAGNE, LIMITED
338

Tree Pruning Easy
Pruning Knives That Make Pruning
More of a Pleasure Than a Hardship
tools are designed on new
principles in a factory especially devoted to their manufacture. They so greatly reduce the work that five or six
trees can be trimmed in the time formerly required for
They quickly pay for
one, and far more easily too.
themselves by their great convenience and the econ-

Taylor - Forbes pruning

omy

time they afford.

'n

general utility Knife, suitable
not only trees^ but
shrubbery and liedges. It has a wide r;inge of action.
It will cut the smallest twig or a green limb 1% inch
through.

ne K'aneae
IVansaS

•yL,-^

ROOT CELLAR
This should be built under the incline
and have the walls made from the same
materials as was used for the stable. The
roof can be made of reinforced concrete
by getting used railroad rails and setting
them about 30 inches on centres, then
spanning the space between with corrugated iron arches. The rails may be the
56 lb. per yard size and can be bought for
about 2 to 21/2 cents per lb., all cut to
length. The concrete will have to be mixed
strong, 1 to 2 and 4 and be laid to depth
of 5 inches. A trap door in the roof gives
easy access to the cellar when storing
the crop.

BARN FRAMES
Barn frames are

built of timber, planks
a combination of either timber or
planks and steel. Upon certain circumstances and local conditions will depend
what frame to use for each individual requirement. The best way to decide this
or

NOTRE DAME STREET WEST, MONTREAL

1

'^

J I^:__.
«^rcnara
IVing
/*k_-,L,

^

pruning

for

Notice
it can

how compact
be

the kiufe

is.

worked where limbs

are close together, removing one without injury to the
others.
The blade is of finrst temper and is removable
for sharpening.
The handles are made of hard maple
i-urefully selected, well seasoned and of ample strength.

appy

nougni

1
action which is very effective
for setting bafk budding, shaping and trimm-ing.
It is
a general favorite for light or medium work.
It permits the operator to stand on the ground. It will out
limbs up to
of an inch, works easily, has a powerful
leverage and long drawing cut, which are features of
all our pruning knives.
Thi' material of all our pruning knives is of first
High-carbon crucible steel forgings, oil-temquality.
pered, are used in the working parts.
The blades are
of finest temper and are removable for sharpening.
All our goods are guaranteed for life against defective
material or poor workmanship.

%

Ask your

dealer.

how

Write for our booklet
to care for yonr trees.

"F."

Learn

Taylor-Forbes Company, Limited
Head
Guelph

...

Office and Works:

Ontario
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Pure Copper
CCNTftC: L/N/r

Lightning Rod

Company
HAMILTON

ONTARIO

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS

IN

High-grade Pure Copper Strand
Lightning Rod Cables, Copper
Tubes for Uprights, Galvanized
Standards, Copper Cone Points
Nickelled, Ornamental Balls, Copper Straps, Malleable Galvanized
Dispersers, Ornamental Vanes.
Our cable is a woven strand cable of
36 pure copper wires, 1,000 feet on a

wooden spool, doing away with
waste ends and faulty connections.

solid

ali

Government Bulletin 220 from the
Department of Agriculture, Toronto,
Ont., will give you full inforrtjation on
the heavy losses by lighting, and showing what the Government thinks of
lightning rods as
protection.

Our cable being pure copper
weighing over three oz. to the
passes

£L£V,^TION

A/\fD

SCOT/OA/ 0/~ A^LAA/H /^ffyt^iT

absolute

practically

and

A

Government regulations.

to deal with each style of
arately.

is

Our dealers and

their erectors
on installing rods,

are

experienced men
and
by specifying our Company's cable it
insures absolute pure copper cable and
the proper installation of the rods.

FREE
Send us the names and post office
addresses of the lightning rod agents
in your locality, and we will send you
free, one
of the latest New York

TIMBER FRAMES
have used

posts reaching from the cross sill to the
This allows of shorter
purlin plate.
timbers being used than if the purlin

6 -

'^sw

J
O/^/VC /^LOOf^

ONTARIO
fiwo

^/VO T»U3S

y-ffuss

(^1

EARTAGS.
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'^mi
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^STOGK

Tags and Buttoofl for
irk your ponltry.
Beat

1
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^
1

'

crttioD for

HoRs, Sheep.

Sample,
Specialty

SmithB

Ont
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V
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V
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p

^

tf.

Rldeaa

beams and these

in
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Rod Company

Tbe

I

paper shows the purlin

in this

Pure Copper Lightning

and

siding

one continuous piece from
side to side. In using up old timbers this
system will be found quite helpful. Most
of the old barns were about 30 feet wide
and this purlin post I have used in my
design takes a timber 29 feet long for a
barn 36 feet wide. In using old timber

were run

-

HAMILTON

steel

posts were set on the

frame sep-

The drawing of a timber frame that

novelties.

Cultl«

plank frame barn ready for the

fx)ot,

.

fi£//vrofiC£o com;.
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BAfiA/ rLOOPl

FOR SALE
^

^/'f/^O'tCM

everything from an apple tree to a
strawberry plant shade, ornamental
ornamental
and e\er£rcen
t'ees
shrubs and vines, roses, hardy fiowering plants, bulbs, asparagus guaranteed stock at reasonable prices. 2c
stamp for catalog. Silver black foxes,

—

\

—

fishers,

mink.

DOWNHAM
Box D.

BROS..

Strathroy, Ont.

A barn

floor plan for the barn.
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IHINK

of the clear, broad sweep of space from wall to wall and floor to roof their
removal would give you.
Think of the unhmdered freedom in the mows or any part of the barn, this Greater
ROOMINESS would bringl Greater ease in haying! More space for storing grain

^.MiELfgmfE
bring you for the first time the mo
of every inch of space within your barn
and with a
positive strength of structure that even the costly
wooden beams could not give.

Wardle Patent Barn. 'George Shingles
generous size. 24 in. x 24 in., or if prefer
gauge. Pcrfecr" Corrugated, galvanized iron
is supplied.
Once the 28 gauge corrugated iron is
placed on the wall frame, not one inch of wood
appears from the outside.
Pedlar s Steel Brace
Wardle Patent Birn <s absolutely LIGHTNING'

—

Greater Roominess Along the Walls
Notice how the PcdUr Steel Br«c.
Wcrdle
Patent." sets up close to every post
Extending
only three feet at the base, it is entirely out of the
way at all time<«. The Pedlar Steel Brace is not a
new, untried idea, but a brace that has proved its
str-ngth and convenience through the test of ten
'

PROOF. FIRE PROOF, RAIN PROOF

PROOF

Patent

Absolute Freedom at the Hips
Perhaps you didn't notice that the Pedlar Steel
Brace "Wardle Patent" Barn is absolutely free of

An Advantage Never

Pedlars

Bi

Steel

B.rn.

you

Roof

nd gabl

ndo

with

.ired gl«

reflect

abundi

^htch
open and
Conductor Pipe and
drain all water irom
Cornices make an
vulnerable points.

Offered Before

Everything comes to you
detail ready for our expert
erect in a few short days.

only in Pedlar's Steel Brace
to operate
your hayfork in cither of the hips or in the ridge.
An exclusive convenience that points still further to
he scientific thoughtfulness called lorth in Pedlar

Wouldn't you like to know more about Pedlar's
"Wardle Patent Barn? Wouldn't you

Steel Brace

"

and bItM prints of just the size~of
Pedlar Barn best suited
will gladly send you.
ever, complete plans and
working drawings without delay.

like to see plans

construction.

Inherited Security
Tbe same famous "Pedlar" coverings that have
provided such protection to the wooden frame barns
in Pedlar's Steel Brace

NOW
PEOPLE, Limited

Tear Off and Mail the Coupon

THE PEDLAR

:E<ti>bIishcd

1861)

Execubve Offices and Factoriea
Brucbcs: MONTREAL.

:

RUST-

"

Ad advantage found

now found

You

i

"Wardle Patent" Barn, that allows you

ta the past are

WIND-PROOF

Surpriies Await

'
part:
th.
Pedl
Ventilators supply
nple ventil
against the nui5an<
bird:
when threshing is
liable thi

wooden

posts projecting to the hipa> Take
a good look again. The strain at these points and
in the ridge is even more effectively taken care of
than by tne old method, with double sets of steel
braces, which lock E«ch Separate RafterThia
absence of posts to the hips brings you
or

and

Once

years' usage.

etefel

'

'

OSHAWA,

ns Pfldlsr Peopls.

Slas at Barn

Ont.

linUtsd

F.M.
Osbaws. OdL
Send mo. without delsj. nans. Working DrawlngB
and
ComplsteofaPsdlar Steel Brace •Wardle Patent'sirLCost
It
""" "'* ""''" ''° obligation to you
("wv"^*^
Nam«

_J
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Free Kxpert Information for Readers
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The

"What
Do You
Want to
Know

\HE FARMER'S MAGAZINE,

connection with' the great

Should you have a nutty problem on some phase of your work, or

if

you

are

know where to
department and we will

procure them,
take advantage of this information
be pleased to
answer your inquiries promptly. Let our experts help you with your problems.
Use the coupon below for the questions you desire answered.

" The

What Do You Want
^143" 53 Unfv"rs"f;

Please

Our

Readers

its

desirous of securing goods or articles and do not

Department
for

through

organization of the MacLean Publishing Company, is in touch with vast
sources of information which is gathered from different parts of the
world for the numerous MacLean publications. This wealth of information
and the editorial staff of all these various publications is at the service of the
readers of The Farmer's Magazine.
1
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Ave., Toronto.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING
BUSINESS CHANCES
FREE FOR SIX MONTHS — MY SPECIAL
offer to introduce my iiingaziue "Invostiiig
for Profit."
It is wortli $10 a copy to anyone
who has been getting poorer while the rich,
richer.
It demonstrates
the
real
earning

power of money, and shows how anyone, no
matter how poor, can acquire riches. Investing for Profit is the only progressive financial
journal published.
It shows how $100 grows
to -?2,200.
Write now and I'll send it six
months free. H. L. Barber, 4CS, 20 \V. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.

JEWELRY

WALTHAM

yV'ATCHES

Reliable timepieces.
to
St.,

The Watch Shop,

—

.?5.50

TO

$150.00.

Send for free catalogue

Wm.

E.

Cox, 70 Yonge

Toronto.

(tf)

FARMS WANTED
WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNER OP
good

farm for

cash price.

sale.
Send description and
R. G. List, Minneapolis, Minn.

try if possible at all to use the same length
of side post in the new barn as was in the
old one for it is on the posts that most of
the work of framing is required.
Old
plates can usually be used over again
just as taken from the old building.
Where old buildings exist in which there
is a possibility of getting much good material it is best to look into the matter
very carefully or a great deal of this may
be lost, from the frame of the new barn
not working out in a way that will permit
the use of the old timber being used to

much advantage.
The day of the timber frame is past
and only where much timber is available
at a very low cost is it advisable to build
this type of barn. Very often the timber
that a man has on his own farm would
make good furniture and would sell for
a fair price for that purpose but instead
it is used for the barn frame, where it
will not last over 8 or "10 years, to take
the place of cheaper lumber that would
give better service.
Why, I have seen
butternut, basswood, hickory, and good
maple and ash in a frame all of which
could be sold for two or three dollars a
thousand more than the cost of good hem-

WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNER OF
good farm for
scription.

sale.
State cash price and deD. F. Bush, Minneapolis, Minn.

(2-lC)

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT, MACLean Publishing Co., Ltd., 153 University Ave.,
Toronto.

STRENGTH OP MATERIALS, BY EDWARD

Rose Maurer, B.C.E., Professor of Mechanics,
University of Wisconsin.
144 pp., 58 illus.
Cloth binding.
A work of great value to
architects, builders, designers, steel and concrete workers.
Strength of timber, wrought
iron, steel, cast iron,

brick, stone, etc.,

under

loads;
strength of built-up sections;
strength of beams, columns, shafts, riveted
Price $1.10.
joints, etc.
MacLean Pub. Co.,
143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
all

THE GARDENETTE OR CITY BACKYARD
By Benjamin F. Albaugh. The
arranged to meet the needs of tlie
beginner or amateur, especially for those who
have limited areas that are available for the
purpose.
This book contains thirty full-page
photographs, examples of the
illustrations,
Handsomely bound, at
author's experiments.

Gardening.

volume

$1.35

is

postpaid.

"THE BUSINESS OF FARMING."

BY WM.

Smith, author of "How to Grow 100 Bushels
The preof Corn per Acre on Worn Soil."
face of tills new volume by Mr. Smith contains
a history of the science of farming from the
dawn of creation down to the present time.
C.

The book aims to deal with every phase and
feature of the farm.
Cloth bound, postpaid,
$2.25.

Classified

Want

Ads.
Get right dov?n to the point at issue.
If you veant something, say so in a fev?
Readers like that
well-chosen vrords.
sort of straight-from-the-shoulder talk',
and that is the reason why condensed
ads. are so productive of the best kind

of results.

TRY. A CLASSIFIED AD.
IN THIS PAPER

Hemlock

is barn lumber and will
than any of the other native
woods that sell at low or even medium
prices.
Everything considered it looks
like a lot of waste to put a great quantity
of lumber in a frame when one just as
strong and a great deal more convenient
can be erected with about one half the
amount. Interior beams, posts and braces
are not required in the plank frame and
are always in the way in the timber
frame.
Work on the timber frame is
a big item and the raising bee is a thing

lock.

last longer

Timber frames
of the past.
fences are things of the past.

like

rail

PLANK FRAMES
The drawing I show of a plank frame
gives the best construction for this style
of building. I am aware of the fact that
other sorts are being constructed but this
is the old original type and has the purlin
plate which I consider as being absolutely
necessary to any really substantial frame.
This saving of timber is all right as long
as it does not go too far but all farmers
should hesitate before building a barn
that has not good roof supports at the hip
or curb. This is especially true in regard
to basement barns that are to stand .on

high walls.

The drawing shows that the loads and
thrusts on the purlin plate are transmitted to the foundation walls by the long
In this frame all loads
inclined posts.
come on the walls. This is where they
should come. When built with full length
timbers as shown and all joints well
bolted and spiked this frame is as strong
as

any timber frame.

The

proper distance. If a timber frame is to
be covered with corrugated iron then a
lot of extra work is required to frame in
extra girths, while all girths on a plank
frame are simply spiked into place. Now
to build a barn without making any effort
to fire proof it is certainly making a great
mistake for every year sees more frequent
and dangerous electric storms and besides
the almost universal use of steam threshing engines almost demand fire-proofed
barns.
The desirability of fire-proof
barns and the difficulty in getting long
planks for the plank frame may have been
the prime factors that led to the production of another barn frame.

COMBINATION WOOD AND STEEL FRAME

My

Fireproofing a

plank frame

is

easy

to a timber frame. In the
former the girths are 3 to 4 feet apart
while in the latter about 2 feet is the

this

style

quite

be noted that like the
plank construction this frame transmits
all loads to the foundation walls, the open
centre is also like the plank frame but the
steel work takes the place of all the long
costly lumber. Outside of this steel work
the walls and floors are very similar, in
nearly every particular, to the plank
building. The steel seems to have been used
where it would give the most strength,
and as the lumber that it replaces would
cost considerable the difference in price
will be very little if any. Old timber can
be used for posts, plates, purlin plates,
floor timbers and for girth stiffeners so
where a farmer has some old timber he
should be able to build a combination barn
frame cheaper than a plank frame. These
buildings have a complete covering of
galvanized iron on walls, roof and cornices. Even the doors are metal covered.

is to

when compared

drawing shows

plainly.

great.difficulty

get these long timbers or planks
and in no case must splicing of these be
allowed. Another difficulty is that little
or no old timber can be worked into one
of these frames. The only place to put
this is in the floor timbers.

now

of water-bowl.
The water is ad
mitted as the animal presses on the
plate inside the bowl.

One type

By

It will

HAY UNLOADING EQUIPMENT
means instal an outfit when

all

the

barn is being built and this outfit should
be the sort that will carry the forkfull
back into the mow at any desired height.
This is the machine for the plank or combination frame where no centre cross
beams are in the way. The use of this
will save hours of time at haying, when
time is gold.

— —

—

:

.

:

—

:

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
At present a new outfit is being gotten
out for taking off hay or grain. This is
of the hoist type and is operated either
by gasoline engine or electric power. The
team is not taken off the wagon at all,
and the load is off before one could get
team hooked to the draw-rope for
the old way.

the

Built up girders are as strong as solid
timber when well made.
Joists 2 X 10 inches set on 18 inch
centres are safe if not over 14 feet long.
Fig. 4 shows a sanitary cow bowl that
has valve to control and requires no float

20 Cows milked in one
hour by one man.
A modern mechanical milker

tank.

makes this Feat Possible and
around the hired help
gets
problem

covered barns depreciate 2y2 per
year (U. S. Gov.).
Ceilings of stables should be 9 feet

Wood

cent, per

JUST A FEW HINTS

high.

Wood supporting

posts should never be

Cow

6x6

stalls should slope to

than
inches, and never
spaced over 12 feet apart.
Round hollow posts should be ^Vz
inches in diameter for same spacing.
Girders should be 10 x 10 inches and

in the total length.

not over 14 feet apart.

zine.

smaller

trench

1

inch

door and window sills of concrete.
Tile blocks make the best silo.
When in doubt about any farm building problem write The Farmer's Maga-

Some Notes That Will Furnish Useful Data
A DAIRY

COW CENSUS

Some time ago, says Henry in his book on
and Feeding," Mr. W. D. Hoard con-

findings are

recorded In the

From milk products
From manures (Slyke)
From calf

fol-

Butterfat
per year

cows
Type of cow

lbs.

Good dairy

type
Lacking dairy type
Value of Silage—^

Herds fed

.

.

silage

Herds not fed silage.
Value of good stables

.

Herds in good stables.
Herds in poor stables.
Value of Dairy Literature
Owners read dairy lit.
Owners do not read "
<;ood and Poor Producers
Most profitable herd..
Least profitable herd..

9,365
8,104

Gross

Feed

returns

.$195

Returns

Recceived

over cost

for

.$1

of

Feed

189.0
138.2

$33.95
32.01

$51.33
34.04

$17.38
2.03

$1.51
1.66

6,689

181.8
l."il.2

34.98
32.95

48.48

21,7.59

.39.41

13.50
6.46

1.39
1.20

The Arbogast Bros, use a three-unit
"Hinman" milker machine. The power

9.506
3,775

180.0
130.0

34.53
32.53

48.65
32.76

14.12
0.23

1.41
1.01

6,202
9,122

180.1
136.7

34.78
35.00

49.32
36.84

14.54
1.85

1.42
1.05

3.848
3,459

2.34.0

33.66
33.76

59.84
40.46

26.18
6.70

1.78
0.80

being supplied by a hydro-electric motor
stationed right in the stable when one of
the editors of "Farm and Dairy" called at
the Arbogast Farm to find what the experience of Mr. Arbogast has been with
this milking machine, the answer to his
question came straight and clear:

102.2

There are some interesting facts brought out
That this represents fairly well the conthings in

Cost of

lbs.

I'Te.

!ition of

$90 to $150
40
30
5

$125

Totals

lowing table

No. of

Canada as

well. Is doubtless
orrect.
The poor dairyman, like the poor
farmer generally, is generally lacking In one or
iinire of the things that go to n>ake a man
•"hrlfty.
It will be noted with pleasure by the
iicn who select their cows with care that the
''ws of good dairy type returned .$17.38 per

nw

while the poor type paid little better than
He is a mighty willing slave who
cows for the pleasure of it.
Perhaps the most outstanding part of this
tal>le
is
the results of those men who are
habitual readers of the farm papers and bulletins.
Where the man who studied every means
to make a profit, made $14.54 per cow the man
who despised what others could tell him only
made $1.85 per cow. When you hear a mail
ranting against these "book farmers" perhaps
you ought to inquire into his profit.

their keep.
likes to milk

There
profit in

no doubt of it, there is considerable
handling dairy cattle when the farmer

is

uses the business judgment that the farm deOf course, some farmers where the
mands.
milk yields are low, will get little else than
as profit.
manures
the
In general the feeding of the dairy cows may
a dairy cow will usually
be done as follows
consume about 2 lbs. of dry roughage of good
quality daily per 100 lbs. of her live weight, or
1 lb. of dry roughage and 3 lbs. of silage,
common rules for feeding concentrates are
:

(Henry)
1 lb. of concentrates per day for
1. Feed
each pound of butter fat the cow is producing
per week, or
2. Feed 1 lb. of concentrates per day for each
3 or 4 lbs. of milk, depending on its richness,

or

COST OF KEEPING COWS

3.

In addition to the cost of feed, the dairy cow
should be charged with 1 depreciation, inter2 deprecia^t and taxes on the cow herself

—

;

—

and taxes on the barn, barn tools
mil dairy implements; 3
cost of the bedding,
i'ln,

interest

—

—

4 prosalt, brushes, record sheets, etc.
"irtlonate cost of a pure bred sire; 4^ cost of
ilior in caring for the cow.
These charges are

••!•.

;

—

^tlmated by various authorities at from .'i!75
$r.i. while the man with a very expensive
'verhead equipment would run considerably

""

I'lead of these figures.
.\s

THE UNIVERSAL MILKER

follows

-li;

his

Man

—

This has been tlie experience of Mr. Arbogast of Arbogast Bros., Sebringville, Ont.,
one of the many breeders of pure bred
herds who has been convinced of the feasibility of the milking machine even for
pure bred herds.

Let us loolt at the matter a little further.
These things will give returns somewhat as

under his own supervision, a series of
cMuvasses of dairy herds which included
«ome 2,163 herds which contained 28,447 cows.
of

for the

despised job on the farm
milkis being revolutionized by the
Where the
use of milking machines.
milking machine is in use the hired help
actually want to do the milking:

ing COWS

Feeds

I'eeds
ilucted

Some

—

The most

Make

Feeding of Dairy Cows
Who

103

the cost of the cow's feed runs from $30

to $90 according to the local values obtaining
for roughages and concentrates, it can be easily

figured out tliat tlie cow costs somewhere between .$95 and $145 per year.
.^gainst these figures there must be credited
proper allowances for the milk produced, her
calf, and the manure she produces.

will

Feed as heavy an allowance as the cow
pay for at the ruling prices for feeds and

products, increasing the allowance gradually
until she fails to respond by an increase In
production which will cover the increase in
cost.

a narrower nutrithan the ordinary farm animals, and

Heavy producers require
tive ratio

hence it may be advisable to alter the character of the grain ration to them. It is always
wise to feed a more nitrogenous concentrate
allowance to cows which show a tendency to
fatten, while animals which are losing in flesh
should receive a larger proportion of the carbonaceous concentrates, such as the farm
grown grains.
Above all feed the cows from their individual
All good feeders practice this
standpoints.

method.

"We are mighty well pleaded with it" was
the opening declaration. "We have used
For
it every day since last December.
three weeks last winter two of us were
alone. During that time I milked our 20
cows myself and did it in one hour. I
had to jump to do it, but the fact that it
could be done shows how independent one
can be of hired help when there is a milking machine around."

"That IS just the reason' we put our
machine in," he added. "To get around

We

are confident
the hired help problem.
well
as the men
milks
as
machine
our
that
all
did and saves half the time.
used to quit at five o'clock in the
Now durfields and come home to milk.
ing the ru.'^h seasons I can do the milking
In the morning
alone in the evenings.
we don't have to get up so early; half past
five is now the rising hour instead of five.

We

Farmers

and

Dairymen

interpsted

in

this

"Hinman" Milker can secure full particulars from
Water Street South,
H. F. BAILEY & SON,
Gait, Ont., sole manufacturers for Canada of The
'
Hinman Milking Machine.

——
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composition of cow'S
MILK

.vvi<;i{.\i;i.;

f^at

Sugar
Ash

:

;::.;

.

This

.Vmmal.

and Traction

''°'"lf-

and Intestines.
Quarts

.

Stomach

19.0
(57 4

Small intestine
Large Intestine
Sheep

1.37

4 Stomachs
Intestines

.ill

424

3m
3.42

is

his

marized from data

Meal

Capacity of Stomach

,

.

.

taken from the data given by Wing
milk and its products, and is sumtaken
from the various
-American stations.
in

STOM.\CH CVPACITY OP ANIMALS
,

.

4.60
4.05

13.38
13 ''7
i2;61
11.85

.Vyrshire
ilolstpin-lriesian

3 g9
3 02
53
4:88
0.71

Casein
Albuiuou

Farming

Engineering

H.50

^;;3'
Shorthorn

Brown Swiss

A NEW BOOK FOR FARMERS

Traction

R

1^:

required for 100 lbs.
increase in weight.
310 pounds

Live weight of hogs.
54 to 82 pounds
82 to 115 pounds
115 to 148 pounds
148 to 170 pounds

4

.31.3

.375
4.38

pounds
pounds

455 pounds

WEIGHTS OP CALVES AT BIRTH

1.54

Ox^

.\n 4 Stomachs
Intestines

GASOLINE— ALCOHOL— KEROSENE
By JAMES

Author of

"The Young

Engineer's Guide,'

table as put out by various
experiment stations will be near enough the
average in Canada to guide anyone:
Av. Wt.
Wt. of
% of

109 8

Hog-

Stomach

8.5

Intestines

STEPHENSON, M.E.
"Farm Engines,"

H.

The following

26li.9

Breed

20. .5

NORMAL TEMPERATUKES OP FARM
ANIMALS

Deg.

etc.

Horse
0-x

Sheep
Pig

Holstein

Brown Swiss ....
Dairy Shorthorn

It will be noticed that the normal temperature of the animal varies considerably. This
in the case of different animals of the
species.
Individuals vary in temperature within a very narrow limit;
.V departure of even
1 degree from normal indicates
some bodily

derangement.

Pat

%

ersey

%

14.70
14.71

Guernsey

5..3"

5.16

.

.\ir

breaHied.

Per 24
Hourly. Hours.
142" 3,401

Horse
Solids

.

Dam Dam's

Wt.

Lbs.

900
996
976

6.11
7.13
7.79
7.72
8.90
6.08

1,153
1,123
1,249

AIR BREATH9D BY ANIMALS
Animal.

Cow

MILK OP VARIOUS BREEDS
Breed

71
76
89
100
76

.\yrshire

100.8
102.8
105.8
105.4

is

1

.55

Guernsey

Fahr.

98.4
100.4
101.3
109.9

per calf
Lbs.

•Jersey

Pig
Sheep

117
46

2,800
1,103

.30

726

Ventil. reg'd.

per animal
Per 24

Hourly

Hours.

4,296
3,542

103,104
85,008
33,408
22.008

1,392

917

This shows how important it is to have good
ventilation in onr northern Canadian stables.

COST OP HOG FEEDING
Prof. Henry, in "Feeds and Feeding." gives a very instructive table compiled from
results from numerous experiment stations, showing the feed consumed per 100 pounds gain
by hogs of different weights. Following is an abbreviation of the table as given in Prof.

Henry's book
Weights of animals
:

in

This new handbook contains all
the latest information of the

How

Why

and
Farming.
IN

15
50
100

ation
tion

200
250

THREE PARTS

.300

TRACTORS: Full
construction and operFuels Lubrication Igni-

of

tractors

—

All

174
417
495
489
300
223
105

.50

100
150

200
250
.300
3.50

X\. feed Feed eaten daily
eaten per per 100 lbs.
live weight
day
Lbs.
Lbs.
2.23
3.35
4.79
5.91
6.57
7.40
7.50

5.95

Xver. gain
per day

Fee d per KM)
pou nds gain

Lbs.

4..32

.76
.83

3.75
3.43
2.91
2.74
2.35

1.10
1.24
1.33
1.46
1.40

Lbs.
293

400
437
482
498
.511

535

of dift'ereut breeds.

leading

described

No.

animals

The table shows that the heavier hogs made more rapid gains and consumed less feed
per 100 pounds of their live weight, but there was a steady increase in the amount of feed
required for 100 pounds gain as fattening advanced.
A similar result was obtained at the Ontario .Agricultural College with 36 pure-bred pigs
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yearly milk records
in their herd:

Rose of Glenside

Just the book you need to help
you out of all difficulties in connection
with
modern farm

12mo.

following

the

which have been made

151 Illustrations.

Cloth.

Sent postpaid to any address for $1.65
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above°o
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I
^'^T"^''
though
there are many
other prominent
herds of Dairy Shorthorns in the United
^"1*

^t^tes.
It

Toronto

was

stated

in

another place that.

Dairy Shorthorns have existed in Canada
since Shorthorns were first imported, and

quite a number of Canadian Shorthorn
breeders have been working for years to
improve the milking propensities of their
cattle.
However, it was not until February, 191.3, that the, Dairy Shorthorn
"^^y be said to have been officially recognized by the Dominion Shorthorn Breed^^^' Association. This association at its
annual meeting in 1913, passed a resolution asking the Dominion Department of
Agriculture to open a Record of Perform™_--4.
„„„^ f^.^
ov,^,.+i,«^
„„+<-i„ „ a
ance
tor bhortnorn
cattle,
and a commit^^^ ^^^ appointed to draft a standard of
production necessary to qualify for regis-

Record of Performance. By
^^ ^g^g everything was ready,
and the first entries came in. Up-to-date,
therefore, our records show the results of
^^jy ^^^ years' work, and during that
tjj^g^ pj. yj^til March 31st, 1915, forty-six
Shorthorn females have qualified in the
R.O.P., and six others qualified in regard
to production, but did not calve in time

tra«on
^^^

in the

j

i

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
be accepted. Of the 23 matured cows
recorded, six gave over 10,000 lbs. of milk
in a year, the highest record being 13,535
lbs. milk and 540 lbs. fat. The results of
this new venture are extremely creditable
to the breed, and must be a source of satisfaction to the Shorthorn Association.

l(ir>

to

WORK

OF ONTARIO

PEERLESS PERFECTION

AND ALBERTA

The Dairy Shorthorn is attracting much
attention in Canada at the present time,
and numerous herds are being founded,
especially in the provinces of Ontario and
Alberta. The Alberta Government is encouraging the movement by establishing a
herd at one of its Demonstration Farms,
and already eleven cows from this herd

wk.rMmWMW
^^m^^m^
'\r^%.

FENCE

have qualified for the R.O.P.

Unfortunately, two of their best cows, both over

Does

you could wish
and more. Built close enough
strong-

enough

to

for a poultry fence
to keep chickens in and

keep

an unruly animal and spring back into shape immeThe wires are securely held together atevery intersection by the Peerless Lock.
not a netting but a real fence— built ia line with our usual good standard of exceileuco.

carelessly backed wagon, or
,

diately.

This

also es-

a small herd at the Ontario
Agricultural College, Guelph. An importation of nine females and three bulls was
made in the summer of 1913. Of the nine
females only four had calves previous to
importation. Of these four cows. Golden
Rose calved in March, 1915, and at present is creeping up close to 11,000 lbs. of
milk, which tests well over 4 per cent. fat.
She is still milking well, so she should
have a high record by the time she completes her year. Iford Waterloo Baroness
calved in January, 1915, and is comfortably past the 10,000 lbs. mark. She is due
to calve again in January, 1916.
Last
year, with a little longer time between
calves, she gave 11,250 lbs. of milk inside
of twelve months. Lady Maud has been
milking only since August in the R.O.P.
but she looks like reaching 10,000 lbs.,
barring accidents. The remaining cow,
Pudding Solo, has not done so well, but she
should easily qualify under the R.O.P.

all

cattle out. Even small cliicks cannot pret
betT^een the close mesh of lateral and vertical wires. Tlie heavy, hard steel
'topar.j bottom wires to:^ether with intermediate laterals, will take care of a

10,000 lbs. milk, failed to calve within the
time limit after completing their records.
One of these has 10,492 lbs. of milk and
493 lbs. fat to her credit.

The Ontario Government has

wtJmS

is

Peerless Perfection Field Fence

tablished

Is

Strong— Yet Springy as a Bed

Spring.
no matter how hard

Animals caa't break through it
Juit springs
It simply can't be brokeu.
back in shape like a bed spring. It's nia*'.e of heavy
Open Hearth steel galvanized wire with all the impurities taken ont and all the streni^th and toughness left
in. Will not corrode or rust. Top and bottom wires are
their attacks.

FenCG that
Saves Ex pen so

Tf h©

extra heavy. Will mt fap, Rrquircs less posts than
ordinary feuco. Ahii'Iately guaranteed.
i

Peerless

Ornamental Fencing

accomplishes two groat purposes. It beautifies your
premises by giving thorn that symmetrical, pleasing,
orderly appearance, and it prr-tects tliem by furnishing
rigid, effective resistance against marauding animals,
We make gates to match, that are equally attractive.
etc.

never needs repairs. It is the cheapest fence to erect, because, owing to its exceptionally
heavy top and bottom wires, but half the usual amount of lumber and posts are required.

it

address of nearest agent. We also nLike a complete line of farm and omaSend for Literature ^"^
mental fencing. Agents nearly everywhere. Agents wanted in unassigued territory.
Winnipeg. Man., Hamilton* Ont.
THE BANWELL-HOXIE WIRE FENCE CO., Ltd.,
II

I

,

wmiiniiiijiijiiiin:

s\-

h
:ifc=

rules.

Of the five heifers, one died, one is making good, but the remaining three are
problematical.
But

article has far exceeded its
prescribed bounds and must be brought to
an abrupt termination. If it has done

»iai^..^^u..<i>....—.<tf«:z^^ia^«...«»iB^j.

^aaatik

this

nothing

else,

let

us hope

it

has demon-

strated the fact that the Dairy Shorthorn
is not a new-fangled fad, but is as old as
the Shorthorn breed also that, for a great
many years. Dairy Shorthorns have been
paying the rent upon thousands of acres
of England's highest-priced lands; and
right here at home, the oldest of us re;

member the type from our

earliest boy-

hood days. It is only the name that is
new. It is the same old type that has
nourished us all these years with juicy
steaks and honest, wholesome milk, which
makes its bow under a new title, and
craves that recognition which is its due.
And let us not forget that beef, with milk,
was the foundation upon which the breed
was built, and beef, with milk, must still
be the motto if the object is to perpetuate
a dual-purpose breed. Large milk records
are a desirable thing up to a certain point,
but if the beef becomes drovraed in the
milk, what will become of the dual pur-

pose cow?

IMEW CO/iL OKL LIGHT
Beats Electric
or Gasoline

MEN WITH RIGS OR AUTOS
MAKE $300 A MONTH

10 DAYS FREE

>

don't ask you to pay a cent until
you have used this wonderful modem
light in your own home ten days we
even pay transportation charges. You
may return it at our expense if not
perfectly satisfied after putting it to
every possibletest 10 nights. You can't
lose a cent. We want to prove to you
that it makes an ordinary ol 1 lamp look
like a candle; beats electric, gasoline
or acetylene. Lights and is put out like
Tests by Government
old oil lamp.
and 33 leading Universities show it

—

noise; simple, clean, no pressure, won't
explode. Several million people already
enjoying this powerful, white steadv light.

nearest to sunlight.

Get One

It's

GUAKANTEED.

If you haven't capital we willbelp
w^lth our liberal credit plan.

you

Every home wants and needs this
wonderful light, that from half the
usual amount of oil produces the
brightest, mellowest light obtainable.

To

sell the Aladdin is a simple matter
of getting the light Into people's
hands. After a trial nobody wants to go
back to old feeble lighting methods.
Hundreds of men are making 8100 to
$;JOO a month. Here are two letters just

like thousands we receive:
Out of eight calls I sold six. Then ordered
In four dozen lots and sold five lamp« a
day. My patrons all say they are fine after
using them a year."— H. B. Stewart.
"Between Jan. 2 and Feb. 20. I sold about
275 lamijs. I never saw anything that
would sell equal to it."—Charlie Conrad.

Jl&iddui

MANTLE LAMP
Sample Sent Prepaid — 10 Days FREE

We want one user in each loFREE cality
to whom we can refer cus-.

toniers. Be the first and get our special introductory
for
offer under which you get your own lamp
showing It to a few nelglibors and sending in their
orders. Write quick for beautifully Illustrated

FREE
FREE

Book and

Furnish Capital

Without any sales experience, yes even
without capital, you can make a big
Bucoess by placing the Aladfltnon trial.

We

BURNS 70 Hours On ONE GALLON
common Coal Oil (kerosene). and gives more
than twice as mut-h light as the best round
wick open flame lamps. No odor, smoke or

Money Needed

We

Send No Money

get full particulars. Address nearest oflice

Tell us what territory you prefer,
whether you have a rig or auto so you can work In
country, how long you have lived in the community,
etc.. so we can give you full Information, agency
terms, credit plan and sample lamp for free trial.

to responsible men.

MANTLE LAMP COMPANY,
Largest Coal Oil Mantle

1309 Aladdin Building
Lamp House in the World

Montreal or Winnipeg
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Where Farm Schools Educate

GENUINE

DIAMONDS
ON CREDIT

Save money on your Diaiiionds

We

Dlamonrl

are

down,

$1, ?2 or ?3

every advantage

by buying from

of

Canada

Farm Boys and

Girls to

Each Province

is

Terms: 20%
Importers.
weekly. We guarantee yon
Price and Quality.
10%

We

send Diamonds to any part of Canada for inspection
Payments may be made weekly or montlily.

Write to-day for catalogue.

Is

It

free.

at our expense.

JACOBS BROS., Diamond
15 Toronto Arcade, Dept. B,

By

J.

B.

SPENCER,

A

FARMER

living in any part of
Canada may, without leaving his
own province, secure a fairly com-

Importers
Toronto, Canada

plete

When

This possibility has been much enhanced
through the operation of the Agricultural
Instruction Act passed in 1913.

buying your next
or Outine Shirt,

agricultural

technical

education.

Workine
ask for

The

DEACON
SHIRT

SHIRT^

and Quality
Guaranteed.
The Deacon Shirt Co.
Fit

Mark

Trade

Belleville.

GOOD LUCK "

Ontario

Bfand

COTTON SEED MEAL
Write

41 to 48 per cent. Protein
IT MAKES RICH MILK
and prices to

for feeding directions

CRAMPSEY&

KELLY, 776 Dovercourt Rd., Toronto

BULBS
50

Choice Bulbs, 25c.

High-Grade,

Pine Tree Nurseries

Pemaquid, Maine

-

DAY -OLD CHICKS AND EGGS
From bred-to-lay B. Plymouth Rocks, S. C.
White Leghorns, and While Wyandottes.
Agent

for

Buckeye Incubators'and Brooders.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.
G. B.

LUNDY, FOREST, ONTARIO

SAWING
MACHINES
MOODY'S
and
word
Are
the last

in strength

efficiency.

Built of selected,

well-seasoned hardwood, mortised and bolted strongly. They
will stand the heavy timber and do the maximum amount of
sawing smart men can handle. They may be a little higher
priced than the cheap kind, which sometimes prove dangerous.
Our saw rigs.'' PASS MUSTER" every time. Best write
for leaflets now. One shows the CircularSaw Machines,
the other our Improved Drag Saw Machine.

The Matthew Moody

&

Sons Co., Terrebonne, Que.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
In the Province of Prince Edward
Island, until 1914, instruction was given
winter by winter in the Prince of Wales
College situated at Charlottetown. This
was confined to nature study and was
given largely by Professor Theodore Ross,
Secretary of Agriculture for the Province.
With the coming into force of the measure
referred to, the College was enabled to
establish a definite and complete course in
agriculture. The course lasts during the
full college term and includes instruction
in live stock, field crops, dairying, poultry
raising, fruit growing, etc. The principal
agricultural instructors are Professors
W. R. Reek, B.S.A., Director of Agricultural Instruction; W. J. Reid, B.S., instructor in Agriculture; Wilfred Davison,
B.S.A,, instructor in Animal Husbandry,
and S. B. McCready, instructor in Nature
Study.

NOVA SCOTIA
In Nova Scotia a full agricultural education is provided at the Nova Scotia
Agricultural College at Truro. The College provides two-year courses and embraces all of the branches of agriculture.
The principal officers are: M. Cumming,
B.A., B.S.A., Principal and Lecturer in
Animal Husbandry, Agriculture, and Bacteriology; H. W. Smith, B.A., Professor
of Botany; P. J. Shaw, B.A., Professor of

Horticulture and Nature Study; J. M.
Trueman, B.S.A., Professor of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry; W. H. Brittain, B.S.A., Professor of Zoology and
Entomology; L. C. Harlow, B.S.A.,
B.Sc.A., Professor of Chemistry; J. A.
Sinclair, V.S., Professor of Veterinary
Science; B. H. Landels, B.S.A., Professor

and Lecturer

in Drainage,

Surveying and

Field Agriculture.

COTTON SEED MEAL
LINSEED MEAL

FLAX SEED

and

H. Fraleigh, Box

2, Forest,

Ont.

BUFF LEGHORNS— BUFF ORPINGTONS
The Real Winter

Effg

Breeds

TRAPNESTED HEAVY LAYERS
Hatching Eggs

Possible for the

B.S.A.

in

for cash.

on "

it

Scientific Agriculture

us.

ofif

Insist

Making

Learn

— Day-Old
VISIT

Chicks

—Young

and Old Stock

OR WRITE ME

HARRY BICKLE

^S^koVo"^"^

of

New Brunswick

provision for giving within

its

has no
own bound-

ary a complete agricultural course- Two
schools of agriculture have been established, the Fisher Vocational Institute at
Woodstock and the Sussex Agricultural
Institute at Sussex. These, however, have
so far been utilized only for short courses.
.These schools are under the direction of
the Department of Agriculture at Fredericton. In addition to this, the Province
defrays certain expenses of its young

men who

The Province of Quebec has, in
Macdonald College situated

addition
at St.
Anne's on Montreal Island, two agricultural schools, one at La Trappe, known as
the Oka Agricultural Institute, and the
other at Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere in
to

Kamouraska County,
Macdonald

College,

which

is

affiliated

with McGill University, provides a twoyear course designed for farmers' sons
who intend to return to their farms, and
a four-year course leading to the degree
of Bachelor of the Science of Agriculture.
The following are the principal officers:
President and Professor of Bacteriology,
F. C. Harrison, D.Sc; Professor of Biology, William Lochhead, B.A., M.Sc. Professor of Physics, C. J, Lynde, Ph.D.;
Professor of Cereal Husbandry, James
Murray, B.S.A.; Professor of Chemistry,
J. F. Snell, Ph.D.; Professor of Animal
Husbandry, H. Barton, B.S.A.; Professor
of Horticulture, T, G. Bunting, B.S.A.
The School of Agriculture at Oka, affiliated with Laval University, provides a
four-year course leading to the B.S.A. degree.
The following are the principal
officers: Professor of Agriculture and
Sylviculture, I. J. A. Marsan; Professor
of Horticulture, Rev. Father Leopold;
Professor of Market Gardening, etc.,
Rev. Father Athanase; Professor of
;

.

Animal Husbandry, R. B. Isidore.
The School of Agriculture at Ste. Anne
de la Pocatiere provides a three-year
course recognized by the Government of
the province and authorized by the Laval
University. The following are the principal officers: Director, Rev. Noel Pelletier; Professor of Agriculture,
Rural
Economics and Entomology, Rev. Honorus
Bois; Professor of Arboriculture, Apiculture and Rural Engineering, Rev. Paul
Levasseur; Professor of Animal Husbandry and Aviculture, Mr. Jos. Pasquet;
Professor of Physics and Chemistry, Mr.
Robert Leboucq; Professor of Horticulture, Mr. L. D. Huguenin
Professor of
Cereal Husbandry, Mr, S. F. N. Savoie.
;

ONTARIO

NSW BRUNSWICK
The Province

QUEBEC

attend agricultural colleges in
other provinces.

In Ontario the Agricultural College,
which serves the whole province, is situated at Guelph. It is affiliated with Toronto University and provides two-year
and four-year courses, the latter leading

the degree of B.S.A, The following are
the principal officers: President, Geo. C.
Cre^lman, B.S.A., LL.D.; Professor of
Dairy Husbandry, H. H. Dean, B.S.A.;
Professor of Field Husbandry, C. A.
Zavitz, B.S.A.; Professor of Veterinary
Science, J. Hugo Reed, V.S. Professor of
Animal Husbandry, G. E. Day, B.S.A.;
Professor of Chemistry, R. Haircourt, B.
S.A. Professor of Bacteriology, C. F. Ed;

;

;
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'ards, M.S.; Professor of
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Entomology and

oology. C. J. S. Bethune, M.A., D.C.L.;
'rofessor of Poultry Husbandry, W. B.

raham, B.S.A.; Professor of Physics, W.
Day, B.A.; Professor of Pomology, J.
V. Crow, B.S.A.; Professor of Botany,
E. Howitt, M.S.A.
I.

A

Great Line of Plows

lANITOBA
Manitoba a

full agricultural educabe obtained at the Agricultural
'ollege situated at St. Vital, near WinniIt provides a three-year course for
?g.
diploma in agriculture, and a five-year
urse for the degree of B.S.A. The folwing are the principal officers: Presilent, J. B. Reynolds, B.A.; Professor of
nimal Husbandry, F. S. Jacobs, B.S.A.
'rofessor Feld Husbandry, L. A. Moorlouse, M.S.; Professor of Botany, V. W.
fackson. B.A.; Professor of Horticulture,
W. Brodrick, B.S.A.; Professor of
Bacteriology, C. H. Lee, M.A.; Professor

In

on

may

Dairy Husbandry, J. W. Mitchell,
3.A.; Professor of Soils, F. C. Churchill,
Professor of Chemistry, J. W.
S.A.
Morden, M.A., Ph.D.; Professor of Poul;ry Husbandry, M. C. Herner, B.S.A.
f

;

SASKATCHEWAN
The College of Agriculture, as a part
the University of Saskatchew^an sitat Saskatoon, provides Associate
nd B.S.A. degree courses. Students may

5f

lated

pend from one to three years and

may

receive a certificate stating the subjects
they have studied.
course is in preparation, which when completed will give

A

the students both the B.A. and the B.S.A.
degrees in six years. The following are

->-

Hamilton
Plows
you need
WHEN
rocky
loam

a plow for turning sod, clay,
go to the Deering local
agent and choose your plow from the Hamilton line
he handles.
or

soil,

There are two plows in the Hamilton line, Nos. 46 and 47
walking gang plows, that every Eastern farmer should know
about. They are particularly well adapted for use in such soils
as are found north and east of the Great Lakes, and are built to
be drawn by two large, or three medium size horses.
The frames are of special construction, which makes the rear
bottom as rigid and unyielding as the front one.
Wide or
narrow bottoms may be used, any change being very simple and
easy to make, the adjustments for width and depth of cut give
the driver complete control of the work of the plow at all times
and make it an easy matter to straighten furrows. The clevis
allows half-hole adjustments.
Don't fail to see it.
Whether your needs demand a walking or riding plow gang
or sulky, get your plow from the Hamilton line, which is handled
by the Deering local agent.
Write us at the nearest branch
house and we will send you full information about this great
line of Hamilton Plows.

—

the principal

officers:
President of the
Saskatchewan University, Walter C. Murray; Dean and Professor of Animal Husbandry, W. J. Rutherford, B.S.A.; Professor of Field Husbandry, John Bracken,

Internationa] Harvester

Company of CanaJa,

Ltd.

BRANCH HOUSES
At Branjon, Calgary, Edmonton,
N. Battleiord. Ottawa. Qaebec,

Estevan, Hamillon. Letbbriilge, London, Hostreal,
Regioa, Saskatoon, Su Jobo, Winnipeg, Yoriitoii

B.S.A.; Professor of Agricultural Engineering, A. R. Greig, B.S.C.; Professor
of Chemistry, R. D. McLaurin, Ph.D.;

Professor of Physics, J. F. Hogg, Ph.D.;
Professor of Biology, W. P. Thompson,
Ph.D.

MORE CREAM

ALBERTA
The Province of Alberta

—-Bigger

provides a

practical training for farm boys and girls
at three schools of Agriculture, situated
at Vermilion in the north.

Olds in the centre, and Claresholm in the southern part
of the province.
Two-year courses are
provided. The terms last five months and
correspond with the first two years in an

By using the "King" Creann Separator
you obtain all the Cream with less labor.

agricultural college.

There

under

Let us place a Separator in your dairy to
convince you the above statement is true.

way

the establishing of
an agricultural college as a part of the
University of Alberta, situated at Edmonis

Profits

Strongly built for lasting service. All sizes.
Can be operated by hand or power.

ton.

The

principals of the agricultural
at Vermilion, F. S. Grisdale, B.S.A.; at Olds. W. J. Elliott, and
at Claresholm, W. J. Stephens. The Dean
of the Faculty of Agriculture in the University is Professor E. A. Howes, at Ed-

Write us for our agent's address in
your locality. Sold on easy terms.

schools are:

KING SEPARATOR WORKS

monton.

OF CANADA

BRITISH COLUMBIA
As a branch of the University of
ish

Columbia now

Britin course of construe-

KING CREAM SEPARATOR

BRIDGEBURG

-

ONTARIO
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an agricultural college is being estab
This, however, will not be in op
eration for some time. As a beginning
however, the University is offering thi
year as an elective to junior and senio
students in arts a course on "The Scien
tion,

lished.

Farm Books That Help

Basis of Agriculture." The Dean o
the College of Agriculture is L. S. Klinck
M.S. A., at Vancouver.
tific

where we know

the most. In virgin soils where
To-day we farm the best
everything in plant food was present, to get a crop was an easy matter.
To-day, when soils are somewhat depleted, it needs the man who knows to
get -the results.

Experimenting is costly business for a private farmer. Besides our colleges
and experimental farms are for that purpose. It is plain, therefore, that
information is necessary to a successful fruit grower, stock farmer, gardener,
poultryman, beekeeper, dairyman or grain grower. Start a library by puttmg
dear at
in occasionally one or more good, reliable books. Unreliable ones are
now?
one
order
Why
not
will
help.
any price Here are a few leaders that

In each province agricultural instruc
of shor
which ma;
be secured from the Principals of thvarious colleges and schools or the De
puty Ministers of Agriculture.
tion is provided by means
courses, particulars regarding

Canada's Harvest o
$845,874,000

Shorthorn Cattle
By Alvin H. Sanders
Editor Breeders' Gazette
The leader for breeders of Shorthorn
cattle in America, with a history of the
British work.

^

$2.10, postpaid;

half leather, $2.60

of the Herefords
By -Alvin H. Sanders
A companion volume to the one on Shorthorns and represents the latest in the

of the

A

Poultry
By Harry R. Lewis
New Jersey Agricultural

book covering the poultry question

EspecialH
thoroughly scientific way.
good for the big poultry breeder.
$2.10, postpaid

Feeding
By F. W. Wohl
University of California
375 pages, 96 illustrations, covering feeding of farm animals and feeding stuffs.
of

$1.60, postpaid

Alfalfa in America

By

Joe E.

Diseases of Animals
R. A. Craig, D.V.M.

Wing

By

The full story of the growing, cultivation
and curing of this great hay crop.
$2.00, postpaid

of Purdue University
Especially emphasizes causes, prevention
and recognition of common diseases.
$1.60, postpaid

Meadows and Pastures
Joe E. Wing
Discusses the growing of all kinds of hay
and grasses.

Orchards
By Fred C. Sears

By

$1.60, postpaid

of Massachusetts Agricultural College
Practical, up-to-date, from buying of land

tn
'

The

marketing and advertising

These books are recent ones and cover the
following subjects in a comprehensive way.
All books

bound

in

cloth

and

fruit.

$1.60, postpaid

Lippincott Series

Vegetables
By John W. Lloyd

illustrated.

of

the TJniversity

of

Falling Off in Fodder and a Recori
Wheat Crop Potatoes Are

—

High and Scarce

in

a

The Story

Whitefaces.
$2.25, postpaid; half leather, $2.60

A
College

Tllinois

places vegetable gardening on a safe
The book for moneyand sure basis.
making, business farmers.

From

the

Annual Review Number

of

The

Financial Post.

A

COMPARISON of the field crop
harvested in the Dominion in eacl
of the past six years shows u{
strongly the marked abundance of th(
crops in 1915. This is the more remark
able when we consider the weather condi
tions which prevailed in the Prairie Pro
vinces from early summer to nearly th
end of the season. It was described in thi
eleventh annual estimate of the Manitobi
Free Press as "unseasonable June frosts
mud

too little rain in some districts, too
in others, bad outbreaks of cut worm

large areas destroyed by hail, a most unusual toll taken by gophers, an excep
tionally heavy loss from weeds occasionec
by the cold weather of June, excessive
heat during the first ten days of August
and frost on the 22nd, 23rd, 24th anc
25th of August." And yet in spite of this
there was gathered a harvest of 926,902,
600 bushels of cereals, 126,885,000 bushel:
of roots and 14,806,825 tons of foddersthe greatest harvest ever garnered in th

Dominion.

Tt

Swine
By
Prof, of

Geo. E.

Day

Animal Husbandry

$1.60, postpaid

at the O.A.C..

Guelph.
330 pages, with 75 illustrations, descrip
tive, and treats of breeding, management,

marketing and disease.

Farm Dairying
By Laura Rose
A Canadian book by

$1.60, postpaid

a

Canadian writer

on the subject.
$1.35, postpaid

Horses

By
of

Covers,

the

Carl W.

structure,

Sheep Farming in America
By Joe E. Wing

Gay

Pennsylvania
types,
principles

University

of

breeding and horse in service.
$1.60, postpaid

of

368 pages and treats fully the whole sub
jeet.

$1.10, postpaid

The great increase in cereals is partb
due to the favorable weather of 191'
and the early spring of 1915, which en
abled farmers to open new land for 1915
but the greater average yield per acre i
the main factor. This exceptional yield o
wheat more than atones for a shortage o
root crops and a medium yield of fodder.
The shortage

of root crops is partly du
tendency to a preferential attentioi
to silage, but the heavy rains experiencec
to a

in Ontario, the principal producer,
eff"ect

The increase

In addition

to the foregoing list we can supply books on
pertaining to general agriculture.

many

other subjects

143-153 University Avenue

-

-

Toronto, Ontario

also.

of a million tons in fodde

due to the tendency noted above, to de
vote more acreage to these crops an(
probably also to a wider distribution
is

Upon

The Farmer's Magazine

had

Potatoes in On
tario being almost a complete loss.

damaging

a cautious estimate

we

believe th

total value of this harvest of 915 to

h

about $845,874,000, or more than 30 pe:
cent, greater than in 1914, until now th
most valuable field crop year experienced
The cereal yield accounts chiefly for thi
being some 72 per cent, of the whole, anc

.
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wheat

The following

the fact that the average

1914.

this year is lower than in

themselves:

this in spite of

price of

FIELD CROPS BY VALUES,

tables

speak
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for

1911-1915

Cereals

Wheat

..

Oats ....
Barley
.

Rye

.

1912

1913

1914

1915

Bushels

Bushels

Bushels

Bushels

230,924.000

224,159,000
391.629,000

231,717,000
404,669,000

161,280,000
313,078,000

49,398,000
2.428,000

36,201,000
2,016,800

19,185,000

26,130,000
16.949,700

48,319,000
2,300,000
3,951,800
800,900
8,372,000
15,792,000
17,539,000
16,772,600

797,500
8,626,000
16,382,500
7,175,200
13,924,000

336,258,000
481,035,500
50,868,000
2,478,500
3,240,400
594,000
8,101,000
17,128,500
12,604,700
14,594,000

702,116,300

743,242,200

750,233,300

562,843,500

926,902,600

71,238,000

84,885,000

78,544,000

85,672,000

62,604,000

78,497.000

80,016,000

66,788,000

69,003,000

64,281,000

149,735,000

164,901,000

145,332,000

154,675,000

126,885,000

365,179,000
44,415,000

.

2,492,000

.

.

.

1911
Bushels

Peas ....
Beans

4,666,000
1,026,800
8,441,000

.

Buckwheat
Mixed Grains.
.

.

15,712,000
10,075,500

Flax
Corn for Husk

3,913,000
920.500

10,517,000
17.198,000

3,362,500

Boots
Potatoes
Turnips,

Mang-

olds, etc.

.

.

.

MADE

Clover
Fodder, corn
Sugar Beets
.

.

.

Alfalfa

Tons

Tons

13,989,000

12,117.000

2,671,200

3,037,500
201,000

175,000
227,750
17,062,950

bator,

ship

Awarded

test.

53

'

Thermometer

registers on the outside of the
Self regulating patent lamp that
only r((]uires one tilling of oil during the
hatch.
Very different from ordinary makes.
Has eleven exclusive patents, which accounts
for its wonderful hatching, and leads it 20
years ahead of any other make of Incubator.
Canadian customers tickled all up the back
with its big hatching results. To read more
about this wonderful Old Countrj MachiiHget our lOlfi Catalogue which contains 200
World's
photographic illustrations of
the
Greatest Poultry Farms and their owners. The
handsomest art catalogue we have ever issued.
.Tust to ?how you are interested send 5o in cash
or stamps to cover postage .'ind this big book
will be sent free by return mail. Don't miss it.

egg drawer.

Tons

Tons

Tons

285,700

10,859,000
2,616,300
148,000
237,770

10,259,000
3,251,500
108,600
218,400

10,953,000
3,429,870
162,000
261,955

15,641,200

13.861,070

13,837,500

14,806,825

1

(Bradley's Poultry Supply House)
Ottawa, Ontario
14 Waverley Street
Sole Canadian Aients

DE-ODOR-rO

1911-1915

m THE GREAT

FAMILY
DISINFECTANT

^-^

1912
1913
1914
1911
1915
$148,123,000 $139,090,000 $156,462,000 $196,418,000 $352,230,200
Oats
132,949,000 126,304,000 128,893,000 151,811,000 173.172.800
Barley
22,354,000
20,144,000
21.557,000
27,704,000
30,520,800
2,156.295
Rye
1,755,000
1,524,000
1,679,300
1,899,700
4.895,000
Peas
4,944,400
4,382,000
4,860,600
4,766,600
1,782.000
Beiins ....
1,505,000
1,844,300
1,979,000
2,008,000
6.213,000
Buckwheat
6,544.000
5,320,000
6,156,700
5,422,000
11,989.900
8,685,000
10,759,400
Mixed Grains
10^94,000
9,531,000
7.368,000
22,436,300
Flax
17,084,000
23,608,000
15,130,000
10,945.500
Corn for Husk.
10,784,300
9,808,000
12,357,000
10,540,700

Made in Canada
DE-ODOR-ID-a e.e t:erm

Wheat
.

Government

Gold Medals. Used by King George the 6tli,
His Royal Highness, the Duke of Connaught
:it
Ottawa, and 90 per cent, of th-e Governments of the world as well as hundreds of
colleges, and the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Cereals

.

Water Incuholder of World's hatching champion-

under

FLETCHER-BRADLEY

FIELD CROPS BY VALUES,

All

GREAT BRITAIN

TAMLIN'S NONPAREIL Hot

Fodder

Hay and

IN

t
desDi infects.
used freely for the Sick
Room; for ceHai, and for all hou.,ehold purposes
for chicken houses,
stables and anywhiere else where a
de-odorizer is required.

troyer

— Cleanses, Purifies

ShoL-ld

.

be

;

Absolutely Non - Poisonous
PRICE 2S CENTS.
Write for Special Large Quantity Prices for

m

slock breeders

and farmers. If your dealer
cannot supply, write

NATIONAL DRUG COMPANY

TORONTO

Sole Distributors for Canada

$359,861,300 $347,342,100 '$354,783,300 $412-353,000 $616,251,000

Boots
Potatoes
Turnips,

.

.

.

19,069,000

18,924,000

18-643,000

18,934,000

16,560,000

$ 61,428,000 $ 56,253,000 $ 57,061,000 $ 60,532,000 $ 52,524,000

Fodder

Hay and Clover
Fodder Com
Sugar Beets

.

.

.

.

CONTROL

A

Mang-

olds, etc.

Alfalfa

WEIEIP

$ 42,359,000 $ 37,329,000 $ 38,418,000 $ 41,598,000 $ 35,964.000

$162,846,000 $134,338,000 $124,696,000 $145,999,000 $155,807,000
16,999,100
15,949,700
12,506,000
14,977,000
13,014,200
651.000
891,000
906,000
1,005,000
1,154,000
3,402,000
3,095,600
2,819,200
3,429,000
2,622,500

$179,636,700 $153,749,000 $140,927,200 $165,695,300 $177,099,100
$600,926,0'0f

$557,344,100 $552,771,500 $638,580,300 $845,874,000

discovery worth millions of dollars to the farmers of the West, made at Sanford, Springfield and
Stonewall, Manitoba.
In these districts during the past Summer fallow
season, the wild oats and other noxious weeds in
the ground were first, by simple means, forced to
germinate, then utterly destroyed.
Another great discovery was made in the Red
River Valley, the land being practically rediscovered,
in that it has been demonstrated that the same
methods will result in a return of all this great
valley to its former fertility.
Better ask the G. L. Dodds, Implements, care TJie
New Leland Hotel, Winnipeg, to send you their lOin
folder, which tells all about how these results were
accomplished and the machines to use to duplicate
them, in any part of the world, as has already been
demonstrated from British Columbia to South Africa.
Farmers of the East are invited to familiarize
themselves Avith these new methods ^vhieh made the
THfey
miracle cron of 1915 possible in the West.
mean double the work accomplished with half the
power and labor.

FARMER'S M A G A Z I N

How Modern

Decorating is Teaching the Beauty of a
Quiet Background

By

Making

r:

ETHYL MUNRO

Exquisite
things have taken a decided turn everywhere people
are asking for wall papers
in neutral tones, not just
because they are fashion-

Lace by

;

Hand
The English peasants
erations been making

of Bucks, England, have for genlaces of finest linen thread.

able,

Their laces are dainty sheer and fascinating, once only
The lace is strong,
enjoyed by Kings and Queens.
durable and life-lasting. You can buy this lace at the
same price paid for the ordinary machine-made kind.
The purchase of this hand-made lace is an investment
for eveiT woman who loves dainty laces of real worth.
The English peasant will benefit by your purchase.
Owing to the war these peace-loving people have been
By purchasing now you
placed in dire circumstances.
buy at an advantage and help a good cause.

Write for "The

L.a<'e

A

Book."

woman.

value for every

book

some

It gives

of big
infor-

mation on the fascinating and romantic history
of laoe making and contains numerous illustrations of exquisite
free on request.

hand-made

but because

laoe designs

Mrs. Maisy Armstrong's Lace Workers
NIAGARA FALLS. ONT.. CANADA

problem
comes first,

decorating

1/'

Musical Instrument
Catalogs Free
Besson Band Instru-

sell

ments and other makes. Violins,

The
Mandolins, etc.
largest Bagpipe house in North
America. Catalogs Free. Which
Dept. F.
do you want?
Guitars,

Sparks

St.

OTTAWA. CANADA

Learn Music
At

Home!
New Method— Learn To

Play By Note — Piano.
Organ, Violin, Banjo,

>Iandol

in, Guitar, Cornet,

Harp, 'Cello or to sing.
Special Limited Offer of free
weekly lessons. You pay only
for

music and postage.which

No extras. Beginners or advanced pupils.

is small.

Everything illustrated,plain,
simple, systematic. Free lectures each course. 16 years'
success. Start at once. Write

Free BooklctToday— Now
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Box 22i
for

225 Filth Avenue,

New York

City

MAKE YOUR BIKE
A MOTORCYCLE

at a email co«t by using our Attachable outfit. FITS A2JY BICYCLE. E««iiy attached. No special tools required.
Write today for bargain list and free book
Bicycle Motor Atdescribing the

SHAW

CDCC
DWn
rnCb DAAIC

tachment. Motorcycles, all makes, new
and second -hand, 635 and up.

SHAW MANUFACTURING

room. Further than this,
considering the suitability
of a decoration we have to
allow for other things besides effect. People have
built and decorated and
A good style for a plain paper with panelfurnished their house for
ing and cut out border
effect and they haven't been very happy in
was a time when it was them; they have been willing to pawn the
whole thing for a place that they could
fashionable to make the parlor
use, and where they could be comfortable.
walls a dazzling imitation of a
We have to consider durability of mater
Papers were deChinese art gallery.
ials and colors, the appropriateness of the
signed in dancing scrolls and floral designs of red and

THERE

VCWLINDSAYlIMITED;
189

suit-

the
question of how to treat
the walls to get the best effect with the lighting, size
and shape of the particular
ability

We

we have

at last learned to appreciate a quiet background.
This doesn't mean that the
tones may not be rich and
even striking in their individuality, but it does mean
that a wall decoration to
stand living with, must be
unobtrusive.
All home decorating and
furnishing, as well as every
other department of homemaking, if it is to be a
permanent success, must be
governed by three general
principles, sincerity, simplicity, suitability. In the

CO.

Dept. 125, Galesburg, Kansas, U.S.A.

blue and gilt, and
people bought
them for their

homes

because
they were popular.
Even after these
had gone out of
date, at the death
of

King Edward,

manufacturers
capitalized
the
event by putting
out black and
white wall paper
large embossed deSigns
o f white
scrolls and flowers
and peacocks on a

black ground; and
people had them

hung

in their liv-

ing-room, for the
sake of being
fashionable.

Now

A bedroom with

nl abastine

wall finish.

Apart from

qualities, the soft, vel vety finish of alabastiue has
for any room.

ils s:iiiitaiy

made

it

popular

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
tyle of decoration to the use of the

room,

100%

then how much money we can afford
spend on it, and when cheap materials
ire not economical.
For the average room we can't go very
ar astray in using brown or green for our
ground color. Nature uses these colors
)rofusely in a thousand different tones,
nd she never makes a discordant color
cheme. Neither do her pictures ever he-

md

The

**
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HATCHING

™.— The Quebecoise Incubators

|g%^'irooo'' e«
Quebecoise " Incubators have reached the staee

of perfection.

They wiH

eive 100/^ hatchinCt

and have an eee capacity from 60 to 2,000 eees. The Breamine is done by Hot Air and a Humidities
Pond, or with Hot Water and Electricity. Each machine is absolutely guaranteed. Freight prepaid
to your nearest station.
Learn how these Incubators will help to make poultry-raisins a success.
Ask for our catalogue and prices of Incubators and alt Poultry Supplies.

LA COMPAGNIE

J.

A.

GAULIN,

Limitee. Office and Manufactory,

BEAUPORT, QUEBEC

me monotonous. With nothing much but
he brown of the earth and the green of
he trees and the blue of the sky her
tudies are always new. An individual
rush or two of yellow or purple or rose
ii'oss the sky at sunrise or sunset, a mat
f yellow buttercups down by the creek
11
the spring before the yellow tint of the
oung shoots has quite left the fields and
\'oods, the quiet brightening of purple
.sters and goldenrod where the sun slants
hrough the brown woods, the unexpected
indling of scarlet haws and crimson velet sumachs in the corners of dying pasures, these piquant touches against a
[uiet background give us a cue for the
lest decorative schemes.

Take

a

living-room

or

Clearance Sale
—

act at once.

YE OLDE FIRME

dining-room

HEINTZMAN & COMPANY,
FIVE SAMPLE

A

$25
five-octave organ, walnut case, extension gables, nlcPly paneled in Burl Walnut,
cylinder fallboard, lamp stands, has S stops, including Melodia, Diapason, Forte, etc.
Grand
organ and knee swell. This is another standard make with a lovely tone and a bargain at $38
five-ioctave organ, handsome w;ilnut case, high top with mirror, sliding fallboard, music
cabinet, lamp stands; has 11 stops, including Bass and Treble Couplers, Forte, Vox Humana,
etc.
Grand organ and knee swell. Has been carefully rebuilt in our own workshop, and is
$48
just as good as when new. The tone is very rich, and this is a bargain at
DOMINION six-octave organ, walnut case, high top, nicely paneled in Burl walnut, sliding
fallboard, lamp stands; has 11 stops, including Couplers, Forte, Vox Humana, Melodia, etc.
Grand organ and knee swell. A beautiful instrument, which "would be an ornament in any
$52
Special at
parlor has a xnagnificent tone.

DOMINION

KABN

;

fawn

THOMAS

six-octave piano-cased organ, mahogany case, rail top with mirror, sliding fallboard, automatic full length music desk, lamp stands; has 11 stops, including Vox Humana,
Forte, Bass and Treble Couplers. Melodia, Diapason, etc. Grand organ and knee swell, mouseproof pedals. This instrument is new, but has become slightly sliop-worn, carries new guar*99
Regular price $150. Special bargain price
antee, and has a lovely rich tone.

be treated in the same way
•ith a border of brown and gold or taking
1 purple or autumn tints.
A bronze green
an also be used well with a frieze or
order of autumn foliage or fruit or with
trimming involving pale yellow in the
•aper could

TWO

esign.

VOSE

Grey papers are usually reserved to
Dne down the very bright room. Experice proves, however, that by brightening
p with certain colors like gold and old
ue, a soft-toned, grey paper may make
ot only a most restful but also a very
triking decoration. Where grey is to be
sed for a very bright room, the most
)mbre shades can be used, and fortunatethese do not fade as quickly as the

has

'

org.
vs

L'

yellow is one of the most exhilarata dull room can be best treated

ORGAN BARGAINS

snap at

gives a natural and well-standing
A cut-out border of convenional design with paneling or a trimmer
bove the baseboard and down the corners
f the room may be used in colors of yelow and brown with purple, or even a rich
esign in red and gold could be used over
light

Limited

"SElili five-octave organ, oil finished vialnut case, sliding fallboard, has 7 stops, Including Vox
Humana, Forte, Melodia, etc. Grand organ and knee swell.
-well-known standard make
which has been put into perfect order by our own expert, and has a lovely sweet tone. A

r fruit,

A

are very much overcrowded with used organs and pianos instruments taken
payment on sales of new Heintzman pianos and player-pianos. These instru-

ments have been thoroughly overliauled and are guaranteed to be in first-class, condition. Prices and terms are away down
meaning quick clearance. If you don't see
what you want, fill in coupon and mail it for complete lists. They are going fast, so

lecoration.

same brown ground.

—

We
as part

ihere no precaution is necessary to meet
ertain requirements of lighting, that is,
vhere the windows are not placed so that
he sun pours in glaringly, nor only on
he north side so that the room is always
lull.
These cases need special treatment,
"or an ordinary, well-lighted room, howver, a plain, warm brown paper with a
ight fawn or cream ceiling, and a frieze
f yellow marigolds, or autumn foliage

he

Organs and Pianos

of

SPECIAL SQUARE PIANOS

square piano, dark rosewood case, handsome carved legs, 'serpentine base,
metal frame, over-strung scale, 7-octave keyboard. This is a standard American make
$92
A snap at
of piano, has a lovely sweet tone.
HEINTZMAN Si. CO. square grand, dark rosewood case, handsome carved legs', serpentine base,
This instrument has been carefull metal frame, long over-strung scale, 7-octav^ keyboard.
fully rebuilt in our own factory; has genuine Heintzman tone and touch, and is a splendid
$!''''
bargain at
nf Boston,

full

'

SPECIAL UPRIGHT PIANO BARGAIN
I

upright piano, polished mahogany case, plain Colonial design, with Boston
automatic full length music drsk, full metal frame, bushed tuning pins,
This instrument is manufactured
scale, 7 1-3 octave keyboard. 3 pedals.
tri-chord
over-strung
by a well-known firm, and this sample piano was sent to us to be thoroughly tested. The
will
instrument
give
the
best of satisfaction.
Offered
tone is rich and sonorous, and this
$~'>5
special at
Cabinet grand

rolling

falllx'ard,

,

•

colors,

buff, and very light browns and tans.
n attractive scheme for such a room is
have a light fawn or tan wall, panelled

with white wood, allowing for a deep
the top and filling this with a
hintz pattern in harmonizing colors but
troducing enough of some warm, glowfig, tone to give a snap to the decoration.
hen the fashion so popular now of using
hadow curtains of harmonizing chintz at
he windows, will make a charming affair
f the least promising room.
Pale green or rose in a smooth, satin
inish paper with ivory ceiling and wood

MAIL US THIS COUPON

VERY EASY TERMS

•

Heintznnan

ff

rieze at

You
balance

only need a
in

small

few

dollars

now,

monthly payments.

& Co.,

Please mail

me

Limited

complete

gains, in

V'ourad. in Farmer's

Heintzman Hall
191

Yonge

Street,

Toronto

list

of

bar-

I saw
Magazine, Febriiarr,

1916.

Name
Address
ik

A

1

F
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& Co.

Boosey

MUSIC PUBLISHERS
The House

that has produced the

Bisfgest Selling Standard

the World, and
for

Vocal

is

New

Songs

in

to-day unequalled

ARMER'S MAGAZINE

work makes a pleasing treatment for a small room, and
especially

This

light.

A few ^'leanings from our catalogue —
:

Molloy

Frefi'k Bevau
Diiddy. Ab, F, G.
A. H. Behreiid
Audacity (Encore Soug.) C, D.
V. Eville
L. Lemon
In Distant Lands. Eb, G.
Lois Barker
Enchanted Glade, The. P, Ab.
Nuthin' (encore song). Eb, G. L. D. Carpenter
Lois Barker
Where Pond Lilies Gleam. C, E.
Hear You Calling Me. G, Ab, Bb, C.
1
C. Marshall
Stephen Adams
Thora. D, Bb, F, G.
Stephen Adams
Mona. C, D, Eb, F.
Dorel
Love Bells. C, Db, Eb, F (Wedding).
Sanderson
All .Toy Be Thine. G, Ab, Bb, Db.
Dorel
Garden of Your Heart. P, Ab, Bb.

Road Home, The.

D, ET), F, G.
A. H. Brewer

(A delightful ballad)

Brewer
Fairy Pipers, The. ,F, G, A, Bb, C.
W. Sanderson
Friend o' Mine. F, Ab, Bb, C.
(In memory of Stephen Adams)
D, Eb, F, G.
In An Old-Fashioned Town.
Squire
(A- great favorite)
Ellen Tuckfield
P, Gb, Ab.
Little Playmates.
W. Sanderson
Until.
Db, Eb, F, G.
When My Ships Come Sailing. F, G, Ab, Bb.
Dorel
(Popular)
W. Sanderson
When You Pass. Eh, F. G.

PATRIOTIC NUMBERS
For Concerts, Entertainraents, Red Cross nnd
Recruiting Meetingrs, etc.
Veteran's Song, The. C, D, Bb, F.

Stephen Adam.s

When You Come Home.

D, Eb, F, G.

W. H. Squire

On His Majesty's

.1. Trevalsa
Service. P, G.
of the Night? C. D, P. Allitsen
Db, Eb, P. G (new ed.)
There's a Land.
Allitsen
Alicia Needham
Who's That Calling? C, D.

Soldier,

What

England's

Canadians

Bb.

Call.

W. Sanderson
L. Lemon

C.

P. Ah, Bb.

Canad.i Ever!

Pollovv- the

Drum.

in

the

why

it

lamp-

makes

an excellent wall color for a
bedroom.

Perhaps the reason the
plain paper or other plain
wall finish has come into
such general favor is that
so much decorative art is be-

and

stencilling.

adopted

Little

is

a rose-colored

ing introduced in paneling
and strapping and friezing

Issues of Merit.

Love's Olfl Sweet Song. Eb, F, G.
Flight 'jf Ages, The. G, Ab, Bb, C.

is

room pretty

A.

Ham

Stephen Adams
D, Eb. F
H. Trotere
Deathless Army. The. A. Bl), D.
W. Sanderson
Shipmates o' Mine. P. G.
.T.
Alrlie Dlx
Trumpeter, The. P. G, A. C.
W. Sanderson
Bb, C, D.
ITp from Someispt.
.John Ball.

SACRED NUMBERS
Stephen Adams
Love Eternal. Eb, F, G.
Father of Light. Eb. F, G, Ab. Stephen Adams
God That Madest. Db. D, Eb. P. W. Sanderson
Lead Kindly Light. Db. Eb, P. W. Sanderson
Nearer My God to Thee. P, G, Ab.
Lewis Carey
The Angel's Ladder. Eb. F, G. Robert Coverly
Laura Lemon
Conifrirt One Another. Eb. P.
Lewis Carey
God is Our Refuge. D, P.
Star of Bethlehem. Eb, P. G. Stephen Adams
Stephen
Adams
Eb,
P,
G.
Light of the World.
A. H. Behrend
C. Eb. P.
Gift. The.

The

style

phase of decoration, of course, depends
largely upon t\e size and
shape of the room. A drop
in this

makes the ceiling of
a room appear lower than it

ceiling

really is; stripes and panels
it look higher.
The
drop ceiling also gives a

make

cosy appearance. Care must
be taken, however, not to
have the wall too much cut
up with panels and friezes
and mouldings or the whole
effect is lost.
The wall is,
after all, the background for
the furniture and whatever
rare pictures and treasures
deserve a place in the room,
and it should give some area
One of the new methods of papering where a frieze Is used
above the moulding, and a plain paper with panels below.
of open space. Simple ribbon stripes are always popular in a bedroom paper because they have
for kitchens and bathrooms but for livingsuch a clean and dainty appearance. They
rooms and bedrooms and any other room
are generally used with a cut-out border
that is to be used and kept clean. "But a
in some pretty floral design. In the richer
painted wall is so cold and shiny," somepapers one has to be a little more careful
one says. "It seems intended more for
in selecting a floral pattern; many of
hospitals and laboratories and public halls
them are excellent but some are tiresomethan for a cosy and artistic finish for a
ly gaudy. A conventional design in the
•home living-room." This would have been
same colors might be quite classic, but the natural attitude a few years ago bethere is something very dignified about a
fore we knew anything about flat-toned
good conventional design anyway.
wall finishes. To-day you can have your
walls painted in any shade you like with a
Since we have learned to appreciate the
restfulness of plain walls, and since saniquality of finish as soft as felt, and when
tation has become an important considerathey get dirty you can wash them and
tion in our homes, the painted wall has
they look as well as ever. A most effective
just begun to come into its own, not only
decoration for any room can be had from
aiabastine wall tint.
It gives an exquisite dull velvety finish, it will not rub
off,
and can be

washed like paint.
The painted o r
tinted wall may be
made quite decorative by good stencil-

PIANO NUMBERS
c. Lucas
Fairy Pipers.
Fantastic Waltzes
Ecstatic Waltzes.
Sly Boots (Fox Trot*
Language d^s Fleurs. (Waltz)
Holiday Sketches (Book).
Rustic Sketches fBook).

—

H. Brewer
Eville
Eville

.T.

McAil
Roberts
Lucas
C.
R. Morris

ling.

Almost

newer

styles have a
ceiling o f
or ivory, or

drop
cream

The above songs and piano numbers may be
Write
had from your local music dealer.
Thematic Catalog, and copies
ed yon FREE each month.
for

Boosey

&

will

Also at

Company

-

-

ONTARIO

NEW YORK'and LONDON,

ENG.

1

a iighter shade of
the wall color, and
the stencilling i s
done just above the
moulding. If there
is to be no moulding, a narrow band
usually of a darker

be mail-

Ryrie Building, 'Yonge Street

TORONTO

a

color gives a finish

An

illustration of a room attractively finished with wall board,
can be painted or tinted In a hundred different ways.

This

Continued on
page 120

;
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ANNIE

By Dr.
The
Once

every

to

moment

and games; keep the
laughter and music.

Present Crisis
man and nation comes

"Now

In the strife of Truth with Falsehood, for
the good or evil side;
Some great cause, God's new Messiah, offering each the bloom or blight.
Parts the goats upon the left hand, and
the sheep upon the right.
And the choice goes on forever 'twixt that
darkness and that light.
James Russell Lowell.

stir the fire,
fast.

The year returns and brings us the petround of irritating concerns and duties.
Help us to play the man, help us to perform them with laughter and kind faces;
let cheerfulness abound with industry.
Give us to go blithely on our business all
bring us to our resting beds
weary and content and undishonored ; and
grant us in the end the gift of sleep.
Robert Louis Stevenson.
this year,

—

Take stock of last year's failures and
successes and mark the cause of each. Do
not worry about your health, but k€ep
your feet warm and dry; dress comfortably, breathe through the nose, have the
fuel handy, keep the house warm and
aired, eat plenty of fat; swear off all bad
habits, and stick to the swear as long as
you can (even a holiday from our vices
good).

FEBRUARY, 28 DAYS

"But in the Leap Year coming once in
four, February then has one day more."
29 days.

This is the month in which St. Valentine
combines with Cupid, and great havoc is
made among the hearts of youth. But
"the irony of fate": Leap Year, and all
the boys worth while are at the front.
Never mind, girls, continue to knit socks
iind send messages (which is your privilege and your right) and wait; nothing is
worth while but the best.
all

amid the rigors of the year,

In the wild depth of winter, while without
The ceaseless winds blow ice, be Tuy retreat.

Between the groaning forest and the shore
Beat by the boundless multitude of waves,

A

APRIL, 31 DAYS

happy with

rural, sheltered, solitary scene;

Where ruddy

fire and beaming tapers join
To cheer the gloom.
James Thomson.

—

During the day, sports out of doors for
the children, and for the evenings books

and

The Traihng Arbutus
close the shutters
/

urn

Throws up a steady column, and the cups,
That cheer but not inebriate, wait on each,
So let us welcome peaceful evening in."

— William Cowper.

MARCH, 31 DAYS

31 DAYS

ty

"Now,

HOME

BACKUS

Let fall the curtains, wheel the sofa round.
And while the bubbling and loud-hissing

—

is

A.

the

to decide,

JANUARY, 1916.

1916

i|ougef)olb Calenbar for

"The stormy March has come at last,
With winds and clouds and changing
skies

hear the rushing of the blast.
That through the snowy valley flies."
William Cullen Bryant.

I

—

Samuel Langhorne Clemens (Mark
Twain) responded to the toast "New England Weather," and if we use the word

March instead of New England, making
selections from that address, it gives us
the description of typical March weather.
"I reverently believe that the Maker who
makes us all, makes everything in March
but the weather. There is a sumptuous
variety about the March weather that
compels admiration and regret.
The

—

weather is always doing something in
this month; always attending strictly to
business; always getting up new designs
and trying them on people to see how they
will go.
I have counted one hundred and'
thirty-six different kinds of weather inside of four and twenty hours. Old Probabilities has a mighty reputation for accurate prophecy, and thoroughly deserves
it, but he doesn't know what the weather
is going to be in March. Well, he mulls
over it, and by and by he gets out something about like this: Probable nor'-east
to sou'-west winds, varying to the southard and westard and eastard and points
between high and low barometer, sweeping around from place to place; probable
areas of rain, hail, and drought succeeded
or preceded by earthquakes, with thunder
and lightning."
So keep your furs
handy, leave your waterproof within
reach, see that your rubbers are hole-less,
wear a tight-fitting hat, hang your muff
and umbrella on the same hook, and do
the best you can for the 31 days of this
weary month.
;

wandered where the lonely pine-trees

made
Against the bitter East their barricade.
And, guided by its sweet
Perfume, I found, within a narrow dell.
The trailing spring flower tinted like a
shell

Amid dry leaves and mosses at my feet.
From under dead boughs, for whose Toss
the piyies
ceaseless overhead, the blossoming vines
Lifted their glad surprise.
While yet the bluebird smoothed in leafless trees
His feathers ruffled by the chill sea-breeze,
And snow-drifts lingered under April

Moaned

skies.

As, pausing, o'er the lonely flower I bent,
I thought of lives thus lowly, clogged and
pent,

Which

yet find room.

Through care and cumber, coldness and
decay,

To lend a siveetness

And make

to the ungenial day
the sad earth happier for their

bloom.

—John

G. Whittier.

This month the Arbutus, the Snow-drop
and the Crocus put forth their early
flowers, and the sun just hints the warmth
it holds; now plant the sweet-peas and
seek your garden seeds; if any broody
hen begins to cluck, encourage her, warm
her nest and fill with eggs; the early
chicks are the winter layers.
For your
own sake and for the sake of your family
leave your house-cleaning for a later day.

MAY, 31 DAYS

To

the

Dear common

Dandehon

flower, that grow'st beside

the way.
Fringing the dtisty road with harmless
gold.

First pledge of blithesome May,
Which children pluck, and, full of pride,
uphold,
High-hearted buccaneers, o'er-joyed that
they
An Eldorado in the grass have found.
Which not the rich earth's ample round
May match in wealth, thou art more dear

me

to
all the

Than

be.

Now

prouder summer-bloom.s

may

—James Russell Lowell.
beat the carpets

and

walls, put on the fresh paint,

clean

the

make ready
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the gardens, transplant your shrubs, put
away your furs from the busy moth; but
be not so busy that you have no time to
hunt the wild flowers in the wood, or catch
the fish in the streams; every man and
woman should in May renew his or her
youth, and wander with the later children

Counts

Quality

1915 Proved This
Sprayed Apples

$3.50 per barrel

-

Unsprayed Apples

"as free as nature first made man,
Ere the base laws of servitude began,
When wild in woods the savage ran."

—Dryden.

25c per bushel

-

There are so many good things in life
we may miss if "we don't watch out," and

Difference represents a loss

IN MILLIONS

our touch with nature is to miss
life's greatest comfort and blessing. Stand
in with nature, and, other things being
equal, you stand in with health and hap-

DEMAND THE BETTER
You Can Get It

1916
PRICE

piness.
May, the last month of Spring,
invites all to the banquet of out-door life.

JUNE, 30 DAYS

THE EASIEST AND SUREST

my

faltered more or less in
great task of happiness.

If I have

IS

have moved among my race
And shown no glorious morning face
If beams from happy human eyes have
If I

Use Soluble Sulphur
The Spray
in

100

in

lb.

Books, and
Lord, Thy

And

— Sticks Best
Easiest to Apply — Lasts Longer
—
NO MUSS
NO FUSS
Mixes Easiest

No

600

lb.

barrel

Freight on

to

handle

Water

APPLY THIS SPRAY WITH
BEAN PUMPS
FAMOUS FOR PRESSURE
LARGEST CAPACITY
GREATEST EFFICIENCY
NOT THE CHEAPEST
BUT THE BEST

-

-

Not worm

driven but eccentric driven

(Ask any engineer which

is

all

HAND AND

POWER

PUMPS AND ACCESSORIES.
Write for our

BULLETIN

No.

4,

"PRACTI-

CAL EXPERIMENTS WITH SOLUBLE
SULPHUR" and our catalogue on PUMPS.

Grow Better

—Sir Walter

Fruit

Niagara Brand Spray Co., Ltd.
Burlington, Ontario

my

spirit

the

month

;

"A noise like of a hidden brook
In the leafy nfionth of June,
That

to the sleeping

woods

Singest a quiet tune."

is

all

night

first,

On

is

Sweet

is

—

childhood childhood's over.
Kiss and part.
youth; but youth's a rover

—

So's my heart.
Sweet is rest; but by all showing
Toil is nigh.
We must go. Alas the going.
Say "good bye."

—Jean

The

the patriot's boast, where'er

Ingelow.

month

green apples; and the gravest menace to
the bottle-fed baby is the milk contaminated by an unclean bottle, or left exposed in the impure air. In the city it is
not always possible to put the children in
even half-way sanitary conditions in the
month of August, so every year the death
rate of these little ones is large, and even
in the country where conditions could be
made, sanitary we find that through the
ignorance and indiff'erence of parents all
too many children between the first year
and the fifth are lost; eternal vigilance
is the price we must pay to keep our children well; cleanliness, plain foods, keep
them out of the mid-day sun, and watch
the milk supply. It is in August we see
the harvest moon, and then the most perfect nights of all the year.

SEPTEMBER, 30 DAYS

we

best country, ever is at home."

— Oliver

last

The idea of

roam
His

AUGUST, 31 DAYS

Sweet

—Coleridge.

JULY, 31 DAYS

"Such

Scott.

risky, the mid-day heat and the chilly
nights, the over-ripe fruit, the tempting

'tnost

my

such a land?"

awake.
—Robertbroad
Louis Stevenson.

.

of roses, and it is a
foolish person who does not pluck them as
they come; now, if ever, we get the perDoctors are idle and all
fect weather.
earth is glad, for happiness is everywhere; the birds are the pleasant alarm
clocks that wake up in the morning to a
rejoicing world. There is a recipe which
tells us that the dew from the June grass
if applied to the face produces a good complexion, but really it is the early rising
to get the dew that does the trick then up
and be happy, this is the secret of good
health and other good things beside.
In June the very air breathes peace.
is

the best)

BEAN PUMPS WON EVERY
GOLD MEDAL AND THE GRAND
PRIZE AT PANAMA PACIFIC
EXPOSITION IN SAN FRANCISCO
THEY BEAT THE
IN 1915.
WORLD. YOU NEED THE BEST
We are headquarters for spraying supplies: ARSENATE OF LEAD, SOLUBLE SULPHUR, LIME SULPHUR,

stab

This

I

No

to fight,
fight for

To

sullen heart in vain
pointed pleasure take

not, if morning skies,
food, and summer rain

my

knocked on

smaller.

Scalecide and Fungicide

Positive

"Where's the coward that would not dare

of summer, the month
filled with danger for the babes; this is
the month when mothers must be watching for the enemies. The busy house-fly
is trailing disease and filth wherever he
alights, the wells are low and the water

moved me

Powdered Form

drums and

And this is the inheritance given us by
the Fathers of Confederation, and makes
for Canada the most glorious month in
the year; and so we honor the First of
July as THE day of Canadian history.

to lose

FRUITGROWERS OF

WAY

Pole.
Let us call her 'The Dominion,
God's Dominion,' " and the assembly
arose to a man, and she was called "The
Dominion" in the name of the Lord.

Goldsmith.

the first day of July in the year 1867
the great dream of Canadian patriots
came true, and Confederation was brought
to pass. Canada became a Dominion, and
there is something very interesting in that
name, something which calls on every
honest patriot to live up to the traditions
of that great statesman, Sir Leonard
Tilly, who gave the name. The question
arose, after the Provinces had united:
What shall we call this country now, the
colony, the states, the commonwealth, or
what? And Sir Leonard Tilly arose from
his seat. "Gentlemen (he said), I read in
my Bible this morning that God's Dominion should be from sea to sea, and
from the river unto the ends of the earth.
From sea to sea, from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, and from the river, the St. Lawrence, unto the ends of the earth at the

self-denial for the sake of
posterity, of practising present economy
for the sake of debtors yet unborn, of
planting forests that our descendants may
live under their shade, or of raising cities
for future nations to inhabit, never, I suppose, efficiently takes place among publicly recognized motives of exertion.
Yet
these are not the less our duties; nor is
our part fitly sustained upon earth, unless the range of our intended and deliberate usefulness include not only the companions, but the successors, of our pilgrimage. God has lent tis the earth for

our

life; it is

a great

entail.

—John Ruskin.

The dangers of August still prevail for
the small ones, and now is added the peril
of typhoid to the grown-ups, if the drinking water is not strongly guarded. If surface water runs in the well, or if the well
is shallow, take no chances for yourself
or others; insist upon the boiling and cooling of the drinking water. Drink from ho
streams or ponds.
are learning that
our health is largely in our own hands,
and disease is not a visitation from God,

We
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ut the penalty of ignorance
essness.

You

them thieves and

call

and care-

pillagers, but

know

--^^

They are the winged war-dens of your
farms,
Vho from the cornfields drive the insidious foe.

And from your harvests keep a hundred harms;
iJren the blackest of

them

llf)

the crow.

all,

Renders good service as your man-atarms,
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rushing the beetle in his coat of mail.
And crying havoc on the slug and snail.

—Longfellow.
— a habit

Discourage the killing of birds
t'ten prevalent at this season.

Owner

of a 250-Acre
Builds a Greenhouse.

This

OCTOBER, 31 DAYS

To

the Fringed Gentian

MEADOWBROOK FARM
Catharines, Ontario.

colored with the heaven's own blue,
That openst, when the quiet light
Succeeds the keen and frosty night.

And

As

and comest

late,

a try-out,

we

built''for

frame house, 60 x 100

them

feet,

is

alone,

—Bryant.

Encourage and help the

child-

winter

We do not realize how wholesome

they are. To those who have acquired the
Beecham-pill or cascara habit, let them
take with their dinner's dessert a few of
our forest's nuts, and nature's food will
do what drugs cannot.
October in our glorious land?

"Judge of the Nations, spare us
Lest

we forget

—

lest

and be makine

man increases his houses, you
tiie money there must be in the
then, don't you build one of our houses
some of that eood monffy ?

Want

over

modern greenhouse
already have an idea of
the

business.

Why,

to talk

it

?

Say when and where, and we'll be there.

Limited, of Canada

near his end.

ren to gather in a store of these for

eating.

it

you have ever noticed the rapidity with which

If

Tofd^ piRtirnham^.
Greenhouse Designers and Manufacturers

TORONTO

Next to June this is our most perfect
month: the glorious coloring of the autumn woods, the odor of the smoke-tinged
air, the sifted sunlight pleasant to the
eyes, the smooth brown roads and the cool
long days in which to search our homegrown nuts; these are days of health and
pleasure.

a complete iron
being their inten-

its length as the profits prompted.
house is located in such a way that other
parallel ones can be erected, making an, economical layout.

tion to extend

The

nest.

When ivoods are bare and birds are flown
And frosts and shortening days portend
The aged year

St.

owners came to the conclusion that the idle,
unproductive winter months might just as well
be turned into money-makers. A greenhouse
was the logical happening.

seen,

Thou waitest

near

It is

The

Thou comest not when violets lean
O'er wandering brooks and speings un-

Or columbines, in purple dressed,
Mod o'er the ground-bird's hidden

is

located right
in the heart of that wonderful Niagara Fruit
Belt.

Thou blossom bright with autumn dew.

Farm

Royal Bank Building

MONTREAL

Transportation Building

CATHARINES, ONTARIO

Factory— ST.

One Man Does the
Work of Ten
WITH

THE BRUNER ONION
WEEDING MACHINE
The Bruner Onion Weeder

is one ot the greatest
labor-saving tools ever put into an onion field.
It enables one man to do the same amount of
work as it takes ten men to do by hand. Read
what this user says

yet,

we forget?"

NOVEMBER, 30 DAYS

:

blaws loud wi' angry sugh,
The shortening winter day is near a close;
The miry beasts retreating frae the

November

chill

Charlotte, Vt., Dec. 18th, 1914

R. G.

MEN

in the amount of work
equal to 10
done. I would strongly recommend it to all
who make a business of raising onions.

Yours

truly,

R.H.SMITH

this machine and grow onions for
Write to-day for detailed informaprofit.
tion telling the advantages of the "Bruner"
for making profits from your onions. Do

Use

morn

in

ease

and rest

to

spend.

And weary,

—

Ruthven, Ont.
The Onion Weeder purchased

Dear Sir.
from you last sprine proved very s.ilisfactory,
and is all you claim for it. All the secret is
not to let the weeds eet too great a start before starting the machine, and the Weeder is

pleugh.
The blackening trains o' craws to their
repose;
The toil-worn cottar frae his labor goes.
This night his weekly moil is at an end.
Collects his spades, his mattocks, and his
hoes.
Hoping the

'

BRUNER,

o'er the

moor, his course does

hame-ward bend.

—Robert Bums.

Desolate month if it were not for the
pleasures of home. Now the roads are at
their worst, the days shorten, and the long
winter evenings are to be spent profitably
or foolishly; now is the time to plan for
the amusements for the young: books,
games, music, conversation. This is the
time ideals are established, ambitions
fired, and plans for life are formed. What

it

now

in

case you forget.

BRUNER MFG.

R. G.
RUTHVEN,

ONTARIO,

CO.

CANADA

This Machine Gets the Weeds Directly
in the Onion Row.

-want ads. get right down to the point at issue. If you -want something,
Eeaders like that sort of straight-from-thesay so in a few well-chosen words.
shoulder-talk, and that is the reason why condensed ads. are so productive of the best kind
,
of results. Try a classified ad. in this paper.

CLASSIFIED

—
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is

CD
CC
race

done

home on these long winter
much to do with "character"
life.
The great men of Canada

in the

nights has

Airmatic

in later

have (with few exceptions) come from
our country homes, and it was by the right

Pistol

Absolutely Safe and Sane.

use of these long winter

No Powder. No

were

evenings

they

Books of biography,
of history, and the best of the poets and
novelists; whether there is much or little
in the home, see that these are there at

Projectile.

any

fitted for life.

cost.

"A man's

best things are nearest him,
Lie close about his feet."

—Houghton.

Loud Report!
Given

for

Colored

Selling

Realistic

War and Other

Popular

And

PICTURES
^__^^^^_

This Airmatic Pistol satisfies every boy's desire for a
pistol and also relieves parents of all fear, as it is
The pneumatic perforation of a
absolutely haimless.
Each pistol is
paper ribbon produces the loud report.
fitted with a roll of Airmatic Paper Ribbon, making
These are the only
continual reloading .unnecessary.
.\ntnmatic Repeating Pistols that produce a loud report
Tliey
the use of Powder. Bullet or Cap.
are a.s large as an average revolver. 8" over all, and look
A child can operate one with
just like a real revolver.
Naturally every boy in Canada wants a Pistol
ease.
these days, and so we have made a plan for all to easily
will send an as.sortment of 14
get nne FREE.
and other pictures, size 16 by 20 inches,
beautiful
also 15
colors,
to sell at 1 5c each
natural
in lovely
exquisite mottoes, such as evei-ybody wants, size'lS by
free
valuable
also
a
each;
at
sell
to
inches,
tOc
1.5
coupon to give with every picture or motto you sell.
You jnst have to hand them out and take the money,
and
eveiTone wants from one to Mi dozen of these,
:is
vour pistol is earned.

WITHOUT

WAR

We

;

Then send us our money, $3.60, and we will
promptly mail you postpaid, your pistol just
Order to-day and get started
as described.
right now. Address

COLONIAL ART

CO.
TORONTO. ONT.

DESKF8

behooves parents to see to it that
the girl's and boy's best things are nearest
to them.
it

DECEMBER, 31 DAYS
Let Winter come, let polar spirits sweep
The darkening world, and tempesttroubled deep,
Though boundless

snows

deform.

And

the diin sun scarce wanders through
the storm.
Yet shall the smile of social love repay,
With mental light, the melancholy day,
And, when its short and sullen noon is o'er

The

difficulties

wash
day will all be
smoothed out if
you will use a

CONNOR
WASHER
Bail-Bearing

10

that

r

heavy

wasliing. Perfect in
design, construction

and

results.

May we send you ^^ ^^^
this
our booklet of

H.

^^p^,^ ^ machine

.„„„hp,„

Washer?
J.

CONNOR &

IS

in

OTTAWA, ONT.

HE COMING TO

YOUR HOME
Then

get

prepared.

?
DR.

TVVEDDELL'S Young

Mothers'
you how. Thousands
finding
it
of Young Mothers are
A god-send to every one of
invaluable.
them. It tells the Young Mother all about
It
herself, what to do, and how to do it.
tells the Young Mother all about Baby, its
care, needs and diet.
Write to-day for a copy. Simply inclose a one dollar bill in an envelope, giving
name and address, and mail same at our
when the Stork
risk, and be prepared
for yourself and
TRADt i«~«j'. arrives, so you can care
DO IT
one in ihe best scientific way. Don't delay.

Guide

NOW".

tells

Just address

MOTHERS' GUIDE ASSOCIATION

RyrieBldg., Toronto, Ontario
Recommended by all leading physicians everywhere.
Not sold

at stores.

its

fortunate

"Peace on earth, good will towards men"
Santa (the children's
prevails when
friend) is driving about with his reindeer, when every thoughtful heart is
prajdng, " Give peace in our time,
God"; this solemnly happy time is the

—

best in all the year.

"GOD SAVE THE KING."

Address all letters
Grasmere, Farmer's Magazine, Mac-

N.S.

:

Lean Publishin g
Company, Limited,
University

143-153

Avenue, Toronto.

best crops for rotating double yards for

November numFarmer's Magazine there is an

T.,

to

Enquiries

TRACTOR ENGINES

W. H.

work and

its pleasures.
people to live in
CANADA, to know the joy of the coming
spring, the warmth of the lovely summers,
the prosperity of the bountiful harvests,
and the active festivities of the winter
time. No other nation was e'er so blest.
And this last month of the year, when

a

In the

about tractor engines. Will
you kindly tell me where I can get more
information on the working of the machine, also the price, and oblige.
Answer: By writing to the companies
advertising these goods in this issue you
will get all their literature upon the subject. There is no Government literature
that would be of any service to you at this
time. The small tractor seems to be meeting a long-felt need on our Eastern farms.

when allowing 30

laying hens

sq. ft.

per

bird.

Answer

The amount

:

of yard

room

re-

quired will vary with the breed kept, the
shape of the yard, and the character of
the soil. The light active breeds are more
destructive and require greater area.
Lewis in his Productive Poultry Husbandry gives the following crops for rotating double yards such as you speak of.
Here is his plan, and it will work very
well in your district:

Canada

SON, Limited

Established In 1881.

little

Every season

What

article telling

trouble^ of

f

tured wall!
This the social month of all the year;
such generous hospitality, such sleigh
rides, such warm welcomes, such good
things to eat, such merriment, and the
Christmas celebrations! and gifts, and
laughter. Talk of the "merry month of
May"; it is nothing compared with the
merry month of December.

Rural Mail

the paper. If personal reply desired,

ber of the

and

the
shore,
How bright the faggots in his little hall
Blaze on the hearth, and tvarm the pic-

All questions from

our subscribers are
Write
welcomed.
plainly on one side of

send stamp.

Don'tSlaveattheWashtub

wither'd

the

The ice-chained waters slumbering on

Yard A.

Date
Early in Spring
Early in May
Early in June
June 15 to July 10
July 10 to August 1

August 1 to August 20
August 20 to Sept. 20

.

.

Sept. 20

and the

.

not hard
to operate, we understand, while their
machinery simplicity is one feature to
commend them.
up.

B.

Feeding
Peas and Barley
Feeding
Buckwheat and Oats
Buckwheat
Feeding
Rye Vetch and Clover .... Corn, Peas and Millet
Feeding
Feeding
Feeding
Rye and Vetch

article in this issue may help you.
for the different makes vary

The prices
from $650

Yard

Peas and Oats
Feeding
Dwarf Essex Rape
Feeding

The machine,

The

when

birds
it is

may

from

be turned in to the crop
4 to 6

weeks high. Two

is

CROPS FOR POULTRY YARDS
Kindly inform me
J. H. G., Quebec:
through The Farmer's Magazine, the

plowings a year will do, and the other
seed-beds

made by

a cultivator.

You
B

note that the last sowing in Yard

will

fur-

nishes feeding on this lot first thing in the
spring.

^

;
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ABERDEEN OR POLLED ANGUS?
F.

T.,

S.

Ontario:

What

is

the dif-

between Polled Angus cattle and
berdeen Angus cattle? Are they both
jgistered under the same, or are they

Make

irence

the Change

Now

Why do some of the
Aberdeen Angus cattle have

jgistered separately?
tgistered

nail horns, while others are polled?

Mogul 8-16

Answer: Aberdeen Angus cattle are
same as Polled Angus, and are all reistered under the one herd book. The

Kerosene

le

1 /--.,

^y^

Tractor

Angus is the name of the breed
has its home in Scotland.
This

berdeen

hich
reed was

formed from a cross of the old
ack horned cattle of the early days in
Icotland, with a polled dun-colored cattle
ought in, it is supposed, from Norway,
'rom this cross was gradually developed
le Polled Angus, as it is called.
It is
uite natural, then, that at some time the
orns will appear. Good breeders regard
le use of a sire showing the stubs as
unsatisfactory and every care
isfhly
lould be taken to watch this point. In the
nv, it is generally not so objectionable.
your purchases you should be very
1
at-eful on this point.

GRDNbPRIZC

WINNCR

AT
S4N FR/1NCISCV
EXPOSITION

THESE

are the days of heavy horsepower
Hay and
expense. The horses are idle.
oats are worth so much it's a shame to use them for
feed.
It takes five acres of land to raise enough to

feed one horse one year. Hoi'ses are at the top of the market,
with prices higher thaa for years past. The market for horses
is so good that, even at these higher prices, they are easy to sell.
What better time could there be to consider replacing some of
your horses with a Mogul 8-16 kerosene tractor?
You can use a Mogul 8-16 with profit for about all the work
you are now doing with horses. the tractor does it better and
cheaper. It takes less of your time to care for it. It increases
five acres for every
the amount of land you make a profit from
horse it reislaces. It is the right size for most of your belt work.
kerosene, naphtha, benzine, motor spirits,
It burns any fuel oil
enabling you to use the cheapest fuel you can buy.
Why not plan to sell some of your horses now and save tho
winter feeding? Mogul 8-16 will take their place and do your
spring work in time.
Write today for our 100-page book

LACING A BELT
F.

H.,

Quebec:

1.— What kind

hould be used in my tractor? 2.
he proper way to lace a belt?

Answer:

1.

— Cylinder

oil

of

oil

—What

is

—

—

only for the

ylinder; lard oil for the bearings,

and

—

ard grease if your engine is provided
ith hard-grease cup for the cross-head
nd crank. The only good substitute for
linder oil is pure beef suet tried out.
lerchantable tallow should never be used,
s it contains acid.
.

"Tractor Power vs. Horse Power," which we will send promptly
you'll only ask for it.
Write us at the nearest branch house.

if

— First, square the ends with a proper

International Harvester

them off even. Begin to
middle, and do not cross the
ces on the pulley side. They should run
tiaight with the length of the belt. Make
wo rows of holes in each end of the belt,
laking a zigzag. To find the length of
are, cutting

Company

of Canada, Ltd.

BRANCH HOUSES

ice in the

At Brandon, Calsary. Edmonton, Estevan, Hamilton, Lethbridge, London, Montreal.
N. Battleiord, Ottawa. Quebec, Regiua, Saskatoon, SU Jobo, Winnipec. Yorktoa

when it cannot be measured convenmeasure a straight line from the

e!t

^ntly,

ntre of one pulley to centre of other.

diameter of each
and multiply by 3.1416. The result
dded to twice the distance between the

aid together half the
iilley,

entres will give the total length of belt.
f belt slips coat inside with boiled linseed
il or soap, but not too much.
The seam
ide of a rubber belt should be placed outard, or

away from the

pulley.

Running Water on the

FARM

at Small Cost

Uon't waste time carrying water around. The Peerless
System pumps water for the kitchen, bathroom, dairy,
Simple, durable, costing
barns, gardens and orchards.
astonishingly little to install, and practically nothing to
operate.

GASOLINE ENGINES

PEERLESS

My

G. L. W., Nova Scotia: 1.—
41/2 h.p.
asoline engine, while standing idle under
over, will collect

water

nd gasoline tank. Tank is
ngine. When I go to start this will shortirfuit the spark-plug and I cannot get it
tarted until I drain all the water from
he tank.

What

will stop this?

—Which

of the following engines in
h.p. will be the most satisfactory to purhase: Gilson, Renfrew, Lister or De^aval?
Which will develop the most
)ower? Will all burn kerosene without
ny change in carburetor?
2.

3.

Water Systems

carburetor
in the base of

in the

—Is there such a thing made now as a

3 or 4-cylinder engine in 4 h.p. or
mailer? If so, where can I secure one?

Water I.s stored under air
tank iu
pressure In closed
outhouse or underground
no open tank In attic inviting
contamination of tlie water.
Can be operated by hand
pump, or automatic power, and
which requires very little at
tention, or by gasoline engine,
which can be used to run
cre;im separator, churns, elec

cellar,

—

trie

light plant, etc.

National

Equipment

If you already have power,
connect a Peerless Pump and

Tank

to

it.

A Peerless Water System
saves many times its cost in
case of fire, supplying all water
needed, with ample pressure to
throw a stream 30 to 80 feet
high.

Write for full particulars
our Engineering; Departnaent
will help solve your problems.

Company,

Limited

15 Wabash Avenue, TORONTO
Sole Manufacturers of Peerless Water Systems

,

'WJ^i^r^Z/U^^^U/'^

*^
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—

4.
Will an engine from an auto de
velop the same power when attached t
any machinery as when in the car, that is
for farm machines?
5.
Will a 3 h.p. engine operate a 6%
plate grinder satisfactorily?
Answers: 1. Since the tank is at th
base of engine, undoubtedly there is
leak in the water-jacket, which allow
the water to' get into the gasoline tan
from which it is sucked up into the cai
buretor. This accounts for the short cii
cuit to the spark plug. The remedy is t
find the water leak and stop it.
2.
With reference to the diflFerer
makes of engines, it is, of course, impo;
sible to state which will develop the mopower. This is largely dependent upo
outside conditions impossible to calculat
Most engines built now will burn kerosen
without change in carburetor, exceptin
that a little water sprayed with eac
charge into the intake or suction currer

—

Make Your

—

Waste Land
Produce
Big Crops

—

aids in ignition
sene.

and combustion of

ker<

— We

3.
know of no company at preser
either in Canada or the U. S., manufactui
ing a 4 h.p. engine as small as 2, 3 or
cylinder size.
4.
An automobile engine, when a
tached to farm machinery will develo
the same amount of power as in an aut(
mobile.
The power which an engine
capable of developing is constant no ma
ter whether it is used in an automobile c
<

—

AFIELD that

is full of stumps and boulders is
Nearly every
full of fertility.

—

virgin soil
farm has such a field

land

—

good only

—

blast the boulders and plant it
find that your present stump patch will pro-

Blow out the stumps

—you will

—always considered waste

for pasture.

duce the biggest crop^
C.X.L. Stumping Powder will clear your land quicker
and cheaper than is otherwise possible.

elsewhere. The power which it is capab
of delivering, however, will depend upo
gear reduction, etc.
5.
As to whether a 3 h.p. engine wi
operate a 6% h.p. plate grinder satisfac
torily, we suggest that this matter be r(
ferred
to
manufacturers of 6-plat
grinders.
We know of one farmer near Oshaw

—

who
Use C.X.L.
grading, etc.

for ditching, breaking-up hard

pan,

planting fruit trees,

Safe as gunpowder.
for
free
book,
"Farming
with Dynamite"
it's
full of information valuable to every farmer.

Send

You Can

Increase Your Earnings
by Blasting for Your Neighbors

\A/^E

will supply

information

Many

blasting.

Canada

ate

you with all necessary
and instructions for
farmers

making

big

throughout

money

during

by clearing the land of
their neighbors.
The work is easy and
Write to-day for
the profits are good.
the

off-season

—

Limited
800 Transportation Bldg.

MONTREAL
Western Office

VICTORIA,

B.C.

to Invest

Money

^'

^^n^ry'^'""

One of the most useful and easy-tb-read books written on
Will save the ordinary, investor
principles of investment.

the elementary
mistakes.

many

INSURE YOTJR CAPIT.\L BY ORDERING THIS BOOK AT ONCE. SENT
POSTAGE PAID ONLY ON RECEIPT OP PRICE, CLOTH BINDING, $100.

The MacLean Publishing
Technical Book Department

Co., Limited

143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Ont.

with a

2%

h.p. gasolin

GOATS AND GRAINS
L. S., British Columbia:
get a goat, a good milker,

price?

Canadian Explosives

full particulars.

How

filled his silo

engine, but surely this did his engine n
good.
R. M.

Where can

I

Where

can

and at wh

get seed winter ry

and also buckwheat?
Answer: Milch goats are hard

to

S(

cure in this country. Your best plan woul
be to put a small condensed advertisemer
in some Vancouver paper or farm journ:
which you can secure at a low rate pt
word. There are plenty of these goats
the United States. Buckwheat and winte
rye can be obtained by writing to an
seedsman advertising in this issue. Wrh
them.
PREPARING TRIPE
i

D. A. B., Ontario: Please let me kno
through The Farmer's Magazine how t
prepare tripe for use. Also give a fe^
recipes for cooking.
Is the stomach o
both the cow and sheep suitable?
Answer: The stomach of a beef animj
only is used for making tripe. The stomac
is first thoroughly cleaned and washec

then the outer skin or lining peeled ofl
The "first stomach," of course, is the on
used. The following recipes are all good
Broiled Tripe Wipe the tripe as dry a
possible, dip in fine cracker dust, an
broil on a greased pan or in wire broile
:

— —

:

—

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
five minutes. Broil the smooth
then turn and broil the other.
Tripe in Batter: Wipe tripe and cut in
)ieces for serving, sprinkle with salt and
)epper, dip in batter and fry in hot fat.
To make the batter mix one cup flour and
ne-half teaspoon salt v^^ith one-half cup
old w^ater, then add one egg v^rell beaten,
r.e-half tablespoon vinegar, and one tea|x>on melted butter.
'or

about

;ide first,

Cut tripe in
Tripe With Tomatoes:
)ieces about two inches long by one-half
iich wide, having three cupfuls. Put in a
)an in the oven to draw out the water.
Dook a chopped onion in a little butter
mtil slightly browned, add one tablespoon
lour, and one cup strained tomato, then
idd the tripe drained from the water, cook
season with salt and
ive minutes and
)epper.

CHOPPING BY HYDRO
C. H. Ontario: Being convenient to an
lectric line and wishing to chop grain for
iiyself and neighbors by electrical power,
he price per kilowat being three cents.
What would the approximate cost of
M)\ver be to chop say 100 lbs. of grain.
iVould it pay to build and equip a plant
or the chopping of five thousand bushels
Approximate cost of
<i grain in a year?
C. H.
nstalling such a plant?

Answer

With electricity at 3 cents per
the power for grinding will cost
ibout 1^/4 cents per 100 pounds. To this
nust be added the price of attendance and
:

:.w.h.

A

6 h.p.
interest and depreciation.
notor will grind about 20 bushels per
our. If wages are 20 cents per hour this
6 h.p. installadds 1 cent per bushel.
ion would probably cost in the neighborilso

A

cod of $250 to $300 which would mean
bout $15 to $18 for interest. This would
ave to be charged to 5,000 bushels, makng about 1-3 cent per bushel. The depreiation would be about the same, making
he total cost per bushel as follows

1%

ower
Vages

1

1-3

nterest
)epreciation

1-3

would cost from $1.35 to $2.50 per month.
In electric power, however, it is quite
One pound coal is
a different matter.
And 12
equivalent to about 2i/i k.w.h.
pounds would be equivalent to 55 k.w.h.,
which at 3 cents per k.w.h. would make
the heating by electricity cost from 90
cents to $1.65 per day or from $27 to
$49.50 per month.
The room cannot be
heated economically by electricity at 3
cents per k.w.h.

W. H.

"
"

"
"
"

"
"
"

2 11

DOYLE

By C.
When

I

can

sell

my

or practically 3 cents per bus.

HEATING A SUN-ROOM

We

K. T., Ontario:
liave a sun room
by 12 ft., which is not heated by a
'urnace and cannot very conveniently be
onnected.

i

ft.

What would

be the probable cost of heatng such a room per day to a temperature
•f say
60 degs., so as to keep flowers,
/ery often in the middle of the day it is
[uite warm, but nights are cold. Of course
t would depend on the season, but say an
iverage season.
The cost of electricity
vould be three cents per kilowat.

Answer:

sides of the room
exposed, walls eight feet high, and four"
f that eight being glass, I estimate that
t will require from 12 to 16 pounds of coal
)er day to heat the room; if three sides
ontain glass from 17 to 22 pounds of
oal.

At

With two

$7.50

per ton these amounts

mining shares, a

—

for all

And

my

quality

best

of

felts,

saturated

with properly blended soft asphalts, and coated
with a blend of harder asphalts.
This keeps
the soft saturation within from drying out,

and makes a roof

pliable, yet durable and impervious to the elenients.
Guaranteed for 5, 10 and 15 years, according to ply[(l,
2 or 3). Lasts longer Sold by gopd dealers throughout
Canada, at reasonable prices.

General Roofing Mfg. Co.

fine oil stock.

want a Yorkshire sow with
turned up nose and ears.

then

Made
roofing

mooley cow I'll buy,
And put her out to pasture while I
hustle round and try
To find some poor green boob who'll trade
a rooster (Plymouth Rock),
And thirteen hens or twenty-two

World's largest manufacturers of
Roofing and Building Papers.

I

Who'll raise ten piglets every year, and
live eleven years.

Distributing Centres;
St. John's, N.F.,

Toronto,

Montreal,

Halifax.

Winnipeg, Regina.Calgary, Vancouver

—

For her I'll give my Fort George lots if
anyone will tradeGrand prospects there, a wondrous land,
and fortunes to be made.
My automobile should bring enough to
buy an old grey mare.
And leave the price of two ewe lambs,
with forty cents to spare.
This ring and gleaming studs that came
with ease in nineteen-ten,
Perhaps they're worth one-half of what
the jeweler soaked me then.
I'll make a payment on a team, a wagon
and a plow;
Some implement agent kind, will surely

Carters Tested Seeds
Incorporated
Writ* for our 1916 Catalogue of

Lawn and Farm

Garden,

SEEDS
Prices substantially reduced.
good as ever

Dept.

J,

TORONTO

Stocks as

133 King Street E.
ONTARIO
-

show me how

Maybe

he'll

take

my

fourteen blocks of

North Vancouver pine.
And let me have a binder and a sack or
two of twine.
I'll

need

a

little

flock

Nannies and a
12

D.

SPECULATIONS

cents per bus.
"

119

of

goats,

four

Bill,,

of a Booklet I wish to send you
gives my 12 years' experience in
Breeding, Housing and Feeding, by which 1
have developed my heavy-laying strains 6{
Is the title

free.

They're fine to eat the willow-brush or
clear a scrubby hill;
I'll sacrifice that acre that I bought in
Saskatoon,
It's only six miles out of town, 'twill
sell for thousands soon.
Next move will be to find some chap who's
keen to fight a Turk,
I'll rent his homestead on half shares
and settle down to work.
Then, as the seasons roll along, I'll

weather snow and hail,
dry year and an early frost then
start to stow the kale;
The promises of agents, "real estate" and
"mining share,"

A

ALiving From Poultry

—

Will echo in my ears as "profits," "dividens" appear.
For the surest way to make them, if
you've only got the sand,
Is to chuck your speculations and get
back to the land.

It

White Wyandoltes and Single-Comb White
Leghorns.

Stock Hatching Eggs and Day-old
Chicks for Sale.

COMMERCIAL POULTRY FARM
W.

AYTON. ONT

H. FISHER, Prop.

New

Edition

/Modern

Silage

(p^^e*)

of

Methods/

new
ENTIRELY a new book—every
chapters— tells facts about
typeof silo— homemade, stave,
biick. cement, tile, metal, pit,
,

etc.Tcllp',^stforyourneed3
;al sug-pestions for

—impar

making jiost protits.264 pa^eg
.—10 page index— Copyrighted
Nov. 1914, covers 41 silage crops.

for new book; it heats al 1 preiiouS MlWnta today. Mailed with four-color
poster folder for 20o duty and poitago.
Mention tbie paper.

BDd

tions.

SILVER MFC. CO.,

S alem. OTUo
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The Walls

of

Your Home

the suggestion of Sir William Mulock.
Dr. Mills well through association with him in the work of University
federation, that he was appointed by Sir
Wilfrid Laurier to the Railway Board,
when that body was first organized in
1904. As qriginally constituted, the Board
had three members, and Dr. Mills was
elected as the farmers' representative. It
was felt that the interests of so large a
section of the population should be specially provided for and in Dr. Mills a worthy
representative was found. For ten years
he remained a member of the Board, devoting himself assiduously to the solution
of those questions which particularly affected the farmers.
Dr. Mills has sometimes been referred
to as a man of severity. It is quite possible
that his appearance might give that impression, for his features are cast in a
stern mould.
He is, however, a very
kind-hearted man, whose geniality is attested by many admirers. As a teacher,
of course, he had the reputation of being
pretty strict, but that was because he demanded the same earnestness from his
pupils that he evinced himself, and not
from any desire to play the tyrant. All
bis work has been characterized by thoroughness and exactness. At Gueiph his
attention to detail, his running to and fro
personally supervising every item of the
College administration, was carried to
such an extent as to be a source of worry
and confusion to less conscientious officials
than himself.

who knew

Continued from page 112

where the wall and drop ceiling meet. A
charming little bedroom design is shown
alabastine

with

walls
of
soft,
light blue, drop ceiling of white, and
on the white just above the moulding
are
groups of
stencilled
little
blue birds. The same style of treatment
for a' kitchen is shown with pale green
walls, cream drop ceiling, and a border of
green ships stencilled above the moulding.
For a bathroom a quaint pattern comes in
Delft blue and white with a border of
in

Dutch

girls.

soon as we begin to deal with washable decorations we can begin to think of a
white room. After the white walls of the
new house receive their first covering,
white usually passes out of the decorative
scheme entirely, except for an occasional
bedroom. At the same time it has some

As

Anything will "go
has a pleasing lightsomeness
and the room can be turned into affair
riot of color with gay chintz and plants,
and the odd pieces of furniture that find
their way into every house, without there
excellent possibilities.

with

it"; it

Why

One Man

being one discordant note in the whole
picture.

A

wall covering that is becoming decidedly popular is the practical and durable wall board. Set in panels, it affords
possibilities for most effective decorative

and may be used even over an vnplastered wall. I have seen it lining cosy
living-rooms in rather primitive shack.s,
and again covering the walls of a thousand-dollar dining-room, with each panel
hand-decorated.
This is one of the
beauties of wall board, it can be painted
or "done over" as you like to suit a hundred purposes. They make an endless subject, these four walls of your home, even
considered literally. The point that "we
often overlook, however, is that they are
our walls and we can do as we like with
them. In fact the greatest charm of any
house is its expression of the owner's individuality.
It doesn't matter that an
idea is "the latest thing," or "the most
popular thing" or even that an artistic
friend assures us that it is "good."
must choose for ourselves.
ideas,

We

Left the

Farm

Continued from page 12
looked as if
for that

it

might have

Thus sponsored. Dr. Mills was selected
for the position. His appointment was
made in 1879, and for twenty-five years,
or until 1904, he remained at the head of
the institution. In referring to the work
of that quarter -century, one must recall
some of the conditions he had to contend
with. So far as discipline was concerned,
he soon made a satisfactory adjustment of
the relations between the College authoriThat was no very
ties and the students.
hard task for one of his strong and deterThe heart-breaking
mined character.
feature of the work, however, was the
apathy alike of the Government and of
the farming community, which made progress exceedingly

For one thing,

was no Minister

Between the two, Dr. Mills had to
wa;^e an up-hill fight.

to be closed thing.

very lack. The Cabinet
in Toronto were apprised otthe situation
and the matter was discussed at the coun-.
All the Ministers were agreed
cil table.
that a man with a strong hand was necessary to hold the college together, but
where was such a man to be found?
It was the Hon. A. S. Hardy, member
for Brant, who suggested a solution of the
difficulty. "We have in Brantford," said
he, in effect, "a man who will put up with
no nonsense, a strict disciplinarian, and I
submit that he is the person we need for
Gueiph. Appoint him and I feel sure our
troubles at the College will be at an end."

up

difficult.

until the nineties, there
of Agriculture in the

province and the other Ministers were not
particularly interested in the work of the
College. No one was sufficiently enthused
to give it the benefit of his personal assistance. On the other hand, the farmers
were critical, and even hostile. They resented the idea that the professors at the
college could teach them or their sons any-

WAKING FARMERS UP TO

AN INSATIATE CURIOSITY

IT

There

is one little habit for which Dr.
noted, and that is his fondness for
asking questions. He seems to possess
an insatiable desire to learn all he can
from those with whom he com^s in contact.
It is not the result of idle curiosity.
It is
rather an attitude of mind adopted by
degrees by a schoolmaster. To him everyone he meets is a student in the great
school of the world and he, as a teacher,
feels called upon to examine each person's
attainments.
Sometimes the Doctor's
bump of curiosity has evoked strange
answers and there are not a few stories,
which he tells on himself, about experiences he has had in questioning strangers.
Once, travelling down to the sea in Ireland, he remarked to a woman in their
compartment that the people in that neighborhood must be all rich as they could afford to go down to the sea-side. "Devil
the rich," said she, as she slapped the Doc-

Mills

became apparent to him quite soon
after his appointment that something
drastic had to be done to get the farmers
interested.
To-day it may seem to be
quite the obvious thing that president and
professors should tour the country and
hold meetings to tell about the work of
the College. It was not so in the early
eighties. The step was a decided innovation, and in adopting it. Dr. Mills cast all
precedent by the board and embarked on
a new and untried course.
It

—
—

From this beginning, the taking of
the College to the farmer has developed
the big farmers' institute movement of
In a very real sense.
the present day.
Dr. Mills was the father of this movement. He took a keen interest in it from
the first, realizing that on its success depended the future welfare of the College
and, during all the time that he was at
Gueiph, he worked hard in its behalf. If,
to have launched the farmers' institute
movement, was the only thing he did, that
would surely be enough to ensure him the
gratitude of the farming community.
Dogged determination won the day. By
degrees the 0. A. C. came into better* repute among the farmers and attendance
increased. Eventually a Minister of Agriculture was appointed, who began to
give the institution that personal support
from a member of the Government which
And then at last, when the
it needed.
whole fabric finally rested on a secure
foundation of merit and appreciation, the
call

came from Ottawa, which removed

Dr. Mills to a new sphere of usefulness.
It is generally assumed that it was on

is

much to Mrs. Mills'
embarrassment, and the Doctor's amuse-

tor across the knee,

ment.

On another occasion when the Doctor
interviewed the late Queen Victoria's
farm manager at Windsor, he referred
to a

certain well-known cattle breeder,

in the Queen's
Dr. Mills asked the manager if he
knew this Scotch breeder well. "I do,"
said he, "he is a man well versed in Scripture, and has strong commercial in-

some of whose stock were

herd.

stincts."

.

now

in his seventy-sixth
excellent health, and
last summer enjoyed a visit to his native
tovmship, where many old friends of the

Dr. Mills

year.

He

is

is still in

family were glad to welcome him.
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EARN

rai/mere

Latest Militai> Wrist Watcli ijiven for selling only 40
Big Thrilling Wai ami Hero Pictures at 10c each; also
other hanrlsome pictuies, all in coloi-s cheap at a quarYou can sell the
ter; at 10c they go to heat the band.
40 and earn this regular Militai-y Wrist Witch in next
to no time.
A very dainty Extra Small size given for
We pay all postage, and trust yon
selling 60 pictures.
with the pictures. Order To-day!

—

"A world reborn awaits us. Years to come shall know its grace and good,
when wars shall end in endless brotherhood, and birds shall build in cannoyi.
long since dumb. Men shall have peace, though then no man may know who
laid

THIS!

EMPIRE ART CO., Dept.F79, Toronto, Ont.

our farvi foundations long ago."

Agriculture is coming into its proper prominence everywhere. Throughout the United States anioyig the leaders of finayice, transportation, manufacturing and professional life, the impor-tance of a right-thinking, virile,
independent and prosperous people on the land, is being mightily emphasized
these days. And in Canada the whole country seems to be turning to the
right-about. Business men everytvhere are anxious to see the farms ivellmanned and pi'osperous. They are even inclined, particularly in Western
Canada, to give the men on the farm, all they ask in the way of political,
trade, a7id transportation demands.

We are in the market to pay
the very best prices
Honest assortments
and prompt returns
assured. Write
for price

list

^
^>
NOW.

All this, no matter ffovi what source the influence may come, bespeaks a
prosperous era ahead for agriculture. Live stock men say that the future
for the breeder of pure-bred stock is brighter than it has been. Many parts
While the
of Canada can raise pure-bred animals of first-rate iviportance.
big packing concerns of the world are feeling out their way for future supplies of live aimnnls, the American concerns have had the benefit of Canada's
ranches and stock farms for a few years, and a glance at the tables given in
our Stock Revieiv in this issue will shoiv how the business has grown, and the
prices have gone iip with this increased export.

.\5

^

Brand Animal Attrac-

tor with every shipment

of

$10 or over.

NORTHERN RAW FUR

CHILB!LAINS
and quickly
cured with

easily

EGYPTIAN
LINIMENT

Some Things To Do

sociation.

Purchase

spray

materials

for

fruit

trees.

Watch
Crowd

the live stock for vermin.
the beef cattle on a

Cease feeding
lamb ewes.

many

little

heavier.

roots to the in-

Get all implements repaired and ready.
Purchase meals through your co-operative association.

Start the incubator.
Sort over the apples and other fruits.

Cut the wood for summer.
Get out the fence posts.

For Sale Everywhere

DOUGLAS &

CO.
NAPANEE. ONT.

Resolve to increase your yields per acre,
since scarce help will limit the average.
Finish the ice harvest.
Don't forget to salt the stock.
Watch the horses' hoofs and teeth.
Young colts need this attention too.
Rabbits begin their work on fruit trees
after this month.
Keep the teams busy taking out wheat

Wealth jrom the Soil

where possible.
Study what co-operation means.
Is there any new crop you can grow
advantage this year?

The Business

to

Wouldn't a gasoline engine solve a lot
of your choring troubles?
Don't invest your money in munition
plants.

Cultivate the acquaintance of your foreign-born neighbor.

Why let the cheap

CO.

77 Front Street East, Toronto, Ont.

Surely, there never ivas a time for wiser planning on the Canadian farm
than there is to-day. With a limited labor m,arket, high-priced machinery,
traction developments, parcel post, and world depletion, the chance for agriculture along business and scientific lines lies in almost a straight line.

Order our nursery stock now.
Buy our spring seed grains.
Clean up and bag our seed grain.
Hire our help for 1916.
Register all young pure-bred stock.
Pay the annual fee to our pure-bred as-

FREE
One bottle of
our N orthern

screenings from Port
Arthur go to the States feeders?

BY

C. C.

BOWSFIELD

that gives us many useful hints
on how to make the farm pay. "The
earning power of such places reaches as
high as $5,000 a year" It gives facts
and figures Postpaid for $1.00.

A book

—

—

—

BY

of

\yM.

Farming

C.

SMITH

Do you believe In the influence of the
Moon? This author treats this subject from experiments on his own farm.
This takes only a few pages, and the
whole book Is a useful one. Postpaid,
$2.00
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SOME ALBERTA QUERIES

No More

—

Sore
Shoulders
Protection
To buy a horse to-day involves a
big expenditure and the cost ot
horses will increase.
Yon should carefully guard against destructive agencies that lower
tlie vitality of your horses and shorten their life of usefulness.

A VALUABLE AID
the protection of your horses
the use of
in

is

VENTIPLEX PADS
horse.
of a

They prevent devitalizing

Made

patented

fabric

that

can

'^?Ak^

irritation.

be

easily

W'

washed when soiled.
Order from Yotlr Dealer

We

have a booklet written to be serviceable to
but is really
is about our product
May we send you one?

—

Ves, it
interesting.

you.

If trees in deforested regions represen
aesthetic and economic value if there ar
already too few of them, and if their num
ber is decreasing as the scattering wood
lots are steadily worn away, why ta>
trees?
;

obtained from

which cure gall sores by removing their cause.
Ventiplex Pads are comfortable, soft and cool on
the

Query: Why is a lantern which is s(
hard to blow out with the breath so easilj
extinguished by the wind?
Reduce the labor of providing a living
to terms of one man's effort, and it wil
surprise one how much time it takes mere
ly to live.
How many days work, at th
wages you are accustomed to allow your
self on your own farm, are represented b;
shelter; by a year's supply of fuel; bj
food; by clothing ;_ by travel and othei
forms of enjoyment? Some day a statis
tician will resolve into comparative term
of days' labor the normal living expense;
of men in various walks of life. It wil
be found that the farmer gives pretty ful
value for what he gets.

The Burlington-Windsor Blanket Co.
CANADA
TORONTO

y-^v.''^
't'i.t

m

Fence the woodlot this spring, kee{
stock out and watch Nature seed and re
stock the grassy slopes, whilst the ol
trees renew their vigor of growth. I:
ten years' time, protected from grazing
the grassy places will be thickets of lust
saplings, and the appearance of the whol
woodlot transformed.
Chores may be made a first-class mean
of education, but the boy who does then
should have a chance to get off his over

now and again.
Where farm animals are

alls

S5^.

/>A/>s

pets,

the master'

good results with stock are likely

t

be obtained.

The man who

will

walk around a

stee

lying down in the barnyard rather thai
disturb him to get up, is likely to scor
results as a feeder.

To be forehanded is to have a margi
money to take advantage of bar
gains and business opportunities; to hav
work well in hand; to have crops in pros
of ready

Zenoleuml

—

Kills

Lice

Zenoleum
an antiseptic

and germ killer. Every
owner of cattle, sheep or
3gs needs Zenoleum almost
every day. It cures mange, lice,
tch, scours, sores, internal and
A
tternal worms, and parasites.

Poultry pestered by Lice never thrive, do not
eat as much or lay as much and are unprofitable.
ZENOLEUM KILLS LICE, and thus allows he
powerful disinfectant for barns, pens
to put their whole mind on getting fat an
cheapest in price and
and stables
laying lots of eggs.
Poultrymen cure nearly
The
.rongest in germicidal power.
every form of chicken disease with Ze
most reliable remedy in the hands of tha
leum. It is the most powerful disinfectant
Why waste money
Veterinary profession.
and germicide for the inside of poultry
and precious time with home-made, hit-andhouses, is absolutely harmless, and
when you can get the
miss
mixtures
not inflammable. Used in the incubator
Zenoleum ?
standard remedy
Absolutely
it increases the hatch.
guaranteed.
Your dealer has
Zenoleum, if not, send 25c
;

—

—

for sample
enough for 5
Medium sized tin,
gallons.
$1.00.
large
t i n
60c.,
Insurance
Life
Poultry
FREE if
Policy
sent
this
you

mention
paper.

MADE
Used and

pect to feed the stock and stock coming oi
or most of it
to take care of the feed
to have fuel ahead so that time need no
be taken off to saw or split it in the bus
summer season in short, to have a head
start on Chance with a hand outstretche

IN

CANADA

by Fifty Canadian and American
Agricultural Colleges
Leading breeders and stockmen
in Canada and the ynited States use it almost exclusively.
Dealers in every town. If your dealer
hasn't it. we will ship you a prepaid
tin, enough for 5 gallons, for 25c.
Write to-day for FREE Live
Stock Life Insurance Polici
endorsed

ZENNER DISINFECTANT CO.
311 SANDWICH

:t. east,

winosoi. out.

—

to

welcome Opportunity.

Let the pigs squeal a little for their foo
but not too much.
Alberta oats make first-class pig-feec
Ground, with coarsest portions of the hull
sifted out and blended with shorts in th
proportion of two to one or half and hali
they certainly do put on the growth. Whe
it comes to the finish, a little ground bar
ley added broadens the backs and round
out the hams.
A hundred and fifty pounds is the or
dinary weight of a two-bushel sack o
Marquis wheat in the Peace River Di£
trict this year. The berry is hard as flin
and heavy as lead. As our Grand Prairi
correspondent puts it, "The only troubl
with our wheat crop this year is that it
a back-breaking job to handle the bags

—

i

Strange that those who scoff most
theory are generally most set in notions o
their own, holding fast to them, usuallj
in spite of all sorts of experimental ev:
i

dence.
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'ompel the chickens to work for their
but at the same time see that none
d go hungry to roost. A self -feed hopof bran or mashed oats selves admir-

g

d,

There Goes Your Shade!
That's the bother of unreliable Shade
Rollers. Now, Hartshorn Shade Rollers
never sneak up after once being pulled
down, or creep down after being raised.

y-

V beet or mangel now and then is reled by the laying hen.
Jrain, grit, meat, milk, bone, lime,
retables, fresh air, dry quarters, free-

It

really

pays —

homes have proved it pays—
look when you bay shade rollers for

10,000,000

to
this signature-

Made

disease, dustbath,
water, avoidance of incestuous
eding these factors pretty well epilize the secrets of success in getting
This is assuming that I'ae
;ter eggs.
ck is right to commence with and th'dt
Is for well-developed pullets that were
;ched in April or May. With hens oi
e-hatched pullets, early-winter eggs are
easy to produce.
e

or refuse to move.

in

Canada

yi^^'^^AJQ/v^Hfi^^-^^^^crn't^

from vermin or

n
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No

tackB needed with Hartshorn Improved

Rollers. Cost only a few cents more than
Send today for free book
the poorest.

—

"How to Get the Best Service from your
Shade Rollers." Stewart Hartshorn ComDept. 7, Toronto, Out.
pany,

HARTSHORN SHADE ROLLERS

;

Exercise

is

essential for best results

breeding and store stock, but as a
e the animals must have some incentive
take it. They are like us humans. Few
^s will voluntarily go for a ten-mile
,1k daily because it will do them good,
it get up a skating party, a game of
ckey or a toboggan slide, and they will
th

HARNESS AND LEATHER
OAK

TANNED,"
the leather used in your harness " SOLID
or is it merely pickled by the rapid process of acid tannage ?
Is

EK)

YOU REALLY KNOW ?

We

venture to say you do not, but you soon know by the wear of the
Harness.
All our leather is tanned by the old-fashioned process, and is
"SOLID
and it costs you no more than a poor grade
of Leather or Harness.
have four sets of Team Harness that for
price and quality cannot be beaten.
Write for our Harness and Halter
booklet.
can always sell you a side of Harness or Raw Hide
Leather.
tan hides into Coats, Robes, Leather.
Send for tannery list.
buy Hides and Furs and pay the highest market price.

OAK TANNED,"
We

We
We
We

Wheat

City Tannery, Brandon, Man.
TANNERS AND MANUFACTURERS

A goud ilog on

a

Just the Shoe for Farmers

Saskatcbewan farm gets

the coyotes.

even further with great gusto and
If the
ittle can be given a daily walk for feed
water or a run about a straw-stack
ley will enjoy it thoroughly, though the
lercury is performing in the vicinity of
el

Waterproofs Light

home ruddy and hungry.

>me

Farmers

FOOLS

Each pair of "Doctor's" Antiseptic Shoes are made
to give the most rigorous wear and comfort.
In
addition tliey are guaranteed waterproof and antiMany years of study and e:^periment have
septic.

WE MORTALS ARE

What poor, thin-blooded, shivering bewe mortal humans are. We live on

been devoted to the makins' of these shoes to give
COMFORT, STYLE AND FIT without sacrificing

igs

'

most concentrated and nourishing
3ods prepared with elaborate skill, deck
le

the serviceable qualities.
It is

urselves in successive layers of cotton,

and fur, sleep

ool

eds of felt

heated houses on
or feathers, piled high with

—
—

a Gentlemanly Shoe!

MADE

in

and blankets. Whenever the weather
hanges we do scarfs and great-coats, and
pread more coverings on our beds till the
ery weight oppresses and chills us.
lorses or cattle will eat frozen grass and
traw, slake thirst with snow or ice-cold
v'ater
the horses can do very well on
now wear what Nature gave them and
uilts

"Doctor's" Antiseptic a great

will find the

comfort during the severe winter weather.

e bulb.

WHAT

and Strong

The
"Doctor's"
Antiseptic

Non-Perspiro Shoe
Patented 1908-1909

Can be had
Ask your

IN

CANADA

in various styles

dealer:

and

sizes.

cannot supply, write
us direct giving your own name and address and
the name of your dealer, we will see that you
are able to get these comfortable waterproof
shoes.
Let your next pair be the Doctor's Antiseptic

If

he

Waterproof Shoe.

THE TEBBUTT SHOE & LEATHER COMPANY,
THREE RIVERS

-

QUEBEC

Limited
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rest on

snow

in shelter of a bluff or stac

through temperatures of forty or fift
below, and rarely does any but the ver
young, weak stuff show evidence of sever
exposure beyond a gradual depletion
stored-up fat as the winter draws oi

WHY NOT?

From the standpoint of physical efficienc
the human system makes poor showin
indeed

in

comparison with the ox

horse.

// will increase the value of your
own work and help your community
works two ways: for good or bad.
Whatever influences for good in the community
is a benefit to the individual, and the good
is

the seed grain ready now.

a benefit to the com-

bes

clean, thrifty crops only should be use(
if available.

i

munity.
Slothful or indifferent neighbors around you are
not an advantage, Init live, active citizens engaged
in prosperous, up-to-date businesses, employing
and using up-to-date methods, enhance the prosperity of youi' own town and raise the status of
the community

"January's pretty near through, Februai
only has twenty-eight days, and in Marc
there's always a little nippin'."
IN THE GREENHOUSE

It

The increasing sunshine and lengthei
ing growing period of each day will oa
for more water to all growing crops tha

strong advocate of better business, better
social conditions and a greater appreciation of the
value of efficiency in all things.
Why not help your neighbors by recommending

during the two preceding months. Carnj
tions, sweet peas, mignonette, etc., wi
be greatly benefited by light though frt
quent applications of either sheep manun
some brand of mixed fertilizer, or liqui
manure.

Farmer's Magazine has an influence for good.
is -a

Farmer's Magazine to them?

The

practical ideas
they will receive, the helpful suggestions and the
inspiration \Vill make them better neighbors, more
intelligent citizens and your community will feel
the benefit.
Success begets success. Boost the
prosperity of your community. Help your neighGet them started in the right direction.
bors.
Here is a coupon for your neighbor to fill in on
your recommendation, or perhaps you will want to
not get
present him with a subscription.
to
subscribe?
Send
iwo or three of your friends
their subscriptions to Farmer's Magazine, or fill
in the coupon below and we will send them a free
sample copy.

Chrysanthemum cuttings for specime
plants for exhibition purposes should
taken this month. It is rather early i
the season to start propagating for con
mercial purposes. Aster seed of the earl
and mid-summer varieties can be sowi
cabbage and cauliflower seed should
sown in a cool house.
Where one does not have a greenhous
and wishes to grow early vegetabl
plants, a hot-bed will be found an inex
pensive, though reliable substitute, pre
viding plenty of fresh horse manure is a

Why

hand.
Select

Coupon. It means prosperity to you and a higher
intellectual standard in your community.

Please send a sample copy of Farmer's Magazine to the following, without obligation:

NAME

ADDEESS

NAME

ADDEESS

NAME

ADDRESS

NAME.

ADDRESS.

a

dry location

Publishing

UNIVERSITY AVENUE

*

Limited

TORONTO, CANADA

Years ago, befor

we had greenhouses, we used rye-stra\
mats for this purpose. We made thes
in the following manner.
Long, straight rye straw was used, tw
bunches being selected about an inch and
The heads were placed to
half thick.
gether so as to make one bundle 6 ft. Ion
with the butts projecting at each end
This bundle was tied securely at six equa
distances with the rope, the first rope be

mats

Co.,

sheltere

cabbage, beet, onion, celery, cauliflowei
etc., and about 30 inches for tomato, egj
plant and pepper.
Pile fresh manure about 4 feet deep an
turn once or twice till it heats up thoi
oughly, then pack solidly into the pit
until they are very nearly full.
The side boards should extend about 1
inches above the manure. Place about
inches good soil on top and cover wnt
8x6 ft. hot-bed sash. When the bed be
gins to show warmth you can sow the seec
Single-glazed sash will have to be protect
ed during the night.

The MacLean

well

Excavat
from the prevailing winds.
about 20 inches deep for hardy plants lik

Fill in this

143-153

The

Mixed farming with a specialty, is f<
most of us the best and safest line.
The back of the winter is broken, eve
though we cannot quite subscribe to tl
complacent philosophy of a certai
thriftless farmer who ran out of feed
January and was asked how he expectt
to pull his stock through. "Oh," he sai

INFLUENCE

influence of one individual

Have

vaTieties, best strains of them, best san
pies of well-ripened kernels from goo(

"
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g about three inches from either end.
lis is the start, and additional bundles
;re added, and each tied securely, until
e mat was about 6 ft. 6 in. long and alDst Vz in. thick.

As

We

t

it will

have access to them.

t-beds on all mild, bright
t

FURS

Ventilate the

days that your

may

not become weakened by heat,
will be short and sturdy, with a dark

ants

paq hiqhesb Prices For

RAW

these mats require

pay to handle
em carefully, and store them away in
ch manner that mice and moisture will

ne in the making,

And Rem! k

en color.

Prompt q
I

^

-

The U.S. County
Agent
By A. M.

125

e Trappers and Fur Collectors Hsllam s Three Book!
send their Raw Furs to us than to "Trapper's Guide"
or French
any other fhre houses in Canada. M Knglleh
pagci. illostrated
Because they know we pay higrh- tells how and where
est prices, pay mail and express to traf and other
Taloabls Infonaation
charges, charge nocommissionB, for
trappers
also
and treat our shippers right
'"Tr»pper's and
Result, we are the largest in our Sportsmen'sSupply
Una a C&nm<U. Ship to as tbdar and Cataloc""Raw
Ftir
deal with a R«llsbls Hooss.
;

List," and
"Fur Style
"
Book
of beautiTraps.
tnl f

No Shipment

too small or too large te
receive our promr>t attention.

^e
^•«M
IllinX Animal

Guns, Rifles,
Bait. Shoep&cks, Flash.
He&dllghta, IlsUn* Nets,

sell

UUII«>

lights,

Fishing Taokie and Sportsmen s
nppliea at lowest prloea. (U.TAIX)0 rUZ.

Price

latest

nr sets and fur
garments.
All these bocks follr
Ulnstrated and eent

raSE ON BEQOKBT.

TORONTO

342 >Iallam Bofldint
imits

KEPPER

HENRY

County was among the
counties of Iowa to employ an
agent. An agent was an innova)n and there was some prejudice, but a
w brave, younger farmers, having
rmed the Henry County Improvement
)ciety, were enthused and so the experient was tried.
first

The "CALF -WAY"
THE WORLD'S BEST MILKER

Co-operating with this organization,
Iowa State College (Ames) and the
ureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Departent of Agriculture.
Don. E. Fish, ap)inted County Agent, was placed in
large of the work March 1, 1913. His
ilary and expenses are made up in the
>nowing manner: State of Iowa, $900;
ederal support, $600 and franking privi?es;
County Supervisors subscribed
150, which will be taken from the county
mds. In addition to. this, the several
wnship organizations, commercial clubs
id bankers have pledged sufficient money
raise the amount to about $3,500 per
num, including mileage and other ex-

cows dry without injury

Strips

ere

"Calf

Way"

Milker was awarded The Grand Prize

at the Panama-Pacific Exhibition, California.

The Milker

that gets the milk with a downward
squeeze protecting cows teats from direct contact
with vacuum. It milks cows out clean thus avoiding

the necessity of pail stripping.

I

Send

nses.

The first efforts were directed towards
ed improvement: Corn was tested;
over tested and analyzed to rid it of
eeds, and oats treated for smut.
Demonstrations in orcharding were
rried out.
There were exhibitions in
uning and spraying in different parts
the county, that benefit might come to

many

;

and

for circular

The Farm

full

information to

& Dairy Machinery

1002 Lumsden Building.jTORONTO.

Co.

-

Phones, M. 544 and M. 1827

as possible.

There have been poultry meetings in
fFerent localities.

The agent has been active in trying to
out hog cholera, in eradication of
>ect pests; soil testing for acidity, and
;periments with rock and acid phoslates, commercial fertilizers and lime.

amp

any power you may have,
•'
Grinder like the
is no
Plates most PERFECT
20,000 in use; highest satisfaction.
design, most ECONOMICAL of power, of unequalled durability.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

A LOCAL EXCURSION
inaugurated county tours with the
ogan, "See Henry County First." Stops

RAPID- EASY

Plates (Flat)

A— 7-inoh Plates (Flat)
B—8%-inch Plates (Flat)

B— 10-inch
1

2

Plates

—8-ineh Plates
— 10-ineh Plates

2A— 12-inrh

No.
No.
>o.
No.

made

Ask

;

J.

for catalogue or circulars.

D—9%-inch
D— 11-ineh

(Flat)

Plates

"ATTKITION"
Heads

H.P.
H.P.
6— 11-inch H.P.
7— 13-inch H.P.
Tell us the power you use and
-

8 to 13
10 to 15
12 to 20
15 to 25

FLEURY'S SONS, AURORA, ONT.

Winnipeg

"5~

H.P.

3 to

6

4 to

8 H.P.

5 to 8 H.P.
8 to 12 H.P.
5 to 8 H.P.
8 to 15 H.P.
10 to 18 H.P.

Plates with Centre Breakers.

udies

>ns, etc.

A—G-lnc)i

«?L'olUM MILLS: Flat Sectional

lie

at interesting farms where
were made of pasture, horses,
liry and beef cattle, alfalfa, poultry and
m buildings, the extension department
Ames co-operating by sending men
:illed in these lines of farming to lecture,
-sist in demonstrations, answer ques-

here

FARM machines-

runs frequent articles in local papers,
at are timely and bear upon the local
irmers' problems.
e

ere

FAMOUS

For

t

MILLS:

Both

opposite dirfine grind-

revolving:

ections.
ing.

Exceedingly

No. 13— 13-inch No. 16 16-inch No. 18 18-ineh we will advise best

—
—

15 to 25 H.P.
18 to .10 H.P.
25 to 35 H.P.

Machine.
^^'"'-

'^^'"'''^

^l^FJ^^r^Va
Western Agents: THE JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY. LIMITED
Calgary
Edmonton
"Regina
Saskatoon

pL°:1''''

Lethbridge
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These meetings and tours are given

much

Keep Vigorous Stock
You can have

a more vigorous stock with increased endurance
by feeding them with "OMAZON" a Canadian stock food
having excellent nutritive qualities. It is nourishing and
medicinal for horses, cattle, sheep, pigs and poultry.
It
increases the appetite, gives vigor and endurance.

—

a great blood purifier. It prevents and cures diseases,
unequalled for increasing the quantity and quality of milk in
mare and cow. Put it to the test and you will find it a
groat economy.
When mixed with food it cuts down the
usual amount of grain required.
It is

Keep Your Horses Well
You can do
Vivat

is

by having

this

handy.

It cures Coughs, Heaves, Broken Wind, etc.
Beneficial in cases of Colic, Intestinal Worms
and Kidney Troubles. Special directions for each
case.
A great remedy for the Respiratory
'Organs. It also increases appetite, gives vigor,
.^reath and endurance, specially to race horses
and those travelling and working hard.

LrHiMHiiiiniiiiiiiiiiNiiiniiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiMiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiif!

Horses
ALWAYS CURES

Specific for

Ask your merchant
=
=

VIVAT

a friend to horses.

for our preparations.

PRICC50 CeNT^.

_^

Dffi*'-

M OR IN

8.

CO

Write for Circular "C," which contains interesting information about Dr. Ed. Morin's famous

.Umll.d.

ITiMHiiiiiinnlniiiiiMiiiiNiiiuuiiiimiiiinurniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinin

preparations, for the welfare of stock.

Proprietors,

DR. ED.

Mountain

MORIN

Hill,

&

CO., Limited

Quebec, Canada

Here

is

the Only

DOUBLE-ACTION
CUTAWAY
DISC
MADE

HARROW

IN

CANADA

Witli this Harrow the Fanner does not have to run in the half lap.
It nms tnie
the line of draft and keeps the surface of the land true, does three times as much
nmk a.s other cultivators and with less draft. It is a plough and harrow combined
an 1 as the discs are adjustable, they can be set to move soil any distance from one
inch to one foot.
It does not just scratch the soil, but it DOES thoroughly
and
the land.
It
will cut and reduce to plant food the toughest stubble without the aid of a plough, and drawn by a pair of average horees
will shift 18,000 tons of earth a day.
The condition in which the land is left, all ready for seeding, means a large increase
For information, write to any Agricultural College "r Experimental Farm in Canada.
in crops.
hi

PULVERIZE

AERATE

Write direct to the Manufacturers for free booklet and special direct-to-farmer price.

A.

BELANGER,

Limited,

Tw^cl'^'fl'/.-

The Supreme Range

Montmagny, Que.

publicity, enabling neighbors to be
present at local meetings, at least.
Each October, since the agent has been
among us, there has been held at the
county seat a colt, calf, corn and baby
show.
A short course has been held each season at various towns throughout the
county. There are classes in agriculture,

—

stock judging and home-making which
includes cooking, talks upon fabric, sanitation and home nursing. Three cars are
brought by the instructors besides stock,
there are shown practical lighting and
plumbing systems for farmers, laborsavers and other devices that are to help
the farmer and his family.
;

ORGANIZE PURE-BRED CLUBS

Perhaps the crowning achievement of
the county agent has been the organization of the Pure-Bred Live Stock Association of Henry County. In this association
we find not competition amongst the men
owning diflFerent breeds, but hearty cooperation. During the spring a directory
was issued, containing a list of all the
breeders, kinds of stock raised, etc. This
was followed in the fall by an announcement of what each breeder has for sale.
Copies of these were given to the members, also distributed throughout the
States by the agent to other agents, and
by every legitimate means publicity given
to the society. Results, so far, foretell a
bright future for Henry County Breeders
of Pure-Bred Live Stock. Among other
buyers of breeding stock attracted through
this association, Mr. Paul H. Calvin,
Clemson College, South Carolina, procured
as foundation stock for his State almost
$4,000 worth of Hereford cattle.
Happily, Mr. Calvin was present at
the Association's first annual banquet,
giving an excellent, most heartening talk,
"From Corn Belt to Dixie," saying that
while in Kansas the fall announcement
into his hands, and turned him
Henry County.
At the Panama-Pacific Exposition Iowa
ranked first agriculturally among the
States.
At the same time, among Iowa
county exhibits at Des Moines, Henry
County was awarded first prize, thus put-

had come
to

ting it at the head of the United States
agriculturally. Much credit is due the
county agent for his tireless effort in collecting and placing the show.
Perhaps the factor that weighs next to
capability is his winning personality. His
friends grow in numbers and his influence
extends accordingly. It is like good seed
falling on good ground.

Cut Down Coal

Bills!
Seed Potatoes

This year coal is higher in price than ever. The problem of
meeting this additional cost in living expenses is partially
overcome by the range you use.

—

will cut down your fuel expenses frotn W, to 50;i
we
Moreover it is an excellent ranee for cooltine
absolutely euaranlee this.
and baking. It has a specially-constructed oven that gives an even disYou will find it
It is a good-looking range.
tribution of heat all around.
a grea* economy and comfort in Your Home

The Supreme Range

Our Catalogrue

"S** showstjust

half of your co&l

bills.

how the Supreme does cut down

Write for

SUPREME HEATING^

it

CO.

and see
-

for yourself.

Welland, Ont.

Select good size full potatoes in early
May, lay them out whole on the barn floor.
When sprouts are an inch long on them
plant and cover the day of cutting, being
careful to avoid breaking oft" the sprouts.
When the potatoes have made a growth

of 4 in. spray with bordeaux and Paris
green. Keep up spraying at intervals of
two or three weeks until the end of August. Thus, barring accidents, you will be
reasonably sure of a good crop of potatoes.
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Former Lieut-Gov. Geo. Brown of Saskatchewan, told a Toronto audience recently that
Saskatchewan was the first Province in the
Liouiiuion of Canada in regard to the producof grain; it was the greatest province
Canada with regard to the expansion of

lioa
ju

business interests in the last 25 years; it
had the greatest acreage of good tillable
land. And yet with its over 500 branch banks
and its many loan companies and trust assoand with a railways mileage that
iiitious,
is second to none in the Dominion, this Province is not represented on the directorate
if a single bank, nor on the directorate of a
railroad, nor has the Province, a Minister in
Cabinet.
lu' Federal
t

•

During the past summer several parties
have reported at different times having seen
silver black fox In the woods not far from
this city (St. John.)
Last month a gentleman who resides in the suburban section
while out hunting ran across it, and shot it.
He had It skinned, and sent the pelt to
Montreal, where he received $500 for it. This
fox evidently escaped from one of the New
Brunswick ranches.
;i

"At a certain hour in some country dissays the "American Agriculturist,"
"the telephone rings five times.
That is the
lews signal, and every interested subscriber
takes down his receiver.
Then the central
operator gives the weather report, a contricts,"

densed market summary, and the important
news.
It
takes but a short time to give
this Information to every subscriber, and the
line is tied up for only a fow minutes."

When

the Maple Leaf Mills burned at St.
Cathariues, Outurio, quite a number of sacks
of flour were dropped into the canal.
Ever
since a lot of people have been fishing along
the canal for flour, says the American Miller.
Most of the sacks puUed out of the canal
were not wet through but only damaged near
the outside.
In fact, very generally water
will 'only penetrate a short distance into a
sack of flour.
The flour next to the cloth
forms a paste and the interior of the sack
remains dry and unaffected.

The action of the Canadian Government in
commandeering about 18,000,000 bushels of
wheat, commented on last month, has not
been satisfactorily explained as to motive,
writes the editor of the American
Miller.
With the enormous available surplus of the
Canadian wheat crop, the action seemed uncalled for.
If action
were taken to keep
prices down, as it would seem to be the most
likely purpose, it failed, for wheat started
up right on the jump. Apparently It is only
another example of how Governments are
Ukely to muddle when they dip into business.

Your Home With Hardwood Floors
Will add fifty-two days to your year.
They cut out both the Weekly Sweeping Day and the
Yearly Housecleaning. A clean house every day in the year, leaving more time for other duties
and recreation.
Easily laid by anyone handy with tools.
up-to-date before spring.

A

Now, during

the quiet season, you can

make

the house

Maple, Birch, or Oak Floor, anywhere in Canada, costs less than a new carpet for old houses
for a new house positively cO'its less than anv floor combination you can put under foot.

;

and

Write for

"BEAVER BRAND" Hardwood

THE SEAMAN, KENT

Flooring Booklet, Fl.

CO.,

Eastern Canada Factory
Western Canada Factory

LIMITED

Meaford, Ontario
Fort William, Ontario

The sudden death of Mr. James Speakman
Alberta, has been a decided loss to nil
farmers' organizations.
He had given his
services unreservedly
to
the work of thp
United Farmers of Alberta, and was recognized as one of the foremost champions of
agricultural interests In the 'Canadian Council
of Agriculture.
of

E. A. Drury, of Barrie, recently sent a carload of lambs and hogs from his own farm
consigned to the United Farmers of Ontario.
His lambs were Shopshires and brought the
top of the market, 11% cents a lb.
The hogs
averaged 230 lbs. and brought .$9.10.
The
total

charges made were $33.35.

The cheque

of about $1,000 was a nice evidence of the
value of livestock farming and of co-operative
<i

falling.

In every

every

Safe

:

had a

of the farm, inside

and outside of every building, in
should form a part of your

at every turn of the lane, there's a picture that

KODAK RECORD
Such

Kodak

pictures add interest

pictures

is

and value to your written record.
is less expensive than you think.

The making

very simple, and

Catalogue free at your dealer's, or by mail.

nickel."

Boy (encouragingly) "If ever you hed
mas'r yo's got it yit."
:

it

nook and corner

and

Enough With Him

Miserly tourist
(fumbling in his
pocket) to negro boy who has just run a
mile to the post office for him "I thought
I

field

CANADIAN KODAK

CO., Limited, 596 King

Street

West,

TORONTO

of

—
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A New

Land Larger Than Britain or France

Northern Ontario
A. vast new land of promise, of freedom and of
plenty is right at hand within your reach. This
great land of promise is Northern Ontario a great
country covering an area of 330,000 square miles
and is 121,000 miles larger than Germany.

What

This land

The great preponderance

—

—

divided into eight great districts
Nipissing. Temiskaming, Sudbury, Alfroma, ThunThe
der Bay, Eainy River, Jenora and Patricia.
vast resources of this great heritage are yet scarcely
realized, it is but recently known and beginning
is

in settlement.

The opportunities

this

serious consideration
treeless west.

Many

land

and

affords

demand your

comparison

with

Million Acres of Fertile

the

Land

out of so vast an area there are, say, twenty million acres of agricultural land, most of which is
good. There is what is called a Clay Belt, which
extends westerly from the interprovincial boundary
between Quebec and Ontario for over 400 miles,
and which varies in depth, north and south, from
25 to 100 miles and more.

say that from 65 to 75 per cent, of the
Clay Belt is good farm land, and that this percentage will be considerably increased by comprehensive
drainage, which the rivers will aid in making easy.
Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral,
It is safe to

For free literature descriptive of

New

water-power, fish, game and scenery. Northern Ontario contains one of the greatest expanses of fertile
territory in the world.

Settlers

Think of Bush Life

of their expressed preference lines on the side of the Bush. The following
are some of their vigorous words: "Yes, I had two
years on the prairie and I would not return; one
reason is that we can get out every day in the
winter." "Bush land is more profitable; you have
plenty of firewood and wood for repairing machinery, fence posts lumber for building, etc.; no
blizzards in winter, no windstorms in summer; there
is shelter for stock, and good water; we have better homes and not so great loss with frost and hail;
the deadly monotony of the prairie is outdone by
the varied forms of foliage, giving relief both to
the eye and mind; there are beauties beyond description in the spring only imagined on the long
unbroken prairie; it has many advantages scenery,
shelter, fuel, lumber, pine, atmosphere, delightful
walks, shaded; there is more employment in the
winter months; one can manage with bush life
without capital better than in the prairie; the bush
has too many advantages to mention in short space;
I would not think of living on the prairie as long
as I could get a bush farm; the bush farm for me."
There are many other advantages, all of which are
told in our free literature.

—

Ontario, Settlers Rates, etc., write to

H. A. Macdonell, Director of Colonization, Parliament Bldg^s., Toronto, Ont.
J. Howard Ferguson, Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines
rifi?r^?rffly^fiyi?iff^iyaiT?^iyiii?rait?^ff^iff^^
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Better
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Bread
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Backed by a
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Reputation
Earned

in
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Kitchens
of Canada
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WESTERN CANADA FMUR MILLS
Millers

UDEU
rtllLC

to

CO.,

the People

on request— Set of Beautiful Art Postcards (PURITY GIRLS). Wail us Postcard to-day—
Dept.C, WESTERN CANADA FLOUR MILLS CO., Limited— Head Office, Toronto

tl'
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Money Crops
Barred Rocks
Strawberries
Bees

MARCH

Dairy

1916

The Girl of the Land

War

and the Prophets
The Boy on the Lonely Road
THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

LIMITED.

TORONTO, CANADA
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Why

be Sixty-five in Body when
Less than Thirty in Years ?

Why Become
Age

are Only as Young as Your
Cells are Alive, Energized and Plastic

Why take Less

than Your Full Share of Life and Pleasure

?

life?
Why not always
be at your best?- thoroughly well, energetic?
Why not
invest in yourself and make the most of your every opportunity?
It is easy when you know how.
The Swoboda
System points the way.
It requires no drugs, no appliances, no dieting, no study, no loss of time, no special bathing, there is nothing to worry you.
It gives ideal mental
and physical conditions without inconvenience or trouble.

Are you living a

full

and successful

The Successful and Enjoyable

Whole

in

You

Prematurely Old
or in Part ?

Years and Age in Body
are Not Identical

in

Ponce de Leon's
Fountain of Youth
Died With Him.

Your fountain
youth

will die

of

with

you. Each man's
fountain of youth
is
within himself.

Through Con-

Life

scious

Your living, enjoying and earning power depends entirely
upon your energy, health, vitality, memory and will power.
The Swoboda System can make you tireless, improve your
memory, intensify your will power, and make you physically just as you ought to be.
I promise it.

Evolution
only can you drink
to the full of the
fountain of youth.

What Others
Not Self-Conservation, But Self-Evolution
Early to Bed and Early to Rise may have at one time
made man healthy, wealthy and wise, but now it is otherwise. Today, early to bed and early to rise and regularity
of habits gives a man high blood pressure, hardening of
the arteties. and makes him mentally narrow, irritable and
too ready to criticise— permature old age and early demise.

Nowadays, as in
healthy, wealthy

truth always,

man

a

if

desires to

be

and wise he must evolutionize.

What Others Have
"Cons oinns KvoIiiUon liiis (loi.c mU
simply i-ndiating good henltli. I cm

me

i^'A^
f.-^
* ,\

i»=r

cii.loy
j,n,]

where I was before beginning your
would say, 'Nothing doing.'
I
the work yon have mapped out for me

(,,„

I

impatient to get at

"I shall be sixty-six

it.

strangest part

improved.

of

all

is

that

The muscles

of

my

it

my

hearing is
back

shoulders,

and abdomen are immense, and I have foi-gotten that
I
have a liver, kidneys, heait or any other organs,
except my stomach, which makes a lond call three times
a day.
I have lost all desire for stimulants."

"One

am

year ago

I

was an old man

of

forty:

to-day

I

a youth at forty-one."'

"I must state that the principle of your system is the
most scientific, and at the same time the simplest
have ever heard.
Yon do not misrepresent one single
word in your advertising."
I

"When

Men and
l4^omcn
of All

Ages
Projil

Through
Conscious
Evolution

I

tell

some

of

my

friends

how

quickly

I

was

by Conscious Kvolution. tluy do not believe
me. They think I exaggerate."
"I feel tliat 1 must express nnce more my sinceiesl.
and w innest appreciation of the benefit yon have given
uie.
Had anyone told me that 1 could possess such line
quality of bmly and such development i\% T do at present,
after nine weeks of Coirscious Evolution. 1 would have
said that they were ravnig mad.
You have proved beyond the shadow of a doubt that you can do evei-ything
von say; in fact. 7 believe you really do more than you
promise. Results have been so startling in my case th.i.
T
feel that
I
have been boi"^i again.
.\t the time of
writing I feel full of life, energy and ambition.
My
body has assumed a most graceful shape, of which I
am nr:)re than proud, and thank the day that I ever
could write you a whole lot about your
heai-d of yon.
I
Conscious Kvolution. I feel so thankful.
There is no
letter value on God's earth than wluti vnu offer, and
anyone who doubts your statements mnsi lie indeed more
than skeptical.
I
would consider it an honor to have
you use my letters in every way you think til.
bcnetiled

new man of me.
I
am so
enthusiastic
over Conscious
Evolutiou that it is difficult
for me to control myself, and (
not do more than you say.
I
want to thank you for the interest you are
taking in my case. When I wrote you for your instructions I was in a
very desperate (oudition.
I
have never been sorry for one minute that
I
have written you. On the contrary, I want to thank you for what you
are doing for me.
am getting along fine; I am a wonder to myself.
I
It does not seem possible that there could be such a change in any one
in such a short time."

My New
It

explains

EVOLUTION

Copyrighted Book

is

Free

THE SWOBODA SYSTEM OF CONSCIOUS
and the human body as

plained before.

It

BODY AND THE MIND.

it

has never been ex-

MY NEW THEORY OF THE

explains

It

will startle, educate,

and en-

lighten you.

next August, and if voii
me riglit now you would .say. 'forty,' and
am bcttei. stronger, and have more energy
than the average man at forty.
I
Iiave only ynu and
vour system to thank for these things, and I want to
thank you from the vciy bottom of a giateful heart for
what you have done for me. I am a man now in every
sense of Ihe word, whereas 1 was only a fraction of a
man and a small fraction before profiting through Conscious Evolution,"

"The

seventy-one years of

yeai-s old

wifve to see
as a fact, I

greatly

am

and in three weeks your
system has apparently made a

to Say

hiu-k

system.

"I
age,

to Say:

me

that you promised and I am
liai<lly believe it myself, it tias made
sucli n great cliangf iii me.
ain in belter ednditions than I have been
1
for twe nty years and am t>hnck full of energy and ambition.
Tasks that
\\e\o ! Imrden to me in tlie past are now easy and a pleasure.
I have jio
IMOIICV to liurn (ir throw to the biriis. but if you were to offer me one
thousand dollars in good hard cash and put
foi'

Have

My book explains HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE and HARDENING OF THE ARTERIES, as well as OLD AGE conditions
and how

to

overcome them.

You

will cherish this book for having given you the first
real understanding of your body and mind. It shows how you
may be able to obtain a superior life; it explains how you may
make use of natural laws for your own advantage.

My book will give you a better understanding of yourself
than you could obtain from a college course. The information
which it imparts cannot be obtained elsewhere at any price.
It shows the unlimited possibilities for you through conscious
evolution of your cells; it explains my discoveries and what
they are doing for men and women. Thousands have advanced
themselves in every way through a better realization and conscious use of the principles which I have discovered and which
I disclose in my book. It tells what Conscious Evolution means
and what it may do for vou. It also explains the DANGERS
OF EXERCISE
I

you

and of

EXCESSIVE DEEP BREATHING.

offer my System on a basis which makes it impossible for
guarantee is startling, specific,
to lose a single penny.

positive

My

and fraud-proof.

Write for my FREE
and full particulars to-day before it slips your mind. Make up your mind to at least learn
the facts concerning the
SYSTEM OF CONSCIOUS EVOLUTION for men and women.

BOOK

SWOBODA

ALOIS

P.

SWOBODA,

1911 Aeolian Hall. N. Y.

—
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—it buys MORE Power— a big 374-inch
bore X 5-inch stroke motor 'that dethe
velops FORTY Horse Power

most

POWERFUL

—

4-cylinder car at

the price

—

it

More Value

for

Every

comfort

more

in

MORE

—

Room plenty for
full-grown people to ride ia

buys

SEVEN

— more

room for 'driver and
tonneau— DIVIDED and ad-

justable front seats.

Dollar of the Price

NEW Series 17 Studebaker 4-cylinder
the GREAT 4-cylinder value of the
year — a car that offers the discerning buyer

This

model

is

MORE viaiblc, tangible, PROVABLE value for
every dollar of the price than any other 4-cylinder
car on the market.

—

—

MORE

Beauty a handsome
it buys
car, luxurious in its finish and graceful in its long, smooth, flowing lines

And

— finest

the price of$1165is possible only by reason
of Studebaker 's unexcelled manufacturing facilifinancial resources, long years of
ties,

hand-buffed, straight-grain,
semi-glazed leather upholstery.

GREAT

manufacturing experience and
creased volume.

LARGELY

in-

No man can safely invest a dollar in any car
without FIRST seeing this new SERIES 17
Studebaker. Write for handsome catalog and
have your local dealer demonstrate the car.

—

Roadster, 3-pass.

STUDEBAKER

$1165
-

1135

3-pass.

1465

-

Landau-Roadster,

Dept. F

Walkerville, Ont.

Four Cylinder Models
Touring Car, 7-pass.

Six Cylinder

Models

-it buys many NEV-' Conveniencessuch as the eas tanli removed from
the cowl to the rear of t,he chassis

the new design, overlapping, stortnproofwindshield theadjustablefront
seats — the more conveniently arranged instruments.

—

•

Made

in

Canada

More than 221,000 Studebaker Cars now

Touring Car, 7-pass.
Roadster, 3-pass. -

in use

Landau-Roadster,

$1395
•
1365
1695

F. O. B. Walkerville

.See

them

all in the

car at your dealer's

:
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Make Your
Bread Enticing
Bread is so essential to growth and vitality,
you should encourage your folks to eat
more.
Win them to bread-eating by
making your bread irresistible.

Baked from FIVE ROSES

flour,

your loaf

enjoys a unique personality that belongs to

none

other.

Appearance, flavour, digestion, economy
by using.

nses for stale bread and
JFirttch loail, bread fiiiddhigs,

ALL ABOUT BREAD AND

CAKE MAKING
.

T/ie

famous

FIVE ROSES

Cook

Jljok alio gives cutnplelr vndet standable information on pastiies, tarts,
,

patties,

biscuits,

cakes, cookies, etc.

rolls, fried
Over30o icstedcake

btins,

Cromdrdwith the best selected
recipes of tliousar.ds of successful
users of Ft VE ROSES flour throughout Canada. Seyid for your copy of
the FfVE ROSES Cook Book. Mailed
for lo two-cent stamps. Address Dept.
recipes,

T. LAKE OF THE WOODS MILLING CO. LIMITED, MONTREAL.

are served

Breads -Cakes

many

cake :
bread CI mnbs, crorjitette^, pitted bread,
bread dust. A splendid chapter on
sandwich making.

all

Five Roses*
IFIl/nKm) A

OVER 200, 000 WOMEN HA VE
SENT for this 144-PACE BOOK
//fives

—

In the

JT JJiy/lUJlr^'^ Puddlngs-Pasfries
same splendid loaf, let it bring you this extra

— a fulness of nutlike flavour, a sweetness that

is

quality

envied by the

best cooks everywhere.
thin crust that
crinkly and toothsome.
—a
— an elastic texture, porous and well-risen, that retains for days
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M.P.P., at the recent big convention
of the S. G. G. A. at Saskatoon.

The Farmer's Magazine has
up ever since it came into ex-

held

five years ago, that
agricultural work was the highest
type of occupation, and one that demanded business ability of the first
rank.

istence over

The Country Boy's Bill of Rights,
and the Country Girl's, too, de-

mands

the best. In this issue both
of these features stand out prominently. Read the two articles and
let us know what you think of them.

The farmer has no right to farm
unless he leaves the farm and the
community better when he leaves
To do that he must think and
it.
act. Ideas come and rewards grow
to the one who has them,.
It is this feature that distinguishes every issue of The Farmer's
Magazine, a m,agazine that upholds
farm, interests first, last and always. To help the fanner to make
more m,oney, is the big essential in
his business life apart from the

To make more money

higher

enables him to be foremost in his
country's deliberations. Therefore,
increased revlet every idea for
enues come into the hom,e. It is the
reader's place to apply them to his
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life.

case.

Many

such ideas predominate
each issue. In April there will appear articles dealing with Farm. Life
in Saskatchewan; Raspberry Cultivation; Icelandic Settlements ; Sheep
in B.C.; Power Farming ;' Gasoline
Engine Installations on the Farm;
Autotnobites; and Better Houses.

Besides these, the photos and letters from, farmers that are a feature of this issue, will continue.

The

price

Magazine

of

The

Farmer's

now

$1 per year, which
figures out a little less than 9 cents
a copy. Can you afford not to have
it in your home, or to keep your
is

neighbor from knowing about
By all means tell him the news.

it.

a

:
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From
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young

—

—
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Call for Strawberries

The IVorld Wants More of Them —Some Hitifs
Get Them for Him
and Better Quantities
By W. J.

on Hoiv

to

in

5

harder

^^#fe

KERR

The Saunders Strawberry.

atrawberru's, like our cum crops, are extending their hearing areas and wid
ening their seasons for groicimj. In all our Canadian cities, strawierries are now
The demand is aliiajis keen. But it is in the early
'in sale almost the year round.
months of summer that the appetite of the Canadian people craves them the most.
To grow them for one's table is not a very hard gardi'n task in almost any soil.
To make money from them commercially is a business where few haue been knotcn
The labor problems are the chief drairbacks to a greater supply.
to lose much.
Consequently the commercial end is generally left to fruit groicers who can carry
The hints containid here
their help through the season by other fruit picking.
Editor.
will be of good service to all growers.

MANY

The Corrie Strawberry.

—

persons who visit us and
other growers during the fruiting season, and who visit the
town and city, during strawberry season,
and see the appetising strawberries in
the shop windows, wish they had a good
Many, however,
patch of their own.

only fertilizes the pistils in its own
bloom, but also in the bloom of imperfect flowering varieties, blossoming at
the same time, hence the reason he was
furnished by the nurserymen with the
Wilson plants to plant with the Cres-

have tried growing them, and have met
with a failure due to various causes. A
friend of mine some years ago had a plot
of Crescent Seedlings fertilized by Wilson, and, noting that the Crescents were
more vigorous and healthy plants, and
bore more fruit, even if they were pretty
sour and ran down to
very small size after the

But both these varieties are discarded
progressive growers.
all most
What I have said of Crescents holds good
in respect to such most desirable varieties

cents.

now by

Warfield, Fendall,
these varieties
requiring perfect flowering varieties that

Sample, Buster,
Bubach, Enormous,

as

etc.,

bloom at the same season planted near
them.
It would not do to plant late
blooming perfect flowering varieties to
fertilize the bloom of early blooming imperfect flowering varieties, or vice versa,
as one would get very poor fertilization.
So the uninitiated, when buying plants,
would do well, to as far as possible leave
the selection of varieties to the nurseryman, and I wish to give the reader another hint that he should ponder over before ordering strawberry plants.
None of the large nurserymen employing agents grow the strawberry plants
they sell, but usually
have contracts with some

pickings, reall Cres-

grower who makes a specialty of growing straw-

Accordingly, next
season he sat out all that
variety. He had a splen-

berry plants, to fill their
strawberry plant orders
of such varieties as they
are long on, and can supply at low price, irrespective of whether they
are true to name or not.
Prospective
planters
will do well to buy only
from strawberry plant
specialists, as they are

first

few

solved to

grow

cents.

did growth, a

'oe'"*'

most won-

derful bloom, but no fruit.
The reason was that the

e f

Crescent blossoms were
sterile, or pistilate only,
that is, they contained
only the female organs of
reproduction, the pistils,
and the variety is called
"
" imperfect
flowering,
that is, it will not bear

much more

The

Wilson,

liable to get

good varieties, true to
name, and in good condition, at prices around $5

fruit alone.

per 1,000 or possibly $6.
I would not advise any

bearing

perfect blossoms, that is,
blossoms, with both male
and female organs of reproduction, stamens and
pistils, produce the vital
dust,
pollen,
that not

I.

grower
ly

the

to

varieties,

The Warfield Strawberry Habit

erally
ures.

buy extensive-

new
a

s

high-priced
they gen-

prove costly

ffeil-
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Nor would I buy so-called "thoroughbred, pedigreed" strawberry plants, as.
the people who advertise such are either
ignorant of the meaning of the terms they
use, or else dishonest enough to attempt
to deceive their customers, as there never
was, and never will be, a thoroughbred
strawberry plant, and I do not believe
these people ever pedigreed a plant they
grew, and their plants are not a whit
more vigorous or productive than the
plants produced by other good reliable
growers, who sell for less money, and
spend less in dishonest advertising.

SET OUT IN SPRING
Early spring is the only proper time
to set strawberry plants to get most satisfactory results, but if one has ground
in proper shape available, and can get
potted plants, or choice runners well rooted early in Aligust, without much cost,
which I doubt he ever can, without he
grows them himself, he may plant at the
rate of about 20,000 plants per acre in
August, and if he succeeds in wintering
them, he will get a good crop of berries
the next season, but the commercial grower cannot, in my opinion, make a profit out
of setting at any other time than early
spring, and the earlier the better, so long
as the soil is in good condition.
A clover sod on good well-drained, rich
loam, plowed with a good crop of aftergrowth, and thoroughly worked up that
fall, and simply well disced and cultivated in spring, with a good application of

potash and phosphatic fertilizer, is most
may say; that one can
scarcely put too much care into the preparation of the soil.
Strawberries will
pay well, for. intensive preparation and

A

commercial strawberry patch using the matted row system,.

Sta'ble and barmiard manure is the 'best
fertilKer for strawberries, because it furniishes both plant food and humus; it
should be supplemented with commercial
fertilizers, rich in phosphorus aoid and
potash. Heavy applications of fertilizers
are only profitable ichen used on soils in
a good physical condition and well sup-

plied icith

humus.

excellent, and, I

cultivation.

in my opinplants after they get
started, in the varieties wanted, as they

Strawberry growers should,

ion,

grow

their

own

can take up their plants as they are ready
to set them out, and by setting such fresh
plants they will have much stronger fruiting rows next season, than if setting
plants bought at a distance that have lost
a great deal of their vitality in transit,
and that cannot always be set out immediately on arrival.
Make no mistake, you can grow just as
good plants as the best nurseryman in
America. There is no "Royal road" to
the knowledge of strawb'^rry plants, nor
has any one nurseryman a monopoly of
the knowledge of how to grow them, and
I may tell you just here that very many
who are in the busirt'ss of selling strawberry plants make a practice of digging
only the top plants off their thickly matted rows, giving their customers not the
best plants that can be produced.
If you are a beginner, I would advise
you to seek out some good reliable strawberry plant grower, buy from him what
plants you need, and if you begin in a
comparatively small way, you vdll more
likely make a success than if you jump
into the business "with both feet," figurSet these plants in
atively speaking.
well-prepared soil, 18 inches or thereabouts apart in the rows, and the rows
four feet apart; cultivate them as soon
as set, so as to leave a loose mulch of soil
about the plants. Keep them cultivated
sufficiently often to preserve this loose
mulch all summer, and after every rain
be sure to run the cultivator through as
soon as the soil is sufficiently dried to
crumble up fine in the cTiltivation. The
strawberry grower will find it profitable
to buy a regular 12 or 14 tooth strawberry
cultivator for this work, and to be sure to
cultivate often enough to kill all

weeds

just as they are breaking through the
ground, or very shortly after, as it will
not take them out after they have got a

Strawberry plants are self-sterile or self-fertile, and sometimes both on
That is why som.e varieties must be planted together.
the sa,me plant.
.

good

start.

Continued on page 70

The Bishop's Pippin is a favorite in New Brunswick. This apple is known
as Yellow Belleflower in Ontario, and is highly regarded for home use.

How
It is

Dr. Smith

Hard

to

GERMANY'S

Beat the

it

may

be,

feed them.

been

but nevertheless
And as it has

Germany's

asset, it

greatest

has been Britain's

greatest

obstacle

to

suc-

No

other incident in
world history s o clearly
demonstrates the importance and value of maximum production.
So in Canada to-day and
in the future an increased
production must mean a
decreased debt. There is
plenty room for that increase in production. The
orchard simply demands

cess.

attention.

The unproduc-

tive condition of

thousands

of Ontario orchards stands
in striking contrast to Ger-

many's efficiency in the
producing side of the
world's struggle. These orchards to-day do not pay
for the rent of the ground
on which they grow. They
get no attention, and in return give no yields. The
annual loss from mature
unproductive orchards is
a n
astounding amount.

Good Old Northern Spy

at

This Time of the Year

McKINNON

cases out of ten it was handicapped from
the first by too close planting, and since
then it has simply grown wild. But even
The condition of our country demands a
yet it is not too late to stir up a new acchange.
tivity.
With a little effort the small orchard can be made the best paying corner
And why this annual loss? There is
Nature for once gives a
of the farm.
only one answer: lack of attention. The
second chance.
Ontario orchard to-day not yielding a payFor the benefit of the man whose fouring crop has never had a chance. In nine
acre orchard now yields
perhaps enough apples for
himself, and serves in the
APPLES
summer as a calf-run, in
the winter as a vdndAt the recent Fruitgrowers' annual meeting at Toronto, conbreak, w e give Doctor
siderable discussion ensued upon the importations of American
Smith's story. It being a
apples into Cane da.
rather unusual thing for a
The overplantings of high-priced lands in the States of Oregon
successful doctor to give
and Washington, where only about one-quarter of the trees have
up his medical practice and
come into bearing, have resulted in the growers there dumping
turn his wliole attention to
their surplus fruit into Canada at such loiv prices that the ororchard work, one would
cha7-dists of British Columbia find that the shipping rates won't
not be surprised to find an
alloii' them a competing profit.
That British Colum,bia can grow
unusual beginning, it really
the same apples, with even a better flavor, is well known, and as
is so.
P. W. Hodgetts said at the recent sessions, there is no reason why
British Columbia should not supply the markets of Alberta and
BUYS 100 ACRES FOR $2,000

mainstay to-day is
neither men nor guns. They played
their part in her first wild rush.
Ever since that first wild rush was
stopped and the iron dogs of Britain commenced to hem her in, another quite different asset has been her saving.
This
is her productive power.
So thoroughly
has this power been developed, that Germany, completely cut off
from outside sources of
supply, has been able to
feed her soldiers and civilians
from her own
crops; feed them scantily,

Got Good Apples

By N. E.

A TAX ON

the Eastern city trade.

Sir Thomas White has apparently been listening to the orchard
zephyrs and in his recent Budget put a tax of 90 cents a barrel
on apples.
This will seriously handicap the American growers in these
western states, who, if they are operating at a loss now, will find
their high-priced lands a considerable burden.
While the principle of such protection may not be concurred in
by all farmers yet the injustice of the present dumping of their
apples in Canada must be apparent to every man who stMdies the

Eight years ago Doctor
Smith grumbled to the village merchant that apples
had not the flavor that he
had known them to have
when he was a boy. But
the philosophical merchant

question.
By careful spraying, good packing and grading, and honesty
of labels, the Canadian grown apple should satisfy the palates of
Our faulty distribution is the chief reason
all in the Dominion.
to-day why poor prices are received by the groovers as well as
high prices paid by the city consumer.
The Snow, Mcintosh and Gravenstein, as well as Yellow Newton and Grimes, are names to tickle any pocket book to oven,
while the Spy is King of them all in March. There is something
wrong with the man's soul who can't enjoy a Northern Spy in

assured him that the apples were the same, only
the boy was no longer there
to appreciate them. This
explanation did not satisfy the doctor, and the conclusion of an ensuing argument was that he would
grow apples of his own. In
March of that year he
bought at public auction a
one-hundred-acre farm for

March.

two thousand

— Editor.

it

was an

dollars.

'On

eight-acre
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the No. 1 Ontario as the finest apple
grown. With this new reputation an
open market is now assured.
As the visitor enjoyed the "real old
flavor" of an apple or two in the cosy
Smith home he took advantage of the
opportune moment to get the doctor's
opinion on the best variety. The Northern

Spy was

his favorite, partly from prejubut experience was strengthening
the prejudice. The Mackintosh Red was
gaining favor on account of its earlier
bearing and fine flavor. Baldwins and
Greenings found a ready market, but
tree for tree did not bring as good returns as the first two mentioned.
The fact that a goodly sum goes in the
bank each year, that to-day five thousand
dollars would not be considered for the
orchard alone, proves conclusively that
apple growing in Ontario is no longer a
risky experiment, but a paying propo
dice,

sition.

A big apple tree in bloom in
in the St. John River Valley,

Upper Hampstead

New

A New Method

Brunswick.

of Electing

Officers
orchard, which at that time was not yielding a crop worth the picking. The trees
were almost joined above the short space
between them. The top growth was a
dense mass too thick for any sun to penetrate.

Work was begun immediately. All the
growth of years was cut away and each
tree stood out by itself. Where an eighteen-foot space existed, that space was
made thirty-six. Where an old tree was
djdng, it was dug out and a new tree put
in its place.
fence was erected and this

A

orchard was given a chance to show its
capabilities.
A yield of only a few barrels the first year did not discourage the
doctor.
Each year since has seen it regularly pruned, and the result is a big crop
of No. 1 apples.
Asked if grafting paid, the doctor led
the questioner to a lower corner of the
orchard and pointed triumphantly to a
very ill-proportioned tree, whose branches
on one side were almost as big as the
trunk. On walking around to the other
side, the common thorn tree was disclosed
to view. The large branches were the results of Macintosh grafts of five years
ago.
This was the outstanding example
of the success of grafting and though it
had been tried mainly out of curiosity, the
experiment had been a paying one; the
Macintoshes were fully equal to those

grown on Macintosh trees.
The visitor was shown several other examples of grafting and each one was as
This grafting was all done
towards the latter part of May and first
of June, while the pruning is done mostly
successful.

in

the

"By all means," he answered, "no orchard can afford to be without one; the
loss of it is more expensive than the buying, for one outfit can be used by three
or four farmers."
Of such importance,

according to

too,

the doctor's statement, was the cultivaHis plan was to have a row or two
tion.
of corn in the middle, grain crop outside
of that to within four feet of the trees.
This space was kept cultivated all summer right to the tree trunks. The grain
crop was cut green usually. A commercial fertilizer was applied one spring and
the orchard is to get a second application
next spring.

Asked for some idea of

his

ciples, the doctor said that

market prinproper marHis exper-

keting was half the battle.
ience had taught him to give the people
what they wanted, and that was, for local
trade and early Western markets, boxpacked fruit; for European markets and
later Western shipments, barrels.
The
local supplies are sold by commission
houses from their warerooms, but the
Western and European supplies are sold
directly to buyers. The grade and home
of orchard was stamped on every box or
barrel and this was found to be the best
advertisement.
The old reputation of
careless and even dishonest packing was
gradually being lived down, and the
world's markets were recognizing to-day

The United Farmers of Ontario introduced at their recent convention a new
method of electing officers. It remains to
be seen whether this method will ensure
good, practical, capable men being placed
on their directorates. The resolution wa«
worded in part as follows:
"The election shall take place by three
ballots, first, a nominating ballot, and
secondly, two electing ballots. After the
nominating ballots have been collectrecord the
the scrutineers shall
various
prospective
the
for
candidates on a separate tally sheet
and select as nominees for further balloting the following numbers or those standing highest in the lists: Three for president, two for 1st vice-president, two for
2nd vice-president, seven for directors,
and three for auditors. These candidate?
shall be announced and opportunity given
for withdrawals. Any withdrawals shall
be made good by the addition of the required number standing next in the lists
on the tally sheet, and definite announcement made of the above mentioned numThese
ber of candidates for election.
names shall be written plainly on a blackboard or otherwise so as to be visible to
Ballots for the election
all the assembly.
of president and vice-presidents shall
then be distributed and the delegates
shall be instructed to fill in one, and only
one, name of those nominated, in each
space. Those three receiving the highest
votes in their respective classes shall be
elected president and 1st and 2nd vicepresident respectively."
ed,

votes

fall.

SPRAY FIVE TIMES

IF

NEEDED

Another question of utmost importance
the spraying. A two-horse outfit looks
after the destructive germs on the Smith
farm. Every striking example of its effectiveness was here pointed out. Owing
to the superabundance of apples last year,
many neglected to spray this year. One
such was on a nearby farm. "His crop
this year," the doctor said, "cannot grade
is

No. 1, while across the road, the man who
used the spray has No. 1 apples." "Would
you advise purchasing a spraying outfit
for a smaller orchard?" he was asked.

SOME FRUIT

SPECIALS

Arrangements have been made by The Farmer's Magazine for a series of
apple articles by an old fruit-grower whose name has been a household ivord
for thirty years.
The first of these articles will appear in the April number and deal with
The life-long experiences of the writer, in the mutter
the A. B. C. of pruning.
of varieties, grafting on native hardy, stocks, spraying, and sale methods will
be intensely interesting to all orchard lovers
and there are many in Canada.

—

By

The Freedom of Childhood: ethel M. CHAPMAN
And

the Discipline That

Develops Self-reliance and Individuality

ARE

"Harry is so high-strung," explained the mother of a handsome,
high-spirited little chap. "We have
to be careful not to cross him or he is
liable to go off into a tantrum, and
his nerves will be upset for days.
Some children's natures require such
tactful handling."
So we have heard. But the world
doesn't discriminate in the way it
handles people, and Harry would be
He
in for some hard lessons later.
had been a strong-willed baby, and
his mother considered his aggres-.
siveness cute; besides, she stood a
little in awe of his outbreaks.- About
the first word he learned to say was
"Don't," with no. uncertain emphasis,
and it was universally obeyed. He
didn't start school as soon as the
other children of the neighborhood,
because his mother was afraid the
teacher wouldn't understand him,
and when he did commence to mix
with other children he had the
shrewdness to choose those a few
years younger than himself. In this

the most kindly intentioned
mothers sometimes cruel? An

illustrates
very
old
fable
pointedly one of the oldest of human
tragedies from this common weakness.

train

The passengers in a crowded
were being constantly disturbed

by an impulsive, undisciplined youngster travelling with his mother and
nurse. First he cried for candy which
the nurse thought he should not have,
and the mother, disturbed by the
noise, looked up from her book long

enough to say, "Give it to him," and
there was peace for a while. A few
minutes later he decided to have the
nurse's watch, and put up a good
strong cry this time; it had worked
before.
Again the mother, a little
out of patience with the nurse,
glanced up to say "Give it to him,"
and there was quietness. Then a wasp
buzzed against the window-pane. The
boy wanted that, too, and fought for
it like a Trojan.
As usual, he tried
his unfailing method and the mother
without taking the trouble to investigate, but annoyed
that anything
should interfere vdth her darling's
divine right of childhood, ordered
sharply, "Give it to him." Naturally
the nurse felt justified in letting him have
it, and then the car rang with a different
cry not the forced effort to get what he
wanted, but the piercing, terrified cry of

—

what he wanted, and
wasn't the right thing for him. It was
just the beginning of a life-time of simpain, because he got

it

—

painful experiences, and his mother
could have saved him.
For a long time we have had the old
delusion put over us that young twigs are
easily bent.
We are not so sure of it
now. Nature seems to have some decided,
foreordained plans of her own for each inilar

dividual.

The ideal

discipline of

family

community or

life.

play in where they can make as much noise
as they like.
They learn early to lace
their shoes and look after the next littlest.
They have almost unlimited freedom as
long as it doesn't interfere with anyone
else, but they have at the same time the
best possible discipline the discipline of

—

community

life.

This seems to be the ideal— as much
freedom as possible, but no license, but
not every child is favored with natural
conditions to teach him to forage for himself, to be self-reliant and considerate for

way he still managed to have his own
way and to be the centre of admiration in his own little world.
Then troubles began. The egoism
which wasn't his own fault, but the natural result of his environment, began to
crop out in rather serious offences. At
last his father awoke to the situation.
He realized that Harry was getting past
them and on the high road to becoming a
bad old man; he also realized that no degree of punishment at home would be
very effective; the punishment would have
to come as a direct result of the offence.
It would be quite reasonable to stop Harry from playing with smaller children,
since they were not safe with him; then

Continued on page 47

others.

Anyway, whoever saw any
a bent twig? It is the young

beauty in
shoot given the best conditions of soil and
warmth and sun, and allowed to take the
storms and winds as they come, that will
grow into a strong, symmetrical tree. This
seems to explain why the unpampered
child of a large family with a good home
atmosphere and the right example to
imitate, even where the time spent on his
training has been practically rdl, almost
invariably turns out a pretty good specimen, unless, of course, some wicked old
ancestor's traits need special rooting out.
As a school for citizenship, a certain
type of farm home stands pre-eminent.
No one ever seems out-of-temper or overtired or nrvous; there is a general atmosphere of kindness and honesty and good
nature. The children grow up like stairsteps and some people wonder how the

mother ever gets along. But they don't
understand. These children don't have to
be entertained or supervised very much.
They are responsible little beings with
chores to do and afterwards a big barn to

An

ont-of-door

life

teaches self-reliance and courage.

—

The
How

Rocks For

Raising of Barred
a Preacher Gets

EMERSON

said that every

man

is

Away From Theory and Makes
a

By A.

consumer and, therefore, ought to
be a producer. The clergy of Can-

J.

CAMPBELL

ada are not generally included among our
producers of industrial wealth, but this
rule if it really be one has, like other
rules, its exceptions.
A few years ago
the Rev. W. B. Crowell, of Arcadia, Yarmouth County, Nova Scotia, wsa presented by one of his parishioners with seven
Barred Plymouth Rock hens. In the
fourth year of his operations one of his
fowls secured the world's record for egg
production. His flock now numbers fifty
and included among them is Lady Morley, with a sworn-to record of 292 eggs,
and Lady Morta with an egg record of
283.

The

a very cheaply
facing south
7 feet high in front and 5 feet high in the
rear.
An opening 3 feet wide extends
along the front and is covered with oneinch chicken wire. Beneath the opening a
sloping platform covered with waterproof
roofing material carried off all storm
water. The space below the platform is
occupied by windows. An open space is
left between the plate and the rafters so
that the moisture from the roosts following the incline of the roof, freely escapes.
The roosts and dropping boards are at the
rear, and under the dropping boards are
the trap nests. At first a curtain was used
to protect the hens during the cold nights,
but before the first winter was passed this
was taken away and so far there has been
no illness among the birds.
The floor of the house is covered deeply with oat straw. Over a ton of straw is
used yearly in this way, and the straw is
removed twice a year, in spring and fall.
Into this straw the grain, whether whole
flock is

housed
x

built structure, 20

in

or cracked, is scattered and all day long,
especially throughout the winter, the
birds are busily scratching for food.

APRIL CHICKS LAY IN OCTOBER
The chicks are hatched out before the
first of May and they begin to lay about
the middle of October. During the past
four years his largest egg yield has oc-

curred in December and January. This
is due in part, no doubt, to the exercise
that the fowls obtain by hunting for their
food.
He feeds the hens twice a day on
oats and wheat until a month before he
expects them to lay. Then for three weeks
he feeds more heavily, using some corn and
a little green bone. During the last week
if they are quite fat he semi-starves them
and, as soon as they begin to lay, again
feeds liberally. He has dry mash in hoppers always before them and during the
winter he feeds them green bone four
times a week. Turnips and mangels are
nailed up for the fowls to peck at and he
finds that sprouted oats will stimulate a
flagging egg flow. His Plymouth Rocks
consume, besides bone and vegetables, an
average of one-quarter pound of grain a
day.

RECORD IN EGG PRODUCTION OF "LADY

15,

MORLEY"

.J

Eggs

Month
January
February
March

laid

24
23
24
28
26
24
24
24
22
25
20
28
292

April

May
June
July

August
September
October

November
December
Total for whole year

Mr. Crowell, of course, fully realizes
the supreme importance of a proper diet
in successful poulty raising. "I am frequently consulted," he said, "in regard to
the proper feed for fowls, and I should
like to say that fowls if compelled to subsist on one type of food do best on a ration
The grains
of grain, whole or cracked.
most widely relished by them are corn,
wheat, oats, barley, buckwheat and peas.
At the same time birds do not do well if
fed all winter entirely on grain. There
is where so many amateur poultry raisers
make a big mistake. A grain ration without any vegetable or animal ingredients
is not only wastefully expensive but actually injurious to the fowls.
"The winter feed of fowls should approximate that of summer conditions.
Butcher scrap, table waste and vegetable
Moreover,
foods should all be utilized.
laying hens require, of course, a supply
of mineral matter, not only for bone building but for egg structure as well. Oystefr
shells will supply this nutriment, and I
can recommend dry wheat bran. As to
vegetable feeds, beets, mangels, turnips,
and cabbage are all good.
supply of
good sharp grit is essential to active digestion, and the water supply should bo

A

continuous and abundant.

SYSTEMS OF FEEDING
"Almost

innumerable 'systems' have
been evolved for the feeding of poultry.

a Little

Money

Profit
as

Well

Nearly all of them are combinations, more
or less ingenious, of all hopper feeding,
dry feeding of all grains, trough feeding
of wet mash and dry feeding in litter of
grains.
The ordinary flock belonging to
a farm should get a fair proportion of its
food from free range. My own experience
during the winter season leads me to say
that the feeding of the dry mash in hoppers and all the cracked grains in littei
is
entirely satisfactory. Table waste,
mixed with boiled vegetables and bran,
and fed three times weekly gives excellent results.
On other days the fowl;:
should be given a feed of raw vegetables
As to the quantity to feed, that must be
governed by the appetite of the flock. It
is not safe to feed by measure.
Fowls at
different seasons require different treatment.

The generous feeding they need

at moulting time would induce over-fatness during the laying season. A very good
rule is to feed only what the birds vdll
clean up in short order. If any grain is
left over from a previous feeding, the

quantity given should be immediately reduced.
"To all beginners in poultry raising, I
would say: 'Consult only reliable sources
of information.' The method adopted by
one man in a single successful year does
not make his method a sure recipe for

The outcome might have occurred through incidental conditions. Do not
draw conclusions from isolated cases. I
often wonder why all poultry raisers, and
for that matter all our farmers, do not
consult
our Government agricultural
authorities more freely. I cannot speak
too highly of the agricultural reports and
bulletins issued by Mr. Cumming, the
secretary for agriculture for Nova Scotia.
They have been especially helpful to me.
success.

MILK

IS

IMPORTANT

experience has convinced me that
skimmed or sour milk is a very important
factor in obtaining a heavy flow of eggs.
I attribute my success largely to the fact
that my fowls are given milk every day
of the year, and during the winter it is
practically the only drink the hens have.
I notice that when the supply of milk is
I conlessened, the egg yield falls off.
sider that skimmed milk has a commercial
value to me of at least two cents a quart.
To my mind there is no doubt that farmers can get a greater money return by
feeding milk to poultry than they now
get by feeding it to swine.
"I must add that people cannot raist
poultry for profit in a permanent yard,
small in extent, and bare of vegetation.
I use two yards for my flock and sow
one yard in grain or clover while the
fowls are in the other. Every six weeks
This method,
the hens are transferred.
together with an open front building, deep
straw litter, green bone, sprouted oats
and skimmed milk, will enable any pullet
of a good egg-laying strain to reach nearly to the three-hundred egg mark."

"My

OUR DAIRY SNOBOCRAT:
Ifhy Were the Condenseries of Canada Closed

Milk Were

THE

condensed milk trade of Canada is one of growing importance,
although we hear very little about
it, chiefly for the reason that the manufacturers are usually "close-communion"
corporations, who have very little to say
They also, as a rule, do not
in public.
like to have the public "poking their
noses into their business, consequently it
is very difficult to gain exact information
regarding this branch of the dairy.
In the year 1914, which is the latest information at hand, Canada exported condensed milk to the value of $666,914 and
imported in the same year 453,417 lbs. of
Acording to Bulletin No.
this article.
39 of the Federal Department of Agriculture, Branch of the Dairy and Cold
Storage Commissioner, published in 1913,
which gives a list of chepse factories and
creameries and milk condensing plants in
Canada, by Provinces, the condenseries
are located: Ontario, six milk condensing
and two milk-powder plants; two in Quebec, one in Nova Scotia, and one in Prince

making a total of ten
condenseries and two milk-powder plants.
When we compare this small number with

Edward

Island,

the between 3,000 and 4,000 cheese and
butter plants of the Dominion, and a
value of about one million dollars annually of the product with twenty-five million
dollars value for cheese, and about the
same for butter, we see that condensing
is
but in its infancy in Canada.
However, the business is likely to grow,
as it has done in the United States, where
the annual value now is over 35 millions

milk

the population of Canada is
about one-tenth that of the United States,

of dollars.

As

production
milk
condensed
should be about three and one-half million
dollars annually to be in similar ratio
We noticed
to that of the United States.
in a recent American publication that
"the Bordens are hungry for milk, and
are scouring the country."
In this connection we might be allowed to digress, and quote a paragraph
from the same journal of July 21, 1915:
"Tlie
Evapornthig Milk Co. Ims
seonrert .nn imnipnsp nnlpr from tlip Biitlsh

Canada's

Govennnptit tn fiirnisli 2'30 r.-irlomls nf evaporated milk for the sniiliers in tlie British ;irmy,
anfl shlpppd thp first r-arlnnti Sattinlny. They
are .ilso siipplylnj: milk for some of the other
Riirnppan cniiiitries."

The point for Canada is this, that
about that time the Canadian milk condenseries were being "hard hit."
It was currently reported that they
were accepting no more milk than had
been contracted for, and this was taken
in rather reluctantly. In fact, it is said
that a good deal of milk that would otherwise have been condensed, was being sent
cheese factories and made into cheese.
reported that the loss, if any,
was being paid by "the Condenser people"; that is, if the cheese did not make
a net return to the farmers, equal to the
price agreed to be paid by the condensery,
to

It Avas also

Lnst monlli an

in the

article,

When Big Orders for Condensed

on Managing a Dairy

Next issue
Prof. Dean.
dairinnen vill ie delighted with articles from a
McGill man, and nith some features of breed
excellence and pliotus of presidents. Dairying is
one of tlie nans that the farm can he made to
pan, and ererii farmer irould do veil to calculale on pure-bred dairy coirs, milking machines
and bank accounts. Consider Oxford, icith her
44,80!) milk cons and Middlesex uith her 43.13-3
And there are 22 other counties uith
coirs.
greater acreage than Oxford. Oxford' is rated
by the Bureau of Industries, as having an
aierage per acre valuation of ifl03.G4. Only
Lincoln, with its small fruits and high-priced

Lamhton uith its similar conditions,
Essex vith tobacco, beans, onions and corn,
Wentnortli uith fruits and York because near a
big city surpass her, and of these only Lincoln
and Wenticorth surpass her on a valuation per
acre of cleared land. Dairying did it. EDITOR.
lands,

—

the "Condenser" put up the difference.
We may very well ask how it was that the
American manufacturer of condensed
milk was able to secure large orders for
their product from the British Govern-

ment and Canadian manufacturers were
apparently unable to secure a market for
their

goods?

ness

On

line the

the other, side of the

condensed milk busi-

was "booming"; on

this side,

where

we might

naturally expect to be favored,
if any favors were to be shown, the infant
industry was struggling to maintain itLooks like a similar case to that of
self.
the horse industry. It would seem as if
explanations were in order.

ORIGIN OP CONDENSED MILK

As

DEAN

Air?

Herd appeared from

boundary

By

PROF. H. H.

well known, milk in its natural
condition contains from 86 to 88 per cent,
water, which makes it bulky and costly to
transport, and also makes a favorable
condition for fermentation or spoiling to
take place.
Early in the history of the
milk business, men conceived the idea of
reducing the water content of milk, and
of preserving the milk solids in a palatable digestible, safe form. Various plans
were tried and various preservatives were
used, but it was not until 1837, when a
man named Gail Borden, in the United
States, perfected a method of evaporating
milk in vacuum and adding cane sugar as
a preservative, that the system was put
on a sound basis. One of the strongest
milk organizations in America is that of
the Borden Co. with headquarters in the
United States. This corporation took its
name from the originator of the system.
This company practically controls the
milk prices for Canada and the United
States, as "Borden prices" are the standard in both countries. They formerly
purchased all milk on a weight basis, regardless of quality or test. Last year
(1915) they adopted the plan of purchasing milk on a weight-plus-fat basis,
which caused quite a commotion in conis

denser-milk-producing sections. Their
system now is to pay a certain price per
100 lbs. for milk of a certain percentage

of fat, and increase or decrease the price
three cents per 100 lbs. for each increase
or decrease of one-tenth of one per cent,
For instance, in the spring of 1915,
fat.
the Canadian branch of the Borden Co.
announced they would pay for their April
milk: $1.27 per 100 lbs. if the milk test
were 3 per cent, fat, $1.30 for 3.1 per cent,
milk, $1.42 for 3.5 per cent, milk, and
$1.63 for milk testing 4.2 per cent. fat.

What

effect this new system will have on
the production and sale of milk for condensing purposes remains to be seen. It
is reported that a number who formerly
patronized the "Condensers" now send
their milk to the cheese factories where
"pooling by weight"' is the custom. This
is not the place to discuss the question of
correct systems of milk purchase for the
various lines of milk manufacture, but we
may be allowed to ask why the "Condensers" have placed a pi-emium on
milk fat, when it is but one of five compounds which go to make up what are
known as the milk-solids? The fat is
also but about one-fourth to one-third of
the total weight of these solids, all of
which are used in the manufacture of
condensed milk. It would seem to be more
just, if a system of "payment-accordingto-quality" is to be followed, to base payment on total solids, rather than upon one
constituent only.
However, milk-fat is
most easily tested, and people know more
about this than any of the other milk
solids, hence I presume the reasons for
adopting a fat basis. Even milk corporations are inclined to "move along the line
of least resistance," so long as it does not
injuriously affect dividends.

KINDS

OF,

AND STANDARDS IN CANADA

The kinds most commonly met with on
the market are, evaporated milk having
no sugar; Condensed Milk, which usually
contains about 40 per cent, cane sugar;
Condensed Skim Milk, Whole Milk Powder and Skim-milk Powder. Legally these
are defined as follows:

"Evaporated Milk

is

milk from which

a considerable portion of water has been
evaporated, and contains not less than 26
per cent, of milk solids, and not less than
7.2 per cent, of milk-fat."
"Condensed Milk is milk from which a
considerable portion of water has been
evaporated, with or without the addition
of sugar."

"Condensed Skim-milk is skim-milk
from which a considerable portion of
water has been evaporated, with or without the addition of sugar."
"Milk Powder is the soluble powder
product made from milk and contains,
unless otherwise specified, not less than
ninety-five (95) per cent, of milk-solids,
and not less than twenty-six (26) per
cent, of milk-fat."

"Skim-milk Powder,
Powder, is the soluble

Separated Milk
powder prdduct

:

FAR

12

much

made from skim-milk, and contains not
less

than ninety-five

(95)

to

i\l

E

R

•

S

MA

be preferred to

(J

AZINE

many

of the

"body increasers" said to be used by some
manufacturers of this dairy delicacy.
In cream-collecting creamery districts,
the skim-milk powder may be used by
the buttermaker for the making of cul-

per cent, of

milk solids."

USES OF CONDENSED MILK

Owing

to its very concentrated nature
and good keeping quality, it is especially
valuable on board ship, in lumber and
mining camps, or anywhere where it is dif-

ture, or what is commonly called "starter"
for cream-ripening, when it is difficult to
secure ordinary skim-milk for this pur-

ings with both producers and cbnsumers
and also the fact that the processes of
condensing milk in liquid or powder form
are more or less secret, requiring expert
knowledge gained only by the few, hence
the business is not likely to become popular in the way butter and cheese making

ficult to

pose.

whole milk.

One strong point in favor of all kinds of
condensed or powder milks, is that they
have been heated to such a temperature
that they are sterile, or free from germs

has done in Canada. However, this is
probably one of the safeguards of the
business.
It is possible that cheese and
butter making would be more profitable,
if higher standards for milk and manufacture were required, and if every "Tom,
Dick and Harry" were not allowed to

of all kinds, unless re-infected after leaving the place of manufacture.

whenever and wherever he takes a

secure a supply of fresh, ordinary
It is used in some households
in preference to whole milk of doubtful
origin and purity. Not so many years ago
a member of the staff of Toronto University told the writer that he preferred to
give his children condensed and malted
milks in preference to the milk being sold
at that time in the city of Toronto. Since
then, however, the milk-supply of Toronto

has been very much improved and now
good, clean, wholesome, safe milk can be
secured at a reasonable cost in almost all
our towns and cities at least in the
older parts of Canada.
Condensed milk and milk powders are
also used for household confectionery and
ice cream purposes where at one time
only whole milk or cream was used. The
ice-cream
housewife,
confectioner
or
maker may keep a stock of "canned"
milk or milk powder on hand, and use it
for emergencies, or when for any reason
the regular milk supply fails, or is not up
to the mark in quality. It is reported that
skim-milk powder is being used very
largely in ice-cream making to give

Advantages: It adds another market
for the milk producer and he can never
have too many markets "the more the
merrier" and the better and for the consumer, it furnishes a product better adapt-

—

;

ed for certain conditions already referred
The farmer is usually paid from ten
to.
to twenty-five cents more per 100 lbs. for
condensing purposes as compared with
butter and cheese manufacture. (Not so

—

"body" to the product. As the compounds
powder are all of considerable value
as a food, no harm can come from this
mild form of adulteration— in fact, it is

in this

^

during 1915.)
The chief disadvantages from the farmers' viewpoint are: the great care insisted upon with cows in feeding, and of
the milk, which some farmers regard as
more than offsetting the increased price
paid for the milk; and the fact that there
is no by-product returned to the farm for
feeding live stock.
From the manufacturers' side: the large amount of capital
required, which allows the business to be
largely controlled by capitalists "and corporations which are inclined to be arbitrary in their rules, regulations and deal-

Our Greenhouse
were about 4

in.

notion,

known and are

sold

for

a

reasonable

price.

This new dairy infant deserves

all

the

encouragement possible, but we should
like it if he were not quite so "exclusive."
"Snobs" are never very popular in a
democratic country.
The "Condenser
people" seem to be the "snobocracy"
among Canadian dairymen, although
some of them are "Jollv Good Fellows "

elmer weaver

By

close to $5,000.

The smoke-stack shown has just been
completed, and is built of concrete.
This house and smoke-stack were built
by my brother, and adjoin our place. The
stack is 18 in. thick at the base, which is
about twice as heavy as concrete stacks
of equal size are usually built. It is 75 ft.
high and 4 ft. square inside.
One of our neighbors has a stack 45 ft.
high and 20 in. in diameter with walls
only 3 in. thick throughout. This is the
other extreme, and while circular, I would
not feel safe to have one so light during
some of the storms we have. The material

started,

high.

November 20, when the temperature at
night dropped to 22 to 24 degrees, the rows
were covered with two boards nailed together at right angles, and inverted over
the row.
This was the only protection they had
until December 12, when the house was
under roof and several lines of heating
pipe in order.
The boards which were used for this
purpose are shown in the photo, and the
sweet peas can also be seen. The eaves
are about 8 ft. high, the house 43 ft. wide
and 300 ft. long. The construction of this
house, as can be seen, is somewhat peculiar. The pipe supports running across
the house and fastened to each post and
supported every 8 ft. 3% in., are used to
brace the structure, and also to form a
brace for plank walks when the peas
attain a height of 8 ft. and over, which
they will .quickly do.
There are rows of vent sash at ridge,
and a row on each side of water eaves.
The glass is 16 by 24 in., bar spaces 16
in. apart, glass bedded in best putty and

cheese or butter,

lapped, which is the only method that
should be used to glaze a house. The cost
of this house complete will total very

house shown in these photos
The
erected this autumn.
sweet peas were sown in an open
about October 1 and by November 1,

was

when building operations were

make

as is the case in the Province of Ontario.
Som,e of the other provinces do things differently and better.
Summing up, the milk condensing business of Canada is a struggling one, but
slowly it is finding a place in the great
dairy industry of this country, and we
may expect to see it gradually grow. The
milk producer finds in it a valuable market for surplus milk of good quality. The
consumer also finds it a useful commodity
for special cases, and its uses are likely
to widen as the products become bettei

Progress:

THE
field

start a factory to

for this one cost $45. The total cost of
brother's stack was near $1,000. A
large item of that the lumber for casis not a total loss, as
ing (about $250)

my

all 2

—
—

X 4 and

3x4

stock

is

good as new

for other uses.

MODERN FARMING

"How many

head of live stock you got
on the place?"
"Live stock?" echoed the somewhat
puzzled farmer. "What d'ye mean by live
I got four steam tractors and
stock?
Scenes whett

my

greenhouse was building.

seven automobiles."

The
A

Farm Garden:

Cult of the

Garden

is

mc^hIrIon

Whether Near the House or Among the Hoed Crops
It Gives the Family a Good Living. Some
Suggestions of Plans and Varieties

a Garden,
the Field.

in

Another feature of the plan is that while
two or three kinds of vegetables may be

A climbing rose pruned

ON

the farm, where any amount of
land the owner desires can be
reserved for a garden, there is no
restriction on the assortment of vegeTo
tables or the space allotted to each.
the farmer, time is more expensive than
space and the main consideration is to
reduce the hand labor to a minimum.
Since the purpose of the home garden,
however, is to supply the table with fresh
vegetables, it should furnish as large an
assortment and as continuous a supply as
circumstances will permit. In the ideal
garden the supply is continuous throughout the season not a difficult thing to
arrange if the garden is carefully
planned.

—

If the garden is fairly large, it pays to
plant it in long rows three feet apart so
that it can be cultivated with a horse.

Time and confusion

in both planting and
tending the garden will be saved if the
vegetables are grouped according to their
cultural requirements, and if the number of plantings is made as small as possible
often an early and a late variety
of a certain crop can be put in at one
planting, instead of having to plant the
one variety every few weeks to get a
continuous supply.

—

The exact plan of the garden will depend, of course, upon the personal tastes
of the owner, and will be different for
each individual. The plan given, here is
shown merely as a suggestion, but it illustrates possible arrangement of a farm
garden, planned with a view to securing
a good variety and continuous supply of
vegetables, at the same time simplifying
the planting, and cutting down the work
of taking care of it. The area comprises
nearly half an acre, but smaller or larger
gardens could be arranged in much the
same way. The rows are three feet
apart.

planted in the same row, all the crops in
a given row require essentially the same
kind and amount of care. Also, crops occupying the land about the same length
of time are planted together. This makes
it possible, after the early maturing crops
are harvested, to clear quite a wide strip
of land for the planting of turnips and
other late crops if desired.

EARLY CULTIVATION

To secure an early garden, with the

minimum

of labor in the busy spring seaground should be heavily manured and plowed in the fall. If this is
done, and the land worked at the proper
son, the

time in spring, a seed-bed can be prepared by the use of a disc harrow and
planker. The use of these tools saves an
enormous amount of labor and is a vast
improvement over the old method of using
a hoe and rake.
Labor-saving methods
can be employed in the care of the growing crop as well as the- preparation of
the seed-bed. Mention has already been
made of the desirability of planting the
garden in long rows so that horse tillage
may be introduced. By the use of a narrow tooth cultivator, it is possible with a
steady horse to work fairly close to the
rows of even small vegetables, but for
early tillage close to the rows of beets,
onions, carrots and similar crops there is
nothing equal to a wheel hoe, and throughout the season this tool can be very largely substituted for the hand hoe. Labor

strictly in

the order of their planting, so that planting may begin at one side of the garden
and proceed across the area as the season
advances. This makes it possible to easily fit a piece of land for planting, or to
harrow the unplanted portions at any
time desired, thus keeping it free from
weeds and in a moist, friable condition.

will also be saved by cultivating the garden frequently and keeping the soil in
good friable condition, rather than tilling
it at less frequent intervals and allowing the grounds to become baked before
it is tilled after a rain.

GUIDE FOR PLANTING, EAST AND^WEST,

ASPARAGUS

At the beginning

of the vegetable al-

phabet comes asparagus.
It should be
found in every garden in the West as well
as in the more temperate climates, as it is
one of the easiest to grow. While some
advocate trenching and heavy manure before planting, it is sufficient if the soil is
plowed or dug twelve inches deep, the
roots planted in rows thirty inches apart
and two feet apart in the rows. Each fall,
after hard frost sets in. a heavy coat of
well-rotted manure should be applied,
and in the spring dug in around the roots.
A bed for asparagus should be set apart
by itself, as the one set of roots will continue to produce abundantly for years.
Canover's Colossal, Palmetto and Barr's
Mammoth are good varieties.
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Onion seed can be sown early in the
spring or it can be sown like cabbage seed
in a box or hotbed and transplanted to
the garden, and no other vegetable is so
easy to transfer or pays better for the

*'

The soil for onions should be
firm or even hard.
Sow one inch deep,
tramp well down and as they grow, thin
plants to three or five inches apart. During the growing season keep the land in a
good state of cultivation, gradually working the soil away from the bulbs as the
trouble.
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POTATOES
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advances. Large Red WethersEarly Australian Brown, Danver's
Yellow Globe, Red Globe and Giant Silverskin are some of the best croppers and
season
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ARRANGE VEGETABLES IN ORDER
OF PLANTING

The vegetables are arranged

The climbing j-ose unpruned

W^

Very many

'

profit need careful study of
varieties and climatic conditions.

in growing potatoes
successfully year after year, chiefly from
planting in soil made dry in the preparation. Potato sets, if not cut large, dry rot

when planted

fail

in dry soil.
Potatoes require a loose, mellow soil, moist but not
too wet when planted, and this is available each spring only on fallowed land.
Sets, cut fairly large, with two gyes in
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frames. The advantage of the trench
that the roots do not dry out as fast as
Less
in either of the other two ways.
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trench 14 inches wide and 18 inches
At the bottom, six
is sufficient.
inches of well-rotted manure is placed,
then six inches of top soil. In this the
celery is planted six inches apart, and as
the plants grow, earth is placed about
them.
Celery can also be grown in a frame
placed on the ground in which the soil is
deeply dug and well manured. Plant six
inches apart each way, and water, taking
care not to wet the crown, and cover with
coarse straw or litter for a few days until
they become established.
Celery must be sown early in box or
hotbeds, as the seed is slow in germinating and the plants are very slow growers
at first. Transplant in box or hotbed,
giving two inches space to each plant.
Plant in the ground after June 1st.
Golden Self-Blanching is good for
early use, while for later use White Plume
and Giant Pascal are good varieties.
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ot a farmer's vegetable

each, planted in rows thirty inches apart,
three or four inches deep and fourteen
inches apart in rows, usually give the
largest crop and the best tubers. From the
15th to the 25th of May is a good season
for planting the main crop. For early
use, such varieties as the Bovie and the
Beauty of Hebron are to be recommended,
while for the later crop it is well to use
varieties that have proved themselves
adapted to local conditions.

BEETS
Beets can be sown as early in the spring
the soil will -permit. In heavy soil the
turnip variety is best, as it grows chiefly
on the surface. For light soil the long
varieties
are better suited, and are
rather better keepers than the round ones,
though either can be kept during the
winter and spring by packing in a box or
barrel, mixing in dry earth and covering
with three or four inches of earth. Early
Eclipse and Early Blood Red are good
round varieties, and Long Blood Red and
Coven t Garden Half Long are good for
lighter soil. Sow seed rather thickly and
two inches deep. Thin out plants in rowF
four to six inches apart, as they becom?
large enough to use for greens.
a:s

CABBAGE

garden 90 by

repeated
remedy.

occasionally,

is

a

reliable

CAULIFLOWER
Cauliflower can be grown in much the
same manner as cabbage, but is unable to
endure as cool or as waim temperatures,
and is very sensitive to drought. Special
care should be taken to have the plants
thoroughly hardened off before they are
transplanted into the open, and they
should be planted as far as two by three
feet apart so that each may secure moisture from a considerable area. Thorough
and frequent tillage should also be given
to assist in retaining moisture in the soil.
Of the early varieties. Early Snowball,
Early Dwarf Erfurt and Early Paris are
sure.
The heads of the early varieties
soon spoil, so only a few should be planned

Late varieties seldom mature

at a time.

the open in the West, but they can be
pulled before severe frost comes, placed
upright in the cellar in one or two inches
of earth and the roots kept moist but not
wet. The heads will mature and produce
as good cauliflower as in the open
in

through November and December.

CELERY
Celery
cessfully,

Cabbage is easily grown, but for early
use should be sown either in a box and
kept in a heated room, or sown in a hotbed
early in April. When seed is sown either
way, the plants when one or two inches
above the soil should be transplanted into
a box or hotbed, and then planted in a
garden. Before planting in the open the
plants should be hardened by exposing
to the air and sun for a week or 10 days.
Plants can safely be put out after May
20th. but generally do best about June 1st,
as rain usually starts then.

2-10 feet.

available.

found the

is

rather

grow sucwhen water is not

difficult to

especially

The trench system has been
best,

although

it

entails a little

more labor than planting on the

level or

CARROTS
Carrots should be sown in the spring
as early as the soil permits. Some advocate fall seeding, but the crop is as good
from early spring seeding and safer. Any
of the ordinary varieties of garden carrots do very well. Chantenay, Danvers
Half Long and Scarlet Intermediate are
very good. Sow one inch deep, and thin
three to five inches apart. Thorough cultivation should be carried on during the

summer.
PARSNIPS
Parsnips should receive about the same
culture as carrots, that is, keep the land
in good condition between the rows during
the season of active growth. In some localities parsnips are left in the ground
all winter, but in the West it is advisable
to store them.
Satisfactory varieties for
the Western garden are Manitoba Prize,
Hollow Crown and Student.

Continued on page 65

A

few early varieties should be planted
for early use. but these are not good keepers and usually crack open and spoil while
growing. In this class Early Etamps and
Early Jersey Wakefield are satisfactory,
and for very early use the Copenhagan
Market is good. For fall use Early Summer and Vandergaw can be planted, and
for winter use Large Flat Drumhead and
Autumn King are extra good.
In connection with the growing of cabbage, cauliflower and other plants, cutworms are. very destructive. Poisoned
bran, one part Paris g^-een to 50 parts

molasses — not
— scattered around the plants, and

moistened bran and a
too wet

little

A

patch of potatoes in Saskatchewan where the rainfall was
and spraying did it.

light.

Cultivation

.

Gained $4,723 For His Trouble:

By MAX
McDERMOTT

How One Alberta Rancher Cleaned up $25,934.86 From 258 Head oj Fat Steers

—Grass-fed

THAT
grade

Alberta grass can produce a
of beef not only equal to,
but better than any range of the
hundreds fattening cattle for shipment
abroad, has been proved again and again.
In 1908, Blood Indians, through their
agent, sold range steers in Liverpool for
one-half cent a pound more than that paid
for any other beef then on the British
market. And now the grass of another
Indian Reserve has produced beef that
sold in Chicago,
in
competition with
grain-fed stock from every part of the
United States, for a higher price than
that paid for any cattle of the same class
that season.
During the fall of 1912 a great deal of
interest was aroused through shipments
of live-stock from the Alberta ranges to
the United States. One shipment in particular created intense discussion. It was
that of a trainload of prime steers

shipped from Grassy Lake, Alberta, to
Chicago. These animals were shipped by
Geo. Lane of Calgary, and they were from
the herd of Maunsell Brothers of Macleod,
Alberta.
The
grass-fattened,

steers

were

grass-fed,

and

they topped the
American market, bringing a price far
superior to what could have been secured

Canada.
Last fall, E. H. Maunsell, senior partner of Maunsell Brothers, shipped to Chicago again. The Chicago market is the
most discriminating in the world and
when a man can top the prices on that
great market he is doing something that
not only he but all his countrymen should
be proud of.
To reap the best results
when shipping to Chicago, a man must
in

know many things

besides the business of

running range stock. He must know the
markets, he must have his fingers on the
fluctuating prices, he must know when the
psychological moment arrives, he must
have his stock in such shape as to be prime
when that time comes. A thousand things
must be considered, and when they are he
wins. Hundreds of shipments of Alberta
stock might go to Chicago and get no better and even worse prices than those given
in the stock markets of Alberta.

ACTED AT RIGHT TIME
Mr. Maunsell acted at the right time
and as a result he is $4,723.98 better off
than he would have been had he sold in
Alberta, despite the fact that his freight
was eight times greater than it would
have been had he sold in Calgary. To his
credit it must be said that he tried his
best to place the beef in Canada before he
shipped to Chicago, but prices were sliding, and every day promised worse for the
next day.
bill

So finally he loaded fifteen cars with
258 head of fat steers and heifers, the
pick of his fat herds.
They were sold
Chicago at an average price of $104.36
each, totalling $25,934.86.
Seventeen
in

steers brought 8.9 cents per pound live
weight, two hundred and six brought 8.55
cents
per
pound, thirty-two heifers
brought 7 cents per pound, two cows sold
for 6 cents, and a crippled heifer went for
a lump sum of $42.50 to a canny Hebrew.
The animals were prime, seventeen
weighed 1,420 pounds each, two hundred
and six averaged 1,240 pounds each, the
heifers and cows ranged from 1,380 to
1,200 pounds, the total weight, not counting the crippled heifer, being 331,700
pounds. The cost of marketing this trainload of beef, including insurance, clearances, commissions, switching, yardage,
feed and all other incidentals, was $3,129.55, leaving a net price of $23,805.31.
On that same day the best the Calgary
stock yards paid was 6 cents. Maunsell's
stock, it is said at the stock yards in Calgary, would have brought about 6*4 cents
for the tops, ranging down to perhaps 4
cents.
A good average for Maunsell's
stock on that day would have been 6
cents, at which price he would have received $19,902, or $77.13 per head.
Now the cost of shipping to Chicago
was $12.13 per head, leaving a net price
of $104.36.
The cost of shipping from
Peigan Siding, Maunsell's loading point,
to Calgary would be $3.21 per head, including freight, commissions, insurance,
hay, cleaning, and other incidentals. This
leaves a net price of $73.92 per head.
Anyone can figure the difference.

GRADING NOT SATISFACTORY
It might be worth mentioning that
while Chicago proved a paying proposition to Mr. Maunsell it will not prove so
to many other Alberta shippers for the
simple reason that the poorer qualities of
beef bring as good prices at Calgary as
they do anywhere. In fact some Alberta
stock-men have shipped mediocre grades
to Chicago and been forced to sell at less
profit than they would get here. One instance is recorded of a local man who refused $5.25 here and went to Chicago
where he accepted $4.25.
Some people may argue that there have
been times this past fall when Maunsell
could have sold here in Alberta and received as good a price as he did in Chi-

But Mr. Maunsell figures differenthe says that he realizes between $12
and $13 better in Chicago than he could
here. And there is no disputing the fact
that he topped the great Chicago market
with Alberta stock, and that he realized
a considerable financial benefit when he
Among ranchers Mr. Maunsell
did it.
should qualify this year for a place similar to that held by Seager Wheeler among
the growers of grain.
Mr. Maunsell, in talking about the Chicago market, was very emphatic in declaring that it is not advisable to send
anything but the very best cattle there.
Lower grades are treated very cavalierly

cago.
ly;

at Chicago, any other market giving them
better consideration than they receive at
the "Windy City." Chicago is willing to
pay the best for the best, but does not
care much for lower grades. Buyers get
plenty of that kind anyway.
The Alberta Cattle King believes that
the cattle population of Alberta is greater
now than it ever was and that there is an
actual surplus of 25,000 head. At the
same time he calls attention to the fact
that in 1914 the United States ceased to
be an exporter of beef, and in 1915 imported some 153,882,670 pounds^.
E. H. Maunsell is well known among
the old-time Indians and pioneers of the
province of Alberta. He located at Macleod 40 years ago and was the first farmer
In
in what is now Southern Alberta.
1878 he sold the first native-grown. oats to
the Royal North West Mounted Police at
Macleod, receiving for them five cents per
pound. Previous to 1874 he was a constable in the Mounted Police, and because
of his very fair and impartial dealing
with the Indians on his patrol, he was
later made an honora^-y chief in the
Peigan band of the Blackfeet tribe under
the name "Sesquay," meaning White
Eagle. Mr. Maunsell was a member of
the historical party which made the first
treaties with the several tribes of Assiniboia Indians,
In 1887 "Ed." Maunsell, as he is popularly known among the old-timers, gave
up farming and went exclusively into
ranching, leasing the Peigan Indian Reserve, a tract of some 80,000 acres, on the
Crow's Nest branch of the Canadian PaHis ranch may be said to
cific Railway.

be the last large cattle ranch in the Canadian West, and the number of cattle ranging under his brand is, larger than that
of any individual or company in Canada.
Mr. Maunsell has done much in blazing
the trail to Chicago, that other stockmen
of Alberta may find a way to this great
market with their beef.

Hastings'

Money Ways

William Pollock of Harold, Ontario, explained to the Hastings County District
Representative how he makes moneys
By breeding better, keeping records,
culling out, raising my own cows, feeding
a little better, our returns from same number of cows has grown from $800 in -1908
to $1,726 in 1915.
Every dairyman should use a purebred sire, and the best he can afford.
Three years I milked 12 heifers, 2 years
old at freshening, 8 sired by pure-bred
sires and 4 by a mongiel, but from as
good cows as we had in Plum Grove Factory.

The

8 all proved good but one, but

the other four were only boarders, and I
ruled them out in the first year.
With ordinary conditions, the mature
cow that won't give me 9.000 lbs. milk in
10 months must go elsewhere.
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Our Farmers and Local Merchants
Co-operation

ARE

is

as

—

Needful in One Case as in the Other Economic Reasons Lie
at the Basis of all National Progress

the United Farmers' Organiza-

tions working for the total
tinction of the middleman?

Are

these people to be dispensed with in the
new order of distribution?
How are we going to meet the situation
and what should be the attitude of the
farmer to this question?
These questions are being asked not
only by the middlemen themselves, but
by farmers' clubs, U. F. O. locals, Grain

Growers' Unions,

Farmers

all

etc.

oyer the land appreciate

the value of an accommodating local merThey recognize that the local
chant.

storekeeper has made it convenient and
agreeable for him in many ways. He has
helped to maintain his farm lands values.
He has created a village that that was a
sort of go-between for country and city,
in which each was made better.
The older settled portions of the country have known the most of this rural
situation.

Canada

wide
and
big farms, has more recently been siz-

Western

with

i

t s

stretches, its sparsely settled districts
its

ing up the situation. Especially in Saskatchewan, the wheat grower has learned

something about middlemen, banks and
credits, as well as accommodations, exactions and over-manning of the distributing end.

The success attending the mail order
business houses, lies chiefly in the fact
that they saw the uselessness of a service
to consumers that allowed two men to do
what one could do, and to charge the two
men's wages up against the consumer's
pair of boots as the case might be. They
brought about the reform silently, steadily

and surely. The economic element was

the bait. And that attracts every time.
He is a poor business economist who tries
Even
to build up fortunes on sentiment.
the Ford will sell despite its owner's vagaries, if the price is right. Loyalty does
not hinder our manufacturing friend
from buying his raw material in the
cheapest market. And so it is with agriculture.

MONEY MAKES THE MARE GO
The same principle

is

at

work

in

the

reason.
It is true that many a merchant has
carried farmers for years at a time on
It is also true
all the goods he wanted.
that he has seen the same farmer unload
at his station goods from a mail order
house for which he has had to pay cash.
It smatters of
It looks like injustice.
trickery in the farmer's code of ethics.
is

it?

That farmer's

ment, depreciation charges, a reasonable
profit on a cost price much too high in the
first place.

And here is where the local merchant
indictable. He buys too high. He pays
too much for his goods. He has not lowered his prices by reason of big purchases
in bulk, so that the farmer, his customer,
can get the goods at cheaper cost to him.
is

Not

account

is

good. He pays up once a year. He pays
the prices demanded, which assuredly
carry interest on the storekeeper's invest-

all

storekeepers

points are rich.
fluence, careful

But

at

by

our country
personal

nursing of the

ancial position.

COMMON SENSE

DISCUSSIONS

This question is discussed by farmers
among themselves; often the ranter gets
a hearing where the wisdom of the middle course is lost on the rabble.
Consequently one hears most unsympathetic remarks about both sides in the controversy.
But vituperation never settled any question.
That there is a working settlement is certain when both sides honestly
try to deal with it.
The facts stand out clear that there
are too many middlemen.
There is too

much

duplication in delivery and transportation.
There is a deplorable lack
of business efficiency among the local
dealers, in that they expect a consuming
public to pay for all the extra help, the
poor system used, the careless buying, the
slip-shod financing, and the over-manning
of their business in that local centre.

This question was brought up by a
speaker at the recent conference of the
United Farmers of Ontario at Toronto.
And the farmers' delegates spoke well to
the point on this line.
One delegate from Oxford County, Ontario, told how twenty men were doing in
his village what could be well done by
four. The president from DufFerin County argued that the middlemen carried too
large a number of employees, whose wages

A

come from profits.
more vigorous opponent of the

to

local

farmers are out for
protection and like the retail merchants,
they as a farmers' association should be
just as zealous of protection. He told
how bran was selling for $40 a ton until
the farmers <lecided to buy wholesale,*
when the prices came down greatly: He
put the jmatter in a dialogue form, when
the local merchant went after him thus:
do you farmers not patronize the

local store?"

He

replied in kind:

"Why do you storekeepers not let us?"
A farmer from near Lake Simcoe expressed

it

very nicely.

He

said

been wondering what to do?
groceries, dry goods

we buy our

and hardware from the
should

we

local

man, or

develop our clubs more and es-

tablish a local store of our own? Can we
successfully take the place of the local
store? I think not. In so far as the local
dealer is serving our community, we
should deal there, but we must know
prices, pay cash and demand the lowest
quotations for which our centrals should

keep us

in touch."

THIS

IS

GOOD BUSINESS

Saskatchewan

in the matter of
lumber, the local dealer is favored pro
vided he meets the just prices announced
by the central association, or lumber from
their own reserves. In fact, at Alameda
the local yards got all the business on this

In

basis.

The Grange made a big mistake year^
ago, in trying to enter this field, yet re
tailers did not properly regard the les-

sons of this movement.
Too many said
that the farmers were wrong and failed
and co-operation was dead. They blinded
themselves to the feelings of the farmers
to work on the
assumption that they could charge all that
the traffic would bear.
The men who really failed were the
dealers and not the farmers of the
Grange. The fundamental facts are still
simmering for solution.
Saskatchewan is moving in the direc-

and straightway began

tion of

more

article

in

The
Farmer's Magazine for
February by J. B. Musselman gave an
inkling of the policy. The thing is in
deadly earnest and the spirit of co-operaefficient rural service.

the

tion is reaching out.

Now comes along the Vice-President of
the Grain Growers' Grain Co. of Winnipeg and shows up the real policy of cooperation and what it means to the local
man.
A grain grower EXPLAINS

"My
"is

we

thought," says Mr. Kennedy.
far shall we go and where shall
stop in consideration of the welfare
first

how

town and villages and the
In this I have made up
my mind some two years ago, that we
must in honesty to ourselves define our
attitude to the local tovm and village as

of our local

store, said that the

"Why

"We have
Should

in-

field, close

buying and shrewd selling, many have
made fortunes and ride in automobiles before their customers can climb to that fin-

had

matter of the local merchant. If he has
been passed by, there is some economic

But

MACKENZIE HALL

By

ex-

local

merchant.

well as to the local merchant. The Grain
Growers' Grain Co. in the West is em-

barked

in the following lines,

such as lum-

ber, flour, coal, apples, wire fencing, bin-

der twine and machinery, and one or two
other commodities, but we feel that in
this we have gone the limit and we also
feel in the commodities mentioned that
by handling car-load lots we can create
such a great saving to the farmer as to
justify our actions so far as we have gone.
Continued on page 34
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Immigration— Canada's Future
Most

of

Our Statesmen are Discussing This Question Now.
We Must Incorporate Rather Than Exploit

By

C.

B.

S

I

The folloirino article by Mr. Sissons reviews
the immigration policies o/ the past and the
places from loliich ire draw our population.
Considerable emifiration back to the I'nitcd
!<tates from Western Canada^ has taken place,
and it is the opinion of many that our future
best form of immi;/ration itill come from, that
quarter into our farming areas.
They Kill be
attracted- by reason of the money that there is
in it, and that government is veil advised nliich
makes the burdens of agriculture light. It is
rural people producing heavily that ue want in
a country where the interest charges on borroned money are going to run in startling proportions.— EDITOR.

The writer of

this article, a Professor in

Victoria College,

Toronto.

THE

year 1913 found Canada in the
throes of an economic crisis. The
situation was aggravated far beyond anything previously experienced in
the depressions which we have come to expect periodically.
The very foundations
of our national well-being seemed to be
shaken.
For fifteen years new settlers
had been flocking to our shores or surging
across our southern border. In January,
1913, the Monetary Times estimated the
wealth in cash and effects introduced into
Canada by immigrants in the eleven years
ending in 1911 as $636,000,000. In the
fiscal year 1913-14 in spite of gathering

was 384,878,
including 142,622 from the United Kingdom, 107,530 from the United States and
134,726 from Continental Europe and
from Asia. In 1912-3 we had received a
somewhat larger addition to our population, but all the increase in wealth by immigration availed nothing in easing the
economic situation. Food builds up the
body only as it is turned to blood and
sinew. So it is with the body politic. Immigration adds to wealth only when^ it can
be turned into productive channels. Conditions had become such in Canada that
our newcomers could no longer find profitable employment.
It took a crisis to
impress the simple truth that immigration
like food is of value only as it can be asclouds, our total immigration

But if this is to be the manner of the
rearing of the structure of our Canadian
nationhood it will be with our consent. The
movement is subject to our control. We
are entirely competent in the matter. In
1902, believing that Galician immigration
should be restricted, the Department
adopted a temporary regulation that no
immigrant of this class should be admitted unless he had in adition to transportation to his destination $100 in cash, or
$200 in case he had a wife and three
children. For many years we have had a
head-tax of $500 on Chinese, in spite of
which until 1914 we had been for several
years admitting more than five thousand
Chinese each year. By an arrangement
with the Japanese Government, in spite
of predicted trouble, we have reached an
amicable understanding whereby Japanese laborers are practically excluded.
Recently British Columbia has insisted,
and the Federal authorities have agreed,
that British subjects, many of them with

to reflect

upon past

magata Maru incident

set the final seal on
our entire competence in the matter of

restrittion legislation.

WHENCE

IT

MAY COME

There are seven sources of immigration from which we may choose the builds
ers of our national temple, or circustent, whichever it is to be.
1. From Great Britain and Ireland.
At the outset our policy was to confine
immigration to agriculturists, agricultural laborers and domestic servants. If
one may judge from official reports, this
idea has never been quite abandoned. Recently, however, the flood-gates have been
opened, and we have had as many as 150,000 arrivals in one year from the British
Isles.
Most of these new-comers have not
attempted to reach the land, but have
joined the ranks of skilled and unskilled
labor in our cities. In good times they are

—

—

fairly prosperous, but in dull times, such
as the winters of 1907 and 1913 and 1914,
great distress is experienced among them.
The Rev. Peter Bryce, who can speak
with authority on conditions in the British-born suburbs of Toronto, has just reported to the Ontario Commission on
Unemployment that whereas $17 a week
is needed to support adequately a family
of five in Toronto, few men in his parish
earn more than $15 a week, while the
average is from $9 to $12 a week. There
no longer exists in the British Isles any
considerable body of. agriculturists available as immigrants. Those who come to
us from that source a"re bound to be
mainly city-bred men.
Some have the

the

cities.

—

From the United States. The immigration from this source, which in the
nineties was practically nothing, reached
139,009 in 1912-3. For some years it had
regularly been running over 100,000.
2.

Most of these settlers were coming to
Western Canada with sufficient capital
and experience to give them a good start.
According to an estimate made by Rev.
Dr. Bryce of Winnipeg, no less than 40
per cent, of these were returned Cana-

sins

and work out a policy for the future. The
signs point to a great invasion after the
war of those who have faced the naked
horrors of warfare in Europe. In an article in January MacLean's, Stephen Leacock, probably speaking here as economist
rather than humorist, says of the developin the immediate future
"There will be no check. In the place of
the slow stately building of a temple, we
shall see the hurried erection of a circustent, with foreigners swearing in twenty
languages hauling at the guy ropes."

service medals, should not be allowed to

disembark on the Pacific Coast. The Ka-

but few Scotchmen and fewer
Irishmen or Englishmen have the capacity to succeed in farming in Canada, unless they have considerable capital. We
must decide whether they are needed in

On top of the depression came the war.
In 1914-15 the total immigration declined
to 144,789.
We are to have a breathingwhich

S

desire,

similated.

spell in

ON

S S

dians or their children. The only thing we
need fear of immigration from this source
is that the international boundary may be
used as a back door for those who have
been refused entrance at the front door.

ment of the West

—

Residence of H. S. Allen, who came to
Alberta in 1888 and is now president of
the Raymond stake in the Mormon church.

8. From
Scandinavian Countries.
These people form the very best kind of
settlers.
They are accustomed to' hard
work, often, indeed, to hardships, and
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MKK
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readily
accommodate
themselves to our ways. They are
never more tenacious of their

thousand children were without
facilities? In
looking over the imrnigration
reports I have found only one
reference to education. In 1898

any proper school

language

and customs than
they should be; it is well to
distrust a people which too
the Commissioner of Immigrareadily breaks with its past.
tion i n Winnipeg had the
4. From France,
Germany,
temerity to suggest: "It is imHolland and Belgium.
Alportant that English schools be
though in recent years immiestablished in these settlements
gration from these countries
at once."
has not been large, it is pos4. That it takes capital and
sible that it may be greatly inbrains as well as muscle to
creased after the war unless
make farming a success. Some
emigration is forbidden by the
ten years ago the late Lord
These three houses indicate the change made in fiftten
respective Governments. HowStrathcona, as Canadian High
years in the condition of an Icelandic settler.
ever, the people will be educated
Commissioner, used the weight
and industrious, and highly deof his influence to prevent the
sirable as settlers unless they are allowed
adoption of a report by Rider Haggard
race, reached Canada from these counto segregate themselves in large colonies.
Industrious, ambitious and freetries.
to the effect that £300,000 would be needed
In the past the French have not emigratdom-loving as these people usually are,
to place 1,500 families abroad on the land.
ed a few Dutch and Belgians have made
His Lordship contended that that amount
they are still far from Canadian in their
excellent truck farmers, while the Gerideals.
When they are allowed to settle ivas sufficient for 6,000 families. The
mans are amongst our most substantial
in
novelist was probably nearer the mark
large colonies their assimilation is
settlers. It is probably the case that most
than the great promoter. Five hundred
slow and unsatisfactory. However, where
of them have little affection for the Kaiser,
dollars is little enough for an experienced
possessed of sufficient capital to give them
whatever influence their origin may have
man to have in starting on a homestead.
a^ start and relieved of nationalistic agiover their secret thoughts and wishes as
Without that as a minimum of capital,
tators they frequently do very well. It is
to the humbling of the Fatherland.
otit-of-works xvho originally migrated to
none the less a serious matter to introduce
5. From the Orient.
It is pretty genCanada to start farming will periodically
each year such large numbers of the operally agreed that Canada cannot afford
besiege our city halls for work or bread as
pressed from Central Europe as have been
to have an Oriental invasion, and it is
ten thousand did in Winnipeg last winter.
coming to us, serious if we grant them
improbable that, when the present order
the citizenship fully, and perhaps more
OUR FRENCH CHAPTER
excluding all immigration of laborers to
serious if we refuse it.
British Columbia is withdrawn after the
In this fresh chapter we shall soon beWHAT PAST HAS TAUGHT
war, any restrictions less stringent than
^in on the history of immigration, we must
those mentioned above will be adopted.
What of the future? The experience chiefly beware of what our foremost
6. From, Italy and Southern Europe.
authority on the subject, Mr. J. S. Woodsof the last twenty years may be regarded
These people have congregated in the cities
worth, describes as the "easy optimism
as having established the following prinand become our navvies, peanut-vendors
of a new country." These words from a
ciples
and boot-blacks. Many of them, indeed
certain report written in 1911 will serve
1. That large colonies are open to a sermost of them, unless statistics lie, were
to illustrate the disease as it affected one
ious objection. The Doukhobors and to a
employed in agricultural pursuits in the
much lesser extent the Mennonites after official. "Nothing strikes the observer of
old land, but farming in sunny Italy is q
the immigration movement so much as
seventeen and forty years respectively of
very different thing from farming on the
the wonderful absorbing power of the
residence in Canada, are still peoples
bleak prairies. In Ontario and in British
country. Though new settlers were reachapart because they were allowed to settle
Columbia, especially the latter, there may
ing Winnipeg last year during several
in large colonies.
The Ruthenian probbe room for the Italian truck-farmer. In
months at the rate of a thousand persons
lem has been aggravated by the same unthe main, however, this class of immiper day, they passed out into the country
wise policy. The small settlement is pregrant will gravitate to the city, and we
and into the towns and cities, and became
ferable, because the new-comer is able to
must decide either to restrict immigration
so quickly absorbed in the community that
familiarize himself with Canadian meth(24,722 Italians came to Canada in
it almost seemed as if their appearance
ods of agriculture, adopt Canadian stan1913-4), or to give our citizenship wholedards of living, and at the outset get a
was a myth, or as if they had passed back
sale to southern Europe, or withholding
footing by hiring out to established neighto the place whence they came." As well
citizenship to encourage the rise of a
bors. The stm'y of the Barr Colony, about
go into rhetoric over the wonderful appeclass of laborers subject to the authority
what is now Lloydminster, should be read
tite of your little boy who has just finof the padrone and engaging in rough
by anyone sceptical on this point.
ished emptying the Christmas larder at
work to the exclusion of the Englishhis pleasure.
2. That for certain classes of settlers
speaking unskilled laborer.
and especially in wooded countries, one
Continued on page 62
7. From Austria and Russia.
In 1913-4
hundred and sixty acres is too large a
some 67,000 immigrants, mostly Slavic in
homestead. The average size of a farm in
Galicia is about ten acres, and it is doubtful whether to begin with the Ruthenian
and other Europeans ivould not succeed
better on forty acres than on farms four
times as large. This would also permit the^

—

;

—

—

:

—

retaining of the village life to which these
people are accustomed, and which has

much

to

commend

it.

That greater co-operation is needed
between the Federal and Provincial authorities. Immigration is a Donninion af3.

The

hl-ending of various Earopean types
in Canada of the future.

fair; education is for the provinces. What
could be more absurd than that the Dominion authorities should continue to
dump, train-loads of foreigners upon a
province where at one time probably ten

There are thousands of wooded preemptions for somebody.
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Better Schools Are Evolving:
IV hat

is

By
ri CHARD

the Courhision of the Whole Matter of Consolidation^ After All,
Education of More Value Than Territory?

is

LEES

Not

or six-

was provided and

years ago, Sir
William Macdonald.
impressed with the super-

equipped from the Macdonald fund. Seven school
sections joined with the
town
f Middleton t o

SOME
teen

fifteen

iority of the consolidated

form the school

an
experiment, to establish
four schools in Eastern
Canada, to be located one
in each of the Provinces
of Prince Edward Island,
school, determined, as

Nova

Scotia,

New

district.

was agreed that each
section should pay the
average of what it had
It

paid for the previous
three years, while provincial and other grants
were to be continued as
at the time of union.
Whatever further sum
was 'required was to be
provided from the Macdonald fund for three

Bruns-

Ontario.
Accordingly, schools were
established under the di-'
rection of Prof. James
Robertson, to whom the
work was entrusted, at
years. The school proved
Hillsboro, P.E.I., Middlevery expensive, the "cost
ton. N.S., Kingston, N.B.,
A pri 1)111 ry class in one of the consolidated schools visited by the ivriter
of maintenance averagand Guelph, Ont. The loschools.
real
about
hunt
in his
facts
for
ing about $11,000 annualcations were chosen by
ly,
nearly
of
$3,000
the director in consultaAfter due consideration and a careful rerieir
which came from the fund. At the end
tion with the educational authorities of the
of all the arguments, pro and con, in the matter
of three years, a new agreement was
different Provinces and the schools were
of better and more efficient (country schools, one
entered into by which a grant of $400
organized in conformity with the laws
is compelled to a;/ree in a larf/e. measure with
the toriter. To quote another, ire may say, that
was made from the fund for each indiand regulations of the Provinces in which
"year in and year out, the educators of the
vidual school section that remained in the
The new buildings,
they were located.
country, force their children to go to school
union.
At last reports, the school was
erected to take the place of the small
and acquire arithm.etic and adenoids; history
still in operation, one rural section besides
schools abandoned, contained, in addition
and hookworm; Caesar and spiral-curvature
and then ninety-scien out every one hunderd of
to ordinary class rooms, assembly halls
the town remaining. One other section is
them fjo forth into life unahle to apply their
and rooms for household science, manual
said to have deserted and re'oined from
co-called education to the immediate problem
arts, and agriculture, with a full equiptime to time, but the cost of conveyance
of making a living a problem that immediately
ment for these subjects as well as nature
was found to be an insurmountable obconfronts that number." Let u.t as farmer.i he
sane.— EDITOR.
.study and gardening.
stacle. To get the children of this section
It must be freely admitted that the exto the central school cost $600, while a
successful.
periment was not wholly
school, such as it is, can be maintained in
the school tax was at the rate of 11 cents
While three of the four schools are still
the section for $300, of which only $125
per $100, or 1.1 mills on the dollar, of an
in operation and are doing excellent seris raised locally.
assessment which is said to have been low
vice to the communities in which they are
Some interesting facts, and some that
At the may serve to throw -light on what has
in comparison with actual value.
located, they are not fulfilling the purpose
end of this period, three of the sections
their founder had in view, and have fallen
taken place are to be gathered from the
withdrew and the school was continued
far short of the high hopes entertained for
reports concerning this school. Previous
by the remaining three for some years
them by those who saw in this plan a way
to consolidation, ten teachers were emlonger, when it was entirely abandoned.
to better educational conditions in country
ployed, seven in the rural schools and
districts.
To this general statement the During this later period, the tax was at three in the town. The total salaries of
New Brunswick school may be consid- the rate of 4 mills. Pupils who belonged the rural teachers was $1,592.32, an averto the district paid a small fee, while
ered an exception. Not only were buildage of $227.50 each, while the three in
some outsiders who continued to attend
ings and equipment provided, but arrangetovm received $1,295.08, or an average of
paid a higher fee. Assistance was given
ments were made by which any excess of
$431.70, the total for ten teachers being
from the Macdonald fund, and Dr. Robcost above the average of what the sec$2,887.40. Though the number of teachertson made a personal contribution totions had been paying, was to be met
ers remained the same, the salaries rose
ward meeting a deficit. In considering to $5,720 in the third year of consolidafrom the Macdonald Rural School Fund.
the cost of this school, which was considtion, or nearly double that paid to the
.\s a matter of fact, this extra assistance
ered excessive and was the chief objection
was continued in all the schools beyond
same number of teachers before. While
to its continuance, the fact should not be
the three-year limit, and in all but the one
this was so, the sections contributed only
overlooked that previous to consolidation,
rase mentioned the schools, after its with$1,760 as compared with $1,970 during
the six teachers in this district received an
drawal ceased to have much of their
The last year previous to union. The total
original character.
The reasons for this annual aggregate salary of $1,190.
expenditure for all purposes, which was
seeming failure and the conditions surIn spite of all the seeming failure of
$3,326.58 before, increased to $12,276.78
rounding these schools will be best shown
this venture, the school was in some rein the second year of the new school. The
by giving a brief outline of each.
spects a great success, and demonstrated
enrolled attendance at the district schools
just what has been contended for, that
during their last year was 367 with an
THE p. E .1. EXPERIMENT
when the people of the country realize average of 198. This increased to an enHillsboro school, which was opened in
that their boys and girls are entitled to
rolment of 434 and an average of 284.
the spring of 1905, was formed by the
educational privileges similar to those
Some of the causes of failure will be
union of six rural sections. The buildings
that prevail in the cities, the consolidated
readily apparent from the foregoing stateabandoned are reported to have been poor
school will provide the means to that end.
ment:
with bare, uninviting and cheerless surThis school was opened in September,
scho,ol seems to have been locatfil
1. The
roundings. During the first three years,
1913.
The building, which cost $25,000,
in a district where the rural schools were

wick

and

—

.
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2«
large, so that no reduction in teaching force
possible.
2.
Union of rural and village communities
has Hever proved to be the -best arraugement.
3.
The district included was too large,
Intensifying the difficulties of transportation.
4.
Work was undertaken on too extensive
a scale.
The step from what the people were
familiar with to what the new school undertook, was too great and cost two much.
5.
The community seems to have been
Indifferent and unwilling to make sacrifices
for the sake of better schools.

140 of the children attending were conveyed and notwithstanding the strain of
the weather there was not a single day on
which the attendance fell to fifty per cent.
During the second winter not a single van
was late or missed a trip.
At the end of the three-year period
agreed on, Sir William Macdonald undertook to extend his grant of $1,200 a
year for another three years. About the
end of the second year of this period, the
building was totally destroyed by fire.
The people then had to face the problem
of a new building or a return to the old
kind of school. That they measured up to
the situation is something, that as a community, they have ever since had reason
to be proud of.
A regular consolidated

was

The Superintendent of Education for
the Province says in his report for 1905:
"The Mlddleton experiment has nevertheless
demonstrated many irapiortaut points
with respect to consolidation which will conthe province.
in
many other
tried
be selected, the people
would with joy carry on the experiment, in
seme pi. ices, even should it require a highei
local rate than one per cent."
tinue

Were

be

to

the

localities

of gre.it

value to

experiment

wliich could

The movement
Nova Scotia and

is not dead, however, in
a good deal is being accomplished in a smaller way. There are
a number of places in the province. where
sonsolidation is carried on to the extent
that schools which are too small to permit
of their being conducted efficiently or economically are being transported to adjoining sections, thus making a school of
reasonable size. While this plan misses
some of the most important advantages of
full consolidation, it also avoids some cf
the difficulties, and makes possible one
good school instead of two or three poor

ones.

A GOOD WORD FROM

N. B.

As an example of the splendid results
that follow from consolidation in a locality where the people are alive to the
advantages of a good school", as well as a
demonstration of the fact that the i)lan
can be made a success under most adverse
conditions when people are interested and
in earnest, nothing better can be found
than the school at Kingston, N.B.
The school is located about 25 milesnorth of St. John and 8 miles from the
railway, in a purely rural community. If
the location was intended to be a test of
the consolidation school plan in a rural
community and under unfavorable physical conditions, it was well chosen.
The
district is far from rich, the seven school
sections that combined having a total assessment of about $80,000. The country
is hilly, difficult

to travel,

with poor roads

and sparsely settled.
An agreement was entered

school

organization

was formed and

a

board elected. The grant from the Macdonald fund was discontinued and the
school has since been supported by the
taxes of the district together with the
grant of $1,000 a year, which together
with half the cost of transportation, is
paid to every consolidated school in the
province.

According to the report for 1914, there
were in the Province of New Brunswick
three

_

consolidated schools besides this.
all reported to be in a healthy,
prosperous and progressive condition. The
provincial share of the cost of conveyance
for that year was $3,049, so that the whole
cost for the four schools seems to be but
slightly more than was paid at Middleton,
N.S., for a single school. In the first year
of the school there the amount paid for
wages of van drivers is given as $5,462.
Encouraged by the success of these
schools, other districts throughout the
province are contemplating consolidation
and making preparation for it.

transportation problem would have been
greatly modified. It must be remembered
that the school has been a success in everything except that it failed to hold its constituency.
The unfortunate circumstances abut that seem to have been
that it had so many ratepayers who had
no children and so had no interest in public education beyond keeping expenses as
low as possible. The movement for consolidation has made practically no progress in the Province of Ontario. It is
probable that the lack of success of the
experiment at Guelph may be, to some extent, accountable for this.
The school
laws and regulations of the province,
while permiting consolidation, make no
provision for special assistance. Indeed,
should the number and qualification of the
teachers in a consolidated school be the
same as in the abandoned schools and the
salaries paid the same, the grants, under
the present scheme of distribution, would
be considerably lower. In case of a small
school being abandoned and the children
transported to an adjoining school, the
grants to the abandoned school would
cease entirely. These unfavorable conditions in the law contribute largely to the
difficulty of introducing the plan.

They are

THE MACDONALD SCHOOL AT GUELPH
The fourth Macdonald experimental
school was established on the Ontario
Agricultural College Ground at Guelph,
Ontario, and was opened in November,
1904.

Five rural school sections joined

and the arrangements for financial support were almost identical with those in
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. At the
end of the initial period of three years,
three and a half of the five sections withdrew, leaving only one whole section and

A

into, similar
to that described in the other cases, ex-

commentary on

cept that the school was to receive a
special provincial grant of $1,000.
At
the end of three years, the people were to
decide by vote whether or not they would
continue the school or return to former
conditions.
When the time came all the
sections decided in favor of consolidation
and Sir William Macdonald undertook to
continue his assistance for another three
years to the extent of $1,200 a year.
Previous to consolidation, the enrolled
attendance at the district schools was 125.
In the first term of the new school, it rose
to 166 and before the end of the first year
had reached 175. Not only so, but the
average attendance, which had been 44
per cent, of the enrollment, went up to
84 per cent. The first winter was an exceptionally severe one and put the transportation system to a severe test. About

only one person had children attending
the school. This school is still continued
in operation by the part of the district
that remained and is also attended by a
number of children from outside that
limit. Though the school is much smaller
than was contemplated, it has always
maintained its original character as a
school providing the kind of education
that country children are entitled to.
One probable reason for the partial
failure of this school is its proximity to
the city of Guelph. While its location beside the Agricultural College buildings
and farm is in many respects ideal, yet it
can easily be seen that had the territory
occupied by the city been a rural school
section, from a good part of which children could have walked to the school, the

a

part of another.

very significant

this action is found in the
fact that of all those voting to withdraw,

AN OUTSIDE OPINION
C. H. Lane, chief specialist in Agricul-

tural

Education

of

the

United

States

Bureau of Education, was commissioned
some months ago to investigate and prepare a report on the Macdonald Consolidated School Movement in Canada. His
report was published in a bulletin of the
Bureau on Consolidated Schools. In explanation of the apparent failure of the
movemient he mentioned a number of
things. Among them are: Rural people
are conservative; their children were getting as good an education as they desired
for them the people had not arrived at a
point where they considered industrial
education of any importance; the six
years during which the schools were kept
in operation was not a long enough period
to create a public sentiment in their favor.
Mr. Lane is also of opinion that better
results wold have been attained by beginning on a smaller scale. Though the
educational results obtained would not
have been so great, the cost would have
been less and thus the most serious objection would have been removed.
;

THE OTHER PROVINCES
There seems

little

doubt but the cause

of consolidation in all these cases, with
the exception of New Brunswick, has been

hindered by the Macdonald experiment.
The partial failure of the schools has
tended to prejudice public opinion and to
create the impression that the plan is not
practicable, with the result that there is
probably at present less interest in the
question in these provinces than in any
other part of the Dominion. In the Province of Quebec there is a vigorous movement among the Protestant schools of the
Eastern Townships. In 1913 a bulletin
was issued by the Department of Public
Instruction for the province, dealing with
the defects of these schools.
Matters
Continued on page 49

To

avoid the charge of extravaganza
us hasten to add that the squash
and pumpkin pies aforesaid were
not enjoyed by very many people, but this
was mainly because few had planted the
seeds.
Nor did any large percentage of
gardeners ripen tomatoes. Nor did the
yields of grain on fall-plowed stubble run
extra high, owing to the unusually dry
weather in the latter part of 1914. Yet
even these stubble fields gave yields of oats
comparing well with the provincial averages of Eastern Canada.
let

The summer was an

ideal

one

for

growth of vegetation, for livestock and
for human habitation; with frequent,
though not severe electrical storms; little
wind; much temperately warm weather,
no destructive hail; no approach to summer frosts after one or two light touches
in June; no autumn frosts until the night
of September 6th and no general killing
frost until September 11th since when, it
must be admitted, the weather has been

somewhat

unsettled. I write particularly
of conditions on Grand Prairie, but from
reports to hand concerning Pouce Coupee

and other large areas,

should judge that
almost equally favorable comment would
apply to the vast Peace River territory in
general. We had an extraordinarily fine,
mild winter in 1914-15, succeeded by a
summer that has been enjoyable and satisfactory in the highest degree. And still
outsiders pity us for the sub-Arctic climate in which we are supposed to dwell!
Extensive disillusionments are due to follow completion of the railroad, grading
for which is now completed into Grande
I

Prairie.

MARQUIS WHEAT LEADS
Perhaps experimental data will appeal
more convincingly that general statements. Through the April number of
The Farmer's Magazine I reported the
outcome of several variety tests conducted
in 1914. By special arrangement with the
Experimental
Farms
Branch of the Dominion
Department of Agricula

ture,

larger

By W.

ALBRIGHT

D.

PEACE RIVER RESULTS THAT
TALK
Pumpkin
district.

galore,

pie in the Peace River

And
made

squash

from

pies,

too,

home-grown

fruits matured in the open without
a vestige of artificial or any special
natural protection. Hundreds of

tomatoes ripened by one lady favorably situated near a small lake. All
kinds of standard winter vegetables
in profusion and of rare quality.
Saskatoons, cranbc7~ries, wild raspberries and strawberries produced
in u'idely distributed localities, the
named in great abundance, the

first

less so, though productive
enough where cultivated in gardens,
notably the raspberries.
Almost

others

every acre of grain ripened in August, even the late-sown oats intended for "green feed." Yields of grain

on summerfalloxv and breaking Tuning anywhere from thirty to fifty
bushels of wheat per acre and from
sixty to a hundred and twenty of
oats.
Winter wheat again one of
02ir most successful crops. Timothy
and, Westefn rye grass cutting from,
a ton and a half to two tons per acre,
the foiiner figure being attained by
timothy sown in May of the present
year. Patches of alfalfa producing
promising crops and red clover
seeded in 1914, filling a goodly proportion of heads with well ripened,
dark-purple seed. Such, in brief, is
the pleasing report of your Grande
Prairie correspondent for the season of 1915.
land varies considerabljj in depth of black
loam and character of subsoil. After the

grains were sown and coming up it was
observed that the two north plots in each
range showed tardier germination, poorer
growth and relatively smaller heads than
their two rival plots in each range, and
closer examination revealed a very slight
and very narrow "draw" of shallower and
colder-bottomed soil extending down the
slope in a direction to include mainly the
two north plots in each range, thus embracing the Abundance and Ligowo oats,
the Marquis and Pioneer wheat, the Manchurian and Success barleys and a small
plot of Arthur peas sown with seed received from Ottawa. Optimum soil conditions obtained for the Banner and

Daubeney oats, the Huron wheat and a
large plot of Arthur peas seeded with the
crop of a 1914 plot. The marked difference
in yield of the two plots of peas affords
convincing confirmation of the correctness of our observations regarding variation in soil conditions obtaining for the
several plots. This explanation will go to
account for the comparatively high yield
of the Huron wheat (68 bushels per acre)
and of the Banner oats (111 bushels) the
latter having been considerably reduced
by thrips. Conversely it explains the relatively smaller, though still creditable production of the Marquis wheat and Ligowo
oats. It is in one sense regrettable that
the variation in natural conditions should
prevent an accurate comparison of varieHowever, the results have their
ties.
value. Perhaps I may be permitted to
draw several inferences toward which, I
think, the results this year and last rather
plainly point:
1. The yields of the staple varieties indicate a high-producing value for Grande
Prairie soils.
2. All the varieties ripened hard, well
in advance of autumn frosts.
place of Prelude wheat lies
3. The
farther north than Grande Prairie.
4. Pioneer wheat is probably not a serious rival of Marquis for

number

were undertaken in 1915
and a few figures from
the results compiled may
interest
readers
East

and

West.

There were

nearly a hundred plots
of grains, grasses, legumes, roots, vegetables

and ornamental

The

trees.

results with grain

are presented in tabular
form. These plots were
sown in four ranges at
the foot of a summer-fallowed field on a hillside
sloping to the west. Special care was taken to

uniform piece of
ground and from the illustration submitted none
would suspect the contrary. However, our high
select a

A

view of th e experimental plots on Mr. Albright's farm in the
Peace River District.

our

district.

The high-quality and
Marquis
heavy-yielding
once more establishes its
claim to favor, despite
the very adverse soil conditions under which our
It is noteplot grew.
worthy that a commercial
crop of Marquis adjacent
to the plot but on soil
corresponding more nearly to that on which the
Huron plot grew, was
much longer and stouter
in straw and larger in
head than the Marquis
on the test plot. A tenacre field of it on a
neighbor's farm turned
off forty-five and a half
bushels per acre after a
month's weathering in
mice-infested stocks/
5.

6.

Making

full

all«w-

—

I-'

ance for superior natural conditions, the

Huron

plot distinguished itself, actually
producing more pounds of grain than any
of the five varieties of oats.
7. All the oats did well, even the early
ones yielding heavily. Through a mishap
in threshing, the crops of Daubeney and

Eight-Day became confused so that only
an average of these two kinds can be
given. Both did very well indeed, considering their early date of maturity, appearances decidedly favoring the Daubeney as to yield, though the Eight-Day
ripened three days sooner.
8. The yield of the barleys was relatively inferior to that of the other grains nor
was the sample grown in the district, and

may have

been caused by rust, which was

rather bad, particularly on the success.
This latter variety, though ripening first
of all, was not otherwise a success, growing thin on the ground and shattering
badly, even under most careful handling.
Owing to an accident, the precise yield of
this plot is unavailable but it would have
been small.
9. The
larger plot of Arthur peas
(seeded with the produce of last year's
plot) yielded creditably after a month of
weathering in bunches. Growth of straw

was

maturity fairly even and
Having regard to their
soil-improving virtue, peas are believed
by not a few observers to hold promise of
filling an important place in Peace River
agriculture for the fattening of hogs in
the field and for a grain or "green feed"
crop grown mixed with oats to hold them
up for the binder. It may be added as a
hint that volunteer barley and lamb's
quarter would have seriously menaced our
plots of peas if not removed by hand pulling. It would seem, therefore, that especial attention should be paid to having
land for this crop free from annual-weed,
excellent,

.

sample superb.

seeds.

Kind of Crop.

Date of
sowing
.\pr.
.\pr.
.\pr.

Pioneer
Prelude

Huron

Apr.

Oats
-Abundance

.\pr.

M

S

A

(

;

to

legumes. A
sporadic attack of cutworms, however,
completely cleaned off these two plots, and
appeared to set back part of the timothy
as well. The latter, if injured, recovered
and made a very thick, fine growth, as did
also the rye grass. These two plots were
mown August 12th and from the former
two neat coils of hay were put up, equivalent to fully one and a half tons per acre.
The rye grass made about a quarter less.
The red clover and alfalfa were re-seeded July 24th. On the same date a plot of
Kharkoff winter wheat were broadcast
on a strip of ground adjoining the ends of
the four clover and grass plots, all of
which were then extended across the winter wheat so as to give a trial of seeding
with winter-wheat nurse crop as compared with seeding alone. An extra plot
of Grimm alfalfa was tried in the same
way, partly with and partly without nurse
crop. All the grasses and legumes, as
well as the winter wheat, made a very fine
growth and promise some interesting
comparisons. Notwithstanding some dips
of the mercury to as low as 10 degrees
Fah., they retained a considerable showing of green color throughout October,
this being especially true of the alfalfas.
The prevalent opinion on timothy in
Grande Prairie is that it has generally
been sown too thickly, and consequently
tends to a weak, fine growth with small
heads, especially if the growing .season
proves dry. In this connection it is interesting to note that a strip of it sown in
midsummer in 1914 on dirty ground,
which summerfallowing to that date had
not wholly cleaned, made a small weak
fine stands, particularly the

Yield

Yield per
acre

in lbs.

in lbs.

Aug. 26

43

43

6
6
6

.\ug. 20
.\ug. l(i

37

:!7

26
68

2(1

CK

Aug. 24

.\pr.

Banner

\pr.

.\ug.

5

Soil

SS bu.

.50

Aug.

8

88 bu.
28 lbs.

Aug. 24

63

111 bu.
6 lbs.
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Manchuria n

.\pr.

2.3

Apr.

2.S

Aug.
Aug.

8

Success

^oil
e.\tra

2r!

Aug.

S

French Chevalier
Apr.
Peas (Arthur Variety)

—

The

Poor

good.

sheaves

consumed

Ottawa seed

.soil.

soil.

sheaves.

Rank straw,
Some thrips.

.38

vield.

Apr. 2"

Aug. 31

22V2

.36

lbs.

22% Poor

corresponding to
that of Marquis wheat, the
.Abundance and Ligowo oats,
soil,

and Manchurian

Home grown
size plot

—All

seed, double
70
same variety Apr. 23
Aug. 31
the grain plots except second one of peas

piece of rich, fall-prepared garden
set aside for four thirtieth-acre
plots of Western rye grass, timothy, alfalfa and red clover. Intention had been
to defer sowing until June, but the season
opened so moist and favorable that the

was

16

31

bu.

A

hv

Results confused in threshing.
Daubeney seemed the better

Good

35 bu.

barley.

Large plot on better

soil

than

small one.

wer^ one-sixtieth of an acre each.

growth owing

field

roots registered only moderate

The growing season for mangels
was foreshortened by the unusual cold

42 bu. 24 lbs.
.Some
sheaves consumed by
stock.
Promised very light
bu.

River husbandry.
Which recalls Warburton Pike's pessimistic prediction that
the few hay swamps would be insufficient
to provide feed for the long winter
months. We shall not have to depend upon

yields.

34

5

a good percentage of full red heads (first
cutting) and ripened in August what
would on a larger area, have made a paying crop of good purple seed. The fact
that everyone of those small scattering
clover plants came through the winter
without any sign of injury is a fact of the
highest significance. Patches of alfalfa
have been tried by a number of neighboring settlers, making usually about a ton
and a half of hay from the first cutting,
with the second generally left for winter
protection. Precipitation must needs limit
our yields, for which reason it is thought
by some that it may pay to sow in drills
and cultivate. In the summer of 1914 the
writer sowed two rows with a few ounces
of Grimm seed received from Ottawa. The
seed germinated readily and the plants
grew ten inches high by autumn. Livestock closely grazed and trampled it late
in the fall and early the next spring, yet
every plant survived, started early,
stooled heavily and blossomed at about
three feet in height. Part of the plot had
been clipped to postpone blooming. It was
all left for seed.
The clipping proved a
disadvantage for even the undipped portion failed to mature many seeds, although
they were formed in lavish abundance, the
stems being literally loaded with pods containing seeds in varjdng stages of maturity, a few being quite hard. Summing
up, I see no reason why grasses and
legumes should not play a large and very
important part in the scheme of Peace

ROOTS AND TUBERS

soil.
soil.

grain.
!t

of

growth and wintering was all plowed
up except a few square yards left for observation. It made a fair growth, formed

Remarks.

Some

lOOU.,

as nine incnes, and cut a big load
from about half an acre of ground.

hay swamps.

Poor
Poor
Poor

Aug. 24

9

hay

germinated promptly and promised very

8 lbs.

\pr.

Dauheney

soil

NE

I

A patch of red clover seeded under
similar conditions with similar results as

harvesting

.Apr.

Eighty Day

N.B.

A Z

seeds we'C harrowed in (without nurse
crop) on May 7th. The timothy was sown
at the rate of six pounds per acre; the
others each ten pounds. All the seeds

Date of

Aug. 30

'

stock.

Ligowo

Barle.v

MKK

6

^^Tieat—

Marquis

A n

to the dry weather which
prevailed until winter. Small and thin as
it was. it wintered perfectly and after
being three times harrowed and reseeded
in .spots in the spring of 191.5, made a rank
growth, breast-high, with heads as long

snap of September 11th, which killed the
tops and spoiled the crowns for keeping.
Carrots and turnips survived and made
further growth. The former were handicapped by tardy tinning, a neighbor who
offered to do this for the sake of the thinnings having failed to make good. The
turnips had a good chance. Perfection
gave a yield of 22 tons per acre; Magnum
Bonum 16% tons and Hartley's Bronze

Top 16%. White Belgium and Ontario
Champion carrots turned off 10% and
10 ^74

tons respectively.

Prize

Mammoth

mangels harvested 17 tons 1,904 lbs.;
Giant Yellow Globe 16 tons 1.264 lbs.; and
Yellow Intermediate 15 tons 1,680 lbs.
Potatoes were generally good. An experimental plot of Irish Cobblers ran over
four hundred bushels per acre. A neighbor family who planted nine pounds of
Table Talk dug four hnndred.
Contrary to previous experience, early
planting of garden stuff proved advantageous in most cases this year. Our own

Continued on page 57
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Assist the
Has Our Immigration

Policy

Made

to Farm:

By W.

Easier for the Foreign-Born

it

J.

to

WHITESIDES
Get a Start

on the Farm Than the Native-Bornf
a commonplace fact that in the
agricultural opportunities in
Canada have been better realized by
the peasantry of Continental countries
than by our own Canadian farin sons,
especially of our Eastern provinces. The
Government, through the Department of
Immigration, called, and oppressed Europe answered. Ruthenians, Doukhobors,
Austrians,
Hungarians,
Norwegians,
Swedes, Danes, Icelanders and other races
from distant lands have been passing
through the Eastern provinces to the promised land of the West for two decades.
From modest beginnings they have built
their homes, reared their families, and
fortified their positions in the community.
To-day they are to be found in the favored
sections of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia, and their
farms are marvels of fertility. They are
good Canadians most of them, and their
children are excellent citizens in the
is

ITpast the

making.
It is pleasant to think that Canada presents such a variety of attractions, agriculturally speaking, to the farmers of
other countries. A famous American once
said that Canada was the only country
fit for the American to emigrate to. Keen
people, the Americans! And they have
come by the thousand. In 1913-14, the
last big year for immigration of which
there is an oflRcial record, 107,530 crossed
the border to take up residence under the
Union Jack. They included great numbers of farmers who had sold their farms
in the populous sections of the Middle
West at a good round price, and took up
a much greater area of land
every bit
as good
in Canada.
Or, they were the
sons of farmers, who wanted to farm,
and who could not be otherwise provided
for in the high-priced land district. Or
they homesteaded, applying for Government land in that year to the number of
7.293, taking 1,166,880 acres.

—

—

NEW

POLICY MUST AID NATIVE SONS

Out beyond the Great Lakes there is
offered a variety of lands which satisfies
the most exacting of the newcomers from

thought have

and

inclined

to

the

opposite

have

contended that the
country was over-built with railways. By
that was meant that the steel rails have
been laid through areas which are not
well settled, and that the lines might
reasonably be regarded as ahead of their
time.
Rightly interpreted, then, the
needs were settlers and an increase in
opinion,

production.

RAILWAYS COVER WEST

As a matter of fact, if there is one reason more potent than others why the
lands of Western Canada are regarded
throughout the world as the lands of
Opportunity, that reason is railways.
There is no comparable section in any of
the other new countries so networked by
twin lines of steel. While the people in
Eastern Canada have continued to rest
in the belief that the linos in Ontario and
Quebec comprise by far the greater portion of the Canadian system, the mileage
in the lands west of the Great Lakes has
grown so steadily, that to-day in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British
Columbia, it totals 13,687.36 miles. The
two populous industrial provinces, Ontario
and Quebec, have 13,298.23 miles. The
total in all the provinces east of the Manitoba boundary is 16,780.01 miles. Within
the past few months the Canadian Northern have opened their transcontinental
system from Quebec to Vancouver, and
rails are being put down in distant Vancouver Island. That company is operating almost ten thousand miles, nearly a
third of the total for the Dominion, and
two-thirds of the C. N. R. lines serve the
productive lands of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, which pour an everincreasing flood-tide of golden grain into
the giant elevators situated at Port Arthur and Fort William. There are opportunities in abundance for taking up
splendid flat prairie lands, and rolling
well-wooded areas along its lines alone.
That they are good lands is proven by the
fact that the very fertility of the areas
prompted the necessity for railways to be

that country, but the fact that it is an
opportunity for Canadians also, does not
appear to have made much headway in
Ontario. It may be that the spectacular
dissipations depicted in Wild West shows,

||^|^Qfl|BNHta||h"t!

dime novels, and moving pictures, have
sufficed to seal the lips of

many

a gentle

Ontario mother, and have militated
against the granting of permission to the
young people to get out west of the Great
Lakes. But there is no "wild and woolly
West" in Canada. There may have been
the other fear that the boys would be out
in a mighty region far removed from the
enlivening whistle of a locomotive. That
would have been a strong argument had
it been
based upon fact.
Leaders of

1

•

K n—
The tractor furbish e^

<i
good deal of interest in the present farm, situation.

constructed to serve the farmers of the
future.

AVERAGE BOY WANTS A FARM

What are the farmers of Ontario with
families of growing sons, well versed in
farming lore, who would be grateful for a
chance to test their opinions on their own
land, going to do about it?
great deal
has been spoken, and rtiore written, concerning the movement of boys from the
farms of Ontario, and the throwing back
of the home acres to the "old folks."
True a proportion, if only a small proportion, transferred' their farming to the
Western Provinces. The greater number,
however, fixed their eyes upon the cities
and poured thither by thousands. Think
you the big centres like Toronto "grew

A

from within? They

didn't.

It

was from

without the metropolitan limits that the
streams of people originated. And they
became wage earners consumers, where
many of them at least should have been
producers and real builders of Empire.

—

What

if some of them did become doctors,
lawyers, ministers and successful inen.
The census takers do not enumerate many
thousands of these in all Canada. You
never hear of the failures.
It would not be fair to overlook the
farmers who have given thought to this
question.
Many profitable farms in the
West are being run by the sons they encouraged to "go west." But in later years
the problem will become more acute.
Why not look into the merits of the solution offered to-day? Agriculture is Canada's basic industry, and agriculture will
be the leading business for Canada for
many years. The greatest crop in our
history has just been haWested, and one
has only to recall some of the things which
have filled the newspapers during the past
autumn to realize how great was the contribution of the lands of the West to that
magnificent output.
There is,a certain measure of pride and
patriotism in the Canadian who believes
that a greater opportunity will offer in
the future than that which is calling today. But procrastination is often attended, even in this country, with results that
are quite as disastrous in effect as in
other lands much less favored.
It may
yet be the case that future generations
may live to convict the fathers of the present with a lack of vision of the possibilities of the Dominion.

Three years ago the provinces of AlSaskatchewan and Manitoba were
importing horses, fresh meats, hog products, poultry, eggs, cheese and butter.
To-day they are exporting every one of
these except cheese and butter, and within two years they will probably export
berta,

these also.

,

Findings

From Our

Farms ^.
"
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In counsel, wise

men grow

wiser.

Fools despise experience."

How
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Sharpen Fence Stakes

to

means money on any farm, and

we, like

many

power

saw our wood and a hundred
and so what saves us a lot of

other jobs,

other farmers, use gaso-

to

hard work and time

may

save others the

same.

We use the circular saw to cut and
sharpen our fence stakes. Cut the rails
or poles into proper lengths by driving a
stake into the ground at the proper distance from the saw and the stakes can
then be cut as fast as they can be handled.
Although our saw is equipped with a
roller-feed table, we see no reason why
another style -cannot be used the same.
After the stakes are cut, we tack a board
on the flat along each side of the saw
blade, after having made the table fast.
Then by holding the stake with the centre
of the end to the saw, and at the angle
you want it sharpened at, crowd it onto
the saw, and you have one side sharpened.
Lay the sharpened side on \he table and
repeat the operation for each of the four
sides of the stake. With a little practice
you can make a better sharpened and a
more easily driven stake than by hand,

and two men can sharpen from 300

at the
cently.

Experimental Union

in

Guelph

re-

He

said that there is danger for
the poor fruit grower but not for the wise
one. The former will get discouraged and
his orchards will be put out of business
by neglect. Evidence of what is coming

can be seen already in the old orchards
that are being neither cultivated nor
pruned and also in the young orchards
that are half cattle runs and half grain
fields.
The man who stays with the job,
who takes care of his plant and who cooperates with his neighbors will come out
alright, but there should be kept constantly before the consumers Information as to
the many ways in which apples may be
served as food and as to the time when
different varieties are the best. Coupled
with this should be systematized distribution through a cheap and small carrier.

The history

of the California fruit history
stimulating in this connection. By following the practice here outlined California fruit growers have increased the
consumption of citrus fruits by 292 per
cent, in a period within which the population of the United States has increased
by only 21 per cent.
is

Marketing Dairy Products
is the most difficult and most unsatisfactory part of all farming operations. Farmers are not, as a rule, good
salesmen. It seems to take a special kind
of man to sell goods satisfactorily. It is
because of this fact that the marketing
of farm produce is largely done by commission men. This much discussed (and
cussed) cl?ss seems to be a necessity under present farming conditions. The com-

'~r*HIS

Situation

'TpEN'or twelve years ago

all the'recognized authorities were telling us that
there was no possible danger of apple production being overdone. Since then the pendulum has swung to the opposite extreme.
It is only a stray and very weak voice in
the wilderness that sounds the note of optimism to-day. The extreme note in pes-*

simism was lately sounded by Mr. Winslow head of the fruit department of the
British Columbia Department of Agriculture.
Mr. Winslow says that with 550,000 acres in apple orchards in the Pacific
Coast States, the apple growing industry
of the whole Pacific coast has been enormously overdone. Even with the 45,000,000-barrel crops in 1914, the United States
Pacific apple growers have, he says, been
forced to sell below the cost of production
to secure an outlet. With a prospective
crop of 90,000,000 barrels in 1915, Mr.
Winslow can see nothing but ruin ahead'
unless 75 per cent, of the orchards of the
Pacific Coast are cut down and the land
turned to other purposes. We were not
wise in saying ten years ago, that there
was no danger of over-production. We arc
not wise in seeing nothing but blue ruin
ahead now.
Mr. W. T. Macoun, Dominion Horticulturist, took a sensible view when speaking

—

other.

However, the dairy farmer is in the best
position of all classes of farmers, so far
as marketing goes, because it is possible
for him to market his goods direct, or with
at most, not more than one or two middlemen between the producer and the consumer. How this may be done, and the
returns actual and possible on a dairy
farm, will be discussed in the next

article,

where we shall also briefly refer
labor problem on a dairy farm.

to the

Linking
AyT
^^^

Up With

JOHN

Scotland

MAHARG,

R.
A.
of the Grain

President

Growers of Saskatchewan, has announced that at several
point in the privince recently an arrangement has been entered into between the Grain Growers of Saskatchewan and the Scottish Co-operative
Association
for
a mutual exchange
This is certainly going a
long way towards benefiting agriculture
in both countries. What the farmers in
the West want are the goods that are being produced by the Old Land and what
the British people want are the things
that are produced in bulk by the farmers
of Saskatchewan, and where their needs
are thus met jointly there is no doubt
that much good will ensue to both sides.
This is only another instance of the general move that is being made by agriculture organized as it is in the Western
Provinces, towards controlling business in
the interest of the farm.
of products.

to 500

stakes per hour.

The Apple

This last summer
men.
(1915) the Co-op. and the commission men
were jointly loading cars of fruit. Another illustration of the lion and the lamb
lying down together or lying to each

commission

-*

man is here and we apparently
cannot get along without him in some
some form. While co-operative marketing
is in the air (so far, it seems to be largely
"in the air"), it will take considerable
time to get all, or even a large number of
farmers interested. The writer has stock
in a co-operative concern which is supposed to market fruit independent of the
mission

Cheaper than Snow

"/CHEAPER

than snow." That's what
Representative told
him and he laughed at first. But after a
time when the D.R. showed him facts and
figures why he should put his implements
under shelter during the winter and in
the summer as well, he grew serious and
"There might be something in it
said.
^"'

the

District

—

after all."
I've just been reading two books on the
care of farm implements and they've told
me about every mechanical thing, about
but neither
oiling and about operating
one of them told me thgt these implements
should be kept in out of the weather when
not in use.

—

A

year ago I took a motor trip through
I passed farm after farm where
I
saw mowers, rakes, corn binders and
other implements left out in the field, or

the West.

F. H. Westney using his gasoline engine
to sharpen fence stakes.

—
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pulled over to the headland. And I don't
suppose Manitoba is much different from
any other section of the country.
Rain, snow and sun beat down on these
machines and took off the paint so that
rust could get in and eat the vitality out of
the iron. Next year there will be repairs
which will cost time and money.
A letter just came the other day from
a brother of mine who is in the West. He
said that "The boss broke down, and was
held up for three days before he could get
repairs from Winnipeg. He said he's go-

ing to put his machines under cover next
year so that the rust wouldn't spoil them
all. Think of what three days must have
meant to this one farmer this year- three
days' loss of time in getting his grain cut
and the cost of the repair.

—

A little lumber, a covering of corrugated iron and there is a weather-proof
shelter for all time to come. It is proof
against fire, lightning and snow and rain.
It keeps the sun from peeling off the
paint. The machines last longer and give

The plot selection of Kitcht,

We soon

better service.

Any

weather-proof shelter is good, but
while the farmer is at it, he might as well
build a permanent building. It will cost
a little more at first, but it will never
need repairs and will last a lifetime. He
will save the cost many times over by the
increased life of his implements and the
saving in repair bills. Edward Dingle.

felt the kiss of

;keat in

Nature's breath

and could now sit back in our seats undisturbed by the city's noise, dust and danger.

The

car,

apparently equally pleased to

Kitchener Wheat

T

HE

following

pictures

represent

new wheat by Seager Wneele*.

originated

it

a
I

by selection out of Marquis

wheat five years ago. The photos of 1913,
1914 and 1915 will show something of the
behavior of the new wheat from which I
expect big things in the future.

A
IT

Silhouette of Calumet

was with a

we
Aylmer

feeling of relief that

swerved our car on to the
road, after an impatient hour of interruption of the traffic and general confusion
of the slippery paved streets of Ottawa.

The 1914 crop of Kitchener ivhcat grown
under drought conditions.

away from the din, cork-screwed
through the dense green woods along the
road which skirts the Laurentians. After
get

1913, originattd

inj

,':,Luger

WhcoU

following this endless gallery of Nature's
masterpieces, we came to the picturesque
and friendly village of Bryson. Here we
crossed the Ottawa River to Calumet
Island. We followed a rather steep mountain road, bordering along the Ottawa so
close that neither a farmer nor his horse
need ever go dry there. The car stole over
the forest road as if it were afraid of disr
turbing its quiet surroundings, for here,
one can see little flocks of partridges being
led by the fathers and mothers of a jackrabbit jump across the road barely in time
to save his life. Or, coming this way at
night-fall you will see a deer feeding in
the open fields or perhaps having an
evening bath in some secluded bay.
When yo.u come out on top of the mountain above the woods, you see the world
at your feet, all veiled in blue and purple
mist, the uneven outline of the river and
the verdant valley carpeted with farms.
You see the trail, by which you have come,
lying in loops through evergreen woods
and greener fields. A. breeze comes up
from the lake, which we are now nearing,
and your nostrils whiff the pine cones.
You feel the great peace of the uplands,
the awayness from noise, care and nagging little worries. Perhaps as you listen
come sounds of the mower in the valley,
and to the sense of peace comes the other
sense, which is the bulwark of peace
the
sense of plenty, of security from want, of
repose in the eternal verities of Nature.
Why give up this life of the Gods with its
peace and love for that of a slave's in the
city with its struggle and strife.
A stranger might ask, "where is this
place" or imagine it to be in the Canadian
Rockies, Sunny California, or some fantastical Utopia, but it is not any of these.
It has not imitated the West by calling
you through a megaphone to come; neither
does Heaven, yet they both may be found
by those who will. Nor, in the case of the
former, is it hard to find for it is only
one of the thousands of similar places in

—

Eastern

Canada which can

be

redis-

covered.

A

of Kitchener wheat in 1915. A new variety originated by selection from
Marquis. This field had only 3 inches of rainfall from seedtime to harvest.

field

With a short call at a neighboring farm,
where we were greeted by its hospitable
inhabitants, we hurried on, eager
Jm get
home. The gates of the ranch were soon

—
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opened and

man

it

stands to make must stand to lose too, and
are the man who stands to gain. I do
not say this to discourage any one in entering co-operative work but simply to
make my position and the position of the
Provincial Department of Agriculture
clear in the matter, for there seems to be
some misunderstanding in some quarters.
J. F. Metcalfe, B.S.A.

seemed that everything that

—

was here beauty, crystal
clear morning air, health, healing and
wholesome roominess. We drove on for
some time, eagerly anticipating sight of
desired

j-ou

the old home. On rising over a knoll ^ve
caught sight of the herd of sheep on a
hillside. None could be unmoved by th?
picture. They were being brought into
the corrall for the night and seemed to
move over thp hillside as silently and

peacefully as the shadow of a cloud.
We lost sight of them on entering the
orchard with its overburdened trees of
Canadian apples. We, hei e, stopped again
as Baby wanted an apple (which was the
wish then prevalent in the whole company) and with one more stop to allow
some- ducks to waddle off the road, we
arrive at the big barns and colonial house
which signified the prosperity of the
,

owners.

Every one of the family was glad to be
back, although they had only been away
a few days. All went out to inspect everything in the barnyard, Anna being particularly anxious to see her pony, whose
actions on seeing its little mistress seemed
to signify a similar sentiment.
After a wholesome home-cooked supper,

we retired to the broad verandah which
overlooked the placid Rocherfondu Lake,
the tranquillity of which seemed to be
contagious.
The happy family admired the sunset
in a silence which extended on into the
moonlight and was only disturbed by the
innocent laugh of Baby or the occasional
bleating of a lamb in the fold. The coun.

tryman lives amid innumerable forces
which he understands but vaguely, yet
which arouse his deepest reverence for
the Great Unseen which holds all things
in order. The silence was finally broken
by the .sentiments of George, which he was
no longer able to suppress. "How happy
and thankful I am," he said, "for my loving family whose steadying counsel,
stimulating encouragement and corripanionship have dulled the sting of adversity and made life worth while; for the
contentment and reward which comes
from honest toil; for the trusting horses
that toil without protest in heat or in rain
and offer mute thanks for mere shelter and
sustenance; for the increase of the generation of the sheep that give their lives
and offsprings that we may prosper. Even
more may we be thankful that our work is
a life, not merely a craft or form of toil.
It is a living, vital, throbbing existence in
the midst of the works of God. It is a
God-made vocation." George A. Beach.

Prosperity on Peace River
little viUage in the
Sheridan Lawrvua
Peace River.
'.s

Cattle and hogs were shipped to Toronto and sold on the market, each man's
animals being marked so that he got just
what they were worth. They brought

most of which was for cattle.
This makes a total business for the
year of $22,235.54, all of which was in
For this year the
selling farm produce.
profits on hogs and cattle were paid the
producers at the time they were sold. On
$10,995.66,

the balance of the business the profits are
Being paid out in proportion to the business done and a dividend of 13 1/^ per cent,
has been declared by the directors.
You will see from these statements
that, in spite of what many who are not
informed will tell you, co-operative business on Manitoulin Island is in a flourishing state, as a co-operative business
of $34,923.12 was done last year, or approximately $35,000. It has been a profitable business, too, in spite of a lot of
talk about bad bargains.
This department is willing to assist in
getting co-operative work under way and
in seeing that it is rightly conducted, and
if I can be of any asistance to yourself or
your neighborhood in co-operative work,
I am at your disposal.
At the same time
I would like you to realize that this Department does not take any financial responsibility in the matter and, unless you
are impressed with the idea that co-operative work is worth while, you had better
leave it alone. Neither the Department
nor myself personally have anything to
gain in the matter and therefore cannot
be expected to lose either. The r.ian who

AM

enclosing a picture of my family,
the public school teacher and myself,
with a picture of my farm. The great
Peace River lies behind the fringe of
timber.
This farm is over three hundred miles from a railway. Up to within
a short time ago the -nearest point to a

T

-*

railway was six hundred miles.
I raised this year 4,600 bush, of firstclass wheat besides barley and oats; 400
bush, potatoes and other vegetables.
I
fattened and killed and made into bacon
46 hogs. I am wintering 60 pigs and hogs
and 170 head of cattle and horses.
I have a small grist mill and threshing:
machine, a saw and shingle machine,
which we operate with portable steam engine as our power. I brought in this outfit
with teams from Edmonton to the Peace
River eighteen years ago.
I waited until open water and then I
rafted the outfit dovm the Peace River a
distance of three hundred miles.
We have been in this country since
1885, coming here from Ontario.
We
have the first and only Government School
in the lower Peace River.
Sheridan Lawrence, Peace River, Alta.

A

Manitoulin Lover

\^rE

are experiencing an ideal winter
The past summer was
unusually dry, but crops were good. Hay
is the important ciop here while root
crops are of good quality.
The exporting of timber, piincipalljcedar, was one of the chief industries in
the past, but timber becoming scarce,,
farmers turned to stock raising and wool
growing. About nine-tenths of the farmers keep a flock of sheep.
The wool is.
'

'

in Manitoulin.

The Manitoulin Marketing
Association

'TpHE

wool was graded and sold just
the raising of the embargo,
selling prices being 23c, 25 %c, 2714c and
28c per lb. Growers were paid an average of 20c (which was split up in the different grades) 17c per lb. being the local
price at time of sale. The wool brought

* after

,

$5,189.57.

The lambs were

sold for $6.60 per 100
F.O.B. dock here. The local price
was $6 per 100 lbs., and this was paid the
growers.
The lambs brought $6,050.31.
lbs.,

A

prosperous man's tvork in the Peace River. It took considerable faith to float
an engine and outfit into this wilderness when lie went there.

;
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it commenced to fail.
At the base
of the- oat head it formed a few little
shrunken oats but the rest of the head
was something that looked like blighted
chaff.
I saw that there were enough of
these vastly inferior heads to turn the
scale in Smith's favor.
That is always
the way with the little oat seed."
Andrew Kyle, Ontario.

where

graded through the Woo) Growers' Association and sold by their salesman.
The farmers are also trying to improve
their cattle by using government supplied
There
sires of the Milking Shorthorn.
are no cheese factories on the island.

Wm.

Price, Ontario.

Sheep Ranching In B.C.
has struck me that a band of sheep in
here would pay big dividends. There
are really no sheep in this part of B. C,
but it is well suited, as we have a dry
climate, can grow alfalfa, cutting three
or even four crops a year. Then back of
these alfalfa fields the mountains rise,
with hundreds of miles of bunch grass,
timber grass, wild flowers, etc. If one
could start on a rather large scale and
put in from 2,000 to 10,000 sheep, it would
I have beefn
look to be a sure winner.
reading where they put sheep in the Okanagan in 1913 (2,000 head), and these
have already paid for themselves, and
they have 900 ewes and 900 lambs to the

Milk Prosecutions

IT

A NUMBER of pro.secutions have been
-^*-

"\X7'E are
*

'

in an altitude here of about
3,000 feet and grow good vegetables,

but no fruit. Our crops are chiefly hay
and oats. Farms are few and far between
where there is water in the valleys, they

The hills make excellent grazThe beauty of the dry belt is the

do well.
ing.

good color of the hay and the absence of
dust in it. The P. G. E. has put Clinton
on the map and we are pretty well known
in the West.
C. J. Payne, British Columbia.

Little Oats

Make Poor Seed

^HIS

is the season of the year when
the farmer who knows his business is
preparing his seed for the busy days of
next spring. In one of the best seed-growing sections of Ontario the farmers have
adopted as their slogan in seed preparation
"Get rid of the .little oat." And
thereby hangs a tale that is worth telling:

'

I

*•

—

Jones and Smith owned adjoining
fields, both of which were entered in the
competition for standing oat crop competition.
Though this was one of the crack
oat-growing townships of the province,
friends and neighbors were soon agreed
that Jones and Smith were so far in the
lead that the award must lie between
them. The consensus of opinion was that
Jones was the prize-winner and that the
judge's award was but a matter of form.
All unwitting of how matters had settled
themselves, the judge gave the prize to
Smith!
Public opinion ran so strongly
against the judge's decision that an indignation meeting was held forthwith, the
judge roundly denounced, and a letter
sent to the Department of Agriculture
protesting against the injustice of the
award, and a hint was given that unless
the Department had better judges than
'this particular party that the whole crop
judging was a farce and an imposition.

Adulteration

Act

to inspectors
to the stan-

dard

passed
by an
order-in-council
the
Dominion Government.
You
will notice the several kinds of milk
that
have
certain
.standards.
The
recent prosecutions have been upon milk
that does not come up to 3.25 per cent,
butter fat, and I am sending a bulletin
of a collection made throughout the Dominion, which is a 'second collection from
entirely new vendors showing the urgent
necessity for the examination of milk as
a food under the Adulteration Act.
It may appear from
the numerous
samples that the pump was in close proximity to the cow stables on account of the
low content of butter-fat, or the producer's herd of cattle was unprofitable in
producing milk that did not come up to
the standard as defined by the Act. My
impression has always been that milk, no
matter if consumed upon the table, produced for butter or cheese making should
be sold upon the butter-fat basis, which
should not be less than 3.25 per cent; that
if a farmer had cows in his herd which
would not produce a standard quality or
nearly that they should be replaced by a
grade that would, or even greater, as the
cost of maintenance would be about the
'

C. A. Phair, British Columbia.

Hay

the

of

.srood.

Dustless

made under

where milk has been sold
that have not come up

Maize raised by the Pueblo Indians. The
story of our corn heredity is interesting.

A

was sent the judge
sent word, to the parties
concerned to have the crops threshed by
competent workmen under the observation
of fair-minded judges.
To the amazement of the country side, Smith's field
under the threshing test completely outdistanced its rival
Another meeting was
held.
Another letter was sent the Department and the judge invited to come
up to the neighborhood and tell how he
was able to give a decision when appearances, as the neighbors noted them, were
so much in favor of Jones' field.
copy of the

letter

who immediately

!

"There's no trick about it," the judge
told the gathering. "Tell me, men, if I
am not right. Jones, you cleaned your
grain all right, but that's all you did.
You stopped right there. Smith, you
cleaned your grain. In addition, you set
your sieves to take out all the little oats."
"Right you are. How d'd you know?"
"Simplest thing in the world. That little oat in Jones' field had strength enough
to germinate.
It sent up a fair straw
and it headed out all right. But here is

Mr. Dmry, of Barrie, picks out his seed
Ernest has a very

corn froin the field.
youthful look here.

same.

A question of great importance with
regard to milk is cleanliness and sanitation, which add to its purity and wholesomeness.
Our chief chemist in his report published in the bulletin very prudently reports that dirt in milk is both
offensive and dangerous to health.
H. J. Dagcr, Ontario.

A Cement
jVyf

Block Dairy House

ASONRY

materials are generally
the construction of the
small farm dairy.
The use of cement
blocks for this purpose is common anci
if
proper care is used in the building of the structures they will give
very good and lasting service. The house
which is shown here by photograph and
drawings is located on the Nelson Holstein Dairy Farm near Waverly, Iowa.
It is a very practical house, even though
it is small.
Home labor can build it from
the ground up and for materials the total
will not run over $119, and should the
farmer care to make the blocks for the
walls during the idle months the cost will
be lessened considerably.
Be sure that the foundation is right.
For masonry buildings they must be below the frost line by all means, or the
walls will be sure to crack.
Djg the
trenches at least two and a half feet be'•'-*

used

in

,
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In building the cooling tank make it
wide enough to care for two rows of tanks
or about two and a half feet. Make the
floor of the tank eight inches below the
floor of the milk room and make the inside depth of the tank equal 20 inches.
The standard size milk cans then when
resting on the bottom of the tank will be
surrounded by water up to the neck and
still water will not enter the milk can.
When the tank is built below the floor

manner it allows the operator to lift the cans easily by obtaining
the maximum purchase at the point where
the cans are the hardest to raise, or just
as they are leaving the water. The tank
floor and the walls should be made all at
one operation. Make the floor six inches
thick and the walls four inches. The reinforcement consists of quarter-inch rods
spaced ten inches apart both ways and
should extend around the tank so as to
form a band.
In the building of this tank use a one:
two: three mixture of cement, sand and
gravel, mixed with enough water so as to
give it a "quaky" consistency. Reinforce
the top of the milk tank with a piece of
four-inch channel iron, anchored in the
concrete by one-quarter inch bolts every
two feet. Be sure that the foundation
under the cooling tank is firm and solid,
if the best of results are desired.
level in this

^a„>x/-i

-

Plans for the cevient dairy house.

low the grade line and make them a foot
wide. Make the floor for the house four
inches in thickness and lay it on a six or
eight-inch drainage base of gravel or
cinders. Locate the floor drain and place
the bell trap where the concrete work
goes into place.
Concrete for the floor
and the footings will be made of a mixture which consists of one cubic foot of
cement, three cubic feet of sand and five
cubic feet of gravel or stone broken in
pieces not larger than two inches in any
dimension. The floor will be given a mortar coat of cement and sand mixed in
equal parts and trowelled down to a
smooth surface. The floor will drain to-,
wards the centre as shown. The cooling
tank will be constructed in its place after
the walls of the house are laid.
In case the cement blocks for the walls
are to be made on the farm, they must by,
all means be made with the same mater-'
ials and under the same conditions in
order that the blocks be uniform in color
and appearance. The "knack" of doing
neat and rapid work in the laying of the
cement blocks in the wall is not particularly hard to acquire.
The equipment
that the farmer needs consists of a mortar mixing box, size three by five feet, a
mortar board thirty inches square made
of inch lumber with cleats, also a trowel,
a hand-level, a straight-edge and a
plumb-board. Drench all the blocks before they are to be laid, fo that they will
not draw moisture from the mortar and
thereby weaken it. Lay the first course
of blocks upon a mortar joint and make
it thick enough so that the blocks will be
absolutely level. Always start the course
at the corners and work towards the centre.
Lay each block on a quarter-inch
mortar joint and place a quarter-inch
mortar joint between each block at the
abutting ends. Work strictly to a line in
laying the wall and see that each block
is laid level.
Test the wall frequently by
placing the plumb level against it to see
if it is perpendicular. Good cement mortar is made in proportions of one part
cement and two parts of sand mixed with
enough water to make it of the required
consistency. Cement mortar hardens fast
so it will be best to make up only small

batches at a time or only such amounts as
will be used up in a half hour.
Place anchor bolts in the block joints of
the last course of blocks and let the threaded end project up at least three inches so
that the wood plate can be securely bolted
to the masonry walls.

The rafters for such a frame constructed roof for a dairy house will be of two
by four inch material and spaced two feet
centre to centre.
When cedar shingles
are used the sheathing boards can be
spaced two inches apart if they are double
nailed at the crossing of each rafter. The
shingles are laid four and a half inches to
the weather and each shingle which laps
an inch and a half is double nailed with
galvanized shingle nails. With the hips
well protected with galvanized metal
ridge roll a roof of this type vrill last for
twenty-five years providing that it is properly laid.
The following materials are
needed for a 14 by 16 ft. dairy:
9

barrels cement

,f

yards clean, sharp sand
yards coarse gravel or broken stone.
7
275 cement blocks for walls. 8x8x24"
dozen anchor bolts, %xl2"
1
window frames for 12 light 8x10
•")

windows
1

10.00
5.00
7.00
40.00
1.00
14.00
2.00

door frame for 3-0x7-0 door

pieces 2.x8, 14 ft. (or plates)
pieces 2x8, IG ft. for plates)
pieces 2x6, 14 ft. for plates)
8
140 ft. 2x4 12 ft; rafters)
300 ft. roof sheathing
thousand cedar shingles, 5/2
3
50 ft. galvanized metal ridge roll
windows 12 ft. x 8 x 18 S 1/ Vs"
6
1
door,
2
2

3-0x7-0x1%"

Cost of materials for dairy house.

9.00
7.00
10.00
2.00
9 00
3.O0
..$119.00

— W. E. Frudden,

Situation in the

Iowa.

Poultry Yard

'TpHESE

days when the beneficial cold
season holds dormant most of the
microbes that go to make up the many
forms of. bacteria which cause the
spread of disease and trouble, one is apt
to overlook almost entirely the question
of sanitation. And yet where the killing
process is not complete how persistent
the appearance of chicken-pox or any
similar epidemic is to show itself in the
sam.e coops and surroundings that it did
the previous year.
Year after year
troubles will repeat themselves with no
apparent cause just for lack of sufficient
-*

attention to this subject.
In practically every phase of poultry
work this matter is of the very greatest
importance.
The young chicks will be
made or marred right from the time the
egg is set until the chick is matured.
Foods and materials will be seriously
wasted if conditions are not clean and in
the best condition for the birds to secure
the most out of them. Troubles that often
seem to be a conundrum could be traced
simply to unsanitary conditions when
other reasons are given as the cause of
the difficulty.
In the case of the incubator, it must be
thoroughly disinfected before starting
and many even dip the eggs into a disinfecting solution to be sure of dispelling all
germs or breeders of trouble on being
sub^"ected to the heat of the machine.
Every new hatch must have the same
treatment to be sure of preventing harmful possibilities

from decaying

particles

that adhere or are missed in the cleaning.
The eggs must be handled with clean

The outside

appearance

of

the

dairy.

Continued on page 55

The man moved slowly
around the circle outside camping ground.
Every little while he
stopped and bent down.

THE FROST GIRL:
Illustrated bv
THE STORY— UP TO THE
PRESENT
Allan Baird, who has been running a
preliminary survey line for a new raiload to Hudson's Bay, meets Hertha MacLure, a strikingly attractive but very
mysterious girl. He learns from his chief
assistant, Hughey Munro, that the girl

runs a trading post which was formerly
managed by her father, and that she is
known all through the north country as
"The Frost Girl" on account of her cold-

men who

the post.
Baird completes his survey and returns
to headquarters' at Toronto, ichere he receives peremptory orders to start at once
on a complete survey line, from his
ness to all the

chief,

McGregor,

who warns Baird

visit

a big railway

magnate,

that an opposition syn-

dicate will attempt to prevent him from
completing his survey, as they have, by
uire-puUing at Ottawa, had a limit fixed
on the time for 'filing the plans. Baird

must complete his work and file his plans
at Ottawa by April 1; which means q,
lointer's strenuous work in the frozen
north.
In the meantime a missionary
named .Alfred Hardisty visits the trading post of the Frost Girl and expresses
his intention of ivorking

among

the In-

dians along lines ichich her father had
always approved, leaving them to lire as
they had ahcai/s done, but teaching them
the gospel; and secures her interest in
his work.
Baird returns to the north.
Four days out from Sabawe, his base of
supplies, nine of his dogs are poisoned
over night.
Baird goes to the post of
the Frost Oirl to secure supplies.
She
refuses absolutely to sell him anything.
Baird then hurries back to get supplies
up from Sabawe, and, after a long delay,
gets back to camp to find that his hun-

gry men have gone to secure supplies by
force from the Frost Girl. He protects
the Post from his men and sends them
back to camp. By this time Baird realizes that he is in love with the girl.

HARRY

CHAPTER YU— Continued

WHEN

Hughey

flaps he

pulley

aside

the

found Allan standing at

the rear of the tent, a piece of

crumpled paper in his hand. Hughey was
about to speak, but one look at his employer's face and he remained silent. Allan, without a word, laid the paper on the
folding

camp

table in the light of a candle

and drew back.
The woodsman, bewildered, looked down
at it and then up at Allan.
"What's this?" he asked at last.
"You ought to know. Read it."

Hughey bent over the table, studying
the writing.- Then he glanced up at Allan,
still

wondering.

"What
"Read

it?" he asked again.
it," repeated Allan angrily.
is

Hughey picked up

the paper and. held

close to the candle. Again he glanced
Then suddenly, the
furtively at Allan.
paper in his hand, he turned and went
it

out of the tent.
exclamation,
Allan, suppressing an
sprang to the door. Hughey was going
to destroy the note. But he passed the
big camp fire and hurried on to where
the cook was working with a new batch
of bread. Allan saw the woodsman whisper in the cook's ear, handing him the paper
as he did so. The cooked looked at it closeThen he arose and glared at Hughey.
ly.

Quick words followed, a discussion
which the woodsman ended suddenly by
grasping the cook's shoulder and shaking him. Then both bent over the fire, and
the cook read the note.
Instantly Hughey was on his feet, the
paper in his hands, and dashing back
through the crew to Allan's tent. Allan
saw him coming and withdrew to the

pinkerton

e.
C.

EDWARDS

He had hardly
other side of the table.
turned when Hughey burst in. His eyes
blazed angrily.
"Wher did you get this?" he demanded
savagely.
"You ought to know."
"I don't know anything about

it.

I

got back here about five minutes before
you did. Where did you get it?"
In a few words, words intended to be
contemptuous, mocking, Allan told the
story of the message that turned the
dog teams away from the starving crew.
When he finished Hughey did not speak.
He stood looking at Allan with only injury and disappointment in his steady
gaze.

"Well?" asked Allan after a moment.
"Nothing," retorted Hughey, turning
and stepping quickly to the door.
"How about this?" demanded Allan
angrily.
"I don't know anything abou tit," was
the savage answer from the door. "Make
out my time. I'm leaving in the morning."
"But Hughey!" cried Allan, panic suddenly seizing him, panic and the sence of
personal loss, of a shattered friendship.
The woodsman stopped as he was 'about
to lift the tent flaps and turned.
"I'll tell yo uthis much," he said. "I
never even saw a schoolhouse until I was

twenty years old. That!" and he flung
the note back on the table. "Why, t
couldn't even read it, let alone write it."
"Hughey!" cried Allan, springing loiward and grasping the woodsman's shoulder. "Come back here. Come back here
and sit down. Hit me, kick nic, spit on

me, anything you like, Hughey.
I'm a
skunk, a skunk with two stripes dowp his
back and a white tip on his tail."

"

:

FA

:!()

Silently the woodsman looked at his
friend. The stern lines melted. The

young

wrinkles about the eyes returned.

little

The

gentle, serene expression again spread
over his leathery face. Then he smiled.
"I guess it's all right, lad," he said

"I don't blame you any. You was
having a tough time of it, and it sure looksoftly.

ed like

it

was

me.",

never forgive myself, Hughey, for
having doubted you, even for an instant/'
exclaimed Allan.
"I'll

"Now

we'll forget

to figure out a

We've got

way

about that and try
to catch this fellow.

to lick him, lad,

CHAPTER

The Dog

you and me."

VIII

Poisoiicr

immediateALLAN ate. his supper andHughey
went
ly

afterward he and

to the chief's tent, where the woodsman
began an account of his operations since
he had left camp after the poisoning of

the dogs.

a sign in the bush. But there wasn't,
and, when I was sure of it, I started on
the back trail toward Sabawe. Twice I
saw prints of where someone came in
and went out, but the trail had been
packed so hard, and it was so frozen, I
couldn't make anything out of them.
"About the middle of the afternoon it
began to snow, but I kept going, knowing I'd either catch him or find where
he'd left the trail. That "night I got as
far as
Hughey stopped speaking and smiled

—

Then he

arose, spread an eiderdown quilt over Allan, tucked it in, blew
out the candle and tiptoed out. The chief
was asleep.

The next morning the crew was out
early. After breakfast
his report to Allan.

Hughey finished
He had camped

when darkness overtook him
•
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"Hughey!" exclaimed Allan. "Are you
sure?"

"You'd never mistake that big bow and
arrow."
Allan was silent for a moment while
he watched his friend's face closely. He
felt that Hughey was hiding somethirs:.
that he knew more than he had told. And,
what
with
complete
realization
of
Hughey's discovery meant, he felt a chill
creep over his body. There was a sudden
sinking, stifling sensation, and he struggled to breathe as he struggled to think.
Then he controlled himself and asked
calmly
"What do you make of that?"
"Well, that Indian's been working for
the girl, and for her father, since he was
a young one. It ain't likely, after all those
years, that he starts anything on his own
account."
"But that note with your name signed,
Hughey? He didn't write that."
"No, but there's only one other person
who could."

was enough. Allan believed, and,
JTthe
belief, came a realization of his own
with

circled around here until nearly
noon," he said, "thinking there might be

"I

gently.

II

the

first

night and then, at daylight, had again
gone on. Toward noon he crossed thp
trail of an Indian trapper.
The fresh
fall of snow covered both paths alike,
and there was nothing to indicate

whether the man he was pursuing had
off or kept on tow^ard Sabawe.
Hughey knew the crew needed food at
once, so he kept on to the cache and left
word with the caretaker to rush the teams
on to camp. Then he hurried back and
turned west on the Indian's trail.
Two days followed, days of steady
turned

attitude toward the Frost Girl. When he
had first seen her, that day on the portage,
he had been obsessed with his work. When
she had refused to sell him food for his
crew, his mind was filled with his task.
Now, with the opposition to his work
located, with the girl's attitude toward
him and his project clear, the reality arose
to confront hirrt. He was in love with her.
He had been in love with her but he had
not known it. His anger because of the
name the men of the north country had
fastened upon her, his sudden, illogical
dislike of the missionary, his fear when
he knew the men had gone to rob her
store, all these had been warnings that he
did not heed, did not recognize.
As the tenderness of his feelings toward
her rushed in and gained possession, as
he reluctantly admitted himself that his
interest in this strange girl was something more than curiosity, the seriousness
of the winter's task was forgotten. His
spirit, dismayed, dropped to the depths.
He knew only one thing. He loved this

and she, for some inexplicable reason, hated him. To go on meant to oppose
her, to increase that hatred, to ruin forFor he
ever his chance of happiness.
girl,

knew

that only through her could he ever
gain happiness again.
Swiftly these thoughts rushed through
his mind. He did not attempt to control
them. The facts came, presented themselves in rapid succession, were accepted.

tramping, of careful watching, of close
study of every sign.
"The second night," said Hughey, "I
was just going to make camp when I saw
a light ahead. I waited until it was good
and dark and then sneaked up. I'd been
a little suspicious from what the Indian
trapper said when I stopped at his wigwam that morning, but I wasn't expecting
what I did see when I got close to the

There was nothing else to do.
Allan walked to the door of his tent
and looked out. It was a bitterly cold
The sun was just showing
morning.
above the trees, but its rays only
The four-dog team drivers
mocked.
huddled about the big camp fire, spending
their well-earned day of rest. In the snow
beyond the dogs lay curled, sleeping away
the time before their daily meal at dark.

camp

chilled Allan the more.
animals carry food and
supplies for so large a crew over all those
long, weary miles? Could these men, hugging the fire, drive them through? Could
the men now working back in the forest
contend successfully with what lay be-

fire."

He paused

a moment, and Allan, bending forward eagerly, waited for the next
word.
"It was the Frost Girl's big Indian,"
the woodsman continued, "the fellow we
bought the grub off last fall."

The scene only

Gould these

little

fore them? Would it be possible to finish
the survey and comply with the Govern-

ment's requirements?

He had never doubted it before. It had
been a game, a game with a victory at the
end of it if he won; and he had never
doubted but that he would win. Now the
silent, insidious forces of the north had
begun their work. The desert sun that
scorches is visible. The waves that pile
higher and higher beneath the tropic gale
are plainly menacing.
The mountain
ran.ge that is to be crossed lies clear in the
sunlight. In the north the cold, the desolation, the lifeless expanses, the constant,
hidden threat, reach the mind through the
soul. It is what one feels, not what one
sees, that is ominous. It is the emptiness
and silence, heavy as failure, the mocking
chill of a bright sun, the moaning of
spruce boughs, the deluding beauty of the
drifts, each harmless in itself, that depress the soul, sap the strength, freeze the
spirit.

To two peoples all these things have
been a challenge rather than a barrier.
All Canada proclaims it. Lac la Ronge
and Lac He a la Crosse are at the headwaters of the Churchill. Fort a la Come,
Cumberland House and La Pas are in a
line on the Saskatchewan. The waters of
Lac Seul flow past Fort Alexander. Scotch
and French, French and Scotch, not always
hand-in-hand but generally within hail,
they have been Canada. West and north
from the St. Lawrence they have been
pushing for many generations, and their
trails are marked by the rivers and lakes
and towns and Hudson's Bay Company
posts that they have named and made
possible.

To them the desolation has been a perpetual challenge. It has offered a dare,
presented a risk; and they have taken it.
The French and the Scotch were the
pioneers in Canada's mammoth wilderness, the explorers, the voyageurs, the
traders. No other races have been content so far from civilization, have been the
first in so many distant places. The wilhardship,
the
derness,
the
constant
struggle, struck deepest in two diverse
natures, in two opposite temperaments.
And it continues to do so.

ALLAN BAIRD was one of these, and,
as he looked out of his tent and felt
th6 oppression of the northland, he also
felt its challenge. And, feeling it, he accepted it. His shoulders went back, he
took a deep breath of the biting air. His
eyes, sombre before, proclaimed the spirit
strong, fearless, conquering male, and, as
he squared himself for the struggle with
the northland, for the primitive, brutish
fight that must be waged constantly
throughout the winter, his attitude toward
Hertha MacLure became the same. He
came of men who won by might, and she
must bow to might. She had begun a fight
with man's weapons, and she must be won
by them. Brute strength only could win
her, as it only could win to the bay and
back by April first.
There was a wrench at Allan's heart, a
feeling of pity, of tender compassion, for
this girl who dared to oppose him and
what he represented. But the primitive

Continued on page 36
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The

Shelter-Like Bungalow:
A

A

Simple and Picturesque Design

in

By

Frame and Cobblestones

COMPLETE

on either side of
the chimney can be
given t o built-in
book cases. Having

country
place

never

is

obtrusive

the

like

a wide opening
sliding doors

trees

and lawn and
edges, it
ting part
landscape.

the

and
be-

a fitof the

tween

This

room, the two can
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GENEVIEVE.
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is
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on company occas-

esque type of

ions, or in fact for

bungalow^ is steadily gaining favor for

most of the time
when the rooms are

why
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ing.
is
is

home

A

plan,

what

ever,

to

it

through

neces-

It

influ-

is

be ourselves.

house.

For the con-

venience

A

of

»

the

hou sekeeper

to

The

howan

leave

open archway between
two
these
rooms in a farm

enced by a hundred
other houses arou r d
it,
but on a farm

we have room

not a

It is

good

largely

sity.

in use.

build-

city hous5

quaint, home-like type without avy effort at display. The cobblestone porch
chimney give a pleasing individual touch.

house can be built
after our own ideas
of architectural beauty and fitness, ^s
well as interior arrangements.
In a house of the type shown here, we
get a pleasing individuality without resorting to any architectural freaks. The
cobblestone work about the porch and
outside chimney is, to quite an extent, responsible for this eff"ect, while the straight
roof slanting right down over the porch
with the quaint dormer above, gives an
Old-fashioned, substantial, dignified air to
the place.
Having the exterior painted
in two tones adds to the attractiveness if
the colors are well chosen. White for the
first storey with brown or dark green
above, are pretty safe combinations, as
the coloi s always find a corresponding
r.ote in the brown and green of the surrounding fields. Where the house has a
good shelter or background of trees, a
brick-red roof with walls of white and
dark brown looks well; on a bleak site,
unscreened by trees, the same roof might
look too much like a danger signal.
While the area of ground required for

*^^
(Iround- floor plnn.

and

it

should

be

sible to close

pos-

up the

window spaces. The side bay window
makes a good corner for plants, and the
spaces under the little square windows

dining-room so the
be left set, or to protect one
room from dust while the other is being
cleaned.
The wash-room back of the kitchen is
another provision for the conven.ience of
the whole family and particularly for the
housekeeper. It takes the steam and litter of washday out of the kitchen, and is
so placed that the men can go directly to
the dining-room without passing through
the kitchen. The reason for having the
little hall separating the wash-room from
the dining-room is, of course, to give privacy. The back porch is another "woman's friend," particularly when some of
the kitchen work can be taken into the
out-door air in hot weather.
Two plans are suggested for the second
floor.
In the first we have four bedrooms
and little hall space; in the second are
three bedrooms with a little alcove ofl!' one
of them to be used for a sewdng-room.
dressing-room, or a corner for a writing
desk. One advantage in this second layContinued on page 54

Layout for upstairs with four bedrooms
and bathroom.

Layout for upstairs if only three bed*
rooms are required.

floor-space is not usually a serious objection to the cottage or bungalow type of
house on the farm, even where all the

rooms are on the first floor, the difficulty
of heating a house of the usual number of
rooms all on one floor is worth considering.
While the house shown here conforms

bungalow

lines in appearance,
almost a full two-storey
house, with ample head-room upstairs.
In planning the interior lay-out, tie
object has been to make an arrangemer.t
most convenient and livable for a farm
family. The plan of the first floor is complete, making no unnecessary travelling
in doing the house-work, except that there
is only one stairway in the house, and
that runs up from the hall. In a house
of this size it does not seem wise to give
space to a second stairs.
it is,

to

in reality,

The living-room is made particularly
cheerful by its fireplace, and its ample

table can

—

—

The
The

Girl of the Land:

EMILY

By

First of a Series Written Especially for the Girls on

J.

GUEST. M.A.

Canadian Farms

This article introduces a series which will he of vi tal interest to every young tvonian in the country. The
writer came from a farm home in one of the best agric ultural districts of Ontario, and has a thorough knowigh School teacher has brought her into close touch with
ledge of country life. With this, her experience as a
the problems and confidences of the twentieth century g irl. A broad sympathy, a keen sense of himior and the
most thorough and practical way of going straight to t he heart of things, have won for Miss Guest a warm
place in the hearts of the many people ivith whom she h as come in contact through her teaching and lecturing
in Women's Institutes and educational circles, and the id eas presented in this series will give the girl of the land
something worth while to think about.

H

OVE!

Involuntarily,
It's a pity you are not a man!"
admiringly, the words escaped the lips of a man as
he walked down an orchard lane with the clear-eyed,
clear-headed daughter of the house with whom he was
carrying on an animated discussion.
She was silent for a few moments, as if she were thinking it over. It was a way of hers, rather a flattering little
way, too it made you feel as if you had said something
worth while albeit a little tantalizing,*'for you wondered
what the result of the thinking was a thing which you
did not always discover at the time. Sometimes you did

J

—

—

—

"No," she went on more seriously, "the trouble with us
is we underestimate ourselves.
For so long, when
people were uneducated and brute force dominated, we were
considered inferior and did the most monotonous and nerveexhausting part of life's work without receiving any definite recognition or pay for it, for so long we were
untrained to think, that why, women actually used to believe that men were right when they thought they were
'keeping' them, even those who milked and cooked and sewed
and nursed. Yes, we actually agreed that we were being

women

—

kept!"

"You

later.

"Why?"
Slowly and consideringly the question came at length.
"Well oh well, you'd have so much more scope, you
know. A woman is handicapped in a good many ways by
being a woman and you have a mind of masculine

—

—

strength."

For a fraction of a second a pair of eyes glimmered
into his with a smile durling round their corners.
"I know I know," he laughed hastily, "you think that
isn't saying much these days since we've let ourselves be
swept like a lot of fools into this world
and I'll admit
"

—

war—

it,

but

—

"But women are mostly fools, too the Lord made 'em
match the men, I suppose you'd- like to add with Mrs.
Poyser," she cut in merrily, then grew silent again.
As they rounded the corner at the end of the orchard,
she stopped suddenly and leaning back against the rails
to

of the old snake fence, looked over the rolling stretch of
harvest fields, woodland, and meadow. The thoughtful look
had returned to her face. He waited.
"I'm entirely satisfied to remain a woman," she said at
last, with a certain slow, self-poised decision.
"I used to
think it would be nicer to be yes, even wished I had been
horn a boy but now, no, not any longer."
"Why?" It was his turn now. "Why not any longer?"
"You say I have a mind of masculine strength. I was
only a good average student at High School there were
girls and there were boys in my class more brilliant than I
there were also those who were less so, but we were all
being trained to see and think. It was not a question of sex
it was a matter of individual capacity.
And if you look
over things in a comparative way, you'll see that the only
place we are inferior to men is in muscular power.
But
muscle has to go down in the contest before brain power
and nerve endurance, and in the last quality women sur-

—

—

—

—

—
—

pass men."

women, at any

rate," he com-

"I'm not so sure about that, even," she retorted. "There
are heights and depths in living a woman's life, Gethsemanes and Golgothas as well as Mounts of Transfiguration
the symphonies of life so fine, so subtle, so terrific,
that the average man scarcely suspects they are there
indeed, I don't believe he could live through them
not with
his present make-up, anyway!"
"Oh, come now!" he protested but she went on unheeding.
"More power is in a woman's hands too, only she hasn't
realized its full extent yet, nor how to control it. That is
not so much to be wondered at, either, an involved and
intricate bit of machinery is never so readily mastered as
your plain axe or sword. Yes, the trouble with us is that
we lack belief in ourselves, full respect for ourselves as
women, self-confidence, self-expression, a clear perception
of the part we play in the scheme of things, and we have to
see it before men can really understand its significance,

—

—

—

—

either."

"What

going to make you see it?"
education, commercial and industrial conditions, suff'rage, this frightful war; all are helping to force
us out of our rut to drive us back to Eden ideas where
Eve held dominion over the earth on exactly the same terms

"Pretty sure.
We used to think women couldn't do
Latin or mathematics, couldn't understand business. Girls
have carried off' the Gold Medal in both these departments
at the University, and beginning to be everywhere in business to say nothing of Hetty Green
And it used to be
thought, 'oh, dear, women never could speak in public they
hadn't nerve nor voice enough,' but there is Mrs. McClung!"
She laughed. So did he.
!

—

is

"Modern

life,

—

as

Adam."

—

Suddenly she caught her sun-hat off she was rather
proud of that hat, she had learned from her grandmother
how to pick and braid the wheat straw and make it herself
and as if to get a wider vision, looked away off over the
yellow and green fields to the scarlet-swept sky-line in the

—

—

west.

A

mystic half-inspired gleam came into those far-seeing

eyes.

"Yes,

we can

—

do

all

a

—

man

—kill—" slowly,

can do except

—

"and then and then^ besides all that a woman can be a
mother! A worker together with God!"
With a swift, instinctive movement of reverence, the
man bared his head and they both stood in silence while the

—

"Sure?"

—

don't underestimate

mented dryly.

afterglow bathed the land in crimson fire.
"It \vill be too late to get those apples if we don't hurry,
and I want to make pies and apple-sauce first thing in
the morning," she broke out suddenly, with a swift reversion to the practical needs of the present. "Come on. I'm
Continued on page 62
*
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facturing automobiles and looked about him for wise methods
of doing this.
He got in touch with many manufacturers and looked
over many nsakes of cars. Finally, he decided on one make
and effected arrangements for its production in this country.
The car he chose was the Ford.
He then tried to induce some of his friends in Canada to
invest in the project and encountered all the usual cold, disheartening diificulties attendant upon the organization of a
new and untried proposition. If they could have but looked
ten or eleven years ahead he would have had no worries over
the organization of a company even double or quadruple the
size.

No

was offered for sale outside of the Dominion
Canadians had been given an opportunity to sub-

stock

until all
scribe.

Finally, in Aug'ist, 1904, they organized the company with
a capital of $12.5,000.
Then came the difficulties of manufacture, and for three
years it was a constant struggle to win success*.
But success came and a greater success thqn the founders

—

a success abounding in truly marvelous
^~
facts and figui'es.
Anr\ this is the storv of Gordon McGregor, of Ford,
Ontario, snd of thp rst^blishment of the Ford Motor Company of Canpda, Limited.
To-day, h:ilf the pnpiilatinn "f four towns depend upon the
Ford rninp:iny of Cnnidn for tlieir earnings. These sxve Ford

ever dreamed of

W.illjerville. Windsor and Sandwich.
last census states that the average family consists rf five
.A.S t'i^ere arc over 3.000 employee's in the t^wiis nientiouea.il>ove whose
is devoted to the manufacture of F^rd cars,

City.

The

pprs"iis.

th-'t

McGregor

of Ford

RECENTLY ONE OF OUR FRIENDS FROM ACROSS
was standing on the sidewalk in one of our larger
cities viewing a march past of some of our soldier
boys. The Kilties were going by.
"How typically Canadian are the kilties," he remarked.
"We on our side of the big pond associate the Highland
uniform as much with Canada as with Scotland. Why is it?''
The reply was to the effect that it was because the Scotch
had contributed so largely to the settlement and upbuilding
of the Dominion and so many Canadians of Scottish ancestry
had made themselves worthy of high ranks in the history of
the line

Canadian

Canada.

1

ok

to the

and the cump.iuy iS speuuiug Ihousanus
moving pic-LUreti, wiiKh are ollered free to asSiSt
woik .111 oVer the Li^n.iniou,
What an immense expression of confidence in

serviLtf,

'

of d.^iiais iu
iu le.ruiLing

the

uUimate

^.l Kritish Arms and- the ailieu
cause
gieai wage increase!
was Ui.t the ouiy evidence of the Furd Company's
it

and uniinestionable suclcss

Among

these Canadians of Scotch parentage who have
won a place among Canada's great builders of industry we
must reckon Gordon M. McGregor, of Ford, Out.
About the year 1850 Mr. McGregor's grandparents set
out from Glasgow, Scotland, to settle in what was then a
new and far away country Canada.
A few years later we find them located at Sarnia, Ontario,
where a son, William, was born.
When still a young man, William McGregor took a very
active interest in the business and political life of the country and was elected a member of the Dominion Parliament,
serving his country and his district well and faithfully for
twenty years.
Gordon McGregor, about whom this is written, was the
son of William McGregor, and was born at Windsor, On*:.
As Gordon McGregor grew to manhood he capably assumed

—

much

wrk

census figure >hows that there are over l.n 001 people
F"rd Company for their sunport. Th'S dops ii't
inr-lndp the nine cities in Canada in which Ford branches are
established, which would add over 3. COO more.
And Ford employes are paid three times as well as the average as shi wn hy govern meut wage reports.
In April. Wlo, a time when most Canadian manufactiii'ers were
foil win^ a pylic y of retrem hment, the present Ford schedule of
wages was adcpted liy which the company virtually handed to
Us employees, $^0,000 a month increased wages and reduced the
working hours fr. ni nine to eight per day.
Surely this is a great boon to Canadian workmen .ind their
families.
It is a boon to Canadian merchants who benefit l>y the
increased purchasing power of all these families.
It is a l)ouu to
the entire c nntry in time of war when living expenses are higher
than ever before.
And these employees have responded in like measure to the
Empire's need for her people's support, Ford Llty aione having
maue what is probably a recor<l contribution to the l'atrii,tic
Fund Lt ^'A-i per uipua.
More than aoo L'\,rd employees have enlisted lur overseas
pffii-ial

tl'is

of the business cares of his father.
Williflm McGregor eventually became interested in the
Walk'erville Wagon Co., at Walkerville, Ontario, and shortly
after, his son Gordon McGregor, was made manager of the
firm.
Here the son began to show that business foresight
that has made him one of the prominent figures in the business world of Canada.
About this time an event took place in the carriage and
wagon industry that caused the greatest concern. This was
the advent and the establishment of the automobile as a
practical vehicle.
Some dealers and builders were so alarmed that they
thought their business would go to immediate rack and ruin
and that the auto would supersede horse-drawn vehicles entirely.
Others were cool-headed enough to see the advantages
that this new industry afforded and governed themselves
accordingly.
Among the latter was Gordon McGregor, who believed
that he could successfully enter upon the business of manu-

was

ihis

Km

faith

the Luipiie.

lU

Betore the outbreak of hostilities the company decided to
reduie tte piue ot the car by $cU. When the war t.iu.e ui>on us

cumpany

pardoned tor witUh.,ldiiig this
liui they uever eveu cousiueied u.
i ue
ihe s.ime u.iy war was declaieu.
And you can realize h^w real this cuiitideiue tii the vicloiious
piospeiuy of cauaua was wutu y.,u coasiuer that lue pn,e.j or
! -ru LUIS a^e set iii accoru.iiKe wii.li tiie esliiiiuieo p. ..nui i.io!i
tor ti.e comiug i^si.,i, year auu not by auy means are iiiey based
ou Iht pivnis ol ILe pieieuiiig .\tal.
i>ii.o-,OjO nas been spent oil new buildings in Ford Lr.y since'
the War btgau.
Over $i,UUJ,i;O0 has been spent on new buildings in luur Canadian cities since war began, making a i-otai expeiidiiuic lor new
tlie

rciiuttioii

miglit well h.ive lieeu

lor

a

reduction was

l)oiiuui!i.-5

1.1

tiuio.

maue

..ppru.Miiiaiciy

a

mnii.n and

three-ijuui.cr.-,.

Las been spent iu new eiiuipmeni Siiice war begau.
to the pay roll siuie wai beg.iu.
And if theie is needed lurther pr^ot of this Ci-mii'.iuy's aosolute conviction in the iir. giess and prosperity of the i< niini..u,
may be lound in the tact that .another ?.,0 leilmlion iii the
it
price of the car was m.ide last August making a total reducti.u
of $1-U sinie war began.
This new price leiiuires an output of -10.000 cars this vear.
Then, too, the price of Ford parts has been redu.eo' o\ .-^UT
per cai— a icductiou that means a big increased e. onomy to
Ford owners.
.Such immense expenditures and price reductions as these are
of the greatest benefit to the general welfare of the nati..n unocr
existing conditionr,. They form cne of the greatest possilile inllueiices towards boosting the prosperity of Canada.
Kemember that all out .fl«.8S worth of the material that goes
into the construction of a I-ord car is bought here in Canada
and it would all be bouglit here if it were possil)le t. get it
Truly, the Ford Is, .after all, a Canadian Car, built bv C.iu.idians.
Very few C.inadian mauufcturers are able to show such
a support to Canadian industry as this.
The Canadi.iu Ford Comp.iny is basing this year's factory
production plins on just double the busiue:.s done" last vear
They stake everything on the conviction that Canada is bound
to prosper.
They place ali on the belief that Biiiain and her
allies are bound to wiu
McGregor, of Ford, and his Canadian associat'es may be par-'
.•pj.OoO.OOO
"JUU

men have betu aoded

—

doned

for feeling

proud of

this record.
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Our Farmers and
Local Merchant
It

costs less to

Continued from page 16

We

buy a
than to buy experience

E

ACH

year some 40,000 farmers,

who have bought

one time or another,
"cheap" cream separators, discard the inferior, cream-wasting machines and
replace them with clean-skimming De Lavals.
at

These nien bought the "cheap" machines because they thought they were
or "just as good," and that by purchasing such machines they
could save a little money. They actually would have been better off in most cases
had they bought no separators, for they lost most of the money they spent for the
"cheap" machines, besides all the cream these machines have failed to get out of

"good enough"

the milk.

No one ever saved money using a "clfeap" cream-wasting separator or an old
or half worn-out machine. No one ever got back the money spent for such a machine
by continuing to use it. Those who bought "cheap" machines and got out of the
difficulty best are the ones who quickly discovered their mistake, discarded the
inferior machines and put in real cream separators
De Lavals.

—

There are nearly 2,000,000 farmers who have bought De Lavals, and every one
of these had just as many opportunities to buy "cheap" separators as any one else.
They did not do it and are now money ahead. They have avoided paying the high
cost of experience, and their De Lavals have paid for themselves many times over.
It always pays to buy a separator of proved, known superiority.

The nearest De Laval agent will be glad to let you see and try a De Laval on
your own farm, without -obligating you In any way. It is better to take advantage
of this opportunity than to pay dearly for your cream separator experience. If you
don't know the local De Laval agent, simply address the nearest main office, as below.

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY
LARGEST
CANADA.

MANUFACTURERS

OF

DAIRY

CO., Ltd.

SUPPLIES

IN

Sole distributors in Canada of the famous De Laval
Alplia Gas Engines. Manufacturers of Ideal
.Silos.
Catalogrues of any of our lines mailed upon

Cream Separators and
Green Feed
request.

MONTREAL
50,000

VANCOUVER
PETERBORO
WINNIPEG
BRANCHES AND LOCAL AGENCIES THE WORLD OVER

must not interfere too greatly wi
the general store, the hardware store, t
druggist and the grocer.
"Now I would like to point out that it
not
the
farmer nor the organiz
farmer that is going the hardest after o
local merchants, but it is the department
store; in other words, combined capit
that can buy goods reaching into millio
of dollars, which power enables the d
partmental store to buy goods in mai
cases 20 to 40 per cent, less than the loc
merchant can buy.
"Our local merchants to-day are buyii
their goods as individuals, therefore th
have not the purchasing power. This
where the local merchant is doomed.

ONLY ONE WAY OUT
"There is only one way in which cou
try merchants can be preserved and th
is by building up an organization of coi
bined effort and capital which would e
able the local merchant to fill his shelv
with goods at a price equal to that of ar
departmental business. We have no fau
to find with the departmental stores,
have no fault to find with any set of ind
viduals, we have no fault to find with
dividuals, but we have fault to find wi
the system we live under. I would thro
open the doors and invite all local me
chants and others to come into our orgai
th<
ization and in this organization
coiild build up a department just the san
as we have in the Grain Growers' Gra
Co. to-day and in this merchants' depar
ment they could man it themselves ar
by the concentration of capital and tl
purchasing by cash and in the selling f(
cash, the local merchant would be enabl
to fill his shelves with goods equal to th
of any departmental store on the co
-v

i

tinent.

Are You Interested in Cne of Canada's
Greatest Coming Industries?

—

Raising Silver Black Foxes
The demand for silver black fox furs is as old as
the Hudson Bay Company, and they will always be
in demand at fancy prices.
Two silver black fox
skins were recently sold at the January fur sales
in St. Louis for the handsome price of $2,350.00.
We have one of the largest ranches of strictly highOur foxes are all
class foxes in the Province.
from Rayner and Dalton strains, and are eligible
for registration in Class A. stock.
now on 1916 foxes.

Write

for

Secure optiiins

terms and any information you desire.

Ruthven-Brett Silver Black Fox Co., Ltd.
ALLISTON. ONTARIO

"Now the result of these suggestions
that to-day we have in Manitoba and tl
West the Merchants Consolidated, wi
about 200 local merchants as member
They have their own storehouse in Wi
nipeg, whereby the local merchant cf
send in his $10 or $100 for a small ord
of goods, and then when the cash is pa
the goods are sent out to him. It sav
him the necessity of ordering and ca
rying large blocks of stock on future pa
ment. It saves him the necessity of pa
ing travellers to come around and co£
him to buy things he does not want,
saves him the necessity of having travf
lers with high salaries and high expens
to

come around and

tell

him what

1

By

this organization described !
the Merchants Consolidated, all this e:
pense is cut out, and the credit syste
abolished. I am not in favor of any loc;

wants.

co-operative stores, in the way of carryi
goods from one year's end to the othe
We will never solve the great question
this maner. It must come from an hone:
effort and co-operation between the loc<
merchant, the tiller of the soil and th
wage earner."
'

CLASSIFIED

want

ads. get right

down

to the point at issue. If

you want something,

say so in a few well-chosen words. Readers like that sort of straight-from-theshoulder-talk, and that is the reason why condensed ads. are so productive of the best
kind of results. Try a classified ad. in this paper.
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Looking Toward Spring
—

Very Smart and Dressy are the New Models Silk Suits Will
Be Popular for Spring and Summer Wear
new
THE
spring

majority

the
of

though
models,
a few have the
high neck. The
greatest change

are

suits

on

seen

is

decidedly smart.
Many of them
are made up in
a combination of

the

comes

in

materials,

sleeve

which

usually

silk

with cloth,

and

shows decidedly
more fullness at
the elbow, and is
gathered into

many

with

models it is hard
to say whether
the suit is of

deep

gauntlet
Yoke-like

cuffs.

combined

empiecements,

with silk or of

novel drop-

cloth

combined
with cloth. Pop-

silk

shoulder effects

lin is

and set-in
sleeves are

taking the

place of serge to

among

great extent
as a satisfac-

ideas.

a

Some

finishes

used ex-

and

cape-like
frills
o r
falling over the
puff of

sleeve.

and
gives

tensively,

plain,

nothing

ly

better

service

the
The

moderateskirt

full

is

new

by

varied

trimming

than a good durable silk. So long

Gabardine

of

velvet

laid

on,

and the

lines

plain

colors,

buttons are
being used to
trim dresses of
almost any ma-

plaids,

stripes

terial.

will also be

of

used

a great deal,

in

Collar

and checks. This
cloth is as dur-

cuff sets of

able as
it
is
dressy, and is
always a safe investment.
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Styles
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plainest

suits follow the

fashion
enough
duce

far

A

model in satin striped silk piped
faille. Piping around the bottom of the skirt could be used instead of
typical

ivith

white

and hip length.

Collars will

be low and flat, or high at the back and
sides with an open V throat. Among the
extremes there will be the full cape collar
effects.

though there

is

novelty

taffeta

very
this

will

b e

popular
spring,

a

woman who

flar-

In waists there

and ribbon-

welcome piece of
every
news 1

the scalloped edge.

ing peplum, and trimming touches in
some form or other. Coats will be worn
in all lengths from the short bolero to
waist-line

lace-trim-

s,

models i n the
sheer white materials and white

to intro-

the

e

bound

are

more

the

and

white
organdie, organd i e embroider-

onsiderably

elaborate
than those of a
year ago. Even

Cleanliness

touches with the
form of bands

as it will hold
together it looks
about as good as

new.

o f

caps

corded silk) and
will be

eans

the
newer ideas i n
dresses will be
the cape effects,

tory poplin i s
proto
easier
cure. Silks, especially taffeta,
faille (a pliable

satin

the latest

change in style,
a general tendency to
is little

more elaboration. The convertible

collar

wants

to freshen

The sports coat

up an

old dress.

will be a feature of the

ready-to-wear garments.
They will be
in various lengths reaching from
just below the hips to just below the knees.
All models flare, and many are cut with
the circular back swinging from the
shoulders.
The extreme collar shows a
flaring cape effect, but the convertible collas is the one most used. A few collars are
high at the back and sides, but have the

worn

V-opening

in front.

Equally
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on Enamel
Metal or

Wood

Surfaces
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The

Alpha Gas Engines

Continued from page 30

upon him. The wilderness fosthe very attitude of the girl herself had induced it. And Allan, the red
blood singing exultantly from scalp to
toes, stepped forth tp begin the fray.
"You fellows keep a guard every night,"
he said as he stopped before the dog-team
drivers. "Take turns and don't let anyone get to those dogs. Keep them tied as
close to the fire as you can. There's an
extra month's pay for the one who catches
a dog poisoner. When you get back to the
cache tell the man there never to leave the
place for a minute.
He told Hughey to return to Sabawe
with the dog train and buy more dogs.
spirit A'as

tered

The Men

Who

Use Them

Save Money
just as do many
other men. An Alpha Gas Engine is a saving investment any way you
look at it. It will save money you now must pay out to get work done
that requires power, because you can own and operate the engine at less
cost than that of hiring some one with an^engine.
It will do quickly work that you are now doing by hand and wasting
a lot of valuable time over. It wiil pump water and do other similar jobs
without attention and leave you free to get other work done. Your wife
or your, boy can start and operate it at many jobs to which you now
must give your time. Having an engine will relieve you of the odd jobs
that are time-wasters and give you more time to attend to the important
work on your farm.

You need an engine and the sooner you buy one the
quicker you will save the cost of the engine. Get an Alpha
Gas Engine now, put it to work; and it will pay for itself
in a few months.
Ask for catalogue, prices and
complete information.

Feed Silage
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CO., Ltd.
CANADA.
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PETERBORO
WINNIPEG
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ALWAYS DRESSY

Have THE correct "domestic" finish and dull texture of the finest
LINEN COLLARS. QUICKLY CLEANED
BY USING SOAP AND WATER WITH
SPONGE OR CLOTH
SAVE YOU MONEY
No LAUNDRY BILLS TO PAY,

At

.

.

COST

Youk dealer's, or direct

Write for new Style Book

THE LAST AND ONLY COST —
from us. collars 25c e&ch- cuffs 50c &p&ir
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it

to

Allan spent the remainder of the day on
the line with the surveying crew. Early
the next morning he supervised the moving of camp while Ilughey and three
teams departed for Sabawe.
Straight past the MacLure post the
dogs hauled the camp paraphernalia.
Allan, breaking trail ahead, stopped the
teams on the river ice and climbed the
bank to Hertha's house. The spirit of the
previous day was still upon him and, his
head up, his eyes bright and challenging,
he knocked at her door.

first

seen

her-,

that day

showed round and firm beneath the wool

Sole distributorc in Canada of the famous De Laval Cream Separators
and Alpha Gas Enginos.
Manufacturers of Ideal Green Feed Silos.
Catalogues of any of our lines mailed upon request.

FIRST

need

Her expression was neither hostile
nor friendly, but there was none of the
primness that so mysteriously robbed her
of the beauty which Allan had first seen.
As he stood before her, confused, adoring, penitent, angry that he should have
enteitained the views of the moment before, he knew only that he loved her. He
had come to accept her challenge, to let
her understand that he was in the fight to
stay. Now, as she looked at him, he could
think only of what she really meant to
him, of how he wished that he could protect rather than oppose hei-.
"I stopped. Miss MacLure." he stammered, "just to say good morning and to
see that you have recovered from the
scare the men gave you the other night."
"I was not frightened." she answered,
simply. "They came to steal, and I had to
protect my property."
"I am very sorry it happened," he said.
She did not answer. He could not think
of anything more to say. The unaccustomed embarrassment made his confusion
the greater, and, hesitatingly, he turned
shirt.

LARGEST MANUFACTURErS OF DAIRY SUPPUES

—

We

river."

when she cuddled the sick Indian child.
Her eyes were deep blue, her hair tumbled
in billows down her back, her shoulders

than in any other.

SMAni-

here to-morrow.

move camp down the

She was as he had

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY

ALWAYS

will stay

it

stock.

M'AD£

"Get a couple of extra teams," he said.
don't want to be caught again. And,
if you see a few men who can be trusted,
grab them. We've got to guard these
caches night and day. One of these teams

his courthe instant she opened
BUT
age sank, his confident mood vanished.

the best and cheapest feed for all kinds of live
Silage fed cows produce more milk at less cost
than cows on any other feed. Stop the waste of your
corn crop due to the fodder being dried and exposed to
the weather and make the work of feeding easier by
erecting an Ideal Green Feed Silo. It will pay for itself
the first year and give you many years of service. Ask
for catalogues that show why you get greater value for

It is

in this silo

it,

"We

You can save money by using an Alpha Gas Engine

your money

Frost Girl

away.
"I wish," he cri^d. impulsively, as he
wheeled and extended a hand, "that we
could be friends. I want to be your friend,
but you won't have me."

—

:
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The blue eyes clouded. Hertha caught
Her right hand rose, then
her breath.
She drew back as
quickly fell again.
though afraid, and the beautiful curves
of her lips straightened to the familiar
grim

line.

Two Good
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Deering
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Drill
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"I am sorry," she whispered, "but
good bye."
As she spoke she stepped back quickly
and closed the door. Allan, bewildered,
took one step toward it and then stopped.
After an instant he turned and walked
slowly down to the waiting dog teams.
Silently he took his place in the lead. The
dogs started, the toboggans creaked, the
train was in motion.

CHAPTER

The Fight

IX

in the

Dark

a week the work progressed as
FOR
satisfactory as Allan could wish.

After his last meeting with Hertha he
had thrown himseix into his task with an
energy that was communicated to the
crew. The men had come to exalt their
leader. The encounter before the door of
the MacLure trading post had proved to
be a bond that held them closely to him;
and his sway over them was absolute.
Until his last conversation vdth Hertha,
Allan, however, as was his nature, had
looked upon the survey as a sporting affair, upon the opposition as a welcome risk
that would make victory the greater.
Something of this spirit had been infused
into the men, and they had worked with
the vim of lacrosse and the dash of hockey.
Since that time a change had come over
him.
He no longer worked with a jest
on his lips.
Suddenly Allan had grown
up.
The boyish nature had vanished in
the few short steps from Hertha's door
to the river, and a savage vindictiveness
characterized every action. His eyes no
longer smiled, his lips no longer jested,
his heart no longer sang.
And, as the
lighter mood had instilled a conquering
spirit in the men, his stern, serious bearing impelled upon them the urgency of
the task, and the line moved steadily
northward.
But if Allan drove his men he did not
spare himself. For a week he was ahead
of the survey, looking over the lay of the
land, directing the route, making his work
thorough as well as rapid. Often he limped into camp long after the others had
finished supper.
As often he left before
they did in the morning.

And all the time he kept a sharp outlook for a repetition of the dog poisoning,
for signs of the National people having
gained a foothold within his camp.

FLEERING drills do away with delay at planting
*^ time. They have a workmanlike way of

—

sticking steadily to business until the job is done that
does away with most of the terrors of our short planting season.
too, they are easy on horses.
The high, wide wheels
The weight of the drill is light. The feed runs turn
The dust-proof disk bearings take off a lot of pull.
Steady planting and light draft make a good drill combination
the kind you get when you buy a Deering drill.
You would be perfectly safe in buying a Deering drill on its
record and reputation, but we would not advisebuying that way.

Then,

help.
freely.

—

—

See the Deering first look it over thoroughly note all the features the Deering local agent will show you
and then you'll
have a basis of comparison when you look at other drills, a comparison that, we beHeve, will bring you back to the Deering to
buy. Don't forget see the Deering local agent when you are
ready to talk drill. In the meantime, if you say so, we will send
you a catalogue. Write us at the nearest branch house.

—

—
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week after the return of the dog teams to
Sabawe he began to wait anxiously for
their arrival.
A safe journey would
prove to him that the poisoners could be

illus.

They came one noon, five teams in all,
for Hughey had picked up two more.
But they brought a story of two dogs that
had become suddenly ill in a camp below
Kabetogama and saved only by the administration of an antidote that

had obtained

oning.

for

Home

Study

Bath Iron Works.
Formerl.v Instnictor, Massachusetts
S. B., American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
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treatise on the mateiials and approved method.s of constniotion of steam
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Newell, S.
Carl S. Dow,

S.

B.,

with

such as the vertical, horizontal, water-tube, fire-tul)e, etc.
Price
$1.00
By L. V. Liidy, Acting Professor of Steam and Gas Engineering, University of Wisconsin,
.\merican Society of Meclianical ISngineers.
165 pp., 75 illus.
Cloth binding.
A concise, practical manual for
the use of Engineers, Firemen, Machinists. Oilers and Shopmen in general.
The principies of ojieration types
of engines fitted for different kinds of work; types of simple and multiple-expansion engines, engine accessoriesall are clearly explained in a way that anyone can grasp.
Price
$1.00
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Hughey

Sabawe.
"Where was that?" asked Allan, when
Hughey told him of the attempted poisin

boilers,
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Cloth binding.
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Another Solution to Your
Hired Help Problem

One Man'^ Spraying

Not only is it important that you should get the most and the best that your orchard, field
and garden will produce, but the alert farmer and fruit grower will diminish his need for
hired help by using labor-saving methods.
The I.X.L. Junior Automatic Power Sprayer, enables one man to do the work that usually
The I.X.L. Junior is made in three sizes. It consists of a 3
requires the time of two men.
H.P. Engine, cypress tank, gear driven vertical cylinder pump, two 25 ft. leads of hose, two
visible spray nozzles, complete in all details.

For Garden" Spraying
we recommend tlif
Vegetable or
I.X.L.
Potato Sprayer which
can be converted to
orchard spraying liy
attaching spray poles

Write

and

price

for

1

wff

Canadian Sprayer
-

Company

|

TRENTON. ONTARIO
Canadian Sprayer

Co..

Trenton, Ont.
Sirs;

Kindly send
on Spraying.
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Allan went into his tent, returning
few minutes with a note which

after a

'

he handed to Hughey.
"Give this to Matthews," he said. "I'm
leaving him in charge of the crew, but you
are boss of the dog teams."

The woodsman took the

Fiov
Size

was thoughtful for a minute.
They were now more than two hundred miles from the railroad, and every
time camp was moved the difficulty of getting supplies to the crew became greater.
As they went on toward the north the
dogs would have farther and farther to

cache."

your book

Name

A LLAN

•**-

haul, and another wholesale poisoning
might mean complete disaster.
"We've got more than a ton and a half
of grub here now, Hughey," Allan said
suddenly.
"Instead of going back to
Sabawe in the morning, take the five
teams and travel north for two days and
a half and build a cache.
Take one of
the new men along to guard it, or, better,
I'll give you an axeman, and leave the
new man here. Then you can come back
and move up the stuff in the cache below
Kabetogama. You know the route ahead,
and you can pick out a good place for the

to hose.

complete description.
Fill out the coupon
for our Booklet on
Spraying.

"Twenty-five miles the other side of
the Frost Girl's."
"See any sign of anyone?"
"There wasn't a track going in or coming out, and we kept watch all night."
"When were the dogs taken sick?"
"Just after we got there."

of

Orchard

Sprayer Complete as you see

it,

with wheels,

etc.

—S200.00.

down

a

robe.

"You're going south, lad?" he asked
when Allan, his pack on his back and his
snowshoes lashed on top, started toward

DOCTORS RECOMMEND
Whenever

letter silently

and watched Allan while he got some food
from the cook and rolled it into his eider-

IT

nourishing,

the

trail.

"I'm going after those dog poisoners,
Hughey," he answered, quietly. "I don't
know how long it will be, not more than
two or three days. But this sort of thing
has got to stop, and I'm going to stop
it."

strength

-

imparting,

stimulative tonic

Doctors

do not

is

mildly

required,

hesitate

to

recommend

INVOLIDS" M^OMiT

—

rich,

red blood, quiet the nerves and impart

strength to every part of the body.

Big Bottle

Ask

YOUR

Doctor

Allan replied, but he looked

All Druggists
H-6

away

as he

spoke.

"You can't prove anything," remonstrated Hughey.
"I don't have to!" retorted the engineer,
now looking at the other angrily. "There's
enough circumstantial evidence, and
that's all I need."

H

because they know it is a combination of the food
elements of rich, ruby Douro Grapes with the tonic
supplying every element to
properties of Cinchona

make

"But how'll you catch them?"
"I don't have to go far to do that,"

E turned

at once and started on a
jog down the trail, his snowshoes
clattering on his back.
Allan slowed his pace after an hour
and began to keep a sharp lookout both on
the trail and beside it for signs of anyone following the incoming dog teams.
All afternoon he pressed on as fast as a
close inspection would permit, and darkness found him fifteen miles from camp.
When he could no longer see he stopped,
took off his pack, and unlashed the snowshoes from it. He did not wish to pass
over any of the trail except in daylight,
and intended to sleep there until dawn before going on.
But, as he started to open his pack, he
remembered that the last camp of the
incoming dog teams was only a little way

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
There would be bough beds
ready there, and perhaps some firewood.
He swung his pack back to his shoulders
and, carrying his snowshoes in his hands,
went down the trail.
Beneath the spruce, the darkness was
intense, despite the snow on the ground.
Clouds had covered the sky in the afternoon, and while it was still very cold, there
were signs of warmer weather and another big snowstorm.
Allan hurried on
through the forest. His moccasins made
no sound on the hard trail, and his snowshoes, in his hands, no longer clattered.
Suddenly, through the brush ahead,
came the yelp of a dog. The young engineer stopped instantly.
His own dog
teams were all behind him. Hughey had
not told him of any more to follow. There
was only one other explanation.
Silently he slipped his pack to the
ground, stuck his snowshoes into the
snow, and began to creep forward.
He
had not gone fifty feet before he turned
a bend to find himself on the edge of the
camping spot. The black spots, he knew,
were the beds where Hughey and the driv-

39

beyond.

The "Brantford" Line
Saves Time and Labor

Our Hopper Cooled Design

had slept. The great, round blotch in
snow was where their fire had been.

ers

the

Allan noted these things
ASanother
shadow beyond, a

he saw

shadow

which moved.
A moment later it was
near enough so that he could see it was
a man. Allan crouched behind a spruce
sapling and waited, watching closely.
The .-lan moved slowly around the circle outside the camping grounds.
Every

while he stopped and bent down.
After a second he would rise and go on a
few feet. Wonderingly, Allan watched.
What could the man be doing?
And then, as he came nearer, Allan
suddenly realized the meaning of the
strange movements, suddenly knew how
the last two dogs had been poisoned. This
man was hiding pieces of poisoned meat
n the places
where the dogs had
slept, in the circle just outside that of the
tnen about the fire.
His plan was clearly evident. The camping spot would be used again. The dogs,
tied in their usual places, would be ravenous before their meal was cooked. The
nen, busy making camp, would not notice
hem. The dogs, smelling meat, would
iig it up and gulp it without the men
cnowing they had done so. And, an hour
ater, every dog would be dead.
And this man, Allan saw, was playing
safe game. Already the first snow flakes
were falling. In half an hour all traces
)f his having been there would be gone.
In the darkness Allan could not make
)uc who his enemy was.
He could only
ee it was a man, and, as the stranger
ame closer and closer, Allan crouched
mpatiently, ready for the spring which
would launch him forth, with the thoughts
f starving men as a spur.
little

At last the man rose to his feet directy in front of Allan, and less than six
feet

away.

evidently, he
lis

(IDEAL)

task

was

His back was turned, and,
was looking about to see if
finished.

Genuine Money Savers
With the problem of meeting
replace "man power."
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the scarcity of labor, you will need efficient machines to
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in Canada"
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Farm Machinery will go a long way
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We manufacture the most complete line of gasoline engines in Canada. These engines
give genuine value, complete satisfaction.
There is a size that will suit your requirements to a nicety. We have stationary, portable traction engines from li/j to 50 H.P.
BRANTFOED WJ)uJrnills have the same quality and reliability as all "Brantford"
goods, and M'ill give long satisfactory service.
The Maple Leaf Grain Grinders are just the thing for saving money and giving the best
results.
They chop and grind feed to give the animals full value. Less feed goes
further. It is a reliable machine, easily operated and very simple in construction.

& Mulr stands behind the (Ideal) Brantford line, and
guarantee of reliability, durability and satisfaction from dependable service.
The name Goold, Shapley

Send

Catalogue showing how the Brantford
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for our
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What

is

your spare time worth?

What do you do with your .'^pare time? Are you improving it?' Is it
bringing you a profitable return in dollars and cents? If it isn't and you
have an hour or two to spare every day, we have a plan by which your spare
time may be worth more to you than your regular position.
It will pay you to investigate and find out just what we have to offer you
and perhaps it will turn out to be just what you have been looking for,
for a long time. Write us to-day and find out what it
i.s.

tT was

thus that Allan struck him, with
his full weight squarely on the man's
)ack.
And the two went down to the

-*•

lard

snow together.
To he continued
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Durrng 1916 we are galvanizing all BT Steel
and BT Steel Pens and are not charging
extra for it. We are doing ihis in spite of the
fact that galvanized pipe used in making steel
stalls cotis on the open market, almost twice the
Stalls,

price of pipe that

is

not galvanized.

Galvanized

STEEL
W^ien you buy

steel stalls, insist

Galvanized

STALLS
on having them

gal-

vanized. Never accept stalls which are only painted.
Stable acids eat the paint off in a few weeks, and allow
the rust to attack the steel.
Your steel equipment is
thereby weakened. Its lifetime is cut in two.

You know the need of galvanizing, from your own experience. You wouldn't think of buying a steel tank unless it
was galvanized, or wire fencing, or eave troughing, or steel
pipe, unless they were galvanized.
Then be sure your stalls
are galvanized, too.
Galvanizing is the only finish that will
stand exposure to stable acids and moisture.
is the tubing of BT Stalls Galvanized, but all the clamps
nd bolts and nuts as well. There is not a single spot for the rust
attack.
There is no exposed part.

Not only

galvanized the steel

stalls, steel hog pens, calf pens, bull pens,
pens, steer pens, in our own galvanizing plant by the electric
process.
Electro galvanizing never comes off because it is
united chemically and electrically with the steel.

e

ow

Don't forget about the galvanizing. Better send today for
our new, valuable Barn Book which tells all the facts about
modern, galvanized stable equipment.

Beatty Bros., Limited,

M217 Hill Street
FERGUS, ONT.
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Never rust. Never rot. Never burn. Galvanized steel stalls last a century.
They outlast
the cement work and the upper structure of your
barn.
Put in the steel and you'll always be
proud of your stable.
will always look
It
well.

Galvanized

•alvaniz**

EI^H

STEEL

STALLS

Now's

the time to find out all the facts about the steel
proposition.
Get a price on remodelling your
stable and putting in the complete sanitar}^ complete
stall

galvanized equipment.
Get our

new Barn Book.

'

It illustrates the equipment in actual use in
pictures evplain everything.
Thev^ show how comfortable
the stanchions are for the cows when stjndmg or lying, how the Jivided steel
mangers save feed and save work, how handy the gilvanized steel pens are for

fine

75 barns.

The

feeding and caring for calves,

cows and the

water bowls are shown working

in

bull.

Manure and

to the steel stalls

feed carriers and

A

the barns.

contains 336 pages.

It is the most elaborate and complete text on barn conequipment ever published. It tells how to lay the floors, foundations,
and build the walls shows how to frame the barn by a method that sas'es half the
cost of the old way.
There are working plans for 14 different barns, and illusfations
showing the appearance of these barns when completed. Many large blue print draw
ings are used to show clearly how to build a good birn from start to finish.
It

This barn at Boys Farm
and Training School,
Shawbridge, Que., was
twice burned to the
ground without injury

struction and

;

Yet we

^
^^

any man who will write and state if he is building or remodelling,
when he expects to start the work, and the number of head of stock he will keep.
Simply fill in the blanks of the coupon, and you will receive the book by first mail.
You
do not obligate yourself in any way.
offer

it

free to

Eeatty

Bros.: Limited

^^

Send

^^^

.^^

GET THIS FREE BOOK.
SEND COUPON TO-DAY.

Fergus, Ont.
me

illustrated

your new,
336-page book

on barn construction and
equipment. Send it without
charge or obligation.

,>«^r

Are -^ou buildine or remodelline your barn

Beatty Bros., Limited,

M217 Hill Street
FERGUS, ONT.

When

will you start

"^

NAMK
P.O

?

Prov.

H
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Cover your buildings
with Certain-teed.

It

a solid, smooth-surfaced, permanent roof,
that is weatherproof, easy to lay, and cheaper than
shingles, tin, galvanized iron, etc.

makes

guaranteed for 5,10or 15 years, according to ply

(1, 2 or 3). This is a real guarantee,
largest roofing concern in the world.

backed by the
Don't confuse
Certain-teed with cheap ready roofing sold by mail.
Get Certain-teed from yourlocal dealer, whom you know
and can rely upon. It will eave you money in the end.
Oertain-teed

is

sold by

good dealers

all

over Canada,

reasonable prices.

General Roofing Mfg. Co.
World's largest manufacturers of

Roofing and Building Papers.
Distributing centers: Toronto. Montreal, Winnipeg,
Halifax, St.John's,N.F .Regina, Calgary .Vancouver.

LISTER
GASOLINE ENGINE

HAS THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY
BRITISH MADE GASOLINE ENGINE
LISTER GRINDERS
LISTER
LISTER
LISTER
LISTER

SILOS

ENSILAGE CUTTERS

THRESHERS
MILKERS

CANUCK ENGINES AND
SPRAYERS
MELOTTE CREAM
SEPARATORS

&

R. A. LISTER
CO.,
58-60 STEWART STREET,

QUEBEC

at

amazing fuel and
wrapped up in the

—

skin of a bean
a fact that has
long been recognized by stockmen, but
passed over rather lightly in planning rations for human beings in this country.
Even the Saturday night baked bean
supper famous in parts of the States, has
failed to become a feature here. When
beans do form part of the bill-of-fare,
they usually take the place of some vegetable whose only purpose is to act as a
tonic, while the bean stands for all the
potentialities of a course of roast beef
or pork chops, m.inus the meat stimulant.
It fills its real purpose used as a meat
substitute, not only for the sake of economy, but because a constant meat diet is
too hard on the system.
It has to be
burned up rapidly, and unless the fuel is
required for a rush of muscular work, the
eliminative organs, especially the kidneys, are overworked.
That the seeds of the legume plants,
beans, peas and lentils, are among the
most nutritious of human foods we have
abundant evidence. Among the rural
classes of Japan, meat is used only on
special feast days, perhaps not more than
three or four times a year; milk is used
scarcely at all, and fish only occasionally
by those who live inland. Their chief
source of protein is the soy bean, considerably higher in both fat and protein than
either our own white or Lima beans, and
therefore most valuable in a bill-of-fare
where the rest of the food consists almost
entirely of starch in the form of rice.
Taking a case nearer home, the lumbermen in the Maine woods at severe labor
during cold weather were found to obtain
sixty per cent, of their total protein from
vegetable sources, chief of which was
Even though the beans
baked beans.
were eaten twice a day generally, under
these conditions of active life in the open
air, no unsatisfactory results were experienced in either digestion or nutrition.
However, except in the case of a famine, or very strained circumstances, the
nutrient value of a food doesn't carry
very much weight with us. We like to
eat what we like.
At the same time we
know that many people abundantly fed

LIMITED
TORONTO

ifca..

ST. JOHN, N.B.

SEPARATORS. ENGINES. SPREADERS

"I^BP^OO.OOO cusUmeif

t

«^^H»desi^ersand

testify that

my

fa'toriea build quality into
Built for long, hard, continuous users'
eatisfaction. . HiGHEST QUALITV
1-3
1-2
to
less than you usually
PRICES. About
psiy Don't buy till you get iny catalog
of these and other farm and houaepostal Rets it.
'D-M^H' *">1^ goods free.
Low freight rates.

them.

— LOWEST

in the crock,
a most
satisfying country supper dish.

are not well nourished. The finest art of
cooking is to make people like the right
things.

The first point in cooking beans is, of
course, to soak them over night in cold
water to which a little baking soda has
been added. This dissolves out the bitter
flavor and shortens the time required for
cooking. Drain off this water, rinse the
beans and put them on to cook in fresh
water.

Some

off this

water after boiling for

utes,

Box A. Winnipeg. Man.

people even prefer to drain

especially in cooking

Baked bean

served with strips of
bacon and garnished with parsley.
loaf,

five

min-

Lima

beans.
Another old-fashioned plan worth trying
in preparing the ordinary "boiled beans,"
is to cut up an onion with a little butter,
cook until the onion is yellow but not
brown, and add this to the beans about
fifteen minutes before they are done.
The following recipes suggest a variety
of ways of serving white and Lima beans
so^ that the family will not soon tire of
them, and they will form one of the most
palatable as well as most nourishing of

our winter foods.
,

BAKED BEANS

2 cups navy beans
8 cups water

teaspoon niustiirri
pounrl salt pork
tablespoon chopped onion
2 tablespoons molasses or % cup sugar
1

%
1

Wash the beans and soak them over
night in cold water to which a little soda
has been added. Drain, add fresh water
and cook for about thirty minutes or until
the skins slip off easily Put the beans
into an earthen crock or lard pail, add the
onion, molasses or sugar, and mustard,
and the salt pork cut in strips, and buried
in the beans with only the edges exposed
Cover the crock and bake
to brown.
slowly for six or eight hours, adding more
water if necessary. These beans are at
their best with a tomato sauce added when
they are almost done.
TOMATO SAUCE

A

Co., Ltd..

—

Baked beans served

'

Wm. Galloway

In-

WINNIFRED MARCHAND

Branches at

WINNIPEG

Wliolesome and

of a Nutritious,

expensive Food

an
THERE'S
building force

It is

Most

Bean?

a

1
1
1

cupful strained tomato
tablespoon flour
tablespoon butter

Salt and

pepper

.iuice
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Melt the butter, add the flour, mix until
smooth, then add the tomato juice and
seasoning, and stir over the fire until it
thickens.

BAKED BEAN LOAF
cups cold baked beans
beaten
1 egg,
1 cup bread crumbs
1 tablespoon chopped onion
2 tablespoons tomato catsup
Salt and pepper
2

Combine the ingredients and shape the
loaf. Bake twenty-five minutes, and serve with strips of bacon on
mixture into a
the top.

BEAN SOUP
cup boiled beans, rubbed through a sieve
cups milk

1

2

2 talilespoons

flour

tablespoons butter
tablespoon minced onion

2
1

Salt

and pepper

Scald the milk with the onion in it.
Melt the butter, add the flour to it and
blend them. Add to this the hot milk and
stir the mixture until it is smooth and
thickened. Add the bean pulp and allow
the mixture to come to the boiling point.

LIMA BEAN CREAM SOUP
cup dried lima beans
6 cups cold -nater
1 small onion
A few slices of carrot
1
cun cream or milk
1

tablespoons butter
tablespoons flour
teaspoon salt
^4 teaspoon pepper
i

2

good Farming

1

Soak the beans over night; in the morning drain and add cold water; cook until
soft, and rub through a sieve, saving all
the liquid with the pulp.
Cut the vegetables

small pieces and cook in the
for five minutes.
Remove the
vegetables and add them to the bean pulp,
in

butter

the flour, salt and pepper, into the
butter and stir into the hot bean mixture.
Add the milk or cream, reheat and serve.
stir

BAKED BEAN CROQUETTES
cupful baked

1

beans rubbed through

u

sieve

LIMA BEAN SALAD
Line a salad dish with lettuce leaves.
with cold boiled Lima beans with a

Arrange

favorites with progressive Canadian farmers
for many years. They are designed by agricultural experts, made by experts and tested over
and over again by men who know by actual
experience what Canadian farmers need;
The new Cockshutt Catalogue is a real guide
and text book to the mechanics of Canadian
farming. Every farmer should have a copy ai
cordially invite you to write our
once.
nearest Branch or Head Office to-day for a
Write to-day.
copy.

Rollers

pan.

Kill

Cockshutt implements have been supreme

Cultivators
Drills
Fertilizer Drills

Shape into croquettes, roll in fine bread
crumbs, and brown on a greased frying-

boiled salad dressing.

Catalogue, just off the press, is full of
suggestions to the business farmer.
Every Implement illustrated and described in it has earned
its place in the complete Cockshutt line only
Binders
because it has more merit, niore strength,
Mowers
new features and has stood more rigid
more
Hay Loaders
Rakes and Tedders
tests than any other implement in the same
Manure Spreaders
class on the market.
Field and Corn
valuable hints

Seed

cupful mashed potatoes
1 teaspoonful onion juice
2 tablespoons hot milk
1

1.

THE New Cockshutt
and

sliced to-

matoes around the beans as a border or
when these are out of season, sliced hardboiled eggs may be used.
pint cold boiled lima beans
small onion, chopped
cup cooked carrot cut in dice
teaspoon celery salt
Salt and pepper

Drag Harrows
Disc Harrows
Walking Plows
Gang Plows
Sulky Plows
Disc Plows
Weeders and
Scufflers
Corn Planters

Potato Diggers
Pulpers and Slicers
Engines and
Grinders

We

1
1

1

%

COCKSHUTT PLOW

Mix the ingredients with a boiled salad
dressing and serve on lettuce, or garnished with parsley.

cupful cold baked bean pulp
tablespoon melted butter or cream
teaspoon finely minced onion
Salad dressing, enough to moisten

1

1

1

for the children's school lunch.

The FROST

Provinces, by

& WOOD

CO.

Limited

SMITH'S FALLS
ST.

JOHN

MONTREAL

Sirs:

Please send

me your new Catalogue

as advertised above.

FULL ADDEESS

NAME
(Fill in

Spread on thin slices of buttered
bread.
This makes a wholesome basis

Sold in Eastern
Ontario, Quebec,

Maritime

BRANTFORD
Dear

BEAN SANDWICHES

CO.

Limited

Head

Office.

Dept. 104

this Coupon and mail it to-day to our nearest
will send you your Catalogue promptly.)

and tear out

They

'

Branch
*

or to

:

The War
How

—
;

and the Prophets:

the Speculations of the Past

'•J'hey shall heat their swords into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning-hooks
nations shall not lift up sword against
nation, neither shall they learn tear any
more." Isaiah Micah.

—

THERE
tangle

is a charm in trying to unthe speculations of the past
and to weave them into present history; the repetition of events so similar,
from one century to another, makes it an
easy task.
The dreams of the earliest
prophets found in the Roman Emperors,
Vespasian, Titus and
Domitian, that
"Eagle vision" which is chronicled in
Chapters XI and XII of the book of Esdras in the ordinary Apocrypha.
Verses forty-two to forty-six. Chapter
XI, gives this picture:
"For thou hast afflicted the meeJc, thou hast

hurt

:

the pearcnhle,

thou hast loved

liars,

and diHtroyed the dwellings of them that
brought forth fruit, and has cast doun the
vnlls of such ns did thee no harm.
Therefore is thy urongful dealing' come up
unto the Highest, and thy pride unto the

Mighty.

The r/ighest also hath looked upon the
proud timis, and hehold they are ended,
and his ahominations are fulfilled.
And therefore appear no more, thou eagle,
nor tliii horrihle winns, nor thy wicked
feathers, nor thy malicious heads, nor thy
hurtful clairs, nor all thy vain hodi/
That all the earth may he refreshed, and
may return, heing delirered from thy
violence, and that she man hope for the
judgment and mercy of him that made her."
So exactly is this the picture of things
as in Europe to-day that one ingenious
correspondent of an English daily paper
has used it as a prophecy in the present
war; and perhaps he is right, perhaps
under similar conditions the prophecy of
Esdras stands for all time. Tyranny
must be overcome, consequently the same
laws for good in the everlasting evolution
of the world, and which called for certain punishment upon these tyrants would
be the same to-day, and be put in force
by the same power.
In Chapter XII, verses following the
twenty-second, Esdras continues:
" ind in his last days shall the MOST HIGH
raise up three kingdoms, and renew mam/
things therein, and they shall have the
dominian of the earth.

of those that dwell therein, with much
oppression, ahore all those that were before
them: therefore are they called the heads
of the eagle.
For these are they that shall accomplish
his wickedness, and that shall finish his
last end.
And whereas thou sawest that the great

head apneared no more, it signifieth' that'
one of them shall die upon his bed, and yet
with pain.
For the two that remain shall be slain with
the sword.
For the snord of the one shall devour the
other: but nt the last shall he fall through
the sirord himself."

of

years permits certain peof the race to re-appear in
some member of the family, and doubtless
in the present ruler of Germany it is the
reappearance in a descendant of the fury,
the vanity, and the insanity of an ancestor that is guiding his course. The fact
of a certain physical deformity, arid also
the presence of disease inherited directly
from his father, is evidence of an unfortunate tendency at least.
That the world is shocked beyond expression at the abominations of this present war, shows that great strides have
culiaritifes

been taken towards its betterment; and
it is just through such gigantic convulsions as are produced by the present upheaval that good is reached by great
The anti-Christ has appeared
bounds.
sevetal times in the world's history, and
his coming and his fall has always resulted in a long step forward in the annals of
civilization.

palace heticeen the seas in the glorious holii
mountain ; yet he shall come to his end, and
none shall help him."

Now all this is explained, by those who
bring the prophecy up to date, that this is
a vision of the war now going on, and
that the time of its conclusion is given by
the Prophet in the XII chapter:
"And from the time that the daily sacrifice
be taken away, and the abomination
that makes desolate set up" {that is the
beginning of the war) "there shall be o
thousand, tiro hundred and ninety days.
Blessed is he that waitcth, and cometh to
the thousand three hundred and five and
thirty days."
shall

Now in taking up these data and applying them to-day, the date for the conclusion of the war should be February,
1918, and to those who are so fortunate
as to be present at the thirteen hundred
and

thirty-fifth day, April, 1918.

The vision of St. John the Divine has
much in common with that of Daniel, and
many believe that awful battle of "Armageddon" foretold

The

lust for world dominion of any
great ruler, as has been shown in all past
history, tends to produce just such situations as the world faces to-day; and the
results have been the down-fall of that
power. Thus we find in the prophecy or

vision of Esdras no discouragement that
similar conditions will not be followed by
similar results, and that the people eventually shall be made glad.

In

A.

W oven Into Present History

many

after

ANNIE

the prophecies of Daniel there

is

something positively uncanny in the similarity of the conditions he describes,
and in the situation of things in Europe
at the present time. He is really symbolizing respectively the Babylonian, the
Median, the Persian and the Greek empires, and so far back in history as the
year 167 B.C., and later the great Roman

empire which eventually came to

its fall.

In the XI chapter Daniel is writing of
the Roman tyranny. Beginning at the

we

thirty-seventh verse

read:

the God of his
desire of women, nor regard
he shall magnify himself
in his estate shall he honor
and a god whom liis
the God of forces
fathers knew not shall he honor with gold,
and silver, and with precious stones, and
pleasant things.
Thus shall he do in the m,ost strong holds
with a strange god, trhom he shall acknowledge and increase with glory and he shall
cause them to rule over many, and shall
divide the land for gain.
And at the time of the end shall the king
and the king of
of the south push at him
the north shall come against him like a
irhirl-wind, irith chariots, and irith horsemen, and irith many shins, and he shall
enter into the countries, and shall overflow
and pass over.
He shall enter also into the glorious land,
and, many countries shall be orerthroirn
but these shall escape out of his hand,
even Kdom, and Moab, and the chief oj
the children of Ammcn.
He shall stretch forth his hand xilso upon
the countries: and the land of Egypt shall
not escape.
But he shall have poire'r over the treasures
of gold and silver, and over all the precious
things of Egypt: and the Lihnans and the
Ethiopians shall be at his stens.
But tidings out of the east and out of the
therefor'' he shall
north shall trouble him
go forth irith great fury to destroy, andi
utterly to make away many.
And he shall plant the tabernacles of his

"Neither shall
fathers, nor the
any god
for
above all. But

he regard

in Revelation will be the
conclusion of this war. The gathering of
the troops into Palestine the preparation for the onslaught into Egypt
the
contemplated destruction of the Suez
Canal the promised help to the Allies
from Japan in all these things they see
indications of that great battle which is
to be followed by lasting peace.

—

—

—

—

The prophecy of "Brother Johannes,"
who wrote in the sixteenth century, contains many of the symbolisms in the book
of Revelation, and the writer has evidently been familiar with the writing of the
Divine. The identification of the Kaiser
with the Anti-Christ of this sixteenth cen-

—

tury prophet is unmistakable not only
does he describe him as masquerading as
a man of God but personal and physical
details are gone into which cannot but
astonish the reader.
Whether Brother
Johannes is one of the false prophets we
are told to expect, or whether a true one,
remains to be seen but the fall of the
Anti-Christ and the return of a careless
world to a better life is emphatically pre-

—

—

:

And

The correspondent

Are Being

By

BACKUS, M.D.

whom we have

spoken uses this entire Chapter and
reaches conclusions for the close of the
war; the Kaiser is to die upon the bed of
pain: and Turkey and Austria are to
conclude his work.
Some way we all
imagined that great strides had been
made in the 'humanizing of the world
that the cruelty of the past could never
again occur. We thought that wars had
ceased; but in all our reckoning, we forgot the law of atavism, -that law which

:

:

:

:

dicted.

The many and different dates set by
astrologers for the ending of this war
would seem to indicate that astrology is
by no means an exact science; however,
ever since the Star in the East was predicted, and appeared, all Christian people
have been more or less interested in the
"reading of the stars"; and no doubt explanations can be given that the dif.ferent readings of the astrologers refer
to different stages of the war, and not to
the exact date of its conclusion it is not
at all likely that peace will be restored in
an instant. In February, 1916, we were
assured by one astrologer, the Allies'
triuipph was certain but in July, 1917,

—

—

London

will be in special danger;
ever, in January, 1919, Saturn and
in sign Leo, will bring peace to the

how-

Mars
whole

world.
Prof. Raphael states that the passage
of Jupiter to Aries and his triune aspect

—

—
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tx) the planet Mars is a strong indication
of success to the armies of the Allies in
April, 1916; and Jupiter remaining in
the sign until the middle of the year presages terrible losses to the armies of Germany and Austria. He also predicts the

Gabriel Neith
Kaiser's death in July.
does not see the close of the war until
The horoscope of the King of Bel1918.
gium gives promise of good things for
him on April 3rd, 1916.

But all these things are mere guesses;
one thing only do we know. The nations
nearest to God's ideal shall win. Victor
Hugo wrote of the battle of Waterloo:
possible for Napoleon to win?
Why? On
in the negative.
account of Wellington, on account of
Blucher? No; on account of God. Na-

"Was

We

it

The very pink of perfection

answer

Greaiesi

poleon had been denounced in infinitude,
He had angered
fall was decided.
God." And so this present war shall be
won on account of God and in His own

—

)wer

nations are not controlled by bljnd chance
those great "Seers" of the past,
feeling this, were enabled to prognosti-

lence

— and

Cleanlimess

to-day we find this
tendency to prediction even in our daily
papers that the domination of a ruthless
nation would mean disaster to the world;
and that it will not be allowed is the expressed opinion of all seers who are neu:

—

.conoiny

impossible.

a created whole.
Right out of the crate
plus, cleanly, silently,

ludian

the "nations

Power-

hits

the

i«

thp onhi Motorcycle

M.\DR I\ CANAD.V
piving tlip rider the hext,
quickest nnii mast complete Sen ice

thus

things which a few
months ago seemed important are no longThere is now no difficulty in uner so.
derstanding that "Whosoever will save

not a lost

''tocU

easily,

approximately 70 miles an hour.
For these excellent reasons, we assert our
earned right to call the Indian wonderful
in all the word means.

that forget God";

his life shall lose it." It is

any

trail at

The literature of the prophets has become household reading; we tremble lest

among

motorcycle history!
A brilliant outpouring of engineering
inspiration and concentrated thought.
A machine that has, almost daily since
its introduction, astonished the world by
feats of power, speed, hill-climbing and
general endurance heretofore considered

The 1916 Indian with new Powerplus
Motor is an acknowledged masterpiece

ccessil

tral.

listed

quietness,
simplicity,

The most wonderful advancement and
example of mechanical completeness Jn

;peer

good time. Deep in every human heart
lies the conviction that the destinies of

we should be

of

accessibility,

cleanliness,

Twin

in

speed, power.

and his

cate the tyrant's fall

Cylinder efficiency!
The far-ahead standard

Send

for

your

rop.v of the
Irxlinn Catalog

beautiful

HENDEE MANUFACTURING

life

1916

CO.

25 Mercer Street, T'^ronto

given up for the cause of Justice, Liberty,
Truth and Honor, but it is a lost life hidden behind a few trivial aflairs at home.
To-day is the day of great things; we are
witnessing the birth of a new world, in
which peace will take the place of war
gentleness the place of violence truth
instead of treachery and falsehood kindness rather than selfishness.
In all historical records, in all the visions of the
prophets, the tyrant falls, the Anti-Christ
has his day and passes away, and through
the warfare taken to destroy this power
of evil, strength is developed to do and to
see; the world learns that the real things,
the things worth while, are not found in

Largest

Motorciicle

Mmut/acturers
Worhl.

in

the

—
—

luxurious
denial

self

and

indulgence,

but

in

self

m\Wi\

love.

—

The Infinite cares and the world is
ever going forward towards the goal of
good.

And

we

are being swept through terrible events to better things and a world
so

to

worth while.

the
Pear blight cannot be removed by
spraying. The only effective remedy is to
cut out the diseased wood. Throughout
the growing season watch for and remove
promptly all blighted twigs or branches
as soon as they appear, cutting well below the diseased portion.

want ads. get right down to the point at
you want something, say so in a few wellchosen words. Readers like that sort of straightfrom-the-shoulder talk, and that is the reason why
condensed ads. are so productive of the best kind
Classified

Talking

Point—

issue.

If

of results.
Classified

dealers,

want

who

ads. are

always noticed.

They are read by wide-awake,

are on the lookout for favorable opportunities to

fill

intelligent

their requirements.

TRY A CONDENSED AD. IN THIS PAPER.

,

—
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The Boy on
The Woman on

the Lonely

the Farm Has a Broad Opportunity for
Universal Mothering

By

ALBERTA M. KEPPER

THE

world at large is finding that
has a responsibility in the boy.
Henceforth Chicago will deal dif-

it

—

more Christian-like and sanely,
and no doubt more effectively, with the
Chief Hadley orders that boys be
boy.
saved from cells, if possible. First offenders are to be shown mercy, and not put
in touch with the hardened and the utterThis, to be sure, is comly depraved.
ferently

mendable, but the city will find that it
must go further in its good work and not
return him (after admonishing the erring youth) to the environs that produced
him.
When the probe has been deep
enough to get to the core of the ugly
social lesions, it will have reached the

YOU-Yourselfhave the power to play
of the Stars"
simple insertion of a music

"The Music

THE
allows you to

roll

honne.

play instantly the
compositions of the World's Renowned Musicians 'vith the expression
and delicacy of the composer thanks
to the "Maester-Touch" device whicli
is found only in a

need of workers
latively as great

vineyard is recountry as in the
city. Verily, we of the country have a boy
problem to solve. We have a broader responsibility as well as a broader opportunity, individually, than city women.
We bring our own sons up to be selfrespecting, law-abiding. If we are mothers
in the narrower sense we count our duty
done, and let another mother's boy drift
downward without putting out a kindly,
staying hand. Let us council together:
Into thousands of rural homes this spring

PLAYER PIANO
slight

pressure

the

of

"Maester -Touch' buttons you are able
to impart the correct interpretation so
accurately that it is almost impossible
to distinguish the music from, the hand
playing of a musician. You bring out
color inspiring variety from a music
vould sound
roll that you thought
mechanical.

—

If you have a fondness for the piano
and have never had an opportunity to
cultivate your desire, you will never
experience the extreme delight of personally producing music until you own
a N.ew Scale Williams Player piano.
Convenient terms, and a generous
allowance made on your piano.

DAY

will interest you. Write TOaddressing Dept. p.*;

Many of us can not get out and shoulder
the work the world applauds, but we are
bidden to shine, "you in your corner and
I in mine," therefore in the limits of the
farmstead we may so regulate our lives
and order our homes that the impiess remains long afterward. It is for you and
me to decide what this impression shall

<

The Williams Piano Co.
Limited
ONTARIO
OSHAWA

Nothing is accomplished by nagging,
comparing the boy to his disadvantage, nor by citing his shortcomings in the presence of others. We must
use diplomacy. Win them without their
knowledge or consent.
A mother of boys found early in their
be.

scolding,

i.ei(iiKm'$e«iiefl(
and Day School
^^ FOR BOYS.
^r
NORTH TORONTO. ONTARIO
Residential

Boys prepared

for the University,

Royal

Military College and for business.

For information apply

to

REV. A. K. GRIFFIN.

Principal

ST. CATHARINES BUSINESS COLLEGE
Wrieht's kNOiy-better School. St. Catharines

THE

with the Business Educators' .Association of
.luiliiited
Canada, provides the best in Business, Shorthand and
Typewriting courses. Study under the most favoiaolc conditions.
For information write

T. F.

WRIGHT,

Principal

lives that the only
is

way to beat the devil
Make home so at-

to get there first.

games
happy companionship and

tractive with books and music and

and above

one circumstances has made our charge,
and for whom we must give account. Do
not start them wrongly because of lack
of proper nourishment. Sugar, pure candies and syrups are wholesome sources of
energy, and so quickly effective as to rival
stimulants; but, being true foods, they
build and fortify instead of destroy
hence this legitimate craving of young
people should be met sanely. We are investing in good securities when we spend

meet the demands of growing children.

This extraordinary appetite for sweets
will subside as the need lessens.
What of the other mother's boy? Do
we always hold a mother's interest in

Have a care for his comfort, see
that he gets that little, timely attention
that breaks the cold. Do we stop in our
him?

busy round to say "Well done"? Is he
a welcome member of the family
circle?
Herein lies the story of many a
boy's downfall, "I am better than thou"—

made

that barrier of caste that stifles the good
within us, and yet the Great Teacher said
'Inasmuch as ye did it unto the least of
my children, ye did it unto Me." We take
from the world just what we put into it.

Not what we

all,

confidence in the integrity of the boys,
that their lives are happy and their pride
stirred.
Early sow the seeds of self-respect in your boy, sharing, also, these
ideals with the lad that for a time i.s a
member of the household. An occasional
plate of home-made candy, popcorn, sweet
cider, unfermented grapejuice,help to pass
long evenings pleasantly. Even the poor
cannot afford to lose such allies in the
fight for possession of the boy.
A narrow diet sets up a craving that

profess,

what we

do, counts.

Give this lad a chance to climb; mother

him

tactfully.

Boys

mothering.

Our beautiful catalogue " Art and
Critic

in this

in the

there will come a lad the hired man, if
you please, but somebody's boy, out from
that parental guidance that may or may
not have been wholesome or, at best, not
This boy needs a little tactful
capable.

The"MsE8ter Touch" Device Shades
Without Smothering tne Tone

the drifting boy stills with stimulants.
For a time he quiets the gnaw in his
stomach with strong drink and cigarettes.
Again and again this occurs until befogged brain and weakened will work his
ruin. Have a care for our boys and the

to

this.

The boys are worth saving. And the

—

Under your

Mark

Road

He

will repay.

have hearts, loyal responsive
hearts, though tucked away 'neath ragged jackets and a coat of bluff. Believe in
them trust them, and there will be found
rare gems of young manhood, rough, unpolished to be sure, but never mind,
mothers must go below the surface right
into the heart of things.
By example
rather than precept teach honor, morality
and forbearance. To discipline our boy
we must first control ourselves. Encourage harmless fun. Youth robbed of joy
cannot mature perfectly any more than
the plant shut from sunlight.
Let our
works be our prayers. Boys are keen observers; they recognize the flimsy prayer
that comes from the mouth alone; they
grow calloused and scoff.
A lad was literally pushed out into the
world by a pious parent so narrow in his
interpretation of the Christian that he
frowned on fun, suppressing the natural
exuberance of youth until a naturally
bright and good hearted boy chose to
leave home at eighteen years of age rather
th.-in bow to the hard conditions imposed.
Hundreds of miles from home he applied
for and obtained work in a home where
boys were rated above so much mere
horse-power and where all the natural
humor of the "hired man" was not ground
;
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between the upper and nether stones of
hard work and humiliation.
It seemed as though this heart-hungry
boy had been sent to cheer the lonely fireside. The baby son had just married and
the stranger lad got very near the hearts
of the old folks. He was encouraged in
his manly efforts, impressed with the
fact of his worth, and assured that his
future might be as bright as anyone's because the faithful and capable win. He
was made to feel that he was with friends
who would stand by him. One day in
answer to a bit of praise he looked up
with such gladness in his face, saying,
"I'm glad I can do something. It is such
a good home."
It pays to love the boy into right living.
Win his heart and gain a soul. For the
good will of a lad leads him to do right
and this fulfills the law.

The Freedom
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McCormick
Tillage

Tools

One

you go over a
CAN
harrow, cutting the

field

of

he would have to find company among
boys of his own size. The inevitable re-

When Harry came in
followed.
beaten and crying, his father showed
neither surprise nor sympathy. He wanted to make as little of it as possible so
Harry would go back to play with the
boys again and learn as soon as possible
to appreciate the joys and responsibilities
of being one of a number.
sult

your disked

International Harvester Company of Canada, Ltd.

In direct contrast to this we have the
case of the boy who is not cowardly, but
who lacks physical courage. Perhaps he

BRANCH HOUSES

has been delicate, perhaps he has not
been encouraged to climb and swim and
skate and to take part in more or less
adventurous sports; maybe his timidity
is the result of too much suppression at
home; anyway it is going to make things
hard for him until it is overcome. Often
these timid, shrinking little individuals
have the bravest souls back of their palpitating little hearts, but someone has
made them afraid to assert themselves.
I can
see yet, a firm-featured, palefaced little scrap of a boy, his first day at
a new school sitting gravely alert to the
whispers of impending evil. He knew
that the customary trying-out was ahead
of him, and the last thing his mother had

pretending to be interested in a library
book. At noon, fate intervened and took
the boys off on a paper-chase.
One or
two hesitated and turned to ask him to
come with them, but the others said,
"Sissy, let him stay," and they left him.
To be called Sissy was bad enough, of
course, but the embarrassment of hanging around the school all noon hour with

Is

—

THE HANDICAP OF OVER-SUPPRESSION

was: "I know whatever happens I
can trust you not to fight." Moreover, he
had never fought; it had never been
necessary; he didn't know anything about
it.
A wad of wet paper struck the back of
his neck, and a hot wave swept over him,
but he didn't look around. At recess he
avoided an issue by sitting in his seat

once with your disk
width of the harrow

It is if you are using a McCormick disk harrow, and that's one of
the principal reasons for buying a high-grade, well-designed disk,
with bowed set-lever bars, easily adjustable snubbing blocks, and a
frame strong enough to hold the gangs level in all kinds of soil.
Once over with a McCormick disk, lapping six or eight inches,
generally does a first-class job. If your conditions are such that you
must double disk, use a McCormick in-throw tandem attachment
and do the whole job at once. The time you save in one season is
worth enough to pay for the attachment.
The same high-grade quality and design runs through the whole
McCormick line of tillage tools the peg and spring-tooth harrows,
Properly used, they raise
cultivators, scufflers, and land rollers.
seed bed preparation to a science.
Buy your tillage tools this spring from the McCormick local agent,
who will show you how to take full advantage of all their good
features. Write the nearest branch house for catalogues.

Continued from page 9

said

full

each time, and do a satisfactory job?
land level, and free from ridges?

Childhood

Work

Disking Does the

At Brandon, Calgary. Edmonton, Estevan, Hamilton, Lethbridge,
L,ondon, Montreal, N. Battleford, Ottawa, Quebec, Regina,
Saskatoon, St. John, Winnipeg, Yorktoa
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Reliables for the

Welfare of Your Stock
Vigorous stock brings good prices. OMAZON, a Canadian stock
food of special merit is a wonderful vigor producing food. It is
nourishment and medicine for horses, cattle, pigs and poultry. Its
use will prove valuable for increasing endurance, vigor and appetite.

OMAZON

is unequalled as a blood purifier and for increasing the
quality and quantity of milk in mare and cow. It is economical
and cuts down the usual amount of grain required when mixed
with food.

For Vigorous
Farm Stock.

A
Vivat

Great Horse Remedy

gre.'it
friend to horses.
It cures
you hnvy
Coughs, Heaves, Bro'ien Wind, etc. Beneficinl in cases of
Spei.lal
Colic, l.itcstinal
Woviiis and Kidne.v Troubles.
A great remedy for the Respirdirections for each case.
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appetite,
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breath
atory Organs. It aiso increases
and endurance, specially to race horses and those travelling
and -norking hard.
Ask your merchant for these preparations.
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He wondered

de-

solately how long this would last.
All afternoon he was completely

ig-

Dicky's face went red, and he slunk out

sure sign that something was
coming on the way home. The teacher,
with what is usually considered a feminine tendency to postpone the evil hour,
decided to get him started off ahead of the
rest.
She looked carefully over the map
he had drawn, and remarked casually:
"Your work has been almost perfect today. If you like you may go home now,"
A queer silence fell over the school,
Dicky understood it; the scheme was too
obvious, and a queer new pride stiffened
him,
"Thank you," he said, "I'd rather wait
till four,"
They started down the road with their
dinner-pails, Dicky walking ahead, pain-

of the house, but the light of a new resolve
came over his face, disturbing its honest
frankness a little. Hereafter he would
keep his own counsel, because a woman
didn't always understand things,

was worse.

the girls
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—a

fully self-conscious.

"Thinks he's too good to walk with us,"
"Rather be with
the girls, hey, Dicky bird? 'Your work
has been almost perfect to-day. You may
go home now, if you like,' Your mother
mjiy be uneasy.
She might be afraid
you'd get hurt, 'No fear,' tell her, 'safety
first for mine.' Did she kiss you an' tell
you not to fight?"

came from the crowd.

MADE
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Somehow

Official

Test

Work?
'Tis it< EFFICIENCY, SIMPLICITY, DURABILITY and ECONOMY.
One Horse- Power will run it.
PRICE $50,00 PER UNIT

H.

BAILEY

F.

& SON

Sole Manufacturers for Canada

GALT,

ONTARIO.

and

CAN.

RAW FURS
This house was founded in i8i5 in a log cabin
opposite St. James CHthedral, Toronto, Vou
see we are the oldest house in the Di>miiiion
Canadian born and have always u>ed our
shippers on the square. That is the reason of
our success as Manufacturers and Exporters,
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Try us with a shipment and get best
market prices. Write for Price List B.
C. H.

ROGERS, Walkerton,

Ont.

BOOK ON

Dog Diseases
H.

AND HOW TO FEED
CLAY GLOVER, V. S.

18

W.

31st

St.,
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CHILBLAINS
easily and quickly

cured with

EGYPTIAN
LINIMENT
For Sale Everywhere

DOUGLAS &

CO.
NAPANEE. ONT.

VARICOSE VEINS, BAD LEGS, ETC.
are promptly relieved with inexpensive home treatment.
It
absolutely removes the pain, swelling,- tiredness and disease.
Full particulars on receipt of stamp,

W,

F.

YOUNG,

Dicky's legs refused to move
under him. Was it fear or rage or the
spirit of knight-errantry that won't let
a man stand to hear his women-folks
spoken of in that way? He waited and
the gang came up with fresh interest,
the champion leading as was the custom,

P.D.F.. 482 Lymans Suilding, Montreal, Can.

pounding

away

somewhere

in

Dicky's half paralyzed brain came the
consciousness of a voice saying, "Whatever happens, I know I can trust you not
to fight,"
and right before them all, he
had to give the impression of wilting,
"I don't want to fight," he got out,

—

—

somehow.

The mob was disappointed and angry,
"Cowardy," they yelled, "why didn't
you go home when you had a chance, if
you're so scared?"
"I ain't scared," snapped Dicky. He was
surprised at himself, but it seemed the
only thing to say,

"You're a liar," came back the unanimous taunt, but it was sr arcely out, when,
with all the force of his pliant little body
driven by a blind fury, Dicky threw himself
straight into the crowd, fighting like a
He didn't know where he was
trooper.
driving and he didn't care. He only felt
the strange elation of having done the
hardest thing of his life and when it was
over he emerged from the fray bruised
but triumphant. Hereafter he could take
care of himself.
straight home and confessed;
he didn't think his mother
would care; it had seemed the right thing'
to do. But a sorry, pained look came into
her eyes that hurt him more than all the
Carefully he
insults of the whole day.
went over the details again, trying to give
her his view point, but it was no use.
She couldn't see past the fact that her
gentle, carefully-trained little boy had
been fighting,
"But I couldn't help it," Dicky pro-

He went

after

all,

tested,

"You

could

have

explained

to

the

teacher, dear,
note for you,"

1

would have written her a

THE child's self-respect.
While

this meeting of natural experiences as they come is the logical training
for life, the discipline that is unjust or
that takes liberties with a child's individual rights is no discipline at all. Besides being cruel it is dangerous, even if it

does nothing more than embitter
youngster's outlook, or damage his

the
self-

respect.

At a lecture in a little Ontario village
one right, a weird shriek went up from
the audience, and a woman was carried
out unconscious. She was sub'ect to spells
like this, but she never came out of this
one. No one knew the cause; it was taken
as an inherent weakness.
But the cry
brought back an almost worn-out impression in the lecturer's brain. He had heard
it before, somewhere.
Years before he
had attended a little country school with

the woman, at that time a high-strung,
impulsive girl of fifteen, and in those
days a girl of fifteen was almost a woman.
One day Julia was found exchanging
notes with one of the boys, just as people
have done ever since writing became a
known art, but the discipline of the school
required that such a misdemeanor be
made an example of. that the offenders
be humiliated past ever attempting such
a thing again. At the front of the room
was a big old-fashioned pulpit used when
church services were held in the school,
and the teacher's inventive genius devised
the plan of sending the boy and girl into
this privacy to finish their courting. Julia
wouldn't go.
There was a moment of
tension
(any weakening of authority
meant the complete finish of a teacher in
those times), then the heavy pointer
came down over her shoulder and she was
marched up the aisle and into the pulpit.
For half a minute the frightened youngsters sat stunned, then a shrill cry came
from the old desk, the same cry that had
startled the audience in the lecture hall,
and they carried the girl, unconscious, out
of the school.
She had been nervous before, but never hysterical. From this time
on the fits were liable to occur under any
emotional strain.
When the old proverb of the bent twig
is revised to read.
"Young twigs are
easily deformed," we will learn to handle
the plastic shoots with t'^^e respect and
consideration due an individual human
being.
At the same time we will take
away the props and binding cords and
windbreaks that have protected and
weakened and stunted them, and like
master gardeners, we will watch with
wonder and reverence the development of
the tree in its natural direction.

—

Winter rye

is a good c-ot) for cleaning
good way is to sow it early in the
Plowing the land first improves the
fall.
crop.
The rye makes a rap'd growth in
the spring and in this way chokes out the

land.

weeds.
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Better Schools Are

Evolving
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Continued from page 20
especially dealt with were lack of suitable buildings and equipment and smallness of attendance.
The advantages of
consolidation in overcoming these defects
were fully and clearly set forth and instructions given as to the method of
bringing it about. This was followed in
1914 by a circular containing further reasons for a change, giving somewhat fuller
instructions and dealing with some of the
stock objections. Statistics are not available as to the extent of this movement
but recent newspaper reports have recorded the opening of some schools in thairegion, and the whole question is receiving
a great deal of attention.
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Jellies

Previous to 1913, no school district in
Saskatchewan could exceed 20 square
miles in area, though the trustees might
close a small school and transport the
children to a neighboring school. In that

year a law was passed permitting a district of 50 square miles, and in case
of
such enlarged district, it became the duty

cup
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cup whipped
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tablespoonful lemon
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slices of canned pineapple.
Chill
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cream. Other fruits may be used
slightly,
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new 1916 Recipe Book
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Cha*. B. Knox Co., Inc.
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180 St. Paul St., West. Montreal. Can.
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The

14 teachers employed in these
nine schools are paid a total of $11,050,
or an average of about $790 each. From
some ten other districts in the province, a
total of 67 children were being conveyed
to schools in adjoining sections where

in hot water.

Salads

;

since the passing of the Act, nine districts
have been organized and schools established. At eight of these schools, in April
last there were enrolled a total of 380
pupils, of whom 200 were conveyed in 16
vans, and the average attendance at the
different schools varied from 84 to 97 per
cent.

2
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last
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ed pineapple juice, \'2 cup sugar
and a few grains of salt to
cup
cooked rice. Strain into this the
gelatine and mix thoroughly cool

V

of the trustees to provide, at public expense, for the conveyance of all pupils
residing more than a mile and a half from
the school.
special report issued in

June

envelope Knox Sparkcup cold water 5
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they attended by mutual agreement. The
province pays one-third of the cost of
transportation in these cases and this
amounted to $608. A noteworthy feature
of the transportation problem in Saskatchewan is the fact that the school vans, so
extensively used elsewhere, were found
to be too heavy for the roads there and
lighter wagons had to be substituted.

About the same time that things took
in Saskatchewan, a similar law
was passed in Alberta. No report has
'shape

yet been issued dealing with the situation
there, but information obtained

from the
Department of Education for the Province
shows that since the Act was passed,
twelve districts have organized though in
only two of them have suitable buildings
as yet been provided. Here the province
pays a grant equal to the total that would
have gone to the individual districts had
they remained separate and in addition,
the sum of 80 cents per day for each conveyance employed. A grant is also made
to assist very small schools in meeting the
cost

of

schools.

transportation

to

adjoining

A Vast New Land

Settle in

New

Waiting for You

Ontario

man who will strike out to the rich, fertile land of New Ontario.
Millions of acres of virgin soil obtainable free, at a nominal cost, are calling for cultivaThis land contains itiimen.se resources in timber, mineral, waterpower, flsh, game
and scenery, and is one of the greatest expanses of fertile territory in the world. This
land calls for men to cultivate it; in telurn it will give lipalth, comfort and prosperity.
Thousands of farmers have respi iided to the call. How about you ?
Opportunity aw aits the
tion.

For

full

H. A.
HON.

information as to terms, regulations and

MACDONELL,

G.HOWARD FERGUSON,

Director
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of Colonization
W. BERT ROADHOUSE,

Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines
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For British Columbia no statistics are
available as to the extent to which the
plan has been introduced but an article
in the January issue of Farmer's Magazine gives a good idea of what is being
done in at least one district. The cost
of transportation, half of which is paid
by the province, is said to be so high
there as to constitute the most serious obstacle.

MORE ABOUT MANITOBA
Such frequent reference has been made
to conditions in Manitoba that readers
of The Farmer's Magazine scarcely need
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first

prize in the alarm clock class at the
San Francigfco fair.

riVIEDAL

HONOR

Big Ben was shown every day of the fair,
almost ten months. He was judged on appearance, performance, pedigree. He carried
oil t je Medal of Honor, the highest award on
alarm clocks.

BEPARTMEMTOF

MANUFACTURES AND
VARIED INDUSTRIES

is shown by all good dealers.
Ask
him put through his paces. In the

Big Ben
to have

United States

$2.50.

In Canada

S3.00.

Western C!ock Co.
La

Salle, Illinois

Makers

of Westclox

KODAK
on the

FARM

further Information in that regard. Of
all the provinces, the greatest and most
substantial progress has been made there. I
At last report there were 59 consolidated
school districts in the Province. It is admitted that there are great and seriou.=
difficulties but they are being gradually
overcome and all reports tend to confirm
the impression that the schools are more
and more meeting with public approval
and becoming firmly established. Of these
difficulties, that of transportation is the
most serious. The population is sparse in
some places and as a result the routes are
long, some of them exceeding ten miles.
It is freely admitted that about eight
miles should be the extreme limit, but in
some at least of the cases where that is
exceeded, it is the desire of the parent?
that it be continued. They prefer the hardship of a ten-mile drive to a good school
to that of a three or four-mile walk with
a poor school at the end of it.
It will be remembered that an article
appearing in the March issue of this
magazine last year contained quotations
from, a letter purporting to have been
written from a consolidated school district in Manitoba, in which was a very
dismal picture of hardship and in ustice.
At that time the writer took steps to
verify or disprove the assertions therein
contained.
In the meantime, the president of the Trustees' Association of Manitoba, in the June issue, wrote an article
dealing so thoroughly with the matter
that it was not deemed wise to pursue it
further. However, as a result of inquiry
a letter was received bearing the signature of both the chairman and secretary
of the board for the district which is supposed to have furnished the terrible example. After giving a flat and emphatic
denial to all the charges, the letter proceeds to say: "If you want to see a genuinely happy, healthy and robust lot of
boys and girls just have a look at our
eight vans carrying their 125 pupils to

Every school day is a
school.
picnic outing for these boys and girls,
and from

Before you begin the improvements, during the progress of
the work and after the improvements have been completed

Keep

a

Kodak

record.

In every phase of farm work and farm Hfe there are pictures
that are interesting and valuable.
And you can make them.

Ask your

dealer or write us for illustrated
" Kodak on the Farm."

booklet,

CANADIAN KODAK
596 King Street West,

CO., Limited

TORONTO

and to keep them at home is a severe
punishment. The average attendance of
our rural pupils is higher every month
than our village pupils.
"I am willing to admit that a route
over eight miles in length is hard to work.
We have two routes that exceed that mileage a little, but the parents prefer their
children to ride eVen ten miles in a warm,
comfortable van rather than to walk two
or three to a little rural school, which is
usually a poor excuse both as regards accommodation, equipment and the qunlity
of the teaching."
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THE PRO AND CON OF THE MATTER
In bringing this series to a conclusion
a few of the advantages of the consolidated school may be briefly stated and
some of the most common objections conPersidered. What of the objections?
haps the most serious is the problem of
Where the people are
transportation.
.scattered, roads bad, and weather severe,
and has
this becomes a real problem
proved the undoing of more than one attempt at consolidation. Where, however,
good judgment is exercised in laying out
districts and planning routes, and care
taken to secure careful and competent
drivers, the problem is being solved.
Another difficulty is that of cost. In
most places it costs more to consolidate.
Were buildings no better and the work attempted just the same as before, this
might not be, but then there would be lit-

gained. In this matter, as in the former, much depends on the wisdom and
good business judgment of those in charge,
but as a rule the cost is greater. The best
reply to this objection is that the greater
tle

cost is justified

by improved

results.

It

doubtful if the movement ever makes
progress among people till they realize
is

this.

Some
idated
are:

of the advantages of the consolas shown by experience,

school,

1. It secures a larger and more regular
attendance.
2. It gets over the difficulty of the school
that is too small and brings together in
one place enough children to make possible, not only more efficient teaching, but

the many activities that broaden and enrich the life of the school but are not possible in the smaller i-ural schools.
3. It jrrovidcs buildings and surroundings that are cheery, sanitary, properly
equipped, and well adapted to the purpose
they are intended to serve.

possible the employment of
a better class of teachers.
5. It provides for the teaching of subjects related to the home life of the pupils,
as manuiil training, household science,
and agriculture, that are otherwise largely impossible.
6. It ptds high school advantages within the reach of the children on the farms
without their having to go away from
4.

It

makes

To Surely Have
An Early Garden
S of

The school becomes a centre of incommunity, something to be
proud of, and so appeals to both pupils
and parents in a way nnknoion before.
8. The introduction of the consolidated

troublesome trouble with gardens, just as it used to be with automobiles, is in getting them started.
Dame Spring has such an exasperating
way of luring us on with warmish days full of
hope; and then plying us with some of the
most exa>perating varieties of weather, that
just knocks g-irdening progress galley west.

simplify as much as possible the problem of transportation. There must be an
energetic and resourceful board who are
not afraid to face and overcome difficulties.
And there must be, not only legal
recognition of the principle, making it
possible, but financial encouragement in
the form of grants at least as liberal as

before the change.

as $4.62.

5

ten of

them

Melon Frames cost

for so

little

as

sizes.
$6.5f).

$4.62.

Or a two-sash Junior Frame, 68 inches
long x38) inches wide for $8.40.
Then
sash

if

3x6

you want the big frames with their
feet, we can sell you any length.

But don't put
extra start now,

off

Send for Two
and figures.

P's Booklet for further facta

m

Transportation Building,

ST.

MONTREAL

CATHARINES, ONTARIO

m^^^mm
iBBrn
Save Money ^n Land Clearing
Clear your land the easy, practical, economical
way — the KIRSTIN One-Man way. The KIRSTIN

stumps Out
Quick And Easy

costs little— holds record for low cost of operationCosts nothing for upkeep. One Man handles and

operates with ease.

,fTtf^
lowest il
Cost On Np
.

/iecord

m

Stump
"

^

The Powerful Improved

ICirslin Double Leverage Cable Model

One-lian

Its Multiple-Speeds, Short Lever, Quick Detachable Connections. Auto Release, etc., is the most wonderful and ethcicnt
land clearing device you evei saw. 'Write today tor bie new
catalogue, "Absolute Proo;,'* ana special limited time
prices. Vou want your land cleared the best, quickest,
cheapest way. A KIRSTIN will do it. Our f reecatalogue ^
and booklet tell how. Don't wait— write now.

with

,

Puller

A. J.
6401

mm

ma

TORONTO
:

1^

later on.

Limited, of Canada

Factory

mm

ordering.
Every day's
several days ahead,

Greenhouse Designers and Manufacturers
Royal Bank Building,

^

!^^

means

lord. »iRttrnham^.

.•ichool

seem that there must be a desire on the
part of the people for something better
than they have at present. The proposed
district must be vdsely planned so as to

You can buy

So to have that coveted early garden, we
must get the running jump on Spring, by
starting our seeds, and growing good, husky,
stocky plants in cold frames.
Happily for you, we have at least six different sizes of frames to fit your needs, as well
as your pocket-book.

terest in the

often results in a movement for
better roads.
For a successful consolidation it would

little

Melons, Rhubarb, and Flowers they are Ideal.

For example, there's the Tote-about

THE most

h ome.
7.

these frames cost so surprisinely

For

Kirstin

Dennis

St..

Caoadian

Co.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
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Our

Pattern Pages

Patterns will
Price.

be sent Post Free on Receipt of

Address Pattern Department, Farmer's

Magazine, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto

These sets are made of cotton crepe, of
gingham, cambric and other light weight

wash goods.
The pattern, No.

7608, is cut in sizes
34 to 42 inches, bust measure. Medium

mndsor
Table

7593— LADY'S DRESS

As a

first

aid for Burns, Sprains,
Strains or Bruises
you cannot get a
better remedy.'

MINARD'S
liniment

U\Wm
mmem
has

shown

the

test

has

time and
given years of

satis-

faction

to

its

manj

users.

A

good

ternal

o r
for

of

remedy
beast.

in-

external

man

or

Gives instant

relief.

Beware

of

Sold on

Imitations.
merits.

its

Plain and practical, this dress has a
side front closing, with a high flare collar
at the sides and back of the plain, high
neck. The long sleeves are fitted and finished without a cuff unless shortened.

The

skirt has a deep yoke below
are three gores.

which

The pattern. No. 7593, is cut in sizes
34 to 42 inches bust measure. Medium
size requires 3^/4 yards of 54-inch ma-

size

requires

terial

and

%

5% yards of 36-inch mayard of 36-inch contrasting

goods.

Price of pattern 10

ce72t<?.

7594— LADY'S WAIST

terial.

Price of pattern 10 cents.

7608— LADY'S

MORNING SET

This set offers a novelty in the morning dress. It has a middy blouse made on
the usual lines, but in one piece, without
shoulder seams. The skirt has four gores
with a width of 2% yards at the lower
edge in the medium size.
The cap is
gathered with revers band in front.

This smart bodice has two short tucks
at each side of the front, a plain back and
The open neck is
shoulder straps.
trimmed with a large revers and there is
a flare collar with wide points at the sides,
which trims the back of the neck. The
sleeve is plain, gathered into a band,
which is further trimmed with a hand-

some cuff.
The pattern. No. 7594,

is cut in sizes
34 to 44 inches, bust measure. Medium

FARMER'S MAGAZINE

Dollars saved
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by Bovril

Bovril used in the Kitchen
the Bank.

means

dollars saved in

makes nourishing hot dishes out
which would not otherwise be eaten.
you get the real thing. If it is not
It

,

bottle

it is

And

not Bovril.

it

of

cold food

But see

that

in the

Bovril
must be Bovril.

Q

When the pesky shade won't work
You can be sure

t is

2%

requires

terial

and

%

Valuable book "How to
Get the Best Service
from your Shade Boilers". Send
tor it today and learn why it pays
to look when buying shade rollers
A

Hartshorn

Improved Rollers move quietly and
smoothly at a touch, and stay right
where you leave them. Cost a lew
cents more, but oh, how much better!

7594
size

F AXt^l^
RFF

not a Hart-

shorn Shade Roller.

yards of 36-inch ma-

yd. of 36-inch goods to trim.

Made

in

Canada

for this signature

^i^POUjJtiA/f'UaA^^dyA/TT^rt^

Price of pattern 10 cents.

Stewart Hartshorn Co.
7605— LADY'S MIDDY BLOUSE
Made in the simplest manner possible,

Dept. 7, Toronto, Cnt.

HARTSHORN SHADE ROLLERS

on over the head, the
neck opening being cut down a little to
make it large enough. There is a medium
The low
size collar as a neck finish.
shoulder joins the plain sleeve, which is
loose and either full length or shorter.
The pattern, No. 760.5, is cut in sizes
34 to 44 inches bust measure. Medium
this blouse

:

slips

Greater Washing Comfort
How much

lllJ:^::^:}.

longer will you continue to lose money, injure your
depreciate your personnl appearance by minecessary

and
washboard drudgery?
Don't you owe it to yourself and family to remove the cause of
impaired health and appearance of extreme exhaustion and wasted
health,

—

energy

?

Thousands of
as

practical

yours are cleaning

Now comes

it

MODEL

farmers, wihose washing
with the "EASY" Hand

"F" EASY

is

just as

Power

POWER WASHER,

dirty

AVajshec.

especially
adapted for running by your gasoline engine. Price within reach
of
saving
$35.00 to
engine.
It
means
a
of all who use a gasoline
.?100.00 a year in labor and fabric besides the satisfaction of clean,
wholesome, sanitary washing. Operates on the only correct principle
air pressure and vacuum suction.

the

—

The "EASY" MODEL "B" HAND POWER WASHER should be In
every home where gasoline or electric power is not available.
You may enjoy the comfort of this wonderful labor and time saving
Easy Vacuum Washer and Wringer by writing to-day, stating the
style

EASY WASHER COMPANY

size

you are interested

in.

Canadian made.

50

CLINTON PLACE, TORONTO

yards of 36-inch mayard of 36-inch contrasting

requires 2^4

terial,

and

%

goods.

Price of -pattern 10 cents.

7624— LADY'S SKIRT
This skirt has three gores, with closing
in the centre of the front.
It fits neatly
at the top and widens at the lower edge to
2% yards in the medium size. At the top
there is a fancy belt, with long side tabs,
but this is added to the complete skirt,
and may be omitted.

want ads. gat right down to the point at issue. If you want something,
say so in a few well-chosen words. Eeaders like that sort of straight-from-the-shoulderproductive of the best kind of
talk, and that is the reason why condensed ads. are so
paper.
this
in
classified
ad.
a
Try
,
results.

CLASSIFIED

—

FAR

34

MER

'

S

M AGAZIN

K

—97

T9rz

Tap Your Maple Trees
They

you

will earn big profits for

of the year

when

other work

is

at that

season

slack.

is an increased demand for pure^maplc
products, and the present supply is exhausted.
This means high prices and quick sales.

There

Canada's Foremost .^
Piano with the Permanent Tone

Get ready now

Write

to tap in the spring.

for

ciicular describing

Give your boys and girls a chance to learn
exquisite, pure
to love and play music. The
Piano will train
tone of a

The Champion

NEWCOMBE

Evaporator

their cars to appreciate the best.
Ncwcombe Pianos have been giving pleasure to
service
Canadians for over 50 years. Ncwcombe

means satisfaction.
Our Player Pianos have
,,nd cxprcs.sion,

a

contain

hUMi.in-like

the

.ill

control

laiesl devices

play.
.\nd improvements, are easy to

Special attention given to orders
from farm people who find it impossible to visit us personally.
Write us telling what you
have in mind about a Piano
homo. No ob-

1^

''/4iit

This evaporator

for your
ligation.

Send

THE NEWCOMBE Ltd.
PIANO CO..
359 Yonge

The pattern, No. 7624,

is

ONT.
III

7602— LADY'S SKIRT
skirts are now made

Walking

VS£fey^';!s-i^"3'g

Grimm Manufacturing

Co., Limited
52 Wellington Street, Montreal

plain,

Power and Hand

and the model shown is ideal for general
It has four gores, that of the front
use.
arranged as a plain panel. The skirt fits
neatly about the body and has either

Don't Slave at the Washtub
troubles

of

waistline.
in

Clipping Machines

The lower
medium

For clipping Domestic Animals

the

Horses, Mules, Cows, Dogs,

and

difficulties

day will
smoothed

raised or noi'mal

edge measures 2V8 yards

Sheep Shearing.

wash

out
you will use a

Flexible

and

Shafts

and Clipping Machine Parts.

be

all

for particulars to-day.

cut in sizes

22 to -34 inches waist measure. Medium
size requires 2^/2 yards of 50-inch matewal.
Price of pattern 10 cents.

St.

TORONTO.

The

will pro-

duce the highest quality
of sugar and syrup, at a lower cost and in a
shorter lime than by any other method.

if

"Gillette" Cutters
are Unexcelled.

CONNOR
Ball-Bearing

Enquire of and order through your dealer.

WASjHER
that heavy
washing. Perfect in
for

Gillette Clipping

Machine Co.

110-114 West 32nd

New

St..

York, U.S.A.

design, construction

aud

result^.

May we

We can supply

Washer?

anywhere

send you
our booklet of this

J.

H.

CONNOR &

a machine

Canada

in

OTTAWA, ONT.

£stal>lishetl in 18R1.

WANTED

RIDER AGENTS

SON, Limited

In everr tooftllt j to ride and «zblbit % 1016 fijtlop Blcrcls v)Ch
Ut''8tln.pr«rem«U.

^Q DAYS' FREE TRIAL

\

Everj HTdlop RloTcl« 1« BoM with tbo
underitandiDgth»t f owner la not vstiFfied after uilDR l>k-Tcle 1<i A%jB Itoan «
returned BDtl muDej will be promptlj
I

I

3

Tires or Spnrtino

in the

Tiun PCUTQ

1—TELESCOPING DUST CAP— It"ducks"
fender. The TELESCOPING DUST CAP makes room for
2— LONGER and STRONGER SPRINGS—

inU uCniu

TEMCO

Tantaee over others.

a bie, exclusive adBut not only are they

LONGER AND STRONGER SPRINGS, but
DOUBLE SPIRAL
they
are
SPRINGS, and made

of
Steel.

eeouine

They
Crucible Vanadium
be
loneer.
couldn't
couldn't be stronger.
3— RADIUS LINKS prevent side-sway.
Most

SHOCK ABSORBERS

wayortheolher.but

"lop"

one

TEMCOS are uncom-

RADIUS

fully.

ridine.

There

They

is really

REMEMBER, TEMCOS

compare with them.
Require no oiline or adiustine.
less.

are triction-

that you sell
not trouble.
trouble but you sell

LOOK SHARP. Mr. Dealer, and see
TEMCO SHOCK ABSORBERS and
Let your competitor

sell

Temco*.

THE CANADIAN TEMCO SALES CO.
INGERSOLL.

in

satisfy

nothine to

ONTARIO

Shelter Like

aoiu.l ooiort;

Continued from page 31

> p<xtil

vid

ftlBO

<

ttalogu. of Bn"-

Good*
DO
not wait. WriU to-day.
HYS'-OP DROTHERS, Limited

Dept. 9

Tcr^nio, Ontario

i

WELL DRILLING
A PROFITABLE BUSINESS

j

ventilation.

III

Bungalow

out is that the bathroom is directly above j
the kitchen and wash-room, giving the
most compact arrangement of plumbing.
In either plan care has been taken to make
the best possible use of all. available
space. The stairway turns at a landing
half way up, so that no unnecessary
width is required for the hall. The front
corners where the headroom is low, are
used for closets, and in every room the
window space is planned for good light

and

Bend

ftod

iiwiiieMtto

drive. Tiref ftnd Uportlcg

'

i

The

They

promlsinely erect.
LINKS hold them straieht.
TEMCOS eiye the utmost

smooth

size.
The belt across the back is a matter
of choice.
Price of pattern 10 cents.

'' *'^

w. Kiu mill Free, postpaid,
.hmdaotof Art Folder ib-wiDB our
eoii.plete lin. of blojol'fl In Urge »»

the blow of the

which eive the

Goods un-

our )Kt«st lltcrstur.
epec^almonej eivlDgp. position.

til .Toil rM^eive

SHOCK ABSORBER.

Combined In no other
There is a bie advantaee

g„K:;

D'rNOT BUY

—BIG FEATURES— 3

We have Ihe
Let us scnii v«u our cataloeue.
only realU efficient well-drilling machine
made

in

contains

Our cata ogue
particulars of this

Ganada.
full

machine and portable well-drilland well-drilline
intr niachiner\
Weil casinc carried in
tools.

Catalogue Free on
Request. Write for one.
Good agency proposition
stock.

write

LISTOWEL DRILLING MACHINE

CO..

LISTOWEL. ONT.

—

FA

Now You

Right

Need

A Pair

RMER

S

'

MA

OA Z

I

N

]-:

Findings From Our

Farms

DELIVERED

The

YOU
Situation in the Poultry Yard

wear

inferior
shoes
and suffer with sore, tired aching feet.
S-nd for a pair of our specially made,

Don't

ill-made

durable

eaay-fitting,
\ve
shoes.

harvest

and plow
our famous

make them of
Skowhegan leather with

oil-tanned

full

waterproofed

sole
leather
soles
and
heels and solid insoles.
They are particularly
adapted for farmers, woods-

men, millmtn, trackmen and laborers
any who require comfortable footwear
having extra strength and durability.

Palmer's'^Moose Head Brand"
made by

are

and

right

on easy fitting
your denier

specialists,

left

If

lasts.

them, send his name and $3.25
(postal or express order), stating size,
and we w?ill deliver a pair all charges
paid to your address, anywhere in Canada or U. S. The same ^tyle 8 eyelets
hasn't

high,

Writ?

$3.75.

for

JOHN PALMER
N.

Fredericton.

calaloprue o
Limitec!,

.

CO.,

24

Canada.

B.,

^

Spring

Continued from page 28

Telephone

hands or they may become clogged with
oil filling up the pores and preventing
satisfactory breathing of the embryo. Any

Call

element that can be called unsanitary
must be removed, and operations must be
carried on in a strictly cleanly way or
interference

may

result

to

the

make up during

start hard to

chick's

it's

;

grow

is

later

growth.
Schooled from childhood in the motherly virtues, women seem to sense the requirements of the helpless little chick
much more naturally than men. They do
not throw them some common grain and
let them run
feed sloppy, undigestible
food or let them get soaking wet and huddle them together in a filthy coop. That
would be most unnatural with the consideration nature bestowed upon them. No,
every little detail to make the chicks'
condition clean, bright and warm is provided,

THE
cipal

been

Your
right

up

ti)

date with

phone

Keep The Toes
In Your Harness
Keep

strong and good
looking with

it

EUREKA
HARNESS OIL

Many
telephone
systems now in operation will be extending their lines
this spring.

Makes harness
and look

last

longer

better.

Dealers Everyivhere

The Imperial

Oil

Company

Limited

Branches

in all

Cities

ABSORBINE

M*'

TRADE MARK

REG.U.S.PAT. OFF.

Removes Bursal Enlargements,
Thickened, Swollen Tissues,
Curbs, Filled Tendons, Soreness from any Bruise or Strain;
Stops Spavin Lameness. Allays pain.
Does not Blister, remove the hair or
lay
delivered.

up the horse.

Book

ABSORBINE,

1

$2.00 a bottle,

K free.

JR., Uit antiseptic liniment for mankind. For Synovitis, Strains,
Gouty or Rheumatic deposits. Swollen.
Painful Varicose Veins. Will tell you
more if you write. $1 and $2 pci bottle at
dealers or delivered.
Manufactured only by
W. F. YOUNG, P.D.F.48Z Lymans Bldg.,MontreaI, Can.
AbsorbiD? and Ab«"rblDe,

Jr.. are

made

lo

Canada,

ted" with an oily liquid lice killer, rubbing
with the finger a little in the fluff around
the vent and on the top of the head. This
is done every week until they are at least
Sand or fine grit is fura month old.

nished the first day and next bread soaked
in milk and squeezed dry is supplied, giving them small particles to induce them to
eat it, and at the same time trying to
prevent any small particles being left
about to get dirty, decay and be eatenWater vessels are carefully scalded out
and only boiled water given the little
chicks.
No harmful element can then be
found in the water to hurt them. The latter is changed very often which helps
keep all surroundings always in a sweet,
clean condition.

<

We

are

ready to take care
of orders and make
prompt
shipments.
On account of large

GOOD

ply into a thriving colony that will fairly
crowd out the possibilities for the poultry.
When we start out the young chick we like
to give them the sweetest of litter to work
in and usually use cut cloven or alfalfa.
If they are confined this gives a newmown effect and the little fellows seem
All coops and so forth have
to enjoy it.
been well cleaned and disinfected with a
To insure the chicks
coal-tar product.
from insects of any kind they are "spot-

telft-

serviee.

care.
IS

those that

enjoy the benefits of modern

and the little fellows thrive and
contentment under such constant
CUT CLOVER

call

to get bu.sy

in

Right from the start they want everyThe best food
thing sweet and clean.
procurable will not grow good chickens
under filthy conditions. It may go fairly
well in the early season, but as it gets
warm and everything begins to germinate
there will be a good many more feathered
things than the chickens eating the feed.
It costs a lot of money to feed more than
the birds themselves and to come out with
a good profit on them is hard enough
without keeping lice, mites and all fowldevouring insects to propagate and multi-

The

and organize
independent local or munitelephone
system
youVe
talking about f9r some time.
locality should be brought
is

that

Calendar says: "Spring

near at hand."

contracts made some
time ago, we are in a
position to do well
by our customers.

There will be changes undoubtedly
in prices of construction materials
year because of the unsettled
conditions of the metal markets.
Our advice is to get our prices.
this

If you want telephone information of anj' kind, do not hesitate to
write us.
assisted the majority
of the independent systems in
Ontario to get organized, and
started, under conditions that in-

We

,

We

have been
success.
identified with the progress of the
sured

independent
since

its

telephone

inception.

movement

Independent
the process of

telephone systems in
organization, as well as those now
in operation, will find our experience and knowledge of benefit to
them in solving any problems that
may arise from time to time.

Our bulletins, Nos. 3 and 4, contain valuable information and are
free on request.

Canadian Independent
Telephone Co., Limited
263 Adelaide

TORONTO

Street
-

West

ONTARIO
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Dry feeds so largely advocated are very
largely better because it means that no
decaying matter will be left about as was
often the case with over-feeding sloppy
foods.
Consequently there is very much
less danger feeding a good dry ration
than to try the wet mash which there is
no doubt the good feeder can use to immense advantage.
Usually the first
brood or two will have excellent treatment
and have plenty of room. They will
thrive and do fine, but how about the
later ones when conditions become congested? Are arrangements made so that
these later arrivals will have the same individual attention as the first broods?
Using the same coops for brood after
brood or leaving the same birds in a coop
which is only large enough for the little
chicks until the birds are grown up is
bound to cause trouble and if not disease
that will make serious loss, will stunt the
growth of the chicks so that they can
never amount to the same as where all
conditions are perfect.
So often do people who raise a brood
or two of chickens have the greatest of
good results in the raising, find when
they try to raise as many as they can
hatch that the difference in the conditions
which particularly the later ones receive
make it absolutely impossible for them to
make anything like the progress made
when but a brood or two was handled. If
this experience does not disgust the
grower and he thinks out the problem,
the reason for this difference will be quite
plain. To get the best growth on each bird,
each individual must have the best at^
tention to make it grow to perfection. At

A.n uoticQn l?ai sc
-^P'-

Chicks

Wliih

Uod-u

Yes, anyone

—and

with very

Baku

little

OllCK

trouble.

Three weeks' feeding of Pratts Baby Chick Food will give
the youngsters a start which will bring them through the
danger period and keep them growing steadily.
Bowel trouble need never appear. Pratts is a partlycooked predigested food a baby food for baby chicks.
The amateur with his first batch of chicks can be sure of
success by feeding Pratts Baby Chick Food as we direct.
Give Pratts a trial and satisfy yourself.
25-cent packages and larger money-saving sizes up to

Food

—

100-lb. sacks.

SOLD AT ALL DEALERS ON OUR MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
Pratts
Remedy.

White Diarrhea
few tablets in

dealers, lu 25c

A

the drinking water from the
first

Pratts

day

trouble.

Back

will prevent this
Sold on our Money
Guarantee, at all

freely

i

and 50c boxes.

Disinfectant.
Use
n brooders, coops,

and incubators to prevent
disease.

—

Poultry Wrinkles
a 64-page book that
will show the way out of many troubles.
Write for copy TO-DAY.

FREE

PRATT FOOD CO.
68B Claremont

of Canada, Limited

Street,

Toronto

^%.\

7

times

may

it

be

neecssary

to

make

arrangements to make the conditions ideal. Broods may need to be split

changes

in

up, larger coops secured, for if there is
any cramping or neglect with any you

If

requiring some of
best

ENGLAND'S

may

be sure the same possibilities will
be out of the question.
We do not ever recall seeing perfectly
clear coops, plenty of room for the birds
and everything about the place such as to
be as sanitary as could be expected in a
chicken run where the product grown
could be called a failure. Even under such
conditions and half a chance at all as to
food, we believe the birds will do better
than with the best food and confined to
crowded coops filthy for lack of cleaning.
In the one case the birds use all that is
given them. In the other they have to
support thousands of hungry insects and
fight the disease germs lurking in every
dirty pile.
A. P. Marshall, Ontario.

BLUE, BLACK, BUFF

WHITE ORPINGTONS or
CAYUGA DUCKS, write stator
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TOOPE'S ASBESTOS HEN INCUBATOR
Made
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Fireproo'f,

fowls true to life. It tells all
chickens, their prices, their care, diseases and remedies. All about Incubators, their prices and their operation.
All about poultry houses
and
how to build them. It's an encyclopedia
of -chickendom
You need it. Only

Box 1126

Freeport,

III.

(Patented)

asbestos

lumber.

Rotproof and Ver-

niinpi'oof.

Perfect moist air system.
Compound heated, comprising
'

a Hot Air and Hot Water
incubator heated by one flameWill outlast three of the tiest
incubators of any other make.
Catalogue free. Send a postal

now.
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Quobleigh, Eastleigh,
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Cables: Corrie, Fair Oak, Eneland.

Bred by H. Corrie,
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TOOPE & CO.. 44 Stepnajr

Sa., Stepney,
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E..

Private Dougherty was six-feet-four in
his socks, the sergeant was much shorter.
The sergeant looked along the line.
"Head up there, Dougherty," he cried.
Dougherty raised his head. "Up higher,"
said the little sergeant. "There, that's
better. Don't let me see your head down
again."
"Am I to be always like this?" asked
Dougherty, staring away above the little
sergeant's head.

"You are."
"Then I'll say good-by
for

I'll

to ye sergeant,

never see yez again."
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Peace River Results
that

Continued from page 22

was

a partial exception for the
eason that cutworms devasted the early
(lanting of lettuce, onions, radishes, carets, beets, cabbages and cauliflower. They
spared, however, all but the final planting
f peas, made late in May. Of the other
vegetables mentioned, best results were
obtained from plantings of May 4th and
thereabouts. This was following a soft
snowfall, unattended by frost, which favored us on May Day. The cabbages and
cauliflower seeds that were sown in the
hotbed were not transplanted until well
on into June, but nevertheless, did well,
every head forming solid, even of the late
Danish Ballhead. Cucumbers, pumpkins,
squash, beans and corn were mostly planted in hills with hog manure beneath, this
being the freest from weed seeds of any
we had. The use of hog manure was probably a mistake for germination of these
things was tardy and subsequent grow^th
slow, whereas a row of Golden Bantam
corn planted without manure germinated
rarden

Remen^ber, I ftrzvp

Talk

sooner,
producing an unbroken row,
which eventually, when the warm weather
came, responded surprisingly, despite the

neglect of early cultivation, and when cut
with frost it had made a beautiful even
row about three feet tall and with ears
very near the boiling stage. I am now

that with more care it could have
been forced to the development of usable
ears.
The beans, squash and pumpkins
were likewise neglected as utterly hopeless, until quite late in the season, when
the few plants in sight were hoed as a
matter of form. Followed a period of
warm showery weather and their progress
was astonishing. The lone pumpkin vine
formed a dozen fruits, the largest girthing 34 inches and while not quite ripening,
it was suflSciently mature to cook well for
pies.
So of the squash. Summer Crookneck ripening first, though English Vegetable Marrow and Scallop Bush also matured suflSciently to use.
All the usual
winter vegetables were harvested in quan^
tity from parsley to parsnip and salsify.
All, too, were of superior texture and flavor, the carrots, cabbage and parsnips
being particularly delicious. Parsnips and
salsify,
however, grow very fibrous
branching roots, even in deep-tilled soil.
Four kinds of peas kept the table supplied
for a month to six weeks and a mess of
second crop was picked September 11th.
Gregory's Surprise surprised us by affording a picking two or three days ahead of
satisfied

no peddler's wag'

on and hor tea

riL PUT YOUR STOCK
in

a thriving

condition,

Dwarf Erfurt headed

—

rock-bottom

prices*

Why Pay the Peddler Twice My Price?
to see to it right now that his work horses are put in condition for the hard
and summer, so that wlien the sun shines your horses will be rid oi their old coats,
stamina and ready for business. And don't overlook the spring pig crop— the mortgage
Start them off free from disease free from worms. Be sure, also, that your milk covCs are
thoroughly conditioned for the long, heavy milking season, and that those with calf are vigorous
and fit. Remember, your stock have been cooped up for the last few months and have been oQ
dry feed. As corn or oats, hay and fodder do not contain the laxatives and tonics so abundantly
supplied in grass, your stock are pretty apt to be otit of fix. Some
of your animals are liable to be constipated, rough in hair, their
legs may have become stocked, or they have dropsical swellings,
but the most common disease of all, especially among hogs, is
I

urge every farmer

work

of spring

full of
lifters.

—

worms —worms.

DR. HESS STOCK TONIC
25-lb. Pail, $2.25.

100-lb.

GILBERT
HESS
M.D.
D.V.S.

Sack, $7.00 (duty paid)

Highly Concentrated, as the SmallDose Quantity Proves

Now, as a worm expeller, I will go the limit in guaranteeing my Stock Tonic. To clean out your hogs, put in
the swill one tablespoonful of my Tonic to every two
hogs twice a day and you'll make short work of the
worms. Dr. Hess Stock 'Tonic is

A Snre Worm

Expeller

This preparation of mine

is

—A

24

SPLENDID TONIC

years old, farmers every-

tested it. I feed it to my own stock, for I
know that it contains the necessary ingredients tor enriching the blood, iniprovine the digestion and assimilation, keeping the entire animal system clean and well
regulated.

where have

So sore am I thai Dr. lless Stock Tonic will put your
animals in a thriving condition, make the ailing ones
tiealttiy and expel the worms, that I have authorized
my dealer in your town to supply you with enough (or
your stock, and if it docs not do as I claim, return the
empty packagesand my dealer will refund your money

—

are my prices
just half what the peddler
?.5-Ib. pail. $2.25; li)3-lb. sack. $7.00 (duty paid).
Smaller pacUagcs in proportion. Sold 0"ly by dependable dealers who are known for square dealing.

And here
charges:

Dr.

Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a

is just the time you should be giving your poultry
this splendid tonic. It will put them in fine condition,
make your hens Liy, ensure Jertile hatching eugs and

This

strong, vigorous chicks.
Very economical— a penny's
worth is enough for 30 Jowl r^r day. Sold only by reliable dealers— IM lbs. 35c
5 lbs. 85c; 12 lbs. $1.75; 25-lb.
pail, $3.50 (Juty paid).
Guaranteed.
;

Dr. Hess Instant

Louse Killer

Kills lice on poultry and oil farm stock.
Dust the hens
and chicl:s with it, sprinkle it Oii tie roosts, or, if kept
in the dust bath, the hens will di.stribute it. Also destroys

bugs on cucumber, squash nnd melon vines, cabbage
etc.
Comes in handy, sitting-top cans. 1 lb.
I guarantee it.

worms,

35c; 3 lbs. 85c (duty paid).

/ have a book about Dr. Hess Stock Tonic

that you may have for the asking,
DR^ HESS & CLARK, Ashland. Ohio

F"

better than

the Snowball.

One

As attention is already being given to
ornamental plantings around Grande
Prairie homes, it is satisfactory to note
that out of fifty seedlings of Manitoba
maple and fifty caragana received from
Lacombe about forty of each survived the
long stage-route transportation and made
vigorous growth.

the ailing

ones healthy and expel the worms.

the excellent Gradus. Thomas Laxton and
Excelsior were later. Early Paris Market
was the first cabbage to mature while of
the two kinds of caulifiower the Extra

Early

make

expenses to pay;
that's why I can
sell you my Stock
Tonic through a
local dealer in vour
town — a man with
whom yoa trade
every week at

REE

bottle of our Northern Brand

Animal Attractor with every shipment of $ 10.00 or.over.
We are in the market to pay the
very best prices.

Honest assortments anii prompt returni assured.
Write for free price list NOW.

NORTHERN RAW FUR

CO., 77

FRONT STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONT.
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a Sick Field

Some Notes on How to Deal With
Knowledge and Common-Sense
By

lack of

a Poor Field

— Local

of First Importance

ANDREW McTAGGART

attention to diet and over-eating have

undermined

slowly

you begin

forces,

Vegetable Pills

—

your

to take

—Nature's

system's

Parmelee's

Own

Laxa-

tive
and feel that old-time vigor
come back with a new desire to
accomplish and tlie joy of buoyant

—

health.

—

—

Many a man and woman, too has
found the dragging lassitude of "off
color" days ease quite readily to the
gentle, yet thorough action of

Vegetable

lee's

Pills.

ural flow of bile
relieved,

tion

again
the

An

Parme-

even, nat-

restored, constipa-

is

the

stomach

tuned

Nature's requirements and

to

whole constitution takes on

active,

an

buoyant vigor and healthful-

ness.

the relief

either

—but

a

not just temporary

is

real,

lasting improve-

ment

in

lee's

Vegetable Pills build as well as

bodily soundness. For F'arme-

toning up the whole system
and helping it gather new stores of
strength. Parmelee's Vegetable Pills
have been the "Family Physician" in
thousands of Canadian homes for
relieve,

many

years.

a critical

business,

this

taking

chances with serious illnesses through

weakened
telling

Why

stomach

how

No

conditions.

far you can carry

it.

not learn the improvement, the

joy of buoyant good health Parmelee's

Vegetable PiUs will brim you? Your
dealer will have them. 25 cents. Just
ask him.
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STANCHION

Henry H. Albertson, Bnrlinpton, N. J., writes: "My

new Stanchions add neatly
to the comfort of

my

cows."

WHY TORTURC

yours with rigid stanchions?
Send for specifications
of inexpensive yet sani*
-tary cow stable to
B.cnriHR. vs.For«.tTnie.Oonn..r.s.A.
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Wall ACE
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field of

black

soil

that sorely puzzled him.

sown thereon would germinate
readily and grow rapidly, but for the most
part would wither away when the grain
should have formed. This experience was
repeated for a number of years, but without there being paying returns. At length
Grain

a sample of the soil representative of the
whole field was sent to the Government
Analyst, who reported that the soil was
rich in all particulars, but that the chemicals essential to the development of the
grain were in such combinations that they
were not available for plant food. The
constituents necessary for the developftient of root and stock were ready to hand,
but the elements necessary to the formation of the grain were securely locked
away from the plant at the seed-forming
stage of its development. The problem

was

And

It's

FLINTON of Wentworth
GEORGE
County owned a ten-acre

It

to

overcome this condition.

must be remembered that

this field

was a relatively new one. Originally it
was a swamp where the water had saturated the

soil for the greater part of the
year. The surface of the field when under
cultivation would dry out rapidly, but a

distance from the surface it continued wet, almost to the point of saturation. The first thing done in the recovery
of the field was to give it a thorough under-draining. Care was taken to secure a
good bed for the tiles and to give the
drains, particularly the leaders, all the
slope possible. In any portions of the field
where quicksand was in evidence, planlc
drains were substituted for the tiles. The
aim in having the field well drained was
to get the g'ound dry enough for early
planting.
The next step was to manure
the field thoroughly and to work the
manure well into the surface-soil. The
long over-saturation of the soil had destroyed the organisms in the soil that
have so much to do with making plant
food available.
The addition of the
manure helped to correct this condition.
The first crop planted after the new mode
of treatment was adopted was a hoe crop,
consisting of potatoes and mangolds and
garden truck of a character that made but
little demand in the way of seed maturing.
Sun and air and manure unlocked the soil
treasures and now the field will produce
anything in the way of field crops that its
owner demands of it. Better still, every
year the quality of the grain is improving
as the mineral wealth of the soil under the
influence of sun and air becomes more
and more readily available. The short rotation with clover is hastening the development of the soil resources of this field.
The great need of the average sick field
is humus.
Humus, in its turn, is the result
of the presence in the soil of minute organisms distributed everywhere throughout cultivated soil. These organisms, so
little

small that only a powerful microscope reveals their presence, are as dependent upon food and air and heat and moisture as
are animals and men. Excessive moisture
or excessive drought will destroy them as
will fire or other foes of animal growth.
It must be noted, too, that some of these
organisms so treat their soil food that
they allow it to escape without benefiting
the plants the farmer wishes to grow. It
is well to know what the legumes
the
clovers, peas, beans and vetch
so use
^lant food that it becomes the best nourishment for the farmer's plants.
Take the region of red clay hills, for an
example. The rain and wind have stripped
these fields of a great deal of their humus.
Under ordinary conditions these fields will
scarcely pay for cultivation. When, however, the land is situated near a city, or
for some other reason should be valuable,
it has been restored as follows: The surface has been given a thorough cultivation
and then well manured and sown to a
quick-growing crop, such as rye, or to
fall vetch.
This crop should be sown
when the field is in its very best condition
for plant life, in order that the crop may
have a good start before the extreme heat
and drought of August. This crop must
not be removed from the field, but pastured or plowed in. This should be followed by sowing to barley and seeding to
alfalfa after careful treatment by inoculation of the alfalfa seed and the most
thorough consideration of the adaptability
of the special brand of alfalfa seed to the
climatic conditions of that particular region.
Whole regions have been transformed by this treatment under the
direction of a farmer who had the steadiness to follow out a consistent course of
husbandry based on sound experience.

—

—

THE FlELn SLIGHTLY BELOW THE
PAYING POINT

Many

fields are below the point where
really pays their owners to cultivate
them because the sub-soil is so porous
that the humus and mineral fertility
These fields for the
leaches away.
it

most part may be brought up to
a paying basis by a system of cultivation
that keeps the fertility near the surface.
In many cases it is best to sow such fields
When this is not
to permanent pasture.
desirable for any reason, it is good practice to have a rotation in which there are
two seasons for hay, the first being clover.
If conditions will warrant it at all, alfalfa
should be sown. The season that the field
is planted to cereals but not seeded down
the field should be plowed immediately the
harvest is taken off and sown to rape or
to rye and vetch and left under these crops
This treatment
till the following spring.
holds the snow during the winter, prevents depletion by winds and builds up
the humus.

—
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THE FIELD WITH A BARREN HILL
Again, take the case of the field that
has a hill running through the middle of

The

valleys on either side of the hill
are productive, but the hill itself scarcely
pays its vi^ay. The fault of the hill is the
lack of humus, due to the leeching of the
it.

For You-a wonderful Book
on Farm Drainage - FREE

1

Do you know

on can take as much crop off
100 acres properly drained as you can off 200
acres not drained and save half the
labor?
It's a fact. Do you know that proper, inexpensive tile drainage

and spring rains and the high winds
of winter, that strip away either by
stream of wind-blast the humus the farmer has managed to secure during the
previous summer. Further, clover rarely
grows well on these hills, though a good
catch is readily obtained in the lower
parts of the field. The cure is the plowing of the hill immediately after the crop
has been removed, and the re-sowing to a
mixture of rye and fall vetch. This may
fall

\

assists pulverization — lengthens the season prevents surface
washing makes your land lighter to work— prevents drought and
increases the quantity and improves the quality of your crops ?

—

—

Why not have us send you. today, free of charge, a very interesting booklet on this subject? Much to learn— nothing to
pay. Don't neglect anything that will help you grow better,
bigger crops. Proper drainage means as much as two dollars
in your bank account for every one that goes there now, and
the Goverment lends you money for the Tile if desired.
Your book

Write us today. Mention this paper.

Dominion Sewer Pipe

Co.,

waiting

is

.

Limited

be pastured with profit, but should not be
plowed till the following spring. Just before an attempt is made to seed to clover,

should be thoroughly sprinkled
from the parts of the field where
clover grows readily. The leaving of the
field unplowed over winter but covered
with the rye and vetch insures the holding of the snow and prevents the leaching
away of the humus by the fall and spring
ains.
Further, in cases where the hills
have a gravelly or otherwise porous sub.'oil, the presence of the plant life means
that the soluble plant food is kept near
the surface of the soil in a condition in
which it is readily available for plant
food.
Sprinkling the hill with soil from
the lower parts of the field provides for
the

with

hill

soil

not a catalogue but a
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saving facts for
the farmer.
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clover inoculation.

THE UNPRODUCTIVE LEVEL-LYING
CLAY FIELD

The

and essential step is drainage.
Unless this step is taken and well taken,
there is little use of attempting anything
The next step is getting humus.
else.
first

Manure may be added.

A

liberal dressing

of potash and phosphoric acid will make
it all the easier for clover, red clover, to
grow. The following procedure will be
almost sure to bring good results: When
the field is drained in the early autumn
plow to about the usual depth, using the
ordinary plow, and loosening the sub-soil
with the sub-soil plow. Sow to rye for a
cover crop and top dress with manure.
If possible, use a complete commercial
fertilizer.
The idea is to get a start in
humus. Turn the rye under early in the
spring, and sow oats or peas or some rapid
growing seed for a forage crop. When this
is eaten off, fallow for wheat. It is best
to give this wheat crop additional help in
the form of commercial fertilizer.
The
following mixture per acre is about right:
300 pounds of a mixture of 1,200 pounds
of acid phosphate, 600 pounds of tankage
and 200 pounds of muriate of potash. This
will practically insure a growth of clover
and when clover is once growing vigorously the tide is turning in favor of the
farmer's pocket-book.

THE OLD CREEK BOTTOM
In the case of the field that is not doing
its part because of the presence of a creek,
the hindrance is usually due to the fact
that the course of the creek is crooked.
The first step in this case is the straightening of the creek, care being taken to be-

how
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gin the straightening at the place where
the creek leaves the field. Care must be
taken, too, to leave the new course for the
creek deep and wide enough to carry off
all the surface water.
Into this creek
there should be under-drainage sufficient
to take away rapidly all surplus water
from the field. The field is now ready for
the plow. It must be kept in mind that
this soil is in need of exposure to the air
in order that heat and moisture may d»
their part in the growth of the animal or-

No More
Sore
Shoulders
,^>>

ganisms essential to thfc development of
the plant food, without which vegetatioH
cannot thrive. While the field has suffered from an excess of moisture these
organisms have not been present in suf-

Protection
To buy a

horse to-day involves a
big expenditure and the cost of

ficiently large

horses will increase.
Yoii shnnld cnrefiilly guard against destructive agencies that lower
the vitality of your horses aud shorten their life of usefulness.

A VALUABLE AID
in the protection of your liorscs
the use of

is

ment

In a field such as
these organisms will develop with
incredible rapidity once there is good
drainage and the heat and sunlight are
once admitted. Usually the land is rich in
matter that will rapidly become plant food.
Drainage and aeration consequent upon
cultivation are the basic needs of such a
this,

obtained from

VENTIPLEX PADS
which cure gall suies by reiiuving their cau
Veutiplex Pads are comfortable, soft aud cool
They prevent devitalizing irritatii
the horse.

Made of a patented fabric that can be eas
washed when soiled.
Order from Your Dealer
^

We

numbers for the develop-

of crop growing.

field.

have a booklet written to be serviceable
you. Yes, it is about our product but is rea
interesting. May we send you one?

SANDY SOILS

—

Frequently sandy soils are deficient in
mineral salts and require liming. In addition, green manuring may be used to
good advantage. These soils are early
and recover quickly from rain. Hence in

The Burlington-Windsor Blanket Co.
CANADA
TORONTO

localities

where large quantities of manure

are readily obtainable, truck gardening
may be carried on to advantage. Where
the water table is near the surface, sandy
soils may become very fertile, and a little
forethought will enable a gardener to obone of the
tain two crops in the season
secrets of prpfitable gardening. As a rule
legumes, owing to the absence of lime in
the soil, do not usually do well on sandy

—
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SMOKER

There were no chopped-up, granulated tobaccos in the good old days.
Your grandfather sliced each pipeful fresh
his plug and enjoyed a REAL smoke.

from

Gypsum may

same opportunity.

It

soils.

surface is far down, had better be abandoned to re-forestation. At the best the
sandy field requires a deal of soil making
and may readily be cultivated at a loss.

is

made of selected tobacco, with all its rich moisture and fragrance preserved in compact form.
Whittle off a fresh pipeful and you will find for the
first time what the NATURAL flavor of Tobacco IS.
"Made

in

Cauda

LOAMS

When

hy Ciperl Canadian Workmco."

EVERYAVHERE lOc

130-Egg
If

Incubator and Brooder Po?

ordered togrether

pay

all

freight

$13.90

for only $13.10 and we
R. R. station in Canada.

we send both machines

and duty charges

to

any

We have branch warehouses inWinnipeg, Man. and Toronto, Ont.
(

11

)

FREIGHT

AIVD DVTV
•

PAID

Orders sliipped from nearest wareliouse to your P.. R. station.
Hot water, double walls, dead-air space between, double glass
doors, copper tanlcs and boilers, self-regulating. Nursery under

eefX tray. Especially adapted to Canadian climate. Incubator and Brooder
shipped complete with thermometers, lamps, egg testers ready to use when you pet them. Five
year guarantee 30 days trial. Incubators finished in natural colors showing the high grade California Redwood lumber used
not painted to cover inferior material. If you will compare ourj
machines with others, we feel sure of your order. Don't buy until yon do this you'll save money
it pays to investigate before you buy.
Remember our price of 613,90 is for both Incubator and
Brooder and covers freight and dnf v chartios. Send for FREE catalog today, or send in your order and save time.
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be used with good effect in

The sandy hill or field situated
where manure cannot be cheaply secured
in large quantities, and where the water
such

Smoking Tobacco
the

rapidly destroying the organic matter ift
sorely needed. Nitrogen on such soils is
best supplied in the foim of well-rotted
manure. Phosphates are best supplied in
the form of phosphatic. guano or steamed
bone, super-phosphates and basic slag
Potash
usually being quite unsuitable.
manure is much needed, and may be supplied in the form of sulphate of potash.

POLO
BLOCK
affords you

Lime is best supplied in the form
of marl, as quicklime has a way of overfields.

the sand in the loam is of a fine
texture, a sticky soil condition is almost
Soil of this character
sure to result.
usually is a sore puzzle to the amateur
farmer or gardener. When the sand iH
the loam is coarse we have the ideal soil
that is adapted to almost any crop. The
central study in the enrichment of such
soils is ascertaining the quantity of cal-

cium carbonate contained therein.

CLAYS

—

the sand in these soils is of an
extremely fine texture their owner is con-

When

:

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
fronted with a problem in cultivation that
Indefed, so unsatisis extremely puzzling.
factory will he likely find his labors in
this regard that it is questionable if it is
worth the cost involved. The practice is
growing to devote such fields to permanent
pasture. In all except extremely dry years
good results usually follow this field hus-

bandry.

The

the less likely

Tree Pruning Easy
Pruning Knives That Make Pruning
a Pleasure Than a Hardship

More of

tools are designed on new
principles in a factory especially devoted to their manufacture. They so greatly reduce the work that five or six
trees can be trimmed in the time formerly required for
one, and far more easily too.
They quickly pay for
themselves by their great convenience and the econ-

Taylor - Forbes pruning

closer the texture of the soil
is success to be won.

The use of lime is of the utmost value
The effect of farmyard
on clay soils.
is lasting.
Superphosphate may
be used to advantage. As a rule, the use of
potash is not required. Wheat, beans and
mangolds flourish on this soil.

manure

THE FARM

omy in time they afford.
TUp,
K'ancjic ^* ^
1 lie rK(iiiaicl&

pruning

shrubbery and hedges.

It

general utility Knife, suitable
not only trees, but
has a wide range of action.
It will cut the smalle.st twig or a green limb 1% inch
through.
f,-,;.

SOIL SURVEY

OwfUarri
rcnara Kinrr
IVing Notice
n

pay every farmer to know the
soil requirements of his farm in detail.
Fortunately for the average farmer, his
It will

how compact

^.^^^

the knife

is.

worked where limbs

j^g

are close together, removing one without injury to the
others.
The blade Is of finest temper and is removable
for sharpening.
The handles are made of hard maple
carefully selected, well seasoned and of ample strength.

To
land presents considerable variety.
take advantage of this condition he must
try to balance his soil food as carefully as
he balances the rations of his farm stock.
At no point in agriculture should there be

Hannv
tiiwuglil
»***FHj Thniiahf

'^'^'^

^^"'^^

^'''^

^

p"™p sun

action which is very effective
for setting back budding, shaping and trimming.
It is
a general favorite for light or medium work.
It permits the operator to stand on the ground.
It will cut
limbs up to
of an inch, works easily, has a ptiwerful
lever.ige and long drawing cut, which are features of
all our pruning knives.
The material of all our pruning knives Is of first
quality.
High-carbon crucible steel forgings, oil-tempered, are used in the working parts.
The blades are
of finest temper and are removable for sharpening.
All our goods are guaranteed for life against defective
material or poor workmanship.

%

blending of first-hand experience
practical farming, and of the careful
use of the knowledge won by circumspect
a better
in

xperimentation, than at the point where
treatment of soil is determined upon.
Enormous losses might be saved and enornous gains made by taking adequate prethe

Al\
ijl \

cautions in this very particular. The expert and the practical lasdowner may do
ine work by co-operation in this partic-

Ask your

dealer.

how

Write for our booklet
to care for your trees.

Learn

"F."

Taylor-Forbes Company, Limited
Head
Guelph

jlar.

SPECIAL FERTILIZING

On farms where a short
with clover is followed, benefit
asually follows the use of some phosphatic
fertilizer. The advantage accruing gen!rally is found in the grain rather than in
;he straw.
Land that will grow wheat is
arely lacking in potash. Clover supplies
ill the nitrogen required.
Hence the only
leed is the phosphatic fertilizer. A field
y^ielding twenty bushels of wheat per acre
OSes in yielding this crop about ten pounds
)f phosphoric acid. These figures suggest
;he amount of this fertilizer that may be
srofitably added.

(51

...

Works

Office and

Ontario

For Wheat:

•otation

FERTILIZING

PERMANENT PASTURE FIELD
raw bone-meal will yield
About once in seven years

Finely ground
?ood results.
i

dressing of lime

is beneficial.

PEERIESS PERFECTION
THE FEHCE THAT
STAYS'PIIT"
PEERLESS

Perfection

one of Ihe easiest
:i}
fences to erect, because
It can be
it stays "put."
erected over the most hilly
and uneven ground, without
buckling, snapping or kinking'.
Uneven
Every joint is locked together
with the well-known "Peerless
Lock.
The heavy stay wires we use prevent sagging and require only about half as many posts as other fences.
is

'

'

HAY

A ton of hay removes from the soil
bout 25 pounds of nitrogen, 10 pounds
f phosphoric acid and 18 pounds of potsh.
The nitrogen may be replaced by
•rowing legumes. Hence, if the hay is
lold off the farm the farmer must return
he potash and phosphoric acid if he would
»alance up for the amount taken away.

'

Peerless

Fmrm Fence

Open Hearth steel fence wire. All the impurities
burned out and all the strength and toughness left in.
Makes the fence elastic and springj\ It will not snap or break under
sudden shocks or quick atmospheric changes. Our method of galvanizing prevents rust and the coating will not flake, peel or chip ofif.

is

made

of the best

of the steel are

CORN

The great food needs of corn are nitrogen and potash.
As has been shown in
he case of grain already mentioned, there
no need of supplying these ingredients
n the form of artificial fertilizer, as lerumes and manure will supply all the
litrogen required while most soils are
•ich in the potash.
s

Send for catalog. It also describes our farm gates,
poultry fencing and ornamental fencing.

Agents nearly everyvuhere, Jtgents wanted
in unassigned territory.

The Banwell-Hoxie Wire Fence
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Co., Ltd.

Hamilton, Ontario

—

—

aI
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THE POTATO CROP

Pure Copper Lightning

Rod Company
HAMILTON, ONTARIO
Manufacturers and Dealers in
High-grade Pure Copper Strand Lightning
Bod Cables, Copper Tubes for Uprights, Galvanized Standards, Copper Cone Points Nickelled. Ornamental BaDs, Copper Straps, Malleable Galvanized I>iapersfrs, Ornauiental Vanes.
Our cable Ls a woven stranri capable of 36 pure copper
1,(X!0
feet on a solid wooden syjool, dniiig away
with all waste ends and faulty conuectious.
(ioveniment Hidletin 220 from the Ilepartnnnt of
Agricidtmc, Toronto, Ont., will give you full infonnation,on the heavy loss by lightning, and showing wh.il
the Government thinks of lightning rods as practically

v\ires,

,

absolute protection.
Our cable being pure copper and weighing over three
nz. to the foot, passes Government regulations.
Our dealers ani their erectors are experienced men on
installing rods, ani by specifying our Company's cable
it
insures absolute pure copper cable and the proper
installation of the rods.

FREE
Send US the names and post

and we will send you
New York novelties.

free,

addresses

office

of the lightning rod agents in

your

locality,

Wafj-an/ed to Ctve Satlmfacilon.

it is important that the
be well stocked with decaying organic
matter. The soil itself should be a happy
medium between a sandy and a clayey
loam. All the better results will be obtained if the soil has a decidedly acid reaction.
An abundant humus content in
the soil is of the utmost importance. When
artificial fertilizers are used about 500
pounds of a mixture of 1,600 pounds of
acid phosphate and 400 pounds of highgrade sulphate of potash will be found to
give satisfactory results. Muriate of potash is cheaper than the sulphate of potash
and gives promise of larger yields, but it
is almost sure to give an inferior potato.

For this crop

Gombauli's

soil

Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.

A

Immigration
Canada's Future
We
ilate. ^

must admit only as we can assimWe must incorporate rather than

Now is the time to study the
needs and determine on a policy for the
future. Even presidents of our transportation companies who might be supposed
to have concern only with getting immigrants into the country realize the imperative necessity of selection and judicious placing. I cannot better close than
by repeating the recent words of Sir
exploit.

DE-ODORID
THE GREAT FAMILY
DISINFECTANT
Made in Canada
DE-ODOR-ID— a great germ destioyer — Cleanses,
Purifies,
DisinShould be used

fects.

freely for the
Sick Room; for cellar, and tor all
household
purposes
for
chicken
houses, stables and anywhere else
;

where a de-odorizer

required.

is

Non - Poisonous
PKICE 25 CENTS

'

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Toronto, Ont.

Thomas (now Baron) Shaughnessy: "The
future of Canada depends largely on the
ability with which we handle the incoming population, and the preparations we
make for absorbing the hetergeneous elements which we may be called upon to
assimilate after this terrible racial erup>-

Why INot Cut
Two Cars of

tity Prices for stock breeders
and farnjers. If your dealer
cannot supply, write

NATIONAL DRUG COMPANY

TORONTO

Sole Distributors for Canac'a

The

Girl of the

—

Land

Get

Continued from page 32
not often led on to talk like this," half
shyly, "But," with an explanatory laugh,
"now you know why I'm entirely satisfied to remain a woman,
why, I'd much

The
filler

Modern

Tells you
there is to
know
about present-day silage feeding—how to build silos.

Silage
Methods

Gives reliable and unbiased
(we do not sell silos) on

facts

every
:ave,

silo

builf

—home

made

hoop and octagonal silos—

cement, concrete silos
—all modifications.
Also covers
every Top used for silage— 41 of them.
Here's an entirely new book— 264 pages
—better than former copies used as text
books in colleges. Copyrighted November, 1914. Ten page index. We send it
for 20c coin or stamps.
Send for this
new copy today.
pit, briclc, tile,

Silver's "Ohio"
Silo Fillers
Write for cataloe and fourcolor poster folder which we
end free. Enclose 20c to
coverdutyandpostaKeand
,

we send "Modem

Silage

Methods" with them.

Filler.

fertilizers

means

Send

bigger

out-bound
bigger

for " Cost of Available

Nitrogen."

you?"

DR.

That night the young journalist lay
awake thinking.
"She has some ideas of her own importance in the plan of things, sure
enough, it wasn't just egotism,— it was
more as if all women were rolled up in
her,
a sort of composite woman, so to
speak. Jove when she looked off into that
sunset she made me feel queer
As if
the race-mother were talking to me,
sort of twentieth century savious of this
•man-mud(Jled old world."
A v^^himsical grin overspread his face
in the dark.

is

tonnage for railroads and
purchases by farmers.

—

20!

The Latest

—

producing capacity of
without much

greater

high-grade

prefer to be myself, thank you! Oh yes,
we can see those apples all right yet,
love the smell of an apple orchard, don't

Only

cars out of 5

2

Order higher grades and Nitrate of Soda for your active
Nitrogen and save freight.

—

'

Filler?

Fertilizers to our farmers
every season. Forty per cent.

Europe."

tion in

Off the

takes 400,000 cars to carry

It

Abtolutelyr

Write for Special Large Quan-

Cure for

Positive

Ringbone and other bo-V tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Parasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria. Removes all
Bunches from Horses or Cattle,
As a Human Remedy tor Rhemnatisia,
Sprains, Sore Thror.t, etc., it is invaluable.
Kvcry boltle of Caustic Balsam sold Is
Warranted to (rivo cutis. action. Price $1,50
per bottle. Sold by dnitjrfjists, or sent by express, charc't^ r^id, wjta full directions for
Send for descriptive circulars,
its USD. C
testunonixils, etc. Address

Contrnued from page 18

CO.

and

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Cappe4 Hock,
Strainea Tendons, Fount'-or, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,

one of the latest

PURE COPPER LIGHTNING ROD
HAMILTON. ONTARIO

Safe, Speedy

WM.

S.

MYERS,

Director

25 Madison Ave., NewYork

—

—

!

—

!

—

men will have to step some if
of her kind get loose. Good for 'em,
too, good for 'em
And what is our country doing to really direct its girls right, if
they are as important as she thinks? And
"Gad

!

many

!

—

they are yes, she's dead right, they are.
Well, we're training them to think, a

MORIN'S

B.

J.

VIGORA
Thi.s

remerly

cures

horse.s

of

broken wind, low debility, skin
vermin, and of all ill-

disease!!,

nesses of the throat,
tubes or lungs, rtc.

bronchial
-''

^<» ^. ^.if
.

B. Moriii:
.Ancienne Lorette.
Two of my horses were sick, one with broken wind,
the other with a very bad cOiigh,
After having treated
them with Vigora I found them completely cured and
they have recovered all of their fonner vigor.— El7rar
Robitaille.
Price 50 cents per bottle.
-Mr.

J,

Ask

jronr dealer.

For particulars of
J. B.

412

St.

it*

many

John Street

Quebec

Write
Druggist

uses.

MORIN. Wholesale

City, Que.. Can.

—
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that's about all we
ol' them at least,
can claim credit for. And that is a good
They'll do the rest themdeal, after all.

few

selves,

—find their own leaders.
changes coming

But

I

see

next
([uarter century. Wonder if there are
iir.y German girls of that stamp? It's the
finish of Kaiserism if there are!" And he
went to sleep to dream of the military
authorities of Europe raging impotently
because all the Foreign Secretaries were
mothers who looked off into the sunset
and back over the earth with Divine calm,
•'workers together with God" and each
other for the humanizing of the lands.
-.ome radical

in the

Buy Your Binder RIGHT

Celery Culture In
British
I'laiitiny

Columbia

and Cultivation, and the Best
Varieties for the Market

UTILIZING

labor

in

celery

culture,

making of the hot beds in February
and March to the disposition of the crop
in the winter time affords profitable labor
the year round.
Celery is also worthy
of a place in every garden wherein conditions at all warrant its profitable growing.
In early celery it will be necessary
to start the season in hot-house or under

garden sash made for this purpose.
If it is decided to use a greenhouse for
thi.s work I prefer to sow the seed in boxes,
not less than three inches deep, commonly
called flats.
The bottom of these flats
should be a little open so as to allow
water to percolate through. The soil for
these flats should be of a nice light friable nature. The soil and manure should
be placed together in equal q-iantities on
the screen and worked through with the
back of a rake. This soil is packed down
tight and filled a little higher than the
edges of the flats.

To sow the seed make marks across the
flats one and a quarter to one and a half
inches apart and one-quarter inch deep.
To handle the seed easily place it in a
saucer where you can get at it easily.
Then using the finger and thumb, sow the
seed easily in the bottom of each row, using plenty of seed. Then cover and press

The most important implement investn)ent any farmer can
make certainly is his Binder, and right there, because thousands of farmers realize that fact, you have the reason for
the tremendous popularity of the.

Frost and
Binder noted
THIS the
strength —

Wood

Binder
—

for its light draft
its sure, speedy cutting
ease of handling. But the greatest of all its assets
is Reliability.
This comes from long Frost and Wood experience in the
development of the Binder. Ii comes from many stringent tests we give
every F. & W. Binder before it goes to the customer. The Frost and Wood
Binder has a big power wheel of special design, special roller bearings, special
cutter bar, special non-failing knotter, special non-clogging elevator and other
exclusive features too numerous to list here.
Frost and Wood make the
it will give you the field service you want in
Binder you can buy and
is

its

great

its

KNOW

any emergency.
Swift Cutting

Sure Tying
Light Draft

Cuts any Crop

Special Rollers

Roller Bearings

Easy Levers

No Threshing
No Choking'

Write nearest Branch or Office for Frost and Wood Binder Book and see what a
splendid machine

COCKSHUTT PLOW

CO.

l^l;,^i^TiRfo:

Limited

QUEBEC AND
MARITIME PRO-

BRANTFORD, ONT.

VINCES BY

it is

THE FROST & WOOD

CO.

Limited
Montreal.

SMITHS FALLS.

St.

John

down with the board.
When a sufficient number of flats have

the soil firmly

been filled place them in the house or hothouse, wet them and place over them gunny-sacks.
On the apearance of the seed

breaking through the soil the coverings
must be promptly removed. It is best to
shade them for, a few days, otherwise too
much sun will kill the plants. If the
germination of the plants is good, thin
them out to stand about twenty-five to the
foot. This is best done on their first coming through the ground.
For the early crop of celery it is found
that White Plume is probably the earliest
on the market. Some markets, however,
discriminate against this in favor of the
Golden Yellow Self-branching, which I
think is much the best for fall and early
winter use.
This later, though, is not
as strong a grower as the other and more
subject to disease.

The Boy Mechanic
It

The Great Book

of

for Boys to

700 Things

Do

gives complete directions for making all things boys love to build
and will help greatly to educate him into usefulness.

700 Articles— 480 Pages-800

Illustrations

(7x10)

clearly printed on high-grade book paper and durably bound in cloth.
The
cover is of an attractive design in four colors showing a boy building a small boat. There
are ten solid pages of index alone. Neither care nor expense have been spared to make
this the greatest boys' book published, and to enable as many boys as possible to have one,
the price has been made absolutely as low as possible. It would be difficult to think of a
way of investing $1.50 that would benefit a boy as much as through the purchase of one
of these books.
It

is

Sent postpaid to any address upon receipt of price
The Book Department

The MacLean

Publishing^ Co., Ltd.,

— $1.50.

143-153 University Ave., Toronto, Ont-
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Feeding Meat

GENUINE DIAMONDS
CASH OR CREDIT

Poultry

TERMS 20 Down
and Sl-$2-$3 Weekly
VVe trust ^ny honest pcrs<in.

Write
1

for

Catalogue to-day.

D
tiros.,

1.

Jacobs

Dianoinl

to

CLASSIFIED

In Feeding Poultry for the Table, the Ra^
tion Should Consist Chiefly of Foods

Rich in Starch and

imprteis

ADVERTISING

Oil.

Toronto, Can.

15 Toronto Arcade,

'TpHE

fact that poultry are omnivorous
eaters is no proof that either laying
hens or fatting chickens require meat,
says Prof. Long of England. It is quite
true that where hens are at liberty on an
extensive run they find insect food for
warm
during
themselves,
especially
weather, although the quantity can
scarcely be worth consideration. Where,
however, they are confined and fed exclusively on vegetable food no difference
in their power of production is noticed.
Live stock of larger kinds have frequently
been fed on animal food such as dried
blood, which is a constituent of a wellknown "food" for cows, while pigs are
constantly fed on butcher's offals. So far
as facts have been recorded, there is nothing Afhich warrants the use of such stimulating foods as red meat, while there is
abundant evidence against its employment, especially in the case of the pig.
Animal food with no exception has no
value in increasing the weight of the carcase, while it diminishes the value of the
-*

If

Your

Horse
Could
Talk
He would

you that he

tell

more work
when the wagon wheels
can

do

lots

are greased with

MICA
AXLE

GREASEl
Mi.:a Axle Grease fills the
pores of the axle. Makes a
perfect bearing surface. Reduces friction to a minimum.

meat.

Dealers Everywhere

The imperial

Oil

Company

Limited

BRAJJCHES IN

ALii CITIES

GET A FARM OF YOUR OWN
TAKE
If

20

YEARS TO PAY

The land will support you and p;iy
An i,uiniense area of the must fertile land
Western Canada for sale at low prices and easy
you

-nisli.

for itself.
iu

farm lands, with
ample rainfall— irrigated lands from $35. Terms—
twenty years.
within
balance
One-twentieth down,
In irrigation districts, loan for farm buildings, etc,
interest
years—
up to $i.',000, also repayable in twenty
Here is your opportunity to inonly C per cent.
crease your farm holdings by getting adjoining land
For literature
or secure your friends as neighbors.
and particular!, apply to
terms ranging fru'm $11

to $30 for

Allan Cameron, General Superintend*t of Lands
Desk 28, Dept. of Natural Resources C.P.R.
Calgary. Alberta

MAKE YOUR BIKE
A MOTORCYCLE

at a email cost by using our Attache
FITS ANY BICYCLE. EasNo special tools required.
ivnte today for barable outfit.
ly attached.

gala

list

and

free

book

rn^C DAAIT
rnCC DUVA

describing the SHAW Bicycle Motor Attachment. Motorcycles, all makes, new
and second-hand, 835 and up.

SHAW MANUFACTURING
Dept.

125, C.alesburg,

CO.

Kansas, U.S.A.

the
Lareest

ftills

Stumps

Smit

Sfump
Pullers
The Smith machine

pulls the largest stumps at a cost of
6c each. Write today for free catalogs. .d special offer.

W. SMITH GRUBER

CO..

In feeding poultry for the table there
no greater mistake than to add meat to
the rations which should consist chiefly
of food rich in starch and oil, such as
ground oats, maize and barley and milk,
with some animal fat. Of necessity the
ration must contain albuminous matter
inasmuch as there can be no production
of lean meat, which is a nitrogenous substance, unless food which contains nitrogen is provided. Neither starch nor fat,
however, contain nitrogen, but it is present in milk as casein, in oats and barley,
afld indeed in all grains.
The usual poultry foods, ground oats,
barley meal, bran, buckwheat, etc., all
contain albuminoids in sufficient quantity
to provide for the requirements both of
laying hens and fatting chickens and they
all have the merit of comparative cheapness.
Good barley is of greater service
than peas and beans.
Bone flour may be used for growing
chickens to great advantage when it is
prepared from boiled bones.

is

84 SMITH STA.. LA CRESCENT. MINN.

Skim-milk Values
Since the nutritive part of skim-milk
consists very largely of protein, it is to
be classed, as whole milk is, with such food
materials as eggs, meat, fish, poultry, and
cheese (though it is much more delicate
than those foods) rather than with such
substances as sugar, which serve only as
fuel. Two and a half quarts of skim-milk
contain almost as much protein and yield
about the same amount of energy as a
pound of round of beef. When skim-milk
sells for 4 cents a quart, or about 2 cents
a pound, and round of beef for 20 cents a
pound, a dime, or any other sum of money
spent for skim-milk will provide nearly
twice as much nourishment as it will if
spent for round steak.

BE

.VN

BUSINESS CHANCES
ACCOUNTANT — BOOKKEEPING.

Higher Accountancy, disting, Baiiljing, Finance and Auditing, Individu.il postal tuition,
by an e.xpert. Particulars free. Dept. K. Box J,
Hamilton, Ontario.

.JEWELRY

WATCHES—$5.50 TO

WALTHAil

Reliable timepieces.
St..

'

$150.00.

Send for free caUilogue

The Watch Shop, Wm.

to

E.

Cox, 70 Yonge

Toronto.

(tf)

FARMS WANTED
WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNER OF

good farm for

sale.
Send description and cash
R. G. List, Minneapolis, Minn.

price.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT, MACLean Publishing Co., Ltd., 153 University Ave
Toronto.

.

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS, BY EDWARD

Rose Maurer, B.C.E., -Professor of Mechanics.
University of Wisconsin.
144 pp., 58 illus.
Cloth binding.
A worli of great value U>
architects, builders, designers, steel and concrete workers.
Strength of timber, wrought
iron, steel, cast iron, brick, stune, etc.,

under

loads;
strength of built-up sections:
strength of beams, columns, shafts, riveted
joints, etc.
Price $1.10.
MacLean Pub. Co..
143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
all

THE GABDENETTE OR CITY BACKYARD

By Benjamin P. Albaugh. The
is arranged to meet the needs of the
beginner or amateur, especially for those who
have limited areas that are available for the
purpose. This book contains thirty full-page
illustrations, photographs, examples of the
author's experiments.
Handsomely bound, at

Gardeniug.

volume

.1)1.35

postpaid.

"THE BUSINESS OP FARMING." BY WM.

C Smith, author of "How to Grow 100 Bushels
of Corn per Acre on Worn Soil."
The preface of this new volume by Mr. Smith contains
a history of the science of farming from the

dawn of creation down to the present time.
The book alms to deal with every phase and
feature of the farm.

Cloth

bound, postpaid,

Si.2.25.

ANY

ONE

OF

OUR

READERS,

EVEN

though he be an amateur with tools, will experience no difficulty in making very attractive
and useful articles for the Home. We have
four Books on this work. Parts 1, 2, 3 and
"Woodworking for Amateur Craftsmen." Tliey
are a handy size and have 512 pages. 223 illustrations, 98 working drawings, printed on the
best book paper, and durably bound in handsome cloth; will be sent prepaid to any address for .$2.00, or any one volume postpaid
for 50c.
Get one of these Books and experience a surprise at how simple it is to make
mission wood furniture.
The MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd.. Book Department, 143-153
University Ave., Toronto.

Classified

Want

Ads.
Get right down to the point at issue.
If you want something, say so in a few
well-chosen words.
Readers like that
sort of straight-from-the-shoulder talk,

and that

is

the reason

why condensed

ads. are so productive of the best kind
of results.

TRY A CLASSIFIED
IN THIS

PAPER

AD.

—
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Ammunition

A Z

I

NE
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Reliability

When you face an emergency in big game hunting
When the ducks, partridge or rabbits are making a quick
"get-a-way" —When the "clay pigeons" dodge at unexpected angles or when shooting on the target ranges,
dependable ammunition is absolutely necessary.

Dominion Ammunition
rifle gives a feeling of confidence that makes satisfactory results certain. Sportsmen who know select it for its speed,
accuracy and penetration. The big "D" trade mark is your guarantee
of the best Ammunition that money can buy.

your shotgun or

in

Dominion Cartridge Companyi

Send for Free Colored
hanger "A Chip of the
Old Block."

Limited,
828 Transportation Bld^., Montreal.
'
• .•.'••'.-.•.•

'

•.•^•

'
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The Cult

of the

1

cj

Farm

Garden
Continued from page 14

GARDEN PEAS
All varieties of garden peas advertised
in Canadian catalogues mature as a rule
The very
if sown from May 10th to 20th.
early sorts are not equal in flavor to the
medium variety, and when only one or
two sorts are sown, the latter should be
Sow rather thickly and three
chosen.
inches deep. During growing season keep
land between rows well cultivated. Alaska,
Wm. Hurst, Surprise, Extra Early, are
among the best early varieties. Strata-

gem, Yorkshire, Hero, Queen, Dwarf
Telephone and Nott's Excelsior are very
good medium varieties. For succession of
green peas sow 10 days apart from May
1st to

June

Refuge Wax — Pods round,
R(>nn« —
UCQUO
some appearance. Is tender,

(7orn

— GoldenandBantam —
quality

early,

,\n

delicious flavor.

to orange-yellow

when

clear and transparent and of handvery productive, free from rust, and

%

stands dry weather well.
Postpaid.

ripe.

lb.

1

15c.,

lb.

5 .lbs. $2.00.

45c.,

hardy, productive variety, of 'finest
It is a rich,

%

lb.

10c.

,

cream yellow, deepening
1

lb.

30c.,

5 lbs. $1.40.

Postpaid.

Pea.S
*»

—Bruce

—

Early Settler A grand extra earlv wrinVIed marrow
variety.
The pods are large, deep green, and filled with large
peas, possessing the rich flavor and qualitv of the best late
varieties.
It attains a height of about 1%
feet and is very
's

%

productive.

lb.

15c.. 1 lb. 40c., 5 lbs. $1.75.
Postpaid.
purchaser's expense, deduct 10c. per pound.
BRUCE 'S Seeds are the cheapest, because they are the best.

If sent

FREE

by Express

at

Our handsomely illustrated 128-page catalogue of Vegetable,
Farm and Flower Seeds, Plants, Bulbs. Poultry Supplies.
Garden Implements, etc., for 1916.
Send for it.

1st.

BEANS
While the bean crop gives little trouble
in the more temperate climate of the East
it is not very sure in the West, as beans
are easily injured or killed at any stage
of their growth. They should not be sown
early and only the most rapidly maturing
varieties grown.
Dwarf Extra Early,
Early Six Weeks and Extra Early Refugee are

3 Grand Varieties—Good as Gold

among

the best varieties.

CORN
Corn is a crop that requires a good soil
and thorough cultivation to give good returns.
Sow seed about June 1st in wellprepared land in rows three feet apart.
Keep land thoroughly cultivated between

John A. Bruce

&

Co.,
^..-ww, Ltd,,
m.^ «.^.«,,

rows during the growing season. Early
varieties such as the Malakoff White and
,

"tI'*.**"J^"*^""
Kstablished Sixty-six Years.

Grand Rapids, and

Silver Ball are good
varieties for table use.

Red Cob Cory and Squaw corn are most

RADISHES

satisfactory for table use.

LETTUCE
Lettuce is an excellent vegetable to
force for table use and should be sown
at intervals of two weeks from May 1 to
July 1. It is of the easiest culture and
may be sown on any good land providing
the land is well prepared. Big Boston,

very desirable garden
be grown on almost
any soil with the easiest culture. Plan
for a succession of crops by sowing at
short intervals during early part of summer.
All varieties are good.
White
Tipped Scarlet Gem, French Breakfast
and Olive Scarlet are extra good.

Radishes

are

vegetables and

may

"

'
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Selecting a

Why

Risk

Some

Points

Which

Good Investment House

Your Money

FARMERS

to-day have for invest-

ment a very considerable amount of
money. This statement, in some

in speculative investments or sit
satisfied

down

with a paltry 3 per cent, in a

savings account at your bank

same money

when

the

return you from SVz

will

per cent, to 7V2 per cent, in absolutely

where

investments,

safe

your

only

trouble in collecting your interest half-

coupon due on that
date and deposit it in your bank same as
you do your money. We have a select
list of investments
all have paid their
interest or dividends regularly when due
none have ever defaulted or deferred
the payments when due.
We will be
pleased to supply lists upon application.
You can invest any sum from $10.00 up,
and can pay in ten equal monthly instalments, or pay in full at any time.
yearly

is

to clip the

—

—

FERGUSON & SANSON

parts of the country

wrill

and

On

wfith justification.

INVESTMENT BANKERS

it is

true.

5% DEBENTURES 5

o

-^t

of the Toronto Mortgage Company, 13 Toronto
Street, Toronto, payable at par at any Branch
of the Standard Bank of Canada or the BanK
ol

British North America.

The Toronto Mortgage Company
issues Debentures, secured by all the Assets
of the Company, in any denominatiop, for
from 2 to 5 years, at 5%, payable half-yearly,
and they are a legal investment for trust
funds. Company's surplus, over all liabilities
to public, is $1,296,914.00.
Mortgage loans
made on improved farms at lowest current
rates.

SIR

WM. MORTIMER CLARK,

WALTER

President

GILLESPIE, Manager

We Offer Safe

INVESTMENTS
Yielding from

5%

to

6|%

GOVERNMENT. MUNICIPAL
and PUBLIC UTILITY BONDS
In

Also

MORTGAGES ON

CITY RESIDENTIAL

PROPERTY

John Stark

& Co.

Established 1870

Royal Bank Building, Toronto

The country,

country.

me

let

worth backing: it is the
best we know of. When years were not so
fat as recently there was from the farmers a demand for good securities. Those
with money who did not get good securities have too often loaded themselves up
with real estate and certificates that do
not represent "security." We have little
emphasize,

is

hesitation in saying that the latter did
not seek the advice of a good security
house, and act on it.
*

*

For some weeks there has been taking

CANADA

-

be questioned,
the whole, how-

There never was a time,
not in this generation, when the produce
of the farm was in better demand. Nor
have prices on the whole been so high for
many a day. If under such circumstances
the men of the land have
Be Very
not put aside something
Careful
for the rainy day then
With Whom there is something wrong
Yoti Deal
with either the men or the
ever,

*

TORONTO,

Mind Whe

the Novice Should Bear in
to Become an Investor

Seeking

place in Toronto a trial, the evidence submitted in which shows very clearly how
many people lost their heads in the real
estate boom of a few years ago. Farms
adjacent to cities in the
The Lesson
West were bought for
about fifty dollars an acre
of a Trial
and then turned over at
continuously advancing prices to syndicates, and by the syndicates cut up into
small lots and sold to anyone foolish
enough to buy them. Hundreds of farmers as well as town people were inveigled
into buying these lots. To say that they
were inveigled is perhaps going too far.
At the time everybody, with some exceptions, believed that prices would continue
to advance.
But they did not. Taxes on
the land, however, have not declined, but
show an upward tendency. One point
worth noting about the methods employed
in marketing all the sub-divisions that
were put on the market is that they were
not countenanced by old and reputable
investment houses.
*

«

*

That fact is well worth bearing in mind.
Those who remember what the news-

their investment through it.
To-day
at that time the experienced investor, n
the speculator, goes regularly to his boi

house to find out what are the best s
curities to buy.
No better advice can
given to the man who has never invest*
before, or who has been unsuccessful
unfortunate in his investments, than
seek for himself the advice of a go(
1

(

house.
*

Bear

in

*

*

mind that some men

associat<

together in one firm, and calling ther
selves "investment bankers" or "financi
agents" or "brokers" are strictly reliab
and quite worthy of your confidence. Th
are the very ones to whom you should
when you start out to invest. Your pu
pose should be to ascertain which are r
liable?
For the very reason that
many of the best houses have earned f(
themselves a great name amonst su
cessful investors, less reliable compani
which do a very speculative busines
in real estate and many other thing
call themselves " financial houses
"
" investment

bankers

Illusory

and

Misleading

Names

some similar

title

to inveigle the
their meshes.

unwary in
The Can

mere

dian bank act does not pe
mit anyone to set up a sign as a "banl
simply to protect those people wl
through custom and habit regard th

word as indicative of safety. Many vei
honest and frugal people who have work
hard for their savings have been misl
by the huge and imposingly gilded sig
"Bank," into handing over their money
rogues.

From

such a possibility prote

Canada by law. B\
freqeuntly terms as nearly aj
proaching "bank" as is possible are adop
ed. The object is plain, being to lead pe<
pie to believe that the "investment banl
er" or the "financial house" is as safe
a bank and as reliable. Some houses wit
such titles are as safe as the banks an
safer than some banks, but it needs dv.
crimination to pick them out.
Whei
therefore, you take your savings to ii
vest and look for a good investment hous
use discrimination.
tion in afforded in

mark how

Whenever
whether

there

great

is

in the selling of

activil

mining share

real estate or securities, many new house
into existence and pass away whe
the activity subsides. In the period dui

papers said at that time (about four
year ago) know that any prominent man,
who said the people were foolish to buy

come

sub-division lots of the skyWell, Good
line type, were set down as
Advice Was
pessimists.
Some of the
Discarded
best financial houses were
set dowm as the nurseries
of pessimism for daring to advise their
clients and the public that great caution
should be exercised. Those careful people who sought their advice and followed
it have the satisfaction of knowing today that they did the right thing. They
sought out a good security house and did

"Financial

Canada were formed,

Houses"
That Pass
In the Night

thos
outstanding firms
which imposed themselve
upon your attention an
which you had not heard o

ing which

—

many mergers

—

i

th

before were new firms. By their enter
prise and clever selling campaigns the
succeeded in victimizing the unwarj
They succeeded in inducing many peopl
to decline the advice of the older and re
liable houses and take theirs. One resul
is that thousands of strong-boxes in fan

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
in them share certificates as
ood looking as any printed, but which
Alongside of them are
re worthless.
ities to valueless real estate. It required
year or two to make it quite clear that
"enterprising" new organizations
le
hich bought so much space in the newsapers and forced themselves upon pubc attention were selling very largely
securities" that had no real value behind
lem. The fund of savings that had been
oaxed out of its safe depository had gone
nd was not likely to return. There fol)wed a period in which the people as a
hole went to the other extreme and
topped investing altogether or practiclly so, with the result that the country's
avings have accumulated. Recognizing
this fact it is quite possible
that more new houses will
roing to
spring up with the express
Extremes
purpose of getting at these
Vatch Your
savings. We would say to
'nvings
you,
be very cautious,
here may be a new house started that
lerits public confidence by reason of the
haracter of the men that are in control
f it, and such a house may be able to
ive an investor as good service as the
Idest and best in the Dominion. Before
aking their advice make full enquiry and
emember the story of the English lady
ifho kept her gold in a stocking for about
wenty-five years; meanwhile she had
Her gold acead the same periodical.
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omes have

THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE
SIR

EDMUND WALKER,

JOHN AIRD,

FARMERS' BUSINESS
The Canadian Bank

—
—

the Farmer's Mercury,
and has been there for, let

in

'Confidence

me

he Result of
Experience

years.
strong.

see,

over

Commerce extends

to Farmers every
banking business, including
the discount and collection of sales notes. Blank sales notes
are supplied free of charge on application/

of

facility for the transaction of their

The Verdict

umulated from year to year and became
ulky and hard to keep out of sight.
>amps, burglars, unfaithful servants or
ther folk likely to disregard the eighth
ommandment formed the subject of her
nental reflections and began to give her
ncreasing concern. Her thoughts turned

'stability

H. V. F. JONES, Ass't General Manager

CAPITAL, $15,000,000 RESERVE FUND, SI 3,500,000

—

the place where other people were in
he habit of depositing their gold. "I have
een something somewhere to the effect
hat Blix Bros. & Co. are reliable bankers
nd take care of your money. Yes, it was

C.V.O., LL.D,, D.C.L., President

General Manager.

Canadian Public again favours The Great-

of the

West

Life

enabhng

a larger business in

of

agents during 1915 to write

its

Canada than the Agency force

any other Company.

The Great- West

Life Assurance Company
HEAD OFFICE
WINNIPEG.
-

twenty-five

That bank must be
I'll
go and see
them." Thus she ruminat-

ASK FOR OUR

and the name of ore house through
persistence, and reliability had worn
lown a distrust so deep-seated. A house
hat has remained sound for twenty-five
rears and kept its name before the
)ublic at last
gained the confidence

1916

-

DESK CALENDAR.

.

id,

ige,

>f

this

TWO GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD INSURE
IN

The Excelsior Life Insurance Co.

careful lady.

The older the house the

better, but of

There may
come into the hands of
?oung men with less judgment and skill
han their predecessors and new houses
;hat come under the control of men of
iharacter and worth.
In any case, dis-

Unexcelled Security— $137.00 of Assets for each $100.00 of Liability.

;ourse there are exceptions.
)e

old houses that

rimination is necessary, always giving
other things being equal, the pre-

ige,

erence.
*

Having

*

*

selected your bond house, then
send you a list of their off'erings.
Vou can ask the same thing of several
louses. Don't hesitate to do this.
If you
lave no more than $100 to invest the good
louse will give you as much attenion as they would an investor with
isk it to

EXCELSIOR POLICIES WILL SAVE YOUR MONEY AND MAKE MONEY

FOR YOO

N B. — Write tor particulars of our Special Old Age Endowments.

Head Office

TORONTO

Feed Cattle the Paying

Way— With Purina

After practical tests and scientific research a bleiul has been made that gives
the nalural nutritious food qualities to growing calves the combination !s
called Purina Calfmeal.
Purina raises calves successfully without milk after the second week. PURINA
gives you the secret of raising calves the paying way.

—

A

scientiflc

the paying

The Chisholm Milling

chart

way

for

will

Co.,

feeding:

ralveii

be sent on request.

Limited, Toronto

^°JS„?a"ctu'ie»

—

!
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very

much more.

Most houses would

a
large
number
o f clients
with
small
amounts
invested
than
one or two clients with large sums. If the
house in question does not respond to
your letter asking for a list of their offerings you can make up your mind that
it is not the house you ought to deal with.
When you get the bond lists they will
show what kind of bonds are on the market and what they would yield to you if
you bought them. For instance, all the
best bond houses are now offering the
Dominion of Canada bonds. Generally
speaking, a good house will give you the
following particulars:
prefer

cures youi* horse
while he works
Galls and sore shoulders reduce the efficiency of jour horse— saD his strength
down his spirit. Cure hina without the
use of medicine — while he does his heaviest work, with the Lankford Collar.

We

guarantee a cure
when properly fitted. Be
careful and setthegenuine
Lankford Collar— made of
best white sail duck, trimmed in extra heavy leather
and stuffed with clean and
cotton, medicated,

which

harden. Tmilatiousare

downy

will

filled

curled

notpackor
with unsan-

itary straw, and are dantrerous to use.
Tho Lftiikford lits any shape neck
—easily put on or removed— always soft and pliable. Will not
sweeny. Han)e strapsattached,
and

llic-es $1.75
,vonr dealer

up.

51

but be sure It's a LaulU'urd.

Buy a Lankford
Send postal for copy and of
our literature on Lankford
Horse Collars.

Powers Mfg. Co,
Dept. 5 4

New Method— Learn To

Lessons

.

Waterloo, Iowa

Mandolin, Guitar. Cornet.
Harp. 'Cello or to sing.

Special Limited Offer of free
weekly les.sons. You pay only
for music and postage.wliicli

No extras. Beginners or advanced pupils.

is small.

Everything illustrated.plain.
simple, systematic. Free lectures each course. 16 years'
success. Start at once. Write
for Free Booklet Today—

225 Fifth ATcnae.

OLDEST

and

BEST

GRASSELLI — Lime-Sulphur Solution
GRASSELLI— Arsenate of Lead. Paste and
Powdered

GRASSELLI— Bordeaux

Mixture. Paste

GRASSELLI-Sulphate

of Nicotine. AO'i

sale.

2.

it.

interest.

3.

4.

full

5.

ASK ,^i^^^

it

6.

our
est

have before me a very good example
of a bond house circular, and it is sent out
by a reliable house. Among other securities it offers Dominion of Canada bonds,
giving with regard to them information in
the same order as indicated above, and
I

Grasselli

Chemical

Co.

Limited

Hamilton

Toronto

Montreal

Farmers
Are Saving

Money
Why

don't you

7

Cost $4.00 to $6.00
per lOOU— Hand or

Power Machines
Send for CataloB F,
for full

particulars.

Farmers' Cement
Tile

Machine Co.

Walkerville. Ont.

MACHINES
MOODY-S
SAWING
and
word
Are
the last

in

streneth

efficiency.

Built of selected,

well-seasoned hardwood, mortised and bolted strongly. They
will stand the heavy timber and do the maximum amount of
sawine smart men'can handle. Thev may be a little higher
priced than the cheap kind, which sometimes prove dangerous.
Best write
Our saw rigs 'pass MUSTER" every time
for leaflets now. One shows the Circular Saw Machines,
the other our Improved Drag Saw Machine.

The Matthew Moody & Sons

amount if you desire.
The next point in order
Dominion

Write Us

The

that sum is named is does not mean
that you will have to take all or nothing
if
you desire to buy the Government
If you have
security which is offered.
$100 to invest you can buy just that
is the issuing
In this case it is the
Government and that authority

Co.. Terrebonne. Que.

2.

undertakes to pay back your money on
December 1, 1925, guaranteeing to you a
rate of interest (No. 3) of five per cent.
If you desired to invest $500 the house
through which you dealt would secure for
you a certificate from the Government
which guaranteed to pay you, say, $500
on December 1, 1925, as stated (point No.
The next thing to do is to find out
4).
how much you will have to pay for this
certificate which will be worth $500 cash
at maturity, or due date, in 1925. The
That is, for
price at present is $97.50.
every $100 you buy you will have to pay
$97.50. At this price the actual yield on
your money would be at the rate of 5.32
per cent, on the money you furnish.
There is, of course, no question as to
the absolute security of this investment.
From every standpoint it is desirable.
The credit of the entire Dominion is behind it and in our opinion there is no
better security. While thus speaking un-.
reservedly vdth regard to this particular
issue, the same could not be done with regard 'to any other Canadian security.
The Financial Editor of The Farmer's
Magazine will be glad to offer our readers
suggestions on investments. This service
will be cheerfully given any reader of the
magazine. All communications should be
addressed to The Financial Editor, The
Farmer's Magazine, 143-153 University
Ave., Toronto.

sales

fAA]

near-

office

yield.

authority. No.

GRASSELLI— Free Nicotine. 40%
GRASSELLI— Paris Green

New York City

it

you

for

prices
and
terms on fertilizers adapted to
your soil and crops

"•'"

Send for Canada Booklet-Free

The American Agricultural Chemical Co.

New

We

SPRAY PRODUCTS

Now

U.S.SCHOOLOFMUSIC, Box22i

also other essential information.
First let us deal with No. 1.
will assume that the house has for sale $400,000
o f the Government security referred
If
the
preceding paragraph.
to in

GRASSELLI

Note— Piano.

Play By

Organ, Violin, Banjo,

— The amount of a given security
has for
— The authority which issues
— The rate of
— The date at which the amount
will be repaid
you.
— The price at which can be bought.
— The approximate
1.

Home!

At

to

Over 12.000.000 sold
Lankford Collars prevent
galls and sore Bhoulders, as
well as cure them. Get one
today —one foreach horse,

.

Learn Music

York. Boston.

Buflfala, Detroit

fANTl/RACl
TRADE

MARK

COATED
LINEN
iGOW-ARS

They are neat and comtorlable and resemble the best
linen collar.
Wear longer, no laundry expense, cleaned
In an instant with a damp cloth.
Don't toreet the name

KANTKRACK

The

collar that

or the

K K K Brand

sold with a guarantee to give
satisfaction.
25c at your dealer or direct.
Write for a Booklet <>n Collars and Bress.
is

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO.
Hamilton. Canada

When

buyine your
or Outine

nc|

Working
ask for

The

DEACOi
SHIRT

SHIRT

and Quality
Guaranteed.
The Deacon Shirt C
Belleville.
Ontar
Fit

.Mark

O. A. C. No. 72

OATS

My

O. A. C. No. 72 Oats .averaged over 70 bn.
per acre, yielding from 5 to 20 bu. per acre
Guaranteed free from
more than Siberian.
weed seeds. Samples on request. No extra
for jute sacks; cotton bags 25c extra. Prirp
90c per bu. F.O.B. G.T.R. or C.P.R.

HARRY H.TUFFORD.

R.R. No.

1.

Beamsvllle. Ont:

YOU CAN LEARN AT HOME
—

We teach you by mail: Commercial Course (Book-keeping
Arithmetic, Penmanship, Business Corresponflence. Commer
Law), Shorthand and Typewriting, Special English
cial
Elementary Art, Mechanical Drawing, Architectural Draw
Elec'riea! Course. Engineering (Stationar.y, Traction
ing,
Gasoline, Marine, Locomotive, Automobile). Matriculation
Civil Service. Mind and Memory Training. Teachers' Exam
Ask for what you need. Canadiai
nations, or any subject.
Correspondence College. Limited. Dept. X, Toronto. C;in:)ila
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Insurance for Farmers
JOHN

By

WHAT

MORE CREAM

KIRKWOODin

C.

—Bigger

the cash or insurable
value of a man's life? You can
estimate the value of a horse or
cow or sheep; but can you estimate your
own cash value the amount, in money,
The
that would be lost should you die?
value that should be restored?
is

—

By using the "King" Cream Separator
you obtain all the Cream with less labor.
Let us place a Separator in your dairy to
convince you the above statement is true.

this more
and clearly by an illustration.
We'll suppose that you are a husband and
father with a wife and
A Suggestive three children dependent on
We'll suppose that
Example
you.
your wife is aged 40, and
your children's ages are 8, 12 and 15.

You

will get the point of

((uickly

Strongly built for lasting service. All
Can be operated by hand or power.

sizes.

Write us for our asfent's address in
your locality. Sold on easy terms.

We'll suppose, further, that your wife has
your life for the rest of
her lifetime; that is, that she depends on

a cash interest in

you to provide her with a sufficient annual
income for each year of life remaining to
her. We'll suppose, also, that your children will not be self-supporting until each
of them attains the age of 18.

Profits

KING SEPARATOR WORKS
OF CANADA
KING CREAM SEPARATOR

ONTARIO

BRIDGEBURG

Your wife

is likely to live until she
Now if she
27 more years.
requires $400 a year on which to live, you
ought to provide ostensibly
Your Cash
a sum approximating $10,ValuetoYour 000 ($400X27). When inFamily
terest is taken into account
it is manifest that an im-

67

is

—for

mediate

sum

Independent of Hired Men
That

a good deal less than $10,000
provide an annual income

will suffice to

an annuity) of $400.

(called

As

a matter

of fact, reckoning interest at 5 per cent.,

amount required in advance to assure
payment of $400 a year for 27 years is,

the
i

round

in

*

*

Now let us look at the extent of the
children's dependence, in terms of money,
on you, their father. Allowing each child
at the rate of $150 a year up to the age of
18,

hour one

i
I

EMPIRE

I

MECHANICAL MILKER

|

man can

|
I
"

of milking after a hard day's work.

Theaction of the "Empire" scientifically imitates
that of a sucking calf, drawing the milk in spurts,
and in most cases it actually increases the flow of
milk. It cannot harm the cows, and it protects the
milk from dirt, germs and stable odors.

we have:

One child, now aged 8
One child, now aged 12
One child, now aged 15

happy position of
Farmer who has an

the

milk from 10 to 15 cows with a small
"Empire" outfit consisting of one double unit. One man can operate
two double units. This makes milking a "snap"With an "Empire" you can keep more cows — milk
them regularly and uniformly— be independent of
hired men —and still be free of the old-time drudgery
In half an

figures, $6,850.
*

is

Dairy

the

Total dependence.
$1,500
900
450

We have an interesting Booklet illu^rating
and desciibing the "Empire" mechanical milker
which we will send you on request. Write
Depi.

H

The Empire Cream Separator Co.
$2,850

The sum immediately required to provide these annuities will approximate

of Canada, Limited
I

MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG.

$1,800.

Add

— that

the losses of both wife and children
is,

—and we have:

their dependence

Wife's dependence (loss)
Children's dependence (loss)
Total

....

$6,850
1,800

H^ow

j.^

T*^

^^^ A/T^*^^-^

to Invest

Money

By

GEORGE GARR
henry

$8,650

which means that if you, the husband
and father, should die to-day, you should
have an estate having a total value of,

One of the most useful and easyto-read books written on
principles of investment.
Will save the ordinary investor

the

elementary

many

mistakes.

INSURE YOUR CAPITAL BY ORDERING THIS BOOK AT ONCE. SENT
POSTAGE PAID ONLY ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, CLOTH BINDING, Jl.OO.

say, $9,000.

you have land, stock, cash, and other
having total value of, say, $5,000,
then it means that your life should be
protected by life insurance to the extent
If

assets,

of $4,000.

The MacLean Publishing
TecJim'caJ

Book Department

Co.,

Limited

143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Pnt.
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Call For Strawberries
Continued from page 6

Our method of setting is to stretch a
string of binder twine from end to end
of the field, where the row is to be, being careful to pull it tight so it will remain tight and straight, to go along this
line with a spade, which we strike into
the ground to a depth of four or five
inches, while a boy with a basket of
plants, the roots of which have been moistened, picks out a plant, shaking the roots
out straight, and with the fingers spread-

JUBILEE

".,

YEAR

]

\m

After

fifty

years

of

Service

to

fanners of Canada

the

we su bmit our W16 Catalogue.
Before ordering your seeds for 1916 see
includ es the best varieties of

our prices.

It

Vege'able Seeds. Flower
Clov<sr, Timo hy,
Seed: Seed Grain. Seed Corn, and Roots.
Wt pay railwa.v freight on all orders over
:|>25.(>0 in Ontario and Quebec.
Writ e for our Golden Jubilee Catalogue to-day.
,

'

It

Is

free.

GEORGE KEITH & SONS
Dept

F.

124 King Street East, Toronto, Ont.

NEW TOMATO

"ALACRITY"
Developed by Experts at the
Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa

Earliest of all

Red Tomatoes

ALACRITY

produces a closer, compact vine,
with fine, smooth tomatoes,
which are usually ready to market ten days
earlier than any other strain.
The entire crop can be gatheied generally in
about thtee weeks from the lime the first fruit
set quite as freely

ripens.

ALACRITY

is

undoubtedly the very

earliest, scarlet-fruited

best,

tomato.

1916 Flower and Vegetable Seed Catalog

FREE ON REQUEST.

DUPUY

and FERGUSON,

38 Jacques Cartier Square,

.

SEEDSMEN

Montreal, Quebec.

ing them out fan-shaped, and dropping
them into the ground as we press the
spade from us and back again, leaving a
hole at the back of the spade. The spade
is then withdrawn carefully, so as not to
pull the roots out of the hole, and the
earth pressed firmly against the roots, so
that they are all covered, but that the
crown of the plant is not covered, and
that the plant is so firmly set that it will
not pull out easily.
If the surface soil is dry, one should
scrape the dry soil back before striking
the spade into the soil, as otherwise the
dry soil will fall into the hole, and prevent the plant from getting sufficient
moisture to withstand the drying sun and
winds, till it gets established.
I wish to emphasize a few things in this
connection. The plant must be set in moist
(not necessarily wet) soil.. If clay soil is
used it should not be wet, but only moist
when plants are set. The soil must be
firmly packed about the roots, which
must be spread out so practically every
root, if possible, comes into actual contact with moist soil.

Never under any circumstances should
the roots be put in in a string; it will
cause all those in the centre of the string
to rot and kill or greatly weaken the
others.

Never under any circumstances should
the crown of the plant be covered or it
will smother the plant.
Be sure to cultivate the plantation as
soon as plants are set, and to cultivate
often. It is less labor to do this than to
leave the cultivation till the ground is
full of large weeds, hard to eradicate,
and which often cause plants to be pulled
out when removing the large weeds; and
besides, by such neglect the plants are
seriously stunted.
Pinch off all blossom stems as soon as
they begin to appear, so the plants will
preserve all their energies till they begin
to throw out runners, which in consequence of their greater energy will be
much stronger and wiH produce much
stronger plants which will produce much
heavier crops of much larger and superior berries the next season.
the roots of the plants are
in putting them into the holes made by the
spade, better cut them off, as it is better
to have the roots only two or three inches
long, than to have them doubled up and
rotted off after going into the ground.
The roots should be well spread out,
and straight down into the ground.
In setting,

if

very long, so that they double up

^

As soon

as the runners begin to form
plants, they should be so arranged,
in cultivation, that each plant will have
a fair root pasturage, and if heavy plant
making varieties like Warfield or Dunlop
are used, it is well to cut off some of the
runners. The cultivator will, if carefully
handled, turn all runners along the rows,
where the young plants will establish
themselves, and form a matted row, not
matted too thick, or the inner plants will
produce no fruit next season. But every
plant should have a fair amount of root
pasturage and air space, to develop properly, and to produce a good crop of berries next season.

young

THEY WANT AIR AND SUNLIGHT
Under no circumstances, allow the runners to run all over the ground, making as
we sometimes see, such a tangled mass
that

is impossible to get through the
next season, without tramping on
the plants and berries. There should be
paths about 18 inches wide, kept between
the rows, so that when the fruit stems of
the outer plants grow up and fall out into
the paths as they invariably do, there will
still be sufficient room to walk in the paths,
to pick and collect the fruit.
it

field

The next spring after setting, the grower should take from this bed of strong
vigorous plants, strong young white rooted plants with which to make another
plantation, and he has thus preserved the
energy of his plants, while if he leaves it
till they have fruited, and he takes his
plants from a bed that has weakened
itself with production of fruit, he is using
weaker plants, and will get smaller yields,
of inferior fruit, and in this way, his
plants soon become run out.
COSTS OF PICKING

We

pay a cent a box for picking, using
indestructible tally tags as shown to prevent disputes, these tags being given to the
pickers in such denominations as necessary to keep account of their picking, and
are redeemed every night, or every week,
or as arranged with pickers.
Use only clean new baskets, see that
they are well filled, with sound ripe berries.
We occasionally have trouble with
some dishonest pickers, and to avoid this,
we frequently turn the berries out of a few
of their boxes into other boxes, as the
pickers bring them in, and impose a penalty of a reduction of 10 boxes picked for
nothing for every one found with a lot
of leaves or green berries in the bottom,
and this soon cures the pickers of their
disnorest tricks.

After the fruit is done, if the plantagood condition, it pays to
clean it up and take off another crop next
year, but if it is very weedy, or the plants
badly run out, we plow it under, and plant
it to late cabbage, or some other late crop,
even swede turnips in the southern sections, or summer fallow and prepare for
some other crop next year. Our method of
tion is in fairly

FARMER'S M A
cleaning up an old bed, is to take a heavy
cultivator, and by frequent trips, tear out
the plants narrowing the rows down to
about a foot, and working up the space
between the rows, till it is loose, and then
if available we apply a little fine manure
with the spreader, over the whole plantation, and a little nitrate of soda over the
plants when the foliage is dry. The nitrate
of soda gives them a good start, and the
manure furnishes the food for good
growth and production of more good
plants the balance of that season, for next
But the nitrate of soda
season's crop.
should not be put on when the foliage is
wet, or heavy enough that it will lie on
the stems or crowns of the plants as it
will then burn them, as would salt.

AZINE

(1

Eield. Lawn&OrcKard

GRUBS AND INSECTS

The only

insect enemies of the strawberry that amount to much, are the
white grubs and strawberry weevils. The
former live under the ground, and eat the
roots off the plants. They are the larvae
stage of the May beetle, or June bug, as
it is sometimes called. Eggs are laid by this
beetle, usually in sod land, or where other
crops or weeds are growing, but very rarely in hoed fields, thus planting on ground
that has had a hoed crop the previous year
But clover sod of
is quite safe, usually.
one year, is usually safe. But under no
circumstances would I risk an old sod of
several year's standing. It is almost impossible to succeed with strawberries
where they prevail, as they do their damage before they are detected.

The strawberry weevil is not very often
troublesome, but when it does occasionally appear, it lays its eggs in the unfolded blossoms, usually of perfect flowering
varieties, and then punctures the blossom
stem, so that the blossoms are arrested
in their

development, and the larva? when

hatched, feed on the pollen of the blossoms.
Using imperfect flowering kinds
as largely as safe, is a help in getting rid

or controlling this pest.

valent enough to cause

But

it is

not preto the

much worry

strawberry grower, especially in
northern sections of the country.

Thus bee-keeping works

the

in well with

fruit growing, as they are the chief instruments of destruction of the pollen. I

have yet to be convinced that spraying
strawbery plants with fungicides or insecticides pays, without a man's time is
not worth much. Spraying does not kill
the insect enemies of the strawberry plant,
and I would not grow any variety very
subject to the only serious fungicidal
enemy, the rust of the foliage.

The old standards like Buster, Bederwood, Haverland, Lovett, Dunlop, Ohio
Boy, Parson's Beauty, Ridgeway, Sample,
Splendid, and Warfield are among the
most reliable money makers, and safe to
plant. But Warfield, one of the best canning varieties ever grown, should never
be planted on dry hot soil, as it is a small
short rooted plant, and suffers severely
from drouth, but in good soil it is a heavy
yielder of very fine fruit.
Ridgeway, a
very fine large showy, uniformly large attractive berry, is one of my favorites for
late season.

PUREST'CLEANEST,

MOST RELIABLE
GET CATALOGUE
AT BEST DEALERS

OR DIRECT

TORONTO - MONTREAL
WINNIPEG - VANCOUVER.

STRAWBERRY

and

all

SEED POTATOES

other small fruit plants

Our great new Strawberry "Grand Prize," the be~t Fall-Bearing kinds, and 50 others.
Herbert, Eaton, St. Regis Everbearine and other best Raspberries, also Blackberries, Currants,

Splendid stock oi Cobbler and Green Mountain Potatoes.

H. L.

Gooseberries and Grapes.

FREE CATALOG.

McCONNELL & SON

Port Burwell, Ont.
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PROVED

"CANADA'S

FOR SALE

THE BEST BY SEE^HOUSE-milOiili
EVERY TEST
IN CANADA

¥M

CHOICE ALSIKE SEED
at $10 per bushel
WRITE FOR SAMPLE

A. BINGLE,

-

Grimsby, Ont.

SEEDS
20 Packages High-Grade
Flower Seeds, 5 Bulbs
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PINE TREE NURSERY, PEMa6uID, Me.
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Grasmere, Farmer's Magazine, MacLean Publishing

All questions from

Rural Mail

our subscribers are
welcomed.
Write
plainly on one side of
the paper.
If personal reply desired,

to

Company,

Limited,
University
Avenue, Toronto.

Enquiries

send stamp.

143-] 53

Carters Tested Seeds
Incorporated

SHEEP DISEASED

Write for our 1916 Catalogue of

Garden,

J.

Lawn and Farm
Stocks as

Dept. J, 133 King Street E.

ONTARIO

TORONTO

P.,

Ontario.

—/

have three sick

sheep that won't eat. They lie around,
grind their teeth, and seem to have the
blind staggers. I have given them som,e
linseed oil and they seem to get better for
a while and then they get worse. What
can I do for them. Send me a book on
sheep and the magazine for one year.

SEEDS
Prices substantially reduced.
good as ever

H.

—Information

supplied is inbase any dia^osis upon. The
symptoms mentioned are those of impaction of the third stomach, the cause of
which may be one of a number, I would
suggest that you employ the nearest veterfnarian to investigate the cause and
treat the sheep that are sick. Give each a
dose of Epsom salts, say 2 to 4 ozs., according to size of the sheep, and repeat
Then
it next day if it has not operated.
give quantities of thin flaxseed gruel,
about a pint every three hours. The
quantity would depend on the size of the

Answer.

sufficient to

CENTRAL NURSERIES
For reliable Apple, Pear Plum, Cherry,
Peach and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Berry
Plants,
Roses, Grape Vines,
Everereens, Hedges, etc.

We

ship direct to customers.
trees are extra fine.

Our apple

Write us for
36 years at

A. G.

HULL & SON,

pre-sellingr Catalog
it.

No agents.

St. Catharines,

Ont.

FOR SALE
ji.

Everything from an apple tree to a
strawberry plant— shade, ornamental
and everereen
trees,
ornamental
shrubs and vines, roses, hardy flowereuar-*
ini; plants, bulbs, asparagus
anteed stock at reasonable prices.
Catalogue free.
Silver black foxes,

—

fishers,

mink.

DOWNHAM
Box D.

BROS.,

Strathroy. Ont.

SEEDS
20 Packages High Grade
Flower Seeds, 5 Bulbs.

PINE TREE

Insist

on

"GOOD LUCK "

Brand

MAKES RICH MILK

MARINE ENGINE

KELLY, 776 Dovercourt Rd., Toronto

—

I have a marine engine,
which has a make-and-break spark
and I wish to know if I can use the spark
I could make the change very
plugs.
easily if it would work. It is a four-cylinder engine.
Answer. You cannot use the jumpspark plugs with your make-and-break
Your make-and-break coil
apparatus.
would not serve the jump-spark plugs,_^
and you would also have to arrange a
suitable circuit breaker and connect it
onto your engine, to work a jump-spark
coil synchronously with the piston movements. A jump auto engine in your vicinity would give you valuable points in
converting engine from make-and-break
R. M. D.
to jump-spark ignition.

40

Write for feeding directions and prices to

B. Ontario.

h.p.,

—

BULBS
High-Grade Flowering Bulbs, Gloxinia,
Begonia, Gladiolus, Oxalis and other OC/»
kinds, also Asparagus Fern, all postpaid UttjiL

,S0

PINE TREE NURSERY, PEMAQUID, Me.

We

ing device is provided. The water-cooled
engine in the larger sizes is easier kept
within the bounds of safe temperatures
and therefore more dependable in hot
weather.— R. M. D.

J.

41 to 48 per cent. Protein

CRAMPSEY &

—

A. S. Manitoba. Will an air-cooled engine stand to be in the hot sun during
heavy work without over-heating? Isn't
water cooling best? Also give more power

—

COTTON SEED MEAL
IT

AIR-COOLED ENGINE

on same fuel?
Answer. An air-cooled engine of more
than a very small power capacity is quite
become over-heated in hot
liable to
weather, unless some special fan or cool-

I5c

NURSERY

Pemaquid, Me.

sheep. In this, when cool, you would mix
as much baking soda as would lie on a
25 cent piece, and give twice daily.
J. K. G.

Buy GINSENG

both Wild and Cultivated, at highest prices.
If you want reports on Fur or Ginseng,
send for free quotations con-

—

taining full particulars

BLOODY MILK
I have a white cow, age
years, fairly good milker and butter cow.
S. J. F., Sask.

M. A.

ijl-riLliiiINIliIN,

NEW YORK

cfrV

8

—

Last July her milk turned to whey. I told
our v. S. and he gave me some powders
that fixed her all right, only she never
gave as much milk again. In September
she started to give bloody milk out of one
of her teats and did till I dried that quarter up. The teat still fills about once a
week and what com.es from it is very dark
red blood. We have noticed a couple of
times just lately that she is giving just a
drop or two of blood from one of her other
teats. The stuff coming from this quarter
of udder would get very stringy and close
up the holes in teat. She is in good condition, feeds well, has no cough, and look."
as well every way as any other cow.
Should we use her milk? She freshens
again in April. Kindly let me know what
you think the cause of this is and what I
can do to adjust it.

—

Answer. This is a case of chronic
catarrhal mastitis, due to an infective
agent. Separate the cow as far as possible from the others. Milk her always
last, stripping the good teats before touching the diseased ones, and sponge the
teats with a weak disinfecting solution
after milking. This viall partially disinfect the hands at the same time.
See that the food is good and fresh. Do
not give any mouldy, musty or dusty hay
or any decomposing food of any kind.

TURKEY TOM

—

M. McG., New Brunswick. I have a
young torn, with my flock of 4 turkey hens.
The tom is now 6 months old and I have
discovered that he has no breast pin or

any sign of a brush at all. I am told that
he vnll not be any good for mating. Kindly inform me if this is right, as he looks
well and is a good bird.
Answer. "In my 30 years' experience
with turkeys I have never found that the

—

'brush' on the breast affects either the
health or breeding qualities. Quite freit will develop to an average size
upon a female turkey. Many young Toms
will fail to show the 'brush' at 6 months,
and in all probability prove good breeders, one of mine that I remember in particular being 'Royal Tom,' sold to Abbot
Bros., Norfolk, England, in 1893 for $50.
On the other hand it sometimes occurs
that an extra large-boned young pullet

quently

resemble a Tom so closely as to deceive an inexperienced breeder. The best
sign in this case is the feathers on the
breast.
If any of them are 'laced' or
'tipped' with a white edge the bird is likely
will

be a female, no matter how much she
lesembles a male in other respects. Those
large pullets, of course, only come in the
Bronze variety so far as my experience
goes, and above sign would only apply to
that variety." W. J. Bell.
to

—

?
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SEDIMENT IN URINE

W. W. M., British Columbia.

—

/

beg to

An

enclose herewith a small qvxmtity of sediment that was passed by horse in urine.

Does it represent any serious condition?
Horse is apparently in otherwise good
health, has plenty of life and activity.
Kindly reply through veterinary department of your much valued farmers' maganne.
Answer. The usual cause of sediment
in the urine of the horse is that he is fed
too much rich food, e.g., bran, alfalfa,
clover, etc., or to drinking water containing an excess of lime salts. Occasionally
it results from the urinary salts crystalizing in the bladder with some foreign subIt
stance as a nucleus, e.g., a parasite.
is also, in rare instances, due to retention
or Brine in the bladder.
r would advise that you have the bladder examined by your veterinary surgeon
and if he found any quantity of those
small calculi present, he could remove
them by irrigation. Give the feeding of
the horse your attention by reducing the
quantity of any of the above foods or any
foods of a similar nature which you are
feeding to him, or give him an entire
change of food. Give him one-half ounce
of bicarbonate of soda in the food once
liaily for a week, miss a week and repeat
the treatment.
J. K. G.

or a

Early Start

Month Wasted?

—

Build as soon as possible, get crops this summer, and have your plants well established

A

for winter growing.

greenhouse properly constructed soon pays

There^is big

—

NO. 3 OATS

—

E. S., Ontario. / note in the January
'lumber that you sent a subscriber the
iiddress of party having O. A. C. No. 3
0ats for sale. Would you send it to me?

Answer.

— We have mailed

money

in

it

Write us for Booklet "3"

GLASS GARDEN BUILDERS UMITED
201 Church

Transportation Bldg.

Street,

TORONTO

St.

James

Street,

Delicate Loveliness!

FERTILIZING MANITOBA SOIL

—

O/i.

HoTv Lovely

No\More Than Ordinary Machine Makes
is

real

the creation of Peasants in England, who have nude
linen thread for generations.
It is sheer lovelinessKings and Queens only could afford this ei-

To-day you can purchase this beautiful hand-made lace,
Buck's Cottage Workers in England, at, the same price
to pay for uiachine-made kind^.
This lace will last you a lifetime.
It will never go out
and in purchasing you make a pitifitable investment for

this

ONIONS

—

H. S. C, Ontario. In reading Ivan B.
Thompson's article in the January issue
on Onions, I see he speaks of a topping
machine. Could you find out the cost of
the machine, the make, and how. fast it
works

of style,
yourself,

—

romance of laee nial<ing.
Mrs. Armstrong's Lace Makers, Niagara Falls, Ont.

/

article on a sick field in

information.

by

Write for our woman's book of exquisite hand-made
giving liundreds of illustrations of exquisite
designs and telling something of the histor.y and

laces

this issue will interest you.

ply

made

you have

and, at the same time, are helping the needy, peace-loving peasants
of England.
Purchase now while prices are to your advantage.

sheep. Would like Leicesters to cross
the half-blood Karakules.

Re sheep, it looks like a good future for
sheep in Canada. The U. S. reports over
half a million less sheep in 1915 than in
1914.
There are several firms raising
Karakules who will likely be able to sup-

"^'"'"^"^ -^^^
FOR LACE LOVERS

qnisite lace.

it

—An

of

MONTREAL

dainty— fascinating.

mth

Answer.

Costs

This lace

has been called, have a
long way to travel along many lines of
agricultural knowledge.
Let me know
through your rural mail the addresses of
parties who have Karakule half-blood
nheep for sale. The two or three references you have had to these sheep are
very interesting. I have decided to go into

!

hice

years and it has been eagerly appreciated.
I think the articles appealing most to
m^ were those about soil improvement on
ovr farms. We who farm here in the

Northwest, as

good'dividend.

for you.

you this information; but as this party had only
200 bushels, it will be all sold by this time.
Perhaps some subscriber can advise us.

J. S. B., Manitoba.
I have been a subscriber to Farmer's Magazine for several

a

FIRE NOTICE

RENNIE'S

SEEDS

We

desire to advise our many customers that although we have suffered
a very large loss in Sunday's (February 20th) fire, we have sufficient
stocks stored at our warehouse at Long Branch and other warehouses in
Toronto to enable us to fill orders complete and to take care of the coming season's trade. We commenced shipping on the 21st at noon, and
orders will be handled in our usual prompt manner.

RENNIE'S SEEDS Head office,

Toronto, Can.

ALL BRANCHES HAVE BEEN SUPPLIED WITH THEIR SEASON'S REQUIREMENTS

—

—
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Is it advisable to sow salt on onion
ground for the benefit of the onions and
to destroy maggots?
Answer. The machine spoken of is
made at Painesville, Ohio, and cosies $325.
Smaller machines are made, but they will
not give you satisfaction. Only a big
grower could hope to make one of these
machines pay. We are not able to state its

—

!

Salt

speak

I

we

speed, but
worker.

should judge

it

to be a fast

of no use for the purpose you

is

of.

Owing to the difficulty of destroying
root maggots, and the cost of chemicals
for this purpose, growers depend largely
upon methods of prevention. To be thoroughly effective these methods should be
employed before the fly's eggs are laid.
common method of deterring the parent
fly from depositing eggs consists in placing sand soaked in kerosene, a cupful to
a bucket of dry sand, at the base of the
plants along the rows. This mixture will
also kill the young maggots attempting to

A

No need now to wince at every storm that strikes these parts. No
need now to fear the safety of my grain and cattle. No need now to
have to stand the cost of constant little repairs, nor bear the discomfort of leaking roofs and rotting walls.

m

»« "PERFECT

SHEETMETALI
tring

me

positive protection without the wasteful

cost o( continual repairs.

See those handsome Pedlar " George'' Shingles,
two fe«t square. Been on my barn (or years.
Safe as a solid sheet of
Lightning-proof.
or

pull

tight

loose.

on

all

steel.

Spark-proof,

Cannot leak or warp, split,
Locks securely and weather-

'"Oshawa" House Shingles bring safety
my home and r earthstoue. See how fine and
There's permanence and safety,

loo.

Pedlar's Steel Brace " Wardle Patent " Barn
pi-es added roominess and permanence lo
"
barn construction.
Pedlar's
Perfect
"

Barn Ventilators bring

good

service

"Superior"
air

ventilalion even and under full control
Pedlar's
Perfect'' Garage gives me a safe, dependable covering for
my carfor vearsto come Pedlar's " Perfect" Foncan Metal
Culverts make repairs or replacement unnecessarx f» r years,
all my farm buildings and
cannot rust, or rot, or corrode.
equipment Pedlar's '* Perfect" Sheet Melal Products biing
positive protectijH that pays for their cost in what they save me

and with

;

aplenty

and

security-

of Cost ?

Pedlar's Products not only make the cheapest form of construction in the end. but cost less t erect, require less t.me to put up,
and save me much in reduced insurance rales.
Mjst every barn or building that bursts into flames or rots itself
away was owned by a farmer who was going to build with
You, of course, know the wisdom of building
steel some day
with Pedlar's "Perfect" Sheet M^tal Products

NOW—

before disaster or expense comes upon you.
Whether you are interested in one o all of Pedlar's Products,
check them off on th:: coupon attached and we will gladly send
you, without delay or obligation, literature and free working
plan;,

which give

full

information

NOW

Mail

^

Address Nearest Branch

The Pedlar People. Limited:

I

Send me

IPedlar*s

M
*

—the B joklets marked

m

Name

Limited

him.

SEED GRAIN GRADER

—

Alberta. / want to buy a
and seed grain grader that
ivill separate barley from oats, but although I have tried several well-known
makes, I have never been able to get one
which would do the latter task.
some
subscriber
Answer. Perhaps
will be able to give us the information.

A. y.

S.,

fanning-m.ill

?

HARDWOOD FLOORS
—

Eliminate sweeping think what that would mean for your wife. They are simple yet elegant
you can admire them like an artistic piece of fUTuiture.
But Hardwood Floors are not as costly as Furniture. They are even cheaper than carpets, either

new

Nova

—

1. Can you give
some drug companies
who will take herbs which I could collect.
2. Our hens suddenly seem to become
paralyzed. They will be that way for a
week or more and then either get well or
die. We feed cracked corn, oats and tvheat
for scratch grains and curded m.ilk, bran
and middlings with Pratt's Regulator for
mash. The hen-house is dry.
3. Could you give directions for m,ak-

me

Address.

houses.
You can put them in yourself.
wood Flooring: Booklet F2?

—

E. S. N.,

ARE YOU A FAMILY MAN

—

HERBS AND HENS

S2W

Baro

OF WRITER

Scotia.
Would you
put me in touch with the writer of the
Dairying story on page 23 of the September number?
Answer. The writer is a big farmer
and will be glad to answer any questions
you may send here for forwarding to

Branchest-Montreal— Ottawa— Toronto
London — Winnipeg

Do you appreciate the home enough to think about the small details which make living
"worth while?" If so, whatever will tend to cut down the work, whatever will add to
the appearance of the home, whatever will increase comfort, will appeal to you.

for old or

NAME

W. McD., Nova

J.

—

:

OSHAWA, ONT.

... 'George" SSingles
..."Oshawa" Shingles
../"Perfect" Si ing
..."Perfecr'Silo Covers
..."Superior" Venlilalors
... 'Perfect" Garage

...Steel Brace

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE,

(Established 1861)
Executive Office and Factories

F.M.

nitrate of soda, and sulphate or chloride
of potash.

On

Tear off the Coupon and

(HECKTHE BOOKLETS ^^i.ra\,C?.°

Apply these just before or after a
The principal fertilizers are kainit,

;

•

Pedlar's

Silo Covers make continued
a
certainty.
FedLr's

rents.
rain.

Have You the Wrong Impression

four sides.

neat they stay.

Mineral fertilizers are useful as deter-

wm

in repairs

Notice that durable Pedlar Corrugated Iron Siding.
No sign of crack or r ust atterall the*e years of usage.
to

work through.

the

names

Scotia.

of

ing a nest so that eggs will disappear
laid?
Our hens are eating their

when
eggs.
4.

Can one make a small

incubator, and

how?

—

Write any wholesale drug
Drug and Chemical
Company, Toronto. There may be some in
Halifax or St. John who could take what
you have. Various U.S. firms buy herbs.

Answer.

1.

firm, such as National

Why

not get full particulars by writing for Beaver Brand Hard-

THE SEAMAN KENT
Eastern Factory, Meaford, Ont.

CO.,

LIMITED

Western Factory, Fort William, Ont.

Deliveries to any point in

Canada

Your

description is too limited to ada case of leg weakness
due to imperfect feeding. Improve the
management every way. Give lots of
2.

vise.

It looks like

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
See that the ash content of
half teaspoonful of
ration is correct.
tincture of Nux Vomica to each quart of
water may help.
green feed.

We

A

4.

And Remik

—

trouble.

The cream too thick or too thin may
cause long churning. For hand-churning
the cream should test about 25 per cent,
fat, or make about 3 lbs. butter to the
gallon.

Adding cream to a cold churn or churnroom will delay churning.
The feed of the cow, especially all dry

may cause the fat (butter) to be too
hard and the butter will not gather. If
from any cause this occurs, draw off part
of the buttermilk after the butter comes
in fine particles, then continue churning.
If possible, give the cows some roots or
corn silage in winter, or dampen the dry
feed with molasses water.
Some cows' cream is always difficult to
churn after they have been milking for
6 or 8 months. The remedy for such, and
all cases where other methods fail, is to
pasteurize the cream: When sufficient
sweet cream is collected for a churning,
set the can of cream in hot water (180
deg. F.) and stir slowly until the cream is
at 160 deg. F., when the cream should be
removed from the hot water, covered and
allowed to stand 10 or 15 minutes. Then
set the

cream

in cold

water and cool

to

about 70 deg. F. As soon as cooled, for
each 3 gallons of cream, add one pint of
good-flavored sour skimmilk or buttermilk, preferably got from a pure culture
sent out by a bacteriological laboratory
(cost 25 to 75 cents) or from a neighbor
who makes good butter. Stir this sour
milk through the cooled cream, cover the
can, crock or vat, and keep moderately
warm for about 20 hours, when the cream
should be ripe or sour, and ready to churn.
Churn at 70 deg. F. to 74 deg. F.

Olaatrattfrf.

Sportaasoa'sSuppiy

Catalo>""Raw Fur
Price Uat." and
latest "F«r Style

IlllnX
UUII«9

glusapacks. HaakUgbta. Haadllskta. KAInt Bats,
nahlnf TaoUa and »|iilt—ia s

Aolmal

Bait,

OlTAIiOa WMMM.

beantiaad far

iJlthaos hooka tally
niaatratad aa« saat

FKU

OM EEquiaT.

TORONTO

342 ilalUm Bidklfae

DON'T YOU THINK? it is time you got more money for
your furs?
Put one of Hoerner, Williamson & Co.'s Brown
Tags on your shipment and you will be sure to get it.
All lines wanted, but special

demand

MARTENS and MUSKRATS.

for MINKS,

HOERNER, WILLIAMSON & CO.
Dept. F.

RAW
FURS

ing in a cold
feed,

pa(«s,

MINKS! MARTENS! MUSKRATS!

placing in the churn. Set the vessel containing the cream in hot water and do not
add warm water to the cream, except in
cases where the cream is very thick, when
a small amount of water may remedy the

*n«ll«> or Franch

n

u

todaj aa4
Ship to
in Canada.
daal irlth a BallabU Bona*.
No ShiDm«nt too aiaall or too largo to

Una

KHU

eom, bran and oilcake.
Answer. In most cases difficulty m
churning is caused by improper temperature of the cream. The proper temperature must be gained by experience. Very
difficult churnings should be warmed, 72
to 74 deg. F., at least three hours before

M

Because they know we pay high- tails haw sad vhaio
est prices, pay mail ana express to trap and athat
Talaaklo lalanutioa
chaTftea, charxe no commissions, tot
tra
ai s;
also
and treat our shippers riifht.
"rapper's and
Restiit, we are the larf^rest in our

lapvliM m» \owm% prioM.

—

HaOasi ' Thraa Books

^rapvtf's Guide'*

Boek" o(
A,,_^ We sell Guns, Rifles.. Trapa, toJ
for saSs

I

F. W. D., Ontario.
/ have a Jersey
cow, which came in last July and has been
bred again. During the last two months
she has dropped considerably in milk, but
what she does give is very rich. During
the last six weeks she has given about 1
pints per day, but her cream will not turn
into butter. It changes in the churn and
then goes frothing and rem.ains so. I feed

FREE

•end their Raw Furs to u* than t*
any other frre bouses in C s n sda.

r*c«lT« our nromot attantloa.

Prompt q

home-made incubator.

BUTTER DOES NOT GATHER

alfalfa,

More Trapper* and FnrCellecton

FURS

Perhaps some subscriber can give

directions for a

paq highesb Prices For

RAW

No

such satisfactory nests have been
recommended. The best way is to get rid
of egg-eaters in the market and correct
your feeding. They want green feed. Some
have corrected egg eating by placing
an egg filled with grated horseradish or
red pepper where these hens could get it.
3.

75

376

Paul Street West, Montreal, Que.

St.

RED, WHITE, BLUE CROSS, SILVER,
BLACK FOXES. BEAVER, LYNX, ETC.
Wanted from all sections of Canada.
Every raw-fur shipper

raw

who

looking for a better outlet for

is

We

are
once for our price list.
in a position to pay top market prices, and will do so at all
times.
Let us hear from you.
his

furs should write at

WE BUY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST— NOW READY.

CTDITPV
OlIXULIi

ff.

Ot

DACCAV
DUOOAIi,

!.,«

inc.,

GINSENG.

Exporters of and Dealers in
15U West 28th street.

RAW

FURS.

NEW YORK

Wolves, Foxes, Lynx, Fishers, Mink and Rats
we pay highest prices for these
Write for free price

307

Dept. C.

list

and shipping tags

CANADIAN FUR

The BRITISH

St.

Trading Co.
Limited

James Street

PLOWS

MONTREAL

ARE PLOWS!

that

21
PLOW is advertised by
Manufacturers
as
"Without
doubt the most popular Walking Plow
in Ontario."
SO IT IS— if you speak

The

'

'

NO.

'

'

other

FLEURY

PLOWS
are the

ORIGINAL

GENUINE

15A

J.

is

Famous

"ORIGINAL NO.

FLEUEY
21

Plow

—

"—of which we

21' being given it by us. ALL OTHERS ARE
most things
INFERIOR. There is ONLY ONE
and ORIGINAL: the Famous Fleury Plow. Do not buy any but the "Original"
EASIEST to hold, lightest of draught— and does THE BEST WORK IN THE

IMITxVTIONS

—which
FIELD.
And for

MAKERS— the

the

of

643

—and

"Number

like imitations of

other
or styles of furrow — the Fleury No.
— the best One-Horse Plow made in Canada.
FLEURY'S SONS, AURORA, ONT.
soils

13,

Special No. 5 and Original No.

Medals and Diplomas, World's Fairs.
Chicago and Paris
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SEAFOAM
ELECTRIC

ITS ADAPTABIUTY
There is no combination power
washer and wringer on the market that adapts itself to such
varied conditions in the home.
Whether you are in the city or on a farm,

!'y'*'*>*

you can use your Seafoam. It is designed
be operated by gas, gasoline, steam
gine, electric or wind mill power.
Full information on request.
a
Cummer-Dowswell, Ltd.
Hamilton, Ont 20-14

Made

HAWK
An

ir^aSrMiere

Ah, March! we know thou art kind-hearted, spite of ugly looks and threats.
And oat of sight, art nursing April's violets.
Canadian agriculture starts off the year with a big labor handicap. It
would have been well if the government could have defined service to the
Empire for there are plenty of young men whose most patriotic place is at
home. The rural districts are manned insufficiently now,
A young farmer who is producing food for the Empire is no piker!
Saskatchewan Grain Growers had a big convention at Saskatoon in
February. We will hear more about their doings in the April issue.
WomeiL are coming to their own in the matter of votes in Western
Canada.
Farm banks are in right. The western farmers are going to solve a great
many questions of economy and social need in Canada.
The Danes scorn government interference and assistance in their co-

Canada

in

BICYCLES

up-to-d.Tte

High Grade

Bicycle fittedvvithA'o//crr/;a;«,
New Depaititre or Hercules
Coaster Brake and Hubs, Detachable Tires, high grade equip-

ment, including Mud- »nn rn
gM.Trds.

Pump, & Tools Wt.uU

"f^ FREE

1

91 6 Catalogue,

60 pages of Bicycles, Sundries
a nd Repair Material. You can
buy your supplies from us at

Wholesale Prices.
T. W. BOYD

operative work.

The
Partyism has killed agricultural progress in many instances.
farmer's politics should be good farming and his vote go to the man who helps
his business along.
The Farmer's raw materials should be duty free or a refund given when
the wheat is exported!

& SON,

27 Notre Dame St.West.Montreal.

SUGGESTIONS

A Good

find time to do some of these
things this Spring? It will pay.
Reclean your seed grain. Feed the lit-

Can you

Opportunity

tle

to secure

some

engravings
"l^TE have

in

at

excellent

low

stock a large

rates

num-

ber of cuts which have been

used in the

editorial

this publication.

Any

columns of
person desir-

ing any of these can secure them at
greatly

reduced

cases for less

prices,

than

in

some

the original

photographs cost us. Make your
selection from either past or current issues and write us.

The MacLean

Publishing Co.
Limited

143-153 University Avenue

TORONTO

-

ONTARIO

>^Yi

and sow the

big.

Treat the seed with formalin for smut.
Test the germination of your seed.
Try out a small patch of alfalfa or
sweet clover this spring.
Make a start in pure-bred live stock.
Mate the breeding animals to only the
best sires.

Cut out some one tvaste on the farm.
Thriftiness is real patriotism.
Make an effort to have a hou^e for your
hired man on your farm.
Get all implements ready for work
no7v. Repair, sharpen, and paint.
Have a tidy worlcshop on the farm. A
vise "is a handy thing.
Top dress the fall wheat wliile the
ground is frozen. It will n6ed some such
good starter this spring.
Prune the old orchard and manure in
March.
Order your spray supplies early. Good
apples always sell.
See that the nurseries get your orders
delivered early.

Trim out

useless fruit trees and
eyesores.
Plan just a little better this year because of the labor shortage.
Weed out poor cows and try testing.

fence

all

comer

A

record of performance talks.
Give all the help you can to your lorn
farmers' organization.
Study the school question in your own

I

district better.

Assist your local pathmaster or road
superintendent in every way.
Study the soil, and buy a fertilizer for
it if it needs it or if it will pay.
Keep well informed on farm matters.
Don't forget the country church this
year.

WORK ON THE LAWNS
New lawns may be made or old ones
repaired.
Good soil is essential.
An iron rake and a good roller are
necessary.
Give a coating of well-rotted manure,
pulverized sheep manure or a good commercial fertilizer.
Sow plenty of lawn

A
grass seed'.
good mixture is Kentucky blue grass, 9
lbs.; Red Top, 4 lbs.; English rye grass.

PARMER'S M A G A Z I N
white clover,

1 lb.

r:

After seed has

lbs.

;

en
rk

sown an iron rake may' be used
Then use the roller.
it in.

to

THE GARDEN

r

See the article on gardens in this issue

OF BUYlWG_PAII!Er-mRECIU

particulars.

Trim the privet hedge back to the living
>od.

Spray for San Jose scale now. Lime,
Iphur or miscible oils may be used.

.EAN UP YARDS
to gather up all
trimmings, leaves and straw
d make a bonfire on a quiet day, in an
Gather the
en spot, not near trees.
hes and sow on garden.
A tidy farm yard makes the whole

This

is

a good time

V.

bbish, tree

READY TO GRAFT

This

ady.

folio is

yours without

Send us a postal asking

DOWN WILD SHRUBS

for folio

DOMINION PAINT WORKS,
OF WALKERVILLE,
ONTARJO

Toronto
Montreal

Many

a farm fence row is a nuisance
cause of wild cherry bushes and sapgs that harbor tent caterpillars and
bbish. Clean them out now, by cutting
?ht down into the ground.
A scythe
n mow the growth later.

cost.

No.D-ie

Limited,
Winnipeg
Vancouver

CRA!

THE GREENHOUSE

I

—

—

from

best bearing trees
jlding highest colored fruit.
Prepare your wax and get the tools

JT

Plant to You

You will find it interesting. It
explains the economy and satisnot
faction of buying from us
from stock right from the mill.

ly-

them

From Our

Our new paint folio is prepared
with your requirements in mind.

Scions may be cut now and stored in
nd for use on the trees in April or

Cut

Direct

At Factory Prices

use feel better.

CT

D. P.W. PAINTS

you are short of carnation cuttings
next season's stock, try and get them
the sand early in March. More careful

If

;ention to

watering and shading must

given them than during January and
bruary.
The early potted plants should be top1 soon as they begin to stretch out beeen joints.
Do not allow a bud to
)w before topping. Four or five joints
each plant will make a good foundan for future growth.
Pot up aster seedlings before they are
rgrown in the seed bed, and keep them
wing without a check,

you have been growing lettuce or
and have large tomato plants
dy to plant out to follow these crops,
ne time can be gained by planting the
natoes among the other crops. If they
>w too rapidly and the leaves appear
shade the low growing crops, slip the
1 off a few of the lower leaves.
Set
natoes about 16 x 18 inches. Sow seeds
tomatoes, egg plant, pepper, beet,
on, celery, etc.
If you have never
TO onion seed in the greenhouse and
insplanted it outside in the spring, try
ind you will be surprised at the results,
e tops should be clipped off the onions
'eral times before planting outside.
[f

iishes

Early sown cabbage and cauliflower
)uld be transplanted to flats and graduThese plants should
y hardened off.
into cold frames for a few weeks be•e planting in field to become thoroughhardened, and ready to stand a light
Jeze.

After

March

15,

crysanthemum propo-

Here

the Only

is

DOUBLE-ACTION
CUTAWAY
DISC
MADE

HARROW

IN

CANADA

With thi3 Harrow the Fanner does not have to run in the half lap. It runs true
in the line of draft and keeps the surface of the land true, does three timea as much
work as other cultivators and with less draft. It is a plough and harrow combined,
and as the discs are adjustable, they can be set to move soil any distance from on«
inch to one foot.
It does not just scratch the soil, but it DOES thoroughly PULVERIZE and AERATE the land.
It
will cut and reduce to plant food the toughest stubble without the aid of a plough, and drawn by a pair of average horses
will shift 18,000 tons of earth a day.
The condition in which the land is left, all ready for seeding, means a large increase
in crops.
For information, write to any Agricultural College or Experimental Farm in Canada.

Write direct to the Manufacturers

BELANGER,

A.

for free booklet

Limited,

and special direct-to-farmer price.

ESTABLISHED
SINCE 1867

TWO GOOD BOOKS
THE PITFALLS OF SPECULATION,

Montmagny, Que.

FOR INVESTORS
by Thomas Gibson.

A book

dealiug exclusively ^ith marginal stock and grain speculations, and analyzing In a
clear, simple manner the causes of general failure lu speculation, with suggestions as to
Price. $1.00
nietliods for avoiding such losses

THE INVESTORS' PRIMER,

by John Moody.

A
•

concise handbook containing, In simple, easily underst.nndable language, definitions of all
the Important terms and phrases employed in the investment and banking business,
alphabetically
arranged.
Part 1 covers the general definitions of finance. Part 2 giving
Price, $1.00
specific information regarding various issues of preferred and guaranteed stocks.

MacLean Publishing

Co., Ltd., 143-153 University Ave., Toronto

!

;
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gating can
purposes.

The Best Value
for Money
The Premier

be

commercial

ever to treat the grain intended for seed.

Early in March, sweet pea seed can be
sown in pots to be planted out doors later.
These plants will make earlier flowers
than seed sown outside in the spring.

The Formalin treatment is old but perhaps
our method of applying it may save other
readers both work and expense, writes
W. H. Westney of Pickering township.
Make a mixture of one pound of 40
per cent. Formaldehyde or Formalin to

started

for

PREPARE A COLD FRAME
A cold frame, which is a duplicate

Perfect Silo

of a
hotbed, except that it has no bottom heat,
often may be started before the end of the
month. Most people will find it satisfactory, if they can start a few plants in the
house.

you have a hotbed it is quite possible
have lettuce and radish before they

If
to

can be planted outside.

THE STABLES

IN

It may be well to clip the legs and under parts of the body of work horses
where the hair is so long and the mud
likely to be bad. Take care that they do
not take cold.
Watch for vermin. Zenoleum should

32 to 40 gallons of water. We use a fanning mill with a bagging attachment and
the day before we intend to sow the grain,
we give it an extra run through the mill
and at the same time have a tank oi
reservoir, set a few feet above the floor
with a tap and line of small rubber hose
attached so as to run the mixture into
the bottom of the bagger on to the grain,
regulating the amount of mixture so that
the grain is well moistened.
Dump the
freshly moistened grain into a bin and
cover with old sacks, etc., over night. We
have never had occasion to dry the grain
before sowing, and this method saves a
"pickler" and makes a good job, better
than any hand mixing.

Jbe freely used.

Get the work harness in first class
shape, especially the collars.
Do not feed dusty hay at this time of
the year.
Dampen it if there are any
doubts.
Use whitewash on the walls when you
get a spare day.
See that the cows get plenty of fresh
good water and exercise.
March calves generally turn out well
because there are no flies to trouble them.
air,

WITH THE HOGS
Oats and bran with a very little corn
makes a good ration for the brood sows
now.

Have you
Staves of No. 1

Norway

Pine

— cable

and specially treated. Impervious
and the acid in the silage.
Pays for itself the
lasting service.
Write

for

1

first

winter,

to

clover?

bound
weather

It is

tried feeding your pigs
surprising how much they

will eat.

Do
let

aud renders

not keep the brood sow too
her have considerable run

fat,

out

and
of

Spray the pigs for vermin and see that
they get some charcoal.
How are your matings coming along
for next year's shows?

The Premier Cream Separator Co.
659-661 King Street West, Toronto. Ont.

The boy who is feeding the pig for
next year's contest, should keep perfect
books. Can a person make $12 profit on
a pig? Send us your answers.

WITH THE SHEEP

HYLO SILO
Sweet Fresh
dovtfn to

Ensilag^c

the last forkful

npHE HYLO

SILO isper* fectly air-tight.
(tozen
or ipoiled ensilage artiuiid the
walla. Convenient entj perfect
fitting doott. adiustable without
hammer or wrench. Made ai

No

Guaranteed Long Le&f Yellow
Pine.

Built to last a life-lime.

Stands

rigid

Write

when empty.

for prices

and catalogue.

AGENTS WANTl^n.
Gikon Mfg. Co. Ltd 615 York St.
Guclph
(4)
.^

Some farmers
]

from

disease.
doctor.

A

lose too many sheep
sick sheep is hard to

I

Prevention is better than cure.
Let
the sheep, have a run outside and give
them plenty of air and room in the pens.
Do not feed many roots now.
Keep the salt before them.
little
sulphur mixed with it is a good thing.

A

Lambs coming this month will likely be
worth a long price. Have you a creep
for them where they can nibble at oats
and bran?
Keep the wool clean of chaff and hay.
Watch

By

DAN DALY

March is the amateur's hatching month.
The early hatched pullet makes the early
layer.

Read the February Farmer's Magazine for directions about running an

in-

cubator.

There is no cheaper poultry disinfectIt
ant and lice killer than Zenoleum.
does the job every time.
Collect eggs every day, and market as
soon as possible.
Be sure your matings are good before
sales are made.
Prize birds do not always pay in eggs.

They

should.

Why

doors.

91 6 Catalogue to Silo Dept.

Poultry Wrinkles

closely for ticks.

EASY WAY TO TREAT FOR SMUT
Owing

to the large amount of smut in
1915 grain crop, especially oats,

the
there should be a greater inducement than

do so many incubators fail? Read
February Farmer's for the reason.
The 18th day is the last day for turning and cooling the eggs.
Zenoleum is the ideal disinfectant for
your incubator.
Did you ever hear about Jack Minei
and his wild geese in Essex?
A goose is a most intelligent bird according to Jack Miner.
E. I. Farrington gives us a duck story
soon. Ducks pay.
Dust the sitting hens with Zenoleum
Hundreds die on the nest
lice powder.
each year from the plague of lice.
Feed the setting hen on corn and give
plenty of water.

Do you want a good poultry bulletin?
Write the Agricultural Department at
Victoria, B.C., or at Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Both are good.
Geese should be fed largely on vegetables with bran and clover cut for them
whole grain also each day.
Goslings

make

little trouble.

from heavy storms and

let

Protect

them have

access to shade.
If goose eggs are set under hens, selec*
big vigorous hens.
There are lots of things worse than an

old

hen

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
armer's

News Notes

The first general sale of Holsteins held in
cotlund, tuok place at Paisley, ou Jan. 17th.
head sold for a total of £938 sterling
average of about $liO.
r an

'he 33

Iwo Bushels to One
Next Season -Sure

As a title "Lord Shaughnessy of Montreal,
Canada, and of Ashford, County, Limerick,
relaud," is guiug suuie, even if it lacks a bit
1 the patrician quality, says the Springfield
tepublican.
*
*
*

The committee

Every farmer can get two bushels this year where he got
Poor crops show impoverished soil and
last year.

one

100 in Ontario has just
ompleted a canvass of the whole province
nd claims to have the signatures of over 70
er cent, of the voters for the Government
enact a prohibitoiy liquor measure.
of

The Banker Farmer
Illinois

1

for
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the

"
there is only one remedy— FERTILIZER. " Best-by-Test
Fertilizers are quick restoratives to run-down soil, and
guarantee of double-yield crops. Best-by-Test Fertilizers
have 20 TIMES as much plant food as average manure.

BEST
BV
TEST

'Best byTest Fertilizers

is a new paper published
purpose of drawing the

jrmers and bankers cl>.-ser together.
It euourages the paying of more acteution to the
armers by the bankers in the local centres.

make

plants grow to full capacity of production. Let us
send you our booklet explaining our Fertilizers, comprising
Blood,
Meat and Bone,
Phosphates, Nitrates, Potash True to name and type, selected from

SEED CORN

is a movement that
is sorely ueedci
in
auada also, for too often the man on the
rairie farm has to accept the rulings of a
redlt as given to him by some inexperienced
oy manager who has to bow in every case to
t

and Ammonia formulas. A best yields of expert corn growers. Sold
brand for every soil and on ear, unless otherwise ordered. Every
guaranteed to germ
bushel tested
every crop. Wr;te for prices inate 80 per and
cent
Our Seed Corn

he directorate, who do not know about local
onditions.
We are glad to see the bankers
ettiug anxious about this business, as the
armers are getting learning big business.

through

your planted with our Fertilizer insures
direct or
a big yield. Farmers in same
dealer.
locality can club orders to
Write for FREE Copy of our Book—
**
to make a carload shipment-^
Facts About Fertilizers "

CANADIAN FERTILIZER

The United Farmers of Ontario had a very
ucouraging annual meeting at Toronto in
'ebruaiy.
A new method of voting was in-

which gives a nominating ballot
nd introduces a little of the seconu choice.
low it will work out remains yet to be seen,
'he cu-operative company in connection with
his orgauizution
h.is
had another shaking
last year, and still there is
p, as it did
oom for a more business-like operation of
,s affairs,
which will come no doubt in time
the farmeis can keep favoritism and iuffiflency out of the saddle.

CO.,

MARKET CHAMBERS

21

•

Limited
CHATHAM. ONT.

roduced,

'

Jack Miner, the man who has befriended
many wild birds on his little farm at
angsvUle, Ontario, told the interesting story
f his work to a huge audience
in the Couocation Hall of Toruuto University in Febuary.
He has established the facts about
Ird migration and habits that
satisfy him
hese are that birds do return to the
same
^'^^^
'*^'»i'"
"^'^0
protects
hJI'
/k .' wild
^IV'^
Bern, that
geese are the most faithful

most courageous and the most intelligent
r wild birds.
The encouragement of purole
lartins and the forkt.iil swallows makes
for
lie
destruction of flies.
Each swallow will
he

at

a

half a

cupful

ent these birds for a
;a.

and man brought

of

flies

per day.

"God

It's

good

for

little girls,

Everybody

— loves

too

—young and

the rich, delicious flavor of

old

purpose to Norlli Anierin by the English spar-

ow. the only nuisance," said he.

•

•

•

annual report of the President of
i''T 'i'f
he
Lethbridge Board of Trade, the
made that an enciuiry among severalstatement
farmers
elected around Lethbridge shows
the averge yield from twenty-two farms In that
istrlct, has resulted in an average
yield per
(•re of spring wheat sown
on summer fallow
r .10 bushels.
The average yield of spring
1

i

heat on stubble was 38 bushels, and
the
eneral average of spring
wheat was 44
ushels. The average for oats was TTVo bushIs,
barley G6 bushels.
The highest yield
eported for wheat in that district was for
4 bushels, oats 127 bushels, barley 65 bushels
ne average numlier of livestock reported on
hese farms was six cows. 12 cattle, 2] hogs
nd 8R chickens. About 25,000,000 bushels of
ra.n actually ran through the railway
yards
r I.<>thbridge during
the past season.

•

•

•

With the reports of the four large packing

#*

Crown Brand

Corn Syrup
—

the perfect sweet. Just what the
children should have on Bread costs far less than
butter or preserves. Delicious with hot biscuits,
and Batter Cakes. Gives a new delight to

It is a daily treat

—

Baked Apples, Blanc-Mange and Puddings.
Makes the best Candy you ever tasted.

fp:inies

in this country, a fair Idea of the
plenty of the year 1915 is revealed. The
turnover for the year amounted to

iplete

-out $1,500,000,000. or at the rate of $125,m.OOO a month.
The increase in gross sales
the four companies was: Swift. .$75,000,000;
rmour, $50,000,000; Morris. .$10,000,000; and
udahy, $7,040,706.
Net increase was: Swift,
.637.500; Armour, $3,590,000; Morris, $115,12. and
Cudahy showing a decrease of $127,-

EDWARDSBURG

ir

55.

•

•

•

The Ontario Plowmen's Association are renesting that a better recuriting system be
)llowed in rural districts.
They advise rerultlng officers to arrange to leave, nt least,
man on each 100-acre farm so
lat the cmpaign for Incresed production may
ot fail during 1916.

ne cppable

"LILY WHITE"
"Crown Brand."

—or can

is a pure white Corn Syrup, not
Your Grocer ha» both brands, in

as

pronounced in flavor as
10 and SO-pound tins

2, 5,

easily get thefn for you.

The Canada Starch

Co.,

Limited,

Montreal
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THE PANAMA ROAD GRADERS
wiLL'SGiVE

Boston Grader
2 or

and

DRAGS

The iPanama

YOU

Jr.

Improved

4-HORSE MACHINE

WEIGHT

1000 LBS.

Good

Roads
AT THE

Least Cost
The Panama Standard Grader

A

two- horse and one-man

all-steel

Grader

and

Leveller, that will do more towards
keeping the roads in condition than any

I.

The "Panama

" Line

other small machine.

Weight 600

lbs.

Our Road Graders and Drags

offer you the most complete
assortment of road-working machines in Canada.
A
Grader or Drag for every class of work. Our catalogue
No. 55, will show you Road Machines that have been
recommended at the Good Koads meetings. Write for
this catalogue and prices, if you want a line to pick from.

YOU SHOULD SEE OUR
The Exeter Mfg.

A

machine that has no equal
All the modern

ing devices.

and easy adjust-

for substantial construction, [convenient

^practical ideas are

on

0iMmH[s(,

this

machine.

The

Weight 2800

What

Co., Limited, Exeter, Ont.
Road Machinery in Canada

largest Manufacturers of

Branches

lbs.

LINE OF DRAGS.

in

Winnipeg and Quebec

this Trade-

Mark Means

to

You

It's your guarantee that
every can of Canada Paint is full meassure, pure,
durable, economical, full
value, and must be satisfactory.
The highest-grade materials and the skill
of paint experts combine to make

CANADA PAINT
the best quality of paint that human skill can produce.
You never have to guess what is in the can with the Canada Paint trade mark. Look
twice the price wont buy beUer value.
for the C.P. and insist on having it
Send for our Free Booklet, "What, When and How to Paint," it will
help, you to select the right finish for each particular purpose.

—

CANADA PAINT
• C.

CO.,

LIMITED

576 WILLIAM STREET, MONTREAL
P. COACH COLORS " GIVE A DURABLE FINISH.

Citjr

FARMER'S MAG A7A'^V:

-?%

CDCU
rilCC

—

on request— Set of Beautiful Art Postcard* (PURITY GIRLS). Mail us Postcard to-day
Limited— Head Office, Toronto
Dept. C. WESTERN CANADA FLOUR MILLS CO
,

FAIRY SOAP
For

toilet

and bath

^
•

'tfriT

The purest, choicest materials are

<^^M

used

for Fairy

Soap

;

the most

expert soap-makers produce

Because of
"**^

its

purity

and

it.

refresh-

ing cleansing qualities

it is

the ideal soap for toilet
".%

r

and

bath.

The

oval floating cake

^-. ^^'^'

•/^

fits

the hand.

'•m

itjcjjmMm #11 1 n -fii ^ i twmSMSmi
MONTR KAI.

'Have You a

Little

Fairy in Your
•©

©

Home?^

<

.

THE

ERS MAGAZINE
One

Dollar Per Year

Ten Cents Per Copy

SOME STRIKING FEATURES

ICELANDERS— POWER FARMING— MONTH'S WORK
Nellie McClung — Emily Guest
Dr. Backus

—
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Ours
the Greater

Luxury

The

luxury- loving Greeks equipped the bath with
accessories
but
they
lacked
OLIVE, the famous modern luxury for toilet, bath and

—

extravagant

shampoo.

PALM-

True, Palm and Olive oils were the favorite
agents— but . obtainable only in
their crude natural state.
Their scientific
Icombination in the smooth, creamy PALMcleansing

OLIVE

lather

century users

is

a triumph only twentieth

know

in

PALMOLIVE SOAP
The wholesome PALMOLIVE
attractive color

and agreeable

millions of users,

lis

faint

cake

with

fragrance

its
is

natural

known

to

perfect cleansing qualities originated

PALMOLIVE 'doctrine of soap and water."
PALMOLIVE SHAMPOO— liquid PALMOLIVE— is

the

equally popular.

B. J..

lis

use constitutes' a perfect means for

JOHNSON SOAP CO,
American Address

:

B. J.

•

—

horoughly cleansing

growth.

The

the hair
an essential
Olive and Cocoanut Oils in

for
this

healthy

shampoo

are unequalled ingredients of a perfect hair and scalp ap'
plicaiion.

Our new Palmolive

Booklet about the corriplete

Palmolive

Line, together with

threefold

sample package,

will be mailed on receipt of 10 cents in stamps.

Limited.

155-157 George

JOHNSON SOAP

CO.,

Inc.,

St.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Toronto, Ont.

—
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Boadster $825

Model 73 — ^obToroni-o.

—

SO

now

there's no need to sacrifice pride to

economy

This Overland costs only $850.
But it is every inch an Overland a perfect beauty.
Though a small, light, economical car, it is roomy,
sturdy and powerful.
And it is absolutely complete to the last detail.
Never before has a stylish, comfortable, completely
equipped car been offered at anywhere near so low a price.
Now for the first time, exacting pride and strictest
economy are fully satisfied in one and the same car.
And for easy riding this newest Overland is not to be
compared with any other car of its size.
In fact, many a big, high-priced car is nowhere near so
easy riding.
It has cantilever rear springs which absorb road shocks
more perfectly than any other type.
And the seats are soft and deep and built up over long

But one thousand cars a day is the present limit of
our production.
That is more than double the capacity of any other
producer of cars of this size and class.
But the demand is in proportion to the excess value in

spiral springs.

this car.

—

The seats are
roominess for

five

broad and wide
full-grown people.
also

Catalog on request
Please address Dept. 658

—ample

in their

Willys-Overland, Limited,

Large four-inch tires add to its easy riding qualities.
Of course it is electrically lighted and started and the
switches are located on the steering
your hand.
You should have a car this spring
And if you want top class at bottom price, it must be
this Overland, for no other car meets both these requirements.
No wonder it has swept the country the biggest and
quickest success of all our long line of record-breaking

electrical control
column right at

—

—

models.

Order yours now to avoid delay.
See the Overland dealer to-day.

Head Office and Works,^West Toronto, Ont.
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auuji
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Yes, Five Roses
digestible

r
^;E;;

J

I

accustom your folks to quality in

yE:\

of f'oducing just the right kind of

i

in the

deep

Let

to so longingly.

Li
P:

dainty,

doughnuts
from grease — the kind the

and tender, light and free
look back upon and look forward
Crisp

makes

fried cakes.

dough

g,

'^^

children

j[

FIVE ROSES

No common
that tastes

has that exclusive knack
bobs deliciously

flour

like nuts, that

sizzling fat.

Five Roses'
for

Breads-Cakes

Puddings-Pastries
Your

favourite recipe

and FIVE ROSES will never
most delicate stomach.

in the world disturb the

ROSES

is so ^urdy and glutinous
of fat. Plunged into
absorption
that it resists the
cakes crisp at
well-cut
lard,
the
plump,
the hot
once and seal the dough against penetration with

Because FIVE

i.:A.;.

the cru^iest brown coat imaginable.

Then the

spicy, tender centre

bakes to a

light, soft
.^:..)

texture without greeisiness or sogginess.

That

is

why FIVE ROSES makes

only delightful but delightfully

fried

cakes not

wholesome.
I..:

\S:"\

Just use your favourite recipe and leave the rest to
FIVE ROSES. It is so well liked that almost a
million mothers will use

no other

flour for all

their baking.

Send for the FIVE ROSES

MAKE
BETTER
pDipr)

Wk^Y^C!
CAKEib

^°°'' ^°°^-

A whole chapter on fried cakes In this
famous hook. Besides almost a thousand
tested recipes Jor home baking. Sena 10
lao-ceni stamps for postage

to

m

Dept. F,

LAKE OF THE WOODS MILLING

CO..

LIMITED. MONTREAL.

\. .^

H

A^

^%.ll
(^
if Gnaranteed

,\ v..

NOT BLEACHED-NOT BLENDED.
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PRACTICAL FARMING SPECIALS
A BUTTERMAKER IN FAWN

James Long

finds many
L. Green, President.

row that

Islanrl

little

F.

admirers

OUR GREATEST HIRED MAN
T'he

gasoline

engine has eased farm
burdens. Why you should

own

TO GROW
SIMPLIFIED POULTRY-KEEPING

L
L

E.
E.

J.

many

of
one.

7

Canada.

in

John
-VTork

NEW THINGS
Some

Lyons
of

9

its

Farrington

10

Farrington

15

prnctirnl pointers on the brooding of chickens.

HARNESSING THE WIND
F. M. Christianson
LIGHT TRACTORS AND THE LABOR PROBLEM

16

R. M. Gordon

19

Yet no one believes that the horse will be entirely displaced.

BUILT FOR SERVICE

Genevieve

21

Another of The Farmer's Magazine house plans that appeal.

FARMER GRAY MAKES GOOD
The

son

is

Alonzo Brown

22

taken into active partnership and proves true.

NEW

MONEY" FOR DAIRYMEN
HIVES EQUAL TO A FARM
THE BUSINESS OF FARMING

Wilfrid Sadler

25

H. A. Smith

26

Several Contributors

29

150

Change in Values —^Loss on Farm Machinery — Disposal of
Slaughter-Hous-e Offal —^Machine Shed —^Sidelines in Saskatchewan
— The Mare ;ind Colt —-Ayrshire Cows — Wild Fruits — Blackhead
in Turkeys.
Alex. McPherson
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Mackenzie Hall
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George Craig
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B. D. Alexander
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ARE GOVERNMENT BONDS SAFE?
(Serial)

John G. Raynor
Munro, M.A.
Richard Laborson

P. F.

56

69
72
75

78

Robert E. Pinkerton

It has been the wonder of the
world that Great Britain has been
able to stand up under this big war
strain of keeping up a big navy,
gathering a great army, which only

time will reveal in all its strength,
as well as increasing, as Sir George'
Paish says, the annual income of
Great Britain by three billion dollars since the war.

The reason of it all is, that the
people are speeding up their service,
making everything count, and also
that the spirit of thrift has entered
that same spirit that
the nation
makes the rural Frenchman such a
stable financial power.

—

is the great need in Canada.
not tariffs, nor single tax, nor
military expenditure that is going
to tnake us a great producing people, so much as will personal and
national thriftiness.

It is

To save, to utilize every possible
thing out of our resources, to oust
luxury these are real virtues and
we will do well to begin now.

—

8

The Farmer's Magazine
to

13

Genevieve

M. Hopkins
Dr. A. A. Backus

17

on Intensive Farming and Money-

making

66

T'he first of
principles.
these articles will appear in May.
It is by Sanders Spencer, the wellknown live stock breeder.

27

Dairy farmers, particularly, will
be interested in the May number.

24
50
42
44

er's

house built from The FarmMagazine plans will be shown

and described
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May

number.

will
Women's Special
claim your attention in this bright

Sphere

Spring
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

LONDON, ENG., THE MACLEAN CO. OF GREAT BRITAIN,
88 FLEET STREET, E.C.

glad

a series of articles from, leading agricultural experts in Great Britain

A

Emily Guest, M.A.

is

announce that they have secured

36

THE GIRL AND HER BUSINESS TRAINING
BOTH SIDES OF THE KITCHEN
THE HANDY DINNER WAGON
FIRST AID FOR LUNG TROUBLE

In the present issue will be found
some very practical suggestions in
the matter of machinery and power
aids in this time of Empire War.

11

WOMAN AND THE HOME

143-153

Editor

Such

38

FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT
THE FROST GIRL

Editor

THE EDITOR'S CONFERENCE

Contents;

The

F. M. CHAPMAN, B.A., Man.
ETHEL M. CHAPMAN, Assoc.

1916

issue.

Perhaps you will be charmed with
the cover design in May. It is an
attractive one.

LTD.,

Montreal, 701-702 Eastern Township Bank Building;
Winnipeg, 34 Royal Bank Building; New York, 115 Broadway; Chicago,
1318 People's Gas Building; Boston, 733 Old South Building.

Yet we want to hear from you,
with your experiences. Write now
to the

Editor.
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The Wagon Shop That Became the Largest
Automobile Factory
Back

In 1903, the

town

of Walkerville, Ontario,

was possessed of a concern

in the British Ejnpire

called the

Wagon Company.
on some day when business was

If,

McGregor, wished to take a

little stroll,

other materials in proportion.

Practically the entire output of several large Canadian
employing hundreds of workmen is taken by the Ford plant at Ford City, Ont.
But great as this influence is for the increased prosperity of the Empire, it does not stop
there.
All over the Empire are Ford Dealers who are important factors in increasing the
wealth and prosperity of their communities.

factories

Walkerville

not rushing, the general manager, Gordon M.
he <^uld walk around his shop in about 2 minutes

by the factory clock.
Nobody would have

believed at that time that this shop would, in a few years, develop
into the largest plant of its kind in the Empire having a floor acreage of over 435,000 square
feet and making 3 times as many cars as any other automobile factory in the British Empire.
But so it has come to pass.

Through the efforts of Mr. McGregor and his Canadian associates, this wagon shop has
been turned into the great Ford plant at Ford City, Ont.
The factory today is one of the industrial show places of Canada.
Here are the highest paid automobile mechanics in the Empire who put their best into
the building of a car that has won its way into the confidence of the Canadian public.
Here are hundreds of machines designed by Ford engineers, which are marvels of the
industrial world.

a week

automobile company in
but because of the demand for Ford cars they are kept busy the year round.
Here a new Canadian Ford Car is born every three and one-half minutes.
Here workmen are busily engaged in making additions so that the production of cars
may keep pace with the demand. There never has been a time since war began when gangs
of men were not at work expanding the plant, literally building for the future.
Look in at the power plant and you will see two monster 650 horse-power gas engines.
What a contrast to the early days when the factory power was derived from the hind wheel
of a Model "C" carl
In the immense heat treatment plant, Vanadium steel, the most expensive and best of
Here each steel part is especially prepared for the
steels, is heat-treated the Ford way.
stress and strain it will have to withstand in the completed car.
The machine shop contains many wonderful sights for the visitor. There are long rows
of very expensive gear cutting machines. And there is the great machine that mills 48
cylinders at one time! And another that drills 45 holes at once in a cylinder casting from
Marvelous speed and equally marvelous accuracy
sides, top and bottom.
Then there is the handsome office building in which close to 200 workers are employed.
In all there are over 30,000 people dependent on the Canadian Ford Plant for their support.
In this plant the Ford car is constructed practically in its entirety even the steel, as
mentioned above, is refined here.
Furthermore, and here is a record rarely found in other large Canadian factories, all but
$16.88 worth of the material uped in the making of the Canadian Ford is bought right here
in Canada., Few products can lay claim to being so strictly "Made in Canada" as the Ford

Many of them would do the work of an ordinary sized

or

so,

I

—

car.

Consider what this means to Canadian industry when it includes such immense purchases as 25,000 tons of steel, 1,500 tons of brass, etc., 120,000 wheels, 200,000 lamps, and

The spirit of faith in the future that has prompted the Ford Canadian Company to proceed with a policy of full-speed ahead in times that have seemed to many to require the use
of extraordinary caution and conservatism, is a happy, progressive, enthusiastic spirit that
is radiated in every city or town of any size in the whole Dominion and in the Empire over
the seas through the Ford Dealer whom you will find there.
Besides this there are the nine branches in Canada and one in Melbourne, Australia,
four of which have been rebuilt since war began at a cost of over S1,000,000, that are power
ful supports to these dealers in being elements of first importance in adding to the wealth
and progress of the nation.

But, phenomenal as the development of the Ford Plant has been,
not attained without its share of great difficulties.

its

great success was

The first three years of its existence were somewhat precarious. The first car was not
shipped from the factory until six months after the company was organized. Nowadays,
20,000 cars would have been shipped in that time.
The first main building was a two and a half story brick structure and the entire plant
occupied about one acre of ground. The machinery consisted of one solitary drill press
But from 1910 on the business increased so fast that it was difficult for the plant capacity
to keep pace with the sales and additional buildings and equipment were constantly beini
constructed and installed.
In 1911 the output was 2,400 cars, in 1912, 6,500 cars were built,
year's estimated production of 40,000 cars.

and so on up to

thi

The executives of the Canadian Ford Company make no consideration of the war. The
are so thoroughly Canadian in their ideals that they take the prosperity of Canada and th
triumph of Britain and her allies as accomplished facts.

—

No stops have been made in their plans for progress not the slightest hesitation ha
been evidenced in developing this great Canadian Plant to its highest degree of efficiency o
account of the war.
As evidence of this $652,000 has been spent on new buildings at Ford City a millio
dollars has been spent on new equipment
over a miUion dollars was expended on branch*
and 900 men have been added to the payroll all this in
in four Canadian cities
belligerent country during the progress of the greatest war the world has ever seen.
In addition, the price of the Ford car has been reduced $120 since that memorab
August 1, 1914.
So then, this is the story of the wagon shop that became the great Canadian Ford Plan
An industry that is proud to say that it builds its product from Canadian material, wii
Canadian workmen and that backs its Canadian patriotism with its hard cash.

—

—

—

—

Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited, Ford, Ont
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
f.

Runabout
Touring
Coupelet
Sedan
Towrn Car

-

-

-

-

-

-

...

....

o. b.

$480
530
730
090
780

Ford, Ontario

All cars completely equipped,
including electric headlights.

Equipment does not include
2-D

speedometer.

!
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If thai {ine

little

house

were only warm

If

morning knowing
that it was a warm, cheerful
place for mother and the
in

Save One Ton

you could leave the house
the

—

family to spend the day couldn't
you go about your work with a
lighter heart?

Consider, now, that your old home
can be made modern for anywhere
from $90 to $150
surely a small investment in happiness and
cheer for your family.

—

Seven

fine Heela features that you will surely want
cannot be obtained in any other furnace. They are
Heela Patents.

Some

Hecla owners save one ton of coal in seven because
the Hecla has a patented fire-pot with a triple heating
surface. This is the famous STEEL-KIBBED Fire-pot
the greatest single coal-saving feature ever invented.

—

Mellow Air— No Gas, No Dust
No

Without making costly alterations
to your house, without a large initial
cost, and without much increase in
your coal bill you can have a Hecla
Heating System in your present
home.

in

can ever escape through the warm air
This we guarantee because the Hecla has
JOINTS that can never leak.

gas or

dusit

registers.

FUSED

found even with the most costly heatguarded against in the Hecla. The
moisture supply is so liberal that Hecla Heating is as
mellow as June air.

Dryness that
ing systems

is

is

The Hecla can be checked down to hold the fire for
hours without waste. The Hecla can be shaken' down
with four separate grate bars so that no live fire need
come through with the ashes.
These points are daily money savers that make big
economies in the course of the season.

HECLA FURNACE

Buy Comfort Guaranteed
How

action on your part is
needed to make the change from
winter dreariness to winter cheerfulness
It is not as though you
took any chance in the matter.
Ilecla Furnaces are guaranteed to
plan the heatheat your home.
ing system and take full responsiYou may be sure of
bility for it.
full satisfaction no matter what
the style or plan of your house.
little

!

We

You

a Clare Bros.

will be interested to stiidij the question of heating

literature

we supply.

from

the

a very thorough
Copies will be sent free to

"Comfort and Health"

is

booklet on the subject of heating.
anyone who writes. If you would like to know now what it
would cost to heat your home and mention Farmer's Magazine,
we will be glad to figure it up for you free of charge. Writing
will not obligate you to buy and it will bring you promptly help
in

making your own plans

CLARE BROS. &

for heating.

CO., Limited

PRESTON, ONT.
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STATEMENT BY
THE MANAGER

OFFICE OF PUBLICATION
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO

GO

TO

the nail where hangs
the big February number of

The Farmer's Magazine

called

the Reference

an article
Machinery in the

Home, mark
lustrated

you.

—shows

—

Number, and

You

turn to pages 49 and 50.
find there

will

"Power

entitled,

Home."
The
The article is il-

once, operating a cream separator, a
churn, a grindstone, and a washing
machine.
pressure tank for a do-

A

mestic water system is ^ shown, and
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Fawn:

is an Economical Producer.
Canada She is Making Good

Jersey cow produces the richest
milk of any known variety.
Her
milk is seldom sold by dairymen owing to its higher cost, but it produces the
best butter that can be made and not only
finer cheese but a larger quantity per gallon than the milk of any other breed. Farmers as a rule object to the Jersey owing
to the fact that she is of little value when

Number

1916

By

6

JAMES LONG

In

slaughtered or barren, while her calves
realize very small sums of money except

where the breeder has a
reputation. She is, also, regarded as too
delicate for roughing it in all parts of the
country, but Jerseys which are bred for
constitution and milk production without
regard to exhibition points I believe to
be equal to maintaining health and vigor
in those cases

FRED.

L.

GREEN,

Proprietor Uiiadilla Farm, where a large
high protlucing Jerseys is kept. A
promineut ladies' collego gets its butter
from
Mr. Green eujoys
supply
this herd.
the honor this year of being President of
the Dominion Jersey Breeders' Association.
berfi of

A

pure-bred Jersey herd, on Smith's farm, Gladstone, Manitoba.

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
in any climate. The Jersey, in addition to
her productive powers ^and so far she
has yielded a larger quantity of butter in
given period than cows of any other breed
is a small feeder in proportion to her
weight, while she lives and milks well for
many years and there is no necessity, as

—

—

in the case of the

Shorthorn and other

fleshy breeders, to sell her in her prime.

The Jersey weighs some 850 to 950 lbs.,
and her average yield is about 470 gallons of milk containing 4.6 per cent, of
although many cows reach 6 per cent,

fat,

and occasionally
This

is

not

all:

7 per cent, is attained.

the solids not fat

may

be

placed at 9.4 per cent.
The best performers among the Jerseys are large and coarse compared with
the exhibition cow; they consume a larger
quantity of food ; the udder shrinks after
milking, is globular in form, and well filled

As

a

One Cause

Man
of

between the buttocks. There is a large
milk vein; horns which are yellow at the
base; while the color of the skin inside
the ears, on the tail and udder, and beneath the thighs is rich orange, and the
skin is somewhat oily. These features
are regarded .as indicative of richness
rather than quantity of milk. The skin
of the Jersey, like that of the Shorthorn
and all milking breeds, should be soft
and mellow and a good milking cow should
carry more flesh than is common on those
more perfect specimens of the breed
which are usually awarded prizes at our
shows. One of the finest herds in England consisting of 34 cows I refer to that
of Dr. Watney, which I have on two occasions been able to inspect produced an
average of 451 lbs. of butter in the year,
whereas the average yield of the cows upon our farms is estimated at 160 lbs. What

—
—

Thinketh:

Abandoned Farms

is
is

THERE
have

is no class of people who
suffered so much from wrong
thinking as the farmer; vicarious
wrong thinking, I meanj other people
have done the wrong thinking, and the
farmer has suffered. Like many another

bromide, the thought has grown on people
that farmers are slow, uncouth, guileless,
easily imposed on, ready to sign a promissory note for any smooth tongued stranger who comes in for dinner.
The stage
and the colored supplements have spread
this impression of the farmer, and the
farmer has not cared. He felt he could
stand it. Perhaps the women on the farm
feel it more than the men, for women are
sensitive about such things. "Poor girl !"
say the kind friends. "She went West
and married a farmer" and forthwith a
picture of the farmer's wife raises up
before their eyes; the poor faded woman,
in a rusty black lustre skirt sagging in the
back and puckering in the seams; coat
that belonged to a suit in other days; a
black sailor hat, gray with years and dust,
with a sad cluster of faded violets, and
torn tulle trimming, sitting crooked on
her head; hair the color of last year's

—

and teeth gone in front.
There is no reason for the

grass,

belief that

farmer's wives as a class look and dress
like this, only that people love to generalize to fit cases to their theory, they love
to find ministers' sons wild; mother-inlaws disagreeable; women who believe in
suffrage neglecting their children, and
farmers' wives shabby, discouraged and
sad.

do not believe that farmers' wives
are a down-trodden class of women. They
have their troubles like other people. It
rains in thrashing time, and the threshers'
visit is prolonged until long after their
welcome has been worn to a frazzle!
I

accomplished in the Island of Jersey
be recognized by the fact that at a
butter test which was attended by the
British Dairy Farmers' Association, 84
cows averaged nearly 12 lbs. per head per
week, some reaching 20 lbs., while the
yield of milk averaged 700 galls, in the
year, some cows exceeding 1,000 galloas.
Again, at the last great contest in
America between different breeds the
average weight of the 25 competing Jerseys was 912 lbs., while the average yield
of fat per day was 1.95 lbs. during the
whole period of the trial, which continued
for 120 days. The highest yield of butter
was 330 lbs., and the lowest 283 lbs. Such
is the productive power of the Jerseys of
the best milking type. For butter and
cheese no cows excel this famous variety,
although the British cheese maker invariably prefers the Shorthorn, the Ayrshire
or the Devon.
is

may

Wrong

Father won't dress up even when comFather also has a mania
is coming.
for buying land instead of building a new
house; and sometimes works the driving
horse.
Cows break out of pastures;
hawks get the chickens, hens lay away;
clothes-lines break.
They have their troubles, but there are

compensations.
Their houses may be
small, but there is plenty of room out-side; they may not have much spending
money but the rent is always paid; they
are saved from the many dissagreeable
things that are incident to city life, and
they have great opportunity for developing their resources.
When the city woman wants a shelf put
up she 'phones to the City-Relief, and gets
a man to do it for her; the farmer's
wife hunts up the hammer and a soap
box and puts up her own shelf, and gains
the independence of character which only
comes from achievement. Similarly the
children of the country neighborhoods
to

make

their

own

fun, which

they do with great enthusiasm, for, under
any circumstances, children will play.

The

city children

pay for

their

amuse-

ment. "They pay their nickel, and sit back
apparently saying
"Now, amuse me if
you can. What are you paid for?" The
blase city child who comes sighing out
of the picture shows is a sad sight. They_^
know everything, and their little souls
are a-weary of this world. It is a cold
day for any child who has nothing left
:

to

wonder at.
The desire

NELLIE McCLUNG

That Our Whole Attitude Toward Labor

pany

have had

By

to play is surely a great
stroke of Providence, and one of which the
world has only recently begun to learn.
Take the matter of picnics. I have seen
people hold a picnic on the bare prairie,
where the nearest tree was miles away,
and the only shade was that of a barb-

wire fence, but everybody was happy.
The success of a picnic depends upon the
mental attitude, not on cool shade or
purling streams.
I remember seeing from the train window a party of young people carrying a
boat and picnic baskets, one hot day in
July.
A little further on we passed a
tiny lake set in a thick growth of tall
grass.
It was a very small lake, indeed.
I ran to the rear platform of the train
and watched it as long as I could; I was
so afraid some cow would come along
and drink it dry before they got there.
Not long ago I made some investigations as to why boys and girls leave the
farm, and I found in over half the cases
the reason given was that life on the
farm was "too slow, too lonely, and no
fun." In country neighborhoods family
life means more than it does in the city.
The members of a family are at each
other's mercy; and so, if the "father"
always has a grouch, and the "mother"
is worried, and tired, and cross, small

wonder that the children try

to get away.
In the city there are always the "movies"

and congenial companionship
and so we mourn the
depopulation of our rural neighborhoods.
We all know that the country is the
best place in which to bring up children; that the freckle-faced boy, with bare
feet, who hunts up the cows after school,
and has to keep the wood-box full, and has
to remember to shut the hen-house door,
is getting a far better education than
the care-free city boy who has everything
done for him.
It is a good thing that boys leave the
farm and go to the city, I mean it is a
good thing for the city but it is hard
to

go

to,

down the

street,

—

on the farm.

Of

late years this question

Continued on page 47
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Our Greatest Hired Man
He

Never Gets Tired, Sleeps in the Barn and Puffs Away as
as a Lark as Long as He is Wanted, Then Shuts Up

Happy

By

JOHN

THE

gasoline engine as constructed
to-day and used on Canadian farms
so extensively has been called
and rightly so the "greatest farm labor
saver." Any instrument or means whereby labor, either of man or beast, can be
saved is bound to be a big factor in the
rural life of every community.
The reason why a farmer should purchase a gasoline engine for use on his
farm is entirely an individual one, and
applicable only to his own peculiar conditions.
But as there are thousands of
farmers to-day who are in a position to
benefit by such a purchase and who have
not as yet taken this progressive step, this
article may hit upon his particular condition and thereby impress the point and
in setting forth what has been the experience of the writer, may make some points
clear to the otherwise dubious prospective
gasoline engine user.
In speaking of implements which are
great farm labor savers, we are apt to
think of that implement as an equipment
of itself. This is not true of the gas engine, as one would be foolish indeed to
purchase an engine without knowing he
could also buy other implements that go
to improving the efficiency of that engine.
In buying an engine for farm work, the
purchaser should keep in mind, above all
else, the fact of getting enough power to
perform all the things he is contemplating
or has hope in the distant future to do, as
doubtless when once you use an engine
and see it possibilities, whether it be large
or small, you will at once begin to plan for
greater things which will call for more
power. In common with most farmers,
I always thought this an argument put
forth by the manufacturer in order to induce me
to purchase a more expensive machine.
But
this is not the case, as
many hundreds of farmers have found out to
their sorrow. It is human
nature for a man who

—

J.

LYONS

But the manufacturer, or salesman, if he knows his business, will put
the purchaser right, and will gauge the
size to meet requirements.
The following experience of a Canadian
farming in a small way, but with good
success, is the experience of hundreds of
farmers situated in a similar way. The
speaker owns an eight h.p. engine:
"Before I bought an engine I was entirely dependent upon hired help to keep
my home supplied with wood for both
heating and cooking, and this item is much
larger than one would suppose in a year'fe
time, especially when we have to pay men
one dollar per day to cut. Any one who
has sawed enough to know how, can, with
a few gallons of gasoline, saw up, in
short lengths, more wood in ten hours
than twenty men can cut in this time.
"Of course, one must have help to get
the wood to the saw and to throw it away
from it. I cut my wood in pole lengths
and haul it home. And then I cut it up in
short lengths as wanted, and split it. Jr.
this way I can split the tough pieces
be met.

easier.

"One other implement I have is a small
feed mill, that will grind up into feed for
all kinds of stock, such grain as corn,
peas, soy beans, oats, etc. This will save
its cost in two ways; the time lost in going
off to a mill in a busy time, and also in the
increased value of ground feed over the
unground. I have fed both, and I am
confident that the stock can get more out
of the ground than the whole grain. Next
I have a small grain separator, and find
in this also a great adjunct to the gasoline engine, as I can thresh my oats when
I want to, and have also been able to do

It

is

like

INSTALLATION AND EASE OF OPERATION

The present method used by gas engine
manufacturers in Canada in shipping engines almost wholly set up eliminates
much of the work formerly necessary to
install.
The average engine received by
the farmer will be ready to run when tank
is attached and a few minor adjustments
made,

of which are thoroughly and inexplained in directions «ent
with each engine.

The ease with which the gasoline engine
operates, and the absence of trouble are
points in favor of its use. While considable is heard about gas engine troubles
and worries, a large percentage of them
come from men who have found trouble
with any piece of machinery, no matter
how simple, and who do not exercise the
proper care of an article that is not human. True, every engine gives the operator trouble at times, but most farmers
have at least a touch of mechanical knowledge in their make-up, and this will go a
long way in operation.
A few suggestions, taken at random, are offered.
Don't install an engine on a foundation
that will vibrate, set it on a solid concrete
foundation. Vibration wears the engine

and parts. Do not continually work the
engine. at full capacity, nor any other
piece of machinery, for
that matter. Judge an engine by quality, not price.

Good

oil

costs
ery.

less

is

When

cheapest,

running smoothly, leave
alone;
ter

it.

it

than machinthe engine is
i!

don't try to bet-

Keep engine

clean.

and grease will catch
fire.
Keep wires clean,
and free from contact.
Never clean an engine
when it is running, in any
place where the waste cotton may wind up. It is
dangerous to yourself and
Oil

that

the engine.
If

the

magneto goes

wrong, get an expert or
send it to the factory. Be
sure of good compression.

And right there the excess power comes to the
rescue. The size of ena matter impossible to recommend, as
each individual case must

all

telligently

once-famous squib, "The
more you eat, the more
you want." The more
work you give your engine, the more you \vill
find to do as time goes on.

gine

handle.

some custom threshing every year, which
is some source of revenue to me."

has never used power on
the farm, to underestimate the work which can
be found for a gasoline
engine.

pump

It don't tire at the

Leaky rings and valves
cause

is

does not produce any of that peculiar disease
that often affects boys in bucksaw times.

It

a

trouble.

great deal of
Don't, judge a

spark from

its

appear-

FARMER'S M A
ance outside of the cylinThere may be no
spark at all when it is
undier compression.
Users of gasoline engines should understand
der.

C4

AZINE
into the hearts of the unsophisticated, but it is a
fact that the gasoline en-

.

gine

is one of the safest
machines made, and the

least

liable

to

explode.

and watch carefully the
ignition
system.
"The

The principle of construc-

real heart of the engine is
its ignition system," says

only by explosion that
the engine runs, by a proper explosion caused by
mixture of gasoline vapor
and air. This is explained
by an expert as follows:
"If we put a drop of
nitroglycerine in
the
cylinder of a gasoline engine and explode it, there
would be sufficient impulse as a result to
possibly start a small engine.
If we
Continued on page 68

tion goes to prove

Mr. C: V. Hull, an expert.
this
"heart" stops
working you have a
"dead" engine and there
is no getting around that.
Using the same analogy,
"heart failure" in a gas
engine is one of its comIf

mon

up

The individual threshing outfits on
Eastern farms are coming into v^e.

to the

man who

is

sudden

"heart" in
the best conditions possible and thus avoid

extent.

afflictions.

It is

running the engine

New

to

keep

its

growing
cabbage which is being widely introduced and which promises to become
a standard vegetable in all our markets in
the course of a few years. It is sometimes
catalogued as celery cabbage because of
the shape of the head, although it really
resembles a head of lettuce more than a
bunch of celery. By whatever name it is
for

sold, however, it is exceedingly palatable,
being served raw with a French dressing,
or cooked like cabbage. It is an excellent
substitute for lettuce and is now being
shipped east from California in the winter
Greenhouse men are experimonths.
menting with this new cabbage, though,
and it may prove to be as good a greenhouse crop as lettuce when a demand has
been cremated.

Pe Tsai likes cool growing conditions,
and when the weather is very hot is likely
to run to seed like lettuce. If sown early
in the spring, though, it can be put on
the market in July and late sowing will
give a bountiful fall crop, some of which
can be stored in a cool place. And if seed
be sown in a hotbed in September, a winter crop can be obtained.
Some growers
blanch the heads by tying them up in the
same way as endive, but this is not neces-

unexpected attacks to a great

The mention

Things

are just right
CANADIAN conditions
Pe Tsai, the Chinese

of gasoline strikes fear

To Grow:

placed in each hill some of the young
plants will be pretty certain to escape the
bugs.
When well started, the plants
should be. thinned to two. Tobacco dust
will help to keep the striped beetle away,
but it is a good plan to cover the plants
with boxes over which mosquito netting
has been stretched until considerable
growth has been made, as these beetles
are capable of much damage in a very
short time.
All English people are fond of these

marrows and ought

to prove good customers for the farmer who raises marrows for the market. Although they ai-e

at their best when only two-thirds matured, the English marrows can be used
for making pies when full grown, and

they are good for preserving then, too.
All in all, these vegetables form a decided
acquisition to our list.

For a time fall strawberries were considered a joke, but the fact is now recognized that they are excellent, not only for
home use, but for a market crop as well.

sary.

Then there are the English vegetable
marrows, which are being grown on this
side of the water in increasing numbers.
These marrows are far ahead of the ordinary summer squash and seeds can be
obtained of Canadian seedsmen. There
are several kinds of these marrows, some
being white and some green. They appear in different shapes and sizes, too.
some being of huge proportions, but all
are good. In the small garden, it is best
to grow the bush varieties, but the rambling varieties may be sown where there
is plenty of room.
They require a lot of
space, but yield prodigiously if the soil is

made

enough with stable manure.
two shovelfuls in each
covering well with earth before the
rich

It is best to place
hill,

seeds are sown.

it.

It

is

If five or six seeds are

Pe

Tsai, the Chinese cabbage, promises
to come into inarkets here.

By

E.

I.

FARRINGTON

Increasingly large plantings are being
in the States, and during the past
year good crops have been grown in Ontario.
Being a very hardy berry, there
is no reason why the
fall
strawberry
should not be grown in Canada with great

made

success.

Several kinds of fall strawberries are
on the market, but all things considered,
the Superb is probably the best of all, although the variety known as Progressive
is also growTi with success in Ontario.
The Superb berry is large, however,
sweet, juicy and good to look upon, as well
as being a good cropper.
I recommend
it as the first choice for the home garden
or for commercial purposes.
Experience has shown that especially
rich soil is needed for the berries of this
class, which is not strange when the long
season of production is considered. Also,
the best way to grow the plants is by the
hill system, rather than in rows as with
spring bearing varieties. When setting
out the plants it is best to manure the
ground heavily and then to plow the
manure under only four or five inches,
making it accessible to the roots almost
immediately. It is a good plan to harrow in some bone meal and sulphate of
potash about ten days before the plants
are set out, this being in addition to the
manure. Of course wood ashes can be
used instead of the potash.
Then the
plants should be placed from two and a
half to three feet apart, and all the runners kept cut off. It is best, too, to keep
the blossoms picked until the first of
July. Then Spring-set plants will begin
Bearing in August and not cease until the
fruit is frozen on the vines.
When the second season arrives the
plants may be allowed to bear in the
spring and will produce a large crop. If
runners are then properly trained new
plants can be started between the rows,
and the next year's bed started, the same
ground being used. This gives a tremendous yield from a limited amount of land,
and in the fall of the year high prices can
easily be obtained for the fruit.

—

Canadians of Icelandic Origin:

By C. B. SISSONS

A People Who Have Struck
of

Canadian

the Hyphen Out and Bring Their Gifts to the Altar
Nationality. Believe in Education, Thrift,
Virtues and the English Language

Home

This is tlie continuance of the series on our
Canadians whose ancestry was other than AngloSaxon, begun by Mr, Sissons in the 'November
number on the Mennonites, continued in December on the French in the Red River, and in
What he says
January on the Ruthenians.
about the Icelander bears out the good opinions
held by us as tvere expressed in the article by
C. MacKenzic under the Caption of Ten
Children and $45000 as published in the Dec
ember number 1914. >Smc/i citizens made for a
united Canadianism and a strong virile race.
We believe these facts are going to be empha
sizd more after this war.
Editor.
h\

—

attitude their influence
the province has been out
of all proportion to their numbers.
No less than fourteen Icelandic students, for example graduated from colleges in Winnipeg last summer, while
not a few Canadian Icelanders are
In prostudying in the United States.
fessional and business life in Winnipeg
Icelandic names stand prominent, and in
the political life of the new Manitoba
the Hon. Thomas Johnson has already
achieved an enviable reputation.
Last November an interesting event
took place in Riverton, a little village
on Lake Winnipeg at the north of the
Icelandic River.
The survivors of the
original three hundred settlers, together
sult

Jonasson, in centre, father of
New Iceland, and H. S. Danielson,
B.S.A., on the right.
Ciipt.

ON

the twenty-ninth of February of
this year when the memorable debate on the famous bilingual clause
Greenway Settlement
of the Laurier
was drawing to a close the Hon. Thomas
He stated that
Johnson rose to speak.
he quite appreciated and keenly sympathized with the position of those who
As an Icelandic boy
opposed its repeal.
he had been taught his first English by
a teacher who could not speak a word of

—

When he had grown to manhe himself had taught school in
rural communities which
were entirely Icelandic.
He went on to describe
Icelandic.

hood

of

on the

this

life of

the attitude of his people
to the English language

and generally to things
Canadian, with the fol-

landic Canadians.
The
Captain hardly looks his
years, and certainly fails

:

to indicate in his

he

has

always

lived.

When

I

in the

midst of the "recent

saw him he was

Manitoba Election Campaign.
He had just mottored in from Riverton

thing to do.
We came
here to stay and make
our homes, and to build
up this Country, but we
are not seeking to make
it our own country.
We
admit and we all must admit that there is only one
nationality possible in the
future, a Canadian nationality, and tue claim
the privilege of becoming

ind was about to leave for
a meeting in the north
whence he was to return
for an evening meeting at
However, he
Arborg.
found time to sit down
and talk a little about the
history of the Icelandic
He
people in Canada.
told of the first settlements in Ontario in the
early seventies. This was
the period in Ontario
when free grants of farm
land (save the mark!)
were being off'ered to im-

.

merged in that, and the
privilege of contributing
towards that whatever
national
characteristics
we may possess."
No words could better
set forth the aspirations

of the Canadians of Icelandic origin.
As a re-

carriage

or face the strenuous life

.

.

with other prominent Icelanders,- some
four hundred persons in all, assembled
to celebrate the foundation of the first
colony at Gimli a few miles south of
Riverton.
After the banquet, the occasion was taken to present an address
and an elaborate cane to Captain Sigtyrggur Jonasson, who had been in
charge of that little party which had
floated down the Red River in flat-bottomed boats to found a new home on the
shores of Lake Winnipeg.
In one of the
illustrations the readers may
see
the
Captain as he appears to-day. With hin:
stand Dr. Palsson of Arborg, the doctor's brother
a druggist, and on the
right of the picture Mr.
H. F. Danielsson, the
agricultural representative of the district, all Ice-

lowing comment
"/ claim no credit for
my people because they
have been wise enough to
embrace to the full every
to
opportunity
offered
those who have conne to
It was
mhabit this land.
the obvious and honorable
.

Wild Hay, with a high protein content,
a ready return at low cost.

affords

migrants

Hon. Thos. H. Johnson, Minister of Public

Works

in Manitoba,

bom

in Iceland.

in

Muskoka.

The Icelanders tvere directed by the authorities to
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In 1874 a colony
homes near Rosseau.
went to Kinmount in Haliburton where
they were employed on railway construcMeanwhile the Captain scoured
tion.
Lake
the country as far north as

yond the Arctic Circle, enjoys a pure and
bracing air. Moreover, geographically it
stands aloof from those great political
cataclysms, which periodically sweep over
Europe, carrying away the landmarks of
the past.
Thus the literature which
sprang up in the twelfth century has per-

Nipissing for the promised land; for
knowing something
new-comers,
the
of rocks in Iceland and not inclined to
regard scenery, fly-fishing and hunting
as the main things in life, refused to set^
tie down and suffer the physical, intellectual and financial decline incident to
the farming of rocks. Finally Captain

Jonasson went to Ottawa where he was
kindly received by Lord Dufferin, who became sponsor for the Icelanders to the
Government of the newly organized province of Manitoba. After the unusually
violent volcanic eruptions of 1875, the
Captain was called home by the Government, and in 1876 returned with 1,400
settlers.

who had
Winnipeg

These joined the three hundred
settled on the shores of Lake
in

November

of the previous

Some Canadian children of
They make clever boys

Iceland stock.
at anything.

year.

From the first the fates seemed to confearspire to destroy the little colony.

A

smallpox was experienced.
Wet seasons brought floods which completely inundated lands natural low-lying. The result was that in 1880 only a
small part of the original colony remained, many of those who had survived
the hardships and disease having moved
to Winnipeg or further west. Their numbers, however, were from time to time increased by recruits from the home land
and from the United States, for Manitoba has become the most popular resort
of Icelandic immigrants.
ful scourge of

THE COLONY AT LAKE WINNIPEG
Agriculturally the original colony, now
running back for three townships from
the shores of Lake Winnipeg, has made
There are several
only fair progress.
First among these
reasons for this.
must be placed the lake itself. The young
men are seduced from farming by the relatively large returns to be had from fishThe season lasts for about two
ing.
months in winter and two months in the
heart of summer, that is, from the first
of June to the 6th of August. In addition to the allurements of fishing, to a
people accustomed for long ages to go
down to the sea in ships, the nature of
the land itself has retarded progress. The
homesteads, though possessing the best of
soil,

have proved

difficult of cultivation.

Most of the land is heavily timbered, and
in the early days there was no market for
Even yet the roads are picthe wood.
turesquely closed in by stately poplars
and birch. Then drainage was necessary

But the abundance of
water and the presence of fine natural
meadows, often yielding well over a ton
erally cleared.

to the acre, as well as the existence of

direct communication with

Winnipeg by

two railway lines, mark the district out
for mixed farming. Of late the quality
of the stock is being improved by an act
of the Roblin Government, which enables
any ten men who form an association to
import on the payment of expenses only,
a thoroughbred bull, ram, hog or stallion.
An experimental farm of forty acres has
recently been established in the colony,

where last year experiments on fodder
corn were being emphasized. The average amount of land under hay or cultiva.tion on each farm is probably not more
than

fifty acres,

but

it is

gradually being

increased. The rate of increase will be
greatly accelerated if the plan of Mayor
Waugh to encourage the burning of wood
rather than coal in Winnipeg meets with
success. The presence of an agricultural
expert, a graduate of the provincial college, H. F. Danielsson, should contribute
not a little to the improvement of condiHe lectures to institutes and
tions.
grain growers' associations, and arranges short courses on home economics,
besides being always ready at the call of

any farmer who desires information.
But the life of the Icelandic Canadian
is not to be computed in terms of wheat
and cattle. The little island whose most
northern point projects about a mile be-

many places. The settlers will tell you
how they drained the great muskegs, using hay-knives to cut the ditches, and
in

reaching to the waist.

water sometimes
In this

way

the

muskegs became meadows, most of the
work being undertaken and accomplished
without ariy Government assistance.
The land is naturally suited to mixed
farming.

Considerable grain is grown,
and more vAW be grown with less danger
from frost as the country is more gen-

BELIEVE IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE

But there

no school-question in IceThe children all go
The teachers may be of Iceto school.
landic origin, but English is spoken in
the schools and in the school-grounds. Instruction in the native tongue is given at
home, and no claim has ever been made
that the state should undertake to give it.
One of the illustrations shows a little
school and hall in a settlement known as
Geysir.
Finer schools and halls might
easily have been chosen for illustration,
but perhaps none more appropriately.
Here in the heart of a fine piece of woods
we suddenly came upon these two buildings devoted to intellectual improvement
for children and adults. Having passed
on the previous day through the dismal
Ruthenian district between Teulon and
Arborg, for a decade so miserably neis

landic settlements.

glected in educational matters, the sight
of these two little buildings in the wilderness was all the more impressive.
They exemplified what a will to learn and
to achieve can accomplish even in the face
of official indifference.

Near Tiverton we met an old woman
walking along the road. As she approached it became apparent that she was knitting. Here again a characteristic of the
people was revealed an industry and
thrift, such as conditions in any country
where Nature is niggardly are likely to

—

produce. In this respect bleak Iceland is
kinder to her children than sunny Italy.
I had been impressed with the number of
black sheep in the various flocks encountered, and on inquiry was told that
black sheep were by no means despised.
Their wool was to this extent preferred
that it had not to be dyed for use in knitting mitts. Now each farmer takes with
him twelve pairs of mitts for use in
changing nets, when he departs for his

in

working for days

moulding the minds of successive
generations. The sagas are to the Icelanders what the works of Homer were to
the Greeks, a link connecting present with
past through all the ages.
Their language to-day is practically unchanged
from that in which the sagas were composed. Down through the centuries Iceland has never lacked poets and historians
and to-day, though the population of the
island is only 85,000, the annual crop of
books is about one hundred, while fourteen newspapers and eight periodicals are
published.
One fails to understand the
Canadian of Icelandic stock if one does
not know that behind the people is a long
and honorable tradition, and that in each
humble home, one may expect to find a
library of well-thumbed volumes enshrining that tradition.
sisted,

spell of fishing.

Education for the young and the older.
The school and the public hall in Northern
Manitoba wilds.

I

had the pleasure of attending a polimeeting on the eve of the last proContinued on page 65

tical

ma/I F/oun
What ofits Future
and

/^rmers

Interests

By B.D. /l/exandof
—

OF—

the industries active in Canada
that date from pioneer days,

perhaps none has undergone a
more complete transformation than has
the flour-milling industry. This transformation is manifested in the mechanical
appliances used in connection with the industry; in the financing of the industry;
and in the relative importance of the position that it occupies, as compared with
other industries, as they each affect the
material welfare of the locality in which
they are being operated.

The

mechanical
transformation
is
in the passing of the millstone;
the financial transformation, in the organization of great joint-stock companies,
controlling perhaps several milling plants,
each one of which may be capable of
manufacturing thousands of barrels of
flour per day.
The changed method of
financing the industry together with improved means of transportation is the
principal cause of the third transformation, namely, the importance of the industry to the territory adjacent to the mill.
While the milling industry is, to-day, one
of vastly greater proportions than it was

summed up

—

—

in early days, yet it is also a fact that,
ordinarily, our flour-mills are not indispensable to the district in which they may
be located; whereas in pioneer days, the
small mills that were to be found dotted

over the land were indispensable, since
the very existence of the settlement frequently depended upon the establishment
of a small mill, so located as to be accessible to the settlers
even by so primitive
a means of transportation as an ox-team.

—

fluence of the small pioneer flour-mill is to
be found in connection with the history of
the flourishing town of Newmarket, Ontario. This town did not receive its name
(as some have supposed) from the place
of that name in England, but from the
fact that with the establishment of flourmills on the Holland River at that point,
the settlers described it as the "new market" to distinguish it from the old tnarket
Not only was
at York (now Toronto)
the importance of this mill (to the local
settlement) stamped upon history by the
name Newmarket as applied to this busy
manufacturing town it is also staointd
upon the geography of the streets of the
town to the present day: in seeking a
suitable place for the development of the
required water-power, the pioneer millbuilder pitched upon a site remote from
the King's Highway, and access was had
to the mill along roads over private property, and in the narrow Main Street, and
the narrow and winding Water Street
(still the principal thoroughfares of Newmarket) can be recognized the accommodation, or "mill roads" which led to the
mill.
The local mill-owner was, in those
days, a mighty man in his community,
and not infrequently acted as a half legal
adviser and referee among his customers.
.

:

THE GHOSTS OF FORMER THINGS
have come to many of these
pioneer mills. In many instances, a few
rotten posts, some giant willows, a reedy
depression marking the course, where
once the mill race cut across the flats, the
remains of an embankment pierced by a
Evil days

MADE THE VILLAGE
During the pioneer period, the small mill was the
principal business centre of
the community and being
the meeting place of all the

settlers,

from far and near,

the neighborhood
mill

was frequently

of

the

great gap through whic}i a stream ripples
these are all that remain to mark the.
site of what was once a scene of bustling
activity, and the business centre for the
pioneer community. Some of these pioneer mills still stand as monuments to
those who built them some have been remodelled with modern machinery, and
continue to bid for their share of the business of the community. Situated as .they
frequently are amid picturesque surroundings, they are of local interest,
apart from the historical interest which
is associated with them; the tumbling
dam is worth a visit in time of freshet or
the pond is a beauty spot in the landscape.
Are these small mills doomed? Are
they fated to become extinct? Certain it is that many of them are waging
a desperate struggle for their existence,
and it is also certain that these mills are
performing valuable service to the farmers who vdll be advancing their own interests by loyally supporting them. The
large milling corporations expend hug€

—

;

sums of money

in advertising,

whereby

trade mark and t'he goods which
that trade mark represents, are kept so
constantly before the public that they become familiar they are to be encountered
in every paper and maga,zine, they confront you in every grocery and the roadside fences are decorated with assurances that there is no necessity for scolding the cook if the right brand of flour is
used.
On the other hand, if the small
mill advertises, it does so in such a modest
way (when compared with the lavish .display of its giant rivals) as to give the
impression that it is almost apologizing for its existence, and the people of
the locality,, who should
be the principal support of
the small mill, sometimes
follow the crowd and pass
it by for the article manufactured by the large one.
their

;

select-

ed by the blacksmith, the
general merchant, the tavernkeeper and, perhaps,
the distiller, as a favorable
location for their respective enterprises, and thus
instead of the mill being
attracted by the village, it
became the magnet and attracted the nucleus of the
village that was to be
A
very interesting reminder
of the preponderating in-

CAN HELP FARMERS
While the small mills
are no longer performing
service that is indispensable to the community, as
in pioneer days, yet their
service is exceedingly im-

portant to the farmers,

though

The old road, the

old mill, set in a rural scenery that

bright pictures of

memory.

always leaves

often

al-

ignored.

Among the importaAt sermay be mentioned the

vices

superior

quality

of

the
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mill-feed which they offer to their customers at their door it is fresh, not having been damaged in the paclcing process,
which is the ruination of much of the feed
from the large mills. This difference in
;

quality is so great that the writer has
frequently known farmers refuse to buy
(even at a reduced price) when informed
unprothat "bran of our own make" was
service
curable. An exceedingly important
(from the farmers' standpoint) is bein coning performed by the small mills
market
of
regulation
the
nection with
How important is this service it
prices.
but it is none the
is impossible to estimate,
unrecognized
largely
although
less real,
at
by the farmers. The various buyers
upon by the
local elevators are looked
farming community as rival grain-buyers,

than
but the rivalry is more apparent
seem."
real, and "things are not what they
Occasionally a "break" is made by some
grain-buyer; his opposition, to "get even"
makes another "break," and a real rivalry
soar.
begins, "a fight is on," and prices
When such an event transpires, heroic

made by other buyers to calm
feelings of the fighters, and
troubled
the
grain-buying
to restore harmony to the
camp; once- this has bpen accomplished,
the
the machine again runs smoothly and
method of operation is as follows:

efforts are

RATES FIXED BY GRAIN DEALERS

The large grain-dealers on the various
boards of trade throughout the country
hold constant conferences and agree upon
what is to be paid to the farmers at the
country elevators for the various kinds
Once these prices have been
of grain.
determined, "limits" are sent out to the
country elevators, which are almost all
controlled by the grain-dealers who are
members of the various boards of trade;
"limit"
all the buyers receive the same
from their respective board of trade connections and are expected to observe the
"limit" or to accept the responsibility for
any grain that may be purchased at a
Where, as
rate higher than the limit.
frequently is the case, there are two
"rival" buyers at one country point, it is
customary to "divide" the grain, the
buyers arranging between themselves to
take the grain that offers, on the open
market, alternately. To the uninitiated
the bidding is, apparently, that of genuine
rivals, but the buyers know, before the
first bid is made, whose turn it is to buy
the load. Under such a system it is evident that a few large dealers could easily
gain absolute control of the price that the

farmer would receive for

his grain.

While

admitting that the prices that are set by
the large dealers are generally fair prices,
yet since human nature is very responsive
to the appeal from self, it may be assumed
that the tendency, in the setting of prices,
is not to err on the side of too great liband it is at this
erality to the farmer,
point that the small miller steps in and
renders his great service. Each small
miller is an "independent" operator; if
the large grain-dealers attempt to depress the price of wheat when the flour
market is active, the small miller can afford to bid up to a figure that vdll draw
the wheat away from the elevator to the

and the price is quickly adjusted to
a fair basis.
In view of the foregoing facts, it is apparent that the farmers should, in their
own interests, give all the support possible to the small mills. But the objection
may be raised that these small mills are
not properly equipped, and cannot do as
good work as is being done by the larger
and more elaborate plants. The difference
between the large and the small milling
plants is one that affects the quantity,
rather than the quality of their output.
True, the small mill may not have the machinery "at the tail of the mill" which will
make as "close a finish" as can be made
in the larger plant, this may mean a lessening of the profits to the miller since
he will not obtain as high a yield of flour
from the bushel of wheat, but this if it
affects the customer, will be felt in the
form of mill-feed of a superior quality
being furnished to him, he being the undoubted gainer. The best evidence that
flour from small mills can hold its place
against flour from large plants is in the
fact that it is not unusual for small mills
to secure orders from their large competitors, the product being shipped in
sacks under the firm name of the large
mill,

millers.

In still another direction many small
mills are rendering an indirect benefit to
the entire country, when viewed from the
standpoint of the conservation of our national resources (of which we are hear-

ing so

much

in these

days)

,

in that

much

power is being developed, and utilized,
that would otherwise go to waste. The
small water-power mills in Canada, in the
aggregate, are doing an enormous amount
of productive work, by the use of power
that but for them would never have been
developed; and if that man is a public
benefactor who makes two blades of grass
grow where only one had been growing,
what is the man who develops and utiin
productive industry forty or
horse-power, where but for him the
natural force would go to waste?
lizes
fifty

HYDRO WILL HELP

What

is

the future of the small mill?

Ontario Hydro Commission and of the Ontario Hydro-Radial
Railway Association materialize, what
will be the effect upon the small mills?
The writer is of the opinion that Ontario
is on the eve of an immense development
in connection with the aforementioned
projects, and that this development will
get fairly under way as soon as the war
is over and money is again available for
construction; when this time comes it will
have a disturbing influence upon the
small mills, but it need not necessarily be
an injurious disturbance; new conditions
will require new methods; cheap power
will make it possible for small mills to
capture trade that they have hitherto
been compelled to see slip away from
them; Hydro-radials will enable them to
reach new markets, and to those who will
take advantage of their opportunities the
coming of the day of electricity and cheap
transportation need cause no fear, and
when that day arrives the small mill will
be able to do more than it has been doing
as a "free lance" in standing between the
If the plans of the

farmer and the possibility of the markets being cornered by the large dealers.
There is another form of milling that
is also carrying especial notice among
farmers, more particularly in the Eastern
Provinces.
It is known as the individual

and can be set up on any farm and
run by ordinary gasoline power by the
farmer himself.
It works on the principle of the short
system of milling having two breaks instead of five.
It is said that demonstrations, made in Ontario and the Maritime
provinces,
have obtained a barrel of
flour from five bushels of Standard wheat.
Moreover the mill makes one barrel in
one hour, using a 5-H.P. engine.
The farmer doing his own grinding by
this machine can get 40 lbs. flour, 12
lbs. of bran, and 6 lbs. of shorts.
A peculiar statement made by the makers of these mills, is that there is no low
grade flour in wheat.
If we have low
grade flour, it is made so by mixing and
poor milling facilities.
mill

A

Handy Unit

A LARGE

part of the success in growing chickens depends on the control
over the various broods. Chickens of all
ages running together do not do nearly
so well as where broods are kept by
themselves as long as possible and raised
as though no other fowls existed on the
place. Quite often it is a problem to know
how to handle the birds so that they may
be kept separate as to ages.

To aid in this direction we have been
using a unit that has proved itself very
good.
This consists of two 6-ft. strips
1 in. X 2 in. and three 3-ft. strips the same.
These connected to make a 3-ft. by 6-ft.
fence unit with wire netting on it, one
3-ft. strip being used as a centre brace to
complete the unit. Four or six or any number can be fastened together with ropes
or wires, and a yard of any size can be
quickly run up. Throughout the year
these units can be given a variety of uses
serving both to keep the chickens in when
used for that purpose, or keeping them out
if used around articles too susceptible to
their delicate appetites.

Turned long end up they make a

6-ft.

In a comparatively small yard it is
surprising how well they stand up, and
tied together, almost any number of them
can be strung together without other
support. For the first small chicks four
units make an excellent yard that cats
cannot get into, by using two for sides,
one for end and one for top, with the coop
at the other end.
fence.

A

section of a yard may be divided off
for seeding, and without trouble the fence
removed for use somewhere else. This
idea may be carried out in connection
with any stock, although possibly as many
uses will not be found for the units as in
and about the poultry.
Easily made,
these units serve almost continuously
and can be used for many years and solve
many of the little difficulties without having the trouble necessary making permanent fixtures not readily removable.

A. P. Marshall, Ontario.

Simplified Poultry Keeping:
New Methods Make
PROFITS

in

poultry keeping are

it

Possible For One Man to Care
on a Commercial Plant

now

narrow to allow the waste in
time and energy which used to be
expended on the farm flock. New methods
too

it possible for one man to care for
2,000 hens on a commercial plant, and the
same methods make it possible for the
farmer or the farmer's wife to double the
farm flock withoiJt any material increase
Of course the modern incuin labor.
bator has wonderfully simplified the
hatching of the chicks and the general ex-

make

perience seems to be that the chickens
hatched by a wooden mother are quite as
strong and robust as those hatched under
Yet Edward Brown, England's
a hen.
great poultry expert, still contends that
hen-hatched chicks make sturdier fowls,
and advocates hatching out a few birds in
the natural way each year for the purpose
of maintaining the stamina of the breeders. This may be a good practice, but the
fact remains that the incubator will be
used on the farm in increasing numbers
to get out the bulk of the chicks.

BROODERS BETTER

THAN HENS

Whether hens or machines are used

for
hatching, there is no doubt of the fact
that brooders are most desirable for raising the chicks. One old-time commercial
poultry keeper, a former neighbor of the
writer's, clings to sitting hens even when
hatching thousands of chicks, but puts
them into hot-water brooders as soon as
out of the shells and dry. Brooding itself
has been greatly improved and simplified. Outdoor brooders are becoming obsolete

and so are the more complicated

indoor brooders.
On the farm where only a comparatively few chickens are reared, the modern
portable hovers are a great convenience.
They can be set down in any colony house,
barn or shed, and as quickly taken away
when the chicks have outgrown the necessity for heat.
If several hundred chickens are to be
raised, the new stove or colony brooders
are to be preferred above all other kinds,
even in the coldest part of Canada. The
perfection of these brooders marks a
wonderful advance in the business of
poultry farming, for they reduce the
amount of time and labor required in the
brooding of the chicks to a minimum,
while entailing no larger investment and
raising quite as many if not more birds
than when brooders of the older types
are used.
A good stove brooder will easily care
for from 250 to 350 chickens in one flock.
The makers advertise that 1,000 chickens
or more can be put under one hover, but a
flock of that size is too large to be handled
successfully and the chickens will certainly be crowded after a few weeks, unless
enough of them die to make the quarters
comfortable for those that remain. Still,

This style of brooder allows of easy

I.

For Flocks

FARRINGTON

of 2,000

Hens

tain is used around the brooder, it should
be removed after the second or at least
When the chicks are
the third week.
young they may be inclined to crowd a
little at night, those on the inside pushing
those in the outside ring too far from the
the heat. It is well to move them around
somewhat with the hand after dark for a
few nights. It is wise to avoid hasty movements in opening and filling the heater,
or the chicks are likely 'to pile up in a
fright, and it is well to avoid loud noises
that will startle them.

OUTDOOR RUN WORKS MAGIC

access to the interior.

there are very few brooders of any other
kind that will properly care for more than
50 chicks, whatever claims may be made
for them, and when the operator's time
and energy can be concentrated on one
heater instead of being divided among
five or six, there is bound to be a big saving.
It is as easy to care for one of these
brooder stoves as to fill, clean and trim
one lamp, and the heat is more uniform,
while forcing is seldom if ever necessary.
It is usually when a lamp brooder is being
forced that it burns up. When a stove
brooder is used in a colony house, the interior of the house is kept so warm, even
outside the hover, that the chicks can remain outside most of the time. Then when
the brooder is no longer required, it can be
removed and the chicks allowed to mature
in the same house.
When using these brooders it is necessary to have a smoke-pipe run through
the roof and to have a solid floor or foundation for the heater to rest on. If a cur-

>.

By
E.

In whatever manner chicks may be
brooded, it is very wise to get them out
on to Mother Earth as early as possible.

There seems to be something almost magical in the touch of good soil. One reason

why

April is the ideal month for raising
chickens is found in the fact that they can
be put outdoors quickly. Chickens hatched
the last week in March or the first week in
April are pretty certain to make good
growth and come to laying early in the

Some practical poultrymen have
found it an excellent plan to throw coal
ashes into the chicken runs or even into
the brooder houses. The chicks eat more
or less of the ashes and seem to thrive
fall.

especially well.

Of course it is impossible to raise
chicks successfully if they are allowed to
run on tainted ground. It is in such
ground that gape worms are found, being
carried in common earth worms, ahd if the
same ground must be used over and over
it is of the utmost importance to keep it
clean by plowing and liming it, and by

growing green crops on it. The writer
knows of one large plant tjiat was very
successful for several years, but eventually had to be given up simply because
the soil became poisoned. The very best
plan the farmer can follow is to rear his
chickens in colony houses, which can be
moved occasionally. If the chicks can be
given the run of an orchard, that will be
an excellent place for them, as they will
be sheltered from the hot sun and protected from hawks. Chicks need cultivated land as well as sod, though; they require a plac^ in which to dig and dust.

s

^
,*

PLAGUE OF LICE

^
0^

Thousands of chickens die every year
from the plague of lice, particularly the
big head louse which is carried by the hens
but which emigrates to the chickens as
soon as

it

Filling the heater is an easy matter
the chicks do not overcrowd.

and

Of course, there will be
from lice when brooders are

can.

less trouble

used, but they are pretty certain to appear after a time. The standard remedy
for the head louse is a little lard or vaseline, but it is a long, hard job to catch
and grease several hundred lively youngsters, even at night. Fortunately there i?
a newer and better plan. It is the chick

:
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through the medium of

with a mother hen that is most likely to
become the victim of head lice, and if a

quainted with

little blue ointment is used on the hen, the
chick will get enough at second hand to be
permanently freed from these pests. Blue
ointment or mercurial ointment is the
most promising lice destroyer that has yet
been evolved, and is certain to come into
general use.
It is little known among
Canadian poultry keepers as yet, but
doubtless many of them will become ac-

Mercurial ointment may be purchased
ready for use, or made up when needed.
Prof. Graham of the College at Guelph
has recommended the following formula
Mercury, 50 parts; lard, 25 parts; suet,
23 parts oleate of mercury, 2 parts. The
way to apply this ointment is to rub an
amount about as large as a pea onto the
skin just under the vent of the hen.
It

it

the Farmer's Magazine.

;

Harnessing the Wind:
The Windmill

WE

is

the Cheapest

—

wanted water on tap— in our
farm home, but there was no way
to

have

it

except to

drill

a deep

We

did so and got a never-failing
well by going so deep down into the earth
that it required power of some kind to
pump the water.
After considering engines and windmills as the source of power, it was decided to have a windmill as the simplest
and least likely to get out of kilter. Being
old-country folk from a land where the
people bank on the windmill, we knew of
naturally
its power and reliability.
well.

We

chose the power we knew best.
The mill has a steel tower 40 feet high
with a 10-foot wheel, which is strong and
true, and runs on the best ball-bearings,
working in graphite, which greatly lessens the number of times it needs oiling.
The mill is oiled regularly; all bolts are
kept tight, and it is never allowed to run
in a furious wind. It was bought froni a
reliable agent in the town, so that should
anything get wrong we can soon have the
"man" on the job.
A windmill, of course, will only run
when the wind blows, but it is astonishing
what, a slight wind will set the mill going.
We have a large storage tank, that
holds many barrels of water, elevated
high enough to give the fall to the water
that we require for our various purposes.
A hose attached to a faucet at the bottom of the tank furnishes water for
washing vehicles, windows, watering the
lawn, flowers, etc. A pipe from this tank

Power

to

ground to a water-trough
placed in the shady part of the grove, to
which the cattle and horses have access
at all times; a valve in the bottom of the
trough with a ball-float insures a full
trough at all times.
In order to have
water on tap all winter, the pipes should
be laid at a sufficient depth underground,
that^here will be no danger of the water
freezing.

Over the pump we had a carpenter
build a pump-house 10 x 12 ft. for keeping
milk, etc. In this building we installed a
small grain-grinder, which cost less than
•flO.

arranged that by the manipulascrew it can be connected to the
windmill shaft.
We often grind grain
and pump water at the same time, or we
can do each separately.
The iron hopper of the mill would only
hold a couple of pecks of grain but the
It is so
tion of a

carpenter was a handy man
and he constructed a large
hopper of boards that will
hold over two bushels of
grain.
This is properly supported from the roof of the
building.
This enables us
to put in a quantity of grain
and the grinding goes on with
attention

and

it

work.

does

from anyone
most excellent

over ten years
since we had the mill and
grinder put up, and with the
exception of a new wheel for
It is

have no serious trouble from body lice.
When pure mercurial ointment is bought
at the drug store, it may be used at once
Continued on page 34

By

Operate That

leads along the

little

should be rubbed on lightly and made to
cover a space about the size of a large
coin. No dusting powder is as effective
and a large flock of hens can be freed
from lice is short order by the use of this
ointment, although the average hen, if
she has access to a good dust bath, should

Has

A

prairie

farm where wind power

is

Yet Appeared

the mill we have had very little expense
in connection with the whole thing.
The mill is a most useful power. A
woman can start it up when necessary
and as easily shut it off. The grinder is
especially useful, and does away with
going to mill. We feed most of the grain
ground. It makes the feed easier to digest; it goes further and, fed to milch
cows, it increases the milk yield.
In the late fall after the new corn comes
in what a treat it is to select some choice
ears, shell them and put the kernels in the

and grind them into meal!
Fresh cornmeal for "mush" is a dish
we look forward to in the fall. It is so
sweet and good, and some of the mush
poured into a form and allowed to cool is
mill,

greatly relished when, cut into thin slices
and fried a nice broviTi in butter. With
real maple syrup it is a dish fit for a
king.
"Muffins,

gems

and Johnny-cake

are ways with corn-meal that make
a nice change from ordinary bread.
Corni-meal has a value, and if it
could be had strictly fresh might be
used more freely on our tables.
Anyone who has a grinder can have
it

of first quality.

To

anyone contemplating the
purchase of a windmill it would be
in order to

Buy

buy from

a reliable firm.

the best mill you can get, and
that will not be the cheapest one to
install, but it will be the cheapest in
the end.

-^jijt^A.

^

M. CHRISTIANSEN

F.

always a certain quantity.

GiROWING FARMERS
B

SASKATCHEWAN

IN

By John

How the Buys, Girls and Farmers in

G.

General Are Being Helped
Their Daily Tasks on the Farms of the Province

MANY

of the lines of work carried
on in Saskatchewan under the
direction of the District Representatives for the purpose of rural uplift
are worthy of special mention. Educational movements in agriculture are recogrnizing, as L. H. Bailey says, "a new
class

of

students,

a

class

composed of

men and women working at their daily
tasks on the farm." The last few years

many changes instituted in
rural extension service to meet the needs
have seen

new class.
To make more clear the nature

of this

of this
extension service, an outline of the duties
of the District Representatives and Agricultural Secretaries is necessary. District

Representatives are qualified men appointed by the Department of Agriculture,
who report to and are responsible directly
to the Minister of Agriculture or his deputy, to supervise the extension service of
the Department in a definite territory. The
size of the territory allotted to each representative varies and is determined by
the nature of the country, its topography
and other features. As
yet onlv part of the province is so represented.

The

Representative

Onv

i/rciit

lin/tc

j<ir

ii

jii

nniiui

lit

iii/iiciiltiirc

mi our farms and a lictlcr and Iii(/her tiiiic of
rural citizcnsliip lies in the irork amoni/ the
iiounii farmern, hnth ho/ix and t/irls.
Ontario
IX iiaiiini/ eonxiderable attention to this edueatiiinal and insi>irationaI uork, and the Prcirie
I'rofinees are fast tcarninn to recoijnize its
ralue. Dr. C. C. James saijs tliai thrift is the
one great virtue of economic life. A careful,
sarin!) Itcople trill he ixiiierful. influential and
iutelli'jent leaders.
It loot,s us if Dr. .lames
tins

—

lii/Jit.

I'.ditor.

The District Representative can do
the most useful work through the Agricultural Secretary.
The Agricultural Secretary is a municipal official appointed by
the rural council to foster the agricultural interests of the municipality in
every way possible.
His duties consist
of weed inspection, seed-grain inspection
and development of the co-operative marketing of farm produce. He also assists
the local authorities with seed-fair work,
encourages school agriculture and the
holding of school fairs, and endeavors to
demonstrate improved methods in agri-

culture.

movements

to

Work Out

The employment of

this system,

namely, that of having a qualified man to
devote all his time to the interests of the
municipality, has proven very sucessful.
The work of the Agricultural Secretary
has many points in common with the work
of the county agents in U. S. A. The District Representative can get greater returns for his efforts by co-operating with
the Agricultural Secretaries and acting
as a connecting link between them and
the Department than in doing work promiscuously over his territory.

One of the most definite lines of work
carried on this year by the District Representatives was demonstration work in
A leading
the growing of fodder corn.
farmer in each community agreed to put
in a plot of corn and treat it in accordance
with instruct'ons from the District Representative. Much help was given in the
development of this demonstration project by the local branches of various banks
distributing seed corn to farmers in their
districts. The late spring and early fall
frosts made the =pncori of 19T.5 an unfavorable one for the growing of corn, but desnite
this, several of the plots
proved very successful.

co-

One

operates with and assists
a 1 1 departments and
other agencies working
for the good of the agricultural interests of the
province; institutes and
assists

Raynor

cial

plot

worthy of spe-

mention was a nine-

acre field grown by S. A.
Ferrie of North Battleford. Mr. Ferrie lives in

township 46, range 6,
west of the 3rd meridian.
This is the third season
he has grown corn successfully, and it is inter-

calcu-

lated to improve rural
conditions. The territory

usually too large to allow of much direct personal work and most of
the Representative's efforts must take the form
of supervision and direc-

Secdiiiij luai'

tion.

tvar year, can accomplish

is

esting to note that part
of the seed used this year

was Northwestern Dent
seed ripened by him in
North Battle ford. Even boys,
much with big

in

tkii:

drills.

1914.
so

Corn has proven
with Mr.

successful
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and interests of
the community. The success of the Junior
Fall Fairs this year would seem to mark
this as being one of the most fruitful
lines of municipal endeavor, significant
of great things in the future.
vital force in all the life

in

Another movement initiated this year
which the Agricultural Secretaries did

the Farm Boys'
at Regina Exhibtion. This camp
was the result of conjoined action on the
part of the Regina Fair Board, the Canadian Credit Men's Association of Winnipeg, and the Saskatchewan Department
of Agriculture. This is to be an annual
affair. It consists of teams of boys of the
age of fourteen who attend the exhibition
in charge of the Agricultural Secretaries.
The official team consists of ten boys, but
the Agricultural Secretary may enter as
many boys of the required age as care to
attend.
These teams are similar to the
Students' Stock Judging Teams which
annually congregate at the International
Live Stock Show at Chicago. The programme for the week's activities consists
of competitions of various kinds such as

much good work was

Camp

Live stock farming on

many sections

big returns. Scene near

Ferrie

year he has erected
stored his corn in the
form of ensilage, and he has in view
feeding tests of same to be conducted during the winter. Perhaps it is not expecting too much to look for a general profitable adoption of this crop in Saskatchewan. Its many virtues and the suitability
of much of the province for mixed farming would lead us to hope that this
a

silo,

that

this

has

might be so.
Demonstration work in proper tillage
methods for summer-fallow and in the
growing of all rye is also under way. A
line of work being encouraged by the
Agricultural Secretaries is the holding of
exhibitions of school work:
In different
places the competitions at these fairs havfe
varied somewhat, but the following may
be mentioned simply to indicate the general classes that are to be found: Live
stock judging, grain judging, collections
and identification of weeds, potatoes,
other garden vegetables, corn, poultry,
cooking, sewing of various kinds, butter,
best halter-broken colt, ability to drive,
essays; maps and various other classes of
school work.
Usually these fairs are
marked by large gatherings of pupils and
their parents, and they seem to be fruitful
of much good in co-ordinating the work of
the schools and the agricultural problems
of the district. These fairs are one striking example of the good which can be
and is being done in municipalities where
a qualified man is employed to devote his
whole time to agricultural development.

SCHOLARSHIPS IN AGRICULTURE

One feature in connection with these
must not be overlooked, namely, a

fairs

scholarship in agriculture given to the
pupil winning the highest total number
of points in the competitions. The scholarship consists of $100, and is donated by
the Line Elevator Companies, vdth headquarters in Winnipeg, who operate country elevators in Saskatchewan. One-half
of this scholarship is paid to the winner
when he enrolls as a student in the freshman class at the Agricultural College at
Saskatoon, the remaining half when he
enters upOn his second term. These competitions are open to all school boys and
girls between the ages of 12 and 16 years,
and the scholarship is available any time
within five years.
One scholarship only is available t'

offers

North Battleford.

each municipality, and only to those
municipalites employing an Agricultural
Secretary. The scope of the enterprise is
confined only within the bounds of the
municipality.
OnO) very interesting competition consisted of three-minute addresses by the aspirants for the scholarship, on some agricultural topic. Both boys and girls participated and showed great ability.
Another important and compulsory competition was the writing of a composition of

stock and grain judging and

The camp
of the Y. M. C.

fication.

rules

weed

identi-

under the camp
A., and the only exis

pense to the boys is a small entrance fee.
Trophies were given for the winning team
in each competition, and a shield for the
team winning the grand aggregate. Only
municipalities employing an Agricultural
Secretary were entitled to send a team.
boys'

encampment

annual encampment of boy
farmers of Saskatchewan proved very
successful. It is a movement which capitalizes the inborn desire of the youth to
excel, and is an event which will be looked
forward to with keen interest by the boys

The

first

of the province.

A good

hearty bunch of stookers eating their lunch in a wheat field near
Alameda, Sask.
three hundred words on one of the competitions in which the pupil took part. In
addition to the scholarships, many local
prizes were given. The fairs represent a
great deal of practical and useful training
given the pupils. The children take part
with apparent interest and enthusiasm.
The, interest of the children incites the
interest of the parents, so that the good
spreads into the highways and byways,
and the country school tends to become a

A

These are only a few of the lines of
work being carried on by and through the

These moveAgricultural Secretaries.
ments are creating a larger community
interest in progressive agriculture. Competitions are being organized in corn
growing, potato growing, pig feeding, etc.,
for the boys, and similar ones for the
The schools are taking hold of the
girls.
work of school gardening. The boys and
girls of the farm are being looked upon
now as a vital factor in rural economics,
and as such are winning advantages such
as are here outlined. One of the demands
of good citizenship to-day is an active interest in these and similar healthy movements.

40 bushels of cleaned
season in Southern Sask.

field of ivhcat that ivent

Red Fife wheai

last

Light Tractors and the Labor Problem
Yet

No One Believes Now

That the Horse Will be Entirely Displaced

prejudiced
HOWEVER
a horse-lover may be
in

o f the tractor was
largely responsible for this
great increase in business,
it has been assisted greatly
by the vast educational publicity campaign carried on
by the tractor companies,
and by the various tractor
held

ency

favor of the steed

farm work, how^evei'
staid and unprogressive a
for

farmer may be as opposed

new innovations

to

in

the

farming industry, the fact
remains that the man must,
become interested in power farming that
is
taking such a grip on agricultural methods of the present
day, as depicted by the use

farm

of the light

demonstrations

throughout the country,
such as the demonstration
put on a\. Guelph, during
November, i n connection
with the annual plowing

match

tractor.

Any new implement

A new

during the past year is
bound to force itself upon
the attention of the farmer,

for the

regardless of the attitude of that farmer,
if he wishes to keep in the procession, do

work cheaper and

better,

and with

less

labor to himself and his hired help.
During the past year there was brought
out and sold in considerable quantities
the first low-priced tractor designed for
This mapulling two and three plows.
chine sold in Canada around one thousand
dollars, some less and some a trifle more.
This price immediately placed within
reach of many farmers the means of a

beginning in power farming.
Up to this time the tractors sold in
Canada were of a larger capacity, suitable only to the farmer of immense tracts,
and therefore useful only on the large
The high
prairie farms of the West.
initial cost and the almost prohibitive
cost of repairs brought about a feeling
The light
of opposition to the tractor.
farm tractor of Eastern Canada, while in
no sense the same machine, has had necessarily
to break down this pre-

The

bijjyest

derelopmcnt of ayricuUurul im-

plements that ever took place in America
occurred during the latter years of the American Civil War, ivhcn agriculture had to turn
to mechanical devices to do its work.
Such
will, no doubt, be a big feature^ of Canadian
agricultural life this year. In this connection
there is also a big field for new means of supplying power. Why not turn all our breweries
and distilleries into manufacturers of gasoline
or denatured alcohol? They would be fountains
of

power then.

thrifty.

Canada must grow industrially
—Editor.

sources point to another doubling of the
output for 1916, with practically all the
output demanded before manufacture.
Judging from this demand one would
say that the farm tractor has at least
begun to be recognized as having a place
in the agricultural development of the
country.
.

and many are fawith -the various
makes, while considerable
tractors,

now being put out
time by an Ontario firm.

tractor
first

While the low price and general

effici-

miliar

numbers of the machine are
work on farms on Ontario, and have
more than lived up to their advance notices.
at

WILL NOT REPLACE HORSES

A

contemporary published at Winnipeg recently went to great length in an
explanation as to how the light tractor
will not replace horses on the farm.
While it was the belief of many of the
pioneers of the tractor industry that the
new era of agriculture that would come
with the introduction of the light tractor
would have a tendency in time to replace
the horse with the tractor, it cannot be
said to-day that anyone thoroughly conversant with the situation believes this.
However, there has come a more certain
knowledge as to the possibilities of using
the tractor on the Canadian farms of
small acreage. It has also been proven
conclusively that tractors ,can be used in
connection with horse power to better

advantage

than either
the tractor alone or the

judice.

LARGE GROWTH OF
BUSINESS

The small

the low

tractor, at

<-

placed
power farming experience within the reach of
a great many people who
could not, under former
conditions take it up.
As a result of the success attending the lightweight, inexpensive farm
tractor,

a s

price,

HELPING TO SOLVE THE
LABOR PROBLEM

The
facing

almost one-half

biggest

the

farmer to-day

tractors
1914 as
in all the
years since the start of
the gas tractor industry.

During 1915 this output

A

well-known tractor seen at Guelph during TracOne man handles three plows like a charm

tor week.

question

Canadian

that of
of the
war, which has taken not
only the best of the farm
help, but the farmers'
sons as well, the very bulwark of the farm labor
supply, has brought the
agriculturist face to face
labor.

in

was doubled over 1914,
and indications from all

horse alone. There will
always be work for. the
horse on the farm. There
is, however, much work
that can be done cheaper,
quicker and with more efficiency by the use of the
tractor. It is to do this
work that the light tractor is designed.

many farm

were produced
had been built

Association.

Eastern Canada farmers are
now thinking and talking

the tilling of the soil that
gets the reception that the
light tractor has received

his

Provincial

the

of

Plowmen's

for

is

The drain

—
FA R
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seeding, harvesting, harrowing, planting.

—All done cheaper with the great money-

saving advantage of quickness and at the
right time.
3. Belt work.
Shelling, cutting, silage,
shredding,
threshing,
grinding,
rock
crushing, and many other helps about the

—

house work.
4. Saves chores.
5. Saves much barn room.
6. Needs no attention and does not eat

when

idle.

kept my boy on the farm, when he
had about decided to try his fortune in
7.

It

the city.

These are a few of the advantages I
found with the tractor over horse power.
In addition, I dispensed with my hired
man, and two horses, keeping three on
hand, one a driving horse and two for
work in conjunction with the tractor."

DEMONSTRATING IN EASTERN CANADA
Eastern Canada farmers are interested
the light tractor. Five thousand owners and prospective owners journeyed to
Guelph last November to see them in
operation on the grounds of the Ontario
in

Andthe small tractor ivill plo-H) well. There
are many ways the -present labor scarcity
will use these gasoline horses this year.

How serious this
question is, was shown at the recent meeting of the Ontario Plowmen's Association,
when a resolution was passed as follows:
"That the executive of this association
wait upon the Honorable the Minister of
Agriculture for Ontario and request him
to get in touch with recruiting officers in
the rural districts and endeavor to arrange, if possible, that at least one capable farm hand be left on each one hundred-acre farm in the Province so that
the campaign for increased production
may not fail in 1916."
with a gigantic problem.

Farm laborers, and those brought up
on the farms of Canada are conceded to
be the best able physically to carry on
the fight against the Mad Man of Europe.
The cream

of the regiments going to
Flanders to-day are recruited
from the rural districts of the Dominion.
Government heads have requested and
urged a great increase in production
throughout the farming world. Canadian
farmers responded with astounding success during the season of 1915. But with
the corning season looming on the horizon, it has seemed an unsolvable problem
how his increase can be maintained with
the present scarcity of Labor.
battle in

ONE ANSWER TO THE QUESTION
The low priced farm tractor as sold in
Eastern Canada is one answer to this
momentous question. It has been proved
by experience, not theory, that the tractor
will save the work of at least one farm
hand on every eighty acres. In addition
will

increase

the production of the
farm on which it is operated.
The farmer who to-day finds himself
against the stone wall of lack of labor
can do no better than to investigate the
light tractor.
Many thousands of acres
of land will otherwise have to be seeded
down and the profits lost. If by the purchase of a light tractor that ground can
be cultivated and made to produce the
it

crops that are needed so badly throughout the world, that much is gained to the
farmer and to the consuming public.

A GENERAL PURPOSE MACHINE
Because of the association of the tractor idea with that of plowing, the thought
has been pretty firmly imbedded in the
minds of most farmers that the light tractor is a plowing outfit only.
But the
truth of the matter is, the light tractor as
designed to-day is a general purpose machine, suitable for operation on the farm,
and the one where the tractor comes in
the most useful.
One Eastern Canada farmer who had
seen the benefits to be derived from such
a machine and who purchased one last
fall has the following to say regarding
the general purpose uses of his machine.
"After the season was over, it gave me

much

satisfaction

formances of

my

Agricultural College.
A demonstration of these machines, together with plows and other implements
used in conjunction with them is being
arranged for the first week in November,
of this year, on the farm of Mr. R. J.
Fleming, near Whitby. As was the case
last year, this demonstration will be held
in conjunction with the annual plowing
match of the Plowing Association, giving
it added interest, because of the old and
the new methods. Favorable comparison
will be made by the farmers present.
Two dozen tractors and ten thousand
farmers will be on hand in November at
this demonstration. It will be the biggest
thing of the year in Ontario agriculture.

THE TRACTOR
The following bit of rhyme, written by
the now stilled pen of that beloved humGeorge Fitch, and dedicated
{Continued on Page 49)

orist, the late

to recount the pertractor.
As I like to

see things i n
black and white
I
decided t o

down

put

all

the advantages
I

had found

in

the

machine.
Here is my
list:
1.

Plowing.

Better, quicker and cheaper.

Long hours

of

operation
(puts in a full
with n o
rest, except
that of the operator). Not affected by heat.
Does not get
tired.
Contin-

day

uous

depend-

able power.
2.
Discing.

A

close

view of a well-known machine at work.

A House
A
is

Picturesque

Built

For Service:

Farm Home With

the Essentials

For

Utility

By

GENEVIEVE

and Co?nforf

not difficult to get a combina-

ITtion of beauty and service in build-

ing a farm house: just naturally
the two seem to go together. As soon
as we begin to add useless trimmings,
the charm of the whole make-up begins
to fade, because it has lost something

At the same time it is
necessary to consider appearance almost as much as utility, so that the
builder can work out in stone and brick
and timber, our ideal picture of a
home. It means a good deal, this picture, as the years go on every time we
turn in at the gate, every time we look
up from the plow-handles to catch a
glimpse of it through the trees, from
the earliest moment the children begin
to appreciate beauty in anything so
big as a house, it should quicken us
with a certain pride that it is ours.
In the house shown here, we have
a fine individuality without freakishof its meaning.

;

ness, and without apparent effort at
display.
The simplicity of the whole
building, the old-fashioned roof-lines,

Tliis

liu/isc

has

till

individual style witho^tt freakishness.

go to make it inviting. If it is furnished
for comfort and use it will be popular
enough.

the pleasing arrangement of the walls in
two colors, make the house at once quaint
and striking. Several good color combinations could be used, but white is always
more effective for the lower storey. The
upper walls might be green or brown with
a darker green or brown for the roof, and
white cornices and window trimmings. If
the house is well sheltered by trees so that
a brighter color would not be too glaring,
a brick-red roof is pretty, with white and
brown walls or with white and grey.
The most unusual feature in the layout

The wash-room, kitchen and diningroom have some natural sequence. Only

much

the house, a cool screened porch in the
tim.e which can be used for a
rest-room at noon hour, or whenever the
family have time to rest; a sewing-room,
or a sleeping place for a baby. If provision is made for heating as well in the
winter it can be turned into a conservatory, or if there are children in the family
it makes an ideal playroom for stormy
weather. In any case it is a protection
for the rest of the house from both the
heat of summer and the winter winds.
in

Layout for the second

The sun-room opens

into a hall with a
on the right, and through
double glass- panelled doors into the livingroom.
The living-room is considerably
larger than any of the others, and care
has been taken to make it so pleasant and
livable that it will be the main family
gathering place. The wide group of windows, the fireplace, and the position of the
room close to the kitchen and with sliding
doors opening into the dining-room, all
little

the

washroom

room, or other work that litters the kitA back-stairs goes up from the
wash-room, and just underneath this we
have the cellar stairs with the door convenient to the kitchen. The kitchen is only
ten feet wide so the arrangement of the
working equipment can be pretty compact
and this without crowding, since the
wash-room takes care of a lot of the
kitchen work. At the left of the sink is a
long drainboard and above this a cupboard, built in so that the front is flush
with the kitchen wall. In the dining-room
a built-in buffet fills the space beside the
cupboard;
chen.

of the house is the sun parlor right across
the front. The windows should be put in
so that they can be slid down in the summer time and replaced with screens; then
this becomes one of the most useful rooms

.summer

woman

of the house can realize how
cuts down the kitchen work. It will have water on tap or
a pitcher pump from the cistern, its first
purpose, of course, being to furnish a
"washing-up" place for the men. At the
same time it can be used for a laundry

the

office

Ground

floor plan.

floor.

—

On account of the slope of the roof coming right down to the eaves'some space is
wasted on the second floor. Right next to
this, at the two front corners, we have put
in closets, saving the greater head-room
for the bedroom. At the back of the house,
the second storey does not extend all the
way over the kitchen and wash-room; and
the roof is low, except over the bathroom
where a dormer is set in. The bathroom is
above the kitchen and the fixtures arranged to get direct communication with
one soil pipe for the bathroom and kitchen sink.

Farmer Gray Makes Good:
The Son

THREE
passed

is

years

By

—

Taken Into a Working Partnership Business Management Brings
Money and Everyone Feels /ilive on This Farm
ing any other business
than that to which he was
accustomed. In his perplexity he thought of consulting his old friend who
had untangled the mess

had

since Gray
.had made his visit
t o
his
manufacturing
friend in the city. For

"

three years he had followed the advice given
him by his experienced

and

successful

farm operations.
"Whatever you do,
don't move to the city oi
the town," his friend had
told him. "The Government has sent me out on
a few odd jobs since I
have moved in here, but
I miss the farm work, and

of his

farm

The farm had become a new place. The
five acres of orchard was
netting him at least five
guide.

hundred dollars per year.

The o d

pasture field
1
through which the creek
at one time meandered
aimlessly but destructively to the farmer's progress

my

associates and
don't need the
money so much as I need
the occupation. The move

with

There are few things more interesting to a young farmer than
machine shop on the farm. Boys at work in College, Saskatoon.

the

change had been wrought in Gray and in
his boys. Gray was now proud of his job.
He felt that he was quite as much the
master of his situation as the business
man was in control of merchandising or
manufacturing. He was, he had discovered, both a manufacturer and a merchant
himself. The boys realized that they were
not the creatures of mere whim or caprice.
They had seen the ideal of farm operation
the father had set before them and had
had the delight of realizing that ideal
every day. There had been reverses and
set-backs, but even these mischances were
to do their bit in attaining the object

set ahead.

But a new problem confronted Mr.
The eldest son was now twentyone. The boy was no longer a boy, but a
man with the heart and hopes of a man.
One evening he had approached his father
somewhat diflSdently to speak out all that
was in his mind. "Dad," he had said, "I'd
like to set up house-keeping on my own
Gray.

What

do you think about it?"
"Glad to hear it, my bov. That is what
I've been expecting. Nothing like beginaccount.

has

filled

uneasiness.

I

me
be-

worse for my
wife; she misses her old
friends more than either
of us can tell. And say.
don't think of building a
house on the corner of
the farm and retiring to
it while you let the boy?
lieve it's

make up their records. The fields were
clean and a good market was established
for seed grain.
In all his marketing Gray had been
careful to keep his record above reproach
for having his goods according to representation and according to sample. His
motto was: "A select line of goods for a
class of customers who will pay a good
price."
If he had not the goods that he
was satisfield would meet the demand he
was willing to lose a sale rather than offer an inferior article.
Great as was the change wrought on
the farm and its prosperity, a greater

made

I

to the city

the best
on the
dairy herd

field

farm.
The
had been thoroughly gone
over and not a cow was
in the byre that was giving less than eight thousand pounds of milk per
annum, while four were
requiring five figures to

old

cronies.

was now

and earliest

ALONZA. BROWN

ning early.
it over and
is

best

all

Let

me have

try to see
round."
I'll

a week to think

my way

to

what

Gray was thoroughly in love with farmA sense of power had come to him.
ing.
He was prosperous and he did not feel
himself adapted to any other calling or
occupation. He was well past middle life,
and he was convinced in his own mind
that he was inviting disaster by attempt-

SOME OF BROWN'S
PHILOSOPHY
A select line of goods for customers that will pay a good price.
He

felt

he

was

quite

as

much

master of his job of farm,ing as the
business man was of his merchandise.

"Dad, I'd

like to

begin housekeep-

my own account." "Glad to
it, my boy!
Nothing like be-

ing on

hear
ginning early!"

Whatever you

do,

do not m,ove

to

the city or town!

Be sure to have things so fixed
that your son will know that he is
free to make his own mistakes.
I am willing to take *he hogs and
the orchard and the poultry for my
share of the work, and you take the
rest.

The

were culled, till
whole flock uMis as busy
as any machine in the factory.
July and August were the months
the poultry were sent to the dressmakers.
by

pullets, too,

fall the

You will come to feel
run the farm,
you are somewhat of a spy on
their conduct, and do what you will, your
wife will think herself a spy on your son's
wife. Don't you leave the old house. What
I advise is that you and your eldest son
go into partnership for a term of three
years. In the meantime pay the youngest
boy good wages. At the end of three years
you will see how things are working out.
Estimate the value of your farm and its
equipment. Better still, have this valuation made out by someone in whom you
and your boy have confidence. Out of
the farm income take, as a first charge,
interest at five per cent. This is your own.
After that you may either share and
share alike, or you may agree upon a division of labor and each take the profits
coming from his end of the farm occupation. By all means have your son build
He will learn a
a house for himself.
good deal by so doing, but his experience
will be less costly because you are there
to assist and to suggest. If there are any
inconveniences to be put up with, let
them come on the young shoulders. Be
sure to have things so fixed that your son
will know that he is free to make his own
mistakes, and that any success he may
win is the result of his own effort. He is
not a child any more, and the sooner he is
at a man's job with a man's sense of rethat

sponsibility, the better for all concerned.
By the end of the three years you will

see how things are shaping. You will
know the stuff of which your boy is made
and you will be able to make a bargain or

come

some agreement that will be
all round.
You had better
jot down your ideas in writing and come
in here and have a level-headed lawyer
to

satisfactory

FA R
make out an agreement according to your
own ideas and then submit the agreement
your son. You'll all feel better to have
things done in a good business way."

to

A FARM PARTNERSHIP

was a busy and an anxious week
for Farmer Gray. He knew his son. Naturally he was anxious to do the best
It

him.
What the
best thing was, was the matter he was
trying hard to determine. Finally, he
made up his mind to act on his friend's
advice, and he called his boy in and made
him the offer. "I'm willing to take the
hogs and the orchard and the poultry for
my share of the work, and you take the
rest of the farm for your share. We'll
talk things over in everything the same as
we have for the last three years, but I'll
have the last word in the three departments I have mentioned, while you'll have
the responsibility in all the rest. A boy
never becomes a man till he feels that he
has something at stake. I'd like to see you
well started before I quit," and Grey felt
a big lump rising in his throat and the
son was aware that he was no longer an
onlooker in life. He had attained his majority in terms of real manhood.
In this way Gray solved the problem
of occupation for himself. He felt himself good for fifteen years of active service and to this service he was free to give
himself with all his might. At the same
time he was giving his boy the best kind
of a start in life. The son was not cut
adrift to sink or swim alone, and yet he
was free to try out his own ideas, to make
his own bargains and to find at first hand
the strengthening of mind and character
that comes from independent action.
Gray's wife was left to spend her days
amid her own surroundings by the fireside and amid the thousand associations
dearer to her than life itself, where she
had borne and reared her children. Both
husband and wife took on a new lease of
life as they felt that they were still doing their part in the world's work, and
that in this way they were able to face
the sunset with busy hands that were not
overburdened as they saw their children
and grandchildren fitting themselves for
thing

possible

for

the responsibilities of citizenship.

Meanwhile there was no

mixing

of

MER

'

S

MAGAZINE

sentiment and business. Gray paid for
hogs and poultry as
carefully as if his son were a stranger.
The price was based upon the cost of production rather than on the market price,
as the feeding of the hogs on the premises
meant a good deal in the way of keeping
up the farm fertility. The hogs were
slaughtered on the farm and in the winter time the larger hogs were made into
sausages. Gray's aim was to breed and
to rear his own hogs as far as possible. As
soon as a pen was ready for the market,
or as soon as he was offered a price that
insured a good profit, the sale was made
immediately. It was something to have
the money on hand; it was worth a good
deal to have a profit in one's hand. In addition he was on the alert to pick a bunch
of hogs that were ready to fatten into
money. Here was where he found it of
advantage to be on good terms with the
drover, who many a time found it profitable to turn over a couple of dozen porkers
to the experienced feeder for finishing.
To say nothing of the by-products, it was
no unusual thing for Gray to make a profit of fifteen dollars per week in this way.
The one risk was in bringing disease to
the farm premises, but this was guarded
against by keeping the hogs bought in this
way in a separate pen, and using disinfectants freely, regularly and systemathis grain for his

ically.

WEEKLY MONEY FROM HENS
About two hundred hens were kept on
the farm the year round. About the first
of October the hens were placed in winter
quarters. One pen of mature birds was
set aside for breeding purposes. These
were fed mainly ojj, rolled oats, roots and
oyster shell and grit.
The aim was to
keep these birds in plenty of exercise by
supplying regularly an abundance of litter in which the feed was buried deeply.
Till about the first of January the aim
with his flock was to keep each bird clean
and healthy but just below the laying
point.
After this time, the aim was to
feed a little more heavily in order that
the birds would be ready to lay about the
first of February. By grain feeding and
by keeping the hens in the pink of good
health the eggs produced were, as a rule,
fertile

23

March were devoted to hatching for the
layers of the coming winter. As soon as
spring came the orchard with its colonj
houses furnished the best of chickenruns. As soon as the males could be detected they were set by themselves. These
in turn were culled and the best set aside
for sale by advertisement for heading
flocks.

The

culled

till

July and August were the months the
poultry were sent to the dress-makers and
let down for a quiet rest. By early snowflying the pullets' were busy laying and by
this time Gray was done with the orchard
and had time to give the noisy but profitable Biddies the attention" that keeps the
bank account in a healthy condition.
A HIGH-PRODUCING HERD PAYS

The son, meantime, was busy with the
herd of cows, and with the grain. He decided that it was the best policy to make
the milk into butter. It meant more work,
but the loss to the farm from the sale of
the butter was negligible. The skimmilk
and the buttermilk more than paid for the
additional labor. In return for the milk
his father was willing to assist at the
churning. No cow was allowed a place
on the milking list that was not tested out
in regard to both the quantity and the
quality of her milk. A timely hint from
the 0. A. C. revealed to Gray that it was
very questionable if it were profitable to
keep a cow for butter-making purposes
unless her milk tested 3.5 butter fat.
The son resolved to continue his
father's work in the production and the
sale of seed grain. Every 'bushel sold was
replaced by a bushel bought, of by cottonseed meal or oil cake. By following this
method the son not only kept up the fertility of the farm but realized a profit
(Continued on page 55)

A steel barn

A

into

kerville of

big steel

which

were

facturer. About the biggest profit came
from the sale of the early-hatched cockerels that Gray fattened for the Easter
market, and for whose' sale at top prices
he had always provided.

and strong germed. February and

onJohnSlee's farm atDooii<
which hay was drawn two weeks
after his barn was destroyed by fire.

pullets, too,

by fall the whole flock was ready for
winter quarters and ready for business.
Not a chick had been kept beyond the time
when he could be sold at a profit and the
entire flock was as busy as any machine
in the factory of Gray's friend, the manu-

bam

built by J.

Thomdale

left his

twin

Bas-

after a fire
silos intact.

,

The

Girl

Advantage

is

and Her Business Training

Taken

of Timidity,

HY

should a girl be trained in
business at all? Especially if
she marries a husband who is
a good business man?"
"Because she needs it."
With brief emphasis the answer came
from the more than ordinarily competent young matron.

"W

"How?"
"She reeds

it

to run

By

and Timidity Arises Largely From Ignorance

EMILY

J.

GUEST, M.A.

#R

With

all

the

in the home is the nation's gieatest
spender, therefore it is of national as
well as individual importance that she be
trained in values both of money a'^d of
commodities in order to

her own end of

energy

direct

along

right channels and get
the most and be-^t in return for what she gives.
The spender is the one
who m,ust be pleased.
The dollar mav he made
a powerful fac'or for
business if it is spent on
goods
f solid value,
with firms and business

is to be a partner
worth the name."
"Then you think
marriage is a business

as well as a sentimental

partnership?"
"Well rather'!"
But suppose a girl
marries
young
at
eighteen, we'll say?"

men

honesty

o f

and

and

places
where conditions of
health and cleanliness
exist.
The-efore, for
this alone, a girl needs
a sound knowled-re of
business and business
ability,

—

"Marriage is too big
a 7ob for any girl of
eighteen to undertake.
She hasn't enough Life
experience to have judg-

in

methods.

in

Then when she her-

in

self is a producer, or a

member

the biggest undertaking
of all. "You see," she

of a firm which
as on a farm, practical business methods
are necessary in knowing what and when to
produce, how to prepare
for and reach the best
markets, and deal with
the people and the

is,

went on, "things are not
the same as they used
to be. A farm used to
be self-containedi it not
only produced, but

—

manufactured.

values.

avenues of industrial, professional, and
political life opening up so fieely to women during this war, the occupation
which will still call to the great ma ority
ultimately will be home-making. Ti.e wo-

man

the firm's business
successfully and to
understand and be
able to talk intelligently over his with
her husband, if she

ment of much value
any line, much less

human phases and

Why,

From, making oiit a hill of needful jmrchases in town
used to
it was an easy step to the understanding
of loans
boast that she and her
money which this will
and mortgages.
daughters made everybring into her life. Adthing the family wore
vantage is taken of
Ererii ijirl redder of the Farmer's Magazine
except their boots!
timidity and ignorance and timidity
But just look at
he interested in these articles from the
irill
this farm now: the butcher and baker
arises largely from ignorance.
Here, as
l)cn of ,1/iss Guest, one of the most talented
call
twice
a
elsewhere, knowledge is power.
week,
the
milk goes
rural Hfc that our country has
irriters on
either to the cheese or butter factory,
Further, it is necessary in making
In March, The Girl of the
recentlii iiroduced.
the clothes are store- bought and manusound investments. Many men can make
tjand tras so well commented upon that this
factured. What man would be seen in a
money who are conspicuous for their inarticle %Ml he sure of a splendid reception.
home-made suit now?" She laughed.
ability to invest it wisely. There is no
In Mail, she will discuss a suhject near to the
"Our telephone is a company organization,
licarl of erern nirl irho has dreams
atid uhat
more reason why a girl should not know
Editor.
tlirl has not?
farm produce is being produced and marsomething practically of stocks and bonds,
keted in a different and more businessmortgages and real estate than a man, and
like way, implements and house-furnishwhether married or single, these things
practical business knowledge in this day
actively concern her directly or indirectly.
ings are no longer of home manufacture:
of organized work and commercial relaThen there is the question of future
why, cities and towns have grown up betionships.
^piergencies.
cause the farms no longer supply their
In the latter case she needs it for self"I should not have had half of my preown needs. There is a regular exchange support, self-development, investments,
sent income if I had not taken hold of the
of raw and m.anufactured materials on
for the satisfactory management of her
an organized basis now. cash instead of
own life. In the first case, while she may business mvself when my husband died."
said a mother recently. "There was a
ti-ade as of old,, and where that is the
not need it for self-support, she does for
case, every member of a family needs a
good lawyer, to be sure, and executors,
the other reasons not only for herself now
business education," she concluded. And
but your business is of first importance to
as a girl, but to fittingly meet the dethere was the modern situation briefly put.
mands of her marriage partnership and you only, and second to everyone else."
To bank entirely on the life and unfailto direct the lives of others.
THE WOMAN IN THE HOME IS THE
"A dollar is life you can put in your ing good judgment of another, even if
nation's GREATEST SPENDER
that other be your husband, is to take
pocket."
The girl may marry— she may not but
Above all things else, a girl should be entirely tr>o much of a risk for a woman
whichever life she elects to live, she needs
(Continued on page 53)
trained what to do with life in all its

my grandmother

—

—
—

—

New Money for Dairymen
Some New

Dairying That Will Enrich
Both Producer and Conswner

Possibilities in

By

WILFRID SADLLR

THE

dairying industry is in a state
of metamorphosis; it presents one
of the most pressing problems in

economics with which we are confronted
at the present time. In 1901 the exports
of cheese from this Dominion reached a
total of 196,000,000 lbs., and in 1913 they
had fallen to 155,000,000 lbs., a decrease
of 21 per cent. During the same period
the exports of butter declined from 16,000,000 lbs. to 823,000 lbs. per annum, a
decrease of 95 per cent. Coincident with
this, the total production of milk was
6,900,000,000 lbs. in 1901, while in 1911
the annual production had assumed the
proportion of 9,900,000,000 lbs., an increase of 50 per cent. In the decade 19011911 the total population of Canada had
increased from 5,350,000 to 7,200,000; the
urban population from 2,000,000 to 3,300,000, an increase of 62 per cent., while
that of the rural population had been
from 3,260,000 to 3,900,000, or 20 per
cent.

Briefly the position is this: Within approximately the same period the exports
of cheese and butter have enormously declined; the production of milk has decidedly increased; and while the total population has increased, the urban has
grown at a much greater rate than has

the rural. Being interpreted, this means
an increasing home consumption of butter, milk and cheese, with a body of consumers increasing out of all proportion
Is not this
to the body of producers.
truly a pressing problem in dairy economics Are not these conditions such as to
stimluate as they must certainly neces-

Tlicrc arc ahraim new ivai/s to make moneii.
In fact, it is the man wJio, inquiring into vhal
the public think then Kant, puis the goods
The man alio foUoirx
iiithin their reach first.
Perhaps
the croud seldom makes big hits.
there man He in this article a germ of business
that uill pa}) consid(ring. Other ideas are being presented each issue. Special contributors
of the Farmer's Magazine are searching the
countri/side for practical hints for our readers.
Editor.

—

exertions on the part of
those concerned in the production of dairy
And these exertions must be
pioducts.
confined not only to the quantity of such
products, but to the quality, the variety,
and the efficiency with which the greatest
economic advantage is taken of every
succeeding national phase. As Mr. Ruddick, the Commissioner for Dairying, has
"We are passing through
recently said
a period in which the changing economic
conditions make it impossible to use statistics of exports to judge of the progress or
decline in the dairying industry."
The rapid development of a home consumption requires the putting into practice of the greatest initiative on the part
of producers. Just as long as the export
trade was such as to ensure success to
the Canadian dairyman there did not appear to be any paramount necessity for
his departing from the well-tried practice
of the making of Cheddar cheese. It was,
and is, a cheese eminently fitted for export purposes, capable of holding its own
in the markets of Britain palatable, nutritious, and well able to furnish an adequate return for the outlay incurred by
sitate greater

:

;

M. J, Holey, Springford, President of the
Canadian Holstein Breeders' Association.
tfie maker.
But the times are changing,
and we, like the times, must change. The
consumption of whole milk as such is a
phase of the dairying industry which is
developing by leaps and bounds; but the

thoughtful student of dairying conditions
already feels that not only is the increasing population calling for milk, but a
vast and profitable field is being opened
inviting the efforts of all those concerned
in the manufacture of dairy products. As
a maker of Cheddar cheese the reputation

of the Canadian is secure; but he should
ask himself the question as to whether
the busy professional and the business
man, the artisan and those who dine in the
seclusion of their own homes, whether

they buy and consume any appreciable
quantity of his cheese. That the consuming public is increasing has al'-eady been
said; and we are told on the highest authority that at the conclusion of peace we
shall have an
influx of immigration.
Would it not be well to take time by the
forelock and in addition to supporting
most loyally the patriotism and production principles enunciated by our leading
agriculturists to prepare and make ready
for the near approaching future? Let us
rot be content to produce as hitherto and
trust that the public is satisfied. The
subject for study as never before is the
study of the public taste and the market
demand. Why not begin, to enquire as to
what the public wants? Until comparatively recent times our public has been
on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean.

That public wanted
Cheddar cheese was
public

Cheddar cheese.
To-day the

sent.

increasingly concentrating at
Why not ask that pub-

is

our own doors.
lic

what

wants?

it

The home consump-

tion of cheese is far below what it ought
to be. Let us not on any account allow
the making of Cheddar to become a matter of history, but what the public wants
i«

something else

in addition or

something

diff'erent.

This to

me

is

the position of affairs

which warrants and ere long

A

beautiful Holstein cow with record of 28,403 lbs. of lu'lk.
This type would make any farmer love the breed.

ently

demand

will insist-

that the dairymaVi give his
earnest attention to a consideration of

—
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some of the "New

Possibilities in Dairy-

ing."

First let us consider briefly the subject
of Clotted Cream; the cream of which
the bard has so well sung

"Nothing on earth or in poet's dream
Is so rich and rare as your Devonshire

Farm

150 Hives Equal a

By Beginning in a Small Way and Growing, Any Person
Can Soon Make a Good Income
By H. A.

cream."

SMITH

In clotted cream we have a delicacy and
at the same time a product full of com-

mercial possibilities, and pre-eminently
suited to the palate of the epicurean diner.
The butter-fat in this form is well emulsified and is easily digested. By the medical profession it is recommended as an
excellent fatty food, and is often prescribed as an alternative to cod liver oil.
Some few years ago I undertook for the
English Board of Agriculture an investigation into the methods adopted by the
makers of clotted cream and subse-

quently conducted a series of experiments
as a result of and based ypon the enquiry
pursued. Ever since coming to Canada I
have been impressed with the opportunities here existing, for the establishment
of a new industry; one I am sure which
would be a sound financial undertaking
for the dairyman, and one which would
be welcomed by the consumer.
In the Niagara Peninsula, in the city
of Ottawa, in Toronto, and elsewhere
a constant supply of a first-class clotted
cream would, especially during the fruit
season, rapidly create its own demand.
While the price at which the cream finds
a market varies, one must say that in general it compares favorably with the price
obtainable for whole milk shipped to the
After preparation
city for consumption.
the cream is packed in small earthenware
jars or wood pulp cups similiar to those
in vogue as receptacles for raw cream.
The cream is sold by the pound and in
the work to which reference has been
made the average percentage of butter
fat in the finished product was found to
be as high as 62.6 per cent. 50 per cent,
higher than the average in rich raw
cream. Th3 fiavor of clotted cream is
unique and is reminiscent of the "scalding" of which the essential part of the
As conmanufacturing process exists.
cerns the general qualities it must be
granular in texture, firmer than the
thickest of cream obtained from the separator, but not so firm as a freshly made
cream cheese. The color should be golden.
In brief, clotted cream is infinitely supe-

—

raw cream in fiavor, keeping qualiand food value; while as an addition

rior to
ties

it constitutes a dish fit for the
palate of a king. It is a veritable queen
of delicacies.
I have spoken of the changing economic
conditions; I have spoken of the public
which is increasingly concentrating at
our own doors I have spoken of the comparatively small consumption of the standard Cheddar cheese. How can the dairyman take advantage of these changing
conditions? Largely I feel it is to be done
by the maker meeting the consumer half
way and providing them with a small
cheese suitable for an average family,

to fruit

;

(Continued on page 49)

Farm conferences in the good
many valuable pointers to

give

WHEN

I
was seventeen I came
home from the city sick, due to

1
the confinement of an ofiice.
got interested that season in a colony of
bees a neighbor had given us. After it
had swarmed twice and produced about
fifty pounds of section honey I contracted
a bad case of bee-fever which has gradually grown worse. The following winter
I made several new hives after the patHere I made my
tern of the old hive.
first mistake which I did not find out till
two years later. The hive was of no
standard pattern and much too small. The
next season I increased my three colonies
This
to ten and bought twelve swarms.
sudden launching into the business without chart or compass (literature or experience) was surely a big mistake. Owing to my utter lack of knowledge of the
business I extracted all honey in the hive
until late in the season, with the result
that I only had one colony to start the
third season. About this time I bought a
good bee-book and subscribed for two bee
journals. From then till now I have had
While I would not advise
fair success.
anyone to do the same, I have depended
entirely upon my bees for a living since
my apiary reached thirty-five hives (excepting the past two years, when I commenced the manufacture of apple jelly.
But that was an accident which I will
write about later).

The young man on the farm should
have a much better chance to engage in
bee-keeping than I had. I simply had to
depend upon the bees, as I had nothing
else for a support, while the farmer could
gradually build up one or more apiaries
while attending to his usual farm work.
I would advise to start with not moie
than two colonies of bees and a good book
on bees.

New

hives for

swarms

will also

old

summer

time

visiting farmers.

be needed.
The ten-frame Langstroth
hive is perhaps the best. It is a standard
hive and more easily sold if at any time
you want to sell out. You can decide for
yourself whether you wish to produce sec-

or extracted honey.
While comb
honey brings a higher price, the fixtures
for producing it are expensive and a
colony will produce a third more extracted honey than comb honey. This is due
to the bees having to build new comb
every year in running for comb honey,
while the same combs may be used for
years in producing extracted honey. If
possible visit a good bee-keeper and if he
is the right sort he will try to give you
information which will help you to start
right.
Do not take advice from every
Tom, Dick and Harry. I was led astray
for three seasons by this brand of advice.
While I have not always kept a strict
tion

account of my apiary, I find in my book
that during one season when my apiary
numbered forty-five colonies that I cleared
above expenses $455. That was a good
year for honey and I had the locality all
to myself. The honey was sold to wholeI could have done
salers in 60-lb. cans.
much better had I disposed of the crop
as

I

do now.

diff^er greatly in honey production and it would be unsafe for me to
say what could be done outside of my own

Localities

locality.

However,

I

will

say,

from

my

own experience

that 150 colonies of bees,
properly attended to, will compare very
favorably in cash returns with an ordinary 100-acre farm.
a practical bee keeper in Ontario
a success of the business. Be
is
full of practical ideas and tells, in the
Farmer's Magazine, just hotv he does it. This
The next will appear in May.
is the first.
Editor.
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THE STORY— UP TO THE
PRESENT
Allan Baird, who has been running a preliminary survey line for
a new railroad to Hudson's Bay,
-meets Hertha MacLure, a strikingly attractive hut very mysterious
girl. He learns from his chief as-

Hughey Munro,

sistant,

that

the

runs a trading post which was
formerly managed by her father,
and that she is known all through
the north country as "The Frost
Girl," on account of her coldness
girl

to all the

men who

visit the post.

Baird completes his survey and returns to headquarters at Toronto,
where he receives peremptory orders
to start at once on a complete survey line from, his chief, McGregor,
a big railway magnate, who warns
Baird that an opposition syndicate
will attem.pt to prevent him from
completing his survey, as they have,
by wire-pulling at Ottawa, had a
lim.it fixed on the time for filing the
plans.
Baird m.ust complete his
work and file his plans at Ottawa

by April

1.

Meamuhile a missionary

named Alfred Hurdisty

visits

the

trading post of the Frost Girl and
expresses his intention of working
among the Indians. Baird returns to
the north. Four days out from Sabawe, his base of supplies, nine of
his dogs are poisoned over night.
Baird goes to the post of the Frost
Girl to secure supplies. She refuses
absolutely to sell him anything.
Baird then hurries back to get supplies tip from Sabawe, and, after a
long delay, gets back to camp to find
that his hungry men have gone to
secure supplies by force from the
Frost Girl.
He protects the Post
from, his men and sends them back
to camp. By this time Baird realizes that he is in love with the
girl. He starts out himself to discover who poisoned the dogs and at
a camping place where the teams
have been accustomed to stop he
finds a man hiding pieces of frozen

meat in the snow around the camp
where the dogs v^ould find it the
next time they stopped there. He
endeavors to overpower the stranger and a fierce struggle ensues.

CHAPTER IX—Continued

ALLAN
who learned

was not the

sort of hero

to wrestle and box
and, under an assumed name, defeated a professional offering to give $00 to anyone whom
he could not throw
the hackneyed
hero of fiction. It was in surveying camps
in the west, where he met big, rough, primitive men, where any hold, any blow,
was legitimate, where the hard ground
in

college,

—

served as a mat, and the capitulation of
one of the adversaries took the place of
a stop watch, that he had learned the
elements of the rough and tumble. It had
been a Sunday diversion then, one in
which he reveled because his own
strength, coupled with brains, equalled
the brawn of the hardest of the axemen
and rodmen. Twice he had encountered
men who knew something of the finer
points of the game, drifting men who
told of their past only in little things.
They had taught him much and, with his
strength, he had been champion of more
than one tented city.
It was upon this skill in the more primitive form of combat that Allan depended when he struck the poisoner's back.
His right hand shot out in an attempt to
get rhe hammerlock at the start, but instantly and inconceivably he found himself on the defensive. The shock of his attack seemed to have brought action
rather than to have caused surprise and
hesitancy, and, locked together, the two
rolled across the frozen, level snow of the
camp site into the a^es of the dead fire.

Before they had ceased rolling Allan
at work trying the various tricks he
knew. One after another, with lightning
changes, he tried this hold, then that.
Each time he was balked, either by a
quicker movement on the part of his foe
or by sheer strength. The fight had not
been on more than twenty seconds before
he knew that he must do better than ever
to win.
He even saw there was a chance
that he would lose; and to lose, he knew,

was

meant

to die.

Fired by his fury, his arms and
legs twisted and hooked, darted in and
out.
He gained one hold, tightened his
arms, and then dropped it for another.
Ten seconds of that sort of thing and he
knew he had his man bewildered.
Allan's arms and legs flew faster
when he saw his chance, he shoved
self away and sprang to his feet.
other was up almost as quickly;

and,

him-

The

and,
panting, yet tense and ready, they faced
each other in the centre of the clearing.

The snow was falling
saw each other

the two

thickly now, and
indistinctly, like

shadows. In the instant that they stood
there, Allan planned his attack anew.
His foe was almost a giant, a man of
great strength and, for his size, of incredible quickness.
The engineer knew
that, to permit his opponent to get the
right hold, meant the end. Those arms
would crush him, despite all his tricks.
Only in the man's lack of anything except natural ability and strength did he

Robert
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time Allan waited for the charge. When
it came he darted in and to one side, but
instantly he found himself in an embrace
from which he could not escape. Slowly,
surely, he was pressed back until he
knew he must go down or have his back
broken.

Suddenly his

body

wilted.

His

foe,

straining forward, lost his balance, and
instantly Allan thrust to one side with his
right leg, whirled the man over and went
down on top of him.

But again the engineer found himself
unable to retain the advantage.
They
sprang clear and bega,n to circle through
the falling snow for an opening. Twice
they closed, Allan expending a new trick
in the hope of a quick victory.
But always he failed. He was breathing heavily, his strength was less, and in every encounter he felt the hard muscles and undiminished vigor of the silent man who
wheeled and wheeled before him.

TT came

after ten minutes of fighting,
the chance that Allan sought.
The
man charged. Allan evaded him, grasping his outflung right arm as they passed.
Instantly he was at the man's back
shoving the hand up along the spine.
His opponent twisted and turned, but
Allan only clung to him and lifted the
hand higher. He heard a grunt, half of
agony, half of exertion, but his foe's
struggles only increased. Allan, with a
despairing shove upward, pressed closer.
The man only fought the harder. For an
instant Allan feared that he would free
himself and, with a final thrust that took
his foe's hand to the back of his neck, he
exerted all his strength.
-•

Instantly there was a sharp crack, a
quick cry of pain, and the man toppled
to the snow. Panting, perspiring, swaying in »iis weakness, Allan stood over his
adversai-y. The man did not move but lay
face downward, his left arm crooked grotesquely over his back.' For a minute
Allan looked down upon him. Then he
turned and ran back across the clearing
to the trail.
He had conquered the poisoner.
The man was unconscious. Would
remain so for some time. Now he must
make his victory of value. With his pack
lashings he could tie him and the next
morning have him on a dog sled bound for
the outside and jail.

He

sped down the trail to where he had
pack and snowshoes. As he stopped to pick them up, he straightened
quickly when he heard a sharp command
and again the yelping of a dog.
left his

Without his pack Allan turned back to
camp site. As he ran he heard a

see his chance.

the

So, as he stood there, Allan began to
take a hesitating step backward. As he
had expected, the other started toward
him immediately. But the engineer, with
the added force of a swinging step forward, darted in, grasped his opponent
about the waist and threw him heavily.

again the yelping of a dog, the
creak of a toboggan on the snow.
He
ran faster, but, as he dashed into the
opening in the spruce, he saw the dim outline of a figure on the trail beyond.

But

the advantage was only momentThe man, by main strength, freed
himself before Allan could pin him down,
and again they faced each other. This
ary.

voice,

"Mush!" came a sharp
everything was

voice,

and then

still.

Allan ran on across to the trail, but
no one was there. He dashed, back to
where he had left his foe on the ground.

The place was

deserted.
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River
young engineer began

for the night. His
impulse had been to run after the dog
team which had appeared so suddenly.
But he knew he never could catch it, while,
with the snow falling so thickly, the trail
would soon be covered.
He had beaten the poisoner, broken his
arm, but he was still where he had been
before. He had not learned the man's
identity, and he knew there was one confederate at least. All he could do would
be to go on in the hope that another encounter might be more productive of results or that he might frustrate another
attempt at poisoning.
After he had Warmed his supper he
traced a message on a piece of birch bark
with charcoal for a pencil, warning the
dog drivers of the poison. This he placed
in a forked stick up the trail a hundred
yards. Then, rolling in his robe, he lay
down beside the fire. For a time he did
not .sleep. His failure following so closely
upon his \ictory, the uncertainty and the
danger of the future, his anger and his
grim determination to win at .any cost,
kept his mind active for a time. But at
last he dropped off to sleep and did not
waken until nearly daylight.
The storm had raged all night and
Allan opened his eyes to find the first blizzard of the winter roaring in the spruce
above him. He was covered by a foot of
snow and, when he tried to move, found
that the battle of the night before had
left him with sore muscles and bruised
flesh. His legs and arms were stiff and
painful, and he snuggled down in his robe,
warm beneath the snow that covered him.
It was broad daylight, late in the forenoon, before he finally emerged and shook
the snow from his robe. With his snowshoes he cleared a place for a fire and
gathered wood. Leisurely he melted snow
in his little tea kettle and heated the
frozen pieces of pork and bread he had
brought.
Allan was wholly undecided as to what
he would do. He had frustrated one attempt to poison his dogs and thereby
starve his men, but the poisoners were
still free for further attacks and his crew
was no safer.
It had been Allan's original purpose,
when he left camp, to go to Hertha MacLure and confront her with what he knew,
with what he believed. As he huddled beside his campfire in the blizzard he looked
upon this with less favor. Weary, bruised,
his spirit depressed by the storm and his
isolation in it, the more primitive attitude
he had assumed toward her vanished. He
no longer felt like the ruthless male who
would win the girl's love by sheer force,
who would compel her submission by proving his strength the greater, his prowess
to prepare a

camp

first

the more absolute.
Instead, a wave of tenderness swept
over him. As always, he remembered
Hertha as-he had first seen her. The girl,
who had refused him food for his crew,
was vague, indistinct, unbelievable. He
could think only of her beauty, of her
gentleness with the sick Indian child, of
the fine mind of which he had had only a

MER
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glimpse as they talked of books on the
portage.
But, as always, the conviction that she
was in the pay of the National people,
that she was their agent in trying to defeat his work, that it was her employe
who had first poisoned the dogs, forced
itself to the front. He had left the camp
with the idea of accusing her of it, of trying to induce her to abandon so futile a
project.
Now, as he shivered beside his
fire, he feared that he could make no impression upon her.

ATreturned however,young

the fighting spirit
engineer. He
had spent two hours going over the situation, examining every phase of it. He
had resolved it to a single problem. He
was in love with this strange, beautiful
girl whose life had been spent in a harsh,
unrelenting struggle with the northland,
whose viewpoint was necessarily distorted. He was entrusted with a great work,
an important work, the success of which
rested entirely upon his own unaided efforts, l^is ability to conquer despite any
obstacle. The girl was one of the obstacles.
It was the old story of love and duty;
and Allan was only young and human,
very much alive. But he chose the side
of duty, not only because a sense of duty
was deeply imbedded, but because, he
frankly adm.itted, he would gain nothing
by abandoning his duty. He must win
through to the Bay first. His cause with
Hertha must come afterward.
Allan was not a deep student of human
nature. His ideas of women were largely
superficial, conventional. But something
of the primitive which is in all men, which
is brought nearer to the surface each hour
spent in the viilderness, where primal acts
and conditions ind*uce primal thoughts,
gave to Allan a vague feeling that he
could win best in love by winning in his
noon,

to the

work.

Women

and savages decide most things

As civilized man goes
farther from the influences of straight,
hard lines, of paved streets and policemen,
of many-storied houses and conventional
procedure, he reverts quickly in many
ways. Time is the greatest thing that
separates us from the primitive and years
are nothing before the ages.
And so Allan Baird, as he slipped on his
snowshoes and started southward through
the blizzard, felt rather than reasoned
that by force alone could he impress himself upon this strange girl of the forest,
that by sheer brute strength, compelling
and unrelenting, could he win in the dual
struggle between them.
But the young man quickly found himself engaged in another and more immediate contest. The blizzard increased each
hour. The drifts piled higher in the opens.
The cold became greater with each increased rush of wind out of the north.
In the forest the wind could not reach him,
but, when the trail turned down to the ice
of the river, he was exposed to the complete force of the storm.
by

intuition.

On

a lake anyone would have been helpBut Allan could keep between the
two banks of the river, and he knew that
in time he would reach the Frost Girl's
place. Head bent against the wind that
eddied around the river bends, his legs
less.

moving slowly with the weight of snow on
snowshoes, he plodded on and on

his

through the short afternoon. When darkness came, and it came quickly, he was
still below the post.

T> UT,

he could keep on the river ice
storm and the darkness, Allan
could not tell how far he had gone. Thus,
when he struck a bit of fast water, he
thought he was still some distance from
it.
"The ice was thin beneath the snow
mantle. Suddenly, he felt his snowshoes
sinking beneath him. A black spot appeared between his feet. The next instant
he was in the water, struggling against
-*-'

if

in the

the current.
Allan could not swim with the snowshoes lashed to his feet. Neither could he
kick them cif. After the first sharp contraction of his lungs, he struggled to the

edge of the hole and flung his arms into the
snow and down upon the ice. But it gave
beneath his weight, and the current nearly carried him under. Again and again
this happened. Then, when he found ice
that would hold, he kicked out until his
body was in a horizontal position that
he might roll over onto the ice. But the
snowshoes tangled his legs, struck the ice
and kept him from it.
Allan recognized his peril but he did
not give in to the panic which threatened
him. He rested, his outflung arms supporting him. He knew that, to get out, he
must remove his snowshoes. He lifted one
leg and reached down toward it. But the
weight on one arm broke the thin ice, and
again he struggled in the water.
When he regained a place where the ice
would would hold him he rested a moment.
Then, lowering himself until he could
grasp the edge of the ice between his
teeth, he removed his hands. Slowly, carefully, for he knew the ice might give any
momant, he began working at one foot
with free hands reaching down into the
water. One snowshoe was off. He worked
at the other. It was frozen to his moccasin, but he managed at last to tear it
loose.

Then, carefully, he shoved his arms out
onto rhe ice and released his grip with his

The ice held. His feet were free.
Another short rest and he kicked out
until he floated. Then he rolled toward the
ice and upon it. It gave beneath him. He
struggled to the side of the hole and tried
again. This time the ice held and in an
instant he lay in the snow at the edge of
teeth.

the water.

Working slowly, carefully, keeping his
weight distributed over as much ice as he
could, the young engineer began to work
toward the shore. Rolling, crawling in the
deep snow, he finally felt ground beneath
Jiim. Then, with an effort, he struggled to
his feet.

'TpHE

most serious part of the situation
him. He didn't have a
dry match. Without a fire he would freeze.
He had hardly risen to his feet before he
'•

now confronted

felt his

outer clothing stiffen.

His teeth chattered in spite of his efforts to clench them. Violent fits of shivering seized him. He stumbled along the
edge of the ice and tried to run.
Continued on page 61
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The

Business of Farming

A

perfectly prepared seedbed near High River, Alberta. There's
about the pn-airies that' gets you, a s they say.

something

The Change
TN my

opinion there

is

in

Values

no better business

* than the farm. The dairy and poultry
businesses seem just to be in their infancy.
Thirty years ago this time of the year,
butter and eggs were a drug on the market. Butter then was from 10 to 13 cents
a fK)und and eggs 7 to 10 cents per dozen,
and hard to get rid of at that.
Look now at butter, 35 to 40 cents; and
eggs, 30 to 60 cents! Cows sell from $75
Thirty years ago they brought
to $100.
only $25 to $40.
Land that is hanging fire now at $100
per acre will sell in a few years at $150 to
$200 per acre.
I notice some 50-acre farms producing
more than other 200-acre farms. It is
certain that our farms could be made to
produce more, as I have proved it. Instead of two tons of hay, we should be
producing four tons per acre.
The man who stays with it and pays
as he goes is sure to win out.

incomes as to justify the money and labor
appropriated from the routine of the
farm. Remember the saying, "A little
more and how much it is; a little less and
what worlds away," and a little more
can surely be done by the erection of a
rough shelter on a well-drained corner of
the yard.
This may be made of rough
lumber or any such spare material that
will prove a buffer between the elements
and the machinery. The price of many a
shed is lost annually by the depreciation
in value of "weathered" machinery.

What

are the necessary implements for
This question must prove a perplexing one for the person who contemplates taking up the vocation of farming
in the West.
Quite a formidable array of
a

farm?

C. Cosens, Ontario.

Profit

Tr*

and Loss on Farm
Machinery

HE

average period of usefulness
in this country
is said to be five years, while, by the
use of shelter, this period can be lengthened to ten years. Some implements just
have their own paint and the clouds as
their all-the-year protection, hence the
tremendous wastage of materials. On a
farm of average size, the erection of an
implement shed will certainly prove a
preventive of loss caused by the weather
on machinery. The old axiom, "Money
saved is money earned," holds good here
as in every other case.
A good many
farmers do not feel disposed to make a
big outlay in the building of an implement shed, as they may feel that farming
involves perpetual building, but a little
effort toward the protection of their machinery will return such a saving in their

^

of

farm machinery

A

heiij

loader and corn binder left out
all winter.

imaginary implements that he

feels

he

must buy, will parade before his eyes, and
then comes a feeling of discouragement.
The plough, harrow, seeder, mower and
binder are necessary, of course, but there
is another that also deserves a place on all
farms and one that has given great service to the country, viz., the duck-foot cultivator.
This implement cuts out the
weeds in a most efficient manner and
leaves a good job, and the profitable work
it performs soon compensates for the outlay in purchasing it.
A judicious use of the oil can and axle
grease is an important factor in prolonging the length of service of farm implements.
Where there is an accumulation
of dirt and grease, it should be removed,
as there will most likely be grit in the
mixture which grinds away the bearings.
A little cleaning up of the parts is cheaper than repairs and is to be strongly
advocated.
On bringing implements from the field
it is a wise plan to have them run under
cover as soon as they come to the yard,
and not left in the yard, as it just takes
one piece of machinery out of place to
form the nucleus of a miscellaneous collection and thus, for the sake of a few
minutes saved, a disregard of the value
of machinery will gradually become established, which, beside the fact of causing an eye sore, will hasten the depreciation in value of the machinery.

A little time and money spent in the
protection of farm machinery means
longer use of them, better work from
them, and will be an example in helping
to spread a contagion of thriftfulness to
the district.
Aldon Campbell, Manitoba.
Disposal of Slaughter-house
Offal

'npHE

small slaughter house in Canada
has never succeeded in disposing profitably of all its waste products. Therein
-*-

Good farmers never have implement
sheds as big as

this.

lies the chief

central

argument nowadayS for the
plant.
At the local

packing
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posts are built up

slaughter-house, in many cases, hogs have
been successfully fattened, either at the
slaughter-house by the butcher himself,
or by some farmer nearby who contracts
for the refuse.
Carp stocked in an adjoining pond can
be employed as a substitute for hogs to
consume slaughter-house offal. The fol-

lowing record of returns from an experience jn carp feeding has come to me from
a reliable source:
On May 12 the pond was stocked with
about 200 dappled carp two years old,
averaging a weight of 8.8 to 12.2 oz. In
addition, 80 tench were put in. For feeding, a mixture of blood, rye meal and a
small proportion of boiled meat was used.
The fish were fed one to three limes a day,
according to the weather. They always
ate the food greedily.
On October 12 the pond was emptied of
fish. About 630 lb. of carp and 5.5 lb. of
tench were saleable; 60 tench were retained to put in a winter pond. The average gain in weight per carp was 2.75 lb.
The total proceeds obtained for the fish
was $98. As the expenditure for fish and
rye meal was $45.87, the net profit was
$52.13. The work of attending to the fish
was carried out by the existing staff without extra expense being involved. The
blood and meat were supplied free by the
slaughter-house.
The carp were of excellent quality.
J.

A Farm

ON

A. Byrne, Ontario.

Machine Shed

farm a
two-hundred-dollar shed like the one
that is illustrated here will be a big machinery saver. It will be handy to get the
implements in or out of this 48 by 16 ft.
shed, which has doors all along the front
side.
The front side is ten feet high,
while the walls in the rear are but eight
feet in. height. It will be possible to store
in this building all the farm machines
without dismantling them.
The footings are of concrete. Ten
inches thick and fourteen long. Two by
fours are used for the entire frame-work
of the structure. The double plate or sill
is bolted to the wall by means of % x 8 in.
bolts, which were set in the soft concrete
at five-foot intervals along the length of
the medium-sized prairie

A medium

sized prairie farmer's

from dimension lumber

so as to stand the roof loads that will be
present in this building. The other three

walls of the building are sided up with
any kind of common lumber that is available at reasonable prices in the locality.

W. E. Frudden.

Sidelines in

A

There

only one punishvient for this
for a new machine very soon.
Good for implement makers, but bad
for the country.

—pay

is

the walls. All the studding and the rafters are set on two-foot centres. The short
rafters in the front of the roof slope are
eight feet in length, while those along the
back are fourteen feet in length. The

shed needs bracing and tying together
as shown in the cross-sectional drawing on<this page. Then it will not budge
or buckle or sag, and will always remain

plumb and erect.
Cedar shingles, prepared asphalt and
roofing materials, galvanized corrugated metal, or plain boards and battens
can be used for the roof of this $200 shed.
If shingles are to be used, a cheap sheathing lumber can be applied, or some of the
old odds and ends or scraps around the
farm can be made use of. For the felt
roofing there must be a tight and smooth
roof foundation or the felt will either
tear, buckle or crack, and the roof will be
short lived. Very little sheating is necessary if the metal is to be used, only enough
to strengthen the roof and to keep it in
shape. A plain board and batten roof
would no doubt be the cheapest and the
best in this case. The roof would not be
absolutely water-proof, but at the same
time it would be all that would be necessary for a machine shed. The rafters then
would be set a little farther apart, but the
same amount of material would be needed
because of the cross-pieces that would be
necessary as the boards will run up and
felt

down.

The six doors for the front of the shed
hung on heavy iron hinges. The door

are

machine shed.

Anybody can

build

it.

RECENT

issue

Farming
of

the

farmer's

MAGAUINE contained an article on
Three slide-lines of Farming in Nova
I would
scotia.
Now,
it
say that
could hardly be considered much of a trick
to raise small fruits in Nova Scotia, Ontario or British Columbia, as the natural
conditions there are favorable to such
crops.
Neither is it much of a trick to
grow wheat or stock in Alberta, but when
it comes to raising fruit on the prairies
as a side-line to farming it is another
question.
It requires patience, faith and enthusiasm at the beginning, and the man who
tries to raise fruit must expect some failures in the start. For the past two years
we have had strawberries and cream a
number of times from our own patch and

next spring if nothing happens there will
be runners enough to plant a large plot.
I have raised also red, white and black
currants in our own garden here for winter preserves, and last summer we sold
a large number of boxes besides. We also
raised gooseberries, although they have
not done as well as currants. Red raspberries grow in plenty, and the suckers
are coming up so fast they are getting to
be quite a nuisance.
Besides this, I have in my garden here
a number of young apple trees, crab apples and cherry trees. As these are still
in the experimental stage, it is still to be
proved whether they will be a success or
not, but in the small fruit it is out of the
experimental stage and I am ready to
claim that every farmer in Alberta can
raise all the small fruits his family can
use if he goes at it in the right way. To
those wishing to try I would say that it is
little use to expect to raise fruit out in
the open wind-whipped prairies. The first
step is to plant a good wind-break.
Nine years ago I came out here direct
from the city of Chicago. I decided to
have a garden and plant a little of everything that would grow in the Alberta
climate. I brought several rhubarb roots
and some strawberry plants along. I
planted the rhubarb in some likely looking spots near some wild rose bushes, but
while they began to grow they did not
look very promising the first nor the second year. All my strawberry plants died.
I believe the plants were dead before they
were planted. The second spring I bought
a big order of strawberry plants and
fruit bushes from an agent representing
an Eastern nursery company. Most of
these bushes except some of the currants
looked rather disappointing the first year
and all the strawberries except one plant
died.
The second year I set out my first
wind-break of young trees furnished by
the Government.
I kept planting these
trees several years in succession until I
have over 2,000 trees growing now, and
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these make a splendid wind-break on the
west and north sides of my homestead.
Then I moved my rhubarb, strawberries
and small fruit bushes inside close to the
wind-break. From that day my success
began. I dug holes for each rhubarb root
in the fall, put manure in the bottom of
the hole and then planted and covered it
up.

The strawberries gave me more

trouble.

From the single plant that lived behind
the mud wall, I obtained enough runners
out twenty-five plants and have
increasing my patch every year
Now, one of the secrets of the
since.
to

set

kept

is this. The trees for several
rods inside will hold all the snow that falls
throughout the winter. It is heaped up
in a high drift which does not thaw out
in the spring until long after all the snow
This snow
is gone from the open land.
protects the bushes and plants and prevents them sprouting too soon. After the
snow melts there is abundant moisture in
the ground to force them along.
Of course I do not doubt that some

wind-break

hard-headed farmer who reads this will
say that there are other side-lines to
farming which will give better and quicker returns than fruit growing on the
prairies.
I admit that this is the case in
the matter of dollars and cents, but while
the almighty dollar is very fine and necessary to have, it should not be the whole
thing to live for. I think that all who
have come to Western Canada, whether

from across the line, from Europe or
from the East, should settle down to
making home life attractive here on the
prairies so as to make the character of
our population more stable, and bring up
thus a better class of people as the permanent people on the prairies.
"You can't make a home out of a shed
and a wheat field," says a nursery advertisement, and that is true of farmers
general in the Western Prairies. I know
of hundreds of farmers out here who have
houses and good buildings, but oi; whose
property you would not discover a tree or
a shrub with a powerful microscope.
Trees, flowers and shrubs add to the
value of the farm, and there is nothing
like going out of doors into your own
garden to pick the berries and fruit that
you want to use on the table.
I would advise every farmer on the
prairies to apply at once to Norman M.
Ross, Nursery Station, Indian Head,
Sask., for trees for a shelter belt. It will
cost nothing and when your trees get well
started you can buy a few small fruit
bushes from some reliable Western nursery, and plant them inside the shelter belt.
You will never regret the work for the
joy and comfort that comes after the
fruit comes into bearing.

m

Jolm Glambeck, Alberta.

Management
T

N

of

Mare and

the final analysis of the

Colt

management

of brood mares and colts it is care
that counts most. While the mare should
be able to take care of herself at
foaling time, she should not be compelled
to do so.
Man's business at this time is
to ward oflF the accidents which might

A

pair of tivins on the

naturally occur even to the surest

mare

and to nurse any
unsatisfactory mare and her puny scion
along as best may be to secure some profit out of an event which is to make a test
and the strongest

foal,

of breeding powers.
It really does not take much time to
keep close tab on a mare for a few days
and nights just before foaling, and the
precaution frequently saves life, and that
means money. Mildly laxative feed, abundant but not violent exercise and a clean
boxstall at night are the chief provisions
for a mare approaching parturition. A
few days' rest on light feed should be allowed afterward.

At

the foal needs chiefly attention
and bowels. The stump of the
navel cord must be disinfected immediately to prevent the entrance of filth
germs which lurk about stables and lots,
and the disinfectant should be applied at
least twice daily until the navel has
healed. Ordinarily the first milk of the
mother will arouse the foal's digestive
first

to the navel

tract to sufficient activity, but if this re-

mains sluggish for as much as twentyfour hours I administer a couple of
ounces of castor oil. We cannot safely
neglect these two points in the care of
foals.

A

mare's chief business after foaling
in as great quantity
as the foal can use. Her ration must be
rich in materials such as dairymen have
found to increase the yields from their
cows. Such feeds as oats, bran, a little
oilmeal or cottonseed meal, clover or alfalfa hay and pasture stimulate and support the milk flow. Exercise the mare
needs, and the pressure of work may make
it advisable to put her in harness within
ten days after foaling, but it must be remembered that she cannot do the hardest
of work and yield the largest flow of milk
at the same time. While the mare is doing
hard work it is necessary to keep the colt
away from her except at nursing intervals, for the youngster cannot also do
hard work and grow. All the feed it can
digest and assimilate is needed to make
the three or four pounds of daily gain
is

to

make pure milk

Underwood farm.

which measure the normal rate of growth
-a draft foal before weaning.

of

RAISING BY

HAND

Occasionally it happens that a colt must
be raised on cow's milk. For this purpose
I know of nothing that is so good as a
dessert spoonful of granulated sugar with
three or four tablespoonfuls of water and
a similar quantity of limewater, adding
enough of new cow's milk to make a pint.
The milk should not be rich in butterfat.
The mixture is fed warm in small quantities and often, beginning with about half
a teacupful every hour. Week by week
the amount at a feeding is increased and
the intervals lengthened.
During the
third month a change may gradually be
made to sweet separator skim milk, but
before this time the foal will be nibbling
at grain and hay and grass.

A

good foal merely represents the pros-

pect of a great horse.
the making is feed.

The

chief factor in
draft foal begins
its growth by adding about three per cent,
to its weight every day,' but this rate
gradually declines until at weaning time,
when five months old, it is only about 0.4
per cent, and at twelve months old about
0.12 per cent. The necessity for abundant
feed for the foal in proportion to its size
should be at once apparent. By liberal
feeding we have already secured great
size in draft horses, but we must remember that only the capacity for rapid
growth is transmitted to the offspring
every pound of weight on a colt must be
put there' by nutritious feed. A foal will
fancy the taste of palatable grain, such as
crushed oats and bran, wTien about a
month old, and from that time on for the
next twelve months it may well be allowed
all it will eat two or three times a day.

A

NIGHTS IN PASTURE

Any animal makes
in

the most rapid gains
weight when not allowed enough exer-

up much of its feed at mushappy medium must be
sought with colts. Their growth involves
cise to use

cular work, but a

a kind of boiling-down process to produce
solid durable tissue instead of soft blubber. A foal must not be allowed to wear
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tiventy miles a day
after its dam on the road or in the field,
but it must have opportunity to run and
play to its heart's content for a generous
xhare of each twenty-four hours. If it
rests in the stall while the mare works, it
should spend the night out in the open.
After the weather gets comfortable,
itself out following

^

td^

pH^«<

%

mares which work

can advantageously
spend the nights at pasture with their

foal a.

much

muscles
long as that is not
pushed repeatedly to the point of exhaustion; and the exercise adds to the
tone of the whole system. The boy whose
later years of. growth are spent wielding
the pitchfork and the scoop shovel develops moie physical strength and durability than one who never does any harder
woi k than to push a pencil or tap a typewriter. That is one great reason why the
city constantly calls upon the country for
energetic, forceful young men. It is the
same with colts. A big draft colt matured in idleness in a little pasture is soft
and sluggish as compared with one which
as a two-year-old found in the harness
adequate exercise for his rapidly .;xpandUnder a careful driver a
ing muscles.
pair of two-year-old draft ceils can do the
work of one old horse and be the better
Colts are

grow with

use,

like boys; the

so

,

for

it.

W. H. Underwood,

Illinois.

Native Wild Fruits

NORTH

AMERICA has given many
wild fruits to Europe and the credit
of introducing them in the first instance
is given to Sir Walter Releigh. Not only
the potato and the tobacco plant, but some
of the many wild fruit bushes, for nowheie in his own country did such profusion exist.

Luiopean gardeners at once began to
cultivate and improve the fruits thus
brought to their notice and during some
of the centuries that followed the rage to
produce "giant gooseberries" became al-

The rich employed faartists to paint in beautiful colors
the fieshly-gathered fruits of their garmost

ridiculous.

mous

dens, and

we have

was grown

thus a record of what

At noon another dose was
prepared and forced down the patient's
throat and a third dose was given in the
evening. Monday morning. Farmer Burnisolate him.

ham
if

dead bird lying on the floor, but
angry bird, bewailing his confinement, struck at him with his beak.
instead, an

'

A

from ivhich
Houghton's and Downing's varieties
Tlie

wild

gooseberry

have^been originated.
alm.ost invariably use seal oil for their
fruit and make a "potlatch" by no means
to be despised.

The speed with which the bushes blossom and ripen their fruit is also a source
Wild bushes in the northof wonder.
land keep pace with and even beat their
southern relatives in the race to bring
their fruits to perfection. By comparison
with Ottawa these northern lands get
over thirty days' extra daylight and sunshine during the months of June, July,
August and September. The nights are
too short to have a cooling effect and vegetation grows almost continuously.
A busy farmer should adopt Nature's
.
own method, selection, when trying to improve any wild plant. A good type of
plant should be selected from the wild

and brought under

cultivation.

Agricultural societies are offering annual prizes for the best collections of preserves made from native fruit, and
children should be encouraged to transplant and care for any good varieties
which they may find in their rambles.
S. J. Wiglcy, British

Columbia.

Settle. s in

ings,

and

it is

for

man

to

improve on what

he finds, not to condemn. Necessity often
forced him to make this improvement and
it might be a blessing in disguise if we
were forced to turn our attention to a
long-neglected asset.
Not only in the lands that Sir Walter
knew are wild fruits celebrated, but in the
"barren" north-lands from Labrador to
Alaska there is an abundance of wild native fruif, often preserved by the snow
for the use of the early migrating spring
birds.

The white inhabitants preserve the
fruit in cans or as jellies; the Indians

lifted the lid of the oat bin expecting

to find a

;

in those far-off times.

a new country generally
look upon the wild fruits as a make-shift
and a "better than none" attitude is adopted towards the new, with backward longings for the old varieties that had taken
centuries to produce. Nature has by a
long course of selection fittad her chidlren
in the best possible way to their,surround-

Farmer Burnam of Sombra was proud
of his flock of Bronze Turkeys, but blackhead carried off from thirty to forty per
cent, every year. Lawyer Burnham, home
for the week-end, was told by his father
on a Sunday morning that two fine gobblers were sick with the old disease. He
recalled the Indian's Electric Oil treatment and suggested trying it, but could
not remember the quantity. The gobbler
on which the disease had first fastened
was caught and a mash in which one-half
teaspoonful of Electric Oil was forced
down the gobbler's throat and the bird
was placed in an unused oat bin so as to

Blackhead

in Poultry

ETER NAUWAUG, Medicine
p Sarnra
Indian Reserve, was

Man,

called upon by his sister to prescribe for her flock
of hens,, many of tnem being in the last
stages of diOoping sickness, while quite a
few wei e dead, t indrng that the only

The prisoner was released and the
other sick bird cought and given similar
treatment, which cured him also. Farmer
Burnham since then feeds his poultry,
chickens and turkeys an Electric Oil mash
monthly as a preventive measure and has
had no recurrence of the disease, although
in previous years he lost fifteen to twenty
hens every winter.
Milton Phillips and Carey Phillips,
neighbors of Farmer Burnham, each had
three turkeys affected with blackhead
called upon Farmer Burnham to learn
his remedy, as they yearly lost a large
percentage of their flocks. Returning to
their home they found they had no Electric Oil in the house, but had some castor

and

The sickness had reached an

adthe Indian, they
concluded to try a castor oil mash. All
six turkeys recovered and the whole flock

oil.

vanced stage,

is

now

in

so,

like

good health.

Rowe, with whom the
writer discussed the nature of the sickness and the Electric Oil treatment, said
he never heard of such a remedy, but
thought an over-dose of the oil had been
given, the only injurious effect of which
would be to nauseate the stomach. He
says the disease germs lie in heavy clay
soil and recommended a thorough spraying of the run, roosts, etc., with lime
water in which a gallon of carbolic acid
should be used with forty gallons of lime
water.
Veterinary

Walter Thrasher, Lambton

Co., Ont.

•*

medicine his sister had in the house was
Llectric Oil, he suggested tryrng it, saying that the hens would die anyway, and
A bread mash was
it might cure them.
prepared with a teaspoonful of ii;lectric
Oil to four quarts of tr.e mash, and fed
to such of the flock as would eat. The sick
ones were caught and pellets of the mash
forced down their throats. Almost wonderful to relate, the trial cure proved efficacious and no more hens died. Since
then, Perer feeds his flock an Electric Oil
mash about once a month and has never
had a recurrence of the disease.

Ayrshire

Cows Are

Yielders

THE

following is a summary of the
records of 683 Ayrshire cows and
heifers that have qualified in the Record
of Performance Test from commencement
'to December 31, 1915:

202 mature cows gave a yearly average
of 10,277.32 lbs. milk

and 412.26

lbs.

but-

9,281.50

lbs.

ter-fat.

66

four-year-olds

milk and 378.06

gave

lbs. butter-fat.

136 three-year-olds gave 8.340.84
milk and 344.25 lbs. butter-fat.

lbs.

279 two-year-olds gave 7,501.65
milk and 309.27 lbs. butter-fat.

lbs.

W. F. Stephen.
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This ?

or

from an

actual photograph

from an

Hard Work and
Average Crops

Easier

or

actual pkdtos^aph of a Case 20-20

Work and

Larger Yields?

"One of the most important reasons for a greater use of farm tractors," says R. C. Nichol,
American Thresherman, "is the increased yield that may be obtained by theij" use. This

The

of Kansas, in
is,,

unfortunately, a

point that is too often overlooked by farmers who are considering the purchase of an engine." To get away from the puzzling
But it is only one angle.
help question and to adopt a cheaper method of field preparation than by animals, is all right.
Increased yields is what makes money. Deep plowing at the exact time is necessary as is possible with a Case tractor. With
But with a Case tractor, fewer men are needed, and deeper
horses and men, a farmer is too dependent on physical capacity.
plowing can be done. This tends largely to increase crop yields. All the foremost experts, such as Prof. L. E. Call, of Kansas,
Most farmers want to plow deeply and at the right time. Yet so far it has been nearly impossible.
have proved it.

—

HOW TO

INCREASE YOUR PROFITS

With the Case tractor— there's one for different sized farms— farmers can now
make tlieir farms pay more. Wages for men can be lessened. Fewer hungry horses
More work can be done at any given time than ever before— for a
ar« needed.
Case tractor never wearies. It can be kept at work continuously, without sleeping
or resting or eating.

When

nor money.

idle in the winter it costs neither care

NOT A

TIN

ANIMAL

EVERY OTHER

WHY

BE SATISFIED WITH LESSER QUALITY

ago—CASE

over 20 yeais

AMERICA.

its

customers.

As

?

early

aa

189e—

ENGINEERS BUILT THE PIONEER GAS TRACTOR

Since then, this Company has expended hundreds of thousands
dollars in experimental work, so that we can come to yon now, as we
have in the pa.=it, with a proven, dependable machine.
Our chief tractor engineei'
contributes to this advertisement the following:

IN

of

own

its

Ten Construction
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10,

Details in the Case 10-20

Larger shafts-^11 high carbon steel, heat treated. Also larger bearings.
Steel channel frame specially braced and stayed to prevent deflection.
cooling for motor by same type radiator as used on heavy duty trucks.
Transmission gearing completely housed and nms in an oil bath.
Bull pinion of steel, case hardened.
Next to bull pinion is a high-duty Hyatt Roller Bearing.
Rear axle carried in cannon bearing provide<l with 3 Hyatt Roller Bearings,
1 of them being on each side of the drive wheel.
Extra bearing provided and located next to the belt pidley and clutch, which
takes the strain due to pull of belt away from engine bearings.
Only one clutch is used for both o])erating in the belt or for traotinu.
Hitch is so arranged as to do away with all side draft.

Ample

Each

Ca.se

tractor in

its

class ha-s its

own

special features.

"NOT TOO SMALL. TOO LIGHT, TOO CHEAP"
size of Case tractors is suitable for your fai-m, you can bank on its
the best of its kind in the market, made honestly and conscientiously, to
name and fame. In the field and in our laboratories we have carried on
tests, and we know from experience what is best to incorporate in a tractor.
In
its class, each Case tractor is a masterpiece, embodying all the best features.
Why
be satisfied, then, with lesser quality?
Why choose as your investment a tractor
Why buy a tractor except from a
that has fewer years of experience behind it?
company long engaged in making agric\iltural machinery? To do otherwise is to
take an imnecessary risk,

Whichever

tieing

uphold our

WHERE CASE TRIUMPHS

The Case

J.

1.

10-20

will

replace

more than

five

TOU DO NOT HAVE TO REMOVE THE MAGNETO OR THE
CA.MSHAFT OR THE OIL PUMP, Access is obtained by rfemoving a

ings,

cover to which nothing is attached.
Remember, too, that all the
working parts are enclosed or fully protected. Consider weight, and do not
forget that the Case 10-20 weighs less than any other tractor of equal capacity.

simple

Case tractors are real units of resourceful power, adaptable to all kinds of fai-m
PART, are made by Case
work.
Their motors, as well AS
So Case tractors are not bought piece by
trailed workmen at the Case plants.
Back of Case tractors is an experience in the farm field of
piece on the outside.
74 years.
This is not a new concern with a new-fangled tractor. Like other Case
machinery, our tractors are designed with the utmost simplicity and freedom from
Our new gas tractors are enjoying the
complicated parts. Every part is accessible.
same enviable reputation that has always belonged to Case steam rigs.

Case does no experimenting at the cost of

ease under ordinary conditions.
It is adapted to all kinds of farm work— besides
field work, it drives an 18-inch Case separator, operates a silo filler, hauls to
market, etc.
Then remember, above all things, that the motor is a special
Case design, built entirely by Case, not asseml>led.
All parts of the motor
are easily accessible, so no dismantling is necessary for any adjustment.
When, for instance, you have to take iip main bearings or crank pin bear-

the drive wheel traveling on unplowed land instead
If the wheel travels in the furrow a comparatively
In our design we use a wheel 22
to be used.
inches in width.
If we used a wheel to travel in the fun-ow it would have
to be only 14 inches.
So our wheel is nearly 60% wider, which gives additional traction and decreases the pressure on the ground.

Reckon the value

of

down

in

of

the furrow.

narrow wheel would have

Furtheimore, with the wheel traveling on the land, as ours does. It la
possible to begin plowing operations after a rain sooner than if the wheel
was in the furrow, as the water stays in the furrow longer after a rain than
it does on the unplowed land.
Then, when you hear of some fanner who
has had trouble getting over soft spots or extra hard pulls, remember that
the idler wheel on THIS CASE
can be clutched in from the
operator's seat and usetl as a driver for such emergencies.

TRACTOR

]

Consider all these things, make comparisons, and you are bound to decide
that the Case 10-20 at $893 f.o.b. Racine, is cheaper than those costing less.
Especially when you remember the reputation of the company, our 44 branch
J
^
houses and 9,000 dealers.
Write to-day for more information
about the 10-20 and other Case tractoi-s, including the 12-25. -fllflfflllllfflnZBTT^*^ ^^
20-40 and 5!t-C^, one of which will suit your need.s.
.^^^WilKtltlllMMmn^?f>!^

Leaders in Other Lines of
Agricultural Machinery
steam engines. Case threshing machines. Case road machineiT, Case automobiles,
and eveiT Case product is each a
dominant factor in its own field.
Write
to-day for our complete Case Catalog,
It is
an album of information that should be
under the leading lamp in eveiT fann sitting
room.
It is beautifully printed, with many
interesting scenes and reproductions in color.
No farmer should miss having it. Especially
when it costs you only one penny for a postal
caixl to get it.
Merely write, "Send me your
general
machinei? catalog,"
IT IS FREE
Case

TODAYf
For the

7

CASE Catalog

horses and handle three plows with

CASE THRESHING MACHINE COMPANY,

Inc.,

757 Erie

St.,

RACINE, WIS.
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Simplified Poultry

Keeping

what you
put into a Cream
Separator — but
It isn't

Price

Continued from page 16
reduced in strength by adding two parts
(by weight) of lard. If a 33 per cent,
mercurial ointment can be purchased, it
will be ready for use. One application is
sufficient for a month.
if

what you get out
of

that counts.

it

RED MITE

— A BLOOD SUCKER

The little red mites that seem to swarm
over some neglected poultry houses go on
hens only at night, hiding under the
when daylight dawns. These mites
are bloodsuckers and almost as soon as
warm weather is established begin to appear in large numbers in the coops where
little chicks are kept, often doing much
damage before their presence is detected.
Roosts and coops may be freed from them
by painting on some good coal tar preparation. The editor will gladly supply
the name of an excellent product that will
keep red mites away for at least two
months, thus greatly simplifying that part
to the

roo.sts

of poultry keeping.

Cream Separators
are by far the
most economical

R

EAL

economv

is

never short-sighted,

VALUE.
PRICE is what you

It

never confuses

PRICK

with

VALUE

pay for an article^ what you put into

it.

depends upon the amount and quality of sers'ice the
article gives you
what you get out of it.
You get by far the greatest actual VALUE for your money when you
buy a De Laval BECATTSE it will give you much better and longer SERVICE

—

—

than any other separator.

From the standpoint of its greater durability alone the De Laval is the
most economical cream separator to buy, and when you also take into
consideration its cleaner skimming, easier running, greater capacity and less
cost for repairs, the price of the "cheapest" machine on the market is most
exorbitant compared with that of the De Laval.
And tliere is no reason why you should let Its FIRST COST stand iu the way
either, because the De Laval may be purchased on such liberal terms that It will
actually pay for Itself out of Its own savings.
A De T.aval catalog tc- be had for the asking tells more fully why the De Laval
is the mT.st economical ore.ini si'pai'ator, or the nearest local De Laval agent will be
glad to explain this and many other points of De Laval superiority.
If you don't
know the nearest local agent, simply write the nearest De Laval main office as below.

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY

CO.,

LIMITED

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF DAIRY SUPPLIES

IN CANADA.
Sole distributors in Canada of the famous De Laval Cream Separators
and Alpha Gas Engines. Manufacturers of Ideal Green Feed Silos.
Catalogues of any of our lines mailed upon request.

MONTREAL
50,000

BRANCHES

PETERBORO
AND LOCAL

VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG
AGENCIES THE WORLD OVER
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SEE
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Advertising of this kind

kind of

results.

get-;

TRY A

WANT

right

down
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to the point at issue and produces the best

CLASSIFIED AD. IN THIS PAPER.

Every spring thousands of chickens
are killed by rats and the poultry keeper
will spare no effort to rid his premises of
these rodents. Dogs help some, but experiments seem to show that traps and poison
must be depended upon if the pests are to
be wholly eradicated.
The agricultural
department of Massachusetts has issued
a lengthy and well-illustrated bulletin on
the subject of rats and how to exterminate them. Concrete walls extending
two feet or more into the ground are recommended for poultry houses, with halfinch wire mesh over the fronts of open
houses. If rats are numerous, many traps
instead of only one or two, should be used.
Ten or twenty are none too many, for
then a considerable number of the animals
may be caught before the alarm is
spread.
Disguising the odor of a trap which
has been used several times is a help.
Handling the traps perfumed by a few
drops of oil of anise or caraway will give
sufficient scent.
Then the bait may be
rubbed over a paper on which there is a
single drop of the oil. Covering the trap
with chaff or litter often fools an old rat.
Different kinds of bait may be tried.
Fresh doughnut is very enticing and rats
also have a fondness for bologna sausage.
New steel traps should be covered with
earth for a day or two or else well smoked
to remove the odor of iron.
A barrel trap often works well and may
be used in a poultry house where a steel
trap would be a source of danger to the
fowls. The top of the barrel should be
covered with stiff paper with slits made in
each direction across the top and some
kind of bait fastened on a string in the
middle. Then a slanting board should be
placed against the side of the barrel for
the rat to mount. Going out on the paper
the rodent will be precipitated into the
barrel, and if the latter be partly filled
with water, will be drowned at once.
Poison is often used with success, but,
of course, the hens must be protected by
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putting it down the holes or in a box
where they cannot reach it.' A sandwich
made of two thin pieces of bologna with a
in
filling of arsenic will work great havoc
a colony of rats. Placing several boards
together in the yard near the hen-house is
a ruse which often works well. The rats
will make holes under the boards, and
may be killed with dogs.
A hen which will not lay in April or
May is of little account and should be got-

soon as possible.
But how to find her. That is a question
poultry keepers are always asking. They
know that almost every flock which is not
rap-nested contains several and perhaps
jany boarder hens, non-layers that are
aeing kept at a loss and cut down the proits from the whole flock.
ten out of the flock as

TEST FOR LAYERS

The physical

test

has sometimes been

as untrustworthy, but on the
arm it helps a lot in getting rid of the
Irenes, even though it may not be infalible. The theory is that a hen is not likely
:o be laying unless at least two fingers
an be laid in the space between the pelvic
If two fingers can just find en)ones.
;rance it is probable that the hen is not
aying, but will be doing so in two or
hree weeks.
If three fingers are being
dmitted the chances are that the hen is
aying. In heavy-laying flocks birds with
)elvic bones four fingers apart are someimes found. The distance from the pelvis
the rear end of the keel may also be
onsidered in connection with the other
est. This distance should be at least the
vidih of three fingersi in a hen that is
ierided

I

The

pleasure of using Fairy Soap is increased
by its convenient oval shape wearing down
slowly and uniformly to the thinnest wafer.

—

aying.

There

is still

another

way

-

of selecting

which does not require a great
mount of work. Two pens are needed,

he layers

hough, several trap nests being placed in
he partition between them, with a hinged
ack fitted to each nest. All the birds are
aced in one pen, and as fast as they lay
e allowed to pass out of the nest into
he other pen.
It is obvious that after
eral days all the layers will be in one
and the non-layers in the other. This
a simplified form of trap nesting, but it
lovides an easy way for the poultry
eeper to rid his flock of the hens which he
s been feeding for nothing.

FAIRY SOAP
For

is

made

toilet

and bath

of the choicest materials.

refreshingly, producing a rich,
in

hard or

soft water,

It

cleanses

creamy

whether hot or

lather
cold.

1

Fairy Soap

floats.

CxEOIC FA R B A N K^^MhU
I

It is not a good plan to have chickens
rom broods of diff'erent ages running toether, but that is often done on the farm.
he danger is that the smaller chicks will
ot get their share of the food, but that
nger can be avoided to a large extent by
laking a box with slatted sides, the slats

MONTR EAL

*Have You a

Little

Fairy in Your

Home?'

'ing so close together that only the small-

chicks can pass between them. If these
ungsters are fed in this box they will be
le to eat in comfort and not be robbed.

Caponizing is now pratcised by many
iiltry
keepers for several reasons,
apons grow large and heavy and so sell
an increased price, and they are not at
quarrelsome, several dozen males dwells together in perfect harmony. A capon
n even be used to brood chickens and
ill care for the
youngsters with great
licitude, but being heavy and clumsy, is
1

kely to step

m.

upon and

kill

several of

We are in

the market for 250,000

SPRING MUSKRATS
^Ve have large orders we must fill. In shipping tousyouship tothelargesthandlersof SPRING MUSKRATS in Canada. That is your guarantee that you will receive the highest price for your shipments.

Hoerner Williamson
376 ST.

&

Company

PAUL WEST

MONTREAL, QUEBEC
P.S.— Write

for

our

BROWN

TAGS.

1

:

,

.
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PUNISHMENT
Better

Decide now to
have this silo
— It will pay you

Cliff,

By

WHAT

make a
paying
Youyoucannot
doubt
ask any man who
better

investment.
is using

this,

If

an Ideal Green Feed

Silo.

Good

silage reduces feeding cost 15 to 20 percent.
It increases milk flow 20 per cent. Beef cat tie and
sheep thrive on it better than on any other feed.

Having silage to feed is like having rich summer
pastures all through the winter. If you had had an
Ideal Greert Feed Silo this winter you would have
saved enough money to pay for the silo before spring.

Now is the time to plan for a silo for next winter.
In selecting a silo, remember that it is
silage
that is most profitable to feed and that
silage
can only be produced in a

GOOD

GOOD
GOOD

'*-^'?^^.iS^^v'-'^'^g^'i¥-?.^*

silo.

^^^^ ^^ canada
do not go together
Something that is claimed to be "just asgooa" at a lower price is never
as good. A "cheap" silo is bound to be an inferior silo and it cannot produce good silage. A "cheap" silo or a silo you erect from "cheap" material
will prove the most costly you can buy.
The few dollars you might save on the first cost by buying such a silo
will be lost many times over in the poor quality of the silage, the trouble
and expense you will be put to in keeping the silo in repair and in its

A

short

"cheap"

silo

and good

silage

life.

An

"Ideal" costs nothing because

it

pays for

itself

An Ideal Green Feed Silo will pay

for itself in one year and will last from
15 to 20 years. It will preserve your silage perfectly. It is the most profitable to own because i t returns the biggest profit on the money you invest in it.

Do not take a chance.
Do not buy any silo until you get all the facts
that prove that you get more for your money in the "Ideal" than in any other.
It costs nothing to get this information and doing so will be the means of
insuring silo satisfaction for you and will save you many dollars.
Write today for catalogue, prices and complete information.

DE LARGEST
LAVAL
DAIRY SUPPLY
MANUFACTURERS OF DAIRY SUPPLIES

CO., Ltd.

IN CANADA.
Sole distributors in Canada of the famous De Laval Cream Separators and
Alpha Gas Engines. Catalogues of any of our lines mailed upon request.

PETERBORO
WINNIPEG
VANCOUVER
MONTREAL
50,000 BRANCHES AND LOCAL AGENCIES THE WORLD OVER

" Good

Fertilizers make poor
keep good soils
from going bad, make rich soils
richer and the farmer richer too."

crop yields 13 easy
'^ and more than doubles the
profits.
There's big money on a
farm if you have big crops. Little
crops do not pay for seed and
labor.
33

DouUingCroDSls
DoublingDoUars

it's

much Work to plough, harrow and seed
ones.
The only extra expense necessary

for

slim crops as

for fat

to get a double-size crop is
Best-by-test Fertilizers are extra quality and adapted
to crop and soil.
Fertilizer.

"Best by Test Fertilizers
We

sell Best-by -Test Fertilizers at a ciose figure and
it pays to get our quotation.
Arrange with your
dealer to club in with, others to make up a car load
shipment. Write for free booklet^" Facts AboutFertilizers.'" Ittells kinds to
use and how much, besides other valuable information. Yours for the asking.

FARMERS

1

QFPTI POPIM

iDtliC^LJ K^KJI\.i'<i

Out Best-by-Test Seed Corn
ig

selected

from special

Club your or- 1 crops grown by experts; every bushel tested
ders for car- 1 and guaranteed 80 per cent, germination.

load ship-

Sold on the ear, unless otherwise ordered.

ments. Ask |
Free Booklet
your Dealer
for prices.

— "Facts About

Fertilizers"

[

Canadian
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is

F.

a
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punishment

?

Speaking

generally, punishment is an evil
or pain or inconvenience consequent upon a crime or misdemeanor. It
is devised and inflicted, so far as human
laws are concerned, in conseqeunce of disobedience or misbehavior on the part of
those to regulate whose conduct such laws
are made from time to time.
The meanings and applications of terms
vary. If an illegal act is committed
against the best interests of society we
use the term crime or offence; but if
against, say, the regulations or rules of
the Education Department or of a school
or a club, we are content to describe such
a breach as an offence, a misdemeanor, or
a violation. In each such case a penalty
or punishment is attached, and is supposed to be inflicted.
On entering the moral world, where a
standard set of rules governing social relations and conduct in general is in vogue,

we term a breach
from impropriety

of the laws anything

to sin,

running through

such a series as offence, violation, transgression, error, moral blunder, moral ineptitude. Here let it be noted that many
moral offences are not recognized by law
as crimes, and hence no punishment attaches.
This is a weakness in our legal
system, and explains the oft-heard rebuke
of a Judge to a culprit: "The law has no
hold on you but morally you are guilty."
However, this is an age-old problem.
Where and when should the state take
control of moral issues and by statute
help men and women to walk the straight
path of rectitude? The case of prohibition is a case in point. What should the
law be? What should the punishment be
for violation of the law? How far does
such interference by the state conflict
with or curtail the rights of the individual? On this point it is worthy of note
that Bishop Fallon to-day holds the same
opinions as did the late Principal Grant
;

in 1895.

soils productive,

r\OUBLING

Have a Fence At the Top of
Than a Hospital at the Bottom.

Fertilizer Co., Ltd.,

Market Chambers, Chatham, Ont.

Furthermore, in a colloquial sense we
speak of punishment as mere bodily pain
without reference to violation of law. For
instance, in a pugilistic encounter or in a
rugby, hockey or lacrosse game, we
call the pain inflicted by one man on another punishment. "He took his punishment and came back smiling for more" is
a common statement found in the sporting page.
Why do we punish? The answer to this
in.volves the question of "theories of punishment." Historically, we have three
theories

The reformatory (or educative)
The retributive.
•3.
The preventive (or deterrent)
According to the first view, the aim
1.

2.

punishment

is

to educate or

of

reform the

offender himself. This is the present-day
view as seen in prison reform carried on
by the Ontario Government, and the
Juvenile Court experiments. "Better to

FARMER'S
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have a fence at the top of the cliff than a
hospital at the bottom." This idea might
have been applied to the present v*forld
war; but things are otherwise.
By the retributive we aim at allowing a
man's deed to return upon his own head;
I.e., to make it appear that the evil consequences of his act are not merely evils
to other members of society, but evils in
which he himself, as a member of that
society, is involved. There is danger here
of permitting or at least encouraging the
unchristian passion of revenge, of which
Milton says:

"Revenge, though sweet at

first.

Bitter ere long

Back on

itself recoils."

However, retribution inflicted by an impartial (if human nature may be impartial) court of justice need not involve this
feeling.

According to the preventive theory, we
endeavor to deter others from committing
similar
offences.
Whether it wholly
achieves this object is still debateable, as
witness the arguments pro and con on
capital punishment. "You are not punished for stealing sheep, but to prevent
sheep from being stolen" was wont to be
the dictum of the judge, and this expresses
the essence of this kind of punishment.
It is apparent to anyone who gives the
matter some thought that in every infliction of punishment there is a part
played by each of the three kinds. An
act is a crime when it offends against the
strong and definite collective sentiments
of society.
It is a crime because it offends; it does not offend because it is a
crime. On such a basis it is arrant nonsense to make hair-splitting, subtle distinctions between the reformatory, the
retributive and the preventive views oi
the reaction which is termed punishment.
If a robber attacks me at night in the

knock him down in self-defence, what's the use of asking if my ac-

street

and

I

meant to cure him of his insolence,
punish him for attempted robbery, or
prevent him from attacking me again.

tion is
to

to

All three aspects are involved. This view
gives unity to those aspects. Punishment
equals the recoil of guilt upon the offender.

Cockshutt Disc

Drills

Superior construction guarantees rapid, easy,
correct seeding
The heavy sales of Cockshutt Disc Drills show that the up-to-date farmer
realizes that only the best is good enough for such an Important work as seedDisc Drill must have a big margin of strength and reliability so as not
ing.
to "fall down" at a critical time. Be wise: get a Cockshutt Drill.

A

Seeding time may be short and horses
So, the Cockshutt Disc Drill is
scarce!
built strong, but it is built for speed.
Its light draft makes for rapid work in
any kind of soil, rough or well tilled,
hilly or level.
Tlie discs open a channel
wide enough for even planting, the
shoes are non-clogging and plant the
seed at uniform depth.
Trash cannot
lodge in the discs they "draw away"
from the shoes. The heavy, high-carbon
I beam
the "back-bone" of the machine

Cockshutt Standard Drills are built in
in and
15 Disc sizes with 6-ineh
spacing, and in 11 and 13 sizes fitted
with either single discs or hoes, with
7-inch sparing.
13,

Cockshutt Grain and Fertilizer Drills.

You can drill the fertilizer into trench
with the seed.
Accurate work, durabiland light draft are three dominant
Cockshutt qualities in this splendid implement for bringing your land back to

—

ity

—

—

In

Made

Seed and

theSame time
with

—

COCKSHUTT PLOW

fertility

Fertilize at

positive and simple.
Doesn't
get out of order doesn't crack
or bruise the seed
sows any
quantity to the fraction of a pint.
is

—

virgin

a

systematic, positive

way.

is immensely strong and rigid,
preventing the slightest warping
or sagging in the centre. The feed

Quebec and

Brantford, Ontario

Provinces by

and

13 sizes fitted

from otir nearest Branch;
gives you fullest particulars.
let

Drills

in East
CO. sdd
ern Ontario,

9, 11

Get Cockshutt Disc Drill Book-

Our Newest

Limited

in

with either single discs, or hoes,
with 7-inch spacing Ijetween.

THE FROST & WOOD
Limited
Montreal, Smith's Falls,

St.

it

CO.
John-

We shall next consider punishment as
applied to the family and the school.

FAMOUS FLEURY PLOWS

Weights and Household
Measures
45
1

1

arious patterns for

drops of water is a teaspoonful.
teaspoonful equals 1 fluid dram.
desserlspoonful equals 2 teaspoonfuls, or 2

drams.

tablespooBfuI equals 2 dessertspoonfuls, or
4 teaspoonfuls.
2 tablespoonfuls equals 8 teaspoonfuls, or 1
fluid ounce.
1 common size wlneglassful equals 2 lounces,
or
gill.
1

%

1

A
1
1

common

size

tumbler holds

%

small teacup is estimated to
ounces, or one gill.

4

fluid

pound of wheat is equal to about one pint.
pound and 2 ounces of rndlan meal is equal
to 1 quart.

1
1

pound of sugar

equal to about one pint.
pint of pure water is about one pound.

last

—have

other

Nearly 100,000 of
Ontario

Plows.

turned

Plow

BEST FURROWS

has known.

DRAUGHT

are the makers of the "Original No. 21," the LIGHT
NO. 13 and the best
One-liorse Plow in Canada
No. ISA. These Plows are IMITATED and often given the
same number by nearly all larger Canadian Plow Manufacturers! For one reason only
because these I'amuus Fleury Plows surpass all others in QUALITY of work in the
field— in
for
and ease for horses'. Buy only the ORIGINAL and BEST.

—

J.
is

Plows-

We

pint.

hold

PLOWS
these

all, soils

EUNS SO
SMOOTHLY, has such
EASE for HORSES and
COMFORT for the PLOWMAN, as Famous Fleury
No

—

COMFORT

—

—

MAN

FLEURY'S SONS, AURORA, ONT.,

'^««'»"

"APcL-Jrard

K''"'"'"-
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Dupuy and|3Ferguson's

HIGH-GRADE

SEEDS

How one young farmer has
gladdened his corner of the farm.

There's a lot of satisfaction in iiavine better flowers
in your gfarden than your nciehbors can show.
lot of satisfaction too in having large,
fine flowers
those who seem anxious to eivc you

There's a

—

Boys' and Girls' Gardens

their best blossoms.

This

is

the

result

rou secure from Dupuy and

Ferguson's seeds.

FREE CATALOG
Send

for

it

Plans for Spring

By

Do not put off buyine seeds or you will pay more
money for poorer stock later on. This is your
opportunity for a better garden write us

—

NOW

THE

MONTREAL,

FOR SALE
Everything from an apple tree
to a strawberry

plant— shade,
jrnaniental
and evergreen
trees, ornamental shrubs and
vines, roses, hardy flowering
plants bulbs,a3paragu8— guaranteed fltocK at reasonable

Catalogue

prices.

black fo^fs.

Silver
uiink.

free.
fishers,

DOWNHAM

BROS.

Box D., Strathroy, Ont.

50

High

Grade

Flowering

Bulbs.
Gloxinia,
Begonia, Oxalis, other kinds, also
_

OC

All

postpaid.

Pine Tree Nursery

TOOPE'S ASBESTOS

t«t/C

Pemaquid, Me,

HEN INCUBATOR (Patented)
Made

asbestos

of

lum-

Fireijroof.
RothikI Verminpioof.
iffct
moist air sys-

(nt,
in

oof

,im.

Compound heated,
a Hot Air

fompiising
till
itiii

Hot

Water incub-

lieatefl

by

one

iHame.

makf.

sue

free.

Will
ouUast
llree of the best incubatoi's
of
any
other
Send a postal now.

& COMPANY

R. TOOPE
44 Stepney Sq.. Stepney, London

E.,

England

MAKE YOUR BIKE
A MOTORCYCLE

at a email coit by using our Attachable outflt. FITS ANY BICYCLE. Ea»
ily attached. No special tools required.
.Write today for bar-

gain

list

and free book

CDCC
DAAtf
rllCL DUUA

describing the SHaW Bicycle Motor Attaehment. Motorcycles, all makes, new
and second-hand, S35 and up,

SHAW MANUFACTURING

ALEX MacPHERSON

thing in planning a gardecide on the location.
Good soil and a sunny exposure are
the first considerations, and if the land
has a southern slope it will be still earlier
and warmer. Then begin early to draw
your garden plan on paper so that when
the time comes to go to work you will

den

38 Jacques Cartier Square

Asparagus Fern.

on the School Plot or Kitchen Garden

!

DUPUY AND FERGUSON

BULBS

Work

To-day

CO.

Dept. 135, Galesburgr, Kansas, U.S.A.

know

first
is

to

just what you want to do.
It is better not to try to grow many
rare or uncommon things at first, though
of course it is necessary to do a little experimenting if we are ever to grow a
great variety of vegetables. To get the
best effect when the garden is out in "full
bloom," cover the fences with flowering
vines like nasturtiums or morning glories,
and have a border of low flowers close to
the path, if you have no objection to
planting flowers and vegetables in the
same plot. Taller flowers should be planted farther back where they will not obstruct the view.
As soon as the land is in condition to
work begin to get it ready for planting.
Tillage improves the land in many ways.
It pulverizes the soil, allowing air to enter and make the plant food available; it
gives the roots a wider area to get food
from; it saves moisture, and it prevents
the growth of weeds. Tillage is also important to work beneath the surface,
manure, straw, etc., where it will be out
of the way and will be rapidly converted
into humus. In a small garden the spade
and rake usually take the place of the
plow and harrow. Spading forms, from a
comparatively hard soil, a mellow layer
of earth, and buries beneath the surface
weeds and other vegetation and manure
Then the
so that it may rapidly decay.
raking pulverizes the soil, making it fine
enough for planting. The rake should be
used to level the land and break up the

lumps rather than to rake them off. Only
the stones and very coarse matter should
be raked off. In a small garden, the hoe
or rake should be used at least once a
week while the plants are growing, to
make a soil mulch between the rows. This
soft, loose condition of the top soil con-

serves the moisture; the same principle
saves thousands of acres of field crops in
the dry belt every year.
A garden should not be planted until
the soil is thoroughly prepared. It is better to plant a few days late than to put
the seeds into poorly prepared soil. A
sandy loam can be planted a week earlier
than a medium or heavy loam. With the
land thoroughly prepared, and the plants
decided upon, planting should begin as
soon as the temperature is suitable.
Taking the common garden vegetables
in alphabetical order, the first on our list
will be beans.
Plant all the bush varieties not closer than two feet apart. Make
a furrow three inches deep and sprinkle
wood ashes in the furrow about a pint to
every ten feet. Mix this with the soil with
the point of the hoe. When this is done
the furrow will be about one inch deep.
Drop the beans three or four inches apart
in the furrow, cover with the fine soil and
press down with the back of the hoe. It
will take

between one and two weeks

to

The soil should be kept well
up.
tilled at all times, but avoid handling the
vines on wet days, or earth getting on the
leaves may rust them.
Beets can be planted in rows one foot
apart. If the ground is not rich, hoe into
every ten feet of the row a half pint of
market-garden fertilizer or a mixture of
nitrate of soda and super-phosphate.
Make a furrow one inch deep and drop
the seed one to two inches apart, cover
with the fine soil and press down. When

come
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they are four inches high they should be
thinned to about three inches apart, using
those that are thinned out to transplant or
for greens.

Brussels Sprouts do best on new land.
Plant in rows t\\^o feet apart, make a
furrow one inch deep, and drop three or
four seeds every eighteen inches. The
"buds" growing like little cabbages along
the main stalk are ready to eat in about
twenty-one weeks after planting and are
best after they have been touched by frost.
Like all the cabbage family, they do not
make much progress in hot weather. They
make their final growth in the cool months
in autumn. Before the ground freezes
they can be pulled up and packed upright
with their roots in moist sand and kept
in a cool cellar nearly all winter.
Cabbages for the early crop are best
sown in a window-box or hotbed and
transplanted to the garden when the
fourth leaf has formed.
However, the
easiest way to grow them in the gard«n is
to plant three or four seeds in hills two
feet apart. To make a hill, drop a pint
of wood ashes in the row every two feet
and work it well into the soil with the hoe,
leaving the soil in the hill one-half inch
lower than the rest of the garden. Drop
three or four seeds, cover one-half inch
dieep and press down. When the plants
are well up they should be thinned to one
in a place.
Carrots should be planted in rows
twelve inches apart and one inch deep,
and the seeds should be sowed fairly
thickly, as they do not always germinate
well. The land should be prepared the
same as for beets. When the plants are
well up they should be thinned to three
inches apart.
Cauliflower seed should be planted in
boxes in the window-garden or hotbed
and the plants set out in rows when the
fourth leaf has formed. The rows should
be two feet apart and the plants two feet
apart in the rows. The ground should always be kept well tilled about the plants,
and it is well to hoe them in the morning
when the dew is on. When the head begins to form the long leaves should be tied
over to keep it white.

Celery seed is sown in a box or hotbed
from April 10 to May 20, the seed being
covered one-quarter inch deep. When the
third leaf has formed, the little plants are
transplanted to another box or hotbed,
set two inches apart each way. From this
the plants are set out in the garden in
rows four or five feet apart and eight
inches apart in the row. The seed germinates very slowly and may not be up
for a month. New seed should always be
used. Celery is banked up in the fall and
dug just before the ground freezes. For
winter use it should be packed in sand
and kept in the coolest part of the cellar.
Corn. It is a good plan to plant a few
rows of Early Corn, and then to make
several plantings of Country Gentleman
so as to have sweet corn from July until
frost comes. Plant in rows three feet
apart, dropping three kernels every six
inches, and pulling out all but one as soon
as the corn is well up. Corn should be
planted at the north end of the garden
or where it will not shade lower plants.

'CANADA'S

PROVED
THE BEST BY
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SEED house'
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Central Nurseries
For'

finest collections

Plants,

existence

in

eta

guarantee satisfaction.

pack and

FREE.
Enfield, England

Full Descriptive Catalogues

Hardy Plant Farm,

Apple,

reliable

Pear,

Plum, Cherry, Peach and Ornamental
Trees,
Shnibs,
Tloses,
Grape Vines, Berry
Evergreens,

25,000

Apple

Hedges,
Trees to

clear.

We ship direct to

customOur apple trees are
extra fine. Write us for
pre-selling catalog -36 years at it.
No agents.
ers.

A. G.

HULL & SON

St. Catharines.

Ont.

SEEDS

You Want Good Seed Corn

High
Grade Flower Seeds

Send postal

20 Packages
5 Bulbs.
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all

about

have
it

for
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97%

that tests

our 120-paBe catalogue telling

and also Sudan grass, the

latest

forage crop,

ROSS BROS. COMPANY
WORCESTER. MASS.

Pine Tree Nursery, Pemaquid, Me.

73 Front Street

Strawberry Plants
varieties— Nine varieties at $2.00 per
thousand, also other Small Fruit plants. AsparaThe wonderful "Big Joe"
Fruit trees, etc.
Strawbeiries are a money-maker. My large catalog describing all the above sent FREE.
Eighty-five

gus,

L.

G. TINGLE. Box

1

06, Pittsville.

Md. U.S.A.

Tested

Carters

Seeds

Incorporated

Write

for

our 1916 Catalogue of

GARDEN. LAWN AND FARM

SEEDS

COTTON SEED MEAL

Prices substantially reduced.

LINSEED MEAL and FLAX SEED

Stocks as good as ever.

Dept.

H. Fraleigh, Box

2, Forest,

Ont.

J.

1

33 King Street East

Toronto, Ontario
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Seeds should be covered one inch and the
land should be rich in potash. It is well
to hoe a pint of wood ashes or a half pint
of sulphate of potash into every ten feet
of row before planting. It is not generally wise to plant field and pop corn in the
same garden as it will mix, the pollen being carried by the wind.
It should be
Cress is easily grown.
planted in furrows twelve inches apart
and one-half inch deep. It should be planted about April 30th, and will be ready to
eat in five or six weeks.

Cucumbers should be planted in hills
not closer than four or five feet apart. To
make a hill, dig a hole about six inches
deep and one foot across. Fill to within
an inch of the top with a mixture of sand
and well-rotted manure. Scatter eight to
ten seeds over the hill, cover with soil one
inch deep, and press down. Planted in this
way, they get a quick start. Never plant
until the ground is thoroughly warm,
about May 25th. It is well to keep the
vines covered with mosquito netting over
a frame until the fourth leaf has formed,
then thin the plants to three or four in a
hill.

100,000 Farms
run on his Schedule
Put your early rising
problems in Big Ben's
hands
just tell him
what time in the morning you want to get
things stirring around
your place.

—

He's calling time and keeping time now for five million
families more than a hun-

—

dred thousand
on farms.
See

Big

Ben

of

them

today at

live

your

dealer's. 7 inches tall, handsome,
built to last for years.
Rings two
tvayx— once forfive straight minutes,

or at half-minute intervals for ten

minutes, unless you shut him oft.
Price $2.50 in the States, $3.00 in
Canada.
If your dealer hasn't him, send
a

money order to his makers and
come direct by parcel post, all

he'll

charges prepaid.

Western Clock Co.
La

Salle, 111,, U.S.A.

Makers

of Westclox

Stop that weary waste of Time and
Money which goes with Hand-Milking!

Prepare the land and plant
Lettuce.
the seed the same as for beets. When
the plants are well up thin them to six
inches apart. As the plants crowd keep
thinning them out for table use. It is
well to grow some of both the Cos and

Head

varieties.

Melons. Both Musk and Water Melons
are treated almost the same as cucumbers
in the garden.
Onions. Hoe a little lime or sulphur
into the soil where the row is to be. For
green onions plant multipliers; for winter
onions sow the seed as soon as the ground
can be thoroughly worked, in a furrow
one inch deep, and press the earth over
the seed with a flat board or block.

—

Do not fail to have some of
Parsley.
this in your garden. It makes an attractive plant to pot for the window, and can
be used for a table garnish all winter.
The seed is small and germinates slowly,
so the seed-bed must be thoroughly prepared and contain plenty of moisture. It
better to start the plants under glass,
where the seeds can be sown very shallow
and water applied whenever necessary.
Since the plants are hardy, outdoor sowing may take place at the time of the
earliest garden planting in the spring.
Foliage will be ready for use about three
is

You can milk more cows

— improve

—

EMPIRE
One man with

a small

"Empire"

outfit,

consisting of one double unit, can milk
One
ten to fifteen cows in half an hour.
man can operate two double units.
action of the "Empire" is just like
that of a sucking calf is soothing to the

The

—

Interesting lilerature will
sent you on request.
[

—

in a fraciion of the time
you can increase the average yield
and do without extra hired help by using the
the purity of the milk

—

MECHANICAL
MILKER
—

most "fidgety" cow usually increases
the flow and protects the milk from dirt
and germs.
And, what is perhaps most important of
the "Empire" Mechanical Milker
all,
solves the problem of hired help and
makes you practically independent.

—

Empire Cream Separator
Co. of Canada, Limited

months after planting. Only a few leaves
are picked from each plant at a time, and
the same plants furnish a continuous
supply throughout the season.
Sow in furrows one inch
Parsnips.
deep. When the plants are about four
inches high thin to four inches apart in
The soil should be deep and
the row.
thoroughly prepared the same as for
beets. Parsnips are much sweeter after
they have been frozen, so they are best if
allowed to stay in the ground and dug as
they are needed through the winter.
Peas.
Prepare the land the same as
for beans, except to make the furrow four
inches deep instead of three, covering the
seed one inch. Leave the surface above
them about two inches lower than the surrounding garden, and when they come up

i
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in the ground until it is
of the dwarf varieties should
mature in from six to eight weeks after
planting. Look for the nitrogen traps on

gradually
level.
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fill

Any

MORE CREAM

—Bigger

the roots.

Make

a trench four inches
deep and hoe one-half pint of commercial
fertilizer into each ten-foot row. The potatoes are cut with two eyes in each
Drop the pieces, twelve inches
piece.
apart, cover, and as the plants grow hill
up the soil around them.
Potatoes.

By using the King Cream Separator you obtain all the Cream
'

'

'

Pumpkins take up too much space in
the garden, except when planted around
the edge or in the corn. They are treated
exactly the same as cucumbers.

'

with less labor.
Let us place a
Separator in your dairy to convince
you the above statement is true.
Strongly built for las^ting service.
All sizes.
Can be operated by
hand or power.

Radish. Hoe a mixture of nitrate of
soda and super-phosphate into the soil
where the radishes are to be planted.
Make a trench one-half inch deep, sow
the seeds one inch apart, cover with fine
soil and press down.
Radishes mature in
from three to five weeks, so several crops
can be grown in one season.
Salsify or Oyster Plant should be
planted about May 10th. It is treated in
every way the same as parsnips.

Profits

Write us for our agent's address in
your locality. Sold on easy terms.

KING SEPARATOR

WORKS

OF CANADA^
KING CREAM SEPARATOR

Bridgeburg

Ontaric

Spinach is grown for "greens," and
should be planted about April 25th. It is
treated just like beets.

Summer Squash

is

grown exactly

like

cucumbers.

Tomatoes. It is best to buy good strong
plants for planting about May 15th. In
setting them, dig a hole so that the plant
can be set one to two inches lower than it
was growing in the pot. Put the plant
into the hole and press the loose soil about
the ball of earth, keeping the ground
moistened for a few days. If the plants
are to be tied up, this should be done about
the 1st of July.

J*S

D. P.W. PAINTS

Turnips. The early crop of turnips
should be planted about April 30th and
the late crop about July 25th.
The
Swede variety is planted about May 10th.
They are planted in rows one foot apart,
and thinned to one foot apart in the row.

Direct

Our new

paint folio is prepared
with your requirements in mind.

You will find it interesting. It
explains the economy and satisnot
faction of buying from us
from stock right from the mill.

1915, to

November

27,

1915,

—

—

Robert Myrick, president of the Western Dairymen's Association, says that last
year we were able to report an average
price of 13 V^ cents per pound, the highest
price ever paid to patrons of cheese factories for cheese, but this year we received 2 cents per pound more. That total
receipts of cheese in Montreal from May
1,

Plant to You

At Factory Prices

Big Dairying Year

This

folio is

yours without

Send us a postal asking

for folio

DOMINION PAINT WORKS,

cost.

No.C-16
Limited,

OF WALKERVILLE.
ONTARIO

showed

an increase of 26,319,458 lbs. The above
increase in price and production means
to the cheese factory patrons a net gain
over 1914 of 7,256,454 between dates mentioned. Total receipts of butter in Montreal between above date were 375,087
boxes, or 21,004,872 pounds, increase over
1914 of 9,222 boxes or 516,432 pounds.
During the season of navigation for 1915
we exported 54,495 boxes of butter, as
compared with 7,300 in 1914, 1,728 boxes
in 1913, or in other words, we were able
to export 3,049,720 pounds of butter after
supplying our own home market.

From Our

^^

You can make "Dollars Grow" out of your spare time. Spare-time efforts
have made hundreds of dollars for MacLean Representatives. To-day there are
in Canada, men and women, who find that our proposition worked for an hour
You supply us the
or two daily provide for many of the added luxuries of life.
time,
we'll supply you the money.
Write for full particulars. The MacLean
Publishing Co., Ltd., Dept. M, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Can.

—

•
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A

Handy Dinner

Waggon
A

CMflLLENQE
COLLARS

Valuable Little Servant For Use In The

Farm Home.
By M.
it is

Why

HOPKINS

MADE

true that the thing evolved for

IFthe service of our own

Not

Make More

Wool Money?

You can easily net from 15 to 20 per cent
more on every sheep. Don'tshcar, in the old

^

Don't have achswollen wrists. Shear v/ith

hard sweaty way.
ing^,

(\TS\

The Stewart ilanne JJ
Shearing Machine L(
ball bearinj^ in every part
here friction or wear occurs. Has
a ball bearing shearing? head of

improved Stew. rt

latest

y—^^

a

J Q
pattern. ~ ^

Complete, including four combs
and four cutters of the celebrated
Stewart quality $14.25.
Cet
one from your dealer, or send
$2 00 and we will ship C. O. D. ^
for balance.

^

Chicaeo FlexiMe
Sh/itt Co.

E615
N.LaSalleSt.
Chicago
III.

need can never
quite fit the need of our neighbor, it
is also true that whatever is born of necessity must always carry with it at least
a fragment of the great spirit of helpfulness. It is with the latter truism in mind
that I pass on to other housewives the details of a little home-made convenience
that is largely instrumental in lessening
the unnecessary labor of an unusually
big kitchen.
You will notice the underscoring of the
word "unnecessary." Is it not a shame
(I use the epithet advisedly)
that our
heaviest
burdens, our most worrying
troubles are often our unnecessary ones?
That is, the ones that we accept from
choice, or laziness, or indifference; the
ones that, did we do right, we could manage against or throw off; the ones that
are immaterial to our meed of accomplishment.
For instance, when the night comes and
you are weary to the point of crankiness
or "nerves," look back and count all the
unnecessary steps, consider all the wasted
efforts, that have contributed to your
condition without adding one iota of value
to your day's achievement.
Now, work
that is either for the benefit of someone
or something, is to many, and should be to
all, a source of satisfaction
but energy
expended, nerves frayed, time and opportunity frittered away in useless exertion,
is simply a sin against nature. And how
many of us there are, who, sa\ang of that
which if spent would yield bounteous recompense, waste in foolish fashion that
vital force which is our most precious and

The Acme

CANADA

IN

Comfort is assured
to every wearer of
"CHALLENGE" Collars and Cuff
of

They have the same dull finish, texture and fit
the best linen collar, and won't wilt or crack.

as

"Challenge" C'nllars can be cleaned with a rub
from a wet cloth.
Always smart— always dressy.
If your dealer doesn't sell "Challenge" Brand
send us 25c for collar or 5Cc for pair of cuffs.
You'll be delighted.
New style book sent free
on request.

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF
CANADA, LIMITED
TORONTO

54-56 Fraser Ave.

WATERPROOF

;

Power and Hand

Clipping Machines
For clipping Domestic Animals
Horses, Mules, Cows, Dogs
and Sheep Shearing. Flexible
Shafts and Clipping Machine

—

potential possession.
In the kitchen, my chief "economizer"

the home-made convenience already alluded to. It is a small, double-decked,
white-enamelled, zinc-covered table set on
four
screwed-on, ball-bearing castors
bought at five cents apiece: castors that
is

As

a

first

aid for Burns, Sprains,
Strains or Bruises
you cannot get a
better

remedy.

MINARD'S
LINIMENT
has

shown

the

test

has

time and
given years of

satis-

faction

man>

of

to

its

users.

A

good

ternal

o r
for

remedy
beast.

in-

external

man

or

Gives instant

relief.

Parts.

Beware

of

Sold on

" Gillette " Cutters

Imitations.
merits.

its

are Unexcelled.
Enquire of and order through your dealer.

GILLETTE CLIPPING MACHINE

HAWK

COMPANY
1

10-1 14

W. 32nd

St.,

New

York, U.S.A.

ment, including Mud- (nn en

Cure Your Cows

gii.nrds.Purap,& Tools JtZ.OU

of Caked Udders

^f^;.'^

T.

FOR SALE
Douglas

&

Co.,

Mfrs.,

Napanee, Ontario

FREE

1

91 6 Catalogue,

60 pages of Bicycles, Sundries
and Repair Material. You can
buy your supplies from us at
Wholesale Prices.

EGYPTIAN
LINIMENT
EVERYWHERE

BICYCLES

An up-to-date High Grade
Bicycle fitted with A'o//^>C//a;«,
JVe7v Drpailure or Hercules
Coaster Brake and Hubs, Detachable Tnes. high grade equip-

The dinner loaggon, on one of
rounds.

its

regular

W. BOYD & SON,

27 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal.

—
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operate so easily that the table, no matter
how laden, flies at a touch. At one side
of the table is a drawer large enough to
accommodate all the kitchen cutlery. At
the other, and parallel to it, a nickel-plated towel-rod. At each end are two alternate rows of assorted brass hooks.
table has really no resting
I am cooking, or baking, it
stands by the range; for on its brass
hooks hang basting spoon, potato-masher,
meat-chopper, salt and pepper container,
etc., besides which, its zinc-covered tops
are just right to receive pots, pans, covers
or hot articles of any kind. When I wash,
the little table is of the proper height to
stand under the wringer to receive the
white clothes and make one trip of taking
to the boiler on the stove.
When I have
bread rising, the little table stands over
the dining-room register. When ihe bread
is coming from the oven, the little table
again stands by to receive the scorching
loaves on its unsusceptible surfaces. When'
I go to set out a meal, the little table follows me to bring in one load all that has
to come from the cupboard, and the stove,
and the refrigerator, to the dining-room.
When the meal is in progress, the little
table stands at my elbow laden with tea,
or coffee pot, hot water, dessert, together

This

little

When

place.

with all extras that may be needed. When
the meal is over, the little table again
makes one trip of the clearance of the dining table. When I wash the dishes, the
little table stands by to receive the scalded
dishes from the drain-board, and again
make one trip of taking them to the cupboard.

But helpful

manifold ways as this
little table is to me, I yet must admit that
had it been constructed for the purpose
by a clever cabinet-maker, instead of being converted from an old-fashioned
washstand by an amateur Jill-of-all-trades
it could have been vastly improved.
For
instance, instead of the one drawer it

43.

Makes
It Pay

Farming pays. It pays better than
any other investment. The way to
make it pay easier and bigger than
ever is to get our mechanical farm
helps to do more of your work at
reduced

and

This requires

cost.

what "makes

it

POWER

MECHANICAL

requires

it

EQUIPMENT;

but power equipment is
pay." We offer the best

in our lines at most reasonable prices.

CHAPMAN
work

—

powerful, handy
farm engine solves the
problem, summer and
winter.
It will run anything

This

ENGINE

from a cream separator to a grinder or silage
blower.
Just start the engine and it leaves you free to feed
the machine that is doing the work in hand, or to do some
No helper needed
entirely different work, elsewhere
enormous saving in labor and time. In our
Engine, the reliable timing device is adjusted for you at
the factory and, together with governor and valve mechanism,
You
is
protected from injury in a c^st-iron cam box.
save precious time and expense and secure long, uninterrupted, perfect service by the more than ordinary precision and constructive and material quality of the

"CHAPMAN"

CHAPMAN

Do you

^^^ ENGINE

Write for our Booklets on Engines for Farm use

TORONTO

remember

how our

Windmill

fathers

A

perfectly balanced,

easy running Windgiving

mill,

splendid,

steady power for pumpused to toil 20 hours
The TORONTO Windmill has ading.
justment to prevent racing m high wind.
a day for weeks, to get
Requires oiling once a month.
the harvesting done? That
was when the harvest was era
died and bound by hand. You no
The TORONTO Economy
OTT
longer hear of gleaning all night by
Silo is ni^de to compete
the light of the harvest moon.
with the best Silos
The reaper and binder have
found on the contichanged all that. The ordinary
nent.
Made by
chores in farm life have lost their drudgery
our Tank experts,
too. Pumping water for house and barn, grindwho make 90% of
ing feed, pulping roots, churning, washing, and
the tanks in
cream separating, are not done by hand any more.
2 - inch
Canada.
Gasoline engines or windmills furnish power to
creosoted spruce,
turn machinery and pump water. We manufacair-tight doors and
ture and supply nearly all the helps needed to
,

TORONTO Economy
Q

Saw Frames, Grinders,
life easy:
Blowers, Well Drills, Pumps, Water
Systems, Litter Carriers, Windmills, Engines, etc.

windc
dows, easy to
and take
Shipped
ou
l^^k out.
ready to set
Get
p
our prices.

make farm

Ik

^put
put in

Silos, Silo

\

Wood

Saw

I

.

in

might have had two or three. Or it might
have had two large ones for the cutlery
and several very small ones for spices or

Ontario

Wind Engine & Pump

77 Atlantic Ave.,

TORONTO

Co., Ltd.

Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg

Regina, Calgary

cleaning agents. Then again, a set of rubber-tired wheels would really make the
table look smarter and move more
but as I said before, the plan is
suggestive.
Anyone interested can im-

little

quietly,

prove upon

it

for their

own

benefit.

CANADIAN NORTHERN
HOMESEEKERS' FARES
$35.00 to Winnipeg
$38.75 to Regina

Pretty and Profitable
Hon. Duncan Marshall, Minister of
Agriculture for Alberta, addressed the
Dominion Jersey Breeders at Toronto recently,

and

called for

more

serious attention to the conformation of the animal in
their development of the breed.

"Our dairy breeds,"

said he, "should
be models of conformation as well as big
producers.
want a cow that the boy
on the farm will be proud of a cow that
he will stay after hours, if necessary, to

We

—

But he will not stay on a farm
where poor looking live stock is encouraged. Most boys like to feed a good calf,
but they do not warm up to a calf that is
only a tail and a mouth with an insatiable
feed.

appetite between.

$39.75 to Saskatoon
$43.00 to Calgary and

Edmpnton

AND RETURN FROM

TORONTO
Proportionate fares from and to other points.

ELECTRIC LIGHTED TOURIST CARS
For our Booklet "Homeseekers' and Settlers' Guide,'
tickets, and information apply to

CITY TICKET OFFICE
or write R. L.
68

52 King Street
FAIRBAIRN, General Passenger Agent,
King

-

Street, East,

Toronto

—
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--f^mt

The

First

PREMIER

PERFECT SILO
A// that

its

Name

Aid

for

Lung

Trouble
T\ie

MADE
FOOTWEAR

SPECIALLY

FARM

DELIVERED

Causes of Consumption are Prevent-

TO YOD

Intelligent co-operaable causes.
tion could stamp them out.

Implies

By

ANNIE

A.

BACKUS, M.D.

THE
make

fear of this dread trouble "doth
cowards of us all." And yet
notwithstanding all this, there is
no contagious disease known where those
affected are so careless, and where the
law is so indifferent to others' danger, any
acute trouble which is either infectious
or contagious {excepting only tubercular
trouble) means isolation of the patient,
and the placarding of the house in which
the patient resides; but a consumptive
comes in and out of his home, carries on
his business, casts the sputum where he
likes, kisses his wife and children, is at
perfect liberty to spread the contagion
where he will, disregarding even the most
common Unitary laws (and then we wonder why consumption is so prevalent) If
such disregard of hygienic laws were displayed concerning other contagious and
infectious diseases we would not be surprised if half of human life were lost
each year.
The lack of individual prophylaxis is
one of the first factors in the prevalence of
consumption in Ontario.
Of course there are other causes than
the sputum in the spreading of this
disease, but undoubtedly it is an active
assistant {possibly the most active) in
fact one of our greatest specialists has

Here

a

is

working

woodsmen,

farmers,

for

men,

trackmen,

quire

e.xtra

working

durable and
s-pecially
shoe

weight,

light

comfortable
suitable

— all

laborers
strong, easy

We make

in.

mill-

who

re-

footwear

for
the

them

of

Skowhegan
splendid oil-tanned
proofed leather that has made

water-

Palmer's"Moose Head Brand"
No need
with tired, sore, aching, burnfind
and
of
these
pair
Get
a
ing
ease and comfort. If your dealer doesn't
enclosname,
his
us
carry them, send
ing $3.25, and we will ship you a pair,
charges paid, to any address in
all
Canada or U. S. Remit (stating size)
Same style
by postal or express order.
as shown, 8 eyelets high, $3.15. Write
for catalogue ".
JOHN PALMER CO., Limited.
"''
Fredericton, N. B., Canada.
famous for almost forty years.
to suffer
feet.

.

said,

BE PREPARED

against the invasions
of drought and scarcity of fodder by
building a Premier "Perfect" Silo the
result 'of eighteen years' experience. No
modern farmer can afford to be without
one.
Write for catalogue "A" giving
valuable information.

The Premier Cream Separator Co.
TORONTO. ONTARIO

OWN

GET A FARM OF YOUR
TAKE
.

YEARS TO PAY

20

The laud will support you and pay for itself.
Sm immense area of the nuist fertile land in
Western Canada for sale at low prices and
easy terms ranging from .$11 to $.".0 for farm
lands, with ample rainf.ill irrigated lands
from $35.
Terms One-twentieth down, bal-

—

—

ance within twenty years.

In irrigation disloan for farm buildings, etc., up to
$2,000, also repayable in twenty years
interest
only 6 per cent. Privilege of paying in full
tricts,

at

any time.

—

Here

is

your opportunity

to in-

crease your farm holdings by getting adjoining land or secure your friends as neighbors.
For literature and particulars apply to

Allan Cameron, General Sup't of Lands
Desk 28, Dept. of Natural Resources C.P.R.

CALGARY. ALBERTA
Congenial woi..

$120.00 SURE

at

home among

church people.
Mnn or woman.
50 days or less.

^^i^^^a^^^m^mm^a^^^^^tm
Spare time may be used. No experience

required.

IN1ERNATI0NAL BIBLE PRESS. SpadinaAv.TorontD

"No

spitting,

no consumption."

Whether tubercular or not tubercular
a .man should have enough self respect
and regard for others to refrain from this
abominable habit, and any person who
from any catarrhal trouble of the nose or
throat, has to dispose of any sputa, it
should be in some receptacle which can be
burned (as for the ordinary spitting habit
superinduced by brag and tobacco, public
opinion should be an active agent in putting it out of existence) Paper cups, nap-

Fertilizer Quality

When

you buy fertilizer
remember you are buy-

what

ing

is

in the goods

and not merely a weight
of two thousand pounds.
When

a smelter buys gold ore
he buys not merely two thousand
pounds but he insists on knowing
how much gold is in the ore, and
you should know the amount of
active nitrogen,

of the

which

is

the gold

fertilizer.

.

sputitm boxes, are so inexpensive
that they leave no excuse for outraging
the common decencies of life by neglecting to use them. If we were the one hundredth part as anxious to prevent the
spreading of disease as we are to avoid
contracting it, consumption would soon
diminish.
Our public health officers are all too remiss in looking after these things. Now to
give two incidents; a few months ago
there was in the prison a young man, convicted for an abominable offence, while
there tubercular trouble manifested itself
in him, and he was sent home on that
account, the conditions of the home were
bad, of 'course, he died in a short time;
but not so soon that a cousin who was
much with him did not contract the
disease and he (the cousin) was buried a
few days ago, while a sister of the young
man from prison is now in the early
stages of consumption. Here we have a
demonstration of gross neglect on the
part of the health officers; and the results.
Another case which we will quote, not

For farther information write

kins,

because

it is

unique but because

it is

too

DR.

WILLIAM

S.

MYERS,

25 Madison Avenue,

Director

New York

|\TRAOe|^ll*«R

j^

COATED LINEN
COLLARS
iTry
|lute

One on the AbsoGuarantee

of

Makers.
We stand back of

the

it.

Have showu the greatest
improvements of auj- collars
offered to the trade since 1879.
The slit over the reinforced
button-hole, prevents tlie button
on tlie neck, and allows freedom in adjustThe flexible tabs prevent breaking at the
ing tie.
Sold by the best dealei-s in every city.
front fold.
pi-essiug

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO.
Hamilton, Ontario

Made

in

Write

Canada

for booklet on stylet

VARICOSE VEINS, BAD LEGS, ETC.
are promptly relieved with inexpensive home treatment.
It absolutely removes the pain, swelling, tiredness and
i^ull particulars on receipt of stamp.

disease,

W.

F.

YOUNG.

482 Lymans Building

P.D.F.

Montreal, Canada
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common and shows the entire lack of common sense displayed in the care and proNow
tection of human health and life.
every farmer knows if he has a case of
lump jaw
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The Primrose

herd of cattle it is wisdom
on his part to keep the fact as dark as
possible if he wishes to sell the milk from
in his

his herd, or to make any deals in selling
stock; but how differently do we find the
conduct of people relating to consumption

human beings. In a town of about
twenty-five hundred inhabitants, a town
boasting of its up-to-date methods there
has been for some time a man in the last
stages of the most contagious form of consumption carrying on a business as news
agent and bookseller (and many people
patronized him because he was suffering
from this very trouble). Now can anyone
conceive of a more efficient method of
spreading consumption than this?
He
was a man of the most careless habits,
spitting on the floor of his shop as he
waited upon customers, books and papers,
uncovered, lying about, all of which are
to be distributed among the people. Why
wonder that consumption is prevalent in
in

A "One- Adjustment
Cream Separator
"DEFORE

the Primrose came, cream separa-

^-^ tors were machines of many gears and bearings, requiring all sorts of adjustments all the time.
If you ever owned one, you .know what that means.
adjustments that youtever
It war. tighten this, and move that
You knew you were losing
felt quite safe in making yourself.
cream, but couldn't help it, and you found even a wasteful separator much better than hand skimming.
All those adjustments are now done away with. The Primrose
There is only one
is, in truth, a "one-adjustment" machine.
place where wear affects the work of the Primrose, and that is on

—

Ontario?

Of course the danger of contagion is
often exaggerated, and many people suffer
from fear which is needless, the fear of
consumption, the fear of hydrophobia, the
fear of cancer, the fear of smallpox, these
are ever-present fears making many
wretched, and strange to say this very
fear causes the one who fears to become
more liable to contract the very disease
he dreads.

the hardened steel point that carries the weight of the whirling
bowl. And since this point is made of finest tool steel, tempered
like a fine razorj you can see that the adjusting will not take
much of your time.
Ask the Deering local agent, who sells Primrose cream separators, to show you this machine that anyone can keep in perfect
working condition all the time, or, write us at the nearest branch
house for complete information. If you're going to buy a separator, you'll neverregret the time you spend studying the Primrose.

Christian Scientists have done much towards the health of their followers when
they have inculcated the belief that
disease does not exist, for fearlessness is
preventive against many troubles. It is
the fearlessness of the man working at
great heights that enables him to walk
with safety the single plank which one
less sure would have to creep or fall.
woman walked into the office of a
certain physician one day, she was suffering from a severe cold and explained to
the doctor that she had caught it by sitting
on a cold chair the real cause was that she

International Harvester

Company of Ginada,

Ltd.

BRANCH HOUSES
At Brandon.
h.

Calvary, Edmonton. F-stevan, Hamilton, Lcthbridce, Tondon. MoQt'-=1
Battlsford, Ottawa, Quebec, Regisa, Saskatjoa, 5l. itbu, Wumipeg, V^r':

A

;

was fussy and

fearful. Fearlessness is an
attitude of health, nature throws all sorts
of protection and antidotes about the normal man and woman; the danger of consumption is everywhere but in the healthful the germ finds no place to grow.
Lowered vitality is then the first cause.
A young man working in a shoe factory
consulted his physician about some stomach trouble, the physician upon examination of the patient discovered signs of
tubercular trouble, in the right lung; this
fact was not mentioned a prescription was
given for the stomach trouble. The young
man was persuaded to leave the factory
and take a position on a rural mail route;
in two weeks the patient was eating and
sleeping well and in five months all signs
of lung trouble were overcome here the
vitiated, leather-tainted air of the factory
had lowered the young man's vitality and
this was an undoubted case of incipient
phthisis
caused by lowered
vitality

—

brought about by unsanitary surroundings.

Consumption is prevalent in Ontario,
because factories are not properly ventilated, and men and women are often work-
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Better Calves
PURINA menns

more than

—

*

-
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Bigger Profits

food.
It means sucoess in raising
calves. No milk is necessary after the second week.
PURINA means
that you can raise calves, the paying way.
Purina Calf Meal is a
scientific blend
it took
research and much experiment to perfect this
combinrttion. PURINA contains the necessary natural elements of food
for growing calves. Prove it by using it.
a

c-alf

—

WRITE FOR FREE CHART FOR
FEEDING CALVES SCIENTIFICALLY.

The Chisholm

Milling
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ing under conditions of unsanitary feedunsanitary drinking, unsanitary
ing,
breathing, result lowered vitality, se-

quence consumption

—"The

most

pharmacy

efficient

for the tubercular patient is
Delweiler
good,
the kitchen,"
says
nourishing, tvell cooked food and if this
is the necessity for the tubercular patient,
surely it must be the greatest safeguard

—

—

against consumption.

Poor cooking is another cause of the
prevalence of consumption in Ontario.

The marriage of consumptives is one of
the outrageous customs in this province;
and it is not so much because of the
danger to the possible children as to the
husband or wife; besides it is the founding of a new centre for the distributing
of disease.

Any man or any woman who having
the knowledge of the fact that he or she
is threatened with tubercular disease, and
then has no more sense of the fitness of
things than to marry and undertake to
found a home has not enough common
sense to conduct any part of that home in
a sanitary way.
There are many acts to-day called
crimes (some pretty bad acts too) and
punishable by the law, which are not half
so

wrong

tives.

Write

it

on the filmat the time.

Make

eiery written record more authentic, accurate, by truth telling photographs.
make the photographs more valuable by writing the date and title on the
film at the time of exposure.
Such a record becomes a permanent part of the negative, at
no extra cost for film and the making of it is only a matter of a few seconds with an

Then,

in turn,

Autographic Kodak
Ask your dealer

CANADIAN KODAK

to sho-iv

CO.,

you,

or

avrite usfvrafreecatatogui.

LiiTiited,

596 King

St. \V.,

TORONTO

as the marriage of consumpThe marriage of consumptives is

another reason for the prevalence of consumption in Ontario. To see a tubercular
mother nursing her child, and also see her
feeding it from a spoon she herself has
been using, is one of the common sights;
and it is such a complete outrage to ordinary decency that the wonder is that it is
tolerated at

all.

In

New York

there

is

a

law compelling the isolation of consumptives
but so long as patients are careful and consider others, this law is not
enforced; this is fair and just to all, because if men and women suffering from

—

tubercular disease will take the trouble to
consider others there need be no danger.
Let it be definitely understood by all, that
the greatest cause of consumption in Ontario (or any other place) is the careless
selfishness of the affected.

The first causes of consumption, remember, lie in lowered vitality, and

Solve the Hired Help Problem
becoming more acute. The men are being called to the Colors, leaving few
men available. The women are taking on additional work, but there's a limit
Only one solution
to the work that can be expected of the housewife.
machines to save manpower on the farm, conveniences to save time in the
It

's

home.

HARDWOOD FLOORS

every week. No sweeping day is necessary as with carpets
ten minutes with a dustlcss mop, better than ten hours with a broom. And
in the kitchen, no scrubbing
Hardwood Floors are not porous, hence will not
absorb grease and dirt stains.

add one day

to

—

Bright, cheery, cltan rooms.

Write

for

"BEAVER BRAND" Hardwood

The

SEAMAN KENT

Eastern Factories— Meaford, Ont.. Ste. Agathe. Que.

full

development of the body and the

activity of all its functions.

of consumption

full

The causes

are preventable causes.

Then why not all acting together help
stamp it out of Ontario?

to
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You should be able to save something
for a rainy day by investing in a mackintosh, an umbrella and a pair of rubbers.
Bindery Talk.
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MACLEAN

over-indulover-drinking,
over-eating,
gence, excesses of any kind means lowered
vitality. Lack of exercise too may be a
factor in lowering vitality, preventing the

Flooring Booklet F-3.

DELIVERIES ARRANGED TO ANY POINT IN CANADA

For Our

lowered vitality may be brought about by
several methods: over-work, over -worry,

TORONTO

Make good! Don't explain. Do the
Don't
thing you are expected to do!
waste time in giving reasons why you
didn't
or
wouldn't
or
or
couldn't
shouldn't.
Frank Crane.
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Buy GINSENG

the
Lareest

IHills

both Wild and Cultivated, at highest prices.

8.

you want reports on Fur or Ginseng,

If

has become very serious and has caused
alarm. Settlements which, ten or fifteen
years ago had many young people and a
well-filled school and well-attended church
with the real owners living on the farms,
have now become depopulated by farmers
retiring to a nearby town and "renters"
taking the place. "Renters" are very
often very poor, and sometimes shiftless
no money to spend on anything but the
real necessities; sometimes even too poor
to send their children to school.
One cause for this is that our whole attitude toward labor is wrong. We look
upon labor as an uncomfortable experience, which, if we endure with patience,

we may hope to outgrow and be able to
get away from. We practically say: "Let
us work now, so that by and by we may
be able to live without working!" Many
a farmer and his wife have denied themselves everything for years, comforting
themselves with the thought that when
they have enough money they will "retire." They will not take the time or the
money to go to a concert, or a lecture, or
a picnic, but tell themselves that when
they retire they will just go to everything.
So just when they have everything in fine
shape on the farm, when the lilacs are beginning to bloom and the
raspberry
bushes
are
bearing,
they
"retire."

Smi...

send for free quotations containing

full

Sfump
Pullers
The Smith machine

particulars.

lasw. 25th

H A SfHOFNFN
ov^nucntn, new york
II. n..

street.

city

pulls the larnest stumps at a cost of
5c each. Write today for free catalog a.id special offer,
W. SMITH CRUBER CO.. 84 SMITH STA..
CRESCENT. MINN.
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Special Easter Bargains
in Organs and Pianos
Here is a [lartial list of our Easter Bargains. Write to-day and secure the one you want,
fill in coupon and mail it to us for complele list of bargains in the kind of instruments
you want.
Eveiv instrument is jjuaranteed you take no chances.
Write to-day

or

—

or

will be

it

too

late.

Ye Olde

HEINTZMAN

F'trme

COMPANY, LIMITED

&

THREE SAMPLE BARGAINS

IN

ORGANS

liARN

Hve-octave organ in oil-flnished Wiilr.tlt case, high top with mil.- t pocket,
cylinder fallboard, hinip stands; has 7 stops. Including Vox Humana, Forte, Diapason,
eto.
Grand organ and knee .swell. In pei'fect condition and a snap at
$35

DOMINION
l)oard.

six-octave organ, walnut case with imitation pipe top: has sliding fallstops, including Vox Huraana, Couplers, Diapason, Melodia. etc.
Grand
A sweet-toned instrument, very suitable for .1 small church.

11

organ and knee swell.
Special

at

$4i»

Father's rheumatism is bad, and mother
can't get help, so they rent the farm and

BELLi 7-octave organ, piano cased model, rosewood finish; has rail top with mirror,
sliding fallboard, 3 panels in top door, lamp stands; has 11 stop.s', including Bass
and Treble Couplers. \ox Humana, Forte. Diapason, etc. Grand organ and knee

retire.

swell.

The people

whom

the

farm

rented
do not care anything about the lilac or
raspberry bushes there is no money in
them.
All they care about is wheat
they have to pay the rent and they want
to make money. They have the wheat lust,
so the lilacs bloom or not as they feel disposed, and the cattle trample down the
raspberry bushes and the gate falls off
the top hinge. Meanwhile the farmer and
his wife move into town and buy a house.
Thy get just a small house, for the wife
says she's tired of working. Every morning at 4.30 o'clock they waken. They often
thought about how nice it would be not to
have to get up; but now, someway it isn't
to

is

—

They can't sleep, everything is so
quiet. Not a rooster crowing. Not a hen
cackling.
They get up and look out. All
down the street the blinds are drawn.
nice.

—

Everybody is asleep and it all looks
blamed lazy.
They get up. But there is nothing

The woman

is

SQUARE PIANO BARGAINS
JENNYS &

to

—

New

SON,

York, square

piano, rosewood case, octagon legs, harp
scale,

ment

keyboard.

fi-octave
is

sweet tone, and would
practice

This instru-

perfect order and has a very

in

A

piano.

make

bargain

special

$.52

MILLER

BROS., New York, square
dark rosewood case, handsome
carved legs, full metal frame with long
over-strung scale; 7-octave keyboard, 2
piano,

pedals;

has

been

carefully

UPRIGHT PIANO BARGAINS
NEW

SIIOMER, Boston,

cabiuet grand
in
polished mahogany
design, Boston fallboard.
automatic full length music desk; has

upright

piano

case, colonial

metal frame with bushed tuning
overstrung scale, 7 1-3 octave keyboard, 3 pedals.
This is a sample instrument, and has been carefully tested
by our experts. The tone is rich and
sonorous, and this piano 'will give splendid satisfaction. Regular .$350. Special
bargain
$255
HEINTZMAN & CO. cabinet grand upright piano in handsome polished' rosewood ease, folding fallboard, 3 plain
panels in top door with centre swing
music desk, long over-strung tri-ehoro
scale, 7 1-3 ootave keyboard.
Has been
carefully renewed in every part in our
own factory, and is practically as good
as new.
Has genuine Heintzmau tone
and touch, and is offered special at $285
full

l;ins,

a fine little

at

overhauled

and renewed in every part, both inside
and out, in our own factory. The tone
is very rich, and this instrument is a
$89
snap at

so

not so badly off
woman can always tease out linen and
sew it up again, and she can always crochet.
Give her a crochet needle and a
spool of "sil-cotton," and she will keep out
of mischief. But the man is not so easy
to account for. He tries hard to get busy.
He spades the garden as if he were looking for diamonds. He cleans the horse
until the poor brute hates the sight of
him. He piles his wood so carefully that
the neighbors passing call out and ask
him if he "intends to varnish it." He
mends everything that needs it, and is
glad when he finds a picket off the fence.
do.

A 7-octave org.in i.s out of the ordinary, and any kind of music can be played
.m an instrument of this description.
The tone is very rich, and the organ is in
perfect condition.
Is .\ genuine snap at ...
$82

ONE SPECIAL PLAYER-PIANO BARGAIN
York, Player Piano in handsome dark mahogany case, over-strung
The case
plays 88-note music and has up-to-date player piano equipment.
design is plain but artistic, and this piano has an elegant tone. Regular price $650.
$450
Special bargain price

AUTOPIANO, New
scale;

We

include $10 worth of Player music and bench, free of charge.

PAY A LITTLE AT A

TIME

Pay
few

a

few

dollars a

Heintzman

now, then
month.

dollars

MAIL THIS COUPON

just a

gains in

your ad

Heintzman Hall
193A Yonge

St.

Toronto

&

Please mail

Name
Address

Co., Limited

me

complete

list

of barI

in

saw
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He

WHY NOT?
the value of your
help your community

// will increase

work and

charm.

own

works two ways: for good or
Whatever influences for good in the community is a benefit to the individual, and the
bad.

is

a benefit to

Slothful or indifferent neighbors around you are
not an advantage, but live, active citizens engaged in prosperous, up-to-date businesses, employing and using up-to-date methods, enhance
the prosperity of your own town and raise the
status of the community.

Farmer's Magazine has an influence for good. It
a strong advocate of better business, better
social conditions and a greater appreciation of
is

the value of efficiency in

Why

all

things.

not help your neighbors by recommending

F'armer's Magazine to them? The practical ideas
they will receive, the helpful suggestions and the
inspiration will make them better neighbors,
intelligent citizens and your community
the benefit. Success begets success.
Boost the prosperity of your community. Help
your neighbors. Get them started in the right
direction.

more
will

seems so lazy

broad daydown and
walk down town and
meets up with some idle men like himself. They sit on the sidewalk and settle
the government and the church and various things. "Well, I must be gittin'!" at
last he declares; then suddenly he remembers that he has nothing to do at home
everything is done to a finish and a queer
detached feeling comes over him. He is
no longed needed anywhere.
Somebody is asking him to come in for
a drink and he goes! Why shouldn't he
have a drink or anything else that he
wants, he asks himself. He has worked
hard. He'll take two. He'll go even further he'll treat the crowd. When he finally goes home and sleeps it off, he finds
he has spent $1.05, and he is repentant.
That night a young lady calls, selling
tickets for a concert, and his wife would
have bought them, but he says: "Go slow,
you can't buy everything. It's awful the
way money goes in town. Well see about
this concert— maybe we'll go, but we won't
It

light for a growTi
read.
He takes a

INFLUENCE

good influence of one individual
the community.

read the Farmer's Advocate.

tries to

They brought in a year's number of them
that they had never got time to read on
the farm. Someway, they have lost their

feel

man

in

to sit

—

:

—

buy tickets it might rain!"
They do not buy the tickets

—

neither do
they go. Minnie does not care much about
going out. She has stayed in too long.
But he continues to sit on the sidewalk,
and he hears many things.

Sometimes people have

attributed to
the idle
of the
small towns or tilt back in the yellow
round-back chairs on the hotel verandas,
can blacken more characters to the hour
than any other class of human beings. He
hears all the putrid stories of the little
tovni they are turned over and discussed

women the habit of gossiping, but
men, who sit on the sidewalks

;

in all their obnoxious details.

Here

a coupon for your neighbor to fill in on
your recommendation, or perhaps you will want
not get
to present him with a subscription.
two or three of your friends to subscribe % Send
their subscriptions to Farmer's Magazine, or fill
in the coupon below and we will send them a
free sample copy.
is

Why

Coupon. It means prosperity to you and a
higher intellectual standard in your community.

Fill in this

Please send a sample copy of Farmer's Magazine to the following, without
obligation:

NAME

ADDEESS.

NAME.

ADDKESS.

NAME.

ADDEESS.

NAME

ADDEESS.

The MacLean
143-153

Publishing Co., Limited

UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO, CANADA

At

first

he

repelled by them, for he is a decent fellow, this man who put in the lilacs and
is

the raspberry bushes back there on the
farm. He objects to the remarks that are
passed about the women who go by, and
he says so, and he and one of the other
men have "words."

The bartender hears it and comes out
and settles it by inviting everyone in to
have "one on the house."
So begins the degeneration of a man,
and it is all based on the false attitude
we have toward labor. His idea of labor
was wrong while he was on the farm. He
worked and did nothing else, until he forgot how to do everything else. Then he
stopped working, and he was lest.
Why any rational human being wants
to "retire" to the city, goes beyond me!
I can understand the city man, worn with
the noise, choked by the dust, frazzled -with
cares, retiring to the country, where he
can heal his tired soul, pottering around
his own garden and watching green things
grow. That seems reasonable and logical.
But for a man who has known the delight
of planting and reaping to retire to a city
or a small town, and "hang around" doing nothing,

Note.

is

— The

McClung

will

surely a retrograde step.

second

appear

article
in

our

by

Mrs.

May

issue.
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New Money
for

Dairymen

(Continued from page 26)

and yet having qualities equal to the best
Cheddar cheese on the market. The
reason why the householder and hotel
keeper are not more enthusiastic buyers
of cheese is because of the impracticability of dealing with a large quantity at
a time. On the other hand, if a small
portion be purchased the extent of cheese
surface exposed to the air tends towards
drying and deterioration of flavor and

general quality. This can be overcome
by the adaption of modern methods in the
direction of the manufacture of small
cheese.
I
am not for the moment con^
cerned with those cheeses known in the
market as soft cheeses, though there are
great possibilities for these.
I
mean
more particularly a cheese which in its
completion incorporates the advantages
of both the hard-pressed varieties and
the soft cheese varieties with a minimum
of the disadvantages of either.
In 1910 while attached to one of the
Dairy Colleges in England, my then colleague. Alec. Todd, and I devised after
much experimental work a method of
manufacturing a cheese 1 lb. in weight
which embraces the qualities of a hard
pressed variety, Clieddar (.r Cheshire, and
yet is ripe and ready for consumption ten
days after m.aking. This cheese is to-day
being successfully manufactured in England and also at the Michigan Agricultural College, East Lansing.
That there
is not only an opening but a demand for
such a cheese in Canada is acknowledged;
for in a recent issue of the Agricultural
Gazette, Mr. Barr, of the Dairy Division
at Ottawa describes experiments which
have been conducted at the Finch Dairy
Station. These have been successful and
a cheese has been produced which is 1
lb. in weight and is being retailed at 25
cents each.
The method of manufacture
adopted by Mr. Barr, and the system followed in the making of the cheese of
which I have had personal experience
are rot the same. But each is 1 lb.
in weight; each is a proved marketable
product; each provides a means of taking
advantage of the changing economic conditions; each has successfully met and
will continue to meet a growing demand
on the part of the consumer, and each
ofTers a profitable undertaking to the enterprising dairyman.
Those who can provide what the public
want enjoy far greater possibilities of
success than those who produce that
which they think should be wanted by
the public.
The producer of dairy produce must not be merely a successful
mechanical contrivance but a human device 'or tickling the palate and supplying
the needs of those who are pleased to
call themselves consumers.
The era of
home consumption is at hand. To-day
success is to be assured as a result not
only of expert technical knowledge of
-he art of manufacture but by the maker
at the time displaying a due appreciation
of the psychology of the public taste.

rKN OXl
SPARKLING GELATINE
G ronuJaied
(

j
the
endless variety'
T'HE
of Knox Gelatine uses, saves herself time, expense, and
worry about what to "have" for the table. She sav-es time,
for Knox Gelatine dishes are easily prepared; saves expense, for Knox Gelatine is most economical (a package
makes 4 pints); saves worry, for there are Knox dishes
for every meal, every course, every occasion.

housekeeper

who keeps in mind

Our 1916 Recipe Book
shows you how

to make all these good things. It
sent FREE for your grocer's name. If you wish
pint sample enclose 2c stamp.

is

B. KNOX CO.. Inc., Dept. H
Paul St. West, Montreal, Canada

CHARLES
180

St.

A recipe from the new book for a dainty, delicious maple dessert:
KNOX MAPLE SPONGE
Soak 1 envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatine in 1 '> cups cold water 5 minutes.
Put 2 cups brown or maple sugar and }^ cup hot water in saucepan, bring
to boiling point and let boil 10 minutes. Pour syrup gradually on soaked
gelatine. Cool, and when nearly set, add whites of 2 eggs beaten until
stiff, and 1 cup chopped nut meats.
Turn into mould first dipped in
cold water, and chill. Serve with custard sauce made of yolks of eggs,
sugar, a few grains of salt, milk and flavoring.

Would you
Would you

like

like to be

with us f

an occupation that keeps you out of doors and

in

touch

with the activities of the wciM? Would you like to work for us and represent us in your own district, providing you knew that good money could be
made from your spare time efforts? We can arrange to employ you full
time

if

you are the person we are looking for. Why not write to-day and
The "profits" are surprising.

learn particulars of the plan.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED
143-153

UNIVERSITY AVENUE

Dept. G.
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Both Sides

of the Kitchen
To

a

Wom-

an, a Kitch-

en Means
Something
More Than
a Workshop
or

BoomJ

Food

Labo ratory
By

ETHYL
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THE

efficient

looks

builder

over
the kitchen corner of
the house-plan, and
thinks, "This is -where
the work has to be
A woman
done."
comes into the finished room some weeks
critically

Salt is

says, "This
have to
I
It means that
live."
there are two sides

and
where

later

is

'Mideh

to a

99

-

complete kitchen

—efficiency

and livnoand
where are these more
important thanin the
farm home where

ableness,
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toffhih weight (
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Young
and Expectant
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Mother
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job.

TW.EDDELLS YOUNG

MOTHERS

GUIDE.

And

diet.

strong

The two items that come first in the
question of kitchen convenience are the
arrangements for water and fuel. In a
house where there is no system of running water, it costs comparatively little
to have a supply of soft water from a
cistern, with a sink and pitcher pump.
Supposing twenty feet of pipe are required, the cost would be approximately:

It tells all

needs and
how to keep baby well.

baby,

care,

its

and beautiful.

TWBDDELL

considered
DR.
one of the foremost Child Speciali.sts of to-day.
His advice to

Young Mothers
well

in

many

worth

is

Guide

this

is

times the price

asked for

it.

WRITE

TO-DAY

circular
etc.,
or better
^iving coiitents.
TRADE MAKK
yet. just remu one dollar, being cost of Guide Postpail, and we will send same on approval with the
understanding if you don't find it all we say, you

can

letum

it

at

once

and

your

iefnnde<l.

FOR HAKVS SAKE

.lust

don't delay.

for

money wiU be

"DO

IT

NOW."
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address

MOTHERS' GUIDE ASSOCIATION
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\
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R
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Dept. 19, 306 Rvrie Bldg., Toronto, Ont.
Not sold at

a

good deal of kitchen work, and the one
woman on the staff finds it necessary to
spend the greater part of her time on the

Baby's
welfare at heart should
have a copy of DB.

about

usually

is

stores

^\

I

Stove

>-

.-. :
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'A'"

1

When

buying your

next

Working

Outing

Shirt,

or
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-
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'
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THE

The complete kitchen is planned for
cheerfulness as well as efficiency.
20 ft. pipe at 10c per ft
Pitcher pump

$ 2.00
2.75
Sink, enamelled iron, trap, etc.... 12.40
Brackets for sink
1.00

$18.15

With a good supply of
the house

F
«

Only
districts

ask

Trade

-»"•*

THE DEACON SHIRT

^"'^^
Fit

and Quality

Guaranteed
CO., Belleville, Ont.

Mairk

—

§

saved by a

little

m

in

specially favored
electricity and

have

natural gas eliminated the
work of carrying fuel into
The next best
the house.
a
is to have
good-sized fuel-box convenient to the stove, and opening
at the back through the

arrangement

iH/<|

the housekeeper's steps were
rearrangement of the equipment.

Diagram showing how

water

a great deal

sink.

fii]*

VSHIRT^/

soft

mean

work to carry from the well what is
needed for drinking and cooking, if the
well is not far from the house.
However, with a sink and waste pipe installed,
the additional expense of
having hard water in the
Diwivii^ 'Roov>>
kitchen would only amount
to the cost of the necessary
1Isttvef /l '\_
piping and another pump to
put at the end of the same

TatU

'<,

does not

of

fl

Taile

it

—

;

FAR
kitchen wall into the woodshed so that it
filled without carrying the coal
The box
or wood through the kitchen.
is fitted with a tight lid on hinges, so no
dust or draught comes through into the

MER

MAGAZINE

S

'

can be

room when it is being filled. Besides this
arrangement for getting fuel into the
kitchen, a very simple device
for carrying the ashes out.

may

be used

The saving
Tn
M,

the place of expensive joints.
It saves
dollars in the kitchen.
Bovril is the concentrated goodness of the best beef
so strong that it

A

no dust escapes there.

Bovril makes soups and stews so much
more nourishing that they can often take

Ul 66ri

stove-pipe
with a damper runs from the ash-pan,
through the floor and into a metal ashbarrel in the basement; when the damper
is turned the ashes fall through the pipe
and the barrel in the basement being covered,

many

—

cannot possibly be manufactured
Insist

upon the

thing— Bovril in

cheap cubes.

in

the Bovril Bottle.

Greater Washing Comfort
FOR PRACTICAL FARMER READERS
How much

longer will you continue
depreciate
your personal

health,
and
washboard drudgery ?
Don't you owe it to yourself and
of
impaired health and appearance

other.

kitchen cabinet comes in when you go to
make a cake or a pan of biscuits everything is right there within reach. Kettles
and saucepans should be kept in a cupboard near to the stove and not crowded
into a dark corner so low that you have
to get down on the floor to find them. At
the same time there is an objection to the
efficiency idea of hanging them out in the
most convenient place, but exposed to

real

S.H.B.

One of the first things we have to learn
in kitchen eflSciency is the grouping of
furniture and utensils according to their
uses. The sink, stove and work-table, for
instance, have a very close working relaIf they are set in
tion to one another.
opposite corners of the room we waste a
lot of energy walking from one to the

No one plan can be prescribed for
kitchens in general; every woman has to
work out the best arrangement for her
own, but we have a pretty good illustration of some common mistakes and their
correction in the diagrams below. Even
the grouping of small utensils, egg-beaters, mixing bowls and spoons, and having
these close to the supply cupboard with
sugar, flour-box, spices, etc., is important.
This is where the convenience of a

the Soup

in

,

to lose money,
appearance by

family

—of

wasted

to

extreme

your
unnecessary

injure

remove the cause
exhaustion and

energy ?

of practical fanners, whose washing is just as dirty
cleaning it with the "EASY" Ha^d Power Washer.
especitflly
"F" EASY
the
adapted for running by your gasoline engine. Price within reacli of all
who use a gasoline engine. It means a saving of $35.00 to $100.00 a
year in labor and fabric, besides the satisfaction of clean, wholesome,
sanitary washing.
Operates on the only correct principle air pressure
and vacuum suction.
should be
"B"
The "F:aSY"
in every home where gasoline or electric power is not available.

Thousands

as

youi-s .are

Now comes

POWER WASHER,

MODEL

—
HAND POWER WASHER

model

You may enjoy the comfort of this wonderful labor and time
saving Easy Vacuum Washer and Wringer by writing to-day.
.stating the style you are interested

EASY WASHER COMPANY

50

Canadian made.

in.

CLINTON PLACE. TORONTO

;

dust.

In planning to save unnecessary waste
of energy in doing house work, it is well to

keep in mind that the walking around in
even the most inconvenient kitchen is seldom as tiring as the stair climbing in
carrying things to and from the cellar
in the average house where there is no
a
Stair-climbing means
refrigerator.
great deal more than walking on the level
it means actually lifting the weight of the
body every time you take a step up. Almost every good barn is fitted with feed
chutes and litter carriers; it is time every
farm house had a dumb-waiter.

Then when you have some of the main
features of your kitchen settled, the fact
that you have begun to study the problem of convenience will lead to a lot of
clever little original devices suited to
your own particular needs.
For example, when we begin to think about arranging our equipment from the working
angle, instead of standing a lamp in the
crowded space on the sink-board or table
when we have to wash dishes after dark,
we will have a bracket fastened in just
the right place on the wall where a lamp
can be fastened securely out of the way
and always ready to give light where it is
most needed unless, of course, we are so
fortunate as to have an electric bulb or a
gas jet to pour light into the dark corners about the stove and sink. Instead of

—

REQUIRING SOME OF

IF

Jm
jum

j^stam-

ENGLAND'S
BLUE, BLACK,

best

flBfeliBHHIn

HHmPSHH

^m^^nnp.
^^^p^

BUFF

WHITE ORPINGTONS

or

or

CAYUGA DUCKS
write stating

As

.^m^^^m

I

Breed

full

requirements

Them

at

My Farm

Special facilities for exportation.

Also breeder

of

pedigree

Jersey Cattle and Berkshire Pigs

HAROLD CORRIE

^P^--

Quobleigh,

BLUE ORPINGTON COCKEKEL
Bred by H. Corrie

DAIRY SHOW.

1st prize.

There

is

Eastleigh,

Hants,

ENGLAND

Cables; Corrie, Fair Oak, Englar\d

'When

wtitine, please mention this niagazine"
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poor brick^ good brick

and

"MILTON" BRICK
and the name "Milton" stands for
brick clean-cut hard
a
better

—

durable,

—

NON-CRUMBLING, PER-

MANENT.

For these reasons Mil-

chosen by careful
builders, and here is the point, this
ton

The

Brick

is

high quality Milton Brick costs lo
more than the common kind.

Our booklet contains a
interest you.

Brick talk that -will

It is free.

handsome Brick Fireplace

Milton Pressed Brick Co., Limited

Also one book of
designs,

—

ivriie.

Milton, Ontario

—
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Cold Rooms

making a

trip to a garbage barrel somewhere around the barn every time we
have to dispose of some vegetable parings

or table scraps, or resorting to the unsafe
practice of having ordinary garbage pails

around the house

in fly-time,

we

will

have

a neat, closely-covered box in the kitchen
just large enough to hold the garbage car.
This can be emptied three times a day,
and neither a fly nor a human visitor will
ever detect its presence in the room.
IS

THE KITCHEN A LIVABLE PLACE?
made the kitchen

All this has only

more convenient workshop, and

Your House?

In

enough for the woman with "a soul above

you're troubled with cold rooms, if you bum too much
if you're dissatisfied with your present heating system,

or

you're about to

If

if

her frying-pan." The kitchen, quite as
much as any room in the house, should be
a place of beauty and comfort; it should
have an "atmosphere" that meets you
pleasantly at the first appearance; the
thing that kills this quality in most kitchens is darkness dark woodwork and
floors that won't show dirt, dark green
blinds, dark oilcloth covered tables and
dead-colored walls. The first order for
the creation of an ideal kitchen is, let
there be light. This should be provided
for first by the builder, in giving ample
window-space, and then the windows
should not be darkened, except when protection is needed from the direct rays of
the sun. White curtains, besides giving a
dainty touch to the room, seem to sift in
a purer light, and if made short the
laundering doesn't amount to much; it is
better still to have them fastened with a
rod at both top and bottom so they cannot
blow against the screen.
Even where the natural lighting of the
room is poor, however, wonders can be
worked through the use of good wall
colors.
Light yellows and buffs are the
most exhilarating tones, but not so restful
as some of the other light shades. A
charming decoration in alabastine or flattoned paint is shown in light blue with a

—

coal,

^

install

you how every room

in

a new one, we would like to tell
your house can be properly and

—

economically heated.

q We are selling the KELSEY WARM AIR GENERATOR with the ZIG ZAG Heat Tubes because we
know

heater gives the most satisfactory ind economical

this

results,

and

will prove, in the

end, to be a

much

for the purchaser, than the ordinary light

ment

with a low

first

cost as their

show you some

^

main reconmiendation.

Let us
System of Heating wfiich has been

THE

JAS.

better invest-

weight furnaces

of the advantages of the
installed

m

Keisey

35,000 homes.

SMART M'FG CO.,

Ltd.

BROCKVILLE, ONT.

^
Kc
^

Le-t T4S

"^

^H^;'

Help

raise

"^^"^

^^^^I'k

'V^O'ML

viovlv^

OHicHs.

\%4^

^^^^^^

cream

With Pratts

to help, the beginner can
hatch of chicks as well as
an old-timer. Xo need to worry about the feed.
You have everything a chick needs, in the right form for easy digestion, in
Big Poultrymen who
Pratts Baby Chick Food.
raise thousands of chicks buy Pratts Baby Chick
Food by the ton. They know this completely
raise his

solves

the

feeding problem

for

the

first

first

three

weeks.

/jy^^Baby Chick

Food

2oc. pacl.ai/is and luryer mvney-xniiny sizes up
to 100 lb. bugs.
Sold al nil dealers, on our

—

Diarrhea Remeds-

Keep

Liic'f

— an

chicks

to

from the
White

flock with Pratts
efTective preventive.

—

Dust them often

Use f'ratts
not expose young chicks to disease germs.
It's money
Disinfectant in pens, brooders, coops, and incubators.

Do

and time well spent.
"Poultry Wrinkles," a book
daily Assistance to Poultrymen.

Food Co.

little flocks

of bluebirds

above the moulding. Another almost as pretty can be made in
pale green with a stencilled border of
green ships sailing along above the moulding. If the kitchen is very well lighted, a
beautiful Quaker-like decoration can be
worked out in a soft, light grey flat-tone
finish with ivory ceiling, and a plain border design. And with any of these, white
enamel-painted woodwork is the ideal for
appearance. It is true that it does show
every finger-mark, and perhaps in a house
where there are small children it would
not be practical, but a good hard-finish
enamel paint will wash almost as easily
Especially

is

the

silver-grey stain and a coat of varnish.
This, of course, could be used only on new
wood, or where the old finish has been

removed.

The

FREE — 64-ijage

Pratt

and

white high-gloss paint good for the inside
of dark cupboards. If white woodwork
se^ms too light for your kitchen a very
pretty finish can be obtained by using a

Don't let the chicks get a- set-t)ack.
with Pratts Powdered Lice Killer.

.\wa.v.

ceiling

stencilled along

as a piece of porcelain.

Money Back Guarantee.

White Diarrhea comes
mother hen. Guard your

a

this is not

of

or

Canada Limited

68B Claremonl Street, Toronto

«

best kitchen floor

is

linoleum-cov-

ered. It is the easiest to keep clean, and
slightly yielding to the feet, a matter well
worth considering for the woman who
must be on her feet the greater part of

the day. A washable rag mat or two,
in front of the sink and table or kitchen-
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cabinet is also a real kitchen comfort, as
well as a protection for the floor covering.
It is easier to get a new rug than to
patch the linoleum as it wears through.

The very pronounced

designs in oillike other
housefurnishings that clamor for attention, they soon become tiresome, and people have learned to like the quiet patterns
of the inlaid material squared off in grey,
blue, green or yellow.
floral

cloths are not so popular

now;

Then the farm kitchen should be a
place where you can rest, in the little intervals of watching the oven, or picking
up some mending. The commercial

"kit-

chen chair" is usually nothing much more
than a prop the kitchen lounge commonly
found pushed into the corner behind the
stove out of sight, is decidedly irregular
in its surface, and no one ever uses it for
long at a time. The kitchen should have a
flat, level, spring lounge; it may be homemade with a straw mattress, provided
the filling is renewed often enough, and
covered over with dark pebbled oilcloth,
so it can be washed oflF like the rest of the
furniture. Five minutes of absolute relaxation will tide over many a hard place.
;

VV/HEN
* '

after

a stock motor

day

in all

shows

sorts of

its

ability

tough

tests

da^
you

get the true angle on a quality motorcycle.

Girl and Her
Business Training

The

Stock models of the New Indian Powerplus Motor perform brilliantly every time they have an opportunity of
proving their superiority.
For power, speed, climhing,
cleanlmess,

{Contivned from page 24)
with children. Emergencies are bound to
occur in life. In fact, they are a part of
our development.

CORRELATE FARM AND HOME BUSINESS
WITH SCHOOL WORK

How should this
How early should

training be given her?
begin?

it

should be given by making use of
the opportunities at hand, and at as
early an age as possible. One father carIt

incidentally relieving himwork as well as giving
his daughters an invaluable training, by
making a practical application of the lessons being learned in school to the business going on on the farm. For instance,
if wood were being sold, at night he gave
the length, width and height of the load
for next day to the young pupil, with the
request to find out for him how many
cords it contained and how much the load
ought to bring next day at the prevailing
market price. Similar calculations were
made with regard to the grain, cattle,
fowl, butter, eggs, the milk sent to the
factory, and great was the perturbation
of the young speculator if, when the returns came in, they did not tally with

noiseless

Yet the 1916 Powerplus Indian operates

lowest cost.

—

actual demonstration

why

Indian

it's

giving

quickest,

Send

for

absolutely the

the

is

MADE
thus

IN

BEST.

only Motorcycle

CANADA

the rider

the

best,

and most complete Service

your copy of the beautiful 1916 Indian Catalog

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
25 Mercer Street, Toronto
iLargest Motorcycle Manufacturers in the Worid)

The Best Horse Clipping

Macliine—

on

ters. One small maiden was entrusted
with the bringing home of a registered
letter and how gravely she felt the responsibility,
almost unconsciously, besides, learning something about means of
transmitting money.

at the

See this master motor at your local dealer's.
Get a line on its
supreme merit points.
Let him ifiou) you what the 1916 Indian is
made of— and how. Don't take our say-so for it find out from an

hers.

Composition was applied to the writing

are

—

ried this on,

of clear, legible, courteous business let-

and endurance they

You don't have to "tune up" a Powerplus Motor or
"coax" it to make good. Any stocf^ Powerplus, selected
at random, will do at least 70 miles an hour
and
probably more!

self of considerable

Sometimes the mistake was made
her side, occasionally on the other.
Wits were sharpened as well as pencils in
this kind of "home-work."

action

mechanical marvels.

That

is

what customers

of the

Stewart

in

^

every country say

Machine

turns easiest, clips fastest and endures the
longest. Its file hard cut steel gears running
in oil will last a lifetime. It has feet of new
style, easy running flexible shaft and the new
patented Stewart cutting head, highest grade.
Clip off the heavy winter coat from your horses
before the spring: work beg^ins. They will look
Ij^
better, feel better and do better work. Get
It

^^

^^

one of the Stewart Ball-Bearing Machines
your hardware, saddlery or imple^^^^ from merchant,
at ouly $9.25.
^^^fc ment

Insist on a Stewart Machine, the only
one that wiJi give you good eervice. Writ»
us if your merchant does not have it.

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT COEfil6

N

LaSalleSt, Chicago,

ILL'

>
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Bookkeeping became practically useful

I

Wm Tell You How to Make Poultry
Make Hens Lay»
Make Chicks Grow

Healthy,
Now that

mating time has arrived, it's up to you to see that your poultry get a
and internal antiseptics to make them vigorous and free of disease.

•tonic

making out a simple bill of
needful purchases in the town, then seeing that the merchant's receipted bill tallied with the goods delivered, and balancing up the cash remaining at the end of
the day's shopping, from which it went
on to the drawing up of notes, getting
them cashed, and learning about interest
at first in

and bank discounts.
A LESSON IN MARKETING

Therefore, feed Pan-a-ce-a.
:^/;r-;—

In that condition your hens will lay better, you
will get more healthy, fertile eggs and the chicks
will

stand a better

show

niy Guarantee

of reaching maturity.

So sure am I that
Dr. Hess Poultry
Pan-a-ce-a will
help make your
poultry healthy,
help make your
hens lay and your
chicks grow that

Therefore, feed Pan-a-ce-a.

And, before the hatches come, I want to warn
against gapes, leg weakness and indigestion, for
these ailments are responsible for half the babychick losses.
Therefore, feed Pan-a-ce-a it will

—

have told my
in
your
town to supply
you on condiiion

I

save you these losses.

dealer

Dr. Hess Poultry

that

Not

Pan-a-ce-a
I

claim, return the

empty package
and get your

money back.

PAN-A-CE-A
a Tonic—
a
It*s

if

does not do as

iv^
a^'

Stimulant

:

if Pan-a-ce-a fails to make good. VA lbs. 35c; 5 lbs. 85c; 12 lbs.
$1.75; 25-lb. pail, $3.50 (duty paid).

HESS & CLARK,
Dr.

terests.

Ashland,

EARNING MONEY AT HOME

Hess Stock Tonic

25-lb. pail, $2.25

While most of the young girl's services
should be given freely without jthought of
pay as her contribution to the general
welfare of the home, yet as a beginning of

100-lb. sack, $7.00 (duly paid)
Why pay the peddler twice my price ?
Your stock need this tonic now to harden and condition them after
the confined heavy feeding of winter. There's nothintj better to put
horses in trim for hard spring and summer wori<. iMilch cows need It
just now to prepare them fop the heavymilliing season ahead. Dr. Hess
Stock Tonic maltes all stoci< healthy, keeps them toned up and expels
worms. Sold under money-back guarantee. 2.s-lb. pail, $2.23; loo-lb.
;

her business education, it is advisable to
arrange some way of her earning money,
in very small quantities at first, but gradually increasing with her years, the ultimate goal being her equipment in some
line of work such as shall make her self-

sack, $7.00 (duty paid); smaller packages in proportion. Send 2c for my
TieM' free Stock Tonic book.

Dr. Hess Instant Loose Killer
KiHslice onpoultry and all farm stock.
tlie hens and sprinkle it in the

Dust

if your fowl are provided
with a dust bath, sprinkle Instant|
Louse Killer in the dust bath every
other week— the hens will do the
rest.
Also destroys bug-s on cu-

nests, or,

supporting.

"My

guarantee

I

it.

you have a sick or Infured animal, write Dr.

It

Hess, tell symptoms,

enclose 2c stamp for
reply, and he will send
you a prescription and
letter ot advice free
ol charge.

130-Egg

Incubator and Brooder fo?

ordered together

pay

all

freight

$13.90

we send both machines for only $13.90 and we

and duty charges

to

an^ R. R. station

in

Canada.

We have branch warehouses inWinnipeg, Man. and Toronto.Ont.

FRCiGHT
AND DUTY
PAtO

Orders shipped from nearest warehouse to your R. R. station.
Hot water, double walls, dead-air space between, double glass
t^oors, copper tanks and boilers, self-regulating. Nursery under

)
( 11
e(rg tray. Especially adapted to Canadian climate. Incubator and Brooder
shipped complete with thermometers, lamps, egg testers ready to use when you get them. Five
year guarantee 30 days trial. Incubators finished in natural colors showing the high grade California Redwood lumber used
not painted to cover inferior material. If you will compare our|
machines with others, we feel sure of your order. Don't buy until you do this you'll save money
Remember our price of 613.90 is for both Incubator and
it pays to investigate before you buy.
Brooder and covers freight and duty charges. Send for FREE cataldg today, or send in your order and save time,

—

—

—

—

—

.'oo'SrdX"

was a great one

to

want

one day when she wanted ice-cream and
candy and ribbons and various fancy articles, I said to her: 'Now Mary, if you
want those things, you must earn the

money yourself.'
" 'How can I earn money, mother?'

WISCONSIN INCUBATOR

CO.,

Box 206

,

Racine, Wis., U. S. A.

she

asked eagerly.
" 'Well, you could pick some of those
elderberries and harvest apples, and if
you help me with the garden and the
chickens, I'll give you a share in them.'
"She promptly accepted my offer, and I

am

If

little girl

things, and as she is our only child, our
problem was to teach her their value; so

cumber, squash and melon vines,
slugs on rose bushes, etc.
Comes in handy, sitting-top
cans. 1 lb. 35c; 3-lb. can
85c (duty paid).

And it is amazing how few
grown women have the knowledge of
banking methods, of pass books, of
cheques and deposit slips, interest simple
and compound, which these girls gained
demands.

as a simple matter of business routine.
It was a comparatively easy step from
this to a practical understanding of loans,
mortgages, the buying and selling of
stocks and bonds with their relative
yields of interest on the money invested,
what was sound business and what was
not, for the foundation of all later developments had been already laid in the correlation of school, home, and farm in-

Here are a few of the valuable ingredients in Pan-a-ce-a to
meet the requirements of your poultry which I have just
stated Nux Vomica, a nerve tonic; Carbonate of Lime, a
shell former; Hyposulphite of Soda, an internal antiseptic;
Quassia, ai\ appetizer; Iron, to enrich the blood, and other
valuable ingredients, all well known and recommended by
the highest medical and veterinary authorities.
Perhaps the strongest argument in favor of Pan-a-ce-a is
the fact that it has been on the market for 22 years and is
growing in favor each year. Read the guarantee in the
right-hand panel— that is your protection. There is a Dr. Hess
dealer in your town, a man whom you know, a man who
stands back of my guarantee and will return your money

DR.

Quite young the girls were let assist
with the marketing, and markets where
consumer and producer do business direct
with each other give one of the most valuable means of training in quickness, accuracy, knowledge of people, handling
money, and knowing values. The balance
remaining after the day's purchases were
made was deposited in the bank for later

surprised at the

Shft is delighted

way

it is

developing.

with what she earns and

very careful of it. The demands for
sweets and fancies are not nearly so frequent since they are paid for out of her
own earnings. I let her buy her own ribbons and small articles of dress now, and
though she is only nine, she is becoming
quite good in her judgment. She is also
very much interested in her savings account and sets aside a certain amount of
all her earnings to add to that, and one
cent out of every ten to give to church or
is

Sunday

school.
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THE BEST LINIMENT
OR PAIN KILLER FOR THE HUMAN BOOV

^

Gombault's

^

Caustic Balsam
HAS NO EQUAL

IT

^It is [lenetratP-^^
lUl ing,30otliiug antl

Parlectly Safa

healing, and for all Old
11^^ Sores, Bruises, or
^Vound^, Felons.
Exterior Cancers, Boils

and

InB

UviMAAM

nllman

ReMable

for

Corns and

Bunions
CAUSTIC BALSAM has
Dj^flu no equal as

DOUJ

a

Remedy

Sore Throat
Chest Cold

Liniment.

Backache

We

would say
who buy it that

not contain

a

to
it

Neuralgia
Sprains
Strains

al'

does

particle

poisonous substance
and therefore no harm
can result from its ex
temal use. Persistent
Ihorouoh use will cure
of

many

Lumbago

"My object in letting her earn and use
her own money is, first, to teach her the
value of money; second, to train her in
business methods, and last, to develop
her character, for though .she is our only
child, I'm not going to have her gvovf up
selfish, helpless and ignorant of money
and the responsibility it brings with it."
This was a young farmer's wife's
method of making a beginning in her little

daughter's business education.

Money

is not value in itself, but it is a
convenient method of representing values
and a full realization of this and all it implies must be gained by slow and gradual
practice in its earning, spending and investment. "We learn to know by doing
and to do by knowing," applies with as
much force to the management of money
as to any other branch of education.

Diphtheria

Sore Lungs
Rheumatism

old or chronic
ailment* and it can be
used on any case that
requires
an outward
application with
perfect safety.
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and
ail Stiff

Washes Everything

Farmer Gray Makes

Joints

Good

REMOVES THE SORENESS-STRENGTHENS MUSCLES
Cornhill, Tei.— "One bottle Causlle Balsam did
good than $120.00 paid in
OTTO A. BEYER.
doclor'sbills."
Price S 1 .aO per bottle. Sold by druggists, or Bent
by us express prepaid. Write for Booklet R.

my rheumatism more

The LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS COMPANY. Toronto.Can.

gently, but thoroughly

TV/HETHER
''

'

from fifteen to twenty cents per bushel
on his grain.
While father and son wrought together, it must not be overlooked that each

own

kets, tablecloths oi sheets.

business. The fathwas as carefully

•HOME" WASHER-

er's labor for the son

^
Do You Consider
Wear and Tear
On your

harness when you
figure your profits for the
year? Ordinarily that's a
big item but you can malce
it negligible by using

EUREKA
HARNESS OIL
Keeps the leather

soft

and

prevents cracking.
Adds
years to harness life.
Dealers Everywhere

The Imperial

Oil

Company

noted and timed as if it had been given to
a stranger, and vice versa. At the end of
the year a comparison of accounts was
made and adjusted as if the relation existing were altogether that of strangers.
In this way each knew what he was doing, and there was no one department of
the farm being maintained at the cost of
the other. Each household was as independent of the other as if separated by a
continent's width, and each business was
absolutely independent of the other. All
this was done while the father was allowed to do his work as a citizen and as a
parent, while the son was able to reap
the benefit of his father's experience without sacrificing his sense of independence.
Meanwhile the younger son was getting
ready for a partnership with his father
and his brother. The more earnestly each
worked and planned the more and greater
became the avenues of profit. So far
from the farm's not being able to maintain the three it gave every promise of
maintaining twice that number.

of

is

of

his

full

is

whether there

are only a few, the Maxwell Washer
equally efficient. It washes and
cleans delicate fabrics as well as blan-

Continued from page 23

was running

the tub

clothes, or

—

the easiest running of all washers
made with high speed balance wheel,

is

steel ball bearings

handsomely

and

Cypress

quality

and automatically

Constructed of best

cut gear wheels.
finished.

Insist on

Home

Maxwell

seeing the

IVasher at your dealers,
or ivrite to

MAXWELLS

LIMITED,
Dept.

its.

St.

Mary's, Ont.

B
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$1 Clemenf $ FOR BOYS
Day
Residential and

College

North

School
Toronto, Ont.

Boys prepared

for Ihe University. Royal
Colleee and lor business.

For informalion apfh

to

Military

Rev. A. K. Griffin.

Principal

Limited

BRANCHES IN ALL

CITIES

The

Why

Fruit Acids Are

Wholesome
r>Diiiwm«c
V^KUmE}^ iMPctovED

WARRINCR

STANCHION

Send for my booklet
and learn why these fasteners are being installed
in the stables of many

I

WAM.ACK

CKTMB.

PUBLIC
INSTITUTIONS
K4.ForMtvtlle.Conn.,C.S.A.

B.
Canadian orden filled from Canadian factory.
All correspondence should be addressed to the home office.
State In Inquiry If yon prefer booklet In French or Engllnh.

Fruit acids destroy all kinds of disease
germs. This answers the question, why
fruits are promoters of health. Disease
germs are ever present in the mouth,
If these
throat, stomach and bowels.
germs can be destroyed by such agreeable
medicines as fresh apples, peaches, pears,
grapes, strawberries and raspberries, currants and other similar fruits, why should
we not partake of them freely, thus avoiding doctors' bills? Remember that it is
easier to keep well than to get well after
you are once sick.

St.

Catharines Business College

Wright's kNOw-better School,

St.

Catharines

Affiliated with the Business Educators' Association
of Canada, provides the best in Business, Short
hand and Tyi)ewriting courses.
Stu<ly under thr
most favorable conditions. Fqr information writ*

T. F.

WRIGHT,

Principal

YOU CAN LEARN AT HOME
—

We teach you by mail Commercial Course (Bookkeeping, Arithmetic, Penmanship, Business Corre:

spondence, Commercial

Law). Shorthand and Typewriting, .Special English, Elementary Art, MechaniDrawing,
Architectural
Drawing,
cal
Electrical
Course, Engineering (Stationary, Traction, Gasoline,
Locomotive,
Automobile),
Matriculation,
Marine,
.Mind and Memory Training, Teachers'
or any subject.
Ask for wJiat yon
Canadian Correspondence College, Limited.
Dept. X, Toronto, Canada.
Civil Service.

Examinations,

need.

^

—
FAR
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M A GAZINE

WHEN THE
GERMAN RUSH
BEGAN
When

the great Teutonic sweep
across Belgium commenced; when
the Allies first were pushed back

and back upon Paris; results show
that lack of preparedness for such
an onslaught had placed tliem in a
position well nigh collapse.

wisdom

The

prepared

being

of

more completely
among nations than we ourselvas
in the round of eonnnou ailments
good

holds

H'O

that daily assail our lives.

Most cases of torturing muscuiar
rheumatism can be traced to the
neglect

in

treating the effects of

exposure or overstrain when
first

show themselves.

Dr.

Thomas'

Eclectric

thej'

goes

Oil

right to the root of torturing pain.

Taken inwardly as well as outwardly, Dr. Thcmas' Eclectric Oil
rackles rlieumatism or any other
painful ailment, from BOTH sides.
It not only gives instant relief, but
Ijuilds up the tissues and invigorates the whole system.

Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil

is

equal-

treatment of all
of the Domestic Animals such
blemishes on horses, spavin,

ly eflective in the
ills

as

especially in the initial stages, sore

shoulders, scratches, cuts from wire
fences and all skin abrasions.
Nothing has been found better
than Eclectric Oil as a dressing or
liniment.
Known everywhere
everywhere Sold
Used
everywhere. It is beneficial and dependable for both man and beast.

—

A

bottle of Dr.

Thomas' Eeleetrio

Oil should always be on hand.

your

Druggist or
Price 25c.

dealer

Ask

for

it

to-day.

Prepared only by

Northrop

& Lyman Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario

J>

Farmers are
Saving Money

(a

&.
A ^K

t
(

WHYDONT
YOU?

Cost $l.no to $6.00
P"l- lOOU-Han.l or

Power Machines

*

Send for
^
W Catal'KF.forfull

/^^5^
"

particulars

» FARMERS'CEMENT
\

vl

TILE

MACHINE CO.

Walkerville
Ont.

THE HORSES AND COLTS

WITH THE DAIRY CATTLE

Before the colts go out to pasture see
that their feet are trimmed, their teeth
not bothering them, especially the coming
three-year-olds.
Give the in-foal mare daily exercise.
Work her, if possible, at steady but not

over-burdensome work.
Horses may be slow sale, but all the
good ones will be needed.
Breed none this spring but the best.
Wash colts or horses thoroughly with
disinfectant

if

they show any signs of

A

thin cow at calving time has a poor
start for profits.
Perhaps it is poor feed and poor management that your cow is a poor pro-

ducer.

Keep milk records

if

the

truth

Above

all,

be clean in the stables.

Free record forms can be had from theDepartment of Agriculture at Ottawa.
Keep pure-bred cows, and the breed you
like best.

The Holstein and Ayrshire men are

lice.

Do not

let

them on

to

the pastures too

is

wanted.

ing to

try-

prove the beef values of their

steers.

soon.

We

haven't much choice this year in
labor, but a man who jerks and pulls and
swears at horses will not be tolerated on
many farms.
Get into heavy work gradually. Watch
shoulders and keep the feet clean.
Clip off the heavy hair from the workers, but watch for colds and overwork.
Give one of the boys charge of the
horses and make him accountable for this
department.
Feed in proportion to work done. Feed
oats 5 parts and bran 1 part, in the proportion of 1 lb. to every 100 lbs. of aniGood clean mixed
mal's weight per day.
clover hay is best roughage.

What

will

you do with a Jersey, steer?

AMONG THE SWINE
cement the best material for pig-

Is

pen walls?

Cement and
less

steel troughs are certainly
aggravation to the flesh.

Keep the young pigs thrifty.
Nothing like shorts and fine oatmeal for
young pigs.
Do not keep the brood sow too fat.
Give brood sow a warm drink after
farrowing. Feed lightly at first.
Good grain feed for newly-farrowed

rations,

sows is ground oats 3 parts, shorts 3
parts and oilcake 1 part, and skim milk.
Allow sows plenty of exercise.
You generally can judge a man's disposition by the sow on his place.
Can any of our readers give us instances of Yorkshire's getting their feet
lamed except from rheumatism?

feed

WITH THE SHEEP
Sheep are being hunted for now.
Auction sales in Ontario during March
brought $25 per registered ewe quite

IN

Fat

many

THE CATTLE STABLES
month

cattle will be fed all this

in

stables.

Labor scarcity may lead to neglect in
and toilets. It won't pay.
Keep the feed always appetising.
Cattle like variety, but no violent
changes in feed.
A curry-comb and disinfectant saves
bills.

Animals want succulence now.

If

no

readily.
is a money maker.
kind of a breed is the golden-

ensilag'e or roots, feed molasses.

The sheep

have supplemental green
pastures this summer.

What

Prepare

to

hoof?

"

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
Persian, Karakule and other Asiatic
sheep are getting a foothold here.
British Columbia farmers are after
sheep now.
Dip all sheep and lambs as soon as possible after lambing.
Take care of the wool.
Piovide a rape pasture this year.
Market your wool co-operatively.

mongrel dogs.
Trim off all loose wool and tags about
the udders of the ewes, and save loss from
Kill off all

wool balls in lambs.
A good sheepman should raise 125 per

Iambs from his flock.
ewes not on pasture at lambing time,
feed mixture of oats 5, bran 1, and oilcake 1 part, one to three pounds per day.
Wool promises to be a good price and
mutton Iambs will be high.
cent.
If

WHAT

CROPS TO GROW

Grow what your land

is

best suited for.

Mixed farming is best in most regions.
Of course, in Southern Saskatchewan
the great crop will be wheat.
Get on the land, in any event as soon as

WHAT

A DAY—

A FEW

DO

FOR
CENTS
THIS IS
I WILL
PUMPING. WOOD SAWING, GRMN GRINDING AND FANNING, SILAGE CUTTING,
CREAM SEPARATING

AM THE "MONARCH"

I
Forget

yoiii-

hiied help

ENGINE

"MONAR<'H"
BEST Hired Man.

problem— a

Etifrine will prove to be your
It
It works early and late, winter and summer.
aslis no questions, makes no complaints.
It is
belter at work than
idleness.
It is easy to

m

move.
Kun.s anywhere.
It starts at a touch.
It does tlie «'OKK. you do the thinking.
Tin

"MO.N'AltCH" neeils no skilled attention.
II
repaiis because of its strong parts, its
simplicity, an<l its self-contained compactness.
The .MONAUC'H is made in various sizes, by
experts on parts, who make nothing else.
The
quality of material, like the workmanship, is of
saves

the

be.st.

Get one on your fann. It will solve your scaice
labor problem and give you entire satisfaction.
Hundre<ls of users testify to

dcpendableness.

its

Let us send some of these

and 30

1>

KtimonialK

REASON.S

HIKED

for getting this
working tor .vou.

JI.\N

name and address

BEST
Send
for

a

Kindly mention this maeazinc when replyine
ttiis adveitisement.

to

.\our
free

The

eopy

of

to-da>'

our catalogue.

CANADIAN ENGINES,

Frost

& Wood

We

Limited, Dunnville, Ont.

Co.. Limited, exclusive sales agents east of Peterboro.

Quebec

and the Maritime Provinces.
also make Grain Grinders, Ensilage Cutters, Saw Frames and Jump Jacks

you can.

The early crop of grain generally pays
the best.
Raise one ready-money crop on your
mired farm.
Potatoes, especially early potatoes, pay.
It may be turnips, or beans, or tomatoes, or cabbage!
G. C. Bramhill, of Petrolia, has gone to
Ottawa as flax man.
Flax is receiving considerable attention

now.

WHAT

DOES YOUR LAND NEED

needs drainage. Many apparently well-dTained farms naturally have a
It like'y

wet

soil.

soil may be sour.
Sow lime. Test
with litmus paper.
Sow salt on old sod when plowed up, to

The

kill

grubs.

gypsum on your meadows.
Proper commercial fertilizers when put

Try lime

Fencing?

on judiciously, pay.
Our soils should produce more.
Thrift is the mainspring of individual
as well as national greatness.
Plow down some green crop for humus.
Sweet clover is a great soil builder.

The farn-.er who thoroughly examines the relative merits of
the various brands of wire fences offered to him will not have any
Let
difficulty about deciding upon the one he ought to have.
him decide by that most unerring of all tests— weight. Why
judge by weight? Because weight means strength, and strength
means durabiUty and long life. Of the different makes of wire
fences, there must naturally be one that will weigh heavier than
the rest.

The heavy-weight among

CARE OF MEADOWS
Roll the

meadow

as soon as the horses

can walk on it.
Sow grass seed early on the thin spots.
Try sowing bone meal, phosphates, basic
slag, or nitrate of soda on an experimental acre of your meadow and get results
for yourself.

Be sure your seeds are clean for spring
seeding.
off

the

The reason
steel wire;

is

that

every wire

SOW MANGELS EARLY

Many

people complain of the inability
to get a good stand of mangels.
Generally the drill is to blame.
Soak the seed a day and sprinkle with
dust before sowing so that it will run out

all

is full

the wires are full gauge No. 9 hard
of life and strength, and heavily gal-

vanized to properly protect and preserve

You therefore get longer
service from "Ideal" most for your
money in strength, durability and allthat strength.

—

freely.

Test the germination of your seed early.
The long red is the biggest yielder generally, but the yellow is regarded as best

Ideal
It is

Fence

to your interest before

a copy

fences

the " Ideal

meadows during

month.

quality.

is

round satisfaction.

Keep the stock
this

Yes, but what kind?

or

buying fencing to get

of our catalogue; a postal will bring

The McGregor-Banwell Fence

Co.,

it.

Limited

Walkerville, Ontario, CanadSi
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NO. 3 OATS

Certain-teed

CERTAIN-TEED is exactly what you want

on

than wood shingles; it
looks better than galvanized iron or tin, is easier

your buildings

It's safer

and cheaper tiian either.
guaranteed for 5,10 and 15 years, according
to ply
actually lasts longer. This guarantee is
backed by the biggest roofing concern in the
world, and is as dependable as CERTAIN-TEED itself. CERTAIN-TEED is very different from the
cheap roofing sold by mail.
Get Certain-teed from your local dealer whom you
know and can rely upon. It will save you money in
the 'end. Certain-teed is sold by good dealers all
over Canada, at reasonable prices.
to lay
It is

—

General Roofing Mfg. Co.
World's Largest Manufacturers of
Roofing afid Building Papers.
DistribatioK centers: Toronto, Monh-eat, Ottawa, Halifax,
St. Ji>fan*s, N. F., Winnipeg, Regioa, Calgary. Vancouver.

A

y»,*^iy

I have seen considerable lu your valuable
magazine re the O.A.C. No. .3 Oats. Excepting
Northern Ontario and Quebec, where an early
oat is almost necessary, I do not see v.-hy
there should be such a demand for this
This oat originated from the Daubeney
seed.
and is claimed to be a trifle earlier and yield
bettor than the Daubeney. Now the Daubeney
does not come anywhere near the top as to
yield.
The O.A.C. No. 72 and the American
Banner, the two best varieties of oats yet
grown, may be sown with the O.A.C. No. 21
Barley or the Munrtescheuri Biirley, and by

Distributes
The Lankford

straw

is

fairly well.

very

argument.

A Dominion

coils only $4.85, is light,
convenient and throws the target

as well as the larger se> traps.

828
Transpoi tation

Over 12,000,000 Sold
Batisfaction. Writefor printed

matter describing tliein tlioronglily. A dealer near you Bells
them. Ask your dealer.

rOWERS MI G.

much

De|»U

takes profits.

MICA
AXLB

SEND FOR BULLETINS

GREASE
Kills friction

makes

TREAT FOR SMUT

A
to

AND HOW TO FEED
H. CLAY GLOVER, V. S,
N.Y.. U.S.A.

my

desiernere and factories build quality into
Built for long, hard, continuous users'
HIGHEST QUALITY
satisfaction.
PRICES. About 1-3 to 1-2 less than you usually

Treat your potatoes also, and prepare
spray the crops with Bordeaux.

Prune now
pruning

Low

if

you have time.

ABSORBINE

all limbs and orchard rubbish.
Begin cultivation as soon as possible.

PLANTING TREES AND SHRUBS

Box A, Winnipeg. Man.
is

Plant trees and shrubs as soon as land
dry enough.

REG.U.S.PAT. OFF.

Will reduce Inflamed, Strained,

Swollen Tendons, Ligaments,
Muscles or Bruisea. Stops the
lameness and pain from a Splint,
Side

Bone or Bone Spavin. No

no hair gone. Horse can be
used. $2 a bottle delivered. Describe
your case for special instructions
blister,

article in this issue.

freight j-ates.

Ltd.,

CITIBS

M^ ^*^TRAOE MARK

Read the

Burn up

— LOWEST

Galloway Co.,

Company

BRANCHES IN ALL

apple trees.
Be careful about spraying your cherry
trees with a strong solution.
Spray so as to fight the tent caterpillar.
Do not disgrace your orchard by allowing the trees to be stripped of foliage.

pay. Don't buy till you get my catalot;
of these and other farm and household Bofids free.
A postal gets it.

Wm.

Oil

Limited

Spray now for the first time.
Use lime-sulphur double strength on

SEPARATORS, ENGINES, SPREADERS

them.

profits.

AMONG THE FRUIT TREES

Dog Diseases

f

The Imperial

issue.

BOOK ON

and

Dealers Everywhere

Treat wheat, barley and oats for smut.
good plan was given on page 78 of

March

200.000 custcmerc testify that

^i-^^^JC^^^"

Blocks wheels and

The bulletins of the various department
of agriculture as well as the Dominion
Department, are free to every Canadian
farmer. Ask for what you want of these.

St..

CO.

iVaterloo, la,

>*

It is at

building,

Montreal.

3l8t

be-

Lankford Collars are universally used, and give thorough

corn as early as possible.
Turn a flat, shallow score, 3 to 5 inches
deep, according to your soil, in first
plowing.
Arrange to plant early in May.
Perhaps too many of us are afraid of
spring frosts hurting our corn.
Is your seed tested?
Plant the variety that has proved out
the biggest yielder.
The corn zone is travelling northwards.

With a hand trap you have your own
gun club wherever and whenever you
want it, for fun and to settle a shooting

W.

Efficiently

any borse's neck

PLOW CORN LAND EARLY

finger in form.

IS

fits

of niedlcine.

greater
present believed to be the best all around oat in existence, It having outyielded all otiier varioties
in grain since introduced,"
of

Load

Collar

cause It isadjnstable. automatical l.v distributing
the load evenly, making; for easy draft and
corrert line of draft. 'Wo guarantee that the use
of this collar "Will effect a cure without the use

Turn over the land intended for your

enables you to enjoy the all-year-round
sport of trap-shooting. Don't let your
shotgun get rusty or your aim go bad
between seasons. Get a Dominion Hand
Trap and keep your eye and trigger

Hand Trap

acts as collar and pad combined. It is stuffed
with tlie purest, cleanest of medicated cotton,
which will rot pack cr harden. It protects the
horses' necks from irritation.

"yhe 0..\.C. No. 72 Oats are a selection from
the "Siberian originated by Prof. Zavitz of the
The hull is less than on the Banner
0..\.C.
and the yield
and stands up

your horse has galls or
sliouklers,
put a

sore

Lankford H uin.ine Horse
ColUir on him, ard the
trouble will soon disappear.

;

Dominion

this fascinating sport.

If

cutting the oats a trifle green, sufficient sap
will be In the straw to ripen the grain and
the straw will have more nutritive value than
if as ripe as the Daubeney or the O.A.C. No. 3
would be at the same period therefore I fail
to see why this oat should be encouraged, when
the cry at the present time aimed at the
agricultural class is "production."

Hand Trap

'4

Try

In our Rural Mail Enquiry Department
several parties have been asking after
This prompts F. H.
these No. 3 oats.
Westney, Ontario, a reader, to send in the
following note:

and

Book 2 K Free.

ABSORBINE, JR.,

the antiseptic liniment for

mankind. Reduces Strained, Torn Ligam nts. Enlarged Glands. Veins o. Muscles,
Heals Cuts, Sores, Ulcers. Allays pain.

Price

fl.UO a bottle at dealers or delivered. Bnok "EWHi-nce" f"-^
W. F. YOUNG. P.n F. 48i Lymans BIdq..Monlreal. C^iu
Absorblae and Ab^iorblne, Jr., ire made In Cuadl.
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Tramp

soil in close around the roots.
Soak the nursery stock in water before

setting.

Too much nursery stock arrives in a
poorly-packed condition, but good soil and
careful planting may save it.
Plant some shade trees. What a better
country this would be if each farmer
loved a tree.
Prairie farmers can't afford to overlook
evergreens, willows and poplars.
There are many prairie farmers who
take great pride in their trees.

Solve Your

Labor

Problem
With the "BRANTFORD"

EXAMINE THE BEES

Our Hopper Cooled Design

Examine all your hives this month.
Remove combs from hives that have
and give to other swarms.
Feed weak colonies with syrup made of
part granulated sugar and 2 parts of

died,

1

few things on a farm that cannot be done by
(Ideal) Line of made-in-Canada Farm
Machinery.

There

water.

Feeders
should be

be purchased, and they
with excelsior for the bees

are

Brantford

the

may

filled

LINE

to travel on.

This hne

will help you to
scarcity of labor problem.

Get a colony of bees and make a start.
A strong colony in a 10-frame hive will
cost

from $8 to

$10.

The "Ideal" Gasoline Engine
do many thingsin half the time.

GREENHOUSE WORK
April is usually the month for planting
carnations and asters in the field. Several weeks before we consider it safe to
set these plants out we begin gradually
lowering the temperature each night till
finally the ventilators are left wide open
all night even if the temperature outside
is .32 degrees.
Plants hardened in this manner are
not injured, even if a light crust of ice
forms in water after they are planted in
the field.

We do not remove the paper bands when
They have no bottoms,
planting out.
and the roots soon strike through
General garden in?' operathe side-K.
tions
are started here during this
month, cabbage, onions, beets, parsnips,
peas, early corn, etc., being either planted
or sown. Tomato plants should be transplanted when quite small. These plants
are injured very easily by being crowded.
The final transplanting should be to 4-in.
pots, 4-in. dirt bands, or into a bed about
When I was a boy, father
4-in. each way.
cut sods about 6-in. square and 3 to 4 in.
thick. These were placed in a cold frame,
grass side down and one tomato plant set
These plants were
in the middle of each.
not checked in any manner when moving
to the field even during comparatively dry
weather, and we had tomatoes on the
market almost as early as these days,
though then we lacked the fine early varities, such as Bombay Best, John Baer,
etc., that we have at present.
Carnations, etc., in greenhouse will require an extra supply of water now, every
second and third day being necessary if
the weather is bright.
Keep the temperature as low as possible during the bright warm days; 50 to
52 degrees at night and 60 to 65 daytime
will keep the stems still and flowers firm.

SMALL FRUITS
Read Kerr's
March number,
this one.

meet the

strawberry article in
also raspberry article in

—

will
It is

an economy an investment saving
time and labor— a profit builder.

Our

Stationary, Portable and Traction Engines from 1^ to 50 H.P.
will prove a real service
we guarantee them to give you entire
satisfaction
dependable service is what you want

—

—

They save your
grind and chop to give your
animals the most value from their feed.

Brantford Feed. Grinders give genuine value.
feed,

A

Brantford Windmill will give you
same dependable service and satisfaction as all our goo. Is do
Thename
Goold, Shapley & Muir on any farm
machinery or implement guarantees full value and sa,tibfaction.
the

Send for our catalogue, and see how you can adapt our labor
saving machinery to your problems.

Goold, Shapley
BRANTFORD

&

WINNIPEG

Muir

Co., Ltd.

REGINA

CALGARY

-fjilll

A Vast New Land
Waiting

for

Settle in

You New Ontario

tiie man who will strike out to the rich, fertile land of New
Ontario. Millions of acres of virgin soil obtainable fi'ee, at a nominal cost, are
calling for cultivation. This land contains immense resources in timber, mineral,
waterpower, fish, game and scenery, and is one of the greatest expanses of fertile
territory in the world. This land calls for men to cultivate it; in return it will give
Thousands of farmers have responded to the
health, comfort and prosperity.

Opportunity awaits

call.

How

For

full

about you?
information, as to terms, regulations and settlers' rates, write to

H. A.

MACDONELL,

HON.

HOWARD FERGUSON

G.

Ministerof Lands, Forests and Mines

Director of Colonization
Parliament Buildings
TORONTO, ONT.
.

'
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Read Glambeck's prairie farm

article

in this issue.

Raspberries, blueberries, currants and
gooseberries should go into soil which has
been thoroughly pulverized and enriched

by barnyard manure.
Set raspberries 4 ft. apart and blackberries 6 ft. in the garden.

Cut back the canes now.
Start a strawberry bed now.
Do not let the strawberry roots dry out.
Spray the peach trees this month to
prevent leaf curl.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN

IN

James Nairn
Grows Tomatoes and Cucumbers When
the Other Fellow is Growing Nothing
Why

don't you follow his lead

Have you

You can make money on

?

looked into the possible profits
a greenhouse ?

ever

there are in

Have you ever thought

greenhouse for those
off-months each year when there is no money
coming in, and liow it would make every month
an on-month ?
of a

tomatoes with an
average price of twelve cents a pound.
can
tell you of a man who from one of our houses
picked 30 Ions, and averag'ed fifteen cents a
pound for the season. Perhaps your soil and
location are just right for a greenhouse.

We

Why

not talk

it

over with us

A yard of low boards
for a hen brooding ducks.

MONTREAL:
Factory -ST.

from

Transportation Bldg.

BEHIND THE CURTAINS
KjEVER knew
^^

not!

Never
folded
sight.

it v/as there! Of course
'J'hat's
wliy it's so handy.
the way, because it can be
up and tucked away out of

in

The

mELITE

FOLDING TABLE
produced, at a moment's
notice, from under the sofa — behind
the portieres — anywhere.
Light as a
'

?£

'

may

Vjp

[^;g

MADE IN CANADA.
Wr"^ TO-DAY for illustrated Book-

C " describing the various styles
and "Peerless"
.;es of "Elite"
and
Folding Tables. It's FREE.
let

be

feather and firm as a rock. Every on
who sees one wants one. Your Furniture Dealer has it, or will get it for
you. Ask him.

HOURD &

.

Licensees

and

ManujactuTera

liondon, Ont.

MOTION PICTURES

By

5-A

DAVID

reference

£}ditor

H ULFISH

Motugraphy.

work on the

The MacLean

Publishing Company, Limited

Technical Book Department.

lice.

a brooder.

Poultry keepers everywhere are begin]
ning to use metal brooders accommoda
ing 150 to 1,000 chickens.
Do not remove chickens from the inc
bator until they are thoroughly dry.
It is best to have the floor of the broode]
covered with fine sand. Later, cut clovi
will be good.
From 95 to 100 degrees of heat will b|
needed the first week.
Plenty of ventilation is important.
After a few days the chicks may be a
lowed' to venture from the hover into
wired yard.
Feeding chicks is easy and simpl
Some people start with hard-boiled e^g
Others use oatmeal fed dry or rolled oat
Bread soaked in milk but with the mil
partly squeezed out makes a good earl
ration.

No feed is needed for the first 36 houi
of a chick's life.
Give plenty of green food. Lettuce
good.
Bread soaked in milk and sprinkled wil
coarse sand is good for first feed to duel
lings.

S.

Containing 618 P9ges, Including index. A general
optical lantern, motion head, projecting machines, talking
pictures, color motography, fixed camera photography, motography, photo-plays,
motion picture theatre, management and operation, audience, program, etc.
The
drawings, diagrams, and photographs used have been prepared especially for this
work and their instructive value is as great as that of the text itself. This book is
Invaluable for reference and instruction to the thousands of workers in the motion
picture field.
Price $3.10, postage paid.
Tecbnlcal

.

LIMITED.

CO.,

'

Soie

good enoug

You cannot play truant while runnin

Ci\THARINES, ONTARIO

flnr

is

Chicks which droop are likely sufferin

Limited, of Canada
Greenhouse Designers and Manufacturers.
Royal Bamk Bldg.

POULTRY ON THE FARM
ed once a

there.

Tof4> &fSurnham^.
TORONTO:

roots.

The hen mothering chicks must be dust
week with lice powder.
Keep your chicks in out of the rain
Big storms easily drown them.

?

Say when and where, and we'll be

Plant early potatoes as soon as ground
can be worked well.
Use a little fertilizer in each hill.
Plant beets, onions, cabbage, radish, lettuce for house use.
Rhubarb ought to be forced along.
Sow salt on your asparagus bed.
Do not put any lime on your strawberry bed.
Use horse radish as early as you car
get it. Plant the crowns again for fres?

143-153 University Avenue, Toronto

After three days feed ducklings a

so

mash made of four parts bran, one pa
ground

two par
and one part beef scrap
Make it so it will crumble in the hand.
Pheasants begin to lay this mont

green

oats, one part cornmeal,

stuff"

Bantams will hatch their eggs. Aiwa
leave four or five eggs in a pheasant
nest.

Guinea eggs

may

be set this

They are worth raising for
Guineas eat

many

bugs.

mont

their meat.
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Turkeys need free range,
young ones from getting wet.
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keep

are machines which
compel the pigs to grind their own
grain as they eat.
They
They
They
They
They
They

Uncover all bulb beds and herbaceous
borders by the middle of the month.
Work some bone meal into the beds.
Sow many annuals by the end of the
Gladioli can be planted the end of the
month. It may be best to start the corns
in-doors.

Sweet peas should go in early, if not alin, in March.
Make a rich, deep

ready

trench.

Set out pansies as soon as ground

is

Feed

HOG MOTORS

IN THE FLWOER GARDEN

month.

Own

Hogs Grind Their

Set turkey eggs under hens this month.
Mate breeding pens a fortnight before
using the eggs for setting.

waste loss g:rain
compel the pigs to eat slowly
save the cost of grinding
save one half the labor
feed pigs bettor than you can
pay for themselves in every batch of hogs

Mr. Wm. Smith, of Trowbridge, states he is able to prc-duce a pound of pork on one less pound of grain
than can be produced by the average trough-feeder. Mr. Smith is one of Perth's foremost feeders of hogs
and p. snccescrful tanner.
Mr. VVm. Shott, of I.is-towel, purchased a Motor because of loss of pigs throuKh cripplins. and ha-s since
.sold two lots off the Motor.
He states the Motor has solve;! the hog trouble with him, and is leading him
to iia.v more attention to this branch of fanning.
.Mr. Herb. .Tackscn. of Listowel. has h.-iH so good results with his first Motor he has p\ircha.se<l a second
and is feeding some 40 Ijcgi and coiiM feeil It/ more on the two machines. He is always please<l to show

them

to persons desirous of learning

The

how

to successfully feed hogs.

CANADIAN HOG MOTOR CO., Ltd., Listowel, Ont.

ready.

Flowers add wonders to any farm home.
Plan for bulbs, perennials and shrubs
in

May.

You never knew a

lover of flowers to

be a poor farmer.

The

Frost Girl

(Continued from page 28)

But his slight exertions could not restore the circulation. As he plowed on
through the snow, more slowly with each
step, he felt his feet grow numb.
His
hands were like wooden blocks dangling at
his sides. When one has passed the first
painful stages there is no death so pleasant as that by freezing.
There is a
gradual lessening of pain, a sweet, overpowering sense of drowsiness, an insistence on cessation of effort. It seems that
one's greatest desire is to lie down and
sleep. To those who know the dangers
this lassitude comes as an incentive to
greater

effort.

The struggles become more

but every bit of will power is necessary to combat the desire for sleep, the
violent,

inclination to lie

This

down and

This Book helped me
improve my Farm.

rest.

the reason that those of stronger
character, of greater purpose, will continue to fight when their fellows have
dropped into the snow to a painless, welcome death.
Allan knew the danger in the somnolent
spell that possessed him and struggled to
shake it off. He plodded on up the river,
no destination in view, only a determination to walk, for in walking only was there
a chance to live.
But, although his was a fighting nature,
and he had the courage and the determination, he lapsed into unconsciousness
several times. Twice he fell and lay in
the snow. Each time the effort to rise and
go on taxed his will power to the utmost.
is

SOON

a semi-comatose condition preand he went on only because his
last mental endeavor had been to drive
himself on. The harsh, shrill wind sounded soft and soothing to him. He fancied
he heard voices, the laughter of children
at play in the woods. The numbness of his
hands and feet were no longer felt, nor
was he conscious of the trembling of his
chilled body.
All was warm, peaceful,

the most valuable book I own
cost me nothing.
It has saved me time, labor and money and
I've got better looking, more durable and
more serviceable buildings than I ever
had before.
It is

and

,. !>,'."%

A

The

it

first cost of concrete

farm improvements

is

m

also

the last cost. There's no after expense for paint or
repairs
no c'/tnger from fire, rot or rust no troubte of
any kind.
Besides they lower the insurance rate.

—

—

.Vi4i

you haven't a copy of "What the Farmer can do
with Concrete", send for one today. There's more

If
'.Nix

J

.*J

than 150 pages of valuable building information. 52 practical plans,
illustrated by diagrams and photographs, and dozens of other
interesting farm facts.

A

copy will be sent to you free of charge,
immediately upon receipt of coupon below.

vailed,

pleasant.

snapping.

Similar

his side,

shapes

LIMITED,

Herald Bld(., Montreal.

CUT OUT AND MAIL
CANADA CEMENT COMPANY.
7fi7
I U/

Gentlemen:

LIMITED, Herald

Please send

me

Bailding,

a free

MONTREAL.

copy of

"What The Farmer Can Do With Concrete".

a

^

Name
Street and
City.

Then came a shadowy shape at
snarling,

CANADA SEMENT CCMPANY

No

_

Prov

I
I

_

J
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A LISTER SILO

FILLING
With a

gathered about him, and he opened his
eyes wider, shook the visions from his
brain and saw what he believed to be
wolves circling beside his path. He looked
ahead through the snow and saw the yellow glow of a light.
It .seeined miles away as he struggled
through the deep snow, the shadowy
shapes still beside him.
He knew his

Lister Ensilage Cutter Operated by a Lister Gasoline Engine

strength was slipping fast, his determination wavering.
To fall, to lie down,
meant to be torn to pieces, and fear of the
glistening fangs spurred him on.

He tried to call, but in the blizzard he
could not determine whether his lips had
uttered a sound. On he pressed through
the snow, more slowly with each few yards
he gained.
As he struggled forward the strange
fancies persisted. Chief of these was the
Frost Girl. The yellow glow of the light
through the snow took on the shape of
her golden head. He could hear her voice,
see the blue of her eyes. The vision came
and went, grew bright, grew dim. Once
it faded altogether and returned with a
suddenness that stopped him, left him
swaying in the storm.
Before him he

felt sure

he saw Hertha's

face, a light from behind glinting through
her hair, her strong, round figure framed
in the

The Complete Outfit
Mr. R. McEnery of Erin not only filled his own silo as above but also filled a considerable
number of silos.for his neighbours. VVriie and ask him what he thinks of his outfit-

g

Write for Catalogues to Dept. M.

^

R. A.

LISTER

& COMPANY,

LIMITED,

^

TORONTO

Quebe

Winnipeg

St.

John, N.B.

blackness of the door frame.
stood, swaying, the shadowy
shapes vanished from his side.
He no
longer heard the laughter of children at
play. The last bit of resistance was gone.
He swayed forward and toppled into the
snow unconscious. But he had seen
Hertha before the end.

As he

I
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CHAPTER

A PERFECT SMOKE
Tobacco

satisfaction

is

hard to attain for

the discriminating smoker.

'I'/^f^
I

you are as particular about having the best as we
are about making it, you should compare a
If

*

VJl^

^l/^t !•

yxJXXl

•^

The

XI

Blizzard

FOR two Frost

nights and a day Allan lay
Girl's cabin in a delirium.
Several times he fought
over again the silent battle with his unknown foe in the forest. Continuously he
was plodding through the blizzard, struggling to loosen his snowshoes, to roll out
onto the ice.
Most of the time Hertha sat beside bim.
in the

The

still raged and no one came
Except to get food and water,
for she was alone, nothing took her from

blizzard

to trade.

^^

TOBACCO
of

its

-"^

brand you usually smoke
do so much to convince you

with the

Nothing

y.

will

superiority.

"Polo" is unquestionably
the best flavored smoke

•bums

longer- holds

its

better-is sweeter

and
more fragrant than most pipe-tobacco.

fire

It

makes your

old "corn-cob" taste like

an expen-

sive calabash.

"Mads

in

like flesh.

She worked

Canada by Expert Canadian Workman"

SOLX>

the engineer's side.
When she had opened the door that
night to see him toppling over into the
snow, the dogs in a circle about him, she
had run out and dragged him in. Bom in
the wilderness, trained in wilderness
methods, never having learned what it
meant to have medical aid, she did not
hesitate when she saw what had to be
done. Quickly she cut the frozen clothing
from his body and began to rub the chalk-

EVERYWHERE lOc

swiftly,

desperately,

for

she knew the need. There was no panic in
her mind, no loss of movement with her
strong, gentle hands. The fact that her's
was the opportunity to save a life brought
calmness, resourcefulness.
trained
nurse or a skilled surgeon could not have

A

CLASSIFIED

ads. get right down to the point at issue.
If you want something, say so in a few well-chosen words.
Readers like that sort of straight-from-the-shoulder talk, and
that is the reason why condensed ads. get the best results.

want

done better.

When the ghastly whiteness had gone
from his feet and hands she smiled and
worked the harder. At least she had
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saved them.
She rubbed his body with
rough, warm cloths and at last paused
long enough to force whisky between his
lips.

Then, with little difficulty, she lifted him
couch and wrapped warm blankets
about him. When his pulse and breathing
were regular she rested. Her hair, never
wholly confined, rippled in thick masses
about her shoulders. As she looked at
the unconscious man her eyes were as he
had seen them when she cared for the
Indian child. Her lips, full and curved,
were slightly parted as a result of her

Get your engine for these

to a

exertions.

"IXTHEN

Allan opened his eyes at the
^ ' beginning of the second day, Hertha was sitting by a window watching the
dying storm. He did not speak; and for a
while he looked at her, studied the fair
profile against the gray light outside,
wondered how it could be possible that a
girl so beautiful, apparently so gentle,
would consent to be the agent of a crowd
of unscrupulous men who sought by any
means to prevent the work in which he
was engaged.
And, as he watched her, he began to
doubt what he knew, what he had seen,
what he believed to be true. She could not
be connected with the poisoning of his
dogs, with the effort to starve his men,
with the endeavor to drive him, beaten,
back to civilization. That was a task for
a strong man, not for a girl and, though he
recognized her competence to care for herself in the wilderness, he could not believe she would attempt to match her
strength against his.
Drowsily, languidly, he turned these
things over in his mind, watching the girl
through half -closed eyes. At last she felt
his gaze and turned suddenly with a

new
Size

H.P.

2
3
4
6
8

prices

Stationary
Engines

Portable
Engines

$ 55.00
80.00
105.00
155.00

$ 60.00
92.00
125.00

200.00
270.00

215.00
Freight prepaid to your station

MECO ENGINES
FOR GASOLINE OR COAL OIL
Before youiundertake to try any engine that costs more than our prices'
take the time to examine our engines.
You owe it to your own interest in
money and service, to mvestigate the Meco thoroughly before paying out*
more money than you really need to pay to own a strictly high-grade engine.
This is more than an advertising statement. A Meco engine at work in
your hands can easily prove it a fact.
Ours is a
4-cycle engine, simple in design and built for the utmost durability under the hardest wear at any kind
of work.
ask only the chance to let the Meco
prove our claims.

Guaranteed
Five Years

We

SOLD ON 90-DAY TRIAL.

Catalogue mailed on request.

quick, friendly smile.
It was enough.
Allan knew his viewpoint was wrong. This girl could not be
fighting him. In his elation he strove to
rise to one elbow.

"Lie

is

she commanded, crossing
him and pushing him back to
"You are very weak but there

still,"

quickly to
the couch.

nothing serious the matter."
I see you?" he whispered.

"Did
before

I

"Just

fell?"

"See me," she repeated, a little catch
her voice. And then she laughed to
hide her embarrassment. "Of course not.
You were dovm in the snow when I opened
the door. The dogs would have torn you
to pieces in another minute."
"But," he protested wonderingly, "I
saw your face against the light, saw the
light glisten in your hair, and I heard you
in

The Meco Engine Co., Trenton, Ont

speak."

"You imagined that," and for the first
saw a flush creep up beneath
the tan. "You were unconscious when I
time Allan

leached you and have been ever since.
But you must not talk now. Lie still and
I'll get some broth for you."

Records show that in barn's and stables which aro regularly
disinfected with Zenoleura, not one single caso of disease has appeared.
This great Coal Tar Disinfectant is SAFE,
and CHEAP. It
kills Hce, mites and fleas.
Used as a spray inside Houses, Bams,
Stables. Piggeries, Poultry Houses, etc it destroys germ=! and thereby

SURE

,

SHE went into the kitchen and returned
soon with a bowl of caribou soup,
which she fed to him with a spoon. Allan
knew that he could help himself, but he
lay back and permitted her to wait upon
him because it brought her close.

MADE IN CANADA

PREVENTS DISEASE. Used by
Dominion Experimental Farm at Ottawa,
at Guelph, and by 50 Agricultural Colleges in Canada and United States
No danger of fire
or poison. Ask your dealer for ZENOLEUM when you
want a reliable, safe, powerful and economical Disinfectant.
Write for Booklet. Your dealer can supply
Zenoleum. $1.50 gal. makes 80 gals. dip. Sample, aSc.

ZENNER DISINFECTANT

CO.,

WINDSOR. ONT.
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"That was a bad storm last night," he
when the soup was gone.
Then she laughed, and for the first time

said

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FARMS WANTED
WANTED TO HEAR FKOM OWNER OF
good fiiiin for sale. State cash price and
description. D. F. Bush, Minneapolis, Minn,
Jlinu.

JEWELRY
WALTIIAM WATCHES

—

TO

$5.50
$150.00.
Relial)le timepieces. Send for free oatalugiie
to The
Watch Shop,
E. Cox,
TO

Wm.

Yonge

St.,

Toronto.

(tf)

BRITISH HOUSE MAKING SYRINOES
and spr.iying machines for ever.v possible
use, need Canadian agents.
The line is the
must complete in the world and includes
knapsa:k and ordin.-iry spraying machines
for fruit growers, lii'newashing maihines
for farms, faitnries, etc.
Disinfecting machines for all purposes.
Anything in the
way of spraying and washing machines
made tn suit the market. Agents must
be aggressive and ready to work the line
thoroughly.
Write: Spraying JIa<-hines
c-o Farmer's Magazine, University Avenue,
Toronto, Canada.

TECHNICAL BOOK DEPRTMENT, MACLean Publishing

Co.,

153 University

Ltd.,

Ave., Toronto.

Allan knew that she could laugh. He resolved at once that he would make her
laugh again.
"You have been here two nights and a
day," she continued. "But you must not
You are too weak. Go
talk any more.
to sleep and I'll waken you in a couple of
hours and let you have more broth."
"Do you mean that I have been here all
that time and that you have been caring
for me?" demanded Allan, ignoring her

command.
"Yes,

Rose

Mechanics,

am

alone now."

very cold."
Allan lay back on his pillow, his mind
again on his work. Two days gone and
nothing accomplished.
Anything could
have happened in that time!
"Is there someone who can take a message for me to the camp?" he asked.
"There is no one here except myself.
Me-mi-je-is, who works for me, has gone
to visit his father,

STRENGTH
ward

I

"Has no one come to search for me?
Have any dog teams passed?"
"No one would travel in the blizzard.
It snowed more than two feet and was

OF' MATERIALS, BY EDMaurer, B.C.E.. Professor of
University of Wisconsin.
144

Cloth binding.
pp., 58 nius.
A work of
great value to architects, builders, designand concrete workers. Strength
of timber, wrought iron, steel, c.-ist irun.
brick, stone, etc., under all loads; strength
of built-up sections; strength of beams,

ers,' steel

who

is ill,"

"If the teams go by

them?"
"Of course.

You are

will

you

stop

But you mast not worry.
Go to sleep for a

too weak.

while."

To be continued

columns, shafts, riveted joints, etc. I'rice
MacLean Pub. Co., 14.3-153 University
Toronto.

$1.10
Ave.,

THE GARDENETTE OR CITY BACK-

yard Gardening.

By Benjamin

P. .Mbaugh.
meet the needs
of the beginner or amateur, especially for
those who have limited areas that are
available for the purpose. This book con-

The volume

is

arr.-inged

to

Light Tractors and
the Labor Problem

,

paid.

one of the large tractor companies, gives in its way, a thought
of the many uses of this general purpose
machine.
to the president of

"THE BUSINESS OF FARMING"
BY
Wm. C. Smith, author of "How to Grow
100 Bushels
Soil."
The

cf Corn per Acre on Worn
preface of this new v"lume
by Mr. Smith contains a history of the
science of farming from the dawii of creation down to the present time.
The bo k
aims to deal with every phase and feature
of the farm.
Cloth bound, postpaid. $2.2.''i.

ANY ONE OF OUR RE^ADERS. EVEN

though he bo an amateur with tools, wi'l
experience no diffitulty in making very attractive and useful articles for the Home.
"We have four Books on this work. Pai'ts
2,
3 and
"Woodworking for Amateur
Craftsmen."
They are a handv size and
have 512 pages. 223 illustrations. 0^ working drawitigq. printed on the best ho"k
p.'iper,
and durably bound in hands 'me
cloth: will he sent prepaid to any address
for .$2.00. or any one volume postpaid for
50c.
Get ''TIP ^f these Boolcs nod experience a snrnrise at how simple it is to
make mission wood furniture. The MacPnh""h'Tijr Co.. T^fd
Le.aii
B"ok Dcnartnient, 143-15.3 University Ave., Toronto.
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Always There?
"\A/^HEN you have wanted

The Tractor on the farm arose
Before the dawn at four,
It drove up cows and washed the clothes.
And finished every chore.
it went into the field,
Just at the break of day;
It reaped and threshed the golden yield.
And hauled it all away.

Then forth

It

plowed the

field

a cer-

thing that would have
added to the pleasures of life, was the
money always there? when you
"
figured up to see if " Cash on hand
tain

W( uid warrant you to make the purchase.
Have you ever felt the need
of a good vacation or wanted some
extra luxury, but simply could
it because your regular

litile

not afford

income was not

sufficient

?

\\7 E

have a plan that will enable
you to add these extra luxwithout interference in any

uries

way with your

regular occupation;

from which you may derive
sufficient income to warrant your
having all the added pleasures of
lile.
This plan may be worked
a plan

during spare time without interference with your regular duties. One
hour in the evening spent among
a half-hour
your acquaintances
after lunch in the office or factory
will give you an additional $5.00 or
$10.00 weekly.

—

\X/^E have hundreds

of subscrip-

tions in your locality ready to

{Continued from page 20)

thirty

full-page Illustrations, photographs, examples of the author's experiments. Handsomely bound, at $1.35 posttJiins

Money

Is the

A

representative on
be taken.
the spot could secure these orders,
saving these people the trouble in-

These orders,
many other
which may be added

cidental to mailing.

together

with

the

subscriptions
from the friends of
scribers

whom

they

our old sub-

will

recommend

you, will give you an income
that with the same amount of work
will double your earnings each year.
The work is both pleasant and profitable.
No previous experience
to

required.

that afternoon.

And when the job was through
It hummed a pleasant little tune,
And churned the butter, too.

This

plan

will

interest

yeu,

sa

write us to-day for full particulars.

.

Classified

Want

Ads.
Get right down to the point at issue.
Tf
you want s~mething. say so in a few wellchosen words.
Readers like thit sort cf
straight-from-the-slionlder talk, and that is
the rea-on why condensed ads. are so
productive of the best kind of results.

TRY A CLASSTFTEn
AD IN THIS PAPER

And pumped the water for the stock.
And ground a crib of corn,
And hauled the baby around the block
To

still its

cries forlorn.

Thus ran the busy hours away,

By many a labor
And yet. when fell

blest:

The
MacLean Publishing
Co.,

the twilight gray.

The Tractor had no

Limited

Division B.

rest.

143-153 University Avenue

For while the farmer, peaceful-eyed.
Read by the Tungsten's glow.
The patient Tractor ptood outside
And ran the dynamo.

TORONTO

ONTARIO

!
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Money Savers

Continued from page 12

The speeches were all in
though the four speakers could
just as well have spoken in English and
their speeches would have been equally
well followed by most of those prestnl.
The whole village had gathered for the
debate, men, women and children. The
sturdy little chap shown holding the lines
in one of the views was there awake and
lively most of the time till the meeting
broke up at eleven. The women, too, were
eager auditors. In Iceland, indeed, women obtained municipal suffrage earlier
than in any other country, we are told,
and in 1911 secured the right to vote for
the members of the Althing or Parliament.
Two speakers, one of them Dr.
Palsson, shown in the group, urged the
vincial election.

Icelandic,

claims of the late member, a man of their
own nationality from Gimli, while two,
one of them the Captain, spoke on behalf
of Mr. Ferley, the Ruthenian supporter
of Mr. Norris. Everything was conducted with decorum. The speeches appeared
to be well reasoned out and free from appeals to passion.
They were carefully
listened to, with occasional laughter or
applause. Evidently the Captain and his
colleague, a Winnipeg doctor, had the better of the argument, for the village gave
Mr. Ferley a handsome majority. I suspect that the voters in casting their ballots saw behind Mr. Ferley the figure of
their own Thomas Johnson.
20,000 IN

MANITOBA

But we must turn for a
parent settlement to

^^
IJ^
^^^

is

it

have for farm maintenance. But don't buy the wrong thing at any
price or the right thing at the wrong price. Perhaps right now you are
in need of a timber preservative, a lice or fly killer, a durable paint for
metal and exposed wood surfaces, a satisfactory cement for quick,
every-day repairs, a ready roofing that is wear-proof, easy to lay and
to

cheap.

We can

fit you out perfectly in these things. The Barrett Money Savers
have no superiors. Just glance over the products shown b^low:

you getting
ARE
Perhaps they are

you should from your live stock?
being pestered by insects flies,
lice, vermin.
They must be kept clean.
Spray your
cows and horses with Creonoid. Keep them from insect
annoyance. And your hogs will be better if the rubbing
posts and swill pails are Creonized. A boon in the
poultry house better hens more eggs.
Creonoid
comes in cans of 1, 5 or 10 gallons or in'half barrels and
barrels.
And it's the most economical you can buy.
Follow directions carefully.
all

Their crop of grain last
29,000 bushels.

fall

amounted

to

—

rust?
DOingyour implements
Coat your
in

If so,

value.

they are decreas-

implements and iron

work with Everjet Elastic Paint. You know that
carbon paint is best for such purposes. Well, Everjet is the best carbon paint made.
Never cracks or
peels.
Wears like iron. Has a large covering capacity and is extremely economical. Has no equal as a

Ever/el
Elastic

Paint

roof paint.

be glad for
You
Everlastic Roofing.

the day when you met
Just the thing for all
farm buildings. The best "Rubber Roofing" at the
price. And the price is low. No excuse for a leak
in your roof with Everlastic at your service. It is
tough, durable and easy to lay.
will

CARBONOL

^VE^TlC
Roofing

a household wonder. It cleans, heals, disinIf you cut your hand, apply Carbonol in
weakened solution. If your live stock get bruised, Carbonol
will fix them up. If your house, bam or poultry house needs
disinfecting, there is nothing like Carbonol. And it is wonderfully effective as a destroyer of vermin. Carbonol belongs on
every farm in Canada.
is

fects, purifies.

what the Icelandic people can do far
whitefish and poplar forests
and muskegs. Around Gimli the Icelandic

eventually got possession of six quarters.
He had four sons and two daughters.
Since his death in 1903 his sons have
managed the farms and have more than
doubled the real and personal property.

—

—

away from

examples will serve to illustrate the progress made in this settlement. Mr. Skapti
Arason, one of the original settlers,

Farmers

man can make money by judicious saving. "A penny saved a
ANY
penny earned." Think
over. There are certain things you ought

from the
another which shows

from Lake Winnipeg in March, 1880.
They had only some household effects, a
few cows and oxen which they used as
their means of transportation for the 180
miles.
After thirty-five years, nowhere
in Manitoba will one find better farm
residences and barns and nowhere a more
intelligent and thrifty population. A few

for

in

Seven short appeals to "horse sense"

little

population is about three or four thousand, while there are some twenty thousand in the whole province and some ten
thousand more further west. Indeed, the
Icelandic population of Winnipeg, which
has been estimated at eight thousand, is
almost as large as that of Reykjavik, the
capital of Iceland. The most prosperous
community of Icelandic Canadians is to
be visited southeast of Brandon. The first
Icelandic settlers in this locality came

Made

Canada

HERE
other

a ready roofing that needs no painting or
attention to keep it watertight. Amatit^
Roofing has a mineral surface that laughs at wind and
weather.
Very attractive because of its bright sparkling
appearance.
Wherever you have steep roofs, you need
Amatite. Amatite is made in rolls of 110 square feet with
galvanized nails and cement in centre. Try it
is

—

H ERE

Barrett's
is a product you should never be without
Grade One Creosote Oil. It is the most effective wood

{f^

Grade One

Creosote Oil

nhm

f™*!™)!

Actual tests have
preservative on the market.
proved that it penetrates deeper and lasts longer
than any similar product. A good fence post will
last 20 years if painted with Barrett's Grade One
Creosote Oil. Use Grade One Creosote Oil and
add to the life of all your exposed woodwork.

the way to make everyday repairs quickly,
HERE
permanently and cheaply — use Elastigum, the adis

Whenever you
hesive, elastic and waterproof cement.
have gutters to join or reline, leaks or joints to seal,
cornices to stuff, greenhouse glasses to put in or chimney
flashings to renew, Elastigum will be your unfailing
friend. Cheap, easy to use and always on the job.
Send

for illustrated

booklet describing Barrett

nearest

office.

Money Savers

in

detail.

*

Address

For sale by good dealers everywhere^

THE PATERSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED
Montreal

Toronto

Winnipeg

Vancouver

THE CARRITTE-PATERSON MANUFACTURING
St.

John, N.B.

Halifax, N.S.

CO.,

Sydney, N.S.

LIMITED

—
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Are Government Bonds

Why

Risk

Investments ?

Your Money
in

investments or sit
with a paltry 3 per
in a savings account at your

cent",

per cent, in absolutely safe investments, where your only trouble in
collecting your interest half-yearly
is to clip the coupon due on that

your bank
same as you do your money. We
have a select list of investments
all have paid their interest or divinone
dends regularly when due
date and deposit

it

in

—

have ever defaulted or deferred the
payments when due. We will be
pleased to supply lists upon appliYou can invest any sum
cation.
from $10.00 up, and can pay in
ten equal monthly instalments, or
pay in full at any time.

FERGUSON & SANSON
INVESTMENT BANKERS

TORONTO,

5%

CANADA

-

Debentures

5%

Toronto Jlortgage Company, 13
Toronto Street, Toronto, payable at par
at any Branch of the Standard Bank
of Canada or the Bank of British North
America.
of the

The Toronto Mortgage Company
Debentures, secured b,y all tbe
Assets of the Company, in any denomissues

ination, for

from

2

to 5 years,

at

5%,

payable lialf-yearly, and tbey are a
legal investment for trust funds. Com
pany's surplus, over all liabilities to

Mortgage loans

public, is 11,296,914.00.

made on improved farms

at lowest cur-

rent rates.

WM. MORTIMER CLARK,

WALTER

Pres.

GILLESPIE, Mgr.

to

Invest

ShovM

Consult the Best and

Safest Proposals

By

satisfied

bank when the same money will return you from SVa per cent, to 71/2

SIR

The Farmer With Money

speculative

down

Safe

RICHARD LABORSON

WHAT

is a Government Bond ?
Most of them are quite safe but

there are exceptions.
"We have lost a lot of money. I
don't say but that we have made a lot, but
it is so worrying to have money in things
that are going up and down all the time.

William has made some money by buying
and selling what he calls stocks but he
does worry about some of the losses. I
can't see why he does'nt have anything
but them bonds of the government and
They always pay their
Consumers Gas.
You
dividends and there's no worry.
never know what's going to happen to
Canadian*Pacific and Canadian Northern.
They've
What do you think of them ?
been going up and down and they do make
That's what I don't
William worry.
like."

So good a woman as thus spoke to the
writer with plenty and comfort in evidence in her home and her
A Lady
bank account, had a very

With Her healthy aversion to the uncerEyes Open tainty of the stock market.
Being a resident of the progressive city of Toronto she had come to
regard that sterling utility, the Consumers Gas Company, that so promptly collected its bills and as promptly paid its
dividends as typifying stability and reIts long reputation as a dividend payer, and the good name it has
maintained, is a great asset of which no
better evidence can be found than its
having won the confidence of investors of
which this good woman was a notable
example.
A bond salesman, be he ever so slick,
liability.

could

make her

not

believe

that

the

solemn obligation of a government, be it
that of the United Kingdom, the United
States or our own Canadian governments,
Dominion or Provincial was better than
a share of Consumers Gas stock which
had paid its dividend for so long a period
without a break.
What made it look so

to her was the fact that within her
observation and knowledge she knew
that the product it had to sell was so very
necessary everybody must have it and

good

own

—

—

must pay for

it.

Her good man William
had invested his money on
Ahvays
the whole judiciously. By
A Source of speculation he had made
Regret
more than he had lost.
But the few thousands lost
grieved the good wife sorely.
What had
gone would have started one of the boys
Thus she reasoned and
in a good way.
whenever the question of the family fortune was being discussed her haven was
always government bonds and ConsumLost

Money

ers Gas.

We

will leave the telling of the story of

Consumers Gas for some future date and
at present deal with the government bond.
A month ago we said that the bonds issued by our own DomKnow to
inion government were

What

sound. If provinces do
not economize and put
Money will
the break on their borBe Spent
rowing there may appear soon the buds of
default, which in the case of at least one
will break into leaf if the taxpayers are
called upon for much heavier levies. Like
the good woman to whom we have referred, it is as well to have a very clear idea
as to where the money is going to that is
borrowed as well as from where it is
coming to pay back the loan and to pay
the interest every year or six months.

Purpose Your

What is a government bond ? It is the
solemn promise of a nation which has
borrowed money to repay the same at a
stated period with interest at a specified
rate.
This definition is a paraphrase of
one given of a municiWhat is
pal debenture by Mr.
A Government
Thomas Bradshaw, one
Bond
of our authorities on
the subject, and

We Offer Safe
INVESTMENTS
Yielding from

5%

to 6f %

Government, Municipal
and Public Utility Bonds

John Stark

&

Co.

Established 1870

Royal Bank Building, Toronto

This

is

one of the recent features

The Farmer's Magazine Editorial
service. It gives the investing farmer some idea of what security in his
investments means. The first of the
series appeared in Fehruary and the
second in March. TJ .oriter is a fin-

of

ancial student with considerable
prestige in Western as well as Eastern Canada, and a particular admirer of the farm and farm securities. Any farmer who seeks information along lines of security of his
proposed investments will receive
courteous, confidential and unprejudiced treatm,ent.— Editor.

it is

a

good one of a government bond.
Most
government bonds are merely promises to
pay and the investor has to rely upon that
promise.
You cannot sue a government
nor can you take its property if it fails to
comply with its promise.
Modern governments, not of our race though, have
defaulted and are likely to default.
It
just as well therefore that the investor
should keep in mind the policy of the
frugal woman we have referred to that
is to see where the money to repay a debt
is to come from and if the government
issuing the bond has a good record. You
appreciate or feel more confident as to a
horse with a good record and history, or
of a dog or even a chicken that has
antecedents of breeding and accomplish-

is

—
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ment.
So it is with governments, they
have victories behind them w^hich you
should know when you buy their bonds.
Kings there have been with no love for
the money lender except where there was
great need of his gold after that, curses
and repudiation.

mm

— Money Makes Money

—

Don't keep that few hundred dollars on
"check in an account earning no interest,
or only a paltry 3%.
Invest it in a 5 % Mortgage Debenture of the Standard

Our school books and
the stories written to
please youth have asof Government
Bonds
sociated gold
our
minds
with
kings.
Nurfcry rhymes taught us that "the king
was in the counting house counting out
his money." That was a good time when
monarchs of old saved wealth to be preoared for times of stress, famine or
strife.
Only the despised money lender
was then available to provide the wants
occasioned by the profligacy or extravagance of the occupants of thrones.
"The
examples of the wealth heaped up by
Pericles in the Acropolis at Athens, and
the treasure in the temple of Saturn at
Rome which was forcibly taken by Caesar
in spite of the protest of a tribune of the
people are examples which," Mr. Harley
Beginning

"

m

Reliance Mortgage Corporation.
of farmers and townspeople are holders of
our Debentures.

Thousands

And never a cent
A $1,000 Debenture

of

their

money has been

lost.

years pays $280 in
at 5 %
interest, or 28% gain.
It is one of the safest, if not the
safest, investment, for never a dollar has been lost in
Ontario Mortgage Debentures.
for five

like to invest your money to earn equal
Alright then
write for our booklet, about
Profits from Savings.
It tells you how to get 5 % for
your savings instead of 3%. Address Dept.: 33

Wouldn't you

—

profits?

STANDARD RELIANCE
MORTGAGE CORPORATION

Withers says, "are known to every schoolboy." That's a mistake, however. In Mr.
Withers' school days the boys as well
circumstanced as himself may have learned those interesting facts but there are a
great many that have not and are glad
that the author in question tells of them.
It was then the fashion for governments,
either in the person of kings or emperors,
to have by them a store of wealth.
Wars
and campaigns meant having ready
money.
Fashions have changed strangely enough
Governments are now known
for the amount of their debt rather than

//eat/ Office.

Branches

8288 K/ngSf. £. Toronto
in

Ayr.

Brockville,

Chatham, Elmira, New Hamburg

\m^^^m^

—

for their stores of gold.

In one respect there has been a tremendous change and it is that the word of
the government can be relied upon. Even
the
Balkan
States,
On,/s When
Turkey,
the
much
Dehf Repudiation abused South AmeriWnf, Common
can
Republics have
been able to obtain on
their bond, sometimes bolstered up with
specific charges on certain revenues, very
large sums of money.

The Report for igis
Of The Great-West
print,

and

will

be

any

Company
interested

now

is

person

in

on

It

records a year oi

remarkable success

— success

founded

upon twenty-three years of remarkable

RESULTS TO POLICYHOLDERS
Over $ 1 1 Q, 000, 000 of Insurance

the

and the profligate. Ruinous wars
from monarchical rapacity especially in the middle ages and it
was
in that period that many
debts of monarchs were contracted.
If the debts became too pressing they were met by debasing currency or repudiation a method
then regarded as respectable.
Those

to

request.

In the good old days when kings
led
their forces personally they thought
more
of settling a grudge than of paying
their
debts.
There were amongst them

is

now

held in

.

force

by

thrifty

resulted

Life Assurance

mailed

The

Great- West Life Assurance Co.
Head

Office.

WINNIPEG

familiar with the history of that period

TWO GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD

will not
in

be surprised that our own kings,
every respect other than that of paying

The

their debts,

examples of knightly virtue,
submitted to compromises
with their
creditors with all the "resignation of a
South American Republic" or the modern

scamps who are being taken care of today by credit men's associations, for
which the community owes them a debt.

INSURE

IN

Excelsior Life Insurance Co.

UnexcelledSecurity— $137. OOof Assets for each$100.00

of Liability

EXCELSIOR POLICIES WILL SAVE YOUR MONEY AND MAKE MONEY

FOR YOU
Head Office

TORONTO

N.B.

— Write for

puTticulars of uur Special

Old Age Endoivments.
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Our Greatest Hired

Y

OUR BARN'S
ON FIRE

Man

Covers automobile
(1)
wilhout extra premium.

in

drive house

Permits gasoline engine in barn
(2)
and gasoline stove In dwelling without
extra premium.

Covers all contents of dwelling
(3)
under one item.
Covers all contents of each out(4)
building (except threshing outfits, automobiles and live "stock) under one item.
Covers Horses, Vehicles and Pro(5)
duce whilst on the road, or in stables,
and from market.

to

Gives reduction of 10 per cent,
lightning rods on buildings.

(6)

for

Covers live stock from instant
(7)
death from lightning whilst in enclosed
owned or rented by the assured.

fields,

(8)
"N

on

j,

ate

^-•'~~<..

Gives liberal limits

live stock proportionto the amount of in-

surance placed.

Our policies give all
the above privileges to
without extra

farmers
charge.

Write

TO DAY

for

particulars
to
our nearest
agent, or direct
to

lis.

the amount to two
we would double the force of

increased

r

I

PC
rC

INSURANCE

company

D.WILLIAMS.
MANAGING DIBECTOR
^EAP OFFICE -33 Scott St. Tor ONTO. >
r.

trust any honest person.
Write for'tatalogue to-day.

drops

Jacobs

the ex-

Bros.impOTters

15 Toronto Arcade, Toronto

This would continue with each

ments.

we put

a drop of gasoline into the
to ignite the
charge, we would get no result; the mixture would be too weak to explode. If we
doubled the dose the outcome would still
be negative. By adding drop after drop
we would finally reach a point where a
weak explosion would take place. This
would increase in intensity up to the point
where exactly the right amount of gasoline would be introduced to create the
most explosive mixture possible with one
cylinder full of air. After that, as we added more gasoline, drop by drop, we would
decrease the force of explosion because the
mixture would be too rich, until presently
a point would be reached when there
would be no explosion."
"If

same cylinder and attempted

Going

to the

Decorate?

to

you are going

to "do"
dining-room or the
bedroom, or even the
If

the

Here is the point on which the safety of
the gasoline engine depends; there is a
certain mixture of gasoline vapor and air
which produces the maximum explosion
possible to obtain from gasoline, and that
is the point for which the cylinder of the
engine is constructed. No heavier explosion than the maximum force can be obtained by any combination of blunders,
carelessness or accidents, and the cylinder
is made to stand the full force of such an
explosion as its minimum (as well as
maximum) load. The worst that gasoline
can do is within the normal capacity of
the engine.

kitchen,

need

this

you

spring,

book.

this

illus'

It

photogravure, in

trates in

rooms done with

colors,

Alabastine.
contains
It
suggestions and ideas for
color schemes, and it

shows how you can do
the work yourself.

Wall

Artistic

Tints

use of steam

A

milled by this feature.
Too
in the boiler will cause the
boiler to explode and yet too much gasoline only weakens the explosion.
Gasoline out of the cylinder is dangerous. But
if contained where it should be, and not
allowed to leak, it is the safest fuel i>ossible, and accidents from explosions are
reduced to the lowest level possible.

are

CI

We

additional amount of glycerine until the
reached where the
point was
finally
cylinder would be shattered or where the
entire engine would be smashed to frag-

Farmers accustomed

LONDON MUTUAL

TERMS-20% Down

and $1-S2-S3 Weekly

Continued from page 10

plosion.

THE FARMERS POLICY

Genuine Diamonds

CASH OR CREDIT

often

much steam

"Homes

copy of

Beautiful"

costs but

stamps), but

if

ing even

It

(coin

15c.

or

you from mak'
is

noth-

make than mistakes

in

color

it

not pay for itself a hundred

times over
study

saves

one mistake^and there

ing easier to

— will

it

Healthful and

Then

?

before you

send for
start

it

now

and

housecleaning.

the alabastine company
Limited
'4

SMALL COST OF REPAIR

Don't Slave at the Washtub
The

difficulties and
wash
of

troubles

all
will
day
smoothed
out
you will use a

he
if

Bail-Bearing

that

heavy

washing.
design,

and

Perfect in
construction

results.

Mail

ire

send

our houklet of

Washtr
J.

H.

i/oii

thi>i

...

^^^

?

CONNOR &

Established in 1881

repair during its life-time.
There are a few small parts which get
more .wear than others, which in due
course of time will have to be replaced,
some accidents are bound to. happen, as
they do with every mechanical appliance
of whatsoever knd; but the gasoline engine, in the hands of the average farmer
will call for a very small item of repair
expense.

will

CONNO R
WASHER
for

The gasoline engine that is received
from the factory in good condition, that
is given proper care and handling, is not
run at top-heavy load, and is treated as
most farmers would treat their live-stock,

<;»"

«"»»'>

='

"achme

any where in Canada

SON, Limited
OTTAWA. ONT.

need

little

To sum up the reasons why a farmer
should buy a gasoline engine for use on
his farm, whether large or small, the fact

Willow

Paris.

Ontario

MORIN'S

B.

J.

Street

VIGORA

praised up for its pertect efficiency. As an evidence, the following testimonial
:

B. Morin,—
to every one on behalf
I must bear testimony
I owe to it
the recovery of one
of your Vigora.
of my horses sufferinn from broken-wind. I shall

Mr.

J.

make

a

point

of

recommendine

it

whenever

occasion offers.
J.

M. MacKay, M.D., Belmont Retreat, Quebec.
Price, 50c
sells everywhere.
a bottle. For particulars apply to

VIGORA
J.

B.

412

St.

MORIN, Wholesale
John

St.,

Quebec

Druggist

City. Que., Can.
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of its labor saving qualities stands first.
There are a hundred uses to which a gasoline

engine can and

is

put to every day in

the year. The farmwife can find scores
of reasons why her farmer -husband should
have one, and they are good, legitimate
reasons, too. The stock, the farmer, his
wife and family, each benefit in their parThe installation of an enticular way.
gine is to-day so simple that no mechanical knowledge is necessary. Ease of operation and the lack of danger are reason
why the eninge should have its place on
your farm, the small cost of repair and
the general utility of the compact, light

but powerful

gas engine should carry
weight in making the decision in
favor of adopting the more progressive,
better paying and less laborious method
of farm operation by gasoline engine
their

THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE
SIR

JOHN AIRD,

EDMUND WALKER,

C.V.O., LL.D., D.C.L., President
H. V. F. JONES, As.'t General Manager

General Manager.

Capital, $15,000,000

Reserve Fund, $13,500,000

FARMERS' BUSINESS

power.

The Canadian Bank

Making Hens Lay
at

Will

of

Commerce

extends to Farmers every

transaction of their banking business, including the discount and collection of sales notes. , Blank sales
notes are supplied free of charge on application.
facility for the

Interesting Ideas From the Producing Pens of an Ontario Poultry-

Some

man— A New Powder That
Makes Hen Lay

By

A

MACKENZIE HALL

The Only Doubie-Action

HIGH

producing hen is always the
subject of animated discussion by
Lewis N. Clark, of
the owner.
Oldham farm, is justly proud of the perIt is
formance of his Leghorn pullets.
due, he believes, to an inherited characteristic of high fecundity.

He

says

Cutaway-Llisc Harrow
•^

and AERATE the land. It will cut and
reduce to plant food the toughest stubble without
the aid of a plough and drawn by a pair of average
horses will shift 18,000 tons of earth a day.
The
condition in which the land is left, all ready for
seeding, means a large increase in crops.
For information, write to
Agricultural College
or Experimental Farm in Canada.

PULVERIZE

:

ANY

which means they have missed only sixdays through the whole winteen
Thus,
137
pullets
have
laid
ter.
over 137 eggs in the 147 days.
Not
a bad record, is it ? Can any pens show

Write direct to the Manufacturers
and special direct-to-farmer price.

A.

extracts of them to chickens.
By the use of an extract of the pituitary
gland, he has increased the egg production of hens, sometimes nearly doubling
it, and at the same time has secured an
increased "hatchability" of the eggs.
The pituitary gland of calves, secured
by Mr. Clark from his local butcher, is
a small rounded body attached to the
under side of the brain, and consisting
of two lobes, an anterior and a posterior.
It is generally supposed to regulate, by

I
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ToF.armers
With our

CONCRETE FENCE POST
MOLDS
you can make 100 POSTS A
DAY. $15.00 each Mold is the
regular price.
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CRAMPSEY & KELLY
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free

SPECIAL OFFER
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Montmagny, Que.
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Cotton Seed Meal, Calf Meal,
Flaxseed,
Oil Cake Meal,
Gluten Meal, Poultry Feeds,
Seed Grains, Seed Potatoes.

In this regard the research work conducted by Lewis N. Clark of Oldham
farm, Port Hope, has added considerable
to the practical end of poultry produc-

Mr. Clark has been experimenting with
the ductless glands of animals by feeding

BELANGER," Limited

Good Luck

ed.

tion.

The Double-Action-'CutaTvay-Dise Harrow does three
times the work of other cultivators and with less
DRAlPT. With this Harrow you do not have to run
in the half lap.
It runs true in line of draft and
keeps the surface of the land true.
It is a plough and harrow combined, and as the
discs are adjustable, they can be set to move soil
any distance from one inch to one foot. It does
not just scratch the soil, but it DOBS thoroughly

"I have 19 Leghorn pullets that since
October 1, 1915, to last night (February
24) have laid from 121 to 131 eggs each.
Three of them have laid 131 eggs,

a better record ?"
But while the fecundity of these Leghorns is attributed to heredity, there is
something more from Mr. Clark's farm
that will interest all poultrymen.
It is
the discovery of a
substance that will
make hens lay whenever they are want-

Jhrec Tlmcs thc Worfc

TORONTO

Send
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price)

and we will ship you

only

(half
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our
Concrete
Fence Mold,
with instructions for using.
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price, but two or more farmers may order and have shipped together.
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Built
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of
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price, as
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its secretions, the nutrition of bone and
other connective tissue, and to have many
other far-reaching influences on the entire body.
For experiment, Mr. Clark
used only the anterior lobe of the gland,

fja sy

.mn "^^^

fl'^

y^r «*»» ^.Jl

which he ground up and mixed with sugar
This paste was
of milk to form a paste.
dried at room temperature, ground to a
powder, and weighed, the loss in weight
In the examounting to 13.5 per cent.
periments 69 milligrams of this powder,
representing 20 milligrams of fresh pitwere
uitary substance (anterior lobe)
administered to each hen per day.
,

RECORD OF HENS

Grow a Profitable

KNOWN

"The first experiment attempted, dealt
with thirty-five Single Comb White Leghorn hens hatched in April, 1913, mated,
in two pens, to two cockerels of the same
These two
breed, hatched in May, 1914.
pens were housed in two colony-houses,
on free range, and had been used as
breeding-pens for this season's work beI have,
fore the dosing was commenced.
therefore, records of their egg production for several months previous, the laying being very steady and consistent. For
the purpose of illustrating the results of
this experiment, it will be necessary to
give only the egg production for a period
of fourteen days prior to first dosing.
Egg production was declining, previous
to dosing, this being only natural in view
of the heavy and consistent laying of
Both hens
these hens since February.
and cockerels were forcibly fed at night
time with the powder, enclosed in gelatin
capsules, the dose in each case being 69
milligrams.
The first dose was given on
the evening of May 20 and the last dose on
A remarkable
the evening of May 28.
increase in production was noted on the
fourth day after the administration of
the first dose, but was apparently dropping .back to normal when, owing to the
exigencies of the management of a large
poultry farm, it was necessary to break
The hens were
up these isolated pens.
kept under close observation for a period
of one month after the last dosing and
their general health continued excepttionally good, there being not one case of
sickness or death among any of the subjects, and the general appearance of the
birds being far above the average for this
season of the year.

Corn Crop
Tlie profit in your corn crop is determined by the nuiuber of producing
stalks in the field. Testing the seed insures productive stalks. Grading the
seed and usiny an International corn planter insures the correct number of
stalks to each hill.

This is important. A planter tiiat misses one kernel in ten hills causes a
about a hundred bushels of corn in a forty-acre field. That amounts
to much mure tlian the price of an accurate International planter.
With
this fact before you. can you afford to take a chance on losins' a hundred
bushels or more of your corn crop?

Igss of

There are five styles of International corn planters, all accurate
In the line are planters for wide and narrow rows, with a range
from 28 to 48 inches. They plant by checking, power drop, and drilling, or
drilling alone.
All are equipped with the famous International automatic
marker. Our catalogue gives full descriptions of all styles, and information
about plates and attacliraents. See the local agent who handles International
planters.

corn planters, or write to us for catalogue of these accurate, substantial
machines.

International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd.
BRANCH HOUSES
At Brandon. Calgary, Edmonton, Estevan, Hamilton, Lethbridge. London, Montreal,
N. Battleford, Ottawa, Quebec, Regina, Saskatoon, St. John, Winnipeir, Yorkton

INCREASED SEPARATOR
EFFICIENCY
best cream separators often
THE below
expectation simply befall

cause they are not properly lubricated.
The separator is your most delicate
It deiaands an oil
farm machine.
especially

A CHECK ON THE RESULTS
"I felt sure that the marked increase
shown in the production of these hens,
whose laying had been most consistent
and whose production curve was on the
decline at the time of experiment, was

due solely to a direct stimulating effect
on the ovaries, produced by pituitary substance, and to no other causes. /A 100
per cent, egg production is almost unin my experience, at this season
of the year, especially with flocks of this

known

(seventeen and eighteen in a pen).
egg production were
practically ideal, but the same conditions,
and very much the same weather, had
obtained for a month previous.
In order
to meet the natural, query as to whether
the weather or other conditions might not
size

The

con'ditions for

made

to suit

it.

Standard Hand
Separator Oil
It is made for separators and it is of just
just such an oil.
the right body to quickly reach those finely adjusted, close-fitting
bearings.
It enables your
It
protects them from all wear.
There is no better oil
separator to deliver all the butter fat.
made for your separator. Ask your dealer for it.
is

THE IMPERIAL

OIL

COMPANY

Limited

BRANCHES

IN ALL CITIES
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have influenced the production of the experimental fowl, the daily egg records of
two large laying pens were studied. Conditions in these two pens and in the experimental pens were very similar. Feeding conditions, weather, and the nature
of the soil were identical, the only difference being in the fact that the experimental pens were in small isolated houses,
on free range, whereas the large flocks
were in long continuous laying-houses
each with a fenced-in run of three and

ITie
rains,

18

wind storms and flying sparks

summers— the

terrors of i8 winters-

and is still giving service— carries its own recommendations.
the durability-yes,
M There are hundreds such Paroid Roofs to testify to well
laid by farm help.
and economy-of Paroid Roofing- a roofing that can be

NEPDNBET

^

Paroid

—

the eggs being from two hours to six
days old.
On the fifth day after the first
dose, eggs were again collected from the
same fowl, 100 eggs being gathered from
May 26 to May 28, and were set in an
incubator of the same make on May 29,
the eggs being one to three days old. The
results of these hatches are even more remarkable than the increased egg production, Prairie State Sand Tray Incubators
Conditions
of the same size were used.
of temperature were closely regulated by
In both experiments the
thermostats.
temperature ranged from 102 103.5° F.,

Root

Itx>uble]>roof
A roof that has stood
'lor i8 years— the heat of

one-half acres of land.
"In order to test the effect, if any, on
the hatchability of the eggs and the viability of the chicks, 100 eggs from the experimental fowl were collected previous
that is, from May 14 to May 20
to dosing
and were set in an incubator on May

—
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Paroid costs less than Shingles and is much the safer root
case a fire is raging. Burning sparks and flying cinders
do not aiTect a Paroid roof. Paroid is obtainable in Grey,
Red and Green, and is the least expensive of all roofs on
in

the only fair basis of comparison— service and satisfaction,
and you waste no time repairing a Paroid Roof.

Look for the Paroid Roll. By it you
one of the 2,000 Neponset dealers in Canada.
)ur booklet "Repairing and Building"
•nt you upon request— free.
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MARMALADE!
It's the

season for Bitter Oranges and Grape Fruit.

Make your Marmalade with
St.

Lawrence Granulated Pure Cane Sugar.

Being absolutely pure it assures best possible results
and removes all risk of fermentation.
PRFF Upon request we send excellent orange

Mr. Clark published his paper in the
Journal of Biological Chemistry and
notice has since been taken of it in the
Journal of Heredity of Washington.
This substance is now being put out
commerically by an American firm. It's
use seems to establish the fact that the
fecundity of fowls and the hatchabilitj of
eggs were greatly increased.

The enormous value of rainfall to the
agriculturist is set forth by Mr. E. J.
Cragoe in the "Journal of Geography."
He calculates the increase in the wheat
crop in five states for each inch of rainIfall above four inches in May and June is
worth about $15,000,000. One inch less
than the average rainfall means ten
Ibushels less yield per acre.
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tion."
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largest

,

I

will

Roofings, Wall

desirable to have a further
more fully prove the effect of this substance, I determined to
dose all the hens in one of the large laying
The house so chosen contained
houses.
ti55 one-year-old Single Comb White Leghorn hens (no males) and the dose administered to them was 45 grams of the
powder per day. Owing to the large .scale
on which the experiment was being conducted, it was only possible to obtain sufIt
ficient material for four daily doses.
was unfortunate that the dosing could
not be continued over a longer period, but
the results obtained from these few doses
were so marked and striking as to leave
no doubt as to the stimulating effect of
the pituitary substance on egg produc-

"Feeling
experiment

^'•/X

know

BIRD & SON
70 King

—

as required to give the best conditions for
The chicks are being kept
hatching.
under observation to note sex and any

will
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Pruning the Apple
Orchard

6^NJOY

By

fosTGR Music

v^

GEORGE CRAIG

WITHwork

the opening of spring comes
of pruning, one of the
most important operations in the
fruit growers' experience.
great deal
of it is not properly done, and the first
question to ask in dealing with the subject
is:
What is the object of pruning?
short answer would be, to assist Nature.
It is on the intelligent control of the forces
of nature that our success in all lines of
agriculture depends. The first object is
to control the shape of the tree or the bush
and this begins as soon as it is planted.
In the case of fruit trees a knowledge
of varieties and their habits of growth is
absolutely essential.
He will be a poor
apple grower indeed, who does not know
the difference between a Tallman Sweet
apple tree and the Northern Spy apple
tree a*t sight. The man who loves fruit will
be in intimate association with the different varieties in bis orchard and know
the habits and peculiar needs of each
variety and in a great many cases of each
tree under his care.

the

in

your

home by

hearing

it
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Canada
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Permanent Tone
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Humanlike

with

control, contain all

io tone, artistic in design,
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are perfect
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They
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and

Call at our Warerooms or uix>n our nearest
agent and make a careful examination of our
Pianos. If more convenient, write us.
Special prices and attention given to mail orders.

Newcombe Piano

Limited

Co.,

Head Office and Warerooms
359 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

RIDER AGENTS WANTED
every locality to ride and exhibit a 1916 Hyslop
Bicycle with latest improvements.
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10

Every Hyslop Bicycle

is

sold with

the understandinc: that it owner
not satisfied after using bicTcle
10 days it can be returned and
money will be promptly refunded.
is
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Tires or Sporting Goods until you
receive our latest literature and
special money-saving proposition.
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to send us
a postal and we will mail Free,
postpaid, a handsome Art Folder

showing our complete
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Tires and Sportine Goods.

DO NOT WAIT.

Write

to-day.

Hyslop Bros., Ltd.,

Dept. 9,

Toronto, Can.

Farmers of Canada!
YOU are wanting a swift, sure and certain cure for
uBder roubles, chills and inflammation in Cows
and Sheep. TRY the ALL BRITI.SH remedy
i

C ATA LINE
Cataiine was

first

and now has the

produced in England 25 years ago
largest sale of any cattle drench

in ihe old country.
Cataiine is sold in

bottles

containing sufficient

medicine to make 8 Sheep Drenches,
Horse Drenches.

EACH DRENCH CURES
One

bottle

mailed direct

to

4

Cow

or

!

any address in Canada on

receipt of 75 cents

CATALINE CO.

BRISTOL,

This knowledge of variety teaches one
that there is a great difference in the
habits of growth of the different trees.
Some varieties are of the upright habit,
while others have the spreading or drooping habit. The ideal shape for the young
tree is the pyramid, with the central stem
running to the top of the tree and the
branches coming out at intervals of several inches. This avoids crotches, which
are liable to split when the tree comes into
bearing.

ENG

PATENT YOUR INVENTIONS
Perhaps some simple device you thought of for
your own use may be valuable. Write for free
book of complete information,

STANLEY LIGHTFOOT
Reeistered Patent Solicitor and Attorney

208 Lumsden Bldg. (Corner Adelaide and
Yonge Sts.) Toronto

FEW ARE WELL GROWN, THOUGH
The man who has pruned

his orchard

regularly from small trees up, has very
little difficulty in deciding what to do at
any season and especially does he not have
to mar the beauty of his trees or seriously
weaken them by cutting off large limbs.
As the trees grow older, the object is to
preserve the proper shape and symmetry
of the tree and to keep the top open to
the sunlight and air. Just here it may
be said that a free circulation of air, or,
as a great many call it, atmospheric
drainage, has a great deal more to do
with successful growing of good fruit
than most people are aware of. It has

been said during this last year, and I believe with considerable justification, that
trees that were planted far enough apart
to allow a perfect air drainage around

them and lots of sunlight to strike all
parts of the tree, that the damages to the
fruit from the inkspot were very slight.

To prune sufficiently and yet not too
much is the peculiar knowledge of the expert pruner. Some people have the idea
that we ought to open up the top by cutting out a number of the large limbs in
the head of the tree, thereby making the
tree the shape of a vase. The result of
this is to upset the balance

between the

root and the top, and to restore this balance. Nature sends out suckers, or water-

The Old-time
Painter Says:
"It beats me how folks will skim a
few cents off the price of paint, then
turn round and waste dollars on labor.
On most jobs labor costs about five
times more than paint and it takes just
as long to put on low-grade paint as it
does the good kind.
The good kind will wear five years
to two or three years of the low-grade.
It's

just a case of simple arithmetic

and money saved, by cutting out labor
and using
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Maple Leaf or recoinmend you to buy
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You'll want to knovr something about
money-saving Paint,— so I'd
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colors and suggestions from the

this quality,
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sprouts, as some call them. The removal of
large limbs should be avoided as much as
possible and if a tree is regularly pruned

with good judgment as to the future top
of the tree, it will not be necessary for
such removal. Even when pruning has
been neglected for some time, their removal should, except where absolutely
necessary, be avoided. While a top may be
pruned so that the sunlight gets free play
through the top, ytet nature never intended
it to have a large hole in the top exposing
the branches to the hot, blistering rays of
the sun during the most of the day. A
properly pruned tree will have a succession of sun and shade playing through the
top throughout the hot sunny days of
summer. The trouble with the ordinary
style of pruning is that they do not prune
in the right place.
the small trees and branches
around the outer surface of the top that
one should work the most of the time, using the pruning shears instead of the saw.
This means considerable work and proper
pruning is not a very quick job. Another
object in pruning is the proper distribution of the bearing wood. We dkjn't want
the fruit all on the outer surface, but want
it distributed all over the tree. Some socalled pruners trim the main limbs of the
tree, leaving a thick bunch at the outer
end, so that each limb resembles a paintbrush in shape. This leaves scarcely any
fruit in the centre and inner parts of the
top. This is an interference with Nature
which will be resented by the tree throwing out a crop of suckers during the same
or following year. I know by experience
that a healthy tree regularly and properly
pruned will not have any tendency to grow
suckers. Sometimes, however, when part
of the bark has been destroyed by cankers,
we could use to advantage the sprouts
that come out on sound wood just below
the injuries and then we could train them
up to take the place, and fill up the space
where the limb was destroyed.
It is in

The Profit-Making Flour Mill
Seventy-five per
cent of the power,
50 per cent of the
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are

upkeep

saved by the
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^
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owners make
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Midget Mills are revolutionizing the milling inCan be operated by any one.
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dustry of Canada.
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H For further particulars write
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TRAIN SOME UP, OTHERS DOWN
In the early pruning of such varieties

Two

as Tallman Sweets, Greenings, Wolfe
River, and other varieties of a drooping

^

Reliables

For Your Stock

is a food that produces vigorous stock— Vigorous
Stock brings good prices. Omazon is a medicine as well as

an upward training must be rigorously practised. In the case of these
trees one is not at all likely to get them
too upright or too high, but in the case
of the Spy there are many advantages in
habit,

a

a food.
It is splendid for horses, pigs and poultry.
It
increases the appetite, gives vigor and endurance.
As a blood purifier and for increasing the quality and quantity of milk in mare and cow it is highly recommended. It
It saves grain
is economical.
mixed with other food it
makes a big saving in feed expenses.

—

moderately low top.

The question of the proper time to
prune is one about which there is a difference of opinion.
But the old-time

Vivat For Sick Horses

answer, when your knife is sharp, will
not apply in many cases or in many localities.
I would say that the best time
to prune in Ontario and the East is from
March until the end of June. I would
not advise pruning too early in March in
the colder sections of the country, especially.
The reason is that the wounds
made in pruning are exposed to extreme
cold before growth begins and will not
heal as quickly as those done later when
the weather

is

warmer.

Wondcrf ul VigoF Producer

Omazon
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great friend to horses is Vivat. Always keep some handy.
cures Coughs, Heaves, Broken Wind, etc.
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hard.
Ask your merchant for these preparations.
Specific for HjoRsts 1
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The cambium

bark around the inside edge is injured by
the cold.
In southern sections pruning
may be started early. It is not advisable
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No More

buds.

horse to-day involves a
big expciuuture and the cost of
horses 'vvill increase.
You should o.T-efully guard ngainst destructive agencies that lower
the vitality of your horses and shorten their life of usefulness.

To buy a

their

making

too

much wood

VENTIPLEX PADS
;\v^-;

.Is^ Cf,

fe?X

have a ]»ooklet written to be serviceable to
you. Yes. it is about our product but is really
interesting. May we send you one?

—
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more convenience

The Burlington-Windsor Blanket Co.
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into
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pruning, spraying

and handling the fruit. Some, however,
have gone to the extreme in cutting back
large trees so that many trees have been
ruined and some even killed outright. I
would say to go slow with dehorning of

\i

CANADA

come

or some other suitable material. This,
is a question at present as to
whether it pays or not. If proper disinfectants were used in the spraying the
wood would not have a chance to decay
and the covering up with wax or paint
will not be necessary.
Of late years I have had a strong preference for low-headed trees, and certainly they have a great many advantages.
There is less exposure to the wind and

vi-hich

washed when soiled.
Order from Your Dealer

will likely

however,

obtained from

cure gall sures by reinoving their cause.
Ventiplex Pads are comfortable, soft and cool on
They prevent devitalizing irritation.
tlie horse.
Made of 3 patented fabric that can be easily

These trees

wax

,

We

to

bearing the next year because of this
treatment.
This is a good plan to use
with varieties that are slow in coming
into fruiting, such as the Northern Spy.
When for purposes of cultivation it is
necessary to remove large limbs, the
wounds should be covered with grafting

Protection
is

before

growth, a pruning about the latter part
of June would give a check to the wood
growth and start the formation of fruit

Shoulders

A VALUABLE AID

start

JUNE PRUNING STARTS FRUIT BUDS

owing

in the protection of your horses
the use of

to

In cases where the trees have maintained bearing age and are not producing

Sore

TORONTO

the colder sections

April.

^^d

PAD^
UNDERWATER 4 YEARS AND NOT RUSTED

large trees. They will not stand too much
of it. When far too many large limbs are
cut off it is a great shock to the tree and
you are likely to get a lot of dead limbs
or perhaps a dead tree. While a low head
is certainly desirable, it should be begun
in the young tree and formed gradually
as it grows.
The pruner should have ruhhers or
tnoccasins on his feet and should not be
allowed to get into the tree with heavy
Perhaps many are not aware of
boots.
the damage that is done to trees in this

way.

A
a pruner is simple.
pruning saw, a pruning
shears, the step ladder and the pruning
knife are about all the implements that
one needs. From observation through the
country, and even in sections where fruitgrowing is a specialty, there is evidence
that pruning is in many cases neglected
and in many other cases it is not properly
done. The question should be studied by
everyone who has an orchard, for certainly a great deal of the success and money
that comes from that orchard is due to
the proper knowledge of how to prune.
The

good

jTlj
''iiL
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Think of it !
galvanized fence so thoroughly galvanized that four
years of submersion — summer and vrinter — could not faze it. That's Mr.
Cummings' experience withPeerless Fence. Read what he says. Here'shis letter.
Gentlemen— I have haudled your fence for four years and fl;id It a good, strong and
durable fence, and And tliat tUe gaWanizing is flrst-class. In referring to this I have a
fence that I put on four years ago across a gulley and the water is as hlgii as the second
wire and it Is not rusted nor broken yet. 1 have a team of heavy horses that ran Into
the fence last summer and did not breator damage It In the least, and I am glad to say
that In the four years I have bandied your wire I have had no complaints about It.
Yours truly, DAVID CUMMINGS, Bowesville, Out.
Increditable

—unbelievable—you say?

Not when you remember that

Peerless Perfection Farm Fencing
different— that it is made of Open Hearth Steel Wire. Tlie Open Hearth process burns all the impurities outof
4he metal, thus removing one of the greatest causes of rust. The wire is also gaivanizetl so thoroughly that it
will not flake, chipor peel off. Every Intcrsccticn of the wires in oUr farm and poultry fence is locked together
with our Peerless Lock. While th se locks hold the wires securely together, this fence can be readily
adjusted and perfectly stretched over uneven ground. It is easily erected and on account of heavy, stiff stays j
used, fewer posts are required. Get thedetails. Send for free literature. It also describes
our farm gates, poultry fencing and ornamental fence.
is

Agencies nearly everywhere,

Asents zviinted in unasiigntd

territory,

THE BANWELL-HOXIE WIRE FENOE COMPANY,
Winnipeg, Man.

An

outfit of

sharp

farmer who kept up the fertility
farm was asked how he did it. His
answer was right to the point: "I always
old

of his
Ltd.

Hamilton, Ont.

He fed his land
material. Either it was a
good dressing of manure, a crop of rye
grown for that special purpose, or someplow something under."

humus-making

STRAWBERRY

and

all

other small fruit plants

SEED POTATOES

Prize." the best Fall-Bearing Kinds, and 50 others.
Herbert, Eaton, St Re^is F^verbearing and other best Raspberries, also Blackberries, Currants, Gooseberries and Grapes. Splendid stock of Cobbler and Green
Mountain Potatoes. FREE CATALOG.

Our great ne,w Strawberry "Grand

H. L.

McCONNELL & SON

Port Burwell, Ont.

else. He had been frequently known
plow under a good second crop of clover

thing
to

contrary to the ideas of his neighbors who
would save it for hay. But the old man
kept growing bigger and bigger crops because he held steadily to the rule to always
"plow under something."
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Music for Tired Men
soothes
the
higher, nobler
thouglits; puts us in accord with
the harmony that is in all nature and makes us happier,

Good

nerves

REMODELLING FARM HOUSE

with all the modem conveniences, and we
would be grateful for any suggestions.
'^^^ house as it is shown in the rough
draiving, is a veneered brick and the
kitchen is a small frame one which will be

moved away for the new part. Sacrifice
any walls and build the new piece any size
that will make the house up to date and
convenient.

—We

Layout of the house as

it

stands now.

-

l?ur al

All queries must be accoinpanied by the writer's name and address. If
personal answer is required, enclose a S-cent stamp. Address all correspondence to Grasmere, The Farmer's Magazine, Toronto, Canada.

E. B. E., Ontario.— We are planning to
remodel our house and build a part to it
which would accommodate a small family

K fl\ )K )K >K VA >1V >K 'A fJ^

)

Answer.
are submitting two plans
for your approval. In the first, a new
wing is built on at the left side, making a
good-sized living-room with a bedroom
and closet above it upstairs. The old
kitchen is moved away (unless you want

better

music

Vjrings

:

men,

The mental refreshment and
genuine pleasure that comes
from playing or listening to
good mu.sic is a revelation.
You cannot imagine the fascination of bein-g able to personally produce music from a

ew./CftLe^

l^^

Player Piano
instrument in your home,
you yourself have the power to play, to

With

this

personally interpret all of the best
Our exclusive
music ever written.
Maester-Touch device allows you to obtain wonderful tonal shadings, emphasizing either the treble or bass, softening
at the same time the accompanying pas
sages.' This exclusive device is operated
by two simple buttons, allomiui all the

You also
familii to be able to play.
have a regular piano for your children
study
music.
to
Our interesting booklet, "Art and the
biography of the
with
the
Critic,"
musical great, will interest you. It is

FREE.

TO-DAY.

Send

you

to enjoy
Dept. F. 7.

It

and

life

may

music.

help

Adress

Tear out the Picture while you sit there
readins this and mail it to us to-night.

The Williams Piano

Co.,
Oshawa, Canada

Layout showing a wing built on at the left side,
placing the living-room next to the dining-room.

^r 9 f j y j r

^^ f x^r

xViar ^r vV

**

-.v

NEW

Limited

^7 xv sr xv xv

**

'^ADANAC PRIZEWINNER""

Onion
Packet20If

3 roH

you want

50-

LARGE

ONIONS, try this

one

the largest and best in existence

J.A.SiMMERS.
TORONTO,
Ont.

The new wing

is built on at the right.
In this
case the stair arrangement is more convenient.

///

^t

t^t^

.
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it for a wood-shed) and what was
formerly the dining-room is taken for a
kitchen, and the old parlor becomes the
new dining-room. The bedroom downstairs has had the closet partition taken
out and is walled off to make a small
wash-room opening into the kitchen, and
with an outside door of its own, so the men
can wash up without coming into the

to keep

For You-a wonderful Book

eDo you know you can take

as much crop off
drained as you can off 200
and save half the labor?

100 acres properly
acres not drained

It's a fact. Do you know that proper, inexpensive tile drainage
assists pulverization— lengthens the season prevents surface
washing makes your land lighter to work— prevents drought and

—

—

increases the quantity and improves the quality of your crops

Why

-cr

?

not have us send you. today, free of charge, a very interesting booklet on this subject ? Much to learn nothing to
pay. Don't neglect anything that will help you grow better,
bigger crops. Proper drainage means as much as two dollars
in your bank account for every one that goes there now, and
the Goverment lends you money for the Tile if desired.

—

Write us today. Mention this paper.

Your book is waiting

Dominion Sewer Pipe
gwtMSgA ONTARIO

Co., Limited

.^^^^.^^__

New

Seed Oats
Bruce's New Leader
The

first to
spikelet.
thick set and

produce 5 mature grains

It is medium early, ear
spreading, grain
plump,
husk, straw strong, of fine
quality.
It will give a greater yield than
any other cereal in cultivation, and is
Peck 75c., bushel
adaptable to any soil.
Postpaid, 25c. lb.
$2.00 here.

in

a

white,

thin

,

kitchen at all.
One of the advantages of the position
of the new wing in the first plan is that
it gives direct connection, with sliding
doors, between the living-room and dining-room. In the second plan the addition
is built on the opposite side of the house,
leaving the hall between the two rooms.
In this case the living-room is more convenient to the stairs, and only one front
door is necessary.
In both plans we have added front and
back porches, and in each case a bathroom over the wash-room. The original
partition walls have been disturbed very
little. If, for any reason, you want a bedroom dov\rnstairs, we would advise that
you carry the new wing back farther and
build a bedroom at the end of the livingroom, though in ordinary cases it seems
a better arrangement to keep the bedrooms on the same floor as the bathroom.

SEPTIC

BETTCE'S CONQ'OEROR.
from

Northern

A new

Europe,

variety

very

it do to run a
drain from a septic tank into a sixinch drain which passes near the house.
I suppose the more water the better that
goes into it?

N. H.

heavy

is strong, of medium height,
grain is plump, thin
skinned,
pearly
white, and makes splendid Oat Meal.
It
is hardy and ripens medium early.
Peck
40c., bushel $1.25, here.
Postpaid 25c.
lb., 5 lbs. for $1.00.

yielder, straw

tile

—

Business

NEW

Answer.
The Ontario Provincial
Health Department have a law against

O.A.C. NO. 72.
A new variety, of
Established 1860
exceptional merit, an immense yielder and
of fine appearance.
It is a branching
White Oat, early, and the straw is good
and strong, the hull is thin and the grain weighs well. Peck
60c., bushel $2.00 here.
Postpaid 25c. lb., 5 lbs. for $1.00.
New 2% bushel cotton bags 30c. each extra.

Our handsomely

FREE

illustrated

Farm and Flower
Garden Implements,

JOHN

A.

Seeds,
etc.,

BRUCE &

128-page catalogue of Vegetable,
Poultry Supplies,
Bulbs,
1916.
Send for it.

Plants,

CO., Limited, ^^nYda

SPRING MUSKRATS
AND ALL OTHER RAW FURS
Get the highest Market Prices from the old

410

St.

House

ESTABLISHED

38

BARN PLANS
Ontario.
the publishers of

of

YEARS

SATISFACTION

the outlet of your septic tank for a considerable distance before entering this
6-inch pipe. Also have the drain empty
into a wooden box filled with broken stone,
gravel and sand, and from the bottom of
this box run another tile into the main
drain.
The stone would act as a filter
and further assure your stream from
contamination.

M.

Hiram Johnson, Limited
Paul Street West,
MONTREAL

RELIABILITY

any overflow from cesspools, septic tanks,
entering " any lake,
river
or
navigable waterway." Your creek on your
property could not be classed under this
head, nevertheless you would not wish to
contaminate this stream and a safer way
would be for you to run a drain pipe from
etc.,

for

established

TANK DRAIN

Ontario. — Would

QUICK RETURNS

R.,

—/

believe I

saw

that

The Farmer's Maga-

zine would supply plans and specifications for bams.
If so, I should like to
have a set for a barn about 40 x 90, say
with a cow stable under same in the style
of a bank barn. Construction will have to
he of all lumber on posts, as we have not
the material for concrete basem,ent.

Answer.

— The

Farmer's

Magazine

does not supply these plans and specifications. In this issue you will see plans that

For Our Subscribers' Information

will interest you.

is entered under the name of the town from which the subscripIf you change your address and desire to receive your magazine
tion Is received.
without delay, always give us your old address In addition to your new one, otherwise we are unable to make the correction In our mailing list. As we publish fourteen
magazines and newspapers, please mention MACLEAN'S MAGAZINE In your letter.

Every gubacriptlon

The MacLean

Publishing Co., Limited, 143-153 University Ave.,

Toronto

We sell for

$1

wing barn

plans for various types of farm buildings.
Beatty Bros., Fergus; Pedlar People,
Oshawa, and the Metal Shingle and Siding Co., Preston, issue booklets of barn
plans which you can have for the asking.
Continued on page 78

*
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PEDLARS PERFECT

PEDLARS OSHAWAgg

m^^.

SHINGLES

77

COVER

SILO

PEDLARS "GEORGE^
SHINGLES
-'^P..

-V*

w

IGUARI»^NSTDECA^
/

The

PEDL

leak, the

first little

or loosening in

mencement
I

indication of warping, rotting

any of your farm

buildings,

com-

just the

is

of continual repairs expense that will eat farther into your

savings year after year

PEDLARS

first

PEDLARS PERFECT'
CORRUCnTEO SIDING

—an expense

you might

easily save,

by

using

I'STKL BRACE

PtDURSWEIUOIl

"PERFECT

PATEN riff^yf'itl^ii

BARN5

''BAR.I^VENTlCxrOR.

SHEETMETAll
on

all

your farm buildings or improvements.

It isn't

the moderate

first

cost that

points the advantage of Pedlar '• "Petfect" Sheet Metal Products, but what they save yoir year
in and year out. no repairs, perfect protection and lower insurance rates. Sparc-proof, lightninfproof. rain-proof, rust proof, wind-proof. Pedlar's "Perfect". Sheet Metal ProducU will
last without repairs as long as the fram.;work of your buildings hold.

Almost anyone can
(fee plans

erect them, they are constructed so simply,

we send you are

and the

so easily followed.

Guard against decay and constant repairs to day. Whether you are
Sheet Metal Products,
inler-ited in one or all of Pedlar's "Perfect
check them off on the coupon attached and we will gladly send you,
%vithout delay, booklets and free working plans which give full informaTear off the coupon and mail now.
tion.

THE PEJDLAR PEOPLE, LIMITED.

'

Address Nearest Branch

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE, LIMITED
Established 1861

OSHAWA. ONT.

Executive Ofliee and Factories :
Toronto
Montreal
Ottawa
Branches
:

London

Winnipe«

^

CHECK THE 600KLETJ YOU WANTandMAIL

I
I
I
I

—
—
—

....

Pedlar's "Perfect" Garages
Pedlar's Steel Brace "VVardle Patent"

Name

.L

Makes the Whole
>^.V?^^
Place Look Prosperous
"A man is judged by his company," etc. — he
also judged by the appearance of his house.
Canada Paint gives an appearance of prosperity and permanency to buildings.
is

Paint is as necessary as fire insurance to the life
of
buildings ; it IS your insurance against
the ravages of time and weather. Every can of

YOUR

CANADA PAINT
includes this insurance.
The purest lead, zinc, colors,

U
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllll

i

andHo*/
to Paint
1

and linseed

Canada Pai"^*^""!
,;tv<J

iiiiiiniiiiiiiii

Write today for our free
booklet "What, When and

How

It tells
to Paint."
you how to get the greatest
value out of the paint pot.

oil

are

combined in Canada Paint by a process that
makes it the most economical paint made and the best
paint for every purpose. The big "C. P." on every
can is your guarantee of satisfaction.

scientifically

i^^S.
V/hat-VJhen

driers

The Canada Paint

Co., Limited,

576 William

Street, Montreal.
for tare walls use "Sanitone*
the new washable wall paint.

—

mi

Bam

I
I

I
I
a

Address
Address

T

J

F.M.

Send me, without further obligation, the Pedlar
Booklets and Plans for erection as checked herewith,
Pedlar's "George" Bam Shingles
Pedlar's "Oshawa" House Shingles
Pedlar's "Perfect" CoiTugated Siding
Pedlar's "Perfect" Silo Covers
Pedlar's "Superior" Bam Ventilators

Ij-c:
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COW

GIVES BLOODY MILK

—

A. D., Sask. What is the reason for
a cow giving bloody milk out of one teat?
It is bad at times and seems to get better
for a while and then gets bad again. She
has been that way for nearly three
months. The cow is in good order and
young. Do not know that she ever had the
teat injured in any way. She passed the

I

J.

Government test last summer.
Answer. This is a case, doubtless, of
catharrhal mastitis, caused by an infective agent. Separate the cow as far as
possible from the others. Milk her always

—

stripping the good teats before touching the diseased one; sponge theteatswith
a weak disinfectant solution after milking. See that the food is clean and fresh,
and do not feed any mouldy, dusty or decomposing feed of any kind.

last,

Home seekers
Excursions

Every Tuesday, MarcH

to

"All Rail"

merchants' CONSOLIDATED

October

E. A.
in the

Every Wednesday During Season Navigation
••Great Lakes Rotite"
Somewhere out on the

prairies

Wheat Crop was produced

—/

have just read
the article by Mac-

Farmers and Local Merchants on page 16, and note that he says
that a Merchants' Consolidated exists in
Winnipeg. Would you please give me this
address?

where last year Canada's Greatest
is a home waiting for you.
Th«

there

—

Answer. Write or phone the secretary
of the Grain Growers' Grain Company.
Winnipeg, who will advise you. Mr. Kennedy, who gave this information, is vicepresident of the Grain Growers' (Vain

take you there, give you all the informatioa about the be«t
and help you to success.
::
::
i:
::

places,

Particulars from
Agent, or writ« W.
Agent, Toronto.

Manitoba.

kenzie Hall on

CANADIAN PACIFIC
will

S.,

March number

any Canadian Pacific Ticket
Howard, District Passenger

B

Company.

h.

HUMUS ON A SANDY FARM
W, A. S., Ontario. I have a small truck
farm near Lake St. Clair. I have not facilities for keeping stock and barn-yard
manure is very difficult to obtain. I was

—

Gasoline Engines

Use a Lightning
Rod for "Safety
First"-

McKeough

proposing this year to plough under a
green crop as a fertilizer. The soil is a
light sandy loam with a heavy white sand
subsoil. Can you suggest what would be
a good crop to put in to plough under,
and when should it be sown. I think the

&

soil is

411 HaA

Hieh Class Gasoline
Engines for Farm use arc
Simple, Reliable and Easy
to operate.
Moderate in price. Send for catalogue containing full details illustrated.

M.

Trotter.

INSURANCE

Limited

RATES

phatham

DECREASED

1'><c^^

Ontario

i

—

m-

Leprohon Lightning Rods are
pure copper.

all

Insurance rates are
reduced on buildings
wherethese liglitning
rods are installed.

Write for particulars
and prices.

We

have a eood agency

proposition.

JOSEPH LEPROHON

J.

H.

McCombs

NURSERIES
FONTHILL,

ONTARIO

-

Order Nursery Slock direct from growers at
wholesale prices. Apples 15c. $13 per 100,
Pears, 15c, Plums ^5c, Cherries 15c, Roses
ISc, Berry Bushes $1.75 per 100, Grape Vines
Write at once for
4c, Currant Bushes 4c.
descriptive catalogue free. Address

J.

H.

McCombs, Union

Nurseries

408 Park Lafontaine, Montreal

London "Handy"

STRAWBERRIES
Are you interested in growing of Choice Strawberries and other small fruits.
Send for

Concrete
,T(vaa»

TiKr

4.

Pays for

Mixer

itself in fifteen

It mixes any kind of conCrete or mortar.
Send for
catalogue No. IK.

LONDON CONCRETE
MACHINERY COMPANY

WALLACE TUFTS & SONS
Fruit Farms. R. R.

^ 5-^

i^^^^C^h
(_^-^J^
"'
'~'

descriptive Catalogue.

Mount Pleasant

I

ivould greatly oblige.

Protect your barns,

home, schools,
churches, c h
neys, etc.

lacking in humus, in which case

suppose clover would be the best, but I am
afraid the soil is too poor for that. Do
you think it is too far north to try cow
peas? Any suggestion or information

Dept. D.

W^elland
World^s

Largest

Manufacturers

of

London, Ont.
Concrete

Machinery

Answer. The peculiar character of
your soil and its subsoil makes the use of
barnyard manure almost necessary. However, as you say, this can not always be
had, and to get results one must give to
the soil by other means, the things done
for it by manure. The two benefits conferred by barnyard manure are texture
and humus. Yet a sandy soil being easily
worked and dry will respond quickly to
intensive culture.
To get texture, a good plan is to sow
"buckwheat or rye and plow them under in
June or July; when seeding to alfalfa or
sweet clovers can be made, and this crop
turned under the next spring. However,
that takes time. The rye or buckwheat
do not add a very great deal of humus.
Cowpeas, as you suggest, are all right,
and ought to do well in your locality. They
will make a better growth on poor soil
than will soy beans. I think I would try
the cowpeas this year, and if possible sow
a little lime and bonemeal or tankage before sowing the cowpeas.
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"Mother Says

We

Couldn't

Run The Farm Without

CROWN BRAND
CWRNSSYiaJP
T'S downright scandalous, the number of 20 pou
But, as Mother says, we use it for 'most everyth
"Nothing else tastes quite so good on all ki
Bread, Johnny Cake and Griddle Cakes.
"Mother uses it for all her cooking for Cookies, Cakes

—

Gingerbread and Pies.
"And 1 am almost ashamed to mention the
quantity of 'Crown Brand' and bread that my
youngsters consume. This syrup certainly is
a favorite in

The 20 pound

my home".

tin is

convenient and economical for

home

use, although you can get "Crown Brand" in 2, 5 and 1
Ask your dealer.
pound tins and 3 pound glass jars.

THE CANADA STARCH

CO. LIMITED

MONTREAL, CAHDINAU, BRANTFORD, FORT WILLIAM.
Makers of "Lily IVhile" Corn Syrup— Benson's Corn
btarch — "Silver Gloss" Laundry Starch.

MAN
A

SUBSTITUTES
once —Easily —

"Maxwell" Gasoline Engine does the work of four

people at

Efficiently.

MAXWELL'S POWER MACHINEEY FOR THE FAKM

SAVES TIME— does

the work more quickly, smoothly and
thoroughly than man-power. SAVES MOJSrEy; demands no
wages, requires little up-keep, wants no holidays, no lay-offs;
will work day or night at any time at a moment's notice.
Suffers no fatigue.
SAVES LABOR; one machine
will do the work of four or five people at once.
The illustration shows a Maxwell 4 H.P. Gasoline
Engine running a churn, a separator, a washing
machine, and a grinder.
The "Maxwell" Engine is a sturdy, efiicient
worker, easily separated, easy to understand.
Solidly constructed, easy running and almost noise-

The separator, the churn, and the washing
machine are "Maxwell Products," having the
same serviceable and econoless.

mical features as the
well" Engine.

"Max-

MAXWELL POWER

MACHINES

for the farm and
solve your labor
problem, help to run your
i'arm on an efficient, profitable
basis, and remove all health-

home

will

wearing drudgery.
Write for Literature showing

how "Maxwell" Labor

Sav-

ers will solve the labor problem for you.

MAXWELL'S LIMITED

Dept. B.

St.

Mary's, Qnt.
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"^^^ ^^These Buildings

y^l
j

are Painted
•witK
iMARTIN-SENOXIRli

PAINT
Barns

New Field Husbandny Building

at the

Ontario AoRicuLioitAi^i

Ontario Aqricvltvrai. Coixeok.
GvEira.

Ovu.m.

FARMERS
Consider Purity

in

Paint

in Preference to Price.

You wouldn't pay the regular price for Sugar that
analyzed 10% of sand. You wouldn't pay "all wool"
prices for cotton-and-wool clothing. Why should you
pay your good money

for

impure Paint, when you

can get

MARTIN -SENOUR
"100% PURE" PAINT
We guarantee Martin-Senour "100% Pure" Paint (except
few dark shades that cannot be prepared from pure Lead and
Zinc alone) to be 100% pure White Lead, pure Oxide of
Zinc, pure Linseed Oil, pure Colors and Turpentine Dryer
and to be entirely free from adulteration or substitution and

a

;

;

sold subject to chemical analysis.

Every experienced Painter knows
is right.

It is

You

that the above foroiula
the standard of the paint world.

—

extreme fineness
on "100% Pure" Paint.

get absolute purity

quality— when you

insist

SENOUR'S FLOOR PAINT

wm

The

old reliable.

uniform

RED SCHOOL HOUSE PAINT
for the barn and iheda

MARTIN-SENOUR WAGON and IMPLEMENT PAINT
Write us to-day for our 1916 edition of ''Town and Country
Homes", showing many new color schemes and
giving valuable paint information.

^^« MARTIN-SENOUR
LIMITED
'p°u°«l

Greenshields Ave., Montreal.

PAINT

Go.
^^^

& VARNISHES

W/////^/W/WW//Wy'W///M////W//////////////^Z^.

•

You can make

More

Dollars

Grow" out of your spare time. Spare-time efforts have made
MacLean Representatives. To-day there are in Canada, men and

"Dollars

hundreds of dollars

for

find that our proposition worked for an hour or two daily provide for many
You supply us the time, we'll supply you the money.
of the added luxuries of life.
Write for full particulars.

women, who

—

The MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd., Dept. M, 143-1 53 University Avenue, Toronto, Can.
P////////////////////////////^^^^
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°" request— Set of Beautiful Art Postcards (PURITY GIRLS). Mail us Postcard to-day- Dept. C. WESTERN CANADA FLOUR MILLS CO., Limited— Head Office, Toronto.

Equally Good
on Enamel
Metal or

Wood
Surfaces.

Means

Wholesome
Cleanliness
in the

MADE

IN

CANADA

Ten Cents A Copy

One

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHINGICOMPANY, LIMITED. TORONTO. CANADA

Dollar

A

Year
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Pure as
J^

its

whiteness suggests— refreshing in
cleansing qualities— there is more than
its

ordinary satisfaction in the use of

FAIRY SOAP
for toilet

X*

and bath

soapmaking experts use only the
choicest materials in making Fairy Soap.
No finer soap has ever been made.
Skilled

Each
tissue

oval, floating

cake

and enclosed

in

is

wrapped

its

in dainty

individual
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Have You a

Little

Fairy in
}
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box.
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This car is the risult of a definite purpose to supply
a definite need with definite finality.

man whose purse cannot

for the

It is built

afford a

big expensive car

For the man whose pride cannot afford an unsightly,
uncomfortable car

little,

And

it is

Beauty

a very definite success.

not necessarily a matter of size.
Neither does size altogether control comfort.
But skill, experience and facilities are required to
build a small, beautiful, comfortable, economical car.
In a word, this car required Overland organization.

And

is

here

is

the small, light car

—complete

to the

last detail.

performance is on
and completeness.

Its

fort

—

—

And

a par with its beauty,

com-

$850 is far below any former price
its price
any completely equipped automobile regardless of
appearance or comfort considerations.

—

for

A

glance at the car impresses you immediately with
beauty and finish.
As you look it over and read its specifications, you
realize its absolute completeness.
But you must ride in it to appreciate its comfort.
You must drive it to get the thrill its performance

its

will give you.

You can own one

Boadster $825

Model ^3 — ^o.b.Toron-ho

of these cars.

But act promptly
demand.

— for

no car was ever

in

such

In spite of record production and advancing prices,
there is a shortage of cars.

The demand naturally centers on top
price

—

class at

bottom

this small light car.

And no other car at anywhere near its price can
compare with this one for beauty, performance, comfort, completeness and economy.

—

Get in touch with the Overland dealer now.
Catalog on request please address Dept. 658.

—

Willys-Overland, Limited
Head Office and Works,

West Toronto, Ontario
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Rich with your favorite filling, good pie crowns the meal it graces.
Housewives who excel in pa^ry will tell you that pie is at its very
best only when wrapped in a FIVE ROSES crust. So hard will the
children find
will

you be

it

up with

to catch

satisfied with

their appetites, that never again

a lesser flour than

Five Roses*
m

Why Does

Puff Paste

Every time you fold and butter a
pastry dough every time you roll it,
When the
you add an extra flake.
heat expands the cold air between the
buttered flakes, each layer puffs ar.d
The
springs happily in the oven.
colder the dough, the more it puffs.
Because FIVE ROSES has elasticity

pastry

you can fold and

years' experience attests

and

Crust, Puff Paste,

Puff?

to spare,

Over 27

roll

your

much thinner without
Because FIVE ROSES

Breads -Cakes
Puddings -Pastries

Sr

its

value in Pie

To the well-raised crust it gives a clear, dainty
appearance, a golden creamy bloom.
Its

presence

is

readily perceived in the lively,

close-grained flakiness that melts

tongue

tip.

And

the soft palate

is

away on

is

your pastry
seldom soggy i nor do the
layers stick together^the shortening acts as an impenetrable
coating between the flakes.

the witching flavor lingering on

to this pastry treat.

Because FIVE ROSES ts
groundto uniformfineness,
your pastry puffs evenly
in the oven, andyou get
that

even flakiness

oj

successfully used

in other foods, try

it

now

FIVE ROSES

in pies

and

pastry.

Let your folks enjoy the flower of the pie family, a
till eaten

truly succulent, tasty article that retains
its

crisp freshness.

FIVE ROSES

brings more, it brings flour
economy. With the same amount of shortening
and water, simply because of uncommon strength,
you use at least one- fifth less flour.
Packed in bags or barrels of populeuf sizes, your
dealer wiU gladly supply you.

LAKE OF THE WOODS MILLING
MONTREAL.

^^^OF PASTPV--rHINK^

This

Book?
Indispensable to the housewije eager
to

excel—

The famous

BOOK

FIVE ROSES COOK

strips Pastry

Baking

oj

its

It is

the beginner's insurance against

disappointment.

Ciyes

Nature's toothsome contribution

You who have so

YOU Want

mystery.

the

snapping.

tcsistsfat absorption,

Do

so-called difficult things.

understandable
on pastry, tarts, puffs,
patties, pages of pie recipes, etc.
Brings you the FIVE ROSES
complete,

information

experience of over a quarter
century, plus the best selected
recipes of thousands of success-

ful

FIVE ROSES

users.
Full of notes, pointers, useful
wrinkles.
So essential to

good housekeeping that
already over 2 00,0 00
women have written
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these extra lux-

without interference in any
way with your regular occupation
;

from which you may derive
sufficient income to warrant your
having all the added pleasures of
This plan may be worked
life.
during spare time without interference with your regular duties. One
hour in the evening spent among
your acquaintances
a half-hour
after lunch in the office or factory
will give you an additional $5.00 or
$10.00 weekly.

—

\^7"E have hundreds

of subscrip-

A

representative on
be taken.
the spot could secure these orders,
saving these people the trouble incidental to mailing.

scribers

These

orders,

many other
which may be added

with

SUMMER DAIRY DESSERTS

you,

the

our old subthey will recommend

you an income
same amount of work

will give

double your earnings each year.
is both pleasant and pro-

The work

47

fitable.

50

required.

No

previous

experience

53
This plan will interest yeu, se
write us to-day for full particulars.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED
UNIVERSITY AVENUE, TORONTO
THE MACLEAN CO. OP GREAT BRITAIN,
88 FLEET STREET. E.C.

whom

that with the
will

MECHANICAL DEVICES IN THE HOME
ATTRACTIVE SUMMER DRESS IDEAS

BRANCH OFFICES:

a plan that will enable

to add

uries

to

Guest

J.

THE CONSERVATION OF WOMAN POWER

ENG.,

you

sufficient ?

subscriptions
from the friends of

Ethel M.

LONDON,

income was not

together

community

SUCH STUFF AS HOMES ARE MADE OF

143-153

not afford

tions in your locality ready to

WOMAN AND THE HOME
a

extra luxury, but simply could
it because your regular

little

a plan

Dominion

over.

How

if "Cash on hand
would warrant you to inakethe purchase.
Have you ever felt the need
of a good vacation or wanted some

"\X7"E have
34

THE MONTH'S WORK
RURAL MAIL INQUIRIES

cer-

figured up to see

33

Valualile experiences fi'om successful farmers the

you have wanted a

tain

intensive Ontario farm has a $2,000 yearly milk income.

CAN A MACHINE MILK?

Editor

The Money Always
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500
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The famed "Mously" ereenhouse, 51 by 300 erected
us at Weston, Ontario

1

by

Concrete

foundations. Wroujiht iron
posts.

Counterbalanced
gear. Run up prae-

Steel raf tera.

tically

Double gusset splice
plates
Angle eave

it

with drip
gutter.
Close working side
ventilator apparatus.

^
^
^
^
^
^
^

The

First

of

THIS
Canada, with

house erected in
the 12 feet 6 inch
spacing between rafters, instead

e^i

the

first

number

of rafter posts

and columns by nearly a
1^

Although there

is

a

third.

marked increase

m the lightness, constructed as
the
^
^ most exacting tests prove to actually
it is

has many distinct features
throughout, the superiority of which
you will at once recognize.
location

is

only a short run from

Toronto. If you can't go to see it, let
us bring it to you by sending you half
a dozen fully described photographs
of

it.

;

it

1^

—we

—

makes no

difference
can best build for you the

Little or big

it

be a more rigidly-framed house than

which

our old construction.

best greenhouse.

1^

Hand

The house

Its

reduces the

Tofd^ ^Burnham^o.
Limited, of Canada
(Jreenhouse Designers

Royal Bank Building,

TORONTO
Factory,

ST.

and Manufacturers

Transportation Building,

CATHARINES, ONT.

as

leyer locked.
The
tirst of its kind in
L'anada.

Kind

of the old 8 feet 4 inches.
It

rung down

easy

Canada

in
is

its

as

MONTREAL

^_^

^^
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Sfop sfooping " Lighten i|our

housework

is the modern way to bake.
This is the modern range that takes the weariness
Range that burns coal or wood
out of baking. It is the wonderful LIGHTER
and has a high oven.

Here

DAY

Think of an oven you can attend without stooping;
an oven with a clear glass door at, the proper height to
see through without bending over; the thermometer up
where you can see it; all these things at handy standing
height;
and that in a range that burns coal or wood.

—

may

be lifted from the oven to the warming closet above
And this new warming closet
with the least trouble.
is almost like a second oven, because it is directly heated
by the fire. There is a high shelf as well useful for

—

many

range you ever saw was anything like this one.
new. At every point it is planned to save
work, save burned fingers, save annoyance and add to
the enjoyment of woman 's most interesting work

The back of the range and the side of the oven are of
beautiful white porcelain enamel, the easiest of all substances to keep clean. How simple to keep your range
bright and free from rust!

baking.

See the deep storage closet under the oven for keeping
pots and pans. Isn't this a handy and tidy way to keep
these useful articles'?

No

It is entirely

has six pot holes like other ranges, but two of them
are inside, where dishes may be cooked without the odors
Look. at the illustration and
escaping into the house.
see the warming closet placed just above the oven. That
The dishes
is to save reaching over steaming hot dishes.
It

.

But the wonder of

Lighten Your Housework

Clare Bros.

& Co.,

these conveniences is that they
What a help they must

BURNS COAL OR WOO'D

Mail This Coupon

Limited

Preston, Ontario

of

all

can be used without stooping.
prove on a busy day!

LIGHTER DAY
me your FREE booklet showing
how I may lighten my housework.

Send

purposes.

RANGE

To show every wonderful labor-saving feature of the Lighter Day
Eange we had photos taken of a housewife actually using the range.
These pictures were printed in a.booklet, and it is next best to seeing
the range to have a copy of the booklet. You may have a copy if
you send us the coupon. And if you know of other women who would
like to lighten their housework, and will send us their names, we
will send

photos

CLARE BROS.
HIGH OVEN

them copies

of the booklet, too

*^® ^^^^ years we have been making ranges,
GUARANTEE ^^
keep one
^^^^^^m^^^^^^
we have never expected any woman
to

that did not give perfect satisfaction.
Day High Oven Eange unconditionally.

We

guarantee the Lighter

CO., LIMITED, PRESTON. ONT.
MAKERS OF HECLA FURNACES

CLARE BROS. &

TEN CENTS A COPY

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

The

FARMER'S
M AG A2: N E
I

TORONTO, MAY,
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500 Bushels Potatoes Per Acre:

7

By
A.

J.

CAMPBELL

Albert Veinotte, of Lunenburg, Nova Scotia, Raises the Average Potato
Yield From 152 to 500 Bushels
-

"A

plant ivith roots as large as a
and others much larger; they

ivalnut

grow

in

damp

soil,

many hanging

to-

gether as if fixed on ropes; they are
good food either boiled or roasted."

THUS

wrote Heriot (DeBry's Colof Voyages) in his report
on Virginia in the early days of
Virginian settlement. He was describing
the potato plant, which had been introduced to Virginia by the English settlers
through their intercourse with the Spaniards. It took considerable time for the
first Europeans in South America to become acquainted with the excellent qualilection

the new King of vegetables for the
reason that when grown in natural circumstances the tubers are small and often
lie on the surface of the soil.
The explorers on sampling these exposed "roots"
found them acrid to the taste and not only
unpalatable, but unwholesome.
It would be interesting if space allowed
to trace the history of the potato from its
introduction into Spain and its gradual
spread through Italy, Burgundy and the Netherlands down to the present
«2-time, when it is grown on
practically
every
farm,
and appears on every dinner table.
The potatoes
ties of

grown
ada

in

Potato growing is no sinecure.
Not every
nor every soil can produce profitable
crops.
Results vary on even apparently iden-

man

from 50 to 300 bushels. What's the
Ncio Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Onwould like further information. The FedOovernment has appointed a resident

tical plots

reason f
tario
eral

plant pathologist at Fredericton, N.B. He ivill
study the matter.
Prof. Macoun, of Ottawa,
says that better results are secured by planting immature seed. .\lso is it a fact that imported seed 'in Ontario yields well the first year
but fails the second? In British Columbia the
grower is badly handicapped in his sales for
lock of markets. The prairies certainly have
no trouble on virgin soils. .\nd still the world

with 'increasing appetite. The boys' and
doing good tcork. The study of
diseases n-itl have to be made more thorough.
There is money in the business if we make it a
eats

girls' clubs are

business as this

Nova Scotian

did.

—EDITOR.

Nova

Scotia

was

damp and

owing to
The season was

light last year

unfavorable conditions.

potato blight attacked

many

promising fields. The farmers who dug a
good crop in the fall were those who combined regular sprayings with the usual
fertilization

and

cultivation.

Among

these was Albert C. Veinotte of West
Northfield, Lunenburg County, who harvested from two acres over 1,000 bushels
of marketable tubers. Principal M. Cumming, the Secretary for Agriculture for
Nova Scotia, states that the methods
adopted by Mr. Veinotte are worth the
study of the most advanced farmer. Indeed, so highly does Mr. Gumming think
of the results of Veinotte's work that he
has embodied a description of this farmer's methods in a new edition of "Soils
and Soil Cultivation," one of the series
of invaluable bulletins which he has prepared for the education of the Nova
Scotia farmer.
For his 1915 crop of potatoes, Albert
Veinotte selected a field that had grown
timothy and clover for two seasons. He
plowed the ground in November of 1914.
Early in the following spring the stones
thrown up by the winter's frost were
picked off, and the ground harrowed with
the spring-tooth. After being allowed a
fortnight to dry, the ground was harrowed
again, this time with a heavy in-throw

Maritime Can-

enjoy

a deservedly
high reputation. Down in
Nova Scotia even the large
orchardists find time to
plant and care for an area
of potatoes.
In the Annapolis Valley the "apple of
the earth" has its devotees
as well as the apple of the
tree, and the Yankee visitors are told every year of
"the bushel that produced
thirty bushels, and the half
bushel that came from one
in

to

disc was used
This process was
kept up regularly until
seeding time.
dried,

the

again.

SOWED MUCH FERTILIZER

On

the day before plantground being dry,
the field was rolled with a
ing, the

heavy

roller.

er he used,

mixture

V'euwttc's potato field with rows 34 ins. apart that yielded 500 hush.

The

fertiliz-

and which cost

him $42 per

potato."

The crop of potatoes

and again left
dry thoroughly. The
next harrowing was done
with a levelling harrow,
and when the ground had
disc harrow,

ton,

was

containing

a

four
per cent, ammonia, eight
per cent, phosphoric acid
and four per cent, potash.
After rolling the ground,
800 pounds of tnis fertilizer were sown broad-

T

li

J^^\
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been 152.5 bushels. Mr. Veinotte managed
to secure a yield of over 300 bushels highThe foregoing
er than this average.
brief description will give the reader an
idea of how he did it. In the words of Mr.

cast over each acre and mixed thoroughly
with the soil by means of a heavy springtooth harrow. When the seed was planted
on the following day, 800 pounds of the
fertilizer were scattered in the drills of

the use of the cultivator is one of the profitable devices for the potato grower to
employ, and he cannot cultivate his potato

each acre.
Mr. Veinotte places his drills thirtyfour inches apart and drops the sets at
intervals of from twelve to sixteen inches

the

Cumming:

gallons of water. In preparing the earlier
sprays he added one-half pound of Paris
green to every forty gallons of the mixture.
This addition was, of course, intended for the delectation of the potato
bug. He begun to spray last year early
in June when the plants were about four
inches above ground. Five sprayings in
each of which conall were administered
sumed eighty gallons of spray per acre.
In all, he used during the season 130
pounds of copper sulphate on the two
acres. By October 22nd over 500 bushels
of first-class potatoes had been taken
from each of those acres.
The average yield of potatoes throughout Canada for the past three years has

"The extra 300 bushels or so per acre
harvested by Mr. Veinotte must be attributed to the thorough scientific methods
which he adopted. When one considers
that throughout Canada the 1915 potato
crop has been light and moreover, when
one learns that potato rot has been unusually prevalent, one must realize the big
profits which were made from the extra
cultivation, the extra applications of highgrade fertilizer the careful selection and
the thorough spraying which Mr. Veinotte
assiduously devoted to his potato field.
With potatoes selling at fifty cents the
bushel this extra yield was worth $150,
an amount that would pay several times
over for the additional labor involved and
that would still leave a handsome profit
for his bank account."

He

plants the seed by hand
at a depth of about four inches. The variety he prefers is the Carmen, and he
always selects his seed with great care. He
prefers to choose his seed during the harvesting period, picking out medium-sized,
well-shaped potatoes from the best-filled
in the drills.

hills.

As

soon as the leaves of the plants appear above the soil he goes over the
ground with the hoe to destroy all the
weeds, so that their rank growth may not
retard the development of his crop. He
then goes over the field with his cultivator
and during the season repeats this operation at least eight times. He believes that

field too often.

For a potato spray Mr. Veinotte used
Bordeaux mixture last season, in the
proportion of five pounds of copper sulphate and eight pounds of lime to forty

—

From

Big Returns
,

An

Intensive

Ontario

Farm Growing

Potatoes

THERE
to-day about

considerable being said
the large farm. With
labor-saving and bigger farm implements the farmer can handle more
This is all right in
land than before.
theory, but it is not always possible to
get more land so as to put into practice
the advice handed out about larger farms.
A small farm well worked will yield as
much in cash returns as a large farm half
is

woi-ked. This is being proven in many instances all over the country. The man on
a fifty-acre farm can do most of his work
himself and at the present time, owing to
the scarcity of labor, the man on the hundred-acre farm may be short of help, too.
My friend Dick Crosby has a farm of
80 acres; of this, 30 is pasture land. This

only leaves him 50 acres of working land
and he is making as much and in many
cases more than his neighbors on bigger
farms. This man is able to do most of
his own work. He keeps three horses, one
a driver and worker combined, and so
he can run three horse implements. In
the spring he has his three-horse cultivator and seeder and harrows. In harvest he has his three horses to put on the
binder. A three-horse team is then available for fall plowing.
This farm is located in Central Ontario and is a good clay loam, and the
crops grown are oats, hay, corn, mangolds
and potatoes. This may not look very
much like a money-making proposition,
yet here are some facts:
Four acres of corn are grown for ensilage every year, the land being manured
during the winter. The corn is planted in
rows fairly thick and allowed to get well
matured. Our farmer is up-to-date and
grows the best varieties. Tests are made

By

— $2,000

Hay, Corn,
Year in Milk
Oats,

a

HAROLD HARKNESS

The labor proposition
might

a Small

II

scientific piece of

is

miikitif/

ivork

tliis

fdrminy a
pear.

Ilc-

muscle we must engineer every scheme
of brain to bring returns. Labor, at ^45 per
month and board, as Mr. Drurii. at liarrie,

reft of

reports paying, requires driving of the brain at
lijgh gear in order to come out with a balance
Th'is farmer of York County, Onof any kind.
tario, is making big returns on his small farm.
We xrant more stories of how the soil is being
made to give up its treasures. EDI'I'OU.

—

every year of all the best strains of seed.
Wisconsin No. 7 was grown last year. The
idea is that thickly planted corn well matured, with not so many ears, makes just
as good ensilage as thinly planted corn
with bigger and coarser stocks with more

and further, it makes better ensilage.
About two acres of mangolds are grown.
The variety that has given best results
is the Yellow Leviathan grown from homegrown seeds. The mangolds are thinned
to 12 to 14 ins., thus getting more mangolds and bigger yields than if thinned
out more. This has been proven by excobs,

periments at the Ontario Agricultural
College. A start is being made this year
in growing mangold seed for market, for
our young farmer is wide awake to every
opportunity that presents itself, and

growing root and vegetable seeds is going to be a paying business for the next
few years at least.
This man is a member of the Canadian Seed Growers' Association so the two
to four acres of potatoes he grows every
year are, of course, produced as
seed. Last year with potatoes
50 cents, he realized $1.25 per
in the season. It did not cost

registered
selling at
bag early

any more

Farm

Mangels

and

g;ow the registered kind and the 75
cents extra per bag paid for any extra
trouble. The potato ground is manured

to

heavy and then when ready is
ridged up and then commercial readymixed fertilizer is sprinkled along the
rows and the tubers dropped on top of it
and then covered. The extra yield more
than paid for the cost of the fertilizer,
and the next crop also benefited by it.
Four or five acres of hay is grown. About
half mixed hay, and the rest clover. The
second crop of clover is plowed down for
potatoes the next year.
About 30 to 35 acres of oats are grown
every year. Of course they are also of
selected strains. The variety now being
grown is the well-known 0. A. C. No. 72.
This variety has proven to be a splendid
yielder and a strong strawed oat, and
last year under unusual conditions did
not shell out as badly as some other varieties. The yield last year was well over
50 bush, per acre for the whole crop. This
was good, when you consider that about a
quarter of this acreage was cut with the
mower early in September, the last load
being drawn in on the 18th or about then.
About 1,200 bushels will be sold this year,
the price averaging about $1 per bushel.
L'ast year they were sold at $1.25 to
$1.40.
You can easily figure out the profit.
Great care is taken to keep the oats
clean. The fields are carefully weeded
and the grain throroughly cleaned with
an up-to-date mill.
Ten head of milch cows with the three
horses supply the manure for the farm
crops. Manure is bought for the garden
and orchard.
The milk bill is over $2,000 every year.
Continued on page 75
fairly
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Hidden Profits
Live Stock

in

A

Look

at the

Returns

scene on Tolmie's Vancouver Island farm.

From Live
late

¥

AHE

golden hoof," "the mortgage
"the billion-dollar hen,"
I "the wealthy
•*
cattleman," "the
equine aristocracy" how these and kindred phrases stud the pages of literature,
denoting the profit supposed to inhere in
animal husbandry!
In Biblical times
cattle counted wealth, and in these modern
days the banker, in scrutinizing the statement he has just taken from a farmer,
will be influenced in his decision as to accommodation not a little by the holdings
of live stock, particularly swine and fat
cattle
nearing market requirements.
Wherever adopted and followed as a staple
department of the farm, live-stock husbandry has lifted agriculture from precariousness to permanency, from penury
to profit. It did so in Ontario, as every Institute worker in that province has repeatedly declared, when the McKinley
tariff knocked the barley market flat. It
has done it in isolated instances in the
South where long years of cotton growing
had cheated the hungry soil, resulting in
lean crops, often mortgaged in advance to
support the "maker's" family. It has done
it in certain communities of our own West
where frost or other contingencies made
wheat growing unsafe.
Accepted usually under stress of compulsion, mixed farming, with animals as
an integral factor, has wrought a renaissance in districts where barley or cotton
or wheat or corn for sale had exhausted
the humus of the soils, bared the clay on
the hillsides, fouled the fields with weeds,
achieved sadly declining yields and blistered the farmer with a mortgage. The

*»f

lifter,"

—

Stock Farming in These Corners and CalcuTheir Value to You.

This nrtivie comes fresl'. from the pen o/ outPence River, Alberta, trriter, irhose letter accomi>ani/in(/ it, ended thus
''Good-by ! Chore
time.
Yours truly."
And that's what make.t
the articles in each issue of The Farmer's

—

Magazine of real iriight, because they are
from busy men who ktww what hard farm application with the milk-pail, the sioiU-bucket or
the seed drill means. The man %vlw gets above
his work, despises his labor, or tliinks farming docs not give scope enough for his scientific, artistic or socialistic soul, ought tu look
at a piece of dirt through a powerful microscope in the sunlight. That vision uill change
his nhole viewpoint. Let us read ichat Albright
says.
—fWlTOH.

hog has banished the mortgage, the sheep
has subdued the weeds, firming whilst enriching the knolls; the hen has helped out
the living, demolishing store bills and providing pin money; the cow has brought in
a steady stream of cash, and even the
much berated steer, costly boarder though
he has proven to be, has commuted loads
of waste roughage into "bankable stuff'."

As for the brood mares, they helped

ACROSTIC ADJURATION

D
I

V

iversify your farmhig
t pays best;
ariegates the work;

E

ducates broadly;

R

otates the crops;

because

S aves waste;
ncreases interest;
avors steady employment of help;
y ields some return every year.
I

F

to

furnish the- motive power of the farm,
raised their own stall mates, and furnished many a spare gelding for city work
at good paying prices. History convincingly attests that the live-stock farmer
gets ahead.
And yet calculations can be made pointing plausibly to the conclusion that on the
average arable farm, live stock is merely
a means to the addition 'of much poorlyrequited labor. Even the much-lauded and
highly-specialized
dairy
cow has to
"scratch gravel," so to speak, to vindicate
her right to existence when ordinary accounting methods are applied. I have examined dozens of statements submitted by
careful dairymen who were by no m.eans
seeking to belittle their business, and after
providing for labor, interest, depreciation
and general running expenses, these
statements drawn from actual experiences
and records, left insufficient margin out
of the proceeds to pay at market prices
for the feed consumed. At least, in many
cases this was true. What, then, was the
use of all their extra responsibility and
burdensome extra investment? Why not
put the surplus capital in the bank, sell
the crops for cash, and take it easy?
As for the steer, he is a beef-making
enthusiast indeed, who will undertake to
show how a farm operated in the corn belt
or the wheat belt or any other corresponding region, can be made to supply Mr.
Bullock from birth to block with any combination of commercial feed procjucts, and
through him to realize as much mazuma
one year with another, as the same products of their salable equivalents would

a
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the open market, after making due allowance for initial cost of the
calf when bred on the place, cost of housing, labor of care and feeding, interest on
investment, and a score of miscellaneous
expenses from fencing to salt. Crediting
the cattle with manure at a dollar a ton
in the yard will still leave the balance frequently on the wrong side.
And_ it is a skilled feeder of swine who
will in the long run receive for his pork
enough more than he could have got for
the sound salable feed that produced it
to cover safely the items of labor, housing
and the like. Minute reckoning runs
debits up to a surprising total.

than for fat lands. But generally I believe it is underestimated at a dollar a
ton. The effects of a single application
last for many years, in gradually dimin-

command on

ishing proportion.
It is the indirect advantage coming
through the production of ever larger and
more profitable crops that makes mixed
farming pay so much better than soil
mining. The one tends ever upward; the
other ever downward. Ten or twenty
years establishes a contrast plain enough
for all to read. We have failed to credit
our live stock with enough value for the
farmyard manure. Hidden Profit No. 1.

Live stock, by aff'ording a home market
soil-improving crops like legumes,
favors a system of cropping which in itself tends to conserve fertility. One-crop
farming is never the best. Grasses and
clovers are needed to put fibre into the
soil, an occasional intercultivated crop
like roots or corn to clean it economically;
cereals to furnish straw and afford an inexpensive means of getting the fields
seeded down periodically. Cattle consume
to advantage and convert into value many
bulky crops such as clover and alfalfa,
which are most profitably grown where
they can be marketed in the barn. Stock
husbandry thus involves a safe, profitable
for

THE OVERHEAD EXPENSES
In a former article we discussed the
question of housing, showing that with
such a barn as is common on many Eastern farms the combined annual charge for
interest, depreciation, insurance and taxes

may easily exceed nine dollars for every
horned head accommodated.
Even larger is the item of labor. I had
occasion to keep track for over two years
of the labor devoted to each branch of a
hundred-acre farm where dairying was a
leading feature. Every hour's labor by
each man was accounted for, and his time
charged on a basis of the wages he was receiving plus board. By far the largest
labor item was in the cattle department,
which in consequence showed a loss on

the books. There was profit in producing
the crops the cattle consumed, when
charged to the stock at current farm
values, but an actual loss on converting
these into dairy products, thanks largely
to the labor item, plus a certain vicissitude, which curtailed production, not,
however, below a creditable average as

herd records go. After the results of our
bookkeeping were tentatively cast up I
scratched my head and did some earnest
thinking. I am not in the habit of modifying calculations to buttress preconceived opinions, but in this case was constrained to inquire whether our method
of accounting had been altogether fair to
the cattle. Unlike most of the other work,
chores were steady and regular. They
created the demand which made possible
Bad
the yearly employment of help.
weather or good, they furnished work.
Extra chores were often accomplished
during rainy or stormy days when the
hands could not otherwise have been kept

going to advantage, though monthly wage
would have gone on just the same.
So we felt justified in revising our estimates, charging a somewhat lower rate
per hour for chores and assessing the difference against jobs such as haying, seeding and harvesting, which made their demands during periods of rush and were
exacting as to weather conditions. But
even after discriminating thus to the ex-,
tent of about ten per cent, each way we
still found a paper profit in the production of most of the crops (notably hay)
but a paper loss in their utilization
bills

—

loss

which a considerable improvement

in

milk yields tended gradually but slowly to
eliminate. In this calculation we have
treated' housing as a general overhead
expense, charged proportionately against
crops and stock. Nor had we omitted to

— From L'Asino.
THE RUSSIAN SURPRISE
^

We

"Gee!

thought

it

Rome.

tvas only a toy."

credit the animals with the manure at a
dollar a ton. I am inclined to believe that
with a small proportion of exceptions, as

where extra-high production is obtained
from the herd or where fancy prices are
secured for the products or where cost of
milk

is
cut to a very fine
results will be commonly in line
with the example alluded to. The net result of the farm operations may be profitable,
but analytical accounting will
probably point towards a nominal profit
on the crops but a nominal loss, or at
best a very restricted margin of profit
Is there a hidden profit
ofi the live stock.

production

point,

in

animal husbandry?

WHERE THE HIDDEN PROFITS LIE
The writer believes there is not merely
one hidden profit but several. The first
one lies in the manure heap. That is to
say, some of it lies there. Some leaches
and vaporizes away. Chemists, comparing
barnyard manure with commercial fertilizers, tell us that an average ton of
the former is worth around three dollars.
And then they have not counted all the
virtue. They have allowed nothing for
the physical benefit which its humus contributes to the soil or for the bacterial
activity it introduces, quickens and feeds.
True there is the greater cost of application and the certainty of some proportion
of waste under greater cost of application
and the certainty of some proportion of
waste under the most favorable conditions of utilization
also the chances of
failure to derive full advantage of it owing to imperfect methods in cropping, as
poor seed, poor drainage and the like. A
;

who undertook to purchase
manure too freely upon a basis of assumed theoretical value would likely land

farmer

the poorhouse before he got rich.
Nevertheless, experience shows a large
potential value in the manure pile. It is
not absolute or unvariable, hence cannot
be expressed positively in figures. It will
be worth more for the production of some
crops than for others; more for hungry
in

and fertility-conserving diversification of
crops. Hidden Profit No. 2.
Stock affords a home market for many
waste and by-products such as straw on
a grain farm, damaged hay, soft corn,
and the like. Sheep turn weeds from a
loss into a profit. Cattle convert straw into manure, while hogs keep many bushels
of soft corn, damp grain, windfall fruit
and household waste from spoiling, besides making excellent use of skim milk,
buttermilk or whey like the small boy

—

who was good

keep bread from moulding. Chickens commute grass, grubs and
scattered grain into eggs and meat. On
a well-ordered farm each class of stock
fills its niche, a small number of head of
each kind being often more profitable than
a larger number. Hidden Profit No. 3.
Mixed farming is interesting, broadening and educative. By inducing study of
farm-management problems it tends toward progress, which means expanding
revenues as well as deeper satisfaction in
one's life work. Hidden Profit No. 4.
to

Mixed farming is stable (no pun intended). It does not quite so readily lend
itself to sudden changes of policy, which
so often prove unprofitable. True, there
is a good deal of shifting by some men
from one branch to another, as from hogs
to cattle or from cattle to sheep; but the
best type of Canadian farmers adhere in
the main to a balanced plan of live-stock
husbandry. With live stock as a foundatiqn, they are enabled to plan their cropping on lines of a permanent definite rotation, raising chiefly that which will best
feed the animals. Undue attention need
not, then, be paid to the paper profits of
crop production, but rather to the ultimate returns from beef, cheese, butter,
pork, eggs and market horses. This is as
should be. A Quebec hay farmer growing timothy for market might find it difficult to feed that hay to cows at a profit.
But let him change his seeding from timContinued on page 70
it
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Machine Milk?

a

By

MACKENZIE HALL

With the Mechanical Sense Find Them Good
Labor Problems are Causing Further Inquiry.

Careful, Clean, Farmers
vants.
products
DAIRY
creasing
in

Canada are inDuring 1915
were most satisfacin

price.

cheese prices
tory to the farmer, beating all records.
Butter maintains a high level, while milk

companies

everywhere

are

seeking

to

delivery prices to their customers to offset increased prices paid to
country patrons.
Milk producers around Chicago are now
engineering a strike for higher per can
returns, and the dealers will have to meet
them favorably. The dairy farmer is getting into the line of profitable production
because of these prices.
But why are prices going up?
Generally prices respond and are fixed
by supply and demand, in these cases.
Either there is a curtailed supply in the
ordinary demand, or else there is an ordinary supply and a greater demand, or
a decreased supply and a greater demand
together, to bring about higher prices.
In the present case, it is the third
that seems clearly operating to raise
prices on these farm products.
Farm labor is high, scarce and unsatisMilking demands the best of
factory.
farm labor, constant attention and fair
raise

city

prices.

The war is taking labor away.
The industrial requirements of war and
living are demanding labor in the cities.
The big profits made in war contracts,
the general prosperity in the U.S., and the
generous governmental provision for
wives and families, accentuates the de-

mand

for dairy products.
situation. The dollars in dairying appeal mightily.
Yet
cows have to be milked and fed. To do this
requires considerable man labor. Some
drop out of the strenuous race.
Not
enough new ones are taking their places.
But as the economist says, the law of
can't
substitution begins to work.

The farmer sees the

We

make

a substitute for milk, cheese,

A

and

Yes, there are other signs of the increusinij
activity of dairymen and the money in dairy
cows. Promoters are around trying to sell all
They hare
kinds of stock to dairy farmers.
visions of big condenseries near big cities where
they, of course, could not get supplies, and big
profits for the farmers, yet they take care that
the farmers do not control the stock. Wherever
a business prospers, then will you find the
parasites croirding in. A war illustrates thi^
fact -very well. If the possibility of personal

aggrandizement were removed, how many wars
would result? Likewise, how many magnanimous companies, eager for the farmer's subscriptions to their stock would go after it so
hard, if the pile at the end were not so alluring.

This article on Milking Machines is given to
His
present facts for the reader's guidance.
great concern must he, will it pay me to use
that
decides
it
will,
he
he
the machines.
If
should get the best one at the best terms. 'What
about getting together in the united farmers'
EDITOR.
organizations for this purpose?

—

real butter, but we can substitute for
machine is brought into play.
labor.
Thus it is, that there is such activity in

A

milking machines, power
big cultivating machinery.

engines,

and

And

the biggest interrogation point you
with the
dairy farmer, is, does the milking machine
do the work well?
In fact, the cost is not the first consideration. Rather it is the service. Guarantee, a perfect service with a minimum
of superintendence and technical operating troubles, and dairy stables everywhere
will be open for installations at once.
Now there are two things to prove to
First, that the machine
the operator.
does do good work, and secondly, that the

meet

in discussing the question

farmer believes

it.

easy for a manufacturer
or machine agent to see the reasonableness of the situation. Even the published
approvals of real farmers are not conclusive evidence to many men, as they fear
the interests behind the boost. So that the
greatest satisfaction comes from a per-

Of course

it is

sonal mspection and acquaintanceship
with a machine in operation. I have seen
farmers come across two townships to see
a neighbor's machine work at ordinary
every-day service where the element of
exhibition was reduced to nothing. For
the milking machine, common as it is in
some parts of Canada, has not yet a general introduction to

many

sections.

For the farmer with the problem before
him, the need of being economical, and the.
fear of an extravagant experiment, reliable facts and definite results are welcome. To this end I have tried to gather
some of the reasons why so much divergence of opinion exists among users as
well as non-users of milking machines.
And I am convinced that no machine can
ever hope to milk as well as good hand
milking.
Also, machines in many cases do better
work on a herd than a variety of men with
diflferent habits and ideas of cleanliness
and care of cattle.
It is evident that many failures are
due to a lack of mechanical sense in the
farmer, to a lack of cleanliness, to a lack of
proper adjustment of teat cups and style
of machine for individual needs, to incompetent, non-interested farm hands.
And that in a large number of cases the

milking machine is doing good work and
solving the labor problem.
Hundreds of machines are in operation
in

Canada. TVIany makes of machines have

been noted and while orre man may condemn a machine, another man is most enthusiastically satisfied with the same machine. In this connection, it is the same as
in all machinery competitions. Each has
its favorites. Too often, a rival is unjustly knocked. Present day competition demands a fairly good mechanism in any
popular machine.

The following words of men who have

me of their experiences
plain further:
informed

milking machine at work in one of England's dairy Shorthorn
The milk is carried to an adjoining roow in the tubes.

herds.

Ser-

may

ex-
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A Quebec man

says

:

For a dozen or more years I have watched
with Interest the development of the milking
not as a casual ol)serv<'i-, hut as a
prospective buyor.
I am frank to confess I felt somewlat dubious
at first as to the feasibility of milking cows in
As a practical
such a mechanical manner.
dairvinan, T cou'd not see bow cows of different temperaments, with different sized teats
and udders could respond satisfactorily to
These difficulties did conmaclrine milking.
front the first inventors, but each succeeding
'
year brought the machine nearer perfection
and the leading makes on the market do effective work.
In the counties of Huntingdon and Chateauguay, there are twenty or more machines of
The B.I^.K. was the
various makes installed.
first to be introduced about twelve years ago,
and is still making good. The Sharpies has
its admirers, as has also the Empire, the Hin
man, the Visible, and the latest to be brought
to the district is the Omega, of Swedish make.
This machine claims superiority in the production of sanitary .milk, as the niilk passes
through celluloid, instead of rubber tubing.
All makes have some strong points over their
competitors, and fortunately the user of each
kind thinks he has the best on the market.
The milking machine will not e.xeel the good
clean hand milker in the production of milk
have taken
I
with a low bacterial count.
samples of hand and machine drawn milk and
invariably find a slightly lower bacterial count
With ordinary
in the hand drawn samples.
care and gumption, machine drawn milk is
nuite satisfactory, and vastly better than much
that is hand drawn. The greatest problem of
the dairyman is to get efficient labor, particu

machine,

good milkers.
I have come to the conclusion that the milking machine excels the average farm hand of
to-day, in the art of milking, and it carefully
operated and cared for. is the greatest labor
The farmers that
saver on the dairy farm.
use them in these counties each keep from 20
to 50 cows and are well pleased with their
All were installed because of the
machines.
scarcity of labor and now do with two men,
what it formerly took four to do in the same
larly

length of time.

argument I can put up for the
milking machine is to cite the case of one of
farmers
of Huntingdon County. Mr.
the dairy

The

best

eleven years ago purchased at a high
The year following he
price a splendid farm.
had the misfortune to lose one of his hands
he had gone quite extensively into dairying

S

;

and was shipping milk to Montreal. But what
can a dairyman do witli one hand? Discour
aged, he sold out and took up other lines of
But these did not bring in the cusfarming.
tomary large monthly cheque. He was falling
He
liehind and his land was being depleted.
But
felt be must get back to the dairy cow.
he soon met the same old diflBculty of getting
good milkers. Most of them proved dirty ana

As a last resort, be resolved to try
careless.
He investigated the
the milking machine.

three

use

sizes.)

To

how

see

this

one-armed

man

can manipu-

the teat cups and keep four units drawing the lactic fluid from the full udders of his
fine grade Ayrshires, is little less than marThis man can stable his 24 cows, milk
velous
them and have the milk all in the cans ready
for shipment in an hour and thirty minutes,
Ho
for I have timed him more than once.
can do it more quickly when his wife or the

late

.

man assists. This man's milk has always
graded high on the Montreal market.
The cows take to the milking machine kindly
and I have never known a case where, when
properly handled it has been injurious to the
hired

cows.
I

thoroughly convinced that the milking

am

machine operated with a reasonable amount of
care is i good investment for the dairy farmer
with fifteen or more cows and certainly lifts
the pressure from the help problem.

AN ONTARIO YOUNG FARMER
The Hinman Milker gives us as good

results

ever, we find it necessary to ship about
One man will milk
T.j per cent, of the cows.
and strip on an average of 16 cows per hour
find no
outfit.
with a two single unit
harmful effects on the cow in any way, but
consider it very much easier on the cow than

as

We

We have lost no
the average band milker.
teats since installing in May, 1914, while before
we would lose at least one a year. Heifers
take to it much more readily th.in to hand
milking, in fact the machine seems to have a
The machine is
quieting effect on any cow.
see no dangers in the
I
almost noiseless.
machine if properly handled, but put the
machine

in the

hands

of an

incompetent care-

the dairyman may soon have
Leava bunch of dry cows. The reasons are
ing machine on too long, not stripping when
(we
cup
a
small
too
using
necessary, and
less

man and

:

consider

we are

able

to

—

.''.

work done by them and concluded that the installation of a machine would solve the milk-

He purchased a four
ing prolilem for him.
unit B.1>.K. and has used it continuously with
excellent results. A visit to his farm at milking time is as good as going to the "Movies."

I

produce cleaner milk (though possibly with
a higher bacteria count) than by hand, we use
a strainer cotton supplied by the dairy—
this is similar to absorbent cotton used for
medical purposes and sometimes this is little
cans of
more than stained after straining
milk, while if we were hand milking we would
once,
but
be obliged to change cotton at least
to produce sanitary milk a sanitary man must
lie at the head of the business."

A BIG HOLSTEIN FARM

We

have

found

up

it

been

using a milking
four years.

now about

(Sharpies)

to our expectations.

machiui'

We

hav,^'

But we can

easily understand why it is not always satisfactory.
It is just as necessary for a machiiir
operator to have the sympathy of his cows as
Some operators also
it is for the hand milker.
get the idea that a machine is almost human,
but it is not and will not always milk a cow
dry, and for that reason it is absolutely necessary to strip, at least uf have found it so.
We have no definite figures as to cost of
operation and upkeep.
use natural gas,

We

which makes very cheap power, and the upkeep
amounts to very little. Perhaps $10 or .$15 a
year on our 7-unit outfit.
We find that one
man will milk about the same number of cows
as two men would do in the same time by
hand, but there is this to be considered that
the machine oper.itor's hands would not become
tired as the hand milker would, and thus would
be able to keep it up longer.
We have had no trouble with our milk
keeping sweet. We supply a dairy with fron:
8 to 10 cans of milk a day, and our surplus
goes to them as sweet cream.
Up to this time we have come to this
conclusion: That where milking a large number
of cows and being entirely dependent on hired
help, as we are, the milking machine is indispensable.
But were we only milking a few
cows we would not want one."

WHY SOME

FAIL

The way these men have spoken should
show conclusively that successes have
made, and partially explain why
some men fail.
The higher bacterial count mentioned
by two of the writers is due, no doubt, to
the improper and perhaps to some extent
been

impossible cleansing of the rubber tubes
and cups, since a very small colony of
these will soon increase under proper temperatures.
The carelessness, disinterestedness and
lack of mechanical sense in others account
for the failures.
I find that these two reasons account for
the majority of failures. As one man says,
it is not advisable from a financial standpoint,

any

to

less

instal a milking machine for
than a dozen cows, unless for

one's personal reasons of comfort.

The dairyman near Port Arthur told ua
that he had used a milking machine, but
had thrown it out, and regarded the whole
business as a fake. He claimed that the
young heifers were too nervous under it,
and its operation unsatisfactory.
I think the whole trouble in his case waa
due to personal habits and a wrong sense
of dairy temperament.
A big Jersey breeder who has a power
outfit finds considerable trouble in milking
his Jerseys.
He claims that the teat
cups do not work well on cattle with small
•

teats.

Another owner of 175 registered Jersey
Quebec installed a Lister and

cattle in

reports himself entirely satisfied with the
work done. This man won all the first
prizes for butter at the big Eastern exhi-.
bitions.

In Robt. KeUy's bairns at Vancouver, B.C., where a milking machine

is

installed

Continued on page 67

Common-Sense Cow-Feeding
Succulence
Flavor First
sideration wi

Dairy
Silo

The steam engine has done good

Takes

Place

in

to

This

service.

of us who are
THOSE
cow feeding usually think

interested in
we feed

our cows in a common-sense way.
No doubt many of us do, since m.any of us
get good results, but many people get poor
results. Many of us are growing the best
feeds on our own farms, but we are not
feeding our cows in the best way and so
as to get the biggest returns possible from
the amount of feed that we give our cows.
It must not be inferred that we should
confine ourselves in feeding our dairy
cows to only such feeds as we grow on the
farm; not at all. I believe
it is

Fe

Silo filling on a B. C> jarm..

out of them

have no hesiin milk.
I
saying that it is possible
to take a given quantity of feed and feed
it to a herd of milch cows in such a way
as to get a very small profit over and
above the cost of that feed; and you can
take these very same feeds and feed them
to your cows in such a way as to give you
a handsome profit, yes, even 50 per cent.
tation

in

I want to indicate what we have to consider in handling these feeds and in preparing rations for our cows in order to get
the best returns.

quite advisable to sup-

plement the home-grown
foods with such foods as
we can make profitable, for

bran, oilcake
meal, gluten meal, cotton
seed meal and a few others.
I believe that if we are going to make the best use of
the foods we can grow on
our farms, we must supplement them to a certain
extent with foods that we
The more of
purchase.
these we can use profitably, the greater will be the.
return from our cows. The
more we can get our cows
to eat, the greater will be
our return.
instance,

In the first place, you will admit, I
think^ that a cow that is brimful
filled
right up to the neck^with food is the cow

—

comfortable, and the cow that is
make the best use of the food
that is in her. Further, one of the important considerations is to give the cow
all she will eat; give her abundance. After
that you will have to consider the quality
of the feed. Some farmers say the quality
is the first thing, but I do not quite agree
with that, although I think the quality is
important. Palatability is, in my consideration, the most importPalatability means
ant.
pleasant to the taste, that
which the cow likes. A cow
will seldom fill herself up
on wheat straw or wheat
Not because she
chaff.
knows it is not very digestible and, does not contain
very much nutritive matter, but because she does
not like it, and the taste
does not appeal to her. You
would not sit down to a
meal of bran and enjoy it.
but if you had a good porterhouse steak and a few
fried potatoes you would
sit down and have a real

that

is

likely to

good time.
It is the same with a
cow. If you give her something she does ,not like, she
may of necessity eat a certain amount of it, but she
does not consume enough
of it to leave a profit for
you; she will eat only

Before we start to consider what we should grow
and how we can feed it, we
ought to know the principal points in preparing
the ration for a dairy cow.
There is no doubt that

many

a farmer grows a lot

enough to sustain life, and
if you are after milk you
may depend upon it that

of fodder, and feeds it to
his cows on the farm, and

does so at a great disadvantage, because he does
not know the full value of
the feeds and the methods
necessary to
follow
in
order to get the best returns from these feeds.
That is the secret of the
whole thing knowing how
to handle these feeds in
order to get the most

she will not sacrifice herbut will sacrifice you,

self,

and you
cause

cow

will deserve

you

it,

sacrificed

be-

the

in the first place.

Getting the cow to eat a
large

—

amount

of feed

first object.

Two

big

—a

money-making things on a farm

silo

and a

flock of sheep.

Cont. in June

is

the

'

number

The Doukhabors
Fresh Views

From These
Canadians

THE

Doukhobors are a
peculiar people. The term
is here used in the scriptural sense, and if one is to understand the Doukhobors one
must get entirely away from
things Western and modern and
translate oneself into an atmosphere oriental and of olden
times. During their residence of
seventeen years in Canada they
have held themselves aloof from

at
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Clean-Living,

Canada:
C omtnunity-Loving

By C. B. SISSONS
,

Anti-Military

Veregin, Sask., and Brilliant, B.C.
Young

trees have been set out
neat rows between wnich
vegetables are grown no ground
is wasted. The slopes leading up
to the bench-land abound in
water-melons
and
pumpkins.
The very road-sides are made
to produce beets and turnips.
Considerable fields of wheat
and millet and corn are to
be seen. Near the station is a
jam factory famous throughout
our social and political life. They
the West as the home of K. C.
have sought to live in a world
jam. This factory employs from
of their own and even commerfourteen to twenty-five men and
cially as far as possible to make
boys during five months of the
themselves independent and selfyear. The fruit at the present
sufficient. No community Douktime is mostly purchased, but
Looking ov^r the Doukhobor community orcha 'ds
hobor will exercise the franchise
partly supplied from the comtowards the Columbia from Brilliant, B.C.
or send his children to school or
munity orchards, especially
swear allegiance to the King.
those at Grand Forks. Within
He clings to his own customs tenaciously and there are the remains of the parent the factory everything is scrupulously
or even defiantly, and chooses rather to
colonies in Saskatchewan near Yorkclean, for cleanliness is one of the virtues
suffer affliction than to submit to assimiton
and Rosthern, the total Doukof the people. Near by one may visit a
hobor population in Canada at the
lation.
saw-mill, a flour-mill, a box factory, a
last census being slightly over ten thousThat branch of the sect which migrated
poison factory, a shoe and harness shop,
For the present we shall content
from Asiatic Russia to Canada a few
and.
a smithy, a cement mixing plant, but,
ourselves with visiting the two centres of
years before their migration, had definbest of all, a great two-hundred horseBrilliant and Veregin in order to underitely adopted as articles of their faith
power pumping plant capable of pumpstand something of their mode of life in
three new principles, having, it is true,
ing water at the rate of a thousand
the mountains and on the plains respecconnection with their ancient doctrines,
gallons a minute to a reservoir on
tively.
namely, internationalism, communism and
a lofty bench two miles away. In the
In the year 1908 after their trouble with
vegetarianism. The most prominent leadsame building is a dynamo by which it is
the Dominion Government over homeer of this new movement was Peter
proposed to light the factories and homes
steading, the Doukhobors began to leave
Veregin, whose powerful personality is
of the community.
Other industries
now employed in Canada in battling the inhospitable prairies and seek a new planned include a sugar refinery and a tin
home for themselves in more congenial factory, these to counteract the disadagainst the forces which make for disinsurroundings. Something over two thoustegration in the community.
vantages under which the community
His unand acres were purchased at fifty-two doldoubtedly great capacities are by no
labors in the jam business by reason of its
lars per acre at the juncture of the Colmeans too great for his task. In addition
distance from the markets.
umbia and Kootenay. At that time nearly
to difficulties within the community he
The houses in this colony are mostly of
must face a fairly general sentiment of
all the land was timbered, though not
the same pattern. Two buildings of two
heavily, as this is a semi-arid district.
hostility on the part of the public. The
storeys, thirty by forty feet, are conWest has little sympathy with a people After seven years one finds great changes.
structed about a hundred feet apart, and
who will not eat meat, who refuse to acconnected behind by a one-storey building.
quire all the private property possible and
The able-bodied members of the communwriter
commissioned hy The Farmwho consider that no country is worth er'sTheMapazine uas
ity occupy the larger buildings and the
to visit the Canadians of foreign
fighting for.
But this heterodoxy might
old and sick the lower connecting strucbirth Uvinp in Western Canada and he has
already obtained useful information in past
be forgiven if only the children were alture. Some forty or fifty people, that is,
issues and this one will he found just as inlowed to attend Canadian schools. The
eight to ten families, occupy each house.
teresting. The story of dry farming as pracWest takes itself very seriously in the
The women spend about three-fourths of
tised hy the Mormons tcill he his next attempt.
matter of education and it is on this rock
their time in the fields, and I was told
—EDITOR.
that the community is in danthat they are always sorry
ger of being broken.
when their turn comes to
But without further disspend a week at the housecussion let us visit the people
work. Of course, toil is much
in their own villages and see
more pleasant in the sunny
working
them at close range. Near
mountain
valley
Nelson is a little cranny of
amid fruit and vegetables,
the
mountains where the
than it was in pioneer days on
great waters of the Kootenay
the prairies. The reader will
and Columbia unite. Here at
find in Joseph Elkinton's book
a station on the Canadian
a photograph of twenty DoukPacific appropriately named
hobor women dragging the
Brilliant, is located the most
plow in order that the prairie
important'colony of the Doukmight yield its increase. Johobors in the West. Another
seph Elkinton was a promQuaker
Philadelphia
colony has been planted furinent
A community house in a prairie settlement
ther west near Grand Forks,
who lived in the Assiniboia
fm imiiriiiw
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The brickyard at Veregin
The up-to-date mill at Veregin
Oats on a non-community farm

Going Sunday visiting
The community bridge spanning the Kootenay

Community

oats

colony for a time, for the Quakers were
largely instrumental in releasing the
Doukhobors from Russian persecution,
and in the early years of their stay in
Canada took a lively interest in their

The dreary isolation so
of the labor.
characteristic of Western life is here re-

success.

ished,

A

delightful feature of the community
life at Brilliant is the gregarious nature

placed by cheerful social endeavor. For
instance, one may witness the sight of a
dozen bare-footed women, their work fin-

wending

their

way

in leisurely line

steep sandy path leading from
Or another
the bench to the village.

down the

-15

group winnowing beans by means of pails
shaken above the head. Or again a group
of old men taking advantage of the absence of the younger men at their customary two hours' siesta, and working with
all their feeble might at winnqwing a
great pile of wheat. Here is gathered the
output of one hundred acres of crop. Al-

T
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ready the grain has been threshed on the
great clay threshing-floor by the use of
primitive implements. One of these consists of two logs four feet long and two
feet six inches in diameter, each with
nine scalloped teeth eight inches deep.
These formidable rollers are hitched together tandem fashion and drawn by a
team of horses over the grain released
frqm the sheaf. The other implement resembles an old-fashioned stone-boat and
consists of two thick planks six feet long
and two feet wide attached side by side
and tapering at the prow. On the bottom
some three hundred sharp stone are inserted, protruding about half an inch.
This primitive device, surmounted by the
driver, serves to cut the straw as well as
separate the grain from the straw.
Altogether, the community plant at
Brilliant creates a very favorable impression, and not less impressive is the air of
One
leisurely industry pervading all.
must not forget to speak of the quiet dignity of the lady who served a satisfying
vegetarian meal, and her expression as
acknowledgement of our
she bowed
thanks. I suspect that she was a member
of one of those noble Russian families
who formerly espoused the cause of this
sect of peasants, officially despised and
persecuted. As we walked down the track
a lad ran after us to present me with two
books. That is the only incident to be regretted in my visit. One embodied extracts from the works of Tolstoi, who in
his later and religious days came greatly
to admire the Doukhobors. This was good
to read. The other was a book compiled
by one Alexander M. Evalenko of New

York. It purported to set forth the grievances of the sect since their arrival in
Canada. Its information is inaccurate
and its tone querulous. One may admire
the people, but one cannot admire the
judgment of their leader in disseminating
such literature. Petulant misrepresentation ill becomes a people distinguished
for honorable martyrdom.
In addition to certain lurid pictures of
tortures in Canadian prisons and an ingenious criticism of compulsory education
and registration of births, marriages and
deaths, the book accuses the Government
of unjustly depriving the community of
certain lands in Saskatchewan. As a matter of fact, the Government finally decided that it could not allow community
homesteading. It discovered that the people of the forty or more Doukhobor villages were cultivating only that part of
the land originally assigned them adjaMany of the men
cent to the villages.
were being employed on the railways and
their earnings were being turned in to the
community treasury, and to some extent
used in purchasing more land. Meanwhile, much valuable land was lying idle
It was
at a distance from the villages.
decided that those Doukhobors who were

prepared to become Canadian citizens and

farms or in villages
not more than three miles distant from
their farms should be given patents for
their homesteads. Those who refused to
comply with these requirements were allowed to hold in trust for the Government
fifteen acres for each person, man, woman
either reside on their

and

child.

The

average

Doukhobor

II r;
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family being small, this involved the surrender of considerable land previously
homesteaded.
At Veregin, on the main line of the
Canadian Northern, one may visit the
Saskatchewan headquarters of the community. Veregin is surrounded by as fine
a bit of country as one can find anywhere
in this granary of the Empire. A modern
flour-mill and a brick-yard are the only
manufacturing plants, but the villages
studding the plain round about are hives
of agricultural industry. Here farming is
carried on with the use of the most up-todate implements. The crops of wheat and
oats in 1915 were indeed wonderful. Yet
it must not be supposed that the community Doukhobors are model farmers.

Their numbers have been too much reduced by the migration to British Colum-

and by the practice of hiring out, to
permit of ideal farming. Last summer,
for example, the Doukhobor community
secured the contracts for nine of the ten
elevators erected by the United Farmers
of Alberta. They are naturally mechanical, Snd many of them, some even illiterate, have secured engineer's papers. But
they are attempting too much to do justice
to the land and have not succeeded in escaping the notice of the weed inspector.
bia,

Perhaps forty per cent, of the Doukhostill remaining in Saskatchewan have
broken away from the community. These
bors

are living, in many cases, in the vicinity
of the old villages. Some of them have
celebrated their freedom by turning to
dissipation.
Much bitterness has been
shown towards these independents. Sometimes, also, the men have been compelled
to leave their wives behind them in leaving
the community. The gregarious village
life as well as the religious side of the
community appeals more strongly to the
womenfolk, and the Doukhobor's boast of
equality of the sexes. In fact, their leader
in Russia before Peter Veregin was a

woman.

No

description of the Doukhobors would

be complete without an account of a religious service. Not having been present at
one, I shall quote from Joseph Elkinton's
book.
It describes a sunrise service beginning at four o'clock and concluding at
six o'clock. The early hour was originally
chosen to escape persecution, he tells us.
"Each man bows three times, kisses each
of the other men once, and then bows once
to all the women, to which they respond
collectively with a bow. The women also
bow and kiss each other as the men do.
Finally, all the men and all the women
bow at the same time, bringing their foreheads to the ground in true Oriental
All this is accompanied by a
fashion.
united chanting of their sacred hymns,
and is preceded by the recitation of portions of the Scriptures, or of some prayer

form." The great community
gathering of a Sunday afternoon is a
Then, as many as
sight worth seeing.
two thousand persons collect for singing
and prayer and the transaction of the
business of their little state, all standing
It
in the open air if the season permits.
should be remarked in this connection that
for a dozen years there has been no recurrence of the notorious pilgrimages participated in by a few hundred fanatics.
in ritualistic

In the matter of cleanliness, popularly
supposed to be next to Godliness, the
Doukhobor custom merits celebration.
Every Saturday is set apart as community
bath-day. On this day every resident of
the village is supposed to visit the common bath house. The one illustrated contains three rooms, the furnace-room, the
dressing-room and the bath-room.
The
furnace itself, as in Doukhobor houses
generally, is situated in the partition, but
it is fed from the furnace-room.
The
dressing-room is fitted up with benches
and long wooden pegs around the walls.
The bath-room, the lineal descendant of
the old Roman caldarium, has platforms
arranged like steps. The steam enters the
room from a great opening in the wall,
and the victim begins on the lowest platform, ascending as he wishes more heat,
until in the suffocating atmosphere of the
topmost platform his purification is com-

One naturally expects much from a
people so hostile to dirt.
Something must be said of the children,
for in its children lies the hope of the
polyglot West. I shall never forget as we
were inspecting the brick yard at Veregin
hearing indistinctly the sweet voices of
children singing. Tracing the sound we
found that it came from an old shack. On
opening the door we came upon a dozen
little girls seated on a heap of straw in
the corner. When addressed in their own
tongue they sang again for us, one leading
till the others caught the time and tune.
Thus were the small children of one village entertaining their friends from another village. Yet none of them had attended public school for a day; none of
them could read a word of English and
probably not a word of Russian unless
they had outstripped their mothers. The
community Doukhobors have persistently
refused to send their children to school.
Attempts have been made in both pi-ovinces to induce them to do so. For a time
a few children attended a public school in
British Columbia, but the quarrel over
legistration was made the occasion for
plete.

their withdrawal.

discussed the question with a leading
of the community, a man of great
intelligence and business ability. He said
that he himself had never gone to school;
he ventured to engage that a group of
Doukhobor children without any schooling selected at random would stand comparison in point of intelligence with any
similar group of children educated in
Western schools, and in obedience and
character would far surpass them. He
did not obiect to boys learning to read,
but he mistrusted much learning.
Meanwhile, this peculiar people must
enjoy the unenviable reputation of being
'the least Canadian of all the diverse peoples of the West. Meanwhile, too, it must
reckon with an unpopularity which may
result in further journeyings in search of
a land where peace and prosperity abide
and ma^'orities do not seek to rule. For
even the sheltered valleys of British Columbia may cease to afford a retreat to
those who deny the right of every child to
know the language and the institutions of
the country in which it lives, as well as to
be permitted to work and worship as its
parents desire.
I

member

:

The Adjuncts
Pig-Raising and Calf-Rearing

the good old times,
within the memory of many of us who
still consider that we are
still in a state of vigor if
not in the prime of life, a
varying number of cows
were kept on the farms, the
number frequently being
determined by the proportion of arable land to pasture land, and the head of
cattle needed to convert
the produce of the farm in-

INwell

to Dairy

When Done

Old
Land, Pay Handsomely.
in the

British

Farming
Way

SANDERS SPENCER

B

i^^asia;-

on High-Priced

part of the farmer or the
farmer's wife, since the
latter, as a rule, directed
the disposal of the dairy
offals,
thought was not
given to the fact that the
milk in the state originally
taken from the cow was a
perfectly
balanced
food
which could be consumed,
digested thoroughly, assimilated t o almost any
extent within the limits of

the digestive organs of
calves and pigs as well as
store cattle, all
of human beings, whilst
were locally sold. In those
skim milk which in the opdays the sale of new milk
eration of skimming had
was confined to the towns
lost four to five parts of its
and the largest villages in
fat had become an unbalwhich there happened to be
anced food and therefore
a few residents sufficiently
needed to have an addition
well off to be able to pay
of some kind of fat, to be
what were then considered
fed with some other food
.4 summer Jecd tot for hogs,
where thrift is greatly in
to be fancy prices for whole
containing those elements
evidence. Perhaps it is due in some, measure to dairying.
milk and for butter direct
wanting, or to be fed on a
from the farm. Any general trade in skim
But even this want of
fourth part of the fat contained in
limited scale.
milk was then unknown, and whilst butter
whole milk, or seven and a half times
care was not the limit of well domilk was thought to be of so little value
as much fat as remains in separated milk,
ing; large quantities of skim milk frethat it was either poured down drains or
but rather to the injudicious and wastequently too hot or too cold were given at
emptied into one of those vile places called
ful manner in which it was fed. Whether
long intervals to the little pigs and calves,
swill pits, into which all refuse which was
from a want of chemical knowledge, or
with the result that the chief increase in
considered to have any feeding value was
more probably from the neglect on the
the size of the animals was in the stomach
emptied, where from
rather than in the
infrequent cleaning
long-suffering animal
out its contents begenerally.
came a fermenting
a
A RUDE AWAKENING
mass which could
The
I'l-of.
easily be located by
Geo. E. Day of Guelph figures this out well in his recent book.
It would not be wise
following data was obtained at the O.A.C. This table shows the cost of pigs until
the olfactory organs
to assume that we
skim
they are 6 weeks old. Meals are rated at $20 per ton, roots $2 per ton, and
alone. This stuff and
a t present possess
milk 15 cents per 100 lbs.
the odds and ends
anything approachCost of feeding sow and
Sow and
No of pigs
which the sows and
ing a complete knowlitter for six weeks
in litter
How bred
litter
the store pigs could
ledge of the way in
$3.20
Pure Yorkshire
...
4
No. 1
" 2
$3.08
9
Berkshire sire, Tamworth dam
pick up in the free
which the most satis' 3
$3.87
Pure Yorkshire
and unfettered wanfactory results may
" 4
$3.70
Yorkshire sire, Tamworth dam
" 5
derings
$3.04
be obtained from the
about the
8
Yorkshire sire, Tamworth dam..
" 6
$5.85
3
Yorkshire sire. Berkshire dam
farm premises, oruse of separated milk
" 7
$4.31
9
Berkshire sire, I'orkshire dam
chard or home pasin the rearing and
"
$4.33
Pure Yorkshire
8
8
"
$3.88
Pure Tamworth
ture,
9
fattening o f calves
formed the
" 10
$3.95
Yorkshire sire, Tamworth dam
main and often the
and pigs, but we may
$3.33
"11
Tamworth sire, Berkshire dam
6
only food on which
" 12
fairly claim that
$2.37
Tamworth sire, Berkshire dam
4
the pigs existed after
there has of late
$3.74
Average
6%
they had ceased to be
years been a considhangers on of the
To arrive at the total cost of the pigs at six weeks old, the service fee and half
erable increase i n
average
cost
against
the
charged
dry
are
maintaining
the
sow
when
of
the cost
sows. The skim milk
that practical knowof maintaining the sow and litter for six weeks, making the total cost as follows
was rated at very litledge for which we
Service fee, $1.00; half cost of maintaining dry sow (y2 of $7.00), $3.50; average cost
of feed for sow and litter, ¥3.74. Total, $8.24. Average number of pigs in litter, 6V2tle value because of
are mainly indebted
•Vvorage cost per pig six weeks old, $1.27.
the poor results deto men of science and
If the cost of maintaining the dry sow were placed at $1.00 per month. It would
rived from its conothers outside the
bring the cost of the young pigs to $1.44 each at six weeks old. It is probably a
safe statement, therefore that young pigs can be raised to the age of six weeks at
sumption by the
British Isles as in
$1.50 each, making some allowance for items not considered in the experiment
calves and pigs.
this as in most other
described.
departments of farm
These wretched reJ. H. Grisdale, Central Experimental Farm, Canada, estimates that a breeding
sow can be maintained during a whole year at from S12 to $1."). under careful manwork and practice we
turns were generally
agement, and produce (wo litters during the year. This approximates, very closely,
due, not to the comhave apparently been
the Ontario results, which, omitting service fee, make the cost of maintaining a sow
Since the above calculations
half a year, and one litter of pigs for six weeks. $7.24.
content with what we
paratively low feedwere made, there has been a very material increase in the cost of feeds, but If we
have, and have uning value of the skim
add 50 per cent, to the cost of the maintenance all round, the cost of a pig six weeks
old is about $1.S5, which is a very moderate cost.
milk, as it would
fortunate>y for ourselves looked upon our
contain nearly oneto

butter, beef,

pork and
of which

What Does

Young Pig Cost?
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.

.

.

.
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An

L-shaped ham on a dairy farm where money is being made. Note the pleasing
surroundings of the place. It gives no bad idea of farm yard art.

system of dairying and the utilization of
the dairy offals as superior to those in practice in any other country. Already have we
had a rude awakening. The imports of butter and cheese from the United States,
Canada, New Zealand, Australia, Siberia,
Holland, and perhaps more particularly
from Denmark, where the most profitable
systems of using dairy offals in the rearing of calves and pigs and in the manufacture of veal and pork have been adopted after most carefully carried out experiments. Experiments have also been conducted in America, Canada,^ Germany and
other countries which have completely
altered the beliefs as to the value and as
to the best systems of using separated
or skim milk, butter milk and whey in the
feeding of calves and pigs. Amongst our
old ideas were those that skim milk was
not of any great value in the fatting of
calves, that almost any quantity of skim
milk could be profitably fed to pigs, and
that butter milk and whey, especially the
latter, contained 90 large a proportion of
water as to be of little value in pig feeding.
Our views on all these points have
been very considerably modified, as it has
been conclusively proved that the addition of thoroughly steamed or boiled linseed to the skim milk supplies that fat
which had been extracted, and so renders
the skim milk a balanced food suitable for
the digestive organs of the calf. It was
also considered that the veal from a calf
fattened on skim milk was not as white
as the public demand; this
in color
trouble can be avoided by feeding the calf
for a week or two on whole milk ere it is
killed.

SKIM MILK FOR CALVES

The enormous demand

at comparatively
speaking high prices for whole milk has
rendered it imperative that great economy
in the use of new milk on the farm for the
purpose of rearing calves should be practised, as the value of the animals when
reared is not high enough to furnish
nearly so good a return as could be obtained from the sale of the whole milk for
human consumption.
It would be folly to claim that separated
milk with the addition of cod liver oil, lin-

seed, oatmeal, peameal, lentil meal, or any
other food which would supply that deficiency jvhich has arisen from the extraction of the butter fat from the whole milk,
is equally as good as new milk for the fatting and rearing of calves, since the mere
manner of the calf taking its food and
the difficulty of always securing exactly

proper temperature must handicap
hand rearing of calves as compared with

the

the natural plan of the calf sucking its
or a substitute. Still the pail system
does surmount the difficulty of cost in so
fairly complete a manner as to render it
possible to rear the calves in a satisfactory and profitable manner. Of course, the

dam

newly-born calf should have whole milk
fed to it for at least ten days. This supply
may be obtained by the calf itself from the
cow for two or three days, when it may be
weaned, since less trouble will arise in
teaching it to drink than if this training
be postponed to a later period. About five
quarts per day will be ample for it, and if
this is given in three meals instead of as is
usual in the morning and evening, so much
the better, as there will be less likelihood
of indigestion and the resultant scour.
When the calf is a week old a proportion
of the whole milk is withheld and its
place taken by separated or skim milk
and about a tablespoonful of linseed or
linseed meal is added, the whole linseed
having been steamed or boiled or the meal
having hot water poured over it and
stirred until it becomes a jelly and then
mixed with each feed of milk given to the
The proportion of whole milk is
calf.
quickly reduced so that separated milk
forms the whole, whilst the linseed mixture is gradually increased so that by the
time the calf is six weeks old it will be
consuming half a pound of linseed or meal

proportion of the skim milk fed in the
olden times to young pigs was worse than
wasted. Many a newly weaned pig was
indebted to an over-supply of skim milk
for its death warrant. Our forefathers
considered milk to be a natural and perfect food for all young animals, and so it
was and is when it is fed to them in that
precise condition which nature intended it,
but not when man has robbed it of the
major portion of that constituent which
materially helped the young animal to digest it. There must be a certain proportion of fat in order that the milk can be
successfully and promptly dealt with by
the digestive organs, and if we take away
the butter fat it is only according to the
dictates of common sense if we proceed to
supply the omission by adding fat or oil
of some other kind which is equally as
good for the purpose, but of a lower market value than butter fat. When we use a
comparatively small proportion of separated milk in the feeding of pigs of middle or matured age, the other food will
generally furnish the amount of oil necessary to permit a complete digestion
and assimilation of a certain quantity of
the skim milk, but if the separated milk
forms too large a proportion of the young
pigs' food it is imperative that oil or fat
in some form or other should also be
given to the youngsters. Even if the cause
for this were not on the surface, it has
been most conclusively proved by experiments in Denmark and in the United States
that an oversupply of separated milk actually results in waste even when it does
not cause a direct loss and sometimes the
death of a pig. There is not the slightest
doubt in the minds of many pig feeders of
the present day that the indiscriminate
use of separated milk in the feeding of
especially young ones, is very detrimental, whilst the use of separated milk
in limited and small proportions to the
other food is a most valuable adjunct in
the rearing and fatting of pigs, as it not
only supplies certain food constituents,
but it enables the pigs to extract a greater
amount of nourishment from the other
foods.
It has also a marvellous effect on
the appetite, and it tempts a surfeited or
fanciful pig to come up to the trough. It
must be so, or the results from a series of
trials carried out at the Utah Experimental Station would not have given the
following results. On an average the pigs
fed on milk and grain made gains onethird faster than did those pigs fed on
grain alone, and nearly twice as fast as
the pigs which were fed on skim milk
alone. The proportion of milk to grain was
about two and a half to one in weight, and
the average quantity per pig was about
3% lb. of grain to 9% lb. of milk; of grain
alone about AV2 lb. was eaten by each pig
and of skim milk about 22^/4 lb., the averall pigs,

daily.

Continued on page 49
PIG-FEEDING EXPERIMENTS

So great faith has been placed in the
pig to turn almost anything edible into
pork of the finest quality that to suggest
that it is quite possible to feed skim or
separated milk too liberally to pigs, especially to

many

young

pigs,

would appear

to

persons to savor of the ridiculous.
Nevertheless, it is a fact that a very large

This

is

the

first of a series

of articles

from British vriters on the intcnsire
farming methods employed on Old CounIn our next issue irill aptry farms.
pear an article on Municipal Milk and
Public Health that vill carry interest to
Editor.
every dairyman in Canada.
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— Land

Some Things
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Alberta
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in tipimy.

Hereford strain, trekking from winter quarters

THE

ally

change
each

in

Iowa from

man owning

practichis

own

homestead (while miles and miles
"raw" land lay untouched in the great
north central part of the state that was
not reckoned with) to a land farmed
mostly by tenants, came about naturally
and quietly that even lowans were astonof

when the true status was revealed.
Accordingly Dean Curtis of Iowa State
College, and the Department of Agriculture
(Washington) co-operated on a
state-wide investigation revealing facts
and figures a little startling and disclosing conditions not generally appreciated
ished

or understood.
One of the greatest causes of increase
in tenancy was found in the drainage of
those large swamp-like tracts, held by
speculators, that now sub-divided them into fields to foster cultivation by tenants.

This alone has
tistical

much

returns,

that

to do with the sta-

explain

little

of

causes.

Another mighty factor in tenancy is
the small speculator: Not the wealthy
corporation or individual that buys hoping for a rise to add still more to his unearned increment, but the man who toiled
long and hard, carving a home out of
lough prairies, looked upon the steady advance in land prices as something to be
anticipated if his children were ever to
own homes. He stretched his credit to
the limit. A farm was added for John
and Mary and the brothers and sisters

that

came

after them.

children's farms listed as tenants

Farmers around me have placed from
two to six or seven children on "80's" or
larger tracts, if possible. All these farms
the statistic gatherer lists as tenantfarmed, when in reality the parents are
but financing their children until such
time as they are able to shoulder the burden themselves.

is

hard

to

—EDITOR.

This type of speculator is so from fear
of such further rise as will make possession an even more serious problem.
When, twenty years or longer ago. Secretary of Agriculture James Wilson, an
lowan, predicted that Iowa farm lands
would sell at $100 per acre during the
lifetime of middle-aged men, there was
Many a
general ridicule of the idea.
farmer was heard to declare land at such
prices could not be farmed at a profit and
when the unlikely day of $100 land arrived, his farm would be for sale. But the
intervening years have brought about
such a readjustment of grain and live
stock prices that we find these same old
farmers holding to their land and adding
to its. acreage, though the price has risen
to more than $200 per acre. He is able to
live in comfort off of the rent, turning all
the work and worry on to younger
shoulders.

STRANGERS FARM OLD HOMESTEAD
In hundaeds of cases the old homestead
is farmed by strangers, the farmer and
his good wife retired to some nearby vil-

where there is better opportunity
for elderly people to attend church, lectures, Chautauqua assemblies, in fact, improve and enjoy their well-earned rest.
lage,

There are many

different
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Two-year-old keijers, niosily orj
range, a journey of 120 miles.

hrinfi in the

ill

V

to the

predict ichat post-bellum days
economical conditions of Canada. This is espeeialhj so
in regard to our
prairie provinces uhich hare specialized in grwin
production and are nov called loudly for free
iiheat as their only solution.
This call is all
the more vehement because of the unthreshed
irheat facts that rise from the hundreds of
thousands of springtime stoo!;s of last year's
crop.
Similar farm, conditions in the Western CcnIral States have made an inquiry into the facts
of absentee landlordism- and tenancy of compelling interest at the present time and this
article by a farm writer from a farm in loira
nill be interesting reading.
It

II

m kepper

a

in the Prairie States Differs Little in

,

A

By

:

ways of

divid-

ing the

farm income between landlord

and tenant.
Investigation shows that rent increase
has not kept pace with land values. The
landlord being satisfied with about savings deposit rates for land value, figuring
the increase in value of the land and the
stableness of his investment in his returns.

Tenant Landlorrl
Number of farms investigated. 114
11-1
Average capital
$33.Ti;T
$.3,710
Farm income
1,2'.!)6
1,470
Interest on tenant's capital....

Labor income
Living furnislied by farm
Landlord's % on investment
Per cent, annual increase in
Iowa land values froin 1850

20.4
1,266

....

485

....
3.72

••.

to 1910

Net income of tenant
Net Income of landlord

4.70
....

1,751
....'.

8.70%

The net income of the, tenant is more
than three times that of the farm laborer,
and the net returns of the landlord about
twice (considering advancing land values)
what he would receive in the savings
bank, which are adequate for both the
landlord and the tenant for the use of
management each assumes.
Land in Iowa, as elsewhere, is held
primarily for profit. Almost every one of
the 800 farmers said they would sell their
labor and capital and the risk and

land

if

they thought they could

make

more money in the city. Most Iowa farmers would sell their land and put the
money on interest if they did not believe
land will advance still further in price.
They prefer to hold their land on this
speculative basis.

RENT LESS THAN INTEREST RATES
It is a question whether or not it is advisable for a young man with but a few
thousand dollars to buy when the rent is
so much less than the mortgage rate of

interest.

any

True, he does not participate in
he can (better afContinued on page 58

rise in values, but

,

The Why of the Farm Car:
Any Machine

of
was

Man

That Can Assist

to

Muscle Has a Place.

By

the middle of a fine

"The only thing," the

easier, "

Manufacturers whose
was well measured

class.

by the old hand loom, missed
the

mark

entirely

when they

attempted to manage machinery whose capacity was a
hundred times as great. But
in each case, where misfortune overtook the man who
adopted the new invention the

'^:e.

was in the man rather
than in the machine.

fault

SO IS A

And
i'k

|

^^-J-

TALLOW

DIP

so it is with the auto-

mobile. It is an extravagance
man who doesn't need
it. But a tallow dip is an extravagance on the same economic principle. All over the
civilized world there are automobile owners who should be
driving buggies. Every banker can supply us with long lists of persons
who are in debt because they have purchased machines that are too costly for
to the

.

en-

gineer announced, "is to send
for Brown, the expert."

"Nothing

STILMAN

capacity

—,„.

er's plans.

B.

Accomplish His Ends With Less Outlay
The Auto Fills This Bill

ITAutumn forenoon. Farmer
Wilkinson was in the
midst of silo-filling. The corn
was in ideal condition. Plenty
of hands were on hand. Waggons were moving towards the
barn in that regular procession that means everything
was progressing satisfactorily.
All at once the engine
stopped work. The engineer
looked over its various parts
but without being able to discover the cause of the trouble.
Half an hour was spent in the
inspection, but the engine refused to fall in with the farm-

DUNCAN

The prairie farmer looks on the auto
as

a

necessity

now,

not

a

luocury.

replied

the farmer.
"Jack, you take the car.
I'll 'phone
the firm to have Brown ready and you
get him out here as soon as you can."
Brown lived ten miles away, but, thanks
to the automobile, he wa^ busy on the
engine in forty-five minutes.
In half an hour speed was up and the
silo filling was proceeding as if the engine
never sufl:ered from a disturbance in its
existence. Result, by a little extra hustle,
and by working an hour later that evening, the silo was filled.
Before the advent of the auto this misfortune would
have meant not only the failure to get
the silo filled that day, but the general
disturbance of the plans of all concerned.
Again, Farmer Brown is in the midst
of his wheat harvest.
The teams are
busy at the binder, for the wheat is already over-ripe. With gratifying rapidity the twenty-acre field is diminishing
and the shocks are rising at a rate that
gladdens the heart of the farmer. Suddenly the binder stops. An essential part
of the khotter has broken. Brown takes
in the situation.
"Better take the car
and get this thing from the agent. I'll
look after the horses and have everything ready by the time you get back
with the repairs." The result was that
the accident that under ordinary conditions would have meant the loss of a
day in harvest, thanks to the automobile,
caused the delay of but an hour or so.
Best of all, there was no over driving
of horse flesh. The harvest was reaped
in time before the ripening process had
advanced to the point of actual loss.

lays involved in the change of cars.
Across the country by automobile it is
but forty miles or so. At the railway
station the farmer finds himself five
miles from his destination and he must
either hire a rig or place himself under
obligation to the owner of the herd by
having him convey him to and from the
station.
With his automobile he is saved all this. Without making any haste,
he may make the trip, take all the time
required for making his inspection, and
be back on his own premises in half a day.
In fact the automobile is coming to be
looked upon as part of the equipment of
every up-to-date farm.
Men still living recall the days when
farmers held up their hands in horror
as they witnessed the advent of the cutter or the buggy. The same feeling was
experienced when the one-horse shay was
being replaced by the waggon.
When
the power loom was introduced into the
manufacturing districts of the old land,
ruin of everyone who invested therein
was confidently predicted. Yet no avalanche of destruction came. There were

individual cases where the buggy became the means of running men off their

Plenty of men of the one-horse
calibre threw away prosperity by
attempting to get into the heavy-waggon
fdrms.

jumper

A GREAT ADVANTAGE IN MAKING DEALS
Then, for instance, there is the matter of visiting the dairy herd from which
the farmer wishes to make a purchase.
To reach the home of the herd by train
in many cases involves a journey of a
hundred miles with the necessary de-

This farm
creek,

ciir

/.s

fording a stony-bottomed
in mid stream.

and being cranked

At the same time it must be remembered that if these parties were not
going to excess in this particular way
them.

they would be overdoing the pace in some
other way.
To the farmer with a business that
warrants it, the automobile affords a
means of doing a deal more work than can
be done without it. There is the matter of
marketing, for instance. The farmer who
can save time in this way has discovered
a veritable gold mine. Many of our best
farmers who have a line of good customers who buy directly from them frequently, experience loss from the fact
that delivery of this character involves
a great deal of lost time. Further, the
conditions of the average street do not
make it easy for the farmer to deliver
his goods.
The tying of his horses involves the loss of time and temper, to
say nothing of the danger of a runaway.
The automobile obviates all this. Further,
the farmer is confronted with the difficulty of getting his goods to his customers in the condition that he desires. The
vegetables that were as fresh in appearance and in quality as the taste of
the most exacting might require, droop
pitifully by the time they have been a
couple of hours in the boiling sun. Butter that was firm and good to look at
when it left the farmer's cellar, under
the sun's heat, gives promise of escapin?
to parts unknown.
All this means loss
and that in the season when the suppl>
of both vegetables and dairy products is
most abundant. It takes no stretch of
the imagination to see that the farmer,
like the grocer, who can deliver promptly, has an immense advantage over the
man who is subject to slower methods.
When marketing can be done quickly

Continued on page 68
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Hart River

at

Soldiers leaving for Smoky on way to Edmonton
when the war call was made.

bend above Peace River

Crossing.
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Pat's Creek and the Doctor's sum,mer-\
home at Peace River Crossing
a real art photo.
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Brick and home on threshing <l<ii/. Brick, n sot; of an
English rector, is a well-known character.
He is standing beside his children.

The

first

school at Peace River CroKntng with
the teacher, Miss Kelly.

;
;
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Punishment

— The

Children are Often Misdirected by Too

Family Standpoint

Good

as

Common Sense
PUNISHMENT

as it operates in the
family and in the school is fundamental and far-reaching in its scope and
For as is the family, so is the
results.
school; as is the school, so, in great measure, is the citizen; and as is the citizen,
In this connection we
so is the state.
are regarding punishment in its widesit

meaning,

i.e., including all sorts of deterrent influences and factors, and all the
varied restraints imposed on the individual from his birth on to maturity.
In our last article we concluded, or
rather took the position, that all rational
punishment should be, and in its working,
actually is, at once deterrent, retributive
and reformative. In short, punishment
should aim at being educative. Educationists, political economists, prison reformers, juvenile court officials
all have the
one objective or purpose, viz., the formation of character, the making of good
citizens.
And what in the nature of
things can possibly be regarded as more
potent factors in this process than the
family and the school?

—

THE FAMILY
sometimes the case that the man
scholastic attainments in the
realm of moral philosophy is himself
weak in morals; that the man who knows
most of the science of a branch of learning is a mere tyro in the art of it. So in
family life. Those parents who should
from their educational advantages, prove
the most efficient trainers of their children, are often lamentably lacking in the
oualities that make for moral leadership.
There iS a popular fallacy that the sons
of clergymen are instances of such cases.
It is a fallacy, however, but has its origin
in the habit people have of watching sucli
cases and noting them in clergymen's families when they would let them pass unnoticed in the family of a layman.
Notwithstanding the above facts, it may
be stated without much qualification that
most of the evils arising from the
wrong, or at least defective, up-bringing
of children, are due to the ignorance of
truths that are known to very few. One
It is

of high

of these truths

is this: Conditions affecting the<;hanging life of society are bound
to affect the family life. Too strict adherence to "what my father did when I was
a boy" often works havoc in one's own

efforts to train one's children in the
they should go. The world moves,

way
and

that means that we move with it in all its
varied and ever-changing phases of de-'
velopment.
The exclusively retributive,
the exclusively deterrent, the exclusively
reformative ideal of restraint or punishment is one-sided. And yet how many
parents adopt the old Irish dictum: "I
'bate' you, not because I hate you, but to
show my authority over you." That's
Kaiserism pure and simple (if one can

By

F.

P.

Well as Too Careless Parents— The

of

It.

MUNRO,

M. A.

In the April issue Mr. Munro gave us a short
on Punishment, which was well received.

article

He knous

his subject.

He

talks in a

way

that

every one can understand. School teachers will
be interested in a third of the series which
appears next month on the subject of Punish-

He unsely draics attenin the school.
tion to the fact that punishment is inflicted,
not for the satisfaction and resulting good to
the punisher, but to the development of the
punished. It therefore follows that no parent
should punish a child because his feelings are
Editor.
hurt.
There's a bigger idea!
ment

—

the Scotch type; but, on the other hand,
tend perhaps to the other extreme,
where the children practically run the
family where they determine the form

we

—

of punishment and restraint. This, too,
For too
is bad, worse than the other.
much freedom given to a child speedily
develops into license, and that surely de-

stroys the moral fibre.

TEACH CHILDREN SELF-DENIAL

must learn the lesson of
must learn to see that there
are some things that even they must be
Boys and

girls

self-denial;

rightly use the

word pure

in reference to

Kaiserism)

Too much

restraint, then, upon one's
children's natural inclinations for boyish
enjoyment, whether physical, as in play,

or

intellectual,

as

in

frequenting

the

and avoided.
The boy is the man, the girl is the woman, "writ small." We as grown-ups

Movies,

is

to be deprecated

—

crave for physical fun skating, tobogganing, dancing and without any qualms
gratify our desires. When our boys and
girls ask for the same privilege, we say:
"Wait till you are older; there is time
enough yet." Little do we think that it is
nature that is calling. The instinct for
play is demanding of that boy, who in
turn demands of us, the opportunity for
development. We who say No, often err
and err greviously, because of ignorance
of a little simple psychology— a big term
for commonsense, the scarcest commodity
in- the family market.
Puritanism is good only in so far as
restraint develops along right lines; it is
bad when it wilts, blights or withers the
legitimate impulses or desires of young
boyhood and girlhood. Prudery and false
modesty are a sure harvest from such
sowing in the land of morals.
The following is a sample of false con-

—

ception of

life.

The

girl is ten or eleven

years old and the mother is a puritanical
church-goer. "My daughter, thank goodness, goes to church three times every
Sunday; and I see to it that she never
goes to the Movies." Her cousin, a school
teacher, simply remarked, "Poor girl." So
say we. What a life of restraint and, in
essence, real punishment!

One is strongly reminded here of that
well-conceived play of "Bunty Pulls the
Strings," which so well portrays the rigorous repression exercised by Scotch
fathers not many years ago. The story of
Jeanie Dean of Scott's "Heart of Midlothian" and of the daughter in McLaren's
"Bonnie Briar Bush," amply illustrate
such a family ideal in training austere,
cold, aloof, where the father was a breath-

—

ing ice-berg whose benighted intelligence
failed to grasp the true situation: viz.,
that the daughter's fault was the fruit in
part of his training.
In the present day we have fewer
Tamas Biggars and Lachlan Campbel's of

denied. As they are not judges of such,
the parents must judge and decide for
them. Family life should consist of not
restraint without freedom, nor of freedom
without restraint, but of freedom within
restraint; freedom to choose and act
within well-defined limits without en-

croaching upon the rights of others.
To achieve this end parents would do
well to use corporal punishment when
needed; for a little strapping now and
then has been relished by the wisest men
to use normal suggestion which is educative, being psychological, moral and soPrecept and example are
cial all in one.
needed, as the child learns to know by
doing, and to do by knowing.
Other essentials are candour, sympathy,
gentleness-. Let your boy know that you
are with him in his joys, his sorrows, his
aims. Guide and direct him in the main
but, if driving is necessary to the accomplishment of an end, do not hesitate
to drive when he is young. You can put a
collar on a two-year-old colt much more
easily and with much less loss of dignity,
than on a six-year-old horse never har-

nessed before.

When one's sense of duty coincides with
one's natural inclination, oh, how easy it
is to do one's duty! Moral action may be
briefly defined as action along the lines
of greatest resistance. Hence a boy (or
who is obedient to his parents, with
or without the assistance of the various
forms of punishment, learns to renounce
his wilfulness and his natural selfishness,
he learns 'to master his passions and to
conduct himself with deferential gentlegirl)

HOW

TO PUNISH

As

to forms of punishment opinions difAll are agreed that there should be
It is
kintis, and degrees within kinds.
fer.

how on which
However, children, when young,
should never be controlled by frightening.
Fear of a goblin of any kind of Boo-boo
man is bad for a young nervous system.

the when, the where and the

we

differ.

A child's fear should be confined to "that
of the rod," which should be used sparingly, but it should, nevertheless, be used
Putting a child to bed
if deemed wise.
Continued on page 60
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Canadian Farmers and Co-operation
How

the

Get Together' Movement

is

W orktng Out

in

Large and Small Organi-

zations in Every Province

WE

hear a good deal just now of cooperation, and a great many
people are advocating co-operative methods, as being peculiarly suitable
for agricultural needs; and so it is only
fair that we should ask just exactly what
has been done already, and what could oo
accomplished in the future by introducing the co-operative system to farmers in
are told a great deal of what
Canada.
wonderful successes have been won in
Denmark and other countries of Europe;
but it is at least a fair question to ask
whether it is possible for us on this side
of the Atlantic to do the same, and
whether our conditions are quite suitable
for the introduction and extension of the

By

H.

MITCHELL

system in Canada.
To such a question we can give a very
decided answer; yes, we can do the same,
and we can make just as great a success
by co-operative methods in Canada, as

more than

we can

that,

we

can prove

it,

And

because

point to some splendid examples

of successful co-operation right in our
midst, and point the moral that, if a few
isolated little associations have tried the
system and found it to work successfully,

no reason whatever why many
more should not similarly succeed, and so
in course of time
extend co-operative
methods and ideals broadcast, until the
farming ditsricts of Canada are a network of flourishing co-operative societies.
But merely to say that we are sure cooperation will be a success is not sufficient: we can do better, we can point to
actual proofs, and show anyone, who is
still doubting, what
has been done althere

R. H. Halbcrt of a Dufferiii County Ontario farm, president of the United Farmers of Ontai'io for the second term, and
proud of being Irish.

is

dreds of carloads of apples weic standing in the yards at Halifax, something

prompt had

to be done, and the co-operators did it.
They sent four train loads
of apples to Montreal they chartered four
;

steamers and sent them laden with forty
thousand barrels to England, and nearly
one hundred thousand barrels were sent
to Germany. Besides that, they sent their
agents to the Northwest and opened up a

ready.

The purpose of this article, therefore,
to give a few striking instances, and
then to leave the reader to draw his own
is

conclusions.

CO-OPERATION

AMONG FRUIT GROWERS

First and foremost, what have the fruit
growers been doing? They have done
much, and it looks as if they were going to
do more in the future.
There are over
120 co-operative societies handling fruit
in the Dominion, of which between fifty
and sixty are in Ontario. Twenty years
ago the raising of fruit, more especially
apples, was in a bad way in Canada. The
industry was not regulated, the growers
were at sixes and sevens, and the buyers
were having it all their own way. Then

came the co-operative

societies,

and what

they have done for the industry would
astonish anyone who did not know. Let
us give one example: In 1911 the apple
crop in Nova Scotia was the greatest
ever seen in the country; hundreds of
thousands of barrels were gathered, and
the inevitable happened— the market was
glutted.
Things looked so bad, that a
number of the co-operative societies
joined together for a common effort. Hun-

new market there for Nova Scotian
The situation was saved, and the

fruit.

co-operators had saved it, and proved once
more that union means strength.
And now we can give quite a different
instance of what another co-operative society did in Ontario. The St. Catharines
Cold Storage and Forwarding Co. is a
co-operative society for handling fruit,
and makes a specialty of purchasing supfor
plies, like baskets, fertilizers, etc.,
Some
other co-operative associations.
few years ago ,the makers of baskets, from
whom the society had been buying, attempted to raise the price on them. The
co-operators knew that the attempt was
an unfair one, and determined not to submit to being held up in such a way. So
they went to the United States for_ their
baskets, and were quoted a very favorable
That brought the Canaprice on them.
dian manufacturers to time, and now they
supply the baskets on reasonable terms.
Such an instance as that shows that cooperators are hard people to beat by

We

ever the Danes did in their land.

big

Hon. George Langley, Minister of Municipal Affairs in Saskatchewan, a mennher
and champion of the Grain Growers,
and proud of being English bom.

grasping manufacturers.
CO-OPERATION

AMONG FARMERS

we have given

instances of fairus now see what
some of the little associations in other
In 1903 the buyers of
lines have done.
beans combined together to regulate the
price to the farmers in Kent County, Ontario, for their beans, much to the disadvantage of the growers. Kent County is
the centre of the bean growing industry,
and if prices were beaten down the farmers were going to lose money heavily
and quite unjustly into tjie bargain. Accordingly the growers got together, and
formed the Kent Farmers' Produce ComThey built three warepany, Limited.
houses to handle their product, and so
successful were they, that not only did they
stop the price going down, but they acBesides .beans
tually raised the price.
they now handle wheat, oats and barley,
as well as such things as cement and binder twine, and they also own an excelThey handle
lent feed-grinding plant.
on an average 300,000 bushels of various
.grains a year, and make five cents a
bushel more than they used to. That means
that $1.5,000 comes into that district on
the sale of grain alone, which would have
gone into the pockets of the dealers had it
not been for the co-operators.
Another good instance is that of the
Onion Growers' Co-operative Association
of Scotland, Ontario. They started in
1909, and built a frost-proof storehouse
large enough to hold twenty carloads of
onions, in order to allow the growers to
hold their onions if they cannot dispose of
them at the time of gathering. The cooperators have made a good success, and
have advanced prices at least 50 per cent,
on those previously obtained.
Continued on page 56

So far

ly large transactions; let

TheFrost

Girl:

A

meets Hertha MacLure, a strikingly attractive but very mysterious

who runs a trading post, formerly managed by her father, and
who is known all through the north
girl

country as "The Frost Girl," on account of her coldness

to

Baird

visit the post.

com,-

survey and returns

his

pletes

the

all

to

headquarters at Toronto, where he
receives perem,ptory orders to start
at once on a complete survey line

from, his chief. Baird
his

work and

by April

file

He

1.

must complete

plans at Ottawa

at once returns to

Four days out from Sa-

the north.

bawe, his base of supplies, nine of
his dogs are poisoned over night.

Baird goes

to the post of the

Frost

Girl to secure supplies. 'She refuses

absolutely

He

to

him anything.

sell

then hurries back

plies

that his hungry

after a

camp

long delay, gets back to

to find

men have gone
from

secure supplies by force

to

the

He protects the Post
men and sends them back
camp. By this time Baird re-

Frost

from
to

get sup-

to

up from Sabawe, and,

Girl.

his

alizes that he is in love
girl.

He

with the

starts out him,self to dis-

who poisoned

the dogs and at
a camping place where the teams
have been accustomed to stop he
finds a man hiding pieces of frozen

cover

meat in the snow around the camp
where the dogs would find it the

He

next time they stopped there.

endeavors

to

overpower the stran-

ger and a fierce struggle ensues,

from which Baird

issues victof, his

opponent sustaining a broken

arm..

The poisoner gets away, however.
In striking
breaks

drowned.
to

camp

across the

through

and

ice,
is

Baird
nearly

Fighting his way back
in freezing condition,

nearly succumbs, but

is

rescued by the Frost Girl.

nursed back

to life

he

found and

He

is

by Hertha and

their intimacy ripens to friendship.

the Canadian North
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CHAPTER XI— Continued

Allan Baird, who has been run-

ning a preliminary survey line for
a new railroad to Hudson's Bay,

men who

ot

Illustrated by

THE STORY— UP TO THE
PRESENT
'

Story

UNCONSCIOUSLY,

as if she were
caring for the Indian child, Hertha laid her strong, brown hand
on his forehead and pushed back his hair.
"You haven't any fever," she whispered, gently. "You will be all right, but
you must rest."
Quickly, with the spell of her touch upon him, he dropped off to sleep to be wakened two hours later by the odor of more
caribou soup. He opened his eyes to find
Hertha smiling down upon him and he
was sure he felt the lingering sweep of a
golden strand across his face.

"rm«n awful nuisance," he said after
"Here you've done
the first spoonful.
nothing for two days except care for me.
I'm never going to be able to repay you."
"Repay me!" she exclaimed. "There's
nothing to repay!"
"But you saved my life. That's something."

HERTHA

looked at him wonderingly.
Such things were not spoken of in

Unquestioningly, disinterestyou offered a helping hand
when it was needed. You might need aid
yourself some day. Besides, there was no
one else to help. Where there are only a
few against the wilderness, charity and
commonplaces,
sacrifice are necessities
not virtues.
"Anyhow, I want you to know that I
appreciate it, and that I won't forget it,"
continued Allan, when Hertha did not

her worlds

edly, freely,

—

speak.

"If

were at home

I

I

might know

Up

what

here everything is difto do.
ferent. I might as well try to loan money
You can
to a banker as try to help you.
do everything for yourself, and so much
better than

I

can."

Again Hertha looked at him with wonder and perplexity in her eyes. At first
her gaze was steady, but her eyes soon
became vacant, and Allan knew she was
not thinking of him.
"Am I different?" she asked suddenly.
The young engineer lay back on his pillow and laughed.
"Different!" he cried. "Honestly, you
can't know how different you are. Why,
I don't know a girl who could even imagine

what you are

"How am

like."

different?" asked Hertha,
her unsmiling, questioning eyes still upon
him.
"Why," he faltered, "in every way."
"Do you mean that I am not like the
women you know?"
"You are not, Hertha," he answered,
now sober and earnest and as unconscious
of his use of her first name as she was of
Then, though his
his having spoken it.
face was still red from the after-effects
'

I

pinkerton
C.

EDWARDS

showed through the
and he added softly: "I never saw
anyone like you."
"I have often wondered," she said
thoughtfully, "as I have read through the
long winter evenings, if there were real

of the frost, the blood
skin,

people like those in the books."
"I couldn't tell you that.
The people

you read about have been dead a hundred,
or a thousand years. I never knew them."
"But the books that are written these
days? Don't they tell of people as they
are now?"
"Lord, no!" exclaimed Allan. "Books
aren't written for that.
People don't
want to read about themselves. They
want to read about themselves as they
would like to be, and the crazier they are
the better they like it. They used to like
to read of themselves as being good. Then
they liked themselves doing brave, reckless things.
Now they like those stories
that show them being as bad as possible.
No telling what they'll want next, but
they won't want stories about themselves
just as they are."
"Then, if I got some books, from the
outside, they wouldn't tell me what people
are really like?"
"They would and they wouldn't," said
Allan, surprising himself with his discussion of a subject to which he had given
only passing interest. "They'll tell you
how some of them eat and what some of
them wear, but that's all. You wouldn't
care to read a story about a girl who ran
a trading post all alone. You know all
about that, know more than anyone could
write. You want to read about someone
different than you, whether it's true or
not. Everybody else is the same way."
"I have never thought about it until recently," she continued without reference
to what he had said, "but, since I saw you
that day on the portage, I have been wondering just what sort of people live in
I have heard
the great world outside.
some of it, but none of it pleased me.

Then you came and

I

—

saw

."

SHE

stopped suddenly in confusion, a
confusion as startling to her as to

Allan.

"Saw what?" he
"I

asked.

saw that you were

different

from the

lived in towns. You appeared to be honest, and I didn't see any-

men

I

had heard

thing bad in you. Then Mr. Hardisty^the
missionary, came and he was different too.
But he had spent much time in the north
country."
"Do you mean," asked Allan in open
wonder, "that you believed all men who
live outside of your little world are
crooks?"
"I have been taught to believe that?"
she answered firmly, "and what I have
seen made me believe it the more."

THP:
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him and, unconsciously,
he reached out a hand to the quiet figure

"Who taught you that?"
"My father always taught me to beware
He did not
of people from the outside.

welcome obstacles between them and the
wishes of their heads. With their heart's
desire they want a clear field. True, most

ble joy possessed

believe in them, never trusted them, and
he had good cause. The few I have seen

races to the altar are over the jumps, but
the wooer is by nature partial to the flat

up here have been the same way."
Allan looked at her, ready to defend his
kind, but his lips did not move. Instead,

course.

For Allan knew he had pierced the
hardened shell of an unnatural life, that
he had reached down through the successive layers of distorted precept and purely
masculine activities and had brought
forth the soul of a woman, that he had exposed this girl to herself as she might be,

a realization of

what

this girl's life

must

have been suddenly came to him. Hughey
had said that her father had been called
a fanatic. Her mother had been dead for

many years. She had lived alone, alone
except for the sick Indians she visited
and the old, old books that she had read
and read again. White men were few in
her life, and they were of an unnatural
sort, rugged, primitive, woman-hungry
men, roughened by isolation and lack of
contact with the finer things. They were
the sort of men, Allan thought, who
would find a rose in the desert and think
of it only as a flower.

A LLAN

saw the distortion with which
she must view things. At the same
time he marveled at her sanity, at her
clearness of vision where her strange
training did not obstruct.
And, as he
marveled at what she had made of herself, he realized what the world was missing in her presence here. She would be
wonderful, outside, he knew. He felt a
sudden desire to take her there, to show
her to his friends. He had not thought
of that phase of his love for her before,
but now he knew what his life's happiness
'^*-

demanded.
"Hertha," he said quietly, "would you
believe me if I were to tell you what the
great world outside really is like, tell you
the sort of people who live in it and what
they do and think?"
"Yes," she answered simply, "I would
believe what you tell me."
Another doubt came to Allan. Would
she care to know? Wasn't she satisfied
with what she had? His task was the
answer. He must make her care, must
make her long to see the things he could
show her. Further, he must make her
long to be of the other world, for he felt
that only by making her care for it would
she come to care for him.
And so, in that lonely, storm-bound
cabin far up in the northern wilderness,
isolated by the cold and the blizzard,
drawn together by the very solitude, these
two spent the days that followed. The
girl, open eyed, listened and questioned.
The man, given by the desire that was in
him an eloquence and a power of description he had never suspected he possessed,
pleaded his heart's cause by reciting the
commonplaces of our own lives.
To him they became more than commonplace.
To her they became fairy tales.
And, as the child believes the stories of
the nursery, this child of the wilderness
believed what he told her and, believing,
her heart of a woman yearned for that
which was its due.

CHAPTER

XII

The Transformation
A LL

the world loves a lover, but there
no reciprocation. Even the cave
man didn't want a gallery when he
dragged his bride home. All real men
^

*

is

Allan Baird recognized something of
when, at the end of his first day of
consciousness in Hertha's home, a second
blizzard swept down in the wake of the
first and, for three days, he and the girl
were held prisoner. At first he was anxious to get back to his work, but, when the
inexorable northland denied it, he abandoned himself to the moment. The man
doesn't live who would lament neglected
duty in such a case.
At the end of the first day Allan knew
that, whether he won or lost, the joy of it
would always remain with him. Unwittingly at first he had probed the soul of
the girl. He delighted in her little exclamations of wonder and surprise, in her
sudden, sharp, comprehending questions,
in her fresh, simple, unobstructed viewpoint. He saw, too, that she had a quick,
keen, analytical mind.
More than once
she confused him with her queries, her
this

comments.

He had begun with the physical elements of civilization, with the luxurious
transcontinental trains, autos, street cars,
elevators, flying machines, electricity and
its infinite uses, the
great steamships,
fast motor boats, the activities of large
cities.
But these, while they held her interest, did not strike deeply. They meant
little to a girl who had known only the
.

canoe and the dog team, the log cabin and
the

wood

fire.

Music and the drama were more appealing.
She could comprehendi The great
libraries opened her eyr:S in wonder and
eagerness.
The Universities with their
varied courses, their lectures, had a like
attraction; and she told of her father's
diploma from the University of Edinburgh.
But it was when Allan spoke of his
home, of his mother and his sisters, of
their joy and comradeship, that he knew
he had struck deepest. His love for his
family was great, and his heart was in his
description of it.
He lay back on his
couch and, with eyes half closed, told of
each of his sisters, his mother, his father.
Once, when he glanced up at Hertha, he
found her leaning forward tensely, her
eyes wistful.
He went on more deeply into the family
life, drew half-forgotten, intimate little
things from his memory, and, by suggestion rather than description, held them
up for her to see. For a time he lost himself in a half-whispered reverie of his
childhood and early youth, of the companionship of brother and sisters, of the
mother's quiet, ceaseless efforts to build
up family ties that never would be
broken.

CUDDENLY

he stopped to look up at
'^ Hertha. She seemed to have forgotten him as she sat leaning back in her
chair, her eyes toward the window but not
seeing the storm that raged without. And
Allan, as he looked at the sad eyes, the
yearning face, the drooping shoulders,
knew that he had accomplished a miracle.
And before it he was silent. A new, hum-

;

beside the window.

as she really was.
He felt strangely subdued in the presence of this event that had something of
the supernatural in it, as birth has. To
have freed a soul To have brought light
where there had been only darkness!
Allan, awed by the wonder of it, lay back
in silent reverence.
At last, quietly, yet unconsciously, his.
hand reached out toward her.
"Hertha," he whispered.
The girl turned slowly, her eyes still
veiled by the vision she had seen, but with
a faint, sweet smile, and laid her hand in
!

his.

A ND

thus, invthe gathering dusk of the
early night, with the storm tearing
at the low eaves of the cabin, with the
snow piling higher and higher against the
window pane, the two remained without
moving. Thoughts fiowed in and out,
quickly, quietly. Dreams, strange, new,
happy dreams, flitted through the air
about them. Each was in a new world.
To Allan there came no thought of
pressing the advantage which seemed to
be his. He felt humility rather than exultation. He had tamed a wild creature so
that it suffered the touch of his hand.
Suddenly Hertha shivered and straight-^*-

She withdrew her
hand quickly and looked at the stove beened in her chair.
hind her.
"I've forgotten the fire," she cried.
"We'll freeze."
She raked the few remaining coals to
the front of the great box-stove, piled in
more wood and then, jas the flames roared
through the pipe, turned to Allan.
"You can sit up for supper to-night,"
she announced gaily. "What would you
like to eat?"
"I'd like an English mutton chop, a head
lettuce salad with Rochefort cheese dress-

—

."
and
"You're making fun of me," interrupted
Hertha, laughing. "You'll have roast
caribou, baked beans and blueberry pie."
"Why, that's a feast!" he exclaimed
"Can't I help?"

ing,

They went

into the kitchen together.

Allan assisted by siting on a pile of wood
behind the stove and holding his nose over
the oven door whenever it was opened.
"It will be the first real meal I've had
in weeks," he said, when Hertha finally removed the roast. "We've got a good cook
in camp, but
well, it's camp cooking."
Hertha did not comment. Allan thought
he saw a cloud flit across her face. But
the next instant she turned to him with

—

a smile.

"You carry these things in while
the dogs," she commanded.

TT was

I

feed

a gay meal and the two'sat there
beside the stove while the blizzard increased in fury outside. And afterwards.
Continued on page 61
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Laura Secord School: a
A

Woman's

Leaven Working and Queenston Has a School With a
Broad Educational Purpose and Historic Interest.

Institute Set the

historic village of Queensituated
is
Ontario, which
along the bank of the Niagara River,
is a building w^hich attracts much attention. It is a public school, situated in the
centre of a block, and is knowni as the
Laura Secord Memorial School. Let me
tell you why it is of so much interest.
About six years ago a small branch of
the Women's Institute in the village
wished to honor the memory of our Canadian heroine, Laura Secord, who lived in
Queenston at the time of the War of 1812.
The story of her brave act is well known
to every Canadian; how she warned
Lieut. Fitzgibbon at Beaver Dams on
June 24th, 1813, against the invading
enemy, after a walk of twenty miles
through the woods and by that act saved
the day and her country. The Women's
Institute wished this memorial to be of
After much disbenefit to the people.
cussion, the decision was reached that the
memorial should be in the form of a building which would contain an assembly

IN

the

little,

By

EDNA

ston,

room, historical museum and library, and
should be situated in the village. From
that time until the close of the year 1913,
these women worked faithfully, bending

toward that end.
After interviewing people throughput
the country, former residents, officials of
the Provincial Government and township
all

community centre

of their energies

L.

RULEY

petitioned by the Institute to allow the
memorial to be contained in the new
school building., so long as it would not
interfere with the regular school work.
The proposition, after some opposition,
was finally agreed to by the Institute and
the school board.
At this time, Mr. J. D. Larkin, of Buffalo, who has large interests in Queenston,
generously gave $3,000, which aided greatly in securing this beautiful building. The
Women's Institute paid $3,000 towards
the cost of the building, for which they
enjoy the use of the large assembly room.
Institute room, kitchen and library.
The building faces the east, and is
76 X 50 ft. The masonry is of Queenston
blue limestone, with an exterior of Suntex
brick, trimmed with cut stone.
The entrance and doorsteps are of selected stones
from the Queenston quarries. On the
ground floor is the assembly room, 48 x 25
ft., with stage 12 x 25 ft., and dressingroom 8 X 10 ft., off the stage. Connected
to the assembly room by sliding doors is
the Institute room, 16 x 25 ft., which is
directly connected with the kitchen. The
kitchen in size is 10 x 10 ft., and is fitted
out with cupboards, drawers, sink and
stove. It opens into a hall leading to the

council, as well as the people
locally, who subscribed liberal-

tained from a drilled well and a cistern
which holds 400 barrels. The Peerless
Water Service System is used, and the
building is heated by steam.
The total
cost of the building and the additional site

purchased

is $19,200.
In the library are 550 books, of which
number 250 were recently purchased by
Mr. W. H. Glenny, of Buffalo.
The
kitchen, through donations, is fitted with

silver

and

cooking utensils, and a fourAs soon as the Institute's
small indebtedness of $175 is
cleared, furnishings will be purchased so
that the Institute room and the library
will be in use continually.

burner

all

oil-stove.

The Women's Institute meets in their
room once a month. Red Cross workers
meet once a week from 9.30 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
having lunch in the building. The assembly room is available for all entertainments, public meetings and
conventions.

the amount subscribed was
too small to build a memorial
hall, even though the site was
graciolisly donated by the Vic-

with

ly,

its

This building,
well-arranged appointrepresenting the hard

ments
work of the Woman's Institute and the school board, is
one of which to be proud, and

toria Park Commissioners on
their grounds. Just then plans
were being made for a new
school building. The one in use
was much too small for the

a long-felt want in the
The idea of constructing a sichool building to
be used as a social and educational centre for old and young,
is one which would be a help
in
any community, and one which
the Department of Education is
likely to take up in the future.
is filling

community.

number attending. School had
been held in that building for
seventy years. The suggestion
was made, no one knows by
whom, that the school board be

Views of the Laura Secord

back entrance and has a serving window
opening into the assembly room also. The
water and heating systems and toilet
rooms are on the ground floor. On the
next floor are two class rooms, 32 x 25 ft.,
with two cloak rooms, 6 x 20 ft., opening
off of each room. The library is 12 x 12 ft.
and well lighted. Two sanitary drinking
fountains are in the halls. The interior
of the building is finished in Georgia pine.
All floors are of concrete construction and
covered with maple flooring. Water is ob-

school, ivhich the

Women's

Institute of that centre rruide possible.

Such

How the Life

THE

Littlest

awakening.

As Homes Are Made Of

Stuff
i?i

the

Old Stone Farm House Shaped

Homemaker was just
From a pine-sheltered
house among the hills

blue stone
she had come up to college to study homemaking, and because of the frank, honest
searching of her blue eyes and her frank,
young wonder at a lot of things that were
not at all new to the rest of the girls, she
was called the Littlest Homemaker.
And of all the new things the girl from
the country learned, the most perplexing
was the general ideal and philosophy of
homemaking. Most of the girls were going home to be married, and the subject

was near

to their

hearts.

The

Homemaker wasn't going home

Littlest

to be

mar-

In fact she wasn't perfectly sure
the family had sent her to a homemaking school at all, but she had a certain vague little dream of her own tucked
away out of sight, and she was intensely
ried.

why

interested.

Some way, however, the popular ideal
seem just right. The girls seemed

didn't

to set their faith too

and community

wholly

silver.

in cut glass

They knew what

it

and they talked a
lot about "atmosphere," but it was an atmosphere that depended almost entirely
upon income, the size of a house and the
elegance of its appointments a standard which made the story of the blue stone
house among the hills seem very primitive,
but very beautiful and genuine.
It had been pretty small once,
that
house, before the west wing was built
on. The girl had often heard her mother

meant

to live "nicely,"

—

tell with a dream in her eyes just how it
looked with the little parlor organ and the
rag carpet that had been part of her
dowry. The elegance had consisted not in
classic furnishings, but in refinement of
living; the atmosphere came from a mating where there seemed to be a rivalry to
see who could give most.
The social life
of the community was extremely simple
there were no operas nor motor trips; a
family was thrown on its own resources
for entertainment; yet the Littlest Homemakei- knew that no modern bride with
a six-cylinder car and a private yacht
listed among her husband's assets would
have a more ecstatic honeymoon than her
mother found on the farm among the hills.
Why, the first year they came to the
place, in the early spring while the snow
was still on the ground, when the sun at
noon sent the sap shooting up into the
trees in the sugar bush, and the frost
crisped everything up in the evening, at
night they would go out together to watch
the boiling syrup kettles slung over the
open fire. Was there no thrllly adventure
in that?
the big lonely place vdth its
strange night noises and the blaze from
the fire flickering weirdly among the
shadows, then going home in the white
morning before the rest of the world was
awake. It seemed romantic enough. In
fact it supported quite satisfactorily the
Littlest Homemaker's theory that romance or color or whatever you call the

By

ETHEL

the Careers of the Family.

M. CHAPiMAN

thing that puts atmosphere into a home,
does not depend on externals, that it is
something created from inside.
But the girls all knew that the affair
of home-making was not all romance.
The school called it a profession, just as
though a woman should give it as much of
her time and interest as other women
gave to whatever work they did to earn
a living. Some of the girls would rather
have considered it as a side-line, something that could be worked off in the
mornings at least the housekeeping part
After a year studying domestic
of it.
science, of course, they were very enthusiastic over good housekeeping.. Besides,
they had come from homes where the linen
was always white, and the biscuits always
brown, and the meals always ready on
time and they just supposed things would
always be that way. Only the Littlest
Homemaker knew the routine back of it
all.
She had helped her mother for a few
years at home, and she knew that someone
had to be patiently, tirelessly on the job
all the time; that it was one thing to make
an angel cake, and another to keep every
department of the whole establishment
running smoothly, with mind and hands
alert to the emergencies constantly cropping up. Back of the beautiful home picture there was a grind, just as there is a

—

grind in the hours of practice back of a
music or in the exacting research that enables a lawyer to put up a
brilliant case at the final trial. Only those
who had the patience to look past the
drudgery and see the dignity of the meanest details, made a masterpiece of their
work. The Littlest Homemaker wanted to
make her work a masterpiece and she had
found the secret; she could see past the
commonplace routine of the pots and
pans.
Another topic which the Littlest Homemaker heard the girls discuss pretty
fine piece of

freely
didn't

was "Fashions in Men." She
know much about their types of

she did know, however, that a man
a pretty important part in the
homemaking venture and she had her own
ideal, a very excellent ideal too, inspired
years before by an older brother. Xgain
the life in the old blue stone house was
shaping her whole future.
From her earliest memories he had
been the object of her hero-worship.
From the time she could crawl through
the gate he had taken her up on horseback with him when he went to the
field.
He had taught her to skate and
swim, and though naturally timid and
afi'aid of the water, she would float perfectly confident with him, out into the
deepest places in the pond.
And once
when an illness nearly took her away, he
had carried her in his arms for hours.

men

;

plays

;

—

"Somewhere you must know.

Aren't you glad about it?"

!
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and it seemed as though there could be
nothing so heavetily as the strength and
gentleness of his great body.
As she
grew up this hero-worship developed into
a wonderful pride, a certain awe of his
courage and kindness, and an almost doglike affection; he was always her hero,
climbing the highest timbers at a barnraising, or with his big, beautifullygloomed grey team, driving the mourners at a neighbor's funeral. Then one day
he left the old farm and a few months
after there came a telegram.
It
is of experiences like this that family life
is made, and broken.
But the ideal remained. The trouble
was just this. A girl gets an ideal of a
man; someone comes along who attracts
her, and presto, he fits like magic into
every requirement,, even though in reality
he be the direct opposite. This was what

And yet, by reason of his
the girls" and his good looks,
and his indomitable ambition to "get on,"
Joe was considered, in the neighborhood
vernacular, "a good catch."
But the
Littlest Homemaker knew now that he
didn't respect such stuff as homes are
lieve in reading.

"way with

made

had not been deadened by overwork.
chronic state of fatigue will kill anything emotional just about as surely as a
chronic state of seasickness. They both
work the same way, making everything
living

A

...

.

,

appear

worst literalism; a splash
across the sky at sunset, the
night-murmurings of birds or the neighing of horses across the pasture, the
moonlight throwing sharp shadows of
trees across the lawn, mean only the
ushering in of a time for log-like sleep;
thinking itself becomes an effort, a rose
might as well be a cabbage, a baby just a
lump of flesh that has to be taken care of.

her away for a while.
a great thing for a girl to have a far-

college, just to get

Among

life.

was

The

clay-foot idol
lived on a beautiful farm, the most prosperous place in the county^ with the bighouse and barns, the grandest
gest
parlors, but without the faintest prospect
of a vacuum cleaner or washing-machine
ever coming on the premises. His mother
and sister drove to church in silk dresses,
behind high-stepping horses, but they
changed the dresses as soon as they got
home, and milked a herd of ten or twelve
record cows.
They had a piano, very
new and stiff, because the girls had never
had time to take lessons, and they had a
few specimen books on the parlor table,
elaborately bound, which was all that
really mattered, because no one had time
to read them, and anyway, they didn't beIt

like

this:

her

memories

earliest

the
Littlest^Homemaker had a picture of the
whole family gathered around the fire in
the evenings, while someone read aloud.
She couldn't understand much of what
they read, at first, but she had to learn to
fit herself into the family ways, so she
just toasted her feet near the blaze and
waited till it came time to pop the corn.
Then when she was put to bed she got a
story all to herself, just like all the re"t

The
seeing mother and some brothers.
brothers have a chance to know other
men, they have her very best interests at
heart, and they won't slight the truth for
the sake of sparing her temporary feelings; they make the best confidants in the
world. Such a close companionship is one
of the greatest charms and safeguards of
family

in its

of color

happened in the Littlest Homemaker's
case, and that was why they sent her to
It's

of.

In the blue stone house, the idealism of

had done when they were little. No wonder they grew up in a world of imagination and color.
Long before the blue"
stone house had a parlor suite, there had
been a washing machine, and the boys
used to turn it often when they had time;
it hadn't made them
effeminate, either.
Maybe the mortgage hadn't been paid off
as soon as some of the neighbors'; the
real investment of the farm had been the
family, but they were equipped now to get
the most out of living, and the old place
had a pretty firm grip on their affections.
Perhaps that was why the Littlest

Homemaker

looked rather too sober

when

one day a few years later she brought the

news

to her mother that she was going
"for always." This time the mother
wasn't worried nor surprised. Only a
look very wise and tender came into her
far-seeing eyes she didn't know what life
held around the bend, of course, but as
well as she could from her own experience,
she had fitted her daughter to meet life.
She hadn't specialized in making trunks
of elaborate fancy-work to deck out the
new house. While other girls sat by their
lamps, bending too closely over embroidered centerpieces, the Littlest Homemaker
had been skimming over the pond or riding with her brothers, and building up a
reserve force against the time when her
sleep would be broken and her days necessarily full, putting into practice her
theories of mothercraft.
She had been
spared the non-essentials in her training
for home-making, but she would not be
left to grope in the dark when it came

away

;

to vital things.

"And you remember,"

said the Littlest

Homemaker, "always when the other girls
were going away to any new job, how
they used to be afraid of it?

When

Grace

was nursing, the week before she went into the operating room, she was so nervous
we didn't know what to do with her. She
was just afraid she would make some mistake. And when they made Jean the city
supervisor of domestic science she couldn't think of anything else but the possibility that she wouldn't be competent.
Well, I know now just how they felt, only
I don't believe either of them ever wanted
to make good half as much as I do."
And the mother felt more confident than
ever.
She knew that the homemaker as
much as the professional girl should be a
girl of ambitions.
When it was all over and the Littlest
Homemaker had shaken the confetti out
of her hair, she went up to the attic. She
had always come up here when she wanted to think, and the place seemed very
dear when it came to leaving it. She
opened an old cedar chest and reverently
took out an old blue coat, and sitting on
the floor with it across her knees, just let
the tears soak into it as they fell.

"Somewhere you must know," she kept
"Aren't you glad about it?
fine he is and that I can
go on being just what you would want me
to?" Then she put the coat back into its
place, lingering a long time over the worn
places.
Somehow it seemed like another
farewell to the hero-brother.
whispering.

A Modern Nursery Rhyme
By
Baby

You know how

CAROLYN WELL.S
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Here's a fly 1
Let us kill Mm, you and
Ere he crawls
Up the walls
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dire ill befalls.
I believe on those six legs
Are a billion typhoid eggs.

^

There he goes

Now me must

run riuhl
For the antiseptic spray
To steriliize

Where the

fly's

Sterilize,
to fight the flies.
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Stiil she was very happy. The thing that
troubled her most was leaving her father
and mother. When she came downstairs
it was dark in the kitchen and they were
sitting very quietly before the fire; she
feared that already they must be lonely.
But there in the dusk with her father's
arm across the back of the chair and her
mother's hair iust touching his sleeve, she
realized something of that perfect understanding that had kept things together
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through all the years. After all the
struggles and hardships and monotonous
routine of commonplace cares, she knew
they were happier now than she had yet
learned how to be. Life like this it is that:

homes are made

of.

—

Brought

Up to Get Married

Everyone Said ''Go and Have a Good Time
By

HEN

we

sailed into the golden

"W;

west on our honeymoon trip to
our prairie home, it seemed a

peculiarly

appropriate

setting

for

my

dreams of a golden future, a life
together which was somehow to go on forever with no care, and love-making as its
chief occupation. In some wonderful, mysterious way, we thought, the prairie
^!oil
and the prairie sunshine would
girlish

pioduce the far-famed 'No.
and that everything connected with that far-away home
would always go 'merry as a
marriage bell.' Oh, but we
were gr-r-een!" And
the Scotch burr rolled off into a musical
laugh whose richness
one yet felt was partchord of pain arising
out of the depths of
life's experience.
"Do you think
girls shouldn't have
dreams, then?"

1

EMILY

J.

with the dream for

— You

II

Not to Be

:

wife

a

Only Be Young- Once."

GUEST, M.A.
my

foundation."

She met the puzzled look in the eyes
around her with a little smile.
"My mother was a very competent
housekeeper and my father an efficient
provider for his household.

I

did not feel

"A conspiracy to which the girl lends
herself fairly amiably," smiled the elder
lady.
"I suppose so
yes."
The

—

girls laughed, a little reluctantly

admitting the truth of

this.

"But

the

trouble

with me was, I was
brought up to get
married, not to be
a wife."

hard,'

"Why, what

is

difference?"
The question
flashed a t her

the

was
i

n

tones of

varying
surprise.

"T h e difference?
Just that between irresponsibility and responsibility.
It is
'Roses, roses all the
way' until the marriage day."

"And

''

after?"
"After, it is seed-

A

little hesitatingthe question came
from the lips of a

^

ly

time
with

'

and
all

quietly,

harvest
that means,"

"to

the

girl

on

whose

world and to one's

red

hair

the

own life fulfilment."
"What does that
mean to the world
and to one's own

soft
after-

noon light played in colors
delight an artist's eyes.
look of swift under-

to

The trouble with me, was that I was
brought up to get married, not

A

standing tenderness came
into the eyes of the older
woman as she bent them on
the
four girls grouped
around her on the lake boat.
"Shouldn't have dreams?
My child, where there is no vision the peoperish: 'And your young men shall
see visions and your old men shall dream
dreams.' Those beautiful girlish dreams
are what vivify and repeople the earth
with their potency. Only they must not
ple

—

remain dreams."
She gazed out over the dimpling water
again.

—

"But how can they be anything else?
You couldn't couldn't even tell those
things very well," said the banker's
daughter and business assistant. "They
would sound so so oh, you know what
I
mean so absurd. People would just

—

—

— —

laugh."

"But you can
"Live them?

live

them."

Why

I don't believe

many

people do."

Don't they? Isn't all thought sooner or
later translated into action? 'Castles in
the air' are a very valuable kind of asset.
In fact, all substantial things in life exist
there first; then when the plan has definitely taken shape, we do, or should do
as the builder does, proceed to put a solid
foundation under our castle and afterwards complete our building in beauty
and security on that. But I started off

to be

—and

life?" asked the girl

a wife.

—

mother did not feel as if there
were any particular need of my assuming
any definite responsibility in the homemaking. 'Oh, it's easier to do it myself
than to have you in my way. Go and have
a good time you'll only be young once,'
she would say. Of course I baked a cake
and got the tea, even made my own
waists and re-trimmed a hat occasionally
when it did not suit, and sometimes wrote

—

but it was all spasmodic and irregular. If I forgot or did
not want to do things, someone else saw
that they were done.
Father would
laugh and pinch my cheek and buy me
pretty things and give me spending money
when I coaxed^ and I learned how to
coax! I somehow imbibed the idea that
girlish charm and winsome ways would
always bring me whatever I wanted.
There were plenty of young people in the
community and I accepted the good times
and smoothly-running home and father's
business efficiency as unquestionably as I
did the weather, without a thought as to
how it all came about. It was taken for
granted, as it usually is with girls, that
my ultimate destiny was marriage."
"Yes, the whole world seems to be in a
conspiracy to get a girl married off,"
said the young teacher with the cunningletters for father,

—

—

ly freckled little nose, a trifle impatiently.

from the farm, thinking of her conversathe journalist.
He had gone
back to the city now and she was using
part of his board money for her own holition with

day

trip.

"When a young man and
woman choose each other out of
world as

life

a young
the whole

companions they have a new,

a different, and a

more complicated prob-

lem before them. Not only must they adjust two lives harmoniously and in such
a way as to get the highest results in happiness and the self development of each,
but they must run a business partnership
successfully, and assume a responsible
position in the home which they have set
up as regards it and each other and the
community of which it forms a part."
"Mercy, it sounds seHous!" said the
business girl.
"It is.
That home which they have
jointly established stands for something
in

a

definite, dignified,

meaningful way

that neither of them singly did. It is the
unit of which the nation is made up, and
as its ideals are, those of the nation will
be, and those ideals are largely shaped by
the wife. My husband is fond of quoting
that saying: 'A man rises no higher than
his wife's ideal for him.'
There's something in it not everything, though. But
the efficient, practical running of the
Continued on page 69

—

A

House That

Satisfies

:

By c

fred fawcett

A Nova Scotia Farm House Built from- Farmer s Magazine Plans.

THE

of

fully,

X 40 ft.,
this house is

warm

size

32

very expensive. We
put no furbelows
on our house, but

measured from the
outside of one sill
to

the

other.

outside

makes a very
job and is not

we

of

This almost

it

might seem to make
some large rooms,

did try to

make

warm and

con-

venient.

AN APPRECIATED

but in actual building one has to count
on a good deal of
space for walls,

OFFICE

The

is, of
especial
corner and to say I
am delighted with

course,

and
have
this house done we
plaster, etc.
now since we
;

office

my

it would put it very
mildly.
I
have
are both perfectly
phone,
satisfied with the
typewriter
desk,
size of all rooms.
two large
bookcases, file
The cellar is unC. Fred Fawcett's new house in New Brunswick
drawers and a comder the whole
erected from Farmer's Magazine plans.
bination desk, etc.;
house and is 7 feet
lots
of room for
in the clear, and
two chairs, and everything right to my
and it works perfectly. Of course we
has a cement floor. It is divided off into
hand.
The room is off" the kitchen
furnace room and food room, and I have
have a bathroom and cesspool.
and is always warm. I have a regisenough room left to store 1,000 barrels of
WIRED FOR ELECTRICITY
ter from the furnace in case I wish
potatoes. The wall is full two feet above
ground and is not banked at all, and the
The house is wired completely for elec- to use it early in the morning. The office
idea in the modern house of to-day is depotatoes have kept perfectly this winter.
tric lights, and should the local compai!y
The stones used for the top of wall were not extend their line this far, in a short serving of top-notch place in the plan. We
dug out of my farm when plowing, and I time, I plan to have a plant of my own, have thought of building for some time
and have been on the lookout for suitable
feel very proud to look at them now under
and then I can run the water, lights, etc.,
plans ever since, and I must say those apour house. They are light grey in color,
etc., from the same engine.
and are dressed in the rough. The cellar
We have a fireplace in the living-room, pearing in Farmer's Magazine from time
is about as light as day, having five large
to time took my fancy from the start,
which is indeed a comfort. The house
windows two feet deep. We have an out- proper is warmed by a hot-air furnace, and I am very glad I got acquainted with
this magazine in time to get my plan from
side doorway, of course.
and I may say in this connection has given
Water for the horuse is supplied from a us perfect satisfaction this winter. The it.
We have hardwood floors through most
bored well in the cellar. At present we do
furnace is supposed to burn coal, but so
of the rooms down stairs. From the kitthe pumping by hand, but my intention as
far we have not got the rubbish, blocks,
soon as able to is to install a pneumatic
and odds and ends from building used up chen to dining-room we have a built-in
cupboard opening from one room to the
outfit which will supply running water to
yet, and we will not be able to get it all
all parts of the house.
My sister has one gone this winter, and have not used one other; this is certainly a great saving of
bit of coal yet.
We have been living h^re
since November 1. I put it all in the furnace room in the fall when cleaning up.
We thank the way the house is built
for warmth for the big saving in fuel
bill.
This item alone will save considerable money each winter. After we had
the house studded off", I had a good quality
of roofing paper put on the studs inside
under the laths. This makes two air
spaces, and when the work is done care-

Readers

trill

note the gratiflcatinn that the

iiriter expresses

in

his

office

and

its

equip-

ment. The ideals of Farmer's Magazine houses
for our farms, are summed up in the -words,
convenience, common-sense and beauty, using
everything that aids city homes to he good
spots J or high living for farm life is where the
hest things should be.
The layouts as they appear here may not be
071
exact reproduction of those used for Mr.

—

Faircctt's house, as ire made some alteratiotis
the original plans to meet his special requirements, and the revised plans have not been
saved.
With the exception of a few details,
houever, the plans are the same. Our building
department is at the service of our readers. We
trill be pleased to answer any inquiries regarding building or remodelling.
ill

The ground

floor plan.

—EDITOR.

The

1st floor plan.
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TheRisfhtWayto
Heat a House
HOT

The Right Way
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PROVED

to Heat a House is by
WATER. This is
of EXPERIENCE, and except for steam in large buildings, hot
cheapest, best, and practically the
SATISFACTORY method of house heating. Why? Because
water can be regulated to any temperature to suit any kind of
weather, and water holds heat longest.
The constant, unfluctuating radiation of heat from a King Hot Water
Radiator prevents drafts and "cold zones."
Blizzards
don't affect Hot Water Heating. There is no cold,
drafty, "North East" room in a house heated

by years
water

ONLY ABSOLUTELY

is

The
Greatest

Known Heat

i^c^^^^Maker^Coal Saver

by a KING HOT WATER BOILER. Hot
water reaches every room, and every room
is heated alike.
This is very important
for sanitary reasons and assures freedom
from colds and from most sicknesses
that colds prepare the way for

O This Experiment
^
-''Can

If

and the " right system
means the King Boiler
and King Radiators.

all

others,

'''-..,..;

Can Save

one Heating System'

compared with

A Hot Water System is certainly
the Right Way to Heat a House

Try

Fuel,

the cheapest system.

it is

If, as is the case with the King Hot Water Boilers and
Radiators, the system also gives the most and the steadiest
King Boilers
heat, it is not only the cheapest, but the best.
and Radiators are both economieal and efficient. One of the
principle that makes for efficiency is illustrated^ tl. is way: Take
two vessels one holding an inch of water, the other two inches of
water, and set them over a fire. It is quite plain that the less quantity
will heat faster. That principle is followed in the King Boiler. The wall
of water surrounding the fire pot and continuing all through the water
',

—

KING
HOT WATER

the

ways

Water

BOILER'

Insist

upon your

and,

therefore,

King Bo
heat

to

wa'er in the
as quick

ler is ttvice

and twice as quick

to

The quicker the house
heated, the sooner t'le Boiler
draft may be turned off and fuel
saved.
These very important
advantages are special features of the King Boiler and
Radiators, and make the King Hot Water Boiler pay for itse'f
in a short time by the money it saves in reducing coal bills.

Boiler

local dealer giving
you prices

is
Only about half
quantity that the water
of other makes require

sections

Hot

\

circulate.
IS

i

EASE OF OPERATION
The extraordinary ease with which the King Boiler can be operated is another very commanding feature. You can stand
gilt (note the position of removable shaker) when
aking the furnace, and the ash pit allows a ful!'

sze ash pan.

You

should investigate

Kin!?"when looking

Radiators
ASH

t e
"
for the " r.ght

Boi'er.

The moulding methods employed in making
King Radiators make an imperfect section pr
tically impossible. Instead of wooden patterns whic
expand and contract under variations of humidity and
temperature, we use IRON PATTERNS.

We submic every section and radiator to a water pressure of 100 lb3.,
and as theu3Ual water pressure is only 10 lbs., vou can readily see how'we
can back every King Kadiator with our UNQUALIFIED GUARANTEr.
in every conceivable size and shape for any position. Clean, smooth
castinifs and pleasinR design. Architects and builders are f ami h'ar with our styles.

OOOf)

'

MaHe

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG AND BOOKLET, COMFORTABLE HOMES.'"

Steel and RadiationXimited
Factories, St.Catharinesa;?^? Toronto.

Facts to

Head

Office, Fraser Ave..

TORONTO.

Know When

Buying Cross-Cut Saws
The name "Slinonds, Cresf-ent Ground," on a cross-cut s.iw
means that that saw will cut 10 per cent, mi re timber, same time
labor being consumed, than any other brand of saw made
to-day. This we guarantee.

atifl

This

is a

fulfill

yet been returned
the above guarantee.

is

that

it

push

prevents

as
sawyers appreciate.
to

well

binding
as

pull

a

Simnnds' Cross-Cut

the kerf,, and enables the
the saw points experienced

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Limited, Montreal, Que.

oi

to

The advantage of the Crescent Grinding,
i^aws,

operator

a

hollow back, instead of a straight back.
When you buy a saw it will pay you to get a Manufacturer's
Brand Saw, ^\ith the name "'Simonds" i,n the blade, at about the
same price as you will pay for a li.w. grade Special Saw.
Ask your dealer for the .Simonds Cross-Cut Saw, and write direct
to the factory for further particulars.

broad statement, but one which we stand behiiul.

No saw has

Simonds Steel is the only steel which we are sure will take
temper to hold a cutting edge longer than the ordinary saw.
The illustration shows a Simonds Cross-Cut Saw, No. 325, with

in

its

in

having failed

to

—

Always buy a saw with a sharp cutting edge

Vancouver, B. C.

—not

a soft saw

—because the former

St.
lasts longer

and keeps

its

John, N. B.

edge better.

—
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wash-room we have an extra
comes in handy for all dirty

steps. In the

sink; this

water, etc.

The finish down stairs is clear natural
spruce and stained some grade of mahogany. This brings out the grain in a
wonderful way. The kitchen is finished in
North Carolina pine just oiled and rubbed
thoroughly. I can hardly see how we can
improve on making the kitchen more convenient. We have a built-in woodbox that

Clean

Skimming
Easy Turning

Easy Washing

;

SiuaW ^epa\rCost

from the wash-room. The woodhouse

fills

on the level with the floor, so the bringing in of wood is a very small job.

is

A WIDE VERANDA PLEASES

The veranda

seven and one-half feet
we are going to enjoy
this a great deal. The balcony up stairs
has already proved a success, so much so
that one of the neighbors has decided to
have one built for himself this coming
is

wide and we think

Stands

On

It&

Record

forty
the De Laval Cream Separator has led in
the
field.
It was the pioneer in 1878.
It had a
long start and has always held its lead. It has always led in every
step ol cream separator development and popularity, and more De
Lavals are in use today than all other makes combined.

years
FOR nearly
cream separator

It

has always been recognized as the closest skimming cream sep98% ot the world's creameries

arator.
That's the main reason why
use it to the exclusion of all others.

Because ot its cleaner skimming, ease of operation and wonderful
durability, every De Laval user is a "booster" and the better its work
is known in a neighborhood the more popular it becomes.

The better quality of creanri it produces is attested by the
De Laval produced cream and butter have scored highest

fact that
at every

annual contest of the National Buttermakers' Association for twentyyears and in every great representative contest for over
thirty years. Last but not least, the De Laval was awarded the Grand
Prize at the San Francisco Exposition in l915 as at every other great

summer.
I have every item about the cost of this
house set down and as I did not do any of
the work myself I know exactly what it
has cost and if any of the readers wish I
would be only too glad to give any details
possible.

The lawn

is

to grade

and

finish this

sum-

mer, but the house to date stands me about
$3,300.
I did about all the work by the
day and found all my own material in the
local markets.
We have now lived in the house about
five months and so far we have found
nothing that we would like to have
changed about the plan. The house is certainly very warm and I must say both
Mrs. Fawcett, family and myself expect
to spend- many happy days in it.

four

exposition since

its

De Laval start saving cream for
right now. See the nearest De Laval
agent at once, or if you do not know him
write us direct for any desired information.

A

sudden hush and a breathless pause,
The boom of a gun from Asia's shores,

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY

CO., Ltd.
MONTREAL
VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG
PETERBORO
50,000 BRANCHES AND LOCAL AGENCIES THE WORLD OVER

WANTED

through its connection with the great organization of
MacLean Piil)liahing- Company, is In touch with vast sources of information whicli
gathered from different parts of the. word for the numerous MacLean publications.
This wealth of iiiforniation and the editorial staff' of all these various publications is
at the service of the readers of
The Parmer's Magazine.
Should you have a problem on
Farmer's Maguzine,
INFORMATION
some phase of your work, or if
143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
WANTED
you are desirous of securing
goods or articles and do not
Please let me know where I can purchase
know where to procure them; we
will be pleased to answer your
promptly.
inquiries
Use the
coupon below for the niipstioiis
Name
you desire answered, and enclose
the

is

.

reply.

Address

.

parched brown earth with never a tree

or blade of grass;
Stacks of cases of grain and fuel,
Men and waggons, and many a mule
That sought to -cross or pass.

you

THE PARMER'S MAGAZINE,

pale-blue sky and a pale-blue sea,

Or shrub

Let the

INFORMATION

Shell':Fire

(Helles)

A
A

at the great expositions can be depended
upon to recognize real merit, and the fact
that the De Laval is the choice of the
majority of all cream separator buyers
must mean a good deal to you. In your
purchase of a cream separator can you
afford to ignore these considerations?

stamp for

Work Under

invention.

The creamerymen's choice can't be
far wrong. The world's greatest dairymen
and mechanical experts who act as judges

A

tearing, hissing sound;

and smoke like hell,
The hum of splinters and stones that
Upon a quaking ground.

Silence, a roar,

fell

And running figures that quickly sought
Some shelter for self and beast ere caught
By the next fiendish thing;
But here and there on the stricken
Motionless, silent, done with toil,
'Lay those who served the King.

—Allan
A

J.

soil,

Elphinstone, in The Tatler.

Profitable

Cow

The Toadville Tidings advertises a cow
for sale as follows:
"For sale a full-blooded cow, giving
milk, also three tons of hay, a wheelbarrow, a grindstone, two stoves, a scythe

—

and a democrat waggon."
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Hens' Laying Limit
a singular fact that the Canadian
is not laying as many eggs as she
should. Estimates made a few years ago
showed that the average egg production
of a hen in Canada was about 65. In the
U.S. at the same time, this was about 84
per hen. This does not look very good, as
we have so many egg records of 200 and
over from good poultry farms that the
average of only 65 eggs a year looks like
a piece of nonsense.
The question is, what is the laying limit
of a hen, and what can we do to stimualte
more eggs at a reasonable cost so that
the returns will guarantee the work we

Ir

Money Savers

is

hen

have put into it?
A review of the reports of some of the
^reat laying competitions which were
held in 1915 throughout the various parts
of the continent, covering ground from
Connecticut on the east to British Colum-

for

Seven good products
more than Seventy different places

Good in
can't beat arithmetic. When you buy something that has a limited
You
almost a luxury. But when you buy
usefulness your purchase
is

you can use every day around the farm you purchase moneysaving utilities. Such is the line of Barrett Money Savers. Every one is
a quality leader of its kind. Every one comes from the home of business
success. Every one will put money in your pocket at some time or other
by saving you costly repairs, renewals or deterioration, hodk over this
advertisement and see if you are not struggling along without something
you ought to have and can have for the minimum outlay.
articles that

C^ VER.IET Elastic Paint

is the best thing you can use
on smooth-surfaced or metal roofing, on agricultural implements, structural iron work, fences and
exposed surfaces. It is elastic, adhesive, and will not
rub, crack or peel.
Good in any climate.
Don't let
your implements or iron work deteriorate by rusting.
Use Everjet Paint. It's permanent, cheap, and has
great covering capacity.

^

bia on the west, we find that Plymouth
Rocks average 152 eggs per hen; White
Plymouth Rocks, 148 per hen; Buff Plym.outh Rocks, 134 eggs per hen; Black
Wyandottes, 175 per hen; Silver Cham-

hen White Orpingeggs per hen; Buff Orpingtons,
124 eggs per hen; Rhode Island Reds, 115
eggs per hen; White Wyandottes, 156;
White Leghorns, 160; Anconas, 147. Taking this together, all of the sitting breeds,
that is, the heavier breeds, average 144
eggs per hen, while the non-sitting or
lighter breeds average 160 eggs per hen.
In none of these competitions were the
methods so complicated but that they
might be used on any farm throughout
Canada or the U.S. to ensure the best results.
The houses used were simply constructed, and the rations were such as
could be made up anywhere in the country without extra expense.
While some of these figures may not do
justice to the particular breed, they are
the careful figures that have been made
from the different stations, and connot be
disputed.
The individual record ran
fro mthe different stations, and cannot be
pines, 110 eggs per

;

tons, 114

up to 340, the world's best record, made
by a White Leghorn hen in the Newark
competition. The pen to which this bird
belongs made a record of 1,211 eggs for 5
hens.
All the hens of these descriptions were
pure breeds with the exception of one entry. The editor of the Rural New Yorker
wanted to prove that scrub hens were as
good as any, and he entered the pen to
prove it. This pen made an average of
138 eggs, showing that even scrub hens
will make considerable showing if given
a chance. While White Leghorns made the
highest individual average, the highest
total bird average goes to the Buff Wyandotte, with an average of 175 the White
Leghorn comes second with 163 Rhode
Island Red third with 158; White Wyandotte fourth with 156, and Barred Ply-

live
YOUR
insects,

fifth

with 152.

these competitions, 2, .375 hens
laid 359,387 eggs, an average of 151. Assuming that the average hen in Canada
lays 70 eggs each year, the same number
of hens would lay 156,250 eggs, or 193,337
eggs less than laid by the hens in these
competitions.
Bringing these eggs as
24c a dozen, which is peihaps about the
average price the country over, the eggs
laid by the competition hens would be
worth about $3.02, while the price paid
for the 70 eggs laid by the average hen
would be about $1.40, a difference in favor
of the pure brand of hen of $1.62.
all

lice

lightly with Creonoid, the peerless lice
spray. Not a deodorant, but a destroyer. It helps to make
healthy, happy horses, contented cows and placid-minded
pigs.
You know that vermin-infested live stock can't be
Give them a chance.
profitable.
Use Creonoid in the
barn, the pig-sty, the poultry house. You'll see a difference.
Sold in 1, 5 and 10- gallon containers and in half

and

full barrels.

a ready roofing
HERE
other attention to keep

that needs no painting or
watertight. Amatite Roofing has a mineral surface that laughs at wind and weather. Very
attractive because of its bright, sparkling appearance. Wherever you have steep roofs, you need Amatite. Amatite is made
in rolls of 110 square feet with galvanized nails and cement in
center. Try it.

is

it

HERE

a ready roofing that should not be overEverlastic is a "Rubber Roofing" of
wonderful toughness and durability. You can't beat
it for use on any steep roof. Inexpensive, easy to lay,
and will be on the job keeping out water for years.
is

looked.

ARBONOL

is

wonder.

a household

It

cleans,

you cut your hand,
apply Carbonol in weakened solution. If your live
stock get bruised, Carbonol will fix them up.
If
your house, barn or poultry house needs disinfecting, there is nothing like Carbonol.
And it is wonderfully effective as a destroyer of vermin. Carbonol belongs
on every farm in Canada.
heals, disinfects, purifies.

know
YOU
Creosote.

;

In

be free from annoyance by
and vermin if you spray them
destroyer and cow

stock will

flies,

;

mouth Rocks

Farmers

If

the wonderful preserving qualities of
Well, Barrett's Grade One Creosote Oil
is the greatest product ever turned out
in
commercialized Creosote.
It.
will
^,«„.„
insure your woodwork against decay. CfCOSOtC
Oil
Applied to the posts of a fence it will
add 15 years to that fence's life. By actual tests, it penetrates farther than any other preservative.
;

"T^OR the quick repairs that are daily necessary on the
farm, you need Elastigum. It is an elastic, waterproof
cement. It is tenacious and durable. Just the thing for
joining and relining gutters, flashings around chimneys,
sealing leaks in exposed places, renewing gutters, stuffing cornices and

A

putting glasses in greenhouses or skylights.
proof and damp-proof and it "sticks."
Send

for illustrated

It is

easy to apply,

booklet describing Barrett Money Savers in detail.
For sale by good dealers everywhere
office.

is acid-

Address

nearest

THE PATERSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED
WINNIPEG
VANCOUVER
TORONTO
MONTREAL
THE CARRITTE PATERSON MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITlflD
-

ST. JOHN. N.B.

HALIFAX.

N.S.

SYDNEY.

N.S.

—
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My ALPHA

is

Be Sure Your Eggs
Are Fresh

the

How

most reliable worker and
best helper on

ANY" farmer who is using an Alpha

to

candle them at home.

my farm'

will tell

you that

a great help to him and that he can
absolutely rely on it.
The Alpha is a steady, powerful
engine that will do a great number of big and little jobs
on your farm that now cost you too much in time and
labor.
You can make your work easier, get it done
quicker and save money by using art Alpha.
.this

engine

is

The Alpha is a smooth running, powerful engine that
has proved
of Canada.

value to thousands of farmers in all parts
a reliable engine. You can always
depend upon its being in good working order when you
want to use it. There are no complicated parts to get
out of order and cause time-wasting delays and expensive
repairs.
Ask Alpha Engine users. What they tell you
will be proof of Alpha superiority.
The Alpha starts and runs on a simple magneto. You get a hot,
fat spark at all times.
You are never troubled with weak batteries.
You can use kerosene or gasoline for fuel. The fuel consumption and
its

It is

eiOOC

speed of the engine are accurately controlled by a reliable, sensitive
governor. This governor acts the instant there is the slightest variakon
Therefore, the engine runs steadily at all times and there
in the load.
is no waste of fuel.
The Alpha is not affected by cold weather.

STRtAHJ

tr^BRTC CHICK

BACTtRIA'-RO'JTCN

Conditions shown up by candling.

There are many other reasons why Alpha Engine users get the
greatest engine value for their money. Every feature of the Alpha is
completely illustrated and described in our large engine catalogue.

Ask

for a

copy and read

it

carefully.

—

Alpha engines are made

in eleven sizes 2 to 28 H. P.
furrtishrd in stationary, semi-portal le or
portable style with hopper or tank cooled cylinder.

—each

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF DAIRY SUPPUES

CO., Ltd.
IN

CANADA.

De Laval Cream Separators.
Manufacturers of Ideal Green Feed Silos. Cataloo'-ies of any of our
lines mailed upon request.
Sole Distributors in Canada of the famous

MONTREAL

PETERBORO

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

Don't wear out your horses
and

tire

out your

man with

a Plow that makes a
rather poor job at best!
the
Buy a
one that SAVES HORSR

NEW PLOW—

FLESH

FLEURY

HOLD

PLOWS

rhiough

and

is

EASY TO

(handle);

LIGHT

that

DRAFT

gives a few more furrows
each day— and makes a field OP WHICH TO BE PROUD; and best of all— does
such good work as to help secure the GOOD CROP you want and hope for
This Plow is the FAMOUS FLEURY PLOW; an "Original No. 21" or a
"Dandy"; a light NO. 13: "Special No. 5" Narrow: One-horse or Orchard
'
'

J.

Original

15A."

FLEURY'S SONS, AURORA, ONT,

'^•'»»'*

"APcL-.Ta'd'

K"' """•

Simple device for candling eggs at home.
The opening in the paper front of the box
is hidden behind the egg in the drawing.

The Business
Inforination

From

Farming

of

the Experiences of Practical

Farmers

Hay
— Millet
— Homestead Manitoba — Concrete Stock Tank — Muley Saw— Town
and Country Co-operation — How
Increase Wheat Yields — Goose Wheat
— White Pine Rust and Currants.
East Lothian Farming

Crop

as a

in

to

Stackyard at present time.
grain has been sold.

Mvch
It is considered that with the drill the
seed is better covered, is put at a more
regular depth and that seed is saved; on
the other hand, more time is required to
do the work.

East Lothian Farming
county of East
THE
tween the Firth of

Lammermoor

Lothian lies beForth and the
Hills, which rise to a height

of about 1,200 feet.

The county thus lies on a slope and the
nature of the soil is very varied. It ranges
from a rather stiff clay to the rough gravelly soil of the hill-sides; while near the
ancient town of Dunbar the old red sandstone crops out.
Perhaps the best classes of soil are the
old grey sandstone and the sandy loams
and clay loams.
The rotation on the best farms is a
four-course one, viz., oats, turnips, potaThere the
toes, barley rye grass hay.
three-course rotations and five and six
course rotations, according to the nature
of the soil and height above the sea, but
on the whole the best all round is the
four-course.

write there is a farm of
about 160 acres, divided roughly into four
portions, 40 acres oats, 40 turnips and potatoes, and 40 barley or wheat and 40 hay.

Near

to

where

I

CULTIVATION

When

the hay has been carted from the
hayfield and the aftermath eaten by sheep,
which are generally fed with about half a
pound a day of oil-cake, or cattle-cake or
iamb food, turnips are often carted on to
the grass for some time, and fed to the
sheep. This method adds considerably to
the fertility of the soil and is considered
to be a very good way to improve the following oat crop.
As soon as possible after
the sheep are taken from the
field,

the field

is

While the oats are growing they are
carefully watched by the farmers, as they
are liable to various diseases. The commonest is Stem Eel Worm or Tulip Root,
as the farmer calls it, from the enlargement of bottom of the stem just above the
ground, and the consequent failure of the
plant to produce grain at all. Little can
be done except to give stimulating manures and arrange that as long a time
elapse as possible before sowing the seed
on that ground again. A change of seed
often does good. Other pests are the Frit
Fly and the Corn Aphis; but they are not
so common.
USE FERTILIZER

Some farmers

give a top dressing along
with the grain, of a balanced manure containing nitrates, phosphates and potash to
the value of from 20 shillings to 40 shillings an acre.
Usually this pays well.
Others give 1 cwt. Sulphate of Ammonia
when the first green shoots of the grain
are peeping through the ground. This is
done to help the plant when the spring
weather is cold, and to help the young
plants to withstand insect pests.
The yields in bushels on the farm of
which I speak are from 48 to 56 bushels
an acre. Before the war this was worth
from £7 10s. to £9 per acre. Just now
£10 to £11 15s. an acre are common.
Occasionally there are much higher
yields, quite up to 96 bushels per acre.
These, however, are the result of special
circumstances.

ploughed

with a swing plough or a
plough with one wheel only.
The depth of plough furrow
is about 8 inches and the
width about one foot. This

Flouijh land jor next Oat crop.

A

farmer

in the neighborhood had a
of 10 acres. This field he had not
ploughed for seven years as it suited to
graze it. All the time he had sheep on it,
which were heavily fed on linseed cake
and cotton cake in summer, and in winter
the same with the addition of turnips.
field

This field without artificial manures
produced over 900 bushels of grain.
Usually the farmers are not allowed to
sell straw.
The^landlords stipulate that
all straw will be consumed on the farm
or be used for bedding for horses and cattle,

so that the fertility of the soil

Mullet

be

as a

Hay Crop

OWING

to the failure of clover and
grass seed for two years in succession and the consequent shortage of hay,
millet has been largely grown as a substitute, and it has served the puTpose re-

markably

well.

To secure

a good crop of millet, the
ground should be thoroughly rich, and in
the finest of tilth. Sow about the first
week of June, and use about 20 lbs. of

seed per acre. It must not be covered
deeply. It withstands drought well, and
will usually yield more to the acre than
any hay crop. It should be cut before
any of the seeds begin to harden.
Try to select a spell of bright weather
for cutting.
Use tedder
freely and put up in sinall
coils. After letting it stand
for a day or so, open the
coils out to the sun for a
few hours before drawing

them

in.

have
millet for
horses,
but
Some

seems an offput or waste of
time,
but no method of
ploughing, either by steam
ploughs o r double-furrow
ploughs has ever produced
as good results.
To plough well requires a
considerable amount of skill,
and is, unfortunately, not so
common as it used to be.
In the end of March or
the beginning of April the
grain is sown. Farmers used
to sow broadcast either by
hand or machine at the rate
of five or six bushels per
acre; now they generally
sow with a drill at the rate
of about 4 bushels an acre.

may

maintained and enough humus formed in
it.
This stipulation in leases is, howeevr,
not so common as it was and farmers have
now more freedom. Oat straw is fed both
to horses and cattle and is considered to
be quite good food.
Wm. Pringle, Scotland.

condemned
feeding t ©•
they
have

spoken without real know-

A team

near Gait which won
first

first prize as four-year-olds,
prize as 2A-y ear-olds last year.

and

also

ledge of the facts. If millet
is
cut at the right time,
and well cured, it makes
excellent feed
for either
horses or cattle.
But if
one allows the seed to ripen,
I
think you will find that
it is the seeds which cause
the trouble in horse feeding.
If we use judgment
in feeding millet, and not
feed too much of it, it
will be an excellent substitute for the hay crop.
G. C. Gaston, Ontario.
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Ddl^riciAl

fnr llUIdCS
HnrQPQ
lUr

VIVAT-the handy
remedy

Iricml

to

llca\es,

Broken Wind,

liurses.

case of Colic, Intestinal
ney Troubles.

—

Worms

Horses
ALWAYS CURES

Specific for

Coughs,

and Kid-

V

Coin

Eit

POlCtSO CENTS.

Or.

Ed.

= „........,..
•••I'll

MORIN &C0
.Umil.d
<.o»..^ «HADA.

u=Bai

'MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIimillMIIIIIIIIIMIIlKP'

A

great remedy for the Respiratory Organs.
each case.
increases appetite, gives vigor, breadth and endurance, specially to race
horses and those travelling and working hard.

Si)ecial directions for
It also

jj_.prt

'***"**

^_|

OMAZON

*'*'

diau

great producer of vigorous stock,

tlie

a Cana-

is

Food and a medicine excellent for horse,

pigs,

and

poultry. It gives endurance increases the appetite
and gives vigor. As a blood purifier and for increasing the quantity of milk in mare and cow it is highly
recommended. It is economical. It saves grain^ ^mixed
with other food it makes a big saving in feed expenses.

nQ^Q
lIoCO

—

Ask your merchant
improvement

DR. ED.

in

^— Province of Manitoba yet contains
lands available to the homesteader. To wit,
extensive acreage laying between Lakes
Winnipeg and Manitoba, a minor portion
of which territory has alone been taken
up. Certain districts of Riding Mountains
in north-western
Manitoba afford opportunity; to the northward of Lake Winnipeg are stretches of splendid area^-,
which it is understood will be open for
entry at completion of the railroad to
Hudson Bay. And :n Manitoba proper,
homesteads are likewise obtainable, but
comprise lands somewhat rugged in character. Nevertheless, this acreage is being
secured by the immigrant from Slavonic
Europe, who, with the perseverance indigenous to this class of settler, is creating farmsteads from an indifferent ma^

Beneficial in

etc.

Homesteads in Manitoba
/CONTRARY to prevalent opinion, the

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiinimfi

great

a

cures

It

C^""""""'""*""""""""*"!"""

for

these

preparations.

Write us for

your stock.

Watch

the

circulars.

MORIN & COMPANY, LIMITED
*

Mountain

Hill,

Quebec, Canada

terial.

Recent annexation of the immense disKeewatin cannot be for several
decades a feature of interest from the
standpoint of the homeseeker. For the
trict of

major part, Keewatin consists of tamarac
growth with intersecting waterways.
The Manitoban, always optimistic of his
country's future, is looking forward to a
termination of the present European war
as the index finger of an unprecedented
influx of immigration. For such auspicious happening, land for homesteading
purposes

%e KEY to a BETTER
SMOKE
mmiiim

is

available in various provincial
any report to the con-

districts, despite

trary.
J. D.

Evans, Manitoba.

Mrwrmm

Your pocketknife is all you
need to discover what
real

sweetness you can get out of your old pipe.

GET A

Covered Concrete Stock Tank

POLO
BLOCK
OF SMOKING TOBACCO
and whittle off a fresh pipeful just before you smoke
and you will find that your smoke will be sweeter,
slower-burning, cooler than you ever got from a bag
or tin of tobacco.
That's because the only way to keep all the moisture in tobacco is
to- press the choicest leaves into a plug and protect it with a
natural leaf wrapper.
" Made

in

Canada by Expert Canadian Workmen

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

Stock tank with concrete cover.

lOc a

"

block

concrete stock
THE
has a concrete

tank shown here

cover. Any size can be
had. This one is (5 by 14 feet, built for just
an average farm. At one end there is left
a four-foot opening which is covered with
hinged doors. The walls of the tank are 12
inches thick at the base and taper to 6
The tank floor is 7
inches at the top.
inches thick and the roof cover slab of
concrete is 8 inches thick at the centre and
made to taper slightly to the sides. A
heavy reinforcing wire mesh is used for
the walls, well lapped round the corners
and the concrete roof of the tank is reinforced with 1/2 -inch square steel bars

placed seven inches apart both ways. This

makes a solid job of concreting. The concrete work is made of concrete mixed
with one sack of cement, two cubic feet of
clean coarse sand, and three cubic feet of
coarse well-graded gravel varying in size
from 1/4 inch to one inch. The wood forms
used for the inside to support the roof
slab are to be supported with timbers in
such a manner as to be easily removed
out through the four-foot opening at the
end of the tank when the concrete has
thoroughly hardened and set in place.
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Muley Saw

OneManMthA

design of a muley saw use-

ful for rough ripping such as poles or
small logs, planks or square timber. The
frame is made of oak (an old broken
waggon-reach comes in useful) mortised

irsiiit

at the corners. Mark each corner as finished; you will not then get mixed up
bucksaw blade is
when taking it apart.
filed like a rip-saw and fixed in the slotted
x 5 in. bolts, the heads beends of two
ing left on to help stiffen the blade. When
it is not in use, slacken off^ the wing nut.

stump Puller

A

%

—

10-DAY TRY-OUT

Town and County Co-operation
many places the chief
INcussion
among farmers

Horses

ON YOUR FARM

At many land clearing contests the Kirstin has pro-ved its superiority. After a competitive demonstration, the University of Minnesota bought a Kirstin for their own
use. Facts speak louder than words. The U.S. Gov't, has purchased a number of Kirstins after

topic of dis-

is how they
can get away from the domination of the
local merchant, and how they can buy
co-operatively for cash and save on cost.
In this discussion a great many farmers
are arguing for the establishment of cooperative ptores at different points, and
yet there are other farmers who take the
opposite view to this. They think that
the experience in the matter of the Grange
in past times in Ontario should keep men
away from dealing in small things with
which they have no particular experience
and for which they do not have to pay the
price of carrying stock over a period of
six or twelve months.
I think, therefore, that the article that
appeared in a recent number of Farmer's
Magazine looking to a getting together

hard and thoroughtry-outs. Why? Because the Kirstin is lowcrin first cost and lower in cost
of operation. It can be used anywhere
hills, swamps, rough ground, thick timber
many
places where no other pullercould be used. The Kirstin is lighter in weight, stronger, has more power, greater speed than other stump pullers, yet is covered by a

—

—

stronger guarantee.

Write Today for the Big,

New

Kirstin Catalog

7m^rov*(ii)oui// L#v^rflf« Kirstin One-Man Stump
clear/^land, describes Kirstin Service, Time
Payments, etc. Get this book htUnyoM buy^stump puller.
Write toda' —now. Aeents wanted.
54

which explains
Easr Work
Oni Man

all

best

Puller, tells

about the

way to

—

fof

EWw-

A. J. KIRSTIN CANADIAN CO.
5402 Dennis St., Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
Made in Canada

t^

has put an end
of hard work and

It

a lot

to

of the merchants and the farmers to discuss their businesses and not cuss their
businesses as many heretofore have done,
would turn out for the benefit of all concerned. As soon as people get a new viewpoint and understand each other, there is

considerably less friction. Nearly every
town in our prairie country, as well as a
great many in our older settled provinces
depend for their very existence on the
farms that surround them. If the farmer
will not trade with the town, practically
every store will be forced out of business,
and in a few years the town would pass
out of business also. Moreover, if all of
the village stores were to close and the
towns pass out of existence, the farmer
would be just about as badly off for his
farm lands would depreciate, and he
would lose in a great many ways. His
farm would become a less desirable place
to live in, and probably the movement from
country to town would be accelerated.
One trouble with the local merchant
seems to be that he is not wide enough
awake, and that he has not kept up with
the times in catering to the needs of the
farm. I am sure if he would make it a
business to secure cash payment from the
farmers and to induce the farmer to pay
cash by giving him rock-bottom prices,
treating only the cash farmers in this regard, he would benefit his own business
immensely. Instead of our towns and villages encouraging new factories, they
should go into the work of securing lecturers, establishing boys' clubs and corn
shows, agricultural fairs and schools and
other like features which stand for better
farming and greater farm products. They
would thus bring themselves more into
harmony with the farming element
throughout the country.
One great
trouble with the older districts is, that the
merchants are looking too much after
their own immediate interests and not

Two Men and Two

Saves the Expense of

Clear your land the Kirstin Way the simple, easy, practical, economical way. You
don't need a stump pulling crew. One man <»/o»< handles and operates the Kirstin
with ease. Why buy a big, costly, cumbersome outfit that requires several men and
a team or two, when you can clear your land at far lower cost with a Kirstin?
Prove our claims for the Kirstin by a

you have any timber on your farm,
make one, and you will find it very useful.
Geo. Hansen, British Columbia.
If

solved milking prohlern
That is the way Mr. Donald Brown, of
Bloomfield, Ont., sums up his experience
with the

EMPIRE
MECHANICAL

MILKER

Mr. Brown writes:
**
Having purchased one of your Empire Mechanical Milkers,
I feel that I can strongly recommend both its efficiency of mi, king and its
ease of operation. The cows take to it well and prefer it to hand
milking. Never had any symptoms of teat or udder trouble. I can
milk my twenty cows with one double unit quite easily in an hour.
,
keep
I hope to increase my units this year, when 1 will be milking from
..

,

W

,

to 40 cows.
**It has put an end to a
milking pioblem well."

35

lot of

hard work and solved the

The EMPIRE Mechanical Milker is helping hundreds of dairymen to make more money. Why should
not YOU be one of them? The first step is to mail
us this coupon.

The Empire Cream Separator Co.

cows
want

more information
about the EMPIRE
Mechanical Milker.

Narr

of Canada, Limited

38

Montreal

'*I

-j^d

Winnipeg

Toronto

want

Bovril

Address

—not

No substitute will save money in the
kitchen
as Bovril does, or give the same
\
It
nourishing value to soups and stews.
make
a
dozen
of
a
whole
bullock
to
takes the beef
Bovril is thus so strong that it cannot
bottles of Bovril
Get the real
possibly be put up in cheap cubes.
thing Bovril in the Bovril bottle.
I

that

JJ

.

—

S.H.B.

—
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Certcdn teed
Loofmg

i
The guarantee, which the General

puts on every
Roofing, warrants
it to last 5, 10 or 15 years, according to ply.
This guarantee is backed by the biggest roofing concern in the world, and is conservativp. an experience
proves that CERTAIN-TEEn lastslonger. Youtake
no risk when you buy CERTAIN-TEED; it is very
different from inferior roofing sold by mail.
CERTAIN-TEED Roofing is made from the best
roll of

Z

I

N

!:

gressive merchan-t out of harmony with
the good farmers in his district.
In Canada it is not the factories or the
urban population that give the big profits
to the storekeeper, or, indeed, build up
Canada, but it is the farmer; and where
you have a good class of 100-acre farmers
near a town, considerable benefit can accrue to that town if proper co-operation
exists.

as well as in

LOPSIDED ?
Have worn
wheel?

CERTAJ'.-TEED is sold by good dealers
over Canada, at reasonable prices.

General Roofing Mfg. Co.
World's Largest Manufacturers of
Roofing and Building Papers.

I.

Distributing centers: Toronto, Montreal. Ottawa, Halifax*
St. John's, N. F., Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary, Vancoavek'.

How

A.

Z.,

to Increase

made

axle-s

the

You

out of gear?

MICA
AXLE

GREASE

The mica does it. It fills the
worn pores of the axle.
"Won't gum.
j4t Dial.r

Kills friction.
Fvtrywhtn

The Imperial Oil Company
Limited

BRANCHES IN ALL

Saskatchewan.

Wheat

all

could have prevented that
condition —and you can still
help it with

booklet showing what the merchants of
that town have been doing to help in the
matter of better farming in the distritcs
around that place. They are certainly
working wonders in this regard, as are
many other places throughout the West
and it is hoped that this movement will
extend to the East and to Eastern Canada
so that the rural population lying outside
of our Ontario towns will find in the local
towns that active co-operation and sympathy which makes for a more prosperous
country.

in the end.

YOUR WAGON

IS

West

in the

Ontario have caught the spirit, and are
doing remarkably good things in this regard. Particular mention might be made
of Lethbridge, which has just issued a

roofing felt, thoroughly saturated with the General's
own blend of soft asphalts, and coated with a harder
blend of asphalts which .prevents the soft saturation
from drying out,
CERTAIN-TEED is safer than wood shingles; it
looks better than galvanized iron or tin; and it is
easier to lay, and cheaper than any of thera.
Get CERTAIN-TEED from your local dealer, whom
you know and can rely upon. It will save you money
all
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enough on the interests of the farming
community from which they draw their
trade. I have never yet seen a real pro-
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HAVE

been farming in Southern Alberta for the past eight years. I have
naturally gained some experience, and it
might be worth something to new comers
on the prairie. I have arrived at the conclusion from my own personal experience
and from observing climatic conditions in
this so-called semi-arid country, that the
only way to increase your wheat yield,
and, in fact, the only way to be sure of a
crop at all, is by a thorough system of
summer-fallow or rather, summer tilling.
Crops, put in on fall and spring plowing,
stubble and any other way, while it might
be all right some years when the rain happens to come just at the right time, are not
dependable; it's a gamble, and if I were
running a bank I would not loan out a cent
on a crop put in any other way than on
-*

Envland

Baby
Food

for

Bahy Chicks
A carefully prepared,
partly cooked, partially
predlgested food
just
what is needed for the
first three weeks to give
the
chicks
the
right
start.
Do not confuse with
ordinary chick feeds.
Sur-

—

prising results (which we guarantee or your money back) will follow the use of

summer-fallow.
In my district the farmers have adopted
a system of summer-fallow every third
year. That is, the second year after summer-fallow grain is put in on stubble after
the stubble has been burned. In good
years this works all right, and as high as
25 bushels of wheat per acre have been
raised this way, but in dry years such
crop is generally a failure. Some years
ago we had splendid rains in the month of
May several years in succession. In case
we were sure of these rains every year any
old kind of farming would succeed, but experience has shown that we can't depend
on it.
During the past four years these rains
failed to come and we had to depend on
showers that in some years came too late.
Now then, it's a question if it would not
pay -to summer-fallow for every crop instead of for every second one. Three
years ago I had 40 bushels of Marquis
wheat per acre on summer-fallow and
nothing either on stubble, spring and fall
plowed. If land were summer-fallowed for
every crop it would solve the manure and
weed problem and I think in the long run
it would give more bushels per acre than
any other system. No doubt many farmers will think that this system is unnecessary, and I would certainly not advocate it

/T5Li53^CHICKFOOD
2oc. pkffs.
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and larger money-saving
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where they get plenty of rain.
not better to be sure of some crop
in the dryest years and of a splendid crop
ordinary years, than go on with the old
system of gambling as has been the case?
Parming in the Canadian West need no
longer be a hit or miss proposition. Scientific soil culture has proven beyond all
doubt that crops can be raised in the dryest of years if the right method is adopted.
I think, also, that if we are to succeed
as farmers we must get down to business
methods and when we make debts or purchase things on time during the summer
we must be absolutely sure of some crop.
But then, there is summer-fallow and
summer-fallow. I have .geen fields left untouched up to July, when the weeds and
dry weather had sucked every drop of
moisture out of them. These were then
plowed dry and left without being packed
or harrowed until further dried out. It's
safe to say that that kind of summer-fallow will not increase the wheat yield.
Here is the way it should be done if
you want to increase your wheat yield and
get a sure crop. Follow the binder with
disk if possible. Sometimes this is hard
to do if a man is short of horse power, or
grain gets ripe all at once. The next best
step is to double disk your stubble the
next spring, right after you are done seeding, or before if you have the power. This
will start the weeds.
Plow six or seven
inches in June before land gets too dry,
pack with a subsurface packer well
weighted same day or early the next, then
harrow. If field is plowed early and if
we get any rain, weeds will appear on the
plowing. I have tried the disc on them,
but don't like it, as it spoils the seed bed.
Last year one of my neighbors bought an
acme harrow and ran it both ways on his
summer-fallow and it did splendid work
the following spring you harrow before
and after seeding, and if you use good seed
and drill it in right you are sure of a crop
unless you are hailed out or the crop is
destroyed by insects.
But there is another side to this summer-fallow question. I believe every farmer should raise as much stock as possible.
It is beginning to be a serious question
how to get pasture and hay for stock, as
the free pasture is fast disappearing in
many districts. Well, corn has come to the
rescue. You can now plant corn on part
of the land you are going to summer-fallow by plowing it early and those farmers
who have tried it claim that not alone can
an immense amount of fodder corn be
raised per acre, but the wheat yield following corn will be as good as on bare
in districts

But
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Twice a Day
For Half the Year
SOMEONE

has to attend to the furnace;
most people look on it as an irritating,

dusty job. It need not be. It is not, if
you have a Sunshine Furnace.
Shaking doivn the Sunshine Furnace does
not raise a dust. The fine ashes are drawn
up the chimney; there is never that fine
sprinkling of dust that lights on everything
in the basement, and even floats up through
the house. No. That is one thing the owner
of a Sunshine Furnace never has to contend
with.
The Sunshine isi as clean as a piece
of furniture.

There are extra sturdy grates that turn with
a long handle to crush with ease the hardest
clinkers. A slight rocking that hardly requires stooping, cleans down the ashes. The
ashes fall as the grates are shaken, for the
sides of the fire-pot are straight. This saves
bother and heat; because if ashes bank up
around the fire-pot they stop the radiation of
heat. The ashes come out in a big ash-pan.
There is no shovelling or spilling ashes about.

—

And

the door is large, as it should be for convenience in firing up. Or if need be, a large
chunk of wood will go through this door. The
dampers can be operated from the rooms
above. This saves you the nuisance of running up and down stairs to shut off the drafts
and open up the check damper.

Sample of Goose Wheat taken from the
prize-winning

the then Minister of Agriculture.
Since
that time great strides have been made
under J. Lockie Wilson's guidance. In
1915, $24,500 was the grant for this work
in the Province of Ontario.
Ontario leads the world in these competitions.

Government judges, when the grain was
in full head.

have definite

The competition in this grain through
the above society has so bettered its
quality that it is not recognized as the
Goose wheat of ten years ago.
Goose wheat is a handsome grain to
look upon with its plump kernel enclosed
in a thin, close-fitting, amber -colored casing or bran, very transparent, and as
hard as rice. Being a hybrid, a very small
percentage will, every year, revert to its
parent, which is a softer grain, more sus-

in

formation about the cost of installing a Sunshine Furnace in your
hoinef
Send the coupon for our
booklet "Sunshine."
will cost to

At the same

know what it
heat your own home,

you wish

time, if

to

our Heating Engineer will tell
you. He will show you howto plan the distribution
of heat so as to get the

ceptible to smut and Hessian fly, and does
not yield as well as the Goose wheat. It
is a good plan to pick the heads off the
sheaves before threshing, say enough to
sow an acre, in order to keep seed from it
This should be done
for the next crop.
every two or three years.
R. S. Frisby of Victoria Square says:
"I have grown Goose wheat for thirty
years with satisfactory results. The average yield has been about thirty bushels to
the acre. Last year, being very favorable,
the yield was close to forty bushels an
Twentyacre, and the best I ever grew.
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Your booklet on

the Sunshine Furnaoe.
2. Also forms for filling
out, so that your heating
engineers can tell me how to
order and install a system that
will properly heat my home.
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Address.

Agricul-

Goose wheat. For some years this grain
has been chosen by the Society, and $100
has been divided into eight prizes for the
best fields of standing grain judged by

lumace
like to

Markham Township

tural Society leads the Province, yea,
even the Dominion, in the competition in

Sunshine
Would you

field crop.

MXIaryS
London

Toronlo

Winnipeg

Vancouver

Hamilton
Saskatoon
St.

John, N.B.

Montreal
Calgary

Edmonton

nine fields were judged,

my

field

being

awarded first prize."
Having so many evidences through the
results of the competition, there is a growing demand for Goose wheat by farmers
who do not grow it for a field crop. They
feel they must have it, knowing its value
in a mixed crop such as O. A. C. No. 21
barley and Daubeney oats, using one-half

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
While it does not get
matured it gets to be quite plump,
and makes splendid feed. A favorite mix-
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bushel an acre.
fully

one bushel of barley, one of oats,
and one-half bushel of Goose wheat. The
wheat is sure to show its authority in this
mixture by growing above the other grain
and forcing out large heads, making a
slight shade which keeps the ripening
back a few days longer for its benefit."
George Little, of Scarboro, says: "I
have taken part in the Field Crop Comture

Peerless Poultru Fencing

is

petition for a

Goose wheat.

number
I

A

real fence, not netting. Strongly
made and closely spaced, a complete barrier
animals of any kind.
Keeps the small
chicKs confined. They can't get through. Does
all and more than is required of a poultry fence.

against

The heavy, hard steel top and bottom m ires
with iiiteniiediate laterals will hold a carelessly
backed waffon or unruly animal and immediately spring back into shape.
The wires are held together at each in-

of years, chiefly in

have also been judge for

tersection

the same in diff'erent parts of the Province and find the competition is a splendid way to encourage the farmers to grow
purer and cleaner grain. In some parts,
great rivalry exists among the competitors as the winner always commands a
high price for this seed. I have had
twelve years' experience in growing Goose
wheat and have found it to be the mos-t
valuable grain crop I grow. Three years
previous to 1914 the average per acre was
$34.28.
I had a splendid crop last year,
but had a little too much barley in to sell
for seed.
Still, I got third place in the
competition.
Especially valuable is a crop of Goose as
a nurse crop for clover. It does not stool
out as oats do. This gives the young
clover plants plenty of shade and more
space to develop, thereby insuring sturdier plants after the wheat is cut, and as

Wild good is later in ripening than barley
or oats, it gives later protection to the
young plants.
Goose wheat is very high in protein and
fat, and makes a superior food for man
or beast.
Unlike other grains, goose
wheat is not subject to any disease.
Semolina and macaroni flours are made
from Goose wheat, and they have a growing market in Canada. The percentage
of protein and fat in wheatine is by a
special analysis 13.70 and 2.14.
Belonging to the durum variety, which is of a
flinty
hardness, Goose requires more
power to grind than do ordinary wheats.
For feeding purposes, such as finishing
hogs, it is second to none.
Hogs thrive
on Goose wheat. Take a couple of bushels,
put it into a barrel with hot water and
cover with a blanket or rug for some
hours. It becomes a mass of pulp, easily
digested. This can be cut into slices, and
it is relished by the hogs.
The quality of
bacon produced is equal to pea-fed bacon.
Ground into chop for milch cows it gives
the best results as a milk producer. Then
it is an excellent food for fowls, from
chicks to adults.
It can be fed in granules or whole.
All poultry raisers are
anxious to obtain Goose wheat for their
fowls.

Send for Catalogue
We
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omaraentai fencing. We now have
agents nearly everywhere, but
will appoint others in all unassigned territbry. Write for
catalogue today.

THE BANWELL-HOXIE WIRE
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WINNIPEG, MAN.
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so completely.
It is constructed entirely of metal,
ensuring long service. All jjarts of the pump in contact
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ONE-MAN SPRAYER— Wheelbarrow

Type

certainly a gem of an outfit.
For rpraying field
crops, the pump is worked automatically by the wheel
is

will thoroughly coat two rows on each trip.
The
nozzles are adjustable for wide or narrow rows and
liigh or low vines.
It has a lo-gallon tank, and will
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handle any liquid spraying mixture. This outfit
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protection.
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E. J. M., Hitchcock, Ontario.

The White Pine

by Uie Peerless
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Rust

and Currants
TT

a curious fact that while farmers in
States are digging up currant
bushes to save their white pine trees. Dominion fruit growers are being called upon to cut down the pines in order to save
the currants. The currant rust, as it is
being called in Canada, is really the white
pine blister rust.
It appeared first at
Grimsby, St. Catharines and Fonthill, and
has now spread as far as Oakville. Its
principal attacks are on the black currant,
and it covers the leaves on the underside
with a peculiar orange-colored coating.
The rust is known to be carried over on
•*-
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the white pine, which is the reason for removing these trees. Without them for
hosts, the rust spores die on the currants.
Now, this rust is really a pine disease,
and it appearance on the currants is only
secondary. Wild currants will carry it
and so will gooseberries. The rust first
appears on the bark of the pine trees,
which is caused to thicken locally, and
this condition may last several years.
Finally, however, the rust breaks through
the bark and spores are developed, which
are scattered by the wind. If they chance
to fall on currant or gooseberry bushes
they multiply and spread.
Later the
growth changes its forms, and spores are
produced which are carried to the pines
and become active in them.
The difficulty of locating infected trees
is increased by the fact that the trouble
may not show up for years, for which

necessary to make annual inspections. It is known, however, that the
disease was brought to this continent on
white pines imported from Europe, and
such importations have been forbidden by
the United States for several years. Now
the bars have been put up against Canada,
and neither white pine nor currants can be
taken into the States.
May and June are the best months for
inspecting the trees, but late summer is
a better time for looking over the currant
and gooseberry bushes. Discovery of the
rust should be followed, of course, by the
prompt destruction of plants on which it
appears. White pines are not of as mu:b
commercial value in Canada as across the
line and fruit growers here can probably
afford to cut them.
Still, it is comparatively easy to check this trouble if it is
taken in hand promptly, both trees and
bushes being inspected at the proper time.
In the United States the rust is considered a great menace, for the reason that
a general reforestation of New England
is being undertaken in order to get rid of
the gypsy and the browntail moth, and the
white pine is the tree chosen for the purpose. It has decided that these pests cannot possibly be eradicated by spraying,
millions of dollars already having been expended in campaigns lasting a long series
of years. The moths cannot exist when
they are forced to feed on pines, however, as a diet of pine needles invariably
proves fatal. They thrive on oaks and
white birches, on the other hand, and the
present plan calls for the cutting out of
these trees, leaving the pines and planting
If the blister rust gets
millions more.
intrenched, however, this plan will fall
by the wayside, for when a tree once gets
infected it apparently never recovers.
E. I. Farrington, Mass.
reason
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WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNER OT
good farm for sale.
D.
and description.
apolis. Minn.

cash price
Bush, Minne-

State
F.

(5-10

JEWELRY
WATCHES —

WALTHAM

Reliable
$150.00.
free catalogue to
E. Cox. 70 Yonge

$5.50

TO

Send for

timepieces.

The Watch Shop, Wm.
St.,

Toronto.

(tfi

SEEDS AND NURSERY STOCK
GL.\X)IOLUS—THE COMING FLOWER

— Easy

to grow.

directions
varieties

and

WANTED

—

Send for free cultural

catalogue of the best
H. P. Vanwagner, R. R. >.
(5-16
Hamilton, Ont.

JIELP W.VNTED

INTELLIGENT

YOUNG

men to learn shipbuilding at good wages.
Many ships needed in future, .\pply
Collingwood Shipbuilding Company. Lim(7-l(ii
ited, Collingwood, Ontario.

HEEV WANTED MAEE
WANTED — PERSONS TO GROW

for us at their homes. Prom
per weelc upwards ca n be made by
using small waste space in cellars, sheds,
We furnish full
yards or gardens.
sent
booklet
Illustrated
instructions.
free on request. Address Montreal Sup(.5-10)
ply Co.. Montreal, Que.

mushrooms

•Slo

WANTED, FARMS—HAVE

3,357

BUY-

ers; describe your unsold property.
792 Farmers Exchan.sje, Denver, Colo.

BRITISH HOUSE MAKING SYRINGES
and spraying machines for every possible
The line is
use. need Canadian agents.
the most complete in the world and inspraying
ordinary
and
knapsack
cludes
machines for fruit growers, limewashing
machines for farms, factories, etc. Dismachines for all purposes.
infecting
Anything in the way of spraying and
washing machines made to suit the marAgents must be aggressive and
ket.
thoroughly.
line
the
ready to work
Write Spraying Machines, c-o Farmer's
Magazine, University Avenue, Toronto.
(G-IC)
Canada.
:

THE GARIDENUTTE, OR CITY BACKBy Benjamin F. Alyard Gardening.
baugh. The volume is arranged to meet
the needs of the beginner or amateur,
especially for those who have limite(i
areas that are available for the purpose.
This book contains thirty full-page illustrations, photographs, examples of the
Handsomely
experiments.
r's
a u t h
bound, at !fl.:?5 postpaid.

ANY ONE OF OUR READERS. EVEN
he be an amateur with tools,
experience no difficulty in making
very attractive and useful articles for
the Home. We have four Books on this
work. Parts 1, 2, 3 and "Woodworking
They are a
for Amateur Craftsmen."
handy size and have 512 pages, 223 ilworking drawings, printed
lustrations.
on the best book paper, and durably
bound in handsome cloth will be sent
prepaid to any address for .'i!2.00, or
any one volume postpaid for 50c. Get
one of these Books and experience a surprise at how simple it is to make mis-

though

will

'.>i>

Rule

Money'»aving Books

WILLIAM

it is

CLASSIFIED

for Living

;

Worry less, work more; ride less, walk
more; frown less, laugh more; eat less,
chew more; preach less, practice more
once in a while. The Moon Way.

sion

wood

n«hing
].")3

The MacLean PubBook Department, 143-

furniture.

Co..

Ltd..

University

.\ve..

Toronto.

City

Sunshine
When

COTTON SEED MEAL
LINSEED MEAL and FLAX SEED

a bit of sunshine hits
After passing of a cloud.

ye.

When

a fit of laughter gits ye.
An' yer spine is feeling proud
Don't forget to up and fling it

At a soul that's feeling blue,
For the minit that ye sling it
It's a boomerang to you.
,

H. Fraleigh, Box 2, Forest, Ont.
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Get right down to the point at issue.
If you want something, say so in a few
Readers like that
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The TrophyWinning' Shot Shell
must be a load

that is fast, hard-hitting and reliable
conditions.
Careful selection of
materials, perfect balance of powder

under

all

and shot and intensive inspection
combine to make

Canuck
the best of

all

trap

loads.

It's

speed and powerful impact have
gained for it an enviable reputation
as the
traps.

"trophy-winner"

the

at

Crown, Sovereign, Regal

and Imperial are other popular
Dominion smokeless trap loads.
The "Bi4 D" on every box is your
guarantee of satisfaction and the best
in shot shells and metallic cartridges.
All good dealers sell Canadian made

Dominion Ammunition. Send for
free colored hanger "A Chip of
the old Block."

Dominion Cartridge Co.

,

Limited,

82S Transportation BIdg., Montreal.

Ask

us about Dominion

Hand Trap

P«l

The Best Paint
THat You Can Buy
Is the paint which combines durability
and economy to the greatest possible

-lAQ
>AINf
Co

s

pnepABEO

degree. Some paints may be durable
but not economical. Low priced paints

can never be either.

CANADA PAINT

P**'"^

the final degree in paint making— scientifically tested proportions of the highest
is

349

quality lead, zinc, colors and oils, combined by an
exclusive process, make it durable and economical
"The Best Paint that You can Buy".

—

TMECtt»TjS^«Al'«"» ^°

Our Free Booklet "What, When and How to
Paint" tells all that it's name implies and the
most satisfactory every purpose paint to use

The Canada Paint Co., Limited,
576 William

St.,

Montreal.

*C.P. Alba G'oss Enamel"
renews all kinds or
surfaces.

^^

Send for
This Free

Booklet

\f^^

aMVh en
andH,ow

*oP,ain*
*"«da Pa
t.ln

i««d

'Co.

—
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Progressive Fanners
keep a binder to harvest crops
do

get to

as important for

you to
Let ui tell you

own an Ensilage Cutler.
why you should own a

NELLIE McCLUNG
ACHINES

EILSON

helping
man on
the farm are on the
market in great numbers, and are bought

Cut your green foHder and pack your silo
full —at the right time. Save the value thai
is losi by delay. The GILSON is simple
fewparls— alleasy togetat. Guaranteed
to cut and lift silage to lop of highest silo,

for
eagerly,
the farmer rea%on?, out the

for
the

SILO FILLER.

—

r\

now

ron

will

it.

successfully op*"rated

^.f-^-^"—:^

runs at slow

power and

make

productiveness

clean, regular cut along their entire length.
Easily adjusted in a minute's time, and
once set, stay set.

of his

farm

good

buying.
can see

Six fans instead of four increase blowing
power.
Silage flows without clogging,
thrdugn small pipe, in finp, steady stream
—not in bunches. Silage packs firm as

He

Send forl916 GilsoD Silo FiUer Book FREE.
Explains the

many money and

advantages.

time saving

Various

is

the financial
value of a
seeder, or a
roller, or a

silo fills.

GILSON

and

anything which
will add to the

lasts

longer.

Cutting blades strike heavily and

quite

matter

logically,

arrives at the
conclusion that

Thousands are
by 4 to 8 h p.

GILSON

gai -ngines. The
speed, therefore uses lest

—-^

y'^^^^^ji^^^^^^l
^

with any power, provided the cutting wheel
below the moderate speed of
600revolutioDs a minute.

doffS not fall

Yoar engine

sizes.

'

feed-chopNow,
per.
witha washing-machiije
it

is

ent.

differ-

A wash-

ing-machine

can only

wash the
and his wife has always been able
to get the clothes washed some way. The
farmer does not see any return for his ten
dollars and a half, and so he passes the
machine. Besides this, his mother never
used one, and always managed to keep the
clothes clean, too, and that settles it!
The outside farm work has progressed
clothes,

wonderfully, but the indoor farm work is
done in exactly the same way as it was
twenty-five years ago, with the possible

ASK
our

sales

exception of the cream-separator.

near-

office

you

for

est
prices

Many a farmyard, with its binders,
rakes, drills, rollers, gasoline engine, fanning-mill and steam plow looks as if

and

terms on

fertil-

izers

adapted to

your

soil

and crops

L^*:i.jmx*t

,„

""*'

,,.

Send for Canada Booklet-Free

The American Agricultural Chemical Co.

New

York, Boston.

Buffalo, Detroit

OWN

GET A FARM OF YOUR
TAKE

20

YEARS TO PAY

The land will support you and pay for itself.
All immense area of the most fertile land in
Western Canada for sale at low prices and
easy terms ranging from $11 to $30 for farm
lands, with ample rainfull — irrigated
lands
from $35.
Terms —One-twentieth down, balance within twenty years.

In irrigation disbuildings, etc., up to
$2,000. also repayable in twenty years
interest
only 6 per cent.
Privilege of paying In full
at any time.
Here is your opportunity to increase your farm holdings by getting adjoining land or secure your friends as neighbors.
For literature and particulars apply to
tricts,

loan

for

Woman Power

for

it

It is iust

it.

By

without waiting for
them when they

at the right time,

others to

Conservation of

farm

—

Allan Cameron, General Sup't of Lands
Desk 28, Dept. of Natural Resources C.P.R.

CALGARY. ALBERTA

without warning, the power went off, and
she quit without notice. The bereaved

husband was the most astonished man in
the world. He had never known Jane to
do a thing like that before, and he could
not get over it. In threshing time, too!
"I don't know what could have happened to Jane a strong woman like her,"
he said over and over again.
We all gathered at the house that afternoon and paid our respects to the deceased
sister, and we were all very sorry for
poor Ed. We said it was a terrible way
for a poor man to be left.
The chickens came close to the diningroom door, and looked in, inquisitively.
They could not understand why she did
not come out and feed them, and when
they were driven away they retreated in
evident bad humor, gossiping openly of
the shiftless, lazy v;ays of folks they
could mention, if they wished to name

—

names.

The

whom

the neighbest
clothes, sat dazed and silent, fascinated by
the draped black coffin but the baby, the
tiny one who had just entered the race,
gathered up the feeling of the meeting,
and cried incessantly in a room upstairs.
It was a hard rebellious cry, too, as if the
little one realized that an injustice had
been done.

bor

six little children,

women had

dressed

in

their

;

Just above the coffin hung an enlarged
pictureof "Jane" in her wedding dress,
and it was a bright face that looked out
at the world from the heavy gold frame, a
sweet girlish face, which seemed to ask a
question with its eager eyes. And there
below, in the black-draped coffin, was the
answer the same face, only a few years
older, but tired, so inexpressibly tired,
cold and silent; its light gone out the
power gone off. Jane had been given her
answer. And upstairs Jane's baby cried

—

—

its bitter cry.

someone had been giving a machinery
shower; but in the kitchen you will find
the old washboard and dasher churn,
which belonged to the same era as the
reaping hook and tallow candle.
The
women still carry the water in a pail from
a pump outside, wash the dishes on the
kitchen table, and carry the water out

Just then the minister began to read
the words of the funeral service: "Inas."
much as it hath pleased the Lord
This happened in the fall of the year,
and the next spring, just before the busy
time came on, the bereaved husband dried
his eyes, painted his buggy, and went out
and married one of the neighbor's
daughters a good strong one and so his

again

house

a pail

although out in the barn
the water is pumped by a windmill or a
gasoline engine. The outside work on the
farm is done by horse, steam or gasoline,
but the indoor work is all done by womanpower.
in

;

And then, when the woman-power
gives out, as it does many times, under
the strain of hard work and child-bearing,
the whole neighborhood mourns and says:
"God's ways are past finding out."
I remember once attending the funeral
of a woman who had been doing the work
for a family of six children and three
hired men, and she had not even a baby
carriage to make her work lighter. When
the last baby was three days old, just in
threshing time, she died. Suddenly, and

.

—

If

.

—

running on woman-power.
men had to bear the pain and weariis still

ness of childbearing, in addition to the unending labors of housework and caring
for children, for one year, at the end of
that time there would be a perfect system of co-operation and labor-saving devices in operation, for men have not the
genius for martyrdom that women have;
and they know the value of co-operative
labor. No man tries to do everything the
way women do. No man aspires to making his own clothes, cleaning his own office, pressing his own suits, or even cleaning his own shoes. All these things he is
ouite willing to let people do for him^
while he goes ahead and does his own
work. Man's work is systematized well

—
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and leaves a man free, to work in his own
way. His days are not broken up by details.
2b babies poisoned in 11 states
fortunately some recovered

home is the most
haphazard institution we have. Every(I am speaking now
thing- is done there.
On

the other hand, the

of the homes in the country.) In each of
the homes there is a little bit of washing
done, a little dressmaking, a little buttermaking, a little baking, a little ironing
going on, and it is all by hand power,
which is the most expensive power known.
It is also being done largely by amateurs,
and that adds to the amount of labor expended. Women have worked away at
these endless tasks for generations, lovingly, unselfishly, doing their level best
to

do everything, with no thought of them-

selves at all. When things get too many
for them, and the burdens overpower
them, they die quietly, and some other,
woman, young, strong and fresh, takes

and the
the grayeyard says

their place,

modest white slab

"Thy

in

will be done,"

and everybody is apparently satisfied. The
Lord is blamed for the whole thing.
Now, if men, with their good organizing ability and their love of comfort and
their sense of their own importance, were
set down to do the work that women have
done all down the centuries, they would
evolve a scheme something like this in
each of the country neighborhoods: There
would be a central station, municipally
owned and operated, one large building
fitted out with machinery that would be
run by gasoline, electricity or natural
gas.
This building would contain in ad-

Save the Babies

TANGLEFOOJ
safe,

•

not arsenic
poison in an open saucer
set within reach of the baby, or a can
from whicb a poisoned wick protrudes,
sweetened to attract botli flies and babies.
Flies

liill

more tban

— But

stMtes.
It

fly poison
l);il)ies, and
other poisons combined

"We

in

in

Canada by

THE

O.

&

repeat,

arsenical

fly

destroying

devices

are

THUM COMPANY, Walkerville, Ont.

W.

American Address

Grand Rapids. Mich.

:

McClary's Blue Flame Oil Stoves make good
"Goodies" quickly. No hot summer kitchens. No wicks
to trimno valves to leak
safe, simple, economical,
reliable.
Costs less than a cent per hour per burner.

—

—

M^CIaiy's

and the "Beef-

FLORENCE

rings" in the country district are already
established facts, and have opened the
way for this larger scheme of co-operation.
In this manner the work would be
done by experts, and in the cheapest way,
leaving the women in the farm homes
with time and strength to raise their
children.

OIL, (^(JOK.

OIOVES

You can have a slow simmering

mxu

Flamt. Automatic

on one burner and a quick hot
on another and also two orthers
regulated exactly to any heat you

fire

fire

This plan would solve the problem, too,
young people leaving the farm. Many
of the young people would find occupation

want.

of

the central station and become profisome branch of the work carried
on there. They would find not only employment, but the companionship of people
of their own age.
The central station
would become a social gathering place in
the evenings for all the people of the district, and it is not too visionary to see in
it a lecture hall,
a moving-picture machine, and a music room. Then the young
people would be kept on the farms because their homes would be pleasanter
places. No woman can bake, wash, scrub,
cook meals and raise children and still be
happy. To do all these things would make
an archangel iiritable, and no home can
be happy when the poor mother is too
tired to smile! The children feel an atmosphere of gloom, and naturally get
away from it as soon as they can. The
overworked mother cannot m.ake the home
attractive; the things that can be left undone are left undone, and so the cushions
on the lounge are dirty and torn, the pictures hang crooked on the walls, and the

editorially:

dangerous and should be abolished. Health officials
should become aroused to prevent fin-ther loss of life
Our Michigan Legislature, this
from' their source.
ses.'^ion.
passed ^a law regulating the sale ot
la!5t
*
poisonous fly paper's."

bonies where careful mothers
have protected their babies from such rislJs
by using only TAXGLEPOOT, bnth dangers
are avoided.

Made

'

states

"Symptoms of arsenical poisoning are vei7 similar
to those of cholera infantum; imdoubtedly a number
of cases of cholera infantum wei^e really oases of
arsenical poisoning, but death, if occurring, was
attributed to cholera infantum.

many

all

the

of

Society reports 26 cases of
arsenical poisoning from
fly destroyers in 1915. in
only 11 states; in 1014
there were 46 cases in 14

Si^W

TANGLE-

FOOT;

Journal

Michigan State Medical

non-

efficient,

poisonous

to the school-rooms, a laundryroom, a bake-shop, a creamery, a dressmaking establishment, and perhaps a
butcher shop.

school

The

Catch the diseasecarrying fly that strays
into your home with

dition

The consolidated

;

the

Just set the levers to exactly
heat you want
you can go

away

—

hours and find all the
burners giving exactly the same
heat when you come back. That is
because the oil supply is automatically kept constant.

in

cient in

for

A glass bull's-eye always shows
you how much oil is in the tank.
The upper reservoir holds a gallon.

GOODYJ GOODY

Ask your dealer to show you the
Florence if he cannot, write to our
nearest branch.

—

!
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lamp has had no oil in it for months.
That does not matter, though, for the

hall

When
You want
ticularly

Building

the best brick

—

when you know

the best costs
ordinary kind

par-

that

no more than the

—

that's

MILTON
BRICK
hard, durable, noncrumbling permanent brick the
prices.
best brick at ordinary
a clean-cut,

family live in the kitchen, and, during
the winter, the other part of the house
is of the same temperature as a well.
Knowing that she is not keeping her house
as it should be kept has taken the heart
out of many a woman on the farm. But
what can she do? The meals have to be
cooked; the butter must be made!
There are certain burdens which could
be removed from the women on the farm;
there is part of their work that could be
done cheaper and better elsewhere, and
the whole farm and all its people would
reap the benefit.
But right about here I think I hear
from Brother Bones of Bonesville:
"Do you mean to say that we should

pay for the wasihing, ironing, bread-making, sewing?" he cries out. "We
never
could afford it, and, besides, what would

—

the

women put

in their

time at

if all

that

Send for our free booklet which gives valWe also have
uable brick information.
a book containing handsome Brick Fireplace Designs FREE.

work was done for them?"
Brother Bones, we can always afford to
pay for things in money rather than in
human flesh and blood. That is the most

The Milton Pressed Brick Co., Limited

exorbitant price the race can pay for anything, and we have been paying for farm
work that way for a long time. If you
doubt this statement, I can show you the
receipts which have been chiseled in stone

—

It is very desirable for the world that
people should be born and brought up in
the country with its honest, wholesome
ways learned in the open its habits of
meditation, which have grown on the
people as they have gone about their work
in the quiet places. Thought currents in
the country are strong and virile, and
flow freely. There is an honesty of purpose in the man who strikes out the long
furrows, and turns over every inch of
the sod, painstakingly and without pretense; for he knows that he cannot cheat
nature, he will get back what he puts in
he will reap what he sows, for nature
;

has no favorites, and no short-cuts, nor
can she be deceived, fooled, cajoled or
flattered.

We

need the unaffected honesty and
qualities
which the country
teaches her children in the hard, but sucE-terling

school of experience, to offset
the flashy supercilious lessons which the
city teaches hers; for the city is a careless nurse and teacher, who thinks more
of the cut of a coat than of the habit of
mind who feeds her children on colored
candy and popcorn, despising the more
wholesome porridge and milk; a slatternly nurse, who would rather buy perfume
than soap; who allows her children to
powder their necks instead of washing
them who decks them out in imitation
lace collars and cheap jewelry, with bows
on their hair but holes in their stockings;
who dazzles their eyes with bright lights
and commercial signs, and fills their ears
with blatant music, until their eyes are
too dull to see the pastel beauty of common things, and their ears are holden to
the still small voices of God who lures
her children on with many glittering promises of ease and wealth, which she never
intends to keep, and all the time whispers to them that this is life.
cessful,

;

MILTON. ONTARIO
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and marble

in

every graveyard

;

SACRED TO THE MEMORY
OF

The Grain Saved

JANE

One Year

In

BELOVED WIFE OF EDWARD JAMES
AGED 32 YEARS AND 6 MONTHS

By feeding ensilage pays

Who can

estimate the worth of a mother
her family and the community?
An old widower, who was reproved for
marrying a very young girl for his third
wife, exonerated himself from blame by

for this Silo

to

Write for Booklet

and literature

The Farmers'
One

of cmr 12' x 'M'
Silos at College

Co.

Silo

Markham

Ontario

Farm, Guelph.

saying, "It would ruin any man
ways buryin' and buryin'."
But Brother Bones is not yet

to be alsatisfied,

is

too.

Farmers of Canada!
YOU are warning a swifi, sure and certain cure for
udder r ublea, chills and inflammation in OowB
and Sheep. TRY the ALL BRITISH remedy

C ATA LINE
Cataline was

first

and now has the

produced

in

England 2.5 years ago
any cattle drench

largest sale of

in the old country.

Cataline

is

bottles

sold in

medicine to makf
Horse Drenches.

8

containing sufficient

EACH DRENCH CURES
One

bottle

mailed direct

Cow

or

Canada

on

Sheep Drenches,

to

any addrejj in

4

!

receipt of 75 cents

CATALINE CO.

BRISTOL. ENG.

"I can tell you," says Brother Bones,
rearing children she raised seven and buried
seven, and she never lay in bed for more
than three days with any of them. Poor
mother, she was a very smart woman at
least so I have been told
I don't remember her."
That's just the point. Brother Bones.
It is a great thing to have the memory of
such a self-sacrificing mother, but it
would be a greater thing to have your
mother live out her days; and then, too,
we are thinking of the "seven" she buried.

"my mother knew something about
;

—

The good

old country nurse is stern but
and gives her children hard lessons,
which tax body and brain, but never fail
to bring a great reward. She sends them

kind,

sure the women will have nothing to do if such a mother always did
these things herself and raised her family,

and he

;

—

That seems like a wicked and unnecessary waste of young life, of which we
should feel profoundly ashamed. Poor
people, who came into life, tired and
weak, fretfully complaining, burdened
already with the cares of th^ world and
its unending labor:

on long journeys, faces the piercing winter winds, but rewards them when the
journey is over with rosy cheeks and contented mind, and an appetite that is worth
going miles to see; and although she
makes her children work long hours, until
their muscles ache, she gives them for reward, sweet sleep and pleasant dreams;
and sometimes there are the sweet surprises along life's highway; the sudden
song of birds or burst of sunshine; the
glory of the sunrise and sunset, and the
flash of bluebirds' wings across the road,
and the smell of the good green earth.
Happy is the child who learns earth's
wisdom from the good old country nurse,
who does better than she promises, and
always makes her children mind!

little

BOOK ON

Dog Diseases
AND HOW TO FEED
H. Clay Glover,
18

W.

31st

St..

V.S.

N.Y.. U.S.A.

"Your old earth, they say, is very weary;
Our young feet, they say, are very weak,"
and when the measles or whooping-cough
assails them they have no strength to
battle with it, and so they pass out, and
again the Lord is blamed!

Natural

Enough

Mary had just come home from Mission
Band. "Well, dear," her father inquired,
"did the missionary tell you about the
poor heathen?" "Yes," she replied, "he
told us .they were often very hungry.
Sometimes they had nothing to eat for
days, and when they beat on their turnturns they could be heard for miles."

—

.
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Mechanical Devices

Pair

the

in

DELIVERED

TO YOU

Home

Conveniences that cost little and
much to the housekeeper.

mean

VC

KING
GARAGE by.

wear ill-uiiKle inlViinr
suffer with sore, tired, nrbing feet.
SenrI for a pair of our specially made,
Gas.v-fittiiig, duralile harvest and pluw
make them of our famous
shoes.
Di'n't

.-ind

We

oil-tanned ISkowhegan leather with full
waterjiroofed sole leather soles and
They are parheels and solid insoles.
ticularly adapted for farmers, woodsmen, niillmon, trackmen and laborers
any who require comfortable footwear

having

(^xtra

Palmer's

strength and

dur.il)ilitv.

"Moose Head Brand"

arc made by specialists, on easy fitting
right and left lasts.
If 3"our dealer
hasn't them, send his name and $3.:;.')
(postal or express order), stating size,
and we will deliver a pair all charges
paid to .vour address, anywhere in CanThe same style 8 eyelets
ada or T'.S,
Write for catalogue O.
high. .$.'!. 75.

JOHN PALMER
Fredericton, N.

HERE'S JUST THE GARAGE FOR

A

The home dressmaker

Canada

will

find

this

pressing-board an excellent arrangement.

CO., Limited
B.,

FARMERS

convenient pressing-board.

One end

J»

is

made narrow enough to slide
The whole affair, with the

into a sleeve.

foot which can be folded up to the board,
occupies very little room, and can be set
up against the sewing machine ready for
use at any minute. Where we are so fortunate as to have an electric iron as
shown in the illustration, the trouble of
getting things ready for pressing, several
times in the making of a garment, is en-

Power and Hand

Clipping Machines
For clipping Domestic Animals
Mules, Cows, Dogs
and Sheep Shearing. Flexible
Shafts and Clipping Machine

— Horses,

tirely

low in cost, neat in appearance,
weather proor and will protect your ear
during all kinds of weather.
The sides
are of frame construction and the roof is
galvanized iron. It* is built in sections at
our factory and shipped all ready to set up
Two men can set it up in three hours. It
is cheaper than you can have one erected
in any other way.
It's

Don't void vour insurance by housing your car
in

your barn ordrivc shed — get

Our newbooklet

a

'King" garage.

about our garages.
A
you FREE. Write to-day.

tells all

copy will be sent

to

done away with.

The Metal Shingle & Siding Co.

Parts.

Limited

"Gillette" Cutters
are Unexcelled.

Preston, Ontario, Montreal,

Quebec

and Toronto, Ont.
Enquire of and order throuch your dealer.

GILLETTE CLIPPING MACHINE

COMPANY
129-131 W. 3l8t

St.,

New

York, U.S.A.

HYLO SILO

RIDER AGENTS WANTED
every locality to ride and eihibit a
Bieycle with latest improvements.

10

Sweet Fresh Ensi

1916 Hyslop

in

down to the
'yHE HYLO

DAYS' FREE TRIAL

isperfectly
frozen
or spoiled ensilage arouud the
walls. Convenient and perfect
fitting doort. adjustable without
hammer or wrench. Made ef

*

Every Hyslop Bicycle is sold with
the understandine that it owner
is not satisfied after usine bicycle
10 days it can be returned and
money will be promptly refunded.

Do Not Buy

Gaaranteed Long Leaf Yellow

Stands

Tirej or Sporting Goods until you
receive our latest literature and
special monev-savine proposition.

rpnts

a postal

and we will mail Free,

'^

Built to last a Itfe-iime.

Pine.

s"„«,x':

Two

^"

''

last forkful

SILO
air-tight. No

rigid

when empty.

Write for prices and catalogue.

AGENTS WANTKD.
Gilson Mfc. Co. Ltd.
(4)
.^

'^'"

4 5 York St.
Gnelph
1

postpaid, a handsome Art Folder
showine our complete line of Bicycles in
large size actual colors; also Cataloeue of Sundries,
Tires and Sportine Goods.
DO NOT WAIT. iVriit
to-day.

HjrslopBros., Ltd., Dept.

9.

Range equipped with ash

Toronto, Can.

chute.

A

don "Bull Dog" Batch Mixer
Pays for itself
20 days

in

Built to last a lifetime. Send for cata-

logue No.

1

B.

London Concrete
Machinery Co.
Dept. D,
London, Ontario
World's Largest Manufacturers

of

Concrete Machinery

feature which is very convenfor a housewife is found in a
ange provided with an ash-chute which is
permanently installed beneath the grate,
ient
^

and discharges into a sheet-metal recepAll the dust and
tacle in the basement.
trouble which usually attend the removal
of ashes from a range are by this device
completely eliminated.

We
both
If

Buy GINSENG

Wild and

Cultivated, at highest prices.

you want reports on Fur or Ginseng,
send for free quotations containing

H. A.

full particulars.

'

138 W. 25th Street.
SCHOENEN, NEW
YORK CITY

'
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I roduction

aadThrift

/^ANADA

from her abundance can help supply the Empire's needs,
and this must be a comforting thought for those upon whom the
heavy burden o*" directing the Empire's affairs has been laid. Gain or
no gain the course before the farmers of Canada is as clear as it was
last year— they must produce abundantly in order to meet the demands
that may be made, and I believe this to be especially true in regard to
live stock, the world's supply of which must be particularly affected in
this vast struggle.
Stress and strain may yet be in store for us all
before this tragic conflict is over, but not one of us doubts the issue,
and Canadians will do their duty in the highest sense of that great
^^^

word."— ffOiV.

MARTIN BURRELL, MimMer of Agriculture.

TWrODERN

war is made by resources, by money, by foodstuffs, as
by men and by munitions. While war is our first business, it is the imperative duty of every man in Canada to produce all
that he can, to work doubly hard while our soldiers are in the trenches,
^•-^

well as

in order that the resources of the country may not only be conserved, but
' Work
increased, for the great struggle that lies before us.
and Save
is a good motto for War-time."— .S/B
Minister
of Finance.

THOMAS WHITE,

THE CALL OF EMPIRE COMES AGAIN

IN

1916

TO CANADIAN FARMERS, DAIRYMEN, FRUIT GROWERS, GARDENERS

WHAT

IS

NEEDED?

these

in

BEEF, PORK, BACON,

CANNED FRUITS, FRUIT JAMS,
SUGAR, HONEY, WOOL, FLAX FIBRE,

CHEESE, EGGS, BUTTER, POULTRY,

BEANS, PEAS, DRIED VEGETABLES

wheat, OATS, HAY,

We

particular-

must feed ourselves, feed our soldiers, and help feed the Allies. The need is greater
The difficulties are greater, the task is heavier, the
1916 than it was in 1915.
need is more urgent, the call to patriotism is louder therefore be
thrifty and produce to the limit.

in

—

"THE AGRICULTURAL WAR BOOK FOR
The

1916" is now in the press.
Publications Branch, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa.

THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

To be had from

2

THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE

"\A/'E have a plan that will enable you to add extra luxuries without interference in any way with your
regular occupation; a plan from which you may derive sufficient income to warrant your having all
the added plea.^ures of life. This plan may he worked during spare time without interference with your regular duties.
One hour in the evening spent aninng vour acquaintances a half-hoin* aftei' lunch in the office
or factory will give you an additional $5.00 or $10.00 weekly.

—

This plan will interest you, so write vs to-day for full particiihirs
Diri.'^iov B. 14-^-158 T^niversity Avenue
TOPxONTO.
Co., Limited.

The MacLean Publishing

ONTARIO

-
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The Adjuncts to
Dairy Farm
Continued from page 18
age gain of each pig fed on the different
foods being 1.27 lb., .91 lb. and .68 lb. It
was estimated that the pigs fed on a mixture of grain and milk made a return for
the latter at least 75 per cent, greater
than when the milk was fed alone.

THE MOST PROFITABLE METHOD

A great number of similar experiments
could be cited, but all, without exception,
provide similar proofs that a mixture of
milk and meals is the most profitable way
of using skim or separated milk. Another point came out on the slaughter of
the various lots of pigs experimented
with the proportion of loss in killing was
less with the mixed-fed lots of pigs than
with the corn or the milk-fed pigs. This
is a point which each day will become of
the more importance when the common
sense plan of selling pigs is adopted.
;

No More
Sore
Shoulders
.%>>

Have you heard
that good horses are scarce? that
gall sores and irritation lower the
vitality of horses and shorten their usefulness?

Do you know

that there is a simple, effective, inexpensive way of prohorses against gall sores and irritation it is true.
give the protection, they are comfortable, soft and
cool. A horse appreciates comfort as you do, and can work better where
there is no irritation.
VENTIPUEX PADS are
a real comfort, and they cure gall sores by removing the cause. These pads are made fsom a
patented fabric that is easily washed when soiled.

tecting

—

your

VENTIPLEX PADS

Various efforts were made at Ottawa to
endeavor to discover the feeding value of
separated milk when fed to pigs in vary-

They don't cost much but, My! the saving they
afford to the life and usefulness of your horses.

ing proportions and from these trials it
was most clearly proved that a compara-

The Burlington-Windsor Blanket Co.

Order from your dealer.

TORONTO, CANADA

milk fed in conjunction with other foods gave a vastly
greater and better return than a large
quantity, indeed its feeding value appeared to proportionately decrease as the
proportion of milk to other foods was intively small quantity of

-.X'

iv{
'jr^

ftp:

creased.

7fl

unfortunate that there exists no
record of any endeavor having been made
It is

to discover

the suitability of the addition

of linseed

meal to the

when used

in the

>?c

>oAZ>S

separated milk
feeding of young pigs,

since the miller's offal,

which

young pigs,
becoming dearer and more
single food for

is

is "the

best

continually

difficult to ob-

tain in a pure state especially in the coun-

from the ports at which
major part of the imported wheat is
ground. Young growing pigs require a
certain amount of fat which may or may
not be found in the combined middlings
try districts far

the

and separated milk.

FURTHET TESTS DESIRABLE
The necessity for an increased knowledge on this point will become more and
more apparent as the difficulties attending the rearing of young pigs and the feeding of suckling sows become greater and
the demand for an increased supply of
fatting pigs presents itself as
will, if

it

certainly

the importation of pork decreases

the same proportion as

it has done of
Another mode of feeding separated milk to little pigs might be tested,
that is, by feeding it through their dams.
The digestive organs of the sow are far
better able to utilize the skim milk than
would be the organs of the little pigs, and
these would most probably benefit in an
increased flow of milk from the sow.

in

late years.

CANADIAN NORTHERN
HOMESEEKERS' FARES
$35.00 to Winnipeg
$38.75 to Regina

$39.75 to Saskatoon
$43.00 to Calgary and

Edmonton

AND RETURN FROM

TORONTO
Proportionate fares from and to other points.

ELECTRIC LIGHTED TOURIST CARS
For our Booklet "Homeseekers' and Settlers' Guide,
tickets, and information apply to

CITY TICKET OFFICE
52
or write R. L.

King Street

FAIRBAIRN. General Passenger Agent,

68

King

Street. East.

Toronto
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Pure Copper t<ightning

Rod Company
ONTARIO

HAMILTON,

A Resume

Manufacturers and Dealers in
High-grade Pure Copper Strand Lightning Rod Cables, Copper Tubes for
Uprights, Galvanized Standards, Copper
Ornamental
Niekelled,
Points
Cone
Balls, Copper Straps, Malleable Galvanized Dispersers, Ornamental Vanes.
•Our

cable

a woven strand capable of 36 pure

is

wooden spool,
wast« ends and faulty coii-

copi)€r wires, 1,000 feet on a solid

doing away with

all

nections.

Government Bulletin

from the Department

220

Toronto, Ont., will give you full
information on the heavy loss by lightning, and
showing what the Government thinks of lightning rods as practically absolute protection.
Our cable being pure copper and weighing over
three oz. to the toot, passes Government regulaof Agriculture,

tions.

Our dealers and their erectors are experienced
installing rods, and by specifying our
Company's cable it insures absolute pure copper
cable and the proper installation of the rods.
Let us send some of these testimonials
and 03 REASONS for getting this BEST
working for you. Send
HFRED
your name and address to-day for a
free cop.v of our catalogue.
Kindly mention this magazine when replying

men on

MAN

to this advertisement,

FREE
Send us the names and post oflfire
addresses of the lightning rod agents in
your locality, and we will send you
free, one of the latest New York novelties.

PURE COPPER LIGHTNING ROD

COMPANY

ONTARIO

HAMILTON,

Attractive
New

of

Summer

Fashions.

Dress Ideas

The Most Practical and Fetching
and Hats

Styles in

Suits

CHARMING

A

of

suit

for

style

spring

and summer wear
shown
n the accommodel,
panying French

is

i

shoulder
turnover
collar of white cord silk.
This can be made up in
linen, repp or other of the
large
small

with the
cape and

washable suitings as well
as in the .^ilk and cloth.
Another style in rather
sharp contrast to this
model is illustailored
trated

in

the

silk

suit,

where fullness and puffs
and shirring are the outcharacteristics.
standing
This style of suit could almost be made to take the
dress
silk
place of a
through the summer season. It has all the latest

the hip-length
touches,
coat with fullness at the

WINDSOR
CHEESE
i
SALT
:

sides, the back decorated
with a panel at the waist,
and the collar cut square
at the back. The sleeve is

at the elbow, and
gauntlet cuff finished with a circular flare
and a row of buttons. The

fullest

ends

in a

skirt

is

trimmed

very
and

full,

is

shirred

unto

the belt.

another model is
very smart little sacque style, trimmed
with white braid and pearl
buttons. This is especially
attractive for misses' wear.
Still

Inseparable!

dsor

shown

in a

The skirt has front and
back panels, and is very
full at the sides, the effect

being considerably heightened by the rows of braid

'adem

Spring suit with the new shoulder cape.

THE CANADIAN SALT CO, LIMITED

Don't Slave at the Washtub
The

difficulties

and

wash
of
troubles'
all
be
day
will
if
sirnTothed
out
you nill use a

CONNOR
WASHER
Bali-BearinK

that

for

washing.
design,

and

heavy

Perfect in
construction

results.

May we

send
our booklet uf
^

jjoii

this

We

J.

H.

CONNOR &

Established

can supp]>

anywhere

Wash erf

in

1881

in

a

inaclii

Canada

SON, Limited
OTTAWA, ONT.

Three of the most popular shapes for summer

ivear.

—
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running around the garment to the edge of the

READERS ""i BOOKS

panels.

Not for years has there

Book buyers

been such a wealth of
shapes and materials for

making

up

hats.

The

three shapes illustrated
here show the most popsummer models,
u 1 a r
though pokes and bonnets are also in evidence.

The

on request.

free

The best recent books on

earliest Easter styles

New

books

second-hand

at

prices.

the season goes on, large

Second-hand

and plateau models are becoming more
popular, and trimmings
are being flattened down
Ribbon and
to the hat.
flowers are the most popsailors

books

at

low

prices.
fiction
by the hest
authors at redilced prices.

Recent

A

large collection of interesting and

important books, many of them in
handsome Library editions, will be
found in our Secondhand department.

ular trimmings. Moires,
and velvet ribbons,
especially
those
with picot edges,
are
made up in loops and
bows, ruchings, pleatings,
wheels and other battletafi'etas

THE TIMES BOOK CLUB
(The Booklo'ver's

Many

Reridez,'-vous)

380 Oxford St., London, W., England

hats
are made wholly of ribbon except the straw f aceflfects.

all

subjects.

had a general tendency
to high trimmings, but as

ment

recommended

are

procure the following catalogues which are all helpful
guides in the selection of good
books.
They will be sent post
to

One

summer

of the more delicate
m.odels with shell pink

brim, covered with Georgette in

the

same shade. The

velvet rib-

bon around the crown and the
bow perched on top are of pale

The flowers are forget-

blue.

me-nots and pale pink roses.

Large shaded

ing.

are

among

the

silk

new

pansies

floral

ef-

but roses, daisies, lilies
of the valley in wreaths and
sprays, or covering the entire
crown are being used more
than they have been for years
fects,

A

handy book on

home
fWirh

decoration

furnished roorhs in colors)

before.

Think of the tims saved in worry
and experimenting. Think of the

Home

serious

possibility of avoiding

Cooking

The modern wife placed two
with
knives,
forks,
spoons and tumblers on the
dining-room table, and took
two paper napkins from a
drawer, laying one beside each
plates

Some of
mistakes
headings show just how
this

book

is:

Color";
"Harmony

"The

the

sub-

practical

Influence of

and Shade";
Colors How to

"Light
in

—

get the Right Effect";

"Value of

Conventional Designs": "Plain
Tinting"; "Color Values."

plate.

Then she lighted the gasopened a can of soup and

stove,

placed

it

in

a skillet to heat.

Next she opened two cans of
vegetables and a can of salmon
and heated these.
slices

of

baker's

She cut six
bread and

quartered a baker's pie, placing everything on the table, together with butter, salt, pepper
and a pitcher of cold water.
.4

dressy and serviceable silk

summer

suit.

"John," she said briskly,
"your dinner's ready. Judge.

Sanitary

Wall

Tints

you are going lo decorate a room or
your whole home, enclose 15 cents in
coin or stamps and get a copy of " Homes
Healthful and Beautiful " It gives many
a useful hint for the treatment of bedroom, living-room, dining-room, halls,
parlor, including even the kitchen.
If

The Alabastine Company
Limited
14 l/Villow Street

Paris,

Ontario

26

—
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Odd

Furniture

will Fit in
Says Mrs. Goodwife:
"The prized heirloom, that" odd but
dainty design of former days, can be
renewed

and

made

modern home with

to

fit

any

in

a coat to match of

FLOCLAZE
''The Finish that Endures''

Enamels

LacShades

Floglaze finishes and renews Furniture,

Woodwork,

Floors,

Wickerwork, Verandah Furniture. Wagons, Buggies or Automobiles.
Write us for color card, and send Oc in stamps for
sample tin of any color Lac-Shade.
I

ImperialVarnish& Color Co.

An

attractive suit especially for misses.

)JMIT(D

MNNIPEC

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

CANADA

Departure
North

to the fields of

France at

last you

go,

Leaving your home and those most dear
behind;

Yet peace for ever dwells within your
mind.
And such a peace as only they can know
Who far beyond the whole world's overthrow
See happy visions of redeemed mankind,
And still with faith unconquerable find
Love throned supreme above our passing
woe!
So to that Sovereign Love who loveth all
Our best-beloved with joy do we commend;
Yielding Hinn praise because you heard
the

And

call.

thanks because

He gave

v^ you for

friend.

Knowing

He

full well,

guides, sustains,

whatever may
and saves you

befall,

to the

end.

—London Times.

!
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Roll—and Play

Desserts
Ice

T^HE

Creams Mousses and Frozen Puddings
May Be a Regular and Wholesome
Treat on the

Music
Roll enables you to

Farm

WINNIFRED MARCHAND

By

simple inser-

tion of a

play instantly your
favorite composition

—whether
or classical

popular

— with

the expression

all

and

delicacy of interpretation

o'f

a

skilled

pianist.
If

cream brick sored iritli canned peaches and blanched almonds.

you have a fond-

Ice

ness for the

and never had an
opportunity to culti-

THE

farm dairy can put up a line of
summer desserts not to be compared
for wholesomeness and toothsometiess with the dolled-up splits and sundaes
of the town restaurant. The actual cost
of ice cream is less than that of many of
the desserts ordinarily used and although
is

considei-ed a luxury

vate your desire, you
extreme delight of personally produc-

will never experience the
ing music until you own a

WWelw

;

it

Scale

O

ILLmC^iJ

worth consider-

work in preparation, with a freezer,
and an ice supply convenient to get at, it
The following
very little trouble.
is
method can be followed pretty generally:
Put the ice in a sack and crush by a few
blows with a mallet or the broad side of
an axe. Place the can containing the mixture to be frozen in the wooden part of the
freezer, adjust the top and turn the crank
Allow
to make sure it fits the socket.
three measures of ice to one of salt and

piano,

able

Player Piano
Tlie Maester

Touch device allows you,

—

—
—

—

Address Dept. F8.

THE WILLIAMS PIANO CO. LIMITED
OSHAWA
ONTARIO

repeat, sprinkling the salt over the ice
until the ice

—

yourself, to play with ease the most beautiful compositions
of the masters.
And in the evening your husband may sit at the New Scale Williams and allow his thought to follow
the paths of melody far from the worries of the commercial world and he may enjoy music as it has
never before been given to him to enjoy it. The keen, refreshing pleasure of creating music, of playing
music not merely listening, is his.
A New Scale Williams means so much to your home life means so much to everyone near and dear
to you
can you doubt that it is your duty to become familiar with this wonderful instrument?
Send for our interesting catalogue "Art and the Critic." containing the pictures and biography of the
world's greatest musicians, and illustrating this remarkable player piano.

comes about two inches from

the lid of the can, then pack down solidly.
Cream expands in freezing, so the can

should never be over three-fourths filled.
Turn the crank slowly at first to expose a
large surface of the mixture to the cold
pack. After it is frozen to a mush the
crank may be turned more rapidly, adding
more ice and salt if necessary. Never
draw off the salty water until the mixture
is frozen unless there is a possibility of it
getting into the can; it is the melting of
the ice that draws the heat out of the
cream and effects the freezing. After
freezing is accomplished draw off the
water. If the cream is not to be served at
once, remove the dasher and pack the
cream down solidly with a spoon. Put the
cork in the cover and put it on the can
again. Draw off the salt water and repack the bucket with ice and salt, using
four measures of ice to one of salt. Cover
with newspapers or a piece of carpet if it
is to stand some time before using.

Some frozen

desserts are packed
mixture of ice and salt and are frozen
without stirring. Mousses, parfaits and
frozen puddings are prepared in this way.

While one measure of salt

in a

to three of ice

is the best proportion to use for freezing
creams, coarser mixtures like water-ices
require a large proportion of salt, about
one to two parts ice. Any mixture freezes

Let

Him Help

Himself

To

CROWN BRAND
CORNliSTRUP
will

do more than satisfy his craving

IT for "something sweet" —

it

the food elements needed
his little body and help him
health and strength.

will supply
to build up
to gain in

is a wholesome, nourishss well as the
ing food

"Crown Brand"

—

most

delicious

of

table

syrups.

recipes in our new
book, "Desserts and

The

Candies", will tell you Just how to use it, in
ways. Write for a copy to our Montreal Office.

many

Dealers everywhere have "Crown Brand" In 2,
20 pound tins and 3 pound glass jars.

—

5,

novel

10 and

THE CANADA STARCH CO. LIMITED
CARDINAL, BRANTFORO, FORT WILLIAM.
Makers of'Lily ll'/nte" Com Syyiifi. Benson's Corn
Starch and 'Silver Gloss" Laundry Starch,

MONTREAL,

.

—

T
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more quickly as the proportion of

salt is

increased, but it has a coarser, granular
consistency which is not desirable in an
ice cream.
Any mixture which does not
have to be stirred can be frozen in two
parts ice to one of salt.

FROZEN RICE PUDDING

f

¥2

2

cup rice.
cups milk.

2

cups

Vi
1

teiispoon salt.
pgps.
cup sugar.

1

tenspoon vanilla.

cream.

Wash

the rice and boil in water. Beat
the eggs, salt and sugar together. Whip
the cream; if there is any cream left after

whipping add it to the rice and set the
whipped part in a cold place. Stir the rice
mixture into the egg and sugar. Put this
in a double-boiler and cook, stirring until
it thickens. Cool and add the vanilla. Pack
in ice and salt. When partly frozen add
the whipped cream and finish freezing.

MAPLE MOUSSE
tablespoons cold water.
1
teaspouu gelatiue.
2-.3 cup maple syrup.
1 pint cream for whipping.
2

Just

As

he didn't have an
alarm in his make-up
he'd be the best three
dollar clock that ever
kept track of the day on

able care,

any farm.

years.

As

calls.

Handle him with reasonhe'll

last

for

Price $3.00 at your
your dealer hasn't him,
send a money order to his makers
and he'll come direct by parcel

—

dealer's.

If

post, all charges prepaid.

Western Clock Co.
La

Makers

Salle, 111., U.S.A.

When

freezing.

VANILLA ICE CREAM
2
1
1

1

^k
1

of Westclox

it.

and partially thickened, stir in the
whipped cream. Turn into a wet mould
( a baking-powder can will do) and freeze
in a mixture of two parts ice to one part
salt.
Allow from two to three hours for
cool

7 inches tall.

is,
he's two good
in one
a reliable
alarm to get up by, a punctual
timekeeper to serve in parlor.

it

—

in cold water, heat the

syrup and dissolve gelatine in

dining room, or kitchen. He
goes quietly about his work
you hear him only when he

If

clocks

Soak gelatine

a Clock

2

cups scalded milk.
tablespoon flour.
cup sugar.
egg.

teaspoon salt.
quart thin cream.
tablespoons vanilla.

Mix

flour,

sugar and salt, add egg
and the milk gradually.

slightly beaten,

Cook

in

a double boiler, stirring constantcool add cream and flavoring

ly.

When

and

freeze.

CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM

THE WRONG OIL RUINS
YOUR SEPARATOR

TO

lubricate your separator
with ordinary or generalutility oil is one of the quickest
ways of sending it to the junk pile. You need a special
delicate
oil for the finely adjusted mechanism of this
farm machine.

Standard Hand
Separator Oil
—

and for that
especially for cream separators
reason it will most satisfactorily lubricate your machine.
you to
It keeps the bowl spinning smoothly and enables
Saves repair
It doesn't "gum."
get all the cream.

is

made

expense.

Ask your

dealer.

OIL COMPANY
THE IMPERIAL
Limited
BRANCHES

IN

ALL CITIES

Use recipe for vanilla ice cream. Melt
two squares Baker's chocolate by putting
it in a saucepan set in a larger vessel of
hot water. Pour the hot custard over the
chocolate and cool before adding the
cream.
COFFEE ICE CREAM

Use

recipe for vanilla ice cream. Take
cup coff'ee, boil three minutes in a little water and strain. There should not be
over half a cup of liquid. Add this to the
scalded milk and finish the same as vanilla
ice cream.
1-3

CARAMEL

ICE

CREAM

This may be prepared the same as
above, adding 2-3 cup of sugar, caramelcup sugar in the
ized, and using only
(To caramelize sugar, put it in
custard.
a saucepan and stir constantly until it is
melted and the color of maple syrup. Add
enough hot water to dissolve.)

%

STRAWBERRY ICE CREAM
a
]

1
1
1

14

cups thin cream.
quart strawberries.
cup sugar.
cup milk.
tablespoon arrowroot.
teaspoon salt.

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
Wash and hull the berries, sprinkle with
sugar, let stand one hour and rub through
a gieve. Moisten the arrowroot in a little
cold milk, scald the remainder of the milk,
add the arrowroot and cook ten minutes
in a double-boiler. Cool, add cream, freeze
to a mush, add the berries and finish
freezing.

BANANA

ICE

CREAM

quart cream.
4 bananas.
2 tablespoons lemon juice.
1
cup sugar.
% teaspoon slat.
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"Brantford"
A Name

to

Remember

1

Remove skins and scrape bananas;
force through a sieve, add remaining ingredients and freeze.

JUNKET

ICE

CREAM

cups lukewarm milk.
fup heavy cream.
1
1^ cups sugar.
% teaspoon salt.

r> E C A U S E
^
"Braiitford"

the name
is a guar-

O"'- Hopper Comed Design
antee of Reliability, ECOnomy, Durability in gasoline engines of every description
Stationary, Portable and Traction.

—

4

2 .Tunket
1

Tablets.

tablespoon vanilla.

1 teaspoon almond
Canned peaches.

Mix the

To ensure a good satisfactory purchase
say you want a "Brantford" and you are

extract.

four ingredients, and add
the junket tablets dissolved in a tablespoon of cold water. Turn into a mould
and let stand in a warm room to set. Add
flavoring, freeze in the mould, turn out
and garnish with the peaches cut in
halves, with half of a blanched almond in
the cavity of each. Have the syrup from
the peaches boiled down thick, and cooled
to pour around the mould.
first

safe.

We

manufacture the most -complete
engines in Canada.

line of gasoline

Windmills, Grain Grinders, Steel Pole Wood Saws,
Pumps, Water Boxes, etc., manufactured by us, have tho
qualities in them that have made the name "Brantford"
a byword for satisfaction among progressive farmers in

the Dominion.

Dairy Progress in Northern
Ontario
In a report to the Ontario Department
Agriculture, W. G. Nixon, District
Representative of Temiskaming District,
writes: "At our meeting at Pearson
there were about fifty farmers present,
and all unanimously of the opinion that a
cheese factory will be a splendid thing for

Our Catalogue

is

handy

to

have for

reference and for helpful business im-

proving information.

of

that locality. One of the men present
that night, gave a site for such a factory,
which is located on the Whitewood River.
The location is ideal because of the fact
that it will be both possible and profitable
to collect a great deal of the milk along
this river with a launch. This will lessen
the expense of handling and make it possible to more conveniently cover a larger
area than otherwise could be covered, as
the river is navigable right up to Tomstown. A committee was appointed to deal
with the matter and find out the number
of cows now in that locality and the numthat there would likely be in a year's time
I might
if a cheese factory was started.
say that many of them at the meeting
signified their intention of doubling and
trebling the number of stock that they
now have, if they had a market for the
milk. The consensus of opinion of those
present that evening was that it would be
necessary to have some financial assistance from the Government for a period
of two or three years, when the fatcory
would be taken over by the patrons.
More than that, the farmers of that locality are willing to guarantee to take
over the factory in that length of time,
and there is also one certain man, he who
gave the site, that will guarantee to take
the factory over if it running successfully."

Write for
It's

it

today

free

Goold, Shapley
BRANTFORD

&

WINNIPEG

All

Muir

Co., Ltd.

REGINA

Rooms

CALGARY

!^.T„?;r.

Is there a cold room in yonr hou.se"— one that nover is
romfortahly warm, no matter how you keep up eoal in
your fnrnaoe? If so, you need a "KELSRY."
In your new Ivonie, to avoid sucli an occurrenre, use
a "KEI.^^EY."
KEDSEY WAR.M AIR GENERATORS are adaptable to
any size or flass of farm home. The "Kelsey" gives
freedom from escaping gas and dust. There is no waste
of heat through smoke flue.
Yen get full value of all
the heat at the Irast fuel consumption, and ALL the
rooms arc warmed at all times, no matter what tlie
weather may he.
.More than .'iO.OOO siitisfled Kelsey users.
Write for our
booMet on Modern Heating and Ventilating, wliieh tells
all about the Kelsey ZigZag tubes.

JAMES SMART MFG.
Brockville, Ontario

CO.,

LIMITED

Winnipeg, Manitoba

—
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FJLLINGL.A LISTER SILO
With a

Lister Ensilage Cutter

Canadian

Farmers

and Co-operation

Operated by a Lister Gasoline Engine

Continued from page 23

And

at this point let us point out that
better
prices for their products, we do not imply
that the consumer has to pay more for it
on the market, or in the stores. By no

when we say the growers have got

means.

What

is

gained

is

that

the

farmer gets an honest price for his wares,
and what formerly went into the pockets
of the middlemen goes where it rightfully

—

The Complete Outfit
Mr. R. McEnery of Erin not only filled his own silo as above but also filled a considerable
number of silos for his neighbours. Wri'e and ask him what he thinks of his outfitWrite for Catalogues

R. A.

LISTER

to Dept.

& COMPANY,

M.

LIMITED,

TORONTO

Quebec

Winnipeg

St.

John, N.B.

Kw//y///y/V/y/Z^///////y^^^^
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D. P.W. PAINTS
Direct

From Our

Plant to You

At Factory Prices
Our new

paint folio is prepared
with your requirements in mind.

You will find it interesting. It
explains the economy and satisnot
faction of buying from us
from stock right from the mill.

—

—

This

folio is

yours without

Send us a postal asking for

folio

DOMINION PAINT WORKS,

cost.

N0.E-16
Limited,

OF WALKERVILLE.
ONTARIO

m

^

$

belongs into the pockets of the man who
grew the product. Not that the cooperators want to ruin the middlemen
far from it. The middleman has his own
part to play in our economic life, and we
cannot do without him; what the cooperator does it to prevent him from
beating down the price to the grower.
Middlemen are strong and well organized,
and when they get together they can do
almost anything they like with the individual grower. What can one farmer
do against a ring of buyers? Nothing
whatever, but a co-operative society can
fight the buyers, and compel them to give
fair and reasonable prices for their products. And then we see what happens,
the co-operators always win.

CO-OPERATION IN OTHER LINES

And

then see what has been done in
other lines.
Have not the co-operative
creameries and cheese factories saved the
dairy industry in Ontario and Quebec,
and made dairy farming the best paying
business in those provinces? When we
say co-operative creameries we mean
those that are run by the patrons themselves, with a paid manager, for their own
benefit.
Many people have not clearly
understood that such creameries are cooperative, but although they depart in
some ways from the strict co-operative
model, yet they are co-operative in that
they are run by the patrons, and the profits go back to the people who use the factory and sell their milk there.
Here is a good instance of what cooperative methods can do for the cheese
industry.
In 1892 Dr. J. W. Robertson
went to Prince Edward Island and found
just one little tumble-down cheese factory
and that was on its last legs, in the whole
island.
He set to work to introduce the
co-operative idea, and very well he did it
Now cheese and butter making is a flourishing industry, running on co-operative
lines.
There are a number of factories
and the co-operators are confident and
prosperous.
Egg circles, too, are a form of cooperation which gives remarkably good
results.
Here again we find good work
being done in Prince Edward Island.
There the net price to members was, on
an average, 2% cents a dozen in excess of
the local store price, from May to October; while during November and December the excess was nine and one-third
cents per dozen higher for the co-operators than for those who took their eggs
to the store.

Scattered all over the various provinces
are many farmers' clubs; there are 185
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many of them are doing
work on co-operative lines. A
few instances will suffice to show the kind
of work being done. A good example is
found in the Lansdowne Farmers' Club,
which handles poultry and eggs co-operaDuring the first
tively for its members.
in

Ontario, and

excellent

year that it undertook to handle eggs
they sold 7,967 dozen, which sold for
$2,064. This price netted $263 more than
if the eggs had been sold at the local
stores.

The Erie Farmers' Association is also
doing excellently. This club was an offshoot from the local Seed Growers* AssoFormerly, when the growers
ciation.
wanted to sell their seed, they were compelled to wait for their money until the
seed was sold by the Association. Cooperative methods came in here and started a much better system.
The members
participating signed each a note for $25,
good for one year, and deposited them in
the bank as collateral security, thus securing a credit for $6,000. Now, if the
co-operator on delivering his seed to the
Association is in need of the money at
once, a cheque for seventy-five per cent,
of the total value is handed to him. Besides this, the Association has made big
profits for the co-operators; during 1913
it handled 5,500 bushels of clover seed,
at a selling price of $63,000, and of this
amount $8,600 more were received by the
members than they would have otherwise
gained had they sold individually.
Besides this, the Association buys supplies
for its members, thus effecting quite substantial savings; for instance, in 1913
they saved $800 on cement alone, and
$400 on fencing, besides many smaller
sums.
CO-OPERATION IN THE WEST

Space
the fine

will not

permit of us dealing with

work being done

in the prairie

provinces by the Grain Growers, by the
co-operative elevators, hail insurance, and
telephone associations, but we must find
room to say at least a few words of what
is being done by the many little co-operative purchasing associations, which are

much favor

Saskatchewan,
and of which there must be by now not
far short of two hundred.
These little
societies are formed by co-operators, who
band together to buy their supplies in
carload lots, and so get a reduction in
finding so

in

81 Drop Forgings

1916 Indian
r\ROP
They

—

Indian

is

called the

more than an idea;

it

And

it

their pockets.

means
means

dollars in
dollars in

—meet

strength

Indian Ideal* of

are

most needed.

and more dependable

all

drop-forge machine because

it

has more drop forgings

can be subjected.
Automobile engineers,
and

the expensiveness

who

have studied the Indian and Indian manufacturing methods, marvel at
it
is built like a high-grade motor car.

fineness of Indian construclion, for

Indian

is

the only Motorcycle

MADE IN CANADA, thus

giving the lider the best, quickeit,

Beautiful 1916 Indian Catalog

and most complete

now ready. Send

Service

for your copy.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
25 Mercer
(.Largest Motorcycle

130-Egg

coal, six

Coal was sold at $1.82 a ton below previous local prices, shingles at a reduction of $1 per thousand, and the other
goods at corresponding reductions.
But the tale might be prolonged indefinitely.
All over Canada farmers are
finding out
that co-operation means
something, that it is more than a name,

and

61 of these Samson pieces in the Indian make a machine which withstands,
with smallest wear and operating cost, the hardest tests to which a motorcycle

and one each
apples and po-

tatoes.

as they arc

than any other motorcycle made.

of cordwood, six of lumber,

of fence wire, fence posts,

make

durability

than stampings.

still

handled twenty-seven cars of

costly to

and stamina where

are used because they are tougher than castings

Of course these little associations
very small, and have not yet, in
many instances, got into full working
order. But this is what the Davidson Cooperative Association managed to do in a
short time.
By the end of 1914 it had
thirty-eight shareholders, and a total
paid up capital of $335. In eight months
it

alone

forgings

strength

price.

are

in the

If

all

freight

Toronto
in the

World)

Incubator and Brooder

ordered together

pay

St.,

Manufacturers

fo"*"

$13.90

we send both machines for only Jl^.M'and we

and duty charges

to

any R. R. station

in

Canada.

We have branch warehouses inWinnipeg, Man. and Toronto. Ont.

FREIGHT

UNO aUTV
PJXIO

Orders shipped from nearest warehouse to your R. R. station.
Hot water, double walls, dead-air space between, double glass
doors,
copper tanks and boilers, self-regulating. Nursery under
(11)
eprg tray. Especially adapted to Canadian climate. Incubator and Brooder
shipped complete with thermometers, lamps, egg testers— ready to use when you ^et them. Five
_

year guarantee

— 30 days

trial. Incubators finished in natural colors showing the high grade Calinot painted to cover inferior material. If you will compare ouri
machines with others, we feel sure of your order. Don't buy until you do this you'll save moneyBb^
it pays to investigate before you buy.
Remember our price of 613.90 is for both Incubator and iC^
Brooder and covers freight and duty charges. Send for FREE catalog today, or send in your order and save time.

fornia

Redwood lumber us€d

—

—

—

*^Don°dX'.''

WISCONSIN INCUBATOR

CO.,

Box 308

,

,

Racine, Wis., U. S. A.
|
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pockets that rightfully belong to
them. It does not mean that they are
holding up the public for higher prices,
it means that the co-operators are claiming successfully that they be paid a right

their

and fair price for their products. They
are not out to put the middleman out of
business, they are out to compel him to
Co-operation is the
do them justice.
weapon that can do that most effectively,
and when that is recognized throughout
the Dominion, the farmer is going to be a
better business man, and a more prosperous citizen.

Tenancy on
Farms

Prairie

Continued from page 19

Your Own Hands

In

ford to eliminate the element of chance
than to pay in interest most of the fruits
of his

The Meco Engine
with gasoline or coal
satisfied that

we

oil

will

are correct

perform so

when we

grade engine that will give you

efficiently that

state that the

full service

you

will

be entirely

Meco is a strictly

high-

and complete satisfaction for your

money.

The

MECO

is

a four-cycle engine, simple in

utmost durability under hard wear

All

we

desire

at

design and built for the

That

gives

MECO

you and
Prices

is

an opportunity to prove
our claims.

is

Meco to the full test.
Our new prices will interest

you every opportunity to put the
guaranteed for

are such that

five years.

you should investigate before buying any engine.

and catalogue mailed on request.

Send

for

method.

The cash rental is from $5 to $9 or $10
per acre depending upon the quality of
land, the amount that must be in pasture
or produce small grain, corn land being
of most value.

heavy work.

SOLD ON A 90 DAY TRIAL
The

toil.

There are three general plans of renting that have stood the acid test of ten
or more years' trial: the cash per acre
rental, the crop share and the bushel

them.

The Meco Engine Co., Trenton, Ont.

Crop share means a division of the crop,
usually half of the corn in crib, and from
2/5 to Vz of small grain, usually the former, as there is more expense of seeding
and harvesting with small grain, which is
borne by the tenant.

The bushel method is that by which the
landlord binds himself to buy all of the
grain produced at, say, 20c per bushel.
This is in practice where the landlord is
a stockman and wishes to feed all the
Paying by the bushel, the
grain raised.
tenant has no incentive to leave corn in
the field. What he does not deliver he does
not pay for.
RENTED FARMS NOT ALL RUN DOWN
had been reiterated until no one
questioned, that rented farms are known
by their run-down condition. This was
found to be an error and that many of the
best managed and most successful farms
are operated by tenants.
It

A Vast New Land
Waiting

for

Settle in

You New Ontario

man who will strike out to the rich, fertile land of New
Ontario. Millions of acres of virgin soil obtainable free, at a nominal cost, are
calling for cultivation
This land contains immense resourceR in timber, mineral,
waterpower, fish, game and scenery, and is one of the greatest expanses of fertile
territory in the world. This land calls for men to cultivate it; in return it will give
health comfort and prosperity.
Thousands of farmers have responded to the
Opportunity awaits the

call.

How

For

full

about you?
information, as to terms, regulations and settlers' rates, write to

H. A.

MACDONELL,

HON.

HOWARD FERGUSON

G.

Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines

Director of Colonization
Parliament Buildings

TORONTO. ONT.

Whether or not tenant farming on the
whole is best for everyone concerned we
cannot yet determine, but this system has
the appearance of being with us for many
years to come and it is up to the people
to study it from the standpoint of the
landlord and the tenant and above all, for
the well-being of the

soil.

No

lease can satisfy that does not call
for profitable farming and a fair division of returns.
Profitable farming is dependent upon
the successful management of a large and
difficult business.
Indeed, labor returns
are found to be more than five times as
great on a farm of $60,000 capital or
over than upon one of less than $20,000,
after all expenses are paid, as rent, 5%

—

—

THE FARMER^b' MAGAZINE
per cent, on tenant's capital and a fair
allowance for unpaid family labor.
The long-term lease is gaining in favor
as the roving, one-year man cannot enter
into livestock farming. He is likely to
have to sell at a sacrifice because the next

farm he occupies has no provision

for

animal comfort.
Iowa farmers in general are coming to
recognize the value of a more permanent
the basis of which is live
stock. The tenant has the question driven
home in sections where continuous marketing of grain is beginning to tell in decreased yield. But in those vast stretches
of newly-drained swamp lands, land is
held more as an investment than for a
home, and it shows little effect of continuous cropping up to this time. This grain
farming requires little supervision on the
part of the landlord and his returns are
immediate in grain rent, besides promising large advance in the price of land. In
this section most leases contain a sale
clause, and tenants shift about from
place to place.
Land here is always on
sale to the highest bidder. Consequently
land changes ownership frequently and
land is thereby artificially raised. This,
however, is not true of Iowa as a whole.

&

Get a Frost
Hay-Time

59

Wood Mower

^

is

Money Time

^-^k

.M.

„

-

Farm^tfe^^^

on the

agriculture,

Use a eianky, wasteful

whole season

A

surprising fact brought out in the
(1913) was that the 114
farms surveyed, though tenant farmed,
returned a higher average than the state
as a whole. It is only fair, however, to
state that farms under one year lease contracts were not considered.
Of the several methods of leasing, the
stock share seems to redound ^o the most
benefit to all concerned, because it encourages a most profitable type of farming and maintains the fertility of the
soil.
Stock share renting develops a desirable co-operation between the landlord
and tenant. Every dollar made is shared
equally and the advance of the interest
of the one means the prosperity of the
investigation

ether.

—

The average tenant is young under .35
years of age and he has neither the
money nor the experience to shoulder
such heavy business responsibilities, but
with the landlord equally interested,
bringing in his maturer judgment, success
is more certain.
Ready capital is a big
factor in any business.
This the young
tenant does not possess.
By the time the tenant has spent ten
years with a substantial landlord in the
stock share renting partnership, he has
gathered experience in equipping and
managing a farm that is invaluable when
he buys land.

—

The young man remains a tenant about
six years longer

than 20 years ago. It reto secure and also
equip a farm, because farms are not only
higher in price but are larger. This accounts for the loss of population in rural
Iowa.
Neighbors buy each other out,
thereby increasing their holdings. Increased capacity of machinery, more
horse-power both in number and size
better farming methods and higher prices
quires

more

_
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hay. These Wjiimijiiiiiin
are the clays for efficiency. ^^^^^,-'
Make a wise expenditure
for a Trost & Wood Mower, and you save in crop, in horse flesh, in time,

Frost

m

& Wood Mower Cuts Any Crop
IT

WON'T FAIL YOU

IT'S a light draft machine. The splendid roller bearings and easily controlled levers eliminate friction and make it easy for a boy or girl to use.
Immensely strong, with heavy brass bushings where wear is greatest. Heavy
high-carbon steel cutter bar can be set in a second at any angle.
Knife
guards are high-grade tough malleable iron. The F. & W. is a splendid, serviceable mower, always ready for hard work, even witlr "green" help.
Internal gear drive

big

driving gears are meshed on the
inside of the main drive travel

means

—

in
to

power

or to snnp cogs
;no loosening or rattling of parts
and connections, and the knives
beg;in to out at the first step of
the horses. Tbis means quicker
work and longf-r life to the

Space prevents reference to the
splendid features of the
Frost & Wood Mower, but tiie
"Internal driving ge;u-" as sliown
Tlie
here must be mentioned.

many

apart,

machine.

&

Frost

same direction —no tendency

fly

Wood Rakes
Because a Eake looks a simple ma
chine to make don't put up with
cheap, inferior workmanship get a
F. & W. and save real money. Teeth

mi^
^^

—

of special quality, tempered steel,
and arranged in convenient sections
of two or three.
Self-dumping, dis-

charging load automatically at light
pressure on foot lever.
Made of
steel, amply strong, clean working,

Built for Hard,

Quick Work

the F. & W. Eake gives
of splendid service.

a'

lifetime

agrent is ready to give you full particulars and advice on this or any implement, or write to-day to our nearest branch or [head office for illustrated catalogues.

Our nearest

FROST

& WOOD

CO.

.

Limited
Montreal, Smith's Falls,

Sold in west
ern Ontario
Western
and. ,„

COCKSHUTT PLOW
Limited

.

St.

John

Brantford,

Canada by

Ontario

in MacLean's Magazine, and nowhere
EVERYwillmonth
you find the best work of the best Canadian
else

writer.?.

In MacLean's Magazine, and in no other Canadian publication will you find a synopsis of the best work of the
world's best writers every month.

capital

—

;i3

's

money.

An

increase in tenancy is generally associated with an increase in poverty,
whereas actual conditions may show an
increase in wealth.

'

mower and s
you may throw away ^'f
out-of-date

It is different

from any other magazine. Sample on request.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING

CO., Limited

143-153 University Avenue

Toronto, Canada

-

CO.

;
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farm products, has stimulated the
farmer to his greatest effort.
While the id-eal tenure is each man
under his own vine and fig tree, the incentive that pride of ownership gives to industry is often not so important as the
promise of larger returns on rented land.
The prosperity of the farmer is better
measured in terms of wealth he accumulates than the kind of tenure he follows.
for all

Get All

the

Water

You Want
when and where you
want

it. I

Just Open a Convenient Faucet
Enjoy all the water you want at
home no matter where "home" is,
just
by opening a convenient

When

Pression" Automatic

Water Supply
or Gasoline System
naakes this possible for you.
It
brings to you all the conveniences of
the city home a plentiful supply
of water cheap, only you have

—

—

advantage—you get pure water
from your own tested well or any

this

other reliable source.

HILL SYSTEMS

are perfectly
simple and easy to maintain, and
their operation is absolutely de-

—

pendable Free from care, worry
and responsibility.
Once the system is installed you
forget it except for an occasional
oiling
That's literal!
THE HILL SYSTEM is a most delightful, inexpensive and convenient way of getting the home water
supply question settled.
The whole matter of installing is so
simple that there is no opportunity
for any one to go wrong on it. The
HILL "system fits into the needs
of any home no matter where the
home may be or what power it is
provided with. Just look into this
and consult us for further infor-

—

—

mation.

Write for our beautiful free book"Making its Comforts Comlet,
written for men and women
plete,
'

'

who

love their homes.

Universal Transmission Limited
General Canadian Agent*
Montreal. Que.
(137 McGill St..
-""^

warm weather

the heavy coat that holds the wet sweat

dirt is removed they get more good from
their
feed, are healtliier and work better.
They are more easily kept clean, and their im-

proved appearance greatly adda to
their selling price.
It also
pays to clip the flanks and
udders of your cows— you get
clean milk. Clip them with the

Continued from page 22

Hill "Electri

and
Fit:
and

Family Standpoint

The

fFine
for the

Punishment— The

faucet.

Give Your Horses

without his supper is an unnatural
punishment. Herbert Spencer advocated
"Discipline of Natural Consequences."
For instance, if a boy spills ink on the
floor, he should be made to clean the floor
if he comes late for his dinner, give him
a cold dinner, or have him heat it himself.
Accordingly, on this reasoning, a
boy should be put to bed supperless only
when he has eaten too much, and no boy
would object to that. Spencer's theory,
of course, could not be applied to all
cases, for sometimes one would have to
wait a life-time for the natural punishment to take place. That would be like
the case of the Scotchman robbing an
Englishman's store of a piece of tartan.
The Englishman, helpless, said, "You will
pay for this at the judgment day." To
this the Scotchman replied, "Ah, we'el,
since it be sae lang a credit, a'll take
as much mair."
Proper training consists, after all, in
the inculcation of a logically connected
chain of truths that plows its little groove

Stewart
Bali-Bearing

Machine
It turns easier, clips faster and
closer and stays sharp longer
than any other. Gears are cut
from solid steel bar. They are
enclosed, protected and run in
friction, little wear.
six feet of new style, easy
flexible shaft and the

little

oil;

Has

running

celebrated Stewart single tenhighest
clippinK head,
sion
grade. Price complete $9.25.

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT CO

N.Lal.t8t.

Chicago.

Use a Lightning

Rod

for "Safety

First"INSURANCE

young brain, which abides,
perhaps forever. For "as the twig is bent,
in the plastic

RATES

DECREASED

so is the tree inclined." Whether or not
punishment in the usual acceptance of
that term is needed, and to what extent,
depends on the nature of the child, the

Protectyourbarn*,

home, schools,
churches, c h
neys, etc.

family environment, and the character

We

of the parent.
all know how the stoppage of a gall-duct, the pain of a toothache, the bruising of a thumb by an illdirected hammer, turns our world topsyturvy, and woe to the one who at that time
incurs our displeasure. As a result, many
a child is punished to-day for an offence
for which he might go scot-free to-morrow.

A

III.

Hood. It appears, however, that there is
There are
no reason for real alarm.
three kinds of "Smoke" that are supposed
The first is
to arise from Mount Hood.

merely snow which

is sometimes blown
from the inside of the crater rim and in
that way thrown high into the air. The
second is nothing more or less than clouds
which drift into the crater rim and are

transformed into an almost perpendicular
column of vapor by the rising air current.
A third explanation for the smoke is that
there are large ledges of rock Inside the
hot enough to vaporize any water
that falls upon them.
c'-ater

•

all

Insurance rates are
reduced on buildings
wherethese lightning
rods are installed.

Writefor particulars
and prices.
have a eood aiencT

proposition.

?

There has been some alarm felt in
Oregon over the fact that smoke has been
seen issuing from the crater of Mount

m

Leprohon Lightning Rods are
pure copper.

We

Volcano Becoming Active

i

JOSEPH LEPROHON
408 Park Lafontaine, Montreal

IMPROVED
^KUmtS^ wArrincf%

STANCHION
'

My bam that was

A0T5 B. ORIIM B.
W ALLCanadian
ordert

BURNED

fitted
with Crumb's
Warriner Stanchions. If it
had not been for the ease witb
which these fasteneri were
opened I should have lost my
cows," writes Mr. Everett
Gaina. Bemardstown, Mass.
Booklet Free.

was

P5.Pore»tvlIlc.Conii..r.8. Afrom Canadian factory.

filled

All correspoDdence ihoald be addreiaed to the home offlca.
State In taquiry if you prefer booklet In French or EnAilJb.
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The

Frost Girl

Continued from page 25
as Allan smoked, they sat with elbows on
the table, talking as young people talk,
baring hidden thoughts, telling secret
hopes, showing surprises that views coincided, marveling at the similarity of ideas.
Love makes all things concur.
Allan did not attempt to bring back the
A
spell he had cast in the afternoon.
miracle happens only once. Instead, he
The
listened now while Hertha talked.
girl's lips seemed suddenly to have been
opened, the doors of her mind to have
swung outward for the first time.
They were strange, queerly-mingled
things of which she spoke. Quite frankly,
because to her they did not seem uncommon, she told of her father and his opin-.
ions on various things. Hesitatingly she
hinted at some of the dreams that had
come to her despite her strange, restricted
life, dreams answered in part by what
Allan had told her. Incidentally, disinterestedly, she recited adventures that
had befallen her in the wilderness, things
that usually happen only to strong, farroaming men. Shyly she confessed ambi-
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A DAY—

A FEW

DO

FOR
I WILL
CENTS
IS
PUMPING, WOOD SAWING, GRAIN GRINDING AND FANNING, SILAGE CUTTING.
THIS

CREAM SEPARATING

I

AM THE "MONARCH"

ENGINE

"MONARCH"

Forget your hired help problem— a
Engine will prove to be your BEST Hired Man.
It works early and late, winter and summer.
It
asks no questions, makes no complaints.
It is
better at work than in idleness.
It is easy to

Runs

move.

ansTvhere.

It

starts

a touch.

at

WOIIK,

vou do the thinking. The
It
ne«is no skilled attention.
saves repairs because of its strong parts, its
simplicity, and its self-contained compactness.
The "MONARCH" is made in various sizes, by
experts on parts, who make nothing else. The
quality of material, like the workmanship, is of
the best.
Get one on your farm. It will solve your scarce
labor problem and give you entire satisfaction.
Hundreds of users testify to its d«pendablcness
It

does the

"•MONARCH"

us send some of these testimonials

Liet

REASONS for getting this BEST
HIRED MAN working for you. Send

and 30

your name and address to-day for
copy of our catalogue.

a

free

Kindly mention this maeazine when replyine to
.ii«% Baai ial this advertisement.

KM

The

CANADIAN ENGINES,

Frost

We

& Wood

also

make

Limited, DunnviUe. Ont.

Limited^ exclusive sales agents east of Peterboro, QueOec
and the Maritime Provinces.
Grain (Jrindcrs. En>ilase flitters, Saw Trames and Jump .Jacks
Co.,

tions to know other women, other girls,
to talk with them, to be of them.
Sometimes aimlessly, always happily,
she went on and on, and Allan, his pipe
cold between his fingers, sat without moving.
And that night when Hertha had
gone to her room and he lay in the darkness, he found he was able to piece tolife, to deduct its inunderstand those things which
had molded her thoughts and actions.

gether the girl's

fluences, to

Her father evidently had left Scotland
"with a grouch," as he expressed it to
himself. He was well educated, cultured,
a man of high but strange ideals. Once in
the wilderness he had devoted himself to
his trading post and to the Indians who
brought him their fur and took his flour
and pork and tea in exchange. But through
it all he had retained many things of his
former life, and he had made certain that
his daughter, despite her isolation, had all
the advantages he was capable of supplying.

Allan did not understand it all, but he
knew the man must have had fanatical
ideas about some things, ideas he had
firmly planted in the girl and which, because she had no other guide, she accepted
without question.
The young engineer saw the influences
of her extensive but unusual reading in
the little expressions she let slip. He saw
the efl"ects of a knowledge of life gained
only from the printed page, queer little notions, sometimes absurd, sometimes pitiful; always, at least, original.
But the thing that was most firmly impressed upon Allan was the loyalty of
the girl's heart, the strength and forcefulness of her character,
she spoke of
her father with just a touch of reverence,
and of what he had done with firm, simple faith.
To her he was the only man
who had ever lived.
And Allan saw, too, how the girl, unconscious of her beauty, ignorant of the
spell she must cast upon men, had earned the undeserved name by which she

It's

service, not surface, that

counts in

Wire Fencing

made of soft wire may look all right, but they
arc liable to act all v^rong when it comes to keeping strong, healthy, active live stock within bounds.

Fences

however, one fence that you can count on for satisfactory
THERE
service year in and year out, and that is " Ideal." Made of large
is,

gauge No. 9 hard steel wire, heavily galvanized, with the verticals
and horizontals clamped together with a patent lock that cannot slip,
" Ideal " fence is bull-strong, hog-tight, horse-high

foot of

— a real fence,

every

it.

Ideal

Fence

The quality of the wire from top to bottom in "Ideal" Fence is all
the same gauge, hard drawn steel wire, tough, live, springy, heavy wire
that will be standing up doing splendid service years from now. This
Some fences have
is a point you have to watch mighty carefully.
9-gauge horizontals, but softer, weaker wire for the stays and locks.
Naturally this takes something off the price, and it takes something off
the strength and durability too, far more than the difference in price.
You are going to fence for a lifetime, then fence with " Ideal " and get
a lifetime's service.

We make
copy

of

a fence for every purpose. Write for a
our catalogue which describes them all.

The McGregor-Banwell Fence

Co.,

Limited, Walkerville, Ontario.
23
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was known. Alone in an environment
was harsh if not actually hostile,

that

are using an old worn out
or crocks and
pans in obtaining the cream from

you

If

Cream Separator
your milk

You Are Losing
Money Daily
cream

as

the highest

is

priced

product per pound you are producing on your farm.
Let us place a

"King Cream Separator"
your dairy on trial and you
will then see what you are losing.
in

Write for local agent's address

KING
Cream Separator
SOLD ON EASY TERMS

assumption of cold, impersonal aloofness had been her only defense, her
only safeguard.
It had
successfully
shut out those of her race who passed
the lonely trading post, but it had with
equal effectiveness shut the girl off from
everything except her work and the
books which filled the space between the
windows. It had built a wall about her
as strong as that about a convent, but as
stifling, as much a barrier to her as to
those without.
this

Allan knew he

had penetrated this
had been accepted not only
because he was new, unusual, but because she liked and trusted him. He did
not assume any more. Even her resting her hand in his was the act of a
wall, that he

child that stands spellbound before the

cages in a menagerie. And, as he dropped off to sleep, his last thought was
that to him had been given the keeping
of something wonderful and beautiful
and noble; that he must be worthy of it.

WORKS

KING SEPARATOR

.....

CHAPTER

XIII

OF CANADA

Bridgeburg

"By

Ontario

April First"

second day passed as the
THE
Hertha unfolding new phases

O.K.POTATO

MACHINERY

Grow

-V."

to

No other crop brings such big profits as a SuccessTo ensure success requires a lot o£
ful potato crop.
Take lots of time, too unless you use
cultivation.

—

Then

it's

easy to look after
O. K. Machines

your crop. No excuse for ^failure.
will do each step of the work more efficiently and at
a big saving of time and money.
Get an O. K. Planter and give your crop a good
send off. The O. K. drops the seed in finely worked
Does
soil and fertilizes and fills in on the same trip.
the work in a quarter the time of hand planting and
you get an even stand in rows that are easy to
cultivate

FREE BOOK— "Money

in

—

CANADIAN
OK
POTATO MACHINERY
Co.

Limited.

495 Stone

Rd.„

GALT, ONT,

CANADA

centred
cast-iron

in

Pay

With a Chapman Engine,

you don't
This engine pumps,
saws, grinds, cuts silage
does the hard laborious
back-breaking labor
around the house

need a hired man.

mechanical
single

cam box,

which protects
the mechan-

and barn.

We

Day

the grinders,
saws, pump jacks,
the Engine.

sell

ism.

etc.,

is well 33

Send to-day for our En.
showing how
£lne Book

—

to

solve

power problems

on the farm.
Ontario

Wind

Eiiflne

&

Pump

Co. Ltd.,

mm

«n., Toronts

the

bookshelves.

store and, as he stood on the threshhold, he saw the other building dimly

TheHired Man with No
vital

before

fined for so long to the four cabin walls,
went to the door and opened it. There
were no windows on the side facing the

68-A

IN

Chapman Engines have

Allan

She had said that she would bring some
writing paper that he might get a letter
off to his mother before his return to
the head of the survey.
The minutes slipped by and she did
not return. After an hour Allan, con-

a coman every

Potatoes"

plete manual, giving practical advice
phase of potato growing.

MADE

leaving

and harvest.

Write for

asking that which he desired most
know, but each time he hesitated, remained silent before the knowledge that,
in many ways, this girl was no more
than a child; that to her he was still
only a young white man who was unaccountably honest and decent.
The third morning the storm had abated somewhat, though snow still fell
After
and the wind was very cold.
breakfast Hertha went to the store,
ing, of

Big Potatoes
O. K. Potato Machinery.

first,

of her
the
marveling at
Allan
character,
strange, new, delightful sensation. Several times he was on the point of speak-

Branchet
Winnipeg,

:

Montreal

Calvary,

Ile|ln2

through the driving snow.
Suddenly the store door opened and a
man stepped out. Allan could not distinguish the features as he peered
through the storm, but of one thing he

The stranger carried his
certain.
in a sling.
For a moment he stood there, looking
down toward the river. Then he turned
was
left

arm

and disappeared behind the building.
Allan went back to the warm stove.
Suddenly all the joy and beauty of this
enforced visit with Hertha vanished.
The cabin seemed to be only a bare,
dreary place, not an enchanted room.
The storm became an exasperating jailer
not a welcome guardian.
For Allan
knew that he had broken the left arm
of the man with whom he had fought in
the forest as the blizzard began.
To be continued.
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Great National

PubKc

Utility

That concerns all merchants
and all people
'T^HE

original Cash Register rang a bell, indicated and recorded the amount of the purchase. It benefited the merchant only.
In a third of a century this old model has developed into
a Cash Register that directly benefits every man, woman, and
child who spends money in a store.
This new Cash Register equally concerns every merchant
and clerk, every banker and wholesaler in this land.
It furnishes every customer with a receipt or sales-slip.
It prints on this the amount paid or charged.
•*•

On
made

this

is

also

printed

the date

of

the sale and

who

it.

It forces

It
It
It

a duplicate, printed record for the merchant.
prevents disputes over charges and bills paid.
saves shoppers' time.

gives tha merchant

money
It

all

his

profits.

It

gives

him more

for his family.

promotes more and quicker

sales.

protects each clerk against making errors and against the
mistakes of others.
It rewards the diligent clerk by telling his employer which
one makes the largest number of sales and which one gets
the greatest amount of business.
It assures the banker additional security for the money he
loans the merchant.
It gives the wholesaler additional assurance that the merIt

chant will have

money

to

pay his

bills.

furnishes the banker and the wholesaler mechanical evidence that the merchant's statement of his business is correct.
It

It is

a business
necessity

Merchants!
We

have new 1916
models that give thi* perfect service.

Write us today or see oar
agent in your city <Ad leant
how you can secure one of thes*

NCR
5ERVICE
tOOK FOR THIS SIGN
JW TJtE WINDOW

public service machines.
Liberal allowances will be made for
old National Cash Registers that were
good in their day, but do not so completely protect you or give the valuable
service our 1916 models do. Address DepL T-4

The National Cash Register Company
TORONTO. CANADA
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Health and Vigor

Are Your Birthright
Many and varied are the causes
which help to undermine the natural
health and vigor which are the
birthright of every man and woman.
Indiscretions

of

worry

ov.er-work,
their part.

hours,
these play

late

diet,

—

all

After the natural vigor has become
impaired the down-hill grade besteeper, and the fall from
health and strength to weakness and
bodily and mental lassitude more

comes

pronounced.
It may be that you are one of the
sufferers, five out of every six people
are in some degree sufferers
losers

—

vigor which would add a
spice to the most everyday affairs of
that

of

life.

you are on the downward path,
you have your times of depression which you cannot shake off, if
your bodily health is poor, you may
If

mmm"

if

Do

A

quite sure that the causes for
this condition are not far to seek.
As surely as we depend upon the
food we eat for sustenance, so surely
is it true that 75% of all our bodily
troubles may be directly traced to
irregularities in our digestive or-

Vegetable

Pills

knows nothing

supply

just exactly what Nature needs to
turn the scale again in your favor.

In a natural way, they adjust
nature's workings, bringing the system into correct and smooth working order, while at the same time
they give you that much needed tone
and nervous upbuilding which is
necessary to complete a cure.

Do not trifle with the beginnings of
trouble, take things in time.
is the
time to commence the improvement,
to
turn,
and
with
patience climb back along the road
to health and strength.

NOW

Parmelee's Vegetable

Pills,

few
farmer who knows how

trees.

make money is good, but if he
he is a poor citizen.
He serves his country well who adds a good crop to the total resources of
his country.
Would not some form of conscription in Canada have made for better
things on our farms?
Last May, we said that a political truce in plunder, rake-offs and deals
would he the best policy for both parties. Recent events make m,any farmers
very dogmatic in the matter.
Prohibition is coming in Canada. Ontario goes dry on September 16th
for three years.
It looks like a good time ahead for breeders of pure bred live-stock as well
as for feeders.
Canada has the climate, soil and food supply to become the breeding
ground for America.
The yoking farmer seems to be getting busy. One seven-year-old boy
recently ordered a pure bred Yorkshire from one of our prominent breeders.
Every young farmer is expected to do his duty. That duty which lies
nearest his door, is the first one to tackle.
A good convenient house, pleasant grounds, reasonable work hours, good
temper, a fertile soil, and common-sense in all circumstances make an ideal
country estate.
Suppose that ivheat goes doivn in price after the war, are you ready for
mixed live stock farming? Many farmers on the prairies are.
Banking credits for farmers are good things. The best success lies in

be

Parmelee's

not neglect the planting of a
biLsiness

harmless

and natural in their action, will help
you forward. Your reward will bo

forming

to

else,

local associations

and working up.

sure.

Your druggist keeps Parmelee's Pills
insist upon getting them, and take

—

no substitute.

Price 25c per box.

Prepared only by

Northrop

n-x

\

Farmers are

/>

Saving Money
WHY DON'T

-.1

YOU?

Cost 81.00 to $6.00
per lOOO-Hand or

Power Machines

M
^^^^^

J

Send for
* Catalog F.for full
particulars

\

FARMERS'CEMENT
TILE MACHINE GO.

i

WalkerviUe

V
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May we have an

extra de-

mand

for carnations and as a result
we endeavor to keep the plants in the best
of health till June 1, writes Elmer Weaver.

During hot periods of the month

& Lyman Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario

m

DURING

Ont.

it

pays to shade the glass either in part or
entirely.

We

use whiting for this purpose, adding
water to make a thin paste or wash.
Where the glass is lapped, this wash, put
on inside, remains until washed off with
a stream of water after the houses are
planted in the fall.
ly,

Fertilizer or liquid manure, occasionaland plenty of water will keep the

plants

growing

and

producing

good

Early in May cow peas should be sown
a plot of soil you wish to use for renewing the soil in the greenhouses the
following summer.
Plow this crop down in August and sow
Hairy Vetch and rye. If you have never
grown leguminous crop, better inoculate
in

the seQd before sowing.

should have a good coat of
applied during the winter, and
the following May, after the corn crops
make a good growth, plow and keep harrowed occasionally; plow again before removing to house.

This

soil

manure

flowersi
I should think early in May would be a
safe date to plant asters and .carnations
in field in latitude of Toronto. We plant
asters 12 inches apart each way, omitting
every sixth row for a walk. The carnations are planted the same distances.

done with hand harrows.
What weeds grow too close to the plant
to be removed by the harrow are pulled
by hand. We find if a man has a hoe, he
Cultivating

often tries to cut too close to the plant.
We plant early tomatoes in the field
about May 20th in rows 3% feet apart,
and 15 inches apart in the row. Each
plant is tied to a stake and trained to a
single stem and suckers kept off.

is

WITH THE HORSES
Keep the work horses well groomed,
and a brush

is

this purpose.
ional days off.

the best instrument for
horses need occasWatch their shoulders.

Work

THE FARMP]R'S MAGAZINE
If a work horse is. losing flesh there is
something wrong with it.
Use a good stable disinfectant freely,
such as Zenoleum.
Feed less when the horse is out of work.
Don't forget the bran mash once a week.
Take care of the colt, and breed to the
very best, for good horses will be in good
demand, perhaps when we have not got

them to sell.
For raising a
half as

much

colt

boiled

65

International No, 2 Cultivator

by hand add about
water to some cow's

milk with a tablespoonful of sugar. Two
tablespoonsful of lime water would help
to aid digestion. Feed this to the colt for
a few days, giving it a teacupful every
hour. Always feed the colt from the same
cow's milk.
Remove the shoes from the work horses'
feet while they are being used in the field
in the spring.
It will be a beneficial
thing.

Allow horses new grass for a few hours

when they are first let out.
Keep an eye on the fall fairs and the

at a time

shows.
Pick up

sharp-pointed sticks and
loose wire that are lying around and thoroughly mend the fences before horses are
turned out. A person can save a great
deal in bad habits by being careful.
all

SHEEP AND GOATS
The early lambs will find a good market
now.
Prices for sheep are ranging so high
that farms are clamoring for them.
Why is it that when sheep get to be a
big price everybody wants them?
Shear the sheep as soon after lambing
Dip with a good coal-tar
as possible.
preparation, such as Zenoleum, all sheep
and lambs before they go to pasture.
Examine the sheeps' mouths and feet
before they go to pasture. Put a bell on a
few of the leaders of the flock and it will
help to frighten dogs away. A goat in a
flock of sheep is often a good thing to
fight off dogs.
Angora goat breeders are looking for
places to sell their wool.

One good market is in New York and
another in Seattle, while the various Governments through their Agricultural Departments ought to be able to furnish information.
Do not forget to try and grade your
wool this year, and to insist upon better
prices.

Why

not plant some rape for late pasture this year so that the lambs will not
lose flesh in the fall?
The best time to dock the lambs is when
they are about 10 days old.
Keep full accounts and records of your
pure bred sheep for purposes of registry.

WITH THE DAIRY CATTLE
The

should be supplying all your
succulence all this month.
Be careful about turning out to pasture
too soon in order not to destroy the passilo

ture.

A

good pasture crop

is to

sow

oats, sor-

ghum and

red clover.
Start cow testing in your herd in the
spring and see what the story will tell
you.

Keep the

stables well cleaned, airy

and

bright.
It

nonsense to talk about keeping

is

cow

a porcelain-type of cow stable,
but a great many farmers can improve
the conditions of their cow stables wona

This most useful and profitable implement^the International No. 2
cultivator will do good work on your farm. It serves the double purpose
of cultivating your soil and thoroughly ridding the ground of weeds. For
forming a mulch of dirt to conserve moisture, for keeping down obnoxious
weeds, for summer fallowing, you could not own a more economical

—

implement.
is'of angle steel, more thali
in all conditions of gi-ound.
of ground, being independent of each other.

The main frame of the International No. 2
enough to keep the teeth at their work

sti-ong

The teeth follow tlie unevenness
They cannot twist out of position and strong springs protect them. One
easy-working lever and rock shaft controls the cultivator. Note the steel
wheels and axles only the International has them.
Either spring or stiff teeth are furnished. At little added cost you can
have both sets, giving you a splendid outfit for all-round use. The stiff
They are excellent in getting
teeth cut the whole surface of the ground.
The spring- teeth points are reversrid of thistles and woody-stalk weeds.
Tiie cultivator can be equipped with grain and
ible, giving double wear.

—

grass seeding boxes
See the agent who sells the International No.
branch house for catalogue.

International Harvester

Company

2.

Write the nearest

of Canada, Limited

Branch Houses
at Brandon. Calgary, Fdmonton. Estevan. Hamilton. Lethbridge. London, Montreal
N. Battletord, Ottawa. Quebec, Regina, Saskatoon, St. John, Winnipeg. Yorkton.

We'll Prove
chance
GIVE
by working our
us a

to

It
make money
men and women in

prove to you that you can

'

plan. Hundreds of
Canada are making splendid salaries by working

for us
a few hours each day. Why not learn all about it?
If your regular position isn't producing enough money, to take
our plan will fit in splendidly,
care of a few added luxuries
giving you as much extra money as your spare time will allow
for.
The more time you devote to the plan the more money you
can make. To learn all about it drop us a Post Card, back
This will not
to you by return mail will come full particulars.
obligate you in any way. Simply say, "Send me full particulars
of your money-making plan."

—

—

—
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Address

in
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derfully.

Dirty farming has no place in a dairy
stable.

The dairy farmer

is

the farmer

who

143-153 Unirersity Avenue,

CO.,

LIMITED

TORONTO, ONTARIO
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makes money the quickest and
his farm in the surest way.

builds

up

Have no yelping dogs Sind loud-mouthed
men in the stable. Gentleness is a moneyfor every dairy farmer.
It looks as if the milking machine is doing good work in the hands of careful and
clean operators.

maker

HOG BREEDERS ARE JUBILANT

Hog

breeders report the best prices in

their, history.

Pure bred hogs fatten just as easily as
any cross or grade, and give you a double
market.
liberally while she
carrying her litter.
Pigs that are confined to pens should
have access to sulphur, charcoal and salt
mixtures.
Hogs like plenty of good pure water.
Weed out the worst and use the best for
breeding purposes.
Many an ambitious farm boy by his experiments throughout the country is showing what money can be made from keeping hogs.
Fix up a rubbing-post where the pigs

Feed the brood sow

is

.

will disinfect themselves.
Give the sow a pail of warm water after
farrowing and feed 'very lightly for the
first

day or

so.

The bacon type of hog is the hog that is
making Canada famous. We have the
market for bacon in England now, and let
us hold it by shipping more of the best
quality bacon.
The bacon-fed hog is more economical
eating because less of it fries away into
oil

and

fat.

WITH THE BEEF CATTLE
Farmers are getting good prices

for
beef this season, over 9c a pound being
paid in many points in Ontario.
There is going to be a big demand for
short-keep feeders.
Look carefully to the buying of your
feeders and the sales of your cattle.
A good set of scales will pay every
farmer, for then he knows exactly what
his cattle are worth. Sell by the pound,
and know your weights.

THE FLOWER BEDS

Snapdragons will flower if sown this
month. They will grow in partial shade.

Squeeze them out and put on some good

Plant all annuals in the open.
Portulacas are good for sunny places
on sandy soil. Plant the seeds when the
warm weather comes.
For sweet odors, plant night-blooming
stocks^ nicotina, mignonette, and scaba-

disinfectant.

WITH THE BEES
Put on more supers early to prevent
swarming.
A frame of brood may be taken from a
strong colony and given to a weak one.
It is well to have the sections in the
super filled with foundations. The bees require 10 lbs. of honey to make one pound
of wax.
A swarm in May, they say, is worth a

rosa.

Plant roses this month; there are some
ones and very good ones.
Dahlias may be planted out late in May.
They do not need very rich soil but the
ground must be well prepared, and they
should have a free circulation of air
around them.
Prune Forsythia and Spirea as soon as
they have ceased blooming. Do not prune
the blooming plants early in the spring.

ncv.^

load of hay.

AMONG THE FRUIT TREES AND BUSHES
The

first application of spray should be
just before the buds burst. Use
lime sulphur for scale insects and fungi,
and red spider eggs and apple scab.
This applies also to cherries, pears,
plums and peaches.
This spray will control leaf curl on
peaches.
The second application must be made
on apples^and pears just before the blossoms open, a poison being used here also.
It is better to use poison also in the
early sprays to prevent the attacks of the
tent caterpillar.
Do not let your trees get stripped of
leaves this year as was the case many
times last year.

made

Tuberous roots, begonias, started in the
house, may be set in the ground before
the end of the month.
Lilies may be planted in May. They
like a sandy soil but may be deceived by
running a little sand into the bottom of
Plant
the hole where they are to go.
them deep, say from 8 to 10 inches.
Plant out a few perennials this season
and make a start if you have not already
done so. There are some good ones, such
as larkspur, phlox,

lily

of the valley, Jap-

anese anemone and foxglove.
Uncover the roses gradually and prune
the perpetual and tea roses back very
closely.

vacant farm near by to
which nobody is paying attention and the
caterpillar and fungus diseases are bad,
it is your duty to apply to your council
to have the laws put into effect.
All raspberry bushes should be cut
back, and the old last year canes taken
If there is a

Climbing roses do not need to be pruned
very much. Give plenty of manure and
fertilizers to the roses,
into the soil.

working

Strawberry plants should be uncovered
during the early part of the month, and
if, possible bone meal scattered around
through the bed.
Currants bear on the second-year wood
only.
Spray the currants and gooseberries at the same time as the apple trees.

of frost

Sow

f

M

^

1
1

is

over.

in a well-fertilized place.

Plant radishes, peas and lettuce at successive dates in order to secure successive
crops of tender stuff.

1
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m
—
1
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Ask

ijour dealer or write

RENNIE'S

TORONTO

ALSO AT

MONTREAL WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

^
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well

the cabbage seed for the late crops
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AMONG THE VEGETABLES
Cucumbers, melons, squash, pumpkins,
corn, beet3, and potatoes may be planted
any time during the month after danger

out.

IHI HBH

EVERYTHING NEW
FRESH— PURE

IN

Keep your best breeding cows and breed
to the best bulls you can find.
Watch the catties' backs for warbles.

—
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Con.stant cultivation of the garden at
this time of the year is its success.

Dust your melons with ashes or soot to
keep

off the beetles.
Start celery in a seed bed now for planting out in July.
Lima beans are very tender and must
not be planted out until late in the month.

IN
Kill off all

lovely

tleflltliy

THE POULTRY PENS
males after breeding

Look out for white diarrhoea

is

done.

in chick-

ens, as this is deadly to poultry.
Do not grow chicks of different sizes together, as the small ones suffer.
Guinea fowls in a flock do good service
in keeping away hawks.

Dwarf Essex rape sown near the farm
make excellent green food in the fall.

will

You
comeliness

Bread soaked in milk and given a dash
of red pepper is excellent for starting the
young turkeys.
All chickens intended for laying should
be hatched this month.
Make it a practice to be honest in your
sales of eggs. Many farmers are accustomed to holding eggs in the fall for winter prices and selling them as fresh eggs.
This is a custom which ought to be con-

their restful

feel

at once

you to

inviting

slip

demned.

into cosy slippers, prll up
your own chair to the fire,
and find a new friendliness
in home's attachments.

Can a Machine Milk ?
Continued from page 12

A dairy association official informed me
that several men in his acquaintance has
ceased using their machines from one
cause and another. He did not think the
machines were successful as yet.
A milk producer near London, Ont., installed a Lister machine recently which
worked well for a month when everything
seemed to go wrong in bacteriaL content.
An examination showed that the machine
had not been cleaned once in the month. A
thorough disinfective placed the milk in
first-class condition again.
It IS a notorious fact that many fanners
trust to luck in this matter of cleanliness.
Especially in the cream separators; many
do not wash the machine out once a week.
It is no wonder such troubles arise. Some
bowls coming in for repair at the fac-

AND WALLS
quickly change dull,
dreary rooms to ones you

Whether
you prefer plainness or a
to ch of ornament, you
like to linger in.

many

will find

you

in

and
from

the

to please

2,000 styles

designs to choose
to put on over
plaster or wood, the joints fit
in snug so they cannot show or
Perio'l

liasy

come away.

Last without

re-

pair as long as your house.
Shall we send you the complete
Ceiling Catalogue p. jj

Write for

il I

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE
LIMITED
(EstabUshed 1861)
Executive Office and Factories:

OSHAWA, ONT.

tories, I

Branches: Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto, London, \\innipeg.
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now the Bissell SUo
giving good service.
It ii
treated
selected
timber,
Hith wood preservatives, that prerigid
It has strong,
vent decay.
walls, ail -tight doors, and hoops of
from

Years

be

will

of

liiiilt

lasts,
Therefore
it
because it can't very well
Our folder exdo anything else.
lilains more fully— write Dept. Y.

lieavy
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dimply

T. E. Bissell Co, Ltd.. Elora,
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Cure Your Cows
of Caked Udders
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have milk and hardened
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am

dirt encrusted in them. The
tions in a milking machine

For Sale

Everywhere

Napanee, Ontario

In some cases hired men, who regard
milking as a tedious performance, operate
the machines without regard to cows' requirements, length of time instrument is
attached, or give proper examination of
the udders. A man does not require to be
an artist, but he does require a modicum

of

common sense.
great many farmers

A

in

Great Britain,

Australia and the Continent have been
using milking machines with satisfactory
results.
One of these machines uses a
device of tinned copper pipes to carry the
milk from all the cows to a separate
building where it is passed over a cooling device to the cans, without the milk
coming into contact with the air or other
The pipes are
sources of infection.
cleaned in a few seconds by means of a
spiral brush which is drawn through instantaneously by the vacuum pump, after
which some cold and then some hot water
is passed through the tubes.

UseofCutlcnia
The Soap to prevent clogging and irritation of the
pores, the usual cause of
pimples, blackheads and
dandruff, the Ointment to,
soothe and heal., Nothing
better to prevent and remove those conditions
which affect the purity and
beauty of the skin, scalp
and hair than these fragrant
super - creamy emollients.

Trial Free by Return Mail
For free sample each with 32,-p. Skin Book
by return mail, address post-card, "Cuticura,
Dept 60, 'ioston." Sold throuprhout the world.

"Johnn

f€^'^

—

—

I thrive on hard work
just 'eat it up"
it costs but ;i trifle to keep me hustliugf
at the hardest work. 1 will give you perfect
service becaiise I
one of the famous

and

am

GILS ON

"Goes Like Sixty"

Eiieriiies— tlie line that exactly mpets every /arm need
with a high iinality ent'iiieat a l^w prii'p. It will pay you
to vpTite lur fuli particulars of Gili.,u "Gues Like Sixty"
Eii>;iiies.

Gihon Mfg.

Co., Ltd., I4I5

Vork

St,

Guelph,
Canada.
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Hogs Grind Their

Feed

The

waste less grain
compel the pigs

to eat slowly

save the cost of grinding
save one half the labor
feed pigs better than you can
pay for themselves in every batch of hogs

Mr. Wm. Smith, of Trowbridge, states he is able to prc-duce a pound of pork on one less pound of grain
than can be produced by the average trough-feeder. Mr. Smith Is one of Perth's foremost feeders of hogs
and ft succeasfid farmer,
Mr. Wm. Shott, of Listowel, purchased a Motor because of loss of pigs through crippling, and has since
sold two lota off the Motor.
He states the Motor has solved the hog trouble with him, and is leading bin
to pay more attention to this branch of farming.
Mr. Herb. Jackson, of Listowel, has haf^ so good resxilts with his first Motor he has purchased a second
and is feeding some 40 begs and could feed It* more on the two machines. He is always pleased to show

them

to persons desirous of learning

The

how

to successfully feed bogs.

CANADIAN HOG MOTOR CO., Ltd., Listowel, Ont.

"WTWlTTHE

CAN DO WITH

CONCRETE

the

Continued from page 20
the farmer has the advantage of spending more time on his farm. Instead of
his returning with tired horses as the
sun is getting near the horizon, he is
back on his land for the afternoon with
the comfortable feeling that his horses
are rested and keen for work. Further,
horses that are adapted for farm operations never improve by a hurried trip
on the road, and no driver feels like
giving the horses the time they really
required for roading.
There is the added value of the automobile in the fact that it affords the
farmer and his family the opportunity
of enjoying many a jaunt that they otherwise would never have. After a day's
hard work there is not only refreshment,
but new life and good big round dollars
in a spin either for pleasure (or busiThere
ness) or a combination of both.
is something in the change of scene that
not only rests the body and quiets the
nerves, but that clears the eye, revives
the spirits and gives one a new and saner
outlook, not on business alone, but upon
life itself.
There are those who use the
automobile to carry them to the city,
there to vi.sit the places that paralyze

everything good in mind and heart, but
when this is the case, the fault is in the
owner and not in the machine. All over
this continent there are automobile owners who are enriching their minds by
taking trips to places where they see not
only better methods of farming and marketing, but who by this means are coming into contact with better ideals of
home comforts, of home making and of

^

li'JLt^

fFREE'

manhood.

•^fej^-SK

THE WIFE'S NEW FREEDOM

Wmdress

No

one can estimate what this newfound freedom means to the farmer's
wife.
All day long she toils gladly for
the prosperity of her home. Night finds
her tired and nervou!^ from the long
The
siege in the kitchen or the dairy.
same hour finds the faithful horses weary
in every muscle and sorely in need of
building up for the next day's labor.
Should the automobile be in readiness,
many a half-hour may be spent in a spin
and a visit that will mean a lighter step
for the next day, to say nothing of a

—

160 pages of valuable building information 52
useful plans complete details on how to make
improvements on the farm that are fire-proof,
weather-proof, time-proof and economical
besides scores of other interesting facts.

—

—

the standard authority on farm building construction.
has saved thousands of dollars (or more than 75,000
Canadian farmers and will save money for you. If you
haven't a copy, send in the coupon NOW. The book ia free.
It's
It

longer and happier life. Farmers have
learned that all work and no play means
not only a dull life but one that is
bound to end in financial loss. Hence the
picnics and similar gatherings that have
come to be regarded as a part of the life

Canada Cement
Company

Limited,

MONTREAL.

^^^^ FILL IN COUPON

of the community.

MAIL TODAY

CANADA CEMENT COMPANY
7(17

""

LIMITED. Her«ldBnU<W, MONTREAL
Gentlemen
Please send mo a free copy of
"What The Farmer Can Do With Concrete".
1
:

Name

-i

_

Street and

City

of

Farm Car

HOG MOTORS are machines which
compel the pigs to grind their own
grain as they eat.
They
They
They
They
They
They

Why

_

No
Prov..

I

The

difficulty so far

has been to find a place of meeting that
is easily accessible and yet which brings
with it a refreshing change of scene,
without the wearisomeness of a trip by
The automobile meets this case
train.
with advantage to all.
No one pretends to say that the farmer
cannot get on without an automobile.
Yet every day the fact is becoming clearer that the time is fast approaching when
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he automobile will not be regarded as a
millinery, but' a practical
it of farm
ecessity.

So far, the farmer feels that the
lanufacturer has had the needs of the
ity man and city conditions in mind
ither than the necessities of the farm.
he buggy and the farm democrat, it is
to remember, passed through the
ell
ime period of development, he prede'ssor of the farm democrat was a ve
icle fitted for the town rather than for
The demand for a conveyance
le farm.
at was fit for both pleasure and farm
usiness gave the world the democrat,
lay we not look for some such developlent in the automobile?
The farmer
eeds a machine that will convey a load
truck or grain and which may be
>adily transformed into a machine that
carry passengers comfortably.
ill
So

Agents Wanted

for

Unrepresented
Territory

WRITE TO-DAY
FOR BOOK

:

among

automobile manufacturers
has been a tendency to cater to the
ste of the purchaser who wants speed
nd artistic finish. The farmer does not
quire a machine with a high rate of
What he requires is a machine
)eed.
ir

lere

move a fair load and when in
the purpose of conveying pasmgers will readily make a speed of fifen or twenty miles an hour. The manuicturer who will make a comfortable car
attractive
appearance that meet?
ese requirements at a price within
le means of the average prosperous
irmer will convey a lasting benefit upon

lat will

se for

juntry

life.

brought

Up

Get

to

Married
Continued from page 29

ome

will be largely the

eep

it

woman's respon-

as providing the wherewithal to

ibility,

running

will be

mainly the man's."

suppose one ought to be a good cook
ho undertakes marriage," said the girl
ith the red hair, flushing ever so slightly.
I

when I marry, it's going to be
iinebody who lives on raw foods
lettuce,

Separator

Satisfaction

Besides our patent ball-and-socket spindle bearing, which
assures an absolutely self-balancing bowl; our improved
driving clutch and "direct-to-bearings" oiling system;
found only in "Superior" Cream Separators, we have
everything of proven value found in the best makes of
other machines, as, for instance, a much improved type
of the disc skimmer first perfected by the De Laval Company, with

'Well,

worm

gear drive, etc.

—

imatoes, cabbage, salads, fruits and such
-that's the latest scientific feeding, and it
ould save a peck of trouble cooking," delared the teacher.

"Oh,
tie

it's

girl

a goat she wants," explained

from the farm amid a burst of

we

believe, the "Superior" of all others, and our catawhy will be sent for the asking and, found
mighty interesting reading by anyone considering the
purchase of a Cream Separator. The price, too, will interest you
it is very low for a Separator of the highest
quality, guaranteed for five years.
Write us about it.
is,

log telling

ughter.

"There

The "Superior*' Separator

is

a distinction, though, between

eing a cook and a scientific feeder," went
n the married lady when the laughter
ubsided.
"I9 there?

How? What do you mean?"
known women who could cook

"Well, I've
hings delicious to the taste, cakes, pies,
uddings and so on, whose families suff'led seriously from indigestion
because
hey were not properly fed. The seeds of

uture intemperance can be easily laid in
ver-spiced and under-nourishing foods.
real value of a Domestic Science
nse lies not so much in the number of
w dishes you learn how to prepare, as
what you learn about food values, baled rations, and the nutritive needs of
ople of diff"erent ages and occupations.

—

Send to-day

for our booklet "Superior"
Separator Facts. It will interest you.

The Ontario Machine
18 Bloor Street East

'.•

Co,, Limited
TORONTO, ONTARIO

—
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Learn Dre^rriaku*^
At Home
" This Handsome FREE
Book Tells

business proceedings, money investments,
sound economy, not penuriousness, child
culture, to say nothing of the right relation of the home to the community and the
various governing bodies of the country."
"Why, it's worse than getting ready to
be a teacher!" gasped that young lady.
"There should be a regular course for
brides-to-be!"
"There is the Diamond Ring course at
the Agricultural College, you know, if you
are in a hurry," said the girl from the
farm, demurely. "But what has being a
wife to do with the community, or the
government?" she went on.

Send today
for a copy of

"Dressmaking Made
Easy."
Thisbeautifally
tells

of

book

the story
a wonder-

fully practical

new method perfected by the
Woman's Institute oi Domestic Arts and Sciences
by which you can easily and quickly learn at home in
spare time to make all your own clothes or become a
Complete instruction by mail in every
dressmaker.
feature, from the simplest stitches to desiKnine, drafting,
cutting, fitting, making and finishing elaborate dresses
and suits. You learn from expert teachers by a new
plan based on 25 years' experience of the International
Correspondence Schools.
There is also a complete course in Millinery through
which you can learn right at home to make all your
owrt hats or prepare to go into business and become a
successful milliner.

Two charming books, **Dressmaking Made Easy"
and "Millinery Made Easy," tell all about the Institute and these courses.
You may have your choice of
these books, free.
Send the coupon below or write a letter or postal
stating in whicli subject you are interested most.

-|
DeptSlE, 358 Fifth Ave., New York
I am
Please send me one of your FREE books.
interested in the subject I have marked below.
QHome Dressmaking
GHome Millinery
Professional DressinakingGPr'ofessional Millinery

Woman's

•

"What are some of the others?"
"A knowledge of house-planning and
furnishing, general conditions of health,
sanitation, ventilation, drainage, ordinary

How

illustrated

The simplest kind of a meal may be thor- larger home, safe, sane, and efficiently
managed."
oughly satisfying, and a very elaborate
"Dear me, one should have to have a
one leave the body underfed. But cooking
certificate to be a wife, just as much as to
is only one stone in the foundation."

Irutitute,

NameRpt'ciiy wlifther Mrs. or Mi-

"Isn't there a law of Household Economics which says something to the effect
that we should so manage our material
surroundings 'as to best free the spirit
for the higher and more permanent interests of life?' Church and school are
the community centres specially devoted
to spiritual and mental interests, therefore a wife should actively concern herself with their efficiency and needs, to say
nothing of the co-operative clubs and
other social features which make the
neighborhood a better and pleasanter

place to

rJ

live.

vitally affected

And

certainly the

home

is

by the makers and admin-

istrators of the laws."

"Yes, there are the taxes, of course."

PATENT YOUR INVENTIONS
Perhaps some simple device you thought of for
your own use may be valuable. Write for free
book of complete information.

STANLEY LIGHTFOOT
Registered Patent Solicitor and Attorney

208 Lumsden Bide. (Corner Adelaide and
Yonge Sts.) Toronto

"Both direct and

indirect.

200.000 customers: testify that

t

my

designers and factories build quality into
Built for long, hard, continuous users'
HIGHEST QUALITY
satisfaction.
PRICES. About 1-3 to 1-2 less than you usually

th_m.

— LOWEST

pay. Don't buy till you get my catalog;
of these and other farm and household goods free.
A postal gets it.
Lo^v freight rates.

Wm. Galloway

^^o

Box A. Winnipegr. Man.
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Blade

SShaving
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Safety Blades aiifl save you money.
Satisfaction snaranteed.
Gillette. 3oc (loz.
Evir
Utaiiy and nther single Klge blades, 2rc iloz.
Mail ynni' dull blades to
-.liaiiKii

The A. Kt-n Edge Co

180 BalhurslSl.. Torcnto, C»n.
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shade roll
tew cents

have Hartshorn Sliade Roll
and Ifl.OOfl.ono home's have
it pays to l(>nl<
for this

prs? It p.ays,
proved that

signature:

i{&uiaA^%laA/d.AoTyi^

No

taclcs reqnirc/I with Ifartshnrn lin
proved Rollers. Rend for the free hool<.
STEWART
CO.,
Dept 7. Toronto, Ont.

HARTSHORN

Made

in

Canada.

HARTSHORN SHADE ROLLERS

it

means

all

that."

"Yes,"said the woman, "and because I
was only a 'married girl,' not a qualified
vnfe at first, I suffered, my husband suffered, the community was not helped, and
my only child lies out there on the

—

prairies."

A hush fell on the group.
"Love is a sacred thing, not to be treated as a joke marriage is or should be a
sacrament, and there are phases of it
that matter more than the trousseau or
the wedding breakfast. The right kind of
dreams before marriage with the trained
ability to make them come true after marriage,—-that is what I meant by the sowing and the reaping and what it means in

—

life fulfilment,"

she concluded with a smile

into the appreciative eyes around her.
"We should know girls should be made

—

more about these things

—

but
everyone takes the preparation for it more
or less as a joke not in the serious way
they do that for a business or professional
to think

—

career, for instance."

"Yet it should be the greatest of all
careers it means so much to the nation,
the way you put it," said the banker's
daughter, "more really than any of the
others."
"Yes, and it will be girls just like you,
who are doing the other things well, who
will bring your larger vision and training
to bear on this one, and there will be no
more war. Eve's grand-daughters will
give us back our Eden."

—

How much

taxes are you paying on the clothes you
have on, for instance? And why? And
is ,the money you are paying wisely and
honestly spent for the welfare of the

homes again?"
"Why, I never thought of that part of
it at all
I just thought taxes were some-

—

SEPARATORS, ENGINES, SPREADERS

teach, if

thing to be paid and groaned over. I
never thought of any responsibility about
seeing how they were spent."

"We

should not have graft and inefficiency if home-makers did think
and
talk
and act more in connection with
school administration, the management of
township and county business, and of our
Provincial and Dominion Government,
Take, for example, how much the
too.
immigration policy alone means to the
farm home. The people who are brought
in by the government live with and around
us and help to give the general tone to our

—

Hidden

Profits

Continued from page 10
othy to clover or alfalfa and he will have
much more suitable cow feed as well as
more fertile fields. It is a moot question
for every mixed-farmer whether he will
have his crops swing around his stock or
stock around the crops. The man who
aims to hit high markets with raw cash

Tiis

products

is in

a constant gamble.

He who

anchor and
then goes in for legumes with corn or
other crops adapted to feed it successfully
will find himself working on a consecuselects live stock as a sheet

tive soil-building plan that will eventually
land him far beyond his will-o'-the-wisp-

chasing neighbor. Stability has
advantages. Hidden Profit No. 5.

many

—

neighborhood life see how much depends
on their intelligence and morals and efficiency, or the lack of them. And if anything more were needed to bring vividly
before us the vital way in which good government is connected with the welfare of
the horrfe, it is this terrible war, for which,
as Ruskin says, we women are responsible in that we did not prevent.
The
sphere of the woman commences in her
own being. Her body is adapted for maternity whether she has children or not
her maternal spirit really creates the
home, and in proportion as the woman in
the home wields her best powers will the
world become what it should be, the

Some Time
A

city man, according
going the rounds, re-

somewhat rapid

to a story that is

farmer friend: "Thursday
country club and golfed
till dark, then trolleyed back to town and
danced till morning." The farmer "got
back" in this language: "I've been havin'
some time myself. Wednesday I muled to
the cornfield and geehawed till sundown.
Then I suppered till dark and piped till

marked

to a

we autoed

to the

Then I bedsteaded till five o'clock,
then breakfasted till it was time to go
mulin' again."
nine.
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MILKING MM:HIN£
Automatic
Receiver Type
in

an English
There are no

on

use

Farm.

Th^ milk

buckets.

drawn through
copper

pipe

the Milk
Room.

is

a tinned

right

into

Receiving

The LISTER
is also made in

MILKER
the Single

and Double bucket types.
Write for Catalogue

R. A.

LISTER & CO., LIMITED

58-60

STEWART STREET,

WINNIPEG

QUEBEC

TORONTO
ST.

JOHN. N.B.

Write TO DAY for FREE BOOK

on SILO CONSTRUCTIOii

Any fanner can
the market today.
scaffolding
In the

—

the best silo on
erect this Silo without outside help
Can be put up in 10 to 15 hours absolutely without

Burlington Perfect Silo
2" X 6" Norway Pine selected dry stock m used with airtight adjustable
doors all treated with special Preservative and painted dark red. Our
patent galvanized Steel Cable Bands are stronger than iron bands and
have many other advantages over iron rods, having sufficient elasticity to
permit of the expansion and contraction due to change of Seasons, keepin?
the silo tight at all times.
You will be surprised not only at the low co.^t
The book tell9
of the Burlington Silo but at the easy way it is erected
all

about

it.

Write today using the coupon below.

THE NICHOLSON LUMBER CO. LIMITED
ONTARIO.
BURLINGTON
Please send me your
Free Book on Silo Construction

NAME

—
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Genuine Diamonds

CASH OR CREDIT

ur" IPural

TERMS-20% Down
and $l-$2-$3 Weekly

We

trust

any honest person.

fVriie for catalogue to-day.
L.
D ««• Diamond
DrOS.
JaCODS
importers
I

Dept. B.
15

Toronto, Ontario

Toronto Arcade.

PEERLESS
BAG
HOLDER

WOUUJhXT BE WITH

OUT

Tttlli

BAG HOLOei^l

KM PAID FOR ITSELF
MANY TIMES OVER.
It

NO HIRtD MAN rtOD
TWICE A3 MATVV
BAGS riLLEO IN
HALF THE TIME

(Made

Canada)

in

All queries

pondence

to

half

dozen

Toronto

AGENTS

WANTED

CANADIAN
DRILL &
CHU K CO..
Limited
IKO-S.
Ave.,

Spadina

Toronto

MAKE YOUR BIKE
A MOTORCYCLE

at a flmall cost by uelng our Attachable outfit. FITS ANY BICYCLE. Eaa.
attached. No epeclal tools required.
Write today for bar.

lly

Pnrp DAAV
iKCC

gain list and free book
DUUli
describing the SHAW Bicycle Motor Attachment. Motorcycles, all makes, new
and second -band, 93& and up.

SHAW MANUFACTURINe
I>e.pt. 125,

The Farmer's Magazine,

CO.

Toronto,

Canada.
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buyinir

Workine
Shirt,

your
or

ask

SHIRT
and Quality
Mark
Guaranteed
CO.. Belleville, Ont.
Fit

Subscribers

Information
Every subscription is entered under the name of
the town from which the.
subscription is received. If
you change your address
and desire to receive your
magazine without delay, always give us your old address in addition to your

new one, otherwise we are
unable to make the correction in our mailing list. As
we publish fourteen magazines and newspapers,
please mention FARMER'S

MAGAZINE

in

your

Publishing
LIMITED

143-153 University

letter.

Company

Avenue

TORONTO, ONT.

you

do

not

make an

We must guess whether it runs north
and south or east and west, and also as

DEACON
deacon shirt

— Unfortunately

manner will never
taken to do the work

Glass laid in this
slip or leak if care is

thoroughly.
The firm you buy putty of will
how much you will need.

Elmer

L.

J.

tell

you

Weaver.

permanent grasses for sheep
D. B., Ontario. Have you any

—

in-

formation us to the kind and quantity of
grains and grasses to sow on a field of
spi'ing-plowed sod to make a No. 1 summer pasture for sheep?

—

Answer. The best combination for
your purpose this summer will be, oats

sorghum 22

lbs. and red clover
Get your ground in as
good shape as you can by discing and harrowing before seeding. The oats make
good feed while the sorghum is coming on
and the clovers make later pasture.
Have you tried sowing rape in drills
by May 24th of June 1st? This would
be ready for early fall feeding. A person
with sheep should sow some rape for his
lambs that will be coming on.

IV^ bush.,

7 lbs. per acre.

to height at eaves.

When
next

Outine

SHIRT

—

D. E. K., Ontario.
We have a small
(greenhouse 12 x 18 ft., built of wood
throughout, with a glass roof only. There
are two beds 3 ft. 6 in. wide running
lengthwise of building, and of course
there is a lot of waste room in centre; the
beds are also 3 ft. off the ground. The
door is directly in centre of end.
Kindly advise me as to the best way to
lay outiind place beds, so as to leave less
room, in centre, and to lower them somewhat.
We would also like to know the best
way of putting panes of glass in. Ours
gives us a lot of trouble every year by
coming out and breaking. The glass is
Ifi X 16 in.

Answer.

for the

The Maclean

Grasmere,

give sufficient data by which to
intelligent layout of this house.

Galesburg, Kansas, U.S.A.

THE

^or

writer's name and address. If
required, enclose a S-cent statnp. Address all corres-

lots

Sale price each
$2.95 f.o.b.

Trade

is

Special price in

or more.

the;

must be accotn-panied by the

personal answer

There is no glass in the side walls, so
would suggest placing a walk 18 inches
wide along south side, if house runs east
and west. If the eave plate is not high
enough to allow an upright position, excavate this to a sufficient depth and board
up with rough lumber, thoroughly whitewashed on each side. Next allow a bed a
trifle over 5 feet wide, another 18-inch
walk, and a bed along the north side a
trifle over 3 feet wide, thus using up the

12 feet of space.
Should the house run north and south,
use the same arrangement, placing the
deep side ^walk on the west side of the
house. If the beds 3 feet high are solid
earth beds, and it is desirable to lower
them, simply throw the top soil aside, remove the necessary quantity of subsoil to
allow the desired reduction, and replace
the top soil, lowering the confining side
boards to correspond.
If benches are used, throw off soil and
saw off legs to make desired height.
The best manner of glazing a greenhouse roof is to lay the glass in putty, lap
the lower edge of light Vs in. over the upper edge of light at eaves, and cohtinue
in that manner up the roof, fastening
each light in with four glazing nails.
Fill the rabbit of the bar in which the
glass res'ts entirely full of putty, then
press lower light into place, running the
fingers over it carefully but firmly until
nearly all the putty is forced out from
underneath. Lay the next light in the
same manner, only lapping the lower
edge Vh inch over the lower light, and
placing a zinc nail on each side about 2 in.
up the roof from the lower edge.
Buy the best putty you can procure of
some firm building commercial greenhousefi advertising in the Farmer's Magazine. You can get the zinc nails from the
same firms also.

land plaster

—

H. F. W., Alberta. Could you advise
me where I can get land plaster. It is

sown on clover when

it

is

three or four

inches high.

—

Answer. This is easily obtained in
Eastern Canada, but the freight rates
would make it expensive to carry it west.
Land plaster is the same as gypsum. Carbonate of lime will answer better for this
purpose if you can get it. It is sold by
the I'nited Farmers of Ontario at a low
bulk price. Ask your Agricultural Department at Edmonton for particulars.
CALF raising
F. L. M., P. E. I.—l.—I would like to
have soTue advice on the following method
of calf raising, where whole milk is sent
to the factory. Give the calf new Tnilk
until one month old, then change gradually to old-cake meal (old process) fed in
water when warm; this fed ivith clover
hay, meal and bran makes a good substitute for skirn milk. Do you think this
method advisable?
2.
How much oil-cake should be fed
per calf?
3.

Should the oil-cake be

how long?
4.
At what age should

boiled,

the

calf

and
he

weaned?
5.

Do you

think this method would be

as good as feeding skim milk?

— —

Answer. 1. It depends somewhat on
whether you are feeding the calves for
dairy purposes, beef purposes, or for veal.
Dairy calves are not fed so heavily as
calves that are expected to make rapid
beef gains. If you are feeding for future
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Canadian Ford Car

Reduced
$147 Per Car
Since War Began
Parts

It is well
practically

known
all

that the war has increased the
raw materials.

price of

And, although all but $16.88 worth of material that
goes into the construction of the Ford car is bought right
here in Canada, a high import duty adds its burden to
that material that must be bought in the United States.

But in spite of increased duty and increased cost, the
prices of parts that go to make up a complete Ford car
have been decreased $147 since war began.
This reduction was made for two reasons. First,
because under normal conditions, increased quantity production would have made these lessened prices possible.
Second, under abnormal conditions brought about by the
war, the executives of this company felt it the'r duty as
loyal British subjects to absorb these taxes of war into
their manufacturing costs.
This reduction in price of parts is of first importance as
a reduction in the cost of service to Ford owners. Prices
of Ford spare parts have always been exceptionally low
as compared to prices of parts for other cars, and under
war time conditions the Ford company might have withheld, with seeming justice, any reduction in the price of
parts in times such as these.

But the Ford Canadian executives had enough confidence in the progress of the Dominion and of the Empire
to feel that the future prosperity of the country was sufficiently assured to warrant making these reductions.
improving a service already unrivalled in its
Ford, the Universal Car, can as well be
named the Car of Universal Service.
This

is

efficiency.

Thus the Ford Company has left dollars in the pockets
of Ford owners which it might have acquired were it not
for its policy of the best service at the lowest cost.
Even
the finest piece of mechanism, often through abuse or
neglect, sometimes requires attention. The remarkable
economy of this Ford service is known to motorists all
over the world.
In every community of any size in the Dominion there
is a Ford dealer who carries a complete stock of parts and
whose establishment is in itself a well equipped service
tation.
A Ford owner, no matter where he drives his

never far distant from a Ford service station that
ready to give prompt and efficient service in any emergency that may arise.
car, is

is

Moreover, Ford parts, as is the Ford car itself, are
standardized and will fit in 'place in any Ford car to the
thousandth part of an inch.

And every Ford dealer, because of this standardization
of parts over a number of years, has an expert knowledge
There is
of the construction and repair of the Ford car.
absolutely no guesswork in this Universal Service to Ford
Owners.

Backing up the service afforded by over five hundred
Ford dealers are the nine Ford branches located in the
nine leading Canadian cities from St. John to Vancouver.
In four of these Canadian cities new branch buildings
have been constructed since the war began and are them-

many automobile factories. They are
so completely equipped as to be able to build a Ford car
complete.
The buildings alone for these fosir new
branches were erected at a cost of over a million dollars.
selves as large as

This immense expenditure is another indication of the
attitude of absolute confidence in Canadian prosperity
that has always been shown by the Canadian Ford executives and that has not been altered in the slightest degree
by any war conditions.

At the same time that reductions in the price of Ford
car parts were made there was also made a reduction in the
Twice on August 1st, 1914 and
price of complete car.
August 1st, 1915, the price of the Ford car was reduced
by $60— a total reduction of $120 in the price of the car
since the start of the war.

—

is made on an estimated production of a
Forty thouof cars for the coming year.
sand Canadian Ford cars must be built and sold by
August 1st, 1916 in order to warrant this last reduction of
$60 in price.

This reduction

definite

And

number

here

is

another most emphatic expression of con-

The Ford Canadian executives are
basing everything on the continued and increasing prosperity of the Dominion.
fidence in Canada.

And

their

judgment

is

being fully justified.

Motor Company of Canada, Limited

^'ord

Ford, Ontario
ord
ord
ord
ord
ord

Runabout

•

Touring

-

Coupelet

Sedan

-

_
•

.

-

.

«
.

•

c

.
o

.

Town Car ...
t 0. b. Ford, Ontario

$480
530
730
890
780

All cars completely equipped,
including electric headlights.

Equipment does not include
6-D

speedometer.
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Impervious

Silo

to'Weather

dairy cows, feed whole milk for two weeks
only, changing to skim milk gradually.
The equivalent of two ounces of flaxseed
meal boiled to a jelly with water (one
part meal to six parts water) is fed daily
with skim-milk. At four weeks of age,
other feeds such as oats, wheat middlings or a. mixture of both, are given. A
number of experiments have been made
with calf feeds as substitutes for skimmilk.
The conclusions one may draw
from these experiments is that a farmer
may feed at low cost a mixture of 20
parts each of ground oats and wheat
rniddlings, 10 parts cornmeal and 5 parts
linseed meal or ground flaxseed, that
making a nutritive ratio, 1:4.6. Start
with a small amount daily, and increase
as is wise.
The calf will gradually learn to eat
clover hay if placed before him, preferably alfalfa or red clover of fine quality.
I think I would prefer fall calves or
early winter calves for the dairy herd, as
they can be ready for a grass feeding as
soon as the spring opens up.

— Be

careful of oil-cake feeding, as
A calf at six
months should not require with the other
grains over one-half pound of linseed meal
per da^.
3.^
Not necessary, as calf gets older,
to boil the linseed.
4.
By this feeding, weaning is never
2.

there

is

danger of scours.

—

—
— Yes,

noticed.

5.
better, unless supplementary
feeds are used with the milk.

JERSEY RECORDS

—

M. Ontario. Have any Jersey
cows made big records for milk producD. K.

Should

You

Know

About this
BIG VALVE

Silo

tion ?

—

Answer. The secretary of the Canadian Jersey Cattle Club says the yields
of milk and butter in last year's authentic
tests were:
85%

The

I'remier I'erfect Silo offers tlie
l)ig value for his money.
It is
iiiipeivious to the we:ither and the acid
ill
the ensilage. Tlie Staves are made of
Xo. 1 Norway pine, pspeciall.v treated
and l)ound with patent steel cables. In
one winter the saving made from the
use of this silo almost pays for it.
(lives you a lifelong satisfactory sci

Lbs.
Lbs. Milli Butter

f:iinicr

vice.

Why

detailed particulars of
tbis Silo and see wherein it meets your
requirements. Write for Catalogue A.

not

get

The Premier Cream Separator Co.
659-661 King Street West

TORONTO

-

ONTARIO

-

l.-'iliS

7()!»

two year-olds. av(>rago
tliree-year-olds. average

..

G..552

41.5

.

7,:500

466

.S..',71

.'528

'.(.OST

564

7,784
12,155
13,32.3

489
771
854

14.183

!>67

16,458
12,345
17.703
16.147
17,557

1,067

average
].4I>1 cows,
five
years old or
t)ver, average
4,207 cows
and
heifers,
all
ages, average
Ten two-year-olds, average
Ten three-year-olds, average ..
Ten four-year-olds, average ..
.>10

four-year-olds,

.

.

Ten cows,

five

years

or

average
Best two-year-old record
Best three-year-old record

.

.

.

Mixin

Itself

Concrete

in

with

Seven Days!
this

Latest

....

four-year-old record
Best record at any age

Model

HAND MIXER

960
1.071
1,103
1,175

SUDAN GRA?S

—

E. L. K., Ontario. Has Sudan grass
been grown in Canada and is if good feed
for horses?

—

Answer. Very little outside of Southern Alberta, as far as can be learned.
Perhaps .gome reader can answer this
question.

Experiment stations in Texas say that
this grass is being fed to work horses and
mules with highly satisfactory

results.

PERCHERON STALLION

—

saves

You

you time, labor and money.
a better mix with less cement.

eel

Wrilt ior Special Offer and Calaloguea.

WiE'TTLAUFER BROS..
Iint>roved

Limited
Concrete Machinery

l78-SSpadina Avenue,

Toronto. Ontario

W. C, Ontario. / oww a Percheron
stallion and have recently moved to town
from the farm. I find it difficult to keep
him here and wojild dispose of him,. Could
you give m.e any information concerning
where I can find a purchaser. I am -a
straiiger here as to horse-breeders.

—

in

your old home section,

why

not advertise him for sale at once.
Would advise putting him out on a route
and giving a farmer some interest to
take care of him until prices rise.

ROCKERY ABOUT A TREE

—

We are thinking of
building a rockery for flowers around the
base of an apple tree. Would this harm
the tree?
H. McM., Ontario.

—

Answer. Leave an open space of a
foot around the trunk of the tree if you
are putting much soil in the mound. Trees
require air for the roots. If soil is not
over a foot in depth with stones throughout, it ought not to hurt the tree much,
and perhaps the extra mulching may help
the tree in plant food. The roots extend
out generally as far as the limbs.

MOHAIR SALES

—

Saskatchewan. Please let m,e
know where I can sell my Angora goat
hair, and the price.
Answer. Your most likely way will
be through the Saskatchewan Co-operative Wool Growers' Association. Write to
W. W. Thomson, B.S.A., Parliament
J. J. L.,

—

Buildings, Regina.
The prices of mohair ranged from 38c
to 26c last year.
Owing to the lack of supply in Canada
the market for mohair in Canada is not
a wide one. The nearest large market is
Portland, Oregon. New York is the big
market centre for America, while the
world's centre is Bradford, England.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS

—

Mrs. E. H. S., Nova Scotia. Please let
me know where I can purchase the Superb
strawberry plants, siich as advertised by
E. I. Farrington oii page 10 of the April
number of Farmer's Magazine, and the
cost of savie, also hotv many would you
advise a woman to buy to attend properly.
I will

thank you, for any information
concerning the planting of same.

Answer.

—We have sent you the names
Cannot tell as to cost of
number to plant, you do not

of some growers.
these.

As

to

say whether you are putting out a commercial patch or only a garden plot. See
March issue article by Mr. Kerr.

over.

Be.st

Pays for

him on a route

Answer. I have answered your inquiry
by mail. The demand for horses is looking a little better, and if you cannot place

SEPTIC

TANKS AND GREENHOUSES

—

H. G., Quebec. / am anxious
tain some information with regard
J.

to obto

the

construction and management of a septic tank.
Also, could you inform me where I
could get a book dealing with greenhouses

and their manageemnt?
Answer. You will find Past's book on
Greenhouse Management one of the best
authorities. The Ontario Department of

—

Agriculture has issued a good bulletin on
Greenhouse Construction by S. C. Johnston, and Mr. Johnston has another bulletin on greenhouse management in the
course of preparation.
Regarding information re the construc-

and management of a septic tank, we
would advise you to write to the 0. A.
College, Guelph, and to Macdonald Col-

tion

lege, St. Anne's,

Quebec.

PRICE OF TRACTORS

—

E. H. F., England, Can you give me
price of the tractor used to illustrate page
four of your November issue?

Answer.

— This tractor was one put out

in the U. S. for $675.

—
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WEIGHT OF A BAG OF ONIONS
C. F. A., Ontario.

— What

is

the legal

weight of a bag of potatoes, of onions, and

^THE GREAT COAL TAR DISINFECTANT^

of turnips?

— In

Act
amending the Inspection and Sale Act
went into effect fixing the per bushel
weight as turnips 50 lbs. per bag, and
turnips, beets and onions 75 lbs., and poAnswer.:

January,

an

1915,

tatoes 90 lbs.

AND LIME

ACID PHOSPHATE
0. E. F.,

Nova

Scotia.-

— Will acid phos-

phate and lime be good to apply on clover
sod for growing potatoes?
Answer.^

— Clover sod

Your

is ideal soil

for po-

may

need acid phosphate, which you can largely judge for
yourself. Phosphates assist the ripening
tatoes.

soil

e
MADE

IN

CANADA"

TT'S a waste of time for the farmer to mix
*- greases and poisons to liill lice and fleas, or
to cure cattle diseases, -when Zenoleum is cheaper and Incomparably
better.
Zenoleum is a powerful germicide, better and cheaper than
carbolic aeid, yet is not inflammable or poison. Can be used internally or externally.
The Dominion Experimental Farm and 50 Experiment Stations in Canada and United States use Zenoleum. Their
practice is safe to follow. Ask your dealer or send to us. Several
1 gal. ($150) makes 80 gals. dip.
sizes, 25c., 50c., 90c. $1.50, carriage paid.

ZENNER DISINFECTANT

CO., Sandwich

St..

Windsor, Ont.

process.

Potatoes thrive best on rich sandy loam
containing plenty of humus. Your clover
sod will thus likely be a good place for
them. I would not use lime on it at all,
but would apply any potash fertilizer you
could get.
Wood ashes put in the hills
supply potash also.

GUARANTEED

ALCOHOL FROM POTATOES
E. A. O., Sask.

—Kindly

made from

alcohol is

tell

OR YOUR
me how

potatoes.

Where

can I buy ginseng seed?

—

Answer. The process is a complicated
and is described in Bulletin No. 268,
issued by the Department of Agriculture
at Washington, D.C. Ginseng seed has
to be purchased largely now from U. S.
one,

seed houses also, as the

Cost Price

Rollers at

demand

in this

country is not large enough to warrant
houses here handling it.

Here

your opporlunity to get Steel Three

is

$31.00.

sacrifice for

All 8

Cash

to

if

— these will soon

Absolute

satisfaction

Co.,
ST.

inch rollers at

or shorl time

payment

price

$32.00.

shaft high

carbon

ao.

steel

or

vour

money) back-

&

sort of a chap is Johnson?"
"Well, if you ever see two men in this
club in a corner and one looks bored to
death, the other is Johnson."
Tatler

(London).

1

fO_!) -4

Get your order in to-day.

/^ /^

\y\^

FREIGHT PAID IN
ONTARIO (27 inch)

I
I

Son
Limited

GEORGE
ONT.

HEREAFTER
only

we

will

manufacture

ENSILAGE CUTTERS.

PROVED
THE BEST BY
EVERY TEST

"CANADA*S
GREATEST

FOR SALE

SEED house'

IN

CANADA

Unmistakable
"What

with lathe turned

^^

^t^OBS^

^^<M^

necessary.

Don't wait

Ensilage, mangolds, clover hay, middlings
and oilcake are fed.

Living within driving distance of a
quite a bit of garden stuff is grown.
About half an acre is devoted to early
peas, beans, cabbage and cauliflower. This
year celery will be grown also.
Other
vegetables are also grown for home use.
A four-acre orchard yields a good profit.
The exact figures were not given me, but
I know it pays well when most
of the
crop is retailed direct to the consumer.
A large flock of pure bred hens is also
kept, bringing in a goodly return. Leghorns are kept and bred for both utility
and show purposes. Good farm buildings,
a good brick house, nice yard with plenty
of flowers, especially perennials, a splendid assortment of all kinds of fruits and
a fair-sized patch of strawberries (which
yield well and pay well) go to make up the
contents of this farm.

Rollers-at a sacrifice.

roller bearings.

accompany order

could be arranged

30

and equipped with

feet long

and

journals

Continued from page 8

city,

Drum L%nd

We intend devoting our entire plant to the manufacture of Ensilage Cutters.
We have on hand a moderate number of 27 inch rollers which we will

B. Bell

Big Returns

FIRST CLASS
MONEY REFUNDED

SEEDS
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Fancy Scheme

Safe
Investments

5^%

To Get Their Money Back Thirty Years Hence
Perhaps Nothing
By

Your money is loafing if it is not
more than 3 per cent.
Our sate investments double the
earning capacity of your dollars.
rt^y'Jo to 71/2% is a good interest.
Don 't you think so? Investments
we offer make it easy for you to
collect your interest half-yearly
all you have to do is to clip a
L-oupon due on -that date and deposit it in your bank, same as
you do your money. We have a
select list of investments which
we have bought after careful in\estigation, perfectly safe and
sure.
You should know about
them!

resuming our
BEP'ORE
Goveinment bonds we

earning

will

bp pleased to

»u|>|>ly

lists

Write

for full particulars.

FERGUSON & SANSON
INVESTMENT BANKERS

TORONTO

5%
of

CANADA

5%

Debentures

the Toronto Mortgage

Company,

13

Toronto Street, Toronto, payable at par
at any Branch of the Standard Bank
of Canada or the Bank of British North
America.

The Toronto Mortgagee Company
Debentures, secured by all tbe
Assets of the Company, in any denomissues

ination,

for

from

2

to 5

years, at 5%,
tliey
are a

payable half-yearly, .tiuI
legal investment for trust
pany's surplus, over all

Com

funVts.
liabilities

to

Mortgage loans
made on improved farms at lowest curpublic,

is

.?1,29C,M4.00.

rent rates.

SIR

WM. MORTIMER CLARK.

WALTER

Pres.

GILLESPIE, Mgr.

We Offer Safe
INVESTMENTS
Yielding from

5%

to

6|%

Government, Municipal
and Public Utility Bonds

John Stark

&

Co.

Established 1870

Royal Bank Building, Toronto

talk
will

about
devote

to a matter brought
our notice during the month by
an interested reader in the Brampton district of Ontario. It appears that farmers
there are being asked to buy bonds of the
Standard Milk Products Limited, and of
these bonds $150,000 will be issued. The
promoters promised that a bonus of common stock will be given with the bonds;
that is to say, for every $100 of bonds
bought there will be given
Farmers A re 40 per cent., or $40, in
Asked to Buy common stock. There seems
Odd Kind of to be some doubt as to the
Bond
amount of the bonus of this
stock.
Some farmers approached are under the impression that
GO per cent, will be given. If, therefore, a
bond for $100 was bought the holder of it
would get in addition $60 in paid-up stock.
There is also doubt as to the amount of
common stock which will be issued by the
company. It is assumed that it will be
.i;i50,000. That being the case, if bondholders received 60 per cent, they would
have control of the management; but if
only 40 per cent, they would not. The
bonds are to bear interest at the rate of
7 per cent., and are "First Mortgage
Guaranteed Gold," repayable in thirty
to

invest
in full

—

in the Meantime,

RICHARD LABORSON

some attention

—

We

Get Farmers'

Money

to l%^o

upon application. You can
nione.v from $10.00 up.
Pay
or in ten monthly payments.

to

years.

As we are asked to advise our readers
on this point, we had better first consider
the character of this title. It is somewhat
"high sounding," but upon examination
does not in this instance mean very much.
Take, for instance, the term "First Mortgage." That indicates in the correct sense
that the bonds will be secured by a mortgage on the property of the company,
which, bear in mind, is a very indefinite
quantity. There can be no mortgage until
there is property to mortgage.
The other term, "guaranteed," refers
to an undertaking which ought to be verified, alleged to be given by the Imperial
Trust Company to refund at the end of
30 years the face value of the bonds, and
for giving its guarantee the Trust Company will receive $23 out of every $100
paid for the bonds. By investing $23 at
5 per cent, the company would have at
the end of thirty years $101.19 and if invested at 6 per cent., $135.50. Interest is
not guaranteed. We may add that it
would not be difficult at the present time
to invest money on the basis of 6 per cent.
The term "Gold" means that the payment of the bonds at the end of 30 years
must be in the yellow metal of that name.
Before proceeding to discuss the outlook for such a company, we had better
deal specifically with the nature of the
security which is being offered to the
farmer. A bond should be judged by the
following standard:
1. Security of the principal.
2. Security
of regular interest payments.
3. Purpose of the issue.
4. The manner of payment.
5. The condition of redemption.
6. The nature of the issuing company.

As we have already indicated, the only
security the bondholder would have in
the Standard Milk Products, Ltd., is in
the land, buildings and machinery which
it
is
assumed would be
Making $11
erected or acquired. InasEaT^ Interest much as the company proon $100
pose giving $23 out of
every $100 as a guarantee
for the repayment of the bonds at the end
of thirty years they would only have $77
to spend on land and machinery. As soon
as machinery is bought it begins to deteriorate. Therefore, for every $100 bond
there would not be property that cost as
much as $77 as security. Moreover, $77
would have to earn enough to pay $7 interest on the $100 bonds, which would be
9 per cent, on the outlay. That is a very
high rate and in our opinion it is very
doubtful if that money could be earned.
What is really being offered in this instance under the head of Standard Milk
Products, Ltd., are shares, and shares in
a project the future of which is extremely
doubtful. The next consideration is the
security for regular payments of interest.
You will notice that the Imperial Trust
Co^nnny does not guarantee interest
half-yearly or yearly for the amount of
money they have received. They could
not for such a consideration guarantee interest as well as principal. Factories such
as it is proposed to erect usually require
a few years before they become regular
dividend payers. There is in this proposition no security, therefore, for the regular payment of interest, for manner of
payment need not concern the buyer of
the bonds when there is practically no
prospect of the interest being paid regularly.

The bonds, as we have stated, are to be
redeemed by the Imperial Trust Company
at the end of thirty years, for which purpose the Trust Company will be adequately compensated if the terms of the proposal are carried out.
As to the nature of the issuing company, the farmers do not appear to know
very much. It is essential that the men at
the head of the company should be experienced in the business they propose to
handle. Nothing appears to be decided as
to who will conduct the
Why Not
business or whether good
Make Yovr
local men are at the head.
Own
These facts all ought to be
Inquiries?
carefully gone into by those

farmers who propose buying the bonds. We would advise the farmers if they think that it is practicable to
establish a condenser in the Brampton
district, to get together and seek the advice of men who have had experience in
the business. We might suggest to them
that they make direct inquiries through
the Department of Agriculture of that
province, or ask the district representative to make an exhaustive inquiry Into
the desirability of establishing such an
enterprise in that locality. It seems to us
that the district representative is the proper party to undertake such an investigation, as he will have access to technical

—
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information not readily available to the
average farmer.
It is not our desire to speak disrespectively of any promoter, as they have a
very useful office if properly taken care
of. It does appear, however, that either
the promoter in this case is somewhat dein
ficient in thoroughness, but skilful
plausibly presenting a proposition that
has inveigled some good men into its
meshes. Those farmers who have furnished the Farmer's Magazine with information have a very hazy idea as to the
entire undertaking, except that great
things were promised for it. As the city
of Brampton is not very far from Toronto it is quite obvious that there will
always be a great demand for any milk
there that the farmers have to market.
Where the demand is so great, the milk
will always command a good value. Hitherto it has been our impression, which we
think is the correct one, that condensers
are most profitable in districts where a
market is required for milk. This aspect
of the case might well be fully investigated by farmers before any condenser pro-

named

established

ject in the locality
with their money at its back.
cannot go so far as to say that reis

We

pudiations by governments are now quite
impossible.
It may be that following
the war nations will attempt to repudiate obligations, but not as we have said
when they are formed by our

Why

kith

and

kin.

7J

THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE
SIR

JOHN AIRD,

EDMUND WALKER,

C.V.O., LL.D., D.C.L., President
H. V. F. JONES, As.'t General Manager

General Manager.

Capital, $15,000,000 Reserve Fund, $13,500,000

FARMERS' BUSINESS
The Canadian Bank

of

Commerce

extends to Farmers every

transaction of their banking business, including the discount and collection of sales notes. Blank sales
notes are supplied free of charge on application.

facility for the

The Cana-

dian Government's obligations
will be honoured to the full.
Botids
A fact outstanding at the time
Are
Good
of writing is that American
houses are offering to sell
Anglo-Canadian bonds to yield 6V2 per
cent whereas those of our own Dominion
are being absorbed freely in the United
States to yield approximately 5% per
cent.
That is not because our bond is
better than that of Britain but because
our cousins below the line know us better.
What Canada produces they can see for
themselves in the same way as the Toronto lady saw for herself what the Consumers Gas got for its services.
For the foundation of modern national
debts we have to go back to the time when
one of our own English kings practically
rifled a treasure chest in the city of LonCharles the Second took from the
don.
public exchequer £1,328,526 which had
been deposited there by the goldsmiths,
who in Charles' day, were the bankers of
Citizens of London had some
the nation.
reason therefore to support the government of William and Mary and for their
help founded the Bank of England.
Thorold Rogers in "The First
First
Nine Years of the Bank of EngPvblic
land" says that half of the
Debt.
£1,328,526 was acknowledged by
Parliament as a national obligation and it forms in origin at least the
oldest part of the British public debt
though it was not formally recognised
until 1701.
At that time the kings or
the government borrowed from the bankers and the bankers lent their own money.
It was the custom to borrow for any
emergency and when that had passed the
Now
debt was either paid or repudiated.
we have another method made possible
by the existence of stock exchanges and
If a govother markets for securities.
ernment needs money it can get i* frorr

Canada's

—

Patriotism
Webster defines the meaning of this word as "The love of one's country".
But have we not also love for those dependent upon us ?
They need protection protection against the misfortunes of the futtire
and that protection can beit be found in the policies issued by

—

Great- West Life Assurance Co.

The

Head

We

will be pleased to mail

Fill in the

form below and mail

To

you

me

a

copy

WINNIPEG
LIFE

request.

ASSURANCE CO.

Winnipeg, Man.

"J"

of the

poems and songs upon

a booklet of Patriotic

to us.

THE GREAT-WEST
Dept.

Please mail

Office,

book

of Patriotic

Poems.

Name
Address
Also without obligation on

my

part plea-e give

me

particulars of your policies,

my

date of birth being

TWO GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD

The

INSURE

IN

Excelsior Life Insurance Co.

Unexcelled Security— $ 1 37.00of Assets for each $ 1 00.00 of Liability

EXCELSIOR POLICIES WILL SAVE YOUR MONEY AND MAKE MONEY

FOR YOU
N.B.

Head Office

— Write for

paiticulars of uur Special

Old Age Ernio-Lvrmnt s.

TORONTO

We Have

Four Good Books on

How to Make

Mission

Wood

Furniture

Parts 1, 2, 3 and "Woodworking for Amateur Craftsmen." They are a handy size
nnd have 512 pages, 223 illustrations, 98 Tvorklng drawings, printed on the best book
paper, and durably bound in handsome cloth; will be sent prepaid to any address
'
for $2.00, or any one volume postpaid for 50c.

The MacLean

Publishing Co., Ltd.,

Book Dept., 143- 53 University Ave., Toronto
1
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any investor.
The Dominion Government for instance needed money to carry
on its part in the great war and recently
in

mm

^J^m^PT

November 1915 asked

this

you knew what
some farmers know
about Standard Reliance Mortgage Debenyou'd put every cent you can save
security.

Standard Reliance Mortgage Debentures
provide an absolutely safe investment
with surety of principal and regularity of
This assurance is provided by
interest.
$6,732,581 of assets.

Thousands

Why

own

farmers

of

shouldn't you

own

our

debentures.

a few.

Write for a free copy of our booklet about Profits from
It will interest you for it tells all about a system
of doing business. Address Dept. 40

Savings.

:

STANDARD RELIANCE
MORTGAGE CORPORATION
//eat/ Office,

82r^8 KingSf. E. Toronto

Branches: Ayer, Brockville, Chatham,
Elmira, New Hamburg

^^<

BAKE GOOD
Uie Never- Leak

most

useful

PIES

Pie Plates; the newest,

invention

for

housewiiies.

-««

NEVER-LEAK
Holds all the juice while the pie bakes, saves
sugar auri retains the flavor.
Never-Leak prevents the juice from boiliug
over no more soggy pies.
Never-Leak pic
plates will make better pies with no trouble.
Try one! Made in tin enamel and aluminum
two sizes in each. The only Never-Leak pie
plates on the market.

—

—

Ask Your Dealer Today

Mecca Specialties Co.
Limited

70 Lombard
Patented

in

TORONTO

Cinada, pending U.S.A.

NEWCOMBE

PIANOS

CANADA'S FOREMOST PIANO WITH THE PERMANENT TONE
Give your boys and girls a chance to learn to "love and play music. The
exquisite, pure tone of a
Piano will train their ears to appreciate the best. Newcombe Pianos have been giving pleasure to Canadians
for over 50 ye;irs.
Newcombe service means satisfaction. Our Player
Pianos have a human-like control and expression, contain all the latest
devices and improvements, are easy to play.
Special attention given to orders from farm people who find it impossible
to visit us per.sonally.
Write us, telling: what you have in mind about a
piano for your home. No obligation.

NEWCOMBE

Newcombe Piano

ead Office and Wareroom.

Co., Ltd., S
359 Yonge

St.,

Our

system

of

public borrowing, says BlackFirst
stone, seems to have had its
Public
origin in the State of Florence
Flotation
in A.D. 1344 which government loaned about £600,000,
sterling and being unable to pay formed
the principal into an aggregate sum call-

tures,

sound

debt.

The

If

into this

the citizens of

Dominion to furnish $50,000,000,
Thousands upon thousands took a bit of

the

Toronto, Ont.

St.

CANADA

ed metaphorically a "mount" or "bank."
The shares thereof were transferable
like our stocks with interest at 5 per cent.
the prices varying according to the exigencies of the State.
What Blackstone means by a "mount"
or "bank" would be what we now regard
as the gross debt of a State.
When governments need money they can either issue it direct to the people as in the case
of the Dominion Government or go to
bankers and say to them that we want
one hundred million or two hundred millions as the case may be and the bankers
will undertake to supply the money and
immediately offer the loan to the public.
In any case the Toms, Harrys and Dicks
find the cash.
This system has now been
in operation for some centuries, and it
enables governments to hand the payment
of a debt down to posterity.
There are two points however to keep
in mind in this regard and it is that borrowing unnecessarily is always dangerous
and lenders always hesitate to buy securities of governments when in their opinion
the money is not needed, and not likely to
be well spent. A well managed country,
like a well managed household inspires confidence. By
Modern
the development of our banking and stock exchange sysMethods
tems the buying of a bit of a
Of
huge debt is possible. It is
Getting
Money
of advantage to the borrower,
banker and to the investor
that this can be done. In the
old days only the men of great wealth
could lend to the government and the men
of great wealth be it remembered got all
the profit.
Now the demands of our goverments are much greater than can be
met by the few men who accumulate
wealth.
Resort is necessary to the rank
and file of the common people. In the
aggregate their savings are infinitelygreater than the total wealth of so-called rich men.
A government loan offered to the public means that if you have
$100 you can obtain the solemn promise
of that government to pay you at a cer
tain time so much money and interest on
the money you advance to it at stated
In case of Canadian public debt
periods.
and that of the United Kingdom the latter securities of which are consols and
that of the
Dominion Government at
present in
the
form of war loans
or
or
debentures
the pledge
are
the promise
to
pay by the entire
Canadian people to you and interest on
certain date and your principal at a certain date.
security.
a whole.

There
It is the

no better form
bond of the people

is

of

as

— —

—
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The Standard Creaui
was destroyed.
Separator plant and the scale factory were not
that

News Notes

Both these plants are working overthe company's orders, and plans
are being completed for the erection of a new
affected.

The

Raymoud

Manufacturing

Company,

Limited, of Guelph, Ontario, who for the past
16 years have been manufacturing the "National" Cream Separator, have recently sold this
end of their business to the Ontario Machine
Company, Limited, with head ofifice at 18
Bloor Street East, Toronto, under the direction of

Canadian Separator experts.

On account of the wrong impression
created by newspaper notices of the fire in
the plant of the Renfrew Machinery Co., Ltd.,
Renfrew, Ont., we are asked to announce to
our renders that it was the shell plant only

time

shell

filling

factory.

of Newbery,
closed an order with
for 1,500;000 cases.
Every member a life meml)er is the slogan
of the Sa.skatchewan Grain Growers for 1916.
Twelve dollars does the deed.
Hon. J. W. Leedy, ex^overuor of the State
of Kansas is now an Alberta farmer residing
at Whitecourt, northwest of Edmonton.
At a recent sale of Milking Shorthorns in
England, 42 head realized an average of $4T0.

The Western Milk Condensery

Oregon,

hug

the French

recently

Government
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In 1913 France grew
;ida_did last year.

more wheat than Can-

A

Free Trade League has been formed in
Western Canada.
Its object is to carry on
effective

propaganda

against

the

iSeager Wheeler, the wheat wizard of Rosthern, Sask., is sending out small 10 lb.
samples of his new Kitchener wheat postpaid
for K.

The Saskatchewan Grain Growers have seRegiua as their permanent headquartTihey move there in a few weeks.
The editor of The Farmer's Magazine has a
Cotswold ewe on his farm that is 13 years of
age and is healthy.
How old does a sheep
lected

ers.

Mrs. Craig of Dumfriesshire, Scotland,
has a Cheviot ewe, 21 years old and nursing
33rd binvb.

live?
ilier

Iroduction aivdThrift
To win the war with
put
will require to

the decisiveness which will ensure lasting peace, the Empire
forth its full collective

power in men and in money. From

our true policy to augment our financial strength by multiplying our
productive exertions and by exercising rigid economy, which reduces to the minimum
Only in this way shall we be able
all expenditures upon luxuries and non-essentials.
to make good the loss caused by the withdrawal of so many of our workers from industrial activities, repair the wastage of the war, and find the funds for its continuance. It
cannot be too frequently or too earnestly impressed upon our people that the heaviest
burdens of the conflict still lie before us, and that industry and thrift are, for those
this viewpoint it is

who remain

at home,

supreme

patriotic

duties

upon whose

may

our success, and consequently our national safety,
SIR THOMAS WHITE, Minister of Finance.

faithful fulfilment
ultimately depend."

PRODUCE MORE, SAVE MORE.'
MAKE LABOUR EFFICIENT.
SAVE MATERIALS FROM WASTE.
SPEND MONEY WISELY.
LET US PRODUCE AND SAVE
The war

is

and resources

—

call to all is to

LET US NOT WASTE MATERIALS

now turning on

a contest of all forces
men, munitions, food, money. The

produce more and more.

necessary to work harder.

The

It

may be
who

place of those
those at home, men

and
must be taken by
women, old and young. The more we produce the
more we can save. Produce more on the farms and
in the gardens.
Save more and help to win the war.
enlist

LET US NOT WASTE OUR LABOUR
In this war-time all labour should be directly productive or should be assisting in production. Make it
as efficient as possible. If your labour is on something
that can be postponed, put it off till after the war and
make your labour tell now. Making war is the first
business of all Canadians. Efficiency in labour is as
important as efficiency in fighting.

Begin at home. The larger portion of salaries
and wages is spent on the home— food, fuel, light,
clothing.
Are any of these things being wasted ?
.$20.00 a year sav-ed from waste in every home in
Canada will more than pay the interest on a war debt
of $500,000,000.

LET US SPEND OUR MONEY WISELY—
Are you spending your money to the best advanWhat do you think of extravagance -in war
?
time? Tens of thousands of Canadians are daily
risking their lives for us at home.
Is it not our duty
to be careful and economical ? Canadian dollars are
an important part of the war equipment. Make them
tage

tell.

Have

a

War

Savings Account.

Buy

a

War

Bond.

THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

protective

tariffs.

3

THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
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These Buildings
j

are Painted
•witK
MARTIN-SENOURl

PAINT

r
Barns at the
Ontario AoRicui;nnLiUr(

New Field Husbandry Building

Ontario AeRicvLTURAL Collboe.
CveiFB.

FARMERS
Consider Purity

in Painjt

in Preference to Price.

You wouldn't pay the regular price for Sugar thai
analyzed 10% of sand: You wouldn't pay "all wool"
prices for cotton-and-wool clothing. Why should you
pay your good money for impure Paint, when you
can get

MARTIN-SENOUR
"100% PURE" PAINT
We guarantee Martin-Senour "100% Pure" Paint (except
few dark shades that cannot be prepared from pure Lead and
Zinc alone) to be 100% pure White Lead, pure Oxide of
Zinc, pure Linseed Oil, pure Colors and Turpentine Dryer
and to be entirely free from adulteration or substitution and

a

;

;

sold subject to chemical analysis.

Every experienced Painter knows
is

right.

You

It is

that the above foraiula
the standard of the paint world.

—

insist

SENOUR'S FLOOR PAINT
The

^*m.

—

extreme fineness
on "100% Pure" Paint.

get absolute purity

quality— when you

uniform

RED SCHOOL HOUSE PAINT
for the barn

old reliable.

and tbcdi

MAKTIN-SENOUR WAGON and IMPLEMENT PAINT
Write us to-day for our 1916 edition of ''Town and Country
Homes", showing many new color schemes and
giving valuable paint information.

t?^«

MARTIN-SENOUR
LIMITED

Go.

.

'P°U°RE

PAINT

Greenshields Ave., Montreal.

^^

& VARNISHES

More

Dollars

You can make "Dollars Grow" out of your spare, time. Spare-time efforts have made
hundreds of dollars for MacLean Representatives. To-day there are in Canada, men and
.women, who find that our proposition worked for an hour or two daily provide for many
of the added luxuries of life.
You supply us the time, we'll supply you the money.
Write for full particulars.

—

The MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd., Dept. M, 1 43-1 53
V>/y'/////////////M'y'y/M/////////////^////////^^^^

University Avenue, Toronto,
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FCOUfi MILLS CO.,LI^€D
Millers to the People

WESTERN CANADA

I7DCI7
rixLIL

on request— Sel of Beautiful Art Postcards (PURITY GIRLS). Mail us Postcard to-dayDept. C, WESTERN CANADA FLOUR MILLS CO., Limited-Head Office, Torontc

MADE

IN

CANADA

THE

FARMERS
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One

Ten Cents A Copy
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A

Year
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1916
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Why

you should buy

Simonds Saws
Because they cost uo more than unmarked, inferior brands.
Because the name "Simonds" on a saw means that the saw is

Because Simonds Cresceut Ground Cross-cut Saws do away
all binding in the kerf and enable the operator to push as

with

well as pull the saw.

guaranteed.

Because

all

steel

used

in

Simonds Saws

made

is

our own

in

These are some of the reasons why you should insist upon
having the Simonds Saws- with the name "Simonds" stamped
on them

Crucible Steel Mill.

take a temper to hold a cutting edge
Because
longer than any ordinary saw the Simonds Saw, Crescent
Ground, will cut 10 per cent, moi'e timber, with the same expenditure of time and labor, than any other brand of saw made to-day.
No saw hn^: ever been returned owing to the above warranty not
being fulfllleQ
this steel

will

—

Sitnonds

Vancouver, B. C.

Canada Saw

Alwa.vs bu.v a saw with a sharp cutting edge

U^

— not

a soft

illustration shows a one-man cross-cut saw, and
your hardware dealer as No. 237 ask for it.

The
to

—

Write direct

to the factory for

— because

known

any other particulars.

Co. , Limited, Montreal, Que.
saw

is

St.

the former lasts longer and keeps

its

John, N. B.

edge better.

i

Ammunition

Reliability

When you face an emergency in big game hunting
When the ducks, partridge or rabbits are making a quick
"get-a-way" — When the "clay pigeons" dodge at unexpected angles or when shooting on the target ranges,
dependable ammunition is absolutely necessary.

Dominion Ammunition
rifle gives a feeling of confidence that makes satisfactory results certain. Sportsmen who know select it for its speed,
accuracy and penetration. The big "D" trade mark is your guarantee
of the best Ammunition that money can buy.

in

your shotgun or

Dominion Cartridge Company*

Send for Free Colored
hanger "A Chip of the

Limited,

Old Block."

828 Transportation Bld^., Montreal.
I
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Spare time

may meam

an extra $5.00 or $10.00

IFthat you can
The more

spare,

let

us

a

.-.'.

-v.'. ••••.••.''.•'.•<t

'cj

.

A

r
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dollars to

you

week interests you and you have two or three hours a day
you how that much time can be turned ihto money.

tell

time you have the better the pay.

We'll buy

We

all

you have and pay cash

for

it.

We

need bright, active, hustling young men and women as district representatives.
next month make hundreds of appointments why not write at once and
secure your district.
If you are looking for an increase in wages, to take care of your
many extra summer needs our plan provides the money for them without interfering in

—

will within the

—

the least with your regular duties.

Last week right here in Toronto one young man earned $30.00 He devoted an average of four hours each
day to looking after our subscription business. Would an income like this interest you ? Write us to-day;
we will gladly send you full particulars concerning the plan without obligating you in the least simply
say, "Show me how to turn my spare time into money."

—

Address

The MacLean Publishing Company,

Limited,

Dept.

F. P.,

Toronto,

Canada
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What Your Biscuits
Might
FIVE ROSES

Be—

1

biscuits are

Their splendid appearance stirs the
appetite; their teasing aromy .sti^rts
digestion.
1^

f

—

Light as the down on a fluffy chick, these
full-b]own, delicate, hot-bread morsels are so wholesome
that most people can make a full meal off them without

nl

s

!1

iol

discomfort.
It

is

the most witching form in which you can serve the sturdy
wheat so serve these biscuits oftener.

—

vitality of Canadia's best

Tempt your

folks,

win them by using

illli

illl

Ideal Biscuits

How

to

Make Them.

Eight magic
on biscuits,
muffins.
fallible

iiiii

Five Roses*

pages
gems,

Tested, inrecipes con-

lllil
1
1^1
i

tributed
by over
2,000 successful users
of

FIVE

ROSES
You will know the joy of creating a perfect product.
See what a snowy contrast they make with the dainty crust,

flour.

Send for

m

li

the
Five Roses Cook Book
Oires accurate, understandable
information
on bread, pastries, pies,
puddings, rolls, sandwiches, cookies.
So essential that over 200,000 vomen couldn't do
without
this
famous
\ii-page manual.
Sent
for 10 tiro-cent stumps.
Address Dept.

No common

flour can give

ing

FIVE ROSES

finish.

you
is

at every

famous

baking the same satiny, yieldfor the even layers of dainty

brings to biscuit makers.
foods more savoury
do you desire the very fulness
of nutlike flavor peculiar to Manitoba's hard wheat kernels?
It is
not so elusive but that FIVE ROSES will capture it for your benefit.
To bread-making FIVE ROSES brings strength and economy; to
cake-making, it brings flavor and staying qualities; to pastries, it
texture

it

—

Do you want your

yields flakiness

and

digestibility.

with your favorite recipe, then you will know
any other flour in Canada for general family use.'

Use

*Guaranteed

Not bleached

when

broken apart.

— Not
.

it

why

it
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the man on the pavement says

And

well off the farmer
don't know that:
Labor is impossible.
Weather risks are big.
Commissions are large.
Feed is high.

how

must

be!

He

Living has advanced.
risky.

Future

is

is

not loose.

unsettled.

But to come down to facts, is it not
true that the outlook for agriculture in
Horses, cattle, hogs, sheep,' poultry, dairy products and grain
farmer
is certainly alluring? And the
who keeps his ear to the ground can
gauge fairly well his future move-
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E.C.
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Winnipeg, 32 Royal Bank Building; New York, 115 Broadway; Chicago,
1318 People's Gas Building; Boston, 733 Old South Building.

its

many

costly illustrations, calendered paper and paid artis catering to every farm reader
icles
in a way that should bring big, appre-

high-class covers,

WOMAN AND THE HOME

143-153

Two

ments.

Emily J. Guest
THE GIRL AND HER VOCATION
MIDSUMMER DRESS IDEAS
FEEDING TWO-YEAR-OLDS AND UPWARDS. .Genevieve
FANCY WORK WITH HAND-MADE LACE
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THE ASSOCIATE EDITOR
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THE "FARM ISOLATION" BOGEY

LONDON,

Other^ farm prices are
also:
Live hogs oft "cars
Butchers' good steers
Butchers" bulls

Capital for farmers

SERIAL

THE FROST GIRL

or

Editor

Farm produce is selling at good
neighbor bought in
prices just now.
80 head of feeding cattle 'last fall,
paying a little over 7^ cents per lb.
How he would come out this spring was
But he is all
very problematical.
right. These cattle are selling for over
9 cents. Average cost $65. Average
sale price $105. Gross turn-over $3,200
How much is profit?

Chances are

figures.

HOW THE CANNY

tdttor

A

M. Chapman

equipment and simple Oeauty.

With plans

Word

Just a

AGRICULTURAL SPECIALS
The demand

M. CHAPMAN, B.A., Man.
ETHEL M. CHAPMAN, Assoc.
F.

1916

—

ciation.

A

kindly, prompt return of the subscription price, and the inducement of

your neighbor to take the Magazine,
would be your tribute toits enterprise.
Encourage the clean, up-to-date,
pleasing farm publication by your instant support in this time of stress.
It is to your interest.
The July issue has some good things
on electric farming and a Western
statesman that will be worth looking
for.

Here's hoping for the Allies, Peace;
your prosperity and ours.
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to above who publishes a
a manufacturing and mailing

referred

book

at

At first this looks a
dreadfully high cost.
But wait!
Suppose that this manufacturer gets
into direct touch, in a season, by
advertising in four publications, with
5,000 possible buyers of his products
farmers who definitely indicate
that they are very much interested in

BOOK on "Barn Phms and
Equipment" being sent out by

it is

—

this manufacturer provides, and
vsuppose ^further that out of these
5.000 enquiries, one-fifth (that is
this without
1.000), become buyers
the necessity of much more selling

what
all

This volume
applying for

sent

is

GRATIS

It is the

it.

to.

manu-

salesman.
It illustrates
and demonstrates the goods manufactured
this in a very attractive
facturer's

—

\vav.

—

on the part of the rnanufacIt means, you perceive, that
1,000 sales have been made at a cost
this for advertising,
of say $10,000
for the cost of the book in question,
and f<iv incidental correspondence.
effort

turer.

—

Doubtless in many, many cases, it
sales without other effort on
the part of the manufacturer; and in
such cases sales are made at small
If a fiesh-and-blood salesman
cost.
has to call, following the sending of
the book, it may mean a cost all told
of a good deal more—^this for railway fares, livery hire, and the value
of the salesman's time.

makes

Now consider what would lie required to sell 1,000 farmers without
the agency of advertising or the help
of printed matter. How long would
it take to call on 5,000 farmers, and
demonstrate the goods heavy goods,

—

bulky that a vehicle of large capawould be required to carry
sample machinery?

so

city

The

heaviest item in the cost of

selling is man-time.

A

good

sales-

man

earns at least $5 a day. Add to
this
his traveling and hotel expenses, easily on an average another
$5 a day. This makes a minimum
$60 a week, and
total of $10 a day
since many firms have ten "travelers" or salesmen, it costs them for
man-time alone at least $30,000 a
vear

If a man could see 10 farmers a
week, and get a hearing, it would be
Which means that it
good work.
would take one man 500 weeks to
see 5,000 farmers; or 10 men 50
And
weeks; or 20 men 25 weeks.
the cost? a total at $60 per week per

3&

against the $10,000 cost by means
of advertising and a good catalogue.

—

leads up to this:
Advertising reduces selling costs, for
it lowers to a very large extent the
cost of man-time that is, it puts you
and the advertiser into direct corrimunication with each other, and acC(miplishes a needful work of persuasion—this at a very small, individual

Now.

all

man,

would

be

$30,000— this

as

this

;

So advertising can
the cost of celling.

and does lower

a

The larger the use you make of the
advertising columns of The Farmer's Magazine, for example, and the
more promptly you respond to the
proposals of advertisers, the lower the

concrete example:
Take the maker of barn equipment

selling costs become; and you and
others profit directly and indirectly.

cost.

You

%..,.,y

J. 1..J.. >''^-.....

No.

cost of $1.20.

a Canadian firm cost to produce,
said, $1.08 a copy.
Add pos'tage, say 12 cents, and you have $1.20.
so

i,

June, 1916

OFFICE OF PUBLICATION
143-153 UNIVERSITY AVENUE

A

#2^'

will see this

move

clearly

by

16

Look through the advertisements
in this May Number of The Farmer's Magazine, see there how much
helpful information is provided for

vour advantage.
Note the earnestness of those wh6
address you and solicit your interested attention. Have regard for the
free booklets, catalogues and other
offerings contained in the advertisements. And then you will see a new
value in advertising and in the publication that carries advertisements.
These booklets have been prepared at
great expense by the advertisers and
contain information of gTeat value
to you. Information which mil help
you to secure better results from your
This information is
farm work.
siven you free, simply for the asking.

A

last

thought.

It is the

presence

of the advertisements in The Farmer's Magazine that enables the publishers to supply this magazine at $1
a dollar for twelve issues!
a year

—

Otherwise it would be quite impossible to produce a single copy at a

A

volume of ficcost of 8 1-3 cents.
tion which carries no advertising costs
you from $1 to $1.50, yet in The
Farmer's Magazine in a single copy
you get as much reading matter for
less

than a dime.

So when you say to advertisers: "T
saw your advertisement in The

Farmer's Magazine/' you encourage them to continue advertising in
this publication, which means that
they continue paying a portion of the
cost of producing the magazine.

Furthermore, the progressive and
when buying,
farmer,
thinking
gives the firm advertising in his farm
He apprecipaper the preference.
ates what that manufacturer has done
to reduce the cost of the farm paper
He knows that the goods the
to him.
manufacturer offers are right and
will stand the severest test. Otherwise
the manufacturer would not stamp
his trade-mark on them.

j
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No Man Can Milk a Cow
as wdl as the Calf-W^MflkerDoes
Ma^

Milking is the latest form of farm work to be done by a machine and the question " Can
chine Milking excel Hand Milking ? " is answered, Yes, by the CALF-WAY MILKER. It is the!
SQUEEZE the exact reproduction of good hand milkonly Milker that gives the
ing. The cows take to the Calf -Way Milker and like it they do not " hold back "but give full yield.
One dairyman says the Calf- Way Milker gets him considerably more milk a day from his thirty
cows than he got by hand milking. No injury can come to the cow from using the Calf- Way
Milker no matter how long the m^ilker is left working on an empty udder as the action of the
downward squeeze is harmless, the teat being protected from the direct vacuum.' Mr. Louis
Mayor writes he has used the Calf -Way Milker four months and he is "more than pleased"
and gets more milk than by hand milking. An expert farm manager states that he had used
all other makes of Milkers and found them troublesome, but "has found the Calf- Way Milker
not only the best, but entirely satisfactory in every particular." These Milkers are great labor
savers and money makers. They save hired help, they produce more milk, they improve the cows,
they are clean, sanitary, fast and thorough. When using the Calf- Way Milker "pail stripping"
is unnecessary, in fact we are opposed to the practice, because the Calf- Way Milker should ,be
left on until the udders are milked dry and you can easily see through the glass piyr nijT iL
1 106
connection at bottom of teat cup if the flov/ from each ^'*-' *
quarter has ceased. It is bad to train a cow to ex- CoupOD
ipect any further milking after the machine is removed, send it in
'

'

'

DOWNWARD

—

'

;

I

|

UU

NOW

""^^

'

TO-DAY

Farm

Calf-WayMilkei:!
='1

and
Dairy

Mchy. Co.
726 Lumsden

Awarded the Grand Prize at the Panama - Pacific
International Exposition.
Pronounced by Experts

"The WORLD'S BEST MILKER."

Bldg.,

contemplate putting in mechanical Millcers, it
your interests to secure the information we can give I
you regarding the value and service you have a right toi
expect from any Milker you buy.
We will send a Folder,!
a Booklet, "A. B.C. on Milkers," and copies of letters'
from famous Dairymen, all giving up-to-date information
Lon Mechanical Milkers. Write us Today; use the coupon.

JiThe

Farm and Dairy Machinery
726 Lumsden Building.

-

Sirs:

of Mechanical Milkers and
would like your

FREE

Booklet, "A. B.C. on Milkers"
ind youi Illustrated Folder,
Hostage paid and witk.out
placing me under any ob
^

gatiou.

Co.,

TORONTO

Toronto

—

I am interested in the subject

Dear

Ilf you
vital to

Name.
Address

.
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Thresh with a "Moody

The

99

Best
kind

of

its

in

Canada

—

Sales in 1915
400 Threshers of all kinds,
principally in Ontario, Quebec and Mari-

No. 2

time Provinces, and our business is growing.
Reason: the wise farmer wants his own
thresher.
The No. 2 can be driven with
a 10 H.P. engine, average
running capacity 80 bushels
in oats per hour.
We h
smaller

Moody

Improved
Thresher and
Blower

mach

and larger,
do perfect wo

A

postal will

bring our
catalogue
The

Matthew

Moody

&

Sons
Co.

Terrebonne,
Que.

Protect

Your Investments
You can prevent a rapid deterioration of your home
and buildings and add to their value by the use of a
good durable paint

Jamieson's Pure Prepared
Paints and Varnishes
Your

property represents an investment of thousands
why not preserve your property against
dampness and frost and the ravaging heat of Summer?
of dollars,

Jamieson's Paints are
no fuss
all ready for use
Made by exor muss.

—

w^orkpert Canadian
manship of the highest

grade

materials

pendable,
Protecting.

— De-

Durable,

Ask your dealer for
Jamieson's Crown and
Anchor Brand Paints

R. C. Jamieson
Co., Limited

&

Established 1858

Montreal

Vancouver

Owning and operatine P.
Dods&Co., Limited

D.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

TEN CENTS A COPY
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The New Canadian Farm House
It is

No Poor Imitation From the

Planned for Comfort and Convenience and the Beauty Befitting a Country Home

THE

newest idea of a country house
gets its first principle from the most
primitive purpose of a home to be

—

a shelter. For a long time we have lost
sight of this.
have built our farm
houses big and bold-fronted and forbidding looking without taking thought for
warmth in winter and coolness from

We

shaded porches

summer.

We

have not
chosen the site with regard to windbreaks and sunny exposures; we have
shamelessly planted our homes where they
will make an impression from the highway; and something about the whole construction seems to have been planned as a
possession to be proud of, rather than a
place to live. The new farm house is still
the pride of the owner's heart not because it shows off, but because it stands
for what he believes a home should be,
in

—

because it represents his
beauty and comfort.

ovm

ideal

of

Ever since men and women learned to
turn their efforts to creative art of any
kind, the home has offered

By

Town.^^

ETHEL

M.

It is

CHAPMAN

There seems to he considerable truth in the
accusation that for too Jong ice have ieen
building our farm houses on the sand sort of
haphazard, iveetk imitations of something that
"vill do as well as anything^' with only a
If
league conception of what we really want.
ifou hare any idea of ever building a new house
or remodelling the one you have, it is well to
begin to gather ideas now, so that when the
time comes you can give the builder a plan
We are glad
to suit yourself in every detail.
to make suggestions for individual cases,^f
you can give us some idea of what you icant.

—

is where we have been
wrong for years. We have treasured
weak hopes of sometime moving to town
where we could have conveniences we are

convenience. This

;

just getting around to the saner, progressive spirit of bringing the town conveniences to our farms. The money that was
formerly spent in spare rooms and gothics
is going to install heating systems and

the broadest field for individual human expression,
yet a great many people
have left the first step, the
building of the house, entirely in the hands of some
professional architect or
builder who can have only
a superficial idea of their
needs, or their way of living.

Worse

still,

plumbing and bathrooms. We are beginning to realize that home architecture
evolved to shelter the childhood
and that ever since it has been
very closely wrapped up with the life,
of the family, so instead of big parlors
shut up for company days we are having

was

first

of the race,

cheerful living rooms and fireplaces and
sun-rooms for babies. Instead of useless
balconies there are coming screened
sleeping porches, and kitchen verandas
where the housekeeper can take some of
After years
her work in hot weather.
of accepting the made-to-order style of
architecture we are getting the courage
to express our own individual ideas of
beauty and fitness, so the new farm house

designed in harmony with its site and
Instead of tall, narrow houses
standing like lighthouses on hills, we find
wide shelter-like bungalows with roofinlines slanting down lo meet the earth
is

location.

;

stead of highly ornamented cornices and
poich trimmings we have foundations of
field stone and porches of
solid brick or cement or
rough stonework. We are
just in the beginning of

renaissance i n
a
architecture when

people learn to make
the Canadian countryside will show
a new individuality in its
dwellings. From the quaint

When

we have

their

often accepted a poor imitation of a town house
which doesn't meet the requirements of farm life in
any particular.
For the
new farm house the family
make their own plan, and

they take time to think
about it. Not only the general scheme, but the littlest
detail is planned with a
purpose, so that every nook
and corner of the house
has a meaning, it is built

—

for

permanent comfort and

farm

every
man's home will be not only
his castle but his creation.
This means that no one
type can be given as a
model for.all farm houses.

The architectural beauty lies in the old-fashioned simplicity
The roof slanting low over the porch gives an effect of
privacy and shelter; the stone chimney and porch wall
suggest solidity, and the hand work that gives
the personal touch.

own homes

cottage and bungalow to
the roomy colonial house,
according to the needs of
the family, every building
will express something of
what that family believe a
be. The type
shown here is only one
an infinity number
of

home should

which combine the
essential features of

—

;

T

II
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would be the excuse for a curved drivethe barn or garage to the front
gate, a good step in the making of at-

/S'

way from

1*

PorcK "Roof

tractive grounds.

Coming to the interior arrangement,
the front door opens directly into a livingroom running the full width of the house.
Two criticisms will likely come up here:
first, that there should be a hall and stairway running from the front door so that
visitors need not be ushered right into the
living-room; and second, that the livingroom as it is here is too big, or at least
too long.
In the first case we must remember that this isn't a town house, with
its front door facing the sidewalk. Like
most farm houses, the lane or drive runs
along the side of the house and the main
entrance is the side door. Accordingly

we have our

="n

hall and stairway opening
from the side door. Another advantage of
this arrangement is that the stairway
has a central position and is convenient
to the back as well as the front rooms of
the house. The answer to the second ob-

r

Ground-floor layout.

jection is that the house

the new Canadian farm home; it has a
dignity and simplicity of architecture befitting a country home; and its interior
arrangement is- planned for the comfort
of the family and the convenience of the
housekeeper. The charm of the architectural style lies in the simple, old-fashioned lines, the low roof slanting down
over the porch, giving an effect of privacy
and shelter; the stone chimney and porchwall with their suggestion of solidity and
handwork which gives the personal touch
and the atmosphere of "a dwelling full of
pleasantness" that comes from the many
windows and the painting or staining of
the exterior in just the right "colors.
Cream for the lower storey with deep
brown stain for the shingled gable ends
above, and a warm brown or tan or
brick-red for the roof, makes a good combination with cream trimmings. The extension bf the porch-roof over the drive
at the corner of the house is a pleasing
feature of this house; on most farms it

is

J

'Roof

Floor plan upstairs.

built for the

family and among the other problems presented by a farftily growing up, is a place

The farm home
with a room large enough to accommodate
a party of young people at an evening of
music or games or dancing, can do a great
to entertain their friends.

deal to safeguard and stimulate the social
life of the neighborhood.
The office or den is another feature of
the new farm house. Besides being the
business office of the farmer himself, it
makes a quiet retreat to read or write,
and furnished with a desk and filing case
it affords a place to keep the correspondence and documents of the farm. In
this plan, the two doors of the office
opening to the hall and living-room, make
it convenient for people entering from
outside, without isolating it from the
family centre when a man wants to go

over his papers in the evening without
being shut up alone.
At the back of the house we have the
indispensable washroom, with its sink
just across the hall from the kitchen sink,

giving the most compact plumbing arrangement.
A swing-door from the
kitchen opens into the wash-room just
opposite the cellar door, and another door
opens from the wash-room to the hall.
This makes it possible to go from the
wash-room to the stairway, dining-room
or kitchen without passing through any
other room. The kitchen and dining-room
are convenient to each other with a swing
door between. No pantry is necessary
where we have a dumb-waiter, a kitchen
well equipped with two cupboards and a
wash-room to take the work like washing
entirely out of the kitchen, leaving it free
for cooking and preparing meals. The
wash-room also makes it possible to get
along with a smaller kitchen and this
means less unnecessary travelling for the
housekeeper. The dining-room is separated from the living-room by folding df>ors,
so we can have a wide opening between
when we like. It is not a good arrange-

ment

farm house

to have an open
dining-room and
living-room.
The dining-room will be
used only at meal hours, and if it can be
closed up between times the work of keeping it clean will be less. With the chimney accommodation we have here, we
might have a fireplace in the dining-room
as well as in the living-room, though a
in

a

archv/ay between

the

fireplace is not so essential here. In the
living-room of the new farm house, the
open fire is a necessary luxury; it holds
a spirit of warmth and cheer and hospitality which puts a new glow into the
atmosphere of the place, and goes a long
way to keep alive the "dream stuff" which

should belong to the country-bred with
our quietness to think, and all the mysteries of Nature around us, but which we
too often lose through overwork and deprivations.
In the plan of the second floor layout,
the important features are the ample window space in the bedrooms, the clothes-

press off each bedroom, and the bathroom. The bathroom is one of the first con-

Such a roorn

in a

farm house
quiet,

is

both a business

snug retreat.

office

and a

siderations in the new farm house. Work
with the earth is the cleanest work in the
world, but it takes a lot of washing to
get rid of the dust and soil of the fields.

A Tremendous Fillip to Horse Breeding
British Livestock Authority Discusses the Situation. It Makes no Difference
Whether the Farmer Breeds for the Collar or the Saddle

A

certain that one of the outof the present war will be a
tremendous fillip to horse-breeding.
The wastages of war will mean a scarcity
is

ITcomes

By

JOHN

W.

HAYES

—

of horses for years to come. The deficiency will not be confined to this country
nor to the belligerent nations, but will be
general in all horse-breeding and horseusing countries. The studs of the world
have already been decimated, and neutral,

—

lft'*.l>5UA.

combatant territories, have
been drained to an extent unparalleled
since the breeding of horses became an oras

well

as

ganized industry.

During the last few months the price
realized for horses has gone up about S.2Q
per head. Any old crock is worth some

money now, which heretofore was only
for the knacker, while the top price at
a recent sale was ninety-three guineas
for a cart gelding; not a prize-winning
show animal, but one for ordinary cart
or lorry work. Of course, the war is
chiefly responsible for this rise in value
of horses, but other forces have also been
The great and pronounced
at work.
supersession of horses by motor power
has no doubt scared farmers and breeders
prematurely. Many seemed to think that
the days of the horse were numbered, and
it was no use breeding any more, but matters have turned out the other way, and
now there is the greatest demand for the
animals that we have seen in recent times,
and an actual scarcity to meet it.
fit

All this points to the desirability of developing the breeding of horses. It prac-

The breeding of horses, although it brings
a slow return, is not necessarily exacting
in capital or labor. Apart from the service fee
and if the owner of the mare
be a member of a local horse-breeding
society this need not be high even for a
stallion of proved merit
there is little
outlay until the foal is weaned. An infoa! mare can continue to do her allotted
share of work on the land, provided that
her energies are not over-taxed, particularly in carting operations in the spring,
while a little indulgence in food and leisure when she is nursing her off^spring
would also be prudent. Even where a
breeder does not possess facilities for the
cearing of young stock, and might thus
have -to sacrifice a projwrtion of the profit
accruing from his enterprise, he need not
be deterred on this account from breeding
as many foals as possible. There is always an appreciative market for young
stock of good breeding and promise from
the time of weaning onwards, and in the
next few years the demand will probably
be greater than ever.
THE ARMY TYPE

An

early spring scene in sunny Alberta
near High River. The West is

demanding more

horses.

The farmer was never presented with
a better opportunity

for

turning

the

working teams to good account, alike to himself and to the nation.

mares

in his

Soon after war was declared the country roads leading to the various headquarters presented an unusual appearance. Everybody with a horse to sell
started out with high hopes of making a
profit.
A proportion, however, could be
seen making a return journey later, having been rejected as unfit for army purposes.

Some were

able or saleable horse, and
those farmers who make a

move

the matter will
wait for some time
for returns on their money,
but the boom is likely to
last for some years to come
so that every one who can
breed a horse or two should
do so, as there is every
chance of it becoming a
paying move. No one can

have

in

to

weight for soldiering. The
heavy or too slow belonged to a class between
the cavalry horse and the
-artillery
animal.
Some-

deprive the farmer of the
advantages of a market,
the requirements of which
will be insufficiently supplied for years to come.
The existing dearth o f
horses will no doubt give
an impetus to the process
of substituting motor for
horse power, but when full
allowance is made for the
diminished needs of the future there remains a bright
prospect for the man who
breeds a class of animal
serviceable
or
poses.

draught

either
saddle

for

pur-

light, some too
or too slow, and
many obviously lame or
unfitted by reason of infirmities that would quickly
develop under the stress of
campaigning. Civilians are
apt to forget that the kit
of a man in heavy marching order is so considerable
that the animal which
could carry a 170-lb.
man very well in private
life is not sufficiently up to

too

heavy

takes from three to
four years to make a worktically

too

thing like the same

gait

has to be obtained in a regiment, as it is an old
maxim that "the pace of a
charge is the pace of the
slowest horse in the squadron."
It

much

Clydesdales' faces like these that meet you at the bars, are indi
cative of farm afflue^ice. Draught horse breeding is coming
Ontario farms make ideal breeding places.
back.

is

remarkable

how

the Shire breed has
been called on for war purAt the beginning
poses.
only lighten horses were
needed for guns and transport, when the roads and
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A Huron

County scene where a handsome Clydesdale foal and the

were dry, but when the wet and the
the heavy active Shire
came
called
on to do his bit, and
many of the best gun horses are

girlie of the

snow
was

and thus the Government price would
meet the farmer's pocket. Nothing was
done, however, and consequently there is

now

a scarcity of horses, but when the war is
over there will be a rectification of this

fields

Shires or a Shire cross. This is simply a return to the state of matters in old
times, for in the wars of our forefathers,
the ancestor of the Shire was the Great
War Horse. In those days work was
done on farms by bullocks only, and
horses were kept for war purposes. The
best cross for producing useful animals

the thorough-bred sire with an active,
Many horses
short-legged cart mare.
bred in this way have shown a surprising
amount of quality and have been sold for
very large prices. The first cross is best,
and the only one that can be reco^nis

mended.
Probably the principal reason why we
have not had more horses of a kind suitable for

The War

army purposes
Office price of

one of £ s. d.
£40 to £50 for a

is

was not enough to tempt
to go in for breeding on busi-

four-year-old

any farmer

ness lines, while agents for Continental

governments were always ready to buy
them at a higher figure, so that a tremendous lot of eligible animals have been
sent to the Continent in recent years. The
Sir Walter Gilbey some years ago
proposed that Government farms should
be laid off at suitable centres, and that
three-year-olds should be bought whereever they could and then taken to these
late

farms and further reared and broken in
till fit for the army. A farmer could sell
an unbroken youngster at much less
money than a ready-made four-year-old,

matter.

There might be some hesitation in advocating the breeding of horses on an extended scale if it were conducted as a separate enterprise, but managed as an adjunct to other pursuits, as it usually is, it
offers exceedingly liberal prospects for
those who produce a useful type of animal. As far as the market is concerned,
whether the
little
it seems to matter
farmer breeds for the collar or the saddle.
The supply of riding horses has been the
more severely depleted, and a rich reward
will await the man who can help in replenishing the hunting stables; but the
outlook is bright for draught animals
also, and the farmer may consider himself fortunate who includes in his working teams a class of mare which, whensuitably mated, will be capable of breeding a type of foal for which the market
will be impatient long before it has attained maturity.

Horse Prices Upward
"The demand for horses in Canada,"
said Live Stock Commissioner John
Editor of the
Farmer's Magazine, "has already stiffened considerably and I look forward to
a gradual return to good prices.
"When the panic of 1912 struck iis, as

Bright recently

to

the

homestead are on friendly

terrn^.

the banks shut down, the horse breeders
were almost the first to feel it. Conse-

quently the tendency was to stop breedIn 1913 the tendency increased, while
1914 and 1915 were worse; so that there is
a dearth of foals this year, and a decided
scarcity of one-year-olds and two-yearolds. Breeding will come back slowly, so
that it will be at least four years before
ing.

the foals of this year

This means

a

come on the market.

ten-year cycle in

horse

prices.

remember about 1892 when horses
I was offered on
my farm at Myrtle, but $40 for a filly
rising two years. She was registered, and
"I

were at a low ebb that

of fair conformation. I kept her. Inside
of eight years I raised many colts from
her, and sold at 12 years for $250. Later
when horses were at their big prices I
sold a filly rising two years for $290, no
better than the one I was offered $40 for
in 1892.
In good times, a great many breeders

are foolish. They hang on to good stock,
refuse good prices, pay out big feed bills,

and even "mortgage

their farms to feed
their stock, until a slack period pops up
and they find their business ruined, their
farms gone and the stock sold at a mere
pittance. It is always good advice to sell
when you get a fair working price, and
horsemen should be well advised to re-

member

past experiences in future bright

spots.

"To me there

is

nothing but hopefulness

ahead for the farmer who breeds big
quality horses for the coming needs of
Canada and the remodelled world."

Essentials of a

Good

Barn:

By

L.

B.

BEALE

Every Farm Should be a Factory Turning Out Produce. Our Own Pine, Spruce,
Cedar and Fir, All Canadian Woods, Make the logical
Building Materials
-

CoMniNAI ION Bacn

Hejore the war Canada imported eifjht and
half million dollars' worth of lumber.
In
riew of the richness of our own forests, and

- COMIilNMIOS'

(I

of British

l')\a^

-VV-

Columbia and Maritime valleys, why

should such short-sighted policy be pursued by
builders f
If the war is teaching us anything
it is thrift, economy and common-sense in our
business.
If the provinces so rich in pine,
spruce, fir and red cedar can furnish us icith
woods that are hard to beat for durability and
beauty of their finish, v:hy should we not encourage inter-provincial trade to a greater extent?
Let our slogan as farmers be, homeus.
We believe that this fact
being impressed upon our builders, for the
B.C. mills are turning out this year double the

grown woods for
is

lumber of last year.
The prairies are building during 1910 as
never before.
.4 Iready
1.35,000 inquiries have
been ans tiered by the department.
Inquiries
for building information came in from farmers
alone during the winter at over 200 per day.

- SrxTJON

—EDITOR.

farm
EVERY
turning out

or should be a factory
agricultural produce.
An efficient factory demands suitable buildings that every detail of production may receive the best attention. Efficient production does not necessarily demand expensive or complicated buildings.
Indeed, simplicity of operation in all
work in and around farm buildings is a
big factor in economical production, increased profits, well being of animals and
implements and contentment of the farmer and his hired help. Farm buildings
should be planned so as to provide:
is

The most comfortable and
(a)
healthy quarters for the various animals and ample storage for feed.
The minimum

(b)

of

labor

in

properly caring for the stock.

As the "Combination" or "General
Purpose" barn is more used and probably
more in demand than any other type of
farm building, excepting the farmhouse,
this is the type that will most interest us.
This type of barn is required by the
average farmer. The man who works a
quarter or half section grows some grain,
keeps brood mares for work and raising
colts, raises some cattle, milks some of
the cows and raises calves with some, and
keeps a few hogs, sheep and poultry. This

arate farm buildings are essential to
house each particular class of animal,
where only a few are kept. Where large
numbers of live stock are raised, separate
barns for the dairy cows, horses, beef
cattle and other animals will be found
desirable, but it is by no means essential
for the farmer whose requirements we are
discussing. Many prize-winning animals,

among them

several grand champions,
have been bred and raised to maturity in
very ordinary general purpose barns,
which also sheltered the other farm animals. Cleanliness, proper partitions, and
a good system in handling the work, with
common-sense the principal partner, will
ensure satisfactory well-being of the ani-

-Eyp Ci.anntw -

.'

in a general purpose barn.
"A
place for everything and everything in its
place" is just as easy to secure in a barn
as on a battleship and the resulting order
and comfort well repay the slight trouble
in establishing such a system.
In these days of labor scarcity, anything that will save half a dozen unnecessary steps doing this, and another half a
dozen in doing that, will shorten the day's
work and get it done better. Feed bins,
handy to the mangers, harness racks conveniently placed, windows and doors that
fit, cow stalls the correct length so that
cows are clean instead of dirty, litter alleys wide enough to allow of easy and
speedy cleansing, are a few points that aid
in the work around a barn. These points
may not appear very important when considered singly, but as each one will figure

mals

CONflMNAIION
-

^C-\ix or

IbADN
FF.r.r —

man

does the greater part of the work
himself or possibly with the help of his
family or one hired man. He is not a
specialist, but combines several lines in
mixed farming. He is, therefore, not
dependent on one particular crop or kind
or animal. Farmers of this type are near-

always successful. Usually they own
their farms, have them well equipped and
fenced and are independent of a drop in
price of any particular commodity. In this
ly

they are often more fortunate than the
farmer who just produces one particular
crop and nothing else.
To obtain success in mixed farming,
however, means hard work and steady endeavoi. Starting in a small way and
building up gradually nearly always results in a solid

and permanent success.

LIVE STOCK IS INCREASING

Many farmers
stock
tion.

and

are raising more

this requires
It is a mistake to

live

barn accommodasuppose that sep-

- CmjUND
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in each day's work, a few minutes saved
on each will make a respectable total on
the whole day's labor.

ESSENTIALS IN A GOOD BARN

A convenient and comfor.table barn will
be one of the mixed farmer's most valuable assets. In fact, it will be the hub of
the business. What are the essentials demanded in such a barn? They are:

—

1.
A site on high ground, well
drained and convenient to the other

buildings.
2.
3.

— The barn must be warm and dry.
— must be well ventilated.
It

4.— Plenty of light.
5..
It must be strongly built.
6.
The interior must be arranged

—

—

so as to provide comfortable quarters
for the stock with the minimum
amount of labor in caring for the
animals.

These considerations require most carethought in planning and in choosing

ful

suitable materials for construction. Careplanning will save many steps in the
wellwork in and around the barn.
ful

A

planned, conveniently fitted barn does not
necessarily cost one cent more to build
than one built vdthout such careful attention to details, while it is much more comfortable for the animals and convenient
for the attendant.
Slightly elevated ground with gravelly
soil is ideal for a barn. Natural drainage
for surface water is a great asset and prevents stagnant water lying around the
building.
Good ventilation, warmth and freedom
from damp are essential for the health
of the stock. These three later requirements are closely related. Admission and
distribution of pure fresh air and extraction of foul air by inlets and outlets intelligently controlled by simple means will
aid in preventing condensation or sweating of the walls and ceilings and enable a
fairly even temperature to be maintained.
Plenty of light is very important. Sunlight
shine is the best disinfectant.
barn is easily kept clean. Have all the

A

.

windows the structure will admit. Avoid
broad window ledges, which will collect
dust, and if possible line the inside walls

'^7

lo-ia.
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and the necessary lumber, a farmer can
erect many farm buildings himself. Expert help, which is often expensive, is not

to

required in many cases. This is an important point, especially to the farmer
starting in with limited capital.
Canada has immense quantities of timber in her forests. Over half Canada's
supply is found in the magnificent forests
of British Columbia. The forests of British Columbia grow the best timber it is

2

possible to obtain.

and ceiling with shiplap. This latter provision gives smooth walls and ceilings and
is easily lime-whitened and kept clean.
Build substantially.
This does not

mean using large heavy timbers; rather it
means using comparatively small timbers
intelligently. If a 6 x 10 beam is required
carry a heavy floor load, use 3 pieces of
x 10 spiked together; for a 6 x 6 post
use 3 pieces 2x6 spiked, and so on. "This
of construction is much easier,
lighter to handle and is generally stronger
than the solid one-piece beam or post.
Small pieces and short lengths in lumber
are cheap to buy. Plan so as to use them.
A weak place in barns is often found in
the end walls. These walls are generally
too high to be constructed with one-piece
studs the full height of the wall. In such
cases a diagonal brace nailed to every stud
on the inside of the wall will greatly stiffen the structure. Braces about twelve
feet long fixed across the corner of the
building, one end being fixed to the top
of the roof plate and the other to the end
wall framing of the barn will be found a
simple and efficient strengthening.
rfiethod

MATERIAL FOR FARM BUILDINGS
Strength, durability and availability at
a moderate price are the requirements demanded in material for farm building
construction. What material fills these-requirements best?
What material is

produced cheaply in our own
Dominion and of such a nature that practically everyone can use it and fashion it
to suit his particular requirements? The
answer is, wood.
plentiful,

Wood

supreme

is all-round usefulthe strongest, weight for
weight, and the easiest to work. With
simple tools it can be fashioned to every
use required in building construction. Unlike metal or masonry, wood is almost a
non-conductor of heat and cold. Buildings
of wood are warm in winter, cool in summer, and dry all the time. This is a unique
record for one material. Equipped with
saw, axe, hammer, iron square and nails,

ness.

It

is

is

For general construction and framing
one wood stands ahead of all others. That

wood

is

British

Columbia

Douglas Fir.

This wood is the strongest available in
large commercial quantities and is obtainable at prices which enable it to be used
for every kind of building.

RED CEDAR ALMOST INDESTRUCTIBLE

For siding, British Columbia Red Cedar
and British Columbia Western Soft Pine
are excellent, the former being one of the
most durable woods known. Roofs of
B. C. red cedar shingles are in evidence
over Canada. Records of over sixty
years' service of these shingles is good
proof of the durability of this wood. In
connection with shingle roofs, the kind
of nail used has a great deal to do with
satisfactory service. The ordinary wire
nail is apt to rust very quickly. The best
nails to use are either the old-fashioned
cut iron nail, the galvanized nail, or the
zinc nail.
all

Other British Columbia woods are
Western Hemlock, Western Spruce and
WesteBn Larch, all excellent for farm
building purposes; For floorings to stand
very hard wear, Douglas Fir, Western
Larch or Western Hemlock are recommended, cut edge grain. One of the most
useful woods for interior fittings, racks,
mangers, etc., is spruce. This spruce is
odorless, clean, easy to work, holds nails

well and will not check.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Plans of two barns are here shown.
Barn No. 2 (Figs. 1, 2, 3) is 34 ft. by
50 ft. and is arranged so as to serve as a
Continued on page 70

Baby Beef
Finishing For Market at 12 to 15 Months Returns Money to the Farm Quickly
Shorthorns, Angus and Herefords in Demand

—

A

"BABY BEEF"

a

is

beef-bred

animal finished for market at not
over eighteen and preferably from
twelve to fifteen months. It should be a
low-set, thick anjmal with a wealth of
natural fleshing, as this type of feeder,
if

By

W.

J.

BELL

that they will dress out
of waste.
Toronto buyers have travelled over one
hundred miles in Western Ontario for the
purpose of purchasing one lot of twelve
of these calves, uniform in color and
quality, which is sufficient proof of their
popularity on the Toronto market.
sufficient flesh

with

sufficiently strong in constitution, will

make

the quickest and cheapest gains and
bring the best price if properly finished. A calf of poor conformation and
lacking in constitution, will not make a
profitable feeder or prime beef, and does
not possess the necessarily strong digestive system that will stand heavy feeding.

will

It is not advisable tc attempt to secure
calves that will feed and finish satisfactorily as baby beeves by crossing grade
dairy cows and a beef-bred bull.
few
feeders of this class of calves have reported satisfactory results, but such
cases are rare. Our dairy-bred cows are
profitable as economic producers of milk
and they transmit this much-desired characteristic to their offspring. They cannot
transmit what they do not possess, viz.,
a beefy conformation or an abundance of
flesh. Of all the dairy breeds, the Ayi-shire most closely resembles the beef

A

The market demands these calves to be
much more highly finished than the average beef animal marketed

HOW SHALL

I

in Ontario.

BREED?

There are three kinds or types of calves,
other than pure-bred animals, being used
for baby beef production in Ontario at
the present time: (1) Good grades of the
beef breeds, (2) calves bred by crossing
a pure-bred sire on grade cows of another beef breed,
(3) calves bred by
crossing a beef breed on graded dairy
cows.
In the case of the average farmer, it
will be found most satisfactory to confine
his operations to the feeding of good
grades of the beef breeds. By following
this method there is no difficulty in securing breeding stocks as the most desirable
heifers can be retained for breeding purposes. A pure-bred bull should always
be used and the grade cows should be big

and roomy, with well-sprung ribs, and
should conform to the beef type in every
respect. Only cows that are capable of
giving a good supply of milk, after being
generously fed, should be used to produce
calves that are to be

finished

as baby

beef.

There are a few feeders
the present time,

in Ontario, at

making a

specialty of

producing baby beef, who secure their
feeders by crossing either good grade or
pure-bred Shorthorn cows with an Angus
bull. These men market both heifer and
bull calves and rely on their ability to

minimum amount

the

W.

one of the most popular live
stock authorities in Ontario.

J. Bell,

purchase satisfactory breeding stock. It
is generally considered a bad practice to
cross two distinct breeds of stock. It is,
when the cross-bred animals are to be
used for breeding purposes; but the first
cross has frequently been found to possess more desirable characteristics than
are generally found in either of the
The
breeds used in making the cross.
calves resulting

from mating the Short-

horn and Aberdeen Angus, as a rule, partake of a maximum of the good qualities

and a minimum of the defects of these
two famous breeds of cattle. These perspective baby beeves are either black or
"blue grey" and polled they are thick;

fleshed,

blocky,

low-set,

short of face,

broad muzzled, early maturing and very
vigorous, while they generally are su-perior to their Angus sire in spring of rib
and in uniformity of width from the hooks
to the pin bones,

and

to their

dams

breeds in conformation and in tendency
to put on flesh.
Some Ayrshire grade
cows, possessing a considerable percentage of blood of any of the beef breeds,
will produce a fair feeder if crossed with
a preponent sire of the beef breeds, but
the owner of a good herd of grade Ayrshire

cows

will find it

more

profitable to

grade up his herd by the use of a sire bred
from a high producing dam and strain.
Buyers discriminate against a "blackand-white" steer, and, while many of
them will make good gains, they are not
wanted in the market. They make e.rcellent veal and should be sold a^ such. The

same is true of the Jersey. The "dairybred steer" has little to recommend him
to the feeder and still less to the butcher
or consumer.
STABLING NOT EXPENSIVE

As most feeders of baby beef never allow their calves out to pasture, except on
a few warm nights during midsuinmer, it
is necessary to provide comfortable stabThe most satisfactory
ling for them.
quarters for these calves are roomy box
stalls, or better, "runs," as they must
Continued on pdge 46

in

breadth, compactness and fleshing of the
shoulder and in smoothness throughout.
The uniformity in color, desirable eonformation and superior feeding qualities
of these calves add greatly to their value,
not only as economic producers of beef,
but are important factors in securing a
fancy price when the calves are carrying

is. perhaps, no more popular lecturer
Canada than the writer of this series of
articles for The Farmer's Magazine.
This is

There

in

Scotch Shorthorn, an excellent type to
feed for baby beef.

on ej:ceptionaUy interestiny

the first

of four

.subjects.

If you are particularly interested in
vatch for his ne.Tt article in July.

hreed/ing,

—EDITOR.

A

carload of steers like this returns a
good profit in a short time.

—
!

The

Girl

and Her Vocation

How She is Equipped for the Joy

of Self-Expression

and

By

:

EMILY

J.

GUEST

the Possible Necessity

of Self-Sup port

BELIEVE

the greatest single
factor in shaping a happy life
is finding one's right work and

doing

it

well."

School teacher
spoke with conviction as he
tilted his chair and stretched
his long legs comfortably on
the big vine-shaded verandah
of what the family, with a
ring of. peculiar tenderness

The High

-^-S

in their voices, called "The Homestead."
"Next to a good digestion," commented

ken what he says, Kate? Oor Donald wull
mak' an artist. What hae we done t'
bring sic a deespensation on us? I don't
object to seein' a wumman like yersel'
usin' the paint an' brushes a bit but a
man and ma eldest son! An' the girl,
Kate, a doctor!
I never could abide a
petticoat doctor. It's all right for a wumman like yersel' tae gang aboot an' nurse
the neebors, but oor girl tae be a doctor!
Kate, oor lot's ower hard.' "

—

—

—

—

"And mother tried to comfort him, you
remember, Don, by saying 'I doubt yon

who had been a nurse.
"Margaret used to have some trouble
She was
with hers remember, boys?
never quite sure whether it was her
stomach or her conscience!" drawled the
comfortable farmer brother.
"Anyone knowing Margaret with famboth
it was
ily intimacy would say
Don't shoot, Marg! Just hold that pose a
minute and I'll make a fortune out of it
in cartoons," and the artist whipped out
the aunt

—

^^mr

"^^H^H

"

WK^^
iff

" 'That

said the phrenologist
boy,'
liked to describe things

(Aunt Marg

dramatically) will be an artist. There's
no use trying to do anything else with
him he has an artist's head.' Poor father
looked as crestfallen as a Scotchman can
look. An artist! He had visions of a longhaired, cadaveroug individual starving in
a garret."
"Poor old dad, it must have been pretty
rough on a man where, for generations,
the eldest son had been a Donald Grant,
to think his Donald should be the first to
bring disgrace on the clan," the artist
laughed, though with tender eyes. "But
the worst was to come," he went on. " 'The
girl,' said the phrenologist, 'will be a doctor!' Father looked positively haggard as
he drove home he hardly spoke and I
can hear him yet breaking it to mother,"
with another burst of laughter. " 'Div ye

—

—

—

"And this family's niece," smiled her
mother. "I'll admit I'd like to see my
daughter trained to be self-supporting as
well as to be a skilful home-maker. She
could marry or not then as she felt inclined, but she'd never be one of those unfortunate dependents who have been
brought up only to get married, and if
they fail of that, there they are, stranded

L

'

contended.
"Some conditions shouldn't be put up
with in a marriage career any more than
long hours and over-work
in any other
and poor tools and no prospect of improvement. Patience is a very doubtful
virtue sometimes," retorted his sister.
"And anyway, I don't think it's altogether

—

a thing aboot

—

The woman who masters one line
work has gained a certain power and

true.

_

She may be faithful enough at her prearranged "domestic" occupation, hut
somewhere in the background there
is pretty sure to be a dream
f something else she
wants to do.

man doesna know

helpless."

—

'..*s-

I

hidden by Virginia creeper leaned forward laughing, but with eyes starry with

artist."'

ly.

been self-supporting don't make as good
wives they won't put up with as much
nor have as much patience," Don still

-1

just as silly as when you
the caricatured one observed crushingly.
A girl of about that age sitting on a
corner of the croquet box in a nook half
fifteen,"

do you know what you're good
for. Uncle Charles? How can you find
your right work?" she asked with timid
boldness. "All you uncles and aunts are
doing, such different things, but you all
seem sa happy and have such fun when
you get together again. How did you find
out what you were good for?"
Aunt Margaret suddenly burst into a
laugh. "Don, will you ever forget the day
father took you and me to the phrenologist to have our heads read?"
"Paid three dollars a head for us, too
mine wasn't worth it," murmured the

—

"But some men say women who have

1^

"You boys are

"How

clapped her approval. "Got your answer,
Don old man, that time."
her mother's
"Spunky youngster
daughter!" chuckled that gentleman soft-

.'\nd

his pencil.

eagerness.

—

'^

'

were

helpless to get her to marry, it must be a
!"
poor kind of a vocation, better avoided
flashed Kathleen at him.
"Hear, hear. Kittens!" Aunt Margaret

it.

of

self-reliance that

make

for efficiency in

Ye

sudna hae gone, Ian I always had ma
doots I tell't ye hoo it wad be but I
dinna think he knows.'
Poor father
could only shake his head and groan, 'For

—

—

my

family tae bring disgrace on the
name!' "
It was one of the memories at which a
family laugh, but with a catch in their
throats.

"Father was right, though, in encouraging us to try to find out what we were
fitted for, and that had more than we
realized then to do with our success in our
later life work. Just see what a splendid
thing Jamie makes of farming, even if he
is the youngest Grant and isn't called
Donald; and think what a fizzle either
Don or I would have made of it," said the
High School principal. "So you are quite
right,' Kathleen, in trying to find your
vocation."
"See here now, Charlie, if you make
girls too clever and independent they
won't marry. At least that's what Mrs.
Smith over the way says, so she won't

send her daughters to college because
she's afraid they won't marry!" said
Don.
"If a girl has to be kept ignorant and

Why not? A little more knowledge of life
won't spoil her even for a home-m,aker.
Even if she blunders at first,
win out in the long run. She's more

her home.
she'll

interesting, too."

"Yes, Margaret makes things interesting for me sometimes," broke in her husband with a sign.
Continued on page 78
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Building
The Force

CANADA
country.

of

New or Remodelling

Neighborhood Example Promotes Improvement
and Securing Protection and Permanence

largely a mixed farming
Even in those parts
where there is a specialty such as
fruit-growing or wheat-raising, there is
still more or less mixed farming pracis

shrubs planted or some other aesthetic
alteration made.
There is nothing quite so good as example, and it is wonderful how the contagion of imitation spreads. Generally, a
man with good buildings is a prosperous
farmer. The mixed farmer is generally a

necessarily so on account of the
which says that the farmers of
Canada are to do from five to seven
months' work under cover, or at any rate
away from their out-door fields where
is

climate,

they grow their wealth. In many parts
the winters are long and severe.
The barn is, therefore, the very heart
of the work, both of mixed farming and
specialized forms, such as dairying, purebred stock-breeding and feeding.
From the mere force of circumstances,
therefore, we must give some consideration to the layout and the material of
which our barns are to be built. And
these considerations must draw upon the
experience of others, upon the needs in
our own particular instances, and from
the possibilities that may lie in new forms
of building material and equipment that
come on to the market from time to time.
The building or remodelling of the old
barn is one of the most important events
of any farmer's lifetime.
It is a job
which he usually does only once, and it is
done at a big cost. It is, therefore, doubly
important that he go at the matter right.
There are many farmers who know that
they are going to build the following season and who try to accumulate all the information they can upon plans and building material. Nevertheless, when they
have finished a job, it is no credit to
themselves, no credit to the neighborhood,
and does not combine all the useful laborsaving devices and forms of construction
that might seem to be at the command of
even the narrowest mind in the country.
The remark is commonly heard that
"If I had it to do over again I would do

— Counting Cost

so the kitchen is remodelled, a verandah
is added, the lawn tidied up, trees and

tised.

This

By

ELUID KESTER

man who

A barn easily put up, a thing of beauty,
safe from lightning, and well ventilated.
this and this, etc." A great deal of the
mistakes of our farms and layouts could
be avoided if we had an open mind on the

subject and were willing to receive suggestions from our neighbors or those who
make a specialty of barn building, from
other countries, or other provinces, and
would really try to see what is the best
thing that could be done in our own cir-

cumstances.

Too many of us stick to the old notions.
have certain preconceived ideas that
have been handed down to us, either
from our forefathers or from neighborhood influences, and we do not have the
courage to discard them and start with a

We

is making money. The erection
of buildings is one, therefore, that should
not be shoved into the background, as almost every farmer is interested in it,
some part of his time. In the erection of
driving-sheds, garages, stables, barns,
houses, milk-houses, poultry-houses, and
so forth, there is always something to be
learned in the matter of convenience. Dur
fathers built well, we think we build better, yet our children will do better yet.
It is, therefore, of special interest to
the prospective builder that he has his
attention called to many points which
have to come under consideration in the
erection of any building.
No hard and fast rules can be laid down
as to how or what a farmer shall build.
The exigencies of his own time and situation can govern the case largely. He

must know what he wants, he must be
guided by economical principles, he must
have an eye to the outside appearance as
well, and particularly the labor-saving devices, the influence

upon himself,

his

own

fortunes and the fortunes of his family.

clean sheet.

CASH VALUE OF APPEARANCES
Moreover, there is another side to the
erection of a barn. Good farms have a reflex influence on those who own them and
work about them, says one writer. This
is particularly true, as everyone will have
noticed who has noted the marked improvement which has taken place in any
vicinity where some improvement has
been started in barn building. A fine,
well-equipped barn has an influence on
the home life; fine barns mean that the
house and surroundings must keep pace.

THE DOLLARS MUST COME OUT OF LAND
It must always be remembered that the
farm has to pay for its buildings. Man's
labor has to contribute to that cost to a
very large degree. All the members of
the family have to help to .'pay for it. It
is a charge upon the land, and no building
should be erected by the practical farmer
unless he has first counted the cost and
considered the vtoney^making possibilities
that are to come from, its erection. This
does not mean that he is not to consider
other things, but in planning the building
of a new place, there are four things that
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barn-plan suitable for mixed farmer, with a dairy specialty.
of this plan can be supplied at a moderate charge.

Blue-prints
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ought to stand out prominently
lowing order.
First His needs.
Second Conveniences.

in the fol-

—
—
Third— Costs.
Fourth — Harmony.

Thus, the farmer is able to sum up just
the requirements for building

on the particular farm in question. If it
is a dairy farm, a man inust know how
many cattle he is going to feed, how much
feed he will have to store, and what help
he will have at his command before he
enters on any comprehensive plan. The
same is so in every other kind of farming.
The fruit grower will want different
buildings than the livestock man.
Under the second head, "Conveniences,"
a

man must

be able to consider the lay-

and special attention must be given

to the planning, to secure the maximum of
efficiency for the minimum of labor. Con-

venience has an eye to the relative relation of the barn to the house. It has an
eye to the relation of the other outbuildings, to water facilities, to loading devices, to nearness to the roads, to the
character of the lanes leading to the
barns, and so forth.

Under the heading of cost, the man
must examine his material and his labor.
In a place where wood is cheap, it may be
advantageous

to build with wood. In the
place where wood is dear, a man has to
consider the other forms of material,
especially must he make note of durability
and safety from fire and Jightning. It is
thus that a man is often led to erect a
steel barn, with a cement foundation be-

cheaper and more enduring,
the easiest way out in his
labor difficulties. In fact, under this head
the whole outline has to be considered.
Lastly, "Harmony!" One cannot altogether neglect the outside appearance of
his building, and its effect upon him, his
family and his neighborhood. No freak
building ever attracts. No freakish house
ever lasts. It becomes an eyesore as years
go by, and instead of growing in beauty,
cause

and

it

is

offers

as good as

him

it detracts until at last the farm is thrown
on the market as a useless encumbrance,
to somebody who has to tear the buildings down. It is highly important that
we have an eye to beauty and neighborhood fitness. An attractive place always

what

the banks call liquid

MANY FARMS — MANY NEEDS

whole year, as was formerly the case.
This in itself is no little item.
Let us consider the individual parts of
the building:

almost im.possible to outline the
needs for every case that may occur in the
different parts of Canada. The settler in
the newer parts or in the Peace River may
get along very well with the conveniences
that are at his command and he may
erect structures that will not be suitable
for the place or his requirements as his
neighborhood grows. The mixed farms of
Canada constitute by far the greater portion of our agricultural population and
in the majority of cases I think I am safe
in saying that, under the four heads given
above, that is, needs, conveyiience, cost and
harmony, the average man will say that
these are best covered by buildings that
are put upon a cement foundation with a
superstructure of steel throughout or
steel with plank or wood frame.
In a
great many cases the man will have timber from his old building which can be
used in the building of the new steel barn,
and in such cases it would be folly to

Where it is high and dry and mainly
above ground the solid wall is all right.
If there is a danger of water and dampness coming through it will be well to
build a hollow wall, to use the concrete
blocks with the hollow centres, or to use
the hollow tile that is manufactured for

throw

this

It

what are

out,

is

assets.

isi

buy structural steel.
just possible that he may
be able to make a combination which will
serve his needs just as effectively, not detract from the conveniences, save greatly
in cost and also have nothing to detract
from the harmony of the whole structure.
It is, therefore, from the cement and
steel end that I am more particularly interested at the present time.
So many
farms through the country have erected
steel barns and they are giving such good
satisfaction that every builder has to consider this proposition before he enters
into the building or repairing of his
building.
One thing is certain a steel barn is al-most indestructible by fire. It will deteriorate very little by weather and outside influence. It is sanitary throughout.
this JLway, to

It is, therefore,

:

The cost, in many cases, has been cheaper
than lumber. There have developed, as
yet, no retarding influences which would
detract from the erection of such buildings. Under the matter of cost we have to
consider the labor, the ease of erection,
and the little trouble it gives to the wife
and housewife when a steel barn is put up
in a few days, as against having to carry
on building operations throughout the

THE FOUNDATION
It is

solid

necessary that the foundation be

and

lasting.

To

this

end cement

is

the ideal building material. A great deal
of the gravel, sand, and stone for building purposes can be obtained on the farm
or near it and can be hauled to the place
during the spare moments of the year preceding the building. The farmer and his
men can do a great deal of the work
themselves and in a great many cases
they have -erected, also, the whole foundation. Opinions differ as to the advisability of having a solid concrete wall. The
situation will determine this entirely.

purpose.

In

many

cases where

it

has been found to be
perfectly effective in keeping out the cold
and moisture. Thorough drainage should
be put in round the wall and under the
floors and all the loose stone possible used
in building the wall. It may be necessary
to have the wall only two or three feet
above ground with a superstructure of

has been done

wood or

steel

it

up

to the

main barn.

It de-

pends entirely upon the stock that is to
be kept inside and the use to which the
building is to be put.
All windows should be divided so that
the upper half will fall down and admit
of ventilation of the stable by the air be-

The windows
ing diverted to the top.
should be large, as one cannot get too
much sunlight into the stable. Sunlight is
a great disinfecting agent and instead of
the old practices prevailing in the country
in early building days of shutting the
light completely out of stables, we ought
to have to-day as much glass as can possibly be put into a basement wall without
weakening it.
The Plank Frame Barn is built entirely of planks no more than 2 inches in
thickness, and from 4 to 12 inches in
Girders, trusses, purlines, and
width.
If
tie plates are all made up of these.
the right method of construction is followed, it can be made quite as strong as
Indeed it is a
a heavy timber frame.
safer frame when we consider the defects
in the timber are much more evenly distributed and the uprights are not weakened by joints. If properly constructed
of planks, they retain the strength of the

whole timber.
generally known as the "hip
used with the plank
frame. It gives a great amount of storage space in the loft. The centre is open,
allowing the hay carrier to work to better
advantage. Where there are no interferring cross beams, the hay can be run into
the mow at just sufficient elevation to
There is
clear the hay already there.
less labor required both in putting in and
taking out the hay.

What-

roof"

is gaining in favor with many farmers,
and the work can be done in odd spells.

The individual threshing machine
less labor

It

requires

is

is

always

Continued on page 68
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Needs

Social

Why

—

Western Farmers have been
emphasizing the economic disabilities under which they labor. Their
case is a strong one, and the Eastern
politicians will be wise if they stop, look
listen

and

But the social needs are equally imWhile it may be true that eco-

portant.

nomic problems are fundamental,

it

is

equally true that economic problems can
never be solved until there is social action. Social action, in turn, can come only
as the result of social contact with the
consequent development of social sympathies and a "social conscience." Here we
touch the real weakness of rural life
especially, perhaps, rural life on the
prairies.

The lack of a

rich

social

— —

life

is

not

merely a privation but more serious^
it gives little opportunity for the develop-

ment of that co-operative
essential to

success in

which is
modern life.

spirit

The farmer, no
is

now an

less than his city brother,
integral part of the world or-

His economic and social independence is gone and gone forever. He
still clings to the old world and is learning
but slowly the new and better word, interdependence. It is with difficulty that the
good neighbor becomes the good citizen.

ganization.

Very

:

s

i

woo&sworth

Should the Rural Communities be Divided Into Small Hostile Groups?

THE

so

of the Prairie

—

indeed where conditions
almost preclude the possibility of the exercise of the old-time neighborliness.
And
yet under these very circumstances the
broader ideal may be realized sooner
than in the happier and more self-satisfied little communities in the older East.
The big question is not, "How can we
raise thirty bushels to the acre?" but
"How can we make life on the prairies
difficult

worth living?"
There is, first of

all,

the social problem

of the little "town"
and the little towns
are essentially rural rather than urban

organization and spirit.
The prairie towns, crude and unhomelike and unlovely as most of them are,
could be vastly improved and the life enin

riched but for the lack of unity that

is so

The formation
iif

March

an Inter-Provinoial Bureau
which took place during
a step which riHU be of great
of

Research

Social
last

is

interest to many people in the Prairie Provinces, says the Public Monthly Service of Saskdtciiocan.
The Bureau has been located in

Winnipeg in
tute, at the

the former

Deaf and

Dumb

Insti-

corner of Portage Are. and Sherhrooke St., and is to be supported jointly by
the Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta.
In charge of the work will be J. S.
Woodsworth, a gentleman who has been for
many years prominent in sociological work and
in erery movement looking towards community
ir el fare.

The Bureau

ivill

perform

two

ad-

ministrative duties that will devote its chief
energies to gathering and dissemination of
information and data such as will form a basis
for sound and progressive legislation. In each
province there will be an advisory committee
lonsisting of a prominent jninister and five

appointed members. Care of immigrants, child
ivelfare, mental defectives, dependents in institutions,

community

tvork

and industrial prob-

lems such OS labor distribution and unemployment, will be the questions that will be taken
care of by this committee.
This xvill give a
We have
fair idea of the scope of the work.
much pleasure therefore in introducing to the
readers of The Farmer's Magazine the writer
of

this

article,

columns some
tion with his

who

of the
irork.

sets forrvard ,jn these
vital things in connec-

— Editor.

societies.

Thus there are half a dozen
and still numbers

sets of organizations

who

feel

themselves left out in the

cold.

The fraternal organizations further comIn the one little village
be a dozen lodges. Each man
has brought his own
Business interests
again separate the people into more or
less
antagonistic groups.
The grain
growers from outside regard the town
dealers as their natural enemies and the
little local Board of Trade views with
jealousy the beginning of co-operative enterprise among the farmers. Public meetings are rarely called except for political
purposes, and then again, the little community is divided into hostile camps. The
school more than any other institution
draws out a common interest, but as a
rule the activities of the school are confined to helping only the children, and
helping them along only a few lines. Of
natural spontaneous social intercourse
there is little. People have not yet learned
to know one another. The presence of
foreign groups who have not even a common language makes the solution even
plicate matters.

there

may

!

•

more
characteristic of most of them. The conditions rather than the people are respon-

Several hundred people gathered
from different parts of Eastern Canada,
the United States, Great Britain and the
various countries of Europe have been
thrown together indiscriminately and left
sible.

to get themselves pulled together as best
they might. Social organizations and institutions have been brought into existence not to meet the needs of the town, but
in the perfectly natural and well-intentioned effort to set up again the familiar
life of the old home. But the old home life
of Ontario, Nebraska, Devon, South Rus-

—

Iceland, Scotland, Belgium how different!
Four or five churches have been established by the strongest groups. One buildsia,

ing would have been sufficient to accommodate all the town, but each group must
have its own building and then its own

Everywhere divisive
Wanted more than anything

difficult.

ele-

ments.
else
is a unifying force!
The conditions rather than the people,
we have said, are responsible. There lies
the hope: the conditions may be changed.
But how?Unifying agencies must gradually be
introduced. Irrespective of creed or nationality or party or business interests or
social standing, all must come to realize
their common community needs and responsibilities.
The establishment of a
"social centre" seems to be one of the
first steps. Under similar conditions in
some of the United States, the movement
to make the schoolhouse the social centre
has met with remarkable success. Here is
a community building, readily available
vdth little additional expense, where all
can meet on common ground. , The particular purpose for which the people get
together is of secondary importance. Let
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them play together, sing together, study
together, plan together, work together,

—

pray together it matters not. They have
entered upon a fuller life and opened the
way to all kinds of community advancement.

But who is to promote the movement?
Proverbially, everybody's business is nobody's business. Local initiative is often
lacking. Most of the community leaders
have or are supposed to have sectional interests. The school teacher is in a position to lead, but the school teacher is too
frequently a young, inexperienced girl
is here to-day and away to-morrow.
We venture to suggest that with certain
adaptations and extensions the Ontario
plan of the District Representative is admirably fitted to meet the need. In many
cases the District Representative has not
only done excellent work along agricultural lines, but he has helped to promote
public libraries, rest rooms, and various
co-operative schemes. Unfortunately his
territory is generally too large for him
Cut down his disto do intensive work.
Then give him as an assistant a
trict.
woman who has had training in social
work ideally jperhaps a nurse with housekeeping experience. Further, secure the
close co-operation of the Department of
Education. Then we would have an agency
capable of meeting many community
needs and at the same time, an agency
that could stimulate and lead all kinds of

who

-

—

community enterprises.
The social problem of th^ open country
Rural
essentially that of isolation.
phones and mail delivery and automoBut these modern
biles are doing much.
conveniences are still impossible in many
districts, and at best do not fully meet the
is

situation.

The West

is as yet too sparsely settled.
very small percentage of the available
Why?
land is yet under cultivation.
There are two outstanding reasons. First,

A

much

of

it

is

now

held by speculators.

This would not be so serious if it were
all in one block, but in almost every community there are whole sections of wild
land or land held by non-residents. This
makes the distances great and the neighbors few. Taxation should be devised
which would force the land into cultivation, and thus build up community life.

FARMERS

WHO

DON'T FARM

Secondly, our immigrants have been induced to remain in the cities instead of being enabled to go out on the land. A recent
report of the General Secretary of the
Winnipeg Associated Charities shows
that of 255 cases of foreigners receiving
relief, 179, or 70 per cent., were owners of
land in the land of their birth; 43, or 16
per cent., were agricultural laborers; 18,
or 7 per cent., were tenant farmers, while
only 15, or 6 per cent., earned their livelihood in Europe from any other source
than from the land. Yet these men are
swelling the ranks of the unemployed and
",he dependent in the city. Surely, we have
in Canada sufficient business ability to
work out a more statesmanlike and patriotic policy.

Further, it is doubtful whether our
checker-board system of 160-acre farms

is

the best that could be devised. It is per-

haps a debatable question whether smaller farms intensively cultivated would not
But
in the long run yield better results.
allowing each family 160 acres, could not
the land be surveyed to greater advantage
and the homes placed in such a way as to
permit of a larger measure of co-operation and social life? The French-Canadian plan has been carried to an absurd
extreme; the Mennonite villages have
some objectionable customs; the Doukohobor community life is quite foreign to
our whole manner of life, and yet these
village communities have much to com-

mend them.

Possibly our individualistic
may prosper and be
happy in isolated homesteads. But the
case is very different with our more so-

Anglo-Saxon

settlers

from Europe.
They would be both happier and more

ciably inclined immigrants

prosperous if allowed to settle in village
communities where they could be of
mutual assistance and develop common

all

the evils

now found

In a small way some foreign settlers are
attempting to transplant the manner of
life to which they have been accustomed
For example, in a litin the home-land.
tle Jewish community in Northern Manitoba, four families have built their homes
at the four adjoining corners of their
A schoolhouse has been
homesteads.
built on two acres of land donated by two
of the farmers. A public bath is located
on one-half an acre of land donated by one
A night-school was
of these farmers.
maintained last winter. As the community feeling is strong, other neighborhood
One mile
organizations are to follow.
north, one mile south and one mile east
of this are other similar clusters of
homes. The local schoolmaster, himself a
Jew, who has had wide experience in
Russia and Austria, as well as in various
foreign settlements in Canada, is enthusiastic over the village scheme. He
suggests that each township should be
divided into four "village communities."
The village with its school and social hall
and blacksmith shop and other community

would be located in the cenSeveral acres would be reserved for
each family for gardening and pasturage.
This village scheme may appear to us
impractical and idealistic, but it is merely
a modification of that to which many of
our European immigrants have been accustomed. The social advantages are uninstitutions

tre.

questionably great. The problem of isoThe economic
lation would be solved.

would apparently more than offeconomic disadvantages. Neighbors could readily exchange work. One set
of implements would in the early stages
meet the needs of a number of families.
Agricultural instruction could be readily
imparted. Agricultural credit an absolute essential in making a start on the
could be granted under condiprairies
tions not so very different from those in
Quebec where the Co-operative People's
Banks have been so successful.
One objection will immediately occur.
Will we not be simply perpetuating European institutions and customs and languages on Canadian soil? Will we not
have in the village system in intensified
benefits
set the

—

in the so-

called "foreign colonies?"

A REAL DANGER

There is here undoubtedly a real danger. But we submit that the importation
of vast multitudes of Europeans is a
much more dangerous proceeding than
the adoption of some of their customs
which may be good for them and posThe European immisibly good for us.
grant himself is already a part of our
national life. We cannot take him and at
a flourish of our hand banish his distinctive customs and language and religion
and ideals. Canadians have not yet begun to realize that they have within their
borders a problem which they simply must

—

Anti-bi-lingual resolutions passed
Toronto will not make good Canadians of the Ruthenians and Poles and
Russians and Germans who increasingly
will occupy the territory west of the
Great Lakes.
The present system or lack of systemr has broken down completely. Foreigners tend to segregate, and acting on
the same instinct, Canadians form exclusive communities and thus assist the
process. We must face the problem of

face.
in

—

—

social institutions.

—

form

the European settlement as well as the

European immigrant.

Even when mem-

bers of a dozen nationalities are actually
grouped in a single township the results
are far from satisfactory. The Englishspeaking families who can afford it, take
the first opportunity to move to more deThe people of
sirable neighborhoods.
other nationalities are in an equally
awkward position. The French are unable to fraternize with their German
neighbors, the Swedes with the Poles, and
It is difficult to secure sufficient
so on.
unanimity even to establish a school and

more difficult to carry it on without
constant friction. "Mix them all up,"
says the patriotic Canadian; but this
same patriotic Canadian takes good care
not to mx>ve his family into a mixed comstill

munity !

The question of the foreign community
must be faced. It is surely not un-

then,

reasonable to suggest that the village
community or the district closely settled
with congenial neighbors may make more
rapid advancement than a half-settled
territory over which are scattered, with

few

solitary and nefrom half the coun-

social institutions,

glected immigrants
tries in

Europe.

community

In the former,

institutions

would naturally develop. Let the Government maintain, as we have already
suggested, a competent school teacher, a
sympathetic District Representative and,
as his assistant, a nurse with social service training, and progress is undoubtedly
assured. This little group would constitute a sort of

Social

Settlement

that

would accomplish for the Rural Districts
what under less favorable circumstances
Social Settlements have attempted in the
congested foreign

wards of the great

cities.

But these are merely suggestions. The
is to have the whole sit-

important thing

uation given serious consideration with a

view to prompt, intelligent, constructive,
and comprehensive action.

—

A

'
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Profits:

Farmers of Ontario Are Doing
Figures and Results

the Junior

ago,

New

to

.

By

ethyl MUNROE

Prove Their Methods

in

growing in nineteen
The contestants were
all Junior Farmers, that is they
were boys or young men who
had taken the six weeks' course
in agriculture under the Dis-

time, not
it took a

potato

counties.

young man of no mean
courage to try out any new
methods of farming, if by any
chance those methods could be
branded "scientific." A young
man in our neighborhood
brought home a set of scales,
set them up in a room off the
cow stable, hung above them a
chart and proceeded to keep a

trict
Representative.
They
grew the potatoes on their
home farms, but were required

to take into account every item

of cost in producing the crop,
allowing $5 per acre for rent
of the land, 15 cents an hour
for manual and 10 cents an
hour for horse labor. The price

record of the daily performance
of each cow in the herd. The

neighbor? blamed the Government bulletins for it all; they
had become a real nuisance to
the mail carrier, those parcels
of printed matter addressed to
Jim's box, and if Jim paid any

marketable potatoes was
reckoned at 75 cents a bushel,
the unmarketable at 37 ^^ cents.
The season was most unfavorable. In some cases the land
was so wet that the boys didn't
consider the crop worth accounting for.
and dropped out of the contest, but here
are some of the results:
In Muskoka, Milton Goltz got a yield
of 514 bushels of Davies' Warriors from
an acre of clay loam. There was nothing
phenomenal about this experiment. The
land had been farmed for ten years, it
had previously been under an oat crop,
and five loads of manure had been used.
The total cost of production was $42.02;
the profit was $3-36 72 from one acre. In
Renfrew county Percy Wright's acre
yielded 421 bushels. It had been farmed
sixty years, had had twelve loads of manure, the potato crop had been preceded
of

First-prize

Guelph

steer

the

inter-county

competition at
Winter Fair, owned and fed by Willie,
Guthrie, Oxford County.
at

attention to their inside infor-

mation, it was not to be unthought of
that he might "go a little queer."
This wag before the time of Junior
Farmers' Associations or agricultural
courses in the country. The Junior Farmer has given us a new impression of the
value of science in farming and it isn't
just because we are getting used to it.
He is putting up a series of demonstrations that make every argument against
he
his methods look ashamed of itself:
is showing us how to make ynore money.
That was the last thing we ever expected.

AN ACRE

514 BUSHELS OF POTATOES FROM

Take potato yields as an instance.
Last year the Department of Agriculture,
through its District Representatives,
conducted Acre Profit Competitions in

A

Junior Farmer
Pioneer
By

P.

STEWART,

B.S.A

// you ever travel by C.P.R. between Kenora or Rat Portage and
Fort William, your train will likely
stop for water at Eagle River. If
it happens to be summer time when
things are growing and the ivater
is 7~unning
you will hear fellow
passengers remark on the wild
beauty of the place and in the next
breath ask you how'd you like to
try and make a living out of farming here. It does not look good to

.

by barley, the variety of potatoes was the
Green Mountain, the cost of production
Going
$42.09 and the profit $269.81.

them, because they are either going
to or coming from the square miles
of wheat. Neither did it look good
to many, in fact the majority, of the
actual settlers here, because they
had tried, failed and never been
able to convert their experience into

an

asset.

Therefore they had

their faith in the country by
overlooking the fact that perhaps
if they tried better cultivation, feetlost

and his steer which came
Waterloo and third at Guelph.

Leslie Turnbnll,
first in

'

Continued on next page.

Scot Turnbull and his steer which came
second in Waterloo County.

M&.

George Hosfelt's steer took
his

own

first

Bruce,
second at Guelph.
coxinty,

prize in

and

Winner of fifth prize at Guelph.
M. Wilson of Halton
County.

A

fine showing from the Freid brothers
of Oxford County. The steer in the
centre won fourth place at Guelph.
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north again to Parry Sound, C. W. Campbell's acre grew 405 bushels of the Early
Rose and Comet varieties, at a cost of
$39.30 and a profit of $253.20. In Port
Arthur section, Edwin Payton had 402
bushels of Carmen No. I's. The cost of
production was $49.55 and the profit
$245.20.
In Western Ontario H. V.
Kember, Lambton County grew 394
bushels from an acre of sandy loam. The
previous crop had been potatoes and the
land had been farmed fifty years. The
variety was the Irish Cobbler. The cost
of production $40.29, and the profit
$240.67.
These are the first five records. They
are the results of a contest of course,
and the plot would, no doubt receive unusual attention from the preparation of
the land to the harvesting of the crop;
yet when we compare these results with
the average yields of experienced farmers,
somehow they give us a new respect for
the boy with his enthusiasm over soil
compositions and fertilizers and his tireless patience with details. We sit up with
new interest when with very evident embarrassment but surprising ease he comes
forward at a farmer's meeting to tell
just how he did it. The ease in speaking,
he acquired from his experience in the
agricultural classes and Junior Farmers'
nieetings; the embarrassment is there because for so long no person thought he
was capable of doing anything worth
while on his own initiative.
Acre profit competitions were carried
on in other crops, oats, silage corn, seed
corn, barley beans, mangels and turnips,
with equally good results.
The highest
record in the oat crop was made by James
Pennett, of Lanark county.
The yield
averaged 104 bushels 10 pounds to the
acre, the cost of production $17.75 per
acre, leaving a profit of $23.98 when the
oats sold for 40 cents. This competition
brought in pretty uniform results from
the winners in the different counties, and
demonstrated some valuable facts about
varieties best adapted to different localities.
In the silage corn contest Archie
Gregg of Oxford county brought in 39
tons, 1,400 pounds from his acre, at a
cost of $18.15, including the price of 330
pounds of potash. Reckoning the price
of silage at $3 per ton this left him
$100.9,5 clear from an acre of corn. J. F.
Campbell, a Halton boy came a close
second with a yield of 38 tons, 1,000
pounds.
His cost of production was
slightly higher,— he used 3,000 pounds of
ground limestone on the land, but his
profit of $93 95 makes corn growing look
like a pretty paying proposition. When

—

.

it

comes to seed corn, Graham

Griffith of

Lambton county harvested 154 bushels
at a cost of $12.32, making a profit of
$180.18^ and this in the most unfavorable corn season we have had for years.
And so the records go. Some of the

—

boys in their anxiety to produce record
crops killed them with kindness.
Failures resulted from other causes, but the
Junior Farmers are young enough to proby their mistakes. They have learned
enough of the science back of their work
to fire them with a restless searching for
the eternal why of things, and one of the
District Representatives says that the

most interesting part of each boy's story
of his experiment is, "Another time I
would do so and so."

Continued from previous page.
fer seed,
varieties,

different

crops,

earlier

some sort of soil feeding
rotation and system, they could

make

good.

About twelve years ago a family
of McKenzies from British Columbia stopped off at Eagle River, took
the
woods with considerable courage
and a sharp axe. Donald, their

up a homestead and tackled

only son was not much of a help
then because he was just about 12
years old. As he grew up he did
not have any playm,ates and he
would sooner read the farm, page of
the weekly

newspaper than go

fish-

ing.

Last spring was the time in this
boy's life when he made a
definite decision to stay on the
farm, his father had made. About
the first thing he did was to join
the nearest Agricultural Society
and after the fair he had the following winnings to his credit.

farm,

f^tanding Field Crop Competition
6th prize on clover
2nd prize on potatoes

Dryden FaH Fair
1st prize
1st prize

—

—

on oats
on barley

if

6.00
1.5.00

$2.00
2.00

Encouraged by the success of

this

attempt he took a sample of his
barley and got it ready for the provincial fair at
Guelph.
There
against 23 veterans he won second
p^-ize of $8.00 making his total
winnings for the season, $33.00.
None of the neighbors thought the

was possible; they did not
honestly believe that their homesteads were worth improving but
now they say that next year they
are going to give young "Don" soone
extra competition for his prizes.
It would not be possible to put a
cash value on the performance of
this junior farmer but here are
some of the direct results:
like

—

Discouraged settlers are taking a
fresh hold.

Tens of acres will be cleared and
put under cultivation which otherwise would have been left to grow
poplar scrub.

Better

seed

of

more

suitable

planted in ground
more carefully prepared.

THE PASSING OF THE "ROOT HOG OR
PLAN OF PORK CULTURE

DIE"

The young farmers of Ontario have
also proved a few things about the advisability of marketing more of the farm
crops on four legs instead of four wheels.
In sixteen counties boys entered the De-

partment of Agriculture's "Feeding Hogs
For Profit" competition, under the following regulations: The pigs were selected
at six weeks old, and a value of $4 each
was placed on them then. Contestants
were allowed to feed four and select the
best three at .the end of the competition.
They were fed for sixteen weeks and a
record kept of the cost of grain, green
milk and pasture at standard uniform prices throughout the province.
feed,

The results proved another fact which
has been rather slow in coming to many
that it pays to force the young
of us,
pigs along and get them on the market
They
as young as twenty-two weeks.
know just when a pig has reached the
zenith of his financial career, and they
take no stock in the indifferences of the
farmer who carries swill and half rations
to his pen for a year or two and with
utter contempt for book farming asks
"What's a year more or less to a hog?"
Also the boys know how to rush the
young animals without inducing fatty

—

degeneration, if that is possible in a pig,
and they learn to make the best use of
From Norfolk
their local advantages.
Representative
county
the
District
writes, "In the case of the winner the
greatest profit was no doubt due partly
to the fact that he had access to any quantity of fresh, cheap whey from a creamery (of course he paid for it). There is
no doubt this whey has a beneficial effect
on the digestive system of hogs, as buttermilk has in the case of young chicks.
Perhaps this was the greatest factor influencing their splendid growth."

And these are some of the returns from
the hog-feeding contest, Lawson Sewell of
Grey county sold his five-and-a-half
months old pigs at an average of $24.84,
with a clear profit of $12.31 each. J. S.
Pollard of Oxford, averaged the same selling price with a little higher cost of production leaving a profit of $11.21 per
hog.

vcurieties will be

'that

is

The

farming has
been really aroused and less attenlocal interest in

tion is being paid to speculation on
cordwood values, trappings, etc.
Besides being an active member

of the

Dryden Agricultural Society

Donald

is also attached to the Canadian and Western Ontario Seed
Growers' Associations. He is secretary of the Eagle River Farmers'
Live
Stock Improvement
Club,
Association and School Board.

It is

see

hard

to

reckon but easy

only to his
the whole country.

riot

to

young man,
community but to

the value of this

DEVELOPING THE BABY BEEF LINE

Two

years ago the cattle men of Texas,
main industry dying out. They
discovered that in one year, half a million
calves were being slaughtered that might
have been fed for a few months and
raised from a $2,000,000 value to a $35,-

saw

their

baby beeves. Canada is just
waking up to the same state of affairs.
The cattle men in Texas found that there
was only one way to save the cattle busi000,000, as

ness, viz., to get the boys interested, so
they proceeded to encourage the forming
of baby beef clubs. We can congratulate
ourselves that already the Junior Farmers in Ontario are getting into the baby

beef business.

Continued on page 28

Power

Jones'

Bill

How One Man

in

Nova

Scotia Solved

By

Plant:

JOHN

MacDONALD

H.

His Farm Power Problems

at a

Cost of

$86 a Year
farms
BILL
of good land
J.

three hundred acres

Maritime Canada.
There is nothing halfway in Bill's
methods. He is a rabid exponent of the
virtues and advantages of mixed farming. And woe be to the man who would
try to force the tenets of specialized farming on

in

Bill.

loves his farm and his work. That
the explanation of his interest in all
things agricultural. His community is
proud of him. He keeps a herd of purebred dairy cows and feeds them each according to her merits. He grows all his
own feed except the concentrates.
He looks after the selling end of his
business with the same care that he
lavishes on the producing end. Nothing
but the finished product leaves his farm.
Thus his land is growing richer every day.
And so is Bill. In fact, Bill is a very near
approach to the ideal farmer, at least in
his neighbor's opinion, his own notwithstanding.
I have said that Bill is in love with his
farm; he is proud of it, too. And the feature he is proudest of is his lighting and
power plant. Bill formerly used gasengines for his power and kerosene for his

He

is

light.

Now he has

elec-

tricity, and the gas-engine and kerosene lamps
are in the scrap heap.

BILL DREAMS IN ELECTRIC TERMS
If Bill can talk well

on the merits of mixed

he

farming

can

electricity better.

talk

What

he doesn't do with his
new power is not worth
doing at all. The other

day

I

icill

installation

of

The shortage

be

of

who has

exceptional interest
the possihility of the

power machinery on his farm.
the Canadian farms

of labor tn

at the present time

is

accentuating the need for

some kind of power if the farmer is to make
more money out of the labor at his command.
Besides the ma\king of money there is also the
social needs of the farm for the wife and
family and for the convenience of himself that
demand a great deal of our attention. To
end the installation 'of a gasoline engine,
of electrical equipment or of icater power
will do much toicards bringing about these
good returns to the farm. This article was
ritten by a Nova Scotian from Cape Breton

dropped in

to see

And what I saw
made me open my eyes.
him.

There were posts and
wires and insulators all

line shaft

II

and

-will be particularly interesting to people
the Maritime Provinces tvhere conditions
allow similar cases such as the one here described throughout a great portion of these

in

[irovinces.

—Editor.

I could think of nothing
Briefly I found that he ran his ensilage cutters and filled his silos by electricity.
He cut his straw, pulped roots

electricity until
else.

and pumped water by the same power. He
milked his cows with the aid of a twounit machine and electricity. In the dairy
I found the churn and mixer belted to a

A

and a

the whole outfit

little electric

motor

set

humming.

The house is lighted with sixteencandle-power tungsten lamps, as also is
the barn, carriage-house and dairy. His
wife runs the washing-machine- and also
What city home
irons by electricity.
can boast of more? There is a first-class
system of plumbing ihstalled, with hot
.

and cold taps.

tiiis

in the
his intro-

duction to the wonders
of electricity. He had a
stream of water on the
place and an engineeifriend put him on to the

'

article

eiery farmer

That was

days before

dodge.

'this
to

IS IT

"But
doesn't

itn't
it

cost

EXTRAVAGANT?
extravagant;

very

this

more than

it is

asked him.
"No, it is not," he replied.

worth?"

I

"It doesn't

Qost as much as gasoline power would
cost and we have the lights extrar Besides, it is safer, simpler, and far more

convenient than any engine ever put

to-

gether. You see the power costs me nothing; the stream just flows on, gives the
power and asks nothing return."
"Well! What did the plant cost you?"
I asked.
"Not half what it is worth,"
was his rejoinder. "Come up and look it
over and we'll talk prices at the same

time."
I

found the power-house situated at the
foot of a hill about three
hundred yards from the
buildings. A stream had

Real Farmers' Building

At Laui-encetown, Annapolis County, N.S., the farmers have taken up the
problem of making life more congenial to the young folk, and have worked out
an educational and recreational by-product. Their building stands on a plot of
4 acres.
One part serves as a class room and a club, with a fireplace, hardwood floors, blackboards, library, and office. The rest of the building is converted into a theatre for lectures and livestock demonstrations, seating 300.
On the grounds, baseball, football, etc., are played. A literary club, and
the Women's Institute meet hero also.
This community centre was opened
last winter by a short course in agriculture, under the superintendence of
Secretary Gumming. About 700 farmers attended. It began among the farmers
themselves, and the department helped them out.
Other places could well
Imitate this N.S. community.
The liuilding cost .?2.0O0.
\
j CAMPBELL.

worn a gully in the hill
down to the bed-rock.
Over the rock it tumbled in a miniature fall.
Across the top of the
fall

a small

four

feet

dam about
high

was

built.

From the bottom of
the dam a pipe conveyed
the water down to the
Pelton wheel below. The
dynamo was belted to
the wheel, provision being made to stop and
start the generator by a
lever and also by an apparatus controlled from
the buildings.
LIGHTS FROM STORAGE
BATTERY

From

the dynamo

over the place, from the
power house t o the
dwelling house,
and
from the house to the

wires conveyed the current to the buildings.
Here a switchboard and
storage battery were lo-

barn and dairy.

cated.

When

I

went

to the

barn I found a host of
hungry-eyed Holsteins
staring at Bill as he
gyrated around a root
pulper that was chopping turnips at the rate
of a bushel a minute.
He talked to me about

run

The lights were
from the storage

battery,

thus

doing

the necessity
of having the generator
going while the lights

away with

were

on.

The switch-board was
of a very convenient
type. It was so arranged
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that if the generator was running while
the lights were on, current for the lights
could be used direct from the dynamo,
At
thus effecting a saving of current.
the same time the lights could be taken
from both generator and storage battery
or from storage battery alone.

The switchboard was

fitted

with an am-

pere hour meter which showed when the
battery should be charged, the rate of
charging and showed when battery was
fully charged. It also showed the rate per
day and week of consumption of battery
current. It also showed when battery was
fully charged and gave signal by means of
a bell. This prevented buckling of the
battery plates by over charging. This
instrument, in fact, was the same to the
battery as the water-gauge is to the tank.
The storage battery was charged while
the dynamo was generating current for
other work.

WHAT

IT

COST

The cost of the outfit and plant was as
follows: Dam and pipe to Pelton wheel
approximately $75. Pelton wheel
cosrt

Installing a
A Few

Points

to

cost $60, 4-kilowatt generator cost $175,
32-volt 44-ampere-hour storage battery

and switch-board complete with ampere
hour meter cost $130. The wire, lights, insulators and meter cost about $160, or a
total of $600.

The pipe from dam to wheel had a fall
of twenty feet. Inside, the pipe was 10 in.
square and the water had a flow of 132
feet per minute. This gave an impulse of
495,000 foot pounds, or about 15 horsepower. The wheel developed about 80 per
cent, efficiency, or 12 horse-power.

This,

conveyed to the generator, developed
about the equal of 10 horse-power in curIf this current was run through a
rent.
battery it would result in a further loss of
about 20 per cent. Hence the economy of
running the machinery direct from the
generator.

OPERATING COSTS

The yearly cost of the system was as
follows: Repairs, $20; interest on investment of $600 at 6 per cent., $36; depreciation, 5 per cent., $30; a total yearly
cost of $86 for the use of 20 sixteen-candle

power lamps and ten horse-power ten
hours a day for a year if needed. Who
could find cheaper power?
is

Compared with a gasoline engine,
by far cheaper. Presuming that

in Okie's

Desire

to

the

ten horse-power are used for 750 hours
in the year, the engine bill would be as
follows Price of engine $350 interest on
investment at 6 per cent., $21. depreciation at 10 per cent., $35; gasoline, 750
gallons at 20c, $150; lubricating oil and
repairs $25, or a grand total of $231.
;

:

Compare such a total with Bill J.'s $86
a year and you'll find Bill in jwcket just
$145.
And he has his lights to boot, to
say nothing of greater convenience, safety
from fire, lower insurance rates and advantages too numerous to mention.
Perhaps some reader may find that he
can utilize his natural power now going
to waste in streams or falls of water as
And why not? There are
Bill used his.
hundreds of thousands of horse-power
latent in undeveloped streams all over the
country. And in many cases they represent cheaper power than gasoline. Though
it is seldom one can. find a plant that will
develop power as cheaply as Bill's did.

By

Farm Water System:

Regard

this

J.

G.

ROBERTS

Have Running Water

in the

Country House

THE

tendency found nowadays near-

ly everywhere, among a certain
class of people, to build for themselves homes beyond the confines of thick-

populated districts, has accentuated
the demand, which was already rapidly
developing among the better class of
farmers and other dwellers in rural locations, for simple and not too expensive
means of supplying the ordinary comforts
such as good water supply, sewage disly

posal, artificial lighting, etc., which, until
comparatively recent years, were to be
found in large cities only.
To such an extent has success crowned
the eff'orts of those who set about devising
a method by which these very reasonable
demands might be satisfied, that it may

be safely stated that, in these respects at
may enjoy, at no
great cost, all the advantages possessed
by his city cousin.
We will confine ourselves on this occasion to a brief description of the means
employed to provide a first-class waterworks system, and present herewith five
illustrations which vdll clearly demonstrate what is intended to be conveyed.
Until very recent years, where any attempt at all was made to introduce
waterworks in a building, where a regular
water service was not available, it was
the practice to erect a reservoir in the top
of either tlje house or barn, or else in the
tower of a windmill, or one built for the
purpose.
least the rural resident

This method, however, has many inherent disadvantages, among which are
the absence of a reasonable pressure, the

atmospheric temperature during both winter and summer, the possibility
particularly where the tank was
placed in the house or barn of birds,
bats, vermin, etc., being drowned and contaminating the supply, not to speak of the
constant contact with dust, bacteria anu
effect of the

—

—

odors.

eventually result in destroying the usefulness of the whole system.

For example,

if

a tank loses one hun-

dred, or even ten, cubic inches of air per
day, it will be only a matter of a short
time until all of the imprisoned air has
escaped, and consequently the water in the
tank will not be forced out. It must be

Another important drawback was the
to leakage, and the consequent
damage to plaster and decorations below.
Then, again, special provision had to be
made for carrying the sometimes enormous weight of water stored in large

borne in mind that a tank that will be
found water-tight or steam-tight, may not
be air-tight, for the same reason that a
waste basket that would hold potatoes
might not hold sand.

tanks.
All of

lows, viz.:

liability

these difficulties and disadvantages have been overcome by the use
of what is known as the pneumatic water
supply system, which is already coming
into general use in some sections of the
country, and is meeting with splendid and

well-deserved success.
A hot-air engine, gasoline engine, windmill, electric motor, or in the case of small
systems, a hand force-pump may be used
as the power. The water is in many cases
drawn from a well and is delivered into
the bottom of the tank, and the delivery
pipe from the tank to the house is also
taken from the underside of the former.
The first essential is that the tank
shall be absolutely air tight, and to that
end tanks of all capacities ranging from
140 gallons to 18,000 gallons capacity,
made especially for the purpose, are procurable.
The necessity for having an absolutely
air-tight tank can scarcely be exaggerated, because the smallest leak of air will

The operation

of the system is as folAfter the various connections
are made, which include the connection

of the suction pipe to the well, the delivery
pipe from the pump to the tank, and the
connection between the tank and the house
plumbing, the pump should be started and
kept in operation until the required pressure, be it 30, 50 or 75 pounds, is obtained.
After obtaining the desired pressure on
the gauge, it will be apparent that all of
the air originally contained in the tank
will be at the top and all of the water
pumped into, it will be at the bottom, and
that the former will occupy a space decreasing in volume as the pressure increases; that is to say, the more water
that is pumped into the tank, the smaller
will be the space into which the air will

be crowded.
It will also

be

evident

that

when

a

opened at any of the plumbing
fixtures, the compressed air will cause the
expulsion of the water at a velocity defaucet

is

Continued on page 59

—

The Extent

of

Canadian Irrigation

Foot of Soil in the Prairie Provinces is Worth More Than All The
Mines in Alaska or the Forests From the United States to the Arctic,
But Irrigation is Necessary For Intensing Production

The

First

Horace Greeley were

IFto

to

come back

earth a disembodied spirit, and inform himself of what has happened
most of all if
since he departed the flesh
he were to survey the present field of
opportunity it is probable that he would
revise his most famous saying, by which,
He
indeed, his fame chiefly remains.
would in all likelihood say now: "Go west,

By

CHARLES W. STOKES

—

cent.

A

—

—and

young man, go west
tion."

One of

study irriga-

own

named
The population of the American continent has been moving westward more or
less ever since William Penn landed near
Plymouth Rock. Some peculiar impulse
atmosphere has impelled the younger men and women to go west naturally,
even though the "West" might only have

Irrigating sugar beets near Bassano,Alta.

and

in the

been on the farther side of the river or
on the other side of the hill. However,
they went are going will go west; and
the postcript to Greeley is now necessary,
for the most notable feature of recent efforts in the way of Western colonization
has been the prominence of irrigation.
Old though the science of irrigation is,
dating back, according to some authorities, to the time of Babylon, it is comparatively recent application in America, and
then only in Western America
in those
regions, namely, which have always represented the farthest west. Successive
generations, distributing themselves farther and farther away from the Atlantic
Coast, have always regarded the next
state on towards the sunset as being
"west"; but there has never been any
mistake about the states in which irrigation is practised.
These states form the so-called "arid
legion"- the tier, namely, formed by the

—

—

—

—

Nebrasks, KanOklahoma and Texas,

Dakotas,
sas,

student of the great westward movewill therefore probably be inclined
to the general conclusion that the evolution of the West can be divided into threephases.
First, a dimly understood land
in which a few adventurers ranged cattle
across unfenced solitudes; second, scattered settlements and straggling small
farms; and third, a closely settled, intensively cultivated and prosperous distrirt with an irrigation enterprise as its
basis, in the dryer parts of the prairie

ment

relations, a cousin
after him, did both.
his

had increased 31
per cent, in the ten years, the number of
irrigated farms had increased 48 per
in the irrigated region

Considfrable
discussion
lias
taken
Dlace at manii voints in the West re(inrding the merits of irrigation and the
I'-nii it is working out, cspeciallii on
the
C.P.R. land, wliere it has been tried
ejctciisirelii in
Albrrta.
A recent dispatch from the West states that the
disagreement irhich had been e.rislinri
for a long time betuecn the farmers in
the iiestern section of the C.P.R. irrigation block and the C.P.R. has finalUi
been settled at a conference hitircen
smne 30 representative farmers and J. n.
Dennis of the Natural Resources Department at Calgary.
The dispute arose
some time agi, over the fact thai the
farmers claimed that the C.P.R. had
urongly cla.i.'iified the land and asked
for a reclassificution of this land b\j the
.

Dominion Gorernmcnt. This iro.s completed last year and several changes
Here recommended, and noir then hiire
come' to a practical agreement.
The
settlement,

so

it

is

said,

nill

effect

about 220 farmers

in the western section
of the irrigation block and nill result
in a total saving to these farmers of
betueen .f:!OIJ.00() and $400,000
llesides
this there will be an annual saving in
water rental to manij of them, where
watev was not needed on their farms.

—Editor.

foothills.

Such, at any rate, is the theory that
suggests itself to the writer after attending a three-days' convention of the Western Canada Irrigation Asociation. Canada parallels the United States in that
the study and application of irrigation
has been confined almost entirely to the
West. Western Canada is a new country
about the newest country of the continent,
as well as the farthest west; and it has
passed through these three phases quicker
than most other new countries. It was
cattle range so recently that the gay and
gaudy cowboy is not yet a thing of the
past; and it has taken irrigation to its
bosom so early that in some sections in
the southern part of the Province of Alberta
the cowboy has to be very careful
or he is apt to steer his "hawss" into a
distributing ditch or a lateral.
But the Western Canada Irrigation
Association seems to be sound and husky
despite its juvenility.
Nearly all the
work undertaken by the Government—
which means the Government of the Dominion of Canada for the

—

—

been started as a result of
the impulse communicated
from the association. So
stated
the Government
Commissiioner o f Irrigation at the convention, and
he should know.

In the last
census year there were in
these states no less than
51.700
irrigation
enterprises

Coast.

which

in

1910

gated

irri-

—

13,700,000 acres
eight per cent, of the area
of the improved lands in
the states in question. That
irrigation, as applied to
agriculture in America, is
practically

speaking

the total

number

of

-The two prairie provinces
Saskatchewan
of
and Alberta, and the Pacific
Coast province of
British
Columbia,
have
been the centres of irrigadevelopment i n
t i o n
Canada.
In the prairie
provinces irrigation was
first considered
the
standpoint
of
the

new

can be gathered from the
fact that out of the total
cost of these enterprises,
which at the end of 1910
was in excess of $424,000,000, over $350,000,000 had
been spent in the previous
ten years; and it is also
worthy of notice that while

farms

—

development of irrigation
in
Western Canada has

and all the states lying between these and the Pacific

'

from

Part of the newly completed aqueduct at Brooks. This aqueduct,
carrying water for the irrigation of 125,000 acres, consists of a concrete fiwme 23 feet wide by 9 feet deep, two miles in length. It crosses
a wide valley at a height in one place of 60 feet. At the point in the
picture it syphons under the railway track.

farmer
more
particularly from that of
grain-and-stock

in British Colujnbia,

the fruit-grower. The investment in irrigation en-
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Why

irrigate in Western Canada at
be asked. The reason is found,
not in adverse climatic or soil conditions
that prevail in other irrigated regions,
but in the need for intensive production.
No part of Western Canada is arid or desIn the irrigated fruit valleys of
ert.
British Columbia, the light sandy soil is

all?

may

found bearing a great resemblance to the
volcanic ash of California, and without
either irrigation or copious rainfall, vegetation will not, generally speaking, grow
there. But on the prairies, in the irrigat-

ed regions of Alberta and Saskatchewan,
The heavy
such conditions are absent.
rich loam which centuries have stored up
need only scratching to become exceedingly fertile. The first foot of soil in the

prairie provinces is worth more than all
the mines in the mountains from Alaska
to Mexico, and more than all the forests

from the United States boundary to the
Arctic Sea. So says Professor Shaw, one

showing

fie

terprises is as yet about twenty-five millions, of which some twenty millions represent the capitalization of one company's
activities.

The pioneer enterprise on a large scale
the system begun by the Alberta Railway and Irrigation Company, in the viis

of Lethbridge, in the extreme
southern part of Alberta. This was started in 1898, and involved an original construction expenditure of over one million
dollars.
Water is drawn from the St.
Mary River, and the area ynder irrigation is about 120,000 acres. Four years.
ago this project was acquired by the
Canadian Pacific Railway, which othervdse operates the largest individual irrigation enterprise on the continent.
This system, which lies north of the
main line of the C. P. R. immediately east
cinity

Id irrigation.

of the best-known agronomists of the
United States. Similarly, there is an

of the city of Calgary, has an area greater
than one-fifth of the total irrigated areas
of the United States. Divided into three
sections of approximately a million acres
each, some 800,000 acres can now or will
ultimately be irrigated, according to present conditions.
Water is drawn from
the Bow River at two points, one of which
is the great dam at Bassano, the second
largest structure of its kind in the world.
The dam is nearly 8,000 feet in length,
and raises the level of the river some 46
feet and diverts sufficient water for the
irrigation of 440,000 acres. Another very
notable structure is a long aqueduct at
Brooks— a concrete flume tweoity-three
feet wide by nine feet deep, two miles
long, which crosses a wide valley at a
height which reaches a maximum of sixty
feet.

abundant rainfall.
But irrigation produces bigger crops, it
ensures crops, and it makes better crops.
It brings closer settlement, and enhanced
prosperity. Hence the desirability and
benefit of irrigation in a country where
not imperative.
that has been forcibly demonstrated during the past six or seven years,
since irrigation began to be practised on
a big scale in Alberta, is that alfalfa, the
best fodder crop of them all, and the backbone of the live stock farm, flourishes exceedingly in Western Canada once it gets
a fair start on properly inoculated soil.
irrigation

is

One thing

The

Grimm,

Common-Sense Cow-Feeding:
Growing Corn

is

the

One Way

to

Turkestan

and

Montana

strains seem the best suited, and with irrigation two cuttings of from 1% to 2%
tons per acre, and occasionally three, can
be made each year.

By R.

B.

DIXON

Cheapen Dairy Costs and Increase Cash
Returns

(CONTINrRD FROM MAY
you can get a cow to eat wheat chaflf
oat straw, she might possibly produce some milk, but in order to do
that, you must give her something else,
and the first consideration in getting her
to ea"t enough is palatability.
How are you going to secure palatability?
In my experience, the most im-

IFor

{Kjrtant point to lend palatability to the

feed is succulence. Some people give that
word succulence a wrong meaning. It
has only one meaning. It does not mean
nutritious or food value; it means juici-

anything that is juicy is
succulent, and everything that is succulent is not necessarily very highly nutritious.
Succulence is commonly used by
men in speaking of feeding dairy cows
and commonly used by all stockmen. It
means simply juiciness, and if we can get
that into a ration it is a very big thing,
and that ration will be Very acceptable to

ness, therefore

the dairy cow.

How

can
no

ISSli;.)

we get

succulence
June.
Grass and green clover and other green
feeds are easy to get in summer, but in
winter it is a different matter. Fortunately the silo has solved that question for us
in many parts of Canada. I admit it costs
considerable money to build a silo and
have everything as it should be, but if
one doesn't feel that he can put up one this
year, he can grow some roots. Roots cost
more to produce, and they are less valuable tori for ton, and they are a less certain crop than corn ensilage.
There is another way that you can add
succulency to your ration and that is by
cutting your straw and making a little
pile and sprinkling it with water. If you
add to the water 20 per cent, of feed molasses, you will have a succulent mixture;
and if it has stood for a day or a little
longer it is exceedingly palatable to the
into ration?

There

is

difficulty in

cow and it will enable you to feed your
cows some of the cheapest roughage that
you may have on your farm. If you are
feeding ensilage, you can mix in with that
ensilage a considerable amount of oat
straw or barley straw or inferior hay, and
the cows will eat it up.
On every farm there is more or less
rough feed that must be got rid of, but it
is not always advisable to feed it to young
stock. You c'an make the old cows eat it
profitably if you will add to it palatability

and this can be done
with the ensilage, or by
sprinkling it with water and feed moMolasses is a profitable food,
lasses.
quite as profitable as the average feeds we
find on the market to-day. If you use it as
a material to increase the acceptability of
the rough feed, it is worth one cannot say
how much, because if you can get these
cows to eat these cheap foods, their value

and change
by mixing

its flavor,
it

HE

'J'
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$1,724,000
Montreal Branch
Cost $333,000

Toronto Branch

Area

forNewBuildings

Canada Since

in

War Began

the

WHY?

efM

activities?

The experience of the Canadian Ford Company
since that never-to-be-forgotten Aug. 1, 1914, indicates that courage and confidence should be' away
above par, that we are fully justified in casting aside
anxiety and putting our full energy into an aggressive and progressive business policy.
It was some time before the outbreak of war that

Company

decided

on an

extremely broad policy of expansion.
If the demand for Ford cars should increase in the
way that it had every indication of doing, then new
buildings would have to be started at once to enable
the company to meet this demand.
When war came the Ford Canadian executives saw
no reason to change their plans their confidence in
Canada's prosperity never wavered.
So work was begun on a new building at Ford City
costing $452,000.
This is used as an addition to the
office building and to the main factory building.
It
adds 130,000 square feet of floor space to the Ford
Plant, bringing the total up to more than 9 acres.
Then followed a new machine shop costing $90,000.
The power plant was also enlarged at a cost of

—

$110,000.
In four leading Canadian cities, handsome new
buildings were erected as branch assembly plants,

and service

stations.
Each one is as large as
automobile factories. All are of similar construction, being modern fire-proof buildings of brick
and reinforced concrete trimmed with mat glazed
terra cotta.
The bases are of granite. The interiors
are finished and fitted in accordance with the very
best modern practice.
One of the branch buildings is located at Montreal,
119-139 Laurier Ave., East. It is a four story building containing 124,000 square feet of floor space and
costing $333,000.
Over 100 people are employed here.
The Ford branch at Toronto, 672-682 Dupont St.,
is a five-story building containing 132,000 square feet

sales

many

123,000 sq. ft.

Runabout
Touring
Coupelet

.... $480
.... 530
730

Sedan

-

-

Town Car
f.

o. b.

-

-

=

-

.

1
London, Ont. Branch

Area

.
.

Ford, Ontario

49,872 sq. ft.

Cost $161,000

The number of employes is about 150.
third new branch building is at London, Ontario at 680-690 Waterloo Street. It is a three story
structure having 49,872 square feet of floor space and
was erected at a cost of $161,000.
The immensely increasing demand for Ford cars in
Western Canada made it necessary to build a fourth
new branch at Winnipeg. This is a handsome five
story building located at the corner of Portage Avenue
and Wall Street. A quarter of a million dollars was
put into its construction.
The total cost of these new buildings erected by the
Ford Canadian Companysince war began is$l, 724, 000
Additional to this are thousands of dollars spent to
equip these buildings.
of floor space.

The

Why has

this

been done?

provide Ford owners with greater service
facilities.
Each of these branches is so completely
equipped with parts and machinery as to be able to
build a Ford car complete. Also they act as a base for
the hundreds of Ford dealers in their part of the country, each of whose place of business is a well equipped
Ford service station, in giving more rapid and more
eflicient service to Ford owners.
The second reason for this great amount of deyelopment work is to be found in the attitude of the Ford
Canadian executives. If these men had followed the
policy of many Canadian manufacturers they, with
seeming good judgment, might have held up these plans
for such enormously expensive construction work.
But such was not their attitude. They were convinced that progress and prosperity were assured in
First, to

Canada.
This decision was of vast benefit to Canadian industries, Canadian merchants and Canadian workmen in
such a critical time as this. Practically all thematerial
for these buildings was purchased in Canada. Canadian workmen were employed in their construction.
And after the construction work was over, the whole
community benefitted from the enthusiastic, successful, wealth producing and distributing activities of
these big establishments.

Limited, Ford, Ontario

-

.

124,000 sq. ft.

.

Cost $250,000

Ford Motor Company of Canada,
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford

Area

Cost $328,000

Winnipeg Branch
Area

Canada prosperous?
Are we justified in having the courage and confidence to put on full speed ahead in our business

Canadian

ft.

M11^^
IR Bh
^B m

Is

the Ford

133.000 sq.

AH

cars completely equipped,

including electric

890
780

headlights.

Elquipment does not include
3-D

speedometer.
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enormously increased, and, thereyour profits would be that much
greater.
Hence, the value of feed molasses can scarcely be over-estimated
when you have rather a lot of poor feed
to be utilized to the best advantage by the
will be

fore,

-^^jV_--»*«»*«»S!!l«^5(»
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Put Your Corn

in
this

a

Silo

and Prevent

Waste

PRACTICALLY one-third of the feeding value of your
corn crop is lost when you allow the fodder to become
dry or to stand exposed to the weather. Besides, it is
a great deal of trouble to feed corn stalks, and cattle cannot eat them up clean. Any way you look at it there is a
big waste that could be prevented by putting your crop
m an

IDEAL GREEN FEED SILO
assures you of well-preserved silage, the only kind that has any
a "cheap" make-shift silo. You
a silo, no matter how low its cost.
Low price is not what makes a silo a good investment. It is the quality of the
silage you get out of a silo and the number of years that it will last that

This

silo

You cannot expect good silage from
cannot make or save money by buying such
value.

determine

its

value.

Every feature of the Ideal is the result of long experience in silo manuEvery detail' in the selecting of the material, and the manufacture
facture.
aud fitting of the parts is clearly explained and illustrated in our large silo
catalogue.
There is nothing obscure or indefinite about the superiority of
the Ideal.
Ask for a copy of the catalogue and read it. You will see just what kind
of material is used; how the staves are milled, splined and made to fit perfectly;
how the wood is treated with a preservative that protects it from the moisture
and acid in the silage; how the entire silo is put together to withstand for
many years the tremendous pressure of the silage.
Get all the facts about this silo clearly in mind. Write today for catalogue.

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY

CO.,

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF DAIRY SUPPLIES

IN

LIMITED

CANADA.

Sole distributor* in Canada of the famous De Laval Cream Separators
and Alpha Ga* Engines.
Catalogues of any of our lines mailed
upon request.

VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG
MONTREAL
PETERBORO
BRANCHES AND LOCAL AGENCIES THE WORLD OVER

50,000

dairy herd.
Ensilage, to give the best results, should
be mixed with 5 or 8 pounds of chaff or
cut hay or straw or wheat chaff or barley
or anything that will take off a little bit
of the succulency and give slightly different flavors, or modify the flavor. Not
that the flavor of the ensilage is not acceptable to the cows, but the modifying
it seems to make it more satisfactory,
and they will eat it down with greater
rapidity than when fed pure. Especially
is this true if you have been compelled to
cut your corn a little on the green side,
and if it has a highly acid flavor. This
happens frequently in this country,
especially if the spring weather has not
been satisfactory. Last year I saw thousands of acres of corn that practically had
not an ear on it. Such corn can not pos-

of

sibly give ensilage of the highest quality.

Unfortunately, our farmers do not know
to grow corn to the best advantage.
They have not all learned the advisability
and importance and profitableness of
draining their land so as to secure a high
class crop of corn. If we plant our corn
in a common-sense way we will be sure to
always have a crop of such feed as will
give excellent returns in milk. It is the
best crop in the whole list of crops, that
never makes a failure.

how

VARIETY IN THE RATION
After succulence and palatabilty

in

a

variety; that is, give the cow a
little change. As I said before, if you had
porterhouse steak and some nice fried
potatoes, you would be able to have a good
time. But if you had that seven days a
week, and fifty-two weeks in the year, it
would get wearisome, and you would like
to have a little pork or ham and eggs, and
it is the same way with the cow.
If you
give the cow the same old thing day after
day without any change, she will get
tired of it. You might ask, would it be
advisable feeding her corn ensilage to-day
and roots to-morrow, and clover hay toration,

is

day and some oil-cake to-morrow?
Not at all. That is not the way the cow
likes variety in her feed.
She likes va-

IVe need your

spare, time

—Let's

Her
get together

Let us show you the way to increase your income to any extent you
If your present salary isn't quite sufficient to take care
of "extra summer needs," our plan will provide the money for
them. It will also furnish the funds for vacation expenses.
The best part of our money-making plan is, no time is needed,
only what you can spare from your regular employment. It interferes in no way with business or pleasure, but fits in as a "money
maker" into spare-time monients. Werk it an hour now and
then and the cash results will surprise you.
Now is just the time to start the days are long and are getting
longer. Turn your evenings and spare time into cash by becoming
desire.

—

—

our district representative.
"

Full particulars without obligation free on request.
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but she likes it almost at each meal.
ration may be changed a little, but
once you have accustomed a coiv to a certain feed that she likes, at a certain time,
you would do well to keep on giving it to
her. If you have been feeding corn ensilage in the morning and ensilage at
night, and you suddenly turn around and
feed her dry hay and roots in the morning,
she will regent it. Change in the ration
or method of feeding a dairy cow is not a
good thing, but you must lend variety to
the ration by including in the ration as
many different feeds as possible. It is not
necessary that every feed you give her
riety,

YOU WANT MORE MONEY

CO., LIMITED
TORONTO, ONT.

should be the same. You might prepare
a mixture on ensilage, oat straw and
clover hay and meal, and give it to her
in the morning and also at night, and keep
on doing that, but you may also give her
ensilage and clover hay in the morning
and roots and wheat straw at night, and

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
let the rain and snow fall on it,
not acceptable to the cattle. If you
take first-class clover hay or alfalfa and
put it in the barn when it is a little bit
on the wet side, it will get more or less
mouldy, and the cows do not like it. Not
only does it lose its food value, but it loses
in flavor. We should so grow our feeds
and so conserve them as to make them acceptable in both taste and aroma, and this
can be done by cutting the hay just a little on the fresh side, just a little bit before
you think it is ready. You will get just
about as many tons of hay and you will
get many more pounds of digestible matter. We think because a certain quantity
of hay weighs 50 pounds, that, therefore,
we have 50 pounds of food value. If that
hay had been cut when it was only 45
pounds, we would have 10 or 15 pounds
more food value, because hay cut at a
late stage has very much more fibre, and
the fibre is not digestible. Therefore, cut
it at the right time, and you will have
more digestible matter of a better quality,
and it will be much more palatable and
acceptable to the cow.

side
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and

it is
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Alter the
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on a Cliesterville
farm, Ontario.

silo filling

you would also have variety, and the cow
would be receiving quite a different ration.

not a clock, but she has a good
is coming at a certain time,
and you can depend upon a cow rising to
the situation and saying: "It is six
o'clock and I ought to get some roots and
oat straw," and if you don't give them to
her she will resent it every time. Therefore, 1 say, give her a certain amount of
en.silage at certain hours, and a certain
amount of clover hay, and a certain
amount of roots and a certain amount of
meal. There are a wonderful number of
variations that you can make, but I have
found it best if you will mix these three
foods in such proportion as is best suited
to the amount of milk your cow is giving,
that is, if your cows are fairly fresh and
capable of giving a good supply of milk.
Give, then, a fairly good percentage of
gluten and a good proportion of oats,
say, half gluten, quarter oats and quarter
bran, but if they are fairly advanced and
not likely to respond so profitably to a
heavy meal ration, change that around
and give a third of each of the foods or
even less of the gluten or expensive

A cow

idea of

is

what

feeds,

In making variety of rations, there are
one or two points worth considering. Give
her in the morning those feeds which are
most acceptable to her; give her, when
she is really hungry, the things she likes
"best, and she will make the best use of
these.
At night, when she has a certain
proportion of the day's food still in her
stomach, and is a little indifferent to tha
feed, if you give her the least acceptable
foods, she will pick through them during
That
the night, and make use of them.
doe? not sound like common sense, but it
IS common sense, and it is the experience
of many. Supposing you have sonie rough
straw that you want to get rid of. If you
give that to the cow in the morning she
does not like it, but if you give her that
is

outside around a

stack she will eat more of it and make better use of it, and, if you give it to her at
night, she will eat more or less of it, and,

what

is

more, pay you well for

"Is

Play
With

Old Dutch

I

'.1?

Give the cows those things they like
and of which they will eat most, and
they will make you money. Many farmers
think the chief and most important object
of their feeding operations is to feed as
little as possible, and be as economical in
dishing out the feed. That is the greatest
mistake any farmer can make. What is
the effect of this parsimony? The result
is that all our dairy cattle and all our
cattle are getting smaller. What do we do
when we want to improve our Ayrshires?
Do we go to a Canadian farmer? No, we
go to Scotland, because they have better
Ayrshires than we have, because they feed
them. What do we do when we want good
big Shorthorns? We go to Scotland, as
they have bigger and better cattle because
they feed them. If you can get it into the
Canadian farmers' heads that they ought
to feed their dairy cattle as much as they
can feed them, and give their heifers

>'«L^

best,

to give them big, roomy and welldeveloped frames, then we would have a
better class of cattle in this country. In
order to get our cattle to eat large quantities of food, we must cut it and store it
in the proper way. Cut your grain a little
on the green side if you want to feed the
straw. Handle the corn to the best advantage. Do not attempt to grow so much
that it will be earless, and when you are
putting it in the silo, cut it fine. Corn, cut
three-quarters inch long, is not nearly as
good as if it is cut half an inch long; and
it keeps better the finer it is cut.
Avoid
getting it frozen, if possible, and in the
grain you feed, try to get only well-flavored feeds. If there is a musty smell to
bran or meal, you can depend upon it, it is
not worth as much as good bran. The
moment a cow dislikes anything, there is
a falling off in the food value of that
feed, therefore I say, make a variety.
Feed your cows as pleasant and acceptable
and as high quality of feed as you pos-

'«^
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enough

ABOUT RATIONS

rough straw when she

\iU\

it.

TAKE CARE OF CLOVERS
After variety comes flavor. We can
add to our food materials by being careful
in the way we handle them. If you take
a first-class clover hay and stack it out-

sibly can.

Grow

the best feeds in the best

way, and care for them in the best way,
and handle them in the best way from the
beginning to the end, and you will make
anywhere from 20 to 50 per cent profit.
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School of

New Profits

Continued from page 20

Of

World's

the

Creameries
Separate their cream with a

TEN YEAES AGO THERE WEEE A DOZEN DIFFERENT MAKES OF
creamery or factory separators in use. Today over 98 per cent of the world
creameries use De Laval Separators exclusively

's

IT MEANS A DIFFERENCE OF SEVERAL THOUSAND DOLLARS A YEAR
whether a De Laval or some other make of separator is used in a creamery.

EXACTLY THE SAME DIFFERENCES
Owing

farm separators.

EXIST,

ON A SMALLER SCALE,

however, that most farm
users do not keep as accurate records as the ereamerynian, or test their skimmilk with the Babcock tester, they do not appreciate just what the difference
between a good and a poor separator means to them in dollars and cents.
in the use of

NOW

to the fact,

YOU WERE IN NEED OF LEGAL ADVICE, YOU WOULD GO TO

IF

a lawyer^

If

you were sick you would consult a doctor. If you had the
Why? Because these men are all
their line, and you rely upon their judgment and skill.

toothache you would call on a dentist.
specialists in

WHY

WHEN

IT C0ME3 TO BUYING A SEPARATOR
NOT PROFIT BY THE
experience of the creameryman which qualifies him to advise you correctly?
He knows which separator will give you the best service and be the most
economical for you to buy. That's why 98 per cent
of the world's creameries and milk dealers use the

De Laval

exclusively.

THERE CAN BE NO BETTER RECOMMENDATION
for the De Laval than the fact that the men who
make the separation of milk a business use the
De Laval to the practical exclusion of all other
makes of cream separators.

De Laval agent will be glad to
De Laval for yourself on
your own place. If you don't know the
nearest De Laval agency simply write
as
below.
main
office,
nearest
the
Your
let

local

you. try a

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY

CO., Limited

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF DAIRY SUPPLIES

IN

CANADA.

Sole distributors in Canada of the famous De Laval Cream Separators
and Alpha Gas Engines. Manufacturers of Ideal Green Feed Silos.
Catalogues of any of our lines mailed upon request.

PETERBORO
MONTREAL
50.000 BRANCHES AND LOCAL

WINNIPEG
i\GENCIES

THE

VANCOUVER
WORLD OVER

AN EXTRA SUMMER INCOME
WHO

DOES NOT NEED AN INCREASE iu
WliG in the summer is there
income to take care of summer needs unci vacation expenses? That's where
If you are o«e of
our plan of "spare time profits" shines witli popularity.
the many who would appreciate an opportunity of turning your spare time
into Cash profits, we would like to get in touch with you.
Hundreds of men and women in Canada to-day are working our plan to augment their present income and it's providing a liberal amount of extra funds
for them. If yon wnuld like to join this "thrifty class" of spare time hustlers

—write

us to-day.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED
143-153
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This was a new venture last year, and
few restrictions were placed on the contesit.
The boys just fed their steers as
well as they could and took them to the
Guelph Winter Fair to enter an intercounty contest. We have some pictures
of them here. No records were required
of costs and profits but the boy who took
first prize, felt that he had a pretty tangible argument in favor of baby beef production when he sold his steer at the Fair
for 15 cents a pound on the hoof. It also
means something for the Junior Farmer
movement that the boys who took first
and second prizes for their steers, came
first and second in the Beef Cattle Judg-

ing Contest open to farmers throughout
the whole province. Evidently the "new
agriculture" is turning out some practical
stock men.
Nor has the campaign for more profitable farming been limited to competitions
outlined by the Department of Agriculture. We find the boys on their own initiative working out valuable experiments
on their home farms and taking an entirely new interest in stopping leaks that
have run unnoticed for years. The boys
generally take more interest than their
fathers, in milk scales and Babcock testers, but their experiments are convincing eiiough to persuade the fathers to get
rid of the boarder cows. The older farmer is not always easily converted to
an idea of the value of treating
seed grain for
smut, until his own
son
proves it to him on his own

farm. If he has lived with an orchard for years he may not notice the
gradual decrease in yield and quality
and the filling in of suckers, but when the
boy comes fresh from studying these
things it gets on his conscience, and he
finds time to prune out the waste growth.
Last year Clayton Miller, a Junior
Farmer in Waterloo, conducted a most
interesting experiment with the use of
fertilizers on ground for mangolds, showing the following result:
Yield of fertilized plot, Vs acre
Yield per acre, 8,640XS-f-60
Yield of unfertilized plot, Va acre..
Yield per acre. e,5!>2V. XSh-60
Difference in yield = 1,128—879=249
selling price of 249 bu. at 12c per
Fertilizer applied at the rate of
per acre, costing $30 per ton

%

Profit

8,460 lbs.
1.12S l.n
6,592V2 H>S87!)

liu.

bu.,

bu.=?29.88
ton

=

15.00

$14.88

This year the Powassan Junior Farmhas ordered a car load of
crushed limestone for experiments on
their home farms.
And right along with their discoveries
of how to make more money, the Junior
Farmers are also learning to spend it.
Not only in improving the home place is
this evident, but more particularly this
These
last year in patriotic donations.
funds have been raised in various ways
but one of the most concrete examples of
a "patriotism and production" movement
was shown in the plan of the Junior
Farmers of Frontenac county to set apart
one-tenth of an acre of potatoes each for
a "war-plot," and forward the proceeds
to the Red Cross Society.
ers' Association
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Mid-Summer Recipes
By

FRESH VEGETABLE SALADS
the time the
FROM
mer vegetables are

first of

the sum-

ready

to use,

until the hot weather is over, and
the appetite craves less of the cooling, refreshing green foods, no day should go
without a salad in some shape or other
forming a part of the bill-of-fare. It

need not be a complicated mixture, requiring a long time to prepare and built
up to represent a piece of Greek architecture in appearance. The simpler it is
both in composition and appearance the
better.

Most of the summer salads are made of
uncooked vegetables, particularly lettuce,
cucumbers, tomatoes and cress. The main
features that contribute to the excellence
are the freshness and crispness of the
vegetables, the quality of the dressing,
and the attractiveness of the salad when
The leaves should be very
it is served.
carefully washed, and dried by shaking in
a towel; water on the leaves always spoils
the dressing. Where a boiled dressing is
used, the appearance of the salad is betover the
ter if the dressing is poured
vegetables after they are arranged in the
bowl, not stirred up with them. A whipped
cream dressing requires a little more
work in the making, but is both attracand palatable.

tive

Money Savers

WWNIFRED MARCHAND

WHIPPED CREAM DRESSING
teaspoons niiist^iiii
teaspoons salt
level tablespoons tioiir
3 teaspoous sugar
Few grains tayeiiuf
2 teaspoons melted luiitciYolks of two eggs
2-3 cup hot viuegar
I
cup thifk (icam

>
2

Mix the dry ingredients, add the butter,
egg and vinegar slowly. Cook over boiling
water, stirring constantly until the mixture thickens. Whip the cream, and when
the mixture is cool combine the two. This
makes a pretty dressing piled on a halved
tomato or sliced cucumber on a lettuce
leaf.

*^
1^^
^^^

Made

for

in

Canada

Farmers

Praclical T^arables
went forth to inspect his farm. It was near the end of his
fiscal year and albeit he thought he had left nothing undone he found
that things were not as should be. His stock was lean, nervous and not
yielding great profits. His fences were straggling and ready to fall, having
rotted in the posts. His harrow and certain expensive implements were
rusted for he had not painted them. His barn admitted water at the
roof, and likewise his own home, and that of his poultry. And the little
gutters that should carry the water from roof to ground did leak too and
were in sore need of repair. And even more so, the roofs on his many
buildings which had cost much gold and labor, were not attractive nor
yet durable. So the farmer was exceedingly down cast. And it came to
pass that a more successful neighbor came unto him and said:

A

FARMER

A LARGE part of my profits are due to watching the little
-^^ leaks. Barrett Money Savers helped me. Take Carbonol
for instance. No farmer should be without it. It has all the
'

'

merits of carbolic acid without the danger.

Effective in a

hundred different places. If you cut your hand, apply Carbonol in solution. If your live stock get bruised, Carbonol
will fix them. It disinfects sick rooms, and makes house cleanBegin to economize today by buying Carbonol.
ing easier.

LEAKY roof means more than incoming water. It
means outgoing money for repairs or damages. Begin
right with Amatite, the ready roofing that needs no paint. Put
Amatite on your steep roofs and sidings. Wind, rain and
weather can't hurt Amatite. Its sparkling mineral surface
improves the appearance of any building and guarantees
durability. Made in rolls of 110 square feet, with galvanized
Easily laid without skilled
nails and cement in fhe centre.
labor. I ended my roofing troubles with Amatite.

'"TpHE
A lice,

greatest enemies to live stock and poultry are
mites, vermin and flies.
I keep my live stock
clean and happy by spraying them with Creonoid, and I
spray my roosts regularly. It is the. most economical and
effective animal antiseptic I have ever seen, and I've tried
them all. All you have to do is spray your stock once or
twice and their pests will go away, leaving your hens, cows,
pigs and horses healthy and happy. Be sure to follow directions carefully. There are many other valuable uses for
Creonoid and you had better ask them to send you their
booklet on the subject.
Don't delay when the solution
of your problem is so easy.

USED to help the Farm Machinery Company pay
dividends imtil I was advised to try Everjet Elastic im^:^M^:^t^m
Paint. You see metal seldom wears out; it rusts out and ^HKSSsfiHI/
Everjet positively prevents rust. It never peels, scales or
There is more merit in Everjet than I can tell
cracks.
you of. Everjet is especially recommended for use on
-=^—
'ready roofings' because of its low price and great covering capacity. Protect your roofs and machinery with Everjet.
V/'OUB wooden fences would have been good for twentj
-^
years if you had painted tiie buried parts of the posts
witli a good wood preservative.
Why not do it now?
Get some of Barrett's Grade One Creosote Oil. Tests have
Grade One
shown that it is tlie best wood preservative on tlie marltet,
because it penetrates deeper and lasts longer than any
Creosote
'

'

T
A

^

QUICK CAKE
For a long time many of us have been
under the delusion that the making of a
good light cake was a long process, that
the butter and sugar must be creamed
for a long time, the eggs separated and
beaten till the whites were stiff and the
yolks thick and lemon colored, and the
whole mixture put together in stages, or
the cake would be a sure failure. In the
busy summer season it would not often
be good economy of time to make a cake
by this process, so we are glad to know
that even the domestic scientists now
have adopted a quicker method for general purposes.

cup soft butter
1 1-3 cups brown sugar
2 eggs
Vi cup milk
1% cups flour
3 teaspoons baking powder (these last two
1-3

sifted together)

Put the ingredients in a bowl, beat for
three minutes and bake.
(One-half teaspoon each of cinnamon
and nutmeg may be added to make a kind
of Spanish bun.)

I

Oil

otiipr.
You can't beat creosote for insuring the life of the
Barrett's is the best creosote.
IFn YOU are not satisfied with your roofs,
want a covering that will keep wind
und water out permanently, at low cost,you should try Uverlastic Roofing. There is
no better 'Rubber Roofing' on the market. It
is inexpensive, easy to lay and gives excellent
service for years. Just the thing for outbuildings. Made in one, two and three-ply weights, The rolls are SB inches
wide. You need gome Everlastic Roofing.
"
there is a product you ought to have just on general
principles.
As an aid in iiuick repairs, Barrett's Elastigum
Waterproof Cement is a wonder. And it repairs permanently too.
Just the thing to join and reline gutters, whether wood or metal,
seals lealvs and joints and is unbeatable for flashings around chimneys."
setid Jur illustrated booklet descrihing Barrett Money Savers in detail.
Address nearest office. For sale by good dealers everywhere.

wood.

^VEMlC
Roofing

pHEN
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Feeding Two-Year-Olds and Upwards
A

Child

Cant -Thrive Unless by
Balafjced Fare Which He
By

THE

feeding

children

Good Luck or Management He
Can Digest Without Feeling It

GENEVIEVE

of

once a day for a dessert encourage the use

from

two years up

to

of milk. It

according
to their growing needs
is
scarcely less important that the inwhich
fant
dieting
five or

pretty

A

normal

well-balanced

he can

other
foods.
salted

need to

have his food calculated and weighed out on
the basis of grams and
calories, but like any
other young animal he
will not thrive and
grow up to -standard
unless by good luck or
management h e gets
some kind of fairly

ration

is better to
child to eat

a

cereals without sugar.
If they are very heavily sweetened children
are likely to eat so
much that they neglect

intelligent

takes

seriously.
child doesn't

that

teach

six,

every

mother

Gets a

much-needed
I

carefully

f

and well cooked,

the natural sweetness
o f the cereal itself
makes it quite palatable to most children.
cereal with sugar
could be used for a
dessert at dinner or
supper, and in cases

A

where
There

is

nothing haphazard about this youngster's diet. It has been planned
to meet the needs of a growing body.

digest

a

dates

The carefully fed gro^ying child receives every day at least one food from
each of the following groups:
(1) Milk and dishes made chiefly from
milk; meat, fish, poultry, eggs, or a meat

with

(2) Bread and other cereal foods.
(3) Butter or other wholesome fats
like cream and bacon fat.
(4) Vegetables and fruits.

Simple sweets.
the most important food for
young children, a quart a day being a
good allowance. The greater part of this
will usually be taken as a drink. However, if a child does not like milk well
enough to drink it freely, it can be worked
into the meals in a variety of milk dishes,
soups, puddings, etc. This is important
when we consider that milk is something
more than a beverage like tea or coffee.
If all the water were driven off from a
quart of tea or coffee almost nothing
would be left, and what was left would
have little or no value as food. If all the
water were driven off from a quart of
milk there would be left about half a
cupful of the very best food substances
including butter fat, milk sugar, and some
minerals which are necessary to make
muscles bones, teeth and other parts of
the body. Compared with most other
foods, milk contains a great deal of lime
but very little iron. Spinach and other
green vegetables and egg yolks are very
rich in iron, so combinations of egg yolks
and milk, and vegetables and milk, are
used frequently in planning food for
children. Milk flavored with cocoa makes
a delightful and wholesome drink a real
food rather than a stimulant like tea or
(5),

A

hreakfast of hnked apple, mush and milk,
and toast and butter.

A

dinnffr oonsintinc/

Milic is

o/ n chop, baled potato,
spinach, bread and butter, and rice
tcith milk nvd sui/ar.

Thoroughly cooked cereals served once
a day for the first course of a meal, and

it

occasionally.

remember

in

may
It

be

cooked

also
cereals

is

cooking

—

—

browned and made more digestible.
Milk toast, made by thickening one cup of
milk with one and a half tablespoons of
flour and adding a little salt and butter
if the milk is not very rich, then pouring
the hot sauce over toasted bread, makes
an excellent breakfast or supper dish for
the children, or for the whole family, for
is

—

coffee.

raisins,

well
that
there is no danger of over-cooking
and much danger of under cooking them.
The time, of course, varies with different
kinds; cornmeal, for example, needs at
least three hours, and rice hardly more
than half an hour. In general, whole
grains or cracked grains require three
hours at least, and the more finely
ground, like farina, one hour at least.
Any cereal may be cooked in milk, besides being cooked with it; even skim-milk
can be used to advantage in this way.
Rice cooked in an uncovered double boiler
or in a pan in a very slow oven can be
made to absorb about six times its volume
of skim-milk. To cook a cupful of rice in
this way instead of in water is equivalent,
so far as food value is concerned, to serving it with half a pound of lean beef.
For a child of two years or over, however, cereal dishes do not make a balanced or satisfying ration for the three
meals a day. In a variety of ways milk
can be worked into other combinations,
one of the favorites with children being
milk-toast. It is not so generally recognized as it should be, that fresh bread, at
least less than one day old, should not
be given to voung children, and that toast,
something with a
rolls or tea biscuits
large proportion of crust is particularly
desirable, because so much of the starch
to

substitute.

and

can

like

fruits,

flried

without being conscious of the process.

child

scarcely be persuaded
to eat porridge at all,

Supper of bread, milk, steued prunes and plain
cookies.

The cookies should be omitted
for young children.

that matter.

Another good way

to

serve

milk to

—

'
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children is in soups. Almost any vegetable may be used, taking two-thirds of a
cup of cooked vegetables, finely chopped

and adding to
two cups of milk thickened with a tablespoon of flour, a tablespoon of butter and
a little salt. Milk tomato soup is not recommended for very young children, as it
some times curdles in the stomach. A
slight variation from a milk soup is made
into what we call a Milk Stew. Take a
or rubbed through a sieve,

"m^^

it

quart of milk, a cupful of raw potatoes
cut into small pieces, two tablespoons of
l)utter or bacon fat and a cupful of codfish, finnan haddie or chipped beef. Soak

FAIRY SOAP

lukewarm water until it is
and the salt removed. Cook the potatoes in water until tender, drain them,
add the milk and codfish and bring to boiling point; add the butter and salt to taste.
The fish may be omitted and the soup
made savory and palatable by adding a
the codfish in
soft

is

In desserts,

milk

is

ingredients.

its rich,

one of the most im-

The old-fashioned

—

its re-

'i

and care

skill

I

Fairy

Soap

cake

fits

§

and expert

materials used
in

making.

The oval

floats.

,

[

children like junket and it is
ne of the safest foods for very young or
elicate children. It is also about the most
easily prepared dessert
that could be
made. Heat a cupful of milk to lukewarm
r body temperature, crush half a junket
tablet, dissolve in a teaspoon of cold water
uiid add to the milk with two tablespoons
ugar, or maple syrup, a pinch of salt and
little nutmeg or vanilla.
Leave this in
warm (not hot) place to set, then let
get cold before serving.

free lather

— are evidence of the choice M^
^

for the first while.

Nearly

whiteness

Its

freshing, cleansing qudities

pudding made without eggs is typical
puddings using
cornmeal, cracked wheat, oatmeal or
barley: Use one-half cup of rice, one-half
rice

of a whole list of cereal

cup of sugar, one-half teaspoon salt, a
ttle nutmeg and one-half cup of raisins.
Wash the rice, put in a pudding dish with
the raisins and two cups of boiling water
and cook on top of the stove until the
water is absorbed. Add the remaining ingredients and bake, uncovered in the oven
for about one hour, stirring occasionally

real pleasure for toilet

and bath.

few drops of onion juice.
portant

a

all

down

the hand;

wears

it

to the thinnest wafer

without losing its fine quality.

HHEm FA

I
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Custards, baked or boiled, might well
e used more than
they are in many
lomes. The baked custard is easily pre)ared and more economical than the
loiled custard in which only the yolks of
he eggs are used. We really make a betrr use of our materials when we add
apioca or sago to a boiled custard using
he proportions of three egg yolks, two
ips of milk, one- fourth cups sugar, salt,
avoring, and one-fourth cup of pearl
pioca.
Soak the tapioca in water for
hour, drain it and cook in the milk in
double boiler until it is transparent.
'our this over the beaten eggs stirring
istantly, add the sugar and salt, return
the double boiler and stir till it thickis.
Baked custards are most attractive
iked in individual cups. If these are
in a pan of water in the oven they
11 not curdle or become watery.
Allow
egg and two teaspoons of sugar, a litsalt and nutmeg to each cup of milk.
Eggs are especially good for children
they are not over-cooked. One of the
'St satisfactory ways of cooking eggs
that the yolk will be cooked and the
vhite not toughened, is "coddling." Alow a cupful of water to each egg, bring

i

'Have you
a little Fairy
in your home?'

AN EXTRA SUMMER INCOME
Who

is

there

WHO DOES NOT NEED AN

INCREASE

in

income to take care of summer needs and vacation expenses?
If
you
That's where our plan of "spare time profits" shines.
are one of the many who would appreciate an opportunity of turning
your spare time into Cash profits, we would like to get in touch with
you. Hundreds of men and women in Canada to-day are working our
plan to augment their present income and it's providing a liberni
amount of extra funds for them. If you would like to .ioin tliis "thrifty
class" of spare time hustlers write us to-day.

—
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THIS

IS

R. R.

Poppleton
A MACLEAN
REPRESENTATIVE

NINE DOLLARS
CLEAR PROFIT

AFTER TV/O
HOURS' WORK
We

want

men

more

of his

calibre

the water to boiling point, put the eggs
into it, cover closely and set on the back
of the stove for ten minutes. If very large
eggs are used more boiling water may be
necessary.

Meat stews, with vegetables, are better
for children than roast or fried meats.
Bacon, on account of the granular nature
of the fat, is easily digested and wholesome, but thick pieces of fried pork are
pretty hard for the digestive organs of a
child to take care of. Even if no serious
trouble occurs at the time, the digestive
system may be weakened for its work
later.
It must also be remembered that
no child under six years can build up a
strong constitution if his digestive organs have to constantly fight for dear life
to separate the starch and grease so intricably mixed up in a diet of rich pastry,
doughnuts, fried meats, and vegetables
and rich cakes. Butter, cream and olive
oil used as a salad dressing for
green
vegetables are the most wholesome fats
for the early years.
In the next group of foods we have
fruits and vegetables. Every child grow-

ing up on a farm should have plenty of
and lime and
mineral salts and acids they contain, but
because they are almost necessary to keep
the system regulated. Where, for any
reason, it is impossible to get fresh vegetables and fruits, whole wheat bread, bran
biscuits and other foods with an abundance of coarse fibre should find a place
Cream or olive oil
in the bill-of-fare.
taken with the food in cases of constipation is just as eff'ective as medicines without their weakening effects on the system.
these, not only for the iron

Are you such a

man
R. R. Poppleton

—A MacLean representative but recently

—has set an example of what "our spare time
will do in the hands of an energetic
worker— one that believes in moving —and in getting the

appointed

money making plan"

business by being constantly on the alert for

it.

working -two hours in his own neighborhood, Mr. Poppleton cleared NINE DOLLARS in
cash. This was the two hours of his usual spare time
which he wanted to turn into good dollars. He had never
worked on a plan like ours, before, so his success cannot
be credited to previous experience. It was the plan plus
ambition and natural ability.

On April

15th, after

Mr. Poppleton 's record

is

an example

of

SugaT is a natural part of a child's diet;
the only objection which can be raised
against its use in reasonable amounts in a
mixed diet is that it is sometimes allowed
to take the place of other imported foods.
The most careful mothers who do not let
their children have candy at odd times between meals often give some wholesome
kind as a treat with the dessert. Syrups,
jelly, jam, marmalade, plain cake and
cookies also come under the head of simple
sweets which every child loves and which
are a natural and necessary part of the
demands of his growing body.

what you or any

other intelligent, ambitious Canadian can do with your
spare hours as a MacLean representative.

Ontario Binder Twine Situation

We

Farmers will feel the adverse effects of
the war in the binder twine situation this
year. Some large firms have declined to
handle twine during this period of uncer-

tion

need more

who

men and women

in our selling organiza-

are capable of doing big things,

and we are

tainty.

and effort to teach them.'
Why not write us and let us tell you all about our plan
and how you can make youi- spare time produce profits.
No obligation, you know;
willing to spend money, time

The effects of the war have been many.
High freight rates, increased insurance,
war tax, lack of shipping, scarcity of
labor, extraordinary demand for the raw
material in other uses.

The
stable

The MacLean
143-153

situation,

therefore,

and rash fluctuations

is

very un-

will

likely

take place.

Publishing Co., Limited
University

Avenue

TORONTO, ONT.

The United Farmers Co-operative Co.
secured an early supply from the same
source as last year. Although they have
not enough for all requirements, they
have enough to be quite a factor in this
year's business.
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Keeping Farm Tidy
HAVE

we reached the limit of success
our vocation? Are we getting all
the pleasure and satisfaction out of our
work that it is possible to get out of it?
Are we farmers satisfied individually that
our 50. 100 or 200 acre farms are developed
up to their limit? If such is the case, this
article has no business in these columns.
If, on the other hand, we find that we
have not come to the end of our rope, but
instead, that we find room for growi;h
in

and improvement
or perhaps in

all,

in

diffprent directions

why

are we satisfied

stand idle when there is so much to
do? Are we afraid of work? A successWork is not a curse, as
ful farmer is not.
many people seem to believe. Taken in
the right light, it is a grand opportunity
It is quite possible
for self-expression.
to get happiness out of work.
I think I
see some of you smile at this statement,
but I wish you to note the difference between a boy cutting wood by himself and
when the neighbor's boys come over to
help him.
What fun they get out of it.
Or again, consider the hard work a man
does playing football or lacrosse, or when
you do some work that you like to do. You
will see that work can be either a drudge
or a pleasure, depending on the mental
attitude and the ideals that we have before us. No, Work is not a curse, nor do
I like the idea of it being a duty.
Doing
a duty merely because it is a duty belomes tiresome in time. All really successful men regard work as a privilege
to
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pense that improvements will incur.
^llccessful
farmer considers each improvement as a resource equal if not
or more value than what it costs.
Think
of the satisfaction of having good fences
around the house and farm, a serviceable
water system, or any of the other coneniences that make life more enjoyable
nd more of a pleasure than what it was
efore.

A

happy

life

is

worth

much

more than a few dollars outlay. A few
dollars saved that should be used for developing the farm will not make you any
more successful. Making money does not
mean success. Success means growing into fuller and larger posisibilities.
Ais
long as a business keeps growing it is a
success, whether it has any money to
-ihow or not.
Money spent on improvement is never lost. It is an investment
;hat will pay a good interest.
But it may be that some are handiipped in some way and cannot use any
oney for improvements. These two can
much to increase the beauty and value
their farms.
There are many imrovements that do not require the outlay
actual cash, such as burning up old
ubbish, cleaning up corners of scrub
rees and weeds, cleaning up yards, plantng a few well-located shade trees, etc.,
tc.
Let us remember that honest labor
idiciously applied is never lost.
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them into more and more success.
He that expects his ideals to materialize
without working towards them will sure-

in-
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A

Allan Baird, who has been running a preliminary survey line for
a new railroad to Hudson's Bay,
meets Hertha MacLure, a strikingly attractive but very mysterious

He

sistant,

learns

from

his chief as-

Hughey Munro,

that

the

runs a trading post which was
formerly managed by her father,
and that she is known all through
the north country as "The Frost
Girl," on account of her coldness
girl

to

all the

men who

visit the post.

Baird com,pletes his survey and returns to headquarters at Toronto,
where he receives peremptory orders
to start at once on a complete survey line from, his chief, McGregor,
a big railway magnate, who warns
Baird that an opposition syndicate
will attempt to prevent him from
completing his survey, as they have,
by wire-pulling at Ottawa, had a
limit fixed on the time for filing the
liif:
liaira must complete
plans.
work and file his plans at Ottawa
by April 1. Baird at once returns to
the north. Four days out from Sabawe, his base of supplier, nine of
his dogs are poisoned over night.
Baird goes to the post of the Frost
Girl to secure supplies. She refuses
absolutely to sell him anything.
Baird then hurries back to get supplies up from Sabawe, and, after a
long delay, gets back to camp to find
that his hungry men have gone to
secure supplies by force from the
Frost Girl. He protects the Post
from, his men and sends them back
to camp. By this time Baird realizes that he is in love with the
He starts out himself to disgirl.
cover who poisoned the dogs and at

a camping place where the teams
have been accustomed to stop he
finds a man hiding pieces of frozen
meat in the snow around the camp
where the dogs would find it the
next time they stopped there. He
endeavors to overpower the stranger and a fierce struggle ensues,
from which Baird issues victor, his
opponent sustaining a broken arm,.
The poisoner gets away, however.
In striking across the ice, Baird
through and is nearly
breaks
drowned. Fighting his way back
to camp in freezing condition, he
nearly succumbs but is found and
rescued by the Frost Girl. He is
nursed back to life by Hertha and
during the days that ensue before
he is able to start out again he tells
her of the outside world, and their
intimacy ripens into a deep friendship.
Before leaving, however, he
is shocked to find that her Indian
helper has a broken arm.

E.
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CHAPTER XUl— Continued
did n9t look up when Hertha entered a few minutes later. For a
while he pondered over his course.
Then, because he could not restrain the
question, he asked:
"Did you have a customer to-day
"No one came," answered Hertha without hesitation.
"I thought I saw someone leave the
'.'

store."

"That was Me-m;-je-is, who works for
me."
"That big Indian I saw here last
No
fall?" asked Allan in surprise.
wonder the battje had nearly gone against
him. The man was a cat-like giant.
"Yes," answered Hertha as she filled
the stove with wood. "He has just come
back from his father's for medicine. His
father is very ill. I would go, but there
would be no use."
Allan, his fears confirmed, gazed at
It had
the stove without looking up.
been Hertha's Indian he had met and
conquered. It had been Hertha's Indian
who had attempted to poison the dogs,
who had undoubtedly poisoned the others,

Hughey had

discovered.

And

the

thought came to him as a shock that
straightened him in his seat and caused
a startled glance toward the girl
could it have been Hertha and her doe
team who had borne him away?
"Here is the paper," said Hertha, laying a pad on the table. "And here are
envelopes and pen and ink. I will be
busy in the kitchen for a while and you
can write to your mother."

ALLAN

sat down at the table and
opened the tablet without seeing it.
Long before he had dismissed as impossible the idea that Hertha could be
the agent of the National people. The
last few days had made such a thing unthinkable.
Yet there was her Indian

with a broken arm.

He

looked

C.

EDWARDS

keep it to sell," she laughed, "but
seldom that any one wants it. h
isn't once a year that it is asked for."
"Then I can buy this?"
"I

it

HE

as

ROBERT
PINKERTON

By

Frost Girl:

THE STORY— UP TO THE
PRESENT

girl.

—

down

at

the paper.

The next instant he was holding it
window, looking at it carefully.
Frightened by what he saw, he
turned quickly toward the kitchen door
There
to see if Hertha were watching.
could be no mistake. The paper was the
same as that on which the forged note,
signed with Hughey's name, had been
close to the

written.

Allan did not write his letter. For a
long time he sat looking out of the window.
At last Hertha came into the
room. She did not go near him but took
up some sewing. After a while Allan
turned and faced her.
"Hertha," he began, trying to speak
evenly so as not to arouse suspicion,
"do you sell writing paper like this at
the store?"

is

"Of course."
Allan

turned

back

to the window.
have written that
might have bought
the paper at her store.
But the man
with an arm in a sling?
He began to
write, and when he had finished a letter
to his mother, he turned again to Her-

Someone

else might
note, then. Someone

tha.

"Was your

Indian hurt?" he asked.
"Yes," she answered instantly, "one of
his father's dogs tore his arm. I dressed
it for him.
Allan became instantly gay again. His
heart overruled his head, and he took a
seat on the other side of the stove. He
knew he could not be \vrong in her. He
was angry with himself for having suspected her. The girl who had been his
nurse and comrade would not, could not,
be the agent of the people who sought
to ruin his work.
The reason she had
given for refusing to sell food to him
had been the real reason, and it had been
the false base upon which all his suspicions

had rested.

there was not a resumption of
BUT
the conversation he had found so de-

Hardly had he taken his seat
before there was a knock at the door.
Hertha arose quickly and threw it open
to admit a snow-plastered figure.
Mr. Hardisty!" she cried in astonishment. "Have you been traveling in this
storm ?"
lightful.

"Yes," he answered as he stamped and
brushed the snow from his clothing.
Then he caught sight of Allan and added.
"When my work calls I cannot let
the elements stand in the way.
I am
sure that He whose servant I am would
not stop for a blizzard."
"It is foolish just the

same!" declared

Hertha, indignantly. "No one travels in
such weather unless he has to."
"That is it, my dear young woman. I
have to. How do you do, sir?" he added,
walking toward Allan and extending a
hand.
"This is Mr. Baird," said Hertha. "He
is in charge of the survey for the railroad. Mr. Hardisty is a missionary who
has come to work among the Indians."
"I think we have met before under more
trying circumstances," said Hardisty,
shaking hands with Allan and studying
his face. "You were brave that night, sir,
but reckless."
"You've got to be well, reckless to
handle that sort," retorted Allan.

—

He found

that his dislike for the mispersisted. He resented the
latter's attitude toward Hertha and, like

sionary

still

!

T
many

care-free
another red-blooded,
youth, he did not think much of a man
who devoted his life to "interfering with
other people's business," as he had once

put

it.

am

very glad to meet you again,"
ignoring Allan's
continued Hardisty,
answer. "And I am glad to find you
working in this country. It makes it much
easier for me, for you will undoubtedly
keep the trail open all winter, will you
"I

not?"

"We

Allan somewhat de-

will," replied

fiantly.

"I am glad to hear it, for I find it of
great use to me in my work. Where are
you camped now?"
"About fifty miles down the river."
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And then, his spirit heavier than the
snow-laden webs on his feet, his heart
as cold as the wind that beat against him,
he went on. After a while he began to
think clearly, tried to reason logically.
He reviewed everything he had seen,
everything he had heard. He weighed
this against that, and at length he
reached two decisions. He loved Hertha
MacLure, and she was the agent of the
National people.
He confronted the two facts squarely.
They left two courses open to him. And
instantly he chose the one that took him
on to the head of the survey and a renewal

TT was

tired

noon

The next morning he bid Hertha good
and with new snowshoes, rabbit-skin
blanket and a little food, started on his

return to camp. As she stood in the door
in the darkness and took his extended
hand he realized what the parting meant.
He would not see her again till March,
and then he would be making all speed
for the railroad.

"Hertha!" he exclaimed impetuously.
"I'm coming back. You won't forget, will
you?"
"No," she

said.

"I wish

you

would

come back soon."
"But I can't until

my work is done.
Maybe you don't understand, but I've
given my word it will be done, and it's
got to be."

"You mean you promised to finish the
survey before April first?"
"Yes, and I'm going
come back before then
can't.

to.

but,

I'd

you

like
see,

to
I

the spring, when the work's
I'm coming."

In

finished,

"Yes," replied Hertha absently. "Yes,
I wish you would come again. Good bye."
She went inside and closed the door
and Allan, in the darkness, went down the
bank to the river and began the long,
weary, plodding journey to camp. After
half a mile he stopped suddenly.
"She asked me if I had promised to
finish it by April first," he said half
aloud. "How did she know that? I never
spoke of it."

""Perfect in

every detail"

Christmas Eve.

ALLAN reached his camp in the after-

bye,

PERFECT SILO

CHAPTER XIV

over."

greater.

PREMIER

of the fight.

"I may impose upon your hospitality
some night."
"Sure. Any time you are near us come

a trying evening for Allan. Har•*
disty did much of the talking, telling
Hertha of the Indian trappers he had visited in the previous week, or his work
among them. The girl was deeply interested, and Allan gathered that they were
co-operating to a certain extent. Later
Hardisty confirmed this when he turned
to the engineer and said:
"Miss MacLure and I have a new idea
in Indian mission work. We hope to accomplish great things by it."
Allan merely nodded. He did not have
the spirit to comment. Hertha seemed to
have forgotten him. Hardisty took his
own position in her home for granted.
Allan felt strangely out of accord with
them and, because of what he had enjoyed before, his dejection was the
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of the

from the

second day.

He was

fifty miles of trail-break-

but he did not even sit down when he
off his snowshoes.
"When did you move?" he asked the
cook as he got a cup of tea and-a lunch.
"Three days ago."
"Not in that storm!" exclaimed Allan.
"Sure. It'll take more than a blizzard
to stop this outfit. They haven't missed
a minute since you left."
Allan's heart had been heavy, but it
warmed instantly toward the rough, hard
set of men who were out on the line. He
knew what it meant, surveying in that
sort of weather, the difficulties, the hardships, the annoyances of frozen instruing,

had slipped

ments and snow-coviered lenses.
"There's one day next week when they
won't work, cook," he said at last. "See
that box over there? It's got half a dozen
plum puddings, some candy and a few
other things you'll know how to use.
Open it up when you're ready and lay
yourself out. If you need any help let
me know. We'll give them a real feast
Christmas day."
"No glass goods?"
"I've got those where they're safe,"
laughed Allan. "Where's Hughey?"
"Coming down the trail nov/," was the
answer, and the cook pointed to a long
line of dogs and men galloping toward
camp. "I'll bet they've had a rough time
of it, breaking trail both ways in that
storm. The men kicked on going out the
morning after you left, but Old Hughey
drove them to it. They've built the cache
and now they're back."
Allan felt a little choking sensation in
his throat as he looked at the on-rushing

dog train.

"With such a crew I could survey a line
straight through to the north pole," he
whispered to himself. "The National vdll
have to send an army to stop us now."
"There's more than a ton of grub forty
miles ahead of the camp now," said

your
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"You certainly did well in that storm."
"Wait until February, lad. Then you'll
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to one sidte. "Can you trust them with a
trip?"
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"Sure, I would."
"All right. Start them back to Sabawe
to-morrow to bring up the next relay of
grub. We'll need two teams here to move

1

camp."

"What did you find out below?" asked
Hughey, after supper.
"Nothing," replied Allan, shortly.
"Couldn't get track of anything in that
storm."
"I got one track, Hughey, and the fellow'U remember it for some time.
I
broke his arm, but he got away. Someone was with him and carried him off
with a dog team."
"Who was it?" was the eager question.
"That's where I missed out.
I don't
I found him scattering poison in
camp where you left the last night up.
I waited until he was through and then
The hammerlock put
closed in on him.
him out of business. But, while I was

know.
the

back getting something to tie him up
with, another fellow sneaked in with a
toboggan and took him away."
"Couldn't you trace them?"
"The storm had already begun, and it
was after dark. There was no use."
"What are you figuring on keeping me
with the crew for?"
You need"It's just a hunch, Hughey.
n't make the trip out if the men are safe,
and you may be needed around here."
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for the drivers as to the poisoner's latest
methods. The same day camp was moved
Though the days were
on up the line.
now the shortest of the year, and the
working hours were distressingly few,
the line was carried on swiftly each day.
Allan again worked at the head of it, inspiring his men with an example of
cheerfulness and high tension endeavor.
The cook had let leak the prospects of a

Christmas dinner, and the men were more
firmly behind their leader than ever.
The evening of the third day a weary,
limping figure entered the circle of light
from the big campfire around which the
crew was eating supper and dropped to a
Hughey looked up in amazement,
seat.
and then demanded angrily:
"What vou leave that cache for, Jimmie?"
"There

lll|i|||ll!lilllllllllll!ll|i|ll!l!lllllllllllllll!ll^lflllllllllllllllilll'lll!ll|||||[|[||||^^

came the
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T^ VERY month
J-L/

elsf will

you

in

to

leave,"

—

Everything, except my snow-shoes and
haven't had anything to eat since."
"How did that come?" demanded
Hughey ominously.
"You needn't look at me that way," retorted the new comer, whom Allan recognized as one of his best axemen. "I was
trying to do the square thing. Yesterday
afternoon an Indian came along and said
there was a herd of caribou less than a
mile away. He offered to take me to it
for a sack of flour. You said for me to
keep an eye open for fresh meat, and T
thought it would be all right to go. I
followed him for a mile and then he said
he'd take a circle and drive them to me.
I waited two hours and then it began to
get dark, so I back-tracked to the cache."
"Well?" demanded Allan, when the
I

,

any cache

"What do you mean?" broke in Allan.
"The cache was burned last night

|llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|||||||{||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||^

I
I
^

wasn't

sullen answer.
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cache guardian stopped to attack the meal
the cook had brought to him.
When I got back there
"That's all.
wasn't anything left but ashes."

"Here's where we starve," grumbled
an axeman behind Allan.

Can Your

THE

engineer wheeled and shook his
the man's face.
"Drop that kind of talk, Harris!" he
commanded. "We've got enough grub
here, and the teams will be back socHi
with more."
Allan looked about the circle of firelit
faces, but every man was eating silently.
Then he turned to Hughey, but the woodsman was gone. In a moment he came
from one of the tents, his robe, rifle and
snowshoes in his hands.
"Fix me up some grub, cook," he whis"Enough for four or five days."
pered.
"Where are you going?" asked Allan.
"I'm going to get the fellow who burned
that cache if I have to track him until
snow goes," was the quiet answer. "What
fist in

did he look like,
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The cache guardian described the Inwho had decoyed him to the mythical caribou herd; and Hughey was off.
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dian

him," called one of the men.
"Yes, bring him back," came a chorus
of angry voices.
Hughey did not answer, but started on
a long, smooth, tireless lope along the wellpacked trail toward the cache. The wind
blew hard out of the north, hard and cold,
but he welcomed it, for he knew that it
meant clearer weather. He had sensed a
snowstorm the day before and now knew

was postponed. The Indian who had
burned the cache had probably figured on
it to hide his tracks, but now they would
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York

be-

fore daylight and, with the first light,

was searching for the

trail

he must

fol-

His skill and experience made this
low.
And immedpossible in fifteen minutes.
iately the chase was on.
All day he pressed forward in the
They made a big
tracks he had found.
circle to the east and then turned south,
running parallel to the trail from camp.
"He's headed straight for the Frost
Girl's," decided Hughey in the middle of
the afternoon. "Well, I can travel as
far as he can.
Give an Indian white
man's grub, and he can out-travel us. But

he can't do it on boiled rabbit, even with
the hair on."

Hughey was wrong in one thing, howThe Indian was not headed for the
Frost Girl's. Just after dark he saw the

ever.

tell-tale

whirling sparks about the peak

wigwam, and, a few minutes later,
with a bunch of howling, hungry dogs at
his heels, he was lifting the flap.
of a

"B'jou'," he said as he entered

down beside the

"B'jou'," replied the Indian, who seemed
not to have taken his eyes from the blaze.

Hughey took advantage of this and looked
him over. He was the man Jimmie had
described.

the next night at supper time he
led the Indian into the .survey camp.

To be continued.
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not learn all about .it?
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Farm House

on the Farm no Longer a Luxiirij. SucJt Modern Heating
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THERE

A GREAT REMEDY
FOR HORSE AILMENTS
Vivat is daily increasing in favor for
for
qualifies
curative
excellent
its

—

liorses'

horse's

n

is

it

best

cures coughs, heaves, broken
Beneficial in case of colic,

worms and kidney

friend.

It
etc.

v\'ind,

intestinal

can be no doubt about the
question as to how a farmer's home
should be heated. The wood or coal
stove, or even the old-style heater, should
in all fairness to the farmer himself, be
relegated to the scrap-heap.
It is

proposed in this article to show

a farmer should have a modern
heating appliance in his home. No one
interested in farm life will deny that the
help is the most valuable of any other
commodity on the farm and particularly
the help in the house. The farmer's wife
and her assistants have been sadly neglected. Homes Jiave been built with little
or no regard for the house workers,
though it cannot be denied that condiThe
tions are improving wonderfully.
home is
efficient heating of the farm
something which is a great deal nearer

why

trouble.

It also increases appetite, gives vigor,
For the respirstrength, endurance.
atory organs it is without equal. Race
and travhorses
working
horses, hard
elling horses are especially benefited.

Special direction to meet each case.

A
the housewife than many will credit.
house poorly heated is a thousand to one
also badly ventilated, and a badly ventilated home is sure to sap the efficiency as
well as the vitality of those who spend
Here's

Food

the

to

Produce

Vigorous Stock

0.\I.4Z0N

Canadian

a

is

l''()ud

and

:i

wonderful producer of vigorous stock.
It gives endurance, increases the appeIt is also a meditite and gives vigor.
cine,
excellent for horses, pigs and
poultty.
As a blood purifier, and for
increasing the quantity of milk in mare
aud cow, it is liighly recommended. It
is economical
saves grain. It makes a
mixed with other
big saving when
foods, cuts down your feed expenses.
Write us for circulars. Get these prep.ivations from your merchant.

—

DR. ED.

nine-tenths of their life indoors where the
heater, wood or coal, is in use. There is
the constant attention to fires, ashes to
clean out several times a day. There is,
oftener than not, a long string of stovepipes through the house which are by no
means ornamental, and the amount of
dust which collects on every piece of furniture, as well as on the top of the pipes,
is a most unhealthy feature of the house.

This latter has, by having become ignited,
frequently been the cause of scores of
fires throughout the Dominion of Canada.
The writer has taken down scores of
lengths of pipe and has found this dust
charred and caked on the top of the pipe.

A

couple of years ago he happened to step
room in the nick of time to prevent
a fire, finding one of these charred cakes
of dust on the floor burning.
Again, the farm home which is heated
by stoves is not a good fire risk. No insurance company will grant as low a rate
on a stove heated house as they will upon
one heated by a furnace properly ininto a

stalled.
It is true that hundreds of hot-air furnaces are even far more dangerous than
the old stove, but it is intended in this
article to show what constitutes a properly heated home.
Fig. 1 shows the typical layout of a
warm-air furnace. It will be seen that the
furnace is situated as near as possible in
the centre of the basement, the reasons
for so placing it being as follows:
Uniform length of warm air pipes, so
as to give each pipe a chance of giving
off an equal amount of heat.
Next, so that any heat thrown off from
the furnace itself will assist materially in
keeping the floor above of a uniform
warmth, which would not be the case were
the furnace situated to one side.
Further; when situated in the centre
of a basement, its efficiency is greater

under varying climatic conditions. For
instance, suppose the furnace is situated
on the south side of the house and a northerly wind blowing, the furnace would be
placed at a great disadvantage having to
force all the warm air against cold rooms,
or rooms subjected to a northerly wind
the same if the furnace was placed in the
east with a western gale blowing.
The next question to bear in mind is
that of change of air.

MORIN & CO.
Limited

Mountain

Quebec, Canada

Hill,

OWN

GET A FARM OF YOUR
TAKE

20

YEARS TO PAY

support you aud pay for itself.
of the most fertile land in
Western Canada for sale at low prices and
easy terms ranging from $11 to $30 for farm
lands, with ample rainfall irrigated lands
from .$35.
Terms^ One-twentieth down, balance within twenty years. In irrigation districts, loan for farm buildings, etc., up to
interest
$2,000. also repayable in twenty years
Privilege of paying in full
only C per cent.
at any time. Here is your opportunity to increase your farm holdings by getting adjoining land or secure your friends as neighbors.
For literature and particulars apply to
Tlie land will

An immense area

—

—

—

Allan Cameron, General Sup't of Lands
Desk 28. Dept. of Natural Resources C.P.R.
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Fig. 2
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Most warm-air furnaces are not given
their just due, because the price paid for
them does not warrant a really good
quality of furnace. It has been said that

Hot
Water

a warm-air furnace, if properly installed,
should cost nearly twice the price generally paid.

The cheap warm-air furnace

is

gener-

King
V,

ally made up of poorly fitted casing, impractical design, not large enough, and a

hundred and one other features.
The high-grade warm-air furnace costs
more, of course but in the end it is the
cheapest. The consumption of fuel will be

^est.
Best.
Get tbe

Boiler*

Loo.a,ou|;f^»T^«"^rouS
vviu
^
^^^

y uke.

you

lower, with higher heating efficiency.
Provision is made to furnish a good supply of humidity, which is very necessary.
There are also one or two fresh-air vents
to furnish air from the outside when required. The large radiating space, too, is
provided for in a good warm-air furnace.
The only real objection to any kind of
warm-air furnace is the fact that the

pipes necessary are, oftener than not, in
the way. They fill up the basement too
much, no matter how the furnace is installed, and to make a basement ceiling
higher, thus providing for these pipes,
simply means that the building could be
built six inches to a foot lower, thereby
saving practically a foot of building material all round the building, though thi?
is not often done.
Fig. 2 shows the plan of a simple
The black solid
steam-heating system.
lines describe the steam main and the
thick dotted lines show the returns. The
former, it will be noted, is connected to
the top of the steam furnace and conveys
the live steam to the inlet side of the radiators, while the latter pipes are connected
to the bottom of the furnace. These, as
the term implies, convey the return
water of condensation from the radiators
to the bottom of the furnace.
It will also be noted that the steam
pipes are connected to the top of the radiators. This is really the best practice,

.KING
HOT WATER

the Best

.

"Get

"•";,,„

cations

^^h.tect

5

"^

or

BOILER

Sanitary

knows

proves

tbe

and^app^^,,^.

Radiators
3Sfer!'Se.>-TS
prm"^
be nghl^

must

;

;„

any "^^Puiredantl never!
in.^,t
I^P^^^'you should

<='-'NKER

onWY^%^r^°res^ol\

though not by any means the usual way.
Any person not versed in steam installations should, however, always insist upon
the steam pipe being connected to the top

let.'

Homes.
\

^SH

"°\

,V°fREE

Reque**-

Door

of the radiator, as shown in Fig. 2.
Steam heating for residences has not
been given as fair a trial as it should. It
is far more flexible. That is to say, in the

spring and fall a little steam, sometimes
a few ounces, can be raised, which will be
ample to take the chill off the house, and

thus steam can be generated with any
rubbish laying around; then the fire may
be let out. But with a warm-air furnace
or even warm water this can not be done.
Again, a steam plant requires less piping as well as lesser-sized pipes than any
other system. There is no doubt whatever
but that steam will become more popular
for heating homes in the future, as regards the furnishing of fresh air this can
be done by having what is known as several direct-indirect radiators installed.
This is a type of radiator which has a
cold-air duct connected to the lower part
of the radiator and open to the outside air.
The cold air is drawn through the ducts
and several baffles convey the cold air
through the sections of the radiator, thus
warming the air before it actually enters
or mixes with the air in the room.
Continved in next issue.

Steel and RadiationXimited
Head Office and Factory

:

157 Fraser Ave.,

A Vast New Land
Waiting for You

TORONTO

Settle in

New

Ontario

Opportvyiity awaits the man who will strike out to the rich, fertile land of New
Ontario. Millions of acres of virgin soil obtainable free, at a nominal cost, are
calling for cultivation. This land contains immense resources in timber, mineral,
waterpower, flsh, game and scenery, and is one of the greatest expanses of fertile
This land calls for men to cultivate it in return it will give
territory in the world
Thousands of farmers have responded to the
health, comfort and prosperity.
.

call.

How

For

full

information, as to term*, regulations and settlers' rates, write to

H. A.

MACDONELL,

HON.

HOWARD FERGUSON

G.

;

about you?

Minister of Lands. Forests and Mines

Director of Colonization
Parliament B\iildings
TORONTO. ONT.
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You who have waited

—why?
—

Are you one of those who wouldn't get a car until
you could get a real one without paying too dear a
price ?

Your wait

is

—here
— for $850.

over

inch an Overland

is

Have you been waiting
own without apology

could

Wait no more

—the

a real automobile

—every

for a small car which
for its appearance?

$850 Overland

is

Do you

wait for a small car, which
fortable and easy riding?

you

a beauty.
is

roomy, com-

—

No need to wait longer the $850 Overland proves
that comfort does not depend upon size.
Almost

everyone with automobile experience
many advantages of the small car.

has

realized the

Men who own

both large and small cars use the
one constantly drive the large one only on

small

—

occasion.

But until now small cars have been only a convenience a utility lacking in appearance, comforts
and equipment.

—

—

The $850 Overland has changed

$825
Boadster
-

Model 73 ^o

b.

TdronH^o

all

that—

—

has the small car advantages the big advantages
the delightful advantages of ease of
of economy
control and small turning radius.
It

—

But
only

it

also

in the
finish
style

—

—

equipment.

has the advantages heretofore found
more expensive cars beauty
comfort every convenience of complete

—

larger,

—
lacking —not

Nothing is
abundant power.

Catalog on requesl.

even the

thrill of

speed and

Please address Dcpt. 658.

Willys-Overland, Limited
Head Office and Works,

West Toronto, Canada

—

—

—
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People who have never driven a car
People who have driven small cars with apology
and discomfort
People who have driven the larger, more expensive
cars and counted the cost
People with no experience people with much experience people of small means people of wealth
all find this $850 Overland their ideal automobile.
That's why it has swept the continent like a prairie
fire
taxing to the utmost our enormous capacity which
is easily double that of any other producer of cars of

—

—

—

—

—

—

like size

and

No need

class.

longer to ask "Can

The

I

afford a car?"

price of this Overland is $850 and it is absolutely
complete to the last detail there is not a single extra
to buy.

—

And it is the last word in upkeep and operating
economy.
No need longer to ask "Will I be satisfied with a small
economical car?"
You will drive the $850 Overland with pride in any
company on any occasion.
You will be proud of its appearance.
The comfortable roominess and its easy riding
qualities will be another source of pride.
Its power and speed, and all round performance, will
give you thrills which more than anything else arouse
the owner's pride in his car.
So here's what you've waited for, there's noth 'g left

—

to ask.

There's just one thing left to do.

—

See the Overland dealer have him show you the car
and demonstrate it.
Then place your order without delay for the buying
is already heavy and there is a limit even to Overland
production capacity.
Catalog on request.

Please address Dept. 658.

Willys-Overland, Limited
Head

Office and Works,

West

^*^.-,....

Toronto, Canada

Boadster
$825
—

Model 73

^.Q b. Tordn-f-o.
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Significance of the Unseen
By

We
We
We

WILFRID SADLER

have boiled the hydrant water,
have sterilized the milk,
have strained the prowling microbe

than a thousan(^ magnifications will make
them observable to the eye.

MUST HAVE PROPER ACIDITY

Through the

finest kind of silk;
have bought and we have borrowed
Every patent health device.

We

And

at last the doctors tell us
to boil the ice!

That we've got

Guaranteed
to last 5,10and 15
years according to
ply This guarantee is backed by the world's largest manufacturers
of roofing and building papers.

CERTAIN-TEED is economical, weather proof, smooth
surfaced, permanent
CERTAIN TEED is safer ttian
woodsningles.loolis better than galvanized iron or tin,
is easier to lay and cbeaper than eitlier
CERTAIN TEED is made from the best quality roofing
felt, thoroughlyTsaturated withtheGeoerals own blend
of soft asphalts, and coated with a harder blend which
prevents the soft saturation from drying out It is very
different from the cheap ready roofing sold by mail.
Get CERTAIN TEED from your dealer whom you know
and can rely upon Sold by good dealers all over
Canada

at reasonable prices.

General Roofing Mfg. Co.
World's largest manufacturers of roofing & building papers
Distributing centers: Toronto, Monfreal, Ottawa, Halifax,
St. John's, N. F., Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary, Vancouver.

Canadian Distributors

McFarlane

l

adder Works

Toronto, Ontario

*»

C;MflLLENQE
COLLARS

THE

serio-humorous •writer of the
above lines in the Chicago Record
was not so very far from the truth.
His resume of the present-day conception
of public health problems may appear
fantastic, but this is an age when the
seeming fantasy of yesterday is the accepted scientific fact of to-day. The mind
of Jules Verne conceived the idea of the
conquest of the air; the people of his day
read him with interest and viewed his
wonderful pj'ophecies with a mild toleration. The facile brain of Pasteur became
heated with enthusiasm as he foresaw the
enormous commercial importance of the
process of fermentation. With the aid of
the microscope he could be conversant
with a world of teeming, virile life. He
demonstrated how helpless were those engaged in the wine industry did they not
provide themselves with and provide themselves against the various microscopic
forms of life which are associated with
the processes of the winery. The life of
Pasteur reads like a romance; and to him
more than to any other we owe the beginnings of the science and practice of
bacteriology. We have progressed since
the days of the great French savant, but
to-day we are still lacking in spite of the
long line of the followers of Pasteur in
a due and proper appreciation of the importance of the great unseen the importance of those organisms so small, so
minute, so insignificant that little less

—

For

Summer Wear

—

;

The Acme

of Comfort is assured
to every wearer of

And how

do these minute living bodies,
bacteria, affect the daily routine of the
man whose calling is the all-imi)ortant
one of dairying? To the dairy farmer, the

creamery and factory manager, the city
milk distributor, the consumer of milk
and dairy products where lies the importance of these microscopic organisms?

What

is the significance of the great unseen, the bacterial world? Without the

maker of
maimed and broken on

cheese would
the road of
progress; the cheese could not be made
The manufacturer of cheese knows full
well that he must have the right degree of
acidity in his milk before the coagulating
He knows
agent, the rennet, is added.
that he must watch with the intentness
of the physician noting every move of a
fevered patient, the increase and degree
of acidity at every stage of the process.
The presence of acidity is apparent to
him; the casual agent is of the world of
the unseen, the bacterial world.
Is it not important that the farmer and
the cheesemaker should know something
of that unseen world which makes possible the manufacture of his cheese?
aid of bacteria the

lie

The successful control of that dread
disease of almost every military campaign
throughout history typhoid fever was
never possible until it was found and
demonstrated that the effects of the organism causing the disease could be nullified by previous treatment of the soldier with a bacterine prepared from a culture of the typhoid organism itself. In
the campaign to-day an outbreak of
typhoid fever has little of the terrors it
had even as recently as the South African

—

'CHALLENGE" Collars and Cuffs

•

They have the same dull finish, textiire and fit
as the best linen collar, and won't wilt or crack.
"Challenge" Collars can be cleaned with a nib
from a wet cloth.
Always smart— always dressy.
If your dealer doesn't sell "Challenge"
Brand
send
You'll

on

1

us 25c for collar or 50c for pair of
be delighted.
New style book sent

c\iffs.

free

eque'st.

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF
CANADA, LIMITED
54 56 Fraser Ave.

TORONTO

WATEPPROOF

OULD

you like an occupation that keeps
you out of doors and in touch with the
of the world?
Would you like to
represent us lii your own district, providing
you knew that good money could be made?
If so, write to-day and learn particulars of
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activities

the plan.

The MacLean
Dept. G.

Publishing Company, Limited

143-153 University- Ave., Toronto, Ont.
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LISTER IDEAL THRESHER
Operated by

5

Power

12 Horse

to

Lactic acid producing organisma for
starter multiplied 612 times. Note the
streptococci.
chains of bacteria

—

Science has out-manoeuvred the unseen by the use of a preparation of another unseen.
war.

MANY

The
own

Lister ideal Thresher

truck,

supplied either on combination truck with engine as above, or on
either

A.

R.
58-60 Stewart

USTER &

Street

TORONTO.

If

will result.

WHY

ADD A STARTER?

The cheese-maker adds the "starter" to
the milk before the manufacturing process begins; this starter being a growth or
culture of those specific types of bacteria
which best bring about the requisite
amount of the right kind of acidity and
the desired flavors, while it must have no
undesirable qualities.

He, however, uses

the starter for another highly important
purpose. In so doing he is adding to the
milk a class of desirable organisms which
will combat and overcome the disastrous
bacteria which may already have gained
an entrance. He is using an army of
good bacteria to destroy and put out of
action a possible army of bad bacteria.

Covtinued on page i^

to 'Dept.

Cream
§)

M.

LIMITED

CO.,

you

its

(as iilustrale'd) or carrier.

Gait Building, Princess St.

OR

Ont.

;

milk fortunately becomes peopled with
the bacteria which are essential. He can
learn that if his cattle or attendants are
diseased; if the conditions under which
the milk is produced are uncleanly; if
manure and if dirt are allowed to enter
thoroughly
fails
to
the milk;
if he
cleanse and scald his dairy utensils; if he
fails to keep the milk at a suitable temperature, disastrous bacteria will be present and a poor, unsatisfactory product

blower

Write for 'Descriptioz Calalogue and P. ices

BACTERIA IN THIS FIGHT

So with the maker of cheese. If all the
bacteria which may be found in milk were
essential to the cheesemaking process the
problem would be comparatively simple.
But while the presence of some species
is essential, the presence of others is disastrous. Should not the farmer and the
dairy man seek to know which are essential and which are disastrous? He cannot
deal with this unseen world as he would
with a friend who has proved himself to
be false; with a dog which has caused
chaos in the sheep fold with a rat which
has proved the undoing of the chicken
flock.
He cannot do it for he cannot see;
he is dealing with the minute, with the infinitely small. His salvation lies in finding
out the source from whence comes his
help, and the source from which he may
expect disaster. He can learn that, provided his cattle are healthy and all other
conditions are clean and satisfactory, the

is

and can be equipped with

WINNIPEG,

Man.

are using an old worn out
Separator or crocks and

pans in obtaining the cream from
your milk

You Are Losing Money
Daily
as

cream

the highest

is

priced

product per pound you are producing on your farm.
Let us place

a

"King Cream Separator"
in

your dairy on trial and you
then see what you are losing.

will

Write for local agent's address

KING

KING SEPARATOR

Cream Separator
SOLD ON EASY TERMS
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Blouses.

— more
Curtains — are

"Silver

Gloss

—

more Table
Lingerie and Skirts
more
Pillow Cases
Sheets
and
starched with "Silver Gloss," than
Your grocer has it.
any other starch in Canada.

More

Linen
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—

Laundry
THE CANADA STARCH
Montreal

Brantford

CO.,
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LIMITED
Fort William
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Rates for Classified Ads. Inserthis page five cents per
word per issue. Each initial, four
or less figures in one number count
as one word. Name and address is
counted as part of the ad. All orders
must be accompanied by cash.
P'orms for the month close on 12th
preceding month of issue.
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AND WANTS
The Farmer

Scentsa word-permonth

'

Qur
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Silciit

Exchange

Salesman

On every farm home there is something
that the owner should have on the market; soTnething that some other farmer
needs; something that will change hands
to the advantage of both seller and buyer.
Maybe there's no one in your immediate
neighborhood that needs just what you
want

to sell;

but there surely

is

a market

for it somewhere among the 25,000 readers all over Canada of the Farmer's
MAGiVZiNE
Canada's attractive farm

BRITISH HOITSE MAKING SYRINGES
and spraying machines for every possiiile
The line is
use. need Canadian agents.
the most complete in the world and in
eludes knapsack and ordinary spraying
machines for fruit growers, limewashiug
machines for farms, factories, etc. Disinfecting
machines for all purposes.
Anything in the way of spraying and
washing machines made to suit the market.
Agents must be aggressive and
ready to work
the
line
thoroughly.
Write Spraying Machines, c-o Farmer's
Magazine, University Avenue, Toronto.
Canada.
(6-lG)
:

.lEWELRY

WALTHAM

birds are performers. Siuglo
Comb White Legliorns and Baried
riymoutli Ro(ks.
Soiiie
spefial bargains now.
Ij«wis N. Clark, Oldliani
l'"arni. Port Hope. Ont.

monthly.
A small classified ad in our "Farmers'
Exchange" will bring you results. Make
it ivork for you.
Write out a short de-

BRED BARRED ROCK EGGS

scription of whatever you want to sell;
state the price ifou want. Run it two or
three times in the Farmer's Magazine.

dress

Watch

enough

My

lijiud.

I'tltK

from prize-winning stock.

Pens tieaded
by Xew York, Cliicago and World's
Fair champion breeding.
Write for
prices on young stock.
Royal Stock
Farms, R. W. Caswell. Saskatoon. Sask.

MY WHITE LEGHORNS HAVE BEEN

prize

winners and

results.

14,3-153 University

Avenue,

Toronto, Ont.

are kept in good.
conditions.
Young stock <'omWrite for prices. W. F. Disnev
Whitby, Ont.
Iiealtliy

ISLAND REDS

IMl'ODE

—

have

I

SALE-WK

from

sale

Inquiries

—

high

cheerfully

F.
C.
Mackenzie,
Toronto.

A

farm or fruit ranih for sale.
Mattson, Minneapolis, Minn.

good

FEW

and

producing
answered.

7.5

Hampton

HOGS
LARGE ENtiLISH

Yorkshire boars;

fit
for service; sows
nice ones
rising
four
Orders taken for choice stock
at weaning time.
Now Is the time to
i)uy.
They will make you big profits.
Herbert .T. Miller, Keene, Ont.

THINGS TO ADVERTISE

several

I.4

RMS FOR

Look ahead.
Your products of July,
August and September will demand bu.vPoultry show stock, vegetables, potaers.
wheat, pigs, cattle, horses, implements, etc. Keep well ahead.
toes, seed

S.4.LE

— TWENTY

ACRES OF

land, suitable for small dairy
garden, also fruit garden,
within finir miles of Ottawa, five minutes' walk frnni Britannica electric car
line.
A snap for a quick buyer. W. .7.
S|i!enilid

market

—

Kerr, Woodroffe, Ont

FOR SALE
ACRES BEST LAND ON LAKE
r.4RM

Pick-ering Township, 25 east of
Toronto to settle estate. Apply John
Gormley, Pickering. Ont.

—

cash price
Bush, Minne-

State
F.

Minn.

(5-16)

ANY ONE OF OUR READERS. EVEN
Transferring: wheal at Montreal from ships.
.Mechanical appliances save work just as small
ads. pull sales for farm goods.

months.

150
front,

O.

(7-16)

By Benjamin F. Alyard Gardening.
baugh. The volume is arranged to meet
the needs of the beginner or amateur.
especlall.y for those who have limited
areas that are available for the purpose.
This book contains thirty full-page illustrations, photographs, examples of the
experiments.
Handsomely
a u t h o r's
bound, at .$1..35 postpaid.

SHORTHORN CATTLE

or

O.

THE GARIDENETTE, OR CITY BACK-

FEW CHOICE BREEDING STOCK

LAWN

farm for sale.
description.
D.

apolis,

A\(\.

of both sexes on hand. Write or come
and see.
W. A. Dryden, Mapleshade
Farm, Brooklln. Ont.

FOR SALE

(7-16)

WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNER

SHKEP
WANT TO GET 40 SHEARLING OR

l)rtd.

Collingwood, Ontario.

of

Westrey, R.M.D.. Pickering. Ont.

PEAR

YOUNG

to learn shipbuilding at good wages.
Apply
ships needed in future.

of good farm for sale.
Send description and cash price.
R. G. List, Minneapolis, .Minn.
(9-16)

li-SHEAR ewes, Cotswold or Shropshire.
State lowest prices, f.o.b. your station.

A

WANTED — INTELLIGENT

WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNER OF

HOLSTEINS FOR SALE
II.

(7-16)

FARMS WANTED

Perry, Ont.

F.

of reliable single man having
ability to manage large farm or
successfully.
Address A. W.
Box 333, Valley, Nebr., U.S.A.

WANTElD TO HEAR FROM OWNER

seventeen Holstein bulls from
months down. Write us your
requirements. Prices and bulls to "suit
buyers.— R. M. Holtby, R.R. 4, Port

cows.

(tf)

il.i

still

for

The Watch Shop, Wm.

CoUingwood Shipbuilding Company, Lim-

eigliteen

calves

Send for

Many

per cent, of eggs from -these birds
hatched this year.
A few hens for
sale.
F.
.1.
Boland. ISni Blonr St..
Toronto.

HOLSTEIN.S
HOLSTEI.X BULLS FOR

Ward,

ited,

OVER

TO

$5.50

HELP WANTED
WANTED, QUICK— NAME AND AD

men

ing on.

—

timepieces.

E. Cox, 70 i'onge St., Toronto.

ranch

The Farmer's Magazine

WATCHES

$150.00.
Reliable
free catalogue to

MONEY WANTED
WANTS P2,ZO0 AS FIRST

A FARMER
mortgage

60-acre farm worth
a
over jpiOO per acre. Valuators' opinion
furnished and pa.yments
made half-

he be an amateur with tools,
experience no difficulty in making

though
will

very

and useful

attractive

for

bound in handsome cloth; will be sent
prepaid to any address for .<;2.00, or
any one volume postpaid for 50c. G«t
one of these Books and experience a surprise at how simple
sion wood furniture.

Mshine
1.53

Co..

Ltd..

University

it

is

to

make

mis-

The MacLean PubBook Department, 143-

.\ve..

Toronto.

on

yearly for 5 years.

Invest your

money

ljr<;GY FOR S.ALE
FOR SALE— TiWO-SEATED RUBBER-

buggy; good as new,

This
and will
Apply
prove an ideal family buggy.
Box 210, The Farmer's Magazine, 143

State
farm mortgages for safety.
your lowest rate for acceptance in
September. Emerson Gould, c-o Farmer's Magazine, 143 University Ave., Tor-

tired

onto.

University Ave., Toronto.

in

articles

Home. We have four Books on this
work. Parts 1. 2, 3 and "Woodworking
for .\mateur Craftsmen."
They are a
handy size and have 512 pages, 223 illustrations, OS working drawings, printed
on the best book paper, and durably
the

buggy

originally

cost

§150,

$50.

—
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He is conducting a, scientific campaign
with forces of the unseen. The cheesemaker has a gassy curd or a heaving,
swelling, evil-smelling cheese with an undesirable flavor. He cannot sell it, he can-

THE NAME THAT MEANS
SOMETHING
MORE THAN MERE BRICK

Effect of undesirable bacteria on cheese.
normal curd. B curd from milk
A.

—

—

with gas-producHoles caused
by organisms.

contaminated

ing bacteria.

Someone has blundered. His
it.
milk has been peopled with the bacteria
which are of intestinal origin, which are
numerous in manure, and which belong to
the colon-aero genes type or gas-formers.
His milk has been produced under unsanitary conditions; or the utensils have
been dirty and ill cleansed; or he has mismanaged his campaign with the army of
the good bacteria. Knowing the sources,
and the possible causes of the trouble, he
takes the necessary measures to put his

MILTON BRICK means more than an
ordinary common brick, it means a cleancut, hard, durable, non-crumbling brick—
a permanent brick that looks better but
costs no more than the ordinary kind the
price is what you expeced to pay, the
quality more then you expected to get.

not eat

bacterial house in order.

Again, the cheese-maker finds that the
milk his patrons bring is "fast"; the process of making has to be hurried, and the
finished cheese becomes hard and dry or
has a flavor "hot" and sharp." He knows
that among other causes the chief to be
blamed is the presence of too much acidity
in the milk at the time of arrival at the
factory. The army of the unseen is too
as Professor Dean
big. In this case,
would say, he needs a "stopper" He must
see his farmers and insist upon a more
careful production of the milk, and a
more thorough cooling immediately after
milking. He must see that he himself is
effectively sterilizing the cans and other
He must keep down the bacutensils.
terial growth. He must exercise control;
and here lies the saving feature of the
great unseen of the bacterial world. It
!

—

Send

b.-ick

THE MILTON PRESSED BRICK
Toronto

Office, SO

Say "Good-bye"
Enjoy

water
—wherepure
you want

in
it,

Home — in

your

when you want

CO., LTD.,
St. Wtst

to

your

the kitchen

— pantry— cellar— upstairs

city convenience no liome is better than the farm home. No matter
where your "home" is you can now enjoy all the advantages of a city
waterworks with this difference ^the water in yOur home will be PURE.

With

—

The Hill "Electri-Pression" Automatic
Water Supply or Gasoline System
— the

makes this possible to you
the advantages life lasting.

outlay

is

small

HILL SYSTEMS

are perfectly simple and easy to
maintain, and their operation is absolutely depend-

—

trolled.

supply question settled.

farmer or dairy man
who produces milk for consumption as
such? On him devolves the necessity of
keeping down the presence, growth and
For
multiplication of all bacterial life.
him, the unseen world must be populated
sparsely or populated not at
is

all

—but that

another story.

Motor Vehicles

in

War

has been quite generally recognized
that France was saved, in the early days
of the war, by the aid of motor vehicles,
which enabled rapid mobilization of troops
and supplies to be effected and since that
time, in this mechanical war, the uses,
and the necessity for motor vehicles have
grown to such an extent that it is fully
It

pump

it.

can be effectively and successfully conof the

Milton, Ont.

Adelaide

Free from care, worry and responsibilitj'.
Once the system is installed you forget it except
for an occasional oiling That's literal!
THE HILL SYSTEM is a most delightful, inexpensive and convenient way of getting the home water

Now what

which eives valuable
information.

for our free booklet

able

—

—

The whole matter
there

on

it.

is

of installing is so simple that
no opportunity for any one to go wrong
The HILL SY'STEM fits into the needs of

any home no matter where the home may be or
what power it is provided with. Just look into
this and consult us for further information.
Write for our beautiful free boolilet. "Making
Its i'oniforts Complete," written for men and
women who love their homes.

Universal Transmission Limited
General Canadian Agents

137 McGill Street,

-

Montreal, Que.

;

recognized that the army that is best sunplied with transportation facilities, both
for men and supplies, easily dominates one
of equal strength that is not so equipped.

You can make "Dollars Grow" out of your spare time. Spare-time efforts
have made hundreds of dollars for MacLean Eepresentatives. To-day there are
in Canada, men and women, who find that our proposition worked for an hour
You stpply us the
or two daily provide for many of the added luxuries of life.
Write for full particulars. The MacLean
we'll supply you the money.
time,
Publishing Co., Ltd., Dept. M, 143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Can.
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dance of these foods,

it is desirable to
furnish a variety of fodders in order to
whet the appetites of the calves, as there
should be no period of their existence
when they are not feeding up to their
capacity.

Baby Beef
OS.l^.^'^.

Continued from page 13

have the opportunity of securing
necessary exercise to keep them

the
a

in

The fodders already mentioned should
form the foundation of the ration of a
baby beef, but others are necessary to

thrifty condition while being heavily fed.
Expensive stabling is by no means necessary or desirable. Their "run" should be
spacious, well lighted and properly ventilated. This is necessary if the best results are to be had in return for the
necessarily expensive system of feeding

complete success. Oil-cake has
proven one of the most useful additional
secure

concentrates. A handful, given twice a
day, will not only aid in narrowing the
ration and thus increase its digestibility,
but it has a toning and laxative effect not
equalled by any other highly nitrogenou.=
concentrate when fed to young stock.
Molasses or any of the few reliable molasses meals will increase the palatability
of a ration and increase in maintaining
a healthy digestive system, as indicated
by an oily coat and pliable skin. There is
a variety of opinions among feeders of
steers as to the most satisfactory meal
mixture. Almost all include oats, while
barley, wheat and peas all have their advocates. All are good. Oats and peas are
best, but the latter have been too scarce
and expensive in recent years. Low-grade
flour and shorts have been used to a limited extent, but with much success.
A
limited quantity of ensilage has proven
an economic feed during the latter part
of the feeding period. It is admissible to
have a small area, convenient to thebarns, sown to some soiling crop of recognized value. Alfalfa is the best if it can
be got to grow. Red clover or mixtures of
peas and oats or oats, peas and hairy
vetches are all nutritious, succulent and
palatable, and will aid materially in increasing the gains and in keeping the
young feeders in good health. Cool, clean
water must be supplied frequently, or better, continuously, to these calves, as new

that is employed. A moderate temperature should be maintained throughout the
whole feeding period, hence, arrangements should be made for the admission
of an abundance of fresh air during the

summer months, and during

this time all
and
darkened
screened to assist in keeping down the
temperature of the stable and in preventing flies from becoming an annoyance to the calves. Clean quarters are
necessary. A plentiful supply of bedding
will not only add to the comfort of the
young, feeding a«imals, and thus increase
the amount of flesh they will daily store
on their compact bodies, but will greatly
add to the fertilizing value of the manure
by preventing the loss of the more valu-

windows
TRADE,
IT

Ml

MARK

STANDS ALONE

"PINE TREE BRAND"

TIMOTHY SEED
Produces heavy yields and clean crops.

An

able liquid portion of the excrements.
Properly lighted and ventilated, spacious
and comfortable quarters are as essential in the economic production of baby
beef as an abundance of food, regularly

extra recleaned and pure
seed at moderate cost.

ASK YOUR DEALER
If

he cannot supply you, write

THE ALBhRT DICKINSON

CO.

CHICAGO,

Seed Merchants,

be

should

supplied.

HOW SHALL

ILL.

I

FEED BABY BEEF?

Ontario feeders generally turn their
calves, that are to be finished as baby
beef, with nurse cows. For three or four
weeks they should be allowed to get this
milk three or four times a day, but after
that time, twice a day will be quite sufficient.

Some Shorthorn cows

likes

the Chicks
is no need to lose young
Bowel or other trouble
never appear if Pratts Baby
Chick Food is given to them
from the very start. This is a
scientifically
finely
ground,

There

chicks.
will

mixed ration, partly predigested
and cooked and exactly suited
to the delicate internal organs
of baby chicks.
Money back if
they don't thrive on

it.

rrSii^CHICKFOOD
25c. packages

and

larger money-saving

Write lor FREE
64'page book, "Poultry Wrinkles."

sizes at

all dealers.

Pratt Food Co. of Can. Limited
eSB-ClaremoDt Street, Toronto

i;t

will

nurse

warm

milk will not quench their thirst,
is considerably increased by the
necessarily large amount of dry feed they
receive, being stall fed.

four or five months
of their lactating period, and, in the production of baby beef, those cows that are
capable of giving 6,000 or 7,000 pounds
of 4 per cent, milk per year will be found
much more profitable than the low-producing cow, even if she be somewhat inferior in beef type. A good supply of
milk is necessary in the making of a baby

two calves for the

first

which

While it is not the general practice to
allow these calves to run with their dams,
either in the pasture or stables, or to be
given any pasture, a few men have produced some very creditable calves by allowing them to run with their dams or
nurse cows on pastures. It involves much
less labor and a little less concentrated
fodders are required, but the gains are
not so great as when the calves are comfortably housed and protected from the
heat and flies. The necessary amount of
green food can be supplied by a much
smaller area when utilized in growing a
soiling crop than is necessary when the
calves are pastured, while the increase in
the amount of barnyard manure secured
by the continuotis stabling of this young
stock is a matter that is of considerable
importance to all who are making an effort to increase the fertility of their soil.

beef.
It is

now becoming

a

common

practice

turn a cow that is fairly well on in
her lactation period with a young calf,
changing the calf to a fresher cow as it
to

becomes older and requires a more liberal
supply of milk. Care must be taken to
guard against digestive troubles as the
milk of some cows does not agree with
some calves. Several problems may confront the feeder of this most modern
class of beef animal, but the watchful
herdsman should soon be able to overcome
every

difficulty.

A

ba'by beef should be taught to eat
clover or alfalfa hay, oats, bran and tur-

WE BUY

GINSENG

both Wild and
If you want

Cultivated, at highest prices.
reports on Fur or Ginseng,
send for free quotations containing full particulars.

H. A.

SCHOENEN.

\^l^<,^^\, ITt^^

nips at a very early age, as the feeder's
aim should be to secure the greatest possible gains in the least possible time. Only
those stockmen who are willing to supply
to these young calves an abundance of
succulent, palatable and nutritious feeds,
rich in bone, blood, flesh and fat-forming
constituents, can hope for success. And
not only is it necessary to supply an abun-

good baby beef
this milk is fed
in a clean condition, from pails that have
been carefully scalded and aired, and fed
at blood temperature. It is necessary to
add some concentrate to take the place
of the fat that has been taken by the sepIt is possible to raise a

byusing skimmed

,

milk,

if

arator and the best substitute for this fat
is ground flaxseed. As this milk is highly

K

THE
nitiogeneous, it is 'necessary to guard
Ten to twelve
against over feeding.
pounds per day is sufficient skimmed milk
for a young calf that has gradually been
weaned from a whole milk diet. Nevei
feed more than twenty pounds to a calf at
any age. It is admissible to add a small
quantity of lime-water to this milk to asIf this
sist in preventing indigestion.
trouble does appear castor oil is one
of the best remedies. Well-bred calves,
fed judiciously on skimmed milk along
with a liberal ration of leguminous hay
and concentrates, have developed into big,
growthy animals and, while it requires a
little longer feeding period to give them
the high finish required by discriminating
they
will
proprietors,
packing-house
yield

good

profits.

MARKETING
All baby beeves,

whether fed whole or

skimmed milk, should be weaned at least
one month before being shipped to market
or they will shrink considerably.
Not all Ontario buyers are willing to
pay for baby beeves their actual value.
Some are, but feeders in many sections of
the province claim that their buyers will
only offer the prices paid for ordinary
butcher's cattle. This ought not to be the
case, as these highly finished cattle are
bought at their real value on the Toronto market.
While, baby beef brings a good price
during any part of the year, the Christmas and Easter markets see the highest
prices paid, hence it is well for a feeder
to Jiave his cows freshen from September to November that he may take advantage of the Christmas market and a little
later if he wishes to dispose of his steers
at Easter. Those who are making the
production of baby beef the chief branch
of their farming operations usually exhibit their stock at the Provincial Winter Fair, Guelph, and at the fair held at
the West Toronto Stock Yards immediateIv after the Guelph show, as buyers of
Christmas beef usually pay from nine to
thirteen cents for the S'tock exhibited.
From $8.25 to $8.75 has been the prevailing price in Toronto during the past
winter months for baby beef. A feeder
can sell at $8 and make a fair profit, but
according to some of the men who are
finishing their feeding stock at this early
age. the price should not go much below
this figure.

ADVANTAGES

The advantages of

finishing beef cattle

as baby beef rather than as more mature
steers are numerous, and when these are
more fully understood there will be fewer
two and three-year-old steers marketed
in Ontario. At the present time, too large
a percentage of the beef cattle marketed
in Ontario are undersized and lack that
amount of finish to bring the top price on
our markets. Such steers have "eaten
their heads off." It does not pay to keep
a steer loafing around a farm for two or
three years and then turn him off at about
the same weight, but with less finish, than
can be made by a baby beef in from twelve
to fifteen months.
able, should never

A

steer, to be profitbe allowed to stop

growing. Expensive fodders are not necessary to do this, but an abundance of food
necessary.
Stable roonn, pasture and labor are
economized by finishing calves as baby
beeves rather than at more mature ages.
About one-half the stock room is required
and no pasture need be supplied, as an
abundance of green feed can be cut from
a comparatively small area. This system
is
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No More
Sore
Shoulders
Have you heard
good horses are scarce! that
sores and irritation lower the
vitality of horses and shorten their usefulness?
that

gail

Uo you know

that there is a simple, effective, inexpensive way of prohorses against gall sores and irritation
it
is
true.
give the protection, they arf comfortable, soft and
cool.
horse appreciates comfort as you do, and can work better where
there is no irritation. VENTIPLEX P.\D.*^ are a
real comfort, and they cure gall sores by removing
the cause. These pads are made from a patented
- s'^ i - :
lal)ric that is easily wETshed when soiled.

—

your

tecting

VENTIPLEX PADS
.-\.

.

They don't
MiTord

to

cost

the

much

life

but,

My!

W

the saving they
of your horses.

and usefulness

Order from your dealer.

V
S.^A

The Burlington-Windsor Blanket Co.

\^'j

TORONTO, CANADA

..71 f r.'V:

'V-l'Vv^.

w^^yo.

r^A

&

>>
^v^j'a;

/^J^DS

Pabrii
Pal'd.

CANADIAN NORTHERN
HOMESEEKERS' FARES
$35.00 to Winnipeg
$38.75 to Regina

$39.75 to Saskatoon
$43.00 to Calgary and

Edmonton

AND RETURN FROM

TORONTO
Proportionate fares from and to other points,

ELECTRIC LIGHTED TOURIST CARS
For our Booklet "Homeseekers' and Settlers' Guide,'
tickets, and information apply to

CITY TICKET OFFICE
52
or write R. L.

King Street

FAIRBAlRN, General Passenger Agent.

68

King

Street. East,

Toronto

•

T
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of finishing steers is also a saving of
labor. Of course, they require extra attention during the summer months if
kept stabled, but this attention will be
well repaid. No milking is required by
this method, and at the present time, when
farmers are finding it almost impossible
to secure sufficient help on their farms,
this is an important consideration.
The large and successful mercantile
concerns in the larger centres of population recognize fully the importance of
quick returns in their business undertakings. This principle applies to the
feeding of baby beef, as the feeder turns

over this marketable product much more
quickly than when he was following the
older method of finishing his steers at a
more advanced age.
The market prefers baby beef to the
less highly finished but older steer and
correspondingly higher prices have prevailed for the younger animal. There is a
reason for this. There is less waste in the
dressed carcase of these young calves
than in older animals carrying less flesh.
Butchers prefer these small carcases,
especially in the cities and larger towns
where consumers buy in small quantities and small roasts are in demand.
Many feeders of beef cattle have suffered considerable loss during the past on
account of fluctuating prices. Mature
steers,

when

finished, should be

marketed

K
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as the feed required to hold them over a
period of unsatisfactory prices is fed at
a loss. Such is not the case to as great an
extent with baby beeves, as a considerable
proportion of the fodder consumed by
them is utilized in increasing their growth
as well as in adding to their fiesh and fat.
Another very important advantage of
finishing these cattle at an early age is
that the difficulty of securing profitable
feeders is eliminated. It is almost an impossibility for a feeder to purchase a uniform lot of good feeding cattle in Ontario
at the present time. If he attempts to
secure them in the country, he is compelled to buy several undesirables or pay
A
exorbitant prices for choice cattle.
majority of the purchasers of stockers
rely upon securing them from the West
Toronto Stock Yards. The writer, last
February, visited a stable in Western
Ontario that had been stocked with two
car-loads of the choicest feeders that
could be secured from West Toronto.
These steers were making good gains,
were fair in type and quality, but the
owner had one home-grown steer, raised
on skimmed milk, ground flaxseed, alfalfa,
ensilage, green feed, turnips and meal,
that surpassed any of the purchased stock
in conformation, quality and finish. This
steer, at eighteen months, weighed 1,060

him
ket.

in the "top quality" class on the marIt is easier and more profitable to

either raise or purchase breeding stock
to secure feeding cattle than
it is to purchase them under present con-

from which
ditions.

Young

make much more

stock will

to

IVz

pounds, while the older steer

much more

more mature

steers.
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Binder is a
Big Investment
The man who buys one without investigating the Frost &
Wood is throwing away the 25
years of fruitful experience

ilCvva^;.,

we have had

making

in

Binders, and seeing them used
for all kinds of crops in every
part of the world.

The Voice

of Experience Talks

Wood

Loud

in Frost and
study. We watch our machines

Binders

at work more critically
Building Binders has always been oar special
than any individual owner, and we are satisfied t!>at for sure cutting, sure elevating, sure tying, light draft
and fast work the Frost & Wood Binder cannot be equalled.

LIGHT-DRAFT— EASY

WORK

FORCE FEED ELEVATORS

The Frost & Wood Binder is built of high-carbon steel,
It can
displacing heavy cumbersome castings and wood.
stand a drop into a hollow, it can stand work in the roughest land, it will handle any crop you ever saw with ease.
It has a big margin of strength, yet it is the lightest in
draft on the market due to our extensive use of finest roller
bearings, expensive for us to give but mighty good for you
No pulling or straining to work the handily-placed
to have.
levers, either, we make strong springs to do th;- work for you.

SPECIAL CUTTER BAR
Knives are on same level as platform canvas, so no short
grain is lost. Platform and cutter bar readily tilted -u as
Knife blades
to just skim the ground and get every straw.
are easily changed when necessary.
Put time and thought into buying your Binder.

THE FROST
Sold

in

& WOOD

CO.,

The

bugbear, choked grain, is entirely done awav
with.
Frost & Wood elevation is positive the grain must
pass, no matter how tangled it is.
A special Relief Roller,
always revolving, passes the straw from elevator to packers
and "keeps things' moving. "
old

—

RELIABLE BINDING ATTACHMENT
Can be adjusted

to give you large, or small bundles
exactly as you wish. The whole machine is built to suit any
harvesting conditicn. The Knotter is a wonder of simplicity

Hundreds of letters from satisfied users always
the splendid F. & W. Knotter. Many F. & W.
Binders have been in use 15 and 20 years and are in excellent shape to-day
and sureness.

cmnment on

Write us to-day for our special Frost

LIMITED

Western Ontario and Western Canada by

Smith's

THE COCKSHUTT PLOW

is

subject to digestive troubles.
When our beef producers consider that
the feeder of baby beeves is economizing
in pasture, stable space and labor; that
he is securing quick returns; that the
market is desirous of securing all of his
product that he can supply; that he is not
compelled to market his calves at a certain
that his
stage in their development;
method of feeding abolishes the difficulty
of securing the best type of feeder; and
that his young feeders make the most
economic gains, they should not be long in
reaching the conclusion that it is more
profitable for them to finish their beefbred animals as baby, beef rather than as

pounds, and another hundred pounds
would give him sufficient finish to place

i-j

rapid

and economic gains than older animals,
due to the fact that, at this age, they grow
rapidly and the increase in flesh contains
a larger proportion of water than at a
later period. It is not uncommon for baby
beeves to gain from 2^/^ to 3 pounds per
day, while 2 pounds increase is common.
Feeders of mature steers are fortunate if
they can get a daily increase of from 1

& Wood

Falls,

Binder Book.

Montreal, St. John

CO., Limited, Brantford, Ont.
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Mid-Summer Dress
How

Fashion Shifts Her Mood

to
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Ideas

Suit the Weather

— A high
that

speed

bearing washer

ball

noiseless

is light,

and easy running

enclosed gears making it
safe in operation.
;

The construction of the
dasher makes this type
the best for the thorough

washing of everything.
It can be operated by hand
power or water motor.

It is made in Canada ot
best quality cypress, and is
superior in design, construction and finish to any

imported washers.
on (cebf
Maxwell "Home'
Washer at your Dealer's,
In<i$t

22

this

A

striking sunshade style

trimmed with large pointed

wiyigs.

$

or write to as.

THE

weather

factor
As the

real
a

purpose

protection

MAXWELLS

always

a potent
in deciding millinery styles.
summer season comes on the
of a hat, is, of course, to be
from the sun, so the large
is

St.

LTD.

Hut's, Ont.

have its innings everywhere.
no limit to variety in the makeModels that
this popular shape.
are sailor in outline but have the brim in
all kinds of irregular shapes are being
worn, but the simpler styles with the
graceful roll or tilt to the brim will hold
favor longer. The accompanying model
trimmed with ribbon and large pointed
wings is both simple and striking.
sailor will

There
up of

is

The new fullness in dress styles makes
the sheer, soft materials like the finer
crepes and voiles more popular than ever
this summer.
Especially is Georgette
crepe being made into the most charming
and wearable frocks since it launders like
Summuslin, retaining all its silkiness.
mer dresses have very full skirts, but the
most graceful styles have the fulness coming at the sides, with panel effects front
and back. Broad shoulder effects, frequently brought out by large cape collars,
are another feature of the new dresses.
Short sleeves are coming back for summer wear, another evidence of the survival of the fittest.
The smart

little

Advantages derived
from wearing

at all times

Better Health and More Comfort

summer gown shown

Wool is the only natural clothing for the
body, provides perfect ventilation to the
skin, is a slow heat conductor, and protects equally
from Heat and Cold.
"Jaeger Pure Wool" Garments can be

is typical of the general trend.
Note
the graceful cape collar with insertion
trimming, the full flounced skirt, and the
puffed sleeve. The style could be adapted

had

crepe, organdie or muslin, and
wear the sleeve might be
brought down to elbow length.
to voile,

Patriotic

in

ideally

general

A

in all seasons.

against sudden
changes of temperature.

here

for

and

SURE PROTECTION

many

different

suited

for

all

weights, and are
climates and all

temperatures.

A fully illustrated catalogue and Dr.
Jaeger's Health Culture will be sent free
on application to:

Hen

Small Boy (much interested in storekeeper's reason for high price of eggs)
"But mother, how do the hens know we're
at war with Germany?"
:

Note the

full flounced skirt, the
large cape collar and short
puffed sleeves.

Dr. Jaeger ^'^T/.^^''""
TORONTO
MONTREAL*

co.

umiud

WINNIPEG

Incorporated in England in 1883 with
British Capital for the British Empire.

—

'
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Our

Best Varieties of
Ontario Apples
By G. C.

CASTON

AT

The Old-time Painter Says:

this time of the year, many people
are thinking of apple planting, both
for home use and for commercial proposiFor the man planting a few trees
tions.
for his own supply, a good rotation would
be one tree of either Transparent or Tetofsky, for early cooking one of Duchess,
one Alexander, one St. Lawrence, one
Snow, one Mcintosh, and the rest Talman
Sweet to be top grafted with Spy.

—

Perhaps a good cooking variety to cover
up to midwinter might be
added, such as Greening or Baxter. This
list would cover the whole season.
But when we come to the commercial
orchard, we must consider market requirements, the varieties most in demand,
and those that grow the best in his locality. As a matter of fact, we are now
growing far too many varieties. This is
a mistake that is common all over the
country, and one the beginner should

A painted

barn means a well kept farm.
There's certain season's a farmer will worry himself greyheaded till he gets his crops under cover.
but he ought to be worrying all year round if his barns
are not protected with a good coat of paint.

the season

—

IMPERIAL BARN AND
ELEVATOR PAINT

avoid.
If one desires to grow only
winter apples the list will be a short
If he wishes to grow and ship early
fall apples it will be more extended,
just here I may say the fall apples

preserves the property that protects his crops.
It's a paint that's ust made for that purpose — the protection and
j

preservation of barns,

silos,

stock buildings, fences and the

The

better appearance

like.

to the farm will get a better price

when he comes

to

sell.

As for cost— well IMPERIAL BARN

ELEVATOR PAINT

AND

stands against the
weather like lightning rods against lightning,
it comes costly to be without either of them
some day.

our northern and western
in some years the large,
well-colored ones have brought fancy
prices in the British markets.

good

If

CANADA

grower is situated near a large
town or city where he can find a good
market for basket apples, he would find
the Yellow Transparent profitable, as it
If the

ImkrialVarnish & ColorMMITCO
Co.
WINNIPEG

the first real cooker in the market, but
too perishable to ship in barrels or boxes.
For distant shipments the first is the
Duchess, which can be shipped in barrels
(but better in boxes), in iced refrigerator
is

VANCOUVER

TORONTO

And

WHERE YELLOW TRANSPARENT PAYS

and will look good and be good for years.
you v»rant to know more about paints for
the farm you'd better write for a little booklet
that's being given away free of charge by
color

IN

sellers in

markets.

IMPERIAL BARN AND ELEVATOR
PAINT is a good preservative paint, keeps its

MADE

and
and

are
often as profitable as the later varieties.
They are most prolific, hardy, and early
bearers. They extend the season of harvesting, which is an advantage, and are

adds

it

the
one.

CANADA

Western markets and landed in
good condition. On account of its great
bearing quality it is a profitable variety.
Then Wealthy, Wolfe River and Blenheim
would pretty well fill the bill for fall vacars, to

For the season of early winter,
January, Baxter and Snow, and for
late winter, if I were limited to one variety, it would be the Spy. It is the most
popular winter apple. Everybody wants
it, and will pay a premium of 25c to 50c
a barrel over ordinary prices to get it.
In selling «cars of winter stock to go
north and west, the conditions usually are
that 40 per cent, must be Spys. After the
Spy would come its next of kin, the Ontario, probably the most profitable late
winter apple in cultivation, an early and
regular bearer, clean-skinned and attractive; although of fine cooking quality, it
rieties.

BEHIND THE DOOR
ready when you want
ALWAYS
for cards — luncheon — sewing —

D(
j'^ia

it

r

writing.

New

uses are found daily

for^

the light, strong, compact

jA

mELITE
'

FOLDING TABLE

.'

Everyone who sees one, wants one.

The

finest

thing

ever

invented

for

apartments and small houses. Never in
the way. Costs but atrifle, and yet you
would not part with it for love' or
money if you couldn't get another.
Your Furniture Dealer has it, or will
'

MADE

IN

CANADA

TO-DAY

for illustrated Book" describing the various styles
let "
and ,.zPS of "Elite" and "Peerless"

Write

Folding

Tables.

It's

FREE.

get

it

for you.

Ask him.

HOURD & COMPANY, LIMITED
Sole Licensees and ManujactureTs.

London, Ontario

up

to

does not come up to the Spy for dessert.
This apple is a cross of Spy and Wagener,
originated by the late Chas. Arnold of
Paris Ont. It inherits some of the faults

—

;
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of the
is

Wagener

inclined, like

-

medium growth, and
But

in

to be short lived.

it,

these defects can be overcome by topgrafting it on Talman Sweets, and as this
is the very best way of growing the Spy
also, I would advise planting the greater
part of the orchard with Talman Sweets
for that purpose, and begin to work on the
new top as soon as the limbs are large

enough to graft.

USE OF FILLERS

As standard apples are planted 40 feet
apart each way, a good plan would be to
plant fillers between, using for this purpose Duchess and Wealthy. These would
begin to bear in a few years after planting and continue to do so until the
branches begin to touch the others, when
they could be removed, leaving all the
ground to the standards, which by that
time would be in bearing. The Ontario,
in fact, would bear nearly as soon as any
of the fillers.
The question may be asked Why leave
out many of the old standard varieties,
such as Baldwin, King, Russet, etc.? and
my answer is, the Baldwin, though a wellknown market apple, is tender over a
large section of the country, and where
the climate does not suit it is very subject
to ink spot and has come to be of late
years an uncertain bearer. King is also
tender, and being such a pHJor bearer,
is not profitable to grow.
Russet is an
uncertain and by no means a good bearer,
A'ery subject to canker; a favorite for export, but in poor demand in the home market.
Of the Ben Davis class, such as
Gano, etc., they are half hardy, short
lived, and so poor in quality that they are
not saleable when better varieties are
available. I have given in this list what
I consider the best commercial fall apples, and in the winter list are varieties
that will usually sell at a premium, and
even in years of abnormal crops will
never go begging for a market.
:

You can
Cherries
Cherry Sponge

—

Knox

pleasing

Fresh
dish.
cherries.

most

a

lightjul

canned

StrawTjerrles
strawberry Bavarian
lee
Cream Strawberry
Strawberry Coupe are
a few Knox Gelatine re-

—

—

—

Raspberry Mousse

—a

Blackberries
ries:

yet dainty

The

to

with Berprepare

and

different.

Pineapple

—
—

—

Bananas
A delightful

recipe

is

Banana Sponge, garnished with banana slices.

Recipes for above
found in our new book

left

give

you an idea

of

Canned fruits, too, are used with
Here is just one recipe to try today:

the possibilities.
results.

KNOX STRAWBERRY BAVARIAN CREAM
V2

envelope
Gelatine

KNOX

Sparkling

1

Vz

Vi cup cold water
1 cup strawberry juice

Pineapple Sponge Pinj;apple Snow Balls Pineapple Mousse are sugFresh or cangestions.
ned fruit.

and

and de-

you use

suggestions at the

splendid

Telly

— easy

if

fruits

dijjerent

{Granulated)

de

dessert
lightful "chilled
for warm days and other'
days, too.

Lemon

ways,

many

SPARKLING GELATINE

cipes for Strawberries.

Raspberries

in

KNOX

Gelatine

or

serve the season's

berries

tablespoonful
cup sugar

XVz cups heavy
pulp
until stiff

lemon

juice

cream,

beaten

and
Soak gelatine in cold water five minutes, and dissolve by
standing cup cont-ainiug mixture iu hot water.
Strain into
strawberry juice mixed with lemon juice. Add sugar, and when
sugai- is dissolved, set bowl containing mixture in pan of ice
w ater and stir until mixture begins to tliicken then fold in
cream.
Turn into wet mold lined with strawberries cut in
halves, and chill.
Garnish with fniit, selected strawberries
aed leaves.
\ delicious cream may also be made with canned
:

strawberries.

NEW RECIPE BOOK
now ready. It gives many recipes f ^rDesserls Puddj-"",
Candies, elc. with lable-setling ideas and suggestions.
colors.
Sent

is

Jellies.

Salads.

Illustrated^ in

FREE
for

your grocer's name.

Enclose 2c stamp for pint sample.

CHARLES
ISO

St. Paul Street

Yelloii-

Knox Strawberry

B.

KNOX CO.,

[Dept.

H

Packar/e

Inc.

Montreal, Canada
llluc Packaye

BaVanan Cream
KNOX

;t

CpABKUm(j

CELATIKIS t| ".n

Work
Let

me

but do

my work from day

to day.

In field or forest, at the desk or loom,

roaring market-place or

In

tranquil

room;
Let me but find it in my heart to say,
When vagrant wishes beckon me astray,
"This is my work my blessing, not my

—

doom;
"Of all who live, I am the one by whom
"This work can best be done in the right
way."

Then
To

shall I see it not too great,

my

suit

spirit

and

to

nor small,
prove

my

powers

Then

shall I cheerfully greet the labor-

ing hours.

And

Who

summer

in the

is

there

WHO DOES NOT NEED AN LNCREASE
'

'

'

'

Hundreds of men and women in Canada to-day are working our plan to
augment their present income and it's providing a liberal amount of extra
funds for them. If you would like to join this "thrifty class" of spare

—write

us to-day.

when the long shadows

THE MACLEAN PUBLTSHING

fall

At eventide,
I

to play

know

in

income to take care of summer needs and vacation expenses'? That's where
shines with popularity. If you are one of
our plan of spare time profits
the many who would appreciate an opportunity of turning your spare time
into Cash profits, we would like to get in touch with you.

time hustlers

cheerful turn

;Because

AN EXTRA SUMMER INCOME

for

and love and

rest,

me my work is best.
Henry Van Dyke.

—

143-153

UNIVERSITY AVENUE

CO.,

LIMITED

TORONTO, ONTARIO
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Saving Hand Power in the House
and Barn
Hoiv One Farmer

is Making Electricity and Gasoline Solve His Labor Piohlem and Put Modern Comforts Into His Home

By

ALEX. MacPHERSON

THE

power equipment, and the use
of modern appliances, on the farm
of Charles A. Wilkin, Elmira, Ontario, illustrate an excellent system of
minimizing labor at the barn and putting
the most up-to-date conveniences into a
country home. The power is supplied from
two sources; a portable gasoline engine
runs the ensilage cutter, feed grinder and
circular saw, while a 2 h.p. electric motor
supplies power for the lighter machinery
in the house. The place is in the HydroElectric line, and lights have been installed in every part of both house and
barn. The wires in the barn are all encased in conduit piping, to prevent possible accidents from fire should a wire be
broken.
The layout of the stable on the Wilkin
place is carefully planned for a wellstocked fifty-acre farm. Some of the features to be noted are the easy access to
the yard from any part of the stable, the
ample window space (all the windows are
protected on the outside with woven wire)
the feed mixing table convenient to the
grain and chaff boxes, the out-door harness cupboard and the cement trough in
the barnyard. Water is piped to this
trough from a running spring, the overflow being carried through an underground pipe to another trough just inside
the nearest pasture field. Mr. Wilkin
considers the weighing scales one of the
most important money-savers on the
farm. The scales are set on the barn
floor with the platform swung below on a
level with the floor of the stable. An outside door is cut in the wall so that the
stock can be loaded from the yard if de-

As a

first

aid for Burns, Sprains,
Strains or Bruises
you cannot get a
better

remedy.

MINARD'S
LINIMENT
has

shown

the

satis-

to

many

users.

A good

remedy
beast.

r

for

has planned one of the most convenient
to be found anywhere.
The "industrial centre" of the house is
found in a light airy room in the basement

where a 2 h.p. motor drives two shafts.
To one of these is connected the washingmachine, the cream-separator, the churn
and the meat-grinder. The meat-grinder
is no insignificant piece of machinery on
this farm where sausage making is a regular industry.
The second shaft runs
an emery stone on the work-bench at the
opposite side of the room. The motor is
also used to pump hard water from the
well and soft water from the cistern into
two pressure tanks, giving the house a

complete water system. The hot water
tank in the bathroom is heated from the
kitchen stove instead of the furnace, so
there is hot water on tap the year round.
The laundry equipment has been arranged to reduce the work to a minimum,
a n important considerathe washings in
farm home can never be
very light.
The washer
tion, since

test

faction
ternal

THE POWER ROOM IN THE HOUSE
The installation of labor-saving equipment on the Wilkin farm has not been
confined to the barn. The same ingenuity

a

in-

external

man

or

Gives instant

relief.

Beware

of Imitationp.
Sold on its merits.

"YOUR SPARE TIME"
will pay yon "real money" foi
At present we have many openings
representatives, -to those who are ambitions to get
If you are interested in making Dollai-s grow,
ahead.
write us.
No obligations.

Did yon know that we
your spare time?

for

The MacLean Publishing Company, Limited
143-153 University Avenue, Toronto,

Ontario

a

and comfortable homes

has

time and
given years of
of

its

sired.

The convenient layout of the stable for
fifty-acre mixed farm.

Pa

>i

t

v

i^

Arrangement of

equij-tment in the basement of
the Willcin farm house.

and wringer are both operated from the shaft, and
can be stopped instantly by
turning a lever at the side.
The machine is not set
directly over the drain, but
a galvanized pipe is placed
to carry the water from
the
drain-spout of the
washer to the drain in the
floor when the tub is to be
emptied. A forty-five-gallon sheet iron water-heater
is used to heat water for
washing, or for other
cleaning purposes.
One
armful of wood in this
heater is sufficient to heat

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
the water for the weekly washing for a
family of eight.
In making this room the best possible
place to work, Mr. Wilkin took into account the fact too often overlooked, that
cement makes a hard surface to stand on,
and over the cement floor in the centre of
the room he had a board floor laid. This
leaves the cement still around the outside
of the room where there is little standing
or walking, and around the heater where
there might be danger from sparks falling on a wooden floor.

Cheerful
as the

The Wilkin house is so large that just
any heating system would not keep it
comfortably warm through all kinds of
weather.

The plan

adopted,

June Sun

however,

gives excellent results. Hot air is used
for some of the rooms, and hot water for
those where the heat has to be carried
farther, or where the coldest winds strike
and would drive back the hot air currents.
Altogether the place stands as a type of
the convenient, livable home that should
be the ideal of every farm. Even where
an equipment like this is out of the question at present, it may be started from
small beginnings.

lack proper heatthat it is often thought
houses must be cold in winter or hot
and stuffy. Yet the heating of a
home can be like the natui-al warmth
of June
the air as warm, as healthfull}'
humid,
,
as fresh and pure!
The Sunshine Furnace radiates the healthful
heat of the sun. Pure air is sent evenly over the
house, warm, fresh—and clean. The dust and
fine ashes, so often seen whenever most furnaces
are shaken down, never get out of the vSunshine
'

Furnace.

STRAWBERRY SHORT-CAKE

ordinary garden well adapted for
a cooked salad are the young carrots,
beets and green peas. The beets are perhaps best used by themselves the carrots
and green peas make a good combination,
not mixed together, but with the carrots
in the centre of the dish, the peas piled
around and a plain boiled dressing poured
over always using lettuce, parsley or
cress for a garnish. New potatoes should
not be used in a salad. They are not considered the most wholesome thing, even
served in the simplest way, but are at
their best boiled and served in a hot milk
sauce. In cooking vegetables for dinner it
is well to allow enough to make a salad
for supper. If the dressing is made in
quantities and kept on hand it means little
extra work.
the

;

—

iiig

—

Continued from page 29

SUMMER SALADS OF COOKED VEGETABLES
About the only summer vegetables in

many homes

'O

Mid -summer Recipes
Where a strawberry short-cake can be
served before it is quite cold, a kind of
biscuit dough crust seems to bring out the
flavor of the berries better than a sweet
cake mixture. An excellent short-cake is
made from the following recipe: 4 cups
flour, 3 teaspoons baking-powder, 4 tablespoons butter, 1 teaspoon salt, 3 tablespoons white sugar, and enough sweet
milk to make a soft dough. If the flour is
sifted three or four times before beginning to mix in the shortening, and if the
dough is handled lightly throughout the
whole process, the cake will be lighter. If
the cake is baked in two layers, and these
put together with the fruit instead of cutting the cake, there vdll be no trouble
from the juice soaking through and making the cake soggy. Little handles of
twisted pieces of dough attached to the
top layer before baking give a very pretty
imitation of a basket when the top is piled
with berries. When the raspberry season
comes in these can be used to take the
place of the strawberries.

-53

Dry

air not necessary

The Sunshine Furnace supplies air as balmy as
This comes from a large water pan so located
can be refilled easily.

summer.
that

it

Firing up and closing the dampers of the Sunshine Furnace
does not send coal gas into the house. The volume of gas
freed from the new coal is drawn off up the chimney. The
Sunshine not only keeps the whole house warm and cosy,
but continually circulates clear, pure air.

Sunshine^^

/ Kindly
/

The Sunshine does not cost you more than many furnaces that
^ e n d
are not as good. Our Heating Engineer will tell you what a
/ without
thorough heating system for your home will cost. More than
n e n s e on

me

/

that, he will tell you,

without charge OT obligation, how

plan your heating system so as to get the most out of
with the least expenditure. If you send the coupon
to-day we will send you our booklet "Sunshine.''

/ part:

to

1.

it

special

information
out,

about heating your own house.

WQwTVt
London Toronto Montreal Winnipeg
Vancouver
St. John, N.B.
Hamilton

Calgary

Edmonton

Saskatoon
806

my

Your booklet on

Sunshine Furnace.
Also forms for filling

the
2.

At the same time, ask for

ex-,

so

that

engineers can

your

tell

heating

me how

to

order and install a. system that
will properly heat

Name
Address

my

home.

—
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Fancy

Spare Time

Attractive Ideas for the Use of Simple Edgings

May Mean
Dollars

an extra $5.00 or $10.00
week interests you and

IFa

you have two
hours a day
.spare, let

much

us

tell

be

and Insertions

have shown here two charming designs for using hand-made
ce in making up a tray cloth and
In the tray cloth the honeyrunner.
comb insertion and lace are used, directions for making which are given as
follows

THE EDGING

Make
1st

you can

you how that

can

time

thred^

or

that

Lace

WE

You

to

Work With Hand-made

turned

39 ch.

—

Miss 14 ch, 5 tr in next 5
miss 3 st, 1 d c in next, 4 ch,
5 tr in next 5, 4 ch, miss 3, 1 d c

Row.

ch, 4 ch,

miss

3,

in next, 4

ch

1

d c in

last.

money. The more time
you have the better the pay.
We'll buy all you have and
pay cash for it.
into

We

active, hust-

need bright,

ling

young men and women

as

district

We

-representatives.

the

next

month make hundreds

of ap-

within

will

—

pointments why not write
once and secure your disIf you are looking for
trict.

at

an increase in wages, to take
care of your many extra summer needs our plan pro-

—

vides

the

money

for

interfering

without
with
least

your

in

them

An

attractive way of making a traycloth,
with hemstitching, insertion and lace.

the

regular

—

2nd Row. 7 ch, 1 d c in first loop, 5
d c in next loop, 7 ch, 1 d c, 5 ch, 1
d c, 7 ch, 12 tr with 1 ch between each in

duties.

ch, 1

week right here in Toronto one young man earned
00. He devoted an averSf 80
age of four hours each day to

loop of 14 ch at end.

Last

Zrd Row.
1 ch,

after

tion busine.ss.

come

—

Ath Row. 7 ch, 1 d c in
d c in next loop, 5 ch, 1 d c,
ch, 1 d c, * 4 ch, 1 d c into
and repeat from * to end of

you?

Write us to-day we will gladly send you full particulars
concerning the plan without
obligating you in the lea.st
;

simply say, "Show
to

turn

my

ch, 1 tr into first hole of
each succeeding hole, 5

tr in

ch, 1

our subscripWould an in-

like this interest

—4

1

d c under loop of 7 ch, 4 ch, 5 tr into
next loop, 4 ch, 1 d c into next, 4 ch, 5 tr
into next, 4 ch, 1 d c into last loop.

.

looking

2 ch,

loop, 7 ch, 1
d c, 5

7 ch, 1

hole of 2 ch,

row.

—

bth Row. 3 ch, miss 1 loop, 1 tr into
next, * 5 ch, 1 d c into tr just made, and
repeat from * twice, 2 ch, 1 d c in next
loop, 3 ch, 1 tr, in next loop, 5 ch, 1 d c
into tr three times as before, 2 ch, 1 d c
in next loop, and i^peat until all the 10

me how

spare time into

loops are worked (five times in all) 5 ch,
5 tr into loop of 5 ch in previous row and
work as 3rd row to end.
,

money."

after last
— As 4th, doing
into loop of 7 ch, 4 ch
1th Row. — d

Address

&th

Row.

1 tr

7 ch, 12 ch, turn.

The MacLean

1

,5

Publishing Co.,
Dept. F.P.

Limited

TORONFO
of runner

broad

offers
possibilities for the designers.

1
1

c

4 ch, 1 d c 4 ch, 5

4 ch, 1 d c in

This style
_

tr,

end

tr,

finishing with

loop.

Sth Row.—l ch, 1 d c, 7 ch, 1 d c, 5 ch,
d c, 7 ch, 1 d c, 5 ch, then 12 tr divided by
ch, 1 ch, 1 d c, into loop of last pattern to

—
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ib babies poisoned in 11 state

fortunately some recovered

Save the Babies

TAN6LEF00J
The .lourna) of the
Michigan State Medical

Catch the diseasecarrying fly that strays
into your home with
safe, efficient, nonpoisonous

1%

ffl

not

insertion

and

Flies

lace.

more

tlian

—^But
join, turn, 3 ch, 1 tr 2 ch,

1

tr,

and con-

tinue.

—

9ih Row. As in 3rd row, doing 5 tr
into first loop of 5 ch immediately following the treble. P^'inish scallop as for first
pattern, and then start from 2nd
length required.

to attract

both

und

flies

liabies.

babies, and fly poison
other piiisnis combined

all

homes where

iu

mothers

careful

have protected tl)eir l)ul)ies from such risks
by using only T.-i.N"GLKFO0T, lioth dangers are avoided.

Made

in

Canada by

2fi cases of
[joisoning from

arsenical

destroyers

fly

in

]t)].o,

in

l!n4
in

14

states.

many

kill

Society rejiorts

^^if''^'

arsenic

:i

Honeycomb

4

only
11
states;
in
there wpre 4(1 c.-ises

poison in an open .saucer
set within reach of the baby, or a can
from whicli
poisoned wick protrudes,
sweeteued

.ff.-

'iciC'^

,

TANGLE-

FOOT;

nfi

THE

O.

&

W.

states editorially

It

"Symptoms

of

aisniic-al

poiscjiiin^'

:

are vei-y similar

to these of cliok'ia

infantum; nniloubtedly a nnmhcr
of cases of cholt-ra infantum were really cases of
arsenical poisoning, but death, if occurring, was
attributed to cliolera infantum.

"We

repeat, ^ai-senical

fly

destroying

devices

are

dangerous and should be abolished. Health officials
should become aroused to prevent further loss of
Our .Michigan Legislaiuie.
life' from their .soui-ce.
this last session, pas.sed a law regulating the .-..il,.
of poisonous fly ]iapei^."

THUM COMPANY, Walkerville, Ont.

American Address: Grand Rapids, Mich.

row for

THE INSERTION

The

32 ch.

Row.

— Miss

next 5 ch,
4 ch, miss 3, 1 d c in next, 4 ch, miss 3,
5 tr, in next 5 ch, 4 ch, 1 d c, in fourth st
4 ch, 1 d c in last.
Is*

7 ch, 5 tr, in

"Florence

Kitchen"

—

2nd Row. 7 ch, 1 d c in first loop, 5 ch,
1 d c in next loop, 7 ch, 1 d c, 5 ch, 1 d c,
finishing with 7 ch, 1 d c in end loop.

M ake the
happy family.
M Clary's
s

—

3rd Roiu. 7 ch, 1 d c, 5 ch, 5 tr into
loop of 5 ch 4 ch, 1 d c 4 ch, 5 tr, in loop
4 ch, 1 d c in end loop.

—
Row. —

4th Row. 7 ch, 1 d
continue as 2nd row.

c, 7

ch,

1

d

c,

c

Florence Blue

and

5th
7 ch, 5 tr in first loop and
continue as 3rd row work from 2nd row

—

plify

your cooking.

and

reliable

of pattern.

— an

Flame

Oil

Stoves

sim-

Easy to use, clean, safe,
ornament to any kitchen.

econon;iical,

M«ClaiyS
Dairyman's Friend

Alfalfa the

A great deal of alfalfa is grown in the
township of Markham, where the farms
are good and the returns from them are
high-class. Many dairy cattle are kept
and although there are not many milking
machines installed in the township, yet
there are many men making inquiries
about them. In speaking of his herd of
15 milk cows, Arthur Reesor of Cedar

Grove said that he sowed a field of barley
last year at the rate of a bushel to the
acre, and seeded it to alfalfa, sowing 15
lbs. to the acre.
This crop yielded 45
bushels of barley to the acre, and in the
month of September he cut a ton of al-

He claims that the
the most valuable crop

falfa to the acre.
alfalfa crop

is

grows

in

and especially

in

that he
tle

feeding.

whole farming rotation,
connection with his cat-

FLORENCE
COOK
STOVES

OIL

summer

No hot
ence is ALWAYS ready with
heat as you want, right
kitchens.

The

Flor-

AS MUCH
WHERE you

—IN

NOT

the cooking, and
out
Costs less than a cent an
in the room.
hour per burner.
You can keep one or four burners
at an intensely hot flame, or merely
simmering. To regulate the heat, you

want

it

—

—

"'" "
^!^"
Flamt, Automatil
>

simply turn the lever according to the
dial.

There are no wicks to trim, nor valves
The oil supply is automatically
constant.
All Florence stoves and ove.is
are fully guaranteed.
Ask your dealer to show you the
Florence. If he cannot supply it write
to leak.

to our nearest branch.

Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver St. John, N. B.
Montreal Hamilton CaAgary Edmonton Saskatoon 825

London

MAKE YOUR BIKE

BOOK ON

A MOTORCYCLE

at a Bmall coft by uelnc: our Attach.
able outfit. FITS ANY BICYCLE. Ea»
tly attached. No epecial tools required.
Write today for bargalnllst and tree book
describing the SHAV? Bicycle Motor At
tachment. Motorcycles, all makes, new
and second-hand, tSb and up.

rnPP DAAIf
DWn
mCC

SHAW MANUFACTURING
Dept.

125,

Galesburg, Kansas,

CO.

IJ.S..*.

Dog Diseases
AND HOW TO FEED
H. Clay Glo'ver,
18

W.

31st St.

V.S.

N.Y.. U.S.A.
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Prevention

Better

is

than Cure
One of the truest of our old proverbs is that which says
stitch
in time saves nine." At this season
of the year we have plenty of proofs

"A

how

old saying is in
all-important matters of health. That little cold which
our friend had some time ago, neglected, led to a serious illness which
nearly cost him his life. That strained back or sprained ankle how easy
of

true

connection

this

with

would have been

—
—

have cured
the trouble at the time and yet,
owing to neglect, how serious that
trouble has become.

it

to

Good health is a treasure without
which all other possessions are worth
less than nothing.
So great a treasure
needs guarding, and no surer protection
exists than Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil
The wonderful results gained by thousands from the use of this oil are Its
greatest recommendation.
The prompt

It's another War June, but farmers are still anxious to grow more to
help the Allies.
In spite of shortage of labor, co-operation with neighbors will do much

application of Dr. Thomas Eclectric Oil
at fimt when the trouble is only starting, is the surest means of gaining a
quick return to good health.

to

overcome the trouble.
Economize, save, use good judgment and help

all

as far as

we

can, is good

advice.
See that this stitch in time is available
at the moment you need it by keeping
a bottle of Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil in
the house always ready for use.

The Farmer's Magazine has many letters from readers who have been
subscribers since our first issue. Their helpful messages cheer and wonderfully assist. Let u^ hear from more of our readers.
Cattle, hogs, sheep and horses look like good property and every reader
will be interested in these articles in this issue.
Tell your neighbor about the Farmer's Magazine and you can perhaps
induce him to send in his subscription.
We will renew yours for half a year
for your kindness.

—

On the farm the risks are greater
than in most other occupations, risks
of exposure, often quite unavoidable, and
the numbers of little accidents incidental
to farm life and work, in all of which
Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil plays its healing part.
If

child

a

be

seized

with

colic,

Grasmere- has been busy on his own farm this past month, spraying
fruit trees until his fingers are yellow, planting trees, and attending to the

Dr.

neiv-coming lambs.
Did you ever watch the tent caterpillars hatch from their egg masses?
They are great co-operators. Two or more nests will unite in the fork of a
limb to which they make a silken web road, and thus work together. But
lime-sulphur was a sad shock to many of them.
Some of my new apple trees are blossoming for the first time. To see if
they are true to name is one of the farmer's joys.
I attached a copper cable to the steel roof of my bam and grounded it in
moist earth. I feel freer now in thunder storms.
The farm in springtime, despite the hard busy days, is the best place to

Thomas' Eclectric Oil when sweetened
with sugar, will overcome the pain and
give the little sufferer ease.

If a

child

shows symptoms of croup or other throat
trouble, and the attack be met with
Eclectric Oil, the suffering will be greatly
mitigated, and by continued treatment
with the Oil the ailment will be speedily

subdued.
Scalds and burns, wounds and sores,
sprains and strains, cuts and bruises,
yield to the soothing magic of a
prompt application of Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil, a bottle of which is as essential
as any other item in the Farm Medicine
Cupboard. And don't forget that it Is
equally valuable in the stable and barn.
all

be.

turnips not
than June
SOW
although
white
Greylater

the

At

all dealers,

price 25c a bottle.

stone's,

can be sown

20th,
variety,
as late as July

10th.

Preparad only by

Northrop

& Lyman Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario

/^

Farmers are

rWim

Saving Money
WHY DON'T

J*
(

i

/£

PMB^^^^ Cost $4.00 to 16.00
per 1000— Hand or
J g^i^^g^N,
W^SffC^g^S Po^or Machines
Send for
I^u/A J^aU^
^"yjjp^jm^ Catalog F.for full
VSA

particular*

Jil^^

FARMERS'CEMENT
\
^^^iij^^^^l TILE MACHINE CO.
^^"^"^-^^^T?^
WalkarviUe
o»t.

soda on the meadows, particularly clover.
Sow when dry and no wind.
Keep the surface drains open and be
ready for a downpour to be carried off

Salt can be sown to advantage on the
turnip land previous to ridging up.
Sow an extra patch of feed corn with
the drill for emergency feeding in the

quickly.

fall.

completed this month, and plants kept in
a free growing condition by thorough
watering before the soil has become dry.

Sow buckwheat from 20th to end of
month, generally one bushel to the acre.
Millet yields best if sown about the beginning of the month.
Hungarian grass can be sown well on
in the month. It will do on damp ground.
What is your experience with soy beans
in Ca-nada? Let us know.
Plant plenty of sweet corn. Feed animals what the table can't use.
Watch the fall wheat and rye for mustard, cress, dock, bladder campion and
stick burrs. Pull out and burn.
Plant potatoes for the late crop, ai:d

in THE GREENHOUSE
Chrysanthemum planting should

be

Watch closely for black fly, and as soon
as plants are 6 to 8 inches high the stems
should be supported in a manner that will
keep them perf.ectly straight.
Some growers plant the early varieties
8x8 inches apart and top the plants, allowing two flowers per plant. Chrysalora,
Unaka, Bonnafoie, etc., should have

We

alone, after a short

slightly more space.
find it pays better to pot two cuttings in one pot, than to
grow two flowers per plant. Keep the
cultivation going in the field, especially
after each rain, not only among the flower
plants, but in the vegetable garden also.

summer-fallow, sow it about the end of
the month.
If you have a lime sower, try a ton to
the acre, mixed with a little nitrate of

The greenhouse should be cleaned out
soon as the crops cease to prove profitable,
benches repaired and given a heavy coat
of whitewash or lime-wash and soil re-

use plenty of fertilizer.
If alfalfa is

sown
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Hogs Grind Their Own Feed
HOG MOTORS are machines which
compel the pigs to ^rind their own
grain as they eat.
They
They
They
They
They
They

An

auction sale on Love's farm, Pickering, where very ordinary cattle
sold high. Selling yard roped

taken

Picture

off.

by

W. H. Westney.
newed.

Pinch a few shoots out of carna-

tion plants each week, rather than allow
five or six shoots to attain a large size at
one time and remove this quantity at one

waste less grain
compel the pisrs to eat^slowly
save the cost of grinding
save one half the labor
feed pigs better than you can
pay for themselves in every batch of hogs

-Mr. WiB. Smith, of Trowbridge, states he is able to produce a pound of pork on one less pound of grain
than can be produced by the average trough-feeder. Mr. Smith is one of Perth's foremost feeders of hogs
PI succ^sful fanner.
Mr. Wm. Shott, of Listowel, purchased a Motor because of loss of pigs through crippling, and has since
sold two lots oft the Motor.
He states the Motor has solved the hog trouble with him. and is leading hist
to pay more attention to this branch of fanning.
Mr. Herb. Jackson, of Listowel, has bar" so good results with his first Motor he has purchased a -second
and is feeding some 40 hcga. and could feed 10 more on the two machines. He is always pleased to show
them to persona desirous of learning how to successfully feed bogs.

and

The

CANADIAN HOG MOTOR CO., Ltd., Listowel,[Ont.

topping.

WITH THE

PIGS

Young

pigs do best with good dry
sleeping quarters.
Let them have plenty of day-time run.
$12.50 per cwt. for pork on the Toronto
market in May sounds good.
Keep plenty of fresh water where fattening pens can get it to drink.
Spray the pens thoroughly with zenoleum or carboleum.
A rubbing-post is a good thing in the
pen.

Pure-breds are the best feeders if you
have selected the stock from good natural
conditions.

The hog business looks good.
brood sow at any rate.
SHEEP, LAMBS

Get one

AND WOOL

Dip all sheep and lambs the first of the
month.
Keep fences good before any creepare learned.
Drury of Barrie claims there is
money in docking and castrating the
lambs for mutton purposes.
Saskatchewan is setting the rest of
Canada an example in the wool grading
business.
Tisdale, Assistant Prof, of
Animal Husbandry in Saskatoon, says
that it is raising the net returns much.
There is likely to be a big demand for
pure-bred breeding stock this fall.
Wool prices ought to be better than
holes

E. C.

last year.

IN

THE DAIRY BARN

The breed

societies are all proud of
animals and their records.
Record-making Holsteins follow fast
these days. When a cow will milk 1,000
lbs. a week, she becomes an animal protheir

digy-

Milk fever is not hard to combat now.
Forcing air into the udder is the secret.
Good prices for cheese, butter and milk

mean

dollars to the dairyman this year.
Clean out the stables regularly. Sweep
walls, ceiling and mangers.

Whitewash the

and spray catvermin.
Have you a separate cooling house?
Send us plan and costs.
The milking machine must be kept
clean.
Read the article in May about
tle

and

interiors

stalls for

the most valuable book I own
cost me nothing.
It has saved me time, labor and money and
I've got better looking, more durable and
more serviceable buildings than I ever
had before.
It is

and

it

The

first cost of concrete iarm improvements is also
the last cost.
There's no after expense for paint or
repairs no d/inger from fire, rot or rust no troubke of
any kind.
Besides they lovcer the -insurance rate.

—

—

you haven't • copy of "'What the Farmer can do
with Concrete", send for one today.. There's more

If

than 150 pages of valaable building information. 52 practical plans,
illustrated by diagrams and photographs, and dozens of other
interesting farm facta.

A copy will be sent to you free of charge,
immediately upon receipt of coupon below.
CANADA CEMENT CCMPANY

is

making good

all

A good dairy book is always a handy
authority in case of trouble. Get one.

LIMITED,

Herald Bide.. Montreal.

CUT OUT AND MAIL
CANADA CEMENT COMPANY,
,117
I

cleaning.

The milking Shorthorn
over Canada.
Start cow testing now.

This Book helped me
improve my Farm.

O/

Gentlemen:

LIMITED. Herald

Please send

me

Baildiiw.

MONTREAL.

a free copy of

"What The Farmer Can Do With Concrete".

^a

Name
Street and

City.

No

_

_
Prov.

(

T
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BEEF CATTLE, PASTURES, ETC.

m

BM

'

The beef

The Least Expensive
Roofing in the World
The initial cost of roofing material ij
not nearly as important as the sendee
the completed roof will give you and
the cost of repairs. That is why the least
expensive roofing you can buy is
NEPOMBET,

Paroid
ROOnNG
iBnnET
is

—

PiROID
.

Paroid' 8 only rival
high grade shingles
and Paroid resists

and is less expensive than shingles.
fire

ROOFINO

A

Paroid roof out-

lasts

several roofs of
ready-roofing,
costs you nothing

cheap

and
in

Write for

repairs.

"Repairing
booklet
and Building."
It's

animal about 800

lbs. in

HORSES, COLTS AND

A

weight.

SUMMER TIME

weekly rest on grass does the work

team good.
Don't jerk, yell, swear or talk to no
purpose. Good horsemen are firm, kind

and quiet.
Never let the foal follow the working
mother in the field.
Breed all your good mares, for horses
are coming back.
Darken the stable windows, spray the
floors, screen the wftidows, and see that
halters are sound.
A good driver is

still

a satisfaction.

Trust no poor weakened harness on the

free.

BIRD & SON,
70

prices ought to keep the breeders' stables busy.
Short-keep feeders come high, but future prices look tempting.
The higher the selling price the less
need for a spread between purchase and
sale prices.
If 3 or 4 acres of mixed oats, wheat,
sorghum and clover were sown for supplementary pasture, it would enable a
bigger annual return per acre.
If an animal is unthrifty, study the
cause and so save.
Your beef ring should get a good young

team or

R

Dept.

King St. Hamilton, Ont.

The largest manufacturers
of Roofinss,

Wall Board

and Roofing
Canada.

Felts

in

no

driver.

THE POULTRY YARD
warmer weather of June
comes, prepare to open up ceaseless warfare on mites and lice. The time to fight
IN

When

the

the year round, but especial precautions are needed during the warmer
days.
It is a wise practice to scrub roosts and
nest-boxes with hot, soapy water. Zenoleum will also do well in cracks and crevices.
It will be money well invested to
use plenty of it.
. A spray-pump will do deadly execution
in the application of the various insectilice is all

H«MMI<IM««MmM

Look

TOP

(or the Paroid Roll

DRESS

all

your

Crops with Nitrate
of Soda alone, no matter
what other fertilizers you
may have used. 100

pounds
seeded,

to

the

acre for

and 200 pounds

to the acre for cultivated

crops will do the work.

The increase

will yield

large profits over the cost.

cides.

See that the chicks have plenty of shade
as the warm days approach. Many of the
troubles that afflict the young stock during the summer months have their origin
in a lack of shade.
Fresh-water supplies for the warm
weather should be planned now. Cool water
is undoubtedly as refreshing to chickens
as to human beings during the summer.
Water that stands in the warm sun is not
very tempting to the poultry, and they use
it only out of necessity.
Broody hens during June are often a
source of annoyance to poultry-keepers.

Try humane methods of breaking up their
desire to sit. Ducking biddy in cold water,
or shutting her up in the dark with food

and water, are not recommended.

Plac-

ing her in a small coop in sight of some
other hens has often proven successful.
Give her plenty of clean water and feed
lightly. Broody hens are always feverish.
If you should hatch chicks during June,
be sure to provide plenty of shade, and be
very careful to feed properly. Some Junehatched chicks have done well for poultry
raisers during the following January and
February.

IN

THE FLOWER GARDEN

Prune the spring-flowering shrubs as
soon as they have finished blooming. This
includes lilacs, spireas, forsythias, and
weigelas. This will produce more growths
and consequently more flowers next
spring. Prune light. Take out all dying
canes, and simply shape the shrubs.

Follow the flowering bulbs with such
bedding-plants as marigolds, zinnias, petunias, alyssum, candytuft, portulaca,
phlox, pansies, and similar shallow-rooted
plants.

Asters are the loveliest flowers in the
garden, enduring from. August until after

and rivaling the chyrsanthemums.
China asters, comet and branching kinds,

frosts,

are unexcelled for coloration, formations,

and long-lasting

qualities

when

cut.

Make

a water-garden. This is the best
time to plant most aquatics, now that the
water is warm and all danger from frosts
is past. Don't forget that the goldfish eat

any mosquito

larvae.

Mix a little hardwood ashes in the soil
when planting the asters, and use little
first soaking at time of
Better
planting until the buds form.
flowers are thus obtained.
Early this month, the rose-bug makes
Spray! Spray! Spray!
its appearance.
before the flowers open.
Water the soil thoroughly about the
rose-plants with liquid fertilizer.
Now is the time to make beds of gerasters,
and similar
coleus,
aniums,

water after the

plants.

Plant out

all

such blooms as carnations,

chrysanthemums,

senecio,

and

libonia,

that are intended for greenhouse blossoming next winter.
Shift the cosmos to larger pots, from
time to time, until they are in seven or
eight-inch pots. These will make good
flowering-plants indoors after the first
frosts come.

Plant dahlias, and stake them at the
time they are planted.
Prairie gardens have a wealth of
bloom. Be sure to have pansies for late
bloom.

Write on post card for our

money making books

WILLIAM

S.

MYERS,

25 Madison Avenue,

Director

New York
Cure Your Cows
Caked Udders
with

of

EGYPTIAN
LINIMENT
For Sale

Everywhere

Douglas

&

Co.,

Mfrs.,

Napanee, Ont.

The

and crew on the prairies.
individual small outfits gradually displace these? This is
Clare Kyle's outfit at Richardson, Sask.

big threshing outfit with its cabooses

Will

:
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THE FRUIT GARDEN

Spray currants and gooseberries to kill
the currant worm. Use hellebore when the
fruits are half-grown, so there will be no
poison on the fruit when matured.
Spray cherries, peaches, plums, apples
and pears, to prevent brown or manilla
rot.

—

The brambles raspberries, blackberand dewberries must be carefully
sprayed, especially the young shoots. Cut
ries,

—

out all diseased old shoots, and burn
them.
If the trees are heavily loaded, thin
them, without fail, if you want larger and
finer fruits after the June drop.
As s>oon as the old strawberry bed has
finished bearing and the runners have
been rooted in pots, plow it up and plant
a hoed crop, such as corn or beans. Remove the runners to a convenient place,
and carefully grow them on until August,
when they may be planted in the field.
Mulch the strawberry beds with straw,
to keep the berries clean. The mulch will
keep down the weeds, also, and conserve
the necessary soil-moisture.
Continue jarring the plum trees, to
knock oflT the curculio.
Cultivate the ground every ten days, to
conserve the soil-moisture.
Spray the grape-vines to prevent injury
from insect pests and diseases.

THE SUMMER FALLOW
Every prairie farmer

vdll
keep his
teams going as much as possible this
month on the summer tilling.
What about a weeder on the field after
the plowing?

Take

oflF the loose stones.
Pull out or blow out the stumps.

Installing a

Farm

When

electrically operated

59

pumps are

used, the tank may be much smaller than
would be necessary where a gasoline engine or hand-operated pump is installed,
for the reason that the pump will auto-

matically start itself and pump the required pressure several times a day if
necessary, but as the owner usually desires to operate the other types of pumps
mentioned not more than once a day, it
follows that a larger tank will be required. For example, take the case of a
house having six inmates, where water is
The
required for domestic use only.
smallest electric pump made, having a
capacity of about 125 gallons per hour,
and a 30 in. x 6 in. tank having a gross
capacity (both air and water) of 220
gallons, will give absolutely perfect results; but if the system is to be operated
by hand power or gasoline engine power,
the tank should be at least 36 in. x 6 in.,
gross capacity 315 gallons.
If a garden hose service is required
for periods exceeding three-quarters of
an hour every day, then a pump of not
less than 250 gallons per hour capacity
will be needed.
However, either of the
tanks specified, if pumped up to capacity,
would supply a hose for 30 or 40 minutes
without any further pumping.
In piping a house in which a pneumatic
water system is used, it is well to use
pipe of not less than % in. in diameter
with %-in. branches to the various fixtures. This is one size larger than is ordinarily used in city work where the
pressure is practically constant, whereas
with pneumatic systems it is sometimes
allowed to drop to a low point, and if the
water is forced through small pipes the
supply is very sluggish and unsatisfac-

A Hint to
June Brides
Don't confine your use

Continued from page 22
pending upon the pressure registered on
the gauge.

Among the advantages of the pneumatic system, are the facts that its capacity may at any time be increased by adding one or more tanks, while using the
same pumping apparatus and connections; it provides any desired pressure,
especially useful in case of fire; it may be
located in a cool place insuring low temperature in the water supply; the water
cannot be contaminated after it enters the
tank, and the danger due to leakage is reduced to a minimum.
The tank may be buried in the object
of keeping the water cooler than would be
possible with it kept in the basement, or
because there may not be room in the
latter place, but such an arrangement in
some soils would necessitate a careful
protection of the tank, or the results
might be the more or less rapid deterioration of the metal.
One pipe may serve both to deliver
water to the tank and to return it to the
house, and it will be clear that this will
do equally as well as two pipes.

A

water and hard water tank may
alternately with the one pumping

soft

De filled

apparatus.

Ccrn

little

BENSON'S
CORN STARCH
Chicken Croquettes — Creamed Eggs
and Meal Sauces gain a
most delectable richness and smooth-

— Gravies
ness,

when made with BENSON'S

Our recipe

boo'K is full

—

of practical

surgestions
lots of. good things.
ea:ily prepared. Write for a copy
to our Montreal Office.

THE CANADA STARCH

MONTREAL.
BRANTFOHO,
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UMITED
CARDINAL,
FORT WILLIAM.
CO.,

tory.

well to arrange all of the water
it may be entirely drained out,
and in this connection illustrations of a
complete plumbing system, including the
pumping apparatus, may be obtained
without cost from any of the companies
supplying such goods, and will act as a
useful guide in carrying out such an in-

The Salt
IS miqhty

It is

piping so

Water System

BENSON'S

of

Starch to Blanc Mange
and Puddings. There are
any number of dishes that
jvill be all the better for a

important

If Daipx

stallation.
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Sunday Etiquette
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Observing the success of the Billy Sunday methods in the matter of conversion,
Puck rises to suggest that the attempt be
made to apply the same methods to other
church ceremonies and activities, propos-

Don't Slave at the Washtub

ing the following formulas

The

—

Pastor (christening infant)- "What do
you want to call this hunk of excess baggage. Bo?"

Presiding

mutt

Parson

—"What

giveth this skirt to be

this gink?

miserable

married

to

The Bride's Father— "I'm the

guy-"

—"Slide you
carts!
—
Passing the Plate "Come across with
the iron-men, you low-lived tight-wads!"
Sunday-School Superintendent— "All of
Industrious

Usher

ice

Slide.

you

little flivvers

that

stand on one leg."

want to swat Satan,

difTiculties ami
of
was)

troubles

will
all
day
out
smoothed
you will use a

be
if

CONNO R
WASHER
Bali-Bearing

that

for

washing.
design,

and

results.

May we
our

heavy

Perfect in
construction

send

booklet

of

//i u
„,
^e c»n supply
this

Washerf
J.

H.

CONNOR &

Established in 1881

,

anywhere

in

a

..

machine

Canada

SON; Umited
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Work

Spring

in the

Apiary
By H. A.

SMITH

describe my usual routine
BEFORE
the apiary durof management
I

in

Notable Cross-Country
Motorcycle Records
—

practically all of

them

— have

CRADLE

been made on Indians with the

SPRING FRAME.
For it's only on the Ihdian that you find this remarkable comfort mechanism
the device that, on rough roads, gives you the sensation of sail-boating on
smooth waters.

The difference between Cradle Spring Frame riding and that of the ordinary
shock absorbing devices is the difference between walking on iron heel plates
and rubber heels between riding in a farm tractor and a high-grade motor car.

—

The Cradle Spring Frame has more than comfort and ease
It absorbs the
keeps shocks from jolting motor mechanism.
which the
less

Low

tires ordinarily suffer.

upkeep

cost results

in

its

jars

favor.

It

and bruises

— greater

mileage,

general tinkering.

Go

to

your local dealer and test its velvety "give." Find out
on roughest roads with the Cradle Spring Frame,

why you can

travel faslest

Indian

it

the tnly Motorcycle

MADE IN CANADA, thus
and most eomplttt

giving the lider the best, qulcl{etl,

Send for your copy

of the beautiful

Stroict

1916 Indian Catalog,

HENDEE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
25 Mercer
(.Lareest Motorcycle

St.,

Toronto

Manufacturers

in

the

World)

ing the season, perhaps for the beginner's benefit I should say something
As I
about the necessary equipment.
stated in my previous article, two or three
colonies are enough to start with. A good
smoker (not a cold-blast smoker) and a
veil are necessities. Perhaps it would be
well to wear a pair of harvester's gloves
for a day or two until you find out that
bees are not the savage insects you probably think they are. Quick, nervous movements due to fear at first, tend to irritate
As the beginner's confidence
the bees.
increases his movements become more deliberate, and he will soon vote the gloves
an unnecessary nuisance. In handling
queens, and other delicate manipulations,
gloves cannot be worn.
For the production of extracted honey
I would advise one to provide at least two
supers (top sections) for each colony.
These supers are merely hives filled with
frames, but without top or bottom. Perhaps right here I should say I am not going to discuss the production of comb or
section honey. Larger crops of extracted
honey can be produced, as the extracting
combs have only to be built once, and are

used for years.
The expense of producing extracted
honey is not so great, as, in the case of
section honey, new sections and foundation have to be provided each year.
Swarming can be better controlled in producing extracted honey, as the bees dislike to go into section supers owing to the
small space, and therefore they crowd the
brood nest to the swarming point.
A queen excluder will be needed for
each colony. These are sheets of perforated metal which divide the hive or broodnest from the upper stories. They allow
the worker bees to go above to store honey
but prevent the queen (which is a larger
bee) from going above and raising brood.
A honey extractor will be needed and I
would advise nothing smaller than a fourframe reversible machine.
Perhaps the most important implement
of all is a good bee-book. The best one I
know of is the A. B. C. and X. Y. Z. of
Bee Culture. Reliable bee books are so
scarce that perhaps I will be excused for
giving this one some free advertising.

The

ReoxWt
^OTHING
of

Blight,

is

your
bugs,

quite so vital to the success
crops as regular spraying.
etc., are never idle.
Use an

OKIZCBEICEI

t*"

ONE-MAN SPRAYER

(Wheelbtrrow Typ.)
be certain of a bumper crop.
to operate, nothing to get
Pull particulars of
order, a thorough sprayer. Can
this outfit, also use>v *'"l"^°'"sed
for spraying trees, etc. 4y-B
ful
Information about
Canadian Potato Mactuoery C*., Ltd.
spraying solutions, sent ^^^
FREE. Write for It to-day. ^••i*,^
495, Stone Rd., Gait, Ont.

and you

V

will

Handy easy

^

SPRING WORK
warm day when bees

are flying
freely I carefully remove the top packing
(chaff) and exajnine the bees to make
sure they have enough stores to last till
fruit bloom. If I find the cluster well
down toward the bottom of the combs and
capped honey above the cluster in four or
five combs, I know those bees are safe. If,
however, I find the bees clustered at the
top of the combs with little or no honey
visible in the combs, I lay a good fat comb
of honey, saved for the purpose from the
previous season, right on top of the cluster and pack them again with chaff as
I
go through the whole
they were.
first

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
apiary in this way, marking those I gave
a frame of honey. In two or three weeks I
examine those colonies again and turn the
frame of honey over, as they can only get
at one side of a comb, the side next them.
Later on they may need another comb of
honey. The entrances of the hives are
carefully watched to prevent them from
getting clogged with dead bees, which
would soon smother the colony.
I usually remove all packing from the
This, however,
hives about May 10th.
varies according to the season. During
fruit-bloom I clip all queens' wings. This
My hives are all
is done for two reasons.
numbered and a record is kept of each
When I find a
colony and its queen.
queen with one wing clipped this spring,
I know she was reared in 1914, was clipped in 1915, and must die in 1916, as I
find it unsafe to keep a queen after her
second season. If I find her wings not
clipped, I know she was reared in 1915
and is good for another season. I may
say here that about half of one wing is
clipped off with a small pair of surgical
scissors having curved blades.
The other reason for clipping is to
prevent the bees from going to the woods
if they happen to swarm. The queen cannot fly, and as a swarm will never leave
without its queen, after circling around
in the air for a short time the swarm will
return to its hive. It also does away with
having to climb tall trees after swarms.
When the queen is captured, so is the

swarm.
If the season is favorable for a

flow

from

honey

fruit blooms, the strong colonies

may

get crowded with honey and brood
and so contract the swarming fever. This
is prevented by raising three or four
frames of brood from the hive into an upper storey and the remaining space filled

with racks of foundation. The space in
the brood nest from which the combs of
brood were taken is also filled with racks
of foundation. No queen excluder is put
between these storeys, the queen being allowed to go above and rear all the bees
possible for the main honey flow from
clover. In this way I often get an extra
super of comb drawn out during fruit
bloom, and comb is the bee-keeper's bank
account. In putting these combs of brood
into the upper storey I always put them in
the centre and the racks of foundation at
each side. Later on, when the flow from
clover commences this upper storey is removed, a queen excluder is placed on the
brood nest, a super of comb or foundation
is put on and the super which was removed is placed on top of all. As the brood
in this super hatches out the bees fill the
combs with honey. If the queen is found
in this super she is put down into the
brood-nest for the remainder of the season. If there are weak colonies in the
apiary, instead of raising the brood of
strong colonies into supers it is distributed
among these weak colonies, care being
taken to give them no more combs of
brood than their bees can cover. Only
capped or hatching brood is taken from
the strong and given to the weak colonies,
and never more than two combs of brood
are taken away from the strong colonies
at one time.
The apiary is divided into three classes
the strong colonies, the medium colonies

—

a

Bovril always

comes

handy"

in

Bovril

make* soups,

gravies

such a splendid standby
bottle of Bovril in the
etc.,
1-oz. 2Sc.
Cordial, larec, $1.25;

all stores,

;

and stews twice

Summer

provides the best of light

Of

.01

as savoury.

lunches and suppers.

in case of illness.

Bovril

Bovril

Are you sure there

ii

is

a

house nowF

2-oz. 40c.: 4-oz. 70 c.
8-oz. $1.30;
16-oz. $2.25.
5oz. 40c. 16-oz. Johnston's Fluid Beef (Vimbos) $1.20.
:

Bovtil

S.H.B.

4 -ROW
SPRAYER

An Acre in 20 Minutes
Fully developed tubers grow on healthy plants.
Keeping them healthy is done quickly and thortwenty minutes will do an acre with
an O.K. 4- Row Sprayer.
No excuse for not spraying well and
Four rows at once, thorough
often.
coating on leaves and stalk.
Can you afford to take the chance of
losing your crop?
Will you let bugs
and blight get in their work again this
year? Make your profits sure.

oughly,

FREE
book.

Mail tha Coupon

—

to

"Money

potato growers.
in Potntoes."

TO-DAY

48-page

CANADIAN POTATO MACHINERY
CO., Limited,

GALT, ONT.

CREAM SEPARATOR
MANUFACTURERS SAY
that two-thirds of all complaints about cream separators
are due to faulty lubrication.
That is because the
close-fitting, fast-running

demands a

special oil

mechanism of the separator
most people use "just any

— and

old oil."

Standard Hand
Separaior Oil
is

made

that

it

especially for cream separators and we know
"right," because our lubrication experts have

is

made a study of separator construction and exactly
adapted the oil to the requirements.
Dealers everywhere.

THE IMPERIAL

OIL

COMPANY

Limited

BRANCHES

IN ALL CITIES
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It

and the weak

What

Standardization

Means

two

Car Buyers
Just to the
that a car is standardized does the buyer's dollar
approach
the
m a x ni a m of
purchasint; power.
Standardization means definite,

IT extent

i

proved quality, known manufacturing costs and reduced selling
costs.

Of the million autos that will
be .sold in 1916, 75% will be
standardized cars selling; for less
than 551000.00 each. This remarkable American achievement is the
direct result of standardization.
Finally the upholstery has been
standardized by the almost universal adoption of

There's another

"genuine

against leaking, hut

of

one year

made

to last the life

tlie car.

To

get the most for your money,
buy a standardized car

Ponl Fabrikoid

Co.

I

Toronto, Ontario

new

silo!

How many

remember when you and I bought her.
The first pure-bred Holstein we had.

Craftsman
Fabrikoid, the

So

uphol-

artistic

sterv
material
for furniture and

home

that's the new mare! Well, I
You made no mistake there,

She'll do

guess, boy,
of course.

in "thirty," or less, boy,
Or I am no judge of a horse.
In "twenty"! Let's move on a bit now.
That's a great bull you've there in the

decoration

sold by leading department
is

stoies.

it

stall.

RIDER AGENTS WANTED
locality to ride and exhibit a
Bicycle with latest improvements.

10

DAYS' FREE TRIAL

Every Hyslop Bicycle

is

sold with

the undetstandine that it owner
not satisfied after usine bicycle
10 days it can be returned and
money will be promptly refunded.
is

Do Not Buy

A

Bicycle,

Sundries,
Tires or Sporting Goods until you

receive our latest literature and
special money-savinf proposition.

Two

rpnts

'^

^"

''

to-daj.

Dept. 9,

Toronto, Can.

VARICOSE VEINS, BAD LEGS, ETC.
are promptly reliered with ineipemlTe home tT«atment.
It absolutely removes the pain, swelling, tiredness and
disease.
Full particulars on receipt of stamp.

W.

F.

YOUNG.

482 Lymans Buildinc

fall?
I

guess I will have

to

go back, boy

—

"Boy"! And you're 'most fifty-five!
I'm on the home-stretch of the track, boy.
While you're just beginning to drive!
Well, keep a tight hand on the rein, boy;
Drive free and the pace will not tire.
Like me why, I'm keeping up pluck, boy,
For I'm only a length from the wire!

Protect your barns,

home, schools,
churches, c h i m -

are

all

Insurance rates are
reduced on buildings
wherethese lightning
rods are installed.

Writefor particulars
and prices.

We

have a eood acency
proposition.

JOSEPH LEPROHON
408 Park Lafontaine, Montreal

Pure Copper Lightning Rod'Co.

P.D.F.

Montreal, Canada

Hamilton, Ontario
Manufacturers and T)eaUn

in

High-grade Pure Copper Strand Lightning Rod Cables, Copper Tubes for
Uprights, Galvanized Standards, Copper
Cone Points NicJtelled, Ornamental
Balls, Copper Straps, Malleable Galvan
ized Dispersers, Ornamental Vanes.
Our cable is a woven strand capable of 36 pure
copper wires. 1,000 feet on a solid wooden spool,
doing away with all waste ends and faulty connections.

Government Bulletin 220 from the Department
of A^culture, Toronto, Ont., will give you full
infoi-mation on the heavy loss by lightning, anil
showing what the Government thinks of light
ning rods as practically absolute protection.
Our cable being pure copper and weighing ovii
three oz. to the foot, passes Government regiil;i
tions.

Our dealers and
men on installing

their erectoi-s are experience

1

rods, and by specifying oui
Company's cable it insures absolute pure copper
cable and the proper installation of the rod^.
Let us send some of these testimonials
and .30 REASONS for getting tills BEST
HIRED M.AN working for you. Send
your name and address to-day for a
free oop.y of our catalogue.
Kindly mention thi.s magazine when replyiuE

tn

this

advertisement.

FREE
Send us the names and post office
addresses of the lightning rod agents in
your locality, and we will send you
tree, one of the latest New York novelties.

Pure Copper

Lightning

Rod

Co.

Hamilton, Ontario

—

^'"

a postal and we will mail Free,
postpaid, a handsome Art Folder
showing our complete line of Bicycles in
laree size actual colors: also Cataloeue of Sundries,
Tires and Sportine Goods. DO NOT WAIT.
Write

Hyslop Bros., Ltd.,

The young things are looking quite fit
now;
Do you think that you'll show 'em this

1916 Hyslop

in every

RATES

DECREASED

*«?»33

to

That's a fine cow! A thirty-two pounder?
A daughter of Aggie, you say?
I saved her grandam when we found her
Barbwired in the pasture that day.
And she ivas Nell Pietertjes daughter.
Whose "twenty pounds" then wasn't
bad;

for tops, single or

guaranteed

INSURANCE

keep in the game?
Well, of all the old things hardly any
But the sky and the hills are the same.

Are needed

of the best leather.
is

First"-

ning Rods

The farm's changed since I was a lad, boy.
Queer ways and new notions galore;
At first it was strange, but I'm. glad, boy,
That the old way's not ours any more.

has the artistic
appearance and luxurious ctjmfort
Rsyntite Fabrikoid

for "Safety

Leprohon Light-

Just help vie once more to the gate, boy;
Come, lend me the strength of your arm.
The days have grown shorter of late, boy.
But the sun is still pleasant and warm..
I want to look over the cattle,
To see the new vtare in her stall;
To hear the old pump's *noisy rattle;
I'd like one more sight of it all.

leather") and

double texture,

Rod

pure copper.

1915 cars sold were
upholstered in this proved, guaranteed material and in 1916 the
total will be at least 60%.
Fabrikoid is the only standardized automobile upholstery.
It
wears better than coated splits
as

Use a Lightning

Eighty

of aU

sold

will

neys, etc.

MOTOR QUALITY

(commonly

only

do little toward gathering a
surplus, but are used to build up the
medium ones to full strength. A frame of
hatching brood is taken from the weak
and exchanged for a frame of uncapped
brood from the medium colonies. This is
continued every few days, care being
taken to give the weak no more uncapped
brood than they can care for. In this way
the medium colony is supplied with the
largest possible number of young bees in
the shortest time and the weak colony will
build up in good shape for winter.

means VALUE.

40%

The weak ones

likely

Motor

to

colonies.

be colonies having brood in
three
combs.
These
or

will

What's

that?
sorry

Why, you seem

to

feel

^^'^m

i_J|L
^Kr

IB^^'iNik.

That I thinJc the end is in sight.
Well, I guess that you don't need worry.
When I know that everything's right.
Why, there is no call to be sad, boy;
Just look at the thing straight and fair;
Now's the time for me to be glad, boy;
It's great to have lived
and lived

—

By Eldredge Denison

^"

BICYCLES

up-to-date

High Gmde

Bicyclehnedv/ithRoUerC/iam,
Depatture or Hercules
IIbM Coaster
Brake and Hubs, Dela^
iRjIft
ll/flSm
'*"*''^ ^"''^. high grade equip^iMiV KtWk
rn
U^nll lltfrS ment, including Mud- ^nn
EfMft llllijJJI guards, Pump, &Tools it^.DU
^^^'^

H|^

^for^

FREE

i

91 6 Catalogue,

W^BJBWJM 60 pages of Bicycles, Stirid7Tes
and Repair Material. You can
WVur
MW' Hlllw
mjM buy your supplies from us at

vim

\m

square

\l^

HAWK

W

^m

Wholesale Prices.
T. W. BOYD

& SON.

27 Notre Dame St. West. HantreaL
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Between Ourselves
Home

The

Conference With the Associate Editor

THE

putting together of a magazine,
times like these, is not the easiest
We need the
thing in the world.
advice and co-operation of practical,
thinking women all over Canada, who are
doing their part to keep things going, and
who even in the face of present distorted
conditions are building up the standards
of our farm homes and country life.
in

THE NEW INSTITUTE YEAR
This month many of the Women's Institutes of Ontario will hold their reorganization meetings, with renewed plans for the
year's work. We can look for a thorough
housecleaning of superficialities, and a settling down to more serious work than
Above all
ever, where that is possible.
things, the patriotic appeal comes first,
and since every neighborhood has men of
its own in the lines, the appeal is every

day becoming more personal. Many socihave "signed up" to supply a regular
list of articles monthly or quarterly for
their own county battalion, or to be sent
direct to the Red Cross Society, a plan
which not only gives those in charge of
.supplies something to depend on, but
eties

keeps the work of the Institute from lagging or becoming spasmodic. In our February issue we published an article telling
how various Institutes were raising funds
for patriotic purposes.
We are always
glad to hear from any Institute, Homemakers' Club, or Home Economics Society regarding any worthy line of work.
Have you read the story of "Laura
Secord School: A Community Centre," in
our May issue?
And for those mothers to whom the suffering of the war comes closest, who perhaps dread its demoralizing influences
more than its physical dangers because
they know their boys are no cowards of
that, we have an individual message in

Margaret Widdemer's "Road

to

Para-

dise."

"Oh, in youth the morn's a rose, dusk an
amethyst.
All the roads from dusk to da an gaily

wmd

and

twist.

The old road to paradise, easy

it is

missed!

come a regular feature of the Farmer's
Magazine
more convenient, cheerful,
livable farm homes, and labor savers for
women. "The Conservation of Woman
Power" by Nellie McClung, in our last
number, was, we feel, pretty convincing,

—

and we are glad to know that it has already been read at several Institute meetings. In this issue we have an interesting
account of how one farmer has made his
home more convenient and comfortable
than the average house with city convenience.
Don't fail to read "Saving
Hand Power in the House and Barn";
also "The New Canadian Farm House."
MORE ABOUT MOTHERCRAFT
This is a department we want to develop, and we want the co-operation of
mothers. Last month we received one of
the most encouraging letters that have
ever come into the office. The writer said:
"I am A farmer's wife, living on tlie
prairie, and
your article on Mothercraft
tomes home to me very much ^as if I were
the person you wrote about in the September number. Would it be asking too much
to send me either patterns, or an address
where I may obtain patterns of wee garments as suitable as those illustrated?

"I am so interested in the possible character of the small one to come.
Do you
believe it poss.ible for a prospective mother
to Influence the child mentally as well .ts
physically ?"

Of course we don't try to answer questions on professional subjects ourselves,
but we take them to an expert in that particular field. All correspondence is free,
and as confidential as you like.
Read "Rations for Two- Year-Olds and
Upwards." It may answer something you
have wondered about, or remind you of
something you had almost forgotten.
THE GIRL QUESTION
Of all modern things the ideal twentieth century farmer's daughter is one of
the most progressive. She belongs to the
self-starter class, for, practically on their
own initiative, we have some girls organizing with purposes decidedly worth while.
At Streetsville, the District Representaorganized
the
girls
who took
Domestic Science Short Course
into a "Junior Women's Institute." The
first month they held a social and raised
twenty-four dollars for the Red Cross. At
Elmira a "Girls' Improvement Association" has just been organized in affiliation
with the Junior Farmers' Improvement
Association.
We will hear from them
again.
We would be glad to hear from
any Girls' Club or Institute in any protive

the

'II lit

out on the iret battlefields fev> the road-

ways vHnd
(One

The

to f/rief, one to death, no road that's
kind.)
old road to paradise, plain it is to find!

Where

the night comes cruelly, uhere the
hurt men moan;
Where the crushed forgotten ones lohisper
prayers alone,
Christ along thr hnttlefields comes to lead

His own.
that mii/ht hare
world's hot glare.

I^ouls

Blown

and

gone

dusty on the

like
air.

-icithered

shrivelled

in

the

thinfjs

Hank on rank they follow Him, young and
strong and fair."

THE

COUNTRY LIFE
We have heard so much about the
"rural problem" that we want to yawn
now every time we hear it mentioned. We
know that every family, or at least every
SPIRIT OF

neighborhood

a law unto itself and is
usually quite capable of working out its
own salvation, once it wakens up to the
need of a change.
Those most experienced in farm life will appreciate the
views of Dr. Backus on the popular tendency "to hike with the crowd." It has
some new truths, expressed in the writer's
usual free, original style.
Another phase of the question has beis

vince.
Our series of articles written
especially for girls by Miss Guest is right
along lines of vital interest to every five,

ambitious, serious-minded young

The article in this
Her Vocation," has

issue,

"The

CuticiiraSoap

M

Ointment

remove them
most cases when all else
fails.
The Soap to cleanse
and purify the clogged, irritated pores, the Ointment
to soothe and heal.
Nothing purer, sweeter or more
speedily effective at any
Will quickly
in

price

than these

super-creamy emollients.
Trial FreebyReturn Moil
For free sample each with 32-p. Skin Book
by return mail, addre9s post-card, "Cuticura,
Dept. 60. Boston." Sold throuprhout the world.

woman.
Girl

and

a real message for

every girl and her mother. If you have
missed the previous articles of the series,
appearing in March, April and May, let
us know and we will send you free copies.
don't HESITATE TO ASK QUESTIONS
Your inquiry may help some one else
who has been wondering about the same
thing; better still, it may set some one

Sometimes we find the space
in our paper limited, but the mail service
is always open. We will also appreciate
hearing from you telling us when you
think we are right or wrong, or how you

WARRINCR

STANCHION
The standard
venience

Ex.

we

could improve.

Genevieve.

for

of neatness and cona quarter of a century.

Got. Hoard

Dairymen writes:

**I

of Hoard'a

have bean

much impreised with

th»
practical excellence of Warrincr

very

thinking.

think

fragrant,

stanchions."
Write for booklet and apeclOcalions of one ot the simplest yet
sanitary stables In this country to

WALLACE B. CRUMR.

F6.For«*tTlIIe.Conn.,tT.S.A.
Canadian orders filled from Canadian factory.
AU correspondence ahoald be addressed to the home office.
booklet In French or English
prefer
Uyoa
Inqoiry
State In
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aivdThrift

CANADA'S CALL
FOR SERVICE AT HOME
The Empire needs food.
If you are not in the fighting line you may be in the producing line.
Labour
is limited
all the more reason to do more than ever
before. Grow food for the men who are fighting for you.
The Allies need all the food that
you can produce. Every little helps. You are responsible for your own work. If you
cannot produce as much as you would like, produce all you can
Work with the right
spirit.
Put fighting energy into your effort and produce now when it counts
The more
-you produce the more you can save. Producing and saving are war-service.

Produce More and Save More

—

In war -time do not waste time and energy on unimportant and unprofitable work. Economize labour.
Put off unproductive work till after the war, and, if
possible, help in producing something needed now.
Let us not waste labour. Canada
needs it all. If possible help to feed the Allies. Make your backyard a productive garden.
Cultivate it with a will. Make your labour count for as much as possible.

Make Your Labour

Efficient

There should be no waste in war-time. Canada could
pay the annual interest on her war expenditure out
of what we waste on our farms, in our factories, in
our homes. Every pound of food saved from waste is as good as a pound of increased
production. The way for a nation to save is for every individual to save. France is strong
The men and women of Great Britain are not
to-day because of thrift in time of peace
only " doing " but are learning to "do without."

Do Not Waste Materials

economy in the home by eliminating luxurWasting our dollars here weakens our strength

Practise

Spend Your Money Wisely

ies.

Your savings will help Canada to
Dominion War issue. There can be no

at the Front.

Save your
finance the war.
better investment

money

for the next

THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA

5

THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Vacation Expenses
The present demand for MaeLean 's 'Magazine makes it necessary for us to employ more repreTo young men and women possessing energy and ambition—students^ clerks'
teachers young people just starting in business banks and offices we offer real opportunities.
The work is permanent, pleasant and profitable. We furnish -everything necessary for your
success. We will co-operate with you, teaching you how to become successful. If you are interested and have confidence in your own ability to qualify and fill an important position in your
neighborhood, we will tell you all about it if you will write immediately
sentatives.

—

—

The MacLean

Publishing

—

Company, Limited, 143-153 University Ave., Toronto, Ontario
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Lightning Protection
on the Farm
considering this subject the farmer
INwill
usually have in mind lightning-rods
as a protection, and while lightning-rods
have a value, metal roofing properly applied gives better protection from lightning besides added protection against fire,
sparks from the engine, etc., which might
burn a wooden roof with a lightning rod
on.

Buildings with metal roofs that are properly connected with the earth are far better protectors from lightning than could
be given by rods, says Prof. Keene of
Dakota Agricultural
College.
North
Buildings that are completely covered
with sheet metal and well connected with
the earth are practically lightning-proof.
Covered in this manner buildings have
been known to be repeatedly struck by
lightning without the least damage. The
ground connections may be made of metallic rods that extend well into the earth,
and are securely fastened to the metallic
roofing on the buildings. It must be remembered that the ground connection is a
positive necessity, and too much care cannot be exercised in its construction. The
ground connection must be of considerable
area and extend well into the moist earth
a piece of galvanized iron pipe driven into
the ground 7 or 8 feet makes a good
"ground." Large buildings should have
two or more such "grounds."

Stop
THE Big Loss
FROM SUDDEN CHANGE

in

summef

The point to be emphasized is that
buildings covered with metal and properly connected to the ground should not
be attached to, or connected with buildings not protected, otherwise the unprotected building may be struck by lightning, and be set afire, and of course the
flames will communicate to the contents
of the other building. It is important that
all connected buildings be similarly pro-

Your cattle will often
months to rebuild the

LINSEEI^ »«»i"^^
will

produce

more

put out to
This
means
nioney out of your own

L&AlP ^\

first

pocket.

CANADA

I

and better milk and
JINEGROUNDorNUTTEDI
Horses, calves, sheep and stockers will gain
weight faster and remain in a better condition
Hogs will make flesh and be less susceptible to cholera
all the summer.
Write for free Booklet, "Facts to Feeders."

PURE UNSEED

CANADA LINSEED 0ILMILLS'J:!!!!°

TORONTO -MONTREAL i

StoverSGoodEngines
Can you beat
One of your customers

it ?

running a

Is

NATIONAL EQUIPMENT

CO.

Limited
15

Wabash Avenue.

Agents wanted

(or

Toronto

unrepresented terrilory

They run as you hoped they mould

Keeps Silagefresh&Juicy
YOU'LL see the difference

an

airtight, watertight cover will

make

in your stock almost at once. Cattle crave the fresh,
juicy silage that keeps them in better tone throughout the
winter months and creates a rich, heavy flovyr of milk.

PERFECT"
't5HaT METAL <

keep silage fresh and tender as June
pasture grasses right to the last forkful.
Absolutely rain-tight and lightning-proof.
Cannot rust or decay. Made in hip or
single pitch style.

3

Shipped complete in sections

that lock together tight and snug. A healthier
herd is only one result of Pedlarizing your Siio witV*
a Pedlar Silo Cover. Write now for Booklet F.M.
,

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE, LIMITED
lEstablished 1861)
Factories:
Executive Office

&

OSHAWA. ONT.

W-.

Branches : Montreal,
Ottawa, Toronto,
London, Winnipeg

3,1
•II

E. Clark, Ontario.

10-

inch chopper with a 4 H.P. STOVER Engine; he says it has more pulling power
than any 6 H.P. engine he has ever seen,
WRITE TO-DAY for our illustrated booklet and ask for a copy of this man's letter.
The price of the Stover will surprise you.

will give a

reduction in rates for metal-clad properlygrounded buildings, and this reduction
will eventually more than pay for the
slight additional cost of the metal covering in the first instance.

W.

when

take
tissue

pasture.

OIL

Milch
Cows

lost

_

MAPLE^

tected.

Every insurance company

OF FEED

Feed them

In view of the above conditions metal
shingles or metal roofing when put together, make practically a solid sheet of
metal over the roof. In connection vidth
these use metal eavetroughs and conductor-pipes or down-spouts, and drive the
galvanized iron pipe into the ground near
the termination of the conductor-pipe. It
is well to fasten the conductor-pipe to the
upper end of the galvanized iron
"ground" by soldering or wiring them
tightly together.

For eleven years this Department,
says Prof. W. H. Day of the Physics
Department of the O.A.C., has gathered
reports regarding buildings that were
struck by lightning; of some 600 cases we
found that 53 per cent, of the buildings
struck were burned. Twenty insurance
companies got reports for me last year,
and we found from their reports that they
showed clearly 94% per cent, as the efficiency of lightning rods in preventing
strokes. A building with a metal roof properly grounded is well protected; in case
a stroke occurs to that building the roofing
and the ground wires or other conductors
will carry off the stroke as well as if there
were rods on the building.
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Our Money Department

.Safe

Investments

5h%

Investing

7^%

to

How

Your money is loafing if it is not
earning more than 3 per cent.
Our safe investments double the
earning capacity of your dollars.
51/2% to 71/2% is a good interest.
Don't you think so? Investments
we offer make it easy for you to
collect your interest half-yearly
all you have to do is to clip a
coupon due on tha.t date and deposit it in your bank, same as
you do your money. We have a
select list of investments which

the

Canny Scot Provides
for Farm Loans

Has Bought Debentures of Loan Companies Which Lend
Has Never Lost a Cent by Doing so.

—

By

is known as the loan company debenture has an excellent
reputation. If it was necessary
to quote any authority as to its reliability
the Scotch investor might be named. It
may be said that Scotchmen know Scotland and what the value of land in that
country means as security for a loan. So
they do. But there are hundreds of Scotchmen who know Canada and know well

after careful inperfectly safe and
should know about

You

sure.

them!

We

will

be pleased to supply

lists

upon application. You can invest
money from $10.00 up. Pay in full
or in ten monthly payments. AVrite

that the loan companies there have issued debentures for a long period of years
and they form a first-class investment.
It is now almost trite to refer to Scotchmen as shrewd investors. Trite though it

for full particulars.

FERGUSON & SANSON
INVESTMENT BANKERS

Before and since Confederation there has come from Scotland to all
parts of Canada a very large amount of
money to be invested in what we know as
be, it is true.

CANADA

TORONTO

company debenture. Yes, those canny Scotchmen who save their halfpennies
a loan

before Confederation to invest their money
started

5%

DoesNotRemember Loss

5%

Debentures

of

the Toronto Mortgage Company, 13
Toronto Street, Toronto, payable at par
any Branch of the Standard Bank
Canada or the Bank of British North
America.
of

The Toronto Mortgage Company
Debentures,

Assets of

thL>

secured

Company,

in

by

any

WM. MORTIMER CLARK,

WALTER

Pres.

GILLESPIE. Mgr.

PATENT YOUR INVENTIONS
Perhaps some simple device you thoueht of for
your own use may be valuable. Write for free
book of complete information.

STANLEY LIGHTFOOT
Reeistered Patent Solicitor and Attorney

208 Lumsden Bide. (Corner Adelaide and
Yonge Sts.) Toronto
When

buying your

Working

next

Outing

Shirt,

or

ask

iot (he

DEACON
SHIRT
and Quality
Guaranteed

Fit

Trade

g,.|^

The Deacon

Belleville,

Canada

in this

way.

It

therefore,
that the loan company de-

cannot be said,

Loan Company Inspection Department of
the Ontario Government was asked if he
remembered a case of any loss sustained
by an investor through a loan company
debenture. "Well," said the Inspector, "I
have been in this office for over twenty
years and I do not call to mind a case
where a cent was lost to an investor
through buying debentures of loan companies in Ontario." There are few investments of which that can be said.

the
deuoui-

all

inatlon, for from 2 to 5 years, at 5%.
payable half-yearly, and they are a
legal investment for trust funds. Company's surplus, over all liabilities to
Mortgage loans
public, is $1,2&G,914.00.
made on improved farms at lowest current rates.

SIR

in

benture is a new-fangled thing that has
not been tested. There are few forms of
investment about which there are so few
complaints. Not long ago an official of the

at
of

issues

a Cent

Ontario

$75,000,000
to

Farmers and

He

RICHARD LABORSON

WHAT

we have bought
vestigation,

Farm Cash

It is as well to bear in mind, however,
that we are considering "loan company
debentures" which are not to be confounded with the spurious kind issued by
promoters to temporarily postpone the
ultimate failure of some industrial undertakings at the expense of credulous persons caught by wily and unscrupulous
salesmen. The loan company debenture
in Canada is of a class by itself, and it has
not to its discredit any failures. It is almost superfluous to say that a Scotchman,
that is, the average one, would not continue to invest his money in Canadian
loan company debentures
A Good Test unless he got a good return for it and his prinof a Good
Investment
cipal was perfectly secure.
That his confidence in this
form of invcFtment is still very great cannot be better indicated than by pointing
to the fact that he has at the present time

invested in them about $75,000,000.
In
1909 he had invested about 141,000,000
and in 1910 about $47,000,000. From year
to year he adds to this form of investment
and he would still add to it at the present
time if British Treasury regulations permitted. Early in the war the Chancellor
of the Exchequer laid down the law that
the Britisher could not send further capital away from the country. At different
periods he has continued to draw attention to this regulation and the Scotchmen
are complying with it.
If the loan company debenture is a good
investment for the Scot, it is good for the
Canadian. Already $26,000,000 of Canadian money at five per

Gilt-edged

Investment
of
$26,000,000

cent, interest, is placed in
this form of investment.
It might be asked why the

Englishman or the

Irish-

man

does not favor the loan
company debenture to the same extent
as the Scotchman.
As a matter of
fact,
although
the
Scotchmen have
supplied a very large proportion of the
money for loan company debentures in the
past, both Englishman and Irishmen have
favored them in the past year or two. We
niight add, also, that the Dutchman, Bel-

gian and Frenchman have also taken very
kindly to them and the results from them
have been gratifying. They have invested
about $75,000,000 in this way. However,
for the time being they have other things
to look after. A year or so ago an issue of
a loan company debentures was made in
Holland and was over-subscribed. This
was at a time when that little country
was raising vast sums to maintain its
army on a war basis. So you see that the
loan company debenture is favored by all
nations. The Dutchmen know that it is a
good thing, otherwise they would not put
their

money

into

it.

Etymologists tell us that the word "De
benture" is derived from the Latin "Debentur," a name given to the formal certicate pf indebtedness issued
What Is a
by the Crown to soldiers
Debenture'^
and others entitled to pay-

Such

ment for service rendered.
were a regular feature

certificates

of the military organization of the seventeenth century and were issued to the
Parliamentary army during the Civil
War. However, in the present day the
term "Debenture" is applied only to instruments issued by companies and corporations. If you go to the office of a loan
company and offer to buy a debenture,
say, for $500, you vnll get from the com-

—
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certificate undertaking to pay back
you your money at a certain time varying from one to ten years, and to pay

pany a

*7

^^^^^M

to

interest half yearly at a given rate. As
to the rate of interest, that depends upon
your agreement with the company. At
the present time money is worth approximately 5 per cent. A few years ago the
Scot loaned it to Canadian companies at
4 per cent. Assuming that you have obtained a certificate from the company
guaranteeing the repayment to you at
the end of five years, the usual term, with
interest at 5 per cent., we can now look
into the legal status of your document.

—

mi<-ifm

makes
work for him

the wise farmer

every dollar
in the

same way

every piece of

that

fertile

he seeds and reaps from
ground.

His idle dollars he deposits by mail in our savings department where it earns 4% interest.

right has a company to issue
you such a certificate and what
guarantee can the company give you
that they will pay? In
What Right the first place, it will be

What

Has a Com-

Then, when he has a hundred dollars saved
up, he buys a Mortgage Corporation Debenture, which pays him 5 % interest on every
hundred dollars invested.

pany

Why?

to

necessary for you, before
buying that debenture, to
Debentures? find out under what authority the company exists. It
may have a charter from the Ontario
Government under the Loan and Trusts
Corporations Act, or it may be incorporated by a private Act. We will assume
that it has a charter subject to the Loan
and Trust Corporations Act. By that law
the company is authorized to issue debentures for sums of not less than $100, and
they shall be payable in not less than one
year or more than ten years from the issue thereof at such a place mentioned in
to Sell

Because he knows he has the finest security in
the world for his investment, and he knows that 5% is a
safe and sound interest rate. Follow his example. Send
for our booklet about Profits from Savings. It tells you

how

Address Dept.

to save.

STANDARD RELIANCE
MORTGAGE CORPGRATION
//esif Office.

company

borrowed

GREAT-WEST

every

law althe
that
lowed it to borrow, the company would
have in its business $5 for every $4 borrowed. As a matter of fact, the companies never borrow to the limit. At the
end of 1914 for every $123 owed the
public the loan companies of Ontario had
$191 to pay the debt. It is always advisable for the investor to scrutinize very
closely the character of a company's assets. The companies in Ontario, required
to report to the Government, have assets
aggregating $193,000,000. Of this sum
$156,000,000 is represented by mortgages,
$4,600,000 by municipal debentures and
debenture stock, $15,900,000 in stocks,
bonds and other securities, and $8,300,000
There is nothing unstable or unin cash.
certain in the assets of the loan companies
that are permitted by law to offer to invesSo far we have only
tors in debentures.
dealt with the debentures issued by a company that raises all its borrowed money in
this way. Most of the loan companies, however, resort to borrowing money by deposits and debentures and some by debenture stock. In every case, however,
the law of Ontario places safeguards
against excessive or dangerous borrowing.
Moreover, at the end of every year each
company is required to make a detailed
report to the Government and the inspectors look over these reports to see that
every item of the Act is complied with.
At the outset of this article it will be remembered that we referred to one official who had been in office for twenty

Toronto

New Hamburg

A TYPICAL

therefore, the

If,

ham. Elmira.

a

But, you might ask, the company could
go on borrowing all kinds of money
money to any amount, and may not be
able to repay. What precaution is taken
against this being done. By the same law
companies are subjected to very rigid
control. If a company, for instance, has a
capital of $100,000, it can only borrow
money in the form of deHow Much a bentures to the extent of
$400,000.

8Z88 ff/ngSf £

Branches: Ayr, Brockville, Chat-

the certificate.

Company
Can Borrow

40*

cent

Twenty Payment

LIFE

Life Policy for $5,000

Matured 1916.
Premium $132.60.

Issued 1896.

Age

RESULT

24.

Paid-up Value at Maturity

$8,820.00

Cash Value at Maturity
$3 795.00
Total Premiums paid
2,652.00
Excess Return
$1,143.00
The Policyholder was protected by $5,000 Insurance during 20 years and
at the end of that period the cash value constituted not only a return of all
premiums but in addition a splendid surplus. Such remarkable results are
worthy of attention.

Ask for

rates at your

The Great-West.

own

age,

and examples of other

Life Assurance Co.,

maturities.

Department J"
HEAD OFFICE, 'WINNIPEG

SECURITY FIRST"

EXCELSIOR
Li

INSURANCE
An

Exclusively Canadian

COMPANY
Company — Established 1890

Excelsior Policies Will
Head Office
'

TORONTO

N.B.

— Secure

a

Policy/

Make Money For You
now

while in good health.
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years and to his knowledge not one cent
had been lost to investors in a loan company debentures. This is very flattering
testimony and will be understood by investors very much better if they give a
little time to the scrutiny of the average
loan

company balance

sheet.

Suppose a company should default in
What security would the debenture holder have. In the case of companies borrowing by deWhat if
benture only they would
a Company
have as security the entire
Defaults
assets of the company. If
the company borrows by
taking deposits as well as by the issue of
debentures and debenture stock, the depositors, debenture holders and debenture
stock holders rank alike in their claims
upon the assets of the company. The
its interest.

Not a single awkward
beam inthe way. Clear,

point, therefore, the investor should bear
in mind is as to whether the debenture he

has ample security at its back.
Most of the well managed companies issue
statements in a form which shows the liability to the public and the liability to
the shareholders.
The soun(. co/npany

holds

open space from wall
to wall,
in the

and

floor

to roof

should not have less than 35 per cent,
margin of safety for the debenture holder.
That is to say for every $65 borrowed
the company should have $100 in good
assets
up to the standard of loan com-

pany's assets. Of these a very large proportion are in the form of mortgages on
farms. The average farmer knows full
well that no one lends on a farm, not a
sensible lender at any rate, more than
60 per cent, of its value.
On a farm
worth $10,000, a mortgage of $6,000
would be a big one and few companies
The
would care to advance so much.
value of the property, therefore, behind
the loan company mortgage exceeds very
considerably the amount of the mortgage.
If a mortgage company has assets of $10,000,000 and $8,000,000 of this sum is in
the form of mortgages, the probability is
that the value of the property actually
held as security for that $8,000,000 is over
$20,000,000. Whatever it is, it stands as
the firm base of the security behind the
loan company debenture.

Farmers and farm readers who have
any problems of investments, money,
stock companies, will have any inquiries
about financial matters carefully answered for them, by Richard Lators«n.
Favorable comment has followed our
May exposure of the Condinsery flota
tions.
A farmer's money is earned at
too yreat a cost to be thrown away in
some promoter's wildcat schemes.

—EDITOR.

—

More freedom

in the mows,
more freedom at the ridge
and hips, more freedom
along the walls. Every bit

Building

of space is conveniently
usable.
The hayfork is
easily operated in either
hip, or in the ridge. Easier
at threshing time, arid less

Write!

For roofing, shingles are cool and are
easy to get in many parts of the country.
They are not, however, as durable as a
good galvanized steel roof which has the
further advantage of protecting the barn

F.M.

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE
LIMITED
Factories:

SIZE OF DRIVE

OSHAWA, ONT.
Branches:
Montreal

14-foot drives are recommended with
7 feet 3 inch roller doors, 12 feet high.
The drive floor occupies the full space
between bents so may be 12, 14 or 16 feet
as desired. Double drives are sometimes
used in very long barns. In a dairy barn
the drives should be a few and as small

Ottawa
Toronto
London
Winnipeg

two

as possible as they obstruct light.

£/^/ue 9*flilts'.

VENTILATION

IS

IMPORTANT

thousand, seven hundred and
pails of fresh air must be
brought to every cow in your stable every
24 hours. Every 24 hours 7,718 pails of
foul air have to be taken out again, and
in that foul air are 307 pails of poison

Seven

eighteen

THE DAWSON DITCHER
Made
For

tile

Canada

in

drainage.

Pays

for

in

10

itself

days.

Circular

&

Chuck

Co., Limited
180-S Spadina Ave., Toronto

Canadian

Drill

gas.

Many

Write for

systems of ventilation are known.
of these are perfect. The two most
widely known are the Rutherford and
the King systems. The King system is
widely used in the States, but for our

None

sevece climate, the Rutherford system has
proved much superior to any other system.
SEPARATORS, ENGINES, SPREADERS
200,000 customers; testify that

my

designers and factories build quality into
Built for long, hard, continuous users'

H.

satisfaction.
sa

HIGHEST QOALITV — LOWEST

PRICES. About

than you usually
yon get my catalog

1-3 to 1-2 less

pay. Don't buy till
of these and other farm and hou.seA postal gets it.
hold goals free.

Low

Wm.

Galloway Co,,

freight
Lid.,

rates.

Box A, Winnipeg, Manitoba

foul air to escape

through the ventilators

down to the stable
air in the outlets is warmer
than the air outside, so must rise.

which come
floors.

right

The

THE RUTHERFORD SYSTEM

from lightning.

^Established 1861)

Executive Office

&

or Remodelling

Continued from page 16

work every day. Full details and estimate of cost
on request.

New

THE KING SYSTEM
Those who favor the King system hold
that foul air charged with heavy carbon
dioxide gas is heavier than fresh air.
Therefore, they say, it must drop to the
So they bring the fresh air into
floor.
their stable at the ceiling and allow the

Notice your kitchen stove.
You open a damper at the bottom. You
allow a draught to pass into the fire. The
oxygen of the air allows the fire to burn.
The carbon dioxide and other gases are
formed. They are hot and lighter than
air, so they rise and pass out of the
chimney.
The Rutherford system is based on this
old, simple idea.

GENERAL BUILDING DON'TS
Don't refuse to go outside your own
neighborhood to see what advances in
barn construction have been made since
the old-fashioned barns of 25 years ago
were built.
Don't be afraid to spend time in getting a barn planned.
Don't attempt to build without an accurate plan on which all measurements
are marked.

Don't allow any carpenter or contractor
and attempt
Such barns

to go ahead with your barn
to build it "out of his head."
usually disappoint.

Don't feed for warmth.
Build for warmth.

It's

too costly.

Don't forget that 50 extra steps per
day, caused by the wrong arrangements
of stables, amount to 10 miles in a year.
Many barns have a dozen or more of these
10-mile walks built right into them.
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Dawson's Drainage

Scheme

THE

subject of land drainage is attracting more widespread attention throughout the country at the
piesent time than ever before. Owing to
the wet season last year in Eastern Canada, and to the lateness of the present
season, the farmers find much difficulty
in getting on to the land. But where the
land is thoroughly tile drained, most of
the seeding has been done, because tile
drains carry off the surplus water and
also assist in the aeration of soils.
Considerable attention has been paid
by the Agricultural Departments of different local governements to the tile ditcher
and expensive machine that is only possible to the big contractors or to a syndicate and as a consequence, not very many
of them have been put into use in Ontario.
There are so many farms that need draining, so many farmers enquiring for better drainage facilities that the appearance of any other draining implement upon the maiket will meet with instant
appreciation.
It is for this reason that recent invention by George Dawson of Napanee, which
combines the good qualities of cheapness,
effectiveness, and ease of operation, has
met with such a good reception by those
farmers who have witnessed the operation
of the machine in various kinds of land.
Mr. Dawson claims that this is the only
machine that is possible to do the work.
It works on the principle of the sub-soil
plough, and is easily pulled by two horses,
so that after the first furrow is taken off
by the ordinary plough this machine is
run along and the earth loosened up from
4 inches to 8 inches with each trip, and
this soil is easily removed by a man following with a shovel. This enables the
two men to put in about 20 rods of tile
drains per day.
The Ontario Agricultural Department
are planning to conduct some experiments
throughout the province this year with
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facility for the

Auto

lortgue
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equipmer

Dee ring and McCormick bin
shows position

Illustration

truck

end

wheels

of swath

of

to

when making a lu
Note that wheels

a natural circular track

wheel as a pivoi.

The

with the
bin<,lcr

squarely and easily with no ten
of wheeJs to drag or lift and wi
twisting strain on binder poiu

this machine, and wherever it will appear
it will attract considerable attention by
farmers who are interested in laying more

upon their farms. A farmer writing
from the Northern part of Ontario county says "Last fall we had an under drain
182 rods long, put in through a very tough
muck, full of
soil, consisting of black
sticks, sand and clay loam and blue clay.
Mr. Dawson dug the ditch successfully
with his machine which deserves every
recommendation. With it four men dug
the ditch and laid and covered 3,000 tiles
in 81/2 days.
This is a very short and
easy way compared with the time and
labor it would have taken to have done it
in the old way."
The total cost, including the use of the
team for three days was $55.
Another feature that is coming into
prominence is the use of cement tile for
drainage purposes on our farms. There
have been enough experiments made now
to fully establish the fact that cement
tiles

tiles are satisfactory for use in almost all
the ordinary soils of the country. Demonstrations conducted at the agricultural
college show that concrete tiles when exposed to the weather and the action of
frost, do not deteriorate like clay tiles do.
It has also been shown by experiments
conducted at different points in the
United States that cement tiles in the
ground for a number of years have been

taken out and have been apparently none
the worse.
J. M. G.

Manager

The New Auto Tongue Truck on
Deering and McCormick Binders
""HE announcement of a new auto tongue
truck on Deering and McCormick grain
binders this year is great news for Canadian farmers.
It means less work and less expense for them at

' I

•*

harvest time.

With this new auto tongue truck the binder pole is
held in line with the truck pole. An 8-foot binder
enters the grain aud continues to cut as squarely as a 6-foot
.

machine.

Equipped with

this auto tongue truck, the binder cuts a full
swath without crowding the horses into the grain
a gain
iu the width of every swath, with far less work for the driver.
Auto tongue truck wheels are fitted with removable dust proof
bushings, equipped with hard oil cups. When a bushing wears
out, you put in a new one instead of throwing the whole wheel
away.
This new tongue truck is one of the most important improvements made on binders in the last ten years. Do not fail to see
it at the local
agent's place of business next time you are in
town, or write us at the nearest branch house for details.

—

8- foot

International Harvester

Company

of Canada, Ltd.

BRANCH HOUSES
At Brandov, Calgary, Edmonton, Eslevan, Hamilton, Lethbridge, London, Montreal,
N. Battleford, Ottawa, Quebec, Regina, Saskatoon, St. John, Winnipeg, YorktoD

.
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Essentials of a

Good

Barn

Two
point, but well worth attention.
large trap doors are shown in the hay loft
floor over the central driveway, and two
smaller trap doors are shown between the
two rows of cow stalls.

Continued from page 12

permanent general purpose barn

or,

when

desired, can, at very small cost, be altered
into a horse barn for 19 horses, 16 being
in double stalls and 3 in single stalls with

a feed and harness room.

shown

I'm the Pride

Herd— Purina

accommodates

This barn as

11

horses (6 in
double stalls, 4 in single stalls and 1 loose
box) and fifteen cows. Good feed bins are
conveniently placed for horses and cows
while the hay mow will hold sixty to
seventy tons of hay or similar feed. The
plan provides this accommodation at a

of

the

Raised

Me

haymow

PURINA Calf Meal is an exceUent
milk substitute, containiug 33<5^ Protein
and not less than i% Fat
Send for our Scientific Feeding Chart
and see how 'you can raise calves sucat

less

Ask your

cost.

I) he cannot
supolji Vou. write us about oar
special introductory price.
You

dealer.

can always tell PURINA hy the
Checker-hoard Bags.
Oive it a
trial.

The Chisholm

Milling Co.

I^arn Dressitia kiiig
At Home
lis Handsome FREE
Book Tells

How
Send today
for a copy of

"Dressmaking Made
Easy.'*
Thisbeaulifully

WOrtAN^WSSS

illustrated
tells

melbod

book

the story

of a wonderfully practical
perfected by the

Woman's Institute of Domestic Arts and Sciences
by which you can easily and quickly learn at home in
spare time lo make all your own clothes or become a
dressmaker.
Complete instruction by mail in every
feature, from the simplest stitches to design ing, drafting,
cutting, fitting, making and finishing elaborate dresses
and suits. You learn from expert teachers by a new
plan based on 25 years' experience of the International
Correspondence Schools.
There is also a complete course in Millinery through
which you can learn right at home to make all your
own hats or prepare lo go into business and become a
successful milliner.

Two charming books, "Dressmaking Made Easy"
and "Millinery Made Easy." tell all about the InstiYou may have your choice of

tute and these courses.
these books, free.

Send the coupon below or write a letter or postal
which subject you are interested most.

stating in

Woman's

4x6

FREE USE FOR HAYFORK
in this barn gives a
entirely free of posts. This al-

The type of roof

him.

cessfully

concrete foundation wall at least 8 in.
thick under all barn walls. The concrete
wall should stand 12 in. above the general
ground line and be carefully levelled to
receive the wall framing. The walls require 2 X 6 in. studs 14 ft. long, placed
22 in. apart. These studs stand on a 2 x 6
sill and run up to the
roof-plate.
A 2 X 6 ribbon is let one inch into the
studs to receive the hay floor joists. The
hay flood joists are 2 x 10 supported by
6 X 10 beams (built up of three pieces of
2x10) on 6 X 6 posts (3 pieces of 2 x 6
spiked together) It is important that the
posts be placed on solid concrete foundations about 2 ft. square.
.

DETAIL or COW 5TALL5

says: "I am a dandy."
I heard him tell his neighbor that my
feeding exi>ense8 were less than usual,
and that I would be very profitable to

my owner

and

USE CEMENT FOR FOUNDATION
good plan to put a good cement

It is a

Institute,

Dept41F,358

Fifth Ave..

New York

I am
Please send me one of your FREE books.
interested.! n the subject Ihave marked below.
nHome Dressmaking
GHome Millinery
GProfessional DresamakingQProfessional Millinery

NameSpecify whether Mrs. or Miss

rj

small cost per head of stock housed, admits of good ventilation and gives a clear
driveway right through the building for
easy handling of manure or feed.
The double horse stalls are of such a
width that they can be divided if desired
into single stalls. Four single stalls are
shown also a box stall 9 ft. 8 in. by 12 ft.,
suitable for a driver, for a mare and foal,
or for a freshening cow. The mangers are
equipped with hay chutes from the loft,
one chute for each double stall, located in
the centre with an opening on each side.
The cows are divided off from the
horses by a tight partition in which is
placed a roller door across the litter alley.
They stand in double stalls in two rows
across the barn.
The space of a single stall on the inside
next the litter alley has been used for feed
bins. If the meal were kept in an adjacent
or nearby building this space could be
utilized for another cow.
Fresh air is brought into the building
through six inlets, three on either side of
the building, and foul air is extracted
through two shafts carried up from the
;

stable ceiling to the ridge of the roof, all
controlled by hand-operated dampers.
Horse stalls are constructed with 2 in.
plank floors. It is suggested that these
floors be made in two sections to allow of
renewal of the back part which always
wears out sooner than the front part next
the manger.
The cow mangers, if constructed as
shown in Fig. 5, will be found very convenient in use and cheap to make. The
cow stalls are provided with- plank floors
and gutter. The distance from manger to
gutter will vary with the size of the cows.
Small breeds, such as Jeresys, will require 4 ft. 8 in., while Holsteins will take
5 ft. 4 ft. 10 in. is a good average length.
In this plan, one row of stall platforms i
4 ft. 10 in. in length while the other is
5 ft. Stall platforms 2 in. too long probably mean dirty cows. This is a small

lows free clearance for hayfork, and permits of easy stacking of the hay. The
rafters are all 2x6, 12 ft. and 14 ft.
long. All rafters are tied with 1x8 braces
and fitted with struts to the rafter joints.
Collar ties are 2 x 6, 5 ft. long, and serve
as a fixing for the hayfork track if one is
installed. There are only two doorways at
the ground level in this barn, placed at
either end of the central driveway. The
doors in end walls of haymow are placed
exactly over the lower doors, making a
strong framing job possible.
The stall partitions and mangers are
simple in construction, strong and convenient.
Details of horse stalls and
mangers are shown in Fig. 6 and cow
mangers in Fig. 5. The feed chutes
shown to the horse mangers may be put
in or not as desired by the farmer. The
plan of this barn necessitates feed for
horses and cows being carried up between
the animals.
For the outside covering of walls a
sheeting of shiplap tar paper and bevel
siding makes a first-class job, while B.C.
red cedar shingles are unsurpassed as a
roofing material.
Windows hung with
small strap hinges on the sills to open inwards at the top will give satisfaction.
Drafts may be avoided by fixing 1-in.
boards as side checks to the windows.
Barn No. 3 (Fig. 4) 34 ft. by 75 ft,
shows an alternative plan having a feed
alley to the cow mangers. A small door
at one end of the feed alley connects with
the passage to the main driveway and affords an easy entrance and direct route
to the milk house. This barn provides for

N°^

i^lXED

/SANGER roe COWSTAi-LS

13 horses in stalls, 15 cows in single stalls,
a calf pen, bull pen, loose box and feed
and harness room. The general construction is similar to that described for barn

No.

2.

up the barn, it is well to make
a point of completely finishing the work
in all its details down to the last harness
In puting

peg before laying off the men engaged to
build. Do not leave little things to be
fixed at odd times or on wet days, for they
never will be fixed.
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News Notes
Kent County Women's Institute have

pre-

sented the local battalion with the colors.

Part

of Lord and Burnham's
at St. Catharines, is being

plant
military barracks.

Independent of Hired Men

greenhouse
used as a

That
the

Hogs

sold for 11 cents a lb. in Lethbridge,
Over 12 cents was paid
Toronto the same week.
Wool growers of Alberta will realize close to
half a million dollars for wool this year,
says the High River Times.

is

happy position of
Farmer who has an

the

Dairy

Alberta during May.

EMPIRE

in

Adam Beck

sold nine of his hunters at
Van Tassel and Kearney's in New York City
in April for $12,625, a record for this type.
Sir

MECHANICAL MILKER

There were at the opening of the war some
352 publications in Russia dealing wholly or
largely with agriculture and rural sociology.

man can

milk from IC to 15 cows with a small
"Empire" outfit consisting of one double unit. One man can operate
two double units. This makes milking a "snap".
With an "Empire" you can keep more cows — milk
them regularly and uniformly— be independent of
hired men — and still be free of the old-time drudgery
In half an

A

big series of Women's Institute meetings
is being held in Ontario during June.
The
associate editor of The Farmer's Magazine is
touring Essex, Kent and) Elgin.

of

hour one

Australia, says that the using of immature
tubers for seed made for bigger crops and
a greater percentage of marketable ones.

The Farmers' Institutes of Ontario have been
abandoned and a new scheme of Boards of

We have an interestmg Booklet illu^rating
and describing the "Empire" mechanical milker
which we will send you on request. Write

Ramsay, potato expert, of

C.

Agriculture

Tutnam

A.

taking their place.

is

of

Toronto

Victoria,

Supt. Geo.

busy at the

is

Dept.

details.

Three carloads of pure bred shorthorns were
lecently shipped from the stables of Ontario
breeders to Oklahoma, U.S., at good prices.
The future of stockbreeding in Canada seems

I
"

milking after a hard day's work.

The action of the "Empire" scientifically imitates
that of a sucking calf, drawing the milk in spurts,
and in most cases it actually increases the flow of
milk. It cannot harm the cows, and it protects the
milk from dirt, germs and stable odors.

J.

j

I

H

The Empire Cream Separator Co.
of Canada, Limited

MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG.
J

bright.

The Ontario Agricultural College

will hold
second summer school for rural leadership during the summer. The idea is to bring
clergymen, teachers and other leaders into
active sympathy with better agriculture.
its

T. K. Doherty, Institute Commissioner at
Ottawa, is gathering much useful world-wide
Information on agriculture. His position will
grow and be a sort of clearing house for
agricultural information.

PERFECTION ^'E;
applies to our Poultry Fencing just
right. It keeps your chickens at home
their enemies out. Each intersection'
securely locked— the kind that stajs "put.

and

phasized in a recent Commons' discussion of
the -Agricultural estimates.

"Every

man,"

says Hon. Mr. Motherwell,
Agriculture for Saskatchewaa,
"should be his own weed inspector."'
Like
wise he should be his own road inspector and
i(jcal engineer on the roads fronting his farm.
.Minister

is made of fho best Open Hearth steel fence wire— tough, elastic
and will not snap or break under sudden shocks or quick
atmospheric changes. Our method of galvanizing prevents rust and wUr
not flake, peel or chip off. The joints are securely held with tho'
"Peerless Lock." which will withstand all sudden shocks and
strains, yet Peerless Poultry Fence can be erected on the most hilly
and uneven ground without buckling, snapping or kinking. The heavy

and springy
^^

—

Y ivirea

we use prevent Bagging and require only ahout half

u

inanj poate

M

othef'

res. We also build Farm and Ornamental Fencing and g»tea. ^rite for catalog. AGENTS
KE.\RLT EVERYWHERE. UVE. Af.ENTS WANTED IM UNASSIGNED TERRITORY,
CO., Ltd., Wlnnipeet Man., HamUton, OnU

o.°

T. A. Crerar, President of the Grain-GrowGrain Co. of Winnipeg, stopped off at
Toronto on his way to New York in May, and
addressed the Canada First Club. The TJ.F.O.
are arranging a series of meetings in Ontario
to be addressed by Western men.

^ifi^li^^

Peerless Poultry Fence

The Experimental Farm, Fredericton, N.B.,
spent $700 last year in stumping powder, and
•$5,000 on a piggery.
These facts were em-

THE UAMWELL-HOXIE WIRE FENCE

ers'

A new

journal

in

the

interests

of

trid';

YOU WANT MORE MONEY

and the U.S. has been sta.'ted
in New York.
The editor, Benjamin Baker,
shows up Russian industrial and agricuitii'Ml
I'etween I^ussla

ilevtlopuienL

should

in

a

know more

very
in

favorable

light.

We

Canada about our big

Ally.

A. C. McCulloch, B.S.A., in the O.A.C. Review for May, describes the Oregon Agricultural College poultry plant, where the new
iireed of fowls called
Oregons, reached by
rossing bred-to-lay
Plymouth Rocks and
White Leghorns, have turned out .several
:'.00-egg hens.
I

President Halbert of the United Farmers
of Ontario appointed Messrs. F. M. Chapman,
Kditor Farmer's Magazine, E. A. Drury, B.S.
A.,
F. H. Sangster. Elmer Lick and S. A.
Beck a committee to inquire into agricultural
co-operation and to report by October 1st, so
that the locals will have time to discuss it
Iiefore the next annual meeting.

Production and Thrift, the
under
title
which the Agricultural War Book is issued, is
worthy companion to Patriotism and Production, issued last year.
It contains such
an admirable wealth of agricultural matter
that every farm reader should have it on his
shelves.
It can be had free, by addressing
Publication Branch, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada.
Drop a card for it.

IVe need your spare time

— Let's get together

Let us show you the way to increase your income to any extent you
If your present salary isn 't quite sufficient to take care

desire.

of

"extra summer needs," our plan
It will also furnish the

them.

will provide the

money

for

funds for vacation expenses.

The best part of our money-making plan is, uo time is needed,
only what you can spare from your regular employment. It interferes in no

maker"

way with

into

business or pleasure, but fits'in as a

spare-time

moments.

Work

it

an

"money

hour now and

then and the cash results will surprise you.

Now

is

longer.

just the time to start

— the

days are long

Turn your evenings and spare time

—and

into cash

are getting

by becoming

our district representative.
Full particulars without obligation free on request.
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ABSORBINE,

the antiseptic liniment for mankind,
reduces Varicose Veins, Ruptured
Muscles or Lieamenu. EnlareeJ Glands, Goitres.
Wens. Cysts. Allays pain quickly. Price SI. 00 and 82.00
a bottle at druggists or delivered. Manufactured only by
W. F. YOUNG. P.D.F. 482 Lymans BIdg.,Montre3l, Can.
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Canada.

SHARPENED
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A Sharp Blade Makes

Shaving; a .Joy.
Safety Blades and save you money.
.Satisfaction guaranteed.
Gillette, 35c doz.
Ever
ReaJy and other .single edge blades, 25c doz.
Mail yonr dull blales to

We
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The A. Ken Edge Co

An
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180 BathutsI St .Toronto, Can-

Summer Income

Extra
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.
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there

DOBS NOT NEED AN INCREASE
in income to take care of summer needs
Tliat's where
and vacation expenses?

our plan of "spare time profits" shines

you are one of the
an opportunity of turning your spare time into
Cash profits, we would like to get in
with popidarity.

If

many who would

touch

with

appreciate

Hundreds of men and women
their present income

amount

liberal

them.

If

"thrifty

—

Ontario. Can a telegraph or a
telephone cornpany cut down or damage
the shade trees along my farm frontage?
J.

G.,

—

Answer. The rights of telegraph and
telephone linemen to butcher trees on a
highway is wholly fiction. They have no
right whatever over any tree on public or
private property.
For yeSrs the public
have permitted themselves to be victimized
by all sorts of specious claims regarding
the rights of telegraph and telephone linemen, building contractors and others, to
destroy or mutilate shade trees. Linemen,
contractors, etc., have absolutely no authority whatever to remove any part of a
tree without the permission of the owner
or the municipality. As a matter of law,
no person except the owner or a specially
deputed servant of the municipality has
any right to trim a shade tree, and the
owner himself has no right to remove a
live shade tree from off the highway.
The Ontario Statutes give a mi^nicipal
officer properly delegated by the municipality power to remove a tree from public
-or private property on forty-eight hours'
notice, but the owner may claim compensation for planting and protecting the
tree.
No live tree, unless within thirty
feet of other trees, may be removed without the consent of the owner of the land
Telein front of which the tree stands.
graph and telephone linemen have absolutely no right to injure a shade tree
growing on a highway and they should be
prosecuted by the owner of any tree which
they may have in any way injured. Where
a person sees linemen at work butchering
his trees and he cannot set the law in
motion in time to save his trees, he may
prevent the linemen by use of such force
as may be reasonably necessary to save
his trees. He may even take a club and
beat them off, as they have no more right
to destroy his trees on the highway than
they have to remove the roof from his
However, force should be used
house.
only in extreme cases where damages will
not compensate the owner for the loss
He might better in the masustained.
jority of cases sue the company for damages and have the linemen summoned before the magistrate. W. E. Lear.

—
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you would
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It

liked by everyone.

—

Answer. The original
publications
dealing with the making of small cheeses
and the preparation of clotted cream are
as follows:
1. "The 'Kingston' Cheese.
Cheese
for Small-holders and Others," by Alec
Todd and Wilfrid Sadler, Journal of the
Board of Agriculture, 3 St. James's
Square, London, S.W. England. Vol.

—A

XVIIL No.

L. C; British Colum,bia.—^The article by
Wilfred Sadler in the April number interests m,e very much. I am passionately
fond of making cheese, especially the
Swiss cheese and the French cheese called Gervais.
Would you kindly inform me where I
could get publications dealing with the
making of clotted cream and of that pound
cheese?
I used to make a cheese called in the

3,

June 1911.

"Clotted Cream," by Wilfrid Sadler.
Journal of the Board of Agriculture (address as above) Vol. XXIL No. 2, May
2.

.

1915.

The journals may be obtained
from the Board of Agriculture

in

direct

London

at 4d. (probably say 10c) each post free.
The Kingston referred to is the name of
the college in England at which the work
was done. Wilfrid Sadler.

—

LANDSCAPE LAY-OUTS FOR FARM

—

From the enclosed rough
C. B., Sask.
sketch can you tell me how to group my
buildings so as to be handy, and also to
get the best appearance. The house stands
on a knoll, and to the right of the hou^e
u'here I would like the bam, is a depression. Please advise as to how to lay out
the driveway, lawns and
tion to the buildings.

garden in rela-

—

Answer. We are having this question
taken up in a special article in our July
number, a copy being sent to you.
Editor.

WARBLES

—

New

Ontario. / have a cow
which is covered with large boils, and if
I am not mistaken these hold a wonn.
Fearing that the malady might be infectious, I am asking you for advice.

A. F.,

—

Answer. Your cow has warbles. The
grub can be squeezed out and the wound
healed. Inject a two per cent, solution of
Zenoleum into the opening of the tumor
by means of an oil can.

The eggs of this pest are deposited in
summer time by a hot fly.
The skins are much damaged by these

the

warbles and many tanners complain
about the loss from such hides.

WHEAT AND BEANS

Canada

providing

it's

extra

Young America that was delicious.
was a Cheddar cheese, but mild and

States

CLOTTED CREAM
in

to-day are working our plan to augment

a

CAN TELEPHONE COMPANIES CUT TREES?

—

1 Would it be advisable to sow wheat in the same field, for
two successive years, the land being in
fair condition?
2. What soil is best suited to the growing of beans? What date should they be
sown? What quantity should be sown to
the acre?

B.

W.

L., Ontario.

Answer.

—

new or in
places on the rich

If the land is

1.

good heart, yes.

Many

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
numerous crops successiveOld Ontario wore out many of her
fields by this method.
2. Almost any soil, not wet does for
They prefer a warm rich loam,
beans.
sandy loam, gravelly loam, or gravelly
clays. The time for planting depends on
various circumstances, ordinarily the iast
week in May or the first week in June.
Sow with the ordinary grain drill in rows
28 inches apart. This will take abovt a
peck to the acre. You should have the
bulletin on Field Beans issued by the Ontario Agricultural College.
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prairies raise
ly.

Genuine Diamonds

Cotton Seed Meal

CASH OR CREDIT

LINSEED MEAL
and FLAX SEED

TERMS— 20% Down
and S1-S2-S3 Weekly
We

trust any honest person.

Write

H. Fraleigh, Box

for catalogue to-day.

Jacobs Bros,

Forest, Ont.

2,

imp^trri

Dept. B.
15

Toronto Arcade.

Toronto, Ontario

SEEDING IN EAST

—

New

Brunswick. / have three
R. J. F.,
plots of land of about two acres each, on
which I think of solving spring rye, barley,

tvrnips, oats

and peas.

was

in millet upper half, and
oats and vetch, lower half, last year. Millet a failure, oats and vetch very thin,
very weedy, chiefly mustard and couch
grass; ploughed in fall; land medium

No.

1 lot

loam with some stones.
No. 2, oats and vetch last year, good
crop but weedy, satne as above in other
respects; ploughed in fall; second growth

You Men Who Need

vetch turned.

Roofing Materials

Nos. 3 and 4, millet one-half, turnips
the other half. Millet quite a failure, turnips good, though very weedy, but mostly
before August. Millet end
ploughed in fall; turnip end not ploughed.
Turnips were sown with basic slag for the
most part, in the stitches rate of 600 lbs.
per acre. All the land is medium, loam
with some stones; parts wet, especially
turyiip end, where water lies. This land
was in sod four years ago. Former oivner
ploughed it up very badly and sowed it
down to oats, and evidently m.ustard as

cleaned out

New

For

Roofs or for Old Buildings

you could step into niy warehouse and see with your own eyes the roofing
If you could compare it and test it along.side any other roofing you
know. Jf you could see the stack of letters testifying to the genuineness of
our values. If you could do this there is no doubt what your answer would be.
But you can't. You can't very well come to me. And so I am coming
to YOU with the most liberal, opeu-and-above board
If

1 offer.

RISK FREE

well!
I wish to put in spring rye for soiling
crop this summer. If I sow thickly on No.
1 lot would I have a chance of killing out
the weeds and also getting a crop of rye?
On No. 2 / thought of sowing turnips
and mangolds, partly for cleaning crop,
as I would have enough manure for it all.
Would you advise slag, as I have some
over?
Nos. 3 and 4. barley on the turnip part
and oats and peas on millet part.
Could I sow clover and timothy with the
rye and have a chance of a grass crop if
I did not sow the rye so thickly.
If not,
when do you advise sowing the clover and
timothy?
Old sod ploughed last fall in orchard,
good clover sod. Would I be able to sow

sugar beets and mangolds on this this
summer if land is well worked and

manured?
Answer.

I want
I want you to see a sample of my roofing.
any way you like.
Think of quality only. Then if yon find any roofing equal
Aud if you also find it much lower in price, I know that
to, or better than others.
I can leave the rest to your common sense

you

and compare
Forget my low price.
to test

it

Mr. L. E. Allen says: "I have carefully compared by testing in
several ways the sample you sent me, with roofing at over $3:00
per roll, AND CAN FIND NO DIFFERENCE!" (Cost to Mr.
Allen was $1.85, three-ply.)
1 want to send to your
1 want you to have the same chance as Mr. Allen.
station at my risk, all carriage charges paid, a sample roll of my Pure Asphalt
Complete with rust-proof nails,
Eoofing, Government Standard saturation.
cement and full instructions for laying. Each roll covers one square, allowing
for laps.

I gladly take all risks, because
I will ask you for no promises in advance.
have already proved in hundreds of cases that my roofing sells itself. Hundreds
No
of customers testify to saving from 75 cents to $1 and more per roll.
matter what size or style of building you have, I can save you money on the
roofing. Give me your name and address on the enclosed coupon.

1

— Owing

to

the

incomplete

knowledge that we have of your local situation as to the matter of soil, drainage,
and climate, we are at some loss to advise
you in this matter. However, we would
tender you the following information as
far as we can see, and hope you will use
your own judgment in applying this to
your local conditions.
An examination of the second crop that
was grown in your neighborhood on similar land last year would be of most use
to you in determining if you could grow
the crops you propose to grow upon it.
It seems that the best fodder crops you
will probably grow are red clover and
swede turnips. We would therefore grow
as many turnips as we possibly could, if
we were intending to feed them to cattle

and

TEST-AND-TRY-BEFORE-YGU-BUY-OFFER
that has ever been put in print.

to hogs.

It is just possible that your land needs
draining, since you say that the water lies

TEAK Oil AMI MAIL
I'BANK

J.

am

,

H.^LI.IDAV, President

ni.v
The size of the roof is
).
rafter. IMcase say how nian.v squares of your
ridge
station, prepaid,
roofing will be required. Also send to
ply roofing. I agree to inspect
>
at your risk, a Sample Roll of your (
tile sample roll on arrival, but I am not bound In any wa.v to give .von my order.

I

My name

interested in roofing for

(

P.O

is

Prices delivered in Old Ontario: 1-ply 89c., 2 ply $1.50, 3 ply $1.85.
Prices delivered In New Ontario and Maritime Provinces: I-ply 95c., 2-ply .fl.60,
,3 ply .1>2.00.
Full particulars of our free delivery olTer will be sent on receipt of coupon or letter.

WE

SPECIALIZE

IN

ROOFING AND BUILDERS SUPPLIES.

CATALOGUE FREE

THE HALLIDAY COMPANY, LIMITED

.

FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS

HUGHSON STREET NORTH

HAMILTON, CANADA

—

—
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THE FARMER'S

upon it, and there is a great gn^-owth of
weeds in the summer time. It might pay
you this year to see that some tile drains
are put into your lot so as to prepare it for

Retool

the

maximum

production another year.

many farms

It is quite often the case with
in Eastern Canada that their

©irectorj)
An

Authoritative

producing
capacity is limited because of the water
that stays in the soil and cannot be carried, off in time to allow the grains to recover themselves.
It may also be that
you will need some lime, and since your
province is rich in lime you may be able
to get some shipped in quite reasonably,
and we would advise you sowing a ton to
the acre over the certain sections of your
field this year as a trial operation.
In lot No. 1 I think that you would be
alright to sow rye. But you mention that
you want to sow rye for the purpose of a
soiling crop, and yet to cut the grain. I
do not think that you would be able to get
a very heavy yield of grain from it, and
it would probably be of more use to you
as a nurse crop for the red clover, and as
a hay crop to be cut green. You could get
a good catch of clover and timothy by
sowing them both with the rye at the

Up-toDate Directory of Private Schools — Colleges
— Musical Schools — Veterinary and Agricultural Colleges

and

Correspondence Schools

MUSICAL INSTITUTIONS.

SPECIAL SCHOOLS.

International Institute of Music, Dept. S,
Port Wayne, Ind.
American School of Music, 610 Lakeside
Bldig., Chicago.
U.S. School of Music, 225 Fifth Ave., New
York.

L'Academie De Brisay, 416 Bank

St.,

Ot-

tawa.

The Arnott Institute of Stuttering
Stammernig. Berlin, Out.

and

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS AND
AUTOMOBILB AND TRADE SCHOOLS.
Practical Auto School, 685 Beaver

St.,

BUSINESS COLLEGES.

New

Canada Business

College, Hamilton, Ont.
Canadian Correspondence College, 15 To-

York.

St., Toronto.
Business College, 734: Yonge St.,
»
Toronto.
Ingersoll Business College, Ingersoll, Ont.
Woodstock Business College, Woodstock,

ronto

Elliott

GIRLS' SCHOOLS.
Bishop Bethune College, Oshawa, Ont.
Westmins'ter College, Bloor St. W., To-

same

On

No. 2 I think you would be quite
safe in putting in turnips and mangolds,
if you find the mangolds
do very well
there. The mangolds make better feed
for dairy cows and do not taint the milk.
Put on all the farmyard manure here that
you possibly can, and work it well before
planting your turnips. You speak of sowing barley on plots 3 and 4, and oats and
peas also. It does not look very profitable to me to sow barley on this land, as
you will only get a very small yield, and
you could sow other things to advantage
and buy the barley which you require for
feeding purposes.

Ont.

Shaw

Correspondence Schools, Y.M.C.A.
Yonge and Gerrard Sts., Toronto.
Standard Business College, Hamiltou, Ont.
British American Busine.ss College, Yonge

ronto.

Bldg.,

Westbourne School, Bloor St. W., Toronto.
Ottawa I/adies' College, First Ave., Ottawa.

St.,

Toronto.

BOYS' SCHOOLS.
Ashbury College, RocklifCe Park, Ottawa.
Upper Canada College, Avenue Road, To-

AGRICULTURAL AND VETERINARY
COLLEGES.

ronto.
St.

Andrew's College, Rosedale, Toronto.

St.

Jerome's College, Berlin, Ont.
Clp-ment's College, North Toronto.

St.

Ontario Veterinary College, 110 University
Ave., Toronto.
Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Ont.

If you wish to get grain, why not
plough it well and give it as good cultivation as you can, and sow to mixed barley
and oats, which seem to get a higher
yield than bailey alone.
I would sow in this case one bushel of
each, sowing Mansheuri barley, and any

Never-

Leak

oats.

Have you ever tried corn growing, or
have you a silo? It seems to me that the
dairyman is missing a great opportunity

The New Pie
Plate
Patented

a most useful invention
Oh dear! my pies are soggy again,
over and spoilt them what a shame!

—

the ^juice has boiled

in

MECCA SPECIALTIES COMPANY.

the juice, while the pie bakes; saves
sugar and retains the flavor.
NEVERmakes delicious pies. Made In tin,
enamel and aluminum two sizes each. Order Never-Leak Pie Plates from your
dealer to-day, or write

Clipping Machines
For clipping Domestic Animals
Horses, Mules, Cows, Dogs

—

and Sheep Shearing. Flexible
Shafts and Clipping Machine

—

'
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LOMBARD

ST.,

TORONTO

Pays for Itself
7 dajs

in

WRITE FOR OUR
SPECIAL OFFER
This latest model Hand
Mixer produces a better
mix with less cement,
saving you time, labor
and money.
Wettlaufer Bros.

Limited
178S. Spadina Ave.

TORONTO

Parts.

"Gillette" Cutters
are Unexcelled.

London "Bull Dog" Batch Mixer
Pays for itself
20 days

in

Enquire ef and order fhrouch your dealer,

Built to last a lifetime. Send for cata-

GILLETTE

loeue No. IB.

CLIPPING

MACHINE'

COMPANY
W.

31«t St.,

New

York, U.S.A.

he does not raise corn.

I

see that the

Dent variety such as we have

all

LIMITED,

Power and Hand

if

Canada, pending U.S.A.

LEAK

.Madam: you need never worry about soggy
pies again.
The Never-Leak pie plate
tlip l.itest and most useful invention, holds

129.131

time.
lot

London Concrete
Machinery Co.
Dept. D.
London, Ontario
World's Largest Manufacturers of Concrete Machinery

in

Ontario

does not ripen very well with you, but
they would ear up sufficiently good to be
cut in September for fodder purposes,
and when cut up in winter time, with
some meal would make excellent food for
the dairy cows. If you could grow corn
on this land and get anything like a fair
crop, I would advise you to try it out.
Regarding sugar beets in the orchard, I
may say that I am not very hopeful of
your having a very big crop. If the orchard soil is in first-class condition and
you can work it up and get it into good
tilth this summer with the addition of
barnyard manure, which at the same time
would probably. cause your trees to grow
too much and injure them during the coming winter, you might be able to get a crop
of sugar beets in the centre of the rows.
If the orchard is a bearing orchard I
do not think it would pay you to try to
take off a heavy crop from the orchard. I
would rather put more time on to the preparation of the land, and look to the fruit
for paying me returns, and I would sow
on it a crop of buckwheat about the first
of July as a cover crop, and if you wish
to take some of it from the centre of the
rows for feed in the fall, that will be alright.
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Breeds of Chicken
Good and Bad Points as

I

Your House

Have Found

Them

By

CLAYTON

Do you spend one day

D.

MILLER

75"

—A Home or " Work House?""
week sweeping the front of the house, and part of a day
Then you'll know how arm and back-ache come from
carpets and scrubbing dirt and grease out of softwood

a

scrubbing up the kitchen?

pounding dust out of

Why

floors.

"weep"

not cut the

bing by putting

out of sweeping and the

"rub"

out of scrub-

in

Beaver Brand Hardwood Floors?
Made

for old or new houses. There's special thin Maple, Birch and Oak Flooring
for old houses. Any man handy with a hammer can lay it. And a child can clean
house, a Hardwood Floor is so easily cared for. Costs less than carpet all laid
and finished in any farm house anywhere in Canada.

—

Write for "Beaver Brand" Hardwood Flooring Booklet A4.

THE SEAMAN KENT

CO.,

LIMITED

Western Factory: Fort William, Ontario

Eastern Factory: Meaford, Ontario

FIcorine delivered to any point in Canada

BRANTFORD
ENGINES

Line sketch shelving the types in Rock,

Red and Wyandotte males.
the purpose of the writer to
the good and bad points of
all breeds of poultry, but simply to
mention a few of the general characteristics of some of the most popular breeds.
The question is frequently asked "What
is the best breed of poultry?"
It is impossible for one to answer this question
satisfactorily, as there is sometimes more
difference in strains of the same breed
than there is between breeds. Then some
breeds are special purpose breeds, others
are general purpose breeds.
To make
a proper start in poultry as a side issue,
the farmer should purchase a pen of purebreds of whatever breed best suits his

1^

not
ITdiscuss
is

to 60 H.P. Stationary,

Portable, Traction, will

operate on

I
i
1
i

Our Hoppor Cooled Design

Gasy Gasoline, Coal Oil and Naphtha
With our own patented device our Engines

will operate

on the cheaper fuels equally as satisfactory
line, and give as much power per gallon.

as

WINDMILLS

and objects.
There are two classes of poultrymen,
the fancier, and the poulterer. The former receives the highest prices, but good
fanciers like poets are born and not made
to order they must have in them the talent to breed up to the highest type. It is
a good thing that all cannot become
fanciers, or where would we find the
source of our supply of eggs and table
tastes

as

Double Gears which give

double
Towers

strength.
are girted

;

poultry? It is therefore more profitable
for the farmer to first secure strictly
pure-breds and then aim to produce eggs
and chickens for the market. For this
purpose the general purpose breeds are
best adapted and from these no better
selection can be made than for our American breeds
The Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes and Rhode Island Reds. They are
good layers and at the same time large
enough for market purposes.
Of the Plymouth Rock there are five
varieties, of which the Barred is undoubtedly the most common among farmers.
In fact, the Barred Rocks are so well
known that it is unnecessary to say much
about them. The Wyandottes have practically the same characteristics as the
Rocks but are more blocky in type and
have a rose comb which is supposed to be
an advantage in cold climates.
The Rhode Island Reds were originated
by farmers in the State of Rhode Island,
where they are very popular, but they
have also become popular in this country and are close rivals to the above-mentioned breeds.
They are very good win-

an gaso-

five

feet

'

Our
every

and double

braced and braces tied to
they cross.
The strongest
market.

We

also manufacture
complete lines of

—

Grain Grinders, Steel Pole and
Wood Saws, Pumps, Tanks, Water
Boxes, Concrete Mixers, Power
Sprayers, etc.

Our Catalogues
asking.

Write

if

are free for the
interested.

Goold, Shapley
=

Brantford

Winnipeg

&

Muir Co., Ltd.
R egina

Calgary
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ter layers, but our experience

Everywhere facts
prove the menace of lightning.
Once you

realize that the danger of lightning lies in
concentrated action on a single spot in your roof,
you will appreciate the safety and protectiorj ot a
Pedlar's "George" Shingles lock
Pedlarized roof.
together on all four sides, forming a single sheet f
metal from eave to ridge. Lightning cannot concentrate on any single spot, for Pedlar Shingles spread it
over the whole surface of your roof. When properly
grounded, a Pedlarized roof is practically
This summer know the saving and
indestructible.
peace of mind of a safe, steel roof bv Pedlarizin"'
now with "George" Shingles.
Write for the
its

varieties

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE, LIMITED
(Established 1861)

Executive Office and Factories;

Oshawa, Ont.
Branches: Montreal, Ottawa,
Toronto, London,

A SCARY HEN

There were no chopped-up, granulated tobaccos in the good old days.
Your grandfather sliced each pipeful fresh
and enjoyed a

REAL

smoke.

pOLO
BLOCK
Smoking Tobacco
a/fords you

same opportunity.

the

It

is

made of selected tobacco, with all its rich moisture and fragrance preserved in compact form.

in

Cuuda

NO ALL-PURPOSE BREED

Best
Steel

lOc.

F

Troughs
^

=WAYNE OIL TANK & PUMP CO., 500-510
Dorfhih weight

C^-.

\

in Gold

^^
rX

Expectant
Mothers
/1\^\dr. TWEDDELL'S
^ISQyOUNG MOTHER'S
GUIDE

gives

to do
tells

t

DC

and how to do
all
about the

it,

and

Enclose a
Write to-day for a copy.
one dollar bill in envelope giving
name and address, and be prepared

MARK

when

the stork arrives.

Address

.

•^NrnV^.i^iaa
B. Morin,—
I must bear testimony to every one on behalf
of your Vigora.
I owe to it
the recovery of one
of my horses suffering from broken-wind, I shall

make

171

Yon&e

Street,

iVOr

-

Toronto, Ontario

SOLD AT srORES

a

point

of

recommending

it

whenever

occasion offers.

M. MacKay, M.D., Belmont

J.

VIGORA
J.

B.

412

St.

Retreat, Quebec.

everywhere. Price, 50c
For particulars apply to
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a bottle.

MORIN, Wholesale
John

St.,

Quebec

If there is

the year.

J.
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-
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B.

Mr.

it

its

Woodstock, Ont.

:

tells

baby,

St.,

praised, up for"ils perlecl efficiency. As an evidence, the following testimonial

what

needs, care and diet.

for every purpose
it for

VIGORA

you just
need be-

the information you
It
fore the stork arrives.
the expectant mother just

Trough

Farm Tanks— Keep

Tecumseh

J.

\

w\1

A

4on-Leakable, Durable. Frost-Proof.

for our Catalogr of Troughs and
rer€
ference. A Tank for every purpose.

-Send
"s:

may

be an all-purpose breed of
such we have not yet
run across it; an all-purpose breed would
mean a fortune to the man who has it in
possession. There are breeds for all purposes, but all of these do not vest themselves in one and the same breed, any
more than in the cases of the all-purpose
horse or cow. There are breeds for summer eggs, for winter eggs, broilers, roasters and general purpose. There are heavy
records of egg production in the non-sitting breeds, the majority of which may
be confined to spring and early fall. To
be layers all winter, any breed will have to
be surrounded with the most favorable
conditions and management. The winter
layer is among the broody class and will
lay but few eggs in the warm season of
fowls.

by Eipcrt Caiudua Woriuacft."

EVERYWHERE

NEVER PROFITABLE

Anconas, Hamburgs, Campines and Buttercups. Of these breeds, no doubt the
Leghorns are the most popular among
farmers. They are a very good egg-producing breed, but our experience has been
that they are very hard to tame, and it is
an accepted fact that the tamest hens are
the best layers; that when a fowl feels
safe and contented she is more apt to get
down to business. A scary hen, one that
gets all excited when approached, or when
discovered on the nest, is never a very
profitable fowl. Fright not only injures
the fowl, but it at once tells on egg production. The Campines and Buttercups
are gaining popularity very rapidly; in
fact, in the United States the demand for
Buttercups, both for eggs for hatching
and for breeding stock has been greater
than the supply. When eggs is the main
object the special purpose breeds are no
doubt the most profitable, as these breeds
are more adapted, for egg production. The
lighter breeds are non-sitters, hence there
is no time taken in incubating.

There

Whittle off a fresh pipeful and you will find for the
first time what the NATURAL flavor of Tobacco IS.
"Made

IS

the special purpose breeds the
most popular are Leghorns, Minorcas,

%eVETERMJ SMOKER
his plug

Cochins and Lang-

Among

Winnipeg

from

— Brahmas,

shans, but these are not desirable from a
farmer's standpoint as they are rather
slow in maturing, and as a rule not very
good layers. Their most serious objection,
however, is the feathers on the legs. In
the fall of the year when given free
range, the soft earth freezes to the
feathers and the birds very often freeze
to death in the fields.

Roof" Booklet

••Right

has been

that during the warm weather they are
more given to incubating than the other
two breeds. Another very popular breed
This breed differs
is the Orpington.
from these previously mentioned in that
they have white legs and skin, hence they
have a less attractive appearance for
market purposes, and for that reason
they are bred more by fanciers than by
farmers. Like the Reds they are inclined to become broody during warm
weather.
Then we have the feathered legged

Druggist

City. Que., Can.

THREE GRACES IN POULTRY CULTURE
The question is often asked, why do
some men fail while others succeed? We
might as well ask that of the doctor, the
lawyer, or of men in any other vocation.
We would receive about the same reply:
They are not properly equipped, either
in facilities or business capacity. That is
•about the best explanation we can give.
There are three graces in poultry love,
faith and work. If a man has love for his
work he will be more apt to rightly manage it and more apt to notice all the de-

—
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tails of the business. If he has faith he
will not become discouraged,
and will
stick to it through thick and thin, lie will

At

work because he knows that work hath its
reward. What can we do with any busiour heart is not in it? To do things
mechanically will never accomplish good
results. We must be in a different mood.
We must see pleasure in the work. We
must not slight our attention. We may
have all the love imaginable, and we may
have the greatest of faith, but if we do not
get right down to hard work we will accomplish nothing. Poulti-y work is hard
work. It is not hard muscular labor so
much as it is close application. Laboring
for love, with the belief that the reward
will come later on, is always delightful
work, but work without pay, and without
prospect of pay, is what harasses the
mind and gives one that "hope-begone"
feeling. Remember that if one has love for
the work, has faith in the work, and
will work, there is as much chance of an
honest livelihood with poultry as with any
other stock, or any other branch of farming. There are plenty of stumbling blocks
in poultry culture. It is not all plain and
easy sailing. It is only the plucky novice
who is able to step over these obstacles.
ness

last

!

!

if

STRAIN MORE IMPORTANT

THAN BREED

To make a proper start in the poultry
business let me again emphasize the importance of selecting a breed to suit your
taste. Have an ideal in your own
mind and aim to breed for that type; do
not be always changing breeds and ideas.

own

The man who is continually changing his
ideas in the management of his poultry,
not sticking to one system and not working that for all that it is worth, never satisfied with the
breed but continually
changing, that is the man who never
succeeds. When the breed is selected, remember that strain is even more important than breed, and by strain we mean
simply a family line of any breed of fowls
which has been bred for a number of
years for some special purpose. There
are bred-to-lay strains of the generalpurpose breeds, and these will b^ found
the most profitable for the average farm.
The farmer should by

all

Here

is

a Small

Ideal PlayerPiano for the

Farm Home.
What

the

farm home needs

— Music

Here's just the instrument that you Iiave been waiting for, neat, attractive,
eonipact, and a convenient size. How many times have you wished that you could
pui chase an instrument that would not look too large for your home, that would
hannouize with the furnishings and appearance of the room.
Just thiak of having a player-piano possessing all the requirements of a fullsized instrument but measuring only 4 feet .3 inches high.
This is a brand new model equipped with all the latest improvements and
absolutely trouble-proof.
This beautiful player-piano will bring into your home new joy, love and life.
You will never know the joy of being able to personally produce music until you
have seated yourself at this responsive player and brought forth from those keys
that you thought would be forever silent to you Music
as the great musicians
would play. Whether popular, sacred, opera or dance music your home can have
all the music ever written
Your children will appreciate this wonderful instrument because it will give
to them the greatest joy in their life and assist to give them a musical education
and create an ear for good music. Make no mistake about the value of this
instrument ^the price is well within your reach.
The price is only .$4,501 Small, indeed, when you consider the value and
amusement it will be to your life and family. You'll be delighted when
you see it. And when you experience the joy of producing music you'll
know that it is the ideal instrument at a moderate price.
Simply tear off the coupon at right while you sit there reading
this now and fill in and mail for our descriptive booklet and.
easypayment plan. It will cost you nothing. Xo trouble,
just sign and mail to-night.

—

—

—

means secure

the best stock obtainable and endeavor to
improve through selection of the egg-laying qualities of the fowls of his flock.

The Williams Piano Co.
Limited

We

hear and read much more about the
introduction of fresh blood than we do
about the quality of blood to be introduced; simply because it is new does not

OSHAWA, ONT.

mean that it is any better. The quality
is what we must look to.
Many poultryraisers look at the matter as a necessity to
change blood in their flocks every year,
and with some of them it makes very little difference about the kind of stock they
are getting as long as it is nevv. I am quite
in favor of using new blood once in a
while, or when I see it is necessary to do
so, but if the breeder handles and mates
his stock as he should there will be no
necessity of introducing new blood every
year. And when you do buy birds for

breeding purposes be sure that you obtain

them from a flock that does not need new
blood more than-your own. Selecting new
stock and getting just the right kind to
improve your own, and keeping up their
good qualities, is a piece of work that requires experience and much study.
It is safe to begin small follow the best
accepted practices of successful men. Test
untried theories in a small way, adopt the
breed best suited to your own taste and to
the market you wish to supply and stick
to it. Study the business and stay with it
until the difficulties have been overcome.
;

PEERLESS

f

LAWN

FENCING

CnHances Property Valties

A BEAUTIFUL lawn fence gives any piece of property that symmetrical,

I
H

pleas-

-^"V ing, orderly appearance that not only affords its owner a keen sense of pleasure
and satisfaction while occupying the premises, but when offered for sale, it brings
not an expense.
It's an investment
a better price

V

—
PGerless Ornamental Fencinff

is

made

of strong,

stiff,

galvanized wire that will not sag. In addition to galvanizing,
every strand is given a coating of zinc enamel
paint, thus forming the best possible insurance
against rust. Peerless Ornamental Fence is
made in several styles. It's easy to erect and
holds its shape for years.
Send for fr e catalog. If interested, ask about
our farm and poultry fencing, Aaents nearly
everywhere. Agents wanted in open territory.

The Banweil-Hoxie Wire Fence Co., Ltd.
Winnipeg, Man.
Hamilton, Ont,

—
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The

Girl and Her

Vocation

As

I

was

saying, the

woman who

independent in thought
and action that there is always more or
less of the 'surprise' element about her, is
truly interesting. We hate servility and
an endless desire to please, unreasonable
as it may sound."
"According to Marg, torment seems to
be man's natural element. By Jove, there's
something in it too the woman who stirs
our respect, even our fears a little, is the
one who satisfies. The meek little unassuming wife is a bore I'm never bored,"
said her husband pensively again.
"That's because deep in his heart, the
modern man demands equality," added his
wife promptly.
"Well, Kathleen, these unorthodox relatives of yours have suggested a starting-place in your self study. Watch what
interests you most and longest, the things
you find yourself drawn to by something
hidden within your own nature. Should
you like to know some of the questions we
give our students to answer about them-

is seLf-poised, so

—

'^

"Oh, very much, Uncle Charles. I'll
if
you'll wait one
Number one?"
I.
Does your mind work more naturally and easily in the world of ideas or of
things? Are you happier among books
and doing mental work, or among material things and working with your
hands?
II.
What lines of work can you do
best now? What do you like to do best?
III.
In what respects would you excel
most of your comrades? In what would
you be inferior to them?
IV.— Do you prefer outdoor or indoor

—

"Don't interrupt your wife, honey. You
still tip the scales at one hundred and
ninety.

X.

humor

write them down,
minute. Now, ready.

Continued from page 14

tact, patience

in dealing

deal?
XI. If the world were full of people
like yourself, should you like to live in it?
Would it be a happy world?
XII. Are you healthy? Neat in dress?

—

—
—

Good mannered?
XIII. If you were sure they would be
granted, what would your first five wishes

—
—

be?

—

XIV. Which of all the occupations
with which you are familiar appeal to you
most, leaving out the question of money
returns altogether? Why?
XV. Which of those that appeal to you

work?

—

— Have

you tried any business vensuccess did you have? In
which did you seem most happy as well
V.
tures?

— Have you

and goodwith people? Are you a
leader naturally among your equals, or do
you prefer to let others lead? Are you
ready to give as well as receive a square

selves when they begin to think about
their future life work?"

the most in the way of self -development, congenial comrades, and future ad-

What

off'er

vancement?

as successful?
VI.
How do you like to spend your
leisure? What are your favorite forms of
recreation?
VII.
What do you look for^ first in a
magazine? In the daily paper?

—
—

—

XVI.^ Which will enable you to put
the most and best into your future home?
XVII. How much better would your
friends, your neighborhood, your country
and yourself be because of the work you
would choose to do?

—
VIII. — What exhibits attract you most

XVIII.

— When

you are done living,
which you have chosen
to put your best energies, leave you with
a sense of satisfaction at having used

at the fall fairs?

— What qualities in your friends at-

will the

IX.^

Are your friends such as
are likely to stimulate the best in you?

tract you most?

work

into

3%L j^ii^^ Mot^ Vaz<i^
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highest form of serwhich you are capable?
You see, Kathleen, if you have strongly
marked tendencies toward any particular
line of work, your problem is easy, for
tastes and abilities are likely to go hand
in hand. If, on the other hand, a number
of things seem to appeal to you about
equally, you will need to go more slowly
and study yourself and conditions around
you more carefully. Some people do not

your

abilities in the

vice of

work for quite a number of years; others drift into occupations for which they are unsuited because
it is the easiest course at the time or because someone they know is in it, and
when they discover their mistake, it is
find their real life

too late."
"And, Charlie, a

woman

especially must
never let any work blind her to the meaning of life which is to live with one's
whole being. Love, play and religion

—

79

must mingle with work to attain that
more abundantly' which all women

erman has

crave," said Kathleen's mother, looking
out into the deepening twilight.

aggravating conditions. He has a very
strenuous life for the fall term, both night
and day. The shortage of skilled labor
and the high costs of repairs, oil and fuel,
will accentuate this more than ever this

'life

"Do you know, I believe your desires
and longings are, in most cases, a sort of
response to something that is coming towards you are caused by it, answer to
it as the tides do to the moon, as the earth
answers to the sun call in the spring,"
said Margaret, slipping a caressing hand

—

over that of her niece.

"Seek within yourself and you will find
everything; and rejoice that, without,
there lies a Nature that says yea and
amen to all you have discovered in yourself," quoted Uncle Charles, as they sank
watching the rising moon
quivering shadows through the

into silence,

throw

leaves of the butternut tree in the corner
of the lawn.

to tie himself up to a $2,000 or
a |4,000 debt and to operate under most

year.

Even

Eastern provinces where
is being looked upon
more favorably, the difficulty of depending upon the travelling threshing crew
has made many farmers consider a small
co-operative neighborhood group or single
in the

the individual outfit

outfits for themselves.

They find that they can use a light
thresher with their own gasoline engine
and do their work on days when outside
work is slack and with what labor is at
their

command.

Many farmers

Implements
In

Some Lines

—

-Bigger or Smaller?

Machine is Needed, and in Other
Threshing, the Tendency is to a Smaller Rig

THE war

is

a Larger

creating

new

in almost all lines of

conditions

employment.

People are doing things in ways
that were never dreamed of a few months
ago. Old theories and customs are being
thrown aside and the daily problems
looked at more in the light of a sane
utilitarianism.

The season of 1915 saw the greatest
agricultural

much

so in Ontario that for the

time in a generation, grain crops
uncut in the fields in September.
The high yields, though, more than compensated for this loss.
Now the seeding of 1916 has been unfirst

stood

usually delayed. Many farms were untouched by the cultivator the third week
in
May yet the compensations will
surely come.

—

Thus the weather and the war has
proven the value of bigger farm implements in many cases. The need for one
pair of hands operating a maximum of
efficient machinery has been imperative.
Consequently many have been looking
around for larger field implements.
The farmer himself should be the best
judge of this. If he can truly say of himself, that he has followed the most modern
methods as set forth by the exponents of
advanced agriculture, that he has used the
largest machinery that could be economically adapted to his individual conditions,
that he has followed rotations best suited
to his soil and climate, then may he rest
assured that no change from the usual

Cases, Like

time in the past and it isn't likely there
a better time in the future, than
the present to get out of the rut of oldfashioned and worn-out methods.
will be

threshing

done at times that do not inthe regular work of the
farm. The need of help is minimized and
so a saving results in many ways. The individual thresher is worth inquiring into
by many a small farmer.

farm

inefficient

is

the change

implements

We

those

to

of

necessary to operate the larger machines.
However, power is cheaper than labor,
and in the case of horse-power it is at
least more dependable than hired labor.
When using large machinery it is well
to use the largest horse one can get. Two
fifteen hundred pound horses will eat
more hay or grain than will three ten
hundred pound horses. And they will do
as much or more work than will the lighter
horse.

In the matter of

mowers and

drills, discs,

harrows,

reapers, the larger sizes can

be used with increased horse-power without increased man-power in fact, in some
cases with woman-power.
;

WHERE SMALLER ONES COME

IN

cases where
smaller machines are being forced to the
front by these very same reasons.. An inagain,

there

s

gei together

Let us show you the way to
increase your income to any
extent you desire:
If your
present salary isn't quite sufficient to talce care of "extra
summer needs," our plan will
provide the money for them.
It will also furnish the funds,
for vacation expenses.

The

.

best part of our moneymalcing plan is. no time is
needed, only what .vou can
spare from your regular employment.
It interferes in no
way with business or pleasure,
but fits in as a "money maker"
into spare-time moments. Work
it an hour now and then and
the cash results will surprise
you.

Now

— the

is

,1ust

the time to start

—

long^ and are
Turn your
getting longer.
evenings and spare time into
cash by becoming our district
representative.

days are

are

stance in point is that of the individual
threshing outfit.

Weather and labor conditions have
the work of the big threshing outfit
a very expensive proposition. The thresh-

made

need your spare time

— Let'

from small

larger size and greater capacity. In company with the prospect of larger machinery is the problem of the increased power

Then

is

terfere with

of the most necessary changes on

the average

and

tario farms, as well as it is creeping into
prairie agriculture. With the small mill,

You Want More Money

MACHINES OF GREATER CAPACITY

One

These were operated by tread power,
horse power and gasoline engines.
But now the idea of the smaller threshing outfit has taken hold of many big Onties.

routine of his farm will- benefit him.
On the contrary, if he cannot say that
he has used the most up-to-date machinery
and methods, now is the time for him to
change. There has never been a better

production of the century.

Hopes were high that 1916 would prove
equally as good. But against this comes
the labor problem on the farm, and greater than that are the weather conditions.
Last fall we had an exceptionally wet season, so

in Quebec and the Maritime Provinces have been using the small
outfit for a long time because of the scattered nature of their farms in some.locali-

Full particulars without
(jation free on request.
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The "Farm
The Exodus From

the

By
or Annie A. Backus

Bogey"

Isolated

Country is a Real Calamity, But
Natural Conditions

it

Isn't the Result of

an unnecessary occupaone occupation which we

"Is agriculture
tion?

It is the

fools are abandoning; flocking into ant-

do everything but that.

hills to

"Agriculture
try

and

is

science."

a

riital

art

and indus-

—Sir Oliver Lodge.

was a time
THERE
universe when

in the history of
agriculture was
the
considered the most honorable of
Men were called from beoccupations.
hind the plough, from pruning their trees,
from caring from their stock, to fill the
highest positions in the state; and it was
at that period when we find least of
greed and graft in state management.
Virgil himself was an agriculturist, and
wrote learnedly and poetically a book on
husbandry; but the world has travelled
far since then and in devious ways, and
the question of many thoughtful persons
to-day is "How to Keep the Girls and Boys
on the Farm." In other words, how are
we going to make farming fashionable, so
that it may seem more stylish to live an
independent, healthful life, glad of the
labor because it is good, of the freedom
because it is wholesome, rejoicing to be
individuals instead of machines.

The
rests

solution of

many

What

to this one,

are the causes that drive

from the farms active young people, many
to work in factories, in shops, as clerks, as

To get

at the real trouble, to understand
people, the strong and active who do not fear hard labor, why these
leave farms, going out into the cities to
toil amidst conditions far from wholesome
rather than to live in the open, uncrowded
country^this ip the mystery we must find
before we can learn the remedy.

why

stenographers, as milliners, or as waiters
hotels?
anything, only to get away
from the country; that seems to be the

—

in

heart's desire. To find why this is so, to
discover the rural conditions causing this
universal discontent is the study of statesmen and of sociologists to-day.

The

real wealth of

be in her agricultural products rather
than the output of her factories, and it is
up to us to found a system that will make
the production of agricultural goods so
pleasant and profitable that the call of the
factory, the call of the city, shall no longer
deplete our farms of their own.

ditions.

But when you ask the farmer who
his work and who loves, as
some do, every acre of the old farm, every
glorifies in

tree in its forest, every corner of the home
made beautiful and comfortable by the
thrifty housewife; every shrub and rose-

the

young

One fact in the changes of human outlook has no doubt something to do with
the general exodus from the country, and
that is the viewpoint of the home; there
are some even to-day who remember when
home was a place to live in, a place where
the family enjoyed themselves, a place
where in the evenings a little reading was
done, a little music was enjoyed; the social centre was in the home.
To-day the
aim is to get away from home, to get into
a motorcar and rush off to some distant
point at a rate of speed just beyond the
law, and to astonish the natives; this

Canada must always

When we ask the retired farmer why he
leaves his old home to come to the town
he tells us that "farming is too laborious,
the hours are too long, the profits are out
of proportion to the labor spent, the farmer does not get fair prices, the middlemen get the profits, the life is lonely for
women folks" and many other
the
troubles, things derogatory of rural con-

These people know how

bush, every ornamental tree which together they planted; this man who, as he
passes through the pasture fields is followed and nosed by his cows and horses,
every one of which knows its name and
place in the stables, this man will tell you
farming is the best and most enjoyable
work in the world. He will show you
how farming is the only independent life,
will prove to you that the intelligent,
educated agriculturist is more to be envied than any other man in the world.

to prevent the depopulation of rural

districts."

a straw-ride.

to

make

the

most of the pleasure

resources of the country.

national problems

upon the correct answer

"How

Out for

tendency
•

we

find

everywhere, and this

is

a feat jnore easily accomplished where
there is no live stock to look after, no responsibilities but to lock up the front door
of the rented house and hike with, the

crowd.

The isolation of the country has been so
talked about that many think it is a fact,
and to ask a young woman to marry a
farmer seems to them
become matron of an

like

asking her to

isolation hospital.

The fear of being alone is so a part of today's education that anyone expressing an
opinion in favor of the quiet of country
life is looked upon as being a sort of
unique crank. The love of home for itself
and for the comfort of that home apart
from all the world cannot be understood
by the present generation. However, one
of the strongest factors in driving young
women from the country home is the financial position of women on the farms.
In the towns we see young women going
out daily and earning a little money for
themselves, but in the country men seem
to think that a woman should never have
a penny, and there is no position in the
world so mortifying as to be without
money and to have to ask for it and to explain where it goes, how it is spent (as is
usually the case with the women in the
country) is an insult so great to intelligent women that naturally it drives them
to towns and cities where as a rule whatever money there is the women have the
spending of most of it. In the home she
does the buying for that home, and if an
unmarried woman without those responsibilities she has an opportunity of going
out into some line of work and making a
little for herself. There is no doubt but
that the lack of co-operation on the part
of farmers keeps them from realising all
Their
they should from their profits.
prices are made for them, and they have
to sell many times ^t a profit altogether
too small to allow living wages for their
work. Another thing is the large capital
invested in the business: a farm and
buildings, and all the stocR necessary to
go on with the work. The farm implements, too, are no small item of the investment; this means that several thous.ands of dollars must be put in the business to start with, and not many young
men have the capital even if they have
the desire to possess farms.
,
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A MAN'S
Two

things

particularly

mannish

— two

which men ever use great care in
choosing -are a pipe and a shaving soap.
Both are everyday companions both can give
But a poor pipe
pleasure if properly selected.
likewise a poor shaving
is a source of woe

•things over

—

—

stick.

MEN AKE APPRECIATIVE

beard

is

softened properly.

wholesome green
after-effect.

color

There's no

The

oils

produce that

and

that delightful, soothing
irritating smarting, no soapy

odor, but a satisfying, faint, oriental perfume.

ENTIRELY

NEW

properly present Palmoiive Shaving Stick we
have invented the newest and most convenient holder.
turn
It is made of pure non-corrosive aluminum.
of the screw and the soap comes through as you
need it. Your fingers never touch the soap. There's
no soggy, unsanitary paper wrapping no troublesome tinfoil. The beveled edge guards the hidden
soap completely keeping it always dry and clean.
You can use the last particle of soap none is wasted.

To

—

Palmoiive Shaving Stick appeals particularly to men
with tender faces. The palm and olive oils help to
produce a firm lather, soft and soothing, that does not
dry on the face. No pull your razor glides over the
toughest spots the wiriest chin hairs, because the

—

HOBBIES

—

A

—

—

—

After a Palmoiive shave, the natural finishing touch is with Palmoiive Talcum.
You will
Its smooth, soft feeling comes from our use of the finest Italian talc.
like it.
If your dealer has not yet secured his supply of Palmoiive Shaving Soap
Each of them are priced at 25c, and we will
or Palmoiive Talcum, write us.
be glad to forward them by mail, if you desire one or both.

B. J.

JOHNSON SOAP COMPANY,
American Address:

B. J.

Limited,

JOHNSON SOAP

155-157 George
CO.,

Inc.,

Street,

Toronto, Ontario

Milwaukee, Wis.
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FAIRY SOAP
For

toilet

and bath

The purest, choicest materials are
used

for Fairy

Soap

;

the most

expert soap-makers produce

Because

n^

of

its

purity

and

it.

refresh-

ing cleansing qualities

it is

the ideal soap for toilet

^1

^

and

bath.

The

oval floating cake

fits

the hand.
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We have introduced into this issue
on page 16 a short review of the markets of the month, with the hope that
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Children

love Jelly Roll Just like this—
—baked from FIVE ROSES flour
'

—
an
—with a
— and

enticing oval lined with fresh jelly,
bright, well-risen crumb that is soft, and spongy, and yielding.

therefore

daintily digestible.

light

— and, above

all,

so amazingly alluring without a crack, or break, or seam

to

mar

exquisite smoothness.

strength and fineness of FIVE ROSES flour hold the batter together in the lo
well-greased pan, promising a uniform raising in the oven.
Its elasticity allows
quick, faijltless rolling so essential.

The

HOW TO ROLL A
JELLY ROLL
So

that

it

can't break.

This, and many similar pro,blems, together with over

'200 tested cake recipes,

also

pages

on bread, pastries,
puddings, etc., all within ths
covers of the famous FIVE

ROSES

Cook

Boole.

So in-

dispensable to good housekeeping that already over
200,000 women could not
do without it. Sent for 10

two-cent stamps.

Address

Dept. J, Lake of the Woods
Milling Co.,Limited Montreal.

housewives eager and ambitious

to excel in culinary art should ad
cakes, puddings, pastries and bread.
It is fast becoming
that
far
outsells
liked
it
any
other
flour made in Cana
household word for flour, so well

In fact,

all

FIVE ROSES
See

that

for all

you get the

flour

you ask

for.

TEN CENTS A COPY

TKe

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR
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Mules As War Horses:
What One Big Farm

THE

is

Doing

in the

Number

1916

By

EUGENE

HALL

Matter of Mule Supplies

American mules

ians and are tried out to
test their value for army
purposes.
The principal receiving
station for these animals"is
In
at Kansas City, Mo.
the vast barns of the stock
yards there, which are
principally controlled by
one group of dealers, there
accommodations for
are
many thousands of mules.
At each place where the

are playing an important part in the
war now prevailing in EuHundreds of thourope.
sands of animals have been
shipped from this country,
and so far as we are able
to learn the demand for
them is constantly increasing.

Expert buyers are sent
out from Kansas City, St.
Louis, Nashville, Memphis
and other prominent points
in the southwestern States,
who buy these animals of
breeders and farmers and
ship them to the headquarters of each respective territory where they are received and fed, inspected
by experienced veterinar-

J.

9

Loading mules on

to a

British steamer at the Chahncttc dock.

While

was being taken 900 mules were loaded upon this steamer
in the space of less than three hours, and sad to relate in this connection the steamer with its entire load was sunk by a submarine
while on its way to Asia, where the mules were to have been
put into commission for mountain service.
this picture

mules are assembled a
group of English officers
and expert veterinarians
thoroughly inspect and try
out the horses and mules.
After being inspected
and tried out these animals
are accepted and branded
and thereafter become the
property

of

the

English

There arc 16 yards outside tlic Chulmcttc station where, with their adjacent sheds, they each accommodate over LyOOO
mules.
This picture shows one of the yards where the mules are being fed and cared for.
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To feed the thousands of ani7nals upon this great farm at Lathrop, Mo., 200 four-horse teams are required. At one
barn there was $150,000 worth of baled hay and this was only one of the bams in service. T his picture
shows many of these teams and mules on the edge of the hill.

Government and are handled and shipped
the Government's expense and risk.
From Kansas City and the other prominent points where the animals are assembled, inspected and accepted they are
at

shipped to a farm at Lathrop, Mo., which
is said to be more than 10,000 acres in
extent and where more than 15,000 mules
and horses can be fed and cared for at
one time.

The Fence and the Garden
The War

is

Driving

Home to Everybody the Facts
C haracter-Buildins

usual to have a garden enclosed
fence. It is necessary to have it
so enclosed where marauding animals
are abioad. The integrity of the garden
demands this. In such circumstances it
ig impossible to have a garden without a
fence and, in any circumstance, so valued
is this little plot of ground for its contribution to the table and its grateful ministration to the eye that no risk is ever
taken by the owner. As the devastating
wot-k'of one prowler by day or night may
destroy the effort of the year, so behind
picket, rail, stone or wire the profitable
industry of the gardener is ensured and
the safety of vegetable, fruit and flower
guaranteed.
Other areas than the garden are fenced.
The pasture field, for an example, but in
this case the purpose served by the fence
is not, in the main, that of the fence
about the garden. In the latter instance,
exclusion is the chief purpose; in the
former, inclusion. The fence about the
pasture is to keep the animals IN and
about the garden to keep the animals

OUT.

// is Van
little poems

erned

bji

(lisijusts.

Diike in one of 7/i.s beautiful
v:ho pratjn that ire he f/orour admirations and not bi/ our
It is a prayer worth daihi

repetition.
The man icho sells bcautii
irill
(/row beautiful.
The farmer irlio
looks on good buildings clean fields and
Tl>e
fine livestock will soon have them.
preacher who scolds his conf/regatio/i
Hill soon in turn liave a bunch of scolders around him.
'The beautiful in life
,

unfortunatehi
imitate.

does

Some

not compel
darkness

love

all

to

better,

therefore the fence is necessary. Kvery
farmer should make it his pride
tliui liis neii/ltborhoud regards in evcrii
respect our Sunday. Oood farming goes
Editor.
intli 'it.
ijounij

realm, eternal vigilance

is

the price of

safety.

Our parable

is

pretation thereof

complete and the interis

as follows:
called the Lord's

The garden may be
Day.

—

Consideration of this metaphor for we
are not studying it literally as we shall
show later is not complete without having regard to the fact that a fence does
not happen or grow in its place.
It is
built upon the premises or purchased and
erected. The hand of man is in its erection and his constructive genius is exercised to adapt the structure to the place
and purpose to be served.
Nor does man stay his hand with construction. Accidents will happen and repairs must be made. A whole panel may
go down by a storm or the onslaught of a
greedy animal. Members of the household, the children at play, or the "help"
may be negligent and leave the gate ajar
or the bars down. Here, as in every other

shipment.

By

:

w m

of Individual

is

ITby a

There are vast barns and feed lots upon
which the animals are fed
and put in perfect condition for foreign
this estate in

Rochester

and National

The fence the Lord's Day Act.
The Agent in securing and maintaining
the fence is the Lord's Day Alliance.
As a garden contributes to sustenance,
health and happiness, so the contributions made by the Lord's Day to mankind
are material, satisfying and grateful. The
worth of the day is, of course, most inadequately expressed by the figure of
the garden.

Lloyd George, by his order to close on
Sunday all munition factories under Government control in the British Isles, has
expressed in concrete form his belief as
to the value of the day physically and industrially at least. Sunday harvesting in
the West has been too prevalent in past
years and yet those who have worked on
Sunday cannot show any advantage
gained over those who rested. Rather it
has been almost conclusively shown by a

review of the situation in a wide district
in a Western province that success in
harvesting has been enjoyed in fuller
measure by those who refrained from
Sunday labor; and this conclusion is arrived at after due allowance is made for
some special cases of pronounced necessity.

—

Returning on Sunday from a country
service, I saw two farm "hands" lounging in their working clothes by the roadside.

Thos. Pegg and Sons, of Ayhner,
a specialty of good seed corn.
field that yielded big.

make

A

They were obeying, at

least,

one

requirement o# the Sabbath law by "resting," and would, to that extent, be profited. Suppose, however, they had changed
their working-clothes for Sunday apparel.
Even that would have brought the exhilaration of increasing self respect and
therefore an inspiration to goodness; but
suppose to this they had added attendance upon public worship, had given "attention to reading" also, and had earnestly sought to better themselves by whatContinued on page 76.

How

I

My

Market

Poultry Products

Co-operation With the Grocer by Reliable Packing

THE

great reason for our success
with poultry is in the care we take
for placing our products in a paying market. Going on the assumption that
there are hundreds of city people who will
pay a good price for a guaranteed article,
we obtain a better price after all expenses
for shipping are deducted than do the
majority of our neighbors.

Then, again, we find that the business
connections that we make with a local
town grocer and a city grocer, are eminently satisfactory. We ship in well-kept
crates, either the eggs or the dressed poultry, and the grocer knows our goods are
always dependable and he can, therefore,
cater to a good paying trade, being sure
of having the goods.

The

grocer is not able to take a
great deal of our supply because of his
limited trade except at ordinary prices.
Now, if he wants any of the produce, he
calls us up on the 'phone and we arrange
He is satisfied to
to run in with the order.
give us our prices for this service and also
to know that he can secure the produce
when he is taking orders.

By ALEX. T.

All last year we obtained five cents a
dozen for eggs over the price paid by the

Me Money

they do not bring about actual putrefaction.

Of course, we shipped
butter and often other products from the
farm at the same time, receiving good
prices for them.
local hucksters.

In the matter of dressed poultry we
take extra care in feeding, use fattening
crates and dress the chickens according
to the college instructions, and we have
yet to hear of any complaints due to quality and packing.
These chickens are put
up with every care. The weights of each
placed on a small gummed stamp and
put on each one. This helps out the grocer
and carries the name of our farm also
as a guarantee to the consumer of his dinner being perfectly right.

local

But the most dependable way we find is
through the city grocer 40 miles away.
We send him the eggs in neat, sound crates
and the dressed poultry well-packed in
clean shipping boxes, returnable to us.

ROWE

Has Made

I

believe

mark, when

why

so

I
I

am perfectly within the
say that the chief reason

many farmers

fail to

make money

out of their poultry, is due to carelessness
and a disregard of packing.

Poultry should be marketed undrawn,
and with the heads and feet still on. When
the carcase is full drawn, and the head
and feet removed, it decomposes most
rapidly.

Undrawn

poultry keeps much better,
for the reason that when the body is
opened for cleaning, the delicate tissues
in it are open to the bacteria of the air,
which multiply very rapidly and soon destroy the flavor of the chicken, even if

We know that one of our Ontario Women's Institute lecturers advises us not
to wash the chickens before putting them
into the pot or oven, but we cannot fear
bacteria in the air that far. She will have
to go much farther in order to lead us to
her way of doing it. But that is quite
another thing.
In the great packing houses, fowls are
dry picked and most cities' prefer them
picked without scalding.

The following directions for packing
which are given by a noted poultry expert will cover the point well.

"After the' feathers are off, the fowl is
on a cooling board with the head
hanging down, until all the animal heat is
cooled out.
It is then packed in boxes
large enough to hold one dozen fowls. The
box is lined with white paper, then the
first layer of fowls is placed in with the
feet pressing against the breast and the
head neatly tucked under the wing,
breasts down.
laid

"The top layer is now put in, backs
down, with heads and feet disposed of in
the sahie way, a layer of white paper laid
over them and the top nailed down.
"Before packing, the heads are wiped
clear of blood, and the feet and legs carefully cleaned."

The roosting houses and scratchiyig sheds of a big white leghorn flock on Dr. Tobnie's farm on Vancouver Island.
Photo by Edgar Fleming.

Co-operation That
The Telephone Situation
movement which tends
EVERY
brighten, and render more attrac-

in

Won

Out:

tive,

the rural life of

Canada is
Under this

ruling many things may appear in the
catalogue of the country's blessings, which
heretofore have been too greatly discounted. To illustrate, consider the subject of railway building. If the local politician who sincerely aspires to represent
the riding, can honestly and without
malice aforethought, convince his constituents that his election will be followed by
the construction, of a branch line from
.Jonestown to Brownville, a spirit of enthusiasm permeates the whole locality. In
this particular reference, everything is
likely to materialize except the railway.
Again, if a rural town or village, following the example of its grown-up sister,
the city, decides to bonus a promising industry (I use the word "promise" advisedly), which will give employment to
thousands, and result in the payment of
tens of thousands each month, the country
adjacent to this hub of enterprise will, for
at least a temporary period, take on new
life.
The farmers' produce, it is expected,
will be in high demand. In fact, the new
conditions will, in all likelihood, constitute a sort of mutual benefit society. It
blesseth him that gives, and him that
takes.

Many other instances, of a transitory
character, might be cited, but one especially, more staple and permanent, is deserving of a thorough and detailed
analysis. I refer to the rural telephone;
one of the outstanding utilities in modern
development. We have noted with a degree of satisfaction the rapid blending of
the urban and rural interests, during recent decades. This process of unification
is plainly associated with the old adage,
"far-off fields look green." Even the literal interpretation will not in this instance conflict. The city resident longs for
fresh air, radiant sunshine, country
walks and green fields. The old cow-path
which in his boyhood days led away to the
back pasture, forms a memory picture,
beautiful and refreshing. He would not
exchange it for the most famous production of a Raphael or a Landseer. Likewise
the rural citizen covets the pleasures of
the city, its wonderful opportunities, its
educational advantages, to say nothing
of the privilege of high taxes, exorbitant
rents, and dearer foods. But the longings
of each have been of good avail. The urbanites and ruralites have pitched their
tents closer to each other.
The prime
agencies have been the automobile and the
telephone. To the new rural development,
they have been meat and drink, health

and vigor.
SPIRIT OF

BROTHERHOOD

Social environment forms a very considerable part of the ideal country life.
To illustrate this in concrete form, two
rural neighborhoods of my acquaintance

and other
modern equipments which have added to
rural life an urban flavor, maintaining
meanwhile the real essential attributes of
troduction of the telephone

E. C. Drury, of Barrie, in commenting
on rural politics recentli/ before a Toronto yathering, said that the rural
telephone vas a triumph for united farm,
action in settling a question that politicians and business competition could not
do.
There are doubtless matin improvements to be made in our local rural services, but the facts of its usefulness are
well knoun in nearly every farm home.
Editor.

are strikingly typical. In No. 1 neighborhood, the most friendly and helpful spirit
In fact, the citizens might be
prevails.
likened to one big family. Their interests
blend, their sympathies unite. All things,
animate and inanimate, seem to smile
goodwill. As you enter that neighborhood, the atmosphere of friendship greets
you. In No. 2 neighborhood* the climatic
conditions, socially, are cold. The prevailing wind is from the north. The quality of selfishness seems to predominate,
and each seems to care but little for the
welfare of his neighbors. This isolation is
truly unpleasant. Furthermore, it is injurious to the physical anatomy, and
likely to cause sluggish liver, melancholy,
somnambulism.
spleen
or
contracted
Moved and seconded, that No. 1 neighborhood is the ideal for Canada. Carried unanimously, and in the work of promoting
and forwarding this ideal, the rural telephone is the foremost apostle. It broadens the spirit of friendship and true association. People who reside on the same
and adjacent concession lines, mutually
indiff"erent,

have now become mutually

concerned for each other's well-being,
and the spirit of brotherhood, the goal of
all true effort, prevails.
In

pioneer

days,

get-together

events

were numerous. The frequent logging,
raising and husking bees constituted informal receptions. When the toils of the
day were o'er, a hearty repast was enMrs.
joyed at the family homestead.
Jones, the farmer's wife,, assisted by her
kind neighbors, poured tea but no mention
was made of the fact in the society columns. That era, however, passed. The
march of time brought a succession of
changes. Scientific agriculture has constituted each farm more of a unit, and conseauently the early neighborly spirit,
which before was an enjoyable necessity,
had suffered a decline. The rural telephone thus seems to have entered the
arena of utility at the proper period. Any
permanent lessening of the true spirit of
friendly intercourse and mutual helpfulness would retard our national progress.
Spreading the gospel of free speech (a
small remuneration is, of course, expected
by most of the telephone companies) the
telephone is bringing life and brightness,
it is supplying the oil of joy and service
throughout rural Canada. The isolation
which was driving the young people off
the farm is fast disappearing by the in,

THE

smyth'carter

Rural Canada Was Settled by Farmers Themselves

to

.truly a national benefaction.

j

the ideal agricultural art.

FARM VALUES GROW
Apart from the standpoint of general
convenience and social betterment, the
commercial value of the telephone in every
locality thus blessed is a prime consideration.
The farmer is in constant touch
with the best markets, local and more distant.
Many duties, which in pre-telephone days would necessitate a drive to
town, can now be disposed of in a brief
moment or two if neighbor Robinson is
not using the line, thus saving the wear
and tear on motor tires or equine equipment. Now that rural mail delivery, a
first

cousin of the rural telephone,

is

ex-

tending so rapidly, the frequent voyage to
the local post office is fast passing. The
"going-for-the-mail" trip was generally
utilized as well for other purposes. An
order for groceries from the local store,
an urgent message to some neighbor and
a myriad other messages were frequently
on the waiting list. With ease the telephone now takes care of all these.
How great a blessing it is when sickness
suddenly develops in the home. The doctor can be advised, day or night, and is
soon at the bedside of the sick one. This
Is truly a satisfying condition to anxious
friends at such a time, and undoubtedly
often results in the saving of human life.

Only a few of the uses of the rural telephone are embraced in the preceding
paragraphs. Its abuses could be efficiently detailed by a local commission in any
neighborhood thus served. Summarizing
re.sults, it would appear that the saving of
both man-power and horse-power is an
item of material importance. If this saving be turned to profitable account in
connection with the general work of the
farm, it will afford opportunity to accomplish
many improvements which
otherwise would have to be indefinitely
deferred, and furnish a worthy impetus
to the "Thrift and Production" campaign
which should be Canada's watchword, not
only during the present time of supreme
need, but during all the years to come.

WOMEN

PREFER SILVER

On behalf of the Canadian women
whose good fortune it is to reside amid
happy and healthful rural surroundings,
we welcome the advent of the telephone.
"Man's inhumanity to man" may sometimes add much alloy to society, but
woman is by nature conversant, and kindly disposed. If "speech is silver and
silence gold," she prefers the silver. The
farmer and the farmer's sons, and the
hired man (if one can be secured), engaged daily with their flocks and crops,
have a measure of variety in their labors.
Continued on page

73.

—

Why
Weed

Demand More Sheep

Prairies

Control, Natural Pasture Growths, Climatic Conditions, Absence of
Parasites and the Money in it Are Strong Points

The

flock of

range foundation ewes at Haskatooii Agriculture College.

the past two years, there
By W.
DURING
has been an insistent and ever

H.

in-

demand

for breeding stock
of all kinds, and of late, it has far exThis is particularly
ceeded the supply.
true of sheep, for at no other time in tne
history of any one of the three Prairie
provinces, has the small farmer, the man
with a quarter or half section, been so
eager to make a start in this very remunerative branch of farming.
Small flocks
are being established just as rapidly as
it is possible for the men to procure a few
breeding ewes, usually range, and a good

creasing

purebred ram.
As to the present prosperous condition
of this industry and its future possibilities, one can safely say that what applies
to one of the Western provinces will apply

TISDALE

J.

much

there

is still

Statistics,

SHEEP IN SASKATCHEWAN

Number

Year

the same manner to the other
two. Its status in Saskatchewan is very
similar to its status in Alberta, while in
Manitoba, although an older province,
in

Cattle bariis shoi

much

in

common.

which are always interesting

and most convincing, show us that the
total number of sheep kept in the Dominion during the past year,

was approxi-

mately 20,000 less than the year previous.
From the Westerner's optimistic viewpoint, however, this decrease is lost sight
of in the fact that Western Canada has
increased her numbers to the extent of
4.3,327 in the same length of time.
The
following table serves to show just how
that increase is divided:

1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

.•

164,855
125,072
128,198
141,100
177,752
192,024

Here we

see a decided drop in 1911, due
largely to the breaking up of Southern
Saskatchewan range lands for sale to the
incoming settlers. In the earlier years
practically all of the sheep iri the province were to be found upon these ranches,
one man owning perhaps a thousand or
more wonderfully hardy range ewes.
Breaking up these lands naturally meant
the dispersal of the flocks and as the new

SHEEP IN THE PRAIRIE PROVINCES
1014

I

iiai JiljOfi

Manitoba
Saskatchewan
Alberta
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Hlllllllipili_ll
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HH mBm
crossed with

Increase

76,577
192,024
238,579

1,477
14,272
27,578

463,853

507,180

43,327

Such an increase is encouraging but it
must be vastly larger than 43,327 per

r^^m

A Western Range Ewe.

1915

75,100
.177,752
211,001

When

pure-bred ram, she
tvill
produce lambs having the
range hardiness and pure-bred
conformation.

year before we can hope to materially
lessen the importation of mutton for
Western consumption. Of the 2,386,849
pounds of mutton, representing excessive importation over exportation into
Canada for the year just past, the West
It is still a
has taken a large share.
long, long way to the realization of our
dreams, a Western supply of mutton
We have, as
for our Western demand.
yet, only taken the first line of trenches.
Still more interesting is the following
table, giving the numbers kept in Saskatchewan for the past six years.

—

A Grade

Shearling Wether from
range ewe, and sired by Leicester
ram, bred and fed by the University
Farm, Saskatoon.
Weight is
210 lbs.

—
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occasioned by the condition of

aff'airs

Europe are leading some of our more
conservative farmers to realize that they
are losing money by not having some
mutton and wool for this high market.
in

iijiM

It seems natural for many of us to be
stampeded into increasing the supply
just as soon as the demand becomes insistent and the prices soar to levels
hitherto unknown.
And about the time
we have some choice material for sale
things come back to normal. We never
catch the market when we should, simply

because we do not stay with the game
and all the time. Our barometer
of supply and demand leads us astray.
The above statement is not made though
with the idea of keeping any man from
investing in sheep.
The industry can
stand all the boosting we can give it, in
view of recent setbacks that it has received in almost every country where it is
carried on to any extent. With the conclusion of the war, we can naturally look
for some lowering of prices but never so
much that it will be impossible for the
farmer to make money from a small flock
of sheep.
This is particularly true
throughout Western Canada where the
Provincial Departments of Agriculture
are taking hold of the marketing problem
in such a way that the man on the soil is
first, last

Grade Shearliny Wethers

at Saskatoon.
See dressed carcases below.

settlers were more interested in growing
wheat than livestock, the greater proportion of the sheep thus dispersed went out

of the country entirely.
taken several years to
sustained in one.

As

a result

it has)

regain the loss

"

still a number of ranches
of course, but the increase in sheep
since 1911 and particularly in the past
two years, is mainly because of an awakened interest on the part of the smaller
The idea of grain and grain
farmer.
only, is slowly but surely giving place to
the more sane and safe method of livestock along with it. Farms are becoming
weedy and the owners of such farms
are beginning to look upon the pheep as a
very potent factor in remedying this evil.
This increasing tendency on the part of
the prairie farmer to make a small start
in the sheep business is no better shown
than by the numbers supplied under the
Live Stock Sales Regulations of the Saskatchewan Provincial Department of AgIn 1914, this- department esriculture.
tablished eighteen flocks while in 1915
that number increased to fifty-two.
The record price of mutton, the price
of wool and the world wide demand for

There are

left,

bound to get hig dues.
marketing of the wool

The co-operative
clip is doing much

to revolutionize sheep

farming and with

the establishment of abattoirs and the
inception of co-operation, the marketing
of the livestock should be placed upon the
same firm basis.

CO-OPERATIVE MARKETING PROVES GOOD

As mentioned, this co-operative system
of marketing wool means much to the
Western farmer, for like other forms of
co-operation, when managed properly, it
is proving most satisfactory.
By having
the department collect, grade and call
for tenders on the whole season's clip, the
farmer is realizing from three to eight
cents more per pound than he obtained
prior to the adoption of this method. Furthermore, the wool is being sent out of
the country in much better shape than
where each small clip is marketed separately.

Nuynbering from the left these carcases are Shearling Wethers (1) sired
by Leicester ram, (2) by Cheviot
ram, (3) by a Southdown ratn.

Saskatchewan, adopting this

a Southdoivn
ram, at Saskatoon.

WINNIPEG SHEEP PRICES
(Average top monthly

for

six
1915
6.06
6.00
6.50
7.25
8.00

5.00
5.00

5.50
6.00
6.50
5.50
6.00
5.50
5..50
5.50
5.50

1914
5.50
5.50
5.50
5..50
5.50
6.00
5.50
6.00
0.00
5.50
6.00
6.00

5.3.3

5.65

5.70

6.79

prices

years.)

Month
.January

February
JIarch
April
?.Iay

June
July

August
September
October
.\ovember

December
.\verage

1910
5.30
5.50
5.50
3,50
7.00
7.00
G.25
5.50

1911
4.50

5.25
5.25
5.25

0.25
5.50
5.50
5.50
5.00
5.50
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.50

75

3.20

5..50

1913
5.50
5.50
.550

1912
4.50
4.50
4.50
5.50
7.00

7.00
5.50
5.50
5.00
5. CO

7.75
6.50
6.00
0.50
6.50
7.00

Quotations on other markets show an
average for 1915 as follows:
Chicago, $7.35; St. Paul, $7.13; TorThus we
onto, $7.07; Calgary, $7.15.
see that considering the quality of the
stuff reaching the various markets, Calgary with an average of $7 15 and Winnipeg with an average of $6.79, compare
most favorably with outside points. Is
there after all not some reason for the
Western sheep business being much
stronger and firmer than it has ever been
before? A flock of ewes that will average
a lamb and a half means money to the
man who happens to own them.
Continued on page 68.
.

co-

operative method in 1913 realized that
year an average of thirteen cents per
The following year, 1914, this
pound.
price increased to seventeen cents and
last season sheepmen were intensely gratified with the good average of twenty-five
cents.
Alberta's average on their 191.'i
clip was 27.7 while Manitoba received
26.8. Although it is not wise perhaps to
speculate on 1916 wool prices, most of us
fire
looking for at least thirty cents.
Some claim that it is bound to reach forty.
These are war time prices to some extent
but even after the war. can we not expect an average annual price of something like twenty cents per pound? The
demand for wool is bound to be almost as
heavy then as now.
The wool is only one factor in this two
crop proposition and in ordinary times
may bring in just about enough to pay
for the annual keep of a ewe on the
Western farm. We still have the second
And
crop to deal with, the latnbs.
A- glance at the
herein lies the profit.
following table will show us haw stable
the sheep prices have been on the Winnipeg market during the past six years. It
is also noted that in 1915 a record price
was reached which by the way is likely
to be broken again during the present
year.

Grade Lambs sired by

Dressed carcases of la7nbs shown above.
Average dresed weight 85 lbs. DressSelling price,
ing percentage 57.43.
17 cents. Clipped 7 lbs. wool
before killing.

:

The Mormons and Dry Farming
An Account of First Hand Impressions Concerning a Peculiar People Who Are
Certainly Prosperous Settlers in Alberta

SPEAKING

By C.

B.

SISSONS

was regarded as of little
value and was easily obtained. Wealthy friends in
Utah were able to alleviate

recently in
Toronto, T. A. Crerar, President of the

Grain Growers' Grain Company, dwelt upon the proconfronting
the
blems
Among other diffiWest.
culties he mentioned that
occasioned by the retention
in idleness of great stretches of arable land with the
dead-weight thereby added
to the already heavy burdens borne by Wesitern

the

hardships incident to
pioneer life. The newcomers prospered to a greater
or less degree according to
their

capital

and

ability,

but, on the whole, they pros-

'~«s»ifl

pered.
The measure of
their success and the reasons for it may here be set
forth, as well as soine account of their distinctive

agriculture.
He emphasized the fact that while
20,000,000 acres are undei

characteristics as farmers

and

citizens.

crops in these middle WestHOW ONE SUCCEEDED.'
ern provinces, 100,000,000
acres are being held by
The case of Heber S. Alspeculators in various
.4 FecuLur Bam.
len may serve as an illusparts of the world.
Un- One view of Raymond KnighVs barn 210 feet by 65 feet by 45 feet, It hold 325 tons tration. Mr. Allen came to
doubtedly there are still
It is built at the ec Ige of a "draw"
of hay, 12,000 bushels of grain and 125 horses.
Canada in 1888, that is in
and the driving floor is just under the peak of the roof, on the top of the hill side,
bi ambles to be penetrated
the year following the first
This device saves much unloading labor. Mr. Knight stands beside th e car.
and bastions to be stormed
settlement.
For 16 years
in
Western agriculture,
he resided at Cardston, but
but they are weak and tractable indeed
to conquer by plough and harrow, Mr.
since 1904 has made his home at Rayas compared with the giants in the path
Card happened to encounter William Ogilmond.
He now occupies the position
of the settlers of thirty years ago.
Mr. Ogilvie suggested
vie, the surveyor.
of President of the Taylor "stake," one
It was in the year of 1886 that Charles
that he might find the promised land
of the two territorial divisions of the
Ora Card was sent north into Canada to
across the Rockies on the spacious plain
Mormon Church in Canada.
To begin
prospect for land by President Taylor of
between Calgary and the forty-ninth parwith he was a merchant, and is still
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
allel. Acting on this suggestion, Mr. Card
one, but some' years ago after a sucSaints, commonly known as Mormons.
descended from the mountains and worked
sion of dry seasons had discouraged
The main line of the Canadian Pacific
many of the farmers With whom he
Railway had just been completed. Whole
did business, he undertook to farm himsections of the prairie provinces had not
self in order to prove for his own satisbeen traversed by white men, while many
faction and that of others that there was
parts which had been traversed were conno real ground for despair.
He began
sidered too dry or too alkaline or too cold
with two hundred acres, but gradually
to permit of profitable occupation.
The
added to his property until now he is
Mormons had achieved a reputation as dry
farming fifteen hundred acres. You may
farmers in the State of Utah. They had
visit him in his residence in Raymond, a
evolved and applied methods of agriculresidence which in proportions, garden
ture which had made the desert blossom
and interior appointments would not seem
as a rose, and beside Salt Lake they had
out of place in Rosedale or Shaughnessy
built up one of the most beautiful cities
Heights.
When you note his well-knit
of the Union.
The Kyiight Academy at Raymond,
frame and piercing eye you will not be
Alberta, mentioned in the article.
Traveling through Southern British
surprised that he has succeeded, and if

—

Columbia,

in

search of more dry worlds

MacLeod and as far as Lee
Creek where he decided to make his
home. As winter was approaching, he

down

to Fort

you are fortunate you may find him sufficiently at leisure to impart some of his
theories on agriculture and life in general.

went south, but returned next year with
His
a considerable number of settlers.
wife, Zina Young, a daughter of Brigham Young, accompanied him. The land

Srr, fur atlirr artidry in the scrim in
thi.f ix thr concludinti one. Mrn-

irhicli

nonitcs in Xori'mbrr
in

December

;

:

h'c<l

Riithenian.s

Hirer French
.hinudrii

in

Icelander.'! in .April, and the Doukahnrti in
Mill/.
These are all raluable contributifrna
to Canadian af/rioulture, a.t the
irriter made careful personal inquiries in

A Magrath

house.
The land in this
town was surveyed into lots of two-

and-a-half acres.

Irrigation
ditches line the streets.

each case.

Copien of each

trill

he mailed

upon receipt of Jen eentx.
—Editor.

The Raymond Public School as seen
across an alfalfa field.
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Railway Company supplies water

.Si^asauaam

to

a

thirsty land at the cost of one dollar per

acre per annum.

The result has been a great impetus to
the production of alfalfa.
Now irrigation, in the general opinion, while not absolutely necessary for alfalfa, is yet decidedly profitable.
Not far from Lethbridge I saw an irrigated field of alfalfa
from which no less than 41 successive crops
of hay had been taken, and the prospect
was good for a heavy 42nd crop. For 14
years this field had been producing an
average of some four tons and a half from
the three annual cuttings.
The market
for hay in British Columbia and elsewhere
is generally good.

One

and alfalfa

Corn, too, is being tried with some success here as in Southern Manitoba.
As
time goes on, if labour conditions improve
and the market for beef continues strong,
the production of alfalfa and corn will

BELIEVES IN PERCHERONS.

make mixed farming more popular than

of the irrigation ditches, showing corn on one side
on the other.

He holds no brief for mixed farming in
the ordinary sense of the term. He thinks
that in many parts of the West, at any
rate under present conditions of the labor
market, many cattle are a weariness to the
flesh without any sufficiently great compensating advantages. He keeps about 50
head of Durham grade cattle, it is true,
primarily for beef, but does not wish for
a larger herd. At one time he thought of
emphasizing cattle, but concluded that it
did not pay to have men to whom he was
paying sixty-five dollars a month spending a third of their time attending to
cattle while six-horse teams at the same
time were standing idle. A few cattle he
regards as an advantage because he has
pasture for them in summer and they
consume straw and cheap grain during
However, he is strong on
the winter.
sheep, and regards them as great moneymakers. Altogether, he has about 3,000
sheep but keeps all but four hundred of
them on the ranges. These he retains on
the farm to serve as weeders. Each year
he §ummer fallows half of his cultivated
For six months the sheep run on
land.
the summer fallow keeping it clear of
weeds and for three or four months they
get their living from the stubble.

Thus

they require very little attention for the
Each ewe
greater part of the year.
brings in from five to seven dollars per
year.
Taking an average of one lamb,
and generally they do somewhat better
than that, they net in meat from $3.50
to $4.50 and in wool from $1.50 to $2.50.

President Allen also believes in Percheron horses, a breed very popular with
American settlers. He needs some 30
for use on his farm, since cultivation is
the prime essential in dry farming. The
notable crop failure in 1914, he attributes
to the fact that the farmers had not
ploughed early enough or deep enough and
had not cultivated the surface sufficiently
frequently to keep down the weeds and retain the moisture.
In addition to those
needed for cultivation he keeps some forty

head and realizes between $1,500 and
$2,000 a year from the sale of horses.
The number of hogs he has varies between two hundred and three hundred. He
regards hogs, taken in moderation and one
year considered with another, as a paying
proposition, especially since they get their
living off the stubble for three or four

But while sheep and hogs and
horses and cattle all have a place in varying proportions on a well-balanced farm,
wheat has first place in the thoughts of
Am.erican farmers of Southern Alberta,
as it has in the thoughts of many prosperous and scientific farmers of the West.
They have no idea of selling all their
produce on the hoof. Live stock is valuable as a profitable means of consuming
the by-products of the farm and keeping
the soil clean (additional fertility is not
needed), but it is not yet regarded as an
end in itself in a large part of the West.
Furthermore, oats and barley, the staple
crops of Central Alberta, where mixed
farming flourishes, are in Southern Alberta comparatively unimportant. South
of Lethbridge wheat is King.
months.

it is at present.
The sugar beet industry
has been disappointing. A well-equipped
factory has been built at Raymond, but
the trouble has been here as in certain
parts of Ontario that farmers cannot be
induced to ensure a steady supply of beets

owing to the difficulty of securing the
necessary unskilled labor.
The climate,
the soil and the irrigation facilities would
otherwise appear to make ideal conditions. Near Magrath I visited a fine apple
orchard of several acres within the shelter of a thick hedge of trees.
The trees
were healthy, and many of them were
heavily laden, but the apples had been
severely bruised by hail.
SOCIAL AND EDUCATIVE FACTORS.
If tlie Mormons are progressive and
prosperous farmers two factors, must be
held to be largely responsible, namely, the
emphasis they place on social life and
their interest in education.
Generally
speaking, the 7,500 Mormons in Southern
Alberta live in towns and villages. Some
there are who reside on their farms during the summer months, but as a rule they
move back to town for the winter. The
dreary solitude of life on the prairie
which eats the heart out of many men
and more women is thus avoided, or at
any rate mitigated. Some people say that
the farms suffer, but they themselves will
tell you that in Utah it has been demonstrated that even dairying can be conducted sucessfully by farmers residing

Continued on page

66.

THE 42nd crop of ALFALFA.
However, the farmer like the Athenians
of old is always seeking after some new
thing, always striving to make possible
the apparently impossible. Southern Alberta does not look like a good hay

The rainfall, while adequate,
country.
given sufficient cultivation, to produce
yields of wheat ranging from ten bushels,
in a very bad season to forty bushels
in a very good season is not caluculated to
Here capifavor heavy crops of hay.
tal and enterprise have come to the aid
The great irrigation system
of nature.
now owned by the Canadian Pacific
,

Going

The Bishop's
daughter driving.

to the fair.

President Allen's garden had some
fine corn in it.

Our Farm Hopes For Hydro Power
An

Inquiry Into

What Adam Beck and
culture.

Hydro-Electric Power feasible for

JSfarmers?

By

Commission Have Done j or AgriCost, Procedure and Results

M. C

F.

the

HA F M

AN

When a farmer in Ontario talks
about power, this question is one he is
almost sure to ask; provided he has not
lived in the immediate locality of those
farms where demonstrations have been
made.
The Hydro-Electric propositions in Ontario

from

was made by reason of the necessity
for irrigation, the production of power
and the delivery of water being worked
out together. As a natural result, if power
was available for pumping for irrigation,
the same lines would provide power for
lighting and uses in the household and
the application was made.
tricts

ONTARIO SERIOUSLY STUDIES

and industrial

commercial

IT

standpoints need little introduction. But
the availability of this white coal to agriculture is not as yet a palpable thing in
the minds of the 200,000 farmers of that

In 1912 the commission, appreciating
the possibilities in the rural districts of
the Province through which Hydro lines
run, made demonstrations at different

province.

fall

To bring the question

and exhibitions, beginning at
August of that year, demonstrating the uses of power in the household and its application to the driving of

inquirers and to state facts as they are
found, is the object of my article.
At many local points scattered bodies
of farmers have utilized the power developed from a waterfall, for lighting and
all

Also some men have
light power work.
installed by way of experiment, a dynamo
and motor upon their individual farms.
These isolated examples have shown the
great serviceability that lies concealed
within this form of energy.

When

the

Niagara Falls was harneiised

for the supply of power to the adjoining
big cities some farmers began to dream

years ago that soon the wires would tap
the whole Ontario peninsula, and enable
them to obtain a service that would enamor the farm in the eyes of all.
But hope deferred has well-nigh dispelled the dream. Private companies are
not public service corporations primarily.
Dividends must come first and be tolerably sure of hatching before those capitalistic eggs are set.

When Adam Beck came

into promin-

ence as the forefront of the new power
policy of the Whitney Government of
1905, the vision again emerged. It is true
that the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, as far back
as 1910, appreciated the
necessity of serving rural
districts with power for
They made
the farmers.

The 5-horse-powcr jioor silo filling outNote the wiring, the motor aud the

fit.

general simplicity of the thing.

power-using farm machinery being set up
at a central point and threshing, chopping
and other work being brought to this
power plant. The particular feature that
made it possible in these districts to have

power at a central point was the
small farms and the mode of intensive
their

farming.
IRRIGATION FIRST AID IN STATES
In the United States the first

towards supplying

power

movement

to rural dis-

'

investigation with reference to the application of
power to rural districts in
Europe and in the United
States.
In European

fairs

Toronto

definitely before

in

the faipm machinery.
Following up these demonstrations sjn
actual working exhibition was made on
the farm, a 5-ton truck being fitted with
all sorts of devices such as milking machines, grinder, buzz saw, chopper, etc.,
for use in the barn and the different utensils for use in the house.
In addition to this, a full-sized range
was carried, a demonstrator cooking the
meals for all of the help that was at each
of the places, threshing and silo-filling.

A Z5-horse-power motor mounted on one
truck with the necessary transformers for
stepping down the current from the voltage available in the district to a safe voltage for use at the motor mounted on another truck, accompanied the outfit.
This syndicate motor outfit was first put
into service threshing at the farm of Mr.
Might, in
Toronto
Township, August
28th, 1912, and afterwards used on different farms throughout the province, finishing in Elgin county near St. Thomas, the
middle of November.
The second syndicate power outfit was
put into service September 14th, 1912, the
object being t& increase the
number of places that demonstrations would be
made at, and also to take
notes by way of comparison
between electric drive and
the other drives, steam and
gasoline that are found doing threshing and silofilling,

where labor is much cheaper and power much dearer,
they found that electric
power could be used advan-

A SYNDICATE MOTOR OUTFIT.
In July, 1914, six farmers in Waterloo Township,
just out of Waterloo, having investigated the application of electric drive on
West Oxford farms, de-

tageously for the driving
of all the farm machinery
including field work in a

few

districts.

The conditions

in

rural

however, are
different from what they
districts here,

are in the districts where
power has been applied in
Europe.
In most of the
districts there, farm buildings are assembled so as
to form a hamlet of the
groups of houses belonging
to each farm, the inside

the results in detail

having been published in
the Fifth Annual Report
of the Commission.

countries

cided that they wanted a
syndicate motor outfit to do
their

Tlie

transformer wagon for 20
silo filling

at the

fann

ship,

of T.

syndicate outfit set up for
H. Dent in Blanchford town-

h.-p.

near Woodstock, Ont.

heavy work and made

application to the Commission for an estimate of cost
of power as well as the cost
of an outfit.
They had

own engine«which was
good working order, but

their
in

—

.

—
TH

———
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.No.

Farm-

2

Silo filling

Threshing.

..

A 14
.1.120

X

ft.

.39

ft.

.silo

was

filled.

bushels wheat.

mixed grain.

busliels

1..500

bushels barley.
1,000 bushels oats.
12 to 15 <ords (stove
4.50

Sawed

length

i

wood,
2.400 bushels grain.

'iii'lipcd

No.

Farm

3

A

Silo filling

12

X 40

ft.

ft.

silo

filled

and

refilled.

Thresiiing.

.

.

bushel.< wheat.
1,800 bushels oats,
1,500 bushels mixed grain.
901)

.

500 bushels barley.
cords (stove length
3,000 bushels grain,

Sawed

12

l'hoi)pe(l

Xo.

Two

Threshing.,,.

silns filled— one 10

and one 8

ft.

300
1,000

Chopped

1,(K)0

An

Silo filling

Threshing,,,,

11

32.5

1,550

rio

ft.

x 22

ft.

bushels
bushels oats.
bushels grain.

ft, x .30 ft. silo was filled.
bushels wheat,
bushels oats and mixed

grain.
10 cords

Sawed
Chopped

on D. W. Clark's farm.
The individual thresher- will
doubt be more general when electric power becomes more
easily obtained by the average farmer.

x 22
wheat.
ft.

Farm

No, 5

outfit

oil.

F;irm

4

Sild filling

The thresiiiny

\m

i

wood

1.100 bushels

(stove length.!

of grain.

Farm-

No. C

A

14 ft. X 40 ft. silo was filled
700 bushels wheat,
2,000 bushels mixed grain,
300 bushels barley.
wood.
10 cords (stove length
Vo day-abcut 300 bushels grnin,

Silo filling

Threshing.,.,

after receiving the estimates, decided that
it was possible to substitute the electric outfit and save money. Contracts were entered into and they proceeded at once to wire
their premises, after having made arrangements with the Commission for delivery of the 20 horse-power outfit for the
early part of August, ^o as to be able to
thresh from the field if possible.
The lines were laid and a 20 h.p. syndiThe services
cate motor was supplied.
applied to barn and domestic uses. An electric iron was used at each place, washing machines at four and water pumping
at two, in addition to the syndicate powejwork threshing and silo filling, and the
lighting of all the buildings.
These six farms in question according
to the Commission's report had a service
charge of $30 and 4 cents per kilowatt
hour. Their total payments were as follows:
CliMiRe

Farm

f(.i-

Nn.

Service

1

('ijiisuiiiijtiuii

;'i.(;c

14.72
14. SO
10.02
10.48

30.00

tl.ll

20.84
20.16

:io.oo

(1.55

.•51.57

,"?1.W>

4

.•iO.OO

4.3.96

'.)0.34

.^.G.52

101.32
!)!)
30
71.98
OS. 27
08.12

54. a2

WHAT WAS DONE ON FARMS

per
year

Operation
Milking

,

,

70C

,

.

200

Grinding

;!G

Pumping
Sawing wood..

Siiwed
f'hopped

Flectric

•">
.

time
1,5

hr.

—

:;

lir.

1.25 br.
5
hr.

ye.ir
,|.,.,

,

,

iron

Healing water
Lighting

.

_-

4

s

hr.
hr.

Demand
in Kw,

COSTS PER OPERATION

The

costs

shown

x 42

ft.

was

silo

filled.

bushels mixed grain.
bushels wheat.
bushels barle.v.
cords (stove Icngih) wood.
bushels grain.

INDIVIDUAL OUTFITS
In order to meet the desire of a large
number of the farmers in the different
districts, the Commission have been ad
vising installations of what has been
termed the "individual outfits," that is,
installations wheie with a 5-horse power
motor operated under a 2-horse power
contract, a man may do all of the work
on his place including silo filling and
threshing.
A typical installation of this kind is
that on the farm of D. W. Clark in West
Oxford just out of Ingersoll. He has a"

present
A milking machine.
A cutting box, with a carrier that is
used during the time that he is filling silo

POWER ITEMIZED
Cost
.^n

Notes

T'nit

go

1,274

ppi-

$42,57

.20c

cow per

per

KIS

1

."^0

'<>

10

505

'iTi

Jfl5

"(to

7

06

,C5c per bush
2.S2C per hr

2,200 bushels

\

3 75

'371/2

1

.'il

•3.24c

per cord ...
4.C5C per ton ....
.37c per bush
172c i)er hr

25

"

490

19 CO

"'

3-Ti

i-i,S4

'-,

Tm
;;

14,:»

07

"o

i54
2SS

10.17

..85c

..;.

1,099

aS.SO

3.53c per kw-hr..,,

3

j)er

16'

by

,,,

well

wood

45'

and

Average cost per Kwhr.

l\]^
^-^

for

all

the

uses

excepting that of the

Syndicate

.Motor.

Average cost per Kwl"'-

,

c^'n
''^"

Kw-lir.

3.o3c.

siios

1.200 gal. heated.
4 oit^

-

1.^0 ft.

stove

cords (rails
limbs)

gal

Total Kw-hr
Excess kw-hr

Kw-hr. for Silo-Filliug
Kw-hr. for Tlireshiug

From

year,

Excess— 4c per

cows

12 to 32

—

Service Charge,
per Month. Power
Charge. $30 per H.P,

Rate
Kw-lir.
for the Total

year
J

in table at foot of this

page as per operation on one of the farms
It will be noted that
will be of interest.
this farmer milked from 12 to 32 cows at
a cost of about a quarter of a cent per

milking

or,

52
to

15
2.000

ft.

Current—

motor

,•,0

,

12

.2,000

PRICES FOR

Total H,P,
Hr. per of

....

Silo-filling

Threshing

ea(di

\iseil

A
..

800
3O0

.

-Time
t'sed

Farm

No. 1

Silo filling
'flireshing.

i

the

This Waterloo township group of farmers performed work as follows:

HOW
Times

this

month.

Charges

Sawed
Chopped

milking.

with

rates
paid for similar services in the homes of
the city, we find that the ordinary family
in an 8-roomed house, using power for
lighting, ironing, vacuum cleaners and
grates, has to pay about this price per

Cliaige

Power

be seen from this table that these

power is received.
Now, comparing

Tothi

Domestic

;!il.00

3

It will

farmers paid about $1 per month for their
house services.
This is indeed cheaper
than coal oil lamps besides carrying an
atmosphere of comfort that cannot be
estimated.
It is hard to say what percentage of the annual service charge
should be charged against domestic uses.
Be that as it may, it is only a matter of
bookkeeping since full value from farm

3.6c.

for

all

the

uses.

:

:
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and disconnected for the balance of the
year when

used for cutting hay or

it is

straw.

A threshing machine with which he
threshes all of his own grain, using only
his own help. This machine has a capacity of 60 bushels of oats per hour.
A pump, a grind-stone, and an emerystone completing the installation in the
barn.
of course, are
buildings,
All of the
lighted, and in the house they use an
electric iron and a washing machine.
Under the rates that are in force in
rural disitricts at the present time, the
Commission has divided the services into
three classes:
A. Lighting which is any service up
to 2 horse-power.
which is services
B. Light Power
from 2 to 5 horse power.

—

—
Power —which

is services
C. Heavy
5 to 10 horse-power.
Under this classification the Commission have this year looked into a new syndicate outfit, the total cost of which, with

from

normal prices for material, is approximately $1,250, and consists of a complete
outfit including the following:

bam shows the vidtor handily situated for use for
either silo filling or threshing.

A

10 horse-power motor with starter.
3 transformers so that
the outfit can be completely portable.
A meter for recording the current that

This vieiv of D. W. Clark's

The necessary

used by this outfit.
threshing machine having a capacity of 50 to 80 bushels of oats per hour,
fitted with blower but without automatic
is

A

feed table and band cutter.
An ensilage cutting box of the floor
type, having a capacity of about 10 tons
per hour.

A chopping mill which will grind 30
bushels per hour.
A buzz saw having a standard frame
found in the districts, with 20 in. to 30
in. blade, according to the desire of the
farmer purchasing

it.

The Hydro-Electric Power scheme being a co-operative movement, it is essenthat enough farmers in each district
interest themselves and are willing to
take power before anything may be done,
proceedings as outlined by making an application to their township council to have
that body secure for them an estimate of.
cost of power from the Commission. The
council, after having done same, submit
this estimate to the petitioners at a meeting called for the purpose. They are then
ready to circulate applications for service which become contracts when countersigned by the township clerk. The township is then in a position to enter into a
contract with the Commission for such
supply of power as is needed.
The Commission build the lines to the
farmer's gate, providing the necessary
transformers, meters and service lines
for 120 feet from the pole on the road.
tial

HOW THE CHARGES

ARE MADE

The rural rates are made up

of

two

separate charges, a service charge and a
consumption charge, as follows:
Service Charges: 3 consumers per mile,
$3 per month; 4 consumers per mile, $2.50
per month 5 consumers per mile, $2 per
month.
Consiimptiov Charges (
c. per kilo)
watt hour for all consumption used up to
the first 60 hours' use per month of the
contract amount, plus (
) c. per kilowatt
hour for all remaining consumption during the month.
The least amount of power that can be
contracted for is one horse-power, so that
;

a customer having a two-wire, single
phase, 110 volt lighting service, would
have a one-horse-power contract.
A large percentage of the consumers
wish a three-phase, 110 volt power service, so that they may install a five horse

power motor, but in general use only a
two-horse-power demand. To meet the demand for this class of power arrangements have been made to allow a customer

who has

a two-horse-power

contract

a five-horse-power motor and
operate it at such times as he may wish,
but in cases where such installation is
to

install

made

the township reserves the right to
meter which will indicate
the amount of power taken over the contract amount, and the customer would be
billed for such excess power at one and
one-half times the first consumption rate
install a special

(

)

c.

per k.w.h,

COST OF WIRING

The following is an example of what
the cost might be of wiring a farm.er's
house and barn
In the House:
10 lights on two switches at $2.50
per outlet

$30.00

In the Bar-n:
6 lights on three switches at $4.50
per outlet
$ 40.50
1 outside light on corner of drive
shed or other convenient build3 00
ing, so as to light yard
.

Service entrance
17 lamps at 25c each
Lines into premises
Total

5 00
.

4 25
.

'.

.

.

.

46.00

$128.75

THE GIST OF HYDRO FARM POWER.
farmers of any township to say whether Hydro
power shall be introdticed.
The Ontario H. E. Commission are making efforts to enable farmers to
partake of benefits, noiv enjoyed by cities and manufacturers.
There is no doubt about the desirability for electric power and lighting
It rests entirely ivith the

on the farm.
It comes much cheaper than private gasoline-driven dynamo outfits installed by individual farmers.
The cost is not prohibitive now and all signs point to a material reduction
as the users increase.
Even the power syndicate outfits do wof run up into such big figures of cost
as do steam, outfits.
The general results in the lives of the honres where power privileges are
secured are most desirable.
The B.C. Electric Company advertise attractively the benefits of electricity as follows

"A nickel's WORTH OF ELECTRICITY WILL"
a 12-inch fan for 10 hours, run a sewing machine for 10 hours, play
an electric piano for 5 hours, pump 500 gallons of water 100 feet high, clip 3
horses, groom 5 horses, grind 2% bushels of ear corn, crack 10 busheds of
corn, thresh 7V2 bushels of barley, grind 400 lbs. of sausage, clean 2,200
square feet of carpet, churn 50 lbs. of butter, separate 3,500 lbs. of milk, milk
25 C07VS, operate a grindstone for 15 hours.
*
If so, all we want now is to get the wires to our doors.

Run

.

Farm Economy Demands

By

Silos:

ANDREW
BROWN

They Are Productive Expenditures That Make Animal Feeding a Profitable
Venture For Most Farmers

The famous Paulson Dairy Barn

FORblemmany
was

at Jdnesville, Wis.
Note the window provision in
the yards, and the brick silo.

a day the dairyman's prothe securing of a perennial supply of food that was at once
luscious and nutritive. During the winter
months, unless this problem were solved,
the dairyman's profits seeped away. The
same experience was gone through in the
days when the sun had scorched the grass
from the fields and flies made the cow's
life a prolonged and unprofitable misery.
Roots had failed to meet the situation, as
milk consumers believed that the roots
gave the milk an unpleasant flavor. Further, with the advent of May the roots
were sure to rot and in this way the cows
were not supplied with the succulent food
they need during the drouthy months of
the summer.
Along vnth these difficulties came an increased demand for milk and a rise in the
value of the farmer's land. At this epoch
some one discovered the silo. Like every
other new thing, the silo had to submit to
the test of experience. Some hailed it as
cure-all and thought they had found in
the silo a substitute for other varieties
of farm food. Hence the building filling
of silos by many men who knew but little
about either silo construction, the proper
method of silage making or the proper
method of silage feeding.
No one need be surprised, therefore, to
find that many pioneers in the use of the
silo reaped for a considerable length of
time a good deal more disappointment

than dollars.

basement and barn, the ventilators, the paint,

Eren

in the Prairie Prorinces the silo
has won many friends as a feed saver.
J. D. MacGreyor, of Brandon, put frostbitten barley in ?iis silo.
The corn crop
vas a failure. An Alberta man filled his
irith green oats and some alfalfa cut
with a binder. Of course, tramping had
to be done better.
Some Ontario men

the wet weather are experimenting with sweet clover and alfalfa this
year. Editor.

oiL-ing to

—

For one thing, there was a good deal
to be learned about the condition of the
corn when it was to be cut. Many were
inclined to the belief that the main value
of the corn was to supply luscious food.
For many a day the emphasis was laid
on the lusciousness rather than on the
food. Hence the corn was cut when it was
quite in the milky condition. It was found,
however, that cows do not thrive on lusciousness alone. To the succulence it was
found that food had to be added. Hence
the opinion of a good many that the silo
did not pay, as the silage was regarded
merely as a vehicle for farm roughage
and concentrates. The pendulum swung
next to the opposite extreme and many
left the corn uncut till it was well advanced in the glaze. Some were inclined
to think that it was all the better if the
corn were quite ripe.

were experienced with
Unless the ensilage were well
tramped it was sure to decay or to become unfit for fodder. Equally serious
Difficulties, too,

silo filling.

were the

cutting the corn.
are disappearing. Silage is not looked upon as the
substitute for other forms of farm fodder. It is treated as another string to the
dairyman's bow, but it is not regarded
as the bow. It is not regarded as a substitute for grass or for clover hay or for
concentrates. Silage has this advantage,
however, that it enables the farmer to
widen his ration and to get results that
difficulties of

Gradually these

Bert Kennedy's cement silo on his farm at
Agincourt, Ont., that was erected at a cost
The clap-boarded barn is
of only $130.
one of the original barns of that good
farming district and the basement has
been made over to suit his dairy needs.

difficulties
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no other feeding with silage left out quite
Further, experience has proven
equals.
that no other farm crop will yield the
fodder per acre that may be had by the
use of the

silo.

CO-OPERATION IN WORK.

The problem of corn cutting has been
solved

by

neighborhood

co-operation.

the men in the corn ring
find that ther corn is ready for the binder at the same time. This fact enables
the corn ring to purchase a cutter in partnership and to get their cutting done
without loss to any of the members. In
such a group of farmers little difficulty
is experienced in finding the special work
for which each farmer is best adapted.
In this way the corn cutting, loading it on
the wagons and feeding it to the blower
is done with a celerity and an ease that
cannot be attained where workers are not
The more
accustomed to one another.
neighborhood co-operation that can be
used, the better in this year of shorthand-

Rarely do

all

edness.

For a long time the matter of getting
the silage well tramped in the silo was a
serious aflfair.
No one cared to spend a
day in a silo with chunks of corn cobs and
heavy corn stalks hitting him continuStill less did he like the constant
ously.
rain of corn juice that was inseparable
from the job under the old conditions of
silo filling. This difficulty has been quite
overcome by the use of the jointed pipe
attached to the chute from the machine.

This pipe conveys the corn to the exact
place where it is required without inconvenience to any one.
Experience is proving that it is the best
practice to have the corn thoroughly cut
The
up and broken up by the blower.

Sam

Carson, of Bothwell, feeds silage to his pure-bred horses and they do not look to
be in bad shape either.
This is a ready-made wood silo and it has m.any admirers
In fact wood silo men claim a better bacterial action in the silage,
in the country.
although the cement and brick silos have it on them in the matter of fire protection.

idea at the present time is to have the
corn made as fine as possible and tramped
The best
in the silo with all due care.
condition for the corn to be in when it is
cut is when the corn is in the glaze, but
early in the glaze rather than late in the
glaze.
One farmer expresses it as being
"Ripe yet rather green than ripe."

MANY KINDS
Various styles of

OF SILOS.

silos

are giving good

best way to have the cement
to give the contract to a re-

The

service.

silo built is

firm.
The farmer who attempts
making a structure of this character, unliable

experienced in the use of cement
end of the job he is
richer in experience than in results.
A
good firm will erect a silo twelve by thirty
for about two hundred and thirty dollars.
Still another form of silo that is giving
good results is the hollow tile silo. This
silo runs at a somewhat higher cost than
the cement silo, but it is claimed that the
silage does not freeze as readily in it as
in the cement structure.
The wooden silo, made of material
specially prepared to resist wind
and
weather, is coming to have a great many
advocates. When complete this silo costs
about the same as the cement silo. The
friends of this structure claim that the
silage freezes in it still less than in the
cement hollow tile silo.
The style -of silo that a farmer should
erect will depend a good deal upon his
locality.
In some instances cement and
gravel are so readily available that the
cost is materially reduced. In other cases
proximity to the place of manufacture
and nearness to the railway may make
the stave silo much the better.
A very
little inquiry will make it clear which is
the more economical structure.
Of one thing the farmer may be certain
and that is that the silo has passed the
experimental stage. Many observers are
convinced that it is cheaper to grow silage
than roots. These same observers find
less

he

is

that actual results prove that the balance
all round is in favor of the silage.
There
is less waste, the silage helps out for a
longer season, and, withal, is quite as good
a cattle fodder as roots.

The cost of silos rcill run all the vay
from $1.30 as given in one photo to Sl.lOO.
A great many men have built silos at a
cost as low as $100 hut the majoritji of

Canadian silos run around .$200 and .$250.
One man paid $1,100 in York County to
have a silo put up but others just as neat
are erected near him for $400 and $4.50.
Our advice is to build as cheaply as you
can and yet be effective in gaining your
ends, considering appearance in the estimate also. Editor.

—

will find that at the

Brick

silos

are durable and satisfactory.

X

The

holloiv tile si'o

thing in

its

combines nearly every-

favor.

Its cost Hs slightly

above some of the others.

The Farm Markets Review
A

Glance Over Farm Conditions as Seen in June in Canada. What the Foreign
Situation Will Do, Everyone is Guessing

THE

HOGS ARE HIGH.

most striking market

Canada

during June has been the
record prices paid for beef
Eleven cents for heavy
cattle.
weight steers was reached on
Nine
the Toronto market.
cents, and even nine and a half
situation in

The

Ontario has had the wettest three month in her
Farm lands in many parts, probably twentyfive per cent., have not beert put into crop. Fall wheat
looks well.
Oats and barley are very uneven. Corn
Crops are poor.
Buckwheat will be sown in larger
records.

cents have been paid farmers
Even at
at country points.
prairie points big prices have
been paid, with a big haul ahead
Chicago expects to
of them.
reach the 12 cent mark.

shipments have been enormous.

And

all reports point to a depleted dry salt meats at all the
U.S. packing houses.
Present
indications are that both home
and foreign demands for hog

areas.

The fruit situation looks very fair at this stage.
Small fruits are abundant. Apples have set fairly
well.

We can still soiv buckwheat in the Eastern provinces duriyig the first 10 days of the month.
Corn, millet and turnips will develop a good deal
of feed yet if sown at the beginning of the month.
On the whole, Canada's field productions of 1916
will not, so far as can be seen notv, bulk over 50 per
»
cent, of last year's yields.
It is a year of sharp turns and unusual manoeuvres
in farm operations.
It may be possible to fill our silos with other green
crops this year, if the corn fails.
Drainage wherever possible should be done this

was felt last
when many farmers put in

Serious concern
fall

There is no immediate prospect that hogs will decline. Hog
products have been leaving the
U.S. in large quantities, displacing beef largely.
Lard

Seasonal Situation

from 7 to TV?
and risky indeed was the
prophet who gave them clearance papers for the spring.
Strange to pay, though, these
men are the men who have
made money with the spring
Cattle going out in
markets.
June at nine cents let these men
stables of feeders

cents,

products will be heavy.
The trade in breeding stock
never was brighter. The chance
for bacon-type superiority is
one of the calls to young farmers.

POULTRY PRODUCTS.

The

is unusuThis justifies the
forecasts of the Dominion Department of Agriculture. High
prices will likely continue for

fall.

out in fine style.

But everybody can't win in an
imitation game. It may do for a few at
The crowd generally gets
the outset.
singed when they come in droves.
There may be a disposition on the part
of many farmers this year to take risks
with feeding

have

cattle,

reasoning that they
great shortage of

lots of grass, the

beef cattle in Europe and the way last
To these, The
year's people came out.
Farmer's Magazine, would counsel going
Cattle now are so high that the
slow.
law of substitution will soon assert itself
A
and then the demand will slacken.
slump will be disastrous when it comes.
Farmers in Western Canada have been

,

going into breeding extensively. Ontario
and the other Eastern provinces are all
taking care of the heifers.
Pure-bred
shorthorns and other beef breeds are experiencing a miniature boom now and will
likelv do so for sometime.
All this means that cattle are sure to
increase. And while they may not have a
serious relation to the supply before 1918,
yet the»e is this feature of the situation
that must be watched.
What would we advise then? We can
do no better than quote a paragraph from
a coi"n-belt exchange:

"How

prices remain hijili'.'
hir
No one kiii ws, but anyone can guess.
gues& is tliat they should renuiiu high feuTP;ir or twd, but we would not
at le.ns''
be at !>'! surprised to see premonitions of a
grent wp-ke"ing in prices by the fall 'f I'.nT
Of course, we recogor the spring of 11)18.
nize the possibility of a great shortage of
iig will Ciittle

1

(

some time.
Recent pure bred sales of shorthorn
cattle have attained new records in prices.
Thomas Stanton, of Illinois, made an average of $1,200 for 26 head, most of whose
cattle came from Canada.
Argentine and South American trade is
now a factor to reckon with and Canadian
breeders will profit by attention to this
field.
Robert Miller, of Ontario, has been
asked to be a judge at the Buenos Aires
Exhibition in August.

BREED THE BEST.
In any event it is clearly our duty to
They will pay
all the cattle we can.
We must keep only the
at any time.
choice females for breeding and select the
best bulls.
If you have not a silo or two, prepare
for them at once in order to be sure of
cheap feed during 1917. The farmer is
well entrenched who is thus prepared for

keep

any

fall in prices.

the dairyman, many of whom are
quitting owing to a shortage of labor, we
would advise a thinning out rather than
a clearing out. Keep the high-producing
cows ones that give you the most money
Dairy products will
for the least labor.
be in demand at all times. It is one of
our most stable forms of live stock hus-

To

—

bandry.

Cow-testing should be indulged

:i

And undoubtedly a Eurocattle in Europe.
pean sh rt;ige will affect our prices somewhat.

But it would nut l)e at all unexi)ected
Europe so poor that beef consump-

see
tion wili'lie greatly curtailed.
cattle bus'iicss moves in great
seven or eight years each way.
definitely to leave the valley of
to

.

.

the

swings of
We began
low cattle
now apparently

prices about 390fl, and .are
uearing the top of the swing."

price of eggs

ally firm.

in liberally.

SHEEP AND WOOL.
Sheep

still

maintain high

levels.

Breed-

ers look forward to a brisk trade fn the
Prices for breeding stock vary
fall.
widely.
Wool has been selling for 33-37 cents,
for unwashed and the future holds out
no reason for a drop.

WHEAT, HAY, BEANS, FRUITS.

The steady price of wheat even in the
futures
causes considerable comment
among farmers. No one would have predicted a year ago that wheat prices to-day
would be lower than then. It is not yet
known how the expected 300,000,000 bushels decrease in the American crop will
aff'ect

prices in Canada.

The bean-growing

districts of Ontario
have been hard hit by wet and cold. Prices
will rule high during next year.
The Canadian hay crop promises to be
large in all provinces. Wet weather during the early part of July will put Ontario
meadows in bad shape.
Corn for ear and for silage has had a
poor beginning all over Canada. The U.S.
crop reports are none too optimistic. Silos
may have to be filled with immature corn

this year.

The apple crop, so far promises well.
The June drop has been heavy. Early
apples will be good. But the weather has
been perfect for the development of fungus diseases.
Fuller reports on apples

and varieties
number.

will

appear

in the

August

According to a*Dominion bulletin the
acreage in wheat will be about 11.491.600,
a total of 1,494.800 less than the high reYet this decreased
cord of last year.
acreage is about 11.6 per cent, above the
acreage harvested in 1914.
Of this, the fall wheat acreage in Canada is around 1,042,200. This promises
well, and while the stand did not come
through the winter as perfectly as that
of 1915 the week promises more than the

rormal

yield.

;

Jack Miner and His Bird Refugees
JFhat an Ontario Farmer

is

Doing for the Conservation

By

of

Our Native Wild Life

ETHEL M. CHAPMAN

tion of the truth that long

ago he was

given dominion of the fowls of the air
that "the earth, air, water and all therein"
were put in his charge for safe keeping.
Mr. Miner is known as one of the best
sportsmen in Canada, but he is one of the
rare individuals living out the first principle of the movement for the conservation of our native wild life.

Perhaps Jack Miner's remarkable work
with birds is largely the natural result of
life. Thirty-eight
years ago the family m.oved to this country from Ohio, and settled in Essex County,
Ontario. The woods had been chopped
from thirteen acres of the farm, but none
of the land was cleared. Jack was the
second oldest of ten children,' and helped
to cut the timber and clear the whole
two hundred acres. Eventually he bought
one hundred acres of this, and later when
the other hundred, the homestead, was to
be sold, sentiment wouldn't let him see it
"I didn't need it any more than I
go.
need another pkull to hold my little bit of
brains," he explained, "but I couldn't see
it go into the hands of a stranger, so I
went in debt for it." It is here that he
has his farm, home, tile-factory and birdpark. In the wild goose season as many as
eight hundred people have visited the
place in one day.

his clean, hard, out-door

Jack Miner taming a young

SOMEWHERE

tlirusli.

back of memory, Na-

ture planted in every heart a
reverence for the beauty of life in
all its forms, an eternal wonder at the
mystery of its creation. Otherwise we
would be just a race of callous atheists
without sympathy or imagination. If you
find this slipping away from you, go to
see the sun rise on Jack Miner's bird
sanctuary at Kingsville. Such a flashing
of wings in the light! Such a confusion
of the maddest morning songs high in the

heavens, o f clear
the bushes, and the

more

low love-calls from

A SILVER SPOON MELTED INTO RIFLE BALLS

From the time the family moved into
the Canadian wilds, the boys "took to the
woods as natural as park hares." Deer,
foxes and wild turkeys were to be found
became expert
in abundance and they
hunters, even though the question of ammunition sometimes presented difficulties.

sober, domesclatter of

ticated

At eighteen months old Jasper Miner has
made friends of the wild ducklings.
Silver pheasants in background.

Mr. Miner tells a story of melting down
one of his mother's pewter spoons and remolding it into the rifle-balls that killed
his first deer. At first they hunted birds
for the market to buy winter clothing,
but they soon gave it up. All sport left

game when the money consideration
in.
It was soon evident that the
birds knew them as their enemies, and it
the

came

got on Jack's conscience. Npw he considers this kind of hunting nothing
short of murder in
the first degree, a
business on a par

water-fowl

the

with

whose whose honeymoon for the year

the

practice

of

illegal

killing

breeding birds, of
leaving nestlings to

over, splashing
practically
into
their morning bath.
is

starve wholesale,
and the general

The

air and the
land and the water
are all alive with
them, wild
birds
every one, but fearless
in
the consciousness of protection
many o f

ruthless extermination that attracts
men of the same
moral calibre a s
highway rob b e r s
and murderers for
hire.
He quit the
market o u s i n e s s

have

and since then
whatever hunting
he has done has

;

them

come

back to build their
homes here every
spring
o f
their

been

entirely
pleasure.
He

They

have
found a man with

lives.

a

new

interpreta-

camped

One view of

the park; wild geese on the

pond and martin-house

in the foreground.

Tiorthern

in

for

has

the

woods

T
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every season for the last thirty years,
usually taking the family with him.

DECOYING THE WILD GOOSE

But the boy's natural fondness for birds
suffered not a little from the fact that
they were afraid of him.
Everywhere
they seemed to know him as their enemy,
even after he had stopped shooting in
their territory, so he determined to "show
them" by taming a few. He had a special
love for the wild goose, and set seven decoys, fifty rods from the house. It was
four years before he could get a goose to
come near them then in 1908 eleven wild
geese came and lit with the decoys and
spent the season on the farm. He told the
neighbors they would come back the next
spring, "And," he says, "I suppose I was
made more fun of for that speech than
for anything else I ever did in my life. It
even came out in the local paper, and was
;

mentioned to me
18th, 1909,

off

and on

unt'l

when eighteen geese

and later fourteen more.
anything about it since."

I

March

arrived,

haven't heard

The next spring, however, on March
amazement of the inhabitants,

4th, to the

between three hundred and fifty and four
hundred geese flew straight over the
town on their way to the farm. Mr.
Miner had known some of them would
come back, but he was as much surprised
to see so many as the neighbors were to
see them at ^11, though he says he never
let on that he didn't expect them all. Ever
since they have been returning in greater
numbcis. On the windy Good Friday of
1913, when the water was so rough they
couldn't sit in the lake^ and they didn't
safe off the premisies, there
five-acre field full of them.
feel

was a

A BEAUTY SPOT FROM A SNAKE MAKSH
Mr. Miner's bird park is one of the
beauty spots of Ontario. When he boughtthe place the piece of ground was nothing but a snake-marsh. A tile drain was
first laid to carry off the surface water,
thfen a circle one hundred feet in diameter marked out in the centre of the plot
for a pond.

Six inches of the top soil was
taken from this, then eighteen inches of
clay scraped off, the edge bound with a
cement curb, and water piped in from a
spring.
The rest of the ground was
levelled, sloping up a little from the pond,
fenced around the front and sides, and
planted at the back with massed shrubbery low-trimmed evergreens in the
foreground, lilacs a little higher and a
row of young poplars above. Besides giving a charming background for the park,
viewed from the house or the road, the
hedge makes an ideal shelter for small
birds' nests. Even a casual observer could

—

learn

more of bird

family

lore watching the
these thriving colonies for a
than he could ever find in a

life in

summer,

nature study library.

Back

of the park is a "retreat," proby a brick wall all around and
planted with young trees and low growth
of wild native bushes, where the larger
birds, wild ducks, wood-ducks, pheasants
and quail can nest in safety. Hollow tile
tected

made to suit the different birds; the wood-duck, for instance,
likes to build its nest in the trunk of a
nesrting houses are

11
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tile is set up on the
chimney with a hole in the

hollow tree, so a round

ground

like a

The wild geese prefer to make their
nests in the open, the gander being quite
capable of protecting his family from any

from Moose Factory, with a letter stating that it had been taken from the leg

side.

of a grey goose shot by an

ordinary enemy.

James Bay. On October fifteenth another
tag was returned by the Hudson's Bay
agent from Fort George, a point forty
miles farther north on James Bay. In
January another came from Nag Head,

TRACING THE COURSE OF MIGRANT BIRDS

Only the wild geese and ducks that are
trapped on the place, according to a permit from the Government, belong to the
farm. Their wings are clipped and they
stay on the place the year round; the
others are visitors, free to come and go as
they like. The trapping is an interesting
part of the work. The overflow from the
pond in the park feeds another pond in a
field back of the barn. This pond stretches
out in a "canal" sixteen by sixty feet, and
the drain that supplies the park pond
carries spring water five feet under
ground for a distance of ninety rods, entering the canal about the centre. This
warm current keeps the water from freezing over until the wild ducks come in the
fall. The canal is covered with wire netting on a frame about ten feet above the
water, with a trap-door at each end, and
the first time the doors were jflropped
thirty black and grey Mallards were
caught.
All these were labelled with

Indian on

North Carolina, nine miles south of the
Virginia line on the Atlantic Coast.
Since wild geese have been harbored on
the Miner farm, only six have found their
way to the table, and only one shot on the
premises since 1911. Evidently the birds
appreciate this and give proof in a thousand ways that they know the family. This
spring they suffered a good deal of annoyance from shooters. Two men in particular would stand on the road bank and
fire into the flock in the park, terrifying
them into leaving the place for the time.
They always came back, but never within
range of this particular spot. One day
Mr. Miner himself was standing on the
bank littered with cartridge shells, when
a pair circling over the lake on a honeymoon trip discovered him and turned
their course straight in his direction, coming so close that he says he "could have
killed them with a club."

THE ROMANCE OF A WILD GANDER
The faithfulness and devotion
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an aluminum tag around the foot, bearing the address, Kingsville, and we get
some idea of the migratory habits of
the birds from the fact that one of the
tags was returned from Kentucky, another from Louisiana another from Tennessee, where the birds had fallen victims
It is also yvorth noting that
to shooters.
on the first of March the next year, six of
the bunch were sitting again in Miner's

park.

The wild geese were not led into the
decoy of the trap-net so easily as the
ducks; in fact, it is the general opinion of
bird people that a man who can trap and
tame a wild goose can tame anything. Mr.
Miner's method was typical of his entire
natural, easy plan of handling wild
Six of the wild geese which had
things.
already been caught with decoys and
tamed, were educated to go under the net
at night (a wild goose is one of the most
intelligent and easily trained animals
known), and when seventeen wild ones
were visiting with their tamed relatives,
it was a very simple matter to drive them
Each goose
all together under the net.
was caught and put in a sack, a hole cut
in the sack and one foot slipped through
and labelled with an aluminum tag inscribed with the address on one side, a
verse of Scripture on the other. The next
spring one of these tags was returned

in the
of the wild goose is one of the
most beautiful things in Nature. Some
time ago a gander came flopping down on
the prem.ises, shot through the wing. The
broken part was taken off but the bird
could never fly again. Shortly after, his
big brother returned to the farm, and
seeing how things were, refused to leave.
Every spring since, the unhampered bird
has watched the flock spread their wings,
and mount straight up almost out of sight,
honk a farewell, and float gracefully off
for the alluring wilds of the north country, but he has never made the least attempt to leave the cripple. The pair are
known around the countryside as Damon
and Pythias, and Mr. Miner believes that
their faithfulness has taken the "shoot"
out of a great many people.

family

life

The most
ever found

its

interesting character that
way to the farm, however,

was Jack Johnson,

so

named because "he

could lick anything on the place." He and
his mate were the first geese that decided
to keep house on the premises, and with
wild geese this is no light affair. The wild
is a regular Brigham Young, but
the wild gander mates only once in a lifetime, and if he is the wildest of wild birds
and a terror to his enemies, in his domestic life he is the hero-ideal of the bird
kingdom or others, for that matter.
The pair built their nest near the tileshed and close to a cow-path, the gander
always on guard or ready to spring from
some unseen quarter at his wife's signal,
a mysterious communication known only
to themselves. The cow soon learned to
avoid the locality, but it was the worry
of the family that old Charlie, the carthorse, grazing around, might put a
clumsy foot in it. One day he got a little
Mr. Miner saw him from the
too near.

drake

—

tile-shed, but at the same time he sawJack Johnson pushing himself along the
ground like a snake. The next minute the
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other, he associated the cow

with her disappearance. At
first he flew into her with all

the fierceness
of a wild
thing robbed of
its

mate

;

later

the feeling became more of
quiet
susa
picion, but the

never

ardour

cooled

^xMBittiamA 'r»'

Home

life

I'iijUj
of the tcild goose famtt,/.
"retreat" hack of the rmrk.

the

bird

would
turned blue for Charlie. Something
like a barbed vise was gripping his fetlock, a most unearthly squeaking filled the
world before and behind him, and a pair
of wings like ribbed sails were whipping
him into a panic. "When he went past the
tile-shed," Mr. Miner says, "he would have
sold for fifty dollars more. He was running only because he couldn't fly." Then
Jack went back and held a jubilee with his
wife over the victory.
The incident
shows how Nature has equipped the birds
to protect their young against the heros
of wild caribou roaming the northern
wood?.
Before the goslings were hatched the
goose took sick, and the eggs were
brought in and put under a hen, the gander all the time roaming the fields hunting his family treasures, and returning
sadly to his sick wife. A wild gosling
arrows very rapidly, in fact it is practically full grown at six weeks, so the hen
scarcely had them out of their shells until
they were pushing her up like an umbrella when she tried to cover them at
night.
One day while Jack was still
honking over the fields in search of the
eggs, the hen wandered in sight with the
family. To see the outraged father bearing down on the flock one would imagine
he wap quite ready to avenge his own injury by finishing off every one of these
young upstarts who had wandered into
his territory. With one cuff" from his stub
wing, however, he sent the hen shrieking
for shelter, then fell to caressing his
children as though he had known them all
their lives.
"And off" in the distance the
sick wife was coming. She fell down a
few times but still she came. And just
as the sun was coming up," Mr. Miner
says, "I saw one of the sweetest family
reunions that ever took place on the
air

.

He

never let her
out of his sight.
Sometimes she

break

out of her pasture, and has been seen
two miles away from home, but always with the gander at her heels. When
one of a pair of these birds dies, the other
never mates again, and there is no sadder sound under the heavens than the
nightly honking of a wild goose for its
mate.
The gander was given to some

hunters who wanted a call bird; later he
was wounded and had to be' killed. He
was given to be mounted in the Queen's
Museum, Kingston.

HARBORING THE SMALLER BIRDS
While the wild goose is Mr. Miner's
favorite, he has made his place a harbor
for practically every native wild bird, except those who would be a menace to the
crops of the neighborhood, or who would
prey on the rest of the bird community.
He has made tile houses, after most original and beautiful designs, to suit about
every small bird except the English sparrow. For these he has placed decoys just
above a loop-hole on a chimney of the tile
factory; and since the barn swallows have
found their natural enemy disappearing
as if by magic from this locality, the tile
shed has become their regular habitat.
At first they built just inside the door;
now there are twenty nests within
twenty feet of the engine. Bird psychology
is an elusive thing to study, but this fact

19

know their proThe same family of purple marcome back to the same house in the

clear at least, that they

tectors.

tins

park every year; after supper on April
30th, a new tile house of the bluebird de-

was set on a fence post; before
breakfast the next morning a bluebird
was making her nest in it. These are just
sign

little

incidents that

we may

as well leave

with the other mysteries in the eternal
plan of things, and be glad we have
something more to wonder about.

INSECTS THE LORDS OF CREATION

A feature of the Miner place which appeals especially to the children of the
neighborhood is a hazel thicket, planted
on a stretch of ground one rod wide and
It was put there
fifty-three rods long.
in the first place for the children so they
could have a place to gather nuts in the
fall; incidentally it has become a popular
shelter for quail. It would be difficult to
estimate the economic value of these birds
to the farms in the neighborhood. A quail
killed in a Kansas wheat field had the remains of 2,000 Hessian flies in its craw,
and the Hessian fly causes a loss of $20,000,000' to the wheat growers of the country every year. In fact, so far as agriculture is concerned, it is not man but the
insects who are the lords of creation. It
is very easy to exterminate the birds in an
orchard or grain-field, but an entirely different proposition to control the insects.
Up to the present we have discovered no
force outside of Nature capable of maintaining the balance of Nature. If insects
are unusually plentiful they are eaten by
birds that ordinarily wouldn't touch them.
It is time our farm children were taught,
besides aesthetic considerations for our
native birds, the economic truth of the
rhyme:
"/ .sow ivith open eyes, singing birds siveet
Sold in the shops for people to eat,
Sold in the shops of Stupidity Street.

saw

in a vision the ivorm in the wheat,
in the shops nothing for people to eat;
Nothing for sale in Stupidity Street."

"I

And

Continued on page

49.

earth."

The stranger part of the story, however, is the family's adoption of the hen.
The goslings were rather bewildered

to

her "go"; but they followed their
parents down to the pond.
Pretty soon
the whole family came back, coaxed the
hen to come with them, and she lived
under Jack's protection like the rest of
the family until the snowfall drove her to
>ee

shelter.

The goose's health kept failing and one
day she was carried into the cow-stable
and the cow turned out. Jack never saw
her again and always, in some way or

Wild geese

in

the park.

The

eurtli,

tite

air

and the water are

alive with them.
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Heating the Farm
Hot Water Systems and

THE

layout of a typical hot-water
heating system is shown in Fig. 3.
This comprises hot water radiators, furnaces and expansion tank.
It will be seen that there is some similarity to the steam system of piping; that
is, at first glance, but by looking carefully

Points

to

Observe

in

By

:

Any Heating

38.— Editor.
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out just to drain off any sediment which
may possibly have collected in the bottom
of the furnace.
In conclusion it would be well to bear
in mind the following items which are
essentials of any heating system.
Proper location of furnace; proper location of radiators, which is always in the
coldest places of the house, under windows, etc. Provide lots of humidity and
fresh air.
The furnace should be provided with temperature controlling devices; these will save their cost in fuel in
a couple of winters, and nothing is so
vitally essential as uniformity of heat.
In case of warm air the pipes should be
covered with asbestos air-celled paper.
Hot water, as well as steam furnaces,
and all piping, should be well covered
and piping with regular pipe covering
made specially for the purpose. Any
reader of Farmer's Magazine who contemplates having a furnace installed may
write us for any information wanted, and
we will gladly furnish same free of
charge.

at the two plans, the difference becomes
more apparent. There are both flow, or
main pipes, and returns just as in steam,
but both the radiator connections are at
the bottom of the radiator, though, of
course, some hot-water systems are connected at the top and bottom of the
radiator, but not very often. With steam,
moreover, no expansion tank is necessary,

though with hot water such a tank

is in-

dispensable. The mode of operation is as
follows
First, the system is filled with water
until the expansion tank registers at the
gauge glass about two-thirds full of water.
fire is built up, not too heavy at first,
then the air is allowed to escape out of the
radiators by opening the air valves
shown to the right of each radiator. As
the water is heated, it becomes lighter,
bulk for bulk, which proves that the

A

water has expanded, and by watching the
water-glass at the tank it will show more
water; and as the water cools it will
contract.

Fig.
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The Sttmmer winds blow soft across the hay;
The scent of gardens lingers in the air;
The robins fluting wood-notes sing a lay
Of clouds with lining silvered, free from care.
Tlte orchards and the ineadows, pink and white,
The deep-greened verdure of a tree's first bloom,
The ripened fruit, unfolding to the light,
Reflect their mellowed joj/ from Nature's ivomh.

—

Tltrough

flelds of virgin,

System

One charge of water, with the exception
of a few pints during the winter, will last
for years, and it should never be emptied more than once in five years. The
only thing that is necessary at spring
and fall is to empty about a half pailful

—

Note. Full particulars about hot air and
steam systems appeared in the June issue on
p.

edwin newsome

bending, golden grain.

Through byways o'er a path of stubble straw,
Through railed fence and down a shady lane,
By forests, brooklets, hedges, thorned and raw.
Through suifiny days and days of darkened hopes.
Through life's rough journey to the other shore,
Through blackened ashes up to shining slopes,
God keeps the farmer from the City's poor.

—
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The

Frost Girl:

CHAPTER XIV.— Continued.

INSTANTLY

the place

Men dropped

roar.

was

A

an upand
Hughey's side.
in

their plates

cups and sprang to
One man reached out and grasped the Indian's arm, jerking him to the centre of
the group.

"Stand back, you fellows!" cried Allan,
jumping into the midst of them and shoving men right and left.
"Stand back!
You don't even know if he is the man."
"He's the one, alright!" shouted Jimmie, the cache guardian.

He leaped in front of the prisoner and,
before Hughey or Allan could interfere,
had stretched him on the snow with one
right-hand swing.
Instantly Allan was
astride the fallen Indian fighting the men
back.
"Get out, damn you!" he cried as a
place cleared. "I'll kill the next man who
lays a hand on him."
There was no new movement upon the
part of the crew, and Allan turned upon
them savagely.
"What sort of a bunch are you?" he de-

manded.

^^-^^^^"^^^

"This poor devil

isn't to blame.
a lot of men down in Montreal who
are sipping their Scotch in their club right
this moment, toasting thiur feet before a
wood fire and listening to the bishop explain why he wants some money for his
pet Indian mission up at Lake St. John.
And they'll pity the poor Indians and give
it to him.
"They're the men we want, not this
poor, starved devil who pulled a dirty
It's

Story of the Canadian North

Illustrated

HARRY

by

trick for a couple of sacks of flour.
can't get them if you kill him.

we

go back and

what

I'll

PINKERTON

sit

down, and

I'll

tell

And

Now
you

do."

men returned to their halfsuppers about the big campfire.
When they were all seated, and the Indian, dazed from the blow, had been
helped to a log and given a cup of tea,
Allan addressed the crew.
"I'm going to keep this fellow a prisoner until the next time the teams go to
Sabawe," he said. "Then I'm going to
send him out and have him turned over
I know how
to the proper authorities.
you fellows feel. You think he tried to
starve you to death by burning that
cache. It was as dastardly a trick as a
man could pull off, but, because we're
fighting a bunch of crooks, is no reason
we should not play square.
"Now, I'm going to promise that this
man gets punished, but punished legally.
You'll be squared and, by keeping him, he
may tell who hired him. And then we'll
get those fellows in Montreal. Isn't that
Silently the

eaten

better?"

"Lead us to the big fellows!" shouted a
rodman; and in the laugh that followed
Allan knew that he had won.
The chief himself stood guard over the

C.

EDWARDS

prisoner the first night. There were no
handcuffs, and it would have been cruel
to bind his hands and feet in such
weather. So, day and night, a guard was
maintained over him, and the silent figure
beside the campfire ceased to be of interest to the crew.

T ATE
^

afternoon of the second

in the

day after Hughey's return with the
Indian, Allan returned to camp for some

work

in his tent.

The

light

was

just be-

ginning to fade when he heard the jingle
of dog bells. Believing it to be the teams
coming from Sabawe, he rushed out.
But there were no dogs in the surveying
outfit such as those that dashed into the
camp-site and stopped at command of the
fur-clad driver in the carriole.

"Down!" came the sharp order
voice that

drew Allan

in a
quickly, eagerly to-

ward it.
But he had only gone half the distance
when the driver, unaided, threw back the
bearskin robe and sprang out.
"Hertha!" cried Allan, again running
forward. "I didn't expect to have you for
a guest, and on Christmas eve, too."
"I didn't come as a guest," the girl
answe-red.

Allan halted before her at the tone.

It

was that which she had used when she refused to sell him food for his men. He
looked searchingly at her face and saw

THE STORY— UP TO THE PRESENT.
Allan Baird, who has been running a preliminary survey line for
a new railroad to Hudson's Bay,
meets Hertha MacLure, a strikingly attractive but very mysterious
girl ivho runs a trading post, formerely managed by her father, and.
who is known all through the north
country as "The Frost Girl," on account of her coldness to all the
men who visit the post. Baird completes his survey and returns to
headquarters at Toronto, where he
receives peremptory orders to start
at once on a complete survey line
from his chief. Baird must complete
his work and Hie plans at Ottawa
by April 1.
He at once returns to
the north. Four days out from. Sabawe, his base of supplies, nine of
his dogs are poisoned over night.
Baird goes to the post of the Frost
Girl to secure supplies. She refuses
absolutely to sell him anything.
He then hurries back to get supplies up from Sabawe, and, after a
long delay, gets back to cavip to find
that his hungry men have gone to
secure supplies by force from, the

He protects the Post
men and sends them back
camp.
By this time Baird re-

Frost Girl.

from
to

his

that he is in love with the
starts out hiviself to discover tvho poisoned the dogs and at
the team's camping place he finds
a man hiding pieces of frozen
meat in the snow around the camp
where the dogs would find it. He
endeavors to overpower the stranger and a fierce struggle ensues,
from which Baird issues victor, his
opponent sustaining a broken arm.
The poisoner gets away, however.
In striking across the ice, Baird
alizes

girl.

He

breaks
through
and is nearly
drowned.
Fighting his way back
to camp in freezing conditions, he
nearly succumbs, but is found and
rescued by the Frost Girl.
He is
nursed back to life by Hertha and
their intimacy ripens to friendship.
In the m.eantime the guardian of
the food cache is lured aivay by an
Indian and, in his absence, the cache
is

burned.

who proves

They catch the Indian,
to be

Girl's "people."

one of the Frost

the grim mouth, the hard eyes, the determined chin. But he saw something that
had been lacking before. Despite the
grimness of her expression, the defiance
in her bearing, there was a vague suggestion that all was assumed, that her
evident hostility was no longer real.
"I have come for that Indian you are
holding prisoner, if you haven't killed
him," she said.
"Indian!" exclaimed Allan. "Why-did
you come for him?"
"You are holding him unjustly. He is
not the guilty one."
"But Hughey tracked him from the

cache he had burned to his wigwam. And
the guard identified him as the man who
had decoyed him away."
"But he is not the guilty one," repeated
Hertha firmly. "You have made a mistake. His squaw came last night and told

me what you had
once.
"I

You must

am

"but he

let

done, and

him go

I

came

at

free."

sorry," Allan replied doggedly,
the man according to all the

is

evidence, and he will be turned over to
the proper authorities for punishment."
"Send him to prison!" cried Hertha.
"You must not! You can't do that! Think
of what it would mean to him to be shut
up. He's never even known what it means
*
to live in a house."
"I'm sorry," Allan repeated, "but he

UK

T
must be punished.

"Then," and Hertha took a quick step
toward him and looked up defiantly in his
face, "if it's someone you want to punish,

"Hertha!" cried Allan. "You don't
know what you are saying!"
"I do know. I am responsible for that
man's burning the cache."
"Do you mean you hired him to do it?"
"Not exactly, but it amounts to the same
thing. I am guilty." And then she added
a crime."
"And the others?" questioned Allan
dully. "The poisoning, the forged note?"
"Yes! Yes! I am responsible."
"And the man I fought? Did you take
fiercely: "If it is

in

:

Why

—

Hertha!"
girl.

"You've spoken of money before of the
National people. I never heard of them.
I haven't taken anyone's money.
Did you
think I would do such a thing for pay?"
"Then why?" asked the amazed engineer.

"LJERTHA

turned quickly, but not too

^ * quickly to hide the tears that had
sprung suddenly to her eyes. Then, sob•

bing, her shoulders shaking, her face covered with her hands, she sank to a log
beside the fire.
Allan, his mind still unable to grasp
what she said, looked helplessly about the
camp-site. His impulse was to take her
in his arms; but he did not dare.
There
was something he did not understand,

something he could not comprehend.
As he stood there he felt a tug at his
sleeve and turned to face the prisoner.
The man spoke quickly, impulsively, in
Ojibway. Allan could not understand a

word

of

it.

"What

does he say?" he asked Hertha,
feeling that the Indian might explain.

But Hertha only shook her head while
the Indian turned his back in disgust and
went to the other side of the fire.

CHAPTER XV

The

As

Railroad

Allan stood looking first at the Indian, then at the girl, he heard the
shout of the returning crew.
It was
Christmas eve, a holiday ahead of them,
a big feast and a day of release from the
snow and the cold and the ceaseless endeavor.
In a minute they would come
tumbling into camp, rough, boisterous,
profane.

lustrous,

silver-glinted

frame

looked the face of the girl. The golden
hair thrust itself forward and, mingling
with the coal-like fur, seemed to give it
the sparkling semblance of life.
But, most wonderful of all, Hertha
was wholly unconscious of the effect she
produced, of the striking beauty of herself and her costume, of the compelling
result of the two together. As simply and
unaffectedly as a child she stood there;
and, as naturally, she pushed back the
hood to expose the extravagant golden
billows and let them tumble down and
glisten against the fur.
Allan forgot all else as he looked, forgot what this glorious creature had just
told him, forgot what her confession

"Why did you do it?
did you take
their filthy money? I can't
I can't be-

—
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his breath quickly at the picture she

black,

ly:

"Whose money?" demanded the

'

presented. She wore trousers of moleskin,
but to her knees fell the loose folds of a
wonderful, skirt-like, hooded coat of lynx
skins, the gray, tawny coloring striped
with thin lines of black and the fur seeming to absorb and then to give out more
softly still the mellow glow of the candles.
That part of the costume was striking
enough in itself, but Allan saw it only
vaguely. For the hood was of the wonderful black fox, the long bushy tail being
used to encircle the face. And out of this

him away?"
"I saw you," she said, and the anger
had vanished. The eyes became a warm
blue, and there was admiration in them
as she went on
"No one ever whipped
Me-mi-je-is before. I would not have believed it if I had not seen you."
But Allan did not seem to hear, to notice the change.
For a moment he stared
unseeingly at the fire. Then he turned
toward her suddenly and demanded fierce-

it,

R S

She looked up startled, a little afraid,
and sprang to her feet.
"There is no danger," Allan assured
her.
"Only they must not find you like
this.
Come."
He led her to his tent, where a little
folding stove was aglow and a couple of
candles were lighted.
Her tears were gone when she faced
him in the dim yellow light, and he drew

Punish

me!"

lieve

1-:

"Come, Hertha," whispered the engineer, laying a hand on her shoulder.
"Come to the tent for a little while. The
crew is here."

This sort of thing has

got to stop."

punish the guilty one, not him.

FA K M

him and to his ambitions and
His eyes showed something of
this, and Hertha, not quite understanding,
still obsessed with the object of her long,
hard journey through the forest, looked
back defiantly.
"Well." she demanded, "now that you
know, what are you going to do with me?"
"Do, Hertha, DO?"
meant

to

desires.

HE
tion

took a quick, eager step forward,

and then the meaning of her quesstruck him and he turned and drop-

ped dejectedly to a seat beside the folding
camp table. When he looked up, miserable, wretched, despondent, her expression had not changed.
"I'm not going to do anything, Hertha,"
he said gently.
He placed a chair for her beside the
stove and led her to it.
"But I wish," he added, "that you
would tell me why you did this, why you
have fought me so. You say it isn't the
National people. You surely do not hate
me enough to do such a thing. Why is
it?"

"It

was because

I

hated what you are

doing," she answered quickly, defiantly.

"What I am doing? This survey?"
"What your survey means. It is
railroad, and
hate. I would

vent

its

what

it

the

will bring, that I

have done anything to pre-

coming."

"I never heard of such a thing!" exclaimed Allan. "I thought railroads were
always welcomed, always sought. A railroad means life to a country."
"And death," added Hertha quickly.
"It means death here, the death of a people."

"I don't understand."
"Who have you seen since you

came inWhite people who wanted
a railroad? You have seen only Indians,

to this country?

scattered families of hard-working peoDo they want a railroad? It is the
ple.
last thing they do want. It can do them no
do them an everlasting
It wiil
good.

harm. It will kill them, kill their spirit,
rob them of what is rightly theirs, turn
them from men to beasts. It can't be."
"But, Hertha, you would not stop progress, stop the work of your own people,
for a few savages?"
"Savages!" cried the girl, leaning forward fiercely. "What is a savage? Is the

man who

is honest, industrious, supporting his family, tender with his children, a
savage just because he lives in a house
of birchbark and has a dark skin? Or is
it the man who corrupts and steals from
this dark-skinned m.an, who robs him of
the dearest things he has, and gives him
nothing in return? The white man who
comes into the wilderness to loot it and
its people, who takes and never gives, who
destroys and never builds up, he is the

savage.

"You think the Indian is barbarous.
You don't know the Indian. Perhaps you
have seen only those who have lived where

man has degraded him. I know him, and I would
rather have him for a friend, for a neighbor, than the white men I have known.
And it is because here in this district,
where the evil influence of the white man
has never come, where the Indian lives
as he has always lived, as he likes to live,
as he only can live, that my work, and the
work of my father's life, are threatened
with ruin that I have fought you and
your railroad."
the barbarity of the white

—

'TpHE

girl,

her eyes shining with the

-

zeal of her cause, her hands gripping
the edge of the table before her, stopped
and, still defiant, looked at the engineer.

And Allan, at the reference to her father,
knew and understood. He saw the effects
of

her father's teachings,

of his

well-

meaning but narrow and almost fanatical
He saw the traits that had desideas.
cended to the daughter, the loyalty and
the obstinacy, the insincerity and the intractability, the keenness of the mind and
the influences that had cramped it.
Hertha began to speak again, and as
he listened he felt a growing admiration
for this girl who, alone, defied the forces
of civilization itself; who, single-h-anded,
was willing to fight for what she believed
to be right. Pity mingled with his respect,
pity that her ability should be wasted, her

ambitions futile. And suddenly he realized
that he had a triple mission, that this
winter's work had been trebled. Not only
must he put the survey through on time
to save his own respect, not only must he
win the love of this strange girl to save
his own happiness, but he must now con-

Continucd on page
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Hon. Geo. Langley of Saskatchewan
He

Started as a

Dock Orator

— Comes

Canada at 49 and Keeps His
Practical by Raising Wheat at Redberry

often said, and I suppose it is
assumed, that the development of the middle western provinces
is

ITgenerally

to

NORMAN LAMBERT

By

ary

line.

ever,

is

tions

in

Saskatchewan.

A

farmer and

one of the masses, reared from the soil in
Essex county, England, George Langley
during twenty-three years of residence on
the prairie, has risen from the position of

Crown

in the

Government of

his pro-

His short, stock figure, massive
head and face, twinkling brown eyes, and
a broad accent proclaim him unmistakeably as an Englishman of the old John
Bull type, but the meaning of his words
and the sympathy of his thought are thoroughly Canadian, when he speaks about
the country of his adoption.
vince.

That general assumption, howvery often carried too far, and

frequently the conclusion is formed that
much of the progressive legislation placed
upon the statute books of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, in recent years,
has been due to the influence of the large
immigration which has flowed into these
provinces from the United States). Conclusions of that kind are incorrect. The
radical mind of the Canadian West has
been the Englishman, not the American.
Running through the lists of officers in
the different Grain Growers' Associations,
for instance, the outstanding names are
those of Englishmen.
They have been,
and are still, the agitators and the organizers in the cause of an advanced democracy in Western Canada. In most cses
they have had the seeds of reform imbedded in their minds before leaving England, and the clear, open field of the western plains has encouraged a rapid germination of those radical ideas.
The desire
for a society which will give to its members as far as possible an equal share in
the resources of a new and wealthy country, is most manifest in the radical mind
of the West, and only recently, has that
objective point begun to be aproached.
Hon. George Langley, Minister of Municipal Affairs in the Province of Saskatchewan, is one of the pioneers in the so-called
"radical" movement amongst the grain
growers of Western Canada. He is without exception the most outstanding personality in any of the farmers' associa-

a humble homesteader to be owner of
three sections of land and a Minister of
the

of Canada, in many respects, is bound to
be very similar to that of the adjacent
western states, situated immediately on
the other side of the international bound-

Ideals

HIS UNIQUE POSITION.

Mr. Langley one day during the recent stormy sittings of the Saskatchewan Legislature when the Scott
government was being assailed by the Opposition with charges of alleged corruption.' The Minister of Municipal Affairs
was one of two members of the Cabinet
whose names were not involved in the
various allegations which later were made
the subject of an inquiry by three Royal
I

went

to see

When I found him in his
alone, the honorable gentleman was
smiling blandly over a report which had
just appeared in a provincial newspaper,
eulogizing him because of his unique and
unquefjtioned position in the government.
Commissions.

room

Ctrrne to

We

Canada at 41 years of age and
has risen by sheer ability.

as Canadians, are liable, like

all

the

to worship heroes, and when
them clay, like the rest of us, to
abuse them like children with a doll whose
sawdust interior has disabused our worship.
Yet, there is some excuse for holding high
in our estiination men who have overcome

liritish

we

race,

find

great obstacles, have labored for thi' weal of
their fellows most unselfishly, and have
good four-square to the flesh pots of Egypt.
The prairies have developed many rugged
Mien and this "little stocky Englishman" excites the admiration of many.
The writer
is the Western editorial representative of the
Toronto Globe and a young man of considerable promise.
He is preparing an
article on another big young man of Sas-

katchewan

that

will

tell

some

history.

—Editor.

"You know," he remarked, referring to
the press report, "some of my constituents are inclined to place a halo about my
head these days, and I don't think after
all that I shall disabuse them of that
idea."

That, as an introduction to the interview which I sought from him, was sufficient to prove that Hon. George Langley
was not permitting his radical ideas to
lessen in any degree a keen sense of
humor.

CAME HERE AT

41.

Mr. Langley did not arrive in Canada
until he was forty-one years old, and he
came here in 1893, when the North-West
Territories were just beginning to develop.
His earlier life in England .was
^n'^rt

mainly

in

London where he went

Fine yncllow land turned up by T. Hillis on his homestead near Gladstone, Man. The Western soil blossoms in big
men a visit there strikes one very forcibly ivith the fact that all the big men of Canada come West.

—
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from

his father's small farm in Essex, at
a very early age, to seek a living and an
education.
The living was secured for
many years on the docks, along the
Thames, in the capacity of porter which
is the name given in England to workmen who are engaged in unloading vessels of different kinds into the sheds and
warehouses of various mercantile companies; and the education came in the
foim of a natural process of accumulation
during a period in which it was a privilege to live in London. For, the days of
George Langley's apprenticeship on the
docks in London, and later, were the days
He became
of John Bright in England.
intimately connected with the CobdenBright wing of the Liberal party, and because of a natural aptitude for public
ppeaking, developed into the spokesman
for the dockmen on occasions of political
Any newly issued pamphlet,
discussion.
or speech, setting forth an economic argument with regard to Britain's trade, or
her system of taxation, immediately became the text of a debate between different groups of the workingmen with whom
Mr. Langley was associated in those days.

have never spoken in Hyde Park," he
me, "but often I have sought an open
space in a side thoroughfare in London,
and mounting a chair or a box and ringing a hand-bell, have attracted large
crowds to me." Those open air addresses,
interrupted by all the characteristic
heckling of an old country crowd, taught
Mr. Langley the valuable lesson of adapting himself to the temper of hisi audience
a faculty, by the way, which has served
"I

told

—

well many times since, his connection
with the Grain Growers' Movement in
Western Canada.

him

A FOLLOWER OF BRIGHT.
"I have always had a voracious appetite
for reading," he said in referring to the
more literary character of his early training in London, "but in my youth it seemed
almost impossible to satisfy the gnawing
hunger for books which seized my mind."
Johnson's old edition of Shakespeare was
the first book I ever purchased, and I used
it always under my pillow.
Byron's poetry appealed to me, as a young
man. very much, and I often think now
that I learned hip verses too easily." This

to sleep with

weakness for Byron placed
Mr. Langley in an amusing light, as only
a short time previously, in the course
of a debate in the Legislature, he had
resorted to Don Juan, to describe an opponent as "the mildest mannered pirate
that every scuttled a ship."
The most
allusion to his

striking influence on his

mind while still
years of his life in
London, was exerted by a book of John

in the impressionable

Morley's, called "Compromise." "It was
from that book," Mr. Langley declared,

"that

received the firm conviction that
sincerity in this world was of more imI

portance than anything else."

MEMBER OF FABIAN

SOCIETY.

Passing from the realm of books and
literature, he returned to his associations

amongst the radical thinkers of London
in the seventies. He became a member of
the Fabian Society when Mr. Bernard
Shaw was its young president, and Mr.
Sydney Webb was its economic authority.

Amid

those socialistic influences, the need
for social betterment and legislative reforms affecting the industrial life of England, was strongly emphasized, and as Mr.
Langley declared, his viewpoint all the
time that he was in London, could not be
removed from the conditions surrounding
the humble farming classes who were eking out an existence in such counties as
Essex. And the desire for social amelioration became deeply entrenched in his
nature.

Then George Langley came to Canada
all an Englishman's prejudices in

with

full bloom.
"I thought at first," said he,
"that I would like to re-establish a model
England right here on the prairies, but
the experiences with the crowds, back on
the side thoroughfares of London, helped
me to become adjusted to the new ways

Western Canada."

Mr. Langley
near the present site of the City of Saskatoon, and he
remained there for two years. Then he
went farther north to a better farming
district, in the Rosthern neighborhood,
where he resided for ten years, on a half
section of land.
During the past eleven
years he has lived at Maymont, about
forty miles east of Battleford, and h6 and
two sons now farm three sections of land,
or about two thousand acres. Two other
sons live in the same district, and they
also have become successful farmers.

of

First,

settled on a quarter section,

LANGLEY AND MOTHERWELL.

was during

his residence in the Rothern district that Mr. Langley became interested and involved in the launching of
the present Grain Growers' Movement.
As soon as W. R. Motherwell, now the
Minister of Agriculture for Saskatchewan, had succeeded in bringing the
farmers of the southerly districts together in the memorable organization
meeting at Indian Head, in 1901, Langley, who had been agitating for closer
union amongst the farmers of the north,
was ready to join his forces with those
of the south. And consequently, in 1902,
the Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association was formed, representing a complete, fighting union of Saskatchewan
farmers, and also the nucleus of the great
movement which now embraces over
35,000 farmers in the three prairie provinces.
Motherwell in the south, and
Langley in the north were the fathers of
the Grain Growers' Movement in Western
It

Canada.

The fight which the western grain
growers were forced to wage, in the first
days of their existence, was directed
against what seemed to be an unfair combine between the railways and the elevator companies which controlled almost abthe entire grain trade of- the
Prices for wheat were very low,
and the grain grower was never sure of
being able to market his product once he
did get it to market.' This is no place to
record the history of that stormy period
between 1902 and 1909, in which there
were many law suits between the farmers
and the grain men, and many hot arguments amongst the grain growers themselves, but in which the co-operative efforts of the western producers were finally rewarded by the adoption in the federal parliament of the first real Grain
solutely

West.

Act that had ever been given to the
Suffice it to say, that by the
country.
year 1909 three prominent figures had
developed amongst the Grain Growers of
Saskatchewan. They were George Langley,
E. A. Partridge, and the late F. W. Green.
By this time, the grain growers of the
West had realized that the existing line
elevators, without competitions, were exerting practically a monopolistic control
over the marketing and distribution of
wheat in the prairie provinces. It was
necessary, therefore, to devise some means
of competition.
The Grain Growers'
Grain Company already had been established, with a selling agency at the Grain
Exchange in Winnipeg, and a system of
elevators which
extended
principally
through Manitoba. But it was felt that
the farmers of the great grain growing
province of Saskatchewan should be supplied with a system of elevators operated
from within the province.
Two ideas
came into conflict here, and they were,
(1) Elevators to he owned and operated by
the provincial government, and (2) Elevators to he owned and operated on a cooperative basis by the farmers thcTnaelves.
George Langley became the principal advocate of the co-operative idea, while F. W.
Green and E. A. Partridge argued for
government ownership. Then in 1910, the
Scott Government brought Dr. McGill all
the way from Dalhousie University to be
the chairman of a special Commission,
of which Langley and Green were the
other two members, and this Saskatchewan Grain Commission traveled widely
in America during that year, trying to
discover the best method of solving the
grain problems of the central prairie province.
The Commission finally reported
in favor of a system of co-operative elevators, but it fell to the lot of Mr. Langley to make the Saskatchewan Grain
Growers' Association see the wisdom of
that report.

AN HISTORIC CONVENTION.
The annual convention of the Saskatchewan Grain Growers held in Regina in
1911, was an historical and deeply impressive occasion. There was really only
one feature in that convention, and that
was the debate between George Langley
and E. A. Partridge on the question of
adopting the report of the Grain ComMr. Partridge, who is still livone of the most brilliant men the
Grain Gowers' Movement has produced.
As a speaker, impassioned and forceful,

mission.
ing, is

there were few his equal

Western Canada

anywhere

in

years ago, and he
has a strong following in the Association
of Grain Growers. At the convention of
1911 he asked for an amendment to the
report of the Grain Commission favoring
five

government ownership of elevators, and,
of course, he had to address the convention before any utterance could be heard
from Mr. Langley. It was a great speech,
and left the convention partly convinced
of the wisdom of Government Ownership,
and partly undecided. To decide the undecided element in the convention, and
convert many of those who had been
turned by the eloquence of his oponent
to favor government ownership, were the
two things which Langley had to accomThe issue, moreover.
plish in his reply.

THE FA
was of very great political importance.
The Scott Government had appointed the
Grain Commission, and had gone so far
as to prepare legislation according to the
Commission's report. If the members of

the Grain Growers' Association should refuse to sanction that report, the political
situation would be rather awkward. The
task of leading eight hundred delegates
in that convention to support the Commission's recommendation, and declare themselves for co-operation as opposed to
government ownership, was not easy, but
it was not without certain attractions to
a man who had fought his way verbally
to success many times in front of a London mob. Mr. Langley carried the convention, and his also was a masterly
speech in exposition of the principles of
co-operation. He believed firmly that the
organization of the proposed elevator system for the province would have to come
from within rather than by the power of
the government from without, and he succeeded in establishing that principle in
the Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association in 1911. His rationalism was more
than a match for Mr. Partridge's brillince, and to-day, no person in Western

Canada has more

influence with an audience of grain growers than Hon. George
Langley.

RM E R
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THE SASKATCHEWAN CO-OPERATIVE
ELEVATORS.

The introduction of the Saskatchewan
Co-operative Elevator Company into the
Growers' Movement
another powerful, competitive
factor into the grain business. The volume of business which passed through the
newly organized company increased very
rapidly.
In 1911 the Saskatchewan Cooperative Elevator Company had its
oflSces in Moose Jaw, and in that first year
of its existence, Mr. Langley spent most of
his time in Moose Jaw assisting in the
work of organizing the business. The
company started with 45 elevators. Then
the offices were moved to Regina, and a
selling branch was established on the
Grain Exchange at Winnipeg.
In the
year 1915 the company had 230 line elevators in operation, and the business turnover of this co-operative concern in the
crop j-ear 1915-1916 will amount to'
$40,000,000.
Before another crop has
been harvested, a new terminal elevator
fields

of the Grain

brought

will

have arisen at the head of the

lakes,

bearing the name of the Saskatchewan Cooperative Elevator Company.
This terminal elevator is the latest extension of the
vast grain business which is being done
by some twenty thousand Saskatchewan
farmers under the aegis of co-operation.

25

It is no small tribute to Mr. Langley
that the shareholders of the Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator Company annually have elected him by acclamation to
the office of vice-president, although he is
perfectly aware that his place in the Ministry of the Scott Government might be
regarded by some people as a barrier to a
position on the executive committee of
the elevator company. But it is safe to
say that he will continue to be vice-president of the Saskatchewan Co-operative
Elevator Company as long as he cares
to accept the compliment of an unanimous
election to that office each year from its
farmer shareholders. In recent years the
business affairs of the company have come
altogether under the direction of Mr. C. A.
Dunning, whose able .management has
contributed largely to the remarkable
commercial success achieved by this cooperative organization in all its departments. Mr. Dunning, too, by the way, is
another Englishman whose life story is
most interesting in its connection with the
development of the Grain Growers' Move-

ment.

A MEMBER FOR REDBERRY.
Mr. Langley has been a member of the
Saskatchewan Legislature since 1908. He
Continued on page
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Square Pegs and Round Holes
**C^

QUARE

pegs will not

fit

round

^^
'^

holes"; everyone is familiar with
this simple observation of a nameless philosopher, nor can anybody deny
its obvious truth and yet we here in Canada a new country with all the accumulated experience of civilization at our disposal deliberately manufacture square
pegs, year in and year out, with the astonishing result that many holes are never
filled, while a large number of pegs are
forcibly driven in to the injury of both
peg and hole. That other countries are
;

—
—

By

ARTHUR

was

G.

PENNY

originally secured for agricultural
pursuits.
West of the Great Lakes, to
which the full tide of immigration has
been turned, there are 1,037,838 persons
living in rural districts as against 677,351
in towns and cities, but, throughout Can-

ada as a whole, the urban population is
3,281,141 and the rural population only
3,925,502, so that, in place of the large

majority of farmers that we might reasonably expect there is one of little more
than 500,000, while 1,713,644 souls, or
almost a quarter of the entire population,
are crowded into the five cities of Mont-

in the same foolish occupation
be consoling, but does not afford a
remedy: we must face the facts.
By common consent the chief aim of
this Dominion should be to wisely settle
its vast stretches of fertile but absolutely
unpopulated soil. We have an area of
8,729,665 square miles, by far the greater

engaged

may

is eminently suited for cultivation, and a population according to
the latest census statistics of only 7,206,-

part of which

which means that there are not quite
two inhabitants for every square mile today. In the past twenty years, hundreds
of thousands of dollars have been spent
by the government and transportation
companies for the purpose of securing immigrants for farm settlement from Europe and the United States, as a result of
which our population has been increased
2,373,404 since 1891. This is, on the surface, a satisfactory showing, but as a
matter of fact we have drained the land
64.3:

of our native breed very nearly as rapidly
as we have placed new citizens of foreign
blood upon it otherwise what has become of our increased population that

—

Accident

to

threshing outfit north of Oshawa, Ont., when a bridge gave way.
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Ottawa, Toronto, Winnipeg and
Vancouver.
Adopting even the most optimistic view,
it is still evident that the migration to
town from the country is very considerNow, although the quantity fluctuable.
ates, it is only possible for the towns and
cities to find steady employment for a
i-eal,

number

of citizens and the opporfor lucrative employment are
even more limited, so that most of Canada's social and economic problems have
been created by this unsatisfactory distribution of population, for which reasons
it would seem to be the part of wisdom
definite

tunities

towards
towards
keeping those who are already brought
up to agricultural pursuits, upon the land.
Let us briefly consider the principal reasons that are advanced for this tendency
on the part of the younger rural generation towards urban life:
to direct our energies not only
finding new settlers but also

THE HOPE OF WEALTH.
It is true that the value of manufactured products according to latest statistics is $1,165,975,639, as compared with
$782,886,494, the value of farm products,

which means an average revenue of $355.35 for every rrjan, woman, and child living
in towns and cities and an average revenue of only $199.43 for every unit of
rural population, but it must not be forgotten that the cost of living in the cities
is much higher than it is in the country,
so that the difference between the actual
net revenues will not be nearly so marked.
As a matter of fact, it is open to serious

doubt whether the average city wage
earner or small tradesman is any better
off economically than the farmer or farm
laborer.
Salaries of $1,800 a year are
well above the city average and on this a
married man with any family cannot put
by much more than $120 and does not
often put by as much. On an equal salary
it would be possible for an unmarried
man to .bank quite a respectable sum every
year, but in actual practice it will be
found that so much is generally spent on
amusements as to offset any advantage.
Given reasonably favorable conditions of
soil and market there is no reason why
the farmer should not make as good a
showing, or the hired man earning $25 a

month and
•

his keep.

SOCIAL ADVANTAGES.

purely relative and the
urban population
is not only artificial, but actually detrimental to the highest interests of the
human race. There is to-day little or no
home life in the cities and family ties
have largely broken down. Every individual leads his or her own life selfishly
and for the moment but few have any
resources of amusement or recreation in
themselves.
The acquired habit of constant nervous tension has become necessary to their happiness just as the acquired habit of alcohol is necessary to the
happiness of the drunkard, but the one is
as unessential as the other. Through the
advent of electricity and gasolene the
conditions of work in the country have become infinitely more pleasant within a
single generation and the city man enjoys
no monopoly on the gramophone or motor

Happiness

is

social existence of the

Even admitting that there is still
room for improvement in the social life
of the country it is still more desirable
car.

than that of the city and is equally capable of producing happiness in itself.

EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES.

No

doubt th«t far greater facilities of
a certain kind exist in urban centres and

we

shall consider the situation somewhat
fully later on.
It is also true that it is

generally necessary to go to the city in
order to see museums and art galleries
or to hear lectures and concerts, but with
modem means of transportation there is
no reason why those farmers who wish to
do so should not make visits of this kind
from time to time. On the other hand, it
is equally certain that the country is
most conducive to health, longevity and
physical development, so it can be seen
that none of these considerations ought
to influence the young boy or girl on a
farm so seriously as to produce t?ie
wholesale migration that is steadily taking place, and we must seek deeper for
first causes.

There are three external factors wjjiich
go to shape every career heredity, environment, and education. The inherited
instinct of any child botm of two or three
generations of farmers mutt naturally be
:

toxvards the land, and this instinct should
be further strengthened by a congenial
environment so that, when we see such
children turning towards commercial or
professional pursuits, we can feel fairly
safe in placing the responsibility upon unsuitable environment or education.
The
word "education" means a "drawing (or
leading) out" and, inasmuch as the mind
of a newly born infant is an absolute
blank, it is possible by proper education
to draw or lead out that mind in any desired direction, more particularly when
the lines of least resistance indicated by
heredity and environment, are observed.
It is true, of course, that there are children with so strong an individual bent as
to assert itself in defiance of all opposing
influences, but the above statement will
hold good in nearly every case.
At this point let me urge the reader to
divest himself of any preconceived prejudices and to examine what I have to
say with an open mind as far as possible.
That done, I can proceed to my main contention, which is that our -present educational system is a failure as applied to
rural communities not becaiise it is not
good of its kind, but because it has failed
to pi-oduce a successful and contented
agricultural population.

—

A

The fact is already beginning to be recognized that special education is required
to produce special workers, as may be
seen from the establishment of Agricultural Colleges, Business Colleges and
Technical Schools. No one would think of
educating a boy to be a bookkeeper in the
same way as a boy that intended to study
law, nor is a commercial education inferior to a professional one
the difference
is in kind, not in quality.
Why, then, in
the name of common sense, should we deliberately manufacture square pegs by
a uniform system of primary education
for town and country when there are so
many round holes in Canada that are in
urgent need of filling.

—

A TYPICAL CASE OF EDUCATING THE WRONG
WAY.
typical case by way of illusa farmer in Ontario has a son
and daughter. From the beginning these

Take

tration

a

:

two play with stylishly dressed dolls and
fire engines or similar town-made toys
designed for city-bred children. A little
later on they are set to doing small chores,
not as useful play but as enforced tasks,
with the result that farm life becomes unconsciously associated in their minds with
a great deal of work and very little recreation. As their schooling progresses, they
are taught along lines originally laid

down by

city-trained educationalists for
the development of city workers and become adapted for mental rather than
physical labor, for commercial rather
than agricultural pursuits. Finally they
are sent to Toronto University where they
spend four of the most critical years absorbing professional thought in a large
city with its comparatively pretentious
mode of living and its complex forms of
amusement, and learn to expect wages in
return for work. Is it any wonder that,
presented with the choice between an apparently monotonous life in the country
where they are expected to work with
their hands in return for food, shelter,
and clothing, and an artificially stimulating life in the city where they are their
own masters and can command actual
money in return for a few hours of brain
work, they should unhesitatingly select
the latter. In other words, if we want to
keep farmers' children upon the land we
must make rural environment congenial
and must make them ambitious to be
farmer's wives in the same way that a
city child is ambitious to become a banker
How is this to be
or a society woman.

done?

Continued on page
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splendid field of oats on a wet field in Eastern Ontario after being drained.
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The Hospitable Farm House:
Something

By

GENEVIEVE

Unassufning Architecture Suggests Comfort
and Cheer and Genuine Homelikeness

in the Sincere, Quaint,

ANYTHING
'

in
home architecture
that conforms to the Colonial type
at once suggests comfort and

cheer and country hospitality, with an unpretentiousness becoming a sincere, independent people. The house shown here
is the plainest type of square farm house
with a continuation of the porch roof carried back along the gable ends to the peak
of the roof giving something of the low,
snug effect so desirable in a country
house. The heavy white porch columns
and the outside chimneys add to the substantial, old-fashioned appearance, and
the bay windows not only give a lightsomeness to the exterior, but a sunny
cheerfulness inside.
The interior of the house also has
something of the Colonial air in the size
and pleasantness of its main rooms, with
their abundant window space and fireplaces, and the sliding doors which make
it possible to have a broad opening between the living-room and dining-room,
giving a vista the full length of the house.
The size of these rooms may be criticised
as impractical except for a large family,
but in the real farm home we want to provide some place where the young people
of the neighborhood can come to play,
where they can find more satisfying entertainment than that provided by the public amusement houses and dance-halls in
the nearest town.
So far as appearance goes, it might be
more effective to dispense with the little
vestibule inside the front door, and have
the stairs going up directly from the living-room, but a large room with an open
stairway is difficult to heat, and the space
under the stairs can be made very valuable by walling it in for a coat closet.
Back of the living-room we have the
indispensable office or den. The compact
arrangement of the floor plan gives this
room just the position it should have,

.1

Colonial touch tjiro' to the plainest tujie of n sqinu'c farm house.

opening at one side from the living-room,
on the other to the kitchen and close to
the men's washroom door. This means
that

it is

from the

free

Th^ campaign for better farm houses in Canada
grows apace. A better farm house competition is
under way in the Manitoba Agricultural College.
The circular kindly sent The Farmer's Magazine, by
Prof. L.

.J.

Smith,

.sa?/.s

floor plan.

:

thought and work spent in
planning of the city house, relatively little
progress has been made in the development of the
Plan books without number are
country home.

"As coinpared

to the

the

covering city conditions, and often the
country builder has made the mistake of following
the city plans in the absence of anything bet'er.
"The Manitoba Agricultural College is continually in receipt of letters from the country concernIt has been impossible successing house plans.

available

fully

to

meet

this

demand

for

advice,

and

the

thought has come of snaking it possible for the
women on the farms to furnish their own plans,
from their knowledge of country needs." Editor.

—

the office occasionally found opening like
a vault off the darkest corner of the hall.
On a place where the farmer has many
business visitors it might be well to have
an outside door at the back where we now
have a window.
The kitchen is planned first for the convenience of the housekeeper. It is essentially the working headquarters of the
house, so it should be convenient to the
other rooms that have to be taken care
For instance, where there is only one
of.
stairway in a house, running up from the
fix)nt door, the houseworker has to do a
the entire
lot of unnecessary walking
length of the house to go from the kitchen
Here the back
to the rooms upstairs.
stairway goes up from the kitchen, allowing room for the cellar stairs underneath, and doors from the kitchen open
into every room downstairs as well as to
the side porch.
door from the diningroom also opens on to this porch. Some
builders might not consider this neces-

A

The ground

chilly isolation of

sary, preferring to have the wall unbroken in the fireplace corner; it has the
advantage, however, of giving an entrance
ta the dining-room without going through
the kitchen, a provision which means a
good deal to the housekeeper at threshing
time, or whenever a number of men have
meals in the house. The open door also
adds to the comfort of the room in sum-

mer time.
The washroom should not be overlooked
in planning a new farm house, and if it
has been left out in the original building
it can usually be built on afterwards.
Having it next to the kitchen, and next
to the wall where the sink is placed, as it
here, gives a compact plumbing system.

is

Just above we have the bathroom, so only
one soil pipe is necessary, and the branch
piping to this is short and direct.
Upstairs the floor space is used as economically as possible, giving four goodContinued on page 49.
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Her Clothes

Girl and

Between Real Beauty and

Traijt Yourself to Distinguish

By

EMILY

the Vulgarities

J.

GUEST

Some-

times Called Fashionable

n

T^ EHOLD

•!
-*—^

the

frazzled

ruin

if

—

water mark of creation a woman!"
The young teacher cast her gloves on
the ground, tossed her hat after them, and
sank limply herself on the grass. "Ah, yes,
thanks," she breathed luxuriously, helping herself to a luscious bunch of red
cherries from the plate already half emptied by the four girls sitting under the
tree. "This will take the poker out of my
system, I think."
"What you been doing now, Janet?
Standing some poor unfortunate in a corner until it broke into tears of procrastinated repentance and promised 'never,
"
never to
"Kathleen!" with severity; "don't you
know I rule by love?"
"Yes, after you've given 'em a good
scare first!" giggled Kathleen unabashed.
"What were you doing with the poker,
Jan?" asked the girl from the farm, with
'

amusement

in

will find in this article as well as in the previous
ones by Miss Guest, matter that will appeal because

humor touch. The series,
March issue, began with the
of its

as announced in the
Girl

on the Farm,

followed by The Girl and her Business Training, in
April: Brought up to get Married, in May, and The
The other women
Girl and her Vacation, in June.
writers and the high quality of the contents of each
issue mark The Farmer's Magazine as the most desirable journal for all round reading in Canadian
Editor.
Tell your friends about it.
farm life.

—

them away

in the fall," said the girl with
the puffs of red hair plaintively.
"Phoebe is such a dainty little fluff of a
thing, anyway but you always hit the
right thing, summer or winter, Phoebe
Now my favorite garb is the little
bird.
cotton house-dress its lines are so good
and there is no fuss about it. Ever »otice
how becoming most uniforms, such as
nurses', are?" asked the girl from the

—

—

farm.
"Trust Barbara to observe things.

Why

that's so, isn't it?

is it so.

Now

Barb?"

demanded Janet.

her eyes.

answered the other
solemnly. "I always do, you know, before I go to my dressmaker's, so I'll have
backbone enough to stand -out against her
determination to array me in the monstrosities which she describes as 'the very
latest thing from New York!' Why, oh
why, do I give my money to the missionaries to convert the heathen from their

"Swallowed

The women readers of The Farmer*s Magazine

of

you believe in the evolution theory, was once the highwhat,

it!"

comfortable heathenish ways of dressing,
instead of starting a fund to convert our
fashion-mongers, by force if necessary"
with a glance at Kathleen "to some faint
perception of the artistic fitness of things
our grandmothers' dress!" she conin
cluded inconsequently.
"Yes, doesn't it make you tired," said
Kathleen sympathetically, "to have men
tell you 'if only women dressed with the
modesty and good sense of their grandmothers.'
If they ever took one look
through their family album and saw
those good and sensible damsels in their
hoop skirts and 'waists you could span
with your two hands' and 'Number Two'
shoes! Thanks, a middy and bloomers for
mine, and boots you can tramp in!"
Kathleen was no worshipper of the

—

—

—

antique.

"Kath would never wear anything but
a middy and bloomers, I verily believe, if
she had her way," smiled her sister.
"She's only fifteen, you see."
"Well, my costume would be a serge suit
and a sailor hat," said the girl from the
bank.

"Sound business suit, Laura, but mine
would be a soft, good-wearing silk which
sheds chalk dust and doesn't crush," commented the teacher. "And I can't help
loving muslins and soft laces and pretty
ribbons. I'm always so glad when summer comes again and J can wear them
most of the time. I do so hate to put

Barbara slowly,

"I think," said

"it is

because a person in a simple gown is
something like a tree on a stretch of green
lawn the unbroken lines are reposeful

—

and beautiful
them selves \v h i

be the circus!
And I'm not positive
even about that!"
"That's where I come out ahead with
my serge suit. It can be worn so many
places and look all right," said the business girl triumphantly.
"If one only knew exactly what one
wanted,
was clear about the right
principles of dress, half the dress problem would be solved," mused Janet with
wrinkled brows.

—

"Uncle

Bob!

Uncle Bob!"

Kathleen

called suddenly to a straw hat dodging

up and down among the berry bushes.
"A discussion on applied art! Leave off
devoting yourself to the grossly material
side of life and apply your artistic talents
to higher and more enduring things."
"Well, I suppose there might be more
enduring things," he remarked pensively
as he watched his small grape-leaf basket of berries disappear. "What are those
under immediate discussion?"

"Woman, lovely woman's dress," Kathleen explained, with her mouth full. "We
want an artist's views on how to dress."
"From the country girl's standpoint
Uncle Bob. We are all country girls here except Laura. She's from
especially.

in
1

e

they do not distract

your attention from
the tree but rather
bring out its beau-

Look On This

Picture

reveal to
real person-

ty, sort of

you

its

you know."

ality,

"But,
Barbara,
you wouldn't have
everyone in a seuniverely plain
form style of dress
the time, would
you?" pleaded the
lov»r of fluffy
all

things in dismay.

"Oh, no, no, inDress should
have individuality
above all things, it
seems to me. And
be in keeping with
one's position and
deed.

the occasion."

A gurgle of
laughter came from
Kathleen.

"Shouldn't
a

lovely

we

be

bunch of

blossoms
dressed
according to our individual

tastes

as

we've just described
them
The only
place we could go
together and not
get put out, would
!

Fd^hionnble, perhaps, but apicture no artist would paint!
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the metropolis on the hill. I should think
it had a population of as many as eight
hundred, hasn't it, Laura?" said Barbara.
"But we usually enlarge the scope of our
investigations sufficiently to take her
views and needs in too!"
"I

see.

Then we must consider the

needs of the plutocrat banker too,

I

sup-

pose."

"And

the millionaire

school

teacher,"

supplemented Phoebe. "The rest of us
belong to the moneyless many."
"The art of dressing has little in common with money. Subjects for my caricatures are not supplied by women who
dress on small incomes, as a rule."
"Thank goodness. There's hope for me
yet," murmured Kathleen. "Where would
you start, Uncle Bob?"
"Well, what is the purpose of dress?"

"Why, to protect the body, I suppose."
"Add to that, in as comfortable and
beautiful a way as may be, and you have
your starting points use and beauty.
Now get down to the fundamentals of usefulness."
materials,"
said
Barbara,
"Good

—

promptly.
"Suited to the occasions on which they
are to be worn," said Laura.
"And the climate," added Phoebe.
"And will stay clean, or stand cleaning
well," said the teacher, practically.
"Well made, so they won't get slimpsy,
and the buttons and hooks-and-eyes come
off," chimed in Kathleen, whose love of
activity kept her wardrobe in chronic
need of repairs.

"Good. Given those, you have a sound
basis now for evolving a thing of beauty,"
said the artist. "What appealed to your
sense of beauty in any of the costumes

you

recall

as

having

impressed

you

specially?"

"Harmony

of color," said Barbara.
"Simplicity," said Laura.
"Its suitableness to the age, figure and
complexion of the wearer," said Janet.

"Beautiful material and

trimmings,"

said Phoebe.

"The

announced Kathleen
loudly, which frank barbarism drew a
laugh from the circle who knew her weakjewels!"

ness in this direction, much as she despised what she termed "fol de rols" in
other things.
"But to get beautiful harmonies in color
comes expensive," sighed Barbara.
"Not so very," said Phoebe. "In fact, I

run along one color
scheme for several seasons. Then everything matches everything else, and I do
like to see hat and gloves and shoes and
whatever jewelry there is have at least
find it economical to

—

a friendly feeling for the dress or suit.
You don't have to have so many clothes,
either, as when you have two or three
colors to keep up with," she concluded.
"So that's how you established your
reputation for good taste, you canny little
person,"
said Janet,
sitting
up
straighter. "I see it now.
For the last
two years your color scheme has been
browTi, which gives just the right setting to bring out the richness of your hair
and the fairness of that baby skin of

yours to perfection,
along with' those soft

creamy laces and
blouses for which you
have such an affection.

And Again On This

even to the
topaz pin with

Perfect,
little

And

the gold rim.
I,

my

in

all

stupidity,

was that you
were looking very nice
noticed,

indeed."

"That

last

remark

of yours, Miss Janet,
gives conclusive evidence that she was

perfectly
That

/

^

\

gowned.

the effect a
well-dressed
lady
should produce. Avoid
extremes, is the advice
of all artists in dress.
Choose the colors
which go well with
your complexion, hair
or eyes, is another
is

rule."

"What
figure.

about the
Uncle Bob? Is

there any rule for
that?"
"The short squat
girl should wear flowing skirts almost or
quite untrimmed, and
plain or striped
goods, but not plaids.
They are for her tall,
slender sister.
The
princess dress is ex-

The

first

charm of a

girl's dress

should be simplicity.

t'emely

becoming

to

29

the short girl,
particularly
if
she has a pretty
figure.
Indeed,
it is a generally

becoming

style."

"What

about

the
low-cut
necks of the present?"

"Good.
The
head needs the
neck lines free
and clear to
bring out the
beauty of profile.
Stiff, choked-up
collars are a n
abomination of
ugliness."

"But

if

your

throat is one of
the long, thin,

scrawny

.kind,"
said Janet, run-

ning

Jher

over

hers

fully,

hand
dole-

"what

then?"

"Wear
parent
net

a transor

lace
collar

Th^ Pity of

It!

and

—what d'you

call it below?"
"Chemisette, yoke?"
"Yes, I guess so. And, by way of compensation, your tall slender type can wearthe large handsome hat which would'
bury a small, fat little tub like Kathleen
beneath it."
"I'm not fat, I'm just plump," retorted Kathleen, making a lunge at him with,
her hat-pin. "Anyway, here in the country where we drive or motor almost everywhere we go, big fussy hats are a nuisance. We want them trim and close fitting, with just brim enough to shield
your eyes and face. And people say such
horrid things if you wear them to church,,
and you have to take them off if you go.
to a lecture or a concert. TJiey aren't in
keeping with the occasions, you see," she
quoted grandly. "But Janet looks great in
those feather boas and big ruffly neckpieces
wish I'd ever be tall enough to,
wear one of those," she lamented en-

—

—

viously.

"Avoid shiny satins and greys, and keep,
to dull surfaces and dark shades if you
don't want to intensify your mountainousproportions," he advised, keepjng the treetrunk between himself and his youngest,
niece,

however.

"I don'^t mind about the old satins, but
I do love the strong colors," she protested.
"I leave the pastelle shades and after-sunset colors to Barbara."

"Well, you are in good company. Poiret,
the famous costum,ier, agrees. 'Colors of

and poetry,' he calls them. But wear
them in small touches of effective vivid-

life

ness on the darker general tones."
"Color has more influence on us than
we imagine," said Janet. "I could have
my whole class in an uproar before long
by dressing in certain violent shades ofpurple and red."
"Why is that, do you think?*'

Continued
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THAT
met

the school fair movement has
with the greatest favor and
success is shown by the following

table of its

growth
No. ot
Fairs,

Yoar.
1911
1912

No. of
Schools.

1

IftlS

(10

1914
1915

148
236

give a further idea of the phenomenal strides it has made, last year there
were 51,243 plots grown at home by pupils
and 6,868 settings of eggs were supplied

by the Department. The total attendance
at all the school fairs amounted to 155,000
which includes parents and others interglance at these figures will give
conclusive evidence of the interest created
by this work.
Many people, not only in towns but even
farmers themselves, have heard and read
numerous detached accounts of school
fairs and it is intended in this article to
give a brief review of the organization,
management, objects and progress of this
movement to date. As a rule only rural
schools are allowed to take part, though
often village schools are included, especially where country children are in atFirst of all the District
tendance.
Representative, who is a-graduate of
the O. A. College, Guelph, visits each
school and explains the scheme to

A

It is a colnmon remark throughout the country
that the success made by the boys and girls in their
school plots has decided us to go into hog-raising,
The
corn growing, using fertilisers or baby beef.
place the junior farmers have taken in agriculture
is worthy of all congratulations in all the provinces.

We would like to hear from every boy and girl
reader as to what they are doing this year. Address
Editor.
the Editor, Farmers' Magazine, Toronto.
hands of these youthful directors, and as
far as possible the teacher and district
representative give
After explaining
fair the district
each pupil a sheet
different kinds of
of eggs

to

would be:

no direct assistance.
the plan of the school
representative gives
with a list of about 8
seed and one variety

A

sample list
select from.
oats, barley, field corn, sweet

corn, mangolds, vegetables of some kind,
flower seeds and "bred to lay" eggs. One
of these may be selected by each g^irl and
boy and the sheets are gathered up by
the chairman of the school fair committee and he or she mails the roll to the disIn the meantime he
trict representative.
has ordered the seeds which are put up in
packages and the eggs are also got ready.
About the middle of April the great task
of delivering the seeds and eggs begins.
Early in the morning you will see the

goes down the seed is planted exactly
according to directions in a plot that had
been carefully prepared and measured off
beforehand. Those who receive eggs
hustle out and put them under the "old
clucker" in a specially made nest in the
corner of the woodshed.
It's a long while between seed time and
harvest and one might expect the interest
to lag
but not so. As a rule the schools
in one township, which
number about
twelve or fourteen, are grouped together,
though township boundaries are not al-

—

followed.
A township school fair
board is formed, each school being represented by the chairman of its school
fair committee. These in turn elect from
among themselves their officers presi-

ways

—

dent, vice-president, secretary, treasurer
and the others are appointed to various

Prizes are awarded to those
showing best management and
care on the part of the pupil and a
plots

complete set of prizes is given for
each kind of crop. Those who chose
eggs have no plot nor are their
chickens judged now, but they show
them to the iudge who advises in case
of difficulties in handling the flock.

exhibits for the fair in the fall. Too
often it happens that the teacher is a
city girl who isn't quite sure whether
it is mangolds or potatoes that farmyet her spirit is
ers cut up for seed
very willing, though the knowledge of

He

also supplies numbered leg bands
the chickens.
Usually the
chairman of the school fair committee
accompanies him on his rounds helping find the plots.
But it is never
much trouble to locate the pupil, who
may generally be found weeding the
plot or working away at a coop for
the chickens.
The product of the
seeds and the eggs are the pupils'
very own, and the responsibility of
being "bos^ of the job" himself develops an interest and enthusiasm
never known before.

—

to

weak.

DEVELOPING INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

A

school fair committee, a body
consisting of three (girls as well as
boys) is elected by the pupils themselves from among their own number,
the one receiving the most votes actThe latter looks
ing as chairman.

the correspondence and astwo is responsible
in a large measure for the management of that particular school's part
in connection with the school fair.
They see that each girl and boy on the
roll takes part in some way, because
a prize is given to the school making
the best showing per pupil. Advertising, financing, etc., are also in the

Peace Ship" up at the rear of the office
it is loaded up with hundreds of
little bags and packages.
On reaching
the school, he hands each pupil the material previously applied for, and generally gives them a few minutes' talk and
answers questions. That night after four
the farmers-in-embryo scamper off home
with parcel under arm and before the sun

where

terial.

ing them to grow plots and to prepare

after

district representative pull his "little old

.iudging the plots, visiting the home
of every girl and boy who takes ma-

te&ehers have their hands more than
full with what they style "an overcrowded, rigid curriculum," they decide to help the children by encourag-

life is

W. STARK

committees such as finance, sports,
placing of exhibits, etc. Once organized these directors call several meetings on Saturdays during the summer and make all sorts of plans for
carrying on and impioving the fair.
Early in July the District Representative begins making his rounds

pupils and teacher. The latter may
be either a timid city girl of eighteen
or a skeptical woman of thirty-five,
hence it frequently takes longer to
convince the instructor than the
pupils of the great value of this work.
In spite of the fact, however, that the

farm

By
J.

Part in Shaping Citizens and Future Farming

—

ail
v.m.
2291

To

ested.

School Fair

all

sisted by the other

mark

THE DISCIPLINE OF FAILURE.

What

is our Educational Systein doing' to
develop the possibilities wrapped
up here?

These visits to the pupils' homes
are very interesting, and it isn't all
sunshine either. You meet parents
who are ardent supporters of the
school fairs; you meet others who
"just tell this agricultural fellow a
thing or two."
Of course, nothing
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boy and unpleasant for the judge who attempts to score the outraged plot, ;-uch a
circuiristance will teach the children while
vour.g to bear disappointments and that
even v;itii the best attention tilings some-

times

fail.

preparation for "farmers in
parliament"
Well, the

summer

soon slips away, the
finished and preparations
are made for the big day of the school fair
which will be held in September. All
summer long, besides looking after the
plot or chickens, the boy has been busy
training his colt or calf to lead, or making
a tool-box or "handy home device" to explot judging

is

The girl is equally industrious and
she uses the family to practise on, while
she learns the art of making a layer cake
that doesn't fall or a pound of candy that
is neither too sugary nor too soft.
She
patiently makes button-holes until they
cease to resemble pigs' eyes, and in time
is also able to
hem an apron without
puckering the edge. Public speaking is
another important feature of school fairs
that requires much practice, and many a
faithful dog Tray must have become disgusted with life in general and budding
orators in particular as his young master
hibit.

Olive and David Blackburn, winners at
the last school fair at Kettleby.

under the sun was ever good enough to
escape criticism and a little opposition
does not harm, either
on the principle
chat an airship can't rise in a vacuum
but requires the resistance of air to make
it go up higher.
Even the attitude of the
pupil? themselves is not always the same.
Some plots are exactly correct, just the
required size, not a weed, soil in perfect
cultivation and often the little fellow carries water and sprinkles his miniature
farm. On the other hand the "husband-

—

man"

sometimes loses his enthusiasm
and a luxuriant growth of weeds completely hides from view the mangolds or
Then the
oats or whatever the crop is.
philosophical judge will back up and
moralize, and ask himself whether it will
be a charge of vagrancy or criminal neglect that will one day consign the culprit

to

his

A

calf that C. Basil Glover, of Iroquois,
is

the fair teaches patriotism
novel feature was introduced in the
form of "patriotic lunches." Each pupil,

A

deserving fate at the state

boys as well as

But suddenly it dawns upon him that
all boys and girls are not alike and that

for

at least a remote possibility of a
child's having a fairly successful future
even though unsuccessful as a farmer.
Again, it is the misfortune of several
pupils every year to have their plot destroyed through no fault of their own.
"The old sow rooted down the bars one
night and got into my mangold patch and
spoiled the whole plot," or, "Our pup
.^cared the hen off the nest and broke
every one of the eggs." Then mother, who
is interested in whatever her boy does,
says: "And you know Eddie nearly lived
ill

his

is

mangold

plot; he

aopointed and cried

so,

was awfully
that

I

dis-

said you

tell how good the mangolds were
and he would likely get a prize just the
?ame." Though very discouraging to the

could

of.^

training were judged by two district representatives from adjoining counties, live
stock by a professor of Animal Husbandry from one of our Canadian colleges,
poultry by an O. A. C. poultryman, the
writing, drawing and public speaking by
the public school inspector and the principal of the high school, the flowers by an
expert from the Dale Estate, sewing and
cooking by two instructors from Macdonald Institute, Guelph; the contests and
compositions were marked by the district
representative, and the sports consisting
of races, tug-of-war, etc., were directed
by a professional athlete. Each judge was
an expert in his particular branch, for it
is very important that it be well done so
there may be no cause of complaint.

penitentiary!

there

proud

Three calves from, one mother on the
farm of Wm. Greentree, Govan,
Sask.
stood on the bushel basket in the seclusion of the root-cellar and rhymed off for
the 'steenth time his school fair speech
entitled, "How I grew my plot."
If you've never been to a rural school
fair you've missed just fifty per cent, of
your life. At nine o'clock the loads begin to come in. The children from distant
or village schools usually hire a carry-all
which they decorate with flags, flowers
and bunting, and prizes are sometimes
given for the most attractive loads. First
is an open buggy drawn by Dobbin and
containing one crate of chickens, a bag of
war-plot potatoes, 2 bouquets of flowers in
vases with water, one baseball bat, a
sheaf of oats, a collection of vegetables
consisting of 4 onions, 6 parsnips, 2 heads
of cabbage and one squash 22 1/^ inches in
diameter, a milk-stool to show in the
manual- training classes, a collection of

two and

it

put up a school lunch

girls,

was

specified that

it

must

not be too fancy and should consist of
meat, fruit and cakes; 117 of these were
shown and judged, and prizes awarded
for the 10 best. The prize-winning ones
were auctioned off" and the others handed
out at twenty-five cents each, the whole
lot bringing $32.85.
Lemonade and tea
were supplied free. Lunch hour is a
social time and it generally happens that
the men folks stroll in about then and
groups of families form circles until it
looks like a first of July picnic.
This
neighbors' reunion is a most valuable
feature of the school fair.
After lunch the teacher of one of the
schools gave an exhibition of military
drill with twenty pupil soldiers whom he

had

trained.

They

were reviewed by

weeds "pressed, mounted and correctly
named," also a collection of insects and
a plate of 5 winter apples, a layer-cake,
pumpkin pie and the lunch basket.
Somewhere in the conveyance is piled a
boy, two girls and their mother, all happy
and not the least bit crowded. Two feet
in front of the driver pro tem, trots along
on(-

her plump spring colt to be shown on
halter.

Sometimes the boys
off at

the old

m.iist

take a day

swimming

hole.

After all the exhibits are in place the
people leave the hall or tent and the work
of judging begins. Last year at a school
fair held at Caledon in Peel county under
the direction of the writer, the grain,
roots,

nature

collections

and

manual

—

Here, hoys, is a novelty a y^oster with
horns! It's a Wyandotte and was

owned

in Philadelphia.
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Major Robson who was home for a rest
after being gassed at St. Julien.
The
Major addressed the toys briefly and presented them with a large Union Jack while
the 1,200 onlookers sang "We'll never let
the old flag fall." Not to be outdone by
the boys, the girls of the same school
pieced a patriotic quilt during many recess hours at school and this was aucEighty-one
tioned off at ten dollars.
school children in the township grew a
plot of war potatoes and in spite of the
rot which caused so much loss last fall,
the sale of the potatoes swelled the pupils'
gift to the patriotic fund to $53.64. This
sum along with similar contributions
from other rural school children in Ontario is being used to buy a motor ambulance to be sent to the front.
Sports always interest the spectators
and not only the pupils but teachers and
trustees get into the game and have
races. A rush is made for the hall as soon
as the judging is over, and excitement
runs high to see who gets the prizes. Arrangements are made to have judges devote a few minutes to giving reasons for
placing awards. Prize money 1,5 usually
paid in cash to the pupils before they
leave they like to take the money home

—

with them.

main the object of the school fair
awaken our country girls and boys
to the pleasures and possibilities of farm
life, and by practical work under the diIn the

is

to

rection of a scientific agriculturist to have

them learn first-hand that science in
farming pays. As a method of introducing and disseminating seed of the newer
and better varieties it excels any other
single organization in Ontario. Bj/ed-tolay eggs of the best strains are always

Vegetables and grains under the junior

farmers grow

well.

The Western

boys are doing big things.

One grew

these.

used, and the seeds are as good as money
can buy. Every year the product of these
small school fair plots are saved and
used on hundreds of farms as seed in the
father's fields, thus making a staj^'t with
the most productive sorts. The directions
for cultivating the different crops, spraying for insects and blight, feeding and
management of chickens are directly educational, not only for children but for
parents as well.

BUSINESS TRAINING FOR THE CHILDREN
Again, take the training in business
alone which the girls and boys receive
through the school fair and which could

A Woman, a Rundown
WISCONSIN

is the state of the progressive.
Not only is the Badger state a leader in politics
and- the advocacy of modern governmental
methods, but she also is a pacemaker in
When 'Vv'^isconsin
things agricultural.
recently appointed Mrs. Addie F. Howie
a member of the State Board of Agriculture she took another slap at former
For Mrs. Howie is the first
precedent.

Wisconsin

woman

to

be thus honored.

Over the length and breadth of Badgerdom the selection of Mrs. Howie for this
agricultural post of honor was enthusias-

And all because this
woman made a go of dairy

tically

applauded.

plucky

little

farming under the most adverse circumstances.

Mrs. Howie, who was raised and educated in comfortable surroundings, inherited a night-mare like legacy in the
nature of a rundown, 120-acre farm tenanted by a large family of debts. Wholly
unfamiliar with farming ma'^ters or life
in the country, don't you think this woman
had considerable of a proposition on her
shoulders?
Lease the place to
Quit?
Sell out?
another tenant after it had been run to
the dogs, for twenty years by tenants of
the worst type?
No.
That is not the Howie way of
solving a riddle.
Ada Howie merely rolled up her sleeves

and went

to

work.

S"he

determined to run

By GEO.

not be obtained in any other way. It is
surprising how few grown-ups know how
to fill out an application form for material, yet every pupil does this when he
chooses the kind of seed he wants to grow.
Their first experience in electing officers
comes when they select from themselves
three to look after their school's interests
in the fair, and when they discover that
the girl whose father is a doctor or the
boy who can jump the highest may not
necessarily have the greatest business
ability, they learn to discriminate. Very
valuable, too, is the practice in writing
a simple business letter. Further, each
committee has a chairman who must be
able not only to plan work but to lead
others by getting them enthused so they
will work too. Money must be raised, so
a deputation is appointed to go before the
council and ask for a grant. The finance
committee goes to the trustee boards and
also to private individuals for donations
to the prize list. Since there are neither
gate receipts nor entry fees and since no
financial assistance so far as prize money
is concerned is given by the Department,
real initiative and reit requires some
raise the necessary
sourcefulness
to
funds. The man or woman who is going
to accomplish things in the years that follow will be the one who is able to originate
ideas, to comprehend a given situation
and to act on his judgment while the other
fellow is making up his mind. The school
fair develops thinkers. What better training could be given to those who will tomorrow hold such important positions as
directors on our fair boards, school truscouncillors, officers in women's institutes or homemakers whose hand shall
rule the world?

tees,

Farm and Cows

HAROLD DACY

it

along the boulevard of Dairy Pros-

perity.

the

farm and

to

improve the place

if

such a thing were possible. This was a
mighty courageous ambition in view of the
dilapidated buildings, the weed-infested
fields, the briary fence rows and the soil
which was so poor it would hardly sprout
peas. Undaunted by such handicaps Mrs.
Howie scrapped together enough money
to buy three Jersey cows and one heifer.
She reserved a little money to pay laborers to perform the heavy field work.
Mrs. Howie personally did all she could
about the farm. She worked early and
late.
She learned the "hows"/ and
"whys" and "wherefores" of practical
farming.
She studied the dairy game
from every angle.

WISE INVESTMENTS.
Every penny of profit which the farm
earned went right back into the farm in
the way of improvement or else it was
used to buy a good heifer calf. When it
came to a question of a new Easter bonnet or an up-to-date separator Mrs. Howie
took the separator. And by this spirit of
self-sacrifice, by the intense practice of
intensive farming, by the zealous hoarding of farm profits in order that they
could be converted into permanent farm
by acquiring a self-education in
dairying from alpha to omega Mrs. Howie
finally tamed her truant farm and started
gains,

One of the best farms in Wisconsin, a
dairy herd of sixty odd purebred Jerseys
which is unsurpassed in the Middle West,
over a hundred ribbons- most of them
blues won at the National and Interna-

—

—

Dairy Shows and state fairs and a
state-wide reputation for honesty, industry, executive ability and womanly kindness explain why Mrs. Howie is the master-dairj'woman of the Corn Belt. Her
cows have paid for the farm and also
furnished the money for a trip to Europe
They have also
of their mistress.
achieved international reputation in so
far as the Japanese government several
years ago purchased fourteen purebred
Jerseys from Mrs. Howie to use as foundation stock.
Mrs. Howie practises and preaches a
better educational, religious and social
Nothing is more
life for rural Wisconsin.
appealing or niore convincing than to
hear the simple talks of this successful
dairywoman delivered at farmers' institutes and other agricultural meetings in
the Badger state. "Love of country, love
of good farm stock, love of the sowing and
reaping, the desire to create and mold,"
are the keynotes of the Howie way of
tional

farming.

Sunny Peak Farm to-day raises bumper
crops of alfalfa, clovers, corn, barley and
Continued on page
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vince her of the error of her conception
of life and of the world to save her from
the bitterness of failure.
It seemed hopeless, on the face of il.
The girl worshipped her father's memory,
believed implicitly all that he had taught
her, had the same strength of character,
the same adamantine allegiance to purBut the very difficulty of the task
pose.
nerved Allan to the attempt. He must

do

it,

he knew.

Too much depended on

it

to lose.

And so he listened while Hertha told
of her father's work at his first post.
How the railroad had ruined everything,
had brought only misery to the people he
loved, had at last driven him, broken and
bitter
field

but uncompromising, to the new

where he had again

built

up and

left

the fulfilment of his ideals as a heritage
for his daughter.

The

soul of the girl

was

But, when she stopped,
breathless, tense, challenging, Allan only
felt a sudden exaltation, a sudden certainty that he could convince her of her error,
that he could save her.

every gesture.

"Listen, Hertha," he began quickly.
"All that you have said is true. No one
could understand the Indian and his
problem better than you. No one who
has given the subject any thought doubt?
but that the Indian has been treated unBut facts do
fairly by the white man.
not constitute the truth unless all the
facts are considered. You have only one
viwpoint, see only one side of the question. You have given only one side of it
and, for that reason, your picture is not
entirely true."

TJE

paused and picked up a pencil he
^
had been using in map making. For a
moment he tapped lightly on the candlestick with it in that unconscious manner
of one who is thinking deeply.
•*

"I've looked on life as pretty much of a
"It was al-

joke," he began suddenly.
ways a game to me. Work

was a game,
something to be played at. I've been on
railroad surveys before, all through the
west, and it was always one grand holiday. Even when I ran this trial line last
summer it was a sporting proposition. I
began this in the same way. But when
I
left Toronto MacGregor told me some
things that set me to thinking.
I have
been thinking of them a lot in the last
month, and now what you have said seems

have made everything
He had been speaking

Made

IJhT
\^^

clear."

slowly, tapping

eat more dinner than you can hold simply because the cook
DON'T
has prepared more than you can eat. If you do, you'll probably^

have "inside information" that things are not quite right. By the
token, don't buy something that you don't need merely because it's
cheap. If Robinson Crusoe had paid one cent for a postage stamp he
would have been a spendthrift.
But, when you find things that have an every day need, selling at moderate prices, then is your time to economize by buying.
Such products
will save you money.
make such commodities. This page describes
seven of them. Sold by good dealers everywhere.

same

We

Everjet Elastic Paint
have a product called Everjet Elastic Paint that will save you many a
dollar every year. It is a wonderful roof paint. Applied to ready roofings, it adds years to their life, makes them leak-proof and improves their
appearance. Everjet is invaluable for farm implements. Protects them
from rust and keeps them new. It never peels, scales or cracks. The best
carbon paint made. Good wherever you have exposed surfaces. Try a can.

We

Everlastic Roofing:
Insurance against wind, weather and water can be had very cheaply by
laying Everlastic Roofing wherever you have a slanting roof. The best
"Rubber Roofing" on the market at the price. It is easy to lay, costs
little and gives satisfaction for years.
Just the thing for barns, outbuildings and poultry houses. Comes in rolls of 1, 2 or .3 ply weight, each
roll 36 inches wide.
You could pay twice as much and not get as good.

Carbonol, Disinfectant and Deodorant
The most necessary thing you could have around the house is a bottle of
Carbonol. It is the best disinfectant, healer and cleanser ever made.
Removes grease, germs and odors. Therefore, put some in the water with
which you clean house. Heals cuts and wounds; prevents blood poisoning.
Wonderful in the sick room because it prevents contagion. It will keep
your stable and hen house clean, and drive flies away from garbage pails
and cattle pens. The best thing you could have for a hundred different
Get a bottle today.

uses.

Creonoid, Lice Destroyer and

Cow

Spray

One

of the little things so often overlooked is the relation between contented live stock and profits. Best results cannot be secured if your live
stock is infested or worried by flies. Spray your horses, cows, pig-pens
and hen houses lightly with Creonoid. It positively and permanently
destroys vermin and lice. Keeps flies away.
Makes healthy porkers,
happy cows, good tempered horses. More flesh from your live stock.
More eggs from your hens. More milk from your cows. Follow directions carefully.

Amatite Roofing

—

Amatite Roofing is distinctive for two reasons its bright attractive,
sparkling appearance and its great durability. It has wide fame, too, as
the roofing that needs no paint. Its mineral surface is waterproof and
fire resisting.
Amatite is made in rolls, each roll containing enough to
cover 100 square feet with a 3 inch lap.

Barrett's Grade One Liquid Creosote Oil
The best fence post made will rot if not protected with a good preservative.
You can make an ordinarily good fence post last 20 years by using
Barrett's Grade One Creosote Oil. It is the best wood preservative on the
market. Penetrates deeper than any other Creosote product. He.nce it
accomplishes more. We can show you tests to prove this. Save the expense
of timber renewals. It's a big item. Wherever you have wood exposed
to moisture or earth, preserve it with Barrett's Grade One Creosote Oil.

Elastigum Waterproof Cement

Many

a farmer or house owner has saved the day, by having Elastigum
h.indy. This tough, elastic, adhesive cement is a wonder for those quick
repairs that are daily coming up. And it makes those repairs permanent.
Unexcelled for
If you have a leak to fix, a joint to seal, use Elastigum.
joining or relining gutters of wood or metal, and for flashings around

chimneys. Elastigum is a real "handy
hand. Good for a hundred uses.

the candlestick with his pencil, watching
fhe slight, yellow flame. Then he wheeled

toward the girl, a new light in his eyes;
and the words rushed out in a torrent.
"It's not a game any more because I
^ee what's back of it. Before, the line of
stakes, the notes, the maps, v/ere the end

Farmers

for

in

Canada

in her words.

She marshalled facts quickly, stunningly,
overwhelmingly.
She defended brilliantly, argued convincingly, pleaded eloThe passionate enthusiasm foi
quently.
her cause shone in her eyes. The determination of her spirit was displayed in

to
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I never went beyond them.
Now
go beyond, go on into the future into
what those stakes mean. Not to me but

for me.
I

'I'm glad

ALPHA and didn't

got an

I

take a chance on some cheap engine"

to

the world.
I was on a survey in the
much of a wilderness as

"Ten years ago

was

as
this right here.

west.

It

We ran the survey and
went away. I have never been back there.
But I have heard of that country. I have
read of it, I have seen pictures of it. And,
somehow, right now I feel that I was
partly responsible for what happened.
"When we were there we occasionally
ran across a poor settler's cabin. The
children were ragged, the wife was overworked. They had only the necessities
they could get from the wilderness.
I
remember a little boy ten years old who
could not read or write. Yet his father

SOMETIMES

a man is tempted to buy a cheaper engine than the
Alpha^ hoping to save a little money. If you are tempted to
take such a chance, it will pay you to first study engine construction
carefully. It is only reasonal)le to assume that if other engines were
as good as the Alpha thev would cost just as much. Why shouldn't
they?
In considering the purchase of an engine, do not let the first cost blind you
important things you wish to buy in an engine. You want an
engine that has plenty of power; that is simple and easy to operate, that ^is
free f rom weak, complicated, troublesome parts; that is strong and durable
enough to give you years of good service. With these things in mind, compare
the Alpha, part for part, with any other engine. You will then see that for the
slightly higher cost of the Alpha you get by far the most for your money.
Then talk to any of the thousands of Canadian farmers who are using
Alpha Engines and they will tell you they are glad they did not take a chance
on some '^' cheap" engine. It does not pay to take chances. Be on the safe
side and buy an engine that sells on its merits; that has siomething more than
to the vitally
'

its

price to

There

recommend

it.

nothing mysterious about the superiority of the Alpha. The better
design of this engine, the quality of material and workmanship that go into it,
are easily seen. Ask'for a copy of cur catalogue. It illustrates and describes
every feature of the Alpha and every feature of this engine has in it some
sound reason why the Alpha will give better service and last longer. Bead the
catalogue carefully and you will see where the extra value comes in.
is

—

Alpha Engines are made

in eleven sizes
2 to
each furnisiiefi in stationary, semiportable, or purtable style, witli linpper or

2S H.P.

—

inuk rooled cylinder.

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY
LARGEST
CANADA.
ators.

MANIFACTUKEKS

OF

DAIRY

CO., Limited
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IN

Sole distributors of tlif famous De Laval Cream SepariManuf acturers of Ideal Green Feed Silos. Catalogues of
.any of

our lines mailed nnon request.
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WORLD OVER
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THE
50,000 BRANCHES AND LOCAL AGENCIES

had many fertile acres, good cattle, horses
and sheep. But they were worthless to
him.

He

couldn't

them.

Wheat

rot-

and at the same

time someone was starving in another
part of the world.
"Now that man hauls his wheat, and
much more of it, to a town two miles
away. His children are in a big, brick
school house. His wife has help with her
work. They have a fine new home. Their
cattle and their sheep bring in money.
Before, they never saw anyone except an
Now, there are
occasional traveller.
neighbors on all sides, people who have
wheat and horses and cattle and sheep
like themselves, whose children are in the
The country
big brick school house.
which I found only a wilderness is growing food for the world, and hundreds,
thousands of people, cramped and stifled
where they were before, have found a new
heaven on earth. What caused the change?

The railroad.
"The railroad changes all things. It
is the most wonderful instrument for
human happiness ever known. No matter
where it goes, it takes wealth and opportunity with it. Every mile of track
makes the world larger and at the same
time draws it closer together.
"Think of this country, of what it was

A

great land, big
just a short time ago.
as all Europe, with no one in it. Think
of the people in other lands, hungry for
something they could call their own,

hungry for a

VACATION EXPENSES

sell

ted in a pile in the field,

bit of

ground they could

cultivate so that it would bring them happiness. They're here now, thousands and
hundreds of thousands of them, scattered
all over this great country which held only
a few trading posts a few years ago. They

have work and homes and happiness.
Cities have come, and towns as thick as

The present demand for The Farmer's Magazine makes it
To young
necessary for us to employ more representatives.
men and women possessing energy and ambition students
teachers young people just starting in farm business^
clerks
we offer real opportunities. The work is permanent, pleasant
and profitable. We furnish everything necessary for your success. We will co-operate with you, teaching you how to become

—

—

—

If you are interested and have confidence in your
successful.
own ability to qualify and fill an important position in your

neighborhood, we will
immediately.

tell

you

all

about

it

UNIVERSITY

you

will

wHte

road has done

"Where

And

the rail-

it all.

men

were

slaves,

women

drudges, children little animals, the
railroad has come and changed everything. Where people starved, it carried
food to them. Where people could not
read it carried schools to them. Where
the beautiful land lay empty it carried
people to it, people who wanted only the

chance for happiness."

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING
143 153
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the needles on a spruce.

AVE..

CO.,

LIMITED

TORONTO, ONTARIO

A LLAN

paused.

Who had

been speak-

/iL mg.'? He had never talked like this
before. His was not a silver tongue.
But Hertha did not give him time to

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
his own eloquence
not such a country," she ob-

more than wonder at
"This

is

"Nothing

jected.

land

grow

will

This

here.

only for the fur trade."

is fit

"That is what they thought of Western
Canada," was Allan's quick reply. "Look
at

They

to-day.

it

call

'the world's

it

It
granary' and 'Nature's storehouse.'
is one of the wonderful things of these

times, the development of Canada, and it
has only begun. I know this country nere
is colder, that it is mostly rock and swamp.
But it is worth something more than a
fur-raising land. To-day you rode through
sixty miles of spruce, an endless forest
of it. Each of those trees is needed for
the leaves of books, for paper to spread
the news of the world, to bring light to

who

You

love books.
people should love them. And these

those

More

can't

see.

spruces are needed that they

may have

books.

"You passed

falls in the river, count-

horse-power wasting in the wilderness. That energy is needed, needed for
manufacturing the things that make this
an easier world to live in, for lighting
homes that people may read the books the
spruces will make. Don't you see, Hertha? Other lands have filled the world's
This has its own special
storehouses.
mission. Big cities may not grow up here.
The land may not be dotted with towns.
But your country will add to the pleasures, the comfort, the happiness of a
less

nation.

"Then, there is the land from which
your father came, and the other countries
near it. There are many people, and land
high. One of the principal reasons for building this railroad is
to make cheaper food possible for milis

Food

scarce.

is

saves a long haul
and, every mile a bushel of wheat travels,
the dearer bread becomes.

lions

and millions.

It

"Can you place
dians against these
you be so selfish as
fer for the sake of

your handful of Inmillions,

to

Hertha? Can

want many

to suf-

a few?"
"But it is a horrible thing to think of,
the wiping out of a happy people. Why
should they suffer?"

know. But it is one of
the things that has characterized progress since the world began. Some day
we may arrive at the stage where every"It is horrible,

I

thing benefits everyone.

Some

evil

accompanies

Now
all

cannot.
This
good.
it

continent has been the most marvellous
on the globe. A hundred million people
are living happily in a land where a hundred years ago there was no one except
the Indian.
It has been a development
that seems almost supernatural. And yet
the Indian had to be sacrificed for it.
"I say

it

had

a better way.
think.

She

It is

to be.

Perhaps there was

But men

that

did not stop to

way with Canada

to-day.

young, strong, vigorous,
high-spirited boy. She doesn't know her
like

is

a

She is too young to look far
She lives in the present. Some

strength.

ahead.

day she
sighted,

derful
its

more farbe more won-

will be older, saner,

and then she

still.

part."

And

will

this land here will play

ERTHA

had no more questions or
She leaned back in the
camp-chair, groping through the situation as it had been presented to her for
some little sign of hope for her own probT_J

*

-*

objections.

lem. Allan mis-read the look in her eyes.
"Besides, Hertha," he said gently, "it
is only folly for you to continue to oppose
the coming of a railroad. You would laugh
at a child trying to trip a bull moose with
a twig."
She looked up, startled by his simile,
not quite comprehending.

"What is your annual business?" he
asked.
"I cleared about a thousand dollars over
all expenses last year."
"The people for whom I am working
own a property worth more than two
hundred million dollars. They have the
law, the government, behind them. Were
your resistance known, and were it great
enough, the government would send troops
to see that the building of the railroad
were not interfered with."
"I understand that," she said, sadly.
"I have been made to think I could stop
you. But I didn't know, and I hated the
thought of it so."
"But there must be some way," she
cried, "to prevent all the evil that will
come with the good There must be some
!

way

my

Indians!"
The engineer, his heart filled with compassion for this girl who, bowing to the
inevitable, still struggled on, did not at
first understand her. Then he leaned forward suddenly.
"Hertha," he exclaimed joyfully, "I
to

save

But tell me first.
have a wonderful idea
You have been fighting me. Are we friends
!

now?"
"Yes," she answered gently, "I would
."
be friends, I
She hesitated a moment and then went

—

like to

on quickly:
to be ever since you
you told me about so
many things of which I never knew. I
haven't done anything since, though I was
responsible, in a way, for what the In-

"I

were

have wanted
there, since

dian did."

"Then," said Allan, "when I come back
spring I am going to have something to tell you. I can't now. I'm not
quite certain and I don't want to raise
your hopes. But I believe I can do it.
Hertha, I believe I can."
in the

CHAPTER XVI
Christmas

in

Camp

CHRISTMAS
until six

morning the cook slept
o'clock. Then he pulled the

eiderdown quilt closer about his shoulders
and snuggled back into the bed of spruce
boughs. It was not until he heard the
crackling of the bull cook's fire in the
range that he finally scrambled into his
clothes and went out into the cold and the
darkness.
"Merry Christmas, Eddie," he called
to the dim figure kneeling beside the ashes
of the big campfire. "Build a big one, and
build it quick, for I'm going to roll 'em
out.
Whoop-ee!" And the dark forest
echoed with the shrill, prolonged yell.
"Whoop-ee!" came from one of the

35

and the next moment the very
darkness was rent with the uproar. For
a full minute the wild clamor continued.
Someone began to beat an Indian war
dance on one of the folding tent stoves
with a stick of fire wood, and soon the entire crew were chanting the wild, hightents;

pitched refrain.
Gradually the noise ceased and voices
were distinguished.
"There's nothing but a hole in my stocking," cried someone in the axemen's tent.
"See any reindeer tracks around this
morning, cook?" called another.
"We're north of Santa Claus' place.
We passed it a week ago."
"He can travel in a Pullman next year."
"And all those letters can get to him."

"Wonder if he'll sell his
They came tumbling out

sleigh."

of the tents to
gather about the great fire the bull-cook
had built. Laughing boisterously, jesting, jigging, calling across the blaze, they
were more like a crowd of boys than big,
rough, reckless men. Transit men with
college degrees were no different from
woodsjnen who had seen little of school.
And Allan Baird, upon whom rested the
responsibility of the entire enterprise, was
the youngest, the happiest, the loudest of
the lot.
"Listen!" he called suddenly. "Keep
quiet there!"
The noise died down, not so much because of the command as the expression
of the leader. His right hand raised, his
head on one side, he was listening intently.
Suddenly a sharp snap, faint but distinct, came from the darkness
to the
south. No one moved.

"What is it?" whispered someone.
And instantly there came the sudden,
clear,

unmistakable jingle of dog team

bells.

"The teams!" cried Allan. "They've
travelled all night to get here. Line up,
boys, and show them we appreciate it."

The crowd was again in an uproar.
Another ton of food was coming. The
whole crew would be -gathered for the
Christmas celebration. But ^llan seemed
more eager, more happy than the others.
He yelled his relief, but had anyone
taken the time to watch him, he could
have seen that something other than the
ton of food had caused his exuberance.
whips snapping,
AND then, withdogs
yelping,

drivers yelling,
bells jingling, harness creaking, toboggans shrieking on the frozen trail, the train dashed
into camp. The cheer that greeted them

must have echoed through the spruce for
miles and, as the five teams of six dogs
lined up side by side, the men swarmed
over to greet the drivers, call them rough
names, pound them on the back.
"Did you get them?" asked Allan of the
leading driver almost before he had
stopped.

The man smiled and nodded toward the
toboggan, and the next instant Allan was
tearing at the lashings of a large box.
"Get me an axe," he called. And, as
soon as the box was off the toboggan, he
pried open the cover.

"Turkey!" cried someone ^s the
board flew off.

first

—
1^
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You need a new

SEPARATOR

NOW

you are still using some gravity or setting pro
cess of creaming
WASTE IS BECAUSE THE SKIMMILK IS
BECAUSE YOUE

1st

If

poorest without a separator in hot
weather and often more harmful
than helpful to calves.

product
of
greatest and quality
poorest in mid-summer when the
milk supply. is heaviest.

BECAUSE TIME

IS

OE GEEATEST

BECAUSE

on the farm at this season
and the time and labor saving of
the good separator counts for most.
value

2nd

THE WOEK OF AN

improved De Laval Cream' Separator is as perfect and its product
as superior with one kind of weather as with another.

you have a very old De Laval or an inferior
separator of any kindBECAUSE THE LOSSES OF THE
easily handled and cared for than
If

any other, and you cannot afford to
waste time these busy days "fussing" with a machine that ought to
have been thrown on the junk-pile

separator
from incomplete
skimming and the tainted product
of the hard-to-elean and unsanitary
separatpr are greatest at this season.
poor-

BECAUSE OF THE

GEEAT

economy of time

at this season in
having a separator of ample capacity to do the work so much more

long ago.

B fiCAUSE THE DE LAVAL SEPAE-

ator of to-day is just as superior to
other separators as the best of
other separators to gravity setting,
quickly.
and every feature of De Laval supBECAUSE AN
DE
eriority counts for most during the
Laval is so much simpler and' more
hot summer months,
Tliesc are all facts evt-rj De Laval local agent is Riad of the opportunity to prove to
any prospective buyer. If you don't know the ncare^t De L,a.val agency simply write
the nearest main office, as helow.

IMPEOVED

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY

CO.,

LIMITED

LARGEST MANITACTI KEBS OF DAIRY SUPPLIES IN
C.\NADA. Sole distributers in Canada of tiie famous De Laval
(ream Separtors and Alplia Gas Engines. Manufacturers of Ideal
Green Feed Silos. Catalogues of any of our lines mailed upon

"And goose!" yelled another. "There's
one apiece."
Allan had carried Hertha's supper to
her in the tent the night before. He had
found a bed with the transit men, leaving his own tent to the girl. She had
travelled a long way in the cold, and immediately after her meal he had left her.
Upon the arrival of the dog teams Allan
went to the tent and scratched on the
wall.

"Merry Christmas!" he called. "Are
you awake?"
"Who could sleep through that?" she
laughed, opening the tent flaps. "Are
they always like that?"
"They are a happy lot, but it's Christmas day, and there's no work. How will
you like the idea of being guest of honor
at our party?"
"Guest of honor! What do you mean?"

And

she drew back.

"Oh, they've forgotten all about that
time at the store," he assured her.

"But
"Not

I

must get back."

until

guest to-day.
breakfast."

CLAD

in her

to-morrow.

Come,

and

You are our
we'll

have

lynx skin parka, the hood

thrown back and her aureate hair
tumbling over it, Hertha walked beside
Allan toward the big campfire. The men
were still boisterous, but, when they saw
her coming, there was a sudden quiet.
"Fellows," said Allan, "we have a guest
to-day and I want all of you to see that
she enjoys herself. Miss MacLure, allow

me

to present the bunch.
Line up, boys,
and everybody shake hands."
The silence continued and only the three
transit men moved.
"Mr. Matthews," Allan introduced the
first. "He grows that beard because he's
lazy
not because he's homely."
"I'm more than glad to meet you, Miss
MacLure," said the engineer, as he shook
hands. "I'll shave for dinner if you say

—

so."

request.

VANCOUVER
MONTREAL
WINNIPEG
PETERBORO
50,000 BRANCHES AND
LOCAL AGENCIES THE WORLD OVER

YOU WANT MORE MONEY
—
IV e need your

spare, time

Let's get together

"And Mr.

Jacobs," continued Allan.
to get his mother's consent before he could come, he's so young."
"I may be a kid, but I'm not kiddish,"
retorted the surveyor. "It seems mighty
good to see a woman in camp."
"And this is Denny Slavin." continued
Allan, shoving Jacobs along. "Watch out
for him.
He's got photographs of two
girls in his pack now."

"We had

"They're my sisters," stoutly affirmed
"I'm going to show them to you."
And so with the axemen, the rodmen,
the dog team drivers. Old Hughey, the
cook and all, Allan had passed them along
a joke for each, a slap on the back.
For each Hertha had a warm smile, a
firm handshake. There was no embarrassment, only a refreshing naturalness. She
was perfectly at ease, and, with Allan's
jests and the spirit of the day, the crew
was again laughing and unrestrained.
Slavin.

Let us show you the way to increase your income to any extent you
If your present salary isn't quite sufficient to take care
of "extra summer needs," our plan will provide the money for
them. It will also furnish the funds for vacation expenses.

desire.

The best part of our money-making plan is, no time is needed,
only what you can spare from your regular employment. It interferes in no way with business or pleasure, but
maker" into spare-time moments. Work it
then and the cash results will surprise .you.

Now

is

longer.

just the time to start

— the

fits in

days are long

Turn your evenings and spare time

as a

"money

an hour now and

— and

into cash

are getting

by becoming

our district representative.
Full particulars without obligation free on request.
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CO., LIMITED
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To the three transit men Hertha was a
revelation. With her beauty, her naturalness, her total lack of knowledge of their
world, she came as a wonderfully
refreshing break in the long winter. Allan knew he could depend upon them to
entertain her. In fact, the three sur-

own
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rounded her so closely that he seldom

was able to get in a word. But it made
him only the happier. They were all clean,
bright, enjoyable young fellows, his own
kind, and he knew that they, with their

TWO

Welfare

chatter, their light, spontaneous nonsense,

could give her an inkling of

what

the

would never gain

world was
from him.
He knew, too, that the wholesomenesf
and good nature of the crew, the good fellowship and the comradeship which had
grown up as a result of the common purpose of the men, would do much to dispel
her belief that all white men were as those
with whom she had come in contact, as
those whose descriptions her father had
like that she

made

so vivid.

Then, from what Hertha had told him,
from what he had gathered in the days he
had spent in her cabin, he knew there had
been few bright spots in her life, and the
dull, dreary isolation had depressed a
disposition naturally cheerful, even gay.
And, as she responded to the spirit of the
three engineers who monopolized her,
Allan felt only a great pride, a great hap-

For Vigorous
Farm Stock
is

crew became
THE
breakfast. Some

OMAZON

is unequalled as a blood purifier and for increasing the quality and quantity of milk in mare and cow. It
economical and cuts down the usual amount of grain required when mixed

with food.

A GREAT HORSE REMEDY
Vivat you have a great friend to horses.
euros Coughs, Heaves, Biukeii Wind. etc.
Beneficial in cases of Colic, Intestinal Worms
and Kidney Troubles. Special directions for
each c.ise. A great remedy for the Respiratory
Organ.s. It aiso increases appetite, gives vigor,
breath and endurance, specially to race horses
and those travelling and- working hard.
In
It

Horses
ALWAYS CURES

Specific for
ho.

Ask your merchant for these preparations.
Write for Circular "C" which contains interesting information for the welfare

DR. ED.

of

MORIN &

,i U'.o*. Intetn,,.!

wor«v

Cat«

with themselves.
Suddenly an axeman picked up his axe
and started into the brush with a yell.
"A table!" he cried. "We'll build a
table."

The others sprang after him and soon
the forest was filled with the sharp, rapid
sound of biting axe blades and the swish
and crash of falling trees.
It is remarkable what a clever woodsman can do with his axe. The speed with
which he does it is equally extraordinary.
In an incredibly short time supports had
been erected, poles hewed on three sides,
and a table large enough for the twentyfive persons in camp began to take shape.
The men worked rapidly but they took
pains to do their best. When completed,
the table was even, smooth and solid.
Comfortable benches were built at the
sides and ends.
And not a nail had entered into the entire construction.

Ll

PPIC150 CENTS.

Or. E.d.

stock.

MORIN &C0

.Limited
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CO., Limited; Mountain

Hill,

Quebec, Canada

THE HYLO SILO
$7,798.56 Returns on an Investment of Approximately $200.

A Hylo Silo, figuring profit at the moderate rate of $200.00 a year,
and coni.j.j r,
uitoitst ;.t 6%. uil
make yi,,i tl'c .ibove profit clear
twenty years. Do you know of any investment that will pay you
1

in

as big returns?
Can you afford to be without a
SILO, or can you afford to
put up a silo wilhout getting full particulars of the HYLO wherein
it differs from any other silo, and why it will yield better ensilage
with greater piotits yea
.ifter yei.»
.\lso why the better class of
dairymen and farmers men of discernment and keen business ,1udgment choose the
SIL-0.
It is the cheapest because it pays
the biggest returns. Write for free silo book and prices to-day.

HYLO

—

i'

—

—

HYLO

Gihon Manufacturing

Co., Limited,

THE

guelph%ntar"

HM

[b^M
.

WHOLES

^^^*^

board
for the feast. Denny Slavin brought an
armful of flat, fresh cedar boughs and,
with the assistance of Hertha and Matthews and Jacobs, decorated the table.
Then fires were built behind the benches,
for the day was very cold.
And at last
the dinner was ready.

•

^^^^

in setting the

to tell your
friends

about

Notice the number
of Traction "spares" that are not
in envelopes on the car, but out
/^.
'in the open wearing the "V" smilef
that won't come off. Pride in possession
accounts for this— the desire to have the
car look its best

Dunlop Tire

&

Rubber Goods

HEAD OFFICE-TORONTO
Branches

"Line up, fellows, and take your medicine."

Co.,
UiiiU«l

in leading cilica

S.T..ri9

Makers of Tirw

for Automobiles. Motor Trucks, Motorcyclea, Blt^dcs
Carriages, Kubtx:r Belling, I'ackinp. Hose. Heela. Mata
Tiling, and General Rubber Specialties.

and

'^////////////////////////////////^^,

Allan stood at the end of the table, a
small glass in one hand, a bottle in the
other and a second before him.

"This thing
per," he
"It's

said

isn't

supposed to be pro-

PEERLESS
POULTRY FENGE
A Heal Fence-Hot Netting

as he poured a glassful.

considered the foe of discipline,

and everything else.
Bring up your cups."

ciency
it.

I

restless soon after

wandered over to
watch the busy cook and offer help. By
nine o'clock, when daylight had come, all
were on their feet, wondering what to do

Eager hands helped

Your Stock

of

Vigorous stock brings good prices. OMAZON, a Canadian
stock food of special merit, is a wonderful vigor producing
food. It is nourisiiment and medicine for horses, cattle, pigs
and poultry. Its use will prove valuable for increasing
endurance, vigor and appetite.

Tlu IMr.|f.JJM)M IteHCMa tA

Propriftors.

piness.

RELIABLES FOR THE

effi-

strongly made and closely spaced— making it a complete
barrier against large animals as well as small poultry. Top.
and bottom wires No. 9 intermediates No. 12 wire— made i^
} by the Open Hearth process which time and other tests have i
J^To^ta to lie the b«Bt. tiend for catalog. Aak about our farm aDdoro&meQtal I
I

But

I'll

risk

—

' feDolng. AgeDoifle nearly everywhere.

Winaipeff, Afan-,

To be continued.

Ageiiita

wanted

Id

uoaBelgned territorr.i

The Banwell - Hoxlo WIro Fenc« Companyi
Hamilton, Ont.

Ltd.,
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Dust Sprays on the Farm

Use a Lightning

Rod

I-:

Being Tried in Ontario Orchards With Favorable Results This Year

for "Safety

By E.

I.

FARRINGTON

First"INSURANCE

Secretary Hodgetts, of the Fruit Branch of the Ontario Agricultural Department, has had a
outfit at work in various parts of the province during June.
He reports good work
Mr. Gibson, of Newcastle, reports satisfactory work in his big orchards.
by the machine.
An
examination of the foliage the next day showed the dust well adhered to the leaves.
Should this
form of spraying prove right, it will mean much to the farmer in time and labor. Editor.

power dust

RATES

DECREASED

^^gsQ^

—

Protect your barns,

home, schools,
churches, c h
neys, etc.

i

m-

Leprohon Lig^htning Rods

are

all

pure copper.
Insurance rates are
reduced on buildings
wherethese lightning
rods are installed.

Writefor particular*
and prices.

We

have a eood aeency

proposition.

JOSEPH LEPROHON
408 Park Lafontaine, Montreal

RIDER AGENTS WANTED
every locality to ride and exhibit a U916:.Hyslop
Bieycle with t-»t«<:t improvements.'

in

10

DAYS' FREE TRIAL

Kvery Hyslop Bicycle is sold with
the understanding that ii owner
is not satisfied after using bicycle
10 days it can be returned and
money will be promptly refunded.

Do Not Buy

Two

rprifs '^
we will

a postal and

**"

mail

^'"

''

Free,
Folder

postpaid, a handsome Art
showine our complete line of Bicycles
large size actual colors: also

Tires and Sportine Goods.

,

in

CataloEue of Sundries,

DO NOT WAIT.

Wriu

to-day.

Hyslop Bros., Ltd.,

Dept. 9,

A

i^-:l:-

Tires or Sporting Goods until VOU
receive our latest literature and
special money-savinir proposition.

Toronto, Can.

A SURE CURE FOR THRUSH
Douglas'

Egyptian

dust machine at luork in a potato field -using dry arsenate of lead.

who claimed that dry
ANYBODY
sprays or dusting powders were going to drive liquid sprays out of the

would be making a very reckless
statement.
He would be safe, however,
in asserting that they were going to share
the field, for the value of dry sprays for
many purposes has already been estabFor years various dusting powlished.
ders have been used on potato fields with
no little success. Patent preparations at
a rather high cost have been used in
many cases, but results have been so good
that the growers have been willing to pay
the price. Now dry arsenate of lead is
being used and is being found superior to
field

Paris green, while being extremely easy
When the potato patch is relatively small, a hand gun will do eiBcient
work and a type which came onto the
market this season for the first time is far
ahead of any kind heretofore devised. A
single puff will thoroughly cover the average plant, coating both leaf surface and
to handle.

Liniment
FREE SAMPLE ON REQUEST
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

DOUGLAS & COMPANY
Manufacturers

NAPANEE, ONT.

MAKE YOUR BIKE
A MOTORCYCLE

at a amall coat by using our Attacti.
able outfit. FITS AUY BICYCLE. Ea»
lly attached. No special tools required
Write today for bar-

CDCC DAAIf

gain list and free book rllCC DUVII
describing the SHAW Bicycle Motor Attachment. Motorcycles, all makes, new
and second -hand, 636 and up.

SHAW MANUFACTURING
opt.

li!i,

CO.

Galesburg, Kansas. U.S.A.

stems.

Large dusting machines to be drawn
by horses are used where the area planted
The work can be
to potatoes is large.
done much more quickly than when liquid
sprays are employed, and more easily,
for there is no water to carry and no mixing to be done. The original cost of materials is somewhat larger tha-n when
liquid sprays are made use of, but this is
more than offset by the saving in time
and labor. If a good dusting sulphur is
combined with the lead, the early blight
will also be held in check. This mixture is
highly effective and sticks better than

Paris green. It is best to begin dusting
potato plants early and continue applications every two weeks throughout the
season.
The corn ear worm is controlled by the
use of dry arsenate of lead better than
in any other way, the powder being
dusted onto the new silk in the ear, penetrating it thoroughly. The worm hatches
from an egg laid on the silk, and as soon
as it begins to feed it is killed.
It has been found by experiments that
dry arsenate of lead is especially valuable in fighting the tobacco hornworm. A
good strong dose of poison is required to
kill this pest and sufficient Paris green,
which is a common remedy among tobacco
growers, cannot be given without great
danger of burning the leaves and perhaps
reducing the value of the crop materially.
Paris green is especially likely to cause
damage in wet weather, but arsenate of
lead in the form of a fine dust can be used

with entire safety.

Most of the common garden crops are
by insect pests which can be conby the use of dry arsenate, which

visited
trolled

is much easier 'to handle than a liquid
spray. If powdered sulphur is added in
equal
parts,
many common fungus
troubles will also be kept in check and a
double purpose will be accomplished in one
The sulphur alone may be
application.

used in a dusting gun on roses, cucumbers
and other plants subject to mildew. Some
farmers consider Bordeaux the best of
fungicides, and that, too, can be used in
the dry form to great advantage in the

home garden.
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warm room

awfully nice to dre-3 in a

on a cold winter morning. It is the luxury that
comes of having a King Boiler and King Radiators
You can have your
to furnish your hot-water heating.
bed-room windows open all night with the air below zero,
then step into the next room in the morning to dress and you
"Steady and strong " that is
will find it as warm as toast.
style of heating the King Boiler and King Radiators do. The "firetravel " is so constructed as to give the full heat of the fuel to the
circulating water, and no heat gets away without paying toll to the
water-way. This saves fud and saves money. The King Hot Water
Boiler has no fear of competition in the matter of quality, heating power,
OT fuel economy. Besides, the ease of operation makes a King Boiler trans
cendently superior. You can shake the ashes from either side, standing up;
You can use an ash pan full size of pit; You can regulate the drafts 'accu
rately on account of tight
^^
fitting doors and joints. Flues
are easily cleaned, ample com-

—

The dust spray

iKucliine at

work among

the apple trees.

A

very good

all

round insecticide can be

made by combining

plaster, tobacco dust

and arsenate of lead, a teaspoonful of
the poison to two quarts each of plaster
and tobacco dust. This is an excellent
preparation to dust on young cabbages,
cucumbers, squashes, marrows and tomato

As

a matter of fact, tobacco dust
used alone has a much wider range of usefulness than most people realize. It will
go far toward controlling plant lice, which
cannot be poisoned, it will drive away the
red spider and clear the peony plants of
It will also protect aster plants
ants.
from beetles if scattered on the ground
While it is best to
close to the stalks.
have a dusting gun, this tobacco dust,
like all the dry sprays, may be distributed by means of a coffee can with a
few holes punched in the bottom.
Many fruit growers are skeptical about
the value of dusting sprays in the orchard,
yet other growers prefer to use dusting
machines rather than the more convenProbably there are
tional spray pump.
arguments in favor of both methods. It
is admitted that the cost of material is
greater, but it is just as certain that the
An expericost of application is less.
ment or comparative test at the Cornell
experimental station in the State of New
York seemed to show that the total cost
was notably less. The trees scaved numbered 250 and the cost of lime-sulphur
solution with arsenate of lead added was
$19.
The dusting material cost $32.50.
Three men and a team, however, were required for three days to apply the liquid
spray, while one man with one horse put
on the powder in half of one day.
The
total cost for the liquid sprav operation
was $43, and that for dusting $34, making
a saving of nine dollars.
Then the question comes as to whether
o;- not the drv snrays are as efficient as
those with which fruit erowers are more
familiar.
There are differences of opinion about this matter, but the Cornell experiments as well as tests on commercial
farms have seemed to show that the powders do thei^- work iust as satisfactorily
as liouids. The material used is the same,
that is. arper>nte of lead for chewinf insects and sulphur for fungus troubles.
Of course this is a summer spray, corresnonding to a dilute lime-sulphur solution
"''th arsenate of lead added.
It is not
advised for winter use and is not evnected
to destroy the San Jose scale, although
one company is making some experiments
to see if the scale can be controlled by dry
spraying.
plants.

Altogether the dry spray method seems
worthy of the attention it is now receiving
from fruit growers and gardeners.

""
M^ter

bustion space allows complete
burning of gases instead of their
going free up the chimney
Simple to erect and econom
ical to instal.
We have a King
Heating Apparatus for every requirement,
from a cottage up to an apartment house.
We manufacture everything required for
heating steam or hot water for buildings of

King

Boiler
—

—

all descriptions.

YOU WANT FACTS REGARDING THE
ADVANTAGES OF HOT WATER HEATING
AND THE COST, WRITE US. INFORMATION GLADLY SUPPLIED.
IF

<K^

King

m

TvTT.

Radiators
The

.

|;^

success of the

King

Radiators is founded on
the same principles that
have made the Boiler so
successful
the quick cir-

—

culation principle.

Radiators are
fit

any

size or

King

made

to

shape of

Let us tell you
what a King Hot
Water Heating System
would cost. Our Illustrated
Epace.

"COMFORTABLE HOMES"

Bookler,
sent FREE on Ilequest.

Steel and Radiation,Limited
Head Office and Factory, 157

Fraser Avenue, Toronto

AN EXTRA SUMMER INCOME
Who

in the

summer

is

there

WHO DOES NOT NEED AN INCREASE

in

income to take care of summer needs and vacation expenses? That's where
our p'an of "spare time profits" shines with popularity. If you are one of
the many who would appreciate an opportunity of turning your spare time
into Cash profits, we would like to get in touch with you.

Hundreds of men and women in Canada to-day are working our plan to
augment their present income and it's providing a liberal amount of extra
funds for them. If you would like to join this "thrifty class" of spare
time hustlers

—write

us to-day.
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To completely realize that ideal whicli
the public has yearned for which producers have long striven to attain
That was the definite purpose behind
the $850 Overland.
small car with comfortable, roomy
seats that would ride as easily as a big-

—

A

one

A

small car with "big looks" that a
could buy and yet keep on speaking
terms with both his pride and his pocket-

man

book

A
new

small, light car that would reach a
low level of operating and upkeejD

expense
That has been the

ideal.

That was the definite need which the
$850 Overland supplies with definitr
finalit}^

You must

see this car to appreciate its

beauty.

You must

ride in

it

to appreciate it?

comfort.
See the Overland dealer at once.
Catalogue on request.

Please address Dept. 658.

Willys-Overland, Limited
Head

$825
Boads+er Toronto

Model 7^

-

fo b

Office and Works,

-

West Toronto, Ontario
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A luxurious small car—like most ideals

— was

difficult of

Aud

attaimnent.

and still keep tlie price
lower than any other complete automooile had ever been sold for, meant quantity production on a scale never before
attempted in cars of this class.
We increased our capacity to 1,000 cars
a day more than double any previous
output of cars of this class.
And the result is this comfortable small
to attain

it

—

and complete, for $850.
Never before has any complete automobile been sold at anywhere near so low
car, beautiful

a price.

And never before has any .small, light,
economical car been anywhere near so
comfortable or so beautiful.
But so completely have we realized a
popular ideal that 1,000 cars a day is not
going to supply the demand.
If you order yours today, it will not be
a day too soon to avoid delay.
See the Overland dealer at once.
Catalogue on request.

Please address Dept. 6S8.

Willys-Overland, Limited
Head Office and Works,

West Toronto, Ontario

$825
Boadsfer
—

Mode!

7-5

-To b. Toron-t^

—

:
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G>riain-teed

Machine Milking
a

Great Success

other day we had the
THEinspecting
the herd

This guarantee, which ison
everyroU of CERTAIN-!

TEED, is your protection
against disappointment.
Accept none that does not have
mark.

this trade-

CERTAIN -TEED is l jst for your farm buildings,
because it saves you money, is weatherproof easy
to lay, loolcs better and is cheaper than galvanized
,

iron, tin or

wood

shingles.

10 or 15 years according
is a real guarantee backed
by a business operating the world's largest roofing
It

guaranteed for

is

to ply (1, 2 or 3)

5,

This

.

mills.
Don't confuse CERTAIN - TEED with
cheap roofing sold by mail.
Get CERTAIN-TEED from your local dealer, whom you
know and can rely upon. It will save you money in the
end- It is ^old by good dealers all over Canada, at

reasonable prices.

General Roofing Mfg. Co.
World's Largest Manufacturers of
Roofing and Building Papers.
Distributing centers: Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa. Halifax,
St. John's, N. F.. Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary. Vancouver.

Canadian Distributors

McFarlane Ladder Works
Toronto, Ont.

Pure Copper Lightning

Rod

Co.

Hamilton, Ontario
Manufacturers and 'Dealers

in

High-grade Pure Copper Strantl Lightning Rod Tables, (Copper Tubes for
Uprights, Galvanized .Standards, Copper
Cone
Points
Niekeled,
Ornamental
Balls. Copper Straps, Malleable Galvanized Dispensers, Ornamental Vanes.
Our cable is a woven strand capable of 36 pure
copper wires, 1,000 feet on a solid wooden spool,
doing away with all waste ends and faulty connections.

Government Bulletin 220 from the Department
of Agi-iculture, Toronto. Ont., will give you full
information on the heavy loss by lightning, and
showing what the Government thinks of lightning rods as practically absolute protection.
Our cable being pure coj^per and weighing over
three

oz.

to

the foot,

passes

Government

regu-

lations.

Our dealers and their erectors are experienced
men on installing rods, and by specifying our
Company's caWe it insures absolute pure copper
cable

and the proper installation

of

the

rods.

pleasure
of Messrs.
of
Thompson Bros., Hudson Heights, Vaudreuil County, P.Q., and our opinion is
very complimentary to the owners. They
started out under the usual drawbacks,
which seem to be the heritage of the Quebec farmer, but very soon they learned
They
that dairying could be profitable.
are still cramped for space and the ventilation is far from perfect, but the herd
is certainly above the average and the animals are well cared for. The majority are
good grade cows and we notice also a number of pure breds. No high prices have
been paid, but, by iudicious breeding,
Messrs. Thompson will have soon one of
the best dairy herds in the country.
The total financial outlay for the two
double units, including 2 h.-p. motor and
piping, was $550, and the expense for
the first year was $50, which includes 5
gallons of gasoline monthly. To this we
must add interest charges of $45 and
yearly depreciation of $60, making a
yearly total outlay of $155. Agayist this
we can place a daily saving of 5 hours
actual milking time, or 1,800 hours in one
year.
At the Thompson barn cows take kindly
to the machine and the method in use there
circumvents one of the big mistakes of
machine milking. Usually, manufacurers
and users try to get the last drop of milk
out of the udder with the help of the
machine and hand stripping is only a
check. At this barn the cows are relieved
of the bulk of their milk in record time,
the machine is then disconnected and the
milking finished by hand.
The only question left for discussion is
The
the quality of the milk produced.
users complained to us that it was hard
to keep the machine sanitary and to produce reliable milk when following the
On
directions of the manufacturers.
their own accord, they indulged in more
The rubber parts
thorough cleansing.
were carefully cleaned after each milking and submerged in lime water until
used again. Once a week all rubber parts
were boiled. Metal parts and pails were
cleaned as customary. The results of our
analyses of lime water, machine-drawn
milk and spring water used in general,
follow

—

FREE

Lime water 50,000 bacteria per C.C.,
numerous moulds and some por-

Send lis the names' and post office
addresses of the Lightning rod agents in
.your locality, and we will send you
free, one of the latest New York novel-

teus forms.

— 40,000 bacteria per
Spring water —Very few bacteria.
Machine milk
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VANDERLECK.

Berkshire farmer, noticing that a
young porkers seemed unusually
restless, enquired of his new man:
"Have you fed those pigs to-day,
Dick?"
"Oh, no, sir," was Dick's reply.
"Why the devil haven't you," came
from the angry master.
" 'Cause I fed 'em yesterday, sir, and
if I feed 'em every day they'll be too fat.
Feed 'em one day and starve 'em the next,
that's how we get 'em nice and streaky,
litter of

sir."

Exit Dick.
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Canning

Fruit
How

the Cost of Living

J.

canning has been such a wonFRUIT
derful success that few housewives
to

manage without having

their favorite fruits
for winter use. Few women,
however, have carried the "canning idea"
past jams and jellies few, indeed, realize
that home canning may become a perfect
boon in reducing the cost of living, in
eliminating garden and orchard waste,
and in providing all the year round the
coveted balanced ration which makes for
health and happiness.
Home canning, to be successful, must
embrace the canning and preserving of
fruits, fruit juices and cordials, vegetables and greens, pickles and sauces, venison, rabbits, and squabs, tongue, lobsters,
oysters, sausages, macaroni and tomato,
mushrooms, boiled rice, steamed puddings,
baked beans, and all kinds of left-overs.
Left-overs from to-day's dinner, which
cannot be used to-morrow, should be canned at once. Small portions of meat or
fish may be canned with portions of leftover vegetables and gravy, to serve later
Left-over turin a hash or croquettes.
key canned with a small portion of the

some jars of each of
stored

away

—

stuffing

and cranberry sauce

excellent sandwiches.
Canning of meats is a

will

DEACHMAN
It gives variety to the diet all the year
round.
It is a time saver.
It induces home gardening.
It gives the girls an interesting home
work.
It preserves garden and orchard culls.
It offers an opening for a new industry

among women.
The Government of Canada is sending
out appeals for canned goods, and urges
production and thrift.
"We must feed ourselves, feed our
The
soldiers, and help feed our allies.
need is greater in 1916 than in 1915. The
difficulties are greater, the task is heavier, the need is more urgent, the call to
patriotism is louder therefore be thrifty
and produce to the limit."
What of next winter? In a few short
weeks the gardens must be pulled up, and
months must be faced when we cannot
produce.
What shall we do with our present surplus garden produce? Some one will need
We can save
it before we produce again.
every morsel of it if we become home
canners in the true sense of the term.

—

Work and

make

marked economy.

chickens and tongues are in little
demand, the price will be about half what
Wild fowl is cheap at
is usually asked.
the height of the shooting season, but will
make just as good a dinner when served

months later.
Steamed puddings are easy to make in
large quantities, the labor and fuel saved
is substantial, and having them ready for
six

emergencies is good business.
You will never stint the children or the
sick with broths and beef tea if you prepare them by the gallon and can in pint
jars.

A

good dinner tastes better after a "-ood
soup. Why not make your favorite soups
in large quantities and can in a one-meal
size?

Vegetables are the easiest of all products to can. The method is simple and
vegetables are easily prepared for the
Baby beets and carrots canned by
jars.
the cold pack method taste just as good
Vegetables
in January as in August.
which lose their moisture easily should
never be cellar-stored, but should be
canned while fresh and tender.

The steadily advancing price of sugar,
due to the war, need not discourage housewives regarding fruit canning this season, for the sugarless method of canning
fruits has proven so successful that many
prefer it to the old method of canning
all fruits with sugar and plenty of it.
Try some fruit by the sugarless method.

You will be surprised at the delicate flavor
of raw fruit which this method retains.
School girls who have so much spare
time during the canning season have an
excellent opportunity to earn many dollars
in pleasant work by canning fruits and
vegetables for those who are unable to do
their own canning.
Housewives who
spend the summer at a resort would gladly
place orders for this work. There is always a demand for high-class products of

Home canning
It

is

thrift!

keeps down food

bills.

save.

Produce to the limits.
Save all waste.
Be a worker!

When

this sort.

Home

Can he Reduced and Wastes Cut Out

By MRS. R.

attempt

at
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Be a producer!
Be a saver!
Be a canner!

Why

Not

Home?

at

TF

one will take the trouble to look at the
blue books of the Dominion of Canada,
especially the exports from the United
States to Canada, it will be interesting to
see just what we import into this country.
A Western paper called attention to the
fact that the heavy shipment of agricultural produce passing through Seattle to
British Columbia is something that ought
to be changed. A partial list of the goods
with their corresponding value was given
as follows:
-^

Apples— 5,812 boxes
Beans— 808 bushels
Butter— 514 cases
Cheese

$5,929
3,622
8,354
1,578
9,868
2,337
1,282
2,179
2,262
7,303

— 179 cases

Eggs— 1,347

cases

Dried Fruit— 875 cases
Fresh Fruit— 6,219 cases

Meat— 2,369 cases
Wheat— 1,754 bushels
Vegetables— 3,222 crates

These figures clearly indicate that there
something wrong in the marketing or
production of agricultural produce from
the farms of British Columbia.

Treatment for Dandruff
And dry, thin and falling hair: Touch
spots of dandruff and irritation with Cuticura Ointment.
Next morning shampoo with Cuticura Soap and hot water.
Nothing better for the hair and skin than
these fragrant, super-creamy emollients.

Trial Free by Return Mall
For free sample each with 32-p. Skin Book
ny return mail, address post-card, "Cuticura,
Dept. GO. Boston." Sold throughout the world.

is

Graceful Acknowledgment
"Well,

if

that

Watson

isn't

conceited, self-satisfied, self

—

the

most

just sent a telegram of congratulation to his mother."

"Well?"
"To-day's his birthday."

Magazine.

praised up for its perlect efficiency. As an evidence, the following testimonial
:

B. Morin,—
I must bear testimony to eyer>
uhl un Dehalf
I owe to it the recovery of one
of your Vigora.
of my horses suffering from broken-wind.
I shall
J.

make

time?"

"He

Everybody's

MORIN'S

B.

VIGORA
Mr.

"Yes, I've heard you say something of
that kind before. What's started you off
this

J.

a

point

of

recommending

it

whenever

occasion offers.
J.

M. MacKay, M.D., Belmont

VIGORA

sells

Retreat, Quebec.

everywhere.

Price,

50c

a bottle. For particulars apply to
J. B. MORIN. Wholesafe Druggist
412 St. John St.. Quebec City. Que.. Can.

——

Cutting
By

Down

Expenses:

a Return to Simpler Living, a British Writer Tells

By

JAMES LONG

How We May

Better

Ourselves in Wartime

THE

increased cost of labor, food,
all things essential to
the farm, has suggested a study
of the various methods of economizing
which are open to us, and which, as I
know from experience, will help us to
tide over the gap between this moment
and the end of the war. As one who has
so often traveled abroad I cannot ignore
the fact that we in Great Britain have
enjoyed unexampled prosperity for a very
long time. Commerce, manufacture, professions have amassed wealth until whole
districts) which were tilled by the farmer
when I was a boy are now packed with
beautiful houses in which the youth of the
new generation has been reared in a way
quite foreign to most of our fathers. Thus
the standard of living has been raised so
extensively that when we are called upon
to make some sacrifice, on account of the
war, we are apt to regard as a hardship a
return to the simpler and less luxurious
habits of fifty years ago.
There are two methods of reducing expenses which appeal to me as suitable to
the farm, one of which is already practised by all sorts and conditions of men
for I happen to know clergymen, professional men, and others living on their

and almost

means, who have made drastic changes in
the foods which they place upon their
tables.
These methods are confined Trst
to the cost of maintaining the house,
which can be very much modified, and
next to the cost of maintaining the stock
on the farm, which can be fed very much
cheaper by a serious eflPort to obtain from
the land all that is needed, and thus saving the large sums expended in cakes and
imported feeding stuffs of various types.

THE COST OF HOUSEKEEPING
First then as to the house. As a close
student of the nutrition of man, I am well
acquainted with almost all that has been

accomplished with regard to our common
foods, their nutritive value, and their necessity or their non-necessity.
Nor do I
suggest for others what I do not practise
myself: it is experience which enables me
to speak with absolute confidence.
It is
possible to reduce the cost of housekeeping in many homes perhaps in most, for
farmers' wives are economical bod'es to
one-half what is paid, by
1. Eating less meat.

—

—

Eating wholemeal bread, and baking
it at home.
3. By using skimmed milk; and making
soft cheese on the farm.
4. By abandoning or reducing the consumption of alcohol and tobacco.
5.
By the increased consumption of
2.

vegetable foods, such as rice, maize, wheat
and barley products, oatmeal, dried peas,
haricot, beans, potatoes, artichokes, parsnips, turnips, kohl rabr, salsify, and beet,
and such fruits as oranges, bananas

which provides six ounces for two cents as
I write
plums, cherries, and dried fruits,
such as raisins, dates, and prunes, with
nuts all of which have great nourishing

—

—

value.
6. By substituting margarine for imported butter.
7. By making greater use of the winged
and ground game on the farm, where this
can be arranged.
I am sure that this programme will
provoke the comment that a man cannot
live without meat, and foods of a similar
character, and that on a vegetable diet he
cannot obtain sufficient nourishment to
maintain his strength. A man can live,
if he is compelled, and keep strong, on six
pounds of potatoes cooked in their ^cins,
with a small quantity of fat; on 2 lbs. of
wholemeal bread and 2 ounces of fat; or
on new milk alone. Two cents spent on
bread at 16c a loaf provides ten times the
nutriment and that better which can be
obtained by spending the same sum upon
lean beef. If meat is eaten it should be
fat bacon which contains six times as
much nutriment as a lean steak although
there is a limit to the fat that can be
eaten. Fat is practically all food, but the
lean of meat contains only 25 to 30 per
cent, of nourishment.
I have found that
a mutton-chop costing 15 cents provided,
after removing the surplus fat, tissue,
and bone, 2 ounces of lean meat, which,
if alone eaten, cost at the rate of $1.32
a pound.

—

—

—

We are most uneconomical with our
bread retaining the starch and gluten,
and discarding the minerals in the bran.
Our annual consumption (here in Great
Britain) of wheat is 6 bushels per head,
because we use only 70 per cent, of the
grain, whereas if we ate it all our average
consumption would be 4^/4 bushels. When
bread costs 12 cents a loaf, the whole meal
used for making a 4-lb. loaf of bread for
myself by a baker costs only 6 cents.

—

Where fat is consumed in meat or butter,
skimmed milk is of greater value than
new milk, because we all eat too much and
die off at 60 in consequence.

cheese

made

on the farm

digestible than shop cheese,

Soft curd

much more
much cheaper,
is

and a saver of butter and meat.
There is no one among us who is a
drinker or smoker who will not be a
stronger man for a little self-sacrifice. I
iudge no man; I like a good cigarette, and
I am glad to notice the temperate spirit
amon^ our young soldiers, with whom
I

am

brought so much into contact.
UTILIZING THE GARDEN.

If the

garden of the farm

is

ized sufficient vegetables can be

fully utilgrown to

load the table with variety in summer and
winter, at very small cost. There is no
one in so good a position to maintain himself as the farmer. With plenty of pota-

parsnips, carrots, artichokes, peas,
beans, kohl rabi, salsify, leeks, onions, and
beet, a whole winter supply can be stored
for beans can be perfectly preserved
in bottles, while plums, damsons, cherries,
gooseberries, and currants can be kept
with similar success. These foods, with
cereals, dried fruits, bread, cheese, bacon,
and milk, will always provide great variety, appetizing dishes, and abundance of
toes,

—

nourishment.
Vegetable foods, which
include fruits always eaten like potatoes
and tomatoes, in their skins
provide
what is essential to life and this is why
they are of such high nutritive value the
iron and phosphate of lime, which so
many prefer to take through the doctor.
Yet how few believe in the importance of
these mineral salts. Let us take a single
example. The weight of the minerals in
100 lbs., or 10 gallons of milk, is about 11
ounces, or in one quart less than a quarter of an ounce.
If this material
small
as it is was extracted from the milk on
which a baby is feeding it would make no
bones, for they are chiefly composed of
phosphate of lime. A tiny quantity consumed daily in food is essential to all of
us, and if we fail to get it. by eating
white bread, peeled boiled potatoes, and
other foods which are deprived of their
husks and their skins, we become anasmic,
and the doctor gives us in medicine what
we have discarded in food. This is why
plants respond to mineral fertilizers when
the soil is a poor one.

—

—

—

—

—

—

FEEDING FLOCKS AND HERDS.

Now let us discuss the economic feeding
of live-stock.
Among my friends are
some large farmers who have been feeding their flocks and herds at greatly reduced cost through the medium of basic
slag.

This manure has so

the herbage that

much improved

more stock

is kept, fewer
and cake is much reduced or abandoned altogether. My first suggestion is

die,

that liberality in manuring will abolish
the cake bill for most of the stock, and be
followed by larger crops in addition. If
slag, or a good guano or bone manure is
used, where it can be used now, it is practically certain to provide a great deal
more grass during the winter, and it is
then when the pinch will be felt. Instead
of the coarse brown herbage of badly fed
grass, as I have so recently seen it, the
grass will be green and luxuriant, as on
the farms to which I have referred. In
matters like this it is a question of belief
in the practice, and faith in the result.
For generations farmers have spent much
of the home made dung on the grass land.
Now I meet enlightened men who do quite
the reverse
the dung all goes on the
arable, and the grass is fed with phosphates, with or without nitrogenous ferDung entilizers, as may be required.
courages weeds in grass land, and dis-

—

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
courages clovers, so that the artificial
manure is doubly advantageous. Another
point of importance is to decide when to
cut grass for hay; and here I fear many
errors are made. All experienced farmers are aware that late cutting means
tough fibrous hay, with its succulence
gone, the food of the plant being chiefly
concentrated in the seed which is shed and
Moreover, late mowing runs haylost.
time into harvest; there is no time for
hoeing and between cultivations, while
the weather is usually so hot that the
grass fails to spring again until late in
the season, and there is no afterm.ath
either to cut or to graze until late September or October. All this means loss,
which few can afford to bear complacently. Early cutting produces rich-feed'ing hay which helps to reduce the cake
and corn of the ration for all classes of
stock, and if the weight grown is not so
great it is much more valuable. A second
crop, too, is then obtainable in August for
grazing during harvest, and all goes much
easier in consequence.

FORAGE CROPS.

Forage crops, such as maize, are a great
help in autumn. If the land is deep and
rich, and is well dunged in autumn, or if
it is liberally manured with phosphates?
and some sulphate of ammonia in spring,
it may grow anything from 20 to 40 tons
of forage per acre, or more than any
grass or green crop which can be menGreen
tioned under these conditions.
maize is one of the most valuable and
economical cattle foods in the world, and
cut in August and September when the
pastures are bare it is a blessing to the
He must, however, protect it
grower.
against rooks, which have done more than
anything else to limit its cultivation in
this country. I also strongly recommend
the cultivation of kohl rabi, which is of
The milk is not
great value for cows.
tainted, the crops keep well, standing any
ordinary winter, and it is relished by
stock, providing abundance of bulb and
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Great attention should be given to the
piggery. Fat cured pig-meat is the cheapest of all animal foods. In its production
the farm can play the leading part, and
there is no reason, if potatoes are grown
sufficient quantity and skim milk is
produced, why there should not be a succession of fresh and pickled pork, cured
bacon and hams, until the end of the war,
without spending a shilling more than is
required in the purchase of barley or
Potatoes and artimaize for feeding.
chokes with skimmed milk can be used so
freely that the corn ration may be reduced to one-half the usual quantity. The
artichoke is one of the most liberal croppers, it will grow on almost any poor land,
and will, with its heavy tops, feed cattle
as well as the pig. Much more might be
said on this point, but my space is filled
in

ADIRONDACK STURDY STAVE SILOS
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Our New 50-Page Booklet Yours
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•
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The Adirondack Silo Company of Canada
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Montreal, P.Q.

up.

however, add that the farmer is
a better position than most men to reduce the cost of his fuel by employing his
I will,

in

men on wet days
make faggots for

saw cord-wood and
On my own
winter.

to

have found that an equal admixture
of very small coke with coal reduces the
coErt by one-fourth.
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loan in

bondholders that never possessed a bond
The experience is a new one to
before.
them. Those who are able to buy bonds
of course are those who have saved some
money. Practically every individual has
been educated to the advisability of putting his money in a savings bank or in a
sound savings company. He can Understand and does understand the procedure
of taking to the bank a roll of bills and depositing them to his credit. Having deposited them he knows that he can take
them out of the bank at any time or he
can issue a cheque against the amount or
any part of the amount deposited.
By most people this simple process is
Every day, however,
well understood.
there are banks that can tell you of depositors who are quite ignorant of the
service which a bank can give them. There
are in Canada a class of uneducated
people who still think that dollar bills hid
in a stocking, buried in the garden or
stuck in the crevice of a wall of their
dwelling are better secured than if deposited in the average bank in Canada.
That number is steadily diminishing. In
one case a Toronto manager had to deal
with a lady who at the commencement of
the war had $1,000 deposited. She originally came from the United States. When
she heard of war she could not be persuaded against taking her money out of
the bank and sending it across to the
United States to be deposited there. Of
course where her money was her heart
was and she eventually went back to the
United States as the result of fear that
this country might be invaded.
It takes
very little to shake the confidence of the
ignorant.
There are now a very large number of
people who have become quite familiar
with the procedure of a savings bank and
take their money regularly and only under
stress of circumstances or to meet unforeseen contingencies, go back to take it
It is the class that put something
out.
away every year and rather than take it
out cut down their expenses and live
frugally that have built up Canada. From
such a class there has come many demands for a share of the Dominion loan.
The appeal made from practically every
pulpit and by every public man to the
Canadian people to put their money at t'ae
service of the government' has had it.s
effect.
A great agency in this respect is
the influence of banks and the other institutions who accept savings deposits
from the public. Now that so many people

have been persuaded to take up government bonds many of them are at a little

know just how to take care of such
valuable pieces of paper as a c/ovcrnment

loss to

bond payable to bearer: That is to say,
that if the bond or the paper on which
is inscribed the promise of the government to pay says upon its face that the
Government of Canada ten years hence
will pay the bearer $1,000 it means that
whoever has possession of that piece of
paper, which is called a "bond certificate,"
can at the end of ten years cash it and can
also go to the bank every half year and
cash the interest coupons that are attached. In this respect a bond is just like
a dollar bill. It belonf/s to the man in
whose pocket it rests. It is just as foolish
to leave such a valuable document in a
trunk, under a mattress, in a vase on the
mantel, under the hearth, as it is to leave
in such places your money.
If the building is burnt and the certificates are gone
The
it means that your money is gone.
owner of the lost certificates sustains the
loss.
That is in the case of a "bearer
bond" or one which will be paid to the
holder of the certificates.
These documents require just as much care in their
safe keeping as Dominion bills.
In one case which came to the notice of
the writer, a bachelor living in a boarding house, kept his silver, family relics, his
bonds and his cash in his trunk. This is
There is nothing so
very improvident.
easy to the thief or the burglar as the ordinary trunk. The locks usually used on
them are not even proof against a knitting needle in the hands of a cunning maid
or the jack knife of a sneak. The small
iron safe has a place on every farm and
It is surprising
in every country home.
how many are being sold now to go to the
farms. It will protect a document against
an ordinary fire and against the ordinary
These are the greatest dangers
thief.
against which insurance is necessary.
These can be built into the cellar or are
concealed in such places as to render them
a certain safe guard in fire.
We would advise the holder of any
bonds, speaking of those not accustomed
to handling them, to first consult the
manager or accountant of the bank, trust
or savings company, or
with the broker from whom
Talk the
In a
they do business.
Matter over
great many cases, or in
with your
mdst cases, the representaBroker.
tives of these institutions
will accommdate their clients in so far as
giving information is concerned. Some of
the banks and the savings institutions will
accept them for safe keeping at a very
When, however, advice of
trifling cost.
this kind is sought it is always as well to
discuss the matter only with a responsible
official, either the manager, his assistant
It should be borne
or the accountant.
in mind that the heads of our great financial institutions, be they banks, trust or

—

—
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savings companies, are always glad to give
advice to those who deposit a few dollars
with them as they are with those who
oest course is to rent a box in a safety dehave thousands.
If you have a number of securities the
best course is to rent a box in a safety de-

you knew what
some farmers know
If

about Standard Reliance Mortgage Debentures, you'd put every cent you can save

In Toronto, a
the size.
small box can be obtained
for as low a figure as $2 per year. So far
as our knowledge goes no successful effort
has been made by burglars to break into
a modern safety deposit vault. The physical obstacles offered by the construction
are too great. Of course there are some
people who think the outlay of $2 or $3
per year for such a box is more than they
can afford. In the long run, however, it
will prove to be cheapest form of insurance against fire as well as burglars. It is
quite obvious that to keep $30,000 or
$40,000 in a small safe in an out of the
way farm house is improvident. A market town or the nearest safety deposit
vault may be some distance away, but it is
worth while making the distance and,
placing the securities where there is no
question as to their safety. Every farmer
posit Boxes,

into this

sound

security.

Standard Reliance Mortgage Debentures
provide an absolutely safe investment
with surety of principal and regularity of
interest.
This assurance is provided by
$6,732,581 of assets.

Thousands

own

farmers

of

Why shouldn't

our

debentures.

you own a few.

Write for a free copy of our booklet about Profits from
Savings. It -will interest you for it tells all about a system
of doing business. Address Dept. 40
:

STANDARD RELIANCE
?MORtGAGE CORPORATION

finds it necessary to carry some caSh
his house and also other valuables and for
this the small safe is indispensable.
Another precaution to take is to have
the number of your bond or bonds in a
book and kept in a different place to that
in which the actual securities are de
The list should
posited.
Keep Track contain the number of the
securities, the date of issue.
of your
the face value, the rate of
Securities.
interest and when the coupons and principal are due. It is as well
If you have a
to do that in any case.
in

//ead Office.82.-88J(ingStE. Toronto

Branches: Ayr, Brockville, Chatham.
Elmira, New Hamburg

^^^^^m.

safety deposit vault there is no doubt of
the safety of your security, but it is just
as well to have in another building a list
of them ready to your hand at any time.
You will find it impossible to remember
when particular coupons or the principal
are due. This information should be kept
by you and a duplicate of it in your box.
After this discussion of the problem of
taking care of your bonds we might now
discuss the different forms in which the
government issue was made. Those who

-

^m

^^^^m

Every city in Canada now
posit vault.
IS well equipped with many that are absoThey can
lutely reliable.
be had at reasonable cost,
The-Use of
depending, of course, upon
Safety De-

obtained bearer bonds and
which have coupons attachWhat are
their Bonds,
ed should remember, as we
stated above, that they belong to the man who has possession of
them, that is to the bearer. We should
advise such holders as have no proper
means of keeping these documents safely
to register them. By sending them to the
Receiver-General at Ottawa if they represent $1,000 or multiples of that number they will be fully registered, that is
to say that the Government will endorse
on the bonds the owner's name and send
to him at his registered address the interest every half-year and money repaying the amount loaned when it is due. If
your bearer Ijond is for less than $1,000
you can only "partially" register it. The
government will register ownership of the
principal but not the coupons. If you lost
your bond the finder could take your coupons and cash them anywhere. By fully
registering a bond which can only be done,
as stated above, in case it is $1,000 or
$2,000 or any multiple of $1,000, it means
that the interest and principal will only be
paid to the party whose name is registered
with the government as owner.
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Ask Any
^^^ c^^^t-west Life

Policyholder

"t

•^

Over 59,000

he

thinks

ot

well-satisfied Policyholders

The Great-West
Over $119,000,000

his

what

rolicy.

endorse

Life

of Insurance

is

now

held in

force

This must mean

VALUE.

The Great-West
Head

Life Assurance Co.

Office,

Winnipeg

•'SECURITY FIRST!'-

1

EXCELSIOR life!
INSURANCE COMPANY
Value your Assets by the amount

=
^
^

u
HeadJ

<-.r.-

Llriice

TORONTO

|

insurance you carry. M
AnExcelsiorPolicy isabetterassetthana mortgagedfarm 1
=

iTilllllllllilillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllliH^

Write

to

of

Dept. F. for Pamphltl

s
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AND WANTS

SALES

The Farmer
word

5 cents a

— per month
—

Rates for Classified Ads. Insertions on this page five cents per
word per issue. Each initial, four
or less figures in one number count
as one word. Name and address is
counted as part of the ad. All orders
must be accompanied by cash.
Forms for the month close on 12th
preceding month of issue.

rOULTRY
STOCK ALWAYS

BREEDING
My

hand.

s

Exchange

MARKETING

FARM
PRODUCTS

SJiorthonis are
U.N

Wanted

as

FARM FOR S.4EE
LAND ON LAKE

150 ACRES BEST
front, Pickering Township,

Toronto

PURE BRED BARRED ROCK EGGS
from prize-winning stock. Pens headed
by New York, Chicago and World's
Write for
Fair champion breeding.
Royal Stock
prices on young stock.
Farms. R. W. Caswell, Saskatoon, Sask
.MY

WHrrE LEGHORNS HAVE BEEN
winners and

are kept in good,
Young stock comconditions.
Write for prices. W. P. Disney,
Whitby, Ont.

prize

healthy
ing on.

RiH'ODE

ISLAND REDS

per

of
this

cent,

hatched
F.

sale.

J.

—

OVER

95
birds

from these
year.
X few hens
Boland, 1391 Bloor
eggs

for
St.,

Toronto.

HOIiSTEINS

HOLSTEIN BULLS FOR SALE— WE
seventeen Holstein bulls from
eighteen months down. Write us your
requirements. Prices and bulls to suit
buyers.— R. M. Holtby, R.R. 4, Port
Perry, Ont.

have

still

—

H'OLSTEINS FOR SALE
calves

from

sale

for

high

FEW

A

producing

Inquiries cheerfully answered.
F. H. Westney, R.M.D., Pickering, Ont.

cows.

I

SHEET
WANT TO GET 40 SHEARLING OK

It is

thing

Well as

CO'TSWOLD RAMS FOR SALE FOR
breeding;

purposes

this

fall.

N.

J.

Chapman, R.M.D., Pickering, Ont.

SHORTHORN CATTLE
A

have

FEW CHOICE BREEDING STOCK

on hand. Write or come
W. A. Dryden, Mapleshadc
and see.
Farm, Brooklin, Ont.

IIOKE STOCK SHORTHORNS OF

best strains.

G. M. Forsyth, Claremont,

Ontario.

But they

all

agree that the best always

sells

They find a demand for good stuff.
They know that ordinary stuff sells well if
it is put up well.
And further, many farmers know that the
buying public can be educated to want things.
Nobody would
Take the case of bananas.
buy theui a few years ago.
But the fruit
first.

John

Miller,

now

sell

So

to
is

it

everybody.
with chickens.

Nobody thought

that day-old chicks would sell, but they go
hot cakes when the fellows advertise.
Now, here's the point! Sell your surplus
by putting it nicely before the public. Thousands of readers of The Farmer's .Migazine
are the best buyers in the world.
It excites the reader's barter
It is cheap.
like

spirit.

It

LARiGE

Yorkshire boars;

fit

for

ENGLISH

service;

sow*

fnuiones
rising
months. Orders taken for choice stock
the
time
to
Now
is
lit weaning time.
buy. They will make you big profits.
Herbert J. Miller, Keene, Ont.

bred,

several

nice

SEED FALL, WHEAT.
SEED .(FALL WHE.VT FOR BALE—
write for prices.
Brooklin. Ont.

F.

W. Gibson, K.M.D.,

HEL,P

Send for

Wm.
(tfl

WANTED

WANTED, QUICK— NAME AND ADdrcss

ranch

Ward,

of reliable single man having
ability to manage large farm or
successfully.
Address A. W.
Box 3.33, Valley, Nebr.. V.S.A.
(7-16)

WANTED

—

INTELLIGENT

YOUNG

men to learn shipbuilding at good wages.
Many ships needed in future. Apply
Collingwood Shipbuilding Company. Lim'(10-16)
ited, Collinewood, Ontario.

FARMS WANTED
WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNER
of good farm for sale.
Send description and cash price.
R. G. List, Minneapolis, Jlinn.
(9-16)

WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNER
farm or fruit ranch for sale.
Mattson, Minneapolis, Minn.

of

O.

0.

(7-16)

WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNER
good farm for
and description.
of

SEED WHEAT WANTED
.Many things will be wanted in August.
Seed
Get your ad. into the magazine now.
wheat and rye will be wanted in Alberta and
Eastern Canada.
Show fowls are needed for the fall shows.
Tell
If

buyers what you have now.
you have an auction sale coming

off,

list

on these pages. Results will surprise you.
Breeding sheep antf rams are needed. Be
early with your notices.
Alllk cows and young heifers will be in deirand.
Sell them without leaving your farni
by a live ad.
Simply tell, in a few words, what you have
to sell
count the words, and enclose 5 cents
for each word nr initial, and say what issue
you want it in. Ten cents a word puts it in
two months.
it

The Farmer's Magazine
143-153 University Avenue,

Toronto, Ont.

Jr.,

HOGS

LAWN

TO

S5.50

makes exchange.

glance at our Rural Mail
columns in this issue shows that
people write in here ever if jew
days asking tvhere they can get
Shorthorns and other stock. By
keeping your name listed here
.4

PEAR

timepieces.

dealers persisted in educating tastes, and they

SBE MY PRICES FOR SHORTHORNS
Shropshires.
.\shhnrn, Ont.

and

Reliable

free catalogue to The Watch Shop,
E. Cox, 70 Yonge St., Toronto.

enough

it.

;

of both sexes

(

one thing to raise crops. It is a bigger
sell
them.
Wheat growers know
Apple men know it.
Stock breeders
all
learned it.
The intensive *farmer

knows

25 east of

Apply John

estate.

settle

JEWELRY
WATCHES —

WALTHAM
.$150.00.

to

this.

2-SHEAR

ewes, Cotswold or Shropshire.
State lowest prices, f.o.b. your station.
Mackenzie, 75 Hampton Ave.,
F.
C.
Toronto.

— to

(iormley, Pickering. Ont.

Comb

White Leghorns nnd Barred
Plymouth Rocks.
Some special barLewis N. Clark, Oldham
gains now.
Farm, Port Hope. Ont.

splendid land, suitable for small dairy
or market garden, also fruit garden,
within four miles of Ottawa, five minutes' walk from Britannica electrir- car
line.
A snap for a quick buyer. W. .7.
Kerr, Woodroffe, Ont

—

Manij Other Things

birds are performers. Siugle

FARMS lOK SALE
FOR SALE — TWENTY ACRES OF

at these nfiodest rates,

YOU CATCH ALL THIS
TRADE

sale.

D.

State cash price

Bush,

F.

apolis, .Minn.

Minne(9-16)

THE GARDENETTE, OR CITY BACKyard

By Benjamin

Gardening.

i)augb.

The volume

is

F.

.\1-

arranged to meet

the needs of the beginner or amateur,
especially for those who have limited
areas Ibat are available for the purpose.
This book contains thirty full-page illustrations, photographs, examples of the
experiments.
Handsomely
a u t h o r's
bound, at $1.35 postpaid.

ANY ONE OF OUR READERS, EVEN
though

he be
experience
very attractive
the Home. We
work.
Parts 1.
will

amateur with tools,
no difficulty in making

an

and useful articles for
have four Books on this
2, 3 and "Woodworking
They are a
for Amateur Craftsmen."
handy size and have 512 pages, 22.3 illustrations. OS working drawings, printed
on the best book paper, and durably
hound in handsome cloth
will be sent
prepaid to any address for .S2.00, or
any one volume postpaid for 50c. Get
one of these Books and experience a sur;

prise at how simple it is to make mission wood furniture. The MacLean Publishing Co., Ltd., 'Book Department, 143l."i.3
I'nivorsitv .\ve.. Toronto.

MONEY WANTED
A FARMER WANTS

$2,500 .\S

FIRST

mortgage on a fiO-acre farm worth
over $100 per acre. Valuators' opinion
made halffurnished and payments
Invest your money
yearly for 5 years.
in
farm mortgages for safety. State
your lowest rate for acceptance in
Emerson Gould, c-o Farm.September.
er's Magazine. 143 T'niversity Ave., Toronto.
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Jack Miner
Continued from page

19.

And the man who can find time, besides
running his farm and a rather extensive
tile manufacturing plant, to establish and
keep up a place of such educational interest to the whole country, to leave his
business long enough to give an occasional
lecture a day's journey from home, or to
tame a young thrush it isn't surprising
to find him going another mile in the interests of the children growing up in his
own neighborhood. When the pond in the
park freezes in the winter, it become:; the
community skating-rink. A place is provided for horses in the shelter of the vileshed, and sometimes as many as two
hundred young people hold carnival there
legularly through the winter. When the
baseball season opens, a two-and-a-half
acre field next to the highway, levelled
and seeded down for the purpose, is open
to the boys of the neighborhood for a ball
diamond. The only considerations required are clean words, and no cigarette
smoking on the grounds.

Be Independent
of Gasoline
U^se

—

"B ran
ENGINE
which

people wonder what it is radiating
from the personality of the man that
grips their confidence the minute they
look at him
It's just himself.

OIL

just

or

as satisfactorily on

NAPHTHA.

The

"Brantford" Engines give the same reliable service

on these cheaper

they do

gasoline.

The

vv^ith

or

as

Line of Engines, Statio'hTraction are Guaranteed.

"BRANTFORD"

most complete
in

fuels

"BRANTFORD"

ary, Portable

The
And

run

will

COAL

Our Hopper Cooled Design

Canada.

liable, durable,

line

of

Line

the

is

gasoline engines

Every one absolutely

re-

economical.

!

The HospitableFarm
Continued from page

Buy

a ''Brantford'' and he Sure
Windmills, Grain Grinders, Steel Pole, Wood Saws,
Pumps, Water Boxes, etc., manufactured by us, have

27.

bedrooms and a bathroom, with a
ofl' each
bedroom. A hall

sized

the

clothes-closet

runs down the middle of the floor giving
the necessary space around the stairways,
and opening at the back on to the roof of
the washroom, and at the front to a
balcony. The balcony is optional it would
perhaps be as well to have the wall built
straight across the front witliout the
little recess, but if we do have a balcony,
it must have a railing around before it
can be called safe. Then it can be turned
to very good use for airing bedding, etc.
The doors at the ends of the hall are
glass-panelled, as they have to also answer the purpose of windows, or casement windows can be used instead of

qualities

in

them

made the name
byword for satisamong progressive far-

have

that

"Brantforo" a
faction

mers

in the

Dominion.

;

logue which contains
rd labor saving

full descrip-

farm implements

helpful in farm progress.

Goold, Shapley
Brantford

&

Winnipeg

,

Muir Co., Ltd.
Regina

Calgary

doors.

A

Rundown Farm
Continued from, page

32.

oats and peas.
The twenty cows which
compose the milking herd average over
7,000 pounds of milk per cow per year,
this milk containing over five per cent,
of butterfat. For years Mrs. Howie supplied one of the leading hotels of Milwaukee with milk and cream.
Now she is

shipping from ten to fifteen gallons of

cream daily

to an ice cream manufacturer, using the skim milk in the raising
of calves, which are sold foi breeding purposes.
Sunny Peak Farm and its matchless herd of Jersey cows are striking illustrations of the accomplishments of a citytrained woman who made good in dairy-

ing where

many men would have

failed.

A Vast New Land
Waiting for You

Se/t/e in

Northern
Ontario

Oppnrfuuity awaits the man -nho will strike out to the rich, fertile land of
Northern Ontario. Millions of acres of virgin soil obtainaljle free, at a
This land contains immense
nominal cost, are calling fur cultivation.
resources in timber, mineral, waterpower, fish, game and scenery, and is
one of the greatest expanses of fertile territory in the world. This land
calls for men to cultivate it; in return it will give health, comfort and
prosperity. Thousands of farmers have responded to the call.
How about
you?
For

full

information, as to terms, regulations and settlers' rates, write to

H. A.

MACDONELL,

HON.

HOWARD FERGUSON

G.

Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines

Director of Colonization
Parliament Ruildings
TORONTO, ONT.

—
T
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The Secret

the Stomach is performing its
functions imperfe'Ctly, the outlook is
gloomy, a feeling of lassitude, pessi-

mism and "don't care"
hardly

seems

prevails,
'
'

worth

while."

But when every factor

in the proper

found to be
working in harmony and unison
when the stomach is sound and
tuned up to concert pitch, then, and
only then, do life's trials appear
trilies and a spirit of good cheer
and optimism pervade. Many causes
contribute to the incomplete working of the stomach functions overof

food

is

—

eating, lack of exercise, inattention
to dietary, too close application to
business. But there is hope now, for
even the chronic sufferer from indigestion and biliousness, for a harmless, natural remedy is within the
reach of all.

VEGETABLE

PARMELEE'S

PILLS have long since passed the
experimental stage they have been
in high favor for years.

—

PAEMELEE 'S
PILLS
most

are

care,

known

V E'G E T A B L E
compounded with the utfrom ingredients that are

to have a beneficial eftect on

and they have been
proven to restore an even flow of
bile, and by gently acting on the insystem,

the

testines to relieve constipation.

The old saying that "a sound mind
is found in a sound body" might
well read "a sound mind and a
'sound stomach go together," and
the untold blessings conferred by

PARMELEE 'S

VEGETABLE

keeping the human stomach in a sound condition and perfect
working order, cannot be over-

PILLS

in

estimated.
Keep a box

PARMELEE'S

of

VEGETABLE PILLS
They
you

will

MAGAZINE

S

Satisfi/iiu/

By

make you

always handy.
and keep
fit

fit.

Price 25 Cents, at your dealers.

Ch-s for ihe Supplies at

Hand

WINNIFRED MARCHAND

THE SUMMER MEAT SUPPLY
some time

you belong to a beef-ring,
IFduring
the season you will have about
every cut in the carcase sent home to
if you don't belong to a beefring, your better sense will tell you that
it is neither economical or necessary to
have your meat bill made up entirely from
porterhouse roasts and sirloin steaks. The
cheaper cuts, except those made up largely of gristle, are just as valuable from the
nutritive standpoint; but it requires a lot
more art to bring this out and develop
palatability in the cooking.
Braised Beef. Tough meat requires
long slow cooking, so braised beef is particularly good to have on wash-day or
ironing-day, when the fire will be on for
you, and

most of the morning anyway. Take beef
from the lower round or face of rymp, or
from the flank. Sprinkle with salt and
pepper, dredge with flour, and brown on
both sides in a greased frying pan over
the

fire.

This searing over keeps the juice

in the meat and the browning develops
the flavor. Put this in a covered roasting-

pan or casserole or covered granite pudsurround with vegetables,
dish,
onions, carrots and celery when it is in
season, add about three cups boiling water
for a three-pound piece of meat, and bake,
ding

basting every half hour. A good-sized
piece of meat should cook from three to
four hours. Turn when half done, and
about an hour before serving add the potatoes for the meal. This means that your
whole dinner is cooked in one dish in the
oven. The heat can be increased the last
half hour to brown the meat and potatoes.
Brown Steiv. In making a stew from
the neck or other tough part, the secret of
making the meat tender is long, slow
cooking. This can be done best by using a
double boiler or a fireless cooker. To improve the flavor, have the meat cut in

and brown part, or all of it, in a
pan before putting it into the
The vegetables, especially the
onion, give far more flavor if cooked for a
few minutes in butter before adding to
pieces

frying
water.

the stew. Potatoes are not put in until
about half an hour before serving. Thicken with two tablespoons flour to each cup
of liquid.

Take 2 cups
for Stew.
teaspoons baking-powder, V2 teaspoon salt, 2 teaspoons butter, ?4 cup
milk. Mix and sift dry ingredients. Work
in butter and the milk gradually as for
biscuit, dough, toss on a floured board,
roll out and cut into little biscuits.- These
can be cooked in a steamer over boiling
water and added to the stew just before
serving, or a little more milk can be used
and the batter dropped by spoonfuls on
Dumplings

flour, 4

Northrop

Fare

Bill of

ii

When

digestion

'

New and

child.

life

MER

The Month's

the

of

is the simple secret of having every
cog workiii'r
unison.
But it applies not only to the Great War. It
applies with equal force to the
everyday life and continued good
health of each man, woman and

and

FA R

War—

Great
'.

HE

& Lyman Co.,

Limited

Toronto, Ontario
74-X

IMPROVED
WARRINCR

^KUmU^

STANCHION

Prof. P. G. Helyar of

Mt.

Herman

Herman,
"

We

School, Mt.
Mass., writes:

could not get along

without Warriner Stanchions."

Send address

WALLACE 15. CRUMB.

let of

for bookinformation to

fl,Foreiitvirie.Oonii..lI.S.A.

Canadian orders filled from Canadian factory.
All correBpondeQce ehoald be addressed to the home ofdce.
8tat« In Inquiry If you prefer booklet In French or English*

top of the meat and vegetables. It is also
a good plan if you are making hot biscuits for dinner to break a few in halves
and drop them into the stew just before
serving.
Pot Roast. A tough roast of beef is
far better cooked as a pot roast, where the
cooking is partly done by steam, than
where it is cooked in the dry heat of the
oven. To get the "brown flavor" in a pot
roast, dredge the meat with flour and sear
it over a hot greased frying pan, turning

every few seconds until well browned.
Put a trivet or an old saucer in the bottom
of the kettle to keep the roast from sticking and burning, pour in a little water,
just to make steam rather than to come up
around the meat. Cover closely and keep
the liquid just simmering, adding more
hot water as it is needed.
Baked Ham ivith Potatoes. The farmer's wife who has her own supply of
home-cured ham will find this a pleasing
variation from the regular ways of cooking, either for dinner or as a supper dish.

1%

lbs. ham, sliced
cups sliced potatoes
1 cup bread crumbs
1/2
cup grated cheese
Salt and pepper
Enough milk to cover

3

Fry the ham slightly on both sides,
cover with the potatoes, add a dash of
pepper. (If the ham is fairly salty, no
Sprinkle
more salt will be required.)
the cheese and crumbs over the top, cover
the whole with milk and bake in a
moderate oven.
Poached Eggs in Cream Sauce. Melt
4 tablespoons butter in a pudding dish,
stir in 4 tablespoons flour, add ¥2 teaspoon salt, a little pepper and 2 cups milk,
stirring until the sauce is smooth and
thickened. Drop into this as many eggs
as you want for supper, cover closely and
let the dish stand in a pan of hot water
or in the oven till the eggs are set.
Sprinkle with grated cheese or chopped
parsley and serve in the same dish.
Cream-ed New Potatoes. Boil new potatoes, cutting the larger ones in halves
or quarters. Make a cream sauce by melting 4 tablespoons of butter, stirring in 4
tablespoons of flour, 1 teaspoon salt, and
when well blended, 4 cups milk. Cook
until smooth, stirring constantly. Pour
over the potatoes, which have been
drained and kept hot; put in a dish, and
sprinkle with pepper or chopped parsley.
When green peas are in season they
can be cooked separately, drained and
added with the hot sance.
SEASONABLE DESSERTS
Cherry Pudding.
1

egg

tablespoons melteil butter
cup sour milk
% cup sugar
i/i
teaspoon soda
2 cups flour
2 cups stoned cherries sprinkled with sugor
or 2 cups canned cherries from which the
syrup has been drained.
2
1

Beat the egg till light, gradually add
the sugar, the soda dissolved in the sour
milk, and then the flour and cherries
mixed together. Bake in a moderate oven
for forty-five minutes, and serve hot with
sugar and cream, or caramel sauce, or if
canned cherries have been used, use the
juice drained from them for a sauce.

Cherry Cups. Sift 2 cups flour, V2 teasalt, and 4 level teaspoons butter,
and add enough milk to make a soft dough
that can be rolled on the board. Cut the
dough into rounds about five inches across,
put a handful of stoned, sugared cherspoon

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
ries in the centre of each, fold the dough
over like a dumpling and bake in gem pans
in a quick oven. Serve warm w^ith sugar
and cream or cherry sauce.
Butter a pudding
Raspberry Betty.
dish, and dot a tablespoon of butter in little pieces over the bottom. Sprinkle with
a layer of stale bread crumbs, a layer of
berries; sprinkle with sugar, and repeal
until the dish is full. Mix an egg with a
cup of milk, for a small pudding, pour this
over the crumbs and fruit in the puddingdish and bake half an hour. Serve with
sugar and cream.
Graham Pudding. This pudding makes

If

you consider these

TIONS

in

FOUR QUES-

buying a Cream Separator

Skimming
Ease of Operating
Durability and

Workmanship

most wholesome summer dessert. Take

a

51-

cup butter
cuij molasses
cup sweet milk
1/2

1

1

1

you

egg

1V4 cups

Graham

will

most certainly buy. a

flour

teaspoou baking powder
Vi teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup raisins, seeded

\v,2

Melt the butter, add the well-beaten
egg, the molasses and the milk. Mix the
dry ingredients and add them to the
liquid. Pour into small buttered moulds
or cups, filling them two-thirds full, and
steam.

"KING"
Sold on easy terms.

IVrile for local agent

address.

's

KING SEPARATOR WORKS, OF CANADA
BRIDGEBURG, ONTARIO

Ducks Exterminate
Mosquitoes
THOUGH

there are no statistics of
mosquitoes it has often seemed to
the writer that they are more numerous in cities than in country places,

where similar conditions

prevail.

It

The
Wonder Lamp

is

possible that they may simply be seeking
their choicest hunting grounds on bald
heads, but in all seriousness I believe
there is another and a good reason. It is

The Wonder Lamp

in

the dense communities.

Ducks war on man's enemy

in all stages

development, especially in its larval
stage, and when the mosquito is full
grown. The larvae are caught on the surface of the water where they have been deposited in conditions favorable to development.
The effectiveness of ducks in
clearing a place of mosquitoes was demonstrated in the following manner by a

of

the latest and

Get this lamp now and have your

its

French

is

handiest ever placed on the market.
It produces a clear, bright, white light
of 500 Candle Power for less than 1-3
of a cent per hour.

Ducks are among the greatest enemies of mosquitoes, and ducks are scarce

this.

home

or cottage lighted as well as the
Can .he installed
best of city places.

by anyone.

A

child

safe

and

match,

Absolutely
it.
Lights with a
Fully guarconvenient.
operate

can-

odorless.

very

anteed.

scientist.

By means of dams two pools of equal
made in a stream. Ducks vvere

Local Agents

area were

placed in one and fish in the other. The
former was speedily cleared of mosquitoes while the latter continued to maintain
the insects in all stages of development.
Wild ducks were then introduced into the
second pond, and found to prefer the insects to all other foods. At the end of 24
hours no pupee were found in the pond and
after two days all the larvae had been
destroyed.
In various swampy places in southerly
parts of the United States the mosquito
pest has become so troublesome that the
railroads traversing the affected parts
have resorted to various measures to
effect a riddance.
One of these has been
to stock the marsh pond with gold fish,
which are said to have a distinct partiAnother and
ality for a mosquito diet.
more common method of exterminating

mosquitoes has been to pour petroleum
into the water.
The petroleum floats on
the surface and prevents the young insect coming to maturity.
J. A. McCRACKEN.

Write

Now and

Wanted Everywhere.

get an independent plant at cost

MACLAREN LIGHT COMPANY
MERRICKVILLE, ONTARIO

IN FORM AT ION
THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE,
the M;icLean I'ublishing

through

Company,

is

m

WANTED

connection with the great organization of
touch with vast sources of information which

its

gathered from (iifferont parts of the word for the numerous MacLean publications.
Xliis wealth of information and the editorial staff of all these various publications is
at the service of the readers of
The Farmer's Magazine.
Should you have a problem on
INFORMATION
Farmer's Magrazine,
some phase of your worli, or if
WANTED
143-153 University Ave., Toronto.
you are desirous of securing
Please let me know where I can purchase
goods or articles and do not
know where to procure them, we
will be pleased to answer your
promptly.
Use the
inquiries
coupon below for the questions
Name
you desire answered, and enclose
is

stamp for

reply.

Address

'.
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Cooking by Fireless
How

to

make

a,

and how

THE
Secret of
Flaky Pie Crust

commercial

fireless

cooker costs

Rand

wheat

flour.

Try

it,

prove it.
Get a package of BENSON'S at your
grocer's, and write to our Montreal
Office for copy of our new recipe
book. "Desserts and Candies" that
tells how.

.\I.ule
uf fine pure wool Zephyr
wool Taffeta, in exclusive dainty
terns, they have
_

ruateri.Tl

and skilled workmanship give to
Jaeger Goods.
Far superior to
cotton or linen,
not only for exercise and
outdoor sports, but

also

for

year-

wear

round

B
V
^
K
fl
H

Made

in

when

or
travelling.
office,

in all sizes,

with

single

double

cuffs, shirt or coat style.

A

or

catalogue and Dr.
Health Culture will be sent
on application to:

free

illustrated

J.iegca-'s

free

CARDINAL,

MONTREAL.
BRANTFORO,

DISTINCTIVE

STYLE

perior

fruit.

all

HAVE A

the "appearance" whicii su-

B£NSONS
CORN STARCH
instead of

NEGLIGE
SHIRTS

all

Just use part

H

'AEGER

it.

on the other hand, it is likely to be
more durable, it seldom has any absorbent material exposed to the odor and the
steam from food, the cooking compartment can be more easily kept clean, and

Its In our Recipe Book— with a lot
of other recipes for making good Pies.
But— we're going to tell you right
here how always to have the top
crust fine and (! .Icy— and how to have
the under crust just right, even when

using fresh

cooker at home

more than does the homemade one;

The

I

fireless

to take care of

Dr. Jaeger ^'^tV,^^''"' ccLumud
TORONTO
MONTREAL
WINNIPEG

FORT WILLIAM.

I

Jncurpuratcd

The commercial

fireless

England

in

in

uith

IBS?,

Capital for the riniish Empire.

UritisJi

cooker and

utensils.

frequently provided with a ventilating valve or some such device that makes
baking and roasting possible. However,
the home-made fireless cooker has proved
to be wholly satisfactory for such foods
as cereals, vegetables, dried fruits, custard, fowls, and certain cuts of meat.
it is

AreYouUsina
theBestSalt?

ndsop

lieese
THE CANADIAN SALT CO. LIMITED,

Don't Slave at the Washtub
Tlie

difficulties lUx'
of
wash
will
all
be

There is practically no danger of fire
from a home-made cooker unless very hot
-ladiators are used. Since thermometers
aie not used in the average home, and the
radiators may be heated to an unnecessarily high temperature, it seems safest
to advise against the use of radiators unless the insulator is
not inflammable.
Under no conditions can a very hot radiator above the food be safe, because it is

too near the muslin of the cushion. While
baking is impossible without the use of
radiators, theie are sufficient other processes for which the home-made cooker
may be used to warrant the trouble and
the small cost of making one.
The cost of a home-made fireless cooker
may range from about one dollar and a
half to eight dollars or more, depending
on the materials used. If several sizes of
aluminum pails with clamps and covers
are bought for food containers, the cost
may equal that of a small commercial
cooker.

troubles
(lay

.smoothed
out
you will use a

A

wooden box, a trunk, an ice box, a
galvanized iron ash-can, and a wooden
candy-bucket are among the articles that
have been successfully used in the construdtion of a fireless cooker. If an ordinary box isi used, it should be of heavy
enough material to permit the use of good
hinges and fastenings.

Bali-Bearing

that

for

washing.

and
our

heavy

Perfect in
construction

send

booklet

uj

you
lliis

We

^ya.'<llerr

J.

H.

CONNOR &

Established in 1881

can supply a machine

anywhere

in

Canada

SON, Limited
OTTAWA. ONT.

inside container for the food utensil may be a bucket of agate, galvanized
iron, or tin. It should have a tight-fitting
cover.
Ground cork, sawdust, excelsior, mineral wool, paper torn in small pieces and
crumpled, powdered asbestos, shavings,
straw, hay, wool, and cotton batting are

pay

piiuliry

tlie best stock.
Eiiglanl's best
Khic-.
Black,
Biifl
or
White Orping1

For

^^^^.^latfkft

^^^^^^^^B
^^^^^^^^V

tons, send to HarCorrie.
Prices
old

reasonable.

^^^^^^K
^^^^^^^^r

for

porlation.
lioii
g 11 a

WviU-

^^^^^^^H

Special

facilities

for

exSatisfac-

^^^^^|p
^^^^^^p^

anteed.
full parr

H^^KIH^H&

ticiilai-s.

I^Hp
^^^v

HAROLD CORRIE
Quobltigh.
Hants,

Easlleigh,

^^^^
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ENGLAND

Cables,

Fair

Corrie,

Oak, England

Farmers of Canada!
You

are wanting a swift, sure and certain cure for
troubles, cliills and inflammation in Cows

iidiler

TRY

and Sheep.

C

.\LL

the

BRITISH remedy

AT ALI NE

Citaline was first produced in England 25 years
ago an 1 now has the largest sale of any cattle
iluiiL-'i
ill
the old country,
f'aialine

is

sold

in

nudiciue to make
Horse Drenches.

8

bottles containing sufficient
Sheep Drenches, 4 Cow or

Each Drench Cures
One

bottle

mailed direct

to

any address

I

in

Canada

on

receipt of 75 cents

CATALINE CO.

BRISTOL, ENG.

SEPARATORS, ENGINES, SPREADERS
1200.000 customers testify that my
designers and factoriea build quality into

The

resi>lts.

May ue

England's Best
Makt'

bee

THE HOME-MADE COOKER

if

CONNOR
WASHER
design,

Black Oipington Hens

>

Built for long, hard, continuous users'
HIGHEST QUALITY
satisfaction.
'PRICES. About 1-3 to 1-2 less than you usually

— LOWEST

pay. Don't buy

of

rlu-se

hold
I^ow

Wm.

Galloway Co..

till

you get

Ltd..

my

an! othei tarm an

gocKls free.
freight rates.

A

postal

catalog
I

Ikhlsc-

gets

it.

Box A. Winnipfg. Manitoba
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commonly used as insulators. Mineral
wool and powdered asbestos are both good
insulators and have the additional merit
of not being inflammable; but they are
harder to work with than are the other
materials. Gloves should be worn doing
the packing and care should be taken not
to allow the material to enter the nose
and mouth. Cork is light in weight and
has proved to be good. Excelsior is good
and is easily obtained. Sheet asbestos
one-eighth of an inch thick has proved to
be the best weight for lining the outer
case and covering the inner bucket; it is
more durable and efficient than is the
lighter weight, and it can be made to fit
the curved surfaces more easily than can
the heavier weight.
1. Select a box, a bucket, or a can of
suitable size, and line it with sheet asbestos of one-eighth inch thickness. There
should be a close-fitting cover, and this,
too, should be lined with sheet asbestos.
2. Select an
inner bucket or kettle
with a tight-fitting cover and of such a
size that there may be a space of at least
three inches between the outer box or
bucket and the inner bucket. Cover the
outside of the inner bucket and its lid
with sheet asbestos of one-eighth inch

I

want

53

Bovril-

not that
No substitute will save money in
the kitchen as Bovril does, or give
the same nourishing value to soups
and stews. It takes the beef of a
whole bullock

make

to

a

dozen

thus so
strong that it cannot possibly be
put up in cheap cubes. Get the
Bovril
real thing
Bovril in the
bottles of Bovril.

Bovril

is

—

bottle.

thickness.
3. Pack into the
lined outer box or

bottom of the asbestosbucket a layer at least
three inches deep of whatever nonconducting material is to be used.
4. Place
the
asbestos-covered inner
bucket on the layer of nonconducting material in the bottom of the outer box or
bucket, and pack the space between the
outer box or bucket and the inner bucket
with m.ore of the nonconducting material,
filling the space to within one-half inch
from the top of the inner bucket.
Make a collar of zinc, cardboard, or
sheet asbestos, to cover the exposed surface of the insulating material. Zinc is
good for this purpose because it does not
tear with constant use as do the other materials, it can be washed frequently; may
instead serve the purpose of keeping the
insulating material clean and m its pro-

GET ALL THE

BUTTER FAT

made by cutting out of the material two
pieces of the desired shape and size, and
putting them together with a straight
strip of the desired width,

with extra

al-

.

/^^/
loss of

cream.

Standard Hand
Separator Oil

per place.

Make a cushion of some such material
as muslin, which when filled with the nonconducting material will be at least three
inches thick and will, as exactly as possible, fit into the space between the top
of the inner bucket and that of the outer
box or bucket.
This cushion may be

TO

ope.'-aLe at full efficiency and
deliver all the cream, your sepa""^tor must be lubricated with an oil
1
Al
K.
{
exactly suited to its construction.
N,^
\^^,^y
^*'^
*
^ Many oils form "gum," thereby clogging the delicate mechanism of the separator, and thus causing
irregular spinning of the bowl, reduction of speed and consequent
,.

is made especially for cream separators by oil experts of years'
experience who have studied the detail construction of the sepa-'
rator
this in order to produce an oil exactly adapted to the
Your separator will do better work, last longer and
purpose.
need fewer repairs if lubricated with Standard Hand Separator
Oil.
No matter what you pay, you cannot buy a better oil
Dealers everywhere.
for the purpose.

—

THE IMPERIAL

lowance for seams.

BRANCHES

THE CARE OF A FIRELESS COOKER
The interior of the fireless cooker should
be kept absolutely clean.
It should be
washed, dried and sunned, if possible,
each time after being used. It should remain open for several hours after use, and
it should never be tightly closed when not
in use.
The observance of these precautions prevents the food from acquiring an
unpleasant taste from odors or remnants
of food previously cooked.
For convenience, all equipment to be
used in connection with the cooker, such
as hot plates, hooks, racks, and cooking
utensils, should be kept near the cooker.
A shelf, a cupboard, or an improvised
cabinet made from a box may serve as a
convenient storage place.
The cooker itself should be placed near
the stove both to prevent unnecessary
loss of heat in transferring the food from
the stove to the cooker and to save labor
on the part of the worker.

OIL

COMPANY

Limited

Every
owner of

IN ALL CITIES

Zeiioleum

Poultry or
Stock
constantly
fighting against those pesky parasite
pests, lice, mites, fleas and ticks, that
torment his cows, horses, pigs, sheep
Zenoleum kills these
and poultry.
pests
Zenoleum is harmless, will not
bum, is not greasy or dirty, and will not
poison
It is the cheapest and most powerful Germicide; it is used at the Dominion
E-xperimental Farms at Ottawa,
at Guelph
" ••
and
id by 50 Agricultural Colleges
In Canada
and U.S.A. A $1.50 tin makes 80 gallons of Disinfectant dip. Write
for Booklet.
Ask your dealer or send 25 cents for a tin containing
Liv^e

l3

Kills

lice

•

enough for 5 gallons of dip, carriage prepaid.
Write for Booklet "' How to Cure .Sick Livestock "

—

ZENNER DISINFECTANT

CO.,

Sandwich

St.,

«

Windsor. Ont.

—
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Planning the Farmstead
Th:

Ananyement

Windbreaks
of Buildings, Drives,
Plantings for IHilit)/ and Appearance

the lacation of the farm buildings in
proper, systematic relation to each
other, the thought of utility should be
given first consideration. The buildings
should be of easy access from the house
which should be set back from one to two
hundred feet from the road. The buildings housing live stock should not be too
close to the house, because of their unpleasant odors. In choosing the location
of buildings containing hay, straw or
other highly inflammable material the effect of their proximity on fire insurance
rates should be considered. The buildings
should be located so as to require the
fewes't steps in doing the daily chores.
The machine-shed should be so placed
that wagons and machines can be hitched
to, on the way from the barn to the field,
without a waste of steps. A convenient
arrangement is to have the machine-shed
placed at a right angle with the front of
the barn and toward the windward side.
In this way a large open court protected
from the wind is formed in front of the
barn. It is best to have the hog yard in
the furthest corner of the barnyard and
out of line with the prevailing winds that
blow toward the house. To the rear of
the barns, paddocks should be provided
for the horses and cattle, and runs for the
hogs. These should be well fenced so that
the animals will not escape and injure the

and

Ornamental

INa

lEisorace
and

right

needs

it

where a barn
Each sepa-

most.

rate rafter of

double braced with etecl at
both the ridge and hip. Strong
as a solid steel rafter, from wa.i to
wall. No wonder the Pedlar Barn
No wonder it wi
is stronger.
remain as firm and rigid fifty years
from now as it is to-jiay. And
this is only one of its exclusive
advantages. Full particulars on
request, with free estimate of
Write! F.M.
cost.

is

1

trees.

The poultry house should be near

enough to the dwelling not to require a
waste of time in attending to the poultry.
LOCATING WALKS AND DRIVES

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE

laid out
long easy lines, as these add much to
the beauty of the place, and require very
There should be as
little extra travel.
few walks and drives as possible, and
they should be along the lines of most frequent travel. Generally it is well to combine walks and drives that would run
There should be a separate
parallel.
road along the edge of the farmstead for
heavy hauling. At least one of the drives
and both if possible, should be located so
that they will not be drifted shut by snow.

The walks and drives should be

LIMITED

in

(Established 1801)
Factories:
Executive Ofi&ce

&

OSHAWA,

ENTRANCE TO FARMSTEAD
The entrance to a farm can be made

RAZOR
BLADES
A

We

iSharp
slian)pn

SHARPENED
Blade Makes
Safety

Slmvins;

Blades aivV save

a Joy.

money.
Ever
doz.

yr>\i

piaiaiiteerL
Gillette. 3£c
Reafly and other .single e<lge blades, 25c doz.
Mail your thill blades to
The A. K en Edge Co ,180 Balhuist St.. Torrntc, CinSatLsifactinn

BOOK ON

to

convey a feeling of hospitality by having
it wide open, with trees and shrubs plantIt should be at right
ed on each side.
angles to the road, or at an angle from
the direction of greatest travel, probably
towards town.

LOCATION OF WINDBREAKS OR SHELTER
BELTS

Around the entire farmstead, except
perhaps along the east side, a thick windbreak or shelter-belt of trees should be

planted so as to give protection to all the
If the
buildings, gardens and lawns.
house faces either north, south or west, it
TO FEED
AND
may not be desirable to plant a solid
Mailed FREE
shelter-belt in that direction because of
to any
Clay Glover, V.S.
obscuring a view of the road. In these
address by the H.
author
8 W. 3 St St., New York, U.S.A.
cases it might be possible to purchase a
strip of land across the road and plant
some
VARICOSE VEINS, BAD LEGS, ETC. the shelter there, planting the treesclosing
distance from the road to avoid
are promptly relieve<l with inexpen.sive home treatment.
It absolutely removi>s the pain, swelling, tiredness and
the road with snow-drifts. Clusters of
Full partieulare on reeeipt of stamp.
disease.
trees may be planted along the road with
W. F. YOUNG. P.D.F.
Montrea I, Canada a low hedge between the tree clusters.
482 Lyman* BuildinK

Dog

Diseases

HOW

1

1

^
Arrangement suggested for a

A

^^-j^-^f--^-

prairie

farmstead.

This will give some protection as well as
a good view of stretches of the road from
the house, and of the house from the road.

PLANT TREES EARLY

Some

of the greatest joys of life are obtained from an association with the grow-

ing plants around the home. Children who
are raised in a home that is made pleasant
by trees and flowers will be less eager to
leave the farm at their earliest opportunity.
A cheerful looking farm home,
together with fair treatment, will go far
towards attracting and holding the most
reliable

farm

labor.

Many

other gains result from the proper planting of trees around the farm
home. In protecting the farm buildings
from the winter winds, the fuel bill is
appreciably reduced. The live stock receives much protection from the winds.
If the trees are properly selected and
cared for, they will supply timber for
fence posts and for general repairs about
the farm as well as an abundance of fuel.
The protection aff'orded by a good windbreak of trees makes it possible to grow
many varieties of small fruits and vegetables that could not be raised on the open
prairie. Many kinds of edible fruits are
borne on ornamental plants useful for
hedges and windbreaks. Such fruits can
be produced at a very low cost by planting
them, in the shrubbery clusters and windbreaks. The trees also protect the farm
home from the dusty drying winds of
summer and reduce the rapid evaporation
of moisture from the soil, besides affording an abundance of shade. They serve
as an attraction *f or birds, which not only
bring happiness by their song, but also
aid by catching many harmful insects.
During the time the trees are growing
they increase the value of the farm with
little expense to the owner. Probably the
greatest asset to a prairie farmer who has
had enough foresight and interest to
plant trees around his home, is the enjoyment he derives from them in later years
and the appreciation of his work by those
who follow him in life.
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Write TODAY for FREE BOOK

Gas Engine
By R. M. GORDON

on SILO CONSTRUCTIOi*

MAJORITY of Canadian manufacturers of gas engines for use on
the farm ship their engines in almost complete shape set-up for business.
There is no technical knowledge needed by
the average farmer in getting the engine
into running order, if instructions which
are sent with engine are followed careBut few farmers understand just
fully.
what kind of foundation he should prepare for his engine, or how to go about
This article
the construction of same.
will attempt to explain in a few words
the necessary procedure for the erection
of the engine on both a wood floor and
concrete foundation.
Two things are essential in placing the
farm engine, viz., it must be set perfectly
level, and it must be fastened securely to
a solid foundation. It makes no diff'erence
as to the kind of foundation whether your
engine be large or small. A large engine
needs only a larger foundation. The descriptions apply to both horizontal and
vertical engines, although the drawings
are of a horizontal one.

A

B
Any farmer can
the market today.
scaffoldmg.
In the

Burlington Perfect Silo
2" X 6" Norway Pine selected dry stock

is used
<vilh airtight adjustable
doors all treated with special Preservative and painted dark red. Our
patent galvanized Steel Cable Bands are stronger than iron ba.ils and
have many other advantages over iro.i rods, iTaving sufficient elasticity to
permit of the expansion and contraction due to change of Seasons, keepin?
the silo tight at 9II times.
You will be surprised not only at the low cost
The book tells
of the Burlington Silo but at the easy way it is erected
all about it.
Write today using the coupon below.

:

If

the engine

liiiilding,

is

to

no

will

it

—

the best silo on
erect this hilo without outside help
Can be put up in 10 to 15 hours absolutely without

THE NICHOLSON LUMBER
BURLINGTON

CO. LIMITED

ONTARIO.

Please send me your
Free Book on Silo Construction

be set on a lloir of a
dou'bt need suine re-

NAME

Cut four pieces of 2 x C-incli liai'ilniiig.
wciod lumber aliout one f( ot longer than the
base of the eugine, and bore holes to match

iiif

and come even with the holes in the eugine
Then lay two of them in the position
li.ise.
1!. Fig. 1, and put the other two in position D.
A is the flooring and C the joists under the
tliior.
Then bore the holes through the flooiUse the
and set the engine on planlss B.
liolts marked E, and be sure they are long
ciuuigli to go through the pieces and leave
F in Pig. 1 is
rmiugh to fasten securely.
an additional post as a bracer, which may
lie
necessary, if the above reinforcement is
In case the engine is a
not secure enough.
very heavy one, two of the posts F may
he needed.

USING CONCRETE
the floor

where there
foundation

is

is

no

near the ground, or

is

the best

engine is to
of the ground,

tlie

shown

the convenience of running

form

for

it

is.

it

cellar,

purer than any city can boast

of.

The Hill "Electri-Pression" Automatic
Water Supply or Gasoline System
ciuililes y.iu til enjoy
at sniiill ontl.i.v.

lie

set

figure

higher than the

how

your concrete,

high,

and

making

it

at the top than at the bottom, as
at E, Fig. 2.
Make the taper about

such water convenience and comfort

MILL

SY.'-('TK.MS are pi'ifcctly simjile and easy tn mamand tlicir opcrati'in is absolutely dependable
Free from caie, wrriy and responsibility.

PRESSURE

—

t.iin.

GAUGE,

-WAIER

GAUGC

,0—U|
SCRVICC

smaller

home no matter where
all

method of installing

concrete foundation can then be built, or
it can be put in without a form, if wished.
Mix one part cement to four parts of sand,
or one and three and one part gravel or
crushed stone. Mix quite stiffs and taper
ofl^, making top narrower than bottom.
The foundation bolts, B, should be
placed right, so that the engine will set on
them easily. A frame the same shape as
the bottom can be built, with the holes
marked, then filled up with concrete level
with the top of the ground.

a

all

floor at all, a concrete

and dig a hole about
two feet longer and one foot wider than
the base of the engine and about as deep
a« the engine is wide.
A form for the

Imild

You can enjoy
^vater in your

— country homes, your home, can now have the convenience of
when you want — in the kitchen,
a city water works — water where you want
upstairs — anyw'here where couveniont — and the water will be
pantry,

the engine is to set,

ii'vel

Small

Farm homes

the engine. In case the floor is already in
the building, remove that portion where

If

is

it

Care should be taken not to raise the
proper level of the flooring and to have all
the joints and posts fit well.

Where

The Outlay

iM

Once the sy.stem

is

an occasional oiling

you forget

installed

— That's

it

— excejit

fur

literal

THE HILL

SYSTK.M is a most delightful, inexpensive
and convenient way of getting the home water supply

B

qni'stiou

*>

MOTOR--ffl

Kcttled.

Till' wlinle matter
is 110 oiiportunitv

of installing is so simple that there
The
for any one to go wrong on it.

SViS'TK.m' fits into the needs of any home no
niattcr wliirc the home may be or what power it is
.lust Inok into this and consult us for
lirovi(UMl with,
fiirtlier information.

HILL

I OIL

^.

i«f-Jw\:

^\ rite for our heautifnl free booklet. ".'Making Its ComtOrts ('<iiii|>Iete," written for men and women who love
their homes.

:

SHI

^^^

J
—

5Ue-6ASS.
IftON

Universal Transmission Limited
General Canadian Agents

137 McGill Street,

-

^

Montreal, Que.
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Molding the Boy's Future

4 inches to 1 foot, that is, if the top of your
base is 1 foot above ground.
Make the part
level with the ground in
inches each w.-iy
larger tlian the engine base.
If six inches
high, make the part level with the groun<l
4 inches larger than base each way, etc.

This part of the base is best made out
Or one may use brick above
ground, using a mortar made of the followring material: One part cement, four
parts sand, and one part of unslaked

of concrete.

Giving him the right

start

a long way on the road to success. In
after years whether your boy becomes

Bank President or an ordinary clerJ
depends a good deal on his salesmanship ability.
Some day he will be required to sell his services.
Will you

a

boy.

your
You want him to accom-

plish

things.

You

are

ambitious

for

You want him

be sure of a big income, of
greater enjoyment, of higher
education.
What are you doing toward
bringing about these things?
There is no royal road to success except self-development.
Are you going to help your
boy to develop?
If he is going to take success
out of this world, he must
develop the mental muscles
with which to take it. Help
him!
to

Sal esmanship
(1) A good training in salesmanship is worth acquiring at any
reasonable expenditure of energy,
time and effort.

help him to secure at the present time
a standing from which ne will be able
to do so intelligently and co^ivineingly.
Our aim is to give Canaaiaii boys this
kind of a training, and our course in
salesmanship is the moet practical one
possible to give your boy ^The actual
experience in making sale-;.

—

From

.$

how to do things of value that really
pay, the procedure of learning the art
of selling or influencing others to think

CONFIDENCE
To go back

into history a bit we find
that self-help accomplished wonders in
the molding of several big men like

Lincoln and Garfield. They developed
themselves,
gradually
accomplishing
things of greater and greater value,
from boyhood up. They learned how to
do great things by looking after the
smaller things first and preparing the
way for a complete mastery of the
more essential duties that were sure to

Your boy, for instance, will
follow.
create a feeling of selling confidence
after taking a subscription for MacLean's or Farmer's Magazine. Such a
feeling of confidence that nothing else
could possibly impart.

He has accomplished something and
has learned the value of money, consequently has come to appreciate the
value of both time and money.

HOW THE

is of value for
do things that
are worth while, whether they live on
the farm or in the city. The boy that

actually follows that

them

to

know how

it

PLAN WORKS

After engine is set in shape, the exhaust
should be piped, taking special care not to
have too many elbows, and be sure that
muffler is on extreme end of the pipe. In
case the engine becomes flooded, a drip
should be put on the pipe if it extends upward. Accumulating water will then be

drawn off.
Where the gasoline tank

is not in the
wise to put the tank some
distance from the engine, preferably
under ground. Pipe from the bottom of
the tank to the pump on the engine, and
from the mixer on the engine to the top
of the tank.

engine base

read

to

it.

Any boy would

be inter-

ested in a plan that will give

him

all

spending money and more too. His
parents will agree with him that it is
He will write us stating
a good idea.
that he wishes to earn more spending
his

money and

is

also interested in

learn-

We
something of salesmanship.
will in turn send him full particulars
in regard to this great proposition withing

out obligating the enquirer in the least.
want to get in touch with good

We

Canadian boys in very district in
Canada to represent us. If you are
a live, red-blooded Canadian boy write
live

us to-day for full particulars concerning this plan.

Address:

In the case of the air-cooled engine, no
will, of course, have to be piped.
But if it is not, place the tank as near engine as possible. If the engine has no
pump, pipe to the tank.
shut-off cock
should be placed on both pipes as near
tank as convenient, and allow for a valve
to draw the water off at the lowest point
in the bottom pipe.

A

Practically all manufacturers of gas
engines to-day are selling engines all
wired up with batteries, etc., and also
send instructions with engine showing how
it is done. But in the case of the man who
purchases a second-hand engine, some
trouble is likely to occur if this is not attended to properly. The drawing shows
a dual system of ignition, magneto and
battery outfit. Either four or six dry batteries can be used, and should be first connected together. Connect from the outside
binding post of one to the centre of another, then you will have one of each
without wires. Run a wire from the battery to S, and from the other connection
to ground G. A wire should be run from
either side of the magneto to the other top
connection on S, and also a wire from the
other connection to G. A wire is then run
from the bottote connection on S, to one
post on coil C, and from the other post
to ignition post.
is thrown one way the
put into service, and when
thrown the other way it cuts out the battery and sets the magneto going.

When

The MacLean Publishing Co.
Limited
1

it is

IGNITION APPARATUS

The boy will become interested in
our plan from reading this advertisement. It may be that the parents will
become interested and request their boy

to

the art of selling and how to
handle the art of persuasion has gone

ning.

OUT

Around the young folks are centred
your dearest hopes and your greatest
responsibilities. It is for you to deterKnowing this it
mine their future.

After the concrete is hard and the forms
are removed, the base above ground can
be finished smooth by rubbing with water
and a small piece of board. The base is
now ready for the engine, which may be
fastened securely, as an engine loose on
its base causes a dull pounding while run-

water

your way

(2) The qualities needed are tact^
resource, honesty, confidence and
a complete knowledge of and belief
in the com^modity you are selling.

SELF-HELP CREATES

this salesmanship training the

boy gathers, not experience alone but
Our plan
good cash profits as well.
gives to the boy that experience which
is worth $ $
$ to him in after years
and aetuallj' pji-ovides the necessary
money for his immediate needs. Every
boy should havs something to do m his
leisure hours that will develop in him
a desire to learn something of value
and devote his spare time to it, to produce enough money for his spending
needs at least. It is the beginning of

quicklime.

43- 1 53 University Avenue

learns

Toronto, Ontario

battery

the lever

is

If a battery only is used for ignition,

it

would be connected as above, but also a
wire should be run from the centre of the
battery to G, and from the outside of battery to S, from switch to one side of coil

i
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and from the other side of the

coil to

the

ignition.
It should always be borne in mind by
purchasers of gasoline engines that they
are dealing with a delicate mechanism,
and therefore extreme care should be
taken in keeping the engine clean.
While one hears much of the trials of
the gas engine operator, in most cases
the fault is a slight one, and can be remedied by the use of a little common-sense.

The

Girl and

*^

Y

rSi

Sore

Shoulders

Her

Clothes
Continued from, page

No More
.%>>

It is

.%H

true

29.

"Those colors are very stimulating to the
nervous system, and a little goes a long
way. My pupils, without knowing why,
prefer me in blue or white colors which
are soothing in their effect,
"Country girls should be the most artistic dressers
in the whole world
of
women," observed the artist, "if they use
the opportunities with which they are
surrounded for studying the beauty of

—

and line in cloud and sky, tree and
field and stream.
It is from those sources
the master artists of all time have drawn
their ideas. Worth, the great Paris authcolor

that 'horses will live longer and
give longer service if they are kept
rree from gall sores and irritation.
This is a siiiiple matter wlitii yuu use
VENTIPLEX I'AUS, whi< h not ouly
prevent gull soies and in-itation but
eft'ect a cure by removing tlie c-ause.

More and
Better

Work

VENTIPLEX PADS

are inexpensive,
i-Dmfortable, soft, cuol and ett'eetive.
ilade of a patented fabric tliat is easily
washed when soiled. The use of these
will save your horses and enable them
Try! Yuu will be as
to worli better.
delighted as your hoises will l)e ask

—

your dealer.

The

Burlington- Windsor Blanket Co.

TORONTO. CANADA

ority on dress, gives as his final advice
for good dressing, this: "Spend time in

training the mind to comprehend real
beauty, because such culture will help
you to look elegant and to acquire that indefinable charm without which no woman
looks well dressed. Instinctively, too, you
will learn to draw the sure line between
false and true; and when the vulgarities
of so-called 'fashion' tempt you to fall a
victim to some unworthy law, particularly
unbecoming in your case, you will be able
to refuse it with sound sense and triumph
in the end over the geese and the sheep."

—

aSft;

RA.D^

EfabriS
t'd.

Not?

94.1

Hon. Geo. Langley
Continued from page
is

25.

the representative of the constituency

Redberry.

After his re-election in
into the Scott Government as Minister of Municipal Affairs,
which portfolio, owing to the fact that
seventy-five per cent, of the population of
Saskatchewan resides on the land, naturally continues to bring the member for
Redberry closely in touch with the farmers in
the rural municipalities.
In
politics, Hon. George Langley is a disciple of the Manchester school, like Dr.
Michael Clark, of Red Deer.
He goes
further in his conception of Liberalism
than most Liberals in Canada.
For instance, at a political banquet held in Calgary in 1913 Mr. Langley aroused the ire
of Hon. Frank Oliver by declaring that

of

1912, he

the

was taken

federal

shown

Liberal

much

organization

had

disposition in past years
to temporize with and truckle to the
powerful financial interests in the co'untry.
Needless to say, Mr. Langley was a
strong supporter of the Reciprocity issue
in 1911.
He represents a type of independent Western Canadian whose voice
in federal affairs may be heard in louder
tones in later years.
too

HOMESEEKER'S FARES
FROM TORONTO

...
....

To Winnipeg aid Return
To Regina and Return
To Saskatoon and Return J
To Edmonton and Calgary and Return
-

$35.00
$38 75
$3iJ.75

-

-

EVERY MONDAY TO OCTOBER

$43 00

30th

Proportionate Fares from and to other Points.

ELECTRIC LIGHTED TOURIST CARS
For our Booklet, "Homeseeker's and Settler's Guide", Tickets and
Information, apply to nearest Canadian Northern Agent, or write to
R. L. FAIRBAIRN General Passenger Agent, 68 King St.. Fast
Toronto. Ont.
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The

treatment and construction of
this Silo ensure for it

Long

Life

and
the possession of one ensures

Prosperity
for the farmer

There

will

be

no waste or

loss

A

scene

oji

Harold Carrie's English Poultry Farm.

from spoiled
silage

crop

if

Our supreme duty noiv is to clean up this European mess.
Agricultural jn-oduction in Canada this year will probably be about 50

the corn

per cent, of

pre-

is

When

Farmers are naturally suspicious
duce more when no steps

SILO

detail

PREMIER CREAM
SEPARATOR CO.

The

ONTARIO

IT

/.S'

JUi.y.

••When tlie heat like a mist i-( il flonts,
\nd Poi)i)ies flume in the rye.
And the silver note in the strenmUt'n throat
Has softened almost to a siijh.
It

is

.Jul II."

SPRAY THE COWS.

Power and Hand

Clipping Machines
For clipping Domestic Animals

—

Horses, Mules, Cows, Dogs
and Sheep Shearing. Flexible
Shafts and Clipping Machine
Parts.

"Gillette" Cutters
are Unexcelled.
Enquire ef and order through your dealer.

GILLETTE

CLIPPING

MACHINE

COMPANY
129-131

W.

31»t St..

the

agricultural advice to pro-

I!"
Despite the wet and prospects, we sprayed our apple trees, dipped the
sheep, planted shade trees, cultivated the orchard and planted floivers liberalhi around the house.
One of our Cotsivold ewes dropped a lamb in February and gave birth
to twins in April.
The prairie farms are selling wheat, grooving wheat and threshing wheat
at the satne time. We have a fine country.

Write now for free book on
Silage and Silo Construction
and mention this paper.

-

of

to

am

Silo "perfect" in every

TORONTO

jrroblems they should get all sym-

market surpluses are taken in a slmnp time.
Co-operation, desjnte some failures, is the only bright spot on our farm
horizon. Don't knock your best friend.
Some men's prominence is due to a loud noise and not to a substantial
one. The quiet worker seldom, hoists a flag.
Old Jimmy was staggering down the street when the preacher met him
and said: "Drunk as usual, Jimmy." As quick as ivitty was his reply, "So

PREMIER
PERFECT

The

farm

encovragemcnt.

pathetic,

seryed in a

last year.

politicians try to solve

New

York, U.S.A.

a very trying month on both
man and beast owing to the hot
weather, flies, insects and with it all
the hard work of many harvests.
For the cows a good dairyman will have
a proper S'pray solution ready for use
when the flies become troublesome' and
will also provide some shade from the hot
sun of mid-day. Many bring their cows
to the barn through the heat of the day
and plan to let them have a good pasture
during the nights. With the many cows in
this great Dominion of ours that are not
paying their keep, July month certainly
does its part in keeping the milk and
Shade and
butter yield at a low ebb.
spraying the cows bring direct returns.
THE JOY OF GREEN FEED.
The pastures at this time of year, and
more particularly in a dry season begin
to become dry and it stands the cow owner

JULY

is

hand to have a handy field from
which he can supplement the regular pasture with some nice juicy soiling crop.
well in

A

variety of crops can be grown for this,
but one we like well is a mixture of oats,
peas and hairy vetches. Happy the cows
and lucky the man who has provided this
soiling crop for use during the latter part
of July and the month of August.
This feed also makes a very desirable
change in the diet for any calves in the
stable, or pigs that do not have a run out
of doors "I well remember the first time
this kind of feed was used on our farm,"
writes W. D. Albright. "In the spring I
had planned for it and had certainly a
very nice piece when the right time for
cutting came round. We had a herd of
ten cows at the time and the pasture was
We were
short and the flies were bad.
weighing the milk that summer for the
first time (I had just returned from ColAs the time came near for cutting
lege)
I thought I detected strong doubts in the
mind of father and his father as to the
wisdom of putting this field of feed into
The critical day
the cows at that time.
arrived, and with very much misgivings
I was allowed a scj'the inside the fence.
"I had asked for a week, with the scales
.

T
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to give the answer, but that was the end of
There has never been any
the matter.
more trouble about green feed."

ECONOMY IN HAYING.
This busy season starts very soon in the
month. My little experience in the matter
goes to prove the great advantage in cutting at the right time. With clover I like
to start when very few of the blossoms are
turning brown. In timothy the first bloom
should be showing. The thing might be
put this way, sitart early and stay with it
for all you are worth until done, and do
not let the trailings gather ahead of you
Keep them well gathered up.
in the field.
It is the littles that count, you know.

SPRAYING POTATOES,
Those raising potatoes will have to look
after the bugs and blight pretty sharp
One hot day with the bug?
this month.
bad in a potato field will destroy the crop
from one-eighth to one-half of the total.
A horse four-row sprayer is the article
for a commercial grower. This will do the
trick in about thirty minutes per acre.
Paris Green and water for the bugs and
standard Bordeaux for blight. We have
used Arsenate of Lead with advantage for
Perhaps some of both is
the bugs also.
best. In mixing the bordeaux be sure and
The chemist knows
follow directions.
better than we.

THE GREENHOUSE.

IN

July is the month that should usually be
Tomatoes are in
sixty days long for us.
We try to plant some carnafull crop.
tions in the houses, and the asters keep
us working overtime to keep up with the
marketing of the flowers, says Elmer

Weaver.
While one is doing all these things, you
can easily imagine what the weeds are
doing without either attention or encouragement. That is the beauty of weeds,
you never have to coddle or pay any attention to them and in spite of all kinds of
neglect you always get a full crop.
It is time to order bulbs of freesia and
oxalis if flowers are wanted for Christmas, as they will have to be planted next
month.
chrysanthemums
off"
the
Pinching
should cease about the middle of the
month.
Consider building your greenhouse this
month.
IN

Farm

inside as well as out

Do some

Build one of our greephouses, one of
our thoroughly practical kind with no
fuss and frills, simply a straightaway,
thoroughly well built, enduring glass
enclosure for your garden. Then raise

will

make your

Limited,

TORONTO:

Greenhouse catalog.

of

Canada

Factory— ST. CATHARINES,

ONTARIO

This Valuable & Instructive
Ti(\tW Should be in every Farmer's or Stcrk
DUUIV. Raiser's Home.

"The VETERINARIAN"
chicks

by Chas;

J. Korinek, V.S., Graduate of the VetUniversity of Toronto and
Hon. Member Ontario Veterinary Medical Association,

Cover windows of the poultry house
with woven wire door.
As soon as the breeding season is over
remove the males from the yard.
Clean the incubators and brooders before putting away.
Wash with boiling
water and dry in the sun.
Scald the receptacles for seed and water
frequently.

Turkey eggs may still be hatched by the
turkey hen this month.
The first of July is early enough for the
hatching of pheasants, for they are decidely delicate and particularly suscep-

a treatise n the diseases of domestic animals
in a comprehensive manner, plain and
simple, the cause, symptoms, and treatment 'of these
It is

and describes
diseases.

The treatments suggested in each case have been
used by the author and found effective in many years
.il

of practice.

It will

save You hundreds of Dollars in Veterinary Fees

This book

sells for $2..50,

with a

trial

young pheasants with

but

is

given absolutely

ton order

PD

C C

of

LINSEED
OIL CARE
MAPLE LEAF BRAND
The Supplementary
your

cattle.

feed that gets you greater returns from
Write to-day for lowest prices for ton order.

CANADA I.INSEED OIL MILLS LIMITED
TORONTO

tible to lice.

—

erinary College of the

chicks.

raising

cial

Greenhouse Designers and Manufacturers
Royal Bank Bldg.
MONTREAL: Transportation Bldg.

Give them plenty of green food, water
Be sure
and shelter from the hot sun.
there are no lice around brooder houses.
If there are, spray thoroughly with a
good coal tar preparation.
The cornfield is the best place for your

When

make money.

Let us ^o into all sides of the question with you.
Send for our Commer-

^

x^

lay early in the fall.

young

Incidentally you will

Lettuce, Tomatoes, Cucumbers, or
Strawberries. You will find no difficulty to market them, and the price
average will net you a nice,' snug pro-

THE POULTRY YARD.

Good care now

fit each
year
Get a good man for
your foreman, then in the winter keep
on yo^ur regular force in the greenhouse. By doing this, you can keep
your good men all the year round, and
go a long way towards solving your
labor problems.

intensive farming and get
three times the number of crops
you do in your extensive farming.

and

MONTREAL

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
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hens they should have a low wire fence
around the run so that the young pheasants cannot get away and get lost.
Eggs should be gathered twice a day regularly so that none of them will be left
undeir the hens or get discolored.

KELSEV
HEALTH
H E

July work with the bees.
July swarming

is not unusual, but quite
24 hours after the swarm
has been hived it is best to return to the

undesirable.
colony.

Early made honey may be taken from
the hives in July, but all honey should be
left until somewhat ripened. When honey
is coming in rapidly a super may be filled
in a short time. When two-thirds of the
section have been filled the super should
be raised and another one slipped under.

-pif
<HE

IN

Kelsey Heat has no

The fruit should be thinned after the
June crop. If this is done better and

ugly, room-taking radiators to sis, sizzle and
leak.

That's one reason

recommend the Kelsey

why

I

to you.

Two or three of the other
reasons are: it both heats and
ventilates at the same time.
It

coal,

saves coal.
If
it saves money.

it

saves

All I ask right now is a
chance to tell you how much
it will save for you, and why it

saves

it.

Send for

lUeralurc

Mfg.

James Smart

Co.

Limited

Brockville,

Winniptg, Man.

Ont.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

*=

=

my owner remarked

to

a

neighbor yesterday that I am the
heaviest calf he has had.
He
seemed pleased that my feeding
expenses cost him so little.

PURINA

:!

calf meal is an excelsubstitute, containing
Protein and not less than

lent

millf

3.^%

4%

fat.

Send for our Scientific Feeding
Chart and see how you can raise
calves successfully at less cost.

Ask your
suppli/
special

dealer.

jiou

If

irrite

its

introductory

can always

tell

Checkerboard

he cannot
about our
price.

PURINA

Bags.

You

by the
Qive it a

trial.

The Chisholm

Milling Co.

sowing of lettuce, radish, and beans.
Beans can be saved from rust by spraying with Bordeaux mixture.
Potatoes should be sprayed also with
Bordeaux mixture to prevent blight. Use
Paris green or arsenate of lead to kill the
potato beetles. Spray cabbages with arsenate of lead before the heads form to
prevent worms.
It often is a good plan to bury the runners of the squash vine at intervals:
When squash and melon vines grow too
much, it is well to nip off the ends to force
the vigor into the fruits.
House vegetables can be stimulated by
an application of nitrate of soda.
Carrots and beans planted now will give
tender young roots in the fall. Late celery
may be set out early in July, using space
It is
occupied by crops which are out.
not too late to plant cucumbers.

Limited

Toronto

M^ssssss^ass

seed.

FALL WHEAT.
The man who had a fall crop in this
year, was lucky indeed.
The wet spring
Eastern Canada prevented much
of
spring cropping.
It is time now to
plow for the fall wheat and rye this year.

Use a pressure gauge.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
In the vegetable garden make successive

PURINA

grown from

others.

IN

and

Prune spring flowering shrubs after
they have finished blooming.
Lilacs, spireas, forsythia, and weigelas
are included.
May flowering tulips will succeed better
if they are left undisturbed.
Allow the
leaves to stay on the bulbs until they die
naturally. Plant only shallow rooted annuals over the bulbs.
Gladioli if planted the first of the month
will bloom before frost.
Plant pansies late in the month in prepared beds for blooming next year. After
they are up transplant them where you
want them.
Start all the perennials which are to be

tires fully inflated as nothing
kills a tire quicker than half-filled ones.

cover crops on the orchards and
in the fruit gardens early in July so as
to hasten the ripening of the fruit.

THRIVINGON

This will keep root aphis

away.

bigger fruit will result next fall.
Use Bordeaux mixture on the blackberries, raspberries and dewberries.
The
entrance of anthracnose can be prevented
to a great extent by keeping the young
trees well sprayed.
Spray the cherries, peaches and plums
with a sulphur wash to prevent the brown
rot.
Dilute the concentrated solution
until the specific gravity is 1.06.*
Spray with lime-sulphur on apples and
pears to prevent apple scab.
Spray gooseberries with potassium sulphide, adding an ounce to a gallon of
water to prevent mildew.
Use hellebore on the currants and gooseberries after the fruits are half grown.
Curculios do considerable harm to
plums and quinces. The way to get rid of
them is to jar the trees early in the morning. This jarring is done by means of a
stout pole, the end of which is wrapped in
burlap or old blanket.
In
Grape vines need spraying also.
order to protect the grapes from birds
mosquito netting should be thrown over
the vines.
The practice of bagging is followed
when an extra fine fruit is desired. Paper
bags of the right size are secured at the
grocery store and tied or pinned over a
Bagged
number of selected bunches.
grapes ripen a little earlier than the

Sow

I'M

tobacco water.

IN THE FLOWER GARDEN.
You can grow asters with success
will

water the

soil

from time

What

variety will you sow?

Make

tilizer is best?

What

fer-

inquiries now.

GET THE BINDER IN TRIM

Have

the binder ready before it is needed. Wheel it out and take a day off to go
into it in detail.
If any new parts are
needed, give the dealer a chance to get
them. Oil every cup and fill every oil hole
now to clean out the rust if any in the
bearings.
Especially notice the canvas, for there
is nothing much more bothersome than a
broken slat. If canvas is badly gone get a

new one now.
DRAINAGE
There is nothing so necessary, in most
farms as drainage. Every eastern farm
should be drained. Even the
need it. E. C. Drury tells us that the
strange thing about his fall wheat crop
this year, is that the hollows are dry and
the hills drowned out. Proper drainage
will overcome this.
Cement tile are giving good satisfaction.
especially

hills

THE FARM AUTO
Keep the

A small tire cut should be cleaned with
gasoline and repaired with gum.
Lubricating oil softens rubber, so keep
tires from standing in oil in the garage.
Sudden stops and skidding are death
to tires.

Safety first should be the motto for
every farm driver.
The auto saves many dollars for the
farm and allows of many pleasure trips.

Saving in care of the car and other ways
will offset the high price of gasoline.

THE FARM TRACTION PROBLEM

Farm

tractors are selling fast in On-

tario.

The help problem is forcing considerapower farming.

tion of

Do

not leave the tractor exposed to

weather when not in use.
Keep your eye on the coming tractor
demonstrations.
Ontario has one in November next while
the Toronto Exhibition is preparing for
a big display.
Study the m.ake that will best suit your
conditions before you buy.
How would it do to make one of the boys
the tractor foreman?

if

you

to time with

More power
in factories.

is

required on farms than

.
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Square Pegs and
Round Holes
Continued from page

26.

not my purpose to give here any
exhaustive scheme of studies, but
rather to support the general principle
that I have tried to estabish. When the
child is old enough to play with toys, let
it have a model movdng machine rather
than a hook and ladder and modi>l dairy
utensils rather than a five o'clock tea service give it story books about "How Fred
Earned His Farm" instead of "How WalIt is

final or

;

Waif Rose fro7n Rags to Riches" ;
play in its own way and make play
of any tasks that have to be done, in the
same way that Tom Sawyer got the
other boys to whitewash his Aunt's fence
for him. When school time comes teach
it to read and to appreciate good books
to
write grammatically in a legible hand;
and to do arithmetical calculations that
will enable it to manage a farm on business
principles. Along with these things, however, teach him elementary botany and
natural history in order that he may
understand and appreciate the forms of
life with which he is surrounded; but
avoid such subjects as advanced mathematics, classics and foreign languages
that will divert the direction of its mind
and will be of no practical service in its
proposed vocation. As he grows older, explain the principle and operation of farm
ter the

let it

;

machinery al?o give him manual training in carpentry and blacksmithing, and
encourage him to grow small plots of
garden truck or to raise poultry, helping
him to market the P'odnce with the cash
return as its own reward.

Every

admires a workmanlike job
And that is why any man who is
thinking of installing' a heating system should examine the Sunshine
Furnace.
It is a piece of work he
will take to.
Every part
sections

SEND TO AN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
Finally, if s>ome form of higher educaseems desirable, send the boy or girl
to an agricultural college rather than to
a university. These colleges are a sometion

what new development and, speaking
broadly, it would perhaps be unfair to estimate their influence upon the rural population at the present time, but I believe
it will be found that their tendency is to
develop teachers and specialists! somewhat
more than the average type of farmer or
farmer's wife. Education completed, as
much care should be taken in securing
proper conditions of employment as would
be done if they were starting to work in the
city. Parents should either engage them on
the same terms as strangers or should give

them at least an interest in the business.
If special conditions render either of these
alternatives impracticable, they should
be employed with some other farmer or
should be placed upon a homestead in
Western Canada. In this way they will
not only have a proper independence, but
can enjoy a similar opportunity of making
their own way to that which the city holds
out.
These are radical suggestions, but
I do not feel that they are more so than
the serious character of the problem requires. Consider that, although the value
of last year's grain yield meant an average return of $4,000 to every farmer in
Western Canada, it is almost impossible
to keep the native born Canadian upon the

Man

whole

is

is

pot as an example. The straight walls
allow the ashes to fall instead of
lodging against the sides where they

would interfere with the free passage
of heat from the burning coal.
See

The

well thoug'ht out.

made.
The
substantially and accurately
are

there

feature.

is

a

sound reason for every

Take the shape of the

large

Notice

double

how

tig'ht-fitting

easily the

dampers

are controlled. Not much trouble to
shut off the fire and holdthe heat with
this furnace.
See how dust is directed up the chimney whenever the
Note the large
fire is shaken down.

put together.

And

the

doors.

carefully

fire-

radiating surfaces and wide passages
for heating the air.

WOar/s

It

was

a'

man who knew

his job that

designed

/

luMTiace

/

If you wish to know what it will cost to place this fine furnace ir
/
your home, write us about it. Our Heating Engineer will send you /
/, g;
He will show you how to arrange the distribufull information.
,.
j jj ^j j
/ ^^^^ ^^ withtion of heat so as to get the most out of it. There is no charge;
/ ^^^ expense on
no obligation to buy a Sunshine Furnace. And if you would
/,my part:like a copy of our booklet "Sunshine," enclose the cou/
pon with your letter.
/ 1. Your booklet on
/
Sunshine Furnace.
/ i.. the
Also forms for filling
y
/ out, so that your heating
/ engineers can tell me how to
/ order and install a system
London Toronto Montreal Winnipeg
/ that will properly heat my home.
Vancouver
St. John, N. B.
Saskatoon
Hamilton
Calgary
/
Name

MXIaiyS

Edmonton

801

//

/
/

/

Address
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land, and then
solution.

Three generations

of

Canadian house-

wives have used "Silver Gloss" for

Gloss"

their

home

At your

gives the best

grocer's.

THE CANADA STARCH
Cardinal

Montreal

Laundry

s

Makers

Croivn Brand^' and

of

Lily

W

CO., Ltd.
Fort William

Brantford

bite^^

Corn Syrups,

and Benson's Corn Starch

Starch

km:
»»

4€

PHROWJIXED
Is but another
refers to jams

word for "insured"' when it
and preserves. Molding and

fermentation are impossible
securely sealed with

•^

when the

jars are

PURE REFINED PARAFFINE

Parowax keeps the container air-tight. When
you have the jars securely parowaxed your
preserves will be the same when you open them
as they were the day you put them up.
Best of all, Parpwax is most convenient to use.
Pour
melted Parowax over the tops of jelly tumblers and they
are made air-tight, dust and germ proof.

FOR THE LAUNDRY—

See directions
labels for its ixx, in valuable service in washing.

At grocery, department and general

THE IMPERIAL

OIL

on

Parowax

stores everywhere.

COMPANY

Limited

BRANCHES

HINTS FOR SOCIAL IMPROVEMENT.

all

They know

work.

that "Silver Gloss" alwa)
results.

Canada's Finest

laundr)'

advance a more effective

I have already admitted in this article
that the social environment of the country
admitted of improvement, let me, therefore, in conclusion, outline what might be
done along these lines. Most farmers in
Eastern Canada are within easy access of
some village possessing either a hall or
school room available for purposes of recreation, and as the West becomes settled
this will likewise be more and more the
case. While these halls have always been
made use of, it has been in a more or less
desultory and haphazard manner that
could not produce the best results.
During the week every one works early
and hard so that the main desire is for
rest, but Saturday evening should be regularly devoted to social intercourse by
the entire community.
Theatrical performances are out of the question, but
there is no reason why a small moving
picture machine should not be found in
every village and periodic lectures given.
Let there be cards and billiards for the
oMer generation with dancing and games
for the younger folk; keep a space on your
farm for tennis, croquet, and bowling
lawns and use them over the week end
during the summer months; encourage
baseball and kindred forms of organized
sport; in this way, as the result of determination and enterprise any rural community may develop an attractive social
life that is free from the enervating
Rural life
effects of urban environment.
offers as much essential liberty ajid happiness to the individual as that of the
cities can: under normal conditions the
net financial rewards are more or less
eciual: and provided that we shape our
pegs by suitable education and congenial
environment there is no reason why many
holes that are now vacant should nol, be
filled to the advantage of the individual,
community, and the whole country.

IN ALL CITIES

Let Us
It is the

I

im

Grow Men

duty of the state

to

accompany

each child definitely and particularly into
a fit occupation and not forsake him until
he is well upon his way to a life of suc-

V
^<L

cessful service.

We

can't hope to take

any appreciable

number of people "back to the farm," but
we must do all in our power to make the
farm work and surroundings so attractive
and profitable that the boys and girls noiv
on the farm will be more than glad to
stay there.

A practical step in the evolution of the
village school as a social centre has been
taken by the people hf Frederic, Wis. The
school board made arrangements to use
the three omnibuses, which daily bring
the children to the school from a territory
of 15 miles from Frederic, for the transporting of all the residents in the school
district

to

the

community for

lectures,

motion picture shows and other social
centre programmes at the Frederic high
school.
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The Housekeeper's Vacation
How

tn

Make

the

Housework Easier amJ the House More Comfo
Hoi Wenfher

By

ONE

Learn Dressmaking
At Home

faille in

This Hand-

GENEVIEVE

of a woman's? first secrets for

bringing her home comfortably

and happily through the over-busy
is
season when all the rest of the world
taking its vacation, lies in the art of cutting out the non-essentials and
making the most of the things that
count. Just now, when there may
be extra chores to do around the
place because the men have more
than they can take care of in the
field, when the canning season is
on, and the children are peevish
with the heat, the dust on the backs
of the picture frames won't matter.

putting in an oil stove, the heat is taken
out of the house without moving the stove
A three-burner oil stove can be used
out.
very satisfactorily for cooking the meals,
and for a large baking of bread or pies it

How
Send today
copy of
"Dressmak-

for a

ing Made
Easy."
s!Nt'"SS

the story
of a wonderfully practical

new method

Complete instructian by mail in every
dressmaker.
feature, from the simplest stitches to designinz, drafting,
cutting, fitting, making and finishing elaborate dresses
and suits. You learn from expert teachers by a new
plan based on 25 years' experience of the Intetnatioyal

Correspondence Schools.

There is also a complete course in Millinery through
which you can learn tiKhf at home to make all your
own hats or prepare to go into business and become a

whole family
good deal of thought
and perhaps some new equipment
in the scheme of arranging the
house-work, both to save the
mother and to give her more time

successful milliner.

Two charming books, "Dressmaking Made Easy"
and "Millinery Made Easy," tell all about the InstiYou may have your choice of
tute and these courses.

to invest a

I

I
I

TAKING THE HEAT OUT OF THE
KITCHEN.

whose
flesh.

form

of exercise
only purpose is to reduce

a

Then we have the best of our

kitchen

conveniences,

these books, free.
Send the coupon below or write a letter or postal
stating in which subject you are inte rested most. ^^^

^

IWoman's InslilBte, Dept31F. 358 Fifth Ave.. New York
1 am
Please send me one of your FREE books.

for the essential things.

steps,

perfected by the

Woman'slnstitute of DomesticArts and Sciences
by which you can easily and quickly leain -at home in
spare time to make all your own clothes or become a

to the interest of the

down

Thisbeamifully
illustrated book
tells

But especially in the farm-house
with a one-woman staff it will be

The biggest job is generally the
cooking not only because it is
harder to spend an hour over a
cook-stove in July than in cool
weather, but because in so many
houses the cook stove is moved out
to a close back kitchen with few
windows and no provision for
cross-draughts, and with a floor a
few steps lower than the rest of
the house. This means a lot of
extra walking, and going up and

some FREE
Book Tells

•9

\

interested in the subject I have

CHome Dressmaking

marked below.

QHome Millinery

DProfessional DressmaklngDPfofess'ona' Millinery

L—

The home-made

fireless cooker costs
almost nothing and saves hours of
fire in the kitchen stove.

cupboard,

permanent kitchen. It is
impossible to have these conveniences
everywhere, and this means more travelBy
ling or working with inferior tools.
sink, etc., in the

would not be serious to have a fire in the
range for an hour or so. Sometimes, no
doubt, when we reach our Eldorado, every
farm kitchen will have, besides an electric
fan, an electric stove or
gas range,
but in the

mean tim

e

an oil-stove

makes

a

good

very

substitute
at a moderate cost.

is

Kives you all these conveniences,
liumps the water under pressure,
fresh from your source of supply
into a I'osed air-tight tank. And
yr.ii
cm then have
runninc: w a t e r in
every room.
There
it

ii

sent

reriuest.

book about
upon

a

FRKE

Write today.

National

Equip-

ment Co., Ltd.
1.-,

Wabash

.\vi-.,

TNiHiito.

The
less

T'H'IXK of tlie cnmfprt your
* city
coiis'iis
enjoy, with all
ciMivenieiires in tlieir homes.
Then think of the cnnifort yon
would enjoy with these sunie convHiilenees in your own home.
It eo.sts very little to instal a
Peerless Water Syst-em. which

fire-

cooker
another

summer

convenience
saves
that

not only
heat but
money,

i

f

we consider
advantage of a good bathing spot near
home, on a very hot day, the younger ones will enjoy
a swim in the washtub on the porch.

// the children haven't the

the

cost

of

fuel.

The

long,

slow

They luork as you hoped they mould

—
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cooking necessary to boil a ham or
cook oatmeal or bake beans, sometimes
almost bars them out of the summer
They may
dietary, which is a mistake.
have the reputation of being "heating"
foods, but a heating food is also an energy-producing food and we have to consider that in planning a harvesters' billProvided the food is properly
of-fare.
cooked, and free from grease, there is
more danger of erring on the side of under-feeding.
In cases, however, where it
to use the coal or wood stove

Mrs. Good wife Says:

FLOGLAZE
"The

Finish that

Endures"

ENAMELS

LAC SHADES

necessary

all

summer,

has to be moved to a backkitchen because the main kitchen is also
the dining-room, a ventilator hood is an
excellent device. An opening or ventilator
is cut in the roof, and a bell-shaped hood
comes down a few feet from the ceiling
above the stove. This keeps up a constant circulation of air in the room and
carries the heat and the odors of cooking
up through the roof.

and where

"Last gear's Car can be
made like new with

is

it

COOLNESS AND COMFORT THROUGH SCREENS
Floglaze

is

also

made

in

Maroon, Coach

Green, Auto Blue Black for the refinishing of
Automobiles or Buggies. Thousands of gallons are used every year for this purpose.

Other Shades are used for Wagons,
Implements and Garden Furniture.

Farm

A post card

will bring you a color card showing the thirty-six beautiful shades in which
Floglaze is made.

IiiijperialVarnish& Color Co.
pMITCD
WINNIPIC

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

To keep the house free from flies in
the warm weather is one of the farm
house-keeper's big problems. The popular
traps and swatters are very good when
the flies do get into the house, but the
Or if a
ideal is not to let them get in.
room is invaded it can be closed up, and
sulphur or pyrethum powder burned on a
shovelful of coals, which makes a comThe more
plete clearance for the time.
important thing, though, is to have the
house well protected by screening. Almost
every house has its screen doors and windows. An arrangement with this, that
would be worth a great deal, especially in
a home where there are little children, is
to have a back porch off' from the kitchen,
completely screened in. We know the importance of out-of-door sleeping for a
baby; we also know the dangers of the
house-fly and stable-fly coming in contact
with children perhaps the mother who
has all her work to do with a baby to take
care of, or a child just beginning to travel
and tumble down steps realizes, too, what
it would mean to have some place out of
the way, but within hearing where she
would know the child was safe. A
screened back-porch makes an ideal daynursery. It can also be made into an attractive sitting-room, a dining-room, or
a cool, airy place to take some of the
kitchen work..
;

A PERFECT SMOKE
Tobacco

satisfaction

is

hard

to attain for

4v^t^
'\^/^t !*•
I V/I^

yV^VlE

the discriminating smoker.
you are as particular about having the best as we
are about making it, you should compare a
If

*

•^

^^^
POLO
BLOCK
PIRE
*»

TOBACCO

brand you usually smoke
do so much to convince you

with the

Nothing

will

"Polo" is unquestionably
the best flavored smoke

-bums

longer-holds

its

and
more fragrant than most pipe-tobacco.

It

better-is sweeter

makes your

old "corn-cob" taste like

an expen

sive calabash.

"Mads

in

«-^

—

of its superiority.

fire

-K

The same principle of fresh air and
screening should be carried into our summer sleeping-rooms. Many houses have
balconies which are never used except
when a visitor is taken out to see the view.
With a little work these could be screened
and converted into out-door sleepingrooms. Few people realize the healthfulness of outdoor sleeping that it has
often cured throat and lung troubles
and has started m^ny on the road to a
sound, robust life. But whether or not it
appeals on health principles, no one can
fail to appreciate the comfort of out-door
quarters on a night after the sun has
baked on the house-roof all day. Where
the bedrooms are small and close, and a
sleeping porch impossible, a few sleeping-tents make a good investment.
The farm home, more than any other

Canada by Expert Canadian Workmen"

SOLD EVERYWHERE lOc

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
The shelves are perforated or
of slats to allow a circulation of cold
air, so it is important that the ice should
come from a clean source. This box is
placed within another, large enough to allow a space a few inches wide to be filled
with sawdust. Or a lining may be built

home, needs a bathroom. The dust and
but it
soil of the fields may be clean dirt,

water.

made

out of place nevertheless. Bathrooms
with complete plumbing arrangements,
and septic tanks, are coming pretty fast
in some localities, but where we haven't
one yet, we can improvise at least a good
wash-room for the siummer. The metal
tubs are the least expensive. One of these,
and the smallest bedroom in the house set
apart for a bath-room, means a real
warm-weather comfort, even at the expense of some inconveniences in carrying
is

extent, a good supply
of ice is put in every year, but the farm
home is the most unlikely place in the
world to find a refrigerator. It is not
necessary to explain what a comfort this

any

to the

"Summer Feed

housekeeper during the

hot weather, not only for the better preservation of food, but in order to serve
cold dishes thoroughly chilled and palatable. It would also save an endless number of trips to the cellar.
In cases where the cost of a refrigerator
seems prohibitive, a very satisfactory one
can be made at home with practically no
expense except the cost of the lumber required to make a good-sized wooden box
with a hinged cover. The box can be lined
with oil-cloth, zinc or galvanized iron,
shelves arranged on the sides so that the
ice can be put in at the centre, and a hole
bored in the bottom for the escape of

A CELLAR CONVENIENCE

Keeping food on a table in the cellar is
always a temptation to flies, and the closed
cupboard in the cellar is likely to become
damp and to harbor the odors of different
foods. A set of shelves with wire, screening stretched over the framework, and
screen doors, keeps things perfectly protected at the same time allowing a circulation of fresh air. A cupboard of this kind,
suspended from the ceiling and with
broad deep shelves is a most convenient
aff'air in both the food cellar and the milk-

Winter

all

Long"
.Soientifioally built to keep .milage
fresh,
sweet and gimd to the
last.
Built o( selectetl timtier

treated

where ice cannot be procured
it is sometimes possible to make a cupboard where running water can be utiOr if a cupboard be covered with
lized.
some absorbent material which is kept
saturated with water by being placed
under a dripping tap or having water
soaked up to it from a vessel, the evaporation of the water will keep the inside
This method is adopted largely
air cool.
in some parts of the West.

\ip gooil

BISSELL
SILO

kitchen.
In places

On almost every farm where dairying

would be

You can double youv profits by storing
green fied in a

ing arrangement. While it saves ice to
keep the refrigerator in the cellar, it is a
great deal more convenient to have it in
somewhere near the
the pantry or

THE HOME-MADE REFRIGERATOR
carried on to

A GOLD MINE ON
YOUR FARM

inside the box to give such a non-conduct-

water.

is
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with wood

pre.sen-ativts

that prevent decay.

The BISSELL SILO has
walls,

rigid

air-tight

hoops of heavy
dealeis

or

us

address

strong,
doors,

Sold

steel.

by

direct.

Get free folder.
Write Inpt. Y.

T. E.

BISSELL CO., Limited
Elora, Ontario

an

Off for

Afternoon's Sport
—

Real sport too the kind that makes the
bloodtingle virith excitement. Don'tenvy
the man who belongs to a gun club. Have
a club of your own. Wherever you go take a

I^ominion

Hand Trap

It provides the cleanest and least expensive of all shooting sports. Pack one
in your suit case on week-end trips.
A
boy can operate it. Costs only $4.85.

Send

for illustrated booklet.

7

Dominion Cartridge
Company, Limited,

room.

HOLIDAY TIMES
By

Oh,

it's

E.

J.

M.

HITCHCOCK

holiday time and there comes the glad call

With the same lilting lyrical lure to us all!
For xve know there the ferns and the violets grow,
Where the swimming pool is and the red berries glow,
And the cool, shady nooks and the hills we can climb;
Yes, there comes the glad song,

Oh,

it's

holiday time! so

away

'tis

We

ivith all

Oh,

As

jolly, old

it's

it

a crime,

days of the holiday time!

holiday time! there's no music so sweet

and the ring of the words we repeat;
So we sing thro' the vales, o'er the hills the refrain,
While the trees clap their hands and the hills catch the strain;
And we hop and we skip all in tune to the rhyme.
For it's holiday time! Oh, it's hoHday time!
the swing

VIA

Grand Trunk Railway
System.
Each Tuesday Until

books!

to

can laugh, shout and jum.p, no one thinks

hi the

Western Canada

the holiday titne!

meadoivs and brooks;
We are free as the lark that so merrily sings,
A-poise in the air on his quivering wings;
Nature's study will lead us

EXCURSIONS TO

Oct. 31st.

the Grand Trunk Railway .will run
special excursions called

"HOME-

SEEKERS'."

In connection with
these excursions round trip tickets
will be issued at very low fares to
points in Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
Alberta and British
Columbia.
These tickets are good via the New
Transcontinental or via Chicag'o,
season
the
of
and,
during'
Navigation, via the Great Lakes.
accommodation
is
Tourist
car
available and stop-overs are allowed on these tickets.
Full particulars may be had on
application to any Grand Trunk

Asent

*
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The

The Mormons and
Dry Farming

Price of Delay

Continued from page
villages.

To Parents and Students Seeking a School

in

TT

er's,"

IS a

many

of the best schools complete
their enrolments well in advance of the fall opening
and. are forced to tnrn away late applicants.
fact that

-"-

The

price of delay

boy or

is

often a wasted school year for a

girl.

this is only one of several reasons why it is important to choose the proper school in ample time.

But

In any case,

10.

man

does not

by wheat alone, or as Mr. J. S. Woodsworth put it in an article in June "farmlive

"The big question is not, 'How can
we raise thirty bushels to the acre?' but
'How can we make life on the prairies
worth living?' " So the Mormons, people
mostly of English extraction, though
some are Scotch and a few Irish, go back
to the good old English custom of tilling
the land setting out each morning from
their villages.
The social advantages
quite outweigh the inconveniences, they
think.
And the Mormon church takes a
great interest in the social

There are often numerous details which demand attenmatters of wardrobe,
tion after the decision is made
equipment, hygiene, finance perhaps questions to ask
the Principal. In the last-minute rush at opening time

—

—

details of this nature often receive scant attention.

Plan to give your boy or girl the best kind of a start
by -making an early decision on the right school while
there is plenty of time to plan thoughtfully and wisely.

To simplify the school question for The Farmer's
Magazine readers we have brought together in this
issue, the announcements of the leading preparatory
schools and colleges the best institutions of their kind

—

especially arranged for
your convenience, and we advise you to consult it carefully and study the information offered about each
school.
in this country.

This

list is

You need

feel no hesitancy in writing freely and
frankly to any schools in this list, for in placing their
announcements in The Farmer's Magazine they stand
ready to ans'\ver all questions and submit to the most

rigid investigation.

Pick out those institutions which you think will meet
your requirements and write to them for more intimate
details.
In addition to sending their catalogs, with
views, references and other information, the Principals
will gladly answer any questions you may wish to ask.
If you are still undecided about a school after you have
carefully studied the announcements in this issue, we
will be glad to give you any possil)le assistance. Remember that this puts you under no obligation whatever. In writing us, be sure to state the kind of school

you desire, age of pupil, location preferred, and the
approximate tuition fee you are willing to pay. After
studying your requirements we will advise you to the
best of our ability.

School Bureau

The Farmer's Magazine
143-153 University Avenue, Toronto

life of the
for example, it
patronizes the opera house, financed by
a local stock company. Here local plays

community.

At Raymond,

are frequently staged with more approbation than those presented by any of the
traveling troupes.
Debating societies
and oration contests are everywhere encouraged.

HOW THE MORMONS

REGARD DANCING.

The attitude of the church authorities
to dancing is interesting. Some years ago
at Salt Lake City the church forbade
round dances.
Outsiders set up dance
halls and the Mormon young people began
to attend. The church yielded, and thereafter a committee supervised

all

dances,

which were henceforth opened and closed
with prayer. And in Southern Alberta a
church official who, of course, will be a
farmer or business-man, as there is no
clergy among the Mormons, is always present at dances.
If any pair proceed to
violate decorum, and the rules are definite
and well-known, they are immediately
warned. If the offence is persisted in the
dance is stopped and the sinners publicly
reprimanded. I was told by a visitor at
one of these dances of a young Mormon
prominent in the church who was all but
excommunicated for "ragging," and was
saved only by the discovery that his partner, a "gentile" teacher, had sought to
amuse herself by his discomfiture. This
interest of the church in dancing is of a
piece with the general policy of encouraging the young people to find their social
life within the church and at home rather
than amid doubtful surroundings in distant cities. As a result even the casual
visitor is impressed with the number of
happy-looking young men and women

everywhere in evidence.
I had the pleasure of attending an annual agricultural fair at Magrath. There
one saw the whole countryside at holiday.
The exhibits, as usual, occupied a place
The main
of quite secondary interest.
attractions were a ball game between
teams from Raymond and Magrath and
running and trotting races. These were
keenly contested and the most popular
horse was one owned by a Raymond
"councillor," that is one of the two assisIts victories were
tants of the Bishop.
achieved after much patience on the part
of the starter and in spite of the unfair
tactics of a negro jockey imported from

—
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the States for the occasion. I had previously been told that the leaders of the
church are especially partial to horses,

when our auto was nearly run down by
a fine team driven by the daughter of the
Bishop of Magrath. It would appear that
the Mormons are in a way to discover the
secret of how to be happy though a

farmer.
Again, they are keen on education. In
a province which takes education seriously, no better schools exist than those
among the Mormons. The teachers are
usually, but not always, members of the
church, but there is no religious instrucA
tion in the elementary public schools.
few years ago, a fine secondary school was
built by private funds at Raymond at the
cost of $45,000 to be conducted as an institution "wherein they could foster the
Latter Day Saint ideal of education that
of the concurrent, harmonious development
of the Mind, the Hand, the Heart, and the
The ordinary High School subSpirit."
jects are taught in the academy, but in
addition, courses are given in Church History, Piano and Theory Music, Oral Expression, Canadian civics and English
constitution.
Especial emphasis is laid
on Mechanical Arts and Domestic Science,
since the academy holds that "the primary
object of all instruction should be to train
students to be useful."
The Sunday School which I attended in
Raymond was a paragon of efficiency.
Whatever one may be inclined to think of
Mormon theology, the conduct of that
Sunday School precludes criticism. In
the first place the discipline was perfect,
and no apparent effort was exerted to secure it. The children sat quietly in their
places or joined decorously in the singing
till it was time to repair to their various
classes.
Then to the music of the piano
they moved in column through a complicated march each to his own place.
Six
little boys, according to custom, dispensed

—

the sacrament to

all.

The music was

Mvtttovp
An

and

Authoritative

Correspondence Schools

Up-to-Date Directory of Private Schools — Colleges
— Musical Schools — Veterinary and Agricultural Colleges

MUSICAL, INSTITUTIONS.
International

Institute
Fort Wayne, lud.

American

School

of

L'Academie De Brisay, 416 Bank

S,

St.,

Ot-

tawa.

Music,

of

SPECIAL SCHOOLS.

Music, Dept.

Lakeside

610

The Arnott

Bldg., Chicago.

Institute

of

Stuttering

and

Stammering, Berlin, Ont.

School of Music, 225 Fifth Ave.,
York.

U.S.

New

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS AND
AUTOMOBILE AND TRADE SCHOOLS.
Practical Auto School, 685 Beaver

St.,

BUSINESS COLLEGES.

New

Canada Business

College, Hamilton, Ont.
Canadian Qorrespondence College, 15 To-

York.

ronto

Bloor

College,

W.,

St.

Woodstock

To-

College,

Yonge

734

St.,

Business

Woodstock,

College,

Ont.

ronto.

Shaw

Westbourne School, Bloor St. W., Toronto.
Ottawa Ladies' College, First Ave., Ottawa.
Ontario

Toronto.

Ingersoll Business College, Ingersoll, Ont.

Bishop Bethune College, Osh^wa, Ont.
VPestminster

St.,

Elliott Business
Toron-to.

GIRLS' SCHOOLS.

Ladies'

Whitby,

College,

Correspondence Schools, Y.M.C.A.
Bldg., I'onge and Gerrard Sts., Toronto.

Standard Business College, Hamilton, Ont.
British American Business College, Yonge

Ontario.

St.,

Toronto.

BOYS' SCHOOLS.
Ashbury College, Rockliffe Park, Ottawa.
Upper Canada College, Avenue Koad, To-

AGRICULTURAL AND VETERINARY
COLLEGES.

ronto.
St.

Andrew's College, Rosedale, Toronto.

St.

Jerome's College, Berlin, Ont.
Clement's College, North Toronto.

St.

Ontario Veterinary College, 110 University
Ave., Toronto.
Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Ont.

LADIES'
ONTARIO
OOLLEGE
AND
AND CONSERVATORY
ONTARIO
OF MUSIC

ART, WHITBY,

much superior to that ordinarily heard in
Canadian Sunday Schools, as far as my
knowledge goes. Of course, a large number of young men and women were pre-

College reopens Sept.

the platform to help with the
but the quality of the music
selected was unusually good. The way in
which the infant class was conducted par-

A RESIDENTIAL
BISHOP BETHUNE COLLEGE, OSHAWA, ONT., SCHOOL
FOR GIRLS

Send your daughter here in order that she may take up the duties of life well equipped intellectually,
physically, spiritually and socially.
The College is situated in 100 acres of grounds, in one of Canada's most healthful towns, only 30 miles from
Toronto. Evei-y physical advantage is offered, notably by a large gjTnnasiiim and excellent swimming pool.
1

2th.

For Calendar, write to REV. F. L.

FAREWELL,

B. A.. )>rincipaL

sent on
singing,

ticularly impressed me.

were seated

About

in

Visitor,

fifty little

a circle with three
teachers stationed at intervals.
As we
entered one of these was telling the story
of Moses and I was compelled to listen as
were most of the children.
Afterwards,
when I commented on the surprising
ability she had displayed, the superintendent explained that all the young
people are encouraged to develop their
powers of narration, and prizes are given
for skill in this art, as in debating and
public speaking generally.
It helped one
to understand the success of the morning
Sunday School when one found a hundred
or more teachers of the Taylor stake assembling that afternoon in monthly convention to discuss methods. Indeed, education becomes a matter of greater relative magnitude and importance when the
average size of the family is seven.
However much one may desire to conclude an article on the Mormons without
leference to the notorious practice of
tots

Preparations for the

The Lord Bishop

University and for the

of Toronto.

examinations of the Toronto Conservatoi-y of Music.

Young children also received. Fine location. Outdoor games and physical training.
The Musical Department (Piano, Theory and Harmony) will be under the directions
and of a Sister, who for twelve years ta\ight in the School with marked success.

of

a Master,

Voice culture will be in chai-ge of a qualified mistress.

COLLEGE REOPENS SEPTEMBER 14TH.
For tenns and

particulars,

apply

to the Sister in

Ontario

Cbarge, or

to

The

Sisters of St.

Veterinary

Under the

control of the
.Affiliated

College Reopens

St.'.

Toronto

College

TORONTO, CANADA

no UNIVERSITY AVENUE
Ontario.

John The Divine. Major

Department

of Agriculture of

with the University of Toronto.

Monday^ 2nd

CALENDAR SENT ON
E. A. A.

Oct.^

1916

APP, ICATION

GRANGE,

V.

S.,

M.Sc,

Principal
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(is

polygamy,

JSrantforb Constrbatorp of

iWugic

Ontorporattb)

CoKege

Steatfjina

W.

of

ttjc

WBtetttn iHniberaitp

BRANTFORD. ONT.
H> for Calendar
MUSIC DIRECTORATE
Norman Andrews

Frederick C.

-

Secretary-

Thomas

A. M. Andrews

THE DAWSON DITCHER
Made
For

tile

in

Canada

drainage.

Pays

for

in

10

itself

days.

Write for
Circular

Canadian

Drill

&

Chuck Co., Limited

180-S Spadina Ave., Toronto

Tire Carriers
for

Maxwell
and Ford Cars

Chevrolet,

Undoubtedly

the

best

Tire Carrier.

It is

mud

prooi, rain proof
and
Ihict proof, only $5.0(1.

TEMCO

it is probably better to say
something, lest silence should be misconBriefly, it may be stated that
strued.
the general opinion of those who have
lived among the Mormons, and who know
them best is that polygamy has never been

practised to any extent, if at all, in Canada,
A great many people 'know better"
but these are people who speak without
intimate experience.
One suspects that
they consist largely of those who know
something of the Book of Mormon and
find it easier to remember that figs are
not produced from thistles than that religion is not synonomous with theology.
If you ask a Canadian
polygamy, and have his
ciently, to get an answer,
say something like this:

Mormon about
confidence

suffi-

he will probably
At no time has
any large proportion of our membership
practised polygamy.
That was reserved
for those few best fitted to raise and train
large families. At the present time it is
contrary to both the laws of the State and
the decrees of the church. Good Mormons
cannot longer maintain more than one
family. Monogamy is a good state. We
are satisfied so to live.
However, it is
not for us to criticize what our* fathers

thought and did.
Devotion to education and community
feeling are two tendencies which have
largely contributed to the success of the

Mormons. But working through these
and through all their life as a potent force
making for efficiency is system. It is
shown in their church organization and
its priestly ladder ascending from the
"teacher" whose duty it is with a companion each month to visit a certain number of families, for each month every
family has a religious visitation, to the
great President of the church with his
twelve councillors.
It is shown in the
custom of giving tithes to the bishop of
each ward to be assigned to the central
exchequer of the church and disbursed
among the various stakes and wards according to need. It is shown in the practise of fasting for 24 hours each month
that the amount saved may be distributed
among the poor. It is shown in their great
missionary enterprise which keeps two
thousand of their brightest young men
employed each for two years in disseminating their doctrines.
Everyone there
is system and organization.
The quality
of mind in time produced under such
organization, the knowledge of the kind
of cultivation suited to a country where
the skies are monotonously cloudless, and
the assistance of a network of irrigation
ditches have combined to win for the
Mormons of Southern Alberta fair general success and approbation.

Shock Absorbers
ThorouKhiy

tested,

tried and proved
$16.00 per set of tour.

satisfactor

Why

SIMPLEX JUNIOR

STARTER

A starter that

is

abso-

The problem

of weed control and the
returns are only two of the
factors that are helping to put

motor

accessories

financial

that save

money.

many

CANADIAN TEMCO SALES

COMPANY

INGERSOLL, ONTARIO

OWN

GET A FARM OF YOUR
20

Demand More Sheep

Continued frotn page

lutely reliable for $12.0(1

Let us send you information about these

TAKE

Prairies

YEARS TO PAY

The land

will support you and pay for itself.
area of the most fertile land in
Western Canada for sale at low prices and
easy terms, ranging from ifll to $M for farm
i.duls,
with ample rainfall irrigated lands
from .y.i'x
Terms — One-twentieth down, 1)allUice within twenty years.
In irrigation districts, loan for farm
buildings, etc., up to
.1;ii,0O0, also repayalile in twenty years
interest
only
per cent.
Privilege of paying in full
iit any time.
Here is your opportunity to increase your farm holdings by getting adjoining hand or secure your friends as neighliors.
For literature and particulars appl.v to

An immen.se

—

sheep farming in Western Canada upon
a stronger footing.
Climatic conditions
are most favorable, in fact the dry atmosphere of the prairies can hardly be
equalled as a means of keeping the sheep
in a strong healthy condition.
There is a
marked absence of intestinal parasites,
foot-root and all contagious and infectious diseases which are so common in
many other countries and which are often
assisted in their development by damp
conditions.
Large areas in all the provinces still abound in a rich heavy growth
of pea-vine and the native prairie grass

8.

say nothing of scrub tree growth, upon
of which sheep thrive wonderfully well
and fatten most profitably. Other feeds
such as oats cut in the green stage, alfalfa, brome grass and western rye grass
are successfully grown for winter feeding.
Screenings are abundant and every
large grain farmer could easily turn his
screenings to the very best advantage by
having a bunch of lambs each year to
fatten.
There are other large tracts of
land of a hilly, stony nature, that will
never be cultivated but having nevertheless enough grass growing upon them to
Some
support thousands of sheep.
farmers are already making free use of
this natural grazing ground belonging to
to

all

—

(1

Allan Cameron, General Sup't of Lands
Desk 28, Dept. of Natural Resources C.P.R.

CALGARY. ALBERTA

LEARN THE KE.4L
EST.\TE Bl .SINE.SS
days when Heal Estate plays

F.VK.MERS.
In these

so
prnniinent a jiart,
every
farmer
sliduld kiiiiw how to appraise, buy, sell
and iiurchase.
Knowledge is worth

while:
loiis

it

you from

protects

uiiscriiijn-

.agents.

quote Mr. r;;dward Fielding at the
Toronto Methodist ('(inference. .Tniie 12.
I

deni uiicing
the
underground
metjiods of real estate dealers "It curt

—

I'.lKi.

mortgage."
.My book worth .$liO, postpaid to your
address for !?].-.). ter.ches you. Limited
number, order at once

•1:1,000

to get rid of

J, T.
in (irangre Ave.

••fJ.OOO

BISHOP,
Toronto

A

coynmon scene on many Western farms.
Range ewes with lambs sired
by pure bred rams. Note the improvement.

-

T
no one in particular and one man I have
in mind, pays a shepherd $35 a month,
provides him with a cow-pony and boards
him, for herding several hundred sheep
on the hills near his farm. This farmer
told me that he never made a more paying investment in his life. He is only one
of a number that is steadily increasing as
time goes on.
Many have raised the objection that the
prevalence of wolves in certain districts
is much against the keeping of the ovine
race but just so long as the wolves are
allowed to have their own way, will the
development of the industry be retarded.
Men are making successes in localities
badly infested with wolves and for the
reason that they use every means within
their power to get rid of them; good hot
lead poured into the right spot proving
The wolf
perhaps the most effective.
nuisance too, is not one whit worse than
the dog nuisance and many of our Western farmers are much too fond of having
about four dogs of nondescript breeding

around the place.
This brief review of Western sheep
conditions would perhaps not be complete without some mention of those
breeds most popular in the country. The
range ewe has been mentioned and for

II
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m

composed of very small balls, or globules,
which roll between the parts oiled that is the

is

—

As soon as these balls
action of lubrication.
become broken, as they quickly do, they are useless worse
than useless for they keep away fresh oil. That is why
the old-time splash system of oiling fails it uses and reuses "worn-out" oil. Following the lead of big automobile
makers, we use in the "Superior" Separator

—

—

"Direct-to-Bearings" Oiling System

ject to chill

and consequent

loss

'

The

Separator

of
facts,

showing why our machine

is not
only the easiest to turn, but skims
the closest of all.

'

'

hook

for

to-(lav

SUPERIOR"

"SUPERIORS

Separator

THE ONTARIO MACHINE

CO., Limited
18 Bloor Street East

TORONTO

7

^

\

Good for

"^

our book-

W2 publish a
number of the many

Pocket

and dairymen

Coivs

us by farmers

— telling

how

for*

Yovir*

let

letters written
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Empire Mechanical Milker has solved
their milking problem.

We want every farmer who is
making

in

his dairy

pay

to

seriously interested

have a copy and

to

read these letters.

EMPIRE
MECHANICAL MILKER

makes its owner independent of hired help — frees him

—

from the drudgery of milking;
it so successimitates the sucking calf that it is

fully

on the cows than hand milking;

easier

keeps their teats in splendid condition

and causes them

to

down

let

their

maximum

y
/ftj'''

.y fl''

it

ii,-4^|

M,-''

"lease

me

t-^,'' send
increase the profit
from either large or small dairy herds
o^'' Y^*" l| |.®''
>DOOKier
^*}''
with 1 double unit, one man or a
-^'^'^^
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^""''^

quantity of milk.
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.
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and one .^ '
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Depl.H.

during

the stormy winter months.
The denser
fleece keeps the snow from beating into
the skin.

This system of breeding is proving
most successful. Ninety per cent, of the
lambs from the first and second cross are
puzzling for even an expert to distinguish
from the breed of which the sire is representative.
They are big, strong, healthy
lambs possessing all the mutton and fleece
characteristics of the purebred and all the
hardiness of the range.
The wethers
can be turned off quickly and profitably
while the ewe lambs make excellent breeding females.

<'

'

absolutely no place whatever for the
He will not transmit the desired
scrub.

Leicester for similar reasons.
The fact
remains that any pure bred ram almost,
will give paying results and that in a
general way, those of the Down breeds
are best suited.
Oxford, Hampshire.
Shropshire,
Suffolk,
Southdown
and
Dorset sheep are closer and more dense
of wool than Leicester, Cotswold or Lincoln and for this reason are not so sub-

Write

Frosh oil is dropping on the important bearings all the time, and
yet less oil is actually used in a
year than with the "Splash" or
system.
Bath in oil

In order to get results of course, from
females such as these it is necessary to
There is
use a ram of pure breeding.

conformation and quick maturing qualities that are only passed on through the
pure blood.
And of all the recognized
breeds it is hard to say which one is the
most popular.
Some claim the Shropshire for the simple reason that their
efforts have met with marked success.
Others again would have no ram of pure
breeding other than a Southdown or

oil

ripflua^iugnr

men starting into the sheep business, a
number of such ewes undoubtedly make
the best and cheapest foundation on the
female side. They are of no breeding in
particular, merino blood possibly predominating with a trace of Cheviot,
Leicester, Southdown or Shropshire. This
strange mixture of blood, however, and
the conditions under which they have
been raised, has been the means of developing a strong, hardy constitution,
well able to withstand the somewhat
Bred and
rigorous Western climate.
raised provincially, they are standing the
test somewhat better than the imported
sheep.

fifr

Would you like to be with us?
Would you like an occupation that keeps you out of doors and in touch
with the activities of the world? Would you like to vsrork for us and represent us in your own district, providing you knew that good money could be
made from your spare time efforts? We can arrange to employ you full
time if you are the person we are looking for. Why not write to-day and
learn particulars of the plan. The "profits" are surprising.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED
143-153 University Avenue,

TORONTO, ONTARIO

'
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Genuine Diamonds

CASH OR CREDIT
TERMS— 20% Down
and $l-$2-$3 Weekly

We

trust any honeit person.
for tatatogue to-daj.

Write

Diamond
J_-._U«
Bros, importers
aCODS Q.<»
Dept. B.
15

Toronto Arcade.

palmp
J^caci)

Toronto, Ontario

peacf) College
Toronto, Canaba

^bcnuc.

Home and Day

School

All queries must he accompanied by the writer's name and address. If
personal answer is required, enclose a Z-cent stamp. Address all correspondence to Grasmere, The Farmer's Magazine, Toronto, Canada.

and Boys

for Little Girls

SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS FOR ALL GRADES
MRS. A. M. COURTICE, Principal
Pays for Itself
7 days

in

WRITE FOR OUR
SPECIAL OFFER
This latest model Hand
Mixer produces a better
mix with less cement,
saving you time, labor
and money
Wettlaufer Bros.

Limited
178S. Spadina Ave.

TORONTO

A SICK CALF.

—

A. R. M., Ontario. / have a heifer calf
that is about six months old.
Turned it
out two weeks ago last Saturday; it
seemed unwell on Sunday, it could not rise
except on to its knees. We raised it up
and it staggered to the barn and h»s been
there since.
She eats and drinks and
chews the cud. We have given her salts.
Could you say what is the matter? Can
she be cured or what is best to do with
her?
She is in good condition and was
fed on alfalfa hay and oats since weaning
time. We have consulted a vet. about her;
he thinks she has caught cold.
.

Answer.

— We

would certainly believe
that the disease from which your heifer
suffers

is

in the feet, viz.,

from some cause.

The old

remedy

for rheumatism, neuralgia, sore throat and
sprains.
reliable

Best Liniment

Made

Mr. A. E. Laundry, Edmonton, writes:
"I fell from a buildiug and received what
the elector called a very

bad sprained ankle, and
told me I must not walk
on it for three weeks. I
got MINARD'S LINIMENT and in six days I

was out
think

1

to

it

work

again.

the best Lini-

ment made."
Minard's Liniment
always gives satisfaction.

For any

ache or

pain.

gives instant

It

relief.

Minard's Liniment
Co., Limited

Yarmouth,

-

N.S.

-

Have

TRADE MARK

Reduces

Strained,

REG.U.S.PAT. OFF.

Puffy

Ankles,

Lymphangitis,

Poll Evil, Fistula,
Boils, Swellings; Stops Lameness
and allays pain. Heals Sores, Cuts,
Bruises, Boot Chafes.
It is an

tinue the poultices for two or three days,
when if not recovered put a blister on the
coronets from the fetlocks to the top of
the hoofs. If this has to be done a clean
bag must be tied over the feet in the same
way as the poultice bags to prevent the
animal licking off" the blister and should
be kept on for two or three days. After
washing examine the skin between the
claws for cracks, the hoofs for fissures,
signs of abscess formation, etc., etc.
sufficiency of laxative foods, e.g., grass, bran, roots, etc.,
during the confinement in order to pre-

vent impaction of stomachs, which is quite
likely to occur owing to lack of exercise, or
give two or three ounces of Epsom salts
daily in food. If the soles are overgrown
pare some off, but not making them too
thiij.
J. K. Gerow.

—

ABSORBINE, JR.,

K

antiseptic liniment for mankind reduces Strains. Painful, Knotted. Swollen Veins. Milk Le?,
Gout. Concentrated
only a fevp drops required at an appU.
cation
Price £1 per bottle at dealers or delivered.

—

W. F YOUNG. P.D.F. 482 Lymans Bldg.,MonlreaI, Can.
Absorbing and Ab«nrblae. Jr., are made

Id

Canada.

OWNERSHIP OF
J.

down

TftEES.

—

Ontario
Can the council cut
the shade trees alongside my farm,

G.,

on the roadway without

Answer.

ing upon a highway

my

is

liable to

to exceed twenty-five dollars
or to imprisonment for not

a fine not

and

costs,

more than

thirty days.
In case of a fine being so
imposed, one-half of it goes to the person
who lays the information. W. E. L.

—

A LIVELY HORSE.

the feet thor-

oughly washed with hot water, to which
add one per cent, of good disinfectant,
paying particular attention to the space
between the clews, and the back of the
pasterns above the heels. Pour some warm
water on the poultices several times during the day and put on two fresh poultices
each day, one each morning and another
Tie the poultices on with a
at night.
bandage at least one inch broad above the
fetlock. Use the leg of a stocking or something similar for a poultice bag.
Con-

ANTISEPTIC AND GERMICIDE
[NON-POISONOUS]
Does not blister or remove the
hairand horse can be vcorked. Pleasant to use.
$2,00 3^01116, delivered. Describe your case
for special instructions and Book 5
free.

sapling.
By section 6 of the same Act any person
who ties or fastens any animal to or injures or destroys a tree planted and grow-

inflammation

Feed the animal a

ABSORBINE
*^

the Ontario Tree Planting Act, R.S.O.,
1914, chapter 213, and by sub-section 4,
every growing tree, shrub or sapling
planted or left standing on either side of
a highway for the purposes of shade or
ornament is declared to be the property of
the owner of the land adjacent to the highway and nearest to such tree, shrub or

consent?

—Where the owner of land ad-

jacent to a highway plants trees thereon
contiguous to his land, such trees are declared to be his property by section 2 of

—

/ have a very spirited
always on the alert for every
sound and then he keeps jum,ping and
prancing and keeps you pulling all the
time.
Could you tell me of anything I
could do to quiet him doivn?
How does
laudanum affect a horse?
J. C., Ontario.

horse.

He

is

—

Answer. There are some horses which
never become trustworthy in harness. I
know of one heavy work horse of my
neighbor's which pranced and danced in
farm harness up to 20 years of age. Kindness, uniformly given will win confidence
But if I had
of majority of horses.
owned this animal I would have sold her
to the army and quit worrying with her.
Drugs produce no lasting results and are
very dangerous to employ. G.

—

FRUIT FALLING ON NEIGHBOR'S LAND.

—

R. L., Nova Scotia. Can I lawfully take
the apples from, that part of my trees
overhanging the line fence?

Answer.— Where a farmer has a tree
growing near a boundary line, even if the
roots extend and grow into the land of
his neighbor and derive nourishment
therefrom, so long as the trunk remains
on the farmer's* land the tree is his property, and he is entitled to all the fruit,
notwithstanding some of its branches may
If the
overhang his neighbor's land.
farmer is prevented from reaching over
and picking the fruit by the use of force
by his neighbor, the farmer may bring
an action for assault and battery and recover damages.
In the case of Hoffman V. Armstrong,
48 N.Y. 201, the plaintiff was a lady whose
father owned some fruit trees which stood
near the fence which divided her father's
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One Minute, Boys
Any

Time

Spare

to

Exchange for Cash?
Boys, after the chores, whaf? What's been
doing 'round in your neighborhood this Sining
that you have really enjoyed"? Some evenings
this spring seemed prett}^ long? didn't they'?
Then when it swings around to harvest there is
heaps of work to be done and the days are hardly
long enough, not much spare time then. Mighty
when supper time comes
tired, aren't you?
around.
But right now
sort of between, "hay and
grass'" the days are long while the work around
the farm remains about the same; consequently
you have spare time on your hands. What do
you find to do with it?
Now, boys, we want to buy every minute of
that spare time of yours. Will you exchange
No matter how much or how little
it for cash?

—

Your

First

you have we want it and all you can spare us.
We will pay you liberally.
Besides earning money and turning your
spare time into cash we will supply you

Week

To go back

into history a bit we find that selfhelp accomplished w^onders in the moulding of
several big men's careers.
Lincoln and Garfield,

with splendid prizes: a bicycle, a gun.
a tent, or anything else that all
boys desire. These prizes will be
given you free in exchan'2;e
for 3^ur acting as our dis-

men developed themselves, graduaccomplishing things of greater and greater value
from boyhood up. They learned how to do great things
by looking after the -smaller things first and preparing themfor instance, these

trict representative.

ally

selves for the

You

more

difficult

the

duties that are sure to follow.

will create a selling confidence after

you have taken a
Such a feeling of

subscription for Farmer's Magazine.
confidence that nothing else but "selling" could possibly
develop.

How The

you about
Write
To-Dav.

Let us

Plan

Works Out

Are you the boy to whom a knowledge of salesmanship will prove valuable.
Some day you are going to find it necessary to sell your services. When
the time comes mil you be able to do so effectively?
Will you have a
sufficient knowledge of salesmanship to sell your services
at their proper
value? It's only by preparing now for the big things that
are sure to
follow that you will be able to make the most of your
opportunity. Learn
to meet the public, study the art of persuasion,
learn to be a salesman, a
creator of business and a producer.
Supposing you write us and say that
you would like to learn something of how you may profitably
turn your
spare time into ready money.
We mil in turn send you full particulars
in regard to our great proposition
without obligating you in the least. If
you are a live, red-blooded Canadian boy write us
to-day for full particulars
concerning the plan.

tell

plan.

The
Learn
The Big

Finished

Product

Business of
SeUing.

your

Start among
friends we will

show
The salesyou how.
m a n s h i p experience
which you will gain by
adopting our plan

will,

properly, applied put
you in a position, at a
salary that seems alif

most stupendous

to

you

at the present time, re-

member, all particulars
on request and no obligations.
A Post Card
will do.

The MacLean

Publishing Co., Limited
Toronto, Canada

T
land from that of a neighbor, the defendShe undertook to pick some cherries
from a limb of a tree which overhung the
defendant's land. The defendant forbade
her, and on her persisting, attempted to
prevent the plaintiff by force, and in doing
so did her personal injury, for which she
brought an action in the Courts and he
was obliged to pay her one thousand dollars as damages!.
W. E. L.
ant.

—

WOLF BOUNTIES.
T.

F.,

have answers
(1) Is

—

Please let me
Ontario.
following questions:
the Dominion or the Provincial

New
it

to the

Govern'ment which pays the bounty on
wolf?
(2) The amount of bounty paid for
each breed {I understand it varies with
several different breeds).
(3) The method of obtaining bounties
on wolf, that is, what places they are paid
at, and if the whole skin must be turned
over to the Government?

—

Answer. The bounty is paid by the
The bounty on
Provincial Government.
timber wolves is $15 and on brush wolves,
I don't
killed since April 25th. 1916, $5.
think they pay a bounty on any other
animal.
Your method of procedure is to take the
skin before a local police magistrate and
get an afiidvait from him that you killed
the animal. Then the skin is forwarded
to the government tanners here
S. Schnauffer, Toronto, Ont., and there examined by the government officials, and
if it is a timber wolf the bounty is paid
and the skin retained by the government.
You may get all necessary papers, tags,
and copy of the Act by writing to the Treasurer's Department, Parliament Building,
Toronto, Ont.

—

SHEEP KILLED BY DOGS.

—

Can my township
J. B. O., Ontario.
council give me full value for my sheep
killed

by dogs?

—

Answer. An amendment passed at the
instance of Hon. Jas. Duff, in the Ontario
Legislature, makes the Act now read as
follows:
The owner of any sheep killed or injured by any dog the owner of which is
not known, may within three months after
the killing or injury apply to the Council
of the Municipality in which the sheep
was injured, for compensation for the injury; and if the council is satisfied that
he has made diligent search and inquiry
to ascertain the owner or keeper of such
dog, and that he cannot be found, they
shall award to the aggrieved party for
compensation a sum equal to the amount
of the damage sustained by him; and the
treasurer of the municipality shall pay
over to him the amount so awarded.

II
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BLACK CURRANT WORM.

Answer. This is the Oblique-Banded
Leaf Roller. It attacks currants early in
June and goes into the chrysalis stage at
the end of the month in the leaf it has
rolled up.
Spray with Paris green and
kill all worms you see by locating the

not directly due to mismanagement. There
is no positive known cure.
This disease is
due to a bacteria and it is highly infectious, and is known to be transmitted to
the ofi'spring by infected parents, the infection passing through the egg, and the
most critical period being the first four
days of the chicken's life.
The best procedure in your case is to
isolate and kill the infected adults. Thoroughly disinfect the brooders and incuThe organisms are easily debators.
stroyed with weak acids and so feeding of
sour milk to infected flocks for the first

curled leaf.

few days

—

A. W., Ontario. My black currant
bushes are being stripped of their leaves
by the ravages of a small green blackT.

headed worm. It rolls the leaf and when
you open the leaf he wriggles quickly out.
What is it and how shall I deal with it?

—

STRAWBERRY PLANTS AND TARRED FELT.

—

R. C. W., British Columbia.
In the
April issue of The Farmer's Magazine
there was an article on New Things to
Grow, which mentioned the superb "Everbearing" strawberry.
Where can I get
the plants?
2. Where can I obtain tarred felt paper
which is recommended for the control of
cabbage maggot?

—

Answer. 1. The "Everbearing" strawberry plants are sold by Kelloggs at Three
Rivers, Michigan.
2. Tarred felt paper should be4)urchasable at every hardware store.

HOUSE PLANS.

—

B. A., Manitoba. / saw in your May
issue the plans of farm house of C. F.
Fawcett, of N.B. As these are just the
plans I have been looking for for a long
time and as I intend building next year, I
ivoidd like to know if you could furnish
me with plans. What is the price of them?
J.

Answer.

— These

plans were given

in

The Farmer's Magazine by Genevieve,
who is Associate Editor, and are designed
every case to assist intending builders
of farm houses to incorporate in them
more of the ideas for comfort, convenience
and appearance than have obtained hitherto.
We leave it to the farmers to get his
local architect to draw out his plans and
specifications from these.
Often local
changes must be made to suit individual
needs and these can be best arranged in
this way.
in

SHORTHORNS WANTED.
Can you oblige me
by giving me the names and addresses of
some Ontario shorthorn breeders from
P. J.

McD., Alberta.

—

whom

I may be able to buy a carload of
registered shorthorn cows and calves at
foot during August for shipment to the
West?
I also ivant about six yearling

bulls.

Answer.

— We

are sending you the information. The demand for just such live
stock \9 very healthy at present.
The
Farmer's Magazine will be glad to assist
any persons desiring information or to
assist in the

If your February
is advisable.
issue of The Farmer's Magazine is on
your shelves hunt up page 90 under
cholera diseases and you have the treat-

ment.

POULTRY PASTURE.
J.

best
just

G.,

way

Quebec.

to treat

being clay, so that it may be seeded with
such things as rye and vetch in the fall
ready for chickens in the spring?

—

Answer. Cultivate the surface as often
as you can so as to keep down all growth
Plow
and thus smother out the grass.
again in August a little deeper than first
time and after a good seed bed is worked,
put in your rye and vetches.

WHO OWNS THE PUMP?

—

A farmer bought a pump and put\
Q.
it in his ivell, later the ivell caved in and he
took it out and sold it to B., ivho took it
Later the farm was sold under
away.
mortgage to C. Can C. make B. return\
the pump?

\

Answer.

pump

— No.

When

the farmer bought

was a chattel, when he put it
in his well it was a fixture as it is termed
in law, viz., it was fixed to the land and
therefore a part of it, but when he took
it out of the well, sold it and it was taken
away, it again became a chattel and B
became the lawful owner.
C. has no
more right to the pump than he would
have to a cord of wood or a load of stone
the

it

the land before he bought it.
.stone are both part of the
farm so long as they are attached to the
land and so was the pump, but when they
are taken off the land they are no longer
fixed to the land and are therefore no part
of it.— W. E. L.

taken

off

Wood and

BUILDING PLANS.

—

C. P., Sask.
Could
and specifications for
in your June issue?

Answer.

— See

you furnish a plan

farm house

shotvn

reply to J. B. A. in thi

issue.

purchase of stock.

WHITE DIARRHOEA IN CHICKS.
G. L.

—

What would be the
an acre of sod that has
been ploughed and disced, the soil

H.

C, Ontario.

— Can

you give me

-..— Jt^W^
^

some infonnation on the cause of white
diarrhoea in chicks? I set my incubators
this spring and hatched. 75 per cent.
I
had 15 cripples. The balance of the hatch
did well for a few days ivhen the diarrhoea
set in and I lost a large number.
I have
since done everything I could to check it,
but it is of no use.

A

field

where the stump puller was used
to a good purpose.

—

Answer.
This is undoubtedly the
greatest scourge of the poultryman, being
in a large measure beyond his control and

!

Ammsj/trtimv»-k .-^>smM

The sa7ne field the following year showing^
Much
a bumper crop of oats.
land becomes productive.
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Hocking Valley Blower Ensilage Cutter
The Hocking Valley Blower Ensilage Cutter is equal,
in every respect, to any
Silo Filler made, and super-

6.

rural
the
doubt if the work of
I
housewife presents an equal diversity.
And if in her home the telephone
has become a permanent guest, how
much pleasure is added to the day's toils
if she calls, or is called, and between herself and neighbor a cheery good-morning
exchange ensues. Throughout each day
she finds it a helpful companion, truly

ior

free

in

many

It is strong, durable,
from brer.t ai^c. guar-

anteed

against

"blowing

light of diafi, ami
has unusual caj^atity. Write
for illustrated ci'-cular and
name aaii aiMress of ncir-

up,"

is

est gu!:er:i! agent.

HOCKING VALLEY MFG.

serviceable, a positive antidote for rural
loneliness.
The lure of the country is proving too
much for the city man. His ideal is being
realized in a country home, five, ten, fif-

more miles from the city. Thus
does he grapple strenuously with the
back-to-the-land problem. His automobile
conveys him to and fro, morning and evening.
But even that is insufficient. He requires to be in constant touch with his
factory or office. This privilege is afforded him by the telephone. If detained
at home for legitimate reasons, or if he
decides to play "hookey," because of these
tempting June days, when garden and
meadow and pastures are so beautifully
verdant, a three-minute interview informs
him definitely of business affairs.
But if a commission should be appointed to fully investigate the rural telephone,
there would undoubtedly be discovered
not only this galaxy of good features, but
as well some adverse criticisms, perhaps
diminutive in character. During a rural
sojourn which I enjoyed not long ago, one
of my good farmer friends lamented the
activity of the telephone bell during the
day service, owing to the party line system, and spoke in vehement fashion of the
loud ringing of the said bell during the
hours of slumber. Furthermore, the lack
of privacy was not to his liking, especially if any of the neighbors were prone to
carelessness in enumerating the number
and length of the rings, thus causing confusion and inefficiency of the service. But
passing over these objections, which he
felt assured would rapidly minimize, he
was supremely delighted that the local
line had found its way to the fourth con-

any other

to

ways.

COMPANY
LANCASTER, OHIO

teen or

cession range and into his home. Being
public spirited, he was also anxious that
a like benefit be extended to every section
of the country.
Two essentials are necessary in connection with any institution to warrant it a
permanent place in national betterment.
These are its powers of utility, and its
means of affording pleasure. On each of
these counts, the rural telephone has
easily won.

—

Here are features that make the "Buchanan" Stanchions and
than others.
I
'i

3

4

5
6

Vou ran install one or a hundred.
The noise and clang have been done
away with.
Appearance is superior.
Absolutely Rustproof. High Carbon

8

Steel.
Stronger than the ordinary
gas pipe or mild steel pipe.
All spaces Hlled.
All space tilled.
Animals cannot get

Buchanan Cow

into

wrong

M. T.

^Illllllillilililillliiililililil

Adjustable to smallest calf or largest
cow.

BUCHANAN &

Sure-Lock.

Impossible to wear out.

No spring to become
mals cannot get loose.
Let us

scnri

courted a lady

useless.

month

elsr will

you

in

Cow

Stalls,

Water Bowls,

etc.

MacLean's Magazine, and nowhere
work of the best Canadian

find the best

writers.

In MacLean's Magazine, and in no other Canadian publi-

It is different

work

from any other magazine. Sample on

of the

request.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO., Limited
143-153 University Avenue

prices,

INGERSOLL, ONTARIO

CO.,

lililililililililllililililllilllllllllllllilllllililllilllililililllllilllililililililllilililililililild^

EVERY

Ani-

you complete particulars of
Stalls and Stanchions.

Write for Catalogue "F" and
and nearest agent.

place.

Manufacturers of Haying Tools,

Stalls hetter

many

years, during
which time he drank her health every
day; but when for the first time he was
observed to omit the custom, a friend
said "Come, Brown, your old toast,"
"No," was the reply, "as I cannot make
her Brown, I'll toast her no longer."

unsuccessfully for

Stalls

cation will you find a synopsis of the best
world's best writers every month.

No Use
A man named Brown

Cow

Better

-

Toronto, Canada

!
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An

Learn Dressmaking

And

Millinery

On

An

English Poultryman's

Account

of

Mr. Harold Corrie's Poultry Farm and

Your Own Front Porch
How many times

men find their chief delight in
SOME
breeding the stock, and then win-

trim a hat? Think how

much money you

ning,

while

others

like

to

win,

and Harold

could save by making

whether they can breed or

your own clothes

Quobleigh, Eastleigh, Hants,
England, belongs to the former class.
The rearing ground, Mr. Gorrie holds, is
the nursery for Palace honors, and they
who cannot watch the young life right
along can never hope to produce their
ovm. Any man with a big pocket can
buy but it is not within the province of
every one to breed his own exhibits. When
the fields are full of chickens coming along
which need food and attention, Mr. Gorrie
can always be found at home. Success
later is accepted as part of the day's work,
and defeat is accepted in just the same
philosophical manner, and he can take a
win at the Dairy or Palace without tuj;ning a hair.
The most enjoyable time is when the
chicks are coming along, and whilst it is
not every man who can rear and prepare
for show, Mr. Gorrie has proved that he
can do both, for hardly ever has a bird
been shown by him which he has not
hatched and reared. As worker he is never
fatigued, and he never expects others to
do what he cannot do himself.

making

open to you
practical, thor-

ousrh, easy-lesson

|

method

has been perfected by the
Woman's Institute of Domestic Arts and Sciences
to
at

women

teach

tiomes.

home

By
in

and girls by mail, in their own
the courses it offers you can learn right
your spare time, every phase ol dress-

making or millinery.
By fascinating new methods you
learn

how

not,

Gorrie of

is

A

Rears

RICHARD BELMONT

By

fit a waist, a skirt or
frock, or make and

now.

How He

Prize Birds

have you wished you
knew how to cut and

The most wonderful opportunity to become expert in clothes and their

Ways

will quickly
to design cleverly, to draft patterns, to
sort of simple or elaborate garment, to
select and use materials, or to

make every

make all kinds of
You can qualify to
make your own or your childesign and
millinery.

dren's clothes or to be a dressmaker or milliner.
Send for this Free Book

**Dressmaking Made Easy" and
"Millinery Made Easy" are handsome books describing these
courses in detail. Write a postal
or letter today, or send this coupon, stating whether you are interested in Home or Professional
Dressmaking or Millinery. We
will send the right book—/ree.

Woman's Institole, Dept. 31-G 3S8 Fifth Ave., New York
your FREE books. I am
have marked below.
HomeDreBBm'k'gnProf'n'IDreBBm'k'gQMllllnery

Please send me one of
interested in the subject I

llame_
Specify whether Mrs. or Miss

Address-

Quobleigh, the Gorrie farm, is two miles
from Eastleigh Station on the main L. and
S.W. Railway, between London and
Southampton. The latter port is about
eight miles from the farm, and nearly
all the foreign orders are sent down by
road and put on the boat direct from the
farm van. This is a decided advantage
when shipping stock and prevents the
birds being knocked about on the railway
when changing trains. Visitors to the

farm are welcomed, and

if they advise Mr.
Gorrie of the train, he will always arrange for them to be met and conveyed
back again after a look round. It is also
a nice drive from Southampton, and this
is the best way for foreign buyers when
landing or returning to the boat. Quobleigh is an ideal place for poultry farming, standing right in the country where
fresh air and pleasant scenery abound.
The land, about twenty-seven acres, is
dry, and yet rich meadow land, where the
stock do splendidly and can be tended in
comfort, even after a very heavy downpour of several hours' duration.

THE BREEDING PENS
field is some sixteen acres
and here most of the breeding
pens were erected. This field is beauti-

The largest

in extent,

fully situated with a slope facing south,
The
and a nice wood at the bottom.
cockerel houses had a lean-to roof, but on
the high side, where the ventilation was
fixed, the roof came over at least, a foot,

which prevented the rain blowing

in,

and

yet did not hinder fresh air. In these pens
were his chief show birds, Blue, White
and Buff Orpington cockerels and hens.
Running loose in this corner of the
field was a big flock of Houdan and White
Orpington cross hens, which are used for
sitters.
These are wonderful layers, besides all the cockerels could be killed off
very early for table. These birds were
nearly all black, very active and showed a
slight crest, resulting from the Houdan
cross.

Homeseekers

Walking round the far

Excursions
EVERY TUESDAY, MARCH TO OCTOBER
"ALL1RAIL"

EVERY WEDNESDAY DURING SEASON NAVIGATION
"GREAT LAKES ROUTE"
Somewhere out on the prairies where last year Canada's Greatest
Wheat Crop was produced there is a hoTne waiting for you. The

CANADIAN PACIFIC
will take

you

there, give

you

all the information about the best places, and
help you to success.

any Canadian Pacific Ticket Agent, or write
Howard, District Passenger Agent, Toronto

Particulars from

side of the field
eight small houses, in which
were flocks of pullets, with a free range
both in the fleld and in the wood. These
comprised Blue, White, Buff and Black
Orpingtons, and though from the younger
batches they showed the contour and qualRunning out like
ity of the earlier stock.
this, they kept healthy, found a good deal
of food from the wood, and yet were protected from wind, rain and sun at any
time of the year. There seemed a countless throng, and yet they would all sell
later, though the principle adopted was
In another part
first come first served.
were twelve cockerel houses, with a few
late-hatched ones in each, but they seemed
to be up to the size of those we had just
These were from the best pens, and
left.

we found

W.

B.

their development
interest.

was being watched with
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Quobleigh abounds
in fact, it

was

in buildings, and,
these which tempted Mr.

Corrie to settle down here.
Those who
run a farm know how valuable shed room
is, and here there was the very thing.

One building was divided up

LISTER IDEAL THRESHER
Operated by 5

to

2 Horse Power

1

make

three
houses, with runs out in the field.
In
these were kept the best breeding hens,
bloth Blues, Blacks, and Buffs, and it
only needed a glance to see where the
stock had come from.
Here were the
mothers of the chickens which have won
fame, and they all looked like going on
again to produce some of the right sort
for next season.
to

One other long shed was divided up
into six large houses, all under the one
roof, with any amount of fresh air above

and plenty of room below. Each section
16 ft. by 20 ft., with a perch
fixed in the centre,plenty of litter thrown

was about

down

so that the birds could be fed in
here during wet weather. There was a
walk right through, and outside each section had a grass run.

Passing on to the small field, we found a
set of five runs with large roomy houses
and a grass run for the birds on dull days
or in the evening.
In the first of these
were ten Black cockerels, two or three
grand, though many of them had not fully
made up. Shape is the first consideration,
and then that beautiful rich beetle-green
color so desired in the Black Orpington.
Ten White cockerels occupied the next
house, and were such a good lot that my
host could not decide which was the best.
White pullets were in the next pen, any
of which could have given a good account
of herself. Buff cockerels and Buff pullets were in the next houses, bred from
the same pens as the earlier lots seen, only

wanting time

to

elder brothers

and

The

own

Lister Ideal Thieiher

truck,

is

lupplied either on combination truck with engine as above, or on

and can be equipped with

either

blower
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THE EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL FAIR
Exposition

of the St.

Lawrence Valley

Three Rivers, P.Q.
AUG.21stto26th,1916

keep pace with their
sisters.

THE GREAT ANNUAL EVENT

WHITE LEGHORN RECOGNIZED.

procured, NEW,
ENTERTAINING

At Great Expense has been

NOVEL. HIGHLY

At the bottom of this field was quite a
digression from the usual run, for a big
flock of White Leghorn pullets were run-

—MELODIOUS MUSIC EACH DAY-

ning out, which are

GRAND AND

intensive

work

to be

solely for

FEATURES.

used for semi-

egg production.

As Liberal
USES INCUBATORS.

in

aH departments,

thus insuring a spirited rivalry of the best
productions of the land.

at Quobleigh are mostly
hatched by incubators, and these machines

It is given regularly, frequently and
only a little at each time, and well mixed"
beforehand.
I was shown an excellent

Are Offered

Prizes

Large Prizes are offered

The chickens

are fixed down in the cellar, where the
temperature never varies very much. Five
50-egg and one 100-egg Hearsons do most
of the work.
A visit to the food house
completed the round, and here I found
that sound, wholesome food formed the

RECORD-BREAKING
RACING

A FAIR FOR ALL THE PEOPLE
HON.

J.

L. H.

A. TESSIER, President

AUGER,

Secretary

diet.

sample of Sussex ground oats ground in
Hampshire and bought at a very low price
considering the market.
Mr. Corrie is a man of many parts, and
what stock he has about him must be good.
It was hardly a day for farm walking,
but we saw the Jerseys, most of which are
entered in the stud book. The pony foals
are all by pedigree sires, and the Berkshires have all come from one of the best
studs in the country.

PORT CREDIT BRICK
-

A BIGGER AND BETTER BRICK
M.icle

in

BlilCK
brick
this

one of the largest and best arranged

you

makes
Dark
Dark

plants in America,

2>V2 x4, -niiicb mny he a good 10% bigger than the
are thinking of Ijuying when buying by the thousand,

is full

SVo X

a difference in cost.

—

Think

it

over.

Red Pressed Brick, L.ig:ht Face Brick, Specisil
Veneer Brick, Hard Builders' for cellar work,
Second Class Brick for inside work. Write for our prices
Fa<-e
Fa4>e

The Port Credit Brick Co., Ltd., Port Credit, Ont.
HEAD OFFICE. MCKINNON BLDG.. TORONTO
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The Fence and

the

Garden
Continued from page
ever

means

available;

4.

by thus opening

their lives to Heavenly influence, what
vastly greater meaning the day would
have had for them and how rich the benefits obtained as compared with the results
of the mere languorous physical recognition of the Sabbath. The chief value of
the day, it must not be forgotten, lies in
its ministration to the spiritual, its contribution to character.
This much we may learn from the garden, that as it yields its brightest and
best only to interest, thought and care, so
our Sabbaths can never be to us what they
ought to be and yield for us all that is
possible until we take pride in them,
abandoning the attitude expressed by the
words "toleration" or "sufferance," for
the spirit defined by the Psalmist when
He says
"This is the day -that the Lord hath
made. We will rejoice and be glad in it."
Considering now the fence, we find its
parallel with respect to the Lord's Day in
lau'.
As with marauding animals abroad,
or the possibility thereof, we would not
attempt a garden without a fence, so
with the evil disposed among us our Sunday cannot be assured without the protection of the law; and the function of
the fence in the case of the garden and
the purpose of the law in the case of the
day are alike, namely, to keep out the intruder. A Sunday law is, therefore, a
charter of liberty aiming to secure for

every

man

undisturbed and complete
possession, with all its' privileges, his
weekly rest day. It is not a menace to
liberty, but a safeguard.
Beyond that,
law does not and cannot go. A fence does
not make a garden but it does make one
possible; so the law does not presciibe
what we shall put into our Sunday it
guarantees only that we shall have such
a day. As the owner, by intelligent choice
of seed, by diligent effort and constant
care, makes the garden with its wealth

l*:

F

ARM E

activities date
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'
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from 1888. Writing from

Scotland a short time ago, a minister expressed himself upon the service rendered
Canada by the Alliance by comparing it
and the British fleet in their respective
spheres. "Few," he says, "in Britain realize how much they owe to the ceaseless
vigilance of the fleet in guarding our
shores; and few in Canada realize how
much they are indebted to the Alliance for
its
constant effort in defence of this
gracious heritage, the Christian Sabbath."
Pre-eminent in this service stands the
passing of the Lord's Day Act, accomplished by its effort. The value of this
triumph, for only after a most vigorous
and protracted conflict was the end
gained, lies in the fact that excepting
some early English statutes and some provincial anti-confederation laws, it is the
sole constitutional safeguard for our rest
day. The decision of the Privy Council
in 1903 makes this clear by concluding
that only the Parliament of Canada,

under the British North American Act,
has the power to enact Sunday legislation
and therefore all such laws passed by the
provinces since Confederation are invalid.
Had there been failure in the attempt to
place this law upon the statute book, how
completely helpless would we now be in
the face of the many enemies of ftur
liberty in this particular.
Three years ago the integrity of the
Lord's Day Act was threatened by a bill
in the House of Commons proposing to

amend the law by allowing on Sunday
work of musicians in churches,

"the

church parades, funerals, Bible classes
and other purposes of a like nature." As
the Act now permits on Sunday all that

is

necessary or customary in divine wor-

ship, it is plain that the promoters of this
bill, with their eminent consideration for
religion, had in view the advantages implied in the gloriously indefinite phraseology, "other purposes of a like nature."

This, in our judgment, by giving us the
open Sunday in public entertainments,
would mean, in historic language, the driving of a "coach and four" through the statutes or, in keeping with our metaphor,
throwing down a whole panel of the fence.

The Alliance

at this crisis

was

at

its

cost

and convincingly pointed out the ulterior
motive in this proposal. The law, therefore, remains unchanged.
As a law is worse than useless if not enforced, the satisfactory condition in this
respect, for the most part throughout the
Dominion, is almost wholly a result of
general and persistent representation by
the Alliance, and the time of its Secretaries is still wholly occupied by a sustained campaign of education, so that appreciation of this day of days may be
deeper and more widespread; and by con-

stant conference and correspondence in
the realm of our varied industries, aiming therein not merely to secure recognition of the statute but to develop in all the
disposition to maintain it as our national
defence for this great and beneficent inAlliance accomplishes a
stitution, the
great national service.

At

this time in our history our day is
great peril and the two suggestions of
defence with which this brief paper may
naturally conclude are:
Make the most of the garden.
Support the Alliance in the great work
in

of defence.

in

;

of vegetable, fruit and flower; or, despising its possibilities and his opportunities,
leaves it a prey to weeds to flourish
rampant, so it remains with us, when the
law has done its best, to determine the
character of our rest day. Into this realm
law does not intrude. Our Sunday obligations, speaking legally, are, therefore,
limited to respect for the prohibition of
the business of our ordinary calling or
the doing or employing any other person
to do, for gain, any work, business, or
labor, including, of course, the business of
amusement. Beyond that our obligation
to the Lord's Day is that of the man with
the talent who, whether he use, abuse or
neglect, shall be called to strict account.
How great the opportunity! How serious
the consequences of neglect! What possibilities the day holds for us of profit and
delight it remains for each by earnest
quest in due season to discover. This
should be our eager experiment.
This happy condition prevails in our
land that we have a national statute safeguarding our day of rest and ensuring,
throughout all the provinces, uniformity
in the recognition of the day on the part
of the state. For this fortunate circumstance we are indebted largely to the effort of the Lord's Day Alliance.
A voluntary association uniting the
friends of the Sabbath of all classes, this
organization has had, in its present form,
a career of about fifteen years, though its

Small Grain Separators
The Events

of Last

Harvest Helped the Move Along

By R. M.

WHAT

changes in Canadian agriculture are most likely during
the present year, brought about
by the lack of help on farms and the demand for increased production?" This
question was recently asked of a large

farm implement manufacturer, who travels much, and is in close touch with all
phases of Canadian agriculture.
Without a pause came the answer.
"The transition from the large cylinder to
small, of grain separators.
Where 32inch separator has been considered the
thing, the 19, 20 and 22 inch cylinder machines are going to become most prevalent this summer, in both the east and the
west. It will to a certain extent revolutionize the threshing business of Canada,
insomuch as hundreds upon hundreds of

farmers who now have their work done
by custom methods will own their rig and

own threshing."
Investigation among others of the manufacturers of grain separators proves
this statement to be true.
Where factories have formerly turned out few or
none of the small separators, plans are
completed, or under way, for a large output to meet the demand this summer, of
this size for individual threshing.
There are a number of factors which
enter into this decreasing of size of machine for the reaping of the harvest, prindo their

f or

Smaller Maehine><

GORDON
among them being

the need of a
eliminate as large a
number of helpers as possible, made necessary because of the scarcity of farm help;
the many improvements of attachments
to grain separators the cry for increased
production which it is impossible to answer with the present system of custom
threshing; the great impetus given the
light farm tractor and the growth of the
gas engine business, both machines being
especially adapted as a source of power
in running a small cylinder separator.
Small separators have been gaining in
favor in the West, where tracts of grain
are large enough to make an individual
separator pay, and in the Maritime Provinces, where the custom has been followed for years, of two or three farmers
combining on the cost of a small rig.
Ontario is the last portion of the country
to seriously consider, this machine, but
like every other innovation in farm life, it
is gaining in popularity by leaps and
bounds.
Ontario agricultural life is connected
in a way with custom threshing.
It has
been thought that it was a set institution,
but the present condition of the business
leads one to think that it is now a passing
cipal

machine that

will

;

one.

"What

is

considered a small separator

Continued on page

80.
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ON THE VERANDAH
could be nicer, after a strenuWHAT
ous game, than a table like this

News Notes

on which to serve a cool, refreshing
drink out on the verandah. The

mELITE
'

Write
let "

IN CANADA.

TO-DAY

'

always ready when you want it
for luiich
fancywork or any one of a
hundred uses. May be folded up and
slipped behind the door when not in
use. Well made, yet inexpensive. Your
Furniture Dealer has it, or will get it
is

MADE

FOLDING TA5LE
—
—

Movti than 12,000 students are taking courses
agriculture in the colleges of the United
States.
in

for you.

Book-

for illustrated

.Ask him.

HOURD &

C " describing the various styles
and sizes of "Elite" and "Peerless"
Folding Tables. It's FREE.
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Dagett. secretary for .Agriculture of
says the gasoline engine is having a liooni
as a saver of labor.
B.

.J.

N.I'.,

-Vlberta has had her wool graded this year by
the government grades.
Rig shearing camps
were held at various points.

.John Ireland of Teeswater, Ont., sold a baby
beef under 1 year, recently, for .$70..5.5.
Who
can beat it? ft weighed 830 ll)s.

The office of the Irish Homestead, a co-upera
live journal of which Geo. W. Kus.sell is editr..
in the Dublin riots.

was destroyed

i;
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ALWAYS

SMART-

-ALWAYS DRESSY

Have THE correct "domestic" finish and dull texture of the finest
LINEN COLLARS. QUICKLY CLEANED
BY USING SOAP AND WATER WITH
SPONGE OR CLOTH
SAVE YOU MONEY
No LAUNDRY BILLS TO PAY.

—

.

.

FIRST

COST

IS

THE LAST AND ONLY COST

—

YOUh DEALER'S, OR DIRECT FROM US. COLLARS 2 "^c e&ch- CUFFS SOc&peLi'r
Write for new Style Book

At

CO. OF CANADA. uniiED. 54-56 Fraser Ave.. TORONTO.
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THE ARLINGTON

B. Hoggin's celebrated Jersey herd at
J.
rnnienihirf farm, Kentuck.v. was ilispeiseii recently. In all 441 head averaged .?1G7.00.

H. N. Balrd of the well-known grain firm of
Winnipeg, estimates a five hundred million
bushel grain shortage in .Vmerica this year.

,The Central E.xperimeutal Farm at Ottawa
established a branch farm on Dr. .Shaw's
farm at Biggar, Sask., .\lfalfa experiments will
lias

be a feature.

Some

tep ladders

Canada's

Perhaps

fruits.

benefit

liy

growers are using

orange

California
of

instenil

stilts

to

jiick

tliei

would

orchards

the hint.

E.\-Secretary of .Vgriculture in the United
States, .Tames Wilson, 80 years of age, has accepted the presidency of the newly organized
National .Agricultural Society.

The International Live Stock Show
cago, promises to
liobert Miller of

be

the

best

Stouflfville,

in

its

Ont.,

at Chihistory,

has

been

honored by being asked to judge the sheep.

TRAVEL IN SAFETY
AND COMFORT:

Sir Rider Haggard, the famous novelist arrives at Vancouver aliout the first of July for
the conference of Dominion and I'rovincial
Covernments re settlement of e.\-soldiers on the
land.
Hill, the noted railway man was a
J.
J.
Miss
native of Hock wood, near Guelph. Ont.
Wetherald's father was his early teacher. Miss
Wetherald occasionally contriliutes to The

Farmer's Magazine.

Consult this

Department

Ole

WE

have placed a Travel Department at
the disposal of our subscribers to help
them to travel without the annoyances

come

Jfortlach,

president

of

the

steers averaged 1,300 lbs.

The French Minister of -Agriculture is organizing the farming populace in France to
.V
Commune,
take charge of the local work.
corresponding to our township, Is the basis and
5 to 9 men are elected to father the work there.

make

ciation

to

answer other quesReaders of MacLean's

helpful suggestions or

tions of interest to you.

Magazine should avail themselves of this opportunity to travel in security and comfort.

Address your correspondence
to
the
Travel Department.

Valley, B. C. Stockbreeders' .Assoa resolution objecting to the
local government pulilishinga brand book until
the registration of brands had lieeu revised by

The Nicola

a

competent commission.

UNIVERSITY AVENUE, TORONTO, ONT.

The department

of

T. .-A. Crerar. President of tlieGr:iiii (Jroweis'
"(Jrain Co., of Winnipeg, Man., addressed the
Canada Grist Club in Toronto, recently, on
lie
conditions obtaining in Western Canada.
said that the main questions that were agitat-

farmers throughout the Prairie regions
Tb(> diversity of population
tariff
Reconstruction after
The Railway situation
He said
the war, and The Soi'ial situation.
tliat the comliined work of the three Elevator
companies, operating in the West controlled
over 50O elevators and handled ninety million
l>ushels of wheat. They exported sixty milThe (iraiii
lion bushels of wheat this year.
(irowers' Grain Co.. and other co-operative com
panics in the West had g^ven the farmers of
Western Canada a new conception of farm life.
ing

Farmer's Magazine

passed

agriculture two years ago cancelled all brandsin the attempt to work out a new system.

tlie

were

143-153

of

the inexperienced traveller.
If
you are planning a short trip or an extended
tour, we will be glad to have you write us stating
your intended itinerary we will supply you with
information about Hotels, Resorts, Routes and
that

;

The

Olafson

Saskatchewan Stock Growers' Association sold
to Gordon Ironsides and Fares, 2:? Hereford
These
steers for 9 cents a pound live weight.

:
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:
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Raspberries — 5,000 Boxes Per Acre
How to Grow Raspberries —An Attractive

Commercial Proposition
Also For Home Use

HAVE

I

.

often

wondered

why more

farmers, and even city dwellers, did
not grow at least a home supply of

raspberries.
In their fresh, fully-ripe
condition, to be had only fresh from the

They
garden, they are most delicious.
are easily canned, and are in this way
most delicious for winter use, and from
them a most appetizing and refreshing
drink can be made for the hot summer
days.
Besides, they are very easily grown.
Proper varieties and proper methods inIn my
crease the results wonderfully.
travels throughout the entire length of
Ontario, and a considerable portion of
Quebec, I have found a very small portion of farmers producing this luscious
very
fruit for their family's supply.
frequent excuse for not growing a little
plot of raspberries is that the farmer has
not time to bother with them. Were he to
realize the true facts, his family could
grow in the garden several times as much
as the same time spent in picking wild
ones will obtain, and besides, the garden
raspberry is practically free from worms,
which is the most serious objection to
wild raspberries.
Besides, the garden
ones may be canned in their natural form
and size, and thus look much nicer and
prove more attractive than the wild, ones

A

that are all mushed up in the picking and
picking over.
The city or town dweller may produce a
good supply by setting a few plants along
the fence or beside the house or outbuildings, where they take up but little or no
room, if room cannot be spared- in Ine
garden. But the farmer, with his wealth
of fertile acres, it seems to me, is losing

KERR

W

B
much

of the available pleasures of

life, if

he neglects to provide himself and family
a bountiful supply of this easily grown
and most luscious fruit.
Perhaps one of the most fertile causes

grow them is the fact that
the farmer may have got some undesirable variety at some time, or planted
some of the sucker varieties and neglected
to take the proper care of them, with the
result that they grew into a thicket, taking full possession of a portion of the garden without giving any fruit of consequence, and the farmer, in disgust, afte^
a few years of this kind of business, rooted the whole thing out and gave up the
endeavor. We have had in this country,
for several years, most dependable (jOvernment Experimental Stations, that
have been testing all varieties thoroughly
and reporting to us the most desirable
kinds, yet very many of our people will
continue to buy, at very high prices from
irresponsible stranger agents, so-called
new high-priced varieties that in most
cases are very disappointing, if not pure
of neglect to

fakes.

Our poultry experts have been reporting to us for a number of years that there
are three "utility" breeds of hens: the
White Wyandotte, the Barred Rock, and
the Buff Orpington. So we have three
"utility" breeds of raspberries, the Marlboro, Herbert, and Cuthbert, ripening in
the order given. Like in poultry, there
are special breeds adapted to special
For instance, the Columbian, a
needs.
purple "cap" variety, is very desirable
for certain purposes. Being a cap va-

Toronto Fat Stock Show
be held at

Union Stock Yards
Toronto
December 8th and

9th,

riety, it does not spread through the
ground like the first three named, and is
liked by some people on this account, but
by others this is considered a weakness,
as the plantation cannot be kept up so
long, owing to some of the plants getting
heaved up and out of the ground and
summer
killed by winter frosts and
drouth. But the fruit is very large, the
variety is very prolific, and owing to its
purple color, makes very rich-looking jam
or canned fruit. But its purple color is

very much against its selling quality, as
it gives even freshly picked fruit an old
appearance.
Then there is the St. Regis Everbearing, which, although I am not prepared
to say is a profitable commercial variety,
may be called a special variety, capable
of furnishing fruit throughout the summer, but I have not found it so attractive
in color or flavor, nor nearly so large in
size as the Herbert.
Perfection is another desirable variety,
producing very heavy yields of large attractive-looking fruit of fair quality, and
the spineless nature of the canes makes
them easy to cultivate. Then again, we
all like the Golden Queen as a fresh table
berry, but it is not a good seller and is
pretty tender in our northern climates,
and not particularly heavy in yield in any
climate, but the person who is growing a

large plantation of raspberries will find,
especially in the warmer parts of the
country, that Golden Queen is a most deThe same may be
sirable table variety.
said of some of the black-caps, such as
Cumberland. But if a person is planting
only one variety, I have no hesitation in
saying that Herbert will be found the
Many people like the
most desirable.
Cuthbert.

CULTIVATION IN COMMERCIAL PLOTS

Seventh Annual

will

—Excellent

1916

In speaking of the methods of cultivation, I will confine myself to the commercial plantation, but the same methods may
generally be followed in the private gar-

We

like a rich, mellow strong loam,
den.
Raspwell drained and well enriched.
berries will not thrive satisfactorily on
wet, sour soil. Neither do they give satisfaction on poor sandy or gravelly soil.
They should have soil, while not wet,

that will be retentive of moisture, that
will bring the crop through the dry
weather usually prevalent through the
fruiting season, from July 15 to August
15. A clover sod, or €oil that has been
growing some leguminous or hoed crop is
most desirable. The soil should be well

and thoroughly pulverized, and
the plants are usually best planted in the
They
fall, about the month of October.
then become established and are ready for
starting with the first warm days of
spring.
fertilized

For"further particulars write

C. F.

TOPPING,

Secretary,

Union Stock Yards, Toronto

Continued next month.
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Simonds Crescent Ground
Cross-Cut Saws
will take a temper to hold a cutting edge and stay sharp
time than any saw not made of Simords Steel.
two reasons why you should buy Simonds Crescent Ground
Cross-Cut Saws— Quality and Price.
Superior quality makes your cutting as easy as cutting can be.
The price is moderate for the saw value given. It is about the same as
you would pay for an inferior saw therefore, why not get the best for your
money— a snw with the manufacturer's name, "Simonds," on it? It is your
The saw illustrated, Simonds Crescent Ground
guarantee and your protection.
Saw, No. 22, is the most satisfactory saw for all usual sawing purposes. Insist
Write to the
on your hardware dealers supplying you with Simonds Saws.

Simonds Steel

This saw will out 10 per cent, more timber, same time and labor being used,
ihan any other brand of Cross-Cut Saw made. This guarantee has stood for
ihirty

There
,Tnd

for

are

a longer

There

years.

two

reasons

for

the

of

superiority

the

Simonds Saw— grinding

steel.

A

saw that doe:j not bind in the kerf cuts easy; a saw that binds is a
bother.
Crescent gi-inding insures saws ground so that the teeth are all of
even thickness throughout the length of the saw, and the blade tapered for
clearance to the greatest degree consistent with a strength of blade which
Crescent grinding is an
enables the operator to push as well as pull the saw.
e-xilusive process, used only on Simonds Cross-Cut Saws.

are

;

factory

for further particulars.

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Limited, Montreal, Que.

Vancouver, B. C.

Always buy a saw with a sharp cutting edge

— not

a soft saiv

— because

the former lasts longer and keeps

St.
its

John, N. B.

edge better.

Now You Can Buy
Your Favourite Automobile
On Standardized Time Payments

AT

the request of the leading manufacturers and
dealers of the Dominion, the Guaranty Securities Corporation has established its Canadian
office in the National Trust Building, Montreal.

AA^

Look for This Emblem
Dealer's

in the

Window

Sign no purchase papers
that do not bear the

Guaranty Emblem

The Guaranty Plan provides a private, dignified and
standardized system of credit, fully safeguarding the banking
proprieties, and offers unusually liberal accommodation to
responsible and wrorthy farmers and others engaged in agricultural pursuits, w^ho can afford to ov^n and maintain cars,
but desire credit in their purchases.

—

The Guaranty Plan
confidential, direct

is free from annoying red tape
a
and simple business transaction, giving

— " Time for the Buyer — Cash for the Seller — Safely for A
Go

II.

Dealer in the car in which you are inshould be equipped writh full instructions and
the simple form of purchase contract wrhich you will sign.
If, by any chance, he is not in a position to supply you with
to the nearest

He

terested.

this information, write us, giving his name and address, and
the make of car he handles. Also, ask him to write us writhout delay.
will see that your requirements are taken
care of promptly.

We

The Guaranty Plan is applicable in the purchase of a
number of the best known cars, produced by permanently
established concerns who maintain Canadian service organizations adequate to meet the full demands of Canadian owners.

w^ill

In the list of approved cars you will find one or more that
meet the requirements of yourdesire as well as your purse.

A

description of the Guaranty Plan, and a list of the
cars recognized, will be sent upon request, but first call upon

the dealer

you prefer

to

buy from.

Guaranty Securities Corporation
National Trust Building

Montreal
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Small Grain Separators
Continued from page

76.

and what a large?" is a question often askGenerally speaking a small separator is
built on the same lines as the large, now in
use for custom threshing. Small separators run from 19 x 30 to 28 x 46, although
sorfte include the latter in the term "large"
separator. The 19 x 30, 20 x 32 and 22 x
36 separators are the most prevalent sizes
for individual use.
The combination of

ed.

figures means that the first is the length
of cylinder and the second is the width of
the sieve in the rear.
The first named
size, with a 19-inch cylinder and a 30-inch
sieve has a capacity of wheat or oats of
from 700 to 800 bushels per ten hour
working day. Some machines of this size

are gauged to turn out from 1200 to 1400
bushels of grain per day. Conditions of
the grain when threshing, and locality
varies these figures greatly, but they are
average. An eight to sixteen horse-power
gas engine or an "8-16" h.-p. light tractor
will in most instances handle this machine.
A sixteen to twenty-five h.-p. gas
engine or a "10-20 or "12-25" h.-p. tractor is usually quoted for the 22 x 36 and
22 X 32 separators. Most manufacturers
recommend an "18-36" h.-p. tractor or a
30 h.-p. gas engine to furnish power for
the 28 X 46 separator.
These figures are not authoritative, as
no set rule can be given. A high-speed
engine with small h.-p. will run a separator of the same size as a sturdy, lower
speed engine. The one point always to be
kept in mind is that operations being stationary and tractor engines too small. Extra power is better than too little.
In the case of tractors quoted above, the
first figure refers to the power in drawbar
and the second to belt power, viz., an "816" means that the tractor is capable of
pulling to the extent of 8 h.-p. on the
drawbar and 16 h.-p. on belt work.
There are at present improvements on
patents,

and new attachments for baby

separators that make them economical in
many ways.
First on the list is the
Sharpe grain saving device, which is familiar to most custom threshers in Canada.
Recent patents have been taken out covering an entirely new principle in gravity
and pneumatics, which, applied to the
pneumatics stacker of to-day means an
immense saving to grain separator operators.
These attachments cover the smaller separators as well as the large.
Then
there is a clover huller attachment, one
for beans, peas and other crops grown in
this territory.
Such attachments insure
the baby machine as a money-making proposition to the farmer who can do his own
threshing.

"What sized farm can economically afford a small separator?" This question
opens up a big argument, and can, generally speaking, only be settled for the individual farmer. Manufacturers will say
that the man threshing a quarter section
is a good prospect, and more so if he possesses a light tractor or a fairly large
horse-power gas engine. Some farmers
have made a success of their rig, and paid
for it on one hundred acres, but that is
the exception, rather than the rule. The
number of farmers in the eastern district
who can make a small separator pay are
increasing in number every day. Let us
see the reason why.

Most farmers grow grain crops, at least
on a small scale, other than wheat and
The acreage is usually too small,
oats.
however, to call in the custom thresher,
as his run should cover a day or two at
the least, to make it pay for the setting.
With an individual rig, that crop could
be handled and made to pay in large round
dollars,

where

it

has formerly been

let go.

By

the use of a gas engine or tractor,
any farmer can soon figure the difference
in cost, as against a steam rig.
Fifteen
dollars a day is putting it on an average.
Seven or eight men are required on the
usual rig of large size.
Three or four
men can handle all that a small rig does.
Four men saved on a job to-day in Canada
is about as large a saving as can be figured.
It means, in many instances the difference
between getting the work done, and not.
Another aspect not to be overlooked, as
it is a paramount one, is the ability of the
farmer to get his threshing done when he
is ready for it.
If Ontario had been
covered with individual rigs last fall, as
it will be in two years time, a good many
thousands of dollars would have been
saved the farmers of this country. For a
few weeks after harvest last year weather
was fit for threshing. By the time most
farmers had waited for a custom rig to
reach him it started to rain. "Forty days
and forty nights" was nothing compared
with what followed. As a result a bulk of
the crop was threshed so late that prices

had dropped and the profit gone. Individual rigs would have saved it.
With an average crop of two or three
years, a baby outfit will pay for itself.
After that, for some twelve years to come,
the cost of threshing will be minus, and
the profits plus.
In many districts
throughout Eastern Canada, the best
plan to follow would be the combining of
the interests of several farmers on the
price of a rig, and the operation of it.
Two farmers with one hundred acres a
piece can make a profit on the present-day
small separator.
The arguments regarding the use of
such a rig are all in favor, none against,
for the farmer with enough grain to
handle. The small thresher is coming to
be known as a mighty important piece of
agricultural machinery. Watch it.

"Tender Milk-fed Chicken"
It was the lunch hour of a hungry day.
The place was one of the best eating places
in the big city.
Hundreds of the men and
women who had money to spend were

there on the hunt for something good to
eat.
A fine bill of fare was presented.
Meats of every description were offered,
and among others "tender milk-fed chicken." And the order proved as good as it
was advertised. The flesh was white and
tender with the flavor and texture of the
real thing. It was interesting to se^ how
the orders went in for that chicken. No
other meat seemed to be in demand. The
order for chicken came high, but it quite
won out from all competitors.

pounds per fowl through neglect to place
them in the class of "tender milk-fed
chickens."
Often the farmer waits till
fall, and when the snow begins to fly he
rounds up all the fowl that he does not
care to winter and hurries them off to
In other words, he stops caring
for his fowl at the point at which he may
make his best money, for not only may he
at this period add two or three pounds to
the weight of each of his fowl, but by
crate feeding them with milk as a large
factor in the diet he adds from three to
five cents to the price per pound. All over
the country there are dealers who do make
large profits by beginning where the
farmer leaves off.

market.

Should the farmer not care to seek private customers he will find it a paying
proposition to advertise his specially-fed
He need not fear
fowl on the market.
successful competition from unscrupulous
raisers who offer their fowl as milk-fed
when they are not so fed, as dealers can
tell by a glance and a touch the bona fide,
milk and crate-fed article.
John Kyle.

—

Woman

As Farm Workers

Between 3,000 and 5,000 people, on Saturday afternoon, witnessed a successful
ploughing and agricultural demonstration
by women at Budlake Farm, Ketterton,
Exeter, says the Scottish Fai-w.er. There
were about 100 competitors, and the
events included ploughing, rolling, harrowing, milking, sheep shearing, harnessing, etc. The judges said the sheep shearing was remarkably well done, many
farm men being unable to do it so well.
The champion prize for the day was won
by a .fifteen-year-old girl named Smith.
The competition was organized by the
Devon Women's Agricultural War Committee, and the prizes were distributed by
F. D. Acland, Parliamentary Secretary to
the Board of Agriculture. On behalf of
the Board, Mr. Acland thanked those responsible for organizing the demonstraHe said that
tion and the competitors.
what struck him more than anything else
was the manner in which the competitors
tackled the big Devon long-wooled sheep.
The fact that the champion prize was
won by a girl only fifteen years of age
proved that it was not special training
that was needed, and that everyone could
be of use in these times of national difficulty.
Farmers who did their
women who worked on the

bit

and the

land were

helping to shorten the war. Good work
such as they had seen that day should
command a proper and liberal rate of pay.
It had been shown that it was untrue to
say that women were of no use on farms.
There was a great deal they could do,

and he hoped
ing employed

it

would lead

to a

to

women

be-

greater extent on the

land.

One wonders who supplied that caterer
with that exquisite fowl. Had a farmer
sought him out and sold that lot of chickens
at a price that paid? At any rate, such
chickens are in demand. The farmer will
it a paying bit of work to look up the
right sort of customers
the sort who
want a good thing for their own consumption, or the sort who cater to those vvho
are willing to pay for a good thing.
Every year farmers lose two or three
find

—

Mrs. Newriche: "I believe our nextdoor neighbors on the right are as poor
as church mice, Hiram."
"What makes you
Mr. Newriche:
think so?"
Mrs. Newriche: "Why, they can't afford one of them mechanical piano-players; the daughter is taking lessons by

hand."—Pmc/c.
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°" request- Set of Beautiful Art Postcards (PURITY GIRLS). Mail us Postcard to-day—
Dcpt. C, WESTERN CANADA FLOUR MILLS CO., Limited— Head Office, Toronto.

Shaving

Cream

Wet your

brush, squeeze a small

the bristles and go to

your face

directly to

smooth

Pretty

Cream

if

bit

Or apply

it.

you

stuff, this

between

the cream

prefer.

Williams'

— smooth looking, smooth

feel-

quick acting. It's almost lather
when you start it's all lather an in-

ing,

;

stant

later

— the

same

moistening,

you always get in
Shaving Soap no matter what

lasting lather that

Williams'
the form.
.

If

you are a cream devotee, remember

that

Williams made shaving soap before cream
was thought of and that the soothing, refreshing, enduring lather that has made
Williams' Shaving Soaps famous for 75 years
is in Williams' Shaving Creani.

Try

it

compare

;

it

;

in the

tube; on your face; throughout the shave and after the
shave.

Your

nearest

dealer can supply you
Stick,

f3.

^

Powder, Cream, Liquid

I

Send 12
n

trial

forms,

w
The

J.

B.

Aid

WILLIAMS

cents in stamps for

size

of

icliuh you prefer.

four

all

and then

decide

Or

send

4 cents mstanips forany one.

CO., Dept. A, Glastonbury, Conn

tht fnithlnf tauth to tour thavtiuiih Williami' luxurious Tale

Powder
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Monarch - Knit
Silk Styles
Appeal

to the

lady

because of the wide

of

fashion

range

of

which are entirely differThere is
ent from other makes.
a style amongst our twenty-five
styles,

distinctive

models that will please

you.

VOGUE:

Beautiful

all

Silk

made in
Copenhagen and White, Gold
and White, Melon and White
Plaid Sweater

Coat,

Lavender and White.

MADE

IN

CANADA
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Announcing New Series
Model 75 -B

*

890
Roadster $870
/. o. b.

This newest Overland is the world's most
powerful low-priced car.
It has a 311/2 horsepower en bloc motor
that is a perfect marvel for speed,
power and endurance.
Bj' increasing the bore of the motor from
SYs" to 3%" we are able to offer a power
plant which at 1950 R.P.M. develops full
31% horsepower.
Tests under every condition in all parts
of the country demonstrate that it
easily develops better than 50 miles an
hour- on the road.

Toronto

Speed of course varies under different conbut in practically every instance
it has been getting fifty miles an hour
and with ease.
We have scores of telegrams showing
ditions,

that twenty to twenty-five miles per
gallon of gasoline is not unusual.
The performance of this car is almost

beyond belief.
Take any other low-prieed
market.

Pit

on the
against this new Over-

it

car

Compare them for sheer speed,
land.
for abundance of power, for riding comCatalogue on request

Willys-Overland, Limited,

— Please address

1:f

Sfotu:

Dept.

fort and economy, and you'll find this
car will back anything else clean off the

boards.
a strong
nevertheless.

That's

statement,

but

a

Try it yourself and see.
Here are more important facts.
It has four-inch tires which are

fact

more
than generous for a car of this size.
Not only has it a large and roomy body.
but it has an attractive, up-to-date
streamline body.

658

West Toronto, Canada
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The^rlds Most Powerful
Low Priced Car

31^/2
Horsepower

It

has the latest and most improved sys-

tem of ignition.

—

has the cantilever springs the easiest
riding springs in the world.
What's more, it's complete. Not a thing
to buy.
You get the finest Auto-Lite
electric starting and lighting system,

1

1

magnetic speedometer, one-man top, demountable rims and practically every
accessory found on the highest priced
cars.

From

a

driving standpoint, the

new

car

It's light, easy to handle and
anyone can drive it.
Take one look and be convinced.
And mark these words the car is destined to be regarded and referred to as
one of the really great achievements of
is ideal.

—

the great automobile industry.
it only goes to prove how big production can cut cost and save you money.
First come, first served.
See the nearest
Overland dealer and place your order

Yet

now.
Catalogue on request.

Willys-Overland, Limited,

Please address Dept.

Head Office
Works

and

658

SPECIFICATIONS
i cylinder en bloc motor
33/8" bore X 5" stroke
104-inch wheelbase
4-inch tires
Cantilever rear springs

Streamline body
Electric starter
Electric lights

Magnetic speedometer
Complete equipment
5-passenger touring $890
Roadster $870

West Toronto, Canada
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WHEN YOU
THINK OF
ROLLS
THINK OF
FIVE ROSES.
y'-pefe

J

"'

In the popular eating places where

The

are

insisted

is

People

insatiable.

se^ them

before the meal and after

else will do.

On the dining cars, the steamships, in palatial hotels and cafes, FIVE
the flour used to improve the rolls they serve, in looks and flavour.
Because the
invite

you

their

enormous.

craving for good rolls

when nothing

J'S^ff^s^^

Like Rolls
Love Five Roses Rolls
men meet, Hot Rolls
upon —

fr..'*''i*>w

%-^

;;;V:

Who

„-^-^''

is

:

Men

/^

consumption

''""-iS^«6j^^

men

ROSES

is

love rolls and will show their preference for the FIVE ROSES kind, we
your folks with a batch of these dainty bread morsels baked from

to please

Five Roses'
Breads -Cakes

/or

ID)

PuddJngs-Pdsfries
Think of the

lightest bread

ROSES brings the vitality so plentifully
stored in the ripe Manitoba wheat.
And
we mill it exclusively from the fat, well-fed

sponge imagi-

nable, brushed with sweet melted butter,

baked into crisp bits of golden brown
and you think of FIVE ROSES rolls,

You

will find it

only one meal.
great

demand.

And

there

is

kernels so powerfully rich in food value.

hard to confine them to
Tour rolls will be in

Let

FIVE ROSES

dient in

HOT ROLLS
no waste, so stub-

bornly do they retain their freshness and moisture.
Merely by
reheating in a well-steamed oven,
they become as alluring and
palatable as when first baked.

MADE EASY

Miny

piiu'fs

on

rolls,

so

il.-lir.ite

lull .liR-lioiis.

Si-iiiifor

aljle infuriiiiition on bre:iii,
p;istrics. pit- s. inuidiiigs. lolls,
snniiwiches, co.ikirs, etc. So

essential to ambitious house-

wives

tll;it

wonicn

to a//

and buns, but
your bread-making FIVE
to rolls

* Guaranteed NOT BLEACHED— NOT BLENDED.

ceiit

And

so delicious in savour and

200. OUO
do without

aroma that the children
more of the breadstuffs
so good for them.

will

eat

that are

over

eiml'ln't

famous 144- pages
Sent for in tw.,stamps. Address Dept, R.

lnaliu:il.

Not merely

digestible.

the

KD.-iIvS Cjok B,.ok.
Gives .trrurate. umlerstMinl-

FIVE

this

much more

buna

lirtMd iiir>r>fls.
Tr-^tf(l. iiilalUblortM.-ipus will

inid

be a consistent ingre-

your bake-things. Your foods
will be so much finer and porous,

all

Lake of the Woods Milling Co.,
limited, IVInn>r»al.

FIVE ROSES
reduce

your

invites

meat

you

bill

increase the family health.

to

and
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Apples— Growing and Eating
The Ethics of Work From
the

Tree

to

the

^,^.U^^o>vo,,^,

Cellar —

Growers Need Closer Attention to Producing of Qual-

Co-operation Pay.

TO—

The eater would do his part to pay well
for choice ones, take proper care of the
storage, and thus send his repeat orders

the apple grower there are only
two classes of people in the world
the producer and the consumer.
And between them there is often too big
an expanse for profitable barter and per-

sonal satisfaction.
The true apple gi-ower looks upon his
Mclntoshes, his Spys and his Gravensteins as John Burroughs did when he
said that a cellar well filled with apples

was more valuable than a chamber filled
with flax and wool. He believes the whole
world would be better for a liberal daily
allowances of nature's bottled sunshine
underneath the apple's tempting rind. In
fact it is his business to gently lure the
world into signing his cheque for a box or
a barrel.

On

the other hand, the eater has other
visions.
His soul is just as deeply sensitive to the "bouquet of Spitzenbergs and
Greenings" as the grower. But the commercial instincts must assert themselves
before the apple taste is realized. He has
to bargain in a hard, competitive, often deceitful, mart. But the vision never leaves.
Abuse it, by disappointments, in the way of
scab, high prices, culls and false marking; the old "tang and smack" of the ideal
is

still

there.

And here

lies the whole problem. Could
grower and eater get together both could

and Consumers Need
More Horse Sense in Purchases.
Advertising ani
ity

on

fast.

There

By

M.

F.

CHAPMAN

Written from interview with Peter McGraw.

The Dominion of Canada produces
millions of barrels of apples.
These
have to be marketed in barrels, boxes,
and indirectly in jams, jellies, apple
butter, vinegar and cider.
The crop
this

And

year promises to be a fair one.
even if our export markets are

there are enough people in
desire this fruit, to absorb all our good apples at fair living
prices to the grower.
Farmers who
cut

off,

Canada who

order apples and even who produce
them can assist in the distribution by
observing certain things.

be happy with their realized ambitions.
The grower would grow and put up his
apples properly graded, marked and as
full of honest sugar as possible, with an
eye to the eaters' ideals.

Large and medium sized Spies are grown in Ontario.

no fruit quite so good as the

and traces of sweet are found in the birches, so there is in Canada's apples an
abundance of saccharine elements. Who

knows but

it

was the

apple that makes
staunch!

influence of the
so

our soWier boys

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec,
Ontario, British Columbia and even Manitoba and Alberta produce them.
But
it is the old orchards of -Evangeline's land
and the farm houses along -the old Ontario strand that create those real oldtime delights.
This year Nova Scotia has a fair crop,
expecting to place a million barrels into
the cellars of those who own no trees.
Ontario produces 70 per cent, of CanThe orchards are found
from Glengarry on the extreme East along
the winding shore lines to Simcoe. Here
grow the Spy, the Greening, the King,
the SnoWj the Talman, and that Russian
ada's apples.

There are other apples besides Spies.
West in growing orders.

from, the

is

Canada has a variety and a
wealth that makes her the envy of all.
Just as the maple carries sugar in its sap,
apple.

The Talman Sweet

is

called for

—

—

;
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not tolerate in private life. In the apple
business that thing is going.

THE CONSUMERS' ATTITUDE.

Now

the consumer has certain responmatter. The farmer particularly, is the one to whom we refer,
since city consumption is not within our
province.
Especially in Western Canada the buyer of apples should know varieties and
sibilities in the

buy intelligently. He can assist in this
move for better fruit in many ways. That
is,

he can

Order through his

local

organiza-

tions
Seek to learn varieties;
Insist on a scale of prices at his end;
Order well in advance;
Study the preparation of apple
dishes;
Place all complaints in the hands of
his association;
;

A

spraying gang at work in a B.C. orchard where the crop this year is normal.
Late spraying has been good in Ontario, which will check all tendencies
to

his apples in low temperature.
Order early fruit and late fruit for

lady, the Duchess.

The buyer has redress

will equal last year's

Their reputation stands behind their

vails.

What more tempting in a Western
home than a well-colored Spy, a delicious
Greening or a rosy Fameuse!
They say that our foreign or overseas
markets are rather doubtful propositions
this year.
What matters it? We will
havethe best for home consumption. And
assuredly Canada can eat all we have if
she can get them.
That's the
transportation, co-operation and
honesty.

work of

common

than Spies;

Keep

fungus disease.

This year her crop
output but no more.
The generous blossoms of our wet spring
did not snatch enough pollen between
showers.
Fungus- and codling enemies work
overtime to keep the glories of the fruit
from reaching perfection. The grower
fights with patience, science and muscle.
He wins in the end.
Boxes and barrels of as choicely packed
fruit as the eater's ideals can picture go
out from hundreds of Ontario's co-operative packing houses and private warerooms. The Fruit Marks Act sets a pace
for consumers and generally honesty pre-

Find out that there are other apples

for

damage;

apples;

Proper varieties are shipped at right
times;
That refrigeration and cooling is
done;
Culls may never be shipped
Graded prices for varieties are given.

BLACK SHEEP IN EVERY FAMILY.
Of course, there are some offenders
against these rules. No organization escapes these black sheep.
Even government officials, at times play into the hands
of the grafter and the grabber. Yet these
are being gradually eliminated and the
manager who cares for nothing saves his
fee or his barrel deposit, is losing caste.
Private firms and independent dealers
are aiso being forced to clean up.

That we have a Dominion Commissioner in the person of Dan. Johnson assures
all honest fruit growers that no whitewashing will be done either at the producing or the receiving end. That is an
asset indeed. Too often government officials wink at practices that they would

different shipments.

But in spite of these things so'nething
askew sometimes happens. Scab develops
often on apples, after they are packed.
The barrel then becomes slack and is in
bad shape. This is particularly the case
in Greenings, although the Greening is
nearly the best all round apple we have.
One firm in the West got a refund of
$100 on a car that went wrong. This
car came from a co-operative company
who were glad to adjust. It is safe to say
that private firms would not likely have
done this. Hence the advantage of getting apples from the associations.
The substitution of varieties in carload orders is also a bad practice in some
Buyers when ordering should
places.
leave some latitude but stipulate that
changes be made subject to wire.
The box shipments of No. 3A fruit are
being encouraged. It is a cheap package.

Buyers can see their

fruit.

Three boxes

equal a barrel. And apples with a little
fungus or off color will keep all winter if
placed in a cool cellar, about 32 to 35 degrees temperature.

ADVERTISING PAYS.
did much last year to
educate the people to the use of apples.
That stimulation had results that will
run into this year's crop. Still there is
work to do. People do not realize how
beneficial is the daily diet of a Spy or
Greening, a Gravenstein or a Talman
Sweet, raw, baked or boiled.
No family of boys or girls should grow
up in Canada without all the apples they
can eat. It pays in a hundred ways.
Perhaps there is no organization that
is doing more to insure the consumer getting a good apple than the co-operative
societies.
They possess all advantages
for putting up good fruit. They impress
on their members the importance of a
particular market.
They strive to see that
Their pack is uniform;
The trees are sprayed;
The orchards are taken care of;
Quality is better than law demands;

The Governrhent

Spies topworked on Russian stock, in the young orchard of G. C. Caston, of
Craighurst, Ontario.

Demand

Pay Cash and
No One

fVill

Affirm in Modern Society That it is Possible
Service of the Dealer

to

Service
Dispense With the

"

By

MUSSELMAN

B.

J.

We

present here pictures of three of
trusted servants and
farmer friends. Last issue we had an
article on Hon. Geo. Langley, which
was very favorably received.
In the
September issue we present an article
and photo of another Saskatchewan
leader, whom som.e call the greatest

Saskatchewan's

Roman

of them

all.

It looks as if agri-

coming more and more to its
own.
The best minds hope to regenerate Canadian public and economic
life through the means of a better farm
culture

life.

is

—Editor.

John F. Reid, Orcadia, Sask., member-

G. Paynter, the chairman of the
Sask. Municipal Hail Insurance Co.,
and a director of the Sask. Co-operative Elevator Co.
For 20 years he
has been a leader in co-operative

/.

executive of the S. G. G. A., a director
of the Grain Growers' Grain Co., and
one of the best trusted men in public
life am,ong the farmers.

movements.

OF

the anomalies of modern social
organizations, and there are many,
there is none which constitutes a
greater burden upon the neck of producers
than that of our utter dependence upon
senseless and wasteful duplication of
In
facilities for the regulation of prices.
no field of service does society tax itself
more heavily and more uselessly by the
waste of competition, or duplication of
facilities, than in the field of retail distribution of supplies.
In every country the retail merchant,
or storekeeper, as he is usually termed in
Canada, plays an important part in the
economy of the social structure of the
nation.
In degrees of varying measure
this has been the case for many centuries.
Every age of history from remotest antiquity affords its prototype of the modern
retailer.
It is true that in early ages his
field of activity, as compared with that
of his present descendant, was ludicrously
small, but he performed the same kind of
service, fitted as harmoniously into his
environment and served as well the
simpler needs of his own generation as
does the modern department store. It has
ever been the business of the retailer to
assemble commodities at a common centre
where consumers could secure them more
conveniently than by individual effort. He
supplied then, as now, the medium
all

through which one man exchanged his
surplus of one commodity for the surplus of a different commodity produced by
another.

He was

actuated by the same
merchant of to-day. He
aimed at winning for himself all the
sequence.

spirit as is the

J. D.

Musseiman, central secretary and

managing

director of the S. G. G. A.,
the largest of all the Western organizations.
He is also a director of the
Sask. Elevator Co., a mem.ber of the
executive of the Sask. Public Education League and a zealous advocate
of all social and moral

movement.
Before the development of steam power

and

its

application to manufacture

to transport, there

was no

and

possibility of

a centralization of industry.
All really
necessary commodities, and especially all
bulky ones had perforce to be produced

very near the place where they would
be consumed. The merchant of those days
was a convenience, but he was not, as is
he of to-day, absolutely necessary. If he
demanded too much for his service, people
could pass him by and suffer little in con-

gain possible out of the need of his fellows with little concern as to whether or
not that gain was commensurate with the
service rendered. But that need as it related to his services was infinitely less imperative than is the need of to-day. For
this reason, he might not exact more than
his patrons could afford to pay or the
latter passed him by
not to seek another
merchant, it is true, for probably there
was none but the service itself was dispensed with a thing palpably impossible
Thus there existed a
in modern society.
simple and efficient regulator of prices
vastly more effective than competition.
Obviously then the position of the early
merchant was one of infinitely less power
and responsibility than is that of his
modern kinsman.

—

—

—

Then, as now, in fixing their margins
of profit the merchants depended in large
measure upon the ignorance of their patrons of the cost price of goods. All the
trade will stand was their motto as truly
as it is the motto of the merchant of today, but since goods were then seldom imported from distant and unknown sources,
a knowledge of cost prices was more easily
obtained, so that there was necessarily
some approach to gradation of profits

—

—

—
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more or less commensurate with the value
of the service rendered.
COMPETITON THE ONLY REGULATOR
The modern merchant is under vastly
less restraint from this cause of common
knowledge of cost prices. He usually follows the plan of selling staple commodities
of which the cost price is well known, at
a margin of profit so small as to be far
from self-supporting.
This well-established practice was instituted for two reasons. Consumers have been kept so much
in ignorance of the necessary cost of conducting business that they are frequently
unwilling to allow the merchant a fair
margin when they know his cost price.
The merchant on the other hand hopes
that by selling cheaply those commodities
of which the cost price is known to his
patrons they will be led to believe that he
sells all his goods at an equally close margin of profit. In actual practice, however,
he takes many times the margin on goods
regarding the cost of which the customer
is ignorant.
The patron is thus kept in
comparative ignorance of what constitutes
a fair remuneration for the service he
purchases, and the merchant keeps up his
little ruse to fool him, or discovering the
deception, as he does sooner or later, the
patron loses faith in his dealer.
No one' will afiirm that in modern
society, be it the most highly organized
urban or the simplest rural, it is possible
to dispense with the services of the
dealer.
One must buy of him or starve,
so that the consumer is helpless, and can
exercise little or no power for the regulation of prices or the cost of distribution.

For the regulation of prices there is,
therefore, nothing left except the competition of merchants amongst themselves,
and thus there has grown up one of the
anomalies of modern business. The only
force that prevents unbearable exploitation by the merchant class is the keenness
of its individual members each to secure
a share of the possible profits. The only

regulator of prices afforded is competition, or duplication of facilities.

THE KILLING WASTE OF COMPETITION.
The only means we have employed for
keeping down the cost of supplies to the
consumer has been the wasteful multiplication of facilities, and inevitably this
has added

We
that

tail business in the Western provinces,
and every wholesaler thus ar interviewed
is of the opinion that many more persons
are engaged in retail business than are
required efficently to serve the communities.
Some of them have placed this
excess of from 50% to lOO^^. In Saskatchewan the needs of rural communities
could be met, and met more efficiently
than now, by from one-fifth to one-third

the

now beginning

we cannot reduce

the price the con-

pay for goods by thus adding
to the cost of distribution.
We Westerners have had such foolish notions about
the value of having villages, towns and
cities just anywhere upon the prairie,
whether or not they have grown up around
established productive industries, that we
have actually encouraged the creation of,
and are now loaded with, perhaps the
most wasteful multiplication of facilities
for the distribution of supplies existing
in ary well developed country.
We are
just beginning to learn that our prairie
towns and villages, and cities too, are not
an unmixed blessing to the country. Our
people 'are beginning to see that every
merchant, every agent, every collector,
every purchaser, every bank, every store,
every hotel, every office and every stock of

to-

—

tailer.

RURAL RETAILERS REALLY AGENTS
Various causes have led to this wasteful multiplication of facilities and its attendant evils. For a number of years,
during the boom period of the prairie
provinces, the margins of profit that
could be secured were very great, andr
credits were marvelously easy, so that any
kind of straw man could get himself set
up in business whether he had capital and
traijiing or not. Thus a very large number
of incompetents got into the store business. During those years it was the policy
of the large wholesale houses to set up
in business at many points men with quite
inadequate capital, or even without capital, and to carry them along on the capital of the "house,' always on the condition
that the account was confined to that particular wholesale house for such lines of
goods as it handled. Gradually a very
large percentage of rural retailers has
thus come more or less under the control
of the particular wholesale houses which
carry accounts. In Saskatchewan fully
60 f^, of rural retailers are thus 'controlled," and are really little better than
agents for their
respective
wholesale
houses. These merchants cannot purchase
in the open market at competitive prices
and on that account pay considerably
higher prices than they ought to pay, and
thus another charge upon the consumer
is added to the enormous waste of incompetence and competition.

BORROWING AT 120'^ PER

to realize

to

number of business places that are

day being supported, and met at a cost
which would eliminate mail order business,
that great bogey of the rural re-

to their cost.

are only

sumer has

goods in a town not actually required for
the efficient serving of that farming community is an economic waste and a very
real burden upon productive industry.
Every large wholesaler in the West
knows that there is a very large percentage of incompetents engaged in rural re-

ANNUM

If Western farmers had to sell their
wheat by the same method by which they
sell

their credit or security

the

West

would be depopulated in five years.
To a ruinous extent the retail merchant
has been made the farmers' banker. When
credit from a
a farmer purchases on
merchant he is in fact selling his own
credit, and he is selling it to one who does
not wish to buy, who is not in the lending
business, who has no money to lend, and
who has neither training nor other faciliconducting a lending business.
Given the cash, and going outside the
regular wasteful channels of distribution,
a farmer in Saskatchewan can save from
10 f^, to 30f^ on the cost of supplies. Placing the average time of credit on his purchases from a store at three months, it
means that he is paying interest on that
ties for

loan from the dealer at the rate of from
40% to 120% per annum, whereas he
could borrow the money required from an
institution whose business it is to lend
the bank
at from 8% to 10% per annum, and if all their borrowings were confined to the bank it is doubtful that there
are many farmers who could not borrow
as much as they can safely and profitably

—

use.

HALF THE RURAL RETAILERS MUST

GO.

The attitude of the organized farmers
of Saskatcheivan toward the retailer is
therefore not one of antagonism. It is beideal way to effect an
economy is not by a further multiplying
but
of facilities,
already excessive,
rather by the elimination of those not required. The narrow-minded opposition and
organized antagonism of those established
in business, however, and their blind refusal to fall in with any real attempt at
reform, forces the farmers to establish
their own facilities for the handling of
their business. Although every means,
and some of them barely within the law,
have been employed by the organized retailers to defeat this movement for reform, and to perpetuate the system as it
The retailers are
is, it cannot be done.
kicking against the pricks. The country
cannot and will not carry the burden.
Half the rural retailers of Saskatchewan
will have to enter productive employment
and of those that will remain the percentage which will become absorbed into the
hundreds of co-operative societies of the
province will depend largely upon whether
or not they will learn to adjust themselves
to conditions, and to fall in with the great
co-operative movement which Canada is
about the last Caucasian nation to embrace.
lieved that the

—

—

REFORM BY EDUCATION

Even in its trading activities the work
of the Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Aslargely educational. Relating
distribution of supplies,
the following are some of the lessons the
members are learning:

sociation

is

to rural

retail

/.
That there is great waste in
building and supporting more and larger villages and towns than are actually
required to give efficient service to
productive iTidustry.
II.
That -many stores means great

—
—

waste and high prices.
III.
To pay cash, take cash discounts and that buying on credit is
enormoxisly wasteful.
IV.
To borrow only from those
whose business it to lend.
V.
To anticipate their wants and
to buy in bulk qualities whenever pos-

—
—

sible.

—

VI.
To know the price they are
paying the merchant for his services, by
wholesale
knowing, qualifies ^and
zalues.
VII.

— To

less

demand

dispensable

from, the denier
service and better

values.
VIII.
To fit their methods of buying to the cheapest possible method of
distribution, and to demand from the
dealer and give to him full co-opera-

—

tion in this.

Prairie

Women

in

Practical

Politics

Fairer Property Laivs, Victorian Nurses in Rural Districts and a Clearer

Understanding of Political Needs Are

Aims
province
was the
MANITOBA
enthe Dominion of Canada
first

in

franchise the women.

of the

By LILLIAN

New

Among the

Voters

BEYNON THOMAS

to
It led in

the race, but only by a few laps. Alberta
came next, and it did even better than
Manitoba, for it gave the women, not only
the right to vote, and to sit in Parliament,
as Manitoba had done, but it gave them
the right to occupy any position on the
At the precivic bodies of the province.
sent time in Manitoba, a woman may be
elected to the school board, an unsalaried
position, but not to the city council, where
salaries are paid. Saskatchewan followed
a few weeks later than Alberta, and it
crept so quietly into the fold, that some
of the women in the province are still

wondering whether the bill went through.
It certainly did, and the women of the
great central province may be the first
voters in the Dominion, as there
will be a general election there before

women

long.
"I hope you are going to educate the
women to use their votes wisely!" Men
all over the prairie, are making that remark with a serious shake of the head.
Even men who professed to believe in en-

franchising the women, look solemn, and
talk with much wisdom of the

Women's oryanizations the Dominion
over liace a splendid note o] encoura</cment and inspiration from the women uf
the West.
Unliampered by any restrictions, they have not hesitated to make
woman suffrage, the cuttiny out of the
liquor traffic, and other reforms sure to
meet with, opposition from certain quarters, vital issues of their irork ; and tlicy
have succeeded far beyond the fears of

This number opens a
their opponents.
series of articles by Mrs. Lillian Beynon
of Western Women's

Thomas on the work

organizations. In September ne ivill hare
a story of the progress of home and
school, community and social improvement through the Women's Institutes.
Home Econqm/ics Societies and Homemakers' Clubs.

cation must be centered
special interest, to be taken
generally.

around some
by the public

FOR MORE EQUAL FAMILY PARTNERSHIP.
People can best be educated in a campaign, and the women of the West are
already engaged in a campaign for better
laws in the West for women and child-

In Manitoba at the present time, no
has any claim on the property of
her husband. This has in the past placed
an especial burden on the woman on the
homestead, when there was not perfect
ren.

woman

love and sympathy between husband and
wife.
Many women have worked from
youth to old age, only to find that they
were penniless, while others enjoyed the
fruits of their labor. In Ontario there is
a dower law giving the women a claim on
one-third of the property held by the husband. In Manitoba the women hope, to
give the wife a claim to one-half the property earned by the joint labors of husband and wife.

Another law that rests unjustly on 'all
the mothers of the Dominion of Canada, is
the guardianship law.
At the present
time the mothers of the country have no
legal claim on their children.
The fathers of the country have the right to will
their children away from their mothers,
or give them away, in fact treat them as
their property alone.
The mother who
bears the child has no right to that child
in the eyes of the law.
The women of the

West are aiming to introduce an equal
guardianship law.
Another law, and one that
springs from the above, is the
inheritance law.
The father
being the only legal parent of
the child, inherits all the property the child may have if
it is a minor, or dies without a
will.
This law has in the West
worked much hardship. Women
who have been deserted and left
to raise small families, frequently move West, when the
family is nearly grown up, in
order to give the children the
advantage of a new country.
In many instances the children

ignorance of the woman voter.
Strange that in the face of the
ignorance of the man voter,
they can talk thus and so, and
in the face of the fact, that the
men have never made an effort,
to educate their own sex, even

when they were showing the
most lamentable ignorance of
But the wopublic questions.
too, are talking of the
-len,
ignorant voter, only they include both men and women, and
they are waging war on both
masculine and feminine political ignorance.
In Manitoba, the Political
Equality League, the organization that carried on one of the

have "made good" in a material
sense, and some have died while
still minors, and some without
having made a will, and fathers
long forgotten have bobbed up
and claimed every cent of the

most brilliant campaigns for
the franchise, is now engaged
in an educational campaign. It
It is
has changed its name.
now the Political Educational
League, the objects befng eduThe
cation and legislation.
workers in this league have

property of the child, they
know only by name. This law
must be changed, in iustice to
the mothers of the country.

ONLY PARTIALLY ENFRANCHISED.
The women of Western Can-

learned, that the general public
does not take very kindly to
just plain unvarnished education.

General

improvement

lectures do not have that drawing power, for either men or

women, that some people seem
to expect.
There are people
who love knowledge for its own
sake,

but such people do not

crowd the walks of

life.

Edu-

Nellie

McClung, popular leader of woman suffrage
and moral reform in the West.

ada, are rejoicing that they are
enfranchised, but they are only
partially enfranchised, according to a debate in the Dominion
Parliament, during the last session.
This was rather a surprise to Western women, for
they had expected to be completely enfranchised,
given the provincial franchise.

when

.
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men and

They based this belief on an interview
given the women of the East, by Premier
Borden. Also an interview he gave the
suffragists of London, England, when
they waited on him, and asked him when
he intended to enfranchise the women of

near future.

Canada.

MEN WANT THE CHANGE

In these interviews. Premier Borden
pointed out to the women, that in all elecused.
tions, the provincial voters' lists are
This put the possibility of the Federal
Parliament enfranchising the women of
He adthe Dominion out of the question.
provincial
vised the women, to secure the
fedefranchise which would give them the
lists
franchise so long as the provincial

voters' lists

can they
It will be a
voting?
women
the
prevent
do,
matter for the courts to decide if they
interest to
and the decision will be of

many.
During the debate

...

-

in

^
Ottawa, on this

prairie
question, the women of the three
to
provinces sent letters and telegrams
Premier
to
and
their representatives,
of the
Borden, asking that the women
West be given the federal franchise.
of
Premier Borden informed the women
conAlberta that the matter- was being
representative
sidered, and a Manitoba
did nof unthey
that
women
the
notified
derstand the situation. The vote showed
lines.
that the Western men voted party
in the
part
a
take
to
expect
women
The

next Dominion election.

PRISON REFORM.

So far in Western Canada, the method
of handling prisoners has smacked of the
dark ages. Punishment has been meted
out, little effort has been directed to re-

forming the men and women who have
In
wandered from the path of right.
Manitoba, a judge was appointed by the
government, to investigate prison conditions.
it

was

Judge Curran made his report, aiid
such strong condemnation of the

in

present system, that the people of the
province have been much stirred up. Manitoba has had the rather unique experience of having a young lawyer, come cut
of the penitentiary after serving part of
his sentence, and going on the platform in
churches, and halls, and addressing large
audiences, on the dreadful conditions in
our penal institutions.
Women are always much interested in
helping the under dog, and in the matter
of prison reform, they have shown a deep
interest, and much knowledge of the latest
methods of handling delinquents. Prison
farms, the indeterminate sentence, abolition of prison uniform, and an improvement in the conditions of life in the prison,
are some of the things the women are aimA Winnipeg
ing to have in the West.
lawyer says, that there are some people in
prison who never should be there, and
some people out of prison who never

MUCH

AS

Many women who were engaged in the
suffrage campaign are now turning much
of their attention to civic problems. Women are taking their place on the school
boards of the West, and through organized effort, in civic leagues are doing much
to improve the civic life.
The cities are
being cleaned up, garden plots are being
cultivated, playgrounds are being improved, widow's pensions granted, markets encouraged, the white slave traffic

ral

so,

AS

WOMEN.

During
were used for federal elections.
adBorden
Premier
year.
this
debate
the
but
interviews,
these
given
mitted having
it right for
said that he did not consider
the Dothe Federal Parliament to give
and
provinces
few
a
to
franchise
minion
that not all
not all; and it was his belief
The
the women desire the franchise.
GovDominion
the
will
is,
now
question
ernment use the provincial
for the next election, and if

the other organizations inter-

The provinces farther west are interested in the same problem, but not in
such a definite way as Manitoba, where a
prison farm is to be purchased in the very
ested.

Janey Canuck,

first

woman

magistrate in

Canada.
should be at large.

It is

the aim of the

women,

to establish a system, whereby
Both
the prison will be the last resort.
men and women will be given every chance
possible to change their mode of life before they are cast into prison, and the

stigma, of the jail, put upon them. Once
in prison they wdll be trained in some
kind of work.
In this matter of prison reforms, but
has been done that is visible to the
eye, but the foundation for better things
is being laid, a study of the most advanced methods used in other places is
being carried on, and Manitoba will be
satisfied with nothing but the best.
The
government is co-operating with the wolittle

combated, proper weight bread and pure
milk demanded, and the problems of housing and sanitation, are being dealt with in
an intelligent way. The cities of the prairie
are no longer going to be man-made and
man-managed cities, but will show the
touch of the man and woman intelligence,
combined. The men desire this change, as
keenly as the women.
In a new country there are many new
problems. One of the prairie problems is
hospitals.
Never on the prairie have
there been enough hospitals to meet the
needs of the country women. In Manitoba
the need is not so great as in the Western
prairie provinces, for the country is better settled and the hospitals more numerous.
But often the women in a new
district are not able to pay the fees of a
hospital, even if it is near enough for
them to go to. Many a mound on the prai-

marked by a bit of board, is growing
green, because the wife and mother could
not afford proper care. Much is said and
written about the value of the mother and
child to the country, but nothing on the
prairie has been so cheap as human life.
rie,

The women of Alberta have taken up
problem of hospitals, and the problem of maternity nurses for the country
districts. They hope to establish a system
of motherhood insurance, so that when the
hospitals are established, the mothers can
go to them and receive proper attention.
Their present idea is to establish municipal hospitals, but they are making a
thorough study of the hospital quest'on
before deciding and will choose the system
most likely to meet the needs of that
this

province.

The problem of registered midwives for
rural districts is a serious one. No matter
how many hospitals there are, nor how
cheap the attentions given, there will always be many mothers who cannot leave
the home, even on the advent of anothe:These women need expert caie.
if they have had any care, they
were fortunate. "Nurses for rural districts," has been the cry of many a suffering mother. These women do not want
nurses who will not do anything but care
They must have somefor the patient.
one who will take up as far as possible
the work they had to drop, as well as care
for them. Not an easy task by any means,
but a necessary one, and the average
trained nurse will not do it. Small blame
Continued on poge 40,
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one.

but so far

In-Breeding and Line Breeding
Remarkable Results Have Been Achieved by These Methods

in the

Hands

of

Artists

WHAT

"In-breed"In-and-inbreeding,"
and
is

ing,"

By W.

J.

BELL

prohibition

what

is "Line-breeding?"
These questions are very
frequently asked by ama-

teur breeders of live stock,
our professional
breeders as frequently arthis

much-disputed

question, besides, opinions
differ widely as to the ad-

vantages to be gained from
following any of
these systems in an endeavor to improve our common breeds of live stock.
closely

An

in-bred

generally

animal

incestuous

bers of the human family.
Prof. Marshall says: "The
developing period of the
human infant is so much
longer,
the
impressions

vi'hile

gue

of

marriages in Holy Writ,
but as Professor Marshall,
Ohio
State
University,
states, there is no parallelism between our domesticated animals and mem-

bearing upon

it

stronger, and

its

so much
suscepti-

bilities

so infinitely more
acute, that the possibilities
of environmental modifications,

is

mental and physical,

are out of all comparison
to their import in organisms of lower place. Even
a slight inherited predis-

recognized,

among

those who have
given sufficient study to the
matter to be considered
authorities, as one proposition to defective menduced from the mating of a
tality may be fostered by
continuous impressions in
(1) dam to her own son or
sons successively; (2)
the home or outside life.
daughter to her sire; (3)
The compensating qualities
sister and brother; while
may be so dwarfed by the
The milking Shorthorn here shown is from an American herd. Note
many are of the opinion
absence of forces essential
the remarkable resemblance carried from dam to calf.
Line breeding
that the breeding of first
to their development that
in Shorthorns and Clydesdales has tnany good examples.
cousins
constitutes
i n it is quite
reasonable to
breeding.
Generally
explain the facts as baing
speaking, in-breeding may be defined as
Then what is line-breeding?
the result of special circumstances, asthe mating of animals identical to the exTo many this term conveys the same sisted or not by inherited leaning, which
tent of fifty per cent, of their "blood," or,
meaning as in-breeding, but there is a
might never be suspected in' the presence
more properly speaking, "germ plasm."
considerable difference even if that differof counteracting environment."
In-and-in breeding is the mating of
ence is only one of degree, for the prinRobert Bakewell, in his attempt to imclosely related animals through several
ciple involved in these two systems of
prove the Longhorn cattle, was the first
successive generations, and, while inbreeding operations is the same. Linenoted breeder, recorded in history to exbreeding in reality refers to single matbreeding may be considered as a continuatensively practise in-breeding, and his
ings of animals of close relationship, or to
tion of in-breeding, for almost all our
efforts may be considered as successful.
the breeding at intervals of animals posline-bred animals are descended from inWhile many writers have expressed their
sessing a large percentage of their blood
bred ancestors that were the founders of
disappointment at the scant information
in common, the latter term now is almost
families or strains of well-known merit.
recorded of Bakewell's operations, it is
universally accepted as conveying the
Line-breeding involves the selection of a
known that he was an excellent judge of
same meaning as the former and we will
succession of sires from a noted strain,
stock; that he took pains to secure the
use the terms synonomously.
family or individual, to be used on females
best breeding stock obtainable; that he
to whom they are identical to the extent
of twenty-five per cent, and less than fifty
per cent, of their germ plasm.
Opponents of in-breeding point to the

Mr. Dell's first article appeared in
June under the head "Baby Beef." This
one deals with the imich discussed subject of animal breeding.
Young farmers can pursue this subject further

A
a

black and white Ayrshire luinning
We
prize in a Scotch show.
rarely see this color scheme in

first

our Ayrshires here.

by reading books on the subject, as
there are several good ones, such as
Sanders' Shorthorn Cattle, etc., and by
dipping into pedigrees themselves. It
is a most fascinatiyig research..
The
next article will appear in September
and deals with the showing of horses.
Those who have heard Mr. Bell lecture
on this subject will be the first to get
after this articles.

— Editor.

The

well-liked Percheron has been developed wonderfully of lale years
by careful selection as to type.
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The herd of prize-winning Holsteins at
bred these from what in his day was remarkably close relations; and that he
ruthlessly eliminated undesirable stock,
that
every
successful
characteristics

stockman must possess.
Bakewell's foundation herd consisted
of a few cows purchased from Webster, of
Canley, and a Westmoreland bull, and
from this bull and a Canley cow was produced his fanious sire "Twopenny." And
"because he saw no better bull than Twopenny" he made much use of him in his
breeding operations, as the following
pedigree of "Shakespeare" will show:
(The numbers following the names indicate the date of birth of the different
animals.)
WsstmoreUiii

BiiU
I

A fanby

Cow

Twopen„y(,«5)|
Twopenny's Danv

l:T:;'r..K.r.c.A'Tin7T^

While Bakewell

^^^^jj^^^^^

Twopt-nny

1

^•^•'^"--'<'"')
i

aimed

and was

at,

fairly successful in securing early maturity, improved quality of flesh and a reduction in size and coarseness of bone,
it must be granted that his stock suffered
from, weakened construction and a loss of
lean flesh and milking properties.
The Colling Brothers, the Booths,

Thomas Bates and Amos Cruickshanks

all

practised in-breeding to a greater or less
extent and with much success, for it is
mainly due to these men that we have that
high standard of excellence in our Shorthorn cattle, for they secured that fixity
of type that made the Shorthorn a breed.
The following is the pedigree of the inbred bull Comet, which realized the unprecedented price of $5,000 at the dispersion sale of Charles Colling in 1810. He
is a direct descendant of Hubback, the bull
considered to be the real founder of the
Shorthorn breed of cattle, as Foljambe
was a grandson of Hubback:

the

Ormstown show

in Quebec last month.

uniformity and fixity of type, and hence
is the only means, at a breeder's disposal,
of forming a new breed, unless, by chance,
a particularly desirable mutant or "sport"
should appear.
(2) Undesirable characters can be most speedily eliminated.
(3) In-bred animals, owing to the intensification of germ plasm, are more prepotent than those of more mixed breeding.
Since in-breeding is practically the only
means of forming a new breed, Bakewell
and the subsequent breeders who prac-

same methods of mating closely
related animals, were perfectly justified
It
in adopting this form of breeding.
must be remembered that these men were
expert judges of individual excellence and
that desirable breeding stock was exceedingly difficult to obtain in those earlier
days. Bakewell claims that he was compelled to continue the use of his famous
sire Twopenny as he could not find his
equal, while the other master breeders
who followed him experienced the same
difficulty.
Owing to the fact that the
breeding stock used by these men were
known, by their expert owners to possess,
in common, desirable characteristics and
to have no, or few, common defects, they
were able in a remarkably short time to
intensify these qualities to such an extent
that they became fixed and were so consistently transmitted by the prepotent
parents that the characteristics of the offspring could be confidently predicted.
tised the

But while the advantages of this system of breeding are admittedly important
They are:
it also has its disadvantages.
(1) In-breeding weakens constitution. (2)
It

causes

(3) It eventually leads
(4) General deterioration,
to disease and loss of vigor are

sterility.

to lack of size.

tendency

almost certain to result from too close
breeding.
Since in-breeding possesses such possibilities for good why is it that its effects
may be so baneful? Because, that while
this form of breeding strengthens and
fixes the desirable characteristics, it at the
same time strengthens and fixes the defects in the animals bred. If the foundation stock of an in-bred herd could be
secured entirely free from undesirable
traits, there would be nothing to fear
from in-breeding, but expert breeders
know the difficulty of securing such stock
the perfect animal has not yet been
found. In-bred animals may have every
indication of possessing Strang constitutions and vigor and without any trace of
disease, but lying hidden from view may
lurk characters that will upset all the
best laid plans when these hidden defects
have been intensified by close breeding.
This explains why animals that have been
too long in-bred are subject to disease
and lack constitution and vigor, the vitality of the in-bred animals having been
weakened just as well as certain field
crops are known to "run out" when propagated under similar conditions and environment for many years.
Impaired power of reproduction is preIf only
valent in closely bred animals.
vigorous parents could be obtained, the
danger of sterility becoming one of the
characteristics of the offspring, would not
be as great, but in in-breeding there is
not the variety of selection that is available even in line-breeding. Instances are
recorded of exceedingly closely bred herds
and flocks that have not suffered from
N. H. Gentry, a
decreased fecundity.
famous American breeder of Berkshires,
did not purchase a boar in twenty years

—

Foliambe

Bolmobrokc

-^

1

Yo"-ng

„

Strawberry

Favorite (Ull)

IFoliambe
Favorite

Comet

(Co<v)

IBolinqbrol^e
r,.

Phoenix
"Vfouno Phofntj

IFoljairvbc

Phoenix

Favorite (Cow

In-breeding is recognized as possessing
the following advantages.
(1) It is the
surest and quickest means of securing

Perhaps the Ayrshire has shoivn what line breeding can do as well
These won at Ormstown.
as any breed.
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and yet there was no indication in his
large herd of prizewinners of lack of
breeding qualities, while those who are
opposed to a practice of continuous close
breeding point to Bates' Duchess Shorthorns as an example of loss of fecundity.
From the first fifty-eight Duchess females
only one hundred and ten calves were produced, and of the fifty-eight, twenty-four
were barren. While close breeding had
considerable to do with this decreased
fecundity one fact should be carefully
considered: the last members of the
Duchess family, while more intensely bred
than their ancestors, did not contain a
larger percentage of barren females than
was found in the earlier generations.
Barrenness was present in the earlier
generations and cannot be attributed altogether to in-breeding.
In-breeding will decrease the size of an
in-bred family as can be demonstrated
wherever in-bred scrub sires are used.
While it is not fair to cite scrub herds as
illustrating the evils of in-breeding because no attempt has been made to select
breeding stock that can boast of, at least,
a few desirable qualities, yet these herds
do set forth clearly the fact that loss of
size is the direct result of such unprofitable methods of handling stocks.
That
loss of size will result from close breeding
is well known to pet stock fanciers.
Exhibitors of bantam fowl are forced to continuously follow this method in order to
retain the small size so necessary to win
prizes in the bantam classes.
As has already been pointed out, line)reeding is only a modification of in-breedng, the principles involved being the
same, hence what has been said for and
igainst in-breeding will apply, in a deLine-breeding is,
free, to line-breeding.
lowever, the popular method, as the danger from calamitous results is not nearly
great.
Skilful stockmen who fear the
loser form of breeding, have no aversion
;o
selecting their males from line-bred
'amilies, as they know such males are
ertain to be more prepotent than males
reduced from out-crossing, the mating
if

animals with unrelated blood.
Perhaps the best modern example of a

eally great line-bred, prepotent sire is
Jaron's Pride, whose pedigree is as fol-

3ws:

|C»n,u,

Pq,.'

beauty of conformation, unexcelled qualaction
the breed.
ity,

and

style so characteristic of

But while line-breeding
improve a breed or herd,

will do
it

much

to

must not be

carried too far or the resulting offspring
are apt to decrease in size, to deteriorate
and to give evidence of weakened constitution and loss of vigor. When these unfortunate characteristics appear it is time
to call a halt and to introduce as an outcross, a sire of known merit in an endeavor to overcome the evil that has been
done.
Unfortunately it may take some
time to regain the vigor so necessary in a
profitable herd, as the lack of it has become so intensified as to become dominant,
but, generally, the introduction of unrelated blood will have the desired effect
and with the renewal of vigor the herd
will increase in size, productivity and
flesh-forming qualities.
To the expert stockman familiar with
the "short" pedigrees of close bred families and capable of "sizing up an animal"
so that he can predict with a reasonable
degree of certainty its value as a breeding
animal, the possibilities of ultimate success are great, but the less experienced
breeder who attempts mating closely re-

animals will probably meet with
The majority of our winners at
our leading- shows are not in-bred, as our
most successful exhibitors, knowing the
lated

failure.

value of vigor in their show stock, prefer
practise out-crossing, being careful,
however, to select only those sires that
possess in common with their females, as
many desirable characters as possible,
with few or no similar defects. This is a
wise course to follow, and, while the ultimate goal may be reached more quickly by
an intensification of blood, the man who
can selected unrelated breeding stock that
will "nick" is certain of success.
to

The nine leading sires in Great Britain
matter of show ring honors are as
follows, says R. W. Wade, of Toronto:
Dunure Footprint (15203), Baron of
in the

Buchlyvie (11263), Apukwa (14567),
Bonnie Buchlyvie (14032), Baron's Pride
(9122), Everlasting (11331), Hiawatha
(10067), Revelanta (11876), and Royal
Favorite (10630).

"Dunure Footprint" and "Bonnie Buch-

Clydc3<lBlc Tun
I

be seen that this most famous of
Clydesdales was bred in line to three
dividuals, viz: Darnley, Campsie and
It will

1

Wales, without mating very
Baron's
he did
)t lack vigor as he was a remarkably
rolific sire and the fact that his offspring
e been consistent winners in every
d Clydesdale show ring is evidence of
prepotency, he himself possessing that

O'Buchlyvie.

Dunure Footprint's dam is granddaughter
of "Montrave Mac," who was grandson of
both "Darnley" and "Prince of Wales,"
whose grandmother, "Moss Rose," was
granddaughter of "Old Times," grandson
of "Samson."
"Bonnie Buchlyvie's" dam, "Queen of
Beauty," was daughter of "MacGregor."
Her mother was sired by "Prince of
Wales" and her grandmother by Darnley.
"Baron O'Buchlyvie," "Everlasting"
and "Revelanta" are sons of "Baron's
Pride."
Baron's Pride's dame, "Young
Maybloom," was great-granddaughter of
both Darnley and Prince of Wales. Everlasting's dam, "Rose of Purston Hall,"
was granddaughter of Prince of Wales,
and was also, on both sides, a greatgranddaughter of "MacGregor," the
greatest son of Darnley Revelanta's dam
was a great-granddaughter of Darnley.

"Baron's Pride," who years before his
death was the leading sire in Scotland,
was the son of "Sir Everard," who was
the grandson of Darnley and whose
mother was the granddaughter of Prince
of Wales.
"Apukwa" is a son of "Hiawatha,'*
His mother, "Royal May," was the daughter of "Royal Favorite." "Hiawatha" is
the son of "Prince Robert," who was the
son of Prince of Wales and whose dam
was the daughter of "Steel's Prince Charlie."
Steel's Prince Charlie, "Darnley,"
Prince of Wales and "Old Times" all had
for their grandsire the splendid breeding
horse "Samson."
"Royal Favorite" is the son of "Royal
Gartly" (an inbred Prince of Wales
horse) who was descended in no less than
three lines from Prince of Wales. Royal
Favorite's dam, "Rosie of Arnprior," is a
granddaughter of "New Hope," a granddaughter of Prince of Wales and also a
granddaughter of "Miss Darnley," a
daughter of Darnley.
It will thus be seen from a study of the
breeding of these great sires that they are
practically descended from the, two great
foundation horses of the Clydesdale
breed, namely, "Darnley" and "Prince of
Wales," and it will also be noted that the
mothers of "Darnley" and "Prince of
Wales" the half-sisters descended from
the grand breeding horse "Samson."
,

liable
2prin9hill DarnJfy

of

sely related animals and yet
ide had plenty of substance;

are sons of Baron

lyvie"

Some one has said that "in-breeding is
playing with sharp-edged tools." Unquestionably it is, and those not being wellversed in their use are certainly very
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The Angus is a beautiful animal and
has been developed with great care.
This animal was winner of 5 firsts
and 3 championships. Exported from
Great Britain to the Argentine and
there resold for 1000 guineas.

to

come

to grief

and disaster

in

handling them. No doubt in-breeding has
done much toward fixing the type of various animals so firmly as to warrant their
coming under the name of pure-bred. But
those of us who are not well versed in the
laws of breeding had better leave such
work to abler hands. This is a science of
which but very few of even our very best
shepherds or flockmasters can lay claim
to know much about, says The Shepherd's
Journal. Therefore in-breeding cannot be
recommended with any degree of safety,
especially to the young shepherd. It is
always desirable to introduce new blood
into the flock each year. This is one sure
and easy way of sustaining vigor and
constitution.

:

Ideas Useful and Novel

The Chicago motorcycle show recently
brought out this interesting exhibit.
The potuer plant consists of a Wz h.p.
motor mounted in the front wheel,
which is made of pressed steel.
The weight is thus distributed equally.

By

ELUID KESTER

A mare

belonging to Wm. Strachon,
Muirden, Scotland, dropped a foal in
the field where som,e cows were grazing.
This Shorthorn cow immediately took to the foal and has
nursed it carefully.

-\

A

French airman, according

to

Popu-

lar Mechanics, during a recent reconnaissance flight was caught in a fog
and lost his way, descending in German territory. His German captor

One way that an ingenious farmer
rigged out his binder to prevent it
sinking into the soft ground.
The
large hoop forms a track for
the drive wheel.

strapped him into his craft and order-

him

ed

at the point of the pistol to fly

The ambulance dog at work.

It is

known
.

that dogs have been very
useful in the present war.

low over the French lines, but not to
signal nor to land.
But the Frenchman's wits began to work. He made a
swift ascent to a safe height, suddenly
turned the nose of his craft and dived.
As a result the German who was not
strapped in suddenly shot out, while
the

airman looped the loop and flew
to his base.
Whether it is a true

back

story or not cannot be learned, but
it is entirely plausible.

A

hugh whale

When

the

farmer takes a holiday he

can sleep by the roadside on this camp
bed.
It is folded into a small space
on the running board.

which came ashore near Moeraki,
and was afterwards towed into the harbor.

fully 80 feet long

New

Zealand,

The Rawlings road planer and grader,
invented and patented by Fred Rawlings, of Forest, Out.
It planes off
the high spots and fills in the
ruts, and grades the road
perfectly.
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Four wellfaithful allies.
trained animals and their owner.
The picture was taken in

Man's

New

Zealand.

very much'alive among formers, especially in
is one of their recent Grange halls which
has just organized a fire department for farmers.

In the U.S. the Grange movement
the east

is

and east-central States.

^,.ijM^ art"*-

,

...

Here

.

This is the picture of a wheat stack in
England that was stacked for 34 years,
ivhen thrashed the grain was apparently as good as ivhen put there.

A

for open prairie purposes where
stock are fed in the open or near
several sheds.

A

stCo

California orange grower puts stilts
work picking in his orchard. He
Pickers
finds it better than ladders.
become expert at it very
to

quickly.

This

is

a portable milking machine.

The entire equipment is mounted on
n 3-wheeled truck which may be drawn
from stall to stall.
The power plant
consisting of either an electric motor
or gasoline engine as desired. The
truck is 5 feei^ Jo-na and weighs
250

lbs.

The Sussex

A

sanitary milk pail which cannot be
kicked over has recently been patented
by a Nebraska man.

— the

channel passenger
beached at

boat torpedoed Mar. 24th

—

The damagf from the
submarine is clearly shown.

Boulogne.

:

A

Big Half Year of Prices

Livestock Prices

Wool

— Sheep Are Strong
—
Quarter of a Century No Immediate

Have Been the Big Feature
is

Highest for
Fear of Lower Prices

THE

live stock markets in Canada
have been maintained singularly
Cattle
well during the month.
sales from the ranches were made as high
Many Ontario farmers
as SVz cents.
made a spread of four cents on their last
fall

purchases.

To the farmer with grass and fences
is nothing much better looking than
sheep at the present time. Wool has been
selling this month as high as 34 cents for
unwashed, coarse wool, and 37 for fine
Lambs are high priced also and
wools.
strong. Old ewes even are catching the

there

aviation fever.

The war scare with Mexico has been
some factor in keeping up the values and
directly the cause of sending hides up

jump

of 7 cents a pound.
little- review of the past six months
as given by James E. Poole in the Breeders' Gazette, snows how the American
markets have been going.

with a

A

He

had been advertised as a record breaker, and
packers had set their pegs for a $7 winter
market, actually buying a few droves around
that figure. But competition from unexpected
sources developed and the advance from a
$7.50 to a $10 basis was rapid and almost
continuous.
Scarcity of other meats forced
hog product into consumption, and lard was
the only commodity that showed a disposition
to accumulate in packers' cellars.
Exports
were limited only by ocean shipping facilities,
enormous quantities of both bacon and lard
being sent across the .\tlantic. Canadian packers were forced into the United States market

good hogs %' was the common price; $10.50
bought choice lambs, and $G.75 was an outside
Early in February
quotation on fat ewes.
the tide turned, and at the ctest of the subreached $11.50,
cattle
choice
heavy
rise
sequent
heavy hogs $10.35, fed lambs $12.90, spring
lambs $18, and fat sheep $10, ewes reaching
.$9.50.- Mediocrity and trash sold high relative
to quality, and spreads were unusually narThousands of cattle went over the
row.
scales at $10.50 to $11 per cwt., not merely at
Chicago, but at all markets around the circuit.
A spread of .$9.50 to $10 took much of
the hog run, and at the high spot $10 was a
common price. Feeders realized $11 to $12.25
for must of their winter-made lamb crop,
and $S to $8.75 took most of the ewes.'

BIG INCREASES THIS YEAR.
Statistics did not warrant this boom, but
supply figures are susceptible of explanation.
At the six principal western markets Chicago,
Kansas City, Omaha, St. Louis, St. Joseph
and Sioux City half-year receipts of cattle
were 380,000 in excess of the same period of
1915.
Hog receipts increased 1,500,000, and

—

—

muttons showed a gain of about 50,000.
The heavy increase was at Chicago, which
nas handicapped the previous year by footand-mouth disease, that market gaining about
150,000 cattle, 760,000 hogs, and 225,000 sheep.
But weights were deficient. This deficiency
was equally conspicuous in the case of cattle
and hogs, while live m.utton supply was
live

•

HOG

PRICES.

trade has been an even greater surprise, to. packers, traders and growers alike.
Shortage of heavy steers was assured by the
bad market of the previous year and partial
failure of the corn crop over a large area of
Chicago territory, but the pig crop of 1915

be a fair one, equal
U.S. crops are a
little less than last year's.
Strawberries
have been a good crop and prices have
remained firm. British Columbia exported to the prairies large quantities this
year. A breakdown on the railways during the critical week caused some loss.
Pears and plums are likely to be fairly
dear. Peaches are about 75 per cent, of
a normal crop.

bacon material, furnishing the price
with a stout prop, as they paid a premium for a class of thin, rangy hogs that
normally sell at a discount. Liquidation of

to

WHAT WILL WHEAT

list

pigs late in 1915 owing to damage -to the corn
crop was reflected in diminished receipts late
in the season, when the stock yards would
have been full of heavy barroT\s but for shortage of feed.
At a period when it was expected packing house cellars would .be congested with the winter pack stocks of salt
meats were below normal, and packers who
refused to consider hogs worth cost when the
market was on a $7.50 to $8 basis were greedy

buyers at $9.50

to

DO?

Wheat prices are very problematic at
present. There does not loom up any reason why they should drop from last year's
,

The U.S. was a 300,000,000
bushel less grain crop than last year.
Alberta and Saskatchewan will carry a
normal crop if weather continues favorEastern
able, and may even do better.
figures.

Canada, and Ontario, are short of oats.
Hay crops have been good and fair
weather has prevailed during the sowing

.$10.

THE BRITISH WOOL SITUATION.
The Scottish Farmer in commenting on
the wool embargo there, says

of them.

been an open secret in the trade
time past that the Government
would probably take a proportion of the new
clip, but few thought that the whole of the
There is naturally a
clip would be taken.
good deal of speculation as to what will be
done with the wool. Staplers assert that a
considerable proportion of the domestic clip is
not suital)le for Army and Navy requirements,
but nothing is known as to how much will be
useful.
It still remains to be seen what proportion can he used for Oovernnu'nt work, and
what system the authorities will adopt in arriving at the price to be paid for the wool.

while a greater
in on other sections. But it
will all be late, and go into silos not so well
matured.

"It has
for some

There are influential interests at work in the
Bradford trade to safeguard the buyers, and
it is to be hoped that flockmasters will be able

own

interests in the matter.
"It is noteworthy that a recent attempt to
control prices in the wool and worsted indusIt was
try did not meet with much success.
arranged that spinners should receive a fixed
margin of profit for their yarn, and that margin was based on the price of tops (combed
wool). But since that arrangement came into
to look after their

force the price of fine tops has increased by
leaps and bounds, and so the price of yarn
has gone up in sympathy. At the present time
there is a scarcity of fine combing wool, and
Merino tops in Bradford are at an unheard-of
figure.

"It

is

estimated that the

home

clip

amounts

something like 142.000.000 lbs., and it is
instructive to observe that the imports of foreign and colonial wool during the past three
vears wore, in round figures, 800,.500.000 lbs.
to

in

'

lOl.S.

lbs.

in

712.fi00,000 lbs. in

1915.

1914,

and

920.(500,000

Re-exports in the same period

1913, 295,000,000 lbs.
were: :?0(i.400,000
A study
in 1914. and 122,700,000 lbs. in 1915.
of these figures will reveal 'the relative imlbs.

largely lambs.

Canada promises

at least to last year's.

to secure

says:

A chapter of live stock history without
precedent was made during the first half of
It affords a striking contrast to that of
1916.
the corresponding period of the previous year.
At the inception of January the prospect was
far from luminous. At that period $9 bought
fat steers and stock with a creditable' corncrib cross was appraised at $8.25 to $8.40. For

Hog

of the Year

in

portance of the home-grown and the imported
wool."

APPLES AND FRUITS.
It is rather early to give the probable
The crop throughout
prices in apples.

The corn crop has been
some
acreage went
ed

in

seriously check-

sections,

Sugar beets have been sown in Ontario
Releft for June working.
turns from these will be good.
Buckwheat promises to be a bigger factor this year, as many farmers have planton the lands

ed this crop

Beans
is

will

who never

raised

it

before.

remain high because the crop

short.

As

far as can be gathered there is a
large acreage of late potatoes planted.

The prices of last year have induced
and all depends now on a late fall.

this

Destroy Sweepings of Barn
Floors and Granaries
Sweepings from threshing

floors

and

granaries are frequently dumped in the
barnyard and later hauled to the land
with the manure. The sweepings from the
floor and its crevices are usually foul

with weed seeds.
Unless the yard scrapings or manure is
thoroughly rotted most of these weed
seeds will retain their vitality and produce a vigorous crop of weeds. Burning
the sweepings would be a much safer
method. If they contain grain, boiling
will

make them

live stock.

safe feed for poultry or

—

New Rooms from Old

Furniture

The Daughter Came Home
and an Upheaval Occurred
Nothing
in the Old Home

—

Volcanic or Uncomfortable,
a

Just

Gradual Turnover

That Made New Heaven
on the Same Old Earth.
'

By

GENEVIEVE

OUR

house had never had a real
renovating. We had just gone on
with the furniture we had, because
Every spring we reit was still good.
papered a room or two, or bought a new
chair as it was needed, with the result
that our household effects became a collection rather than a harmonious whole.

The dining room has a large but/ wcudow. Across this alcove we
with a box underneath to hold, the extra boards for the

built a seat
table, etc.

had chosen dark
according to the theory that the
kitchen was the hardest room in the house
to keep clean and light shades were easily
soiled. It had never occurred to me to
change those colors in the annual spring
cleanings ever since, but when I began to
fifteen years before, I
colors,

what a difference it would make
wanted such a decided contrast that we
got a pale salmon pink, with a cream ceilIf it had been for any room but a
ing.
kitchen we would have used a flat paint,
but as it is, the hard finish washes off
realize
I

We dust the walls regularwith a cloth over the broom, and they
don't get dirty very quickly.
The woodwork and floor had been painted a dust color, which, strangely enough,
shows every mark or mud track that comes
near it. This was changed to a soft light
grey, almost as light as ivory, for the
wood-work, and for the floor we have linoleum in a medium light brown, with a
small pattern which has a tendency to
like porcelain.
ly

This

Then

new

suite in the guest

last spring

room

is of white enamelled wood in a plain
craftsman design.

Marion came home and

there was an upheaval; nothing volcanic
or uncomfortable,
just a gradual turnover that left us in a new heaven on the
same old earth.

—

Marion was quick
ties" of

to see the "possibili-

what we had.

"Possibilities,"
the word frightens me not a little. I was
afraid she'd see possibilities for the old
kitchen cupboard that had been my
mother's, and my own companion in labor
for thirty years,
changed into a buffet
with the paint sanded down and the top
shelves cut off; but she didn't. The whole

—

making over of the house was sane and
and we all like it better now.
It began with the kitchen. I had always
known there was something wrong with
practical

that kitchen.
It wasn't a heartening
place to go into on a dull morning, or even
on days when the rest of the house seemed
bright enough. The first improvement
was to cut in a window where it would
catch the first light from the east; the
next was to change the color of the whole
interior.
When I had painted the room

A

corner of the living room showing the new combination of ghintz in
curtains and upholstery with rattan furniture.
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make any tracks or marks less noticeable.
Our reason for putting linoleum on the
floor, however, wasn't just that it was
easier to keep clean. There's a kind of
yielding spring with linoleum that a wo-

man

appreciates immensely if sihe has to
be on her feet pretty constantly.

The lighting-up didn't stop with the
The hot water tank and sink
pipes got a coat of aluminum paint, the
iron sink was white enamelled, even the
inside of a dark corner cupboard was
painted white, and the result was almost
walls, either.

equal to setting a light in it. Altogether
is
the brightest, cleanestlooking room in the house.
Our dining-room for some years had
worn a red wall-paper; it was an expensive paper, too, heavily gilded and rich
in design, but it could never be called restful, and on sunny days when the blinds
were up it made the room look like a
French bazaar or a brick works, just according to the way the light struck it.
Perhaps because our eyes were tired following patterns, we had the room done
over with a plain light oatmeal paper with
a deep cream drop ceiling. We didn't even
use a border, but had a plate rail run right
around the room instead of a molding, and
nOw our best chinaware has a place where
it can make an aristocratic decoration for
the room.

our kitchen

The dining-room has a fine architectural feature in the way of a large baywindow. Right across this alcove we built
a deep window seat, with a box underneath to hold the extra boards for the
table, the tennis racquets, game-boards,
etc.
have made a long chintz cushion
or mattress to fit the top, so the windowseat makes a good lounging place.

We

There had always been a fireplace in the
end of the room, but it hadn't been used
for years, and because the opening made a
draught we had just had it boarded up
and papered over. Marion declared that
a closed-up fireplace was a glaring exampleof indifference to our resources, and
ever since we set our first pine knots
snapping in the blaze we have agreed with
her. It meant only the replacing of a few
bricks to put the chimney in good repair,
and the inserting of a damper-length of
stovepipe in the flue to shut off any
draught through the room when there is
no fire. As a rule, however, the damper
is left open and the fireplace becomes an
excellent ventilator.

In accordance with the custom of the
neighborhood, our parlor was decidedly a
"best room," and the furnishings were almost as good as new, partly because they
had been a little too fine to use except on
ceremonial occasions. We had taken no
little pride in the heavy Brussels carpet,
and the plush chairs and the rich gilded
paper, but we never felt at home in the
room. We even brought the piano put
into the dining-room, and sometimes the
parlor would scarcely be used at all all
winter.

This meant that it was seldom heated,
the walls .became damp, and whether this
was the cause or not, we found, when we
went to take the paper off that the plaster
was loose enough to come with it. Instead

of re-plastering the room we put on wallboard, having the walls panelled off with
narrow wooden strips to match the woodwork. The ceiling was not panelled. To
cover the seams we pasted over strips of
cheese-cloth, and when the second coat of
paint was on, the mark of the cheese-cloth
was entirely lost in the texture of the
fibre surface.
used a flat paint to get
a dull velvety finish, making the walls a
soft grey blue with just a suggestion of
heliotrope, and the ceiling of pale yellow.
The woodwork and panel strips were of
light oak.

We

The big bay window helped us out in
the decorative scheme. We discarded the
starched lace curtains that had hung almost to the floor, and made plain, short
curtains of cream scrim, iust to reach the
window-sill. Then we had flowered chintz
in a blurred mixture of yellow and heliotrope and pale rose draped in side curtains
with a short frill across the top.
This was just the beginning of the use
of chintz in the new room. We had a
cover and cushions made for the long
window-seat. Then we cut out slips for
the upholstered chairs.
There was a
double purpose in this, of course we were
turning our parlor into a living-room, and
the pile of the plush would soon wear
down with the constant use we hoped to
give it. The chintz is strong enough to
stand hard wear; it can be washed (by
soaking in salt water before washing and
drying in a shady place the colors will remain as bright as ever) and if it has to
be renewed, in a few years the expense
will be nothing compared to having the
chairs re-upholstered. We needed a few
new chairs for the living-room, so we got
brown rattan, and again our chintz came
into use for cushions. If I had the opportunity of buying new furniture entirely
for a farm living-room, I would use rattan
almost -altogether, unless I could afford
leather.
The rattan is light and strong
and durable; it is attractive and will "go
with" anything.
;

,

It was hard at first to get reconciled to
the idea of having no carpet on the floor.
When you have been used to a carpet running right to the wall, it seems cold or
skimpy or something to use rugs. Still,
we had a beautiful hardwood floor which
polished up like glass, and from the standpoint of cleanness, of course, there was no
argument at all for the tacked-down carpet.
So we took our treasured old Brussels, quite as good as new, and cut it up to
make a large square rug for the livingroom and several long bedroom rugs. It
was surprising how far it went.
In the bedrooms we didn't leave a carpet
at all. I had enough rag carpet that had
never been put down to carpet one room,
but the family had raised such a protest
about it being old-fashioned, and what
not, that it had stayed rolled up in the
attic. It's surprising, though, how the oldfashioned things always have their innings again if there is any merit in them.
Now Marion considers the rag carpet a
very classic piece of furnishing. We cut
it in lengths to suit the rooms, finished
the ends with braid and fringe, and we
feel as though we had something colonial
in the house.

think our spare bedroom was the nearapproach to a mausoleum of any room
in the house; however, we seldom put our
guests to sleep in it; it was more a clothes
room than anything else. To begin with,
it was lighted only by a north window;
the bedstead and dresser were of dark
walnut, and the paper had a rather heavy
pansy pattern on a dead white ground.
Of course we appreciated the walnut furniture, but we began to see that it didn't
I

est

belong to that room. Our new suite is of
white enamelled wood in a plain craftsman design, consisting of just a bedstead
and dressing table, with adjustable mirror. We enamelled an old washstand and
cane-bottomed chair to match, and the
room is the pride of the house. The old
wall-paper came off and the walls and
ceiling were given three coats of semiflat, ivory for the ceiling, and pale rose
for the walls.

The woodwork was

fresh-

natural walnut brown, and
the contrast with the light walls is very
good. Again we used our pink flowered
chintz for shadow curtains, and have even
made it up in a lamp shade, and in doilies
edged with linen lace to go under the glass
top of the dressing table. If you have never
"used a glass for the top of your dresser,
you won't realize what a saving of work it
means. You can have the local hardware
merchant cut a piece just to fit the top of
the dresser, then you can put the finest
doilies or scarf under the glass where they
will look as well as they would anywhere,
but they will not have to be laundered
every week or so. On sweeping days the
work of dusting the dressers is greatly reduced. A glass top would not be practical
for a child's room, where it might be
broken.
Marion was so much taken with the
"whiteness" of the guest room that she
enamelled the furniture in her own room.
The varnish needed renewing anyway and
since it had been painted and grained instead of preserving the natural grain of
the wood in the first place, there seemed
nothing destructive in painting it another
color. In this room the use of chintz was
carried even farther than in the guest
room, being used to cover a box for laundered clothes. Since we have learned the
convenience of a bedroom box, we have one
in each room, and we are spared the
trouble of crushing ironed clothes into
dresser drawers.
Where we needed new curtains for bedroom windows, we found that a loose factory cotton with coarse insertion set in
made quite a handsome curtain. I made
some of the insertion from carpet warp,
and I think it will wear forever.
In our making over, we really added a
new room to the house. There was one
bedroom down stairs, and even though we
had a bathroom put in upstairs a few
years ago, we had never seemed to see
how much better it would be to have all
the bedrooms on the same floor. Now we
have converted the down-stairs bedroom
into something that many houses lack, an
office, or den, or just an odd room in the
house where there is privacy and quietness. We have made our room a sort of
combination office and library, with a desk,

ened up

in its

Continued on page
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Big

Money

in

Ducks:

The Labor Income From a 50,000 Duck Farm

is

By E.

Bigger Than

FARRINGTON

I.

Most Farming

in

Enterprises

WHEN

properly handled, ducks pay

better than any other kind of
poultry.
Moreover, the profits
come quickly, for ducks are marketed
when they are about ten weeks old, weighing about five or six pounds at that age.
On the other hand, no other branch of the
poultry business demands such flose attention and complete understanding of
details as does duck raising on a large
scale.

Although there are no large plants in
Canada such as may be found in New
England and on Long Island, where the
industry has reached enormous proportions, several duck farms have been established and the business can easily be
increased, for there is a steady
for young ducks in the city

demand

There are a great mav;/ ways to inake
moneii on the farm. But good nlanning is
the first tiling essential to success in any
one of the many lines of icork. OeneraUii,
>,xpCrience has taught us that it is hest to
begin in a small way, and to v.ork up to
a big business gradually. That is bow all
the big manufacturers hare hnilt up successful businesses. There is perhaps more
of failure due to undue haste to do big
things than to any. other reason.
Undoubtedly ducks can be made to pay on
seieral Canadian farms if one goes at it
and groirs up with it.

—Editor.

incubator house or cellar should be similar
to that on any poultry plant.
Commonly
the basement of the feed house or the picking house is used, thus economizing space.

Any good incubator can be used, but most
of the big duck growers are now installing
machines of the mammoth type, as being
cheaper to operate and easier to care for.
The farmer beginning in a small way can
use ordinary incubators in his house cellar.

The brooder houses, including,the nursery, are best built with double pitch roof
and a walk down the centre, with pens on

each

side.

single boarded house will be
if covered with a good

warm
paper. No

floors are needed in any
roofing
of the duck houses, but it is important to
provide some sort of ventilation. Hot
water brooding, systems with a central
boiler,

are commonly used on large duck

plants, but

it

a question whether ^the
stove brooders will not
Indeed,
supplant them.

is

new

markets.

While several varieties
of ducks are to be found on
Canadian farms, the only
satisfactory breed for commercial purposes is the
white Pekin, which will
take on flesh faster than
any other fowl. The duck
business has been encouraged by the fact that Pekins can be handled in
large flocks with the greatest ease, that they are
readily raised in brooders,
and that only a compara-

new brooders promise
make duck rearing much

these
to

and may result in
the construction of brooder
houses on different lines.
easier,

The only

difficulty

is

in

preventing

crowding.
When hot water brooders
are used, only 50 ducklin^rs
All
are kept in a pen.
ducks are easily frightened and pile up in a corner when startled. Lighted
lanterns are often placed in
the houses and yards of
older ducks on dark nights.
After a few weeks in the
nurseries the ducklings are
often placed in brooders
which are run cooler, and
finally go into houses with
Much depends
no heat.
upon the time of year and
the weather. The ducklings
are always gotten out on
the ground as soon as possible, and are fed outside.

few breeders need be
carried over from year to
year.
When James Rankin, the father of the duck
industry on this continent,
began his work in Massachusetts, he had 30 breeding ducks and raised 1,500
ducklings a year.
Weber
Brothers now have a farm
near the old Rankin plant
on which they raise nearly
50,000 ducklings a year, besides selling many thousand hatching eggs. Many,
if not most of the duck
raisers in the Dominion
probably
obtained
their
eggs or breeding stock
from the Weber farm,
which has been established
tively

THE KILLING HOUSE.
The killing house needs
be no more than a tight
shed with several windows
and a stove for heating the
water if the ducklings are
It is well to
to be scalded.
have a second floor in this
building, though, to be used
for spreading out and drying the feathers, which
constitute an important byproduct. Although all commercial duck plants have
especial buildings such as
described and sometimes
others covering a large

many years and has made
a fortune for the owners.

THE BUILDINGS NEEDED.
The equipment necessary for duck raising consists of an incubator house,
a brooder house, a nursery,
a picking house, shelters
for the breeding ducks, and
a grain house.
None of
these buildings need be
elaborate or expensive. The

A

sufficiently

The White Pekin Duck makes the most valuable one /or handling
on the duck ranch. It will take on flesh faster than
the other breeds.

area, the farmer or poultryman going into the duck

business on* a small scale
can adapt such buildings
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as he may have to the various purposes
No elaborate yards are needed
named.
either. Boards 12 inches wide will confine
theducklings and two-inch netting 18 inches wide makes the best fencing for older
This poultry netting is used on
ducks.
most plants, and is fastened to short

stakes driven into the ground. It can be
removed and rolled up, stakes and all, at
time, and stowed away until needed
again.
No. 19 rather than No. 20 wire
should be used, as it is stronger, and can
be kept in position much better.
Permanent runs like those to be found
on many poultry plants have no place on
a duck farm. Ducks foul the ground to an
almost incredible degree, and every season the yards must be thoroughly plowed,
harrowed and planted to oats, rye or some
other green crop in order to sweeten the
soil.
The manure from the duck houses
can be spread on th§ land, which will be
greatly improved thereby. Indeed, ducks
will make over siterile fields or farms
which are considered almost worthless for
growing crops.

any

SWIMMING NOT NECESSARY

No water

for

swimming

is necessary.
people fail to
realize. Some growers like to give their
breeders a pond to swim in, as they think
the eggs run more fertile then, but this is
not actually required by any means. Indeed, there i? a disadvantage in having a
pond, for many eggs are likely to be lost
in the water. Of course, this can be prevented to a large degree by keeping the
ducks confined to their houses or to small
yards until 9 o'clock in the morning, as the
eggs are usually laid before that hour.
Many growers always confine their brieeders in the morning in order to make sure
of losing no eggs, even when there is no
water for swimming. The presence of a
brook or a pond can be made an advantage
if the water can be so used as to avoid the
need of drinking fountains, and if running -water can be piped to the houses and
allowed to fill a trough run along the front
of the yards, that will be a help. Automatic drinking fountains, though, such as
are used for chickens, are not desirable,
as the water should be changed frequently
and the dishes cleaned.
Breeding pens should be made up in
November, and it is well to use drakes
which have passed one winter. The breeding ducks are chosen from those hatched
early in the season, a particularly goodlooking bird being set aside whenever it is
discovered as the ducks are being worked
among. The points which mark a good
breeder are learned with a little experience, and detected instantly.
All duck
growers like birds which are broad, short
of neck, hardy in appearance and strong
on their legs. They are given as wide a
range as possible during the summer, being allowed grassland in an orchard, if
such location is available. They are not
fed heavily, but are given a mash of
ground grains and vegetables. A good
formula is as follows: Vegetables and
.green stuff, 20 parts; beef scraps, 10
parts; low-grade flour, 20 parts; bran, 20
parts; corn-meal, 30 parts. A pinch of
table salt may be added. The mash, like

That

is

a fact which

many

that fed to all the ducks, should not be
in the hand. Thirty ducks will eat about
one pailful of this mixture twice a day.
Of course, grit and oyster shells must always be at hand and there should be no
lack of drinking water.

WINTER QUARTERS

When

weather comes and the
breeding pens are made up, it is time to
get the ducks into winter quarters. These
may be only rough sheds, with the fronts
largely open, but they should be free
from drafts and dampness. Ducks do not
mind very low temperatures, but they do
not lay well if their feet are cold, for
which reason it is best to keep them out
of the snow and to cover the floors of the
houses with straw, leaves, sawdust or
shavings. The shavings are best, as they
do not pack down so badly as the other
materials, and are cheap when bought in
100-pound bales. Twice a week new bedding should be thrown in right on the old,
but when the ducks are outside, if possible, so that they will not be frightened.
In the spring all the accumulation of litter
and manure must be removed and carted
away, being spread on the grass-land.
Breeding pens are usually made with
five ducks to a drake, but as many as
thirty birds may be kept together, as the
drakes seldom quarrel, unless in late
spring, when the poorest specimens may
be removed, as there will be no trouble in
getting fertile eggs then with one drake to
ten ducks. On large plants incubators
may be set in January, but the average
farmer will do just as well to begin
hatching late in February. When laying
is once started the eggs will come very
fast, and Pekins often produce from 100
to 150 eggs a season. When only a few
birds are kept, hatching may be done with
hens, but it is not well to keep the eggs
over a week.
When incubators are used, they are
commonly started at a temperature of 102
and kept there for a week, being run at
103 for the rest of the hatch. It is not
necesary to turn or air the eggs until the
second day, while testing is commonly
done on the seventh and fourteenth days.
Duck eggs go bad very quickly, and experienced men detect them by the high
green color they show. About 28 days are
required to hatch ducklings, and then
they come out in a hurry, if the hatch has
been successful. If there is moisture on
the glass, it is a sign that more ventilation
is needed and it may be wise to open the
door a crack, holding it that way by
wedging in a match. It is best not to remove the ducklings for 36 hours, when
they should go to a brooder heated to 90.
cold

INCUBATOR WORK

Some seasons a considerable number

of

eggs will be tested out of the incubator in
the course of the hatch, a large proportion
of them being infertile and therefore
clear. In the States these eggs are often
sent to the city markets in great numbers
and are sold for eating purposes. Of
course, they are perfectly fit for food, although they can hardly be called fresh.
They sell for more than hen eggs until
If
after Easter, when the price drops.

the farmer prefers to keep these eggs,
they can be boiled hard and fed to the
newly hatched ducklings. When gathered,
duck eggs are usually very dirty, and they
must be washed, whether they are to be
sold or used for hatching. It is best to
have the water about 4.5 degrees and then
to wipe the eggs with a soft cloth. The
place where they are stored should be
and the temperature
well ventilated
should not vary far from 45 degrees; if
too warm, the germs will start, and if too
cold the eggs will be chilled.
Some complicated formulas for feeding
young ducks have been made up and published, but simpler methods give just as
good results. Stale bread crumbs, rolled
oats and five per cent, of sand damped
with milk or water is good for the first
feed, and may be scattered on a board, being kept before the ducklings all the
time. After the second day bran and cornmeal may be combined with the bread
crumbs and rolled oats, the formula being
25 per cent, of each. At the end of eight
days the bread and rolled oats may be cut
out and a regular mash substituted. This
mash may consist of bran and corn-meal
in equal parts, with ten per cent, of low
'grade flour and ten per cent, of green
stuff, five per cent, of beef scraps and one
per cent of grit. Three feeds per day will
be needed.

FAT THEM "AT EIGHT WEEKS

When

the ducklings are eight weeks old
fattening begins and by that time they
can be kept in yards with open shelters
for protection. They are fed hard, being
given a mixture of three parts of cornmeal, one part of low-grade flour, one part
of green stuff and slightly less than one
part of beef scraps. Three times a day
the fattening ducks are given all of this
mash that they will clean up in 15 minutes. Ducklings must have plenty of water
at all times and in a receptacle deep
enough to allow them to completely immerse their bills. Unless they can clean
out their nostrils they may be smothered
with mash or mud. Ducks often drink at
night as well as in the daytime, and as
they foul the water badly, it must be
changed several times a day.

good grower who gets his birds
weigh a full six pounds at 10 weeks,

It is a

to

but that

The

is

the goal they

all

try to reach.

must not be kept over 11 or 12
weeks anyway, for then they undergo a
molt, lose their appetites and fall off in
birds

Here, as all through the duck
business, the more experience a man has,
the better results he can ger.
The killing and picking must be done
by men or women with some training, or
the work will not go very fast. If the
ducks are to be picked dry, the work will
be done by men; if the birds are first
In
scalded, women may be employed.
New England dry picking* prevails almost wholly, and that is the method which
employed on most of the Canadian
is
plants, although farmers who dress off
only a few birds for local trade are likely
weight.

them.
experienced picker kills the duck
by sticking it through the roof of the
Continued on page 33.
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CHAPTER XYl.— Continued.

THE

men crowded around

him, received their whisky and then drew
back about the table. The lone
glass went to Hertha, who shook her head
as Allan handed it to her.
"It
"Just a sip," he said, laughing.
won't hurt you, and this is Christmas."
"Up," cried Denny Slavin, raising his
cup before him. "To the guest of honor,
fellows!"

"To Miss MacLure!" shouted Matthews.
And with a cheer the toast was downed.
"This is tough," said Allan, holding up
the last bottle. "There is just one drink
left."

He looked about him, and his eyes stopped at a lone, huddled figure beside the
big campfire. The others looked and then
someone shouted:
"Give it to the Injun!"
"Sure! Give the poor devil a drink!"
cried another.
Allan was about to pour it out when he
caught Hertha's eyes. She slowly shook
ber head, and he set down the bottle.
"We'll save it," he said soberly. "But
we can have him eat with us, can't we?"
"Sure!" came the chorus. And the
Christmas feast began.

Hertha sat at one end of the long table,
Matthews and Slavin on either side. Allan, flanked by axemen and dog drivers,
was at the other. Even the resentment towards the Indian who had burned the
cache was gone before the spirit which
prevailed in the crew and, when he took
his fourth helping of turkey, his neighbor slapped him on the back and the men
gave him a cheer.

ALLAN

had forgotten nothing in his
preparations. From the oysters to
the candy and nuts at the end it was a
Christmas dinner anyone would have enjoyed. To the hard working, wildernessbound men it was a bright spot long to be
remembered, and it served as another
bond between them and their leader.
An hour after dinner Allan gathered
Matthews, Slavin and Jacobs about him.
There was a low hum and then, arms
linked across shoulders, they began to
sing.' "When
Good Fellows Get Together," "Old Black Joe," "Clementine,"
and the host of college songs followed,
one after another, until from sheer exhaustion they ceased. Instantly an axeman was beginning the interminable
"Shanty Boy." The cook told of the
Frenchman and the bear. A rodman did
a clog, a dog driver a Highland fling.
"What can you do, Miss MacLure?"
asked Slavin, when there
entertainment.

was

a lull in the

"I

THE STORY— UP TO THE
PRESENT.

EDWARDS

C.

know some

of

Burns.

My

father

have me recite it."
"Do it now!" he cried. "Gentlemen,
Miss MacLure will favor us with a selection from the immortal Bobby."
Hertha was somewhat confused by the
announcement, but she began bravely
"The Auld Mare Maggie." Soon she
seemed to forget the circle of attentive
men and, with the dialect her father had
taught her, her rendition was inimitable.
liked to

A cheer burst forth when she finished,
and, in response to Slavin's urging, she
recited "Hallowe'en."
There was more cheering, but Hertha
whispered to Jacobs and that young man
hurried to the cook's tent, from which h*
returned with a ^mall packing case
Hertha turned to the Indian, who had
been sitting apart from the others, and
spoke in Ojibway. Then she gave him the
box and returned to her seat.
The Indian placed the box before him.
picked up a stick and tapped it once or
twice.
Then, with the sharp, perfectly
marked beating of his race, he began a
native song. For five minutes it continued,
rising and falling, soft, then strident. The

men leaned forward
Something of the

silently, attentively.

spirit of the forest

was

something of the hardship of the singer's life in the lower notes.
They heard the wailing squaws, the
laughter of children at play, the music of
the paddle stroke, the crunch, crunch,
crunch of snowshoes. Wind rattled the
poplar leaves in summer, moaned through
the spruces in winter. Suddenly it ended
with the high, shrill war cry.
Instantly the men were on their feet
cheering and, at a word from Hertha, the
Indian began again.
And so passed Christmas in the survey
camp.
in the wild sounds,

Allan Baird, who has been running a preliminary survey line for
a new railroad to Hudson's Bay,

meets Hertha MacLure, a strikingly attractive but very mysterious
girl who runs a trading post, formerly m,anaged by her father, and
who is known all through the north
country as "The Frost Girl," on
account of her coldness to all the
men who visit the post. Baird completes his survey and returns to
headquarters at Toronto, where he
receives peremptory orders to start
at once on a complete survey line
from his chief. Baird must complete

work and

plans at Ottawa
at once returns to
the north. Four days out from, Sa-^
bawe, his base of supplies, nine of
his dogs are poisoned over night.
Baird goes to the post of the Frost
Girl to secure supplies. She refuses
his

by rApril

Wavy
SOME

to

Hair and Narrow Nose
day some super-scientist

will

a white skin, wavy hair
and a narrow nose have given men the
desire, and the power, to go anywhere,
work anywhere, live anywhere. Now we
only know that the desire, and the power,
exist.
The broad-nosed, frizzly-locked
black-skinned man left Africa only when
carried away. The yellow-hued, straighthaired people continued to pack themtell

U9

why

selves into the eastern side of a continent.

Some

them have followed, but

it has
wavy-haired, fairskinned man who has led. Beneath the
fair skin is a power to endure. Beneath

always

of

been

the

file

He

absolutely to sell him anything.
then hurries back to get supplies up from Sabawe, and, after a
long delay, gets back to camp to find
that his hungry men have gone to
secure supplies by force from the
Frost Girl.
He protects the Post
from his men and sends them back
to camp.
By this time Baird realizes that he is in love with the
He starts out himself to disgirl.
cover who poisoned the dogs and at
a camping place where the teams
have been accustomed to stop he
finds a man hiding pieces of frozen
meat in the snotv around the camp
where the dogs tvould find it the
next time they stopped there. He
endeavors to overpower the stranger and a fierce strugg'le ensues,
from which Baird issues victor, his
opponent sustaining a broken arm.
The poisoner gets away, however.
In striking across the ice, Baird

breaks

XVII.

1.

He

drow-fied.

CHAPTER

E.

PINKERTON

Story of the Canadian North

Illustrated

ROBERT

By

T7..

camp

throuah
and
Fiqhtinq his

is

nearly

way back

in freezing condition,

to

he

nearly succumbs, but is found and
rescued by the Frost Girl.
He is
nursed back to life by Hertha and
their intimacy ripens to friendship.
In the meantime the guardian of
the food cache is lured away by an
Indian and, in his absence, the cache
is burned.
They catch the Indian,
who proves to be one of the Frost
Girl's "people."

camp

She comes

to the

plead for him and reveals
to Allan that she has been opposing him because she believes the
building of a railroad will drive the
Indians, the rightful possessors of
the country, away.
She spervds
to

Christmas Day in camp.
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the wavy hair is a will to go on. Neither
the heat of the desert, the reek of the
tropics nor the cold of the arctic has kept
him back. The sea kills but never frightens him. The north has chilled the last
heart beat only to bring a dozen beating
hearts to the spot. The desert glistens
with bones which become guide posts for
others.

From the pleasant places the wavyhaired ones went in all directions until
all the travellers have met, until all the
world bears their footprints. It has become so common we have ceased to marvel.
A railroad across the Andes, two
continents separated for the first time
and forever, a flag at the bottom of the
earth, a college in China, two lines of
steel through the heart of Africa, a trapper's hut buried by Arctic snows, a prospector's tent snuggled at the base of an
unknown peak^lured by gold, adventure,
driven by religious zeal, or simply called
by the day's work, the white man has
gone, and his mile-stones are infinite.
Allan Baird and his crew were of the
narrow-nosed, wavy-haired races. They
or their fathers came from sunny,pleasant
lands, but neither
Indian or Eskimo
could have been more enduring in the
bitter weather that followed their holiday.
On, on, always on, they pressed, despite
blizzard and intense cold.
Men laughed
when their noses turned white, jested as
they stamped their feet and threshed
their arms.

'~pHE

days became longer and the line
lengthened more rapidly. Each night
the great inland sea to the north was
nearer.
Each morning there was renewed determination. It was work, hard,
cruel, torturing work, but they made of it
a game and in time the fast-growing paychecks were forgotten in the zest of this
contest between the fair-skinned and the
northland.
J-

For a while Allan worked continually
at the head of his men. The morning after
Christmas he had seen Hertha alone. The
crew had gone and she was preparing to
leave for her home.
It had been the
moment for which he had been looking. If
it had been love before, what
was it now,
he thought, as he stood beside her in
front of the great campfire? His ears
roared with the singing in his heart. The

gloom of the forest was the brightness
of a summer's day.
He was sure he
heard birds in the spruce.
But that was all. If Hertha had been
metamorphosed by the Christmas celebration, she had quickly reverted. The
light
was gone from her eyes, the elation from
her bearing. There was no return to the
grim expression of the girl who had refused food to the surveying crew, or to
the defiance of the Indian's defender.
Instead there was a quiet, sad-eyed girl.
Had that been all Allan would have ended
it right there.
Only a touch of sadness
was needed to open his arms and enfold
the fur-clad figure. But something held
him back, something behind the sad eyes,
something resolute in the carriage of the
lynx-covered shoulders.
She answered
the ardent glances of the engineer with
distant, almost brooding eyes.

There was

which led to the people who had hired him.
The men were satisfied and the incident

a fixed purpose in the quick, competent
harnessing of her dogs, a task in which
no one could assist.
When at last, the team ready and impatient, she turned to Allan, she was
quick, matter of fact.
"You have been very good to me," she
said as she extended a mittened hand.
"I enjoyed every minute yesterday.
And
the Indian? You won't stick to your decision?"
"I have already decided, Hertha.

goes

home

was forgotten.

CAMP

was moved every second day.
The dog teams went to Sabawe and
returned with more supplies.
Some of
the teams returned to the railroad immediately and the others went forward
with provisions for another cache.
Nothing happened. No more dogs were
poisoned. Cache guardians passed endless days unmolested.
The line went on.
Allan, confident that opposition had
ceased, buoyant with the knowledge of
Hertha's loyalty, toiled the harder at
the head of the survey, leaving to Hughey
the camp moving, cache building and

He

morning."
"I will be ready to answer for what he
this

did," she said simply.

"There
is

is

forgotten.

nothing to answer for. That
We're starting new, aren't

we?"
"Yes," she said, as she turned to her
carriole.

"And when will I see you again,
Hertha? Can't we discover a sick Indian
up here somewhere?"
"You are getting too far away, but you
will stop when you go out in the spring?"
It

was the

first

concession on her part

and Allan stepped forward eagerly. But
she was already in her toboggan.
"Tell me one thing," she commanded
suddenly.
"Do you think now that you
can finish the work on time?"
"Unless there's nothing except a lot of
hard work ahead of us. We're ahead of
schedule and, while the worst of the winter is coming, the crew's working like a
cyclone. We're bound to win."
"Mush!" cried Hertha; and, before Allan could comprehend, the six great
huskies had snatched her from him.
Across the open they swept and into the
trail through the forest.
As the leader
dashed into the spruce, Hertha turned
quickly. It was too dark to see her face,
but Allan answered the wave of her hand
and he felt certain that she had smiled.

OR a day or two Allan was depressed
by the girl's manner upon leaving. He
had felt that the Christmas day celebration had cleared the ground between them,
that at last there was a complete underf5tanding of those things which had obtruded themselves before. Like all reverent lovers, he felt alternate doubts
and hopes. The memory of a smile across
the Christmas campfire meant that she
loved him. Recollection of a whispered
pleasantry with Denny Slavin meant that
she was more impressed with the young
17*

-^

engineer's nonsense. He remembered the
days spent in her cabin, the warm, brown
hand in his; and the vision of the strange
leave-taking vdped out all else.
Allan's first act was to release the Indian. If Hertha were responsible there
was no more danger. She had said 'that
she wished to be friends. It was Allan's
heart rather than his head, however, that
prompted this action. He could not bear
the thought of the prisoner sitting always
before him when she had travelled so far
to offer herself in his place..
When the men came in that night
there was a glance or two at the empty
place beside the big campfire, a whispered question of the cook, and that was
all.
At supper time Allan explained that
he could get the Indian any time he was
needed, and that he had given information

,

hauling.
The only incident in January was a visit
from Alfred Hardisty, the missionary.
He stopped one night on his way to some
Indians farther to the north.. He was
pleasant, talked with the men, asked as to
the progress of the work, ate with them,
and the next morning went on. Allan was
civil, hospitable, but his resentment was
only increased when the missionary spoke
of Hertha and their co-operation in the
work among the Indians. There was an
unctuous proprietorship in his reference
to her that maddened Allan, that brought
plausible reasons for her strange departure the morning after Christmas,
that aroused new doubts and fears; until
finally, toward the end of January, he decided that he must see her.
It is easy for the youth in love to make
all things conform. Black is neither black
nor white if he wishes. Standards of conduct, ideas and ideals, all must give way
to the one big thing in the man's life.
Civilization with its well-ordered ways
does not ask much in this regard. The
wilderness, where each man becomes his
ovim standard, where liberty may so
easily become license, where only the
human will is law, is conducive to what
the untempted term laxity, absence of
moral stamina. It is easy to walk straight

on a pavement, hard to find your

way

in

unii-pcked forest.
So Allan, convincing himself at last
that the work was going well, that nothing now would interrupt the steady march
northward, left one morning with the
Sabawe dog-train. In the forenoon of the
third day he alighted on the river ice in
front of the MacLure Post and, as the
dogs sped onward, climbed the bank to
Hertha's cabin.
fn

T>

UT

the place was locked and quiet.
to the store, where Me-mije-is, his arm whole again, stood behind
the counter. In a few English words the
Indian told that Hertha was gone, that
she would not return for several days,
that he did not know her destination or
the object of her journey. •
Alone, more disheartened than before,
angry and disgusted with himself for having deserted his work, Allan plodded back
He was four days on the trail,
to camp.
days in which he travelled with all possible speed while there was light, nights
in which he sat beside his solitary campfire and became the victim of all the fears
-*-'

He went

Continued on page
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is
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portion of the Woodworth Orchard, thirteen years
planted in Nova Scotia.

Nets $95.20 Per Acre in Apples
A Man

Goes

at

the

THERE
about

\B nothing of the mushroom
the development of the orchards of W. H. Woodworth of Berwick, Nova Scotia. The planting of apple
trees was begun in 1859 on this general
farm of 300 acres, and the youngest trees
were set out in 1912. The trees in the two

apple orchards now number 2,000, and
cover a total area of forty acres. The
leisurely method of planting adopted has
enabled the workers to give due attention to the welfare of the young trees and
the excellent results of this wise policy
are apparent to-day.
The soil in the orchards is a clayey loam
and is well drained. Both of the orchards
have been planted on the northerly side of
Mr. Woodworth recommends the
hills.
northerly slope for orchard planting, giving as his reason that such a situation
minimizes winter-killing and reduces to a
minimum the danger of injury from
spring frosts. "In any case," said he, "a
state higher than the surrounding ground
should always be selected. This not only
affords a greater depth of soil, but there is
as well a satisfactory drainage of water
and air. The coldest air, as all know, settle.'^ in the lowest levels, and orchardists
would do well to take advantage of this
physical effect to baffle the efforts of Jack
Frost in his belated springtime appearances."

Many

of the trees in the

Business With Right Ideas About
Cleanliness of His Fruit

By

A.

"I plant

J.

my

CAMPBELL

Pruning is done in March and April.
The tree is given a stem from BVo to 4
All cross branches are thinned
is just the cutting out of
competition,"
said
Mr.
Woodworth.
"There is strong rivalry for sun and air
amongst the members of the tree top. The
feet long.

trees," said he, "in April,

have found that the earlier this work
as
is done the better.
Early planting gives
the tree a chance to grow a cluster of
roots, which will be able to take in as
much moisture as the leaves will begin to
give out as soon as they appear. Thus an
equable supply of moisture is maintained
I

within the plant tissues."
Mr. Woodworth uses the Ben Davis and

Wagner

varieties as fillers in his orchards. He finds both these trees satisfactory for this purpose.

out.

"Pruning

weaklings must be weeded out. Moreover,
as everyone knows, a young tree tends to
make a longer growth of twig and grows
later in the season than does the adult

Very frequently the tips of the
young twigs are so pithy as not to be
capable of healthy growth. Thus it is always a good plan to hold back young
trees for the first five or six, years. Moretree.

over, this practice decreases the ultimate
height of the tree and renders easier the
work of spraying, picking, etc. It is better to prune a little every year rather
than a heavy cutting at long intervals."

Our Nova Scotia farmer believes that
while many factors are concerned in the
production of a crop of good apples, none
is more important than the prevention of
injuries from insect pests and fungus diseases.
"Every fruit grower," said he,
should do his very best to produce an
abundance of clean fruit for the market.
So effective is spraying in this respect
that I am convinced that were it discontinued in Nova Scotia our fruit would be
'practically unmarketable.

Woodworth

orchard were brought as saplings from
Ontario.
The remainder were secured
from local nurseries. Excellent results
were obtained from imported and domestic trees.
At present Mr. Woodworth
purchases youngsters at $15 per hundred.
Although the authorities generally recommend the planting of two-year-old trees,
he prefers to plant only three-year-olds.
The trees are planted two rods each way
at right angles.

A p pie-Producing

THOROUGH SPRAYING

"Two

W. H. Woodworth, of Berwick, N.S., who
makes apples grow right.

IS

NECESSARY

materials in use have great value
as fungicides lime-sulphur and Bordeaux mixture. Many have found the
Bordeaux mixture satisfactory by taking
care in its application. In using this spray
every portion of the tree should be covered
and every leaf and stem thoroughly saturated. In order to do this a strong pressure is necessary and in the use of Bor-

—

deaux mixture a

fine nozzle is desirable.
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Personally

use a solution of lime-sulphur
gallons to 100
of water. I prepare the lime-sulphur myself, using 20 lbs. unslacked lump lime,
15 pounds of sulphur to 45 gallons of
water. I select the very best lime obtainable and slack this with warm water.
While the mixture is boiling hot I add the
sulphur and stir thoroughly. The mixture
is then boiled vigorously for an hour over
a fire and more water is added when
necessary. The solution is then strained
through a coarse cloth and applied warm.
I

in the proportion of 3^^

ARSENATE OF LEAD FOR POISON
Lime-sulphur has been largely used in
province since 1910. Its chief advantage lies in the fact that it avoids the
danger of russeting the fruit and gives
the apple a decidedly finer finish. At present lead arsenate is the only poison that
we know to be safe for use with lime-sulphur on foliage. I use IV2 pounds of arsenate of lead to 100 gallons of solution.
My sprayer works at a pressure of 180
pounds. I drenched the trees thoroughly
with a mixture I prepare and have never
observed any harmful results whatever."
this

Mr. Woodworth cultivates the soil in
his orchard until about June 25th, when
he sows vetches and clover. "Vetches,"
said he, "make an excellent cover crop

when

it succeeds and can often be used
where the shade from the trees is too
dense for clover. Crimson clover is most
valuable as a cover crop. Fourteen pounds
of seed to the acre makes a heavy growth

the first year, imports nitrogen to the soil
and furnishes the rightful quantity of

humus."
But Woodworth's

activities are not con-

fined entirely to orcharding. Last year he
had six acres of grain, two of corn, one of

beans, two of turnips, two and one-half of
potatoes, four of buckwheat and one-half
But it is as an
acre of garden truck.
orchardi^t that he is known
not only at
He has frequently
home, but abroad.
been asked to address conventions of fruit
growers in the New England States and
in the State of New York, and he has been
able to dispel some of the mists of ignorance clouding the minds of our American
cousins respecting Maritime Canada.
Mr. Woodworth employs three men during the summer months. His average

—

crop of apples is about 2,000 barrels, but
in bumper years his production is far in
excess of this. He is, of course, one of
those orchardists who keep an intelligent
account of their operations. When asked
for a statement of the cost to him per acre
of full bearing orchard he submitted the
following figures:

Rent of land per acre
$ 30.00
Value of fertilizer per acre .... 12.00
Hauling and spreading stable
4 00
manure, per acre
.50
Sowing fertilizer, per acre ....
.80
Discing and harrowing, per acre
.

Seed for cover crop per acre ....
Barrels
Picking, packing and truckage..

2 50
.

25.00
30.00

$104.80

Total

An average acre of his orchard in full
bearing yields 100 barrels of apples. This,
at an average price of $2 per barrel gives
him gross proceeds or $200 per acre. Deducting the expenditure of $104.80 per
acre gives him a net yield per acre of
$95.20.

Changing the Inconvenient House
How

Miracles Are Wrought by

making

a plan for remodelling this
to get the desired
changes without moving the walls any
more than is absolutely necessary.
On the ground floor the first change has
been to build a porch across the front.
It is just possible, however, that you have
planned to have a colonial front, with just
a broad top step and pillars at the sides
You can work out some
of the door.

INhouse, we have tried

charming

effects along this line in remodelling an old house. We have left the
square hall inside the front door just as

By

Moving a Few Walls

GENEVIEVE
R.R. No.

2,

Turnerville, Ont.

We

are sending you a plan of our
house which we find very inconvenient, and would like you to give us a
better plan. We would like to have
a front and a back stairs when we
remodel it.

the wall back two feet, but that is optional.
It was a also a very simple matter to cut the cellar door in the opposite
side of the stair wall, bringing it into the
pantry instead of the living room. This
change does not mean any alteration in
the stairs.
It was not difficult to place the back
stairs so as to give an entirely new convenience to the whole house. In the old

except to cut out a space for wide
sliding doors in the side wall between the
hall and the little front bedroom.
This
bedroom doesn't seem practical. You have
ample space for bedrooms upstairs, and
it is,

unless you have some particular reason
for keeping a bedroom in the first floor, it
is better to convert this corner, which is
one of the sunniest parts of the house,
with a window looking toward the highway, into a room that the family can use
by day. By fixing this up as an office or
library, and having it open through wide
sliding doors into the living room, we get

a new atmosphere of space and cheerfulness and comfort. It is quite possible, too,
to eliminate a shut-up room that is
seldom used except as a resting place for
visitors' hats.

The new living-room was the diningroom in the old plan, and the old parlor,
the other front room of the house has
been

made

the

new dining-room. This

ar-

rangement is better for several reasons.
The little bedroom between the kitchen
and parlor in the old plan, now comes just
Layout of rootns downstairs as the house
stands -now.

in the right place for a

pantry between the
We have moved

kitchen and dining room.

Plan suggested for remodelling the rooms
downstairs.
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plan the only approach to the bath-room
was directly through the kitchen. In putting in the new stairs it was only neces-
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outside entrance
in

from

outdoors to go upstairs without passing
through the kitchen, and the old pantry,
which, set off in the farthest corner from
the dining-room, must have made a lot
of useless travelling for the houskeeeper,
has been turned into a most valuable
wash-robm. Being next to the bathroom
it will not require a great deal of extra

In
'S e

The

men coming

plumbing to have running water in the
wash-room.

/¥'

/2

bedroom upstairs.
to this hall allows

25

the original

plan there are four

bedrooms upstairs with a very large storeroom. As we have taken away the two
bedrooms downstairs, it is possible that
the four bedrooms upstairs will not be
sufficient for your family, so we have converted part of the store-room into a bed-

room by putting a partition wall directly
above the bathroom wall downstairs. This
?orc(,.

Po r a

%2X oy S^roof

'v

f,"

roOTT
'00

f

Original layout of rooms upstairs.

continue the stair wall about eight
feet farther, and have a hall separating

sary

to

the bath-room from the rest of the house,
with fairly convenient connection with the

no doubt, leave sufficient space in
the store-room.
If it is objectionabe to
have to pass through the store-room to get
to the new bedroom, the closet from the
bedroom could be left out and the hall
wall run straight back, giving a passage
back to t'.ie bedroom, and leaving a space
eight by sixteen ^eet for the store-room.
Very little change has been made in the
other rooms upstairs. One defect in che
old plan was having closets off only two of
the bedrooms.
Without sacrificing any
space, we have made a closet in connection
with each of the four rooms, .by taking
down the original partition wall in each.
will,

Let Us
Be Fair

rHE

country over, 95 per cent, of

the country boys

and

girls get all

the education they ever get in the
one-room, ungraded, cross-roads school,
which as a rule does not teach agriculture
or adequately fill any other function.

We have trusted to lavish expenditures
rather than to intimate knowledge and
direction. There has resulted an abstract
and generalized education that leads four
and one-half per cent, of the children into
the professions and the rest nowhere in
particular.

Whatever you would have appear in
the life of a people, you should put into
the schools. Educate a boy and you train
a

man;

ediicate a girl

and you train a

family.

As a

—
—

fact the poorest schools
many of
which could be consolidated and the
poorest teachers
largely because underpaid are in the country and the small
towns. These schools are largely respon-

—

—

sible for ineffective

and the

drift to

farming, lack of ideals
town.

"The rural school is the most pressing
educational problem to-day.
The char-

Plan suggested for remodelling the layout
upstairs.

and moving it back toward the wall
dividing the two bedrooms.
Then the
same space given for one closet can be
used for twin closets between the two
rooms.
case,

Grow Men

Now —Are

Not These Saving's True?

rcter of the machinery ivhich farmers
have built for the education of the childrev, on the farms in comparison with the
machinery which the people of the towns
have built for the education of town
children, is as a hand-sickle to a headerbinder."

The high crimes and misdemeanors of
our school systons lie in the fact that we
are not preparing more than one-third
of the people who live on the farms
for efficient citizenship. The greatest of
all questions is that of national efficiency;
and more than a third of that question for
us lies in the efficiency of our rural population.

Consolidated schools are making good.
cost tnore, certainly they do, but not
too much more.
They cost more and are
worth much more. They cost more and
are worth more on the same principle that
the corn-binder costs more than the old
corn-knife, or the automobile than the ox-

curvature; and then ninety-seven out of
every one hundred of them, go forth into
life unable to apply their so-called educa-

immediate problem

of making
—a problem that immediately
con-

tion to the

a living

fronts that mimbcr.

a

Every rural school in Denmark, to
European illustration, provides

cite

the

teacher with a comfortable home, a wellplanned garden, and sometimes with large
tracts of land. The natural result is that
the schools are taught by professional
teacliers of long tenure in the same cov.iynunity, four out of five being men, most
of them married and rearing families.
The well-equipped consolidated schools
are beginning to accomplish exactly this
same thing for the United States.

They

cart.

_____

Year in and year out the educators of
the country, with the assent of the parents, force the children to go to school
and acquire arithmetic and
history and hookworm ; Caesar

adenoids;

and spinal-

Teachers' cottages should be erected in
connection with all consolidated schools
and, for that matter, in connection with
all rural schools.
The principal, at least,
should be paid by the year, and should be
held responsible for the school plant 12
mo7iths out of the year. This will make
for permanency and stability in school affairs.
Moreover, the cottage should be
equipped with land for a good garden to
provide house needs with f^~uit and vege-

—

tables.

a mvV^

Hetter to ||er iWottjer
By

ELOVED MOTHER:

It

is

evening and Paul has gone
on an errand to a neighbor's, I am alone in our
Filled with a
little home.
driving urge, I am writing
to you as though I were
close beside you, holding
your hand and talking to
you.
I think of you often as
go about my work. As

pump' water

to

I

I

wash my

as I hang my
clothes out on the line in
the yard, I fancy I see your
horrified expression at the thought of a
daughter of yours, once so tenderly cherished, engaged in such menial work. But
I try not to overdo in any way, and I believe I'm stronger than ever before.
Though doing all my own housework,
I still find many leisure hours, and beir.g
much of the time alone, I've grown somewhat self-analytical. Before my marriage, I wanted simply to live and be
merry. I suppose nearly all young girls
feel the same way.
Mother, you cried when Paul and I
came to you and father one evening and
confessed our secret marriage. You were
dishes,

or

terribly hurt, and overwhelmingly surYou spoke of its being a whim,
prised.
and of my certainly regretting it. And
father looked stern and a little pitiful,

—

—

undermercifully
but neither of you
stood then. Mother, gather strength for
what I'm about to tell you.
I'm only a little over eighteen, but I
realize that in experience and knowledge
of life, until a short time ago, I was a
mere baby. But my instincts were a
thousand years old.
When I was in my last year at high
school I was sixteen, a healthy, impetuOften, when in the
ous, life-curious girl.
morning I'd start away from home and

draw in the fresh, invigorating air, many
questions would come winging to me;
and sometimes within myself I'd find an answer that
books or people had not,
so far, given me. Then I'd
thrill with self -admiration.
I

everybody has

suppose

those big moments of egotism; and after all. I believe they're divine flashes,
because they lift you to the

knowledge
greatness
sibilities

of

—your
of

your

own

own

posgreatness. I

mean.

One of those wonderful
I was happy

days when

I lived. I ran
dancing down the garden
path.
It seemed to me I
must sing and dance, as an

just because

expression of

my

joy

—joy

EMILY CALVIN BLAKE

because flowers are sweet and stars shine
at night and little brooks make music.
And then, when at noon I returned home,
you met me at the door and said "Frances,
this morning you acted like a tomboy. You
must learn to walk like a lady." I asked
.

the eternal child question,

"Why?"

.

You

answered, "Because girls must be sedate

and ladylike."
It seemed so inadequate a reason to me,
mother dear. And I couldn't at first bend
mj'self. When the life-force swept through
me, it raised me. I was no more a mere
mortal, earth-bound, but one aspiring to
the sky! I've thought out the meaning of
those days of uplift. I think they are the
days of a young girl's ripening toward
her ultimate meaning, her great completion.
But no one about me seemed to realize this.
And I wish some great teacher
had said to me: "Frances, sing and dance
now; but know the significance of your
emotions.
Creation is repeating its refrain in you." Oh, in reverence I would
have responded to that word
But no
one did tell me that my exuberance meant
the flowering of every function toward
•maturity and maternity. And this season
might in any event have been followed by
But I knew only
depression, reaction.
that when I tried to quench my spirits
and to walk sedately, I soon fell into spells
of sullenness or of cold reserve, and I shut
myself quite away from you. I hurt you
desperately many a time, mother, and I
hated myself when I saw your sweet face
cloud; but I couldn't control my moods.
!

Oh, I was hateful and perverse; and I
ask your forgiveness now. It must have
been hard for you to see your only child
turn from you as I did, and go off for
long hours in her own room, preferring
solitude to any interest you could devise.
Whfen nearly seventeen, I spoke to you
one day about marriage. I felt shy about
broaching the subject; but my girl friends
all discussed it, and they all had sorry
standards, I thought— even then.
Some
wanted to marry for money, others so

they could be free from home surveillance,
while others wanted merely the dignity
of marriage. And deep in tny heart was
growing the flower of romance.
So, to find the truth, I spoke to you.
We were out in the garden on a June
afternoon.
The air was very still, and
the flowers you tended so lovingly were
all about us.
Something in the scene
made me very anxious to come close to
you, to know you.
I thought: "That's
my own mother. She can tell me more
wonderful stories than any of the girls I
know.
I'll
ask here some questions."
And I plunged right in "Mother, just
how do people marry? How does marriage come about?" I waited breathlessly.
I saw the color creep up to your face,
even to your eyes. You did not look at
me, nor did you answer me at once. And
f thought, ""There's something mysterious
here; something painful to be hidden." I
was sick with disappointment, as though
some ideal had been killed.
After a time you said: "I had hoped,
Frances, to keep your mind wholesomely
filled with your home life and your books
and music. There is plenty of time yet
to talk of marriage."
"Isn't the time when you think about
it the time to talk about it, mother?" I
burst forth.
You looked at me then, straight into
my eyes. You said: "I'm sorry to find
this curiosity in you, Frances.
I think
it might be well now to give you some
new, interesting duties.
How would you
like to make your own blouses?"
:

.

But

I

was

insistent.

an answer, so

down
know
for

I

I felt I

brought

my

must have

questioning

to the personal.
"How did you
father was meant for you and you

him?"

You answered:

"I was introduced to
your father at a friend's house. He asked
to call on me in my own home, and after a
proper length of time we were married."
back.

I fell

of

all

Here was a

tale stripped
stood there unthrilled, disappointed. Now

adornment.

I

I
find it in my heart to
wish you could have told

me

a

little

of the

wonder of

—

your courtship days that
you could have told me
something of your marriage day. Perhaps you had
flowers and a flowing veil,

and music;

and perhaps

when you put your hand

in

father's you l,ooked up at

him.
Well,
.

.

.

never asked you
any more intimate ciuestions.
And that winter
there began social activities in our young set.
We
usually went in groups to
dances and picnics
unchaperoned or inadequately chaperoned.
I supI

—
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Not Your Son, but Your Grandson
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may have

to repair the roof

you

properly cover today with

British

Columbia

1
i

I

Red
Cedar
Shingles
They wear

out

in

time,

but

THEY DON'T ROT
Your

stock will benefit

by a

Red

Summer and
BRITISH

Cedar Shingle Roof.

Warm

COLUMBIA RED CEDAR

is

Cool

in

Winter.

is an extract from an unsolicited
written April 18th, 1916, by James S. Houston,
a contractor and builder of Atchison, Kansas:
"I have been building houses in Kansas for 35
years, and I may also add that the best shingles, I ever
used came from British Columbia, so there is no doubt
about their wearing qualities; in fact, they wear too
well for us contractors, for wheii we put on one roof
we never get to put on another in the same place; they
never seem to wear out.
"From yours respectfullv

The following

letter,

SHINGLES
Do

not rot, rust, crack or blister.
They are proof
against rain, hail and wind, sun and frost. They will
wear out by the mechanical action of the weather
before they will decay. Properly laid, they will last
forty to fifty years; in many cases they have lasted
longer.
A shingle roof is comparatively noiseless during a rain or hail storm; it does not rattle in the wind.
They have a pleasing, natural color and readily take

any kind of stain

in

It

or paint.

'

'

JAMES

S.

HOUSTON. '/

Columbia

British

Red Cedar
make

Shingles

BRITISHSeOtU^BIAJs
-
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R&D

GEDA'f^

SHhNGLES

Most Attractive Covering

'
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for the

Roofs and Walls

Building

of a

and
Attractive Buildings
will

Add

10 per cent,

of

^
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For

full

information on Brilhh Columbia

products,
L.

apply

T

to

r^

British
•

KtJ Cedar

•

•

the value

Shingles and other forest

Columbia Lumber Commissioners,
r^

to

your Farm or Ranch

Excelsior

•

Buildmg, Toronto, Ontario, or Dominion Building, Regina, Sask.
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Ask

your dealer for » copy of the
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Life

Cedar Shingles.
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the best time to buy a

SEPARATOR
was never before as guod a
time to buy a iJe Laval Cream Separator as right now.

at baud when
is must di£Eicult without a sepin quantity
increase
when
the
and
arator
and improvement in quality of cream
and butter are greatest through the use
of a good separator.

The "Dog Days" are

dairying

often alone saves the cost of the separator, aside from all its other advant.

likewise the season when De
most
counts for
superiority
other separators, In closer skimming, larger capacity, easier running,
easier handling,
easier cleaning and
sanitariabsolute
is

—

ness.

A De Laval Cream
bought
Separator
will easily save

now
its

cost

before

the

end of the year, and
may be bought
li
for cash or on such
liberal terms as to
actually pay for it-

—

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY
CO., Limited

MANUFACTURERS

And it isn't because they want to do
wrong. It's because they're all curious
about life; and not having any real knowledge, they .iust go ahead trying to solve
mysteries in their own crude way.
When I was nearing my eighteenth
birthday Paul was almost twenty all
the boys and girls sjxike of our having
"a case" on each other. We had a passing
fancy for each other, that was all. And
we simply played vdth danger, as children might play with dynamite, laughingly,

OF

D.'VIRY SUPPLIES IN CANADA.
distributors in Canada of tlie
famous lie Laval Cream Separators and
Alpha Gas Engines. Manufacturers of
.Sole

Ideal Green Feed Silos.
atalogrues of any of our lines mailed

—

(

upon request.

WINNIPEG
MONTREAL
VANCOUVER
PETERBORO
50.000 BRANCHES AND LOCAL
AGENCIES THE WORLD OVER

London "Bull Dog" Batch Mixer
Pays for itself
20 days

—

mothers of really nice girls would believe
that their daughters are flippant and flirtatious, and encourage the boys as they do.

self.

LARGEST

MAGAZINE

S

—

The ntbere is the great saving of time
and labor, which counts for more in
summer than at any other season and

over

'

boys and girls equipped to understand
himself or herself. You told me, of course,
always to be modest and to conduct myself
in a ladylike way.
But that was all.
There was precept under which there was
no groundwork, no real enlightenment. Of
the danger lurking within myself, because
I was human
a double danger, since I
was ignorant alike of its presence and its
meaning— I was not told. And so you
would have been terribly shocked had you
known that the first time Paul put his arm
around me, when we were sitting out a
dance on the secluded stairs of the Assembly Hall, I enjoyed his doing so. I
I
hoped he would embrace me again.
must be frank, honest with you now,
though I can hear your cool, sweet voice
saying, "I never dreamed a daughter of
mine could so far forget herself!"
And the first time Paul kissed me! I
was terribly shy. I turned my face away
from him, but the other girls laughed.
You'd be surprised to know how free they
are with the boys and, of course, the
boys with them when they are all out
None of the
together, even in parties.

There

This
Laval

R

pose all the mothers felt that precepts and
regulations were sufficient to keep their
daughters in the path of rectitude.
I heard a woman
once say to you,
"Well-reared young folks can't get into
any great harm." And you agreed. But
there wasn't one of us in that group of

"DOG DAYS"

ages.

P:

in

Built to last a lifetime. Send for catalogue No. IB.

London Concrete
Machinery Co.
Dept. D.
Ontario

London,

World's iareest Manufacturers of Concrete Machinery

—

ignorantly. When I met Paul, I thrilled;
not because it was Paul, but because life
was flowing through me. And I didn't
know what that mighty current, magnetizing me, meant. Oh, yes, a sacredly delicate period, those years in a girl's life

when she's growing up to womanhood
One night six of us went to a moonlight
picnic, out near River Grove. Our Bibleaccompanied us, but he napped under a tree after supper, and so we
paired off. Paul and I walked toward the
woods.
We sat under a tree. Paul made a
But when he
pillow of his coat for me.
put his a'^m about me, I left the pillow
and rested my head against his shoulder.
He began to talk, after a time, about his
future. His father meant to let him study
law, that being Paul's ardent desire. He
told me his hope that some day he would
class teacher

Power and Hand

Clipping Machines
For clipping Domestic Animals

— Horses,

Mules, Cows, Dogs

and Sheep Shearing. Flexible
Shafts and Clipping Machine
Parts.

"Gillette" Cutters
are Unexcelled.
Enquire

of

and order throush your dealer.

GILLETTE

CLIPPING

MACHINE

COMPANY
129-131 W. 31st

St.,

New

be 'a big man, a justice of the Supreme
Court, he said.

And then we were silent. The moon
went sailing behind a cloud, and -one of
the boys somewhere in the wood began to
strum on a guitar. Paul and I were quite
alone in the world.

York. U.S.A.

cold,

I felt

and he drew me

We

rode

home

!

suddenly a

closer.

.

.

little

.

silently together in the

big hay-wagon, and we didn't join in the
songs of our companions. We were just
two young things, suddenly facing Life.

A

sordid story,

my

mother?

Perhaps!

And your

daughter's story-^the girl you
have loved and carefully watched, and
shielded from every passing wind.
You
had in your lifetime seen other girls go
wrong, and sighed and wondered at the
weakness of human nature; but you
thanked God that nothing so terrible could
touch your child
Paul and I rather kept away from each
other after that picnic.
But oh, how
can I tell it? after a time the terrible
truth was forced in upon me. And I was

—

—

helpless.
I
didn't know which way to
turn. There were nights of agony, when
I tossed about with eyes wide awake, burning into the dark. There were days when
I

went about

my home

and wished

might

I

die.

At last, in despair I sought Paul. I
saw him on the street, and when he
raised his hat,

said, "I'd like to take a

I

walk with you."
"All right," he answered. He tried to
speak cheerfully and without restraint,
^but I felt an overpowering shyness. We
walked out from town, down a long, lonely
road. He began to tell me about how he
was preparing to go to college, and after
that to law-chool. And then I looked up
into his boyish face, and I told him.
He didn't answer. He only stopped
short, as though struck.
His eyes were
like coals in his white face.
We stared
at each other, crushed under the blow that

had befallen
It

was

us.

finally decided that

we

should

Paul never knew his
mother. I wish she had lived; but she
died when he was a baby. I didn't want
to go to Paul's house, but he thought it
best.
He didn't tell me exactly why,
except that he wanted his father to understand the sort of girl I was. Paul had
told me once that he rarely saw his father,
for the older man was always very busy.
When Paul took me into a big, book-lined
room, I could see that the man sitting at
a desk, even when he turned to greet us,
had a far-away, removed looked.
A big book lay before him, and he
kept his finger in his place as he looked
over it at us.
I felt numb, as though
paralyzed; and he half smiled, sensing
my distress. I wished then that I looked
see Paul's father.

more of a woman. You wanted me to
be a little girl as long as possible, so you
kept my dresses just to my shoe tops.
Paul plunged right in. He stood near
me, and once, as he told his father the
story, he looked down at me.
There was a silence when Paul ceased.
It

seemed

to

me

to last forever.

his father rose.
important looking,

He was very

tall

Then
and

and instinctively I took
Suddenly I wanted my
wanted to b^ in his arms,

a step backward.

own

father.

I

have him hold me as he used to when
was a tiny baby. But I was alone.
to

"Well,

what are you going

it?" the big

man asked

"That's what

I

came

I

to do about

at last.
to you about, sir,"

said Paul.

He was
His father laughed then.
greatly disturbed, I knew; but he laughed.
"Rather

late

to

come

to me,"

he

said.
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"You should have thought matters out a
beforehand."

bit

"Why, there wasn't time

now how

don't understand

—

to think.
"

Send for new "Money Saver

Paul stam-

mered.
His father stopped him. "I don't want
to hear anything along that line," he cried.
A sudden passion lit his face, and he hit
his fist on the desk. "The old saying holds
good here As you've turned your life,
now march it. Also, I suppose you expect
He looked me
to do the proper thing?"
over critically.
"Marry Frances?" said Paul. "Oh, I
expect to do that. But there's the ques-

—

and my profession, father,
"
and of caring for a wife and child
"Yes, you have a lot to think about."
There was no sympathy in the tones.
Paul moved away from me then. He
went and stood close to his father, speaking earnestly "Father, you'll help me?
tion of college

I've

the

—

been wrong;

damage

is

I

realize that fully.

done, and

we must

all

Money Savers
Canada

BAKRETT Money Savers

in

!

No.

my

is a splendid "rubber roofing".
It is just what
you need. Tough, durable, weather-proof and inexpensive.
roofing"
better
"rubber
could
be
made
No
at the price. Ver>
Made in one,
easily laid.
It will solve your roofing troubles.
two and three ply weights. Be sure to ask for it the next time
you go to your dealer's.

EVERJET ELASTIC PAINT
'T'HEN

—

AMATITE ROOFING

we were married

the next day by a
town you reach after a long
Then events gathered
ride.
We told you of our marriage.

trolley
quickly.

packed my trunk, said a frozen goodby to you and father, and that same
night we took the train for this little town.
During the entire journey Paul and I
sat silent, looking aimlessly out the window. I felt just as I used to when I was
a little girl and for some misdemeanor
you had sent me upstairs to bed. Just as
then, I felt dreadfully alone, and did not
understand exactly why punishment had
befallen me.
I recalled one particular
crime for which you punished me when I
was about four years old. You had told
me repeatedly that I must not touch a
cut-glass bowl you kept in the middle of
the dining-room table.
And with all my

CARBONOL
I

The

I

wanted

to get close to the

bowl,

put just the tips of my fingers on its
crusted surface.
So one day I obeyed
the driving desire, and climbed onto a
chair; but at the critical moment, when
I was for stretching high for attainment,
you entered the room, and without a
to

ROOFING

READyiOlli^

^HE most

niiiaisipini'
necessary thing you could have around the
-- house is a bottle of Carbonol. It is the best disinfectant, healer and cleanser ever made. Removes grease,
germs and odors. Therefore, put some in the water
with which you clean house. Heals cuts and wounds;
prevents blood poisoning.
"Wonderful in the sick room
because it prevents contagion. It will keep your stable or hen
house clean and drive flies away from garbage pails or cattlepens.
best thing you could have for a hundred different uses. Get a

'

bottle today.

CREONOID, LICE DESTROYER AND COW SPRAY
/^REONOID is the most eflective lice destroyer
^^ and cow spray ever made. Spray your live stock
with Creonoid and they will be happy and healthy.
Creonoid makes care-free horses
cows that give
and clean, good-laying
a generous yield of milk
hens.
A little Creonoid sprayed in the piggery
helps make profitable porkers.
Follow directions

—

—

carefully.

N

GRADE-ONE CREOSOTE OIL

[OW

I

soul

—

is distinctive for two reasons
its bright,
-'^ attractive, sparkling appearance and its great durability. It
has wide fame, too, as the roofing that needs no paitit. Its
mineral surface is waterproof and fire-resisting. Amatite is made
in rolls, each roll containing enough to cover 100
square feet with a 3 inch lap.

—

So

and

A MATITE Roofing

Some moments I couldn't realize what it
was all about why I was there, why
Paul's father was regarding me as a judge
might. I wanted to be in my own home!

justice in a

Ibaks

against

—

At last he spoke again. "I will give
you two hundred dollars," he said. "That
amount will pay your way out to some
strange place, and keep you for a time.
Then you must do the best you can."
Paul stood waiting. But as his father
didn't seem inclined to speak again, he
walked toward the door. "Come," Frances," he said, and I followed him out.

—

there is Everjet Elastic Paint
the best carbon paint ever made. Everjet has saved many a dollar by keeping
"ready roofings" in first class condition. It
is elastic and expands or contracts to meet
temperature changes. It never peels, scales or cracks.
And as a roof paint Everjet stands alone. It has
great covering capacity— therefore, it is not expensive
to use.
Absolutely waterproof therefore, protects
weather.
You should never be without Everjet.
-*-

;

understand won't help
matters."
He paused, returned to his
book, read a few words, then again looked
I had not moved, and
I
over at me.
wanted to cry cry out. I was afraid I
might, if he didn't stop looking at me.

many of your problems,
Good dealers almost

EVERLASTIC

face

understand?"
"Trying to

will solve

and save your time and money.
everywhere carry them in stock,
EVERLASTIC ROOFING

But

the damage, and then
son you'll have to
face it alone. If the girl meant more to
"
you than your career
"But she didn't," broke in Paul. "I
tell you, father, I don't know how the
I've meant to be
situation came about.
straight and true.
Couldn't you try to

me

for Farmers

Made in

You do

"We!

drag

" Booklet

I

Grade One
t..uu,u

.

would not have
you had used Grade-One Creosote
Oil.
It
has been proved that this wonderful
wood preservative will keep fence posts and timbers
those, fence posts of yours

rotted

if

rot-proof for twenty years. Don't think of putting
j„(q (},g ground withouttrealing it with Grades
One Creosote Oil. It penetrates farther into the wood than
any other preservative. It also lasts longer. And it is so
easily applied. Use it wherever wood is exposed ^o dampness,
earth or weather. It saves you money.

CrPOSOtB
vyil
V^l OUJVU./ Oil

^qqJ

ELASTIGUM WATERPROOF CEMENT
IVTANY

a leak in your purse is caused by neglecting the
everyday repairs or else by paying too much to make
Play safe.
Have Elastigum
the wonderful,
them.
waterproof cement. It makes those little necessary repairs
easy and cheap. And they are permanent too. It's just what
you want for joining and relining gutters of metal or wood.
The best thing you can use for chimney flashings
It seals leaks and joints.
Elastigum is waterproof so that any joint sealed with it stays sealed.
-'-'-'-little

Send for

—

illustrated booklet describing

Barren Money Savers

in detail.

Address nearest oj^ce*

COMPANY, LIMITED
THE PATERSON MANUFACTURING
TORONTO
WINNIPEG

MONTREAL

THE CARRITTE- PATERSON MANUFACTURING
ST.

JOHN, N.

B.

HALIFAX,

N.

S.

VANCOUVER

CO., LIMITED
SYDNEY, N. S. ,
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Prepare Now to
Get More Profit
from Your Cows
Place Your Order at Once for an

Ideal

Green Feed

Silo

Larger milk profits are sure to follow the erection of au Ideal
Green Feed Silo. The best authorities have found that silage
increases milk flow about 25 joer cent.,^nd reduces feeding costs
15 to 20 per cent. Silage is also the greatest profit-producing
feed for beef cattle and sheep. Order your Ideal now, and be
prepared to make larger profits from your livestock next winter.

Now

is

that

is

the time to plau for your silo. lu selecting it, remember that it is GOOD silage
most profitable to feed, and that GOOD silage can be produced only in a GOOD
silo.
Something that is claimed to be "just as good" at a lower price is never as good.
A "cheap"' silo is bound to be an inferior silo, and it can not produce GOOD silage. A
"cheap" silo, or a silo that you can erect from "cheap" material, will prove the most
costly you can buy.
dollars you might save on the first cost by buying such a silo will be lost many
times over in the poor quality of the silage, the trouble and expense you will be put to in

The few

keeping the

silo in repair,

and

in its short life.

An

Ideal Green Feed Silo will pay for itself in one year, and will last from fifteen to
twenty years. It will preserve your silage perfectly. It is the most profitable silo to own,
because it returns the biggest profit on the money you invest in it.

Don't take a chance. Don't buy any silo until you get all the facts that prove you get
more for your money in an Ideal than in any other. Write to-day for our large, illustrated catalogue or, better still, place your order with a De Laval agent for an Ideal
Green Feed Silo. You take no chances in ordering an Ideal, because it is used and endorsed
by thousands of the most experienced farmers and the best authorities in Canada.

—

MADE

IN

CANADA

DE LAVAL DAIRY SUPPLY
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF DAIRY SUPPLIES IN CANADA.
famous De Laval Cream Separators and Alpha Gas Engines.

PETERBORO
MONTREAL
50,000 BRANCHES AND LOCAL

CO., Limited
Sole distributors in

Canada of the

Catalogues of any of our lines mailed upon request.

VANCOUVER
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know when
Buying Cross- Cut Saws

Facts to

The nauie "Simouds, Crescent Ground," on a cross-cut saw means
that saw will cut 10 per ceul. more timber, same time aud
labor being consumed, than any other brand of saw made to-day.
This we guarantee.
This is a broad statement, but one which we stand behind.
No saw has yet been returned owing to its having failed to fulfil
that

the above guarantee
The. advantage of the Crescent Grinding, in Simonds' Cross-Cut
Saws, is that it prevents binding in the kerf, and enables the operator
push as well as pull the saw points experienced sawyers
to
appreciate.

—

Always buy a saw with a sharp

cuttiTis:

edge

—not

a soft s

will take a
Steel is the only steel .which we are sure
hold a cutting edge longer than the ordinary, saw.
The illustration shows a Simonds Cross-Cut Saw, No. 32o, with a
hollow back, instead of a straight back.

Simonds

temper

to

When you buv a saw it will pay you to get a Manufacturers
Brand Saw, with the name "Simonds" on the blade, at about the
same price as vou will pay for a low-grade Special Saw.
Ask your dealer for the Simonds Cross-Cut Saw, and write direct
to the factory for further particulars.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW
VANCOUVER. B.C.
aw

— because the former

CO., LIMITED,

lasts longer

MONTREAL, QUE.
ST.

and keeps

its

JOHN. N.B

edge better.
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the hand and led

next day you were called

away and your

sister,

my

Gasoline Prices

aunt Betty,

Human desire
to take care of me.
human curiosity, being stronger than

came

and
any reason you had given

me for not
touching the alluring bowl, sent me again
and to fulfil my object,
to gaze upon it
But again detection stole upon
if I might.
me. I looked up to find Aunt Betty regarding me; but with a smile!
"Isn't the bowl beautiful?" she asked.
And then she lifted me to her lap, drew
the bowl to her, and put it into my eager
My little heart almost stopped
hands.
beating. Joy surged through me; wonder
held me, awe because I was allowed to let
my eager, sensitive fingers caress the

won't bother

—

YOU
if

you purchase a

Our Hopper Cooled Design

'rantfor<

bowl.

Also a passion of gratitude

filled

me

ENGINE

for

my

power to
I couldn't have
hold the bowl safely.
dropped it then I should have died rather

Aunt Betty's confidence

in

The Brantjord
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than

let it slip

from

my

clasp.
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upon
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the train whizzed on, I thought, too,
of that June day in our garden, when you
wouldn't let me touch the bowl you know
what I mean, mother dear! You an-

As

satisfaction

is

not dependent

same
and the same depend-

gasoline

;

it

gives the

able service on coal oil or naptha.
Get a "Brantjord" and be independent bf the sky-high prices of
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swered my boundless curiosity about life
by advising me not to think about such
You put up restrictions,
matters then
gave me rules to be followed, when what
Well, perhaps
I wanted was to know!
mothers fear, for some reason that I, of
course, can't know, to tell the truth to
their little girls; but the tragedy here is

gasoline.

!

young rebel against mere
They want knowledge.

that the
tions.

The "Brantjord" Line

consisting of sta-

tionary, portable or Tractions is the most
complete line of engine's in Canada.

Every engine
To be saje buy

restric-

spare you the details of how we
our little home of Paul's searchas
ing for and finally securing a position
helper to the transplanter in the large
green houses which give the town its
name. He arrives home every evening,
usually very tired, but always smelling
We
fragrantly of a thousand flowers.
don't find much to talk about; I think we
both still feel a little strange together.

is

guaranteed.

a "Brantjord."

I'll

settled in

;

Wood

Saws,

Goold, Shapley

crying,

poor

little

and had been
Clearly he
fellow!
dirty,

My heart went out
wanted his mother.
to him, and in a moment I had him folded
close to me.
As he nestled down against
me, for the first time since my coming
here I was filled with peace and a kind of
happy anticipation.
I hushed the child against me, and soon
he went to sleep, a sobbing sleep. I had
quite forgotten Paul; but at last
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the kitchen door.
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Pole,

for our catalogue which contains full descriptions of Brantford labor saving farm implements
and information helpful in farm progress.

mood. He is kind to me, but indifferent,
perhaps because of this very strangeness,
and I know he secretly frets about the
downfall of all his aspirations. He is still
very young, while I have lived a hundred
years. I think. He sat down to the dinner
I had prepared, and while he was eating
his pudding we heard a little sound.
Something or some one was pushing open

tired

Steel

Send

But to-night when he came home, I
that he was in a rebellious and bitter

He was

Grinders,

Pumps, AVater Boxes,

manufactured by us, have the qualities in
them that have made the name "Brantford" a byword for satisfaction among
progressive farmers in the Dominion.

felt

Having no fear of intrusion from
strangers, I sat quite still, and presently
a child of perhaps four years entered the
room. He came straight to me, and as he
neared me, I recognized him as the baby
of a distant neighbor.
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"You've been lonely, Frances,"
"Lonely and unhappy!"
I did not answer.
"Ive been thinking only of my side,"
he continued. He left his place then and
came to me, and stood looking down at
his gaze.

he

Go To The

Don't
Bring
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System

gives you all these advantages at a very
small outlay.

System fits into the needs of any home
no matter where the home may be or what
power it is provided with. Just look into
this and consult us for further information.
The whole matter of installing is so simple
that there is no opportunity for any one to
go wrong on it.
Hill

Once the system
except

for

installed

is

an

you forget

occasional

it

— That's

oiling

Write for our beautiful free booklet,
"Making Its Comforts Complete,"
written for men and women, ivho love
their homes.

UNIVERSAL TRANSMISSION
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H.ll Electri.Pression Automatic

Water

Supply

or

Gasoline

System

nodded. "And we'll have to take care
and teach it oh, teach it many things
" And then I just couldn't keep the
tears back.
Paul took the sleeping boy from me and
put him down on the lounge near the
window. When he returned, he knelt and
put his arms about me, and he was very
comforting. It seemed as though I had
been aching to have some one hold me;
We
to have some one care for me again.
had come through deeps to this moment of
understanding, of seeing clearing.
I

—

of it

.

After a long, sympathetic silence, Paul
"Wouldn't you like your mother to
be with you next month?"
said:

literal!

The

little

possible."

HILL

The

tear-stained face at my breast.
yet you had to leave everybody and
come with me out here alone." We were
both silent then, but drawn closer than
ever before. After a time Paul went on:
"I never realized till now that a child
It doesn't seem
really is coming to us.

the

"And

Plenty of water when and where you want it hot or cold healthful
baths; convenient taps in kitchen or cellar running heater all the time,
that's what you need. The city has its drawbacks stay in the country, on
the farm, but enjoy the convenience of running water and it will be better
water than any city can boast of.

—

cried.

come

-

to me,

Paul?"

"I don't know," he said gently; "you

Limited

C"""^!"" '^^'""

137 McGill Street

—

"I daren't think how greatly I want
her," I said. "But do you think she would

MONTREAL, QUE.

see, I never had a mother that I can remember. It muEit be great to have a real
mother !" Then after a while
"Why don't you write to her? I'll take
the child home. I'll be gone over an hour,
so you'll have plenty of time to write a

long letter."
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believe my scorching experience has
I
opened my vision for at least I shall
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mine!
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young

girl

know how terribly helpless a
is. how woefully unequipped,

is told simply that she musn't
do this and she musn't do that, but never
I know how bewildered she
told why.
feels when, as she grows older and is
allowed intimate contact with boys, emo-

when she
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meaning of which she

doesn't

remotely know, sweep in on her.
There shall be no such wall of mystery
between my daughter and me. I shall
try to establish a bond between us that
will draw her frankly to me in every perShe shall not be harassed by the
plexity.
seeming paradoxes of life. She shall not,
I promise you, be allowed to f-ace tempta-

unprepared

;

for, well-reared or not,

every girl does face real temptations in
her intimate, unchaperoned association
She shall know why it is best
with boys.
to avoid even the appearance of evil. Too,
she shall learn that she is the daughter
of thousands of men and women, all swayed by emotions that make the race go on
that she is not exempt from the rush of
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uch emotions, but that she must harness
hem, give them proper place, till the
eautiful times comes, the time of mariage and motherhood.
So, mother, good
I hear Paul's step.
And though I ask of you nothing
ight.
ut

what

in

ive, I shall

[•cm

freedom and love you can
watch every mail till I hear

you.

Frances.
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outh, but the bird is usually given a
larp blow on the head with a small club
nmediately after picking. This stunning
revents suffering and the blood flows

Picking is begun immediateand the operator usually sits in a chair
ith the duck on his knees, the head being
;ld between one leg and a large box into
hich the feathers are thrown. A pail of
ater hangs close by and the picker dips
s hand into the water at intervals so
at he can get a better grip on the feaths. A sharp knife is used to help in drawg the pin feathers, and sometimes the
athers are shaved off. Several knives
e placed in front of each picker and
;pt as sharp as a razor.
ore freely.
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there is more
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than ordinary satisfaction in the use of
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in
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duck is the
paid for picking and a good man can
ake from $15 to $30 a week. On many
ants the feathers nearly or quite pay
Twelve ducks yield a
r the picking.
und of feathers and the price runs from
to 60 cents a pound. They are taken
om the pickers' boxes and spread on the
or of the loft, where they are turned
ce a day with a pitchfork for four days.
course, more time is required to dry
e feathers when scalding is practised,
g cotton bags are provided by the
ither buyers for shipping the feathers.
As soon as the ducks have been picked
ey are thrown into cold water to take
Then they are left
t the animal heat.
a tank of ice water over night to plump
carcase, and also, it may be said, to
d a little, if possible, to the weight,
ipping is in boxes or barrels which must
stout and well made. If the ducks are
go long distances, ice must be used and
is always well to line boxes with brown
per. Appearance counts for much in
sale of ducks.
3n this continent the white Pekin is the
y duck to be considered commercially,
hough that may seem strange to Engpeople who have been accustomed to
Aylesburys. Pekins mature quicker
in the English ducks and are easier to
k, and they satisfy the market better
m any other kind. In beginning, the
it plan is to buy eggs from a reliable
eder.
It does not do to use the eggs
md in the markets because, as has been
ted, they are more than likely to be
fs which have been tested out of incu;or. Duck eggs are easily shipped after
ezing weather is over and many are
It is not
it to Canada from the States.
56 to ship breeding ducks, as they are
ely to die on the way.
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Two Words

Cost the Farmers Millions

The Absurdity of the Manitoba Grain Act and Value of Farmers Co-operating,
as Pointed Out by John Kennedy Before the United Farmers of Ontario

THE

United Farmers' of Ontario are
growing apace. With an organization only about two years old
they are forging ahead in the matter of
education, and co-operative enterprises,
at a rate that tends to do big things in Ontario very soon. Inspired by the wonderful example of the farmers' organizations in Western Canada, they are taking
a leaf out of their book, and trying to

By

F.

C.

MACKENZIE

.

get together in a way that will produce results, and incidentally give them the commercial and political influence in Ontario
that the farmers of Western Canada have
in the Prairie provinces.
The first district convention was held in
the month of July at Palmerston. This
was followed by similar ones at WoodAt these
stock, Petrolia, and Belleville.
gatherings the executives of the United
Farmers of Ontario and the United

Co-operative Company, were
together with John Kennedy,
Vice-President of the Grain Growers'
Company of Winnipeg. These meetings
were largely attended by members of the
locals from the surrounding district?.
Farmers, above every other class of
people, have developed that peculiar trait
of democracy that is inherited in the
Anglo-Saxon that is, they demand and
must understand a full explanation about
the working of their free institutions.
They do not forget to criticize. They insist on thorough attention to details. But
they will forgive many transgressions in
the man who is sincere, aggressive and
enthusiastic. They will applaud the man
who is doing things, and generally they
will stay behind and back up the endeavors of the men who are showing their
It is these facts of indeability to lead.
pendence, sturdiness, and a recognition
that co-operation does work out to the best
end of agriculture, that have made the
farmers of Ontario look so favorably upon
the movement for co-operation as given
forth with U. F. O.
As one speaker remarked at Palmerston, the old Grange movement had succeeded because it was largely a social
movement, and this had been followed by
the Patrons of Industry who also did a
good work; and now the United Farmers
of Ontario were taking up the work la.d
down by these other organizations. And
this organization bids fair to become the
greatest of the three. The lessons of past
years have been learnt, and their mistakes will not be repeated.
John Kennedy, Vice-president of the
Grain Growers' Grain Company, a Roosevelt type of farmer, big, good-natured, a
hard hitter without any malice, whose hUjstick is the success that his company has
shown, inspired every listener with the
effective story he told. He never tires of
telling how the bondage of profit-taking
interests was broken by the farmers of

Farmers'
present,

—

Manitoba.

"Thirteen or fourteen years ago, we of
the West were decidedly up against it,"
said he. "We had a great many difficulties, and as our grain was not returning
to us the money that we thought it should,
we felt in desperation that we should do
something ourselves to correct the abuses
of the grain trade in Western Canada."
"Consequently a few men got together
and talked over the situation. Prominent
among these were E. A. Partridge. These
corrections took place in June, 1905, and
in July, 1906, a company was formed for
the handling of Western wheat by the
farmers themselves.

WELL-TO-DO FARMERS DON'T CARE.

"Seven or eight men were detailed to go
among the farmers to sell
I was one of them, Mr. Partridge
stock.
was another, we were to get $2 a day to
do this work. At the same time we had
to pay more than this to get men to take
our places on our farms while we went
about doing this work. The result was
that soon there were only two men left in
The
the work, Partridge and myself.
greatest difficulty we found was the indifference of the farmers themselves, esto the country

pecially the well-to-do farmers, but our
order has existed for the man who has
been dotvn and out, for the big body of
farmers who have not the chance to sell
well.
Our shares were $25 each, 10%
I credit
of which had to be paid down.
some of my old success in getting these
shares to the fact that I was a good talker,

and many men would tell me that they
would give me $2.50 per share if I would
only quit talking.
"It is a peculiar fact, and I believe it is
the case in other parts also, that the
most well-to-do farmers are the ones who
say that farmers can never stick together. They despair most about keeping
These fellows
the farmers organized.
never get enough to help the fellow who is

down and out.
"We went to the

directors of the

Win-

nipeg Exhibition, in 1906, and asked to be
allowed to have a place on the grounds
during that fair. First they refused us,
but by being persistent they agreed to
give us a position on the fair grounds by
paying the circus fee of $50 for a small
tent.

BEGAN 10 YEARS AGO.

"We

started business on the fifth of
September, and bought our first car load
of grain. A few men signed, a note which
we placed with the bank there in order
to get a certain line of credit to carry on
our operations. To-day we have a million
and a half dollars s^ibscribed; we have a
viillion dollars paid up, and a million seven
hundred thousand dollars worth of tangible assets.

But we have had trouble at times. We
have had our ups and downs in the grain
company. Starting as a grain commission firm, we found out before long that
we would have to be something more than
this in

order to be of real use to the

farmers of the West.
Therefore, we
looked for some way or opening in which

we

could learn the intricacies of the grain
trade, and so we decided to enter the export business.
"Now this export activity is the only
thing that iustifies our existence from a

grain standpoint.
We cannot
much of that statement.

make

too

EXPORT BUSINESS JUSTIFIES OUR EXISTENCE
Otherwise we would be the gatherers
of the grain for the big fish in the pond.
We' would simply supply the grain for
these men to make huge profits, thus becoming their servants more than we were
before. That seemed to be our mission.
"These grain dealers were making big
profits.
At the investigation that took
place at Ottawa, during the financial
stringency of 1907-8, it was found out
that the profit that these grain men were
making, ranged from 5 to 13c. a bushel,
after all expenses of shipment had been
Now their profits seldom exceed
paid.
Ic. a bushel, and it is all because the Grain
Growers' Grain Company are in the business, and if any firm is making bigger
profits than they think they should, the
Grain Growers' Grain Company steps in
and, by price regulation, put the business

down where it should be, and returns to
the farmer all the money that he should
get for his grain. Farmers now have a
barometer, we establish the price.
"When the Grain Growers' Grain Company went into the export business they
were attacked by all the grain men who
said that they were cutting out the vested
rights of the dealer.
Rather was it a
vested wrong, and we were doing farmers a
big turn in upsetting their apple carts.
"To-day the largest grain firms in
America consider the Grain Growers'
Grain Company as the greatest exporting
company on the American continent.

WE LOSE THOUSANDS.
"We made money in the export business
the first two years, but we lost a quarter
of a million during the next two years.
The farmers in this company got together
and voted that the whole loss be written
off.
This was a big move. It proved to
the other business men that farmers could
stand together in the face of big odds.
This was the greatest day for organized
agriculture the world ever saw.

NEW

EXPORT COMPANY FORMED.

"After this we formed a new company.
This new company is subsidiary to the
The
Grain Growers' Grain Company.
English firm who had been taking consid-

—

.
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erable of our grain, purchased a block of
stock from us, and thfe balance and controlling interest of the stock is held by
the Grain Growers' Grain Company.
new manager was secured on the first of
September, 1914, and by December, 1914,
we did a business of five million bushels
The manager then said that
of wheat.
we are not able to help the farmers this
year get more money by buying Canadian
wheat only, and advised going to New
York. We went. Up to August, 1915, we
had shipped 39,000,000 bushels of American wheat and made nearly half a million

A

profits.

"We were

criticized as

an extortionate

The idea of taking $400,000
in profits on a working capital of $100,000
was terrible. The chief ones who levelled
these charges were the interests who profits usually were from 5c. to 13c. a bushel
corporation.

we took.
profits they got.

instead of the Ic.

what

You can

figure

NOT CLEAR SAILING YET.

"We labor under some difficulties in
Western Canada yet. One of these is the
Manitoba Grain Act, which is a jug-handled sort of aff'air. The Act reads that No.
1 Northern wheat shall consist of 60
c^
of hard red fife wheat. Now the Minnesota Act says that it shall consist of 60%
of hard wheat. Thus, you can see that the
whole diff'erence lies on the two words" Red
Fife."' And these two words have cost the
farmers of Western Canada millions of
dollars.

A farmer cuts 100 acres
wheat which at the time of harvest
would pass easily as No. 1 Northern, but
weather conditions come along and the
wheat loses its bright red color and so it
must be dropped to No. 3.
"It is this way.

of

THE NONSENSE OF

"Now

IT.

the grain growers have a chemist

own employed on their wheat all
the time and the Minnesota millers also
have their chemists. These say that it is
not over once in ten years, that bleaching
hurts the milling value of the wheat or
the bran.
of their

"If the wheat goes into No. 2 grade we
lose 3 or 4c., and if it goes into No. 3 grade
we lose 7 or 8 cents. This means from

$40 to $70 loss to the farmer on every car
of wheat shipped out. Two words in the
Manitoba Grain Act costs the farmers of
Western Canada from $40 to $70 on every
carload of No. 1 wheat sent out.

THE INVISIBLE SPREAD IN WHEAT.
"This man in Minnesota cuts his red fife
wheat under no better conditions and
keeps

looking no better in Minnesota.
His class is No. 1 Northern and he gets
$40 to $70 more a carload for it.
it

"The same is the case with oats. We
took the matter up with the men hi charge
of the Grain Act of 1907 and they place a
great many carloads of oats into the reject class, although they weighed 40 lbs.
to the bushel, because they found 6 or 7
grains out of 100 which had black streaks
in them.

"Now

there is an invisible spread, that
greater than the visible spread. The
Big Four, as we call them, milling inter-

is
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ests of the West, control a great deal of
the situation to their own good. In Sep-

tember prices go down generally when the
farmer has his goods to market and No.
But
1 prices in Minnesota go up as a rule.
after the farmer has the most of his wheat
marketed or at least in the hands of speculators or dealers, it commences to go up
and the Winnipeg prices sometimes exceeds the Minnesota prices at this time.

'AEGER
LADIES*

SPORTS

COATS

Then it is that they point to the Winnipeg
market as a very valuable one to the
Western farmer. But the farmer knows
the

game now.

"Economic conditions must be right.
Thousands of farmers in Western Canada
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Life

For active outdoor life nothing equals in
attractiveness and comfort Jaeger Sports
coats, eltiier in camel hair or white and

who

fashionable colors.

basis.

Spencers, Cardigans, Golfers and Sweaters offer a choice of garments for outdoor wear unsurpassed in attractiveness.

are afraid of the bailiff" or the tax
gatherer could be made independent if
the grain business were put on a better

HOW TO BETTER CONDITIONS.
"We may summarize our efi'orts

These with Jaeger

A

fully illustrated catalogue and
Dr. Jaeger's Health Culture ivill
be sent free on application to

\o

better conditions:
"Ist. Financial. The banks have failed
in times past to give that assistance that
they should. But I believe now, that the
banks are coming to the conclusion that
the farmer- must be taken care of and I
know from being a director on one of them
that they are taking a little diff^erent atti-

:

Dr. JAEGER ^""IJItT"'™
MONTREAL
T0RONTO

Co.Linaud

WINNIPEG

"Incorporated in England in 1883 with
British capital for the British Empire."

tude with regard to loans on wheat and

farm products.
"2nd. The Elevator System.

The farm-

now

control over 500 elevafrom the Rockies to the
Great Lakes. They are seeking to solve
the terminal elevator questions, to control ocean freight rates and also to ensure
the wheat being sent to market without
causing glut conditions. The big C.P.R.
elevators at Fort William have been
leased to the Grain Growers' Grain Co.
recently for a term of years, and this
has been renewed in spite of the way that
some of the big firms have tried to get
But the C.P.R. is a
these elevators.

ers themselves
tors reaching

Send for

Book

this

farseeing business corporation they know
v/hat is coming in the future with regard
to the business of this grain company. The
Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator Co.
are now building terminal elevators at
Fort William and forging ahead at a rate
that is most encouraging to the farmers
of the great wheat belt.
;

"LIVERY woman who

—

is

thinking of buying
a Washing Machine should
send for this Book. Even if
she does not intend to get a
machine right away she will
enjoy reading about "What
John would do if he had to
do the Washing," and why
he would use a
'

The old country markets, to the man
who knows something of the business, are
often misrepresented and controlled by
men in the trade who have a perfect system of fictitious telegrams and cabegrams
about the big crops and the consequent
necessity of lowering prices that appear
to be genuine.

.^2^
'<vti>e^

"HOME" WASHER.

"Now

the spout must be controlled by
the farmers themselves and it is this control that is gradually growing and putting
the farmers in possession of the marketing end of the grain and giving to these
middlemen and others who handle the
grain a proper share for their work. Instead of creating millionaires by one
year's business in the grain trade, we
should have a farm population in Western Canada as well as in Eastern Canada,
who are getting what they are justly entitled to and who are staying on the farm
because they are making it pay."

your name and address
enclosed coupon, and
mail it to us to-dav.
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We will send you a
copy of (his
post paid.

Book

Maxwell'i Ltd
Dept.

B

St. Mary's, Ont.

MAXWELL'S LTD
St.

Kindly

,

'^end

me

free

the booklet, "If John had
do the Washing."
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The Hog and Hen

Roofing

Genuine Diamonds

CASH OR CREDIT

Paddock

TERMS— 20% Down
and $1-S2-S3 Weekly

Right and Wrong Principles in Fencing.

We

trust any honest person.

Write

for catalogue to-day.

Di»mond
J-__l._
aCObS D.<.^
Bros. Importers

'npHE

farmer who wishes to maintain
the health of his hogs and poultry
must provide a run in which they may
exercise.
At the same time in mak-

Dept. B.

-*•

you want

If

real

service
from the roofing you lay on your farm
buildings, buy "Ci^RTAIN-TEED," and
look for this guarantee on every roll.

CERTAIX-TEED

guiuaiiteed to last

is

5,

10,

according to ply (1, 2 or 3).
Experience has proven that it outlasts its
guarantee.
It
is
very different from inferior roofing sold by inail.
It is safer than
looks
better than galvanized
wood shingles;
or

iron
Get
you

years,

15

or

tin

;

is

easier

OERTAiIN-TEEO from

know and can rely
money in the end. It ia
over Canada at reasonable

to

and cheaper.

lay

your local dealer, whom
upon.
It
will
save you
sold by good dealers all
prices.

General Roofing Mfg. Co.
World's Largest Manufacturers of
Roofing and Building Papers
Distributing

centres:

Toronto,

Montreal,

Ottawa, Winnipeg, St. John's, N. F., Halifax,
Kegina, Branjon, ('a)gar.v, Vancouver.
Canadian Distributors

McFailane Ladder Wcrks
Toronto, Ontario

ing this provision he must be careful to
avoid undue expense and at the same
time to secure safety for his stock. There
is nothing more annoying than a flock of
hens that have a way of breaking out
when they are expected to be within
bounds, unless it is a hog that starts on
a rampage when it is most desirable that
the ways of peace and quiet should be observed.
In making such an enclosure the fence
is
a matter of primary importance.
Farmers frequently come to grief by not
being careful to observe the precaution of
erecting a fence that has been resolved
upon, there is danger of neglecting the
matter of proper fencing.
The location for the paddock once selected, the first step is to thoroughly level
the land on which the fence is to be bu;lt.
The second step is the placing of the
anchor posts. These posts should be at
least eight inches in diameter and placed
with care sufficient to insure their remaining upright. When these posts are
weak or poorly set trouble and loss are in-

The old reliable remedy for rheumatism, neuralgia, sore throat and
sprains.

Made

Best Liniment

Mr. A. v.. Launiiry, Edmonton. writes:—
"I

fell

from a building and received wliat

the doctor called a very
bad sprained ankle, and
told me I must not walk
on it for three weeks. I
got MINARD'S LINI-

MKNT and in six days I
WHS out to work again.
I

think

it

the best iini-

ment made."
Minard's Liniment
always gives satis-

For any

faction.

ache or pain.
gives instant

It

relief.

Minard's Liniment
Co., Limited

Yarmouth,

WE BUY

-

-

N.S.

GINSENG

both Wild and
If you want

Cultivated, at highest prices.
reports on Fur or Ginseng,
send for free quotations containing full particulars.

H. A.

SCHOENEN,

138

W.

23lh Sireet.

NEW YORK

CIT^'

A barbp-l wire should be stretched along
the botton of the posts ^or the benefit o*
If
the hog with a pronensity to root.
there is any fear that one v/ire is not
sufficient for this purpose a second wire
may be added with the barbs of the second
wire coming between those of the first
wire.
He will be an enterprising hog
that will' persist in rooting under a wire
of this sort. Close to this wire an eighbe
poultry netting should
teen-inch
stretched. Indeed, this wire should be so
stretched and close to this a seven
Inwire fence should be stretched.
deed, this wire should be so stretched that the poultry netting may be
When this
attached to its second wire.
wire fence is in place a barbed wire should
be run along the top. The poultry netting
and the wire fencing should be fastened
together at each upright wire and the
netting should be attached to the bottom
barbed wire at points immediately opposite those at which it is attached to the
This prevents all sagging and
fencing.
many other fence troubles.
The shelter for the poultry should be
the portable colony house to which the
fowl may have easy access, but fi"om
which the hogs are severely excluded.
Nor need there be any expensive equipment provided for the hogs. All that is
needed is the merest shelter from extrernes of heat and wet and cold. A very
little pains will provide troughs that will
not be upset.
The paddock gives hogs and poultry acIt promotes the health
cess to the soil.
and vigor of the stock and goes a long way
towards preventing losses through
ease.

dis-

—Andreiv Kyle.

Toronto, Onlario

Farmers of Canada
You

are wanting a swift, sure and certain cure
udder troubles, chUls and inflanunation in
and Sheep. TRY the ALL BRITISH
remedy

for

Cows

AT ALI NE

C

Cataline was fii-st produced in England 25 years
ago, and now has the largest sale of any cattle
drench in the old countiT-

Cataline is sold in bottles containing sufficient
medicine to make 8 Sheep Drenches, 4 Cow or

Hoise Drenches

Each Drench Cures
One

bottle

mailed direct

!

any address in Canada on

to

receipt of 75 cents

CATALINE CO.

BRISTOL, ENG.

Black Orpington Hens
England's Best

Make
h.ced

For

evitable.

Toronlo Arcade.

15

poidtiy pay
best stock.
best
Huff
Black,

tlie

England's

Rlue,

White OniJingtnns. send to HarPrici--^
old
'Corrie.
retusonable.
Spec:;i]
or

facilities
porta t ion.

for

e.K

Satisfac-

guar anteed.

tion

Write

for

par-

full

ticr.lats.

HAROLD CORRIE
Quobltigh.
Hants,

Eastleigb.

ENGLAND
(•

C.ihl,-»

Oiik,

nie.

Fuir

England

lliLJJ-V!i3!

WARRINER

STANCHION

H. A. Moyer. Syracuse,
N. Y., says "they

SAVE COST
one winter."
Send address for speci-

in feed in

WALLACE B. CRUMB.

fications of inexpensive
yet sanitary cow stable to

F'iForestTllIe.ronn.,r.S.A.

Canadian orders filled from Canadian factory.
correspondence should be addressed to the home office,
State In Inquiry If yon prefer booklet In French or EngUshi

AU

Don't Cut Out
A SHOE BOIL, GAPPED
HOCK OR BURSITIS

FOR

B50RBIN
TSADE MARK

REG.U.S.PAT. OFF.

remove them and leave no blemishes.
Reduces a-.y puff or swelling. Does not
blister or remove the hair, and horse can be
worked. $2 a bottle delivered. Book 6 K free.
Will

\BSORBINE,

JR., ihe antiseptic liniment for manFor Boils, Bruises, Old Sores. Swellings, Varicose
kind.
Price SI and 82 a botue
Allays Pain.
Veins, Varicosities.
Will tell more if you write.
at druEsis.s or delivered.

W. F. YOUNG. P.D.F. 482Lymans BIdg.,Montreal. Can.
AbsorblD': and

Ab^nrblne,

Jr., are

made

la

Canada,

<
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New

Household

Discoveries
TO DRY COLORED CLOTHES WITOUT FADING.
TF you cannot find a really shady spot
-*
in the yard in which to dry colored
clothes, muslins, prints, ginghams, etc.,
pin them on the shady side of a sheet

hung

double.

FRUIT JUICES.
After making jelly, turn the fruit left
in the jelly-bag into a saucepan, cover
with water and boil. Strain this through
the bag again, boil a second time with
sugar and seal up in jars. This will be
found very valuable in making cool drinks,
especially when lemons are expensive.
TO

WASH WHITE
warm

"SILVER GLOSS"
(EDWARDSBURG)

"Silver Gloss" has been doing perfect

starching in Canadian homes, for
nearly 60 years. In one pound packages and six pound fancy enamelled
tins.

Montreal

Laundry
Starch
Makirs

THE CANADA STARCH

ot

"Cronvn Brand" and

White" Corn Syrups, and
Bemun's Corn Starch.

"Lily

LIMITED

CO.,

Cardinal

Brantford

Fort William

235

CORDUROY.

soapy water until clean,
in
then boil one-half hour in soapy water.
Rinse in clean water, changing the water
three times, and rinsing again in cold

Wash

37

JU/T
POUR IT OVER.

Don't wring or squeeze,
bluing water.
but hang in the open air to drip dry.
Don't iron. If a good quality soap is used
and the above directions strictly followed,
you will invariably get good results.

YOUR.JELLIE/

TOASTED CORN.

An improvement

over boiled corn is
toasted corn. After boiling the ears for
ten minutes so as to cook them partially,
remove to a bread-toaster and place over
hot coals, turning until they are browned
evenly. The delicious flavor obtained by
this method of cooking is well worth the
extra work.
TO PREVENT EGGS FROM "SPUTTERING."
To keep eggs from sputtering when frying, sprinkle a little flour in the pan.

AND PRE/ERVE/
That is the end of the sealing process when
you use Parowax. No papers or strings to
bother with no irksome labor with jar tops.

—

Just

no'i'-

STOCKING-TOP PROTECTOR.

To save the tops of stockings, which are
so easily and frequently torn by the metal
grips of hose supporters, take a piece of
cloth or old kid glove and turn it over
the top of each stocking at the point of
contact. You will seldom have to darn the
tops of stockings treated in this way.

CARE OF SEWING-MACHINE.
Not long ago my machine began giving
me trouble. The stitch was uneven and
the needle seemed to catch as it passed up
and down the plate. I tried all my arts
to remedy it, without success, and at last
called upon a repair man. When he came
he found the trouble so simple that every
woman should know about it, and thus be
able to save herself the expense of repairs
and the annoyance of having to submit to
poor work when the repair man can not be
had at once.

The man I called said, the moment he
sat down to the machine, "I believe the

He
trouble is under the needle plate."
took off the plate, and found quite an
accumulation of lint, which, he explained,
would cause the needle to catch as it
passed through. When he had removed
the lint and replaced the plate, the machine worked satisfactorily, except that it
ran a little hard. To remove this difficulty he advised me to give it a keroseneoil bath, as follows: Take out the thread,
fill
all the oil-holes with kerosene, and
run the machine hard for a few minutes.
Then leave it for a few hours, until the
kerosene will have evaporated and the
Then
dirt have been cut out by the oil.
use good machine oil. He advised doing
this every once in a while.
These two
suggestions may save many needless expenses and annoyances.

•^

PURE REFINED PARAFFINE

over your jellies and they
be kept absolutely
will
air-tight.

No mold — no

fermentation

— and

trouble.

FOR THE LAUNDRY

—

no
See

directions on Parowax labels for its
use in valuable service in washing.

grocery, department and
general stores everywhere.

At

THE IMPERIAL OIL
COMPANY
Limited

BBWCHES
IN ALL
CI TIES

^Ss^
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Fashions for Coolness
Sports' Coats, Novelty Skirts,

THE

sports

Shady

9

Of Course You Need

BENSONS
£ORN STARCH
Ice Cream comes out of the freezer
with a velvety smoothness
and a
new deliciousness— when it is made
with BENSON'S.

—

I

The novelty skirt is also worn everywhere, and if carefully laundered is as
serviceable as it is smart. Awning stripes
are very popular in silken fiel, silver
bloom and white flannels. Striped shantungs with silk jerseys are also used a

Our new Recipe Book "Desserts and
tells

how and how much

to

use. Write for a copy to our Montreal

Office— and be sure to tell your grocer
to send BENSON'S, the standby in

Canada

for

more than

half a century.

THE CANADA STARCH

MONTREAL,
BRANTFORD,

else

at this season, the general plan
being to have the skirt in some striking
striped or check pattern, using the same
material to trim the plain colored jacket.
Very pronounced also is the military effect
carried out in belts, cuffs and pockets.
The old-time close-fitting skirt has gone,
and now there is a decided flare, following closely the ordinary tailored
suit idea. The hats worn with these
suits are usually plain straw with
various designs hand-painted or
stencilled on.

And it is pretty hard to aslc for anything more delicious than a Chocolate
Blanc Mange or Cream Custard with
Fruit, made of Benson's Corn Starch.
Candies"

Things for the Season

costume seems to be

more popular than anything

9

Milliiieri/ are the

CO. LIMITED

CARDINAL,

216

FORT WILLIAM.

I

The novelty skirt in amning
striped material is as serviceable as it is smart and

summery.
great deal.
The skirt with
the
short flare predominates, and pleats are shown
in a variety of styles, sunbursts, box-pleats, accordions
and white garbardines with
trimmings of all sizes of genuine pearl buttons.
Even the very little girl
looks forward to the new sumLong waists,
mer toggery.
pleated skirt middy suits are
certain of her approval. For

ButterMakers

indsor

Daipv

'adffm
anada.

THE CANADIAN SALT CO. LIMITED

the coming cooler days, and
when the school term opens
again, a straight little dress
of navy serge, wool poplin, or
black and white check goods,
box-pleated from the yoke,
and with just a line of scarlet
broadcloth showing between
rows of braid on sailor collar,
cuffs and right arm band, and
with patent leather belt run-

Don't Slave at the Washtub
The

difficulties
of
will
all

day
smoothed out
will

and

wash

troubles

if

be
you

use a

CONNOR
WASHER

ning under and glimpsing between the pleats is a style that
is sure to meet with success.

Ball-Bearing

that heavy

for

The midsummer* millinery
must be in keeping with the

washing.

Perfect in
construction

design,

and

warm

results.

May we

send

you

our booklet of this

We

'

Washert
J.

H.

CONNOR &

Established

in

1881

suns.

After the sports

hat, softly beautiful colors are
can supply a macfiine

anywhere

in

and both materials and
shapes are in harmony with

used,

Canada

SON, Limited
OTTAWA. ONT.

The general plan

is to

have the

skirt in

some

strik-

ing check or stripe, using the same material
to trim the plain jacket.

the daintier dresses of flowered voile or taffeta.
Practically all the summer hats are
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large and shady, and some of
the latest models have wide
spreading brims that rival the
huge proportions of the celebrated Merry Widow.
There are two distinct lines
one
of neckwear this season
to go with sports costume, the
other to complete the dainty
and picturesque
flounced
gowns of tatfeta, voile or or-

—

summer

Practically all the

hats are large

and shady.

IWyllseol
And occasional

A

touches of Cuticura Ointment. For red, rough,
chapped, and sore hands these
super - creamy emolHents are
wonderfully effective.
On retiring, soak the hands in hot
water and Cuticura Soap. Dry,
and rub in Cuticura Ointment.
Wipe off surplus with tissue

simple and hecoyning
for "little girl's"

model

paper or wear bandages or old
gloves during the night.

dress.

For sports year the
gandie.
novelty of the moment is the
use of awning stripes, mainly
in pink, bright tan, Belgian
blue or green and black. These

many combincan be made to
little touch to a
or one that is dosecond year of service.

colors come
ations, and
give a gay
plain gown

ing

its

Trial Free

by Return Mail

For free sample each with 32-p. Skin Book
hi return mail, address post-card, "Cuticura,
Dept. 60 Boston." Sold throughout the world.

in

THE DAWSON DITCHER
Collar and cuff set

made

of

awning

stripe

Made

crepe.

For

tile

in

Canada

drainage.

Pays

for

in

10

itself

days.

New Rooms From

Old Furniture

Continued from page

Write for
Circular

18.

Canadian

Drill

&

Chuck Co., Limited

180-S Spadina Ave., Toronto

rows of book-

a filing cupboard, long
shelves and a magazine stand, and we
wonder now how we ever lived without it.
It's a wonderful comfort sometimes to
have a corner where you can get away

from the bosom of the family for a while,
if it happens to be a large, live, noisy
family, and we never have to stop the clock
to hunt around under the pendulum for
receipts, and tax bills.

VARICOSE VEINS, BAD LEGS, ETC.
are promptly relieTed -with inexpeii^iTe home treatment.
It
absolutely removes the pain, swelling, tiredness and
lisease.
Full particulars on receipt of stamp.

W.

F.

YOUNG.

182 Lrmans Building

P.D.F.
Montreal,

Canada
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Women

U

King
Hot water

Prairie
Practical

ff

but if the prairie mothers are
going to have care at the time of maternity, another kind of nurse must be found.
A woman in Calgary has already offered her home, for a training school for midwives and some women have expressed a
willingness to take the training.
The
women think that these trained midwives
will be willing to work for less than fifty
dollars a month, which is less than half

—

the price of the services of a trained
nurse.
In this scheme the women have
found some opposition from the Nurses'
Association, but it is hoped that some arrangement can be made that will be fair
to all.

—

Some of the women of Alberta, led by
Mrs. Nellie L. McClung, have expressed
very strong disapproval of the old barbarous method of punishment known as capital punishment.
This, however, is a Dominion matter, and any change must be
made through the Federal Parliament. A
very active campaign is being carried on
to educate the women along this line, and
Mr. W. R. Bickerdike, a member of the
Dominion Parliament, who has been waging a war against capital punishment for
years, with but scant success, has been encouraged by the assurance that he has
quite a large body of women behind him.
The women of Saskatchewan secured

Write for Our Free Booklet,
"
Comfortable Homes
'

We

nave put the explanation of the construction of King
Boilers and Radiators in simple language, free from technicalities, in attractive form, in our handsomely printed.
illus(rated Booklet, "Comfortable Homes." and if you
are at all interested we want you to write us for a
copy, which we will be pleased to send you by
return mail, postage paid.

STEEL AND RADIATION
UMITED
Head Office and Factory,
157 Fftser Ave..

friend to horses.

Broken Wind,

It cures

etc.

Colic,
Intestinal
Troubles.

Toronto

gmiiiinuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitihi.

i

/^2^

Coughs, Heaves,

Horses
ALWAYS CURES

Specific FOR

Beneficial in case of

Worms

and

Kidney

_
=
=

|

*'>'•
VCOIK

Cit

PRICE SO CENTS.

Dr.Ed.

MOPIN

&C0

.Limited.

?miii\^iiiiinliriiiiiiMiniMniiHiiiiiriniimmiimmiiin'iiiminP'

Special directions for each case. A great remedy for the Eespiratory Organs. It
also increases appetite, gives vigor, breadth and endurance, spreially to race horses
and those travelling and working hard.

nn
Expenses

^^^^ON,

the great producer of vigorous stock,

is

^/Tf )^C fJii MP'oorl
v./ClC/C>0
f^di. a Canadian Food and a medicine excellent for horse,
pigs, and poultry.
It gives endurance, increases the
appetite and gives vigor. As a blood purifier and for
increasing the quantity of milk in mare and cow it is highly
recommended. It is economical. It saves grain mixed with
other food it makes a big saving in feed expenses.

—

Ask your merchant

Watch the imfor these preparations.
Write us for circulars.

provement in your stock.

DR. ED.

MORIN & COMPANY, LIMITED

MOUNTAIN

10.

to her,

BOILER

Especially Beneficial
forHorses:::x-l\ '-'i

Politics

Continued from page

Are you one of the ten thousand who realized last winter that the heating system in their houses was not satisfactory? You probably decided you simply
MUST put in HOT WATER heating, and we want to help you in the problem of deciding which Boiler and Radiators to adopt. There are many reasons
why the King Boiler and King Radiators
scientific, practical and proven
should be your choice. These reasons will convince you that it is the most
economical in fuel and the most satisfactory in heating the house. These
statements are not exaggerated, advertising puffs, but are cold facts which we
can prove if you give us a chance. At any rate, it is worth
your while to find out about the King Boiler and RadiFullest information
ators, even if you don't buy them.
we are glad to do it.
is no trouble to give you

—

in

HILL, QUEBEC,

CANADA

POULTRY FENCE
PEERLESS
A Reai Fenco^Mot MeMng

strongly made and closely spaced— making it a complete
barrier again3t large animals as well as small poultry. Topy
and bottom wires No. 9— intermediates No. 12 wire— made
F by the Open Hearth process which time and other tests have

/ proven to l>o the beat Send for c&talog. Ask about our farm and ornamental
'fencing. Agenoiee nearly eThrywhere. Agents wanted in unasslgned territory.

The Banwell - Hoxle Wire Fence Company,
WloDipefr, HaD.«

HamlJtOfif Out.

Ltd..

the franchise so easily that their organizations of women are not as complete as
in the other prairie provinces. They are
this year pushing their organization and
waging a strong compaign for better laws
for women and children. In that province
there is already a law designed to protect the wife, who is unable to live with
her husband. The judge or magistrate
before whom the case is tried must decide whether the woman is justified in refusing to live with her husband, and also
how much he should pay her each week.
The law has not worked at all perfectly,
as laws designed to regulate the relations
of husband and wife, seldom do, but many
think a joint ownership law would be

much more

satisfactory.

In Saskatchewan there is also a maternity grant, which is given the mothers on
application to the government, but it is
such a new grant that it is impossible to
say whether it will meet the needs of the
most needy.

LESS PARTYISM AND A CLEARER UNDERTAKING OF PUBLIC NEEDS.

The women of the prairie are not asking
time to turn backward in its flight. Rather
are they asking it to keep ^on turning,
bringing them renewed opportunities to
use all their faculties for the good of the
world in which they live. No one can impress on the women of the West the fact
that they need education in public quesThey know their limitations, and
tions.
they are making a united effort to learn
the use of the ballot before they are called
on to use their franchise. Many women
who were opposed to woman's suffrage

!

"
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now say they

consider

it
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a God-given pri-

1

and one they must strive to use
wisely.
Others who were quite indifferent, wish to organize the women for a systematic study of public questions. Others
who did not wish the responsibility of the
vilege,

ballot are making a conscientious effort to
be ready to use it wisely.
One of the outstanding features of the
woman's movement is the fact that the
women from both Conservative and Liberal families are equally opposed to joining Liberal or Conservative Clubs of women that is the women who have worked
in the suffrage campaigns.
There are
women in all the provinces where the
women are now enfranchised, who opposed the movement, and are now axious
to form party organizations of women.
These are the women who considered the

interested in party politics than in the
progress of the race, and both political
parties were for some time afraid of the

movement.

Others are

women who were

movement, for from
the first it has been a democratic movement, drawing to itself all classes of women.
In Manitoba an attempt has been made

your dairy pay you

Mort

Profit by using a

^s "KING"
»^fe^

;

movement unwise, because they were more

Make

Cream

1 ill

^^^^^^^

CLOSE SKIMMER
EASY TO OPERATE
BUILT SANITARY
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socially afraid of the

Separator

FINELY FINISHED
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Let

us

place

"KING"

a

in

dairy to prove this statement.

up

your

Look

local agCTit, or write:

KING SEPARATOR WORKS. OF CANADA
BRIDGEBURG. ONTARIO

to organize the women along the old party
lines made by the men, but so far it has
been a failure. All the women who worked

for the franchise wish to stand together
in an independent organization, aiming to
improve the conditions in which they live,
quite indifferent as to which political
party does the work. In the country districts the grain growers' organizations

have done much to break down the hard
and fast narty lines, and in the cities, the

more progressive men are leaving the old
affiliations and the more progressive
women will never form them.
There will be in the West a great body

%e KEY to a BETTER
SMOKE
llllllHHHIIIIIIIIinr¥¥¥¥l

party

of voters, that cannot be bought or influenced by party considerations.
When

Your pocket-

this

independent opinion is strong enough
the old party machines will grow rusty

knife is all you
need to discover what

from disuse and

fall to nieces.
Then we
will develop a national feeling, and
to represent us in the governing bodies of the

real

sweetness you can get out of your old pipe.

GET A

country will be an honor given only to
statesmen.

Miss Dolly Dimple-Chin
By James Hughes
Wfta< face so faiir as thine to win
stveet Miss Dolly Dimple-chin,
0/ &?«e, they search my soul,
TJ'-^t^^^^^^.
ntth dear delight and ah, so droll!
Those cheeks, the color of a rose
Those lips of love, where laughter
Thy mother's 'banquet-hoard of bliss grows
So sweet the keeping of their kiss.

My

Those golden tresses ting'd with trown
That to thy toes come tumbling down
Falling with such fulsome grace.
In clustering curls, around thy face.
Ah! Mother's preeious lump of love
Angel art thou from above;
Dear-delightful and divine
Come to link thy love with mine.

Thou art niy

My

jewel, badge of bliss

heart of hearts. Aye; more than this
Thou art my joy, my all, my pride
The whole wide world, and more beside
For what, so fair on earth could be
Than thy street smiling face to me,
That came, my woman's heart to win

My

own, sweet, Dolly Dimple-chin.

POLO
BLOCK
OF SMOKING TOBACCO
and whittle off a fresh pipeful just before you smoke
and you will find that your smoke will be sweeter,
slower-burning, cooler than you ever got from a bag
or tin of tobacco.
That's because the only way to keep all the moisture in tobacco is
to press the choicest leaves into a plug and protect it with a
natural leaf wrapper.
" Made

in

Canada by Expert Canadian Workmen "

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE

1

Oc a block

'
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HE FARM

WHAT

I

want

to
plain to

why

just

Heat

is

heat

it is.

particularly
do is: ex-

you

fully

the Kelsey Health
the healthy health

Then I want to tell you
something about the coal it
why it
saves, and exactly
saves

"The

A
The

fields are still, the woods are dumb,
In glassy sleep the ivaters lie."
Bryant.

it.

The Kelsey

will

Send f

r

lileraluie

James Siiart

Co.

Mfg.

Limited

t,

"

Winnipeg, Man.

Brockville, Oat.,

—

the

give

most heat from the least coal.
I can prove it.
Come and get the proofs.

August noon has come,
slumberous silence fills the sky,

quiet

be equal to his home.
Set in the fair green valleys purplewalled;
A m,an to match his mountains, not to
creep
Dwarfed and abased below them."

— Whittier.

HARVEST BEGINS.

wheat harvest zone
has moved northwards into Canada, Fall
wheat in Ontario is in stock. Last year

many

There
the

is

not

nnotlier

"STOVER"

g.isollne

tliat

for

touches

Weight,
This is a

Power and Durability.
strong statement but we are

pre-

pared to prove it and the price
will surpri.se you.
,

DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET.
WRITE TO DAV FOR

.Vgents wanted for unrepresented
territory.

NATIONAL
EQUIPMENT CO.
Limited

15 Wabash Avenue

TORONTO

—

—

Reverberate along that vale,

More

suited to the shepherd's tale.

—Bvron.

"Our yeoman should

By

engine made to-day

—

The death-shot hissing from afar
The shock the shout the groan of war-

this time the

people lost a big part of their crop

We may

not set the world on
Ayid yet we do our share!

fire,

Without our toil your wonder world
Would hungry go and bare.

—Peter Mc Arthur.
Some

actually averaged 49 bushels.
went 59 bushels.

of

it

HARVESTING OTHER GRAINS.
a paying crop in many sections.
Fred Green of Greenwood says he can get

Rye

is

through wet weather.
It is a good plan to get the grain into
the barn, as quickly as one can dig it out.
Threshing in the field is all right if fine
weather continues.
If you have some choice seed, get it
ready for sale and advertise it.
Generally there are too many weeds in
Fall wheat land. A good plan is to cultivate lightly after the crop
induce
to
growth of these seeds.
If timothy was sown with the wheat,

averages of 23 bushels.
The Rye straw makes good selling if it
is threshed with a flail or headed by the
machine.
Oat straw makes good feed if saved
properly. Maybe the feeder will need all

there will be a nice crop of seed from it
and care can be taken in threshing to save

not know what to do with, spread it over
the Fall wheat land after grain is sown.
Consult your district representative
about flax pulling and the Dominion Government has a special man now in the
work. Write G. C. Brawhill, Department
of Agriculture about it.

this seed.

Make every travelling thresher clean
out his mill thoroughly before coming into
your barn.
Watch the granaries. Patch up all holes
and stop wastes.
Keep a record of your yields. It is well
to keep a day book of facts from year to
The Spring wheat crop will ripen before
the end of the month.
Prepare for Fall wheat.
Of course your plans for next season's
wheat crop have been made.
The land should be stirred every week

fall

possible now.

Lime sown on the land

THE HAY SITUATION.

Much hay
this

year.

if

his feed this year.
It pays to stack the straw well even if
a blower is used. An extra man will do it.
Pea straw should be saved as well as
possible for the sheep.
If there is any old straw that you do

will be a better

guarantee of a good crop.
Remember cultivation has more -to do
with germination than the weather.
Plan to top dress with manure say 4
to 6 tons to the acre.
All yields last year surpassed estimates.

The Farmer's Magazine estimated R. G.
It
Fleming's 120 acre crop at 40 bus.

centi-e

will be

saved on the prairies

Keep the stacks

month.

when

Do not pasture new
is

full in the

building.

seeds after the crop

off".

Although hay crops are good

it

does not

mean low prices.
Watch the hay barns to see if no heating is taking place. Run a lor^g pole into
the hay and you can

when withdrawing

tell

by feeling

it

it.

AMONG THE

CORN.

Keep the

cultivator going this month.
Corn crops surprise us every time.

There

will likely be

an abundance of

feed yet. Get the silos ready.
Build a new silo this month
time.

if

you have
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THINGS TO DO NOW.

Sow

alfalfa on the specially prepared

THE

field.

Put in more draining in that wet field
even if you do have to work overtime.
Salt the livestock on pasture.
Set out the new strawberry patch at
the end of the month.
Feed the show animals well and watch
the flies.
Take a good day at the lake or river

Eighteenth AnnualjFair
OF THE

occasionally.

ST.

USiWRENCE VALLEY

THREE RIVERS,

Use Zenoleum freely on the poultry
pens.

P.Q.

Get your apple barrels delivered.
IN THE GREENHOUSE.
Tomato seed for the winter crop should
be sown early this month.
Mignonette should also be sown Aug.
1.
Sow in well enriched soil in rows about
14 inches apart, allowing a plant every 8
to 10 inches in the row.
Sow plenty of
seed and thin out, as mignonette is hard
to
transplant.
Chrysanthemums will
stand a good watering every other day
and an occasional application of liquid
manure will benefit them greatly. The
large majority of carnations are planted
in during August.
The first tier of supports should be put in place as soon after
planting as possible.
When the plants
show buds forming, these should be broken off, as it is too early in the season to
allow the plants to bloom.
Try to find time to plow the aster field
soon as blooming period is past, also carnation field soon as plants are dug, and
sow some crop that will cover the ground
during the winter and give a heavy crop
to plow under in the spring.
Hairy Vetch is excellent for this purpose.
Some also use turnips and rape,
or rye.
Where a green crop is plowed
under each season the soil soon shows
signs of already improvement and is also
benefited by a light application of lime.
Start the Calla lily into growth by repotting now. Use rich loam but do not increase size of the pot.
Sow seeds of mignonette, nasturtium,
sweet peas and snap dragon for winter

AUGUST 21st

end of the month.

Sow

cauliflower seeds now, choosing an
early variety.
English ivy cuttings, made now, placed
in small pots and plunged in ashes or in
a shaded bench will make good plants by

26th,

1916

THE GREAT ANNUAL EVENT
At

NEW, NOVEL. HIGHLY
ENTERTAINING FEATURES.

Great Expense has been procured,

L'

Exposition

Melodious

Grand and

Music

Record-

Each

Breaking

Day

Racing

AS LIBERAL PRIZES ARE OFFERED
Large

prizes are offered in

all

departments, thus insuring a spirited rivalry of the

best productions of the land.

blooming.
Violets, propagated in the garden,
should be planted out in benches by the

to

A

FAIR FOR ALL THE PEOPLE

HON.

J.

A. TESSIER, President

L.

H.

AUGER.

Secretary

fall.

Start the freezie and oxalis bulbs
for Christmas blooming.

now

AMONG THE POULTRY.
The early-molting hen is getting ready
for winter eggs.

AN EXTRA SUMMER INCOME
Who

in the

summer

is

there

WHO DOES NOT NEED AN INCREASE

in

income to take care of summer needs and vacation expenses'? That's where
our p'an of "spare time profits" shines with popularity. If you are one of
the many who would appreciate an opportunity of turning your spare time
into Cash profits, we would like to get in touch with you.

Sunken barrel used for muskrat

trap.

Hundreds of men and women in Canada to-day are working our plan to
augment their present income and it's providing a liberal amount of extra
funds for them. If you would like to join this "thrifty class" of spare
time hustlers

—write

us to-day.

The top

of the barrel should be level with
the surface of the ground, uear the bank of
the stream frequented by muskrats. The barrel is filled half full of ^^•ater and pieces of
carrot or apple are left floating in the water.
A piece of IJoard S inches square, also floating in the water, will delude the muskrat
inio believing that he can safely jump into
the barrel and get out again.
He can't.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING
143-153

UNIVERSITY AVENUE

CO.,

LIMITED

TORONTO, ONTARIO

—
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"A HORSE, A HORSE,

MY

KINGDOM FOR A HORSE"
History
tlie

abounds with instances of
immense value plated by man upon

the horse.
In
lie early
I

history

of

Especial care must be paid to the growing stock this month.
If the yards are small, plow and spade
Get the chicken coops into your corn
fields if

you can.

war, horses

B

were absolutely Indispensable, and the
reader of the history of the Crusaders
will

how

find

closely the
the warrior and his horse
together.

',.'

'

r A POSTS

.T

Device

Separate the cockerels from the pullets.
Plant some dwarf Essex rape now for
a supply of green stuff for the poultry.
Watch the perches at night to see that
the chickens have plenty of room. Crowding in a corner or on the floor is bad.
A perch six inches from the floor will
induce chicks to use it early.
Now is a good month to build a new

'

poultry pen.
Why not try a fresh-air pen for your
poultry?
In making the new poultry house, pay
especial care to the floor.
Roosts, nests and all other accessories
should be detachable in order that they
may be easily removed for cleaning.
Can you beat a combination of hogs,
poultry and sweet acorn trade for money?
Take a day off to trim off the new
suckers on the apple trees.
Get rid of the groundhogs by smothering or shooting.
Thinning the apples can start this

month.

Refuse

Inquiries about some way of protecting
the trees from mice and rabbits next
winter.

& Lyman Co., Limited

*

Toronto, Ontario

OWN

YEARS TO PAY

The land will support you and pay for itself.
An immense area of the most fertile land in
Western Canada for sale at low prices and
easy terms, ranging from $11 to .fSO for farm
lands, with ample rainfall irrigated lands
Terms One-twentieth down, bal$85.
ance within twenty years. In irrigation districtf;,

—

—

from

loan

$2,000, also
only 6 per

for

farm

buildings, etc., up to
twenty years interest
Privilege oif paying in full

repayable
cent.

—

in

at any time. Here is your opportunity to increase your, farm holdings by getting adjoining land or secure your friends as neighbors.
For literature and particulars apply to

Allan Cameron, General Sup't of Lands
Desk 28, Dept. of Natural Resources C.P.R.

CALGARY.

ALBERTA

month on

the inside.

Manufactured by

20

—

this

Spray again with summer-strength
lime-sulphur or Bordeaux mixture.
Start the new strawberry bed this
month. Disturb the roots as little as posHave the groujid
sible in transplanting.
well prepared and if the plants are kept
well watered they will become established
Use the varieties that
in a few weeks.
do well in your vicinity.
Try a few box shipments this season.
This is the month for budding the
apples and pears.
When the raspberries have fruited get
rid of the old canes.

Bag

they are in a

picked just as the second flower from the

bottom of the spike has opened. Good
spikes should last about ten days.
Give the sweet peas an abundance of
water. Pick flowers every day. Do not
let seed pods form.
Thin the pansies to three inches, you
started last month.
Dwarf asters make excellent house
plants.

Flowers may be easily sent by mail a
considerable distance if they are picked
early in the morning, wrapped first in
oiled paper and then in newspapers and
packed in a pasteboard box.
Start your perennials from seeds now.
The best place to sow them is in cold
frames where they can be protected from
heavy rains washing the seeds out.
Plant bulbs in pots for your Christmas blooms.
This

No housetime when used promptly.
hold is complete without it. Sore throat,
colds, coughs, arid even diphtheria ma.v
be cured by its -prompt use, taken internally, according to the directions

TAKE

''.

hogs of vermin.

Whitewash the houses

a household remedy also
bruises,
daily.
Cuts and
wounds and sores, strains and sprains
are relieved quickly by its use. and
even cured in a marvellously short

GET A FARM OF YOUR

''

CC OiLELD ROPC

—

fame as

Northrop

to rid

.^'/>;/

Take two posts about five feet long common
fence posts will do sink them into the ground
two feet and fasten them together on toj)
with a 2 .X 4 piece.
Then wrap grass rojie
tightly around both posts for a space of IS
inches and attach the rope well.
Wet the
rope with axle grease and coal oil or Kreso
dip.
The hogs will soon learn the value of
such convenient scratch posts, and while
scratching they will become thoroughly oiled
and so keep down the vermin.

increases

dealers.

B STRIN&ER

W'

if

position.

Dahlias need no watering in an average season.
Gladioli for table decoration are best

/'''

an intelligent an<l sootlrng treatment
to cure
trouble qui' kly and without
leaving a l)leniish.
Instances
are
known where Dr.
Thomas' Eclectic Oil was of great service in the treatment of scratches, an
ailment in the horse's legs that greatly
impnirs its value. By systematic rubbing with the Oil the scratches were
finnily eradicated and the legs made
sound. It will also be found a healing
preparation in treating the wounds
upon sheep worried by dogs. .Joint-ill
is a common ailment among colts and
If
calves, by which many animals die.
Eclectic Oil be used in washing around
will
found
supersede
the navel it
be
to

all

If tops
are kept on they will bloom next year.
Rich ground is required by the peony,
but fresh manure should not be put near

Stake your dahlias

dental discovery of the great merits of
Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil, when used as
a cure for such troubles in the horse,
has been of great service to horse owners everywhere.
Since the advent of Dr. Thomas'
Eclectic Oil as a dressing and liniment
for the cure of bruises, cuts and sprains,
the horse nwner has lieen able to give

given.
Price 25 cents at
substitutes.

Peonies can be set out during the last

week and through September.

windy

A

Strong and vigorous as this noble
animal is, it is strange how easily it is
thnown out of health, particularly by
strains and sprains, which in a human
being would be much more susceptible
to treatment; for this reason the acci-

Its

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

the roots.

fortunes of
were bounil

diluted carbolic acid, which is often
used.
The Oil, coming ready prepared,
saves the labor and care that the diluting of the acid entails. Where animals
develop swelling. Dr. Thomas' Eclectic
It has
Oil can be used with confidence.
been found effective too, in the treatment of colic In cattle. These are some
of the uses of Eclectic Oil in the farmyard, as can be attested by those who
have used it on ailing beasts and know
by practical experience.
The lower order of animals suffer
from the same disorders as humans,
though It may be difficult to tell what
is the matter with them, but in coughs
that come from chill and other injuries
and sores, Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil will
Then in
be found a suiierior remedy.
the poultry yard Biclectic Oil has been
found effective in dealing with affections
of the throat that so often appear in
the flock and fill the poultry raiser with
alarm. So it can be seen that this wonderful preparation has manifold uses.

IN

the ripening grapes for some particularly fine samples.
Pears ripen better in a dark room than
on the trees.
Train new limbs on varieties of apples
that the tops show signs of dying.

to

is

the only month when it is safe
of the Lilium candidum, the

move bulbs

ascension

lily.

Everybody

The

likes flowers on the

flower

bedecked

lawns

farm.
always

please.

This illustration shows the evener, a portion of the tongue and the axle of the wagon
as viewed from below.
is the axle.
B is
a block of wood fastened under the hole,
where the draw-bolt or king-pin comes
through, so that the draw-bar A will be allowed to move back and forth under the axle,
free from the obstruction of any nuts or bolt
heads that may be there. The bar A is a flat
piece of Iron 2% to 3 inches wide, and onehalf to five-eighths inches thick, fastened at I
by means of the draw-bolt being lengthene<I.
and having a key in its end to hold in its
place.
One arm of this bar. A, is twice as
long as the other, suitable lengths being six
and twelve inches respectively.
J is the point of attachment for the ordinary wagon double-tree. Instead of having the
ordinary double-tree here, two pieces of flat
iron, D and E, are used, E being twice as
long as D. These two arms swing at J, the
wagon hammer holding them in place instead
The diagram shows these
of the double-tree
Thii
to be fastened underneath the tongue.
In
illustration.
is for greater clearness in
on top of the
rest
practice they should
tongue just the same as the ordinary double-

H

.

tree.

The two rods C connect D and E with the
bar A, under the axle, as shown. The singletree F fastens on the end of D, and the doubleThus a hitch for
tree D on the end of E.
three horses is provided. The draft is equalized, and there are two horses on one side
A cutof the tongue and one on the other.
ting bar from a cast-off mower is good material to make the bar A.

—
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blanching

Start

the earlier celery.
Jlanch by boards, tiles or earth banking.

Bush beans planted now will mature in
even or eight weeks.
Spinach should be planted in very rich
round.
Use a commercial fertilizer,
ntrate of soda, 2 lbs.; muriate of potash,
lbs.; and phosphate, 10 lbs., will be
nough for 400 square feet of spinach.
When the onions start to wilt down, it
time to begin their harvest. Leave them
n the ground until dry.
Brussel sprouts, kale and parsnips are
etter after they have been touched with

You never know how
You
know how
may
Q ^-^ ^-^ ^
^"^•--

soon you

never

need Bovril.

Someone may be ill.
Someone may want an
"emergency meal."
Cook may require Bovril to

strengthen the soup or to flavor the gravy.
So keep
Bovril handy.
A bottle in the house is worth ten at
the store, but it must be Bovril.

>

—

Of

rost.

Tie up your garden tomatoes to stakes

stores, etc., 1-oz. 2Sc.; 2-oz. 40c.: 4-oz. 70c.: 8-oz. $1.30.: 16-oz. $2.25.
Bovril
Cordial, laree, $1.25: 5-oz. 40c.
16-oz. Johnston's Fluid Beef (Vimbos) $1.20.

all

possible.

'

The farm garden should be a big helper
)r the family meals this month.
Salsify sown in August and left unisturbed

till next spring will be twice
ordinary size and more delicious.
To have vegetables in March try corn

le

and Welsh onion. Sow the seeds
ow and cover in winter with straw.
Cultivate the cabbages well this month,
he late varieties, if planted in rows both
ays, can be kept fairly clean with the
irse cultivator.
Use hellebore for worms
the cabbages after they begin to feed.
Early potatoes should be yielding crops
the month.
Keep thinning out your beets for
ilad

1

1

They are the best greens. Even
young beets now make the best eating.
Every garden should have lots of onions
hand for the daily table supply.

•eens.

e

The

Frost Girl

Continued from page

Save you money

22.

d forebodings that solitude ana aejecn can inspire.

" Challeng^e " Collars can
Stop .-ill hundry troubles.
be cleaned with a rub from a wet cloth— Smart and dressy

WATERPROOF

Weary from the forced

always.

;t

linen.

travel of his
day, Allan arrived in camp al dark,

crew was not in from the survey line.
was bending over his range, and
had only a word of greeting for his

e

Hughey

alone sat beside the big

and he only looked up as Allan
)pped to a seat beside him.
For a
ute both were silent.
Then the eneer braced his shoulders and turned to
woodsman.
npfire,

Well, what's
ts

happened

with the tone of a

:ed

this

ex-

the worst.

will supply you.

n^B'

Sabawe."

.

had drawn

1

We're down
tinued
in

to about two days' grub,"
Hughey, "and no chance to get

when

that's gone."

The same

old

story?"

asked

Allan

rily.

Yes, except
e.

le
•n

played to a different
Night before last four half-breeds

into

it's

camp from

the south.

and they slept beside the

;hey said they would,

Send

for

new

We

style book.'

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF CANADA.

Limited

54-64 Fraser Avenue, Toronto. Canada
214J

VACATION EXPENSES

Ulan did not ask for details. He was
busy convicting himself of the blame,
sing the weakness which
from the battle-line.

and texture of the best

time?" he

man who

'The hardest yet, lad," was the quiet
ponse. "It's worse because we're so far

m

correct dull finish

If your dealer hasn't "Challenge" Brand,
write us enclosing money, 2Sc. for collars, 50c. per pair for cufls.

e cook
ef.

The

We

fire.

and we

let

fed

That
them,

one thought anything of it. They told
)od story about coming through to the

The present demand for The Farmer's Magazine makes it
necessary for us to employ more representatives.
To young
men and women possessing energy and ambition students
young people just starting in farm business^
clerks teachers
we offer real opportunities. "The work is permanent, pleasant
and profitable. We furnish everything necessary for your success. We will co-operate with you, teaching you how to become

—

—

—

If you are interested and have confidence in your
successful.
own ability to qualify and fill an important position in your

neighborhood,
immediately.

we

will tell

you

all

about

it

if

you

will

write

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED
143 153

UNIVERSITY

AVE..

TORONTO, ONTARIO
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bay

to tell the factor that the post on a

way south of here burned out, and
asking him for grub for the trader.
"Well, the next morning when the cook
got up they was gone and every dog and
dog-harness and toboggan in the outfit
was gone, too. I took after them, because they were headed north and for the
cache. But when I got to it there wasn't
a sign of anything except the lad who
guarded it. They'd surprised him and
taken everything in the place and headed
on north. I followed them for ten miles,
and then they crossed that big barren we
found last summer. The wind was blowing, and in half a mile there wasn't a
sign of their track. I came back because
it wasn't any use."
Allan had no comment to make.
It
was all that he had feared, and, coupled
with the blow was the quick thought
that Hertha had been gone from her post,
that her mission was secret or the Indian
would have told him. He hated himself
for the thought, but he could not erase it
from his mind. Hertha had said she
wished to be his friend, but there had followed the strange question upon her departure the day after Christmas.
She
had seen the folly of trying to oppose a
lake

The Price

of Delay

To Parents and Students Seeking a School
TT

IS a fact that many of the best schools complete
their enrolments well in advance of the fall opening
and are forced to turn away late applicants.
-*

The price
boy or

of delay is often a

wasted school year for a

girl.

this is only one of several reasons why it is important to choose the proper school in ample time.

But

There are often numerous details which demand attention after the decision is made— matters of wardrobe,
equipment, hygiene, finance perhaps questions to ask
the Principal. In the last-minute rush at opening time

—

details of this nature often receive scant attention.

Plan to give your boy or girl the best kind of a start
by making an early decision on the right school while
there is plenty of time to plan thoughtfully and wisely.

To simplify

the school question for The Farmer's
Magazine readers we have brought together in this
issue, the announcements of the leading preparatory
schools and colleges the best institutions of their kind
in this country.
This list is especially arranged for
your convenience, and we advise you to consult it carefully and study the information offered about each

—

railroad; and

now came

this.

There were only two answers to the
problem. In the month that had passed,
her old purpose, her old, absurd, quixotic
idea of saving the land for the Indian,
had returned with its former force, or she
had been deceiving him from the beginning and was the agent of the National
people.

For once Allan met an obstacle without
the fighting spirit, without a plan. Not
even commenting on what Hughey had
told him, he arose and went to his tent.

school.

You need

feel no hesitancy in writing freely and
frankly to any schools in this list, for in placing their
announcements in The Farmer's Magazine they stand
ready to ans'sver all questions and submit to the most

CHAPTER

The Chosen Twenty

Pick out those institutions which you think will meet
your requirements and write to them for rnore intimate
details.. In addition to sending their catalogs, with
views, references and other information, the Principals
will gladly answer any questions you may wish to ask.

you are still undecided about a school after you have
carefully studied the announcements in this issue, we
will be glad to give you any possible assistance. Remember that this puts you under no obligation whatever. In writing us, be sure to state the kind of school
you desire, age of pupil, location preferred, and the
approximate tuition fee you are willing to pay. After
studying your requirements we will advise you to the
best of our ability.
If

School Bureau

The Farmer's Magazine
143-153 University Avenue, Toronto

ECAUSE

Allan's nose was narrow,
brown hair wavy, his skin white
beneath the tan, he emerged from his tent

"D

-^

rigid investigation.

XVIII

his

at supper time with the conquering spirit
In that hour alone he had
of his race.
fought it out. His heart told him that

Hertha had had nothing to do with this
His head cited many things
His heart told him she
to deny this.
cared. His head told him there was nothing upon which to found such a belief,
that she had fooleo^him with a purpose.
But, Hertha or someone else, he and
his work were the objects of attack. He
and the survey were threatened with
He and his men were menaced
failure.
with starvation. Hertha or someone else,
Even
his only course was to fight back.
love cannot make a man lie down and
latest attack.

wait for the end.
Savagely he strode through the crew
gathered about the fire and whispered to
the cook.
"Two days,"

was the curt information
he received, "and maybe breakfast the
next morning."
"That means four days on half rations."

"I'm figuring on half rations, boss."
Allan turned at once to Hughey.

—
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do you figure the teams will

be back?"

"Five days anyhow. Maybe more."
Three days without grub! Three days
of starvation following two of half raMen could live through it, but men
could not work through it, would not
maintain their spirit. He knew his men
had followed him through much. He
knew they would balk at this, that certain
failure was" the only possible outcome untions.

something were done immediately.
"Any place near here where we can got
any grub, any Hudson's Bay Company
posts?" he asked Hughey.
"The nearest is a good hundred miles
of unbroken trail and besides we haven't
any dogs to haul it."

Birectorj)
An

less

A LLAN

ran over the situation quickly.
-^*- He could return to Hertha's
post.
But it would require three days of long,
hard travel to reach it, twice as much if
it should snow. And, if Hertha were still
absent, there would be no dogs with which
to haul supplies. Further, only his heart
dictated the thought that she would sell
provisions to him. Everything pointed to
another refusal.
There was the bare chance of Hughey
getting through to a Hudson's Bay Company post and obtaining dogs with which
to haul in enough to save the crew from
starving and mutiny. Otherwise, there

was nothing.
than serious.

less

than

Allan heard a sound in the darkness
down the trail and turned to see a man

approaching the camp.
"Who can that be?" he whispered to
Hughey.
"That mission man. Where are his
dogs?"
It

was Hardisty, coming

south.

He

L'Academle De Brisay, 416 Bank

S,

Fort Wayne, Ind.
American School of Music, 610 Lakeside
Bldg., Chicago.

School of Music, 225 Fifth Ave.,
York.

U.S.

St.,

Ot-

tawa.

The Arnott Institute of Stuttering- and
Stammering, Berlin, Ont.

New

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS AND
AUTOMOBILE AND TRADE SCHOOLS.
Practical Auto School, 685 Beaver

St.,

BUSINESS COLLEGES.

New

College, Hamilton, Ont.
Canadian Correspondence College, 15 To-

Canada Business

York.

St., Toronto.
Business College, 734 Yonge St.,
Toronto.
Ingefsoll Business College, Ingersoll, Ont.
Woodstock Business College, Woodstock,

ronto

Elliott

GIRLS' SCHOOLS.
Bishop Bethune College, Oshawa, Ont.
Westminster College, Bloor St. W., To-

Ont.

ronto.^

Correspondence Schools, Y.M.C.A.
Yonge and Gerrard Sts., Toronto.
Standard Business College, Hamilton, Ont.
British American Business College, Yonge

Shaw

Westbourne School, Bloor St. W., Toronto.
Ottawa Ladies' College, First Ave., Ottawa.
Ontario

Ladies'

College,

Whitby,

Bldg.,

Ontario.

St.,

Toronto.

BOYS' SCHOOLS.
Ashbury College, Rocklitfe Park, Ottawa.
Upper Canada College, Avenue Road, To-

AGRICULTURAL AND VETERINARY
COLLEGES.

ronto.
St.

Andrew's College, Rosedale, Toronto.

St.

Jerome's College, Berlin, Ont.
Clement's College, North Toronto.

St.

Ontario Veterinary College, 110 University
Ave., Toronto.
Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph. Ont.

from the

stopped to speak to the

men

to Allan.

"Good evening, Mr. Baird," he said, ex"I hope that I am welcome to-night, for I have had a misfortune and, had it not been for the fact that
you are camped here, I might have faced
tending his hand.

starvation."

"You're welcome to what we've got,"
replied Allan grimly, "we are up against
the same game ourselves. What happened

you?"

"My

dogs ran away from me. Chasing
a caribou.
They had toboggan, robes,
food, everything.
I followed them for a
mile, and then they struck your trail to

the railroad and set off at a run. No telling when they'll stop."
"I'm sorry you lost them," said Allan.

would have confiscated them if you had
brought them into camp to-night."
"Where were the caribou?" interrupted
Hughey.
"About fifteen miles south of here. I
was a little way west of your trail. But
what has happened to you, my good peo"I

ple?"

"Oh, nothing much," replied Allan as
he turned away. "Someone just stole all
our dogs and all our grub. That's all."
Hughey followed his chief to the latter's tent.

SPECIAL SCHOOLS.

MUSICAL, INSTITUTIONS.
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in

and then made his way through the crowd

to

Up-to-Date Directory of Private Schools — Colleges
— Musical Schools — Veterinary and Agricultural Colleges

International Institute of Music, Dept.

The situation was more
It was critical.
Success or

failure would be decided in
forty-eight hours.

and

Authoritative

Correspondence Schools

l^t

jHargaret's! College

=

tEorontol

A RESIDENTIAL AND DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

I
(Founded by the late George Dickson, M.A., Former Principal of
^
=
Upper Canada College, and Mrs. Dickson.)
from Preparatory to University Matriculation, and First
COURSE,
p ACADEMIC
=
Year Work.
i MUSIC, ART, DOMESTIC SCIENCE, PHYSICAL EDUCATION— Cricket,
Tennis, Basket Ball, Hockey, Swimming Bath.
^
SCHOOL REOPENS SEPTEMBER 12th. 1916
I
=
W'rile for PrOipectus
Miss J. E. MacDonald, B.A., Principal
s Mrs. George Dickson, President
'

'
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ONTARIO LADIES' COLLEGE
and Conservatory of Music and Art. WHITBY, ONTARIO
A SCHOOL OF IDEALS AND AN IDEAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

Healthful, pictmesque location, with the outdoor advantage-s of tlie country as well as the cultural
influence of Toronto, which is only 30 miles away.
.\cailemic courses from Preparatory work to Junior Matriculation. Teacher's Certificates and First Year
Uuiversity, Music, Art, Oratory, Domestic Science, Commercial Work, Physical Training by means of an
unusually well equipped g>-mnasium, large swimming pool and systematized play.

College reopens Sept. 12th.

For Calendar, write to REV. F. L.

FAREWELL.

B.A.. Principal.

A RESIDENTIAL
BISHOP BETHUNE COLLEGE, OSHAWA, ONT., SCHOOL
FOR GIRLS
Visitor, The Lord Bishop of Toronto.
Preparation for the University and for the examinations of the Toronto Con-servatory of Music.
Fine location. Outdoor games and physical training. The Musical
children also received.
Department (Piano, Theory and Harmony) will be under the direction of a Master, and of a
Sister, who for twelve years taught in the School with marked success.
Voice culture will be in charge of a qualified mistress.

Young

COLLEGE REOPENS SEPTEMBER 14TH.
For terms »nd

particulars,

apply

to the Sister in

Cbarge, or

to

The

Sisters o( St.

Joha

The

Divine. Major St,.

Toronto

|
^
^
p
=
m
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1
^
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EDUCATION FOR

OUR FARM BOYS
The Ontario Agricultural College
was

er^tablished

and

i'<

at Guelph

maintained by the Provincial Government

for

that purpose.

COLLEGE OPENS

If
I'll start early after those dogs.
don't get them. I can go on and hurry
up the teams from Sabawe."

and

September 19, 1916
Board and other expenses are kept

at

"I've got an idea, lad," he said when
they were inside. "This is a good caribou
country. I've seen a few signs and it's
time for big bunches of them to be travelling. I'll strike out early and make a
The men
circle to see what there is.
could live on caribou if they had to."
"It looks like the only chance, Hughey,"
replied Allan without enthusiasm. "About
the best I can do is to help you."
"No, you take out after the preacher's
dogs," urged the woodsman. "It's a funny
bit of business, a man's losing a dog team
that way. They can't go far without getIf he'd
ting tangled up and stopping.
kept on he'd probably found them in another mile."
"You see
"I'll do that!" cried Allan.
what you can do in the meat line, Hughey,
I

the lowest possible figure.'

HARDISTY

EVERY FARM BOY

IN

ONTARIO CAN COME TO COLLEGE

Because

Ordinary public school education

is

for admission to

sufficient

the Course.

The

Year begins September 19th. and ends April 15th,
from the farm may return to their homes to
the spring and summer work.
College

in order that students
assist in

Five months during the spring and summer gives many students
opportunity to earn sufficient money to defray college expe'nses for
the following year.

The tuition fee for Ontario .students for two years is only $20.00
per year, while board and room in residence is obtained at $4.00
per week.

A portion of the cost during the first year
on the farm and the various departments.

is

defrayed by work

Students wishing to take the full Four Years' Course for the
degree of B.S.A. conferred by the University of Toronto, do not
require matriculation standing. Students are accepted for this course
if their .standing on second year examinations warrants it.

Write for a calendar of the regular courses.
G. C.

CREELMAN,

B.S.A., LL.D., President

was the only cheerful individual in the crowd about the big
campfire that night. Hughey and Allan
retired to the chief's tent immediately
The transit men
after the slim supper.
were busy with notes and maps. The missionary talked with the crew.
At first he spoke only to those nearest
him. Gradually the little groups broke up
The men lishis audience swelled.
tened attentively at first because to them
he was something new, someone who
might tell them something that would
brighten the monotony of their lives.
and

all, Hardisty
turned at once into the expected channels.
In a few minutes a revival service was on
in that lonely survey camp set down in
the centre of a vast wilderness. The exhorter sat on a log, his face lit up by the
leaping flames of the campfire. His audience sat in a circle, big, rough, blasphemous, reckless men. Behind them the
spruce cracked in the intense cold and a
distant wolf howled his loneliness.
Allan came out of his tent, watched the
scene for a moment and then went back.
His mind was too much occupied with the
problem that confronted him to give Hardisty's efforts to interest the crew in the
Gospel any consideration.
Nor did he give the missionary himself
any consideration in the morning. Before
the crew was called he was on his way
southward in search of the runaway dogs.
He did not even leave word for Hardisty
as to what he intended to do. The team
was there to be had, or there was a chance
of its being there, and, with the crew facing starvation, Allan did not stop for for-

And, when he had them

malities.

Ontario

Veterinary

no UNIVERSITY AVENUE
Under the
Ontario.

control of the
Affiliated

College Reopens

Department

College

TORONTO, CANADA

-

of

Agricuhure of

back to camp.

with the University of Toronto.

Monday, 2nd

Oct,,

1916

CALENDAR SENT ON APPl.ICATION
E. A. A.

GRANGE,

V.

in the meantime, started out
quest of food, lunch in a sack tied at the
back of his belt and his rifle in its case.
He went northward for a few miles and
then on snowshoes began a circle to the
west which, he figured, would laring him

Hughey,

S.,

M.Sc,

in

P.incipal

But he returned that night with the
half apologetic, half defiant attitude of
the man who has not seen even a track.
Matthews was in charge and reported
that Allan had not returned. Hardisty,
he said, had gone at daylight. Matthews
believed some of the men had said he was
searching for an Indian wigwam where

"

—
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he expected to get dogs to take him back

MacLure Post.
The next morning the crew again started out to work. Hughey was already beto the

,

ginning a cig circle toward the east. This
time he carried more food, while his
eiderdown quilt was rolled up and carried on his back.
"I'm not coming back until I smell
blood," he told the cook as he packed his

BALMY

BE A CH

grades

junior

iill

at

the

public

school.)

Special Department of Music
(Voice,
Piano and Violin); Physical
Tiaining and Expression; Short Courses in Household Science and ArtType-writing.
(For all grades of junior and senior worl«.)
I'ljr explanation
see calenclai.
MRS. A. C. OOURTIOE. Principal.
K9 Beech Ave., Toronto.
School reopens Sept. 4th.
Phone Beach 43.
3.

COLLEGE

Suburban School,

Special Features for 1916-17
Moving Pictures with the Patliescupe.
Elementaiy Domestic Science and Manual Training, Nature Study and
Scliool GaideniHg, Physical Culture, .Sanitation and Home Nuislng
(For

1.

;.

Toronto East

slim portion of food.
"You'd better not," was the grim reply.
"You can starve there as easy as here."

'"T^HAT night when

the crew

came

in,

-*weary, hungry, knowing only too well
the slim ration that would be ready for
them, neither Allan nor Hughey had appeared. Silently the men gathered about
the big fire and warmed themselves. There
was little talking, no jesting. Not once
did a man laugh. Not once did a bearded
face break into a smile.

Into this grim gathering walked HarBefore, the men had tolerated him
had looked upon him as a diversion. Some
had even pretended to be interested ii,
his impromptu revival service for the fui.
that it might give the others. Now, whei.
food was scarce, they resented his coming, resented the handshaking and the

all

quickl}-.
Xu other city can give
what Detroit offers. Think what it
means to leant iu the Michigan State
Auto School. Every factory knows us, eu-

dorses

them best

After supper, a meal which vanished in
an instant, Matthews, Slavin and Jacobs
retired to their tent, leaving the crew
about the fire. The men knew what they
faced. They wanted to do the right thing.

But the greatest fear of wild creatures is
of hunger. Men who live in wild places
know that fear, become panicky in the
face of it. The very silence of the crew

was ominous.
But Hardisty, as he

sat

down among

them, looked around with a smiling face.

—my

talk.

In such

moments

glad to get our graduates, offers

which to sell cars and start
Unlimited opportunities here. You're right
middle of the great auto activity. Men are needed
everywhere as testers, repair men, chauffeurs, garage men
ana salesmen. .Splendid chance to start in business. Hundreds ot uur grailuutes are doing it.
in the

Earn $75 to $300 a Month
We

teach you to handle any auto proposition. Yuu graduate in from eight to
twelve weeks. Our equipment is complete. Students actually build cars from slart
to finish, getting regular factory training in assembling, block-testing, road testing
everything. That's our way. Special complete course in Oxy-Acetylene brazing, welding
and cutting separate from regular course. All leading types of starting, lighting and ignition systems in operation. Learn to time motors, adjust carburetors, magnetos, valves and
bearings quickly and accurately. Six-cylinder Lozier and 8-cylinder King are used for road
instructions.
We have a new Chalmers "6" chassis with overhead camshaft motor, the
latest thing out. Just added Delco System as used in Buick, Hudson and Packard Twin "6."

Detroit
There

are

44

is

the Place to

auto factories in

Detroit,

and

140

accessory and parts factories.
Our students have
the piivilege of going through any or all of them.

We now operate Westinghouse and .%utoLite Service Stations. After careful considerathe Westinghouse Electrical & JMfg. Company
aud the Auto-Lite Company decided that our school
was the best to handle their service stations. This
tion

has added thousands ot dollai-s worth of equipment
and malies our electrical department unequaled.
Students get actual experience and training handling
all kinds of electrical auto equipment and talking
care of trouble.
We have constantly a greater demand for our graduates than we can meet. Fac-

"While I am greatly distressed to find
you in this condition," he began, "I am
glad to be with you again to-night, and to
continue
adversity

us,

territory in

garages.

disty.

complacent smile.

Detroit
trained men
get preference over
others aud get jobs

Learn— Start Any Time
tories

who

and Garages are paying big salaries to men
how to handle electrical equipment
and properly. You can't get these advantany other school. Detroit is the automobile

know

quicljly
ages in
center.

You

get

practical

Come

instructions.

to

our school and learn the auto business right. School
open all the year.
Enter classes any time, any
day.
Three Classes daily, morning, afternoon, evening.
You can woric in the factoiT in the day time
and take course at night. There is a great demand
foi- .Michigan State Auto School students.
Garages
throughout the country write us for men.
Autp
factories write .nnd phone for men constantly to fill
pei-manent places.
Why not fit yourself with one
of these good paying positions ?-

Follow the Crowd to the Michigan State Auto School.

Come

to Detroit.

of

"Cut out the preachin'," came a voice
from across the fire.
"You bet!" cried another. "We're too
busy thinking of our bellies."
"That's exactly what I intend to do,"
replied Hardisty, and everyone started
at the new tone. "At least, I am going to
consider your bellies as well as your
souls."

"Mine wants something more than

conas he

sidering,", growled one of the men
arose and started toward the tents. "I'm
going to sleep and forget about it."

"Sit down!"
harshly. "Sit

commanded the missionary
down and listen to me."

To he continued.

Mary had been hearing

ONE OF THE

IS

We

have made

th e

biggest
with the

yet.
Just completed arrangement
automobile factories to put them iu touch with
intend going into business for themselves.

deal

men who

Think of getting inside infoi-mation as to best territory and where the garages will make the most
money.
The auto factories keep close watch— they
are looking for trained men to represent them and
start

garages.

Men who know

the

auto

business

from A to Z are in biggest demand. Come here
and start right. Learn the best selling points— get
the iufoi-mation first handed and don't wait. Jump
on a train and rome now. Make the big money.

1916 CLASSES

Additional Building and Equipment
33,(K;0

sq.

Our students

Act Quickly— Now— Don't •Wait

of

ft.

additional

coui-se

a mis-

sionary sermon at Sundaj' School. At
dinner her father asked
"Well, Mary, did the minister tell you
about the poor heathen?"
"Yes. He told us that they were often
hungry, and when they beat on their
"
tum-tums, they could be heard for miles

is

VALUE.

get the best

based on
Therefore

GIVING FULL
we

Money Back Guaranteed
chauffeur, repair man, salesman, tester, demonstrator, garage man, or automobile dealer,
paying from .$75.00 to .$300.00
monthly or refund your money.
We have constantly more re-

-NOW.

quests for our graduates than
we can supply.

WE HAVE NO BRANOHES.

Write or come direct to

this

school.

Michigan State Auto School
The old

space

in

aud

our new

reliable school.

A.G. Zetler. Pres

687-89-91 Woodward Ave.. 111 9 SelHen Ave.. 968 Auto Bldg..
DETROIT. MICH., U.S.A.

work
and comcompetent

latest things to

Our electrical department is thorough
on.
plete.
It is handled by one of the most
electrical men.

cannot give
another course free. Graduates in the
complete auto course are competent
to handle faran tractors. Act quickly

We guarantee to qualif.y you in
a short time for a position as

floor

building— thousands of dollars worth of new equipment—plenty of room for students to work. This
comes with our new buUding at 687-89-91 Woodward
Ave., which we will occupy about July 15th.
Our
school has grown by leaps aud bounds; students have
come from all over the world. 'Men have left after
graduating and started in business' for themselves
others have accepted good jobs both in Detroit and
over the country.
Their work has proven that we
trained them rightly. We are constantly adding new
equipment.

Write to us now, get full particulars, get '-.Xuto School News" and New Catalog fresh from the press. They are both A B!?iOLUTE.LY FREE.
Or better still,
jump on the train, as hundreds have done, and come to Detroit, the "Heart
of the Automobile Industry" and leam right.
Remember, you can enter classes
any time, any day. The price of our

The Poor Heathen
Little

THIS

Factory Co-Operation

INE

NUIT OF THE XUTO inusm
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A CHURCH SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Patron— The Lord Bishop of Ontario.
AJvisory Board— The Lord Bishop of Kingston,
the Hon. Senator Corley. His Honor Judge
Wills, H. F. Ketehison, Mayor of BellevUle;
Elliott, Manager of the Standard Bank.
,1.
Beautifid and healthful situation in extensive
Rmk.
grounds.
All kmds of outdoor sports;.
An ideal place for a school. Courses from
I'rimary to Matriculation, with Honors.
School of Music and Singing— prepares for the
Toronto Conservatory A.T.C.M. Examinations.

MISS
Send

F.

E.

CARROLL,

Principal.

for prospectus.

A

Thriving Northern Ontario Institute at Dryden.

The Dryden Women's

Institute has had a very successful year.
There are forty
for the year have been expended more on Red Cross wor.k
than on regular Institute work. .Some of the special features have been the making
of an autograph quilt for Cliveden Hospital, the proceeds secured with the names
going to the Red Cross. A concert and supper were also given to the soldiers, the
proceeds from the concert being given to the Red Cross. One of the best meetings
of the year took the foi-m of a Mother's Day, and one of the important ventures in
community work w.ts the forming of a swimming-pool for the children. Last year
this Institute put a cot in Cliveden Hospital, and this year they are keeping it up.

members, und the energies

Mn&ic

Jgrantforb Conserfaatorp of
Oncarporattli)

aCeatljinB College of

?!iaae8tetn

tfje

©nibersttp

BRANTFORD. ONT.
Write

Calendar

for

MUSIC DIRECTORATE

W.

Norman Andrews

MRS. ANNIE GOLDEN.

Fredenck C. Thomas

-

Secielary-A.

M. Andrews

News From Women's

MATRICULATION
may be covered entirely in Ten Months at
We also teach this course
our Day School.

PRACTICAL SYSTEM FOR RED CROSS CONTRIBU-

by Cortespondence.

Women's Institute Las
adopted a plan of raising money for Red Cross
work, which seems very practical for a small
place or purely farming community, where it
is hard to raise money through teas, cooking
At the beginning of each month
sales, etc.
they distribute envelopes around in every
home ill the surrounding neighborhcort, where
the family will take them, asking the people
to enclose whatever they feel they can con-

IT

WILL PAY YOU

to write us at once for free
e.^timate of cost of course in

TIONS.

The

catalogue and

Book-keeping.

Ste nography, Civil Service, "rJMatriculation.

College, Limited
357 College St.. Toronto
J. V. MITCHELL, B.A., Princip-al

Dominion Business

Wallacetown

The envelopes are
tribute to the Red Cross.
collected at the end of the month and new-

Pure Copper Lightning

Rod

Co.

ones

CONTEST TO SAVE THE BIRDS.
The Essex Women's Institute undertook

Hamilton, Ontario
Manufacturen and 'DeaUn

in

Higlj-grade Pure Copper Strand LigbtKod Cables, Copper Tubes tor
Uprights, Galvanized Standards, Copper
Ornamental
Cone
Points
Nickeled,
Balls, Copper Straps, Malleable Galvanized Dispersers, Ornamental Vanes.
Our cable is a woven strand capable of 36 pure
copper wires, 1,000 feet on a solid wooden spool,
doing away with all waste ends ani faidty connections.
(jovfruiticnt Bulletin 220 from the Department
will give you full
of Agricidture, Toronto, Ont.
infoi'mation on the heavy loss by lightning, and
showing what the Government thinks of lightning rods as practically absolute protection.
Our cable being pure copper an:i weighing over
three oz. to the foot, passes Government regu,

lations.
Or.r dealers and their erectors are experienced
men on installing rods, and by specifying our

Compauy'.s cable it insures absolute pure copper
cuble and the proper installation of the rods.

FREE
Send US the names and post office
addresses of the lightning rod agents in
your loialit.v, and we will send you
free, one of the latest New York novelties.

Rod Co.

Lightning

Hamilton, Ontario

Did

you

money"

know that we will pay you "real
If you are interfor your spare time?

making Dollars grow where spare time
No obligations,
has been prevailing, write us.
vou know.
in

The MacLean

Publishing

Co

CARING FOR AN INVALID CHILD.
carried out an
original and very human idea in making a
social to raise money to have an invalid child
in the community given m.edical treatment.

The Botany

,

Limited

143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

Institute

has

Witli
Cross,

ENCOURAGING HORTICULTURE.
all its strenuous work for the Red
the Rodney Institute has this year

found

time for a

rather

novel

horticultural

In the spring the Institute bought
and distributed them to each memalong with a pamphlet on "How to Grow

enterprise.
aster seeds
ber,

They also planted an aster bed in
Asters."
fro-nt of the town hall, where they hold tljeir
The Institute always puts on an
meetings.
exhibit of some kind at the Fall Fair, and
this year it is to be an aster booth, each member who took seeds being required to exhibit
a

"YOUR SPARE TIME"
p.stel

a

of education in the conservation of
our wild birds, by opening a contest in building bird-houses, to all the boys of the Public
Every boy who made an attempt at
school.
all was given a hammer, and the prize for
the winner was a complete set of tools.
fine line

ning

Pure Copper

left.

dozen asters.

PRIVATE PARCELS FOR SOLDIERS.
supplying the C.W.C.A. with fifty
pairs of socks every month, to 'be sent either
to the Red Cross or to men in the tretjches,
wherever they are needed most, the Aylmcr
Women's Institute each month has a "shower"
for private parcels for soldiers who have gone
from the community. They do not take in a
miscellaneous collection of articles, but each
moiith they make a house-to-house canvass for
Besides

Organizations

funds, and the parcels are made up all alike.
Each box contains 2 pairs socks, 1 bath towel,
1 cake Lifebuoy soap, 1 writing pad, 1 cake
maple sugar, 1 tin Oxo, 2 packages gum, tobacco, 1 tin Fuller's earth, 2 cakes milk chocolate, 1 tube shaving soap, 1 tin insect powder,
1 tin cocoa, 1 box bachelor's buttons, pins,
needles and thread.
These parcels are to be
sent every month as long as the war lasts.

A LESSON

IN THRIFT

AND PRODUCTION.

At Thamesville, Ontario, the Girl Guides
have given a fine example of thrift and production.
They collected a carload of old
paper, doing all the work of tying the papers
up in bundles and packing the car themselves.
After paying shipping cTiarges they had $180
They have
to hand over to the Red Cross.
also responded to the call for increased production by planting any available vacant lots
in the town with potatoes, the proceeds from
the crop to be used for patriotic work.

MOTHERS' PENSIONS IN MANITOBA.

When mothers' pensions were granted
New Zealand, the infant mortality of

iu

the

country was reduced from the highest rate in
the world to the lowest, and the curse of
bringing up children in an institution was
wiped out of the country entirely. The authorities realized that a hundred excellent
institutions cannot give a child the influence
and the love of one mother, and that even a
poor mother is better than an Institution. The
Mothers' Association, at their own expense,
tried out the feasibility of mothers' pensions
in their own province, giving aid to three de-

pendent mothers who vrould otherwise have
liad to go out to work, allowing their children
to go into an institution or to go to work
very young. By their efforts six children were
kept in school who would otherwise have
six children
been deprived of an education
were given the chance of a happy, healthful
development instead of having their childhood
shortened, their growth dwarfed,- and their
whole future narrowed by having to shoulder
;

responsibilities

too

soon.

With

these

con-

vincing results, the Mothers' Association felt
confident to ask the Government for aid for
all dependent mothers, and at a recent session
of the Legislature an act was passed for the
paying of mothers' pensions, recognizing that
the bearing and rearing of children is a service to the state, and should have, if necessary, state recognition.
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is

Bliss

®rs!uline College, "®i)e ^ineg"

a little tree-y home-town lives
a very delightful old lady. She is alv/ays glad to see us and she always produces tarts from the mysterious depths of
the coal-stove oven in her drawing-room.
The war, to this old lady, is a puzzle as
exciting as, but no more thrilling than,
the annually recurring problem of how
the neighbors' hens get into her garden in
The
spite of a stout fence between lots.
effect of the newspapers on her mind is
such as might befall a child on perusing

Cijatfjam, (I^ntario

BACK in

one of Locke's essays. One peaceful evening, in September, 1914, she startled us
sorely by remarking quite casually, "They
do say as England is going to war. I don't
think King George should allow it." We
convinced her, after a hard struggle, that
our Empire was already at war and then
left her to brood over the perfidy of the
King, who she felt lacked that moral
courage to say "No."
Then, one day, several weeks later, she
informed us quite calmly, and without any
appearanec of bravado, that she believed
the German cause must be right. "Why?"'
we gasped. "Well," she said, "if the Lord

RESIDENTIAL AND DAY SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES AND LITTLE GIRLS
An

Magnifirent recreation grounds and

your daughter.

ideal place for the education of

perfectly equipped school buildings.

High School, Preparatory, Commercial, Domestic Science and Art Departments.
School cf Music affiliated with Toronto Conservatory.

Apply

for

MOTHER SUPERIOR

Catalogue to The REV.

boy and lO hogs made
$350 at our 1915 show
I

The same chance

boy

for a bright

at

the

SEVENTH ANNUAL

Toronto Fat Stock Show
UNION STOCK YARDS

isn't on their side, how is they gettin' all
the victories and these here Belgiums none
at all, according to what you hear."

TORONTO

A few days after this conversation she
remarked very crossly, "It seems to me the
Germans have done enough now. I think
they ought to be stopped instid of more
The longer
goin' to be killed by them."
we pondered over this idea, the more

December 8th and
Premium

List with

strongly we felt that it suggests one of the
easiest solutions of the world's problem if
only ways and means had been offered

many new
C. F.

1916

9th,
now

classes

TOPPING,

ready.

Secretary

Union Stock Yards, Toronto

along with it.
The next time that we talked with her,
she apparently had become reconciled to
the necessity for the war, and her mind
had turned to another aspect of the ques"I'd like to

tion.

know," she

said,

"what

here fightin' in
I don't see how they kin see
trenches.
each other to shoot, or does the Germans
get into the trenches, too? How do they

they

mean about

all this

kr-ow when they have had a battle? Does
each side have so many shots? I suppose
there, m.nst be some rules about it." Our
mind, of late, has become somewhat oppressed by journalists' accounts of raging-battles: "Hell" they call it in their
vivid language. With the old lady's words,
our memory flew back to the quiet, cool,
bowling green at home, where middle-aged
srentlemen, inclined to corpulency, waged
battles rovHl and where shells, hideous
shrieks and roars, and "the eyes of the

wounded things" faded away.

found that only one elicited her sympathy.
This one was in aid of a Hospital Ship.
likely a lot of

them

for a place to lay down."

engines are

—

made

at

the

Iroin the bos(
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soldiers," she

feelingly, "will be seasick crossin'
over here to England, and I know what
I was that sick going over the
it's like.
lake to Niasrara. I'd 'ave given anything

said

lowest prices, our
possible materials
The reason we can sell at
I)y sl.illid worlimen.
Irom the lacdirect
sell
we
that
siuii low prices is
tory, euttiiig out middlemen's profits.

Although alwa.VN kiUI

Thinking

that her enquiry as to trench fighting
showed a slight advance in her mental
activities, we asked her what she thought
of the various war funds of the day, and

"Most
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GET THIS CATALOGUE
im
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The Best Ever
issued: Guns, Rifles,

Ammunition,

Fisljing,

Tackle, Baseball, Golf,

Tennis, Lacrosse,

Camping Outfits, all
Summer and Winter

We

Sports.

want

Every Man
who Hunts, Fishes, or
plays any Outdoor
Game to get our large
free Catalogue.

You

prompt shipment

save

money by getting

Catalogue to-day.

T.

W. Boyd & Son,

27 Notre

personal answer

Prices

right, satisfaction
guaranteed. Immense
stock,

must be accotnpanied by the writer's name and address. If
is required, enclose a 3-cent stamp. Address all correspondence to Grasmere, The Farmer's Magazine, Toronto, Canada.

All queries

Dame St. West, Hontreal

devil's paint brush.

rocks and hill side I think it
would be a great task, I spring-tooth harrowed it for the timothy I have in land
now.
Is there anything I can do to get
rid of the weed without the use of the
plow?
Answer. The Devil's Paint Brush, or
as it is otherwise known, the Orange
Hawk Weed, was introduced from Europe
years ago and is very troublesome in the
JEastern townships of Quebec and in parts
the

—

G. G., Quebec. / have a five-acre field
of timothy, and on it also are a large
quantity of rocks. Last year I had a fine
crop of hay off the said field, but this year
there seems to be a large quantity of
Devil's Paint Brush, as it is called
here. It is a red flower and grows in big
patches, and also kills the grass.
I was

advised to plow it up this fall and plant
potatoes in it in the spring, but owing to

—

LAKESIDE AYRSHIRES
i few young bulls for sale from Record of
Performance dams, iii' ported and Cannadian-bred, sired by Auclien brain Sea
Foam (Imp.) i;.5T.5S, grnnd cli.impion at both Qiiebec and Sherbrooke. Write for catalogue.
GKO. H. MONTGOMERY,- I'roprietor
Dominion lOxpress BIdg..
Montreal, tin".
D. Me.\rthur, Mgr., Philipsburg. Que.

United States
Manufacturers
Have your goods made for
you in Canada until your
trade here is large enough to
warrant your putting up your
own plant. An old estal)now
lished
manufacturer,
bu.sy

on

munitions

with one of the

work,

larse.st

an<l

most up-to-date machines and
metal-vvorking plants in Canada, would like to undertake
the manufacture of hardware, machinery or other
metal specialty for the Canadian, British Empire and
Allied markets with which
preferential trade arrangements are now being planned.
Address in the fir.st instance:

MANUFACTURER
c/o

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
TORONTO

"Anmer"

— The

Coming Canadian Type.

In the interests of the breeders of Ontario and the united efforts of the various breed societies to encourage the
farmers and breeders of Canada to raise
horses that will meet the demand ex-

pected from buyers from foreign countries
during the years succeeding the termination of the war the Canadian National Exhibition has arranged with the Dominion
Government and the Canadian Thoroughbred Horse Society to have '.'Anmer," the
thoroughbred stallion presented by His
Majesty, King George, as a sire suitable
to improve the stock in Canada, paraded
every afternoon during the Exhibition.
As an encouragement to breeders the
Thoroughbred Horse Society has decided
to distribute the revenues obtained from

"Anmer's" stud fees in premiums at Agricultural shows to classes of horses sired
by a thoroughbred, which are best suited
for remount and cavalry purposes.
"Anmer" is a beautifully bred horse and
stands over 16 hands with plenty of quality and substance and a good disposition.
He was selected by Lord Marcus Beresford from the Royal stud as a horse most
suitable for the Canadian recfUirements
and has been pronounced by successful
breeders as the best stallion that has left
the shores of the world's greatest nursery.
"Anmer" has been quartered at Ennisclaire farms, Oakville, but will be brought
in to Toronto for the whole period of the
Exhibition, the only place where the
Thoroughbred Horse Society has consented to exhibit him.

—

.
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of New
Island.

CANADIAN
NATIONAL
EXHIBITION
AUG.

26th

SEPT.

to

11th

Empire Federation
Spectacle

—

10 Massed Bands
Pageant symbolizing Imperial solidarity and power.
Mammoth scenic reproduction of the
British Houses of Parliament, Westminster Abbey, and the War Office.
1,200 Performers

— Glorious

•

w

on and under
sea

A
R

W

on land

A

in the air

R

Scenes that have thrilled the Empire
re-enacted by Overseas troops. Shells
in process of manufacture. Immense
munitions exhibit.

Model Camp; Trench Warfare; hand
grenade and bomb throwing; destruction of warships by hidden mines:
bayonet fighting; Federation Year
fireworks; complete new Midway.

Brunswick and Prince Edward
The plant is a very vigorous
grower and spreads rapidly by runners
and matures also a great many seeds. It
will soon over-run land that can not be
cultivated, although cultivation overcomes
it very readily.

By

its nature it kills the grass around
as you well know, and renders pasture
on which the weed has obtained a footing
almost useless for pasturing purposes.
I only know of one way to handle your
situation and that is for you to throw
salt on the patches of the weed in the
very hottest weather this summer at the
rate of 18 to 20 pounds per square rod. I
think you will find that this will kill out
the weeds where you have time to do it
this way. I would then advise you to sow
grasses so thickly on the land that they
will smother out any other plants that
may try to get into the pasture. If you
will make a point to mow off the plants
every year before they go to seed it will
help to weaken them also.
Persistent
treatment will rid your pasture land of
it

this troublesome weed.

VALUE OP ALFALFA AT DIFFERENT CUTTINGS.
F. H. W., Ontario.
Can you tell me if
there is any difference in the feeding value

We can furnish

—

the finer

stemmed and more leafy stage

to be preferred for feeding purposes.
in his Feeds and Feeding says that
Carrol, of Utah, has found no marked dif-

is

any

size.

The best investment you can make.

The Brown, Boggs

Limited

Co.,

Hamilton, Canada

r
What

Standardization

Means to Motor
Car Buyers

of the different cuttings of alfalfa?

Answ^er. As far as we are able to
gather the difference in the cuttings of
the alfalfa crop will depend entirely upon
the climatic conditions. Except for horses

Outfit

^^

—

TT

means VALUE. Just to the
extent that a car is standardized does the buyer's dollar
approach
the
of
purchasing power.
Standardization means definite,

*

maximum

Henry

proved quahty, known manufacturing costs and reduced selling

ference between the first, second and third
cuttings of alfalfa for milk production.

costs.

TAMWORTH WANTED.
C. K., Alberta.
me where I can

month

old.

I

ivorth

and

to

— Will you please inform

buy a boar pig 4 or 5
would like a purebred Tamget one as near to home as

possible.

ANMER, The King's Horse

Home Canning

Answer.

Of the million autos that will
be sold in 1916, 75% will be
standardized cars selling for less
than glOOO.OO each. This remarkable

American achievement

is the
of standardization.
Finally the upholstery has been
standardized by the almost universal adoption of

direct

result

— Perhaps some Alberta breed-

er could find his liner ad. in the Farm
Sales page of advantage.
are writing

We

Government Exhibits; superb showing of live stock and agricultural

you regarding

POISON TO ANIMALS.

products; acres of manufactures.

Toronto

—Aug.

this.

26 to Sept. 11.

—

Ontario. How about the law regarding poison on trees overhanging my
line fence?

R.

T.,

—

?Ca\°.1

SHARPENED

A Sharp Blade
We

Mal<es

Shaving

a

Joy.

Blarie« and save you money.
guaranteed.
Gillette, 35c doz.
Ever
Ready and other single edge tjlades, 25c doz.
^'ail your dull blades to
The A. K'en Edge Co 180 BalhiTsI St.. Torpntc, C«n.

sharpen Safety

Sati'sfaction

Answer. The farmer is responsible for
any damage caused by a tree poisonous to
animals, whose branches overhang a
neighbor's fence and poisons his animals.
But if cattle break through a fence and
escape to a poisonous tree which is somewhat distant from the boundary line, the
farmer will not be answerable in damages,
because the cattle have no right to trespass on the farmer's land.

W. E. Lear.

.

INJURING SHADE TREES.
Have I any redress
against a man tying horses to my shade
trees planted by me on the road allowance
J. T. O., Ontario.

Pays

for Itself in
7 days

WRITE FOR OUR
SPECIAL OFFER
This lalest model Hand
Mixer produces a better
mix with less cement,

savineyou time, labor
and money

Wettlaufer Bros.
Limited
178S. Spadina Ave.

TORONTO

in front of

—

my property?

—

Answer. Where the owner of land adjacent to a highway plants trees thereon
contiguous to his land, such trees are declared to be his property by section 2 of
the Ontario Tree Planting Act, R.S.O.
(1914), chapter 213, and by sub-section
4, every growing tree, shrub or sapling
planted or left standing on either side of
a highway for the purposes of shade or

MOTOR QUALITY
40^0 of

all
1915 cars sold were
upholstered in this proved, Ki'-"-r"
anteed material and in 1916 the
total will be at least 60%.
Fabnkoid is the only standardized automobile upholstery.
It
wears better than coated splits

(commonly

sold

"genuine

as

lea titer") and has the artistic
aipearance and luxurious comfort
of the best

le '.ther.

Rayntite Fabrikoid
doi^ble

texture,

is

against leaking, but
of the car.

To

for tops, single or

guaranteed

made

one year

to last the

life

get the mo9t for your money,
buy a standardized car

Toronto, llOntario
CraftPTnan
Fabrikoid, the
artistic

nphoU
material

.stery

for furniture

home

and

decoration

sold by leading departmen"
is

stores.

1

—

'
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Against

WIN

The
Hessian

=

Fly

the Main
the Fly

To Escape

—

Attack of

The early
destructive to
young wheat and provides for
Your
own
broods.
future
Experiment Station will tell you
sow your wheat
brood is most

this.

late.

_

,

,

,

Wheat

The Best

,

Yields

come from plants that enter the
winter strong and vigorous.
Your own experience will tell
you this.

To Win Against

the Fly,

seed late, feed the crop with
available fertilizers which will
liasten growth to overcome the
late start, and secure vigor with
consequent resistance to later
broods. Use 200 to 400 pounds
per acre containing at least 2 per
Acid phoscent, of ammonia.
phate alone does not give the

quick growth
resistance to the fly.
necessary

Write for our map
dates for sowing wheat in your
locality; also our Bulletin,

showing best

WHEAT

or sapling.
By section 6 of the same Act any person who ties or fastens any animal to or
injures or destroys a tree planted and

growing upon a highway is liable to a
fine not to exceed twenty-five dollars and
costs, or to imprisonment for not more
than thirty days. In case of a fine being
so imposed, one-half of it goes to the person who lays the information.
Lear.

PRODUCTION,

—

W.

E.

GREEN HAY IN BARN.

—

New

Brunswick. Some one has
been telling me that hay can be Tnade very
green by putting it in an airtight place.
H.,

./.

from, 8 to 12 inches
on top. In my hay barn I got mows 24 x
12 X 10 feet deep that I can easily make
airtight.
I am anxious to get some reVnble advice as I am going to have a heavy
crop this year.

All that will spoil

is

—

Answer." Many people put clover that
Quite green into a mow and tramp it in
tight.
It comes out in the spring in fire
shape, but the practice with mixed hay is
not so certain. In fact many fires are
is

ascribed to this cause. Whether there is
iustification or not seems a disputed
question. I think I would be on the safe
side and cure hay well or else spread layers of old hay or straw between each load

any

you put

in.

and

In Farmers' Bulletin No. 640,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
fertilizers are reconimended to
give vigor to late sown crops
and resistance to the Hessian Fly.

"

ornament is declared to be the property of
the owner of the land adjacent to the
highwray and nearest to such tree, shrub

HOMEMADE

PORTER.

—

Would
Mrs. J. H., Neiv Brunswick.
you send m.e a recipe to make porter at
home We have barley and molasses and
ive would like a good slimmer drink.
Answer. We do not think that you
could brew without a license. There are
other home made drinks that will answer
See below for a few such
just as well.

—

recipes.

Summer Beverages
UNFER'^ENTED GRAPE JUICE.

of the

NATIONAL FERTILIZER
ASSOCIATION

NEW

1

BALTIMORE

Dept. 168

kinds and

all

LAID EGGS

10 lbs. grapes.

WANTED

cup water.

Put the grapes and water in a granite
stew-pan. Heat until stones and pulp separate; then strain through a jelly-bag,
add sugar, heat to boiling point and bottle.

When diluted with water this will make
one gallon of the strength for drinking.

Send for prices or information to

P.

POULIN

Bonsecours Market,

&

ORANGEADE.

CO.

MONTREAL

3 lemons.

3 oranges.

Who

Extra
in the

Summer Income

summer

is

there

WHO DOES NOT

iN'KED AN' INCREASE in income to take care
of .summer needs and vacation expenses? That's
where our plan of "spare time profits" shines
If you are one of the many
with popularity.
who would appreciate an opportunity of turning
your spare time into Cash profits, we would
like to get in touch with you.

men and women in Canada to-day
our plan to augment their present
income and it's providing a liberal amoimt of
If you would like to
extra funds for them.
join this "thrifty class" of spare time hustlers
—write us to-day.
Hundreds

of

are working

The MacLean

Publishing Co., Limited
143-153 University Avenue
TORONTO

cups sugar.
quart water.

1^/^
1

An

you have two
hours a day

Make

a syrup by boiling the sugar and
water ten minutes. Add the fruit juice,
cool

may

much

1

you how that

can

be

turned

money. The more time
you have the better the pay.
We'll buy all you have and
pay cash for it.

We

need bright,

active, hust-

young men and women

ling
as

district

We

representatives.

within

will

the

next

month make hundreds

of ap-

—

pointments why not write
once and secure your district.
If you are looking for
an increase in wages, to take
at

care of your

many

— our

needs

rner

the

extra sum-

plan

money

interfering

your

with

pro-

them

for

in

the

regular

duties.

Last week right here in Tor-

man

onto one young
.

00.

He

earned

devoted an aver-

age of four hours each day to
looking after our subscription business.

come

Would an

like this interest

in-

you?

Write us to-day we will gladly send you full particulars
concerning the plan without
obligating you in the least
simply say, "Show me how
;

to

turn

my

spare time into

money."

A ddress

The MacLean

1 egg.

tablespoon sugar.

cup lemon juice.
Beat the white of the egg to a stiff
froth. Add the sugar and gradually beat
in the lemon juice. Fill the glass with ice
1-3

three

you can

into

as needed.

LEMON ALBUMEN.

or

that

tell

time

and dilute with ice-water. The syrup
be bottled and kept on hand to use

White of

us

:^pare, let

$30

3 lbs. sugar.

Yon

to

extra $5.00 or $10.00
IFa an
week interests you and

least

IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE

of

Dollars

without

'

SOIL

POULTRY

May Mean

vides

both mailed free.

CHICAGO

Spare Time

Publishing Co.,
Dept. F.M.

TORONTO

Limited
Canada

—

.
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be just

GINGER PUNCH.
quart cold water.
1
cup sugar.
1/2
lb. Canton ginger or 2 teaspoons
1

iJllil^lilllllililll

llllllllll

An Announcement

ground ginger.
M: cup orange juice.
V2 cup lemon juice.
Chop the ginger, add

Wo

beg to advise that we have taken over the Toronto Pressed
Brick Company, Limited, of Milton and Toronto, and also the
Medina Shale Brick Co., Limited, of Streetsville. The new Company will be known as the Milton Pressed Brick Co., Limited.

to the water and
sugar, boil fifteen minutes, add the fruit
juice, cool and dilute with ice cold water.

well-known quality of "Milton Brick" will be maintained at
our plants and home builders desiring a brick that has all the
qualities of a siood brick, such as durability and permanent color,
will find "Milton Brick" without an equal on the market.

Tlie

FRUIT PUNCH.

all

6 cups water.
2

cups sugar.

2 cups strawberry syrup.

Further, the size of our plant
promptly.

Juice of 5 lemons.
Juice of 5 oranges.
1 can grated pineapple.

cup canned cherries.
Make a syrup by boiling water and
sugar ten minutes; add strawberry juice,
lemon juice, orange juice and pineapple.
Let stand thirty minutes, strain and add
ice-water to make one and one-half gallons of liquid. Add cherries and serve.

We

shall be pleased to send

will

warrant delivery

you samples and

of^

prices.

brick

.,

.

1

Milton Pressed Brick Co., Ltd.
MILTON, OiNTARlO
Head

O/fice:

so Adelaide

TORONTO, CANADA

Street West,

Draining Experience
LAST
The

October

wet farm
this

I

saw an advertisement

of a cheap but effective ditcher in
Farmer's Magazine and as I had a
I

man and

decided to correspond with
see if I could not get some

draining done this Spring even in
the wet season. As the rain continued
my orchard
this Spring I was afraid
would suffer from the amount of water
that had fallen and was standing in certain portions of the field. Consequently
I started to dig on the low places. After
I had decided to drain the first thing to
do was to cut through a high place and
We
drain off a large pond of water.
threw out two furrows with the common
plow, then we started with the ditcher.
This ditcher is placed at the bottom of
the furrow and I made one trip the whole
length of the ditch. We then shovelled
out the loose earth and followed this
twice more. The result was that we had
a ditch 10 inches wide and down 2 feet.
Now we are up against a tough proposition owing to the fact that the clay was
very sticky and there was considerable
The first
twitch grass in the ground.
mark of the plough wasn't very plain, you
may be sure, but in spite of difficulties
we threw out over 40 rods of ditch 2 feet
deep, with three men and a team at a
cost of little over a cent a foot, allowing
$2.00 per day for each of the men. I did
not put a price on the team, supposing
that any farmer having three men entile

gaged would have a team idle in the
stable. I find this is a very cheap and
simple way of ditching and if more farmers in the country would take advantage
of it they could overcome much of the
evils of such seasons as there are very few
farms in Ontario that do not need some
draining. The orchard looks fine now that
the tiles are in and they are running well.
I am satisfied that I will have enough exthree
or
tra returns in the next two
years to pay for the tile drain twice over.
Geo. B. Mercer, Ontario.
•

Saves
Horses

Prevents
Gall Sores

mm^m^^—
J fFABRIC PAT NOV-

OF COURSE

you want your horses to
Ventiplex
work well and live long.
Pads help a lot. They remove the cause
of gall sores and effect a cure.

fortable, soft

when
Your

soiled,

and
and

cool,

easily

washed

give

long

service.

horses will feel better,

work

bet-

and be less irritable when wearing
Ventiplex Pads.
ter

Ventiplex Pads are inexpensive, com-

Order from your dealer.

The Burlington-Windsor Blanket Company, Toronto, Canada

RESIDENT SCHOOL FOR BOYSSpecial preparation for

Ashbury College

R. M. C.

Write for illustrated calendar
Rev. Geo. P. Woollcombe. M. A.
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WANTED

INFORMATION
THE FARMEK'S

R M.C.

connection with the great organization of
touch witli vast sources of information which

its

the MacLean Tublisliing Coimpany, is in
gatliered from different pai'ts of the wni-d fur the
Tliis wealth of information and the editorial staff of
at the service of the readers of
is

numerous MacLean publications.
all

these various publications is

The Farmer's Magazine.
Should you have a problem on
some phase of your work, or if
ynu are desirous of securing
goods or articles and do not
Ijnow where to procure them, we
will be pleased to answer your
the
promptly.
Use
inquiries
coupon below for the questions
you desire answered, and enclose

"stamp for reply.

'

INFORMATION

Farmer's Magazine,
143-153 University Ave<

Please

Name

.

Address

let

Toronto.

me know where

I

WANTED

can purchase

—
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ATENTS Our Money
Department

Write for how to obtain

ai

patent,

Patent

Buyers
and Inventions
$1,000,000 in prizes offered for
inventions. Send Sketch for free opinion
of

list

Wanted.

as to patentability.
Our
Four Books sent free. Patents advertised Free. We assist inventors to sell their inventions.

VICTOR
699 Ninth

J.

Investing

l*!* I?17

F

|% P. |\

Farm Cash

EVANS & COMPANY
Washinston, D.C.

Street.

Many well-known

patents

— the

kind that

BUY — made our reputation as
THE ATTORNEYS WHO OBTAIN

Farmers Are Buying Debentures

manufacturers

PATENTS

Generally, the

Farmer Who

PROTECT

that

is

After a Big Rate of Interest, Overlooks the
of the Proposition

Soundness

Write us for evidence. Inventor's reliable
book FREE
® Barrister Bldg.
y& A.D.
A R LaCey,
T JirPV
.0. 01
Washington, D.C.

By

R^

RICHARD LABORSON

THE Canadian farmer

PATENT YOUR INVENTIONS
Perhaps some simple device you thoueht of
your own use may be valuable. Write for
book of complete information.

for
free

STANLEY LIGHTFOOT
Reeisiered Patent Solicitor and Attorney

208 Lumsden Bids. 'Corner Adelaide and
Yonge Sts.) Toronto

as a possible
victim for the wild-cat oil stock
salesman, mining promoter or mushroom banking proposition is becoming increasingly wary according to the Crown
Attorney in a certain leading Canadian
The Crown Attorney was talking
city.
with a well-known bank president.
"There may have been a time indeed
I remember it," he said, "when the man
living in the country was what you might

—

—

call
well, an easy mark. Every time our
city police raided a fake mining concern,
or some oil company or far-off land "cor-

poration"

5%

Debentures

5%

Toronto Mortgage Company, 13
Toronto Street, Toronto, payable at par
an.v Branch of the Standard Bank
of the

at
of

Canada or the Bank

of British Nortli

America.

The Toronto Mortgage Company
issues

Debentures,

-Assets of the

secured

Company,

In

by all the
any denom-

ination, for from 2 to 5 years, at 5%,
payable half-yearly, and they are a
legal investment for trust funds. Company's surplus, over all liabilities to
Mortgage loans
public, is .1:1,296.914.00.
made on improved farms at lowest current rates.

SIR

WM. MORTIMER CLARK,

WALTER

Pre«.

GILLESPIE, Mgr.

was being wound-up with crimthere we would uncover

inal proceedings

—

a bunch of farmer victims. Men whose
hard-earned dollars had been lured away
by gaudy talk from oily promoters. Sometimes we succeeded in sending the criminals to penitentiary and sometimes we
didn't.
But which ever way it went, the
farmers never got anything out of it."
"In my experience," replied the banker,
"a fool is a fool, whether he comes from
the city or the country. And as the old
proverb says: A fool and his money are
soon parted."
"Thafs only partly true," said the
lawyer, "but a man who saves enough
money to invest even in a wild-cat, or
some speculative stock, can't be altogether
a fool. The real fool is the man who saves
nothing at all. What I want to know is
this if the farmer is still losing his money
in investments, why don't we hear the
echoes of their losses. They usually are
aired in the courts in the city."

—

:

BOOK ON

Dog
FREE

Mailed

to any
address by the
author

Diseases

AND HOW TO FEED
H. Clay Glover, V.S.
1

8 W. 3

1

St

St.,

New York, U.S.A.

The banker

government

VIGORA

praised up for its perfect efficiency. As an evidence, the followine testimonial
:

Mr.

B. Morin,—
must bear testimony

to eyery

one on behalf

I owe to it the recovery of one
of your Vigora.
I shall
of my horses sufferine from broken-wind.
recommendine it whenever
point
of
make a

occasion offers,

M; MacKay, M.D., Belmont Retreat, Quebee.
Price. BOc
sells everywhere.
a bottle. For particulars apply to

J.

VIGORA
J.

B.

412

St.

MORIN, Wholesale
John

St..

and some who have

ten."

J.
I

securities

an itching for ten per cent, investments.
But the increasing knowledge of financial
subjects has thinned the ranks of mortgage-buyers and their friends. Some of
the wisest business men in the country live
hundreds of miles from a big city and get
to work at five in the morning instead of

MORIN'S

J. B.

smiled.

"First of all," he said, "you are right
enough in saying that the farmer is not
Or course, there
losing as frequently.
are always those who take a mortgage on
somebody's property and run a chance of
losing it on a forced sale, or not being able
Then there are the
to collect it at all.
usual handful who go in for long-term

Quebec

Druggitt

City. Que., Can.

"But what are they doing with

their

money."
bonds and debentures^mostly
"Buying
mortgage corporation debentures."
"But why this sort of thing?"
"Because the farmer has learned the
difi'erence between being a "partner" in a
concern and being a "preferred creditor" in the same concern. A stockholder

a partner.
Stock certificates certify
that the owner has a right to such-andsuch a share in the profits IF

is

ARE ANY PROFITS! And

THERE

though

it

doesn't say so, that same share often
means that if the concern goes into bankruptcy the owner of a stock certificate has
to bear a proportionate share in the debts
of the concern.
But a debenture makes
a man "a preferred creditor."
Profits
may be good or profits may be bad, the
stockholder may be prospering on dividends or getting thin waiting for them.
But the debenture or bondholder gets a
fixed rate of interest on his security,
steady as a clock. This "preferred creditor" has first claim on all the assets,
even though the stockholders have to pay
it out of their own pockets!"

"The farmer

is shrewd,"
"Yes, indeed."
"But why is he buying mortgage corporation debentures instead of bonds?
Aren't they all the same?"
"In some ways, yes. But the average
Canadian farmer, like the Scotch, has a
fundamental preference for putting his
money into some form of "land" security.
The mortgage corporation debenture is
his old friend the mortgage, but with this
difference. It is issued to him by a company. The company invests in mortgages
and makes what it can. Its chances of
loss on a mortgage are so small as to be
negligible, because in handling so many
mortgages it can afford expert valuators
and the best of lawyers. Meantime, however, the investor is given one or more of
the company's debentures.
These pay
5%. It doesn't matter what profit or loss
the company is making, it pays the five
per cent regularly as a clock, and the debenture holder ranks as a first claimant
a preferred creditor.

The lawyer smiled shrewdly.
"But .iust suppose," he said, "that the
assets of the mortgage corporation had
in the meantime
melted away mysteri-

—

ously."

—

"Well in the first place the farmer
usually chooses a well-known company

managed by men

of proven integrity. But
second place the law watches the
mortgage corporation closer almost than
it watches a bank.
The ratto between
the debentures outstanding and the asAs a matsets
is carefully preserved.
ter of fact, the proportion of assets to
liabilities in Canadian mortgage corporations has increased since 1887 7nore than
in the

—

—

two

to one."

"Anybody ever

lost?"

"That's the thing

— no

!

Not a cent has

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
ever been lost by the owners of mortgage
corporation debentures in Canada."
"Did you say the Scotch were debenture
buyers, too?"
"Before the war that was almost their
chief investment in Canada millions and
millions in Canadian mortgage debentures. That is because a Scotchman likes
to deal with land as a security, he likes a
5fj^
and he wants
fair rate of interest
it regularly and without any humming or
hawing. Another thing he dislikes long

—

The modern
securities.
satisfies him in that respect."

every piece of

—

every dollar
in the

debenture

"Seems hard," sighed the lawyer, "taking bread out of the mouth of the mining

in

he seeds and reaps from

that

fertile

ground.

Then, when he has a hundred dollars saved
up, he buys a Mortgage Corporation Debenture, which pays him 5 % interest on every
hundred dollars invested.

Kent,

Why ?

Because he knows he has the finest security in
the world for his investment, and he knows that 5^ is a
safe and sound interest rate. Follow his example. Send
for our booklet about Profits from Savings. It tells you

England
A

same way

His idle dollars he deposits by mail in our savings department where it earns 4% interest.

shark."
But the banker was too serious to speak
with levity of such matters.

Farming

makes
work for him

the wise farmer

— —
—

term
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how

Netv System Saved the Owners from

Address Dept. 40

to save.

Bankmptcy.

THE

widespread agricultural dewas beginning to tell
pression
severely on the old yeoman class of
gentleman farmer of the South of England thirty years ago, and a great many
of them went to the wall and as a consequence good farms went a-begging for
tenants. Many of the hard-up class of
land owners found themselves unable to
cultivate vacant farms that were thrown
on their hands. Thus the question of finding tenants became acute and every inducement was offered to draw farmers
from other parts of the Kingdom, where
farming conditions and circumstances
were not so favorable as in the south
counties
with characteristic caution
Scotchmen began to feel their way southward many of them settling in Essex
hiring farms practically on their own
terms as the only alternative in many
cases was to allow the land to go out of

STANDARD RELIANCE
MORTGAGE CORPORATION

Heuipffice, 8288 King St. £ Toronto

Branches: Ayr, Brockville. Chat-

ham. Elmira,

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllll^^^

—

—

cultivation.

The influx of Scotch farmers and

their

families caused a good deal of jealousy
amongst the original inhabitants who predicted failure for men who did not understand soil and climate. These prophesies
were not fulfilled and the hard-working
Celts, who if they did not know a great
deal about crops or fruit or how to treat
a fallow in preparing for wheat knew how
to produce milk and to fatten bullocks and
in the face of unprecedently low prices for
wheat, dairying and cattle keeping, saved
the situation. In a few years' time the
Scots who had settled in Essex found their
way across the Thames and sent glowing
reports of the fertile districts of Mid
Kent north to their friends. Soon from all
the counties of Scotland enterprising
young men found their way into the gardens of England Where many of them
are now successful growers both of hops

—

and

A

I

Monthly Income

1

is

I
1

his

boon the average man can leave to
As a rule, such provision best con-

the greatest

widow.

tinues the household custom.

The Monthly Income Policy

I
1
J

of the Great West Life is issued on the attractive terms characterizing ail the Great-West plans.
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g
p

descriptive pamphlet

interested enquire.

is

now

print

— and

will

be mailed to any

Life Assurance Co.
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Dept. "J."
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State age, and personal rates will be submitted.
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Office,
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Winnipeg
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"SECURITY FIRST!"

fruit.

EXCELSIOR LIFE!

The question of housing accommodations
for cattle was as a rule the greatest which
those fresh men had to encounter. As a
rule most of the Kentish farms were provided with spacious residences, but with
no good stables. This proved awkward for
the men who were jeered at because they
possessed no furniture altho they had
plenty of cattle. They were also regarded
as a nine days' wonder because they and

New Hamburg

INSURANCE COMPANY
1
1

Head Office

TORONTO

|

An Excelsior Policy will protect your wife and child better than a mortgaged home. Write to-day for pamphlet.
^

g
1
1
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their families were ever to be seen about
in their workday clothes and just imagine

Canaba

Clje ilercftantsi Panfe of
STATEMENT Oh

AND ASSETS AT

LIABILITIES

APRI

2Qth

,,

/q/6

LIABILITIES
1.
To the Shareholders.
Capital Stock paid in

$7,000,000 00
7,000,000 00
175,542 50

•

.

Rest or Eescrve !Fuiid
Dividends declared and unpaid
.Balance of Profits as per Profit and Loss Account submitted herewith

.

.

250,984.12
$14,426,526.62

2.

To the Public.

Notes of the Bank

in

Circulation

$

Deposits not bearing interest
Deposits bearing interest (including interest accrued to date of
statement J
Balances due to other Banks in Canada
Balances due to Banks and banking correspondents in the United
Khigdoiii and foreign countries
Bills payable

Acceptances under

letters of credit
Liabilities not included in the foregoing

7,486,906.00
17,181,959.18
54,995,069 97
.

363,799.39
877,399.91
1,029,702.00

•

$96,361,363.0/

ASSETS
Current Coin held
$ 3,681,854.13
Deposit in the Central Gold Reserves
1,000,000.00
Dominion Notes helfi
8,106,240 25
Notes of other Banks
702,006 00
Cheques on other Banks
2,754,968.88
Balances due by other Banks in Canada
2,836.92
Balances due by Banks and banking correspondents in the United
•

•

.

.

''.

.

,

•

Kingdom

207,226 65
.

Balances due by Banks and banking correspondents elsewhere than
in Canada and the United Kingdom. (In U.S., $3,839,597.24).
Dominion and Provincial Government securities, not exceeding

market value
Canadian Rxunicipal

3,892,026.83
2,480,446 72
.

and British, Foreign and Colonial
public securities, other than Canadian
Railway and other Bonds, Debentures and Stocks, not exceeding
market value
Call Loans in Canada on Bonds, Debentures and Stocks
Call Loans elsewhere than in Canada
securities,

5,251,321.38
5,055,106-27
5,175,048.49
2.651.404 3?

'

$40,96U,4S'J.H4

Other Current Loans and Discounts

Canada

in

(less

Rebate of

Interest)

As time went on land owners began to
gain confidence in their new race of tenants who were proving themselves to be
men for the times and suitable buildings
were erected on the farms for dairying
and cattle keeping. In many cases the
Scotch offerer for a farm got the preference and as a result there are probably
now 10 cows in Kent where there was
one thirty years ago. There has also been
a great shrinkage of hop plantations,
hundreds of acres have been grubbed and
this perhaps has been balanced by the increased acreage planted with fruit. Kent
is pre-eminently suited for fruit growing
where the soil is suited, the rainfall is
too meagre for successful grazing except
in the marsh districts, much of the grass
of which is very valuable for mutton
and some of it for beef producing. The
enhanced prices now prevailing for corn
will doubtless cause a good many medium
pastures to be broken up but an experienced farmer will think twice before he
puts the plough into a good meadow.

Besides the shortage of labor on account
of the war and its increasing cost taken
jn conjunction with the increased cost of

manures, implements,

E.

Vice President.

F.

203,125
1,029,702
177,186
164,363,
4,507,782,
345,000.
138,151.

to

cases of failure, but they have been few
and far between and let it be said to the
credit of Kentish men, old jealousies regarding the Scottish emigrants have entirely disappeared.

Thomson,

2r,

18

34
00
32

In Praise of Apple Trees
Our mountain

firs

are straight and tall:
with mossy knees

And oaks there be
And pleasant shade;

but, best of all,
trees-

For comradeship, are apple

IIEBDEN.
General Manaqer.

In accordance with the provisions of sub-Sections 19 and 20 of Section 56 of the Bank
Act we report to the shareholders as follows
We have examined the above Balance Sheet with the Books -of Account and other
records of the Bank at the Chief Office and with the signed returns from the Branches
and Agencies.
We have checked the cash and verified the securities of the Bank at the Chief Office
against the entries in regard thereto in the books of the Bank as on .\pril 2f)th, 1016.
and at a different time during the year and found them to agree with such entries. We
have also attended at some of the Branches during the year and checked the cash and
verified the securities held at the dates of our attendance and found them to agree with
the entries in the books of the Bank with regard thereto
We have obtained all the information and explanations we have required. In our
opinion the transactions of the Bank which have come under our notice have been within
the powers of the Bank, and the above Balance Sheet is properly drawn up so as to exhibit
a true and correct view of tbe state of the Bank's affairs according to the best of our
information and the explanations given to us and as shown by the books of the Bank.
:

>

VIVIAN HAHCOURT,
of Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths
.1.

RETD ITYDE,
of Macintosh

WOULD YOU

tend

00

REPORT OF THE AUDITORS TO THE SH.\REHOLDBRS OF THE MERCHANTS
BANK OF CANADA.

Montreal, 23rd May, 1016.

all

— C.

$96,361,363 07

W. BL.XCKWELL,

etc.,

lessen confidence in the future of corngrowing. So that at present there seems
to be no likelihood of a great increase of
arable land in Kent. It is also probable
that the increase of fruit plantations will
be checked on account of the cost of labor
and also the rise in the cost of sugar.
Regarding the success of the Scottish farmers in Kent it would be untrue to say
that there has not been any individual

48,835,565

Other Current Loans and Discounts elsewhere than-in Canada (less
Rebate of Interest;
Liabilities of customers under letters of credit as per contra
Real Estate other than bank premises
Overdue debts, estimated loss provided for
Bank Premises, at not more than cost, less amounts written off
Deposit with the Minister for the purposes of the Circulation Fuml
Other Assets not included in the foregoing

K.

a farmer's wife and daughter going amJlking!

& Co.

^

A uditors.

I

f

& Hyde.

-"

Waist-deep

A

in

fragrant meadow-grass,

company are they;
And what is richer than the mass
Of bloom that buries them in May?
kindly

Your hemlock sighs of forest combe,
Your pine of rocky height or glen;
But apple orchards breathe of home

—

Their trees have always dwelt with men.

Beneath their boughs the

cattle graze.

Among their leaves the robins
And bountifully autumn weighs

flute,

Their branches low with hardy fruit.

•

LIKE TO BE WITH

US?

Would you

like an occupation that keeps you out of doors and in touch with the activities of the world?
Would
?ou like to work for us and represent us in your own district, providing you knew that good money could be made
from your spare time efforts?
not write to-day and learn particulars of the plan. The "profits" are eurprisihg.

Why

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED, TORONTO

Yes, elm and beech have stately charms

And

have sycamore and lirae;
trees have friendly arms
That beg a little boy to climb.
so

But apple

Arthur Guiterman.

—
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Raspberries 5,000
Boxes per Acre
By

J.

W. KERR

(Continued from our July Issue)

V^/'HERE

planting

is

deferred

till

spring, it often happens that planting cannot be done till there is a good deal
of watered vitality in the plants, or owing
to their habit of leafing out very early, a
certain amount of their vigor is lost by
this leafing out before the roots have become established in the soil. But early
spring planting is quite satisfactory.
It is best to mark out the ground with
a marker, marking both ways so the
plants may be set at the crosses; the rows
five feet apart, and the plants three feet
apart in the rows. Our method of setting
One operator goes along
is as follows:
the row with a spade, striking it into the
ground to the depth required by the roots,
pushing the handle of the spade from
him and pulling it back, leaving an opening at the back of the spade, into which a
second operator inserts the roots of a
plant; the first operator then withdraws
the spade carefully so as not to pull out
the roots, and then with the foot packs
I wish
the soil firmly against the roots.
to very strongly emphasize the necessity
of pressing the earth very firmly against
Leaving the soil loose about
the roots.
the roots of plants I believe kills more
plants than any other cause.
As soon as the plants are set, we thoroughly cultivate, going twice between the
rows, and once across the field between
the plants in the rows, so as to leave a
complete dust mulch over the entire
ground.
do this sufficiently often to
keep that mulch there all summer. When
the surface begins to dry after every rain,
we go over with a cultivator, and break
up the crust forming, leaving this most
necessary dust mulch. If ground is scarce,
and available crop space is desirable, we
may grow a row of carrots, beets, or some
other crop that does not spread too wide,
between each two rows the first year, but
the plants will utilize the whole space the
second year.

THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE
SIR

JOHN AIRD,

Capital, $15,000,000

C.V.O., LL.D., D.C.L., President
H. V. F.

JONES,

As.'t General

Manager

Reserve Fund, $13,500,000

FARMERS' BUSINESS
The Canadian Bank

of

Commerce

extends to Farmers every

transaction of their banking business, including the discount and collection of sales notes. Blank sales
notes are supplied free of charge oil application.
facility for the
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make of safe.
=
r ire may sweep through yonr borne tonigrht and destroy all your valued records, your ^
will, deeds, notes, mortg^ses^ etc., the careful accumulation of
lifetime—your sole pro- =
tection against litigation and repayment.
Has this fact ever come home to you? Your S
Insurance Policy Protects Your Home and Chattels. Your Safe Will Protect Your Papers. ^
"FOB SAFETY SAKE" ORDER TO-DAY.
S
INTERNATIONAL SAFE COMPANY. LIMITED. Manufacturers. FORT ERIE, ONTARIO 1
~
AND WATER-

BURGLAfe-FIRE-^MOKE
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EDMUND WALKER,

General Manager.
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PROOF. Made of heary rolled steel. Filled
wiUi our special fire-proof filling of cellular vitrifled asbestos— Fitted with extra heavy interohangeajble combination locks— no two alik<^
BuUt with heavy steel front and back draw bolts
Doors of new tongue and ^oove design, and
so constructed to keep out smoke and water,
as well as fire a feature found in ho other
a,
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CANES ARE BIENNIAL
In the training of raspberries, it must
be borne in mind that the cane is biennial,
that is, canes grow up one year, fruit the
next year, and then die, and should be removed to give room and air to the canes
of the current year's growth, that they
may grow strong and vigorous to produce
a full crop the following year. I prefer
growing in hills, although they may be
grown in hedge row, averaging about one
cane to every six inches of row; but where

grown

in hills,

we grow from

five to six

a hill, the space between the
being kept free of weeds and surplus
canes; and give frequent cultivation, especially during the dry weather.
In early spring, as soon as the buds begin to open, I trim off the canes to a
height of about three to four feet, taking
out all weakened and defective wood. Then
I like to gather all fruiting canes between

cones in
hills

Who gets

the

Cream? You or the Pigs?

A

fanner writing us last week about his old style separator said:
"Anyhow, what cream I don't get, the calves and pigs do." Can YOU"
afford to raise calves and pigs on cream? 2c. worth of oil meal is just as
good for them as 30c. worth of cream. A poor separator steals your money.

THE SUPERIOR SEPARATOR
gets

all

the cream for

word in cream
machines,
patents,

with

—found

—none

left in the

skim milk.

It is the last

It embodies all the best features of all other

a number of exclusive advantages,

—^fuUy

protected

by

only in the "Superior."

You don't have
ments mean

YOU,

separators.

to be a master mechanic to realize

to you,

when you read

what these improvethe "Superior" book, sent free upon

request.

Write to-day for

it.

THE ONTARIO MACHINE
18 Bloor Street Fast

CO., LIMITED

TORONTO
«
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two horizontal wires stretched about 2%
feet from the ground on either side of the
row, and about a foot apart.
This holds
the canes up out of the way when cultivating, and keeps them from breaking
down with the load of fruit and keeps the

up out of the dirt. It will be necessary to mulch them with manure every

fruit

two or three years, and if manure is available, it will pay to use a liberal quantity
every year, but as stable manure is richer,
proportionately, in nitrogen than in the
other two necessary fertilizing elements,
potash and phosphoric acid, it is advisable to give the plantation liberal applications of these, especially of potash, to promote heavy fruiting and large size and
rich color of fruit, as well as to ripen up
the canes well to enable them to withstand the winters.

Homeseekers
Excursions

We

EVERY TUESDAY, MARCH TO OCTOBER
"ALL RAIL"

EVERY WEDNESDAY DURiNG SEASON NAVIGATION
"GREAT LAKES ROUTE"
Somewhere out on the

prairies

Wheat Crop was produced

where

there

is

a

last

year Canada's Greatest

home waiting

for

you.

The

CANADIAN PACIFIC
will take

you

there, give

you

all

the mformation about the best places, and

help you to success.

Canadian Pacific Ticket Agent, or write
Howard, District Passenger Agent, Toronto

Particulars from any

pay two cents per basket for pickand use an indestructible tally ticket
to keep record of the pickers. These are
given to the pickers as they hand in their
berries, and are redeemed afterwards at
their face value, and this system eliminates a great deal of argument and disputes between the pickers and those in
charge, and insures the payment of only
\^hat has been earned.
I would not undertake to grow, commercially, any variety not sufficiently hardy
ing,

W.

B.

to

stand the climate without winter pro-

tection and here at Ottawa, Herbert, Perfection, St. Regis, and another variety

called Eaton, are perfectly hardy, but the
latter, while a large, fairly productive

variety,
badly.

is

hard

to

pick,

and crumbles

The

While growers in some places prefer
Cuthbert to all others, after ten years'
experience in this northern climate, I
have no hesitation in saving that, in our
climate at least, Herbert has no equal as
a general all-round berry. It may be a
little too soft for distant shipment, or for
the canning factory, but for any other
purpose I cannot see wherein it is inferior
to Cuthbert, and it is larger, more attractive in color, and in my experience, in.
mensely more productive, and while softer
than Cuthbert, the skin is tough, and it
stands handling well Its average yield
with me, for the years I have been fruiting it, has been at the rate of 5.000
baskets per acre, but I have known small
plantations to far outyield this amount.

Now

aging one of the boys or girls on the farm
to grow a little plot of berries to supply
the family, on a regular contract of so
much per box, and to sell the balance,
for his or her own spending money or
clothing, keeping a record of the time

You Want More Money
We Need

Your Spare Time

—

h,et's

Get

Together
Let us show you the way to increase your income to any
extent you desire. If your present salary isn't quite sufficient to take care of "extra summer needs," our plan will
provide the money for them.
It will also furnish the
funds for vacation expenses.
best part of our money-making plan is, no time is
needed, only what you can spare from your regular employment. It interferes in no way with business or pleasure, but fits in as a "money maker" into spare-time
moments. Work it an hour now and then and the cash
results will surprise you.
.

—

—

is just the time to start
the days are long
and are
getting longer. Turn your evenings and spare time into
cash by becoming our district representative.

Full particulars free on request.

The MacLean

Publishing

143-153 University Avenue

Company, Limited
Toronto, Ontario

Personally,

I

like the idea of encour-

spent in cultivation, the cost of fertilizer,
rent of land, cost of boxes, etc., together
with returns, and be able to tell us at the
end of the season just liow muv'h profit is
This gives an excellent
in the business.
business training and builds up a love for
the soil. Raspberries, if well cared for,
will yield about naif a crop the second
year, a full crop the third year, and continue to yield full crops annually for ten
or twelve years, if properly cared for.
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Ontario grows about 20,000 acres of sugar
beets a year.

Commission
month.
year eiuling March 31

Livestock

Saskatchewan

The

Winnipeg

held open sittings at

Canada's exports for
were,

agriculture,

in

last

$249,661,194,

as

against

1915.

.'i;l34,746,05O in

The army worm

Is

doing some damage

to

the hay crops of New Brunswick, particularly
in the dyked lands from Upper Sackville to
Jolicure.
C. C. James, C.M.G., Commissioner of Agriculture for Canada, died suddenly at St.
Catharines since last Issue. His picture appeared in cur February Issue.

The standard

farm

of

life

and of farming

but there is not apparent yet any
extravagance, says Bache's
tendency
Review, a financial report from New York.
Eldridge Bros., south of Spring Coulee.
Alta., sold 201 head of Hereford beef steers
from their ranch to a Calgary dealer for
-?23,1C5. They averaged 1,397 lbs., and S% cents
is

How

do you harvest your corn?

rising,

toward

was

A

paid.

in Ontario
has increased from 118,000 pounds of butter
three years ago to over 300,000 pounds this
Over 11,200 pounds were made in one
year.
week of June.
Farmers' picnics, in the East and the West,
are general. Some big gatherings take place
at many pretty points in Western Canada.
Prince Edward Island is having some good
ones at their Experimental Farm.

Wellington County creamery

of the Queenstown district.
says that the farmers there are de

John Glambeck,
Alberta,
cidedly in a

bad

one, and much
this year's mud.

A

owing

fix

to

poor railway

to the elevators is a long
difficulty was experienced in

The haul

facilities.

sociology course is being held at
Charlottetowu, P.E.I., following the Women's
The Island is a
Institute convention there.
and
agriculture,
enthusiastic
for
hotbed
women are doing things there too.
rural

—

Unless you use a corn binder, you are not harvesting your corn that is,
of it. Fully a third of the value of the corn crop is in the leaves,
husks and stalks. To make full use of this value it is necessary to cut the
stalks at just the right time.
Xhis cannot be done practically without a
corn binder. The loss to American farmers in 1915, through this item alone,
is estimated at about three hundred millions of dollars.
not

all

Trying to harvest corn without a Deering or McCormick corn binder is
just as reasonable as trying to harvest grain with a cradle. It can be done,
When you consider that one
but up-to-date farmers prefer the binder.
man with an I
C corn binder can go into a field of corn in almost any
condition and cut and bind from five to eight acres every day, you will see
why we are selling more and more corn binders every year. Drop in and
see tlie I
C local agents or write the nearest branch house for complete

H

H

information.

International Harvester

Company

of Canada, Limited

BRANCH HOUSES
At Brandon, Calgary, Edmonton, Estevan, Hamilton, Lethbridge, London,
Montreal, N. Battleford, Ottawa, Quebec, Regina, Saskatoon,
St.

John, Winnipeg, Yorkton.

Geo. Gormley, of Unionville, Ont., has 40
acres of a yellow sweet clover which he is saving for seed. The crop shows many characAll
teristics of being a great forage plant.
it and grow fat on it.
The Grain Growers' Grain Co., Winnipeg,

iis stock eat

have sustained
their

a

severe loss in the death of
Co.'s manager, in the

New York Export

auto accident in which Mr. Stemper lost his
This company made a profit last year
life.
of nearly half a

million.

recent prevalence of toother tobacco diseases,
the Tobacco Division has equipped a pathofor
the identification and
laboratory
logical
study of tobacco diseases at the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa. G. C. Routt, of the
Tobacco Division, has been placed in charge

On account

bacco

•of

root

work.

this

The

of the
rot and

first field

Ontario

is

of sainfoin

grown

in

Eastern

to be found ou the farm of Thos.
Mr. Wootton's father
of Kawdon.
a bag of sainfoin clover seed from

Wootton,
imported
England over 20 years ago. Mr. Wootton now
has 25 acres, some of which has been down for
l.'i
years, producing quite regularly two crops
per season, usually one of hay and one of
seed. Last year Mr. Wootton sold 150 bushels
of seed from 14 acres, at remunerative prices.
Special

attention

is

Dominion Department

being given by
Agriculture to

of

the
tlic

Coproduction
lumbia. The Government is prepared to offer
a bonus on seeds produced in British Columbia of: Mangels, three cents per lb.; turnips,
four cents; carrots, seven cents; beets, ten
cents; parsnips, seven cents; radishes, nine
cents; cabbages, twenty-five cents; tomatoes,
of vegetable seeds in British

fifty

cents;

onions,

twenty-five cents; celery,

HOMESEEKER'S FARES
FROIW

TORONTO

....
...

To Winnipeg and Return
To Regina and Return
To Saskatoon and Return
To Edmonton and Calgary and Return

•

-

EVERY MONDAY TO OCTOBER

$35.00
$38.75
$39.75
$43 00

30th

Proportionate Fares from and to other Points.

ELECTRIC LIGHTED TOURIST CARS
For our Booklet, "Homeseeker's and Settler's Guide", Tickets and
Information, apply to nearest Canadian Northern Agent, or write to
R. L. FAIRBAIRN General Passenger Agent, 6S King St., East
Toronto, Ont.

—
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cents; Ift'.iue, twenty ceuts; cucumbers,
twenty cents; melons, thirty cents.

I'urty

The district representative of Napanee says
that one of their farmers had, owing to Jabor
shortage, to sell out or get a milking machine.
He ordered one and had it installed, including
gasoline engine, three units and four milking
pails, besides the shafting.
With this outfit
one man can milk the twenty cows in less
than an hour. When he Installed the machine
his nineteen cows were averaging around 750
pounds of milk, but as soon as the machine
was installed there was a steady increase In
the number of pounds of milk from the herd,
and in a week it had risen nearly 100 pounds.
Oue "cow in particular, which was hard to
milk by hand, had taken to the machine quite
readily.

McLennan, Associate Editor of the

M.

C.

American

Sheep Breeders' Journal, Chicago,
concluding a discussion of "The Wool
Market," says: "My advice to Canadian farmers wouid be: If you have sheep, hang on to
them and buy more if you can get them. I"ollow the instructions of your association in
regard to shearing and packing your wool,
and market it through the association cooperatively where you get the benefits of competitive bidding.
You can't go wrong. The
American mills need your wool, if the Canadian mills do not, and if the Government rein

MER

'

MAGAZINE

S

stores the embargo on wool to this country,
don't sell to the first bidder.
Hold for a
decent price and you will get it. If you own
a farm and do not keep sheep, get them and
get them quick, even if you are compelled to
sell a few calves or hogs.
"The lamb has the
floor and wool's the word these days.' Think
it over."

A

May

be

one hundred years ago
ABOUT
man by the name of Malthus wrote
a

a pamphlet in which he endeavored
to .the increasing
population the world would eventually be
starved, therefore he proposed (much to
the dismay of moralists) that there must
be placed a limit to the number of children
in each and every family. However, the
world has gone on so far, and the food
supply is still equal to the demand and
until industry and science both close their
doors the world will continue to be fed.
Yet the study of the food production in
the world is not without interest; when
we sit at our own dining tables and conto

show that owing

—

sider

some

how even
of

the

our own modest homes,
foods on that table are

in

brought from the most distant lands^our
rice from Asia, coffee from Brazil, tea
from China, bananas from Central
America, the West Indies and Africa;
pineapples from Hawaii, dates from Arizona, olives from Italy, Asia Minor,
Spain and California; our spices from the
islands of Java and Ceylon; vanilla, a
flavoring so popular with our cooks, is
made from the fruit of an orchid, a native
of tropical America; pepper comes from
the East Indies, Siam and China; nutmeg
the dried kernel of the fruit of a tropical tree, a native of the Malay Archipelago; cloves are the flower-buds of a
beautiful evergreen tree which grows in
the Spice Islands; sago is from the pith
of the sago palm growing only in tropical
countries; tapioca is prepared from the
starch of the cassia plant, growing in
Brazil, and is said to be a near relative
of our own troublesome milkweed; cocoa
is grown on trees and plants which reach
a height of twenty or thirty feet, natives
of Peru and Mexico, and it is the seeds of
the fruit which are used and sold on the
is

market.

Thus we

see how dependent the world
one country upon the other for the food
supply, and it would appear that the

is

farmers' automobiles ran a steady
stream of jitneys for passengers to and
from town. The vice-president of the Junior Farmers' gave an address of welcome
at the beginning of the programme. Altogether they showed an admirable sufficiency in themselves, and there will be about
one hundred dollars from the enterprise
to go to the Red Cross.
the

County

Girls' and Junior
Farmers' Improvement
Association

A

splendid movement for the betterof community life is in pi ogress
through a joint organization of young men
and women in Waterloo County, Ontario.

ment

The Prize

affiliation.

The

contains
prizes.

the affair

was

The

entire

in the

management

Own

of

rogance and warfare.
But the Great Ruler of all has made it
so that even war shall result in the ulti-

mate benefit to the human race. When
Napoleon devastated Europe and his
great armies had to be fed, England's
fleet set up a blockade, and in France the
price of sugar rose to two dollars per
pound, and then it was that the discovery

made that beets contained sugar
was put to practical use. It was Napoleon who set up the first sugar beet facbefore

tory in the world at Lille, insuring for all
Another thing for
time cheap sugar.
which we are indebted to the Corsican
is the knowledge of the art of canning;
twelve thousand francs was the reward
he offered to anyone who would discover
a method of keeping perishable foods so
they could be utilized by his army. This
prize was won by a Frenchman, one
Marcus Appart, and to-day in every
kitchen in the Dominion his methods are
used in more or less modified form, but
based upon his theory, the exclusion of

claimed that the Germans, owing

to the blockade now being carried out by
the Allies, are short in some forms of

foods, particularly of that
tant constituent, protein
;

most imporbut

that

a

method has been discovered whereby it
can be manufactured in the laboratory is
now claimed, and now by feeding yeast
with a combination of sugar, and nitrogen
from the air, they are enabled to produce
important food-stuff; this discovery
may mean much to the world. But Germany will have to discover much more
than this to compensate for her .brutal
destruction of harmless and innocent
women and children, neutral old men,
works of art and architecture all this
in order that the sons of the Kaiser may
get a place in some alien conquered counthis

—

many new classes with attractive
Among these is the Boys' Steer

By
:

DR. ANNIE A. BACKUS
i

Resources Developed

original intention was that men should
live in peace together, interdependent the
one upon the other, instead of brutal ar-

air.
It is

Annual

now out and

Feeding Competition, open to the boys en-

hands of the young

Reduced and Our

is

tered in the intercounty Baby Beef Competition conducted by the Department of
Agriculture. The management are offering a good prize and this class should be a
popular one.

latest effort of the joint

society was a Red Cross garden party
with somewhere about a thousand people
in attendance.

List of the Seventh

Toronto Fat Stock Show

The Elmira Junior Farmers have been
organized for two years, and last spring
the Country Girls' Club was formed in

How the Nations Are Fed
Imports

people, and showed a fine initiative,
and attention to the most minute details.
The place was decorated with flags and
bunting and Red Cross Chinese lanterns,

try. It is not Germany's place in the sun,
but a place for the Kaiser's sons to shine
in, that Germany is fighting and bleeding
for to-day; and how careful they are of
these sons and of the Kaiser. No wounded
princes and emperors do we hear of: but
the time is coming when the German Emperor will have to reckon with the German people, and then, and not till then,
will Germany find her place in the world
under the sun where she belongs a great
democracy self governed, following the

—

useful arts of science, manufacture and
agriculture.
Hugo wrote of Napoleon:
Victor
"Tyranny follows the tyrant, and it is a
misfortune for a man to leave behind him
But the
a night which has his form."
night bearing the form of William II
will be the blackest in history. Whatever
be the outcome of the present war, the rebirth of the nation, when autocracy is put
down when useless and senseless hatred
is replaced by humane thought and action
when the war-lords are put into some
useful field of action then will Germany
come into her own.
The population of the world to-day
totals about 1,700,000,000 human beings.
Some ingenious person has estimated
that if they were given a banquet it
would require sixteen tables reaching
around the globe to seat them, and for
every ounce of food they ate the giver of
the banquet would have to provide 53,000
tons of provisions, and that it would cost
as much as it costs the United States
Government to run its affairs for a year

—

—

—

and

six

months.

Thus we learn that the problem of
feeding the world is a stupendous one
and yet on this continent, with probably
more than one-half of the land untilled,
we are the greatest food producers in the
world. England and Germany per acreage produce the largest amount of grain.
United States alone, producing as much
wheat per acreage as England, could

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
supply the world with two-thirds of
the tlour used, and could double
world's supply of corn. Russia, if
used her vast acreage, could supply
world's present needs in all cereals

all

the

she
the

except rice and corn.
The possibilities of agriculture have not
yet been touched. When Liebig discovered
that the three only articles necessary in
plant food were potash, nitrogen and
phosphorus, he taught the whole secret of
land feeding. When the French scientist,
Pasteur, discovered the antidote to that
dread disease of cattle and sheep, anthrax, he saved the world from any meat

famine.

When

McCormick

introduced

farm machinery he taught the world how
to enlarge the harvests so
be fed and now
lions

may

—

that the milour own De-

partment of Agriculture is showing by
intensive farming the immense returns
which may be got from small areas of
land.

The large" meat-eating nations of the
world are Australia, America, Great Britain and Germany. It has been said that
the great things accomplished in literature, in inventions, and in warfare, are
the work of meat eaters, meat being rich
in those foods which produce nervous
energy. Australia is the largest consumer
per capita of meat in the world, and the
Asiatic the smallest. America is the second largest consumer, with her 172
pounds per individual the Englishman
119 pounds and the German 113 pounds
per capita. The Russian consumes only
50 pounds, and the Spaniard 40 pounds.
The Chinese are the great fish eaters of
the world; the eating of fish in excess is
said to produce cancer and leprosy, and
from the fact that the Chinese as a race
are not great fighters nor do they show
much aggression, we might conclude that
a fish diet is more apt to produce a peaceful people without much initiation.

—

The Japanese are the rice and barley
eateis
the rice eaters are the aristocrats
and the common people the barley consumers.
Potatoes, brought first from
Peru, is a food in every land to-day. It
is the cheap and nourishing food of the
human race, and saved Ireland from
starvation in her days of famine. Milk
has been used in every clime and by all
nations as one of the most nourishing of
foods, and contains in itself all the foodstuffs, though not in the proper proportion to serve as a single food for a healthy

—

adult.

Vegetables contribute largely to our
Tomatoes, which were first introduced about eighty years ago, were then
looked upon as very beautiful plants for
ornamental purposes; they were called
love-apples, considered poisonous, and
children were warned not to taste; but
now they are among our choice and
stable foods. Lima beans, introduced from
South America, we see from time to time
served at all tables, and our common white
beans combined with pork, is the brain-,
producing food of Boston.
Statistics tell us that in America a halfdiet.

billion

dollars'

worth of candy

is

con-

sumed every year. Candy was first inti*©duced by the Chinese, and their candy
eggs and oranges are among the curious
productions of that peculiar race.
Coffee^is a world-wide drink; Holland
acis the greatest consumer of coffee
cording to statistics she uses fifteen and
one-eighth pounds per capita. The English head the list as tea drinkers. The
growing of tea is largely an Asiatic industry. In South Carolina the' Department of Agriculture has successfully
grown tea, and it is not unlikely that some
day it will be one of the industries of that
state. The tea plant is an evergreen shrub
growing to some height in nature, but is
dwarfed under cultivation. The black

—

6S'

and green teas are differently prepared.
In the preparation of green tea the leaves
are dried in copper pans over the fire;
then it is rubbed and again withered before packing. Black tea is first dried in
the sun, is then fermented, then fired, and
sorted.

Oranges and bananas, of which large
consumed in this country,

quantities are

are both grown in the United States. The

orange trees were sent into
America by a woman missionary from
Brazil. In Guatemala are found the largest banana plantations in the world. The
Mission Fathers brought with them from
the Mediterranean the olives and the
dates, which are grown in such quantifirst slips of

ties to-day in
olives, raisins

California.

among

the contraband as it could be used
the manufacture of explosives. All
nuts are rich in foodstuffs, and being rich
in oil make an excellent winter dessert.
The value of oil as a food has always
in

been known

butter, lard, olive oil, suet,
these are some of the forms
fat meats
of oil we use every day. The Russian has
discovered in the sunflower an oil which
he greatly relishes, and will do his day's
work on a bit of brown bread and a pocket
full of sunflower seeds.

—

In

;

Canada there

are

food

products

which we neglect to use. Everything esand besential to life and health is ours
fore exportation and importation were
known in this country it was the habitation of a strong and hardy race living

—

upor. the simple products of the land.

Dominion Ammunition meets every
requirement of the sportsman. It
has speed, accuracy and rehability, the three
factors necessary to perfect ammunition.

Dominion Ammunition
for small game or big, for target shooting or at the traps answers the ammunition question completely. Whether it's the powerful 303, a 22, one of
the fast Shot Shells, or the other popular sizes, insist on the box with
the big "D".
It's the trade mark of Made-in-Ganada ammunition
that gives perfect shooting results.

free colored hanger
Chip of the old Block'*.

Send for

Dominion Cartridge Company, Limited,
828 Transportation Building, Montreal.

fruits,

trees reaching a height of sixty to eighty
feet, and are valuable as food, being rich
in fats, glycerine being one of the constituents, and in such large proportion
that the Allies have placed cocoanuts

No Matter What
You Want to Shoot

"A

Dried

and many of the nuts used
by us come from Southern California.
Cocoanuts grow on tl\e cocoa-palm,

—
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AND WANTS

SALES

The Farmer
word

5 cents a

— per month

Live Stock

—

Rates for Classified Ads. Inserthis page five cents per
word per issue. Each initial, four
or less figures in one number count
as one word. Name and address is
counted as part of the ad. All orders
must be accompanied by cash.
Forms for the month close on 12th
preceding month of issue.
tions on

hand.

Comb

My

birds are performers.

White

Leghorns

ON

Single

and

Are Wanted
Inquiries

come

know where

to

pure-bred

POULTRY
STOCK ALWAYS

BREEDING

Barred

Exchange

s

in every week wanting
to get sheep, pigs and

from prize-winning stock. Pens headed
by New York, Chicago and World's
breeding.
Pair champion
Write for
prices on young stock. Royal Stock
Farms. R. W. Caswell. Saskatoon, Sask.

prize winners
and are kept in good
Young stock comhealthy conditions.
ing on. Write for prices. W. F. Disney,

Whitby, Ont.

RHODE ISLAND REDS
per cent,

of
this

hatched
sale.

F.

J.

from

eggs

—

OVER

95
these birds

A

few heus for
Boland, 1.391- Bloor street,
year.

Toronto.

HOLSTEINS
HODSTEIN BULLS FOR SALE— WE
have still seventeen Holstein bulls from
eighteen montlis down.
Write us your
Prices and bulls to suit
re(iuirements.
buyers.— R. M. Holtby, R.R. 4, Port
I'erry, Ont.

HOLSTEINS FOR SALE

—

A FEW

from high producing
sale
calves for
Inquiries cheerfully answered.
F. "H. Westney, R.M.D., Pickering, Ont.
cows.

I

SHEEP
40 SHEARLING OR

WANT TO GET

2-SHEAR

ewes, Cotswold or Shropshire.
State lowest prices, f.o.b. your station.
F. C. Mackenzie, 75 Hampton avenue,
Toronto.

COTSWOLD RAMS FOR SALE FOR
purposes

breeding

this

N. J.

fall.

Chapman, R.M.D., Pickering, Out.

CATTLE
PEDIGREED JERSEY CATTLE FOR

—

immediate sale 8 cows, 1 bull, also 3
pedigreed Holstein bulls. Donald Strathdee. Strath Robin Farm, York Mills
P.O.

before

—

A

FEW

CHOICE

best strains.
Ontario.

G. M. Forsyth, Claremont,

John

and

Shropshires.
Ashl)urn, Ont.

HOGS
LAWN LARGE

PEAR

Miller,

Jr'.,

ENGLISH

service; sows
rising four
bred, .several
nice ones
months. Orders taken tor choice stock
Now is the time to
at weaning time.

Yorkshire boars;

buy.

They

Ilcrtiert

J.

fit

for

will make you l)ig profits.
Miller, Kee'ne, Ont.

— TWENTY

knows

—

150

SAI.E

ACRES BEST LAND ON LAKE

—

WALTHAM

WAT'.'HES

—

TO

$5.50

Send for
Reliable timepieces.
fi-ee catalogue to Tlie ^^«ltch Shop, Wm.
(tfl
K.»Cos, 70 Yonge bt., Toronto.

^"150.00.

it.

But they all agree that the best always sells
They find a demand for good stuff.
They know that ordinary stuff sells well if
it is put up well.

And further, many farmers know that the
buying public can be educated to want things.
Nobody would
Take the case of bananas.
But the fruit
buy them a few years ago.
dealers persisted in educating tastes, and they

now

to everybody.
is with chickens.

sell

ACRES OF

splendid land, suitable for small dairy
ur market garden, also fruit garden,
within four miles of Ottawa, five minutes' walk from Britannica electric car
A snap for a quick buyer. W. J.
line.
Kerr, Woodroffe, Ont.

JEWELRY
one thing to raise crops. It is a bigger
Wheat growers know
thing to sell them.
Apple men know it.
Stock breeders
this.
The intensive farmer
have all learned it.
It is

Nobody thought that
So it
day-old chicks would sell, but they gj like
hot cakes when the fellows advertise.
Sell your surplus
Now, here's the point!
by putting it nicely before the public. Thous.inds of readers of The Parmer's Magazine
are the best buyers in the world.
It excites the reader's barter
It is cheap.
spirit.
It makes exchange.

SEED WHEAT WANTED
Many

be wanted in August.
Seed
Get your ad. into the magazine now.
wheat and rye will be wanted in Alberta and
Eastern Canada.
Show fowls are needed for the fall shows.
things

AVANTED

—

INTELLIGENT

YOUNG

shipbuilding at good
Many ships needed in future.
wages.
Apply Collingwood Shipbuilding Company, Limited, Collingwood. Ont. (10-16)

men

learn

to

FARMS WANTED
WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNER
Send descripof good farm for sale.
R. G. List, Minnetion and cash price.
apolis,

HAVE

Minn.

4,000

(9-lC)

DESCRIBE

BUYERS;

your unsold property. 420 Farmers' Ex(S-IC)
change, Denver, Colo.

WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNER
good farm for
and description.
apolis, Minn.
of

State cash price
MinneD. F. Bush,

sale.

(9-16)

will

buyers what you have now.
you have an auction sale coming off, list
on these pages. Results will surprise you.
Be
Breeding sheep and rams are needed.
early with your notices.
Milk cows and young heifers will be in demand. Sell them without leaving your farm
by a live ad.
Simply tell, in a few words, what you have
to sell; count the words, and enclose 5 cents
for each word or initial, and say wliat issue
you want it in. Ten cents a word puts it in
two months.
Tell

If

it

The Farmer's Magazine
143-153 University Avenue,

Toronto, Ont.

THE GARDENETTE, OR CITY

B.\CK-

By Benjamin F. Alyard Gardening.
baugh. The volume is arranged to meet
the needs of the beginner or amateur,
especially for those who have limited
areas that are available for the purpose.
This book contains thirty full-page illustrations, photographs,
the author's experiments.
bound, at $1.35 postpaid.

examples

of

Handsomely

ANY ONE OF OUR READERS, EVEN
though he be an amateur with
will experience

tools,

no difficulty in making

very attractive and useful articles for
the Home. AA'e have four Books on this
work. Parts 1, 2, 3 and "Woodworking
They are a
for Amateur Craftsmen."
handy size and have 512 pages, 223 illustrations, 98 working drawings, printed on the best book paper, and durably

bound

in

handsome

cloth; will be sent

prepaid to any address for $2.00, or
any one volume postpaid for 50c. Get
one of these Books and experience a sur-

A

glance at our Rural Mail

columns in

SHE MY PRICES FOR SHORTHORNS

Gil)son, R.M.D.,

Pickering Township, 25 east of
Torouto to settle estate. Apply John
Gormley, Pickering, Ont.

breeding stuck of both sexes on hand.
Write or come and see. W. X. Dryden,
Mapleshade Farm, Brooklin, Ont.

CHOICE STOCK SHORTHORNS OF

W.

FARMS FOR SALE
FOR SALE

front,

these people.

(10-16)

SHORTHORNS

F.

FARM FOR
it

tirst.

MY WHITE LEGHORNS HAVE BEEN

write for prices.
Brooklin, Ont.

cattle.

Get your liner here and keep

I'lymouth
Roiks.
Some special bargains now.
Lewis N. Claris, Oldham
Farm, Port Hope, Ont.

PURE BRED BARRED ROCK EGGS

SEED FAI.1. WHEAT
SEED FALL WHEAT FOR SALE—

this issue

shows that

people write in here every few
days asking where they can get
Shorthorns and other stock. By
keeping yotir name listed here
at these

modest

rates,

YOU CATCH ALL THIS
TRADE

prise at how simple it is to make mission wood furniture. The MacLean Publishing Co.. Ltd.. Book Department. 143153 University Ave., Toronto.

MONEY WANTED

A FARMER WANTS
mortgage on a

(iO-acre

$2,500

AS FIRST

farm worth over

Valuators' opinion furnished and payments made half-yearly
$100 per acre.

for 5 years. Invest your money in farm
mortgages for safety. State your lowest
rate for acceptance in September. Emerson Gould, c-o Farmer's Magazine, 143
University Ave., Toronto.
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on request— Set of Beautiful Art Postcards (PURITY GIRLS). Mail us Postcard to-day—
C, WESTERN CANADA FLOUR MILLS CO., Limited— Head Office, Toronto»

ri\Eil!i Dept.

10 Reasons

Why Men

Prefer
Palmolive Shaving Stick
The Soap Has These Advantages:

It is

made

Soap,

*

of high-grade

pahn and

nationally successful.

wholesome green

olive

These

oils

oils

adaptation of Palmolive
Palmolive Shaving Soap its

color.

There is no pull with Palmolive.
The lather is soft and abundant and
has unusual lasting qualities, remaining firm and moist on the face, so that

*

the beard

is

softened properly.

This shaving soap

make

absolutely neutral, containing

is

*

or

*

scent odor

*

finished shaving, ointments are unnecessary.

The

C

— an

give

faint, refreshing

when you

Tlie palm and olive

The
1

It is

no

free alkali to irritate

the face sore after shaving.

made

New

of pure,

easier to handle

Oriental perfume

is

delightful.

There

is

no remini-

are through shaving.

oils are

soothing to the skin, so that

when you have

Holder Has These Advantages:
non-corrosive aluminum.

Its

shape

is

oval,

making

it

None

is

and pack.

O A

turn of the screw and the soap comes through, as you need
exposed, except that actually needed.

it.

The

Q

it

A
*

soap is never touched by the hands or foreign substances, thus keeping
germ-free.

There's no soggy, unsanitary paper, no troublesome tin-foil. A beveled
edge at the top of the holder guards the soap completely, keeping it dry and

sanitary.

C

The

soap remains

thinness.

in perfect

So there

is

condftion to the

last

and can be used to paper

not the slightest waste.

If your dealer has not yet secured his supply of Palmolive Shaving- Soap, write us, enclosinf,'twenly-five cents, and we will send you a full size packag-e in the wonderful aluminum
holder; also free samples of Palmolive Soap, Palmolive Cream and Palmolive Shartyioo.

B. J.

JOHNSON SOAP COMPANY, INC., MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
Canadian Factory: 155-157 George

Street,

Toronto, Ontario
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be a GIANT
Health and Mind

How to
in

How to re-create the body and mind; how to be thoroughly
healthy and successful; how to restore every cell, every tissue
and every organ to its normal function, without inconvenience;
a unique, new and wonderful discovery that energizes the
body and brain cells; conclusions drawn from thousands of cases.

T

HERE

a Jiew ami wonderful svstoni of re-c-onand re-creatm^ the human organism
ystem of mental and physical develoi)nient that
ha- already rev(»lutionized the lives ot men and women
It has hrouuhl them a new kind
all over the country.
It
of health, strength, energy, confidence and success.
has Liivcn them such marvelous energy of mind and
hody that they enjoy a fidl life, an intense life, a lonti;er
life, a completelv satisfactorv and whollv irartli irJiilc
is

—

ti'uclino

life.

This new system, although it ha? already resulted in the com"extreme'
of "^^^+.--v,-,o"
thousands "^
plete recovery of thousands upon thous'c"'''cases, is just as valuable to people who are
It gives them an entirely new idea
well.
of how truly healthy and happy a human
being can be how overflowing with energy,
And it is po thoroughly
dash and life.
natural and .simple that it accomplishes
seemingly impossible results entirely without the use of drugs, medicines or dieting,
without weights, exercisers or apparatus,
without violent forms of exercise, without
massaging or electricity or cold baths or
forced deep breathing in fact, this system
does its revolutionizing work without asking you to do anythmg you do not like and
neither does it ask you to give up what you
And so wonderful are its results
do like
that you begin to feel renewed after the
first five minutes.

has times without number shown how to overcome general
debility, listlessness, lack of ambition, lack of vitality
how
to revitalize, regenerate and restore every part of the body
to its normal state
how to recuperate the vital forces. Moreover, he has shown how his methods result in an ability to control the mind, to face every problem calmly, to concentrate
easily, to think quickly, to work day after day without fatigue,
to create a type of physical and mental super-efficiency that
is bound to result in greater material benefits than you ever
befoie dreamed were possible to you.
Alois P. Swoboda has, for twenty years, been teaching people
how to be really alire how to take advantage of every moment
of life, of every opportunity to better themselves. His system

—

—

—

is

more than a personal advantage, more than personal gain, it
is truly a gift to humanity, for it enables
men and women to enjoy life to the full.

—

The Voice You Must Hear
Although the Swoboda system
cost,

sive treatments in
1

y

-

When

is

listless, when we haven't
smashing, driving power back of our
thoughts and actions, when we mu.st force
ourselves to meet our daily business and

when we are

social obligations, when we are sick or ailing, or when, for nny reason, we are not
enioying a fully healthy and happy life, it

Creator of

Conscious
Evolution

simply because certain celh are weak and
inactive or totally dead. They haven't the
power to run the human engine as nature intended. These
facts and many others were discovered by Alois P. Swoboda
and resulted in his marvelous new system of cell-culture.
is

Human

trifling in

the world are turning

members, ambassadors, governors, physicians and ministers, working men as well as
millionaires.

^

,^^/

But it is the voice of the masses, the voice
of the great army of plain, every-day people
the voices that
to which you must listen
^^^'' "^ would never have believed it possible
"My
'•^ gain so much in so short a time."
capacity for both mental and physical exei-"I feel like a
tion is increasing daily."

—

^'^i^^y

\J /^
%'^y^&//'l]lm I

/

''^''^u}//m/%m^

"Your system has cured me
constipation of 20 years' standing."
"I feel much better than I have felt for
seven or eight years." "I am beginning to forget that I
have a body composed of so many organs each of which
used to force its presence on my consciousness in a very unpleasant manner at times." "1 am 80 years old. After the
lessons I feel like a young man." "I feel to-day 200^;. better
than I did 6 weeks ago." "I never was better in my life than I
am to-day." "I have grown within a few months from a
weakling to an unusually strong man."
These are but a few of the heartfelt words of sincere appreciaTo print all the
tion sent to Swoboda by his grateful pupils.
letters he has received would fill a book of a thousand or more
pages. From those shown (the writers' names will be sent on
request)
you will realize that there is a great deal for ijou
in the Swoboda System of cell-culture.
of

illness or

Re-Creating

is

most expen-

new person."

the Cells Govern
Life

composed of billions of cells.
any other unnatural condition prevails we. must look to the cells for
When we lack energy and power,
relief.

The body

afi'ord the

Swoboda numbers among his pupils
^° ^^'
congressmen, cabinet
senators,
.iudges,

3BI
rJHl

—

How

men who can

Beings

—

A

Startling

Book— FREE

nut 111,' ciiupiiM on this p.igc, write yniir ii.iiiic .iiiil adili'ess <in
111'
writo a loiter or even a pustiil enrd iind mail to Alois 1'.
it
Swoboda, 301M Aeoliau Rldg., New York. Even if .vou gain but one
suKfrestloii out of tlie (!0 pases in Swoboda's b(ioU. you will have
urge you by .il!
tliousaiidfold for having read it.
I
been re))iiid
means not to delay, not to say. "I'll do it later," but to «end lie
iiiniioii or a letter or postal now, wliile the matter is on your mind.
T{en«Mnbe'.'. the book is absnlntely free- there is no I'liarge or obIig:i
AVrite now.
linn hnw or later.

'rci

I'

.1

Since 1896, when Swoboda first announced his sensational discovery, he has proved in thousands upon thousands of cases
that by his simple, natural methods of reviving and increasing
the forces and capacity of every cell, tissue, fibre and organ
anyone can become healthy, energetic and successful anyone can literally double or treble his present efficiency, nerve
He has shown men and
power, will power, health power.
women in all parts of the world and in all walks of life, how
keener- brain, a more superb, energetic body,
to build a
stronger muscles, a more vigorous heart, a healthier stomach,
more active bowels, a better liver and perfect kidneys. He

—

I

Please semi
Evolution.

nie

your

free

eopyrighteil

book.

"Consc'ous

Name
Address

•

City

State

Mail
1960 Aeolian Bldg.

to

ALOIS

P.

SWOBODA,

New York

City

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

New

Prices August

1,

1916

The

following prices for Ford cars will be
effective on and after August 1st, 1916

Chassis

.

.

Runabout
Touring Car
.

1st,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Coupelet

.

.

Town Car

.

.

Sedan

.

.

.

f.

These

.

prices

o. b.

$45000
47500
49500
69500
78000
89000

Ford, C Ontario

are positively guaranteed against any reduction before

1917, but there

is

no guarantee against an advance

in price at

August

any time.

Ford Motor Co. of Canada
Limited

Ford, Ontario

—

.
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To
Build up
X/'i

Bake FIVE

I'j.

y

folks get the food

FIVE ROSES
up

in the ripe

We

1

pick the

that

maximum

To secure

flour into

best for them.

It

is

our cheapest and

bread

meals, see that your

the
for

you that we put

into

the bread-life, the energizing nutrition so plentifully stored

Manitoba wheat.

cream

exclusively from the

the

is

ROSES

You who govern

best food.

well-fed

flavour, the

FiyE ROSES

crop for

of the

fat,

We

users.

mill

it

wheat kernels because these alone contain

most muscle-building, blood-forming elements.

these essentials for your bread, use

m

Five RosesT
BREADMAKING MADE
EASY —

FM
Your
the

The famous FIVE
Book yemoves mere
bakedays.
why.

It tells

It is

Cook
from
how and

"luck"

plainly

the beginner's insurance

Gives com-

Over

Not merely more
of
is

making bread.
for the

COOK BOOK

FIVE ROSES
25

pages of recipes, hints,
wrinkles on the art of making dainty

A

breadstuffs.

wonderful chapter

on Sandwich making

Also over

200

cake recipes, and hundreds nf
directions for pies, puddings, rolls,
biscuits, etc.
So essential that over

200,000

women

have

already

144-page manual.
two-cent stamps

written for this

Sent for

1

FIVE ROSES

pure milk

understandable directions on

Send

folks are well-equipped for

work

or play

when you

plan your foods on

basis.

ROSES

against disappointment.
plete,

Td) for Breads -Cskes
Jp^'^ Puddings-Pastries

substantial,

comes bread

in

it

makes bread more

completeness

FIVE ROSES, the texture of all your
ever so much finer, porous, yielding.

The

digestive juices act

The sooner you ask
why people

appreciate

more

the

sooner

49 and 98

to

w

ROSES

lbs. ;

your

will

folks
11

life".

at your dealer's.

Packed free from contact with human hands,
14, 24,

Next

to the fineness

surely.

good bread "the staff of

See that you are given FIVE

Due

breadstuffs, cakes, biscuits, etc.,

FIVE ROSES,

for
call

digestible.

of digestion.

also barrels of

in

bags of

98 and 196

7,

lbs.

LAKE OF THE
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Editor

— Autumn Planning

Contents

^

"It is not too early even at the present time to plan for the farming
operations for future years, and especially for the season of 1917." Dr.
C. A. Zavitz.

AUTUMN PLANNING

Adding a Greenhouse

— Harris K. Adams.

SPECIALS
How

Shall

I

Make More Money?.

Making Our

7

— F. M. Chapman.
Soils Fertile
— Fluid Kester.

10

Our Money

—E. M. Munro.
—R. Laborson.

for 1917

12

14

Market Classes of Horses

18

J. Bell.

Black Foxes in Essa

30

—F. C. Mackenzie.
Farm's Value Increase $14,000.
—A. C. Johnston.
Will Kerosene Run the Engine?.
—R. M. Gordon.
Hog Raising
Carleton
—John O'Day.
September Work on the Farm.
— Grasmere.

45

.

52

A Foreword

etc. ...

51

54

54
—
Profitable Cheese Production
—Alfred Rowntree. 56
WOMAN AND THE HOME
Profession of Homemaking ....
—Lillian Thomas. 21
Thrift of Fall Canning
— Caribel Nye. 34
Women's Institutes and the War. 42
—Anna Coutts.
.

J.

Newest Togs for Fall and Winter

62

.

47

BUILDING AND POWER
The Quaint and Modern Casement House

— Genevieve.

J.

24

ILLUSTRATIONS AND
Dairy

Cow

—with

Prizes for

Recognition

A Worthy

8

Representative

of

Rural Life

9

The New Theology

15

—W. H. Carruth.
Dunning, of Sask
Livestock Ideals at the Royal ...

23

C. A.

17

SERIALS
God's Green Country
Ethel M. Chapman.
The Frost Girl
Robert H. Pinkerton.

—
—

22

28

GENERAL ARTICLES
Punishment: the School
P. F. Munro, M.A.
Dietetic Value of Apples
Boys and Girls as Poultry Fan-

—

ciers

20

.

Anderson.

POETRY
A

Speeding up the Dairy Herd.
A. J. Campbell.

54

in

.

;

...

.

—W.

Cheese, Milk and Butter,

— F.

50

Butter

.

68

•

Fences, Gates and Lanes.
Andrew Kyle.

—

Home

Dairy Barn for 20 Cows
—W. E. Frudden.
26

AGRICULTURAL SPECIALS
Farm

the

Lillian Carter.

Marquis Wheat and Banner Oats
Max McDermott.
Fall Planting for Year-round

Bloom

DAIRY SPECIALS
Making

Power Plant on Perkin's Faj-m.

83

— Wm. L. Powell.
Facts From the Fields
—Several Writers.

16

40
59
66

—The October

issue will be an attractive one to every admirer of farm
Prof. C. A. Zavitz, the dean of good farming in Ontario, has an
article on our future crops. Norman Lambert says that C. A. Dunning of Sask. is
one of the biggest farm business men in Canada. Several farmers have expressed
themselves on the future of livestock and a review of the month's markets is made.
Of interest to women, is another article from the pen of Miss Guest, who is now
in England; from Lillian Thomas on Prairie Farm Women, and some special
work by the Associate Editor.

and rural

life.

The illustrations
now reading has

command your

admiration just as the issue you are
farm journals of Canada. A liberal instalment of
by Ethel M. Chapman on God's Green Country will appear.

as usual will

dignified the

the powerful serial
Here is a story thai

The following of Billy Wither's
is going to be worth while.
his discouraging farm surroundings will* be a romance compelling in its
attention.
But these are only hints of what is coming. Your farm files will be
life

from

rich with such issues.
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said about the readers of
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What

I

The Farmer's Magazine

this

thing

the subscribers to The Farmer's Magazine do to-day, their slower neighbors do to-

morrow.

—This

because it is very true. Our daily mail brings to us numerous letters from our subscribers telling us what they have done on suggestions receiveil from articles yes, and advertisements appearing

—

—

The Farmer's Magazine.
Tor exanij)lo: One home installed a plumbing system on suggestions in an article contributed to The
Farmer's Magazine by the editor of The Sanitary Engineer, one of the MacLean family of publicain

tions (fourteen in all).
Not a few families have built homes,

and barns, and other structures from plans appearing m The
Farmer's Magazine. Recently an Ontario farm home installed quite a power system for operating
churn, washing machine, and cream separator, as the result of an article appearing in Farmer's.
Water Systems and other conveniences in many a farm home in Canada owe their presence to some
inspiring article or advertisement appearing in The Farmer's Magazine. This according to the direct
testimony of subscribers.
Perhaps one of the most interesting and convincing illustrations of this expansive influence of The
Farmer's Magazine is this:
A certain body of women constituting a Woman's Institute, bought a vacuum cleaner on
the co-operative plan, for the use in a neighborly way of the membership of the local
Institute. Not long afterwards at least fifteen homes in this community owned their own

vacuum

—

cleaner!

of leaders.

Those who siihscrihp tn The Tarnier's ^lagazine
~ are "1,EAI)EKS among farmers. They are those most responsive
to the appeal of a magazlzne of the type of" Farmer's — men and women with a genuine love of life, with a
true desire to gel ahead, with a disposition to ease the fatigues and heavy worlt of farming by the purchase
They are men and women who are quite ready to exchange a dollar bill
of labor and bacli-saving ennipments.
for a 12-nioiiths' conrso in flic scieme anil practices of liotter fainiing.
Getting bark to the main tlioiight
'

:

What

the readers of

The Farmer's Magazine

<lo

to-day their slower neighbors do to-morrow.

and courage of initiative in equal measure. They are nltr.a-cantions.
They holil I)ack until they see how the Davidsons, the Maclures, the Mackays, tlie Westcotts, and other farmerleaders are making out.
Then they see the light and learn new and better ways.
Not for a moment do the editors of The Parmer's Magazine claim all the credit for what The Farmer's MagaThey share what credit and glory Miere may be with the adverzine is accompUslviug as a beneficent force.
tisers in the magazine.
Imagine The Farmer's Magazine without a single advertisement! It would be greatly
Advertisements are really necessary to give effect to editorial and contributed articles.
disappoint'ing.
what equipment is required?
If you are fired with a purpose to instal a water system, yon immediately ask
Who supplies it? What will it cost? And you turn to the advertising coluums to get the desired answers.
Suppose you sny; "I think I'll try to mnke a little extra money out of my sugar bush." Then immediately
you find yotir^elf fnce to face with these questions; What equipment is needed? Who makes it? What will
These slower neighbors lack the

spirit

—

cost:
I'erhaps you have l)econie persuaded to buy a motor car. You must buy SOME maker's car. You are called
upon to de(<ide. Then you look not to the editor to help you. but to the advertisement column: and you'll
proba1)ly wish that these columns contained the advertisements of EVERY motor car manufactured.
The point is: The reading and the advertising columns complement eaidi other. Both are desirable: both are
necessary: both are highly interesting and informative. Learn to esteem the advertising columns at their true
worth. They are the messages of firms tliat render you a service, who pay good money to get your attention
by the quiet, iienetrative method of advertising in yrur favorite farm paper. They compliment yon by advertising in The Farmer's Slagazine, for they say: "YOU are the sort of person whose attention we desire."
Remember this: .Vdvertising in a magazine or newspajjer is the lowest-cost way of courting your attention
and favor, and of making you acquainted with the manufacturer's i)roduct or service. Other methods are much
more costly, much slower. If the.se slower and more costly methods were relied on exclusively the higher
Be very sure of that!
selling cost would go to increase the cost of the commodity to you.
Advertising most certainly
There is this, also, to remember: Enlarged output reduces manufacturing costs.
So the advermanufacturing
costs lowered.
Increases demand, and this means that output is enlarged, and
tised article costs less, generally speaking, than the article sobl l>y slower methods to fewer buyers and at

it

—

liigher selling costs.

be
It is declared to
article is usually a vouclied-for article.
into the lime-liglit of i)ublie attention: good enough to face
It is esteemed to lie so good
competition.
It is an article that has the faith of its makers, and their pride.
that all
he world sh.ill know about it. This in the spirit of service. You should think of these things when
you are about to buy. Choose the widely-known, widely-advertised thing as Peing safest, lowest priced, and
probably best. Beware tit the obscure, unproclaimed arficle. It may be good, but the chances are that it is
much less good and reliable than tlie same (dass of article which has won its place in the sun through the
gruelling tests of competition and wide use.
'The last word is
Have regard for the advertising appearing in this and every issue of The Farmer's Magazine.

There is still another view: The ailvertised
good enougli to advertise: good enougli to go
I

—
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Work

After the Day^s

is

Over

and you crave the sweet consolation, the
soothing, refreshing influence of a few puffs
from the divine weed, take out your plug of
fragrant Master-Mason,
cut a pipe-load from it,
your pipe and light it and
enjoy the sweetest, coolest,
smoothest smoke which can be
fill

found, a smoke that, will make
you forget work and tiredness.

SMOKE

Master
"U'S

Ma SOD
GOOD TOBACCO"

made from

the choicest, fully
matured tobacco, pressed into a
plug, convenient, handy, easy to

*"

carry and which retains, sealed
as-it-were, between the selected
leaf wrappers, the natural moisture and fragrance of the
tobacco.
The most critical among veteran smokers say
'

that

it is

Equal by

Say

test to the

Much

better than all the rest.

to your

dealer— he knows.

very best,

MASTER-MASON

PRICE: 15

CENTS

THE ROCK CITY TOBACCO

CO.,

LIMITED
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Winter Comfort Would Brighten Your Home
Just try

it.

Just announce that you are going to install a Hecla Furnace and see
e\ ery one brightens up

how

!

Winter

in a cold house is a dreary outlook.
There can nev^r be real contentment without warmth. Why not make the old home the finest place on
earth ? You can transform it for a very small outlay.
No matter what price you pay, you cannot have more healthful or more economical heating thau you will get through a Hecla Mellow Air Furnace.
The Hecla alone has the positive proof against impure air. Dust cannot float through
the registers. Gas cannot escape into the house for the joints are forever sealed against
leakage.
The Hecla Fused Joints are guaranteed not to leak.

The flecla has wonderful provision for moisture.
found in other systems at triple the Hecla
guide your choice cf a heating sj'stem.

price.

The

air is always mellow. Dryness is
Consider this well. Health should

ellow Aif
FurirvaLCO
The

a yearly charge. Save one ton in every seven. You can do it with a
Hecla because it has a triple heating firepot. This is the Steel-Ribbed fire-pot used onlv
in the Hecla Furnace. Thousands have found this a great fuel saver. Ask them how
much coal they use.
coal bill

Is

Wood

can be used in the Hecla as well as coal. The door
Big chunks of waste wood will keep your home
during the chilly days of spring and fall.

is

large.

very

warm

The cost. Do you know how little it would cost to make your
home comfortably warm? It is likely far less than you think.
Hardly a home that cannot afford the low cost of this perfect
$90 to $150 will install the finest, most healthful
heating system in most homes. Investigate now.
If you will write sending us a rough plan of your house, we
will tell you exaetl.v what it will eost to heat your home.
Plans and information will l)e sent free. Full information
and our little bool<let "Comfort and Healtli" will be mailed
to anyone mentioning Farmer's Magazine.
heating.

&

Co., Limited
Vancouver
Winnipeg

Clare Bros.
Preston

I
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Make Money?

I

A Business Stock-taking of Our Farm Resources and Possible Avenues
For

THE

rewards of our farm operations for 1916 are in sight. The
estimate can almost be drawn up.
In fact,, we know to a fair degree what
our crops are threshing out- The skilful
handling of our markets now decides the
amount of profit we get over and above
the interest on our investments.
We planned our plantings. We laid our
crop lists and laid the campaign. The
issues are more or less, a judgment on our
wisdom. More or less we do not win
success in agriculture entirely, by good
forward planning. We are partners of
nature of the air and land- The moving
accidents of circumstances often upset our
apple carts, nevertheless the farmer has
often the chance to pick up enough of the
spilled goods to do well. And even in that,
planning ability
a good
comes mighty handy.
Knowing what 1916 has
done we must go on to the

—

—

work of 1917. Our plans
must be laid, along general

By

F.

New
M.

Revenue.

i

CHAPMAN

in the city of Toronto in the
seventies, said that only 5 per cent, of

house

business men succeeded. The little book
containing his address is as applicable
to conditions to-day as then.

The reasons for failure were many. Not
was the absence of a forward

the least

planning of business-

Now we

do not hear of farm failures
the pages of Bradstreet's or
Dunn's. For a man just drops out He
gets his living, feeds his horses, starves
his family and takes a poorer place till
dissolution comes. Such things should not
farmbe. Farm life should be a success
ing a going concern all the time.
so

much on

—

—

We

it that few men who lay out
sense plan of action, with a
resolute will to accomplish the ends in
view, fail on the farm.
A review of possible forms of money
making may pay at this time. We have
fresh in our minds how we failed this
year to get certain results. And now is the
time to plan ahead.
The grain or single crop farmer who
depends entirely on one crop is in the

a

take

common

ticklish position. Consequently we
advocate a spreading of our activitiesWhere wheat has succeeded for 20 years
looks tolerably certain for a 21st crop.
But hail, rust, fire and drouth may work
against it at the last moment.
These things do not hurt all forms of
revenue alike. As the Alberta man says,
we have learned the wisdom of mixed farming.
Old Ontario always has
something for her eggs
are not in one basket.

most

PURE SEEDS

now. And no
business man needs greater foresight. Agricultural
success is won by shrewd
business men.
The one great question,
that confronts us, is how
lines at least

To make a specialty

shall I increase my cost returns next year. We must
get more money out of our
hard labor and extensive
investments. The merchant
plans to secure a ten percent net profit on his goods
after the expenses of sale,
overhead charges, and book
debts are deducted- If he
handles $20,000 a year that

means an income

farmer I know sold his
entire crop of fall wheat
for seed at a better than
market price because he
The same is
specialized.
true of com, vegetables,
clovers, etc.

of $2,000,

with his carrying charges
all paid. Of course, not all
merchants do it. John MacDonald, the head of the
well-known wholesale

of

seed grain is one
sideline for profitable returns. A plot started for
selection soon "runs into a
Not all can
reputation.
get Segar Wheelers $20 a
bushel, but the demand for
pure, reliable seeds is alIt will
most unlimited.
A young Ontario
pay.

pure

SPECIAL HOED CROPS

There has been money m,ade in beef cattle this year. The
herewith opens up the question of more sidelines for
farmers to increase returns.

article

Jjeets have been
returns
good
bringing
both in the east and west

Sugar

T

II

E FAR

MER

'

«

MAGAZINE

HERE'S A NICE CONTEST. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AND WIN A PRIZE
To what breed does

this cow behng? 2. What is the highest record for milk production of the breed?
she of a typical dairy form? U. What points do you look for in buying a milk cow for your herd?
o. What is the best money the avenge cow on your farm has paid you in one year? The ones who answer these questions in the best shape and have their letters postmarked before September 15th there
will be given three prizes. 1st. $5. 2nd, $3 and 3rd $2. Write all answers on one side of sheet- Give your
correct name and address and state how you are associated with the farm on which you live. Address
the editor.
1.

3. Is

Returns of $100 an acre have
been common, of course, the prices of
sugar have been encouraging.
But it
may pay to put in 10 acres and have the
in sections.

special help sent out to take care of thg
weeding at a price of $20 to $30 an acre.

means added returns in the fall.
Turnips are a paying crop with people
in the Wentworth County
section, Ontario, as well as other points- These are
sold in carload lots and often good returns are made.
Often an acre of table carrots, a plot
of drumhead cabbage can be raised and
marketed well.
Onions are always a good price but reIt

quire careful handling. In fact all these
crops require the application of all the
information of culture and marketing at

our command. And our experiment stations have a fund of such information at
our command. Consult them freelyThere is no more certain return than
that from dairy products. It is a matter

of tastes but when an ordinary farmer
on 100 acres can secure monthly milk
cheques of from $100 to $250, it helps
out wonderfully- There are hundreds of
farms in all parts of Canada suited to
dairying that should be at it.
Cheese making is a money-making form
of dairy work and will be for years to
come. "The shipment of sweet cream," said
Mr. Lovekin, of Newcastle, "paid for my
300 acre farm in 20 years, besides planting 100 acres of orchard and furnishing
a

handsome

living."

Where

whole milk is sold, the
the
keeping of hogs and hens as sidelines is
buttershipping,
not possible. Cream
making and cheese-making enable one
to make money in other ways too.
A cow should produce $40 to $50 above
her cos^ of keep, and overhead chargesDon't keep cows make the cows keep
youPerhaps there never was a time when

—

more money was made from hogs than

just now. They are easy to get into and,
of course, this business suffers from fluctuations- Yet the man who stays with it
makes money. Careful planning in the
purchase of feeds and the feeding of the
hogs ensures good returns.
I have fattened hogs at six months to
212 pounds or more that sold for $17

each and I made money at it. Last week
a neighbor took out 12 hogs averaging
220 pounds, getting 12 cents at the cars.
His $316.80 contained a big percentage
of profit not too much considering what
my breakfast bacon cost me yesterdayIn fact the farmer should have more of
the 32 cents. Aim to turn off" 2 litters .a
year at least. More if you can.

—

SHEEP RETURNS CLEAR
The number of sheep in Canada

is less

than last year. Australia has suff^ered
serious losses. The U- S. ranges are very
short. Wool and mutton are almost sure
to remain at paying levels for some timeContinued on page 70.
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^ 1§^ortf)p Eepresentatibe of Canadian 3^ural Hife
CHARLES
ivJwse

13 EJ

A.

ZAVITZ,

work is noted
throughout Canada as
viell as in the United State><
and Europe, has recently received the degree of Doctor of
Science, an honor well befitting a man who has given so
vnsparinghi of his effort and

Singular ahilitg
education and

ment
1^
o

itSdJ

o

new

^

tivcness.

In introduc'uKi Dr. Zavitz at
Convocation, the late C. C.

James

13 EJ

of

agricultural
the developfields of produ>'to

^

said.

"ProfeS'Sor Zavitz is a worfhij
representative
Canadian
of
rural life; he is a descendant
of sturdy pioneers who many
years ago came from the United States and took peaceful
possession of the virgin land,
rn the western part of this province, and who hronght to this
country those sterling qualities which the members of the
Society of Friends have so
carefully cultivated for many
generations.
I am, sure you
'Will be pleased to honor one
who has been true to this ancesfm.
"He was a member of the
first class of the Agricultural
College to receive from this
University in 1888 the degree
of Bachelor of the Science of
Agriculture.
"For thirty years he has
been a student and investigator
of plant life in both outdoor
and indoor laboratory
not
only in Canada, but in the
United States and Europe. A II
ZAVITZ, D. Sc.
CHARLES
through these years he has devoted his energies to the increase of the product of our
fields, and has tJiereby contributed something that cannot readily be measured in maintaining
To Jiini. a man of
the stability of this country in tJie crisis through which we are now passing.
peace, tJiis country at war owes a debt which we are to-day acloiowledging.
Through his perseverance, skill, and scientific training, food production has been stimulated and varieties of grain
Through his direction of the
have been originated that are helping us to fortify our countr)/.
largest experimental organization in the Empire, The Ontario E.rverimcntal Union, he Is erecting
a most beneficial influence upon the whole a,gricultural life of this province.
"lie has devoted his life to the calling into which he ivas born and in which he inherited
most honorable qualities from worthy parents. FIi& services have been sought for abroad, but
lie has preferred to remain loyal to Canada.
has done well for this country, and it is fitting
that this University should, at this time, when his services are so fruitful, recognize him, his
work and his College."
,

^

AMBROSE

l:?

13 EU

He

^
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Making Our Soil
The Condition

of the Soil

ing
one has
SOME
of the

is

said that the condition
of more importance
than its character. Any kind of soil,
whether clay, sandy, or muck, can be made
to produce large crops, if it is put to the
proper condition. Any farmer of experience who has put the labor upon his land,
can tell, that the farm or field that is
well cultivated has a great chance of producing the best crop possible that year.
Some farmers go further and say that
soil

cultivation

is

of

is

more service

to

them than

manuring.
It may be true that clay, or heavy soils
have more of the elements of plant growth
in them, yet the sandy or muck soils, by
proper treatment, will produce as much
if not more than the heavy or clay soil.
knowing how to do it, that
It is all
makes a difference betiveen a poor crop
and a good one. Too many of our Canadian farmers both East and the West, have
used the whip and spur method of planting. That is, they have done everything

m

possible to stimulate their soils to pro-

duce a greater crop without anyway returning to the soil the exhausted fertility
or of keeping up the proper cultivation
to ensure a good crop. In -many places
of the country we only scratch our land
and expect to get good crops. Other farmers have not applied their common sense
knowledge in the matters of drainage,
rotation of crops and green manuring,

know should be applied to their
And while a field may produce a

that they
land.

weather
goes
one year, it certainly
down under those conditions, such as prevailed this year, when we had a very
wet Spring with a very hot

handsome crop under proper
condition,

More Importance Than

of

is

Fertile

Still the

Suffice it

which has
been looked upon as a soil not worth working has been changed into a very productive and highly valuable farm by the manner in which it has been worked.
There are three elements particularly
necessary to make good soil, that is, potash, phosphorus and nitrogen and the last
named of these is a most important one
in the

production of crops. It is said that
nitrogen promotes growth,
phosphorus
produces fruitfulness and early maturity,
and potash increases the quality.
Now most sandy, clay or heavy soils
contain sufficient potash and phosphorus
to suit all the needs of our crops but they
are wholly lacking in humus, organic matter and nitrogen. One writer has said that
the seven elements necessary for the support of our corn and wheat are found in
sufficient quantities in all our soils, to
last from 500 to 17,000 years. There is
no danger then of this generation troubling over the exhaustion of the soil.

HUMUS

IS

ESSENTIAL

ter.

Now

Character- -PI ow-

or organic matter in the process of formation. Virgin soils procured their largest
supply of nitrogen from the air through
the work of those soil bacteria who make
their homes in the root nodules of those
plants known as the nitrogen gathering
plants or the legumes- The decay of leaves
and trees of nitrogen gathering has been
going on for hundreds of years in our

Canadian soils, and thus they have been
storing up a vast storehouse of precious
elements of rich soil. This accounts for
the wonderful fertility of new soils. But
the time comes when this is worn out, unless the farmers take care to keep it
well supplied and to grow crops wisely.
IS

THE GRAIN FARMER A

ROBBER.?

No wonder the wheat farmer and the
straight grain farmer is often called a
soil robber, because he is taking away
these original elements just as a miner
gets gold or iron from the soil and does
not put back anything into the soil or
help to put to work those conditions which
would restore to the soil its original elements.

humus.
the residue of the organic matorganic matter is vegetable or

The chief lack of our
is

its

ELUID KESTER

Great Secret of Fertility

so common throughout Canada.
to say that many a poor farm

Humus

By

soils is

animal matter, like leaves, roots, sticks,
grasses, manure, like leaves and so forth.
Therefore, that which is left of organic
matter after it has passed through its
process of decay is humus. It appears in
the soil as a dark colored substance and
where it exists in abundance, it renders the
soil black. Soils originally procured their
entire supply of humus and a large portion of nitrogen from decayed vegetation

On

the other hand the live stock farmalways looked upon as a soil buildand one who is leaving his land and
farm better than when he found it. Barnyard manure will put these elements back
into the soil quicker than any other known

er
er

is

agency, but this remedy is impossible to
sufficient
use on a large scale because
quantities of manure cannot be obtained.
Commercial fertilizers will not do the
work for the chief reason that they do
not contain the humus and organic matter, and for the further reason the mineral matter in the soil is sufficiently dissolved by

July.

coming

with water and
moisture to furnish the
means of plant growth.
One writer has said that
there is enough nitrogen in
the air over an acre of
in contact

FOR THE land's SAKE.
It is safe to say that, not
one farmer in ten, throughout Canada, is giving his
Not
land a half chance.
one in ten seems to know

ground to grow 75 bushels
of corn to the acre per
year, for 600,000 years, but
the nitrogen is of no value
to the soil unless it is
drawn into it from the air,
but the plant in the soil
can use it into its system,
and thus procure the elements that make vigorous

to build up his soil, or
if he does, he seems to be

how

going on the principle that
he can get enough from his
land to support him during
his life time, he does not
care for his posterity or
for the future of that farm.

growth.

If it is true that the con-

dition of the soil

is

of

more

Looking at our Canadian
from these facts 'it
will become evident to the
most of us that the chief
things in producing our

importance than its character, we do not mean dis-

soils

cuss the relative value of
sandy soils, such as we

might see in Norfolk
County, Ontario, and heavy
clay soils found along the
East, and Lake Ontario
fronts or the

medium

soils

crops are a little more
labor and trouble in culti-

The garden is always spoken as as a very
vation.

The Spirit

of.

Land: "I have fed yon for
You must feed me now.

the

all

these ages.

fertile place

because

it

is
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a big railway corporation that has unceasingly advocated better fertility for Western farms.
at Strathmore. Of course increased fertility means more railway earnings, but that is
Note the value they put on
are all after- But not all corporations go about it as intelligently.

The C.P.R.

This

is

their supply

fame

is

what we

live stock.

a place where there is almost constant
cultivation and the soil is kept in that state
which renders the plant foods easily taken
up by the young plants.

part of the 2,000 tons. For a
in entire state of fertility

soil

to be

must contain

it lies

germs and bacteria and these are always
found in their greatest abundance within
the first six inches of the soil. They get
their food from organic matter.
These bacteria are little workers in
nature's laboratory, that compound and

road, the first thing to do

distribute the substances needed for plant
food. Now the system that has been followed in Canada, in all parts for the past
fifty years has farmed out of the soil
most all of the organic matter originally

DRAINAGE COMES FIRST

No

soil

can be properly cultivated

if

under water half of the year. It
is essential to a well cultivated farm then,
that it should have natural drainage or
a good system of tile drainage. In this
respect it is like the making of a good
is

to carry the

water off. You cannot grow good crops
with wet feet. While we must have moisture to grow crops, if the moisture is
overdone the crop is undone. Plants also
require to breathe as also do human beings and it is necessary that the roots
have air circulating through the soil. Tile
drainage will accomplish this purpose admirably. There can be no soil ventilation
when the soil is cold, extremely hard or
filled with water.

NEW

SOILS

them. In other words,
the soil of its humus.
in

we have robbed

ROTATIONS DO NOT ADD HUMUS
for instance, one farmer will plant
a fi.eld into corn this year, next year
he will plough the stubble and put it into
oats. The following year he will put it into
wheat. The following season, perhaps, he
will put it into corn again, and so tell
you that he is farming well because he has
a good rotation, yet such a rotation is
nothing but a robbery; the organic matter

Now

MORE POROUS

many

drains in the farm.
are compact, and cold,
the temperature in them is too low, and the
soil ventilation too inadequate to be conducive to plant growth. There is no room
for plant roots to form their power func-

Most heavy

A good authority says that organic
matter in the soil, absorbs three times as
much water as its weight in clay and retains it twice as long, while five times as
much is absorbed by sand, and it is re-

is

no danger

HUMUS
much

Three politicians who work for Alberta's
His Honor Lieut.-Gov.
Brett, Hon. Duncan Marshall, Minister of
Agriculture, and Premier Sifton, on the
steps of a local store while attending
a better fertility gathering.

greater fertility

—

we

Some years ago
advocated very shallow
ploughing, and farmers who relied upon
this information, carried it to the extreme.
The result was depreciated crops and
poor yields. Poor Richard used to say.
"plough deep while sluggards sleep, and
you shall have corn to sell and keep." In

many

organic matter into the soil. An acre of
weighs 2,000
land twelve inches deep
tons. It would take 100 tons of organic
matter, says a writer, applied every two
or three years, to make
one-twentieth

less, -be-

FLEMISH FARMERS PLOUGH DEEP

How

in getting too

and

turns.

tained five times as long.

BACTERIA LIVE IN

less

needs lime. If we will thorou-ghly underdrain our poor field, work it, as the old
Roman use to, from three to nine times
with the plough before each crop and
apply plenty of barn-yard manure, lime
and in some cases, commercial fertilizers
for certain crops, there is very likely to
be a little difficulty in producing good re-

soils

tion.

There

becoming

cause not sufficient humus is being added
to the soil to keep up the necessary supply. Here is where the wheat farmer of the
West often comes under severe condemnation for the burning of his straw, because the time will come when those virgin
soils will need this organic matter.
Much has been said about commercial
fertilizers
supplying the needs of our
worn out soils. While they will help out
wonderfully in stimulating our soils and
feeding plant life, they are only of second
rate importance to the better cultivation
of our soils, and in the fertility of the
land. The chief thing as we have said is
cultivation, and cultivation is accomplished only by proper
drainage and soil
ventilation. Of course there are some conditions of soils where correction is needed, as when a very sour soil will need
considerable quantities of ,lime to correct its acidity. Alkali soils will require
a different treatment to bring them into
a wholesome state for the production of
good crops.

Some claim that they can tell by the
weeds that are growing on the farm, just
what the soil needs in the matter of commercial fertilizers and soil-builders. The
chief things that one is able to tell from
weeds, is whether the farm has a sour
or a wet sub-soil, and also whether it

Drainage is of more importance to worn
soils than it is to new soils, for new
soils are porous and the water easily
circulates through them. Worn out soils
are hard, compact and non-porous.
One thing is certain there is no danger

out

of getting too

in the soil is

shall

plough.

lecturers

Continued on page

69.

Marquis Wheat and Banner Oats
How

Noble

of Alberta

is

Evidenced

A
worked

LEAKY

pocketbook

would not
foolish
soil"

be

than

more

By

Making

the Soil

Hump—Business

in the Yields of This Prairie

MAX McDERMO

poorly

Capacity

is

Farm.
'X'

T

^^^ drivers, taking a strip 40

wide and covering about
100 acres a day.

feet

and "when farm-

USE BIG TRACTOR

ing properly done on well-summered fallowed land shall cease
to pay in Southern Alberta,
you may look for other business to go down in one inevitable crash," are two tenets in
the agricultural faith- of C-:as.
Sherwood Noble, when, in 1909
he trekked to humble holdings
on a choice bit of prairie on
the Aldersyde branch of the

With the discing well done,

can wait the convenience of the Noble i'arming Company. This however,
is begun just as soon as seeding is completed and continues
right up till harvest. Plowing is never delayed on this
farm to let the weeds get a
start or for any other reason,
Railway
but is crowded
forward as
Pacific
Canadian
hard as 150 horses and mules
northwest of Lethbridge City.
View
ISO
Grand
Far
bushel oat crop on
Cutting a
and two traction engines can
The soil was rich brown loam,
Alberta, in 1915.
*
do it. Weed growth is never
but moisture, although not
tolerated because Mr- Noble
absent, was a limiting factor
careful culmoisture extracted
method cannot be followed up safely as
reasons
that the
in crop production unless
from the soil while weeds are growa continuous practice for all time. The
tivation were practised. Mr. Noble betime, was
like
burning is done as early in the spring as
worth far more than any
ing is
lieved
that moisture,
conditions will allow and followed immanure that could possibly be produced
money,- and from the inception of his
farming activities he has adopted the mediately by double discing to conserve by plowing them under. In the case of
moisture.
engine plowing, eight to ten 14 in. plows
policy of thorough cultivation. A natural
As horses are in great demand for seed- are run behind an engine; behind the
result has been a large percentage of seed
plows is a packer or discs turned about
grain, and the Noble Farrns, Nobleford,
ing at this time of year, five double discs
straight for use as a packer, breaking
Alberta, have become famous as the breedare hitched to a 25 h.p. cross compound
nubs and getting the soil to the desired
traction engine with the 4-foot rims on
ing ground of American White Banner
firmness beneath so that moisture will
oats and Marquis wheat. In fact the propass through it quite freely up or down;
duction of clean seeds on these farms has
and then behind the packer is attached the
been too exacting and too profitable to
Labors Get Bonus
straight-tooth harrow to work the desired
make mixed farming look very tempting.
C. S. Noble, on his big Alberta
mulch for the purpose of keeping the
grain farm, makes his men intermoisture confined. The engine, of course,
SUCCESS IN SUMMER TILLAGE.
ested in his operations by paying
has some advantage here in being able to
The secret of success in Mr. Noble's
bonuses for faithful work.
run on firm ground while doing all this
farming lies in successful summer fallow.
Men who stay through the entire
left
as
always
stubble
is
work and in getting it all done at once
grain
cutting
In
season or as long as wanted are
with the least possible waste of moisture.
high as possible, not only for the sake of
paid a bonus for their work. From
getting as little straw as possible to
OATS 130 BUSHELS PER ACRE.
been
has
thus
per
month
$5 to $20
handle in threshing, but also for the purthem..
Some
the
earned
extra
by
has
been the practice on the Noble
It
of
stubble
so
pose of leaving a good stand of
men on the farm have laid up over
farms to get low enough each plowing to
that it can be burned well in the spring.
$400 clear of all expenses for a
turn up a little new soil. Eight to ten
Mr. Noble admits that this is not theoivork.
and
economy
year's
Thrift
inches, however, is thought to be the limit
turning
that
retically the proper method;
are always encouraged.
and hereafter the depth must simply be
stubble under deeply and packing the
varied from time to time to avoid proland well at the time of plowing so that
ducing a hard, permanent
the
moisture will attack
furrow bottom. Making alstubble and rot it for the
lowance for differences in
next crop, is, theoretically,
seasons it has been found
more correct; but, having
that ten-inch plowing protried this plan to some exduced the best crop of oats
tent at Grand View, he is
and
21
bushels
109
not yet convinced that it
pounds per acre on a field
is in every way practical
of nearly 1,000 acres in
method.
as a continuing
1913, and as high as 130
The doubt seems to be
per acre in 1915.
bushels
whether or not this method
"Soil when in prober
depended
entirely
can be
condition," says Mr. Noble,
upon through dry seasons
"has been plowed deeply
to rot the stubble thoroughPoor
and well turned.
ly. Burning has the effect
*«*•»•

plowing

Farm

—

weed seed and
volunteer growth and thus
materially to
contributes
seed
and
keeping land
clean, which is of great importance; at the same Mrthat this
Noble realizes

plowing makes weed era-

of killing

dication difficult because it
brings the weeds up un-

Sweet clover seeded as an experiment about
20, 1915.

M

Alfalfa in another patch made nearly
good a showing except for hail-

evenly and continuously
throughout the season and
makes any one operation

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
discouragingly inefficibe recompacted to
a
nmoderate firmness best suited to the bringing up of moisture from below when the
surface becomes depleted by drought during the summer, and to letting the moisture down whenever the surface supply is
It must have had a
increased by rain.
sufficient mulch worked on top
fully two
inches just fine enough to play the part
of a check-valve on the moisture, fine
enough to stop evaporation from the surface and yet not too fine to encourage
blowing or to cake in a heavy rain, with a
good supply of nubs ranging around
thumb size to discourage any tendency to
of

ent.

eradication
It

are not crushed nor the mulch unnecessarily pulverized."

must

THIS FARMING AN EXACT SCIENCE.

How

well

the

practices adopted at
succeeded in reducing
farming operations to an exact science is
shown in the fact that invariably the results of a summer's work are almost identical with what C. S. Noble estimates before a kernel of seed has been sown. Thus
he has reduced farming to something like
the exactness of a manufacturing business, dividends of twenty per cent, show
that even small-grain farming need not be
less profitable than other standard indus-

Nobleford

—

—

13

drifting."

have

tries.

USES MACHINERY TO ADVANTAGE.

From constant experiments with

At present the Noble farms are giving
preference to American White Banner
oats and Marquis wheat to the exclusion
of all other varieties of these grains.
"White Banner oats are very dependable as regards the quality of its straw

differ-

ent tools and implements, C. S. Noble ha?
something of value to offer in the matter
For instance, in
of farm machinery.
working summer fallow he believes that a
straight tooth harrow will do much to
eradicate a mat of very small weeds, but
that it is not worth much after that and
may easily be used too much and produce
too fine a mulch which may pass away in
clouds of dust leaving the soil wide open
Referring
to the most rapid evaporation.
to post plowing, he is of the opinion that
the disc works on top or below the surIf the ground is already loose and
face.
mellow the disc should not be used as it
tends to make it still finer though in a less
degree than the harrow. For this work,
Mr. Noble says, the spring-tooth harrow
has worked itself greatly into favor. It
comes the nearest to producing the ideal
mulch under all circumstances of any
single tool. It brings nubs up to the surface and leaves the ground slightly
ridged, which is a good preventive for
blowing. It is also, when the weeds are

small, a very good

A new

weed

killer.

a home-made affair, has
been adopted at the Noble farm. It was
found that when weeds got any start,
which was not often, that the duck foot
cultivator kept well sharpened was an important tool. This, however, was found
tool,

and its yield is certainly the best we have
found with this dependable straw. There
may be' other varieties which will yield a
little more under favorable conditions and
C. S- Noble, originally from Iowa,
who is making the soil hump at

Nobleford.
to be an expensive tool to operate and the
rod weeder, home-made, was substituted.
Mr. Noble describes it thus:
"The rod weeder consists of a wooden
frame so built as to draw an iron rod 12
feet long through the ground some three
The
or four inches below the surface.
frame is provided with a tail about 10 or
12 feet long with a board underneath for
a runner and hence it presents somewhat
the appearance of an aeroplane drawn
by six horses with the driver riding on the
end of the tail. The earth falls in an attractive little cataract over the rod which
Occasionally the
pulls out every weed.
driver dismounts, raises the tail high in
air and removes the debris from the rod.
The special advantage of this weeder is
that it leaves the ground in the condition
it finds it, minus the weeds.
The nubs

there are certainly other varieties that
will make a better showing at seed fairs.
But in every instance they, for one reason
or another, fail to give the desired results that are to be looked for so confidently in the Banner.
Another reason
which is weighty with us is that the grain
is smaller and hence requires much less
seed per acre to get the best results.
Where growers of other varieties recommend as high as two or even three bushels
of seed per acre, we ourselves have made
a practice of sowing but 5 pecks by measure or about 45 pounds by weight, and
our yields, except in the dry season of
1914, have been above 100 bushels per acre
each year. In fact, our test plots both
for 1914 and 1915 showed that one bushel
will yield more per acre than any seeding
heavier or lighter."

MARQUIS WHEAT SUITS

BEST.

"Marquis wheat has proven
class in all essential virtues;

having

itself first-

yields best,
gone as high as 60 bushels in this
it

The straw is all that could be
desired in strength, practically none of it
having lodged anywhere at Noblefoird
even during the extremely wet harvest
last year, and it does not shell readily
while standing ripe in the field. In fact
this seems to be an ideal wheat for this
whole west country. Oub Marquis last
year made 45 bushels and 48 pounds after
an adjustment of 21 per cent, for loss by
hail.
Experience has proven to us that
one and one-half bushels of wheat per
acre gives us best results."
vicinity.

Another good Albei'ta crop at High River where 17 acres
produced 1130 bushels of Marquis wheat in 1915.

Last year one of the Noble farms raised
26 acres of registered White Banner oats,
and as those yielded well, ripened early,
and were satisfactory in every other way,
100 bushels was saved in the bundle and
was picked up for seeding in 1916. This
100 acres will, Mr. Noble believes, be good
for 5,500 to 13,000 bushels for 1917, and
with this for seed, in 1918, the Grand
View farm expects to have 300,000
bushels of first generation registered American White Banner oats for sale.

-

Farm
The Layout

Fences, Gates and Lanes
of the

Farm Has
By

a Great Deal to do

With Farm Efficiency

ANDREW KYLE

posts that threatened to lean meant a loss
of land and rendered cultivation difficult,
to say nothing of aff'ording a shelter for
weeds. The only satisfactory method of

was to remove the leaning post, reset and place the re-set post perpendicularly.
This involved the spending of a
great deal of time in making repairs at
repair

A method

of bracing the end posts.

that
SEE
cost two

Well, that fence
farms. It was this way:
One night the cows in the north
farm broke into the fine wheat field on the
south farm. There was a bill of damages
sent in. This was followed by refusal to
pay and a declaration that the fence was
A lawsuit ensued.
not a lawful one.
A new fence was ordered and the reply
was that the fence built was not in the
The upshot was that
proper position.
both farmers are out now on day work
and two firms of lawyers own the respective farms."
This is a story that may be repeated in
scores of townships all over Canada.
From the days that ancient tribes invaded the domains of their neighbors
down to the last lawsuit that left all
parties thereto but the lawyers poorer,
fences have been a problem that no farmer
can neglect and expect to be happy or to
make and retain good neighbors.
Let no one despise the rail fence. It
had its day. There are well-put-up fences
within twenty miles of our big cities that
did all than can be required of a fence and
did it well for forty years with scarce a
repair in all that time. Best of all, when
the day came for their removal no difficulty was found in selling the old rails
for a sum big enough to pay for the best
line fence?

modern fence.
The old fashioned snake fence occupied
too much space and had a way of harborsort of

ing weeds and bushes of various. kinds to a
degree that was decidedly opposed to the
principles of clean farming. The straight
rail and post fence was a decided advance
on the snake variety and had the advantage of remaining in repair and of successfully resisting wind and storm. The
main difficulty with this fence was consequent upon the destructive powers of wet
and frost. When this fence once got out
of plumb it was not long till its usefulness
was seriously threatened. Propping the

stwmp fences are harboring weeds and ground hogs yet.

Some

of these

period of the year when the farmer was
specially busy. It was as a rule, a choice
between hiring additional help, going
without a safe fence or of being late with
seeding.
Sometimes the farmer "took
chances" with the result related in the
first paragraph of this article.

SOME STUMP FENCES STILL STAND.

Nor must we forget to give the oldWhen
fashioned stump fence its due.
land was plentiful and weeds scarce, and
the field required clearing it was good
practice to build the stumps into a fence.
But this fence proved a harbor for vermin
of every sort. When rough-fuel became
scarce the old fence was quite equal to to
the task of paying for its successor. Nothing more could be asked when in addition
to a new fence it presented its owner with
a fine patcii of virgin soil.
The barbed wire fence has not many
The farmer
It wounded stock.
friends.
found it difficult to live a good life and
work near it. It has its place on the top
of fences to prevent animals from leaning
thereon and in few other places, but the
average man is disposed to consign them
to the place prepared for scolding wives

and smoking chimneys.

A combination of the straight-rail and
barbed wire fence has some features to
commend it. This fence is made by building three or four rails of fence for the

bottom and then stretching three or four
wires and finishing by adding a top row
of rails. When anchor posts are well set
and the rest of the work is done carefully,
there is no reason why this fence should
not last a lifetime. It has the advantages
of having the weight at the bottom of the
fence, of being but slightly affected by
the wind and of having sufficient visibility to prevent accident by animals running into it because they do not see it.
When lumber was plentiful and cheap,
the board fence served a useful function.
The difficulties with it were that it held
the snow in winter and was subject to
being blown into a leaning position by
high winds when the ground was feoft.
Further, nails had a way of drawing and
boards were constantly giving out.
The modern iron fence has not been on
trial long enough for judgment to be
passed on its durability. The indications,
however, are favorable. Some iron posts
have been taken up after a service of
twenty-five years. After this term of usefulness they have proven to be quite as
good as the day they were planted. Wire
fence has been made that gives every promise of durability. The great essential
after ability to successfully resist heavy
strain in either iron fence post or fence
wire is the power to resist the action of

A

Scarboro farmer's gate with his
name on it.

atmosphere under the extremes of
summer heat and rain and
wind and frost. Enterprising firms are
furnishing brands of wire that promise
the very best of service.
the

winter cold and

4

CARE IN BUILDING

W^IRE.

Too much care cannot be exercised

in

placing a wire fence.
Experience has
proven that the novice had better secure
the services of a reliable fence maker to
place his wire in posttion.
There are a
score of things learned only by actual experience and of all these particulars that
make for good fencing the wise farmer
will do well to avail himself. The best of
workmanship is none too good in the way
of putting up a permanent fence.
As long as good first growth cedar posts
were to be had, little difficulty was experienced in securing good wooden posts. It
is feared that the second growth cedar
post has not the qualities that will make
it endure for a long term of years.

Many farmers are now placing their
anchor posts in concrete. When this is
done the base of the post is placed in a
mass of concrete at least four feet deep
and about twenty-six inches square. The
cement is brought well above the ground
and well rounded up to the post in order
that the rain may be shed away from the
post and in this way prevent the post from
The supporting post is placed
rotting.
with equal care in order that the whole
A
fence structure may be quite solid.
method that gives promise of highly satisfactory results is to make the top of the
concrete base about twenty-four inches
square, while the bottom is widened to a
Continued on page 78.

the rounded corner entrance to the lane.
Iron posts
set in cement.

Illustrating
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fire^mist
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and a planet,
and a cell,
and a saurian.

crystal

jelly'fish

And caves where the cave-men dwell:
Then a sense of law and beauty
And a face turned from the clod,
Some call
Evolution,
And others call
God.
'

it

it

A

haze on the far horizon,

The
The

ripe,

infinite

tender sky,

rich tint of the corn fields,

And

the wild geese sailing high;
over upland and lowland
The charm of the golden^rod,
Some of us call it Autumn,

And

all

And

mi

others call

it

God.

Like tides on a crescent sea^ beach
NA/hen the moon is new and
Into our hearts high yearnings
Come welling and surging in
Come from the mystic ocean.
Whose rim no foot has trod,

Some of

And

A

us call

it

thin.

Longing
it
God.

others call

on duty,
mother starved for her brood,

picket frozen

A

Socrates drinking the hemlock.
And Jesus on the rood

And

millions

The

who, humble and nameless
hard pathway trod,

straight

Consecration,
Some call
God.
And others call
it

it
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Punishment
What

is

a Teacher

in the

For?

— Too

May Know Such

School

Many Have

By p f

:

Marred, Not Made, Lives

dress, in handling books, in

keeping the room clean and
so
his own desk in order
that precept may be backed
up by example. Not much
use in saying "Johnnie,
at
your boots
blacken

—

—

our former

in

Though he

— You

be punctual, careful in his

teacher's
there are
elements of truth in
each of the three views of
preventive,
punishment
reformative, retributive
articles.

M.A.

a Silent-cat-tread-detective Being.

the
FROM
standpoint

discussed

MUNRO,

will

noon,"

place the stress differently
from time to time, his
prime object is the refor-

if his

own

ted with mud.
Self-control

are spotL

and

polite-

the master will
engender the same in the

ness

mation of the offender.
Punishment ' administered

in

class.

By

this

I

don't

mean

oft-heard motto,
and hence, as
"Never get angry before
The newer school work, leads the child along interesting lines
and every child is drawn by such an appeal. This is a snap
a 1
stated,
a class," for that is mere
previously
of a school fair in Waterloo Co., Ont.
piffle.
An angry roar
involvthree elements are
often clears the air by puted in any act of discipline.
ting some ozone into it. Teachers are not
and the varied personalities of the pupils
Taking punishment in its widest sense,
They know it and the pupils
unconsciously influence him. There is a
angels.
endeavor to look
i.e., discipline, we shall
know
itA boy or girl appreciates anger
subtle action with reaction at work all the
it is posas
angles
many
as
from'
it
at
time. The teacher is studying the pupil,
because he or she has experienced the passible to regard it from the teacher's
while the pupil is studying the teacher,
sion.
They know all about it and thereviewpoint.
Now, discipline is a word of many and as the child's imitativeness is strong, fore they know that in its workings there
how important it is that what he imitates is cause and there is (often to their own
meanings. We speak of mental discipline
It is not the
discomfort) effect. "Be ye angry, but sin
should be of the best.
or training, and sometimes draw a disnot" (whatever that may mean) would be
ability to imitate so marked in an actor,
tinction even between these two terms.
a good injunction for teachers.
disgood
in
the
has
so
strong
He
impulse
to
imitate
as
the
teacher
of
a
We say
child, that I refer to when I speak of
SINCERITY BREEDS RESPECT
cipline when the meaning obviously is. He
This impulse does not
imitativeness.
keeps good order, he has good control.
earnestness, a belief in one's
Sincerity,
We find it in work," make for good discipline, and being
Again we say, A man is well disciplined
cease with childhood.
control,
good
of
one
when we mean he is
adults, and hence the saying "Imitation
sincere includes being frank. Let the pumental and moral. All these are involved
is the sincerest form of flattery." Men are
pils know that you are one of them in
discipline.
school
in
apt to imitate the gestures and modes of
their aspirations, their joys and their
speech of those who excite their admirasorrows. Don't hold yourself aloof in a
WHAT ARE TEACHERS FOR?
mistaken belief that doing so adds to
tion
or affection. How much more do childis the
citizens
good
of
making
the
If
your dignity. Standoffishness is not digren in the plastic and suggestive age copy
main function of the teachers, and selfnity. The word dignified has taken on a
their
morals
of
manners
and
the
both
the
self-control
self-knowledge,
reverence,
variety of meanings from time to time,
leaders.
lead to this sovereign power, everything
but to be dignified is not to be a breathing
life
child
the
stress
on
the
Psychologists
lay
great
influences
that touches and
iceberg with icicles spontaneously formdiscall
phenomena of imitation and suggestion,
must come within that which we
ing on the approach of a pupil. Dignity
Discipline might then be reparticularly in the formative period of
cipline.
is true worth and a man may possess it
Under
negative.
as
or
positive
garded as
the pupil's life. In fact, the whole school
and the pupils appreciate and rightly apbe
would
such a division, punishment
and home environment is so arranged as
praise it, when he is out playing football
negative, hut a negative that tends toto leave the best impressions on the min'ds
in anything but a so-called dignified posirealizathe
in
aids
and
positive
ivards the
of our boys and girls. Likewise must the
Being close to your students in
tion.
tion of that positive.
athletics is a mighty effective way of winteacher
so arrange his habits of life and
Here, then, we have a sort of contraning their confidence and respect. Frankthought as to leave the best impressions.
diction; but it is just the contradiction
ness on the part of the teacher begets
teacher,
when
let
the
We
may
say,
then,
self-government
that underlies our idea of
frankness on the part of the pupil. Farerules are in vogue, show the way by
in the state, and our system of training
miliarity may breed contempt, but not
apparent
specting those rules himself. He should
in the school, where we have the
when a man or woman has the essential
What
obedience.
paradox, authority and
qualities of leadership-candour, honesty
resecures obedience to authority without
of purpose, appreciation of motives, deep
course to artificial means is positive disThis is tlie tliird i/rticlc in the serifs
knowledge of human nature, and si bevarying
means,
artificial
hy Mr. Munro, a prominent educationist
cipline; the
lief that a pupil should be treated as an
tlie
appeared
in
Ontario.
His
first
be
of
greatly in both kind and degree, may
end, never as a means; as a person, not
The
second on PunishApril number.
said to constitute the negative side of
ment in the Family appeared in the May
as a thing.
Teachers, trustees and parents
issue.
discipline or punishment.
to a child
corrective,

is

of necessity

THE IMPULSE TO IMITATE
To come nearer our subject, let us note
what makes for discipline in a school so
As
far as "the teacher is concerned.
law, so the teacher
must possess order as the first law of the
school. His personal influence is in general exerted unconsciously upon his class.

order

is

Heaven's

first

that

uHll find in this one, as irell as in the
past ones, matter for a second rcudiny.

There

is

some hard-headed 'common-sense

We

hare too many teachers of
in each.
the long-visaged, austere, master-of-thesituation type, .i disciplinarian of this
kind is not alicays a true disciple of
Arnold. A few copies of the earlier issue
are still left. The three can be sent toEditor.
any address for 30 cents.

—

TEACHERS NOT PRISON GUARDS

A

full

realization

of this

last

point

would keep teachers from being prisonhouse guards in their dealings with
knew (and worked with)
I
pupils.
Principal whose cardinal doctrine of ciscipline was "Put the pupils to as much
Continued on page 74.
s>
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A COiMMANDER IN A BIG GRAIN DRIVE
CHARLES A. DUNNING, GENERAL MANAGER OF THE SASKATCHEWAN CO-OPERATIVE ELEVATOR COMPANY WHO OPERATE 260 ELEVATORS AND ARE ERECTING
THE BIGGEST TERMINAL AT THE HEAD OF THE LAKES
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Market Classes
A

Right

Way

of

Lining

A

CANADIAN

farmers have, for the
three years, been receiving
9ati9factory prices for all classes
of live stock except horses." Horse breeding had been stimulated by the unprecedentedly high prices paid for good animals up to the years 1911-12, but vv^hen
war broke out farmers vi^ere overstocked
with horses but many farmers could not
dispose of their surplus stock. Loud were
the complaints from all quarters
but
prominent Ontario horsemen, while deploring the lack of uniformity and desirable' quality in our horses, have been
predicting an improved condition on the
horse market, a prediction
which has
been realized for horse buyers have been
through Ontario during the past four
months purchasing at fair prices for army
purposes as well as for shipment to the
last

Canadian West.

Our Ontario horses are a heterogeneous lot. While in many localities, horse
breeders are producing a uniformly good
class of marketable horses, as is shown
by the fact that at our best shows cur
Canadian-bred entries
compare very
favorably with those found in the import-

A

good type of saddler.

Up

for

Horses

the Various Types of

lover of fine horses uuth his

ed classes, yet in

too

many

farm

Horses

in

By W.

J.

BELL

Canada

types-

districts

a

haphazard system of breeding, or rather
no system at all, is followed and the result is that stables are overstocked with
a class of horses that lack uniformity,
size and quality. Our draft horses have
deteriorated because the prices paid up
to three or four years ago by Western
buyers enticed too many Ontario farmers
to dispose of their best mares and those
retained are too often incapable of pro-

ducing anything but "farm chunks." Another serious
handicap to the Ontario
horse industry has resulted from the continuous crossing of heavy and light breeds
in an endeavor to secure a handy farm
horse. This is specially
true of horse
breeding operations in districts where the
soil is of a light texture. While a few
of these so-called
"General
purpose"
horses can be sold at fancy prices as
special purpose horses for use in our centres of population, the great majority,
while valuable as workers on the farm, are
misfits in most other places, and when
not required for farm purposes, have to
be disposed of at a loss for they can be
bought for less than they cost to produce. Then the practice of crossing the
different heavy
breeds is too common.
Very often this cross will produce a valuable horse, commercially, but, owing to
the mixing of unrelated blood, it is not
safe to attempt to use it for breeding purposes. "Grading up" is a far more sane
and safe system to follow and will soon
repay the pains taken in carefully selecting the breeding stock.
There is only a very limited demand
in Canada at the present for carriage
horses. There will always be a demand for
good roadsters and while the automobile
has greatly lessened this demand, good
road horses are difficult to procure, but the

Ontario farmer can more profitably confine
his horse-breeding operations to the raising of heavy horses, leaving to the few
specially qualified "light horse" fanciers
the task of breeding, training and fitting
the limited supply of road horses de-

manded" on the Canadian market.
Tliere is a demand from our cities for
green hunters, as there is for the pony
that has high and flash action, style and
beauty of conformation.

Our Agricultural Societies, the oldest
agricultural organization in the province
have done much to improve Ontario's
horses and they can do more by classifying all horses exhibited according to the
standard set by the parent organization.
This is done at the larger fairs, but some
of the smaller shows, where entries are
few, allow a considerable amount of latitude to the exhibitors which detracts from
the educational value of these
shows.
Owing to the fact that many men, who
have horses to sell, are not familiar with
the classification of horses on our large
markets and hence have not sufficient
knowledge of the real value of their saleable animals, our larger fairs could great-

A

splendid type of roadster.

—
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broad, deep, clean hocks if he will stand
the wear of hard roads or streets
he
must also walk freely and with a springy
action, be a straight-line mover and carry
his hocks close; and, besides, he must be
an up-standing horse with plenty of style
if he is to sell for a fancy price for city
use as a low blocky draft horse does not
appear to advantage hitched to a high
;

»,d«

The carriage horse for
ly

assist in

the

city parks.

education of

all

such

breeders by arranging their prize list so
as to classify all horses other than the
breeding classes (which should be many,
and for pure-bred animals, where possible) according to the market classification of horses.
The following is a summarized statement of market classes with limits in
height and weight:

Our draft-bred horses are divided on
the market, into heavy and light draft,
the latter really being our "agricultural
horse." Our show standard makes 1500
pounds the dividing line between these
two classes but it should be 1600 pounds
as a horse must be considerably over 1500
pounds to bring a good price on the market. A good heavy drafter must possess
substance and an abundance of muscle to
enable him to draw heavy loads with
comparative ease; he must have an abundance of bone of good quality and a
straight, silky feather, with feet of good
size and texture, strong, square knees and

lorry. Beauty of conformation
and an
abundance of flesh are indispensable in a
high-priced heavy draft horse, and while
minor blemishes do not greatly decrease
his market value, he must have no unsoundness. A good light draft or agricultural horse is an undersized heavy draft.

He

generally upstanding, and, while
he may possess as much quality, his lack
of substance and muscle prevents him
from doing the heavy work that can be
done by the more valuable heavy drafter.
He should be able to move his load at a
moderately rapid pace. While the majority
of our light drafters are bred along the
same lines as heavy drafters, and have
not attained the weight they were capable
of making owing to lack of feed when
colts, especially as yearlings, there are

many

horses sold in this class that have
been produced by crossing heavy
and
light breeds.

A

farm chunk

is a "weedy" draft horse.
a useful horse on the farm but of
little value on the market, although large
numbers of this class of horse have been

He

The hunter

type.

is

is

sold in

Canada

for artillery purposes

we can do without them very
presence on our farms

is

nicely.

and
His

the result of in-

sufficient care in the selection of

breeding

While many are the result of crossing breeds, the use of scrub mares or
of the $7.50 sire are generally to blame
for this undesirable. Good hay and oats
stock.

more valuable returns if fed
well-bred heavy draft.
Wagon horses are sub-divided into expressers, delivery wagon, fire and artillery horses.
An expresser is an upstanding, clean
limbed horse of substance, quality, action
and style, and is one of our most valuable
horses. He must be able to draw a heavy
load at a fairly rapid pace and have sufficient stamina to enable him to do this
continuously for several hours. Sloping
shoulders and pasterns, dense bone with
little or no feather, straight, easy action
and cordy muscles are all indispensable
in the expresser. This class of horse generally has a considerable amount of draft
will

blood along with more of some lighter
breeds. There are very ffew good ones to
be had.
A delivery wagon horse is an undermuch less
sized expresser, possessing
quality, and is hence of less value on the
market. He should be a free mover, cleanlegged, and have much "warm blood" in
his veins.
Th6re are two classes of fire horses,
light and heavy, the light weighing" up
to about 1500 pounds while the fire horse
used on heavy fire fighting apparatus will
weigh up to 1700 pounds. All fire horses
must be intelligent and geldings, and
must be strongly built with an especially
strong, short back. They are built on the
lines of the expresser but are generally
somewhat more rangy. Good ones are
valuable and hard to secure.
The artillery horse is patterned after
the bus horse. He should have little or no
feather, but in Canada, many with considerable feather have been accepted, if
this feather was of good quality. They
must be sure-footed, hence must carry
their legs well under them. A fairly high
and sloping wither is indispensable to a
proper carriage of the saddler.
In the sub-division of carriage horses
given in the summary, coach horses was
included, but as this big high'Stepping, but
slow-moving horse is not in demand on
our markets and is rarely found in this
country, he can be eliminated from a consideration of marketable horses.
Cobs and Park horses are our highstepping, flashy-actioned carriage horses.
The cobs are the small, thick kind, used
frequently by lady drivers while the park
horses are more up-standing with a greater beauty of conformation and style, if
not of action. They are the cream of the
carriage horses just as the cab horses are

Continued on page

81.

yield

to a

The Express horse type, although
is

only a fair example-

this

A farm

chiivk.

The irnmples of heavy

draft horses will be found

on page

23,

The

Quaint,

Modern Casement House

Casements, Dortners, Bungalow Lines With Modern Conveniences Inside
Make an Attractive Farm House.

GENEVIEVE

By

a cool, fresh-air
day-nursery, right

THIS

it

typical
caselittle

within

house

ment

their

mother's sight, but
out of her way.
There is no upstairs over the kitwashand
chen
room, but in planning the plumbing
system the bath-

the essenfarm
a
of
tials
architecture, quaint

has

all

enough to be indiinside
vidual, and
all the requirements
planning and
equipment for comfortable living and
in

room upstairs

houseconvenient
keeping. Something

has'

come down low

been placed right
next to the washroom wall, which

over the porch gives
an impression of
shelter, the .porch

brings it directly
over the end of the
bedroom d o w n -

hew-

Then i t
stairs.
means only a little
more expense t o

in the

lines

itself,

way

the roof-

sort of

ed out of the main
carries

walls,

air of solidity

an
and

permanence, and
the whole thing is
lighted up by the
Oht-fdnhidiicd in appearance, but up-tc date for
groups of casement
windows. I n apa space for the stairway and a convenient
pearance, casement windows always give
old-fashioned;
passage-way connecting rooms that do
a pleasing touch of the
modern,
otherwise they are distinctly
not logically open into each other. This
especially if used in groups to admit a
is especially desirable since we have a
maximum of sun and air.
bedroom downstairs.
The two groups of windows in the livThe ofiice at the front of the house and
ing-room and the large fireplace, make an
opening into the living room as well as
excellent beginning for a cheerful family
the hall can be furnished to sei've as a
The front door opens
gathering-place.
den or little private sitting room and can
directly into this room, a plan that is
be shut right ofi" in its own corner. Benot likely to interfere with the family
tween the living room and dining room,
privacy in a country home where visitors
however, we have sliding doors so that
taken
right
into
are few and guests are
the two can be thrown into one in the
the family circle anyway. A square hall
event of a social gathering. The kitchen
about the centre of this first floor aff'ords
next
the dining room with a swingto

is

door between, and there is no pantry.
With a wash-room to take some of the
work out of the kitchen, a wide sink-board
and ample cupboard space, and a dumbwaiter, a pantry seems unnecessary. The
screened porch over the kitchen door,
however, is a feature not to be overlooked
in planning to make work easier for the

woman

in

there are

the
little

a
off
partition
small lavatory at
the end of the bedAltogether
room.
this gives a pretty
complete arrange-

use

ment for the

floor.

first

On

the second floor we have three goodsized bedrooms and a bath. Care has been
taken to make the best use of space by
putting in closets where the bedroom is
low. The dormer over the porch runs out
flush with the ceiling, adding a roomy
little alcove to the front bedroom.
In case a builder should care to use
this layout for a full two storey house,
the corner closets could be taken out and
the front ten by eighteen foot space
divided by a partition down the centre
to make two bedrooms each ten by fifThe clothes closets could then be
teen.
walled off from the two side bedrooms.

house, especially where
children who would find

Oh, for a country place I know
Where elms stand in a windy row

Where
f j

J

'^'

^1

i

tt

/r
/-

^
L

Each

r t k
3^' -

frame the crim.son sun

like a green,

inverted

still

hill.

There when I'd dreamed a day or two
have a room made neat for you
For trees, they are such lonesome things
With all their leaves and whisperings!
I'd

P

larches

And maples turn vermilion
And branchy oaks stand wide and

—

Harry Kemp.

Ground

floor layout.

Y ^

" °

f

1

^1

30'-

Second

floor layout.
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The
How

Homemaking

Profession of
It

Is

Being Developed by the Women s Institutes,
Societies and Homem^akers' Clubs.

'""V was my countrywomen who start
it.
That is why I am proud."
It was a Swedish woman who beam-

By

LILLIAN

B.

THOMAS

were doing good work. The socieorganized in Manitoba by the Extension Department of the Agriculture College, were named Home Economics' Societies.
Prairie women left to themselves
would never have chosen a name like
that.
It does not sound like the prairie
or the West.
However, they have it and
they have had it for some time, and even
such a name becomes a habit. Some are
anxious to change it, and take the name
Institute that there may be an unbroken
districts

chain of Institutes throughout Canada.
Others are desirous of keeping it, and

having something distinctive.

NOT SATISFIED TO BE TOLD WHAT THEY
SHOULD DO.

The Home Economics'

Manitoba are governed by a Board, composed
of four women elected at the annual convention, two appointed by the Minister"
of Agriculture, the President of the Agricultural College, and the Director of
Extension Work.
About this Board
there is a long and troubled history. The
Societies of

time was when the President of the Agricultural College did not wish the advice of
the women on a Board, and he refused
to allow any appointee of the women any
authority. The women of the West, having learned democracy when they lived
on homesteads miles from neighbors, and

when

to live, meant co-operation, and
united effort for the good of all, were not
satisfied to be told what they should do.
The struggle that followed was the
making of the women who took part. It
developed their power as speakers, it gave
them lessons in organization, it showed
them the value of united action, in fact

ties

Mrs.

J-

Muldrew, Sec.-Treas. of the AlOerta Women's Institutes.

made them

realize the value of citizencourse, they won their point as*
all who are struggling for democracy are
bound to win in the long run. The Board
is now looking forward to further organization, along the same line as the Ontario
it

Of

ship.

I

ed delightfully at the extension lecturer
and made the above boast. She was at a
meeting of women, in a small village, called
to consider organizing the women into
societies for the improveemnt of home
and country. The lecturer had just finished telling how the movement had
started among country women in Sweden,
and spread to the United States, and from
there to Ontario. She had dwelt for some
time on the benefit the Women's Institutes
had been to Ontario, and asked if the women did not think it was time for the
women of the prairie to organize.
It was the woman who struggled with
the English language, every now and
again chattering off into her own native
tongue for a whole sentence, just to prevent an explosion from her pent-up feelings, who put the zip and verve into the
meeting that led to organization. Manitoba and Saskatchewan started the organizations among the country women at
about the same time. Previous to that
time some women in both provinces, feeling the need of such organizations, had
organized societies, after the constitution
of the Ontario institutes, and in their

Home Economic

Institutes.

RED CROSS ASSOCIATION IN MANITOBA.
In Manitoba there are only between
sixty and seventy societies.
This is
partly owing to the fact, that while the
struggle was on with the powers that be,
there was practically no organization.
After that was settled, the war was on
and Red Cross associations had been
formed, and as all felt that the war work
was the most important thing, organization was dropped and everyone joined the
existing societies, in order to do as much
as possible without undue friction.

Saskatchewan began the work among'
the women of that province by inviting;
the farm women to join the men in the
excursions arranged annually to the experimental farm at Indian Head. Women
.speakers were provided, and some literature was distributed.
Those excursions
lasted just two years after the women
were given a- part. One thing about v/omen is that they are thorough. When
they began to realize that there was something there, to enable them to do their
part in life better, they turned out in such
numbers that well, that there were no
more excursions. Those in authority realized, that something more must be done
and done at once.

—

The

Saskatchewan women, at their
convention chose the name, Homemakers' Clubs. There was no doubt in
the minds of any of them, about the first
part of the name, but the word "club"
was a little startling to some. It seemed
to^smack of a gay and giddy world, far
Continued on page 75.
first

Mrs. Rebecca Dayton, chairman of the
Home Economics Board, Manitoba.

Mrs. Thorburn,

first

president of the first
in Sask.

Homemakers' Club

;

A NEW SERIAL
By

God's Green Country:
A Fascinating

Tale of the

Ups and Downs

of

ETHEL

M.

CHAPMAN

Rural Life

ILLUSTRATED BY

MISS M.
"Do you hear

the

children

V.

HUNTER

my

u-eeping,

their mothers.
that cannot stop their tears.
The young lambs are bleating in the meadows;
The young birds are chirping in their nest;
The young pinns are playing with the shadows
The young flowers are bloioing toward the

And

my

present here the first instalment
of Miss Chapman's splendid story. Our
readers who know her good work in the
magazine tvill not be disappointed in the
tale that will unfold in each issue following. It is so true to real conditions
that ice bespeak for it a lasting popu-

—Editor.

brothers.

of the others.

In the country of the free."
Mrs. Broicning.

—

SOMETHING

—a

wrong

was

had begged daily

to

go

to help his

grand-

father before he died.
little

usual, at the Wither's
spirit of foreboding seemin the quietness of the un-

more than

farm. A
ed to hang
traveled road past the gate, in the clamorous squeaks of the new litter of Tamworths in the barnyard nosing sleepily
into their mother's side. It seemed to come
up from the swamp in the
spring night's pollen-scented
breath, like the air in a little
close parlor after an anchor of
hyacinths has been carried out
on a

We

larity.

West—
But the young, young children,
They are weeping bitterly!
They are weeping in the playtime

to farm work, just
when he was getting ready to try "the
entrance," too, and the entrance meant

and "break him in"

brothers.

Ere the sorrow comes with years?
They are leaning their young heads against

It was working with his father that was
disagreeable; come to think of it, it was
the dread of that more than anything else
that was bothering him to-night. In the
morning the potato planting started; it
wasn't difficult to get help just then, but
for some reason of his own, Dan Withers
had decided to take Billy out of school

such a long step towards qualifying for a

away from home!
Moreover Billy liked to go to school- It
was so different, to work where the teacher showed you how without calling you a
stupid ^Oh, lots of names, and praised
you sometimes. Remembering past experiences working with his father his heart
job

—

sank. Somehow he was just beginning to
wonder why, but not for years yet would

he realize the injustice of being brought
intq the world entirely without his own
willing, only to be made the buffer of a
chain of cruel circumstances. He couldn't
even see the reason for each individual
generally,

Dan Withers came out
little
lit

Of all the
stirring the
years of his

it.

human emotions

ten long bitter
short life, fear had been the
most exercised and it was fear
that troubled him now fear of
his father. Because it had been
there always, he had never

wondered about

it.

He knew

movement and a slouch of the
shoulders that was almost insolent, except when he walked be-

from the elements. He
had the build of an athlete with-

—a

out the bearing

as a spaniel's. The coarseness
of speech that had become a
habit in his own family, could
with an effort give way to a
more refined vernacular as eloquent as it was unnatural. He
was not a farmer from choice:
farm work irritated him. If
some vocational expert could
have taken him young enough,
and put him on the stage, "he
might have developed into a
master actor. As it was, his
gift of address was divided
among various implement agen-

and a pansy. Billy had never
had a garden for himself, it

much

like playing, be-

back as he could

remember he had

quite as

much

gardening as he wanted, taking
It
care of the "hoed crops."
was good, though, to see Jean
take the potato top affectionately in her little cupped hands,
proud that she had made it
grow. Billy was glad she was
a girl so she could have time for
such things. Not that he minded work, of course, he soliloquised he remembered how he
;

laziness of

fore a crowd.
He could command a military spine the instant it seemed worth the effort.
When the occasion required it,
the hard cunning in his little
brown eyes could take cover,
leaving them as soft and honest

childhood he enjoyed whatever
passing pleasures came beJust now he was down
tween.
by the milk-house with little
Jean bending over her pathetic
garden of four potato plants

too

Judging from his

living

—

sides, as far

his pipe.

—

that somehow in spite of it all,
then he
he would grow up
would put the Swamp Farm
and all he could forget about
him as
it, as far away from
possible. In the meantime, with
the merciful forgetfulness of

was

to the

sagging wooden porch and

physique he might have managed the tillable acres of his
Swamp Farm with one hand.
Also he was not the caricatured
work-driven, grasping type of
farmer, bent and wooden-jointed and prematurely old, as a
result of his struggle to wrest a

Billy felt the weight in the
but he was too
to analyze

that,

—and because she knew and anticipated for the children, her
was a two-fold suffering.

atmosphere
old

Only his mother knew

tribulation.

coffin.

young

—

cies.

You've molly-coddled that young one long enough
to-morrow he starts his career with me."

The run down farm was

hopeless sideline
ported the family.
a

that sup-

Continued on page

86.

British Ideals in Livestock in

ROYAL WINNERS AT MANCHESTER
1.
'1.
:!.

4.

Clydesdale Mare Molly 1st Royal Manchester.
Shire Stallion, Eaton Fenland King, 1st and champion.
Jersey Cow, Pretty Victress, 1st and champion.
Shorthorn Bull, Hrandshy's Count 6th, 1st and champion.

5.
6.

7.
8.

War Time

(Read Left Column First).

(Right column top)— Suffolk Mare, Sudhourne Merrilass,
Aherdeen-Angus Cow, Ermonda, 1st and champion. ,
Shorthorn Heifer, Bright Pea/rl, 1st and champion.
Hereford Cov:, Madrigal, 1st and champion.

\st.

The Power
A

on Perkin's Farm

Plant

Water Wheel Only Considered Fit to Turn a Cider Mill Furnishes Light,
Heat and Power for Nothing
By

FREDERICK

ANDERSON

I.

filled the room full of dark corners;
and when supper was over the farm wife
groped about in the cellar putting things
away by the light of a candle.
The next day his neighbor was grinding cider at his ramshackle mill one of
the operations for which a week must be
set aside every fall.
Perkins sat on a
log and listened to the crunch-crunch of
the apples in the chute, and the drip of the

back and
home."

that

—

frothy yellow liquid that

fell

into waiting

buckets.

How much power have you got here?"
he asked.
"Thirty or forty horsepower, I guess."
"What do you do with it besides grinding cider to pickle your neighbors' digestion?"

"Nothing much.
moulding machine

How

can he installed
water power.
This outfit
lights the whole fartn. It costs only
$350 to $JfOO to install and is simple in
electric plants

without

the extreme- This Girl is starting
the engine. The engine can be
used also for the operating
of the other house

machinery.

PERKINS

was what some people call,
not a farmer, but an "agriculturist"
that is, he was a back-to-the-Iand
man. He had been born and raised on a
farm. He knew that you must harness a
horse on the left side, milk a cow on the
right, that wagon nuts tighten the way
the wheel runs, and that a fresh egg will
not float.
He had a farm that would grow enough
•clover to fill the average dairy if he fed
it lime; he had a boy coming to school
age;. and both he and his wife wanted to
get back to the country. They had their
little s-avings, and they wanted, first of
all, to take a vacation, getting acquainted
They hadn't taken a
with their farm.
vacation in fifteen years.
He moved in, late in the summer, and
started out to get acquainted with his
neighbors, as well as his land. The farm
Water courses cut
was in the hills.
through everywhere and a mountain river
flowed down his valley.
One night Perkins came in late f.rom a
long drive with his next-door neighbor.
He had learned the first rule of courtesy
in the country, which is to unhitch his own
side of the horse and help back the buggy

—

I've got a planer

and

there, to work up
jags of lumber, occasionally. That's all.
This mill was a chair factory in my grandfather's day, back in 1830."

"Do you use

it

in

thirty days in a year?"

"No; not half that."

"What are you going

to

do with

it

this

winter?"
"Nothing; I keep the gate open and the
wheel turning, so it won't freeze, but
nothing else.
I am going to take the
family to visit my wife's folks for three
months.
We've worked hard enough to
take a vacation?"
"Will you rent me the mill while you
are gone?"
"Go ahead; you can have it for nothing,
if you will watch the ice."
"All right; let me know when you come

I'll

drive to town and bring you

HIS NEIGHBOR COMES HOME.

Three months went by, and one day in
February the city man, in response to a
letter, hitched up and drove to town to
bring his neighbor back home. It was four
o'clock in the afternoon when they started
out, and it was six
dark - when they

—

amazed procession from room to
room of the house they had shut up for

led the

the winter.
side of every

On

the wall in the hall out-

room was a button which he
pushed, and the room became as light as
day before they entered. The cellar door,
in opening, automatically lighted a lamp
illuminating that cavern as it had never
been lighted before since the day a house
was built over it.
Needless to say, the farmer and his
family were reduced to a state of speechlessness.

HOW THE DEUCE DID YOU
"How the deuce did you do
articulated the farmer.

They stumbled around the
barn putting up the horse, and getting
down hay and grain for it, by the light
of an oil lantern, which was set on the

into the shed.

a place convenient to be kicked
inside and took supper
by the light of a smoky, smelly oil lamp,

floor in

over.

He went

Farm

—

turned the bend in the road to the farm
house.
They helped the wife and children out, with their baggage, and as Perkins opened the door of the house, he
reached up on the wall and turned something that clicked sharply.
Instantly light spring from everywhere.
In the barnyard a street lamp with an 18inch reflector illuminated all under it for
a4space of 100 feet with bright white rays
of light. Another street lamp hung over
the watering trough. The barn doors and
windows burst forth in light. There was
not a dark corner to be found anywhere.
Perkins
In the house it was the same.

labor and materials built this crib and stone dam.

DO IT?
it?" finally

—

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
"I put your idle water wheel to work,"
said Perkins; and then, satisfied with this
exhibition, he put them back in the sleigh
and drove to his home, where his wife had
s-iipper

waiting.

While the men were putting up the team
in

the electric-lighted barn, the

farm wife

went into the kitchen. Her hostess was
cooking supper on an electric stove.
It
looked like a city gas range and it cooked
all their meals, and did the baking beside?.
A hot-water tank stood against
the wall, not connected to anything hot,
apparently. But it was scalding hot, by
virtue of a little electric water heater the
size of a quart tin can, connected at the
bottom.
Twenty-four hours a day the
water wheel pumped electricity into that
"can" so that the hot water was to be had
at any hour simply by turning on a
faucet. In the laundry there was art electric pump that kept the tank in the attic
filled

water

automatically.

When

the level of

tank fell to a certain point,
a float operated a switch that started the
pump; and when the water level reached
in this

a certain height, the same float s^topped
the pump. A small motor, the size of a

medium Hubbard squash operated a washing machine and wringer on wash days.
This pame motor was a man-of-all-work
for this house, for, when called on, it
turned the separator, ground and polished
knives and silverware, spun the sewing
machine, and worked a vacuum cleaner.
Over the dining room table hung the
same hanging shade of old days, but the

was gone. In its place was
a 100-watt tungsten lamp whose rays
made the white table cloth fairly glisten.
The wires carrying electricity to this
lamp were threaded through the chains
oil

lamp

itself

reaching to the ceiling, and one had to
look twice to see where the current came
from. In the sitting room, a cluster of
electric bulbs glowed from a fancy wicker
work basket that hung from the ceiling.
The housewife had made use of what she
had throughout the house. Old-fashioned
candle-shades sat like cocked hats astride

25

electric bulbs.
There is little heat to an
electric bulb for the reason that the white-

hot wire that gives the light is made to
burn in high vacuum, which transmits
heat very slowly.
The housewife had
taken advantage of this fact and from
every corner gleamed lights dressed in
fancy designs of tissue paper and silk.

"Now we
kins

will talk business," said Per-

when supper was

over.

THE SMALL ELECTRIC PLANT.
The returned native looked dubious. He
had learned long ago that one cannot expect to get something for nothing, and he
was a joker in this affair.
"How much do I owe you?" he asked.
"Nothing," said Perkins. "You furnish
the water-pov/er with your idle wheel, and
I furnish the electric installation.
This
is only a small plant I have put in, but it
gives us enough electricity to go around,
with a margin for emergencies. I have
taken the liberty of wiring your horsefelt sure there

barn and cow-barn and your barn-yard.
Altogether, I suppose you have 30 lights
about the place, and during these long
winter days you will keep most of them
going from 3 to 5 hours a night and 2 or
3 hours in the early morning.
If you
were in town, those lights would cost you
about 12 cents an hour, at the commercial
rate of electricity. Say 60 cents a day
eighteen dollars a month.
That isn't a
very big electric light bill for some people
I know in town
and they consider themselves lucky to have the privilege of buying electricitv at that rate. Your wheel
is running all winter to prevent ice from
forming and smashing it. It might just
as well be spinning the dynamo.
"If you think it worth while," continued
Perkins, "this $18 worth of light you have
on tap night and morning, or any hour
of the day we will say the account is
settled.
That is, of course, if you will

'

This new farm electric light plant will
light the stables as well and when you
go to milk, the turning of a button, makes the coivbarn as
light as day.

Next
without^ overloading the machine.
spring I am going to stock up this place^;
and I think about the first thing I will do,
when my dairy is running, will be to put
in a milking machine and let electricity
do the milking for me, and keep water
running in my barn. You will probably
want to do the same."
NO HOT KITCHENS NOW.

—

—

give

me

the use of half the electricity that

your idle wheel is grinding out with my
second-hand dynamo.
We have about
eight electrical horsepower on our wires,

"But what

it

does for us

barn and barn-yard,

men

isn't to be

in

the

compared

does for the women in the house.
wife wants a hot oven she
presses a button. When she wants to put
the 'fire' out, she presses another. That's
No heat, no smoke, no
all there is to it.
and
The same with ironing
ashes.

what

to

it

When my

—

washing. No oil lamps to fill; no wicks to
trim, no chimneys to wash, no kerosene to
kick over and start a fire."
"You say the current you have put in
my house would cost me about $18 a
month, in town. What-does it cost here?"

Your -river, that

"Practically nothing.

has been running to waste ever since your
grandfather gave up making chairs, does
the work. There is nothing about a dy-

-«^^

namo to wear out, except the bearings,
and these can be replaced once every five
The machine
or ten years for a trifle.
needs to be oiled and cared for fill the oil
cups about once in three days. Your water
wheel needs the same attention. That's

—

there is to it. You can figure the cost
of your current yourself just about the
and
cost of the lubricating oil you use
the cost of the time you give it about
the same time you give to any piece of
all

—

—
—

good machinery, from a sulky plow to a

cream separator."

TWO NEIGHBORS

GAIN.

a true story. This electric plant,
where Perkins furnishes the electric end,
and his neighbor the water-power, has
been running now for two years, grinding out electricity for the two places
Perkins was
twenty-four hours a day.
not an electrical engineer. He was just
a plain intelligent citizen vyho found suffi-

This

Measuring a stream with a weir.

is

Continued on page
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For Year- Round Bloom

Fall Planting

By E. M.

MUNRO

i

The most humble building can be transformed by

ONE

vines.

and permanence to
garden
which
only
shrubs can give.
So we
might have a border of the

from March

German

the

army

of insect pests.
first flower of
ing can take the place of the

For the very

March noth-

common

old-

fashioned snow-drop, Galanthus nivalis.
It is the first sign of awakening Nature,
appearing often beside patches of snow
the most inspiring delicate white flower
imaginable. Plant the bulbs in the fall,
scattered over a patch of lawn that is
partially shaded. The flower is so small
that it needs the reinforcement of numbers, so it is well to plant plenty of the
bulbs; they cost only a dollar a hundred.
Once set, they may be forgotten until
they overwhelm you with their message
that spring has returned.
A border of
tulips planted in a few weeks now will
give a gay patch of color to the grounds
as soon as the snow leaves.
For April bloom the flowering shrub
forsji;hia will burst into a mass of gold
before the trees really get under way in
their leaf-making.
Plant several masses
of the shrubs in the background of your
border and their foliage will set off the
flowers that come later.
Here again the
groups, once planted in the fall, need no
further attention for years to come.

make

With May the time has
come when we must have a
border flower coming into

of the first principles in planting
the ground around a farm house, is
to get a maximum of effect with a
minimum of labor. The strange fact is
that the people who have the least time
to spend on their home siirroundings can
have the very best the horticultural world
offers, but this necessitates planting generous masses of only a few things, and
these the real stars of the garden stage.
It also means looking ahead to have something blooming the whole season through,
to November, and a few
shrubs with bright hips and berries to
give a note of color to the winter landFurther, we want mostly things
scape.
that need little care and which are quite
capable of fighting their own fight against

'luwttiHy pLatits in window boxes
an excellent porch decoration.

the lime-light, also we need
more of the foliage-producing element to form backgrounds for later effects,
and to give that air of
solidity

the

iris, in

mass again,

and that most dazzling of
shrubs, the Spiraea Van
Houetti.
The iris can be
had in colors of white, pink,
deep purple, lavender and
yellow with almost innumerable combinations of these,
whatever color you
but
choose, plant plenty of white
In May will bloom the dazzling spirea.
to bring out the best in the
After setting
other tones.
For June, of course, "there's nothing
out the irises in the early fall, all they will
like the rose," but with the rose-bug and
require will be an ocasional division of
the clumps
these
as
too
In dibig.
viding
d o

grow

not
the

make
clumps

too small or
you will lose
a season of

bloom. The
spireas will

need no att e n t i o n

the

after
first
i

n g

plant-

in

a

large, deeply
worked
location.

Nothing compares with the hardy hydrangea for bloom from August
well into winter.

-

Hardy

Which Planted Now Will Make the Garden a
Picture From March to November Next Year

Varieties

Let a row of hollyhocks dominate the

garden in July.
Notkiiiy equals a good background of trees.
protection of this "queen of
flowers" is almost out of the
question for the farm gard-

ener whose time is limited.
It would be hard to imagine
a real farm home, of course,
without a cherished rosebush around the parlor window, but for general practical
purposes
the
peony
makes a better showing. It
doesn't

enemy

seem

to

have an
and all

in the world,

it asks is to be well fed. Set
out the dormant roots in the
fall, and the only labor to
follow is an annual rich

mulch of manure in November, an application or two of

A

border planted close, tends to blend the house with
its surroundings.

the mildew and the black-spot and the
green-fly and the scale and the slug, the

liquid

manure as a stimulant

when

the flowering begins,

and every three years or

so,

a division of the clumps.

The hardier varieties of
roses bloom in July, especially the climbers
and the Dorothy Perkins; Gardenia, a yellowish white

double
Lady
a shell
double

;

Gay,
pink
i

n

clusters,
and

others.
special

One

beauty

o f

the climbing

and rambler
rose against
the house is
that they

help

to

the

blend

home
its
The later flowering phloxes carry their bloom well
into October.

s

with
u r -

roun dings,
to

sort

of

it to the earth.
For July also we
should have hollyhocks
a stately row
of them nodding in at the windows, preferably along the sunny side of the house.
Hollyhocks are supposed to be biennials
that is, the plants from seed sown one fall
will bloom only in the second summer to
follow. As a matter of fact, though, the
plants continue to bloom usually for
several years after that, and as the seeds
sow themselves you will never lack for
thrifty young bloomers, provided only
that the soil in which they grow is really
deep three feet of loose loam if possible.
In August will come into bloom one of
the finest shrubs we have
the hardy
hydrangea; and it must be added to our
list to carry the garden bloom on into the
The great heads of white turn pink
fall.
with the cool weather, and if cut off after
the first severe frosts they will hold their
Severe
color for a long time indoors.
pruning in the late fall or winter is all the
hydrangea needs; the bloom is borne' on
the new wood each season.
The dahlia is the reigning star of the
September garden, and if you have not
recently seen the amazing variety of
form and color in which it is Yiow obtainable, there is a rare treat in store for you.
The best way to choose the varieties you
want is to visit a dahlia exhibition in the
fall, or learn the varieties of those that
appeal to you in some other garden.
Dahlias alone, of the plants sugge.=;ted
here, require annual planting; each fall,
late, the bulbs will have to be taken up,
hung in a dry place indoors to ripen and
set out again in May.
In October the late varieties of phlox
are fully able to keep up the standard of
attractions that your all-star garden has
Avoid the pale purple shades in
set.
favor of pinks, cherry reds and plenty of
white. Jeanne d'Arc is one of the best
white late-flowering varieties.

tie

—

—

—

—

'

The

Frost Girl:

?In\Tr'Vo&

saw these twenty men, each in his
palace, each smoking the finest of
tobacco, a handmaiden to run for his
wine, two more to bring him his meals of
many courses, and I talked with them and
learned their happiness, their great joy.
" 'But, Lord,' I said, for the glory of it
"I

A

Story of the Canadian North

Illustrated

by

HARRY

CHAPTER XYIU.— Continued.

THE

man

turned and looked in surThen he
speaker.
the
prise
at
shrugged his shoulders and laughed.
"Sit down!" repeated Hardisty in the
same voice. "I'm not only going to consider your bellies, I am going to fill
them."
"Mine's filled with wind now, and that's
all you got," sneered another of the crew
as he, too, arose.
"I have something more than wind," re"I have
plied the missionary sternly.
something more valuable than gold. Sit
down and listen to me, and to-morrow you
can eat your fill. I promise it, the appointed of the Lord, and the Apostle of the
Select."

The missionary had risen and, while his
voice did not carry far beyond the fire, it
was stern, sharp, commanding. The two
who had risen hesitated and then returned
to their seats.
Hardisty looked about the circle for a
moment, studying his audience. Not so

much

promise of food as the sudden
manner, the impressiveness
of his tone, the unusualness of his figure
in a white canvas parka, from the folded
hood of which his hair flowed out in thick

their

C.

EDWARDS

bidding.

Women

man.
"You,

my brothers," he suddenly exploded, "are to be the Chosen Twenty. In
my vision were twenty men, men of great
strength, great wisdom and great courage.
These were the Chosen Twenty, the men

who were

to

accompany me

into the land
as their leader,

of plenty, who, with me
were to found the order of the Select.
"In my vision these twenty men, strong,
brave, wise, were the lords of all that lay
between the two mighty rivers. All others
served them. Men of another race did

They dwelt

in

each man in a house of his
own. And each man had twenty men of
another race to do his work and twenty
women of another race to wait upon him.
"And these twenty men, each with his
forty slaves, ruled this great land between the two mighty rivers. And every
piece of fur that was caught in that land
was laid at their doors. And every bit of
food that was sold in that land went
from their doors. And every traveller in
that land paid his tax to them.
fine houses,

"I was taken into their houses, and I
saw the gold and the fur piled in the store
rooms. I saw the kitchens filled with
busy cooks. I saw the gardens tilled by
the handmaidens.
I saw the storehouses
filled with food, with flour and sugar and
tea and fruits and bacon and puddings,
and the cellars were filled with wines
and liquors.

was more than

am

I could comprehend, 'I
only a poor mortal and doubts corne

to me.'

"And I was answered
Doubts shall
Waken, and
no longer come to thee.
thou shalt see this land over which thou
are to be the ruler.
That
"And immediately I wakened.
:

'

night when the vision came to me I was
sleeping in the wigwam of an Indian
hunter north of here.
It was still dark
when I arose and went out beneath the
stars.
And there before me stood a
team of eight dogs, each white and twice
as large as the dogs you know, and each
harnessed with gold and silver-covered
leather. And behind them was a carriole
trimmed with gold and gems, and behind
it was a driver wearing a suit of black
fox skins. I sat in the carriole and was
covered with a robe of the same precious
fur, and the next instant we were off.
"For miles without end we flew over the

THE STORY— UP TO THE PRESENT

in his

black masses, held the crew's attention.
His face was covered with an untrimmed
beard. His eyes shone with the zeal of
To the rough, unthinking,
fanaticism.
plastic woodsmen, he appeared as a new,
strange person. The smiling, ingratiatIn his place
ing missionary was gone.
was one who appeared to be what he
claimed.
"I, the appointed of the
Lord, the
Apostle of the Select, speak to you," he
began at last in a low, measured, awesome
"To me has come the vision, the
tone.
appointment. To you, my brothers, has
come the opportunity. Into my hands
has been given the leadership of the
Select.
To me has come the vision from
on high. With my ovm ears I have heard
the law of the prophets."
He paused and looked about the circle.
Not swiftly, his eyes running over the
faces lighted up by the campfire, but
slowly, looking long and carefully at each

of another race

were their hand-maidens.

his

change

own

Allan Baird, who has been running a preliminary survey line for
a new railroad to Hudson's Bay,
meets Hertha MacLure, a strikingly attractive but very mysterious
girl who 7~uns a trading post, formerly managed by her father, and
who is known all through the north
country as "The Frost Girl," on account of her coldness to all the
men who visit the post. Baird completes his survey and returns to
headquarters at Toronto, where he
receives peremptory orders to start
at once on a complete survey line
from his chief. Baird must complete
his work and file plans at Ottawa
by April 1. He at once returns to
the north. Four days out from Sabawe, his base of supplies, nine of
his dogs are poisoned over night.
Baird goes to the post of the Frost
Girl to secure supplies. She refuses
absolutely to sell him anything.
He then hurries back to get supplies up from Sabawe, and, .after a
long delay, gets back to camp to find
that his hungry men have gone to
secure supplies by force from the
Frost Girl. He protects the Post
from his men and sends them back
to

camp.

By

this

tim.e

Baird

alizes that he is 'in love with

re-

the

He starts out himself to discover who poisoned the dogs and at
the team's camping place he finds
a man hiding pieces of frozen

girl.

meat in the snow around the camp
where the dogs would find it. He
endeavors to overpower the stranger and a fierce struggle ensues,
from which Baird issues victor, his
opponent sustaining a broken arm.
The poisoner gets away, however.
In striking across the ice, Baird
breaks
through and is nearly
drowned. Fighting his way back
to camp in freezing conditions, he
nearly succumbs, but is found and
rescued by the Frost Girl. He is
nursed back to life by Hertha and
their intimacy ripens to friendship.
In the meantime the guardian of
the food cache is lured away by an
Indian and, in his absence, the cache
They catch the Indian,
is burned.
ivho proves to be one of the Frost

Girl's "people."

She comes

to the

plead for him and reveals
to Allan that she has been opposing him, because she believes the
building of a railroad will drive the
Indians, the rightful possessors of
She spends
the country, away.
Christinas Day in camp. By reason
of further depredations on their
stores, food runs out and the camp
finally faces starvation. Allan and
Hughey start out to find food and,
in their absence, Hardisty, a missionary whom Allan had met at the
Frost Girl's, visits the camp and
addresses the men.

camp

to

'

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
No

trail was broken, and yet the
strong and fleet were they,
skimmed over the Surface without a
pause and with the speed of lightning.
And after a while, just as the light of
day was coming, I came to the city of
twenty houses and saw that which I have
told you
" That day I spent there, and that
night the eight white dogs took me back
to the wigwam of the Indian hunter.
" 'But, Lord,' I said, if I am to be the

snow.

dogs,

so

'

leader of the select where am I to find
the Chosen Twenty ?' And I was told to
go forth from the wigwam a day's jour-

ney and
In

I

would

find them."

the engineers' tent Matthews and

sense of things, who have stood shoulder
to shoulder with them in the presence of
death, can understand their mental pro-

Naturally uiireligious, blasphem-

cesses.

hunger that was
with them, the death that hovered just
outside the circle of their campfire, and
the tempting offers of the missionary,
combined to arouse their curiosity. At
any other time they would have laughed

ous, unthinking, yet the

him to
Still

each was reluctant to admit he
circle of the

clad

figure

stopped.
"

and

Within the hour you

came the

shall eat
low, clear voice.

Jacobs were asleep. But Denny Slavin,
who lay on the side nearest the fire, was
wakeful. He heard the murmur of
Hardisty's voice at the beginning. Later
as it rose, he caught the words and
lay listening. As the missionary finished he chuckled beneath his robe.
" The crazy fool !" he said to himself.
" It's better than
a show. I mustn't

came an eager

forget any of that."

it."

HEwas

ly believed it but, reckless, easily led,

AGAIN

minutes Denny dropped

off to sleep.

But the hungry men outside had ceased
to find anything amusing in what they
Their mouths watered at the
heard.
They did not believe,
mention of food.
but they were interested. In time their
interest induced hope that it might be
Absorbed, they leaned forward
until the missionary, in a low, tense tone,
told of the new order he was about to
found, of the riches and glory that awaited the Twenty Chosen.
" You got any samples of all this ?"
suddenly asked one of the listeners.
" Have you
so little faith ?" cried
Then his manHardisty in reproach.
ner changed and he jumped to his feet.
" What is faith without works ?" he
whispered, holding up a hand for silence.
"Lest ye doubt and fail to gain the glory
Vvhich is yours, I have brought with me

be yours.

Come

!"

Without looking to see that he was followed, he turned toward the trail that led
into the north.
His tall figure clad in the
wrinkled white parka that fell to his
knees, the black hair tumbling out of the
folded hood, his right hand pointing tosky, the missionary presented
a figure that would have convulsed Denny
Slavin.
It is generally conceded that any man
with a beard, a fantastic distortion of
some quotation from the Bible, a sensual
inducement and an original feature in his
address, can found a religious sect.
History is full of such instances.
To you
they are only things of passing interest,
perhaps of amusement or of pity for the
dupes.
To the crew of hungry woodsmen this

ward the

new prophet was becoming more and more
interesting. Only those who have worked
with such men, who have shared their hardships,

who have read

closely their simple

fire.

Still

None

to be first.
" Hell !" whispered

Jimmy

the axeman.

" We'll starve as quick here.

And may

be he has got grub."
" And he said there

was

all

the

voice.

men

was

a lot to drink."

"I'm
needed.

game

to try

They hardand

with the added impulse of the woodsman's
superstition, they needed only self encouragement to follow Hardisty, only a jesting mask of their real reason.

Denny Slavin, sophisticated Denny, lay
smiling in his sleep. But the crew was
gone.

CHAPTER XIX
Allan Finds Food

ALLAN

HIS

decision made, Allan turned and
hurried on toward the south. For an
hour he maintained his jog trot, and then,
where the trail crossed a small lake, he
saw a freshly broken branch leading off to
the east. Could it have been the runaway
In any event, it was someone,
dogs?
someone with dogs, perhaps someone with
food. He turned at once and followed the

new

wanted

true.

some things from the storehouses of the
chosen, from the storehouses which shall

he turned and went on.

the crew remained at the

It

Hardisty
more.
for
talking again. But now the
tones were low, subdued, and the words
After a few
did not reach the tent.
listened

from camp and he had come for nothing.
would he late at night before he cauld
return.
And, when he did, what was
there? Nothing but inaction. Only one
day of half rations would remain. It
would be better for him, with the little
food he had, to go on in an attempt to
hurry up the dog teams from Sabawe.
One team could be lightened and make a
record dash to the camp.

It

silence.

would follow.
Beyond the
dying fire-light the white

drink,"

29

straight east into a bay. Allan
jogged on across the ice to the shore. As
he climbed the bank he heard the growl
of a sledge dog and the next instant found
himself before a birchbark wigwam, a
band of snapping dogs at his heels. The
blanket flap over the door was thrown
back and an Indian stepped out.
Allan's knowledge of the Indian nature
was limited. He had had Indian canoe-

men the summer before, Hughey had told
him something of them, but he had never
given the red man much consideration.
.Accordingly he was not surprised by the
fact that this solitary Indian hunter was
living there without a family, by the fact
that there was nothing settled about the
camp. He did not think it strange that
the man should have two hundred pounds
of flour, some beans and sugar. He only
knew that it was food and there were dogs
to

BAIRD

could handle himself
well in the woods, but he was not a
woodsman. When he left the survey camp
in search of the missionary's dogs, only
the hard-packed trail itself was visible
in the darkness. Hardisty had said that
the dogs ran away about fifteen miles
south of the camp. He went on a jog-trot
thinking only of covering the distance as
quickly as possible.
So, when day]i-|-_t came, he looked
eaferiy ahead for the dogs, not thinking
of tracks or looking for them. On and

on he went until mid-forenoon, when he
suddenly realized that he had covered
more than fifteen miles, and that there
was no sign of the dogs. He knew he could
measure distance only by the time he had
travelled, that Hardisty could only do the
same. Perhaps one had erred. He hurried
on.

At noon he struck a big burn across
which the trail led. The wind had filled
the deep trench in places, and in one of
these Allan saw the tracks of his own
moccasins made on the journey to camp
the day before. There were no tracks on
top of them. The dogs had not gone that
far.

Perplexed, he stopped to consider the
question. He thought of the trail he had
been travelling all day. He did not remember having seen any sign where the
dogs or Hardisty had entered it. Sub-consciously he had been watching for it, and
now he knew that the two straight walls
of the toboggan trail had been unbroken.
He was now nearly twenty-five miles

trail.

It led

haul

it.

did Allan think it unusual that the
Indian should agree so readily to sell his
provisions and to haul them to the survey
camp. There was none of the delay of the
accustomed negotiations with the red-

Nor

man.

And the Indian knew some English,
could tell Allan of another Indian a little
farther down who had dogs and much
rood. He could get him to' sell, to haul it,
too.

Allan, overjoyed, eager to be started,
assisted in loading the toboggan. Out onto the lake they drove the dogs and, at the
juncture with the main trail, left the load
and turned south to where the Indian had
said more food could be obtained.

But it was farther than Allan had understood and darkness came before they
reached the second wigwam. This Indian
had flour and pork, and was willing to
But neither would stir until mornsell:
ing and Allan, though he tried to induce
an immediate start, was forced to remain
in the wigwam with them.

They were up early enough, but the Indian dogs, half starved and weak, were
not equal to the pace of Allan's own dogs
with a load, and the day dragged through
without their reaching camp. Even the
engineer saw that the teams could not go
through without a rest, and the three
camped beside the trail until morning. It
was ten o'clock when, with the dogs staggering and limping, they reached camp.
"What's the mattef- now?" demanded
Continued on page
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Black Fox Farming in Essa:
An

Ontario Ranch on a Big Scotch Farmer

s

Fertile

By

Farm. In

MACKENZIE

F. C.
it

Because of

its

Investm^ent Possibilities
business may
on the ordinary
farm in Canada.
James Ruthven, a genial
Scotch farmer of 73, lives
on one of the most fertile
farms of Essa, settled by
his father away back in the
Here there is every
'30's.
evidence of careful and

INDIAN
me

which

trappers told
last fall as I travelled through the hin-

terland of Ontario, that
many a red man made considerable money out of
black fox skins.
Occasionally his traps
would present him with
one, a sport no doubt from
the red foxes that here
abounded.
These skins

made him

so

the

profitable agriculture.

the

Ruthven feeding the pups a meat meal. Note the white
tail and how tam,e one has become as to stand oA his
knee. This photo was taken by J. Albert Hand, B.S.A., of the
Grain Growers' Grain Co., Winnipeg, who accompanied the
writer on the trip.
The picture was taken through a

W. H.

tip

C-

on the

knot-hole in the fence.

market seems no where

near satisfaction than forAnd despite the war being on, only
last fall 20 skins averaged $725.00 in the
New York market- Naturally one was
bound to make further incjuiry into this
form of livestock farming.
Silver black foxes are found wild in
all parts of Canada and extremely good
furs have brought stome fabulous prices.
Several years ago, farmers in P. E. I.
and N. B., caught the idea that it might
be profitable to rear these foxes on the
farm and so add to the livestock returns.
The business qujjckly caught in the
venturesome East and soon the flotation
of fox' companies compelled the attention
of investors all over Canada. The ordinary man, though, looked upon it another
speculating proposition that would peter
out when the business got down to a commercial basis on pelts.
Strange to say the dividend from these Maritime
concerns continued to come
in and they showed no eviFox
dences of collapsefurs still command big

the well-tilled 'fields of the
300-acre farm first attracted my attention as the
motor car entered the lane.
At the back of the farm is
a 140-acre hardwood bush
from which only the original pine has been culled.
Here by its friendly shelter
lay the enclosure, the silver
black fox ranch we had

come

to see.

W. H.

C.

younger son,

and see his ranch in August when the pups
were showing up fairly well. It was at
once accepted and what we saw there opened our eyes to the possible proportions to

Ruthven, the
lives at

home

with the parents while the other broGathther lives in an adjoining farm.
ering his basket of beef, he invited
us to make our first inspection of a fox
ranch.

37(6 following article tens written after
a personal visit to this ranch.
Space
forbids more pictures, hut some of the

farm

scenes, where 7i}-bushel yields of
olits this year, tvith iO-bushel fall
wheat, and 35-l)usJiel barley, and a big
promise for red clover, unll appear in the
October issue. The men who knoiv hotv
to sell pure seed grain and make the
farm go in other live stock ventures,
hare the genius for fox farming, and are
Editor.
making a good shotcing.

O.A.C.

—

Now the ranch is not the wild spot we
had anticipated. It resembles other forms
farming very much. The
of livestock
yards were enclosed by a 12-foot fence,
inside which the pens varying in sizes
from 15 to 30 feet square, were laid off
in regular order, each covered over the
bottom, sides and part of the top with a
specially galvanized fine mesh
chicken

wire-

So nicely was it laid on the ground
that the growing grass had completely
obliterated all traces of it.
Doors from
the outer court opened into
the central one from which
doors led to all the others.

The market readabsorbs all that the producers can secure and even
expands its call for more.
Rumination over these
facts about the business
and the curiosity about
ranching possibilities on
the ordinary farm made inquiry into the situation, a
matter for early attention.
I wanted to see what a fox
ranch looked like and how
the business was done.
prices.

ily

To one

side

and

close

beside it, was built a 3story 12-foot house up
which we went for our inspection. Three cosy rooms,
the bottom a kitchen, the
second a living room and
the top a bed-office combined completed the layout.
From the office on top from
a window to be seen in the
photo,
we watched the
foxes, eight pairs of them,
averaging 3 pups to each
pair, get their evening meal

from W. H.

C. Ruthven's

hands.

A HANDSOME ANIMAL.

AN ONTARIO RANCH.

Now

The opportunity came,
W. H. C. Ruthven, a young
farmer of Essa township,
Simcoe County, sent down
an "linvitation to come out

The

neat farm house with running water, the capacious
barns, supplied with wind
and gasoline power, and

much money

fur markets that
when one was secured, it
added considerable to the
season's work and to the
joy of that wild life.
I had known that the silver black foxes were being
produced on ranches in
Eastern Canada and that
the returns were justifying
the investments of capital.
Black fox furs have been
handled by the Hudson Bay
Co. for over 300 years and
in

this

attain

all

the black fox like
other foxes is a very

His
individual.
sleek fur, with his bushy,
white-tipped tail, his narrow nose, erect ears, and

cunning

Another snap. of the old pair and their six pups on the RuthvenBrett Fox Ranch on a farm in Central Ontario.
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Maxwell cars have

F.

greater, actual, delivered horsepower, per
pound of weight, than
any car built*

O.B.WINDSOR

pOWER must be reckoned in reference
-^

to the

weight

This is the big underlying truth that is often
overlooked in careless statements about horsepower.
involved.

We

repeat that Maxwell cars have greater horsepower,
per pound of weight, than any car built.

This has been proved within the last six months by
four competitive tests made in the two leading scientific schools of the United States.

The

point for you to

remember

is this:

Maxwell cars will take you anywhere that any car will
take you and they'll take you as fast as you'll dare to travel.
We are ready to prove any and all of our statements.
2-passenger Cabriolet $1235
S-passenger Touring Car, $850
2-pessenger Roadster 830
6 passenger Town Car, 1300
5 passenger Sedan, $1400

Write for the

Motor

New Maxwell

Company

of

Catalog

Canada,

C-8

Ltd.

Windsor. Ont.

You

are cordially invited to meet us at the Canadian National Exhibition,

Transportation Building, Toronto

— August 26 to September 10
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Price of Delay

To Parents and Students Seeking a School
TT IS a fact tliat many of the best schools complete

|
i

their enrolments \vell in advance of the fall opening
and are forced to tnrn awa}' late applicants.

|
|

The

i
1

-'.

|

price of

hoy or

d(

lay is often a wasted school year for a

girl.

•

this is onl>' one of several reasons why it is important to choose the ])roper school in ample time,

i
i

Bnt

1
I
I
1
i

Thei-e are crften nnmerous details which demand attention after the decision is made
matters of wardrobe,
equipment, hygiene, finance perhaps questions to ask
the Principal. In the last-minute rush at opening time
details of this nature often receive scant attention.

j
1

i

J^lan to give yt)ur boy or girl the best kind of a start
by making an early decision on the right school w^hile
there is plenty of time to plan thoughtfully and wisely.

|
|
|

To simplify the school question for The Farmer's
Magazine readers we have brought together in this
issu*^, the announcements of the leading preparatory
schools and colleges the best institutions of their kind

|
j
|
|
E
1
i
1

I
i
I
i
1
i
I
i

—

—

—

I

list is especially arranged for
your convenience, and we advise you to consult it carefully and study the information offered about each

1

school.

in this country.

You need

This

writing freely and
schools
this
list,
for in placing their
frankly to any
in
announcements in The Farmer's Magazine they stand
ready to answer all questions and submit to the most
feel

no hesitancy

in

rigid investigation.

i
i

|
i
i

One

from the Ruthmeasured 52 inches from

of the marketed skins

ven farm.

It

Great care is taken
keep the ears and nose perfect.

tip to tip.

flashing eyes
indeed.

make

a

handsome picture

"The foxes note your head gear

Pick out those iiistitutions which you think will meet
your requirements and \vrite to them for more intimate
details.
In addition to sending their catalogs, with
views, references and other information, the Principals
will gladly answer any questions you may wish to ask.

to

first,"

said Mr- Ruthven, "for they always look
you in the eye. So my brother can don
my garb, wear my old hat and feed them

without alarming them."
The food this time consisted of fresh
beef purchased from the butcher at Allistor,

and cut up into narrow strips. All
Continued on page 77.

If you are still undecided about a school after you have
carefully studied the announcements in this issue, we
will he glad to give you any possible assistance. Remember that this puts you under no obligation whatever. In writing us, be sure to state the kind of school
you desire, age of pupil, location preferred, and the
approximate tuition fee you are willing to pay. After
studying your I'ecpiirements we will advise you to the

best of our ability.

School Bureau

The Farmer's Magazine
=

143-153 University Avenue,

Toronto, Ontario

The young foxes are quite wary
strangers even at feeding time.

of
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USEFUL Preserving Hints
Here's the Way to Succeed in
Jam or Jelly Making.
lo— Use

ripe

— but

not

over-

3o

ripe fruit.

4o — Clean, and then by

2o— Buy

St. Lawrence Red
Diamond Extra Granulated

at

Sugar.

It is guaranteed
pure
Sugar Cane Sugar, and free
from foreign substances which
might prevent jellies from
setting and later on cause

advise

the

Red Diamond
100

a rule

10 minutes,

sterilize

perfectly

before

jars

pouring in the preserves or jelly.

Success

purchasing

will surely follow the

Dealers

use

can supply the

Red Diamond

PRESERVING

either

USE ONLY

fi

medium

1b.

ST. LAWRENCE

bags which
as

boiling

of all these hints.

Extra Granulated
in the

least

your

preserves to ferment.

We

— Cook well.

most econo
mical way and assures

n e
or

coarse gram,

RED DIAMOND

is

in

at

your choice.

the

SUGAR

absolutely correct weight.

St.

Many other handy refinery
sealed packages to choose from.

Lawrence Sugar Refineries, Limited, Montr eaL

Simonds Crescent Ground

g

Cross-Cut Saws
Thus saw will cut 10 per cent, more timber, same time and labor being used,
than any other brand of Cross-Cut Saw made.
This guarantee has stood tor
thirty

years.

There are

and

two

rea-sons

for

the

superiority

of

the

Sirnonds

Saw—grinding

sleel.

A saw that does not bind in the kerf cuts easy; a saw that binds is a
bother.
Crescent grinding insures saws ground so that the teeth are all of
even thickness throiighout the length of the saw, and the blade tapered for
clearance to the greatest degree, consistent with a strength of blade which
enables the operator to push as well as pull the saw. Crescent grinding is an
exclusive process, used only on Simonds Cross-Cut Saws.

Vancouver, B. C.

Simonds Steel
for

a

will take a temper to hold a cutting edge and stay sharp
longer time than any saw not made of Simonds Steel.

There are two reasons
Cross-Cut Saws— Quality and

why you

should

buy

Simonds

—not

a soft saw

Ground
"*

—

factory for further particulars.

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Limited, Montreal, Que.

Always buy a saw with a sharp cutting edge

Crescent

Price.

Superior quality makes your cutting as easy as cutting can be.
The price is moJeiate for the saw value given. It is about the same as
you would pay for an inferior saw; therefore, why not get the best for your
money a saw with the manufacturer's name, "Simonds," on it? It is your
guarantee and. your protection.
The saw illustrated, Simonds Crescent Ground
Saw, Xo. 22, is the most satisfactoi-y saw, for all ixsual sawing purposes. Insist
on your hardware dealer supplying you with Simonds Saws.
Write to the

— because

the former lasts longer and keeps

St.
its

John, N.

*dge better.

B

;
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An

ideal type of jar for

canned chicken, beef and stock

this about
REMEMBER
radiator heat: the cur-

rents of heat will draw
the dust off the floor and throw
it up against the wall.
That's
why walls near radiators are
so often soiled or dingy.
Keisey heat heats without

The
Practiccxlly

radiators.
It

burns

I

SendjoT

By

!

for

CARIBEL NYE

literature

Smart

Mfg.

THE

efficient housekeeper sees the
value of a supply of home-canned
fruits, meats, and vegetables on
the "emergency" shelf, for when she has
been detained downtown until five-thirty,
or when the unexpected guest appears, it
is easy to open a jar or two of homecanned and wholesome vegetables and
meats, which need only to be heated before making their appearance on the
table, and to supplement them with a jar

Co.

Limited

Brockville, Ont.,

he

of

less coal

radiator heat.

James

than any
can prove it

Thrift of Fall Canning
Every Variety
Fruit and Vegetable Can
Winter
Saved
Use — The Open Kettle and Cold Pack Methods.

Winnipeg, Man.

of fruit.

Some housekeepers flatter themselves
that by the use of so-called "canning powders" they have found an easy and reliable
short cut to the canning of certain vegetables which are proverbially difficult to
handle, and quantities of canning powders
are used each year by women who are
misled by the claim that they are absolutely harmless.
Such powders are certainly efficient in preventing the spoiling of canned food, but they owe their
efficiency to preservatives like boric and
salicylic acids, which may be irritating
to the lining of the stomach. And since it

possible to can all vegetables, as well as
fruits, by sterilizing them by heat,

is
all

no housekeeper is justified in jeopardizing
the health of her family by using dubious
canning powders.
Some housekeeper is saying to herself,
"I tried to can corn one year, and every
can spoiled." Another doubtless visualizes the peas she tried to can, as she found
them the next morning, the jar bursted,
and the peas scattered about the room.
But these failures might have been avoided had the women known why canned
foods spoil and why vegetables and meats
must be canned differently from fruits.
There is a reason for the spoiling of any
canned food, and with our present knowledge of canning, no housekeeper need lose
a single jar if she understands the principles involved

and follows the directions

not safe, however, for the
housewife to deviate from these directions,
for they have been carefully and scienticarefully.

It is

worked out.
The decay in vegetables and

fically

the spoiling of meats

is

due

fruits,

What do Prize
Cheese Makers
Use?

idsor
THE CANADIAN SALT CO, LIMITED
177

Black Orpington Hens
England's Best

Make

poultry pay
breed the best stock.
For England's be-st
Blue,
Black,
Buft
or
White
Orpingtons, s^d to Harold
C-orrie.
I'rices
reasonable.
Special
facilities
for exportation.
Satisfaction
g u a r a nteed.
Wi-ite for full particulars.

HAROLD CORRIE
Quobleigh,
Hants,

Easlleigh,

ENGLAND

Cables,

Corrie, Fair
Oak, England

and

to the action

Canning surplus cockerels that have reached the proper size does away with
the necessity of feeding them through the winter

—
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of a world of very small living organisms,
called micro-organisms. These micro-organisms are everywhere around us. They

Send for new "Money Saver " Booklet

are carried by air-currents, are present on
our clothes and hands, and on all surfaces

which we touch.

when

When canned

fAonsy Savers
Made
for Farmers
Canada

fruit

ferments,
when canned meat decomposes, the spoiling is caused by the attack of these microorganisms, which either were not killed
when the products were canned or which
have found their way into the can because
of imperfect sealing. If all living organisms within a can of fruit, vegetables, or
meat are killed, and if the can is perfectly sealed, the food will never spoil, although it may gradually fade and soften,
but not to an extent that will affect its
spoils,

jelly or grape-juice

palatability or value.

For years housekeepers have canned
but when a few venturesome persons attempted to can some of the vegetables in the same way, the result was

fruits,

in

goes to manufacturers of farm implements because the older implements
weren't painted. And so it goes. A little expenditure here, a little one
there, until you are surprised at the sum on the debit side of your ledger.

Now look

at the articles in this advertisement. Then ask yourself if you
haven't lost money in the past for lack of just such things. We are appealing to the common every-day horse sense of the Canadian Farmer.
And
,

he's

famous

for just that quality.

—

Carbonol When a product gives you the best possible aid in a
hundred different ways, can you afford to be without it ? Carbonol does this. It is a disinfectant of the highest grade. When
you clean house, add Carbonol to the water. It removes grease
marks, kills germs and banishes odors. If you cut yourself, you
can heal the wound and prevent blood poisoning by using Carbonol. And sores that injure horses or cattle are easily cured
with it. If the garbage pail draws flies, sprinkle it with Carbonol.
It is the best thing you could use in the sick room to prevent
contagion. There isn't anything like Carbonol for farm and
home use. Get some today.

fruit, is called the open-kettle

BsoAsnC
koorO'C

skilled labor and is famous
for its wearing qualities
Wherever you have stee ^
roofs, use Everlastic and do
Water,
away with leaks.
wind and weather are deThe
fied by this roofing.

best value you ever saw.

—

Creosote Oil
Grade-One Creorade One

In canning vegetables by the cold-pack
method, a few more steps are included,
and a somewhat longer operation is necessary than in canning fruits.
Several
terms used in describing this method of
canning are unfamiliar to the woman in
the home, and are sometimes confusing to

sote Oil

is

the

Liquid

Elastigum

— Little re-

pairs can easily run

into

money

unless

you have something
like Elastigum on

A

band.

tough, adelastic and

hesive,

waterproof cement
save you
money and worry in
that will

a hundred different
To reline or join gutters,
use Elastigum. To seal leaks of
any kind, use Elastigum. To stuff
cornices or renewchimney flashings,
use Elastigum. You will find it
makes repairs not only cheap but
easy and permanent.
places.

CreoioteOil"""^""""''
wood preservative

on the market because it peneit's practical for you because you
can apply it by the dipping or brushing method instead of the difficult and
expensive closed-cylinder method. Grade-One Creosote Oil will
make an ordinarily good fence post last 20 years. Use it on
all your exposed woodwork.
It makes exposed surfaces rotproof and moisture-proof.
trates

more deeply than any other. And

Amatite Roofing

—

Amatite Roofing is distinctive for two reasons
bright, attractive, sparkling appearance and its great durability. It has wide fame, too, as the roofing that needs no paint-

—

its

ing.

Its

Amatite

mineral surface
is

made

in rolls,

is

waterproof and

each

fire-resisting.

containing enough to cover

roll

100 square feet with a 3 inch lap.
Everjet— Black as
Egypt and much more
useful to you —that's

;

COLD-PACK CANNING.

—

In EvRoofing we offer a
thoroughly reliable "rubber
roofing" at very low cost
It is easily laid without
Everlastic Roofing

erlastic

way.

The cold-pack method consists in packing the blanched or unblanched food into
jars, filling the jars with water or syrup,
and cooking and sterilizing it in the jars.
This method for fruits is simple, and the
directions can be' followed by even the
most inexperienced housekeeper. The following are the steps: Grade the fruit according to ripeness and quality; wash
carefully, peel, remove the hull, or otherwise prepare it for canning; pack it closely into clean jars; fill the jars with hot
syrup; put the rubber in place after dipping it into boiling water for a moment;
put on the top, and adjust the wire aci-oss
the top, or screw the rim until it catches,
but do not seal the jar in either case; set
the jars into the canner and sterilize
them for the proper length of time
twenty minutes for hot water or fifteen
minutes for water-seal outfits remove the
jars from the canner and adjust the
second wire, or screw the rim tightly; invert the jar to test the seal. If the jar
leaks, put on a new rubber or two new
rubbers, replace the top, and sterilize for
ten minutes as before; label with the
name of the fruit and date. Labels may
be home-made, or "stickers" bearing the
names of the fruits and vegetables may
be purchased in book form.

A

profits, watch the little leaks in your purse.
in time saves nine. Many a sturdy fence has to come down for
want of preservative at the right time. Many a house has to be replastered because that little leak in the roof grew big. Many an order

you want steady, sure

IFstitch

frequently a failure.
The old-fashioned
method, which succeeded so well with

method of
canning. It consists of cooking the food
in a kettle, pouring it into sterilized jars,
and sealing the jars so that they are airtight.
While this method is usually safe
to use for fruits, and for acid vegetables
like tomatoes, it is not satisfactory 'for
peas, beans, corn, and greens. By the new
or cold-pack method, there is not only less
danger of spoiling, but the work is easier
and quicker, and the jars of fruit, vegetables, or meat keep their color, shape, and
flavor better than is possible by the old

33

Everjet Elastic Paint.

This glossy, permanent, elastic paint is a tri-

umph.

Elastic
PAINT
erjet.

It's

Indispensable
as a roof paint and
covering for exposed
surfaces. Make your
roofs permanently
weather - proof and

waterproof with Eva wonder. It clings to metal

than any

other
animal antiseptic.
spray your
cattle lightly with
Just

Creonoid and
watch the

No

differ-

or
bother them. Put some in the
cracks and corners of the hennery woodwork. No more mites to make nervous,
poor laying hens. Try it in the piggery.

ence.

flies

mites will

surfaces regardless of temperature.
It
never peels or chips. Positively insures
against rust.

Sold by good dealers everywhere.

—

The first step toward having
healthy, profitable live stock is to keep
them free of vermin, lice or flies. Creonoid. Lice Destroyer and Cow Spray,
will do this better
and more surely
Creonoid

Send for new "Money Saver " Booklet,

Address our nearest

office.

THE PATERSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LIMITED
MONTREAL

TORONTO

WINNIPEG

VANCOUVER

THE CARRITTE-PATERSON MANUFACTURING
ST. JOHN. N. B.

HALIFAX, N.

S.

CO.,

SYDNEY.

LIMITED
N.

S.
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CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
uses

500,000 Square Feet
A Real Recommendation of a
The Government

authorities,

half a million square feet

Paroid

of

Real Roofing

by the us 2 of over
Neponset Paroid

of

Roofing in Camp Borden and for the military
barracks at Hamilton and at Halifax, fully endorse
the preference of thousands of farmers and
builders all over Canada for

NEPDNBET

Paroid
ROOnNG

METHOD OF

—

— of

—

—

and weather-

this fire

It is the
roofing in the
world, because it gives such
long, hard service under the
conditions on

resisting roll roofing.
least expensive

NEPONBtr

PAROID
ROOFING

MOST TRYING

farm buildings,

factories

and

railroad buildings.

LOOK FOR THE
PAROID ROLL
Paroid is sold by over two
thousand Neponset dealers in
Canada. It is made in three
colors grey, green and red.
Saturated through and through

—

with asphalt,

it

will

not dry out,

curl up, split or crack,

and

will

not run in the hottest weather.
Write for booklet

BIRD & SON

DepuR

The Largest Manufacturers
Wall Board and
Roofing Felts in Canada

of Roofings,
70 King

Warehouses:

Street East.

— Winnipeg,
Montreal,

HAMILTON. ONT.
Calgary,
St.

STERILIZING.

John,

sterilizing

jars of vegetables, the one-day method,
and the three day, or intermittent, method. Each method has its advocates, and
each has advantages. By the one-day method of sterilizing, we mean placing the
jars in the canner and heating them continuously at the boiling point, or above
Usually, if this
several hours.
it, for
heating is continued long enough, the
vegetables will keep.
On the other hand, by the intermittent,
or three-day, method, jars of vegetables
are taken out of the canner at the end of
an hour's boiling. The clamp or rim is
tightened, and the jar is set aside to cool
In order to preuntil the following day.
vent the sudden change of temperature
from cracking the glass, a cloth is thrown
over the jars till their contents have somewhat cooled, or they are carefully placed
out of the way of drafts. When following this method do not let the vegetables
cool off in the sterilizer, as this results
On the second day, the
in overcooking.
clamp is loosened or the rim unscrewed,
the jars are placed in warm water deep
enough to reach within an inch of the tops,
and they are left until they have been
boiled an hour, at the end of which time
On the third
they are again removed.
day, the hour's boiling is repeated in the

same way.
There is reason for believing that the
three-day method is advisable when peas,
beans, corn, and greens are canned by
boiling.
The object in sterilizing food is
to kill all living organisms which are pre-

''REPAIR-

ING AND BUILDING''
-FREE.

!T*ND ofi £""

loosening the skin of vegetables, as in
tomatoes, for reducing their bulk, as in
beet-greens, or for
removing strong
flavors, as in dandelion-greens. This preliminary cooking also helps to sterilize
the vegetables.
An excellent way to
blanch vegetables is to place them loosely
in a piece of cheesecloth, made into a bag
by tying the four corners and to place this
bag in a steamer, or in a kettle which contains about an inch of boiling water in the
bottom, cover the kettle closely, and leave
the vegetables the required time after the
water boils. In this way vegetables are
blanched largely by steam, and much valuable food material is retained which would
be lost if the vegetables were blanched in
a great deal of water.
Another term used in describing the
cold-pack method is the cold dip. This step
always follows the blanching, and means
dipping the blanched vegetables into cold
water for one or two minutes to harden
the pulp and facilitate the handling.

There are two methods of

Hundreds of Paroid Roofs 18
years old and upwards prove
the durability and economy,
too

For instance, blanching means a
preliminary cooking in a small amount of
water, or in steam, for the purpose of

her.

Vancouver.

Edmonton.

Sometimes certain organisms asa resistive or "bad weather" form,
in which they are not easily killed by boilsent.

sume

When organisms assume such forms,
they are called spores. If, for example,
there are spores in a jar of peas, they
will probably not be killed by one hour,
or even by three hours of sterilizing. So,
after an hour's cooking, we set the jar
aside until the next day, and as it graduing.

ally cools, conditions

become just right
Most of

for these spores to germinate.

'

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
them quickly change to an active or vegetative form in which it is possible to kill
them by boiling. The second day these
vegetative forms are killed. It is barely
possible, however, that some of the spores
may not have reached the vegetative stage
during the first cooling, and so have not
been killed by the second boiling. For this
reason we take the added precaution of
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This reservoir

as easy

is

to clean as a pan

sterilizing the third day. A longer cooking
period for a single day is less trouble,
and perhaps it requires less fuel than
the three-day method, but the intermittent
method is absolutely safe, and many persons believe that the vegetables keep their
color and shape better than by the prolonged single cooking. It is for the housekeeper to decide which method she wishes
and then to follow explicitly and
to use
to the letter the directions for that method.

—

PRECAUTIONS TO OBSERVE.

But you may be ever so careful in following the directions thus far given and
still fail, because there are several other
factors which are as important as is the
canning process itself. The selection of
a good quality of fruits and vegetables
for canning is of paramount importance.
Use only those which are fresh, firm, and
ripe, but not overripe.
It is particularly
important that peas and corn should be
canned within a few hours after they are
gathered.
These vegetables are much
sweeter and tenderer when they are
freshly gathered than after they have
stood. Fermentation or souring may also
set in after the corn or peas are gather-^d.
If fermentation or, to use a canning term,
"flat sour," has commenced, even careful
sterilizing will not retrieve the damage
done, and the vegetables will not be pal.itable or wholesome.
Grading fruits and vegetables for canning is also important. After buying or
gathering them, grade them carefully according to size, firmness, ripeness, and
This is an important step which
often neglected, but it means that the
food will be cooked and sterilized uniformly, and that the jar will have a much
quality.

You would

never put

off

cleaning the hot-water

reservoir of the Pandora.

such a simple

It is

thing to keep clean.
lined with clear white porcelain as hard as glass.

It is

And it can

be lifted out as easily as you would lift a pan
from the top of the range. You empty it out and wash
and rinse it. The water is always as clear and pure in
the reservoir as

it is

in the kettle.

This is only one of the many conveniences of the
Pandora. The oven-door is glass. Think how often
you open the door on bake days. You can watch the
baking through the Pandora oven-door. The washboiler can be set the long way of the range, if you wish,
leaving two of the hot front holes free for cooking.
Wash-day dinners can be just as good as on other days.

is

better

appearance than would be possible

otherwise.

duce

may

The second quality of probe canned for ordinary use, it

may

be made into jam, marmalade, fruit
butter, or catsup, or it may be canned in
the form of fruit-juice.

The

selection of jars

-factor in sucessful

is

canning.

purchase

new

that

no economy

it is

You have heard about the Pandora, would you like to study
out for yourself why so many women praise this range ?

also a potent
If

you must

remember
buy cheap ones.

jars this year,
to

There is a fallacy among housekeepers
regarding the color of jars. They believe
that green glass prevents fruits and vegetables from fading.
This is not true.
However, a clear white glass is preferable, but only because of the appearance
of the product in the jar.
In selecting
jars, see that the inside rims are smooth,
and notice whether the glass is free from
bubbles. Jars which have a wide mouth
are essential if food is to be canned
whole, and jars which are constructed
with rims, or other attachments which
stretch easily, are not economical.
Jars
with tin tops, not lacquered or enamellined, should not be used.
There is ample
choice now of well-made jars of Lightning

M'^aaryS;
You can

learn

Pandora ^^/^

why Pandora Eanges

many

useful ideas to

make cooking

less tiring.

fully explained in an interesting little booklet,

the

Pandora."

You

this

booklet.

— surely.

Then you

You may have yours

Why

coupon to the factory.

will'

b}^

need a copy

mailing the

not get your copy to-day!

^

WCXax^
London

Calgary

Toronto
St.

Montreal

Jolin,

Saskatoon

N.B.

Winnipeg

y

Hamilton

Edmonton

/

Name

Address

>

.^

#

i

Kindly send
a copy of

me
<

the

Vancouver

.*

the

of

A

'

other

These things are

"The Magic

are going to give some thought to the

purchase of your range
of

—

new long after
You can see illustrated

stay good as

ranges have to be repaired or replaced.

/

<^° "

The

""

^'°°'^^^*'

l\Jagie

Pandora.

'

of
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spring type, of the newer
or the old Mason type.

Economy

type,

In the selection of rubbers, the color of

rubber does not necessarily indicate

Cf)00l

—

irectorp
An

Authoritative

and

Correspondence Schools

Up-to-Date Directory of Private Schools — Colleges —
— Musical Schools — Veterinary and Agricultural Colleges

Acadcniv

of

Music,

Spadina

12

Ave., Detroit.

Rd., Toronto.

Conservatory

Brantford

Music,

of

Brant-

SPECI.\L SCHOOLS.

ford, Ont.
Pcterborougli Conservatory of Music, PeterIjorough, Ont.

L'Academie De Brisay, 416 Bank

The

Balmy Beach

Arnott Institute for
Stammerers, Berlin, Ont.

.St.

St.

College,

"The

Pines,"

Chatham,

Agnes School, Belleville, Ont.
Joseph's Academy, St. Albann

CORRESPONEENCE SCHOOLS

Street,

Dominion Business
St.,

Ave., Ottawa.
Ontario Ladies' College, Whitliy, Ontario.

BOYS' SCHOOLS
College, Rockliffe Park, Ottawa.

109

Beach

College,

Andrew's College, Rosedale, Toronto.

St. .Terome's College. Berlin,
St.

St.,

.AGRICULTURAL AND VETERINARY
COLLEGES.

Avenue Road, To-

ronto.
'St.

College, Ltd., 357 College

Ave.,

Toronto.
Uipper Canada

.4ND

15 ToToronto.
Elliott Business College, 734 Yonge St.,
Toronto.
Kingston Business College, Kingston, Ont.
Woodstock Business College, Woodstock,
Ont.
Shaw Correspondence Schools, Y.M.C.A.
Bldg., Yonge and Gerrard Sts., Toronto.
Standard Business College, Hamilton, Out.

Ottawa Ladies' College, First

College,

School

Toronto.

ronto

Toronto.

Beaeh

and

Canadian Con-esp udeuco College,

Bishop Bethune College, Oshawa, Ont.
Westminster College, Bloor Street West,

Balmy

t)t-

BUSINESS COLLEGES.

Toronto.
St. Margaret's College, Toronto.

Ashbury

Stutterers

Ontario College of Art, Normal
Buildings, Gerrard St., Toronto.

College, 109 Beecli Ave., Tor-

onto.

Ursuline
Ont.

used twice.
St.,

tawa.

GIRLS' SCHOOLS.

Ontario Veterinary College, 110 University
Ave., Toronto.
Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph. Ont.

Ont.

Clement's College, North Toronto.

^t. iWarpret'g

tEoronto I
College
I
A RESIDENTIAL AND DAY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
i
|
=
(Founded by the late George Dickson, M.A., Former Principal of
=
=
Upper Canada College, and Mrs. Dickson.)
=
s ACADEMIC COURSE, from Preparatory to University Matriculation and First =
Year Work.
M
p
1 MUSIC, ART, DOMESTIC SCIENCE, PHYSICAL EDUCATION— Cricket, m
=
=
Tennis, Basket Ball, Hockey, Swimming Bath.
|
SCHOOL REOPENS SEPTEMBER 12th, 1916
i
=
Write
Prospectus
=
Miss J. E. MacDonald, B A., Principal ^
^ Mrs. George Dickson, President
=

-

for

ONTARIO LADIES' COLLEGE
and Conservatory of Music and Art. WHITBY, ONTARIO
A SCHOOL OF IDEALS AND AN IDEAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

Healthful, picturesque location, with the outdoor advantages of the countiT as well as the cultural
influence of Toronto, which is only 30 miles away.
Academic courses from Preparatory work to Junior Matiicidation. Teacher's Certificates and First Tear
Univei-sity, .Music, Art, Oratoiy, Domesitic Science, Commercial Work, Physical Training by means of an
unusually well equipped gjTnnasium, large swimmi ig i)ool and systematized play.

College reopens Sept. 12th.

For Calendar, write to REV. F. L.

FAREWELL.

B. A.. Principal.

BISHOP BETHUNE COLLEGE, OSHAWA, ONT., schooI" foS^girls
Visitor,

The Lord Bishop

of

Toronto.

Preparation for the University and for the examinations of the Toronto Conservatory of Music.
children also received.
Fine location. Outdoor games and physical training. The Musical
Department (Piano, Theory and Harmony) will be under the direction of a Master, and of a
Sister, who for twelve yeare taught in the School with marked success.
Voice culture will be in charge of a qualified mistress.

Yoimg

COLLEGE REOPENS SEPTEMBER 14TH.
For terms and

particulars,

apply

to the Sister in

Charge, or

to

The

Sisters of Si.

John

The

Divine, Major St.,

Rubbers which
is not safe to use.
soften and stretch during the sterilization of the jars so that the rubbers slip,
and thus break the seal, should be discarded at once. Nor should rubbers be

and

.4UTOMOBILE .VNI> TRADE SCHOOLS.
Michigan State Auto School, 6S7 Woodward

MUSICAL INSTITUTIONS.
Canadian

its

Select a firm, thick, elastic rubber those approved by the Institute have
Rubbers
all passed a severe boiling test.
cut twelve to the inch are a good choice.
It is never good economy to get a "bargain" in rubbers; so be sure the stock is
fresh, as left-over stock has deteriorated
quality.

Toronto

A difficulty often met with in canning
by the cold-pack method has been the
"bulging" of rubbers. Frequently, when
jars are taken from the canner, the rubbers are seen to project beyond that cover
at some one point. This, of course, breaks
the seal and allows the entrance of air,
which carries micro-organisms. In such
a case it is necessary to adjust a new
rubber promptly and to resterilize the
jars for ten minutes.

This "bulging" is sometimes due to the
use of cheap rubbers, but it frequently
occurs when an over-thick cover has been
fitted to a jar and the adjusting of the
When
first wire makes an air-tight seal.
the jar is sterilized and steam is formed
inside it, the steam in attempting to escape
presses against the rubber until it pushes it out at the point of least resistance.
To prevent this, be sure the sealing is not
tight enough to form a perfect seal.
A great deal of trouble in canning results from failing to follow directions acFor example, a woman places
curately.
her laboriously gathered peas in a hotwater canner and leaves them an hour.
She does this each day for three days. The
peas spoil, and she blames the method.
Perhaps the water boiled only half an
hour each day, while the directions said
she must leave the jars in the canner until
the water had boiled for one hour. There
is a reason for each step, and if the housekeeper follows only a part of the directions and failure results, she m^ust not
blame the method. All vegetables and all
fruits will be canned successfully if the
directions are followed accurately.

CANNING OUTFITS.
Excellent home canners may be adapted
from a new wash-boiler, with a frame for
holding the jars. A frame can be bought
tiiat will fit the common wash-boiler or
other container. A deep pail, a kettle, or
any other container which is at least six
inches deeper than a quart jar, and which
has a close-fitting cover, makes an excellent home canner when equipped with
some means of preventing the jars from
Wire
resting directly on the bottom.
frames can be obtained with bail handles.
These frames are intended to hold one jar
each and are excellent for use in the pai!
or kettle where but three or four will be
After placing the jars in this
needed.
canner, surround them with warm water,
reaching to within one inch from the tops
Do not have the water hot
of the jars.
enough to break the jars.
The water seal canning outfit looks like

.
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a large pail. It is fitted with a thermometer, a safety-valve, and a pet-cock, and
is so constructed that steam is confined
under pressure. This raises the temperature in the canner above the boiling point,
and reduces somewhat the length of time
required to sterilize the contents of the
jars. With such an outfit, vegetables may
be canned at one operation.

The steam pressure outfit
appearance to the water-seal

is

39
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Come to Detroit

similar in

The Automobile

but is
much heavier to move about. Since it is
stronger and heavier, more pressure is
secured, and the time of sterilization is
cut down still further. Vegetables which
require three or four hours cooking one
day or an hour each day for three dayp
in a hot-water outfit, are sterilized in one
hour and a half in the steam-pressure cai.Such outfits are extremely useful
ner.
when vegetables are to be canned in large
outfit,

Center
Detroit
trained men get
preference over all
others and get jobs quickly.
other city can give what

No

Detroit otEei's.
Think wliat it means
to
learn
iu
tlie
Micliigan
State
Auto
Scliool.
Every factory knows ug, endorses
us, glad to get our graduates, offers them best
territory iu which to sell cars aud starts garages.
Uulimited opportunities here. You're right in the middle
uf the great auto activity.
Men are needed everywhere as
testers, repair men, chauffeurs, garage men, and salesmen.
Splendid chance to Start in business. Hundreds of our graduates are doing it.

quantities.

The following recipes for canning vegetables should be followed only when hotwater bath outfits are used in other words
when no pressure is available. Directions
;

which may be safely followed are sent
out with all pressure canning outfits. To
can corn by the hot-water bath method
blanch the corn for three minutes, dip it
into cold water, cut it from the cob, and
place it lightly in jars. Add one teaspoonful of salt to each quart jar and fill the
jars with hot water.
Place the rubbers
and tops on the jars, and adjust the tops,
but do not tighten them. Place the jars
the canner and surround them with
enough water to reach within an inch of

in

Sterilize the corn
the tops of the jars.
one hour after the water in the canner begins to boil.
Remove the jars from the
boiler, fasten the clamps, and test the
jars for a perfect seal. Set the jars aside
until the following day, then loosen the
clamps, place the jars again in hot water,
and boil them an hour. Repeat the boiling the third day.
Or the jars of corn
may be boiled three hours one day, which
completes the process.
However, corn
canned in this way is not as tender, nor
is the flavor as delicate, as when it is
canned by the three-day method.

To can peas or beans by the hot-water
bath method, blanch the vegetables by
steaming or boiling them for three minutes, dip them into cold water, pack them
solidly in the jars, add one teaspoohful of
salt to each quart jar, and fill the jais
with hot water.
Place the rubber and
top and sterilize as directed for corn.
Squash and pumpkin should be cooked

them in the jars, then they
should be seasoned, packed in jars, and
sterilized three hours one day, or for an
before placing

hour each day for three successive days.
To can tomatoes by this method, blanch
the tomatoes in boiling water for two
minutes.
Dip them into cold water, remove the skins, pack them in jars, add one
teaspoonful of salt to each quart jar, and
fill
the jars with hot water or with
strained tomato-juice made by cooking
and straining the second grade of tomatoes.
Place the tops and rubbers, adjust
the clamp or rim, and sterilize the jars
twenty minutes in boiling water. Remove
the jars and fasten the clamps.
Such

Earn $75 to $300 a Month
We

teach you to handle any auto proijosltion.
You graduate in from eight to
twelve weeks. Our equipment is complete. Students actually build cara from start to
finish, getting regular factory training in assembling, block-testing, road testing, everything. That's our way. Special complete course in Oxy-Acetylene brazing, welding and
cutting separate from regular course. All leading types of starting, lighting and ignition
systems in operation. Learn to time motors, adjust carburetors, magnetos, valves and bearings quickly and accurately. iSix-cylinder Lozier and 8-cylinder King are used for road
instructions. We have a new Chalmers "6" chassis with overhead camshaft motor, the latest
thing out. Just added Delco System as used in Buick, Hudson and Packard Twin "6."

Detroit

is

the Place to Learn

We now operate Westinghouse and Auto-

Any Time

get

practical

instructions.

our school and leam the auto business

Come

to

School

right.

Ent«r classes at any time, any
day. Three classes daily, morning, afternoon, evening.
You can work in the factory in the day time
and take course at night. There is a great demand
for Michigan State Auto Stfhool students.
Garages
throughout the country write us for men.
Auto
factories write and phone for men constantly to till
pennanent places. Why not fit yourself with one
of these good paying positions?
open

We have constantly a greater deour graduates than we can meet.
Fac-

care of trouble.
for

You

center.

Lite Service Stations.
After careful consideration the Westinghouse Electrical & Mfg. Company
and the Auto-Lite Company decided that our school
was the best to handle their service stations. This
has added thousands of dollars worth of equipment
and makes our electrical department uneqiialed.
Students get actual experience and training handling
all kinds of electricaJ auto equipment and taking

mand

— Start

tones and Garages are paying big salaries to men
who know how to handle electrical equipment
quickly and properly.
You can't get these advantages in any other school. Detroit is the automobile

There are 44 auto factories in Detroit, and 140
aecessoiT and parts factories. Our students have
the privilege of going through any or all of them.

the year.

all

Follow the Crowd to the Michigan State Auto School.

Come

to Detroit.

THIS IS ONE OF THE 1916 CLASSES
We ixave made
Additional Building and Equipment
the biggest
33,000 sq. ft. of additional floor space in our new

Factory Co-Operation
deal

yet.

automoble

Just

completed arrangements with the
to put them in touch with

building— thousands of dollars worth of new equipment—plenty of room for students at work. This
comes with our new building at 687-89-91 Woodward
Our
Ave., which we will occupy about July 15th.
school has grown by leaps and bounds; students have
come from all over the world. Men have left after
graduating and started in business for themselves;
others have accepted good jobs both in Detroit and
Their work has proven that we
over the country.

factories

men who intend going

into business for themselves.
Think of getting inside information as to best territory and where the garages will make the most
money.
The auto factories keep close watch— they
are looking for trained men to represent them and
^tart garages.
Men who know the auto business
from A to Z are in the biggest demand. Come here
Leam the b&st selling points— get
u\d start right.
Jump
the information flist lianded and don't wait.
on a train and come now. Make the big money.

them rightly. We are constantly adding new
equipment.
Our students get the best and latest things to work
Our electrical department is tliorough and comon.
It is handled by one of the most comptent
jilete.
trained

Act Quickly— Now— Don't Wait

electrical

men.

Write to us now, get full particulare, get "Auto School News" and New CataFREE. Or better still,
They are both
log fresh from the press.
jump on the train, as hundreds have done, and come to Detroit, the "Heart
Remember, you can enter classes
of the Automobile Industry" and leam right.
any time, any day. The price of our

ABSOLUTELY
course

Money Back Guaranteed
We

guarantee to qualif.v you in
a sliort time tor a position as

is

VA'LUE.

based on
Therefore

GIVING

FTI'DL

we cannot

DETROIT

THE

msi OF THE AVTO laDUSTIII

give

another course free. Graduates in the
complete auto course are competent
to handle fai-m tractors. Act quickly—

WE HAVE NO BRANCHES.

cliauffeur,
repair man, salesman, tester, demonstrator, gar-

NOW.

age man, or automobile dealer,
paying from .$75.00 to .$300.00
monthly or refund your money.
We have constantly more requests for our graduates tlian
we can s-uppLv.

Michigan State Auto School

Write or come direct

The old

reliable sehool.

68''-89-91

to

this

A.G.

Woodward

school.

A*

Zeller. Pres

Ave., 11-

19 Selden Ave., 969 Auto Bldg..
DETROIT. MICH., U.S.A.

r^;TositS
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tomatoes should keep their shape perfectly and can be used for salad.
Few foods are better body regulators
than greens. These plants are also par-

SBirfctorp

ticularly rich in iron. Many of them are
available in the early summer and should
be used like the veritable tonic they art.
Dandelions, marsh marigolds, milkweed,
lamb's quarters, sour dock, and some other
uncultivated plants make delicious greens
and are exceedingly valuable in the dietary. Most housekeepers are familiar with
such cultivated greens as Swiss chard,
beet-tops, turnip-tops, and the several
varieties of spinach. All of these may not
only be used in the dietary while they are
in season, but they may be satisfactorily
canned for winter use. One housekeeper,
living far from city markets, plans to put
up at least two jars of greens for each
week during the winter.
All greens must be blanched preparatory to canning, and if they are strongly
flavored greens, such as,dandelions, they
should be blanched for from five to eight

(Ontario

JScUebiUe,

A CHURCH SCHOOL FOR

GIRLS

"Patron— The Lord Bishop of Ontario.
Advisoi-y Board— The Lord Bishop of Kingston,
the Hon. Senator Torley. His Honor Judge
Wills, H. F. Ketchison, Mayor of Belleville;
KUiott, i.Manager of the Standard Bank.

J.

Beautiful and healthful situation in extensive
grounds.
All kinds of outdoor sports.
Rink.
An ideal place for a school. Courses from
I'l-imary to Matriculation, with Honors.
of Music and Singing— prepares for the
Toronto Conservatory A.T.C.JJI. Examinations.
.MISS F. E. CARROLL, Principal.

School

Send

I

for prospectus.

Ursuline College

I

"The Fines"

I

= CHATHAM
ONTARIO
Residential and Day School for Young
^
£H
Ladies and Little Girls
= An ideal place the education of your daughter.
== Magnificerrt recreation grounds and
perfectly
equipped school buildings.
=
= High School, Preparatory," Commercial,
= Domestic Science and Art Departments.
= School of Music affiliated with Toronto
=
Conservatory.
=
Apply for Catalogue to
The REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR
g
for

=
g
g
=
^
=
g
ZH
g
IH

^
p
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JSrantforb Conscrbatorp of

iWusfic

(3lncorporat(ti)

tCeactjina College of

^ESHestern fflinibersitp

tfjc

BRANTFORD, ONT.
Write

W.

Tire Carriers
for

and Ford Cars

TEMCO
Thorouehly

Frederick C.

-

STARTER

A starter that
1

j

flavor is more
they are sterilized by the

and that the

is

Let us send you information about these

motor accessories
that save money.

CANADIAN TEMCO SALES

COMPANY

INGERSOLL. ONTARIO

Don't Slave at the Washtub
The

difficulties anil

wash

troubles

of
will
all
siftoothed out if
will use a

be

day

you

CONNOR
WASHER
Bail-Bearing

for

heavy

that

washing. Perfect

in

design, construction

and

results.

May we

send you ...
our booklet of this ^' "" """'"' *
,

anywhere

Washer?
J.

H.

CONNOR &

in

""*""
.

.

Canada

SON, Limited
OTTAWA. ONT.

Established in 1881

-

Clipping Machines

Apples
Strong reasons for having apples
and apples cooked

For clipping Domestic Animals

— Horses,

Mules, Cows, Dogs
and Sheep Shearing. Flexible
Shafts and Clipping Machine

raw

1

G. A. REID, R.C.A., Principal

MATRICULATION
be covered entirely in
School.

abso-

lutely reliable for$12.00

Power and Hand

Thomas

NORMAL SCHOOL BUILDING
JAMES SQUARE,
TORONTO

Day

satisfactory.

A. M. Andrews

91 6-1 7 opens October 2nd.
Prospectus mailed or given on application

our

tried and proved
$16.00 per set of lour.

pleasing when
three-day method.

Ontario College of Art

may

tested,

SIMPLEX JUNIOR

Dietetic Value of

Session

best

mud

Calendar

for

Secretary-

ST.

the
It is

Shock Absorbers

MUSIC DIRECTORATE
Norman Andrews

Undoubtedly
Tire Carrier.

and
proot, rain proof
thief proof, only $5.00.

minutes in enough water to cover. If,
however, they are delicate in flavor,
blanch them in a small amount of boiling
water in a covered kettle for from three
Next, place the bag of
to five minutes.
blanched greens in cold water for a minute or two, then cut the greens into small
pieces, pack them closely into wet jars,
add one teaspoonful of salt to each quart
jar, and fill the jars with boiling water.
Place the rubber and top on the jars and
adjust the clamps or rims.
Sterilize the jars of greens in the hotwater bath for two hours one day, or for
an hour each day for three days. While
the one-day process is a quick and easy
way, it is believed that greens retain theii
color better,

Maxwell

Chevrolet,

We also

Ten Months

at

teach this course

by Correspondence.

IT WILL

PAY YOU

to write us at once for free catalogue and
estimate of cost of course in Book-keeping.

Stenography. Civil Service, or Matriculation.

Dominion Business

College, Limited

357 College St., Toronto
J. V. MITCHELL, B.A.,

Principal

Parts.

CUPPOSE

your apple

the size of a
'^ breakfast cup. Into this cup, you put
nearly half a pint of water, and stir into
it,
of concentrated food like that contained in an egg, half a teaspoonful; of
fatty stuff, like butter a little less than
half a teaspoonful; of sugar, two tablespoonfuls; of mineral water as much as
will lie on a 10 cent piece; of acids a
little more than half a teaspoonful.
"From a medical point of view we look
on each of these elements as follows,
says a writer in the Fruit World of Australia: The food, or protein, is pure and
strengthening, and exists in the apple

combined with

is

sugars and acids, and

enters rapidly into the musis readily broken up, imparting heat and strength, so that the
athlete under great exertion soon gets the
stimulus.
"The fatty matters are so combined
with acids that even the most delicate
child does not recognize that he is takir.g
fat when he is eating an apple.
"The sugars, or carbohydrates, form

"Gillette" Cutteis
are Unexcelled.
Enauire of and order through your dealer.

GILLETTE

CLIPPING

MACHINE

COMPANY
129.131

W.

31st St.,

New

York, U.S.A.

VARICOSE VEINS, BAD LEGS, ETC.
are promptly relieved with inexpensive home treatment.
It absolutely removes the pain, swelling, tiredness and
disease.
Pull particulars on receipt of stamp.

W. F. YOUNG.
482 Lymans Building

P.D.F.
Montreal. Canada

when taken

POULTRY

of

kinds and

all

NEW LAID EGGS WANTED
Send

for prices or information to

P.

POULIN

Bonsecours Market,

&

CO.

MONTREAL

cles,

where

it

LAKESIDE AYRSHIRES
A few young
Performance

bulls

sale from Record of
imported and Cana-

for

dams,

dian-bred, sired by Auchenlirain Sea
Foam (Imp.) 3o7oS. grand champion at both Quebec and Shcrbrooke. Write for catalogue.
GEO. H. MONTGOMERY, Proprietor,
Montreal, Que.
Dominion E.xpress Bldg.,
D. McArtlmr, Mgr., Philipsburg, Que.
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most attractive, as they are the most
nourishing part of the fruit. And these
sugars are just crystallised sunshine, and
are far more digestible than any ordinary

41

the

Veterinary

Ontario
110

TORONTO, CANADA

UNIVERSITY AVENUE
Under the
Ontario.

control of the
Affiliated

College Reopens

College

Department

of Agriculture of

with the University of Toronto.

Monday^ 2nd

Oct,^

1916

CALENDAR SENT ON APPi^ICATION
E. A. A.

from babyhood just
excellent food for him.
loves it, and
In the adult, especially in advanced age,
sugar.

The

child
it is

ordinary chemically prepared sugar when
taken freely produces rheumatism, gout,
and such-like diseases, but these sugars
never set up any uC these troubles; indeed gouty people get relief from fruit.
"The mineral matter in the apple is
one of Nature's wonders. The blood must
keep its red colour or it cannot do its
work in the body, and we die. When we
eat an apple we take just the right dose
of iron which the blood needs and the invalid with poor blood will get iron in
the apple which is more easily absorbed
by the blood than is any preparation of
iron compound by the chemist. Lime is
found in the apple, in the same form as
it is found in our bones, and in the apple the lime is so beautifully combined
with phosphoric acid that when an apple
is eaten the bones of the body are nourished by these lime salts, and by these additions of lime the child is able to build
up the young growing bone. Rickety children have bones deficient in lime. I have
never seen rickets or soft bones in a
Tasmanian orchard.
"Magnesia! Yes nature has placed in
the apple quite a nice little dosie of magnesia, and it helps to keep off rheumatism
by purifying the blood and assisting the
bowels.

"Phosphorus: Professor Schaffer told
us recently in the great scientific lecture
of the year that life could not exist without phosphorus, and in the apple this
greati nerve tonic exists in quite a full
dose, and it exists in its most soluble form
as phosphoric acid.
"Sulphur, as sulphuric acid, is also a
great blood-purifier, and has an especial
effect on blood and skin diseases."

like it very much and the boys are
wild over it."
Mrs. R. S. C, Glen Alpine, N. S.

S.,

M.Sc,

Principal

EDUCATION FOR

I

I

OUR FARM BOYS

|

I

The Ontario Agricultural College

|

1
1

was established
that purpose.

I
I

and

is

g
1

COLLEGE OPENS

|

September 19, 1916

|

Board and other expenses are kept

I

EVERY FARM BOY

1

Because

1

at Guelph

maintained by the Provincial Government for

1

IN

1

at the lowest possible figure.

ONTARIO CAN COME TO COLLEGE |
g

Ordinary public school education

sufficient for

admission

to

1

the Course.

g
g

1
§
1

The College Year begins September 19th, and ends April 15th,
in order that students from the farm may return to their homes to
assist in the spring and summer work.

1
1
M

1
1
1

Five months during the spring and summer gives many students
opportunity to earn sufficient money to defray college expenses for'
the following year.

g
g

1
1
1

The tuition fee for Ontario students for two years is only $20.00
per year, while board and room in residence is obtained at $4.00
per week.

1
1
g

%
i

A portion of the cost during the first year
on the farm and the various departments.

defrayed by work

M
1

Students wishing to take the full Four Years' Course for the
degree of B.S.A. conferred by the University of Toronto, do not
require matriculation standing. Students are accepted for this course
if their standing on second year examinations warrants it.

1
g
g
1

i

I

I

I

I

'/ enclose herewith the subscription price for your fine magazine. I

V.

I

— one

that Western Canada can't get enough of

The King apple

GRANGE,

is

is

Write for a calendar of the regular courses.
G. C.

CREELMAN,

B.S.A., LL.D., President

^

=
I
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ANNA

By

The Best Ever

Woman's
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Interest
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War

Times Like These Call
and Effort.

Insist-

COUTTS

issued: Guns, Rifles,
Animunilion, Fishing,
Tackle, Baseball, Golf,

Tennis, Lacrosse,

Camping Outfits, all
Summer and Winter

We

Sports.

want

Every Man
who Hunts,

Fishes, or

any

Outdoor

plays

Game

to get our large
free Catalogue. Prices

right, satisfaction
Immense
guaranteed.
stock,

You

prompt shipment

save

money by getting

Catalogue to-day.

T.

W. Boyd & Son,

27 Notre

Dame St. West, Montreal

In some villages the W.

J.

Red Cross Sewing

different churches

RIDER AGENTS WANTED
locality to ride and cfhibita
Bieycle with latest improvements.

in every

10

DAYS' FREE TRIAL

Every Hyslop Bicycle is sold with
the understanding that it owner
not satisfied after using bicycle
10 days it can be returned and
money will be promptly refunded.
is

Do Not Buy

tJi-H:-

Tires or Storting Goods

until

you

receive our latest literature and
special money -savine proposition.

1

WO

CeniS

a postal and

we

^„,^ to send us

mail Free,

will

postpaid, a handsome Art Folder
showing our complete line of Bicycles in
large siiie actual colors; also Catalogue of Sundries,
Tires and Sporting Goods. DO NOT WAIT.
Write
to-day.

Hyslop Bros., Ltd.,

Toronto, Can.

we

to kill.

It's

kill in vain.
You have
democracy for which we
are fighting is achieved. Those poor little
mites in London!
(He had been working

that

don't

to see that the

among

Do

the children in the slums.)

you suppose

I'd

have

left

them and come

over here to kill if I didn't believe with all
my heart that this war is a war for democracy if I didn't think that out of
all the horror and hatred of this time is to
come a better chance for our own English
children, and for all other children too?
I do believe it.
But it will come only in
the "long, bitter future." // the women at
home do their part, though and I know
they will that future won't be quite so
long or quite so bitter as it otherivise

—

—

—

ivould."

MORIN'S

B.

J.

Dept. 9.

T'S our ghastly business

I

1916 Hyslop

What

VIGORA

did he

mean, this English soldier?

bees are held in the

week about

their anguish better if they felt that they
too were doing something to help. Those

who have

not near ones in danger can't
stand idle while others suffer so.
Of course, as soon as the war broke out,
we had Red Cross work to do. Canada
was not like Japan. There women had
met every week for years and made supplies against the day of war.
But to
most of us war had seemed a barbarity
as remote as the thumb-screw or the burning of witches. It would have been mad
folly for us to waste our good money and
time on Red Cross supplies. And so we
had no bandages or compresses or wipes
on hand, and our first war duty was
clearly to supply these. Then there were
the dependents of th£ men who went to
lay down their lives. We had to look after
them. And the Belgians and the Poles
and the Servians, the poor "thrice as badly

endure

to

praised up for its perfect efficiency. As an evidence, the following testimonial
:

Mr.

J.

B,

Morin,—

I must bear testimony to every one on behalf
of your Vigora.
I owe to it the recovery
of one
of my horses suffering from broken-wind, I shall
make a point of recommending it whenever

occasion offers,
J.

M. MacKay, M.D., Belmont

VIGORA
J.

MORIN. Wholesale

B.

412

Retreat, Quebec.

everywhere. Price, 50c
For particulars apply to

sells

a bottle.
St.

John

St..

Quebec

Druggist

City. Que., Can.

LONDON "BULL DOG" BATCH MIXER
PAYS FOR ITSELF

IN

DAYS

20

Built to last a lifetime.

Send

for Catalogue
No. IB

London Concrete

The

inllage

mule helps

in transporting

sewing machines

Machinery Co.
DePI. B.

London.

Ontario

World's Largest Manufacturers of Concrete Machinery
Do not fail to see our exhibit at the Western
Fair,

London.

What

did he

their

part

want women
in

to do?

What

is

democracy?
know.
Those

furthering

Every woman wants to
whose nearest are at the front could bear

#
S

as Belgium" Servians, needed our help.
All these things taxed our time and
They still tax them, and must
purses.

oflt

till

peace comes.

But are we meeting our
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obligations as women if we stop here?
"It is our ghastly business to kill," wrote
the soldier.
"You have to see that the
democracy for which we are fighting is
achieved."

HOME MONEY MAKERS

From

the

first,

the

Women's

Institutes

have done yeoman service in Red Cross
and relief work. But it is with real misgiving that one notes the extent to which
they have allowed their regular work to
slip, for it would seem that they are pre-

war

Tlie

demand

liaa

unprecedented

created an

for Socks-for-the-Soldier-Boys

and affords

a Grand-Opportunity to anyone interested in uniting Loyalty, Patriotism and Self-interest by investing in a
First-Class Family-Knitting- Machine for

Money -Making,
Home-Work and Military-Socks
Z)o /if .^ow— Write for our Free-Lat-

Red-Cross-Socks,

Catalneue

No.

with Special'
War- Offer to ^edCroes workers dur-

est

101,

WAR ONLY. Tour Choice of
6 Machines- Aeents wanted for our
ing the

Home-money- maker- machines. Address
CREELMAN BROS., M'fgis
Box 6y7
Georgetown, Ont.

eminently fitted to do the work for democracy that so sorely needs to be done
by women. In the twenty years of their
existence they have done much to raise
"the standards of health and morals of
the people" (their avowed purpose). They
have made themselves a force in the work
of the home; they have done wonderful
community work; they have awakened
the general public to the part rural women
may play in solving our national problems. Can they stop now?

Three hundred and fifty thousand men
have gone from us. Many more must go.

What does this mean? It means that a
very large proportion of our most public
spirited men have abandoned their work
here. It means that the youths who in a
few years would have been most active in
our social and political life are dying on
a foreign soil with the work which they
were to have done scarcely begun. Their
place must he filled if our country is not
to retrogress.

AEGER
TRAVELLING
RUGS
For Steamer, Railway or Camp, Pure
Wool or Camelhair Jaeger Rugs give
such comfort with their soft, fleecy, cosy
feel, that no person who has ever owned
one could he Induced to part with it.

In England emergency war work is
making demands on the women far beyond
what we have to meet. Our relief and
Red Cross work is nothing to theirs. They

:

Dr. Jaeger '^""Sy^tir"^" ccumiud
TORONTO
MONTREAL
WINNIPEG
Incorporated in England in 188-3 with
British Capital for the British Empire.

1

1

\\

'T

PAYS FOR ITSELF
IN 7 DAYS

tttt-TDie

%
^^
'^w

s^^

1^^/vylt^tCi

M^V'

\M
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Write for our Special
Offer
This

latest

model

Hand

Mixer produces a better
mix with
less
cement,
saving you time, labor and
money.

Wettlaufer Bros., Ltd.
178S Spadina Ave., Toronto

by occasional light
assisted
touches of Cuticura Ointment. These
super creamy emollients do much to
prevent pore-clogt(ing, pimples, blackheads, redness and roughness.

Sample Each Free by Mail
With

32-n.

book OD the

Canada, shall the Women's Institutes fail the country in its hour of
need? They came into being because they
had a work to do. And it was never so
much needed as now, when so many men
have gone leaving their work undone as
now when the sacrifice made for our
country has given it a new preciousness.
Of course many of the Institutes, during
the last two years of strain, have worked
School
steadily along the regular lines.
fairs have been promoted, town halls have
been beautified, many demonstration lecture courses in sewing, cooking and home
nursing have been given. One could enumany lines of
merate many activities
But very often one
study carried out.
hears the remark: "We don't think the
Red Cross work
old things matter now.
is the only thing that does matter now."
We have been trying in this article to
show that Red Cross work important
though it is is by no means the only thing
that matters. Let us now consider more
closely what the other things that matter
We say that we are fighting for
are.
democracy. What is the essence of democracy? "Government of the people, by
the people for the people." Government by

Address post-card:

10-15-20
from now the Bissell SUo will
giving good service.
It is built
selected
timber,
treated
with
wood preseiTatives, that prevent deay.
It has strong, rigid walls, airtight doors,
and hooi>s of lieavy

Icai-s

be
of

for better health conditions, for fairer
wages, for purer recreation, for all the
things that a country must have if it is
to progress.

Here

akin.

"Cuticura, Depl. 24B, Boston" Sold everywhere

have thousands of refugees, tens of thousands of wounded to care for. They have
had to enter industries, two million five
hundred thousand strong. And yet those
English women in addition have taken
hold of civic problems. They have fought

I

^teel.

Therefore

simply be-

lasts,

it

can't very well do anything
folder explains more fully.

cause

it

else.

Our

Write Dept. Y.

in

—

It is equally useful and convenient in
the home.
A fully illustrated catalogue and Dr.
Jaeger's Health Culture will be sent free
on application to

When

—

—

the people

—

demands that the public

shall

T. E.

BISSELL

CO.. LTD.,
Elora. Ont.

See advts. also on pages

WE BUY

51. 55, 59.

GINSENG

both Wild and Cultivated, at highest prices.
If you want reports on Fur or Ginseng,
send for free quotations containing full particulars.

H. A.

SCHOENEN.

138

W.

25th Street.

NEW YORK

OWN

GET A FARM OF YOUR
TAKE

20

CITY

YEARS TO PAY

The laud will support you and pay for itself.
An ininieuse area of the most fertile land in
Western Canada for sale at low prices and
easy terms, ranging from $11 to $30 for farm
lands, with ample rainfall irrigated lands
fioni .f.3o.
Terms One-twentieth down, bal-

—

—

twenty years. In irrigation disfor farm liuildiugs, etc., up to
also repayable in twenty years interest
only 6 per cent.
Privilege of paying in full
at any time. Here is your opportunity to inaiiie within
tricts, loan

—
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crease your farm holdings by getting adjoinin.g land or secure your friends as neighbors.
For literature and particulars apply to
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Desk
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Dept. of Natural Resources C.P.R.
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be well informed and well intenti
How many of the people in Canada
cially women
know what our laws
let alone what they might be?
If
were a better informed public, our
would be better. Why has the moth
Ontario absolutely no rights in a
born in wedlock? Why haven't we
adequate means of caring for our m
defectives who yearly bring such m
on themselves and others?
One r
ask many such pertinent questions,
to all of them one answer could be |
Because the public don't know and
care. To make the public care
to ro
public conscience is a pressing tasl
is one of the duties of the Women'

—

—

—

stitutes.

To realize that we are citizens o
realm, and as such responsible, is o
our tasks, then.
sibilities

To

realize our re

towards our own communi

even more important.

There, one

i

Wo

say, lies the greatest work of the
Institutes. They came into being to
home problems sanitation, cookin
coration, etc. They soon found, how

i

—

that they could not go into these wi
touching on the life of the comm
that the school, the church, the bote'
recreation ground, affected the hon
closely that any adequate study o:
home embraced a study of all these
face conditions in the home locality
is a work to tax any Institute.
Scie
method prevails everywhere to-day.
must have it here too. Those Insti
that soberly consider what home c
tions are, that make a survey of
community showing population, oci
tions etc., etc., will be in the best poi
What tha
to do intelligent service.
vice is to be must, of course, be deteri
by the needs of the individual commi
It
It may be establishing a library.
(A
be encouraging girl gardening.
ber of Institutes have done so this

The government provided

seeds, gi
plans, instructions as to methods; 11
undertook to market the produce rs
The Institute gave prizes for the

garden.)
•of
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It

may be

wages for rural

tackling that pn
which the

girls

mission on Unemployment commend
our Institutes. What the service ren
Th
shall be matters not so much.
portant thing is that the Institutes
accept the fact that they have new
munity responsibilities in the light (
war. They must see that to make
locality a more delightful place in i
war work.
"It's

our ghastly business to

kill."

what many of our tenderest
Canadian men have found. The

is

he
ta

us women is a kindlier one. It is
that the hatred, cruelty, and evil that
the lands to-day get through this wa
sternest set-back ever dealt them.
t

'Remember the new word
The Syrian twilight heard.
The wonderful discourse that Job
cords,

The one last great command
The Master gave his band

—

'Love one another' and our time
What greater scope than just
To emphasize this trust?"

a

1'
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Farm's Value Increased $14,000 Certain-teed
What Planning, Porridge and Pluck Did
in Nova Scotia.

By A. C.

A

took hold of a vacant
Scotia and in a decade raised its value from under a
in

Nova

thousand dollars to fully fifteen thousand
His name is Judson S. Margedollars.
son, and his farm of 100 acres is situated
on the side of the South Mountain in
King's County, Nova Scotia, in a district
known as Rockland. The name is suggestive of the kind of soil to be found there.
Seventy-five acres of the farm were in
very rocky pasture. Twenty acres were
in old hay land covered with hardwood
Four acres were in brook meabushes.
dow. One acre was under neglected apple
trees set out two or three years previously.
When twenty-four years old, Mr. Margeson bought this rather unpromising proposition for $900, paying $iiOO in cash and
giving a mortgage for the remainder.
Mr. Margeson had had an ordinary public school education, including two years
He now,
at the Berwick High School.
however, determined to take a college
course, and during the next four years
he attended the University of Acadia at

own county.
vacations were
spent on the farm. He also attended sessions at the Horticultural School, then in
operation at Wolfville. He thus combined
to a degree the labor of hand and brain,
and as a result he has not only achieved
the transformation of an abandoned farm
into a high grade property, but has also
cultivated his own powers into the making of a first-class citizen.
During the first year after he bought
the farm he cleared the rocks and bushes
from nine acres and planted the entire
area to apple trees. He made an arrangement with a neighbor whereby seventeen
acres of the farm were cultivated, fertilDuring the
ized and seeded to potatoes.
second year he cleared eight additional
acres of land and set these out to apple
By means of the share system he
trees.
had six acres planted to potatoes. In the
third year seven acres were cleared and
the

Town

of Wolfville in his

Every week end and

a

Run Down Farm

JOHNSTON

YOUNG man
farm

to

all

cultivated and planted to orchard. Four
acres of the seven had to be cleared of
large bushes. He himself managed during this year to plant eight acres of
In the fourth year he cleared
potatoes.
six acres from the bondage of useless
bushes and rocks and planted the area

with apple trees.
While taking a course at the University
Mr. Margeson cleared thirty acres of land
rocks, stones and bushes, large and
small. On this land he set out 3,000 trees,
counting fillers and standard varieties.
By means, largely, of the share system he
All
raised thirty-one acres of potatoes.
this work, of course, cost money, not to
mention the expenses incidental to a college course. In the year after the farm

from

was purchased Mr. Margeson inherited
the sum of $1,500, and with this amount,
together with his own savings, and the
proceeds from the sale of his potato crop
he was able to finance his proposition satisfactorily.
The potatoes were disposed
of at good prices and yielded him ready
cash when it was greatly needed.
Although stony, the loam soil on the
slopes of the South Mountain at Rockland is eminently fitted for the growth of
potatoes and fruit of good quality. The
excellent results obtained in these crops
are, no doubt, in the main, due to the
depth and superior natural drainage of
the soil. The cleared land which was set

Cover your farm buildings with CERthe weatherproof, smooth
surfaced and economical roofing that is

TAIN-TEED,

gunranteeil to last 5, 10 or 1.5 years, according to ply (1. 2 or 31.
Expedience has
proven that CERTAIN-TftED \\ill outlast
this liberal guarantee which is placed on
every roll.
CT;RTAIN-TEED is safer than wood shingles; looks
than galvanized iron or tin is easier to lay,
and cheaper than any ot them. It is very different
from inferior roofing sold by mail.
Get CERTAIN-TEED from your local dealer, whom
you know and can rely upon. It will save you money
is
sold by good dealers all over
in
the end.
It
better

;

Canada

at

reasonable

prices.

General Roofing Mfg. Co.
World's Largest Manufacturers of
Roofing and Building Papers
Toronto,
Montreal,
Distributing
centers:
Ottawa, Winnipeg, St. John's, Nfld.; Halifax, Kegina. Brandon, Calgar.v, Vancouver.

Canadian Distributors

McFailane Ladder Works
Toronto, Ontario

orchard was first ploughed and reploughed and then harrowed again and
Mr. Margeson believes in the
again.
most thorough preparation of the soil beto

fore any trees are planted.
When the
saplings were at length placed in the
ground all the plant food in the soil was
unlocked for immediate requirements and
the young trees grew vigorously from the

The old

reliable

remedy

for rheu-

matism, neuralgia, sore throat and

start.
No fertilizer was used on this
orchard land except in the holes where the

sprains.

were planted. Here a couple of
handfuls of a mixture of bonemeal and
phosphate were scattered.
The hexagonal system of planting was followed as

Mr. A. K. Laundry, Edmonton, writes:—
"I fell from a building and received what

trees
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bad sprained ankle, and
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Made
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Improved Grader and Leveler

^
ONE MAN M„«U:
Tk«
*^ ONE TEAM Machine =I
This two-horse, oue-mau machine ^
the handy tool for Township s
road work.
Some Townships s
have five of these machines lo- ^
cated at different points mailing ^
it con'venient for the man doing ^
Patented
the worli. This plan has proven ^
very profitable as they are not s
paying a man and team for haul- p
Canada
ing a grader from one end of the ^
Township to the other. This is =
600
Iron
--Weight
lbs.
All Steel and
often the case when a Townsliip p
An
all
machine
has only one large grader.
steel and iron
furnished complete with steel ^
s
doubletrees and tongue at the right price.
iss

BOSTON

The

GRADER

2 or 4

HORSE

A

general purpose road grader that will reduce the co
keeping your roads in condition. This machine can be o
ated with one team for light work, or will do work
Having all the adjustments used
requires four horses.
large graders it comes nearer to taking the place of th
3,000 lb. machine, than any grader on the
market.
All wheels have roller bearings, a
worm
.powerful
_,-=^2f
-^
rear
gear hoist,
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Weight

1,000 lbs.

John

S.

The best machine
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Enjoy Foot Comfort and Ease
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Summer Days

Made
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Foot comfort
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feet cool,

§
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A

,

strongly niado and closely spaced— making it a complete
barrier against large animals as well as small poultry. Top .
and bottom wires No. 9— intermediates No. 12 wire— made T
by the Open Hearth process which time and other tests havel

rprovcD
fetioing.

>'

about our farm and ornamental 1
ARenoieB nearly everywhere. Agente wanted in unaesigned territory.^

to be ihe beet. .Send for catalog. .\ali

The Banwell-Hoxle Wire Fence Company,
Wlnnipeif, Man.,

Hamilton, Ont.
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trouble in the or-

Every rainfall was followed by
a complete harrowing of the order ground
in order to retain the moisture in the soil.
In the fourth year after Mr. Margeson
purchased his property his apple crop
was eleven barrels, in the fifth year seventeen barrels, in the sixth year 135 barrels,
in the seventh year 600 barrels and in
the eighth year 1,760 barrels. This orchard will be producing 3,000 barrels of
marketable apples as soon as it will come
into full bearing.
Besides apples the farm is yielding the
Mr.
usual crops of grains and roots.
Margeson has built up a first-class property in a decade, increasing its value
The negseventeen fold in that time.
lected farm, which he purchased for $900,
fertilizer.

wear,

show you^the Professor Shoe.

difficult."

chard for years and thorough cultivation
was necessary to keep them down. In
consequence only a few cover crops could
Mr. Margeson
be sown until recently.
keeps his trees low and well headed in
order to facilitate the work of spraying
and picking and to minimize loss from
heavy winds. Very little fertilizer has
been used in this orchard on the young
trees until they began to bear. Thorough
cultivation has largely taken the place of

built upon scientific prinand having medicated insoles,

ciples

planning

this grower believes that such a system
economizes space to better advantages
than any other. The standard trees planted were Starks, Northern Spies, Blenheims, Ribstons, Ben Davis and Talmans.
The fillers used were for the most part
Wagners and Ontarios. The Ben Davis
and Talman trees were planted in order
to obtain good trunks for grafting purposes.
Two rows of fillers were used to
one row of standards. "If I were doing
the work over again to the same extent,"
said Mr. Margeson, "I would use the same
method, but plant standard fillers and
semi-fillers.
When this method, however,
is adopted in a small-scale orchard the
ridges at the edges are of diff'erent length

Weeds caused much

It is a fine,
sweet and comfortable.
ight, cushioned shoe with a centre sole
of asbestos, which keeps your feet free
from the discomforts of summer heat.
Careful experiment and long experience
have enabled us to give you the
perfection contained in the "ProMade in Canada.
fessor" Shoe.

Being

whose

made him money

and make cultivation

essential to health.

The Professor Shoe keeps the

I

Margerson,
vision

^
|
I

has been appraised by an authority on

farm values at $15,000. In other words
he has put more than $14,000 worth into
his farm in ten years.

The Newest Togs For
What Fashion Has Planned

in Dresses, Suits

Fall

and Winter

and Hats and Smart Wearable

Outfits for Children.

THE

early Fall hats show a general
use of velvet, and a pronounced
tendency to choose black and sombre tones of gray, brown and blue, a rich
every
shade, and
but quiet garment
variety of forest brown are also used. In
shapes the large sailor is as popular as
ever, and a very attractive tricorne model

is one of the season's features, one of the
prettiest being made up in all black, or

angular tab, cut in the same piece as the
left side of the brim and wrapped over the

navy blue velvet with crown of lemon-

top and right side.
Ribbon is no longer restricted to t/im-

in

In novelties, there
envelope toque, a rather
tall affair, smoothly draped, in which the height is
produced by a long tri-

colored

silk.

is

a

new

Large black velvet sailor shape showing
the rather high crown draped with ribbon which is caught at the side ivith a
bird's head ornament

Simple dress with pleated basque and full

skirt.

Distinctive fall turban showing the high
back effect with upstanding double m,ounts
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Cook

is

triumphant

She found the
after all. But

store still open,
it

was a

and got her bottle of Bovril
And where would her

close thing!

and her gravy have been to-night without
that spoonful of Bovril which makes them so much richer
and more savoury? Bovril is the concentrated essence of
the best beef, and clever cooks would not be without it
for worlds.
sauces, her soups

Of all stores, etc.. 1-oz., 2oc; 2-oz., 40i:; 4-oz., 70c; 8-oz., .?1.30; 16-oz., $2.25.
B.iviii Cordial, large, $1.25; 5-oz., 40c.
16-oz. Johnston's, Fluid Beef (Vimbos), $1.20.

FOR
V-riV MOTHER'S^COMFORT
lYlV^f
lll^lX iJ^V^V-riVll V^lV
1

how long wiU you persist in injui
1
1
j,,g j.j^j,j. i^g^jjjj ^^^ depreciating your
personal appearance? How much longer can you endure the pains backaches
—extreme exhaustion resulting from the drudgei-y of rub-board washing? Don't
you owe it to youi-self and your family to remove the cause which impairs your
health and appearance?
If you are sincere in this desire— if you want to
pievent premature old age, investigate the newest invention-

THE ''EASY" VACUUM WASHER
This clothes washer

diffei-s radically from all others.
It does not roll
the clothes up, nor grind and jerk them to shreds.
Like a
cleaner, it sucks the dirt out of the mesh of the gaiments. In
fact, it washes on the vacuum principle, forcing the water through the
clothes by means of air compression and vacuum suction. Thousands of
families whose washing is just as dirty as yours, clean it with this
wa.sher.
Operates easily by hand, or can be attached to electrical current or gasoline engine.
Picture shows electric washer.
Write to-day, stating the style of machine you are interested in, so that
you may enjoy the comfort of this wonderful labor and time saving Easy
Vacuum Washer and Wringer. See these wonderful machines at Toronto
Kxhibition (luider Grand Stand), or at London Fair.

and

tie

vacuum

Made-in-Canada.

EASY WASHER

CO..

50 Clinton Place, TORONTO

Child's

cldse

fitting

velvet

turban

ming purposes

exclusively. It is very frewith excellent results, used

quently, and
for covering entire hats or hat crowns.
Wings in all sizes are being used for hat
trimming; pond lilies of velvet, gardenias,
thistles and roses, with foliages are put

%.;i!llllli!lll!l!lllllllll!l!l1lllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilll!llllllllllllll^^

Hudson Seal and
Muskrat Coats
We

buy our skins from Indians and Trappers,
and all our coats are made from full furred,
Spring Pelts.

Our Hudson Seals are French Dyed, and have
that rich, black lustre that only an expert can

produce.

Every coat is perfect in
little more time, cart, and

its

workmanship.

A

trouble, are taken on
them, than on the usual mail order coats sold.
The reason we are able to sell so cheap is
"There is only one profit from the time the

skin is taken from the animal's back
are wearing" the coat."

till

you

is
a Hudson Seal, best
medium or very full back,
BEAUTIFTJLLY LINED, 42 inches

This beautiful model
quality skins, made in

and

skirt.

long, all charges paid, $135; 50 inches long, $150.
Collar and cuffs of Beaver, Mink, or Ermine,
.$20

extra.

MUSKRAT COATS,

made from best Canadian
Rats, lined with an extra good wearing Satin,
50 inches long, Shawl Collar or Revers, $09.50.
If you are wanting a genuine Black Wolf, Lynx,
or Fox set, "write us for our Booklet of Fur Sets
and Coat Styles.

WHEAT

CITY TANNERY

Tanners and Manufacturers of Fine Furs

BRANDON

MANITOBA

A nobby little dress of black and white
shepherd's plaid made up with pipings of
red, blue or Paddy Green
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->-

between the hip and

—

::?T

the knee and that skirts will
be a trifle longer. The flounced
skirt,

and the skirt

fect, will give

skirt of

ihere

is

in triple ef-

precedence to the

more moderate

fulness-

a distinct tendency to-

ward a longer line, and somewhat heavier materials.

CANADA'S FOREMOST
PIANO WITH THE PERMANENT

TONE
"/ am highly pleased
with the paper, and hope
to see its high standard
maintained.
Particularly
am I pleased with your

For over fifty years Ncwcombe Pianos have
found favor in Canadian bome.s where good
music is appreciated. Also we have Player
Pianos that have a human-like control and
expression. These Player-Pianos are splendid for those who love good music hut
cannot play a piano.
^^'e

AVrite. telling us. what you
us.
have in mind about a Piano for your
home. No obligation.

visit

articles coyicerning the bet-

'rfil^

give special attention to orders from
find it impossible to

farm people who

encouragement of agrifrom the standpoint
of economic justice."

ter

Call at our exhibit

A

m
ip

—

very smart shape One of the newest
fall models

W.

in

the

M anufacluren

Building at Toronto Exhibition and talk

"Mlture

the matter over vjith us.

Newcombe Piano

R. F., Govan, Sask.

Co.

Limited
Head

Office

and Ware-

Rooms. 359 Yonge
Toronto,
St.,
Ontario

a variety of styles even to making
miniature flower baskets.

in

The Fall suits do not vary a great deal
rom the styles worn last year. The skirts
vill be a trifle longer than those made up
his spring and from two and a half to
;hree yards around the hem. There is a
lew style promising to be very popular
vhere the coat has a seam at the waist

ijfc^id^i^irfflii

For Our

ine, with the tail or skirt roll-pleated on.
]onvertible collars are used almost alto-

rether-

For children, middy dresses are strongy in favor, also long-waist, pleated skirt
Iresses, sack dresses and dresses boxjleated from the yoke. A very pretty little
jirl's dress is made up in the sack style
vith box pleats running from the shoulders to the bottom of the skirt. This is
i^ery serviceable and attractive made up
n navy blue, the collar, cuffs and belt
which runs under the box pleats in low
waist-line effect, trimmed with military
)raid and the deep throat opening laced

Subscribers'

Information
Every .subscriber is entered
under the name of the town
from which the .subscription
is received.
If you change
your address and desire to
receive your magazine without delay, always give us your

middy style.
The first of the winter materials are
low an established
fact, For strictly
ailored wear the Oxford cloths will share

n

honors with the soft-finished striped suitng shown at the top of the page, for early
autumn, and will replace the velours,
hecks, and plaids of the
spring. For
young girls' suits worsted plaids in dull
roloring, will be worn. Separate coats will
l>e smartest of the heavier stuffs, such as
Glace Suede," and Rodier's new material
'Burella," which
comes in plain dark
olors and in vivid royal blue and emerald.
Tailored dresses will be particularly attractive in serge, the plain twilled fabric

old

somewhat longer than those of the spring

addition

to

make

the cor-

our mailing list.
As we publish fourteen magazines and newspapers, plea.se
rection in

mention

Farmer's

zine in vour

Maga-

letter.

The

corded weaves. In colors, the browns, blue
with a tinge of green, taupe, plum, and
the wine shades will be used; the latter
bids fair to be particularly smart for this

As to the silhouette, the changes indicated for autumn are that coats will be

in

are unable to

shown second at the top.
Of the silk family, satin and charmeuse
will take precedence over the faille and

season.

address

your new one, otherwise we

MacLean Publishing
Limited

143 153 University Avenue

One of

the popular fall suits with rollpleated skirt attached to close-fitting top.
Note the season's vogue for large
convertible collars

Toronto, Ontario

Co,

T
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Farm Dairy Handles

tlie Milk, Cream and Butter So- That Modcij
Seeks the Place.
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FOR HORSE AILMENTS
Vivat

incveasing in favor for
for
curative
qualities
It
horses it is a horse's best friend.
cures coughs, heaves, broken wind, etc.
Beneficial in case of colic, intestinal
worms and kidney trouble.
Its

is

dail.v

excellent

—

It also increases appetite, gives vigor,
For the respirstrength, endurance;
atory organs it Is without equal. Race
horses
and travelhorses, hard working
ling horses are especially benefited.

Spe<ial dirertion to meet each case.

SNAZON rOOD
^

II

^1

I

ll

timM

Here's

the

Food

to

Produce Vigorous
Stock
OMAZON

is a
Canadian Food and a
wonderful producer of vigorous stock.
gives endurance, increases the appetite and gives vigor.
It is also a medicine,
excellent for horses,
pigs and
poultry.
As a blood purifier, and for
increasing the quantity of milk in mare
and cow, it is highly recommended. It
is economical
saves grain. It makes a
big saving when mixed with other
foods, cuts down your feed expenses.
Write us for circulars. Get these preparalions from your merchant.
It

—

DR. ED.

MORIN &

CO.

Limited

Mountain

Hill,

Quebec, Canada

^ 1 A J JLI
V/ARRINCFt
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STANCHION

Henry H. Albertson, Bnrlington, N.

J.,

writes: "My
greatly

new Stanchions add
to the comlort of

my

cows."

WHY TORTURE

yours with rigid stanchions?
Send for specifications
of inexpensive yet sanitary cow stable to
Wallace b. ohumb. F8.rore«tvine.Oonn.,tT.8.A,
Canadian orders filled trom Canadian factory.
All correspondence should be addressed to the home offica.
State In Inquiry U yon prefer booklet in French or £ngllBh.

seventeen

is

well

and

is
pure and clean, free

herd consisted

A GREAT REMEDY

which

ventilated

first

^iViim^iiiiiViiiriiiiiiiiiiMiuiiiuniiim'ii'imnliu^^^^^

of

cows,

all

odors.

and as we then used
creamers I often had
to churn eight times

ficient for a

a week. Later we
used a cream separator, the result being more condensed

from

When

there

is .suf-

churning
I add a quart or more
of buttermilk saved
last

stir well,

churning,

and unless

extremely sultry
weather, place in a
churnings.
cool room upstairs
the choice as a butter cow
My methods are
until ripe for churnvery simple, not exing, next morning.
actly grandmother's ways, but yet not the
In winter I do not put cream downstairs
but keep it in a cool room where it will not
most up-to-date and highly approved.
With me, it is the happy medium, my freeze until there is enough to churn.
Then I heat it to about 60 degrees by
tastes being always simple.
The first rule that must be observed and pouring the cream into a pail and setting
pail in a large pan of hot water, stirring
closely adhered to throughout the diff'erent
with & long spoon so it will be evenly
processes in the manufacture of this most
heated. I never set the pan on a hot stove,
important article of diet is cleanliness.
When all is
but instead on the table.
Next, it is well to have every convenience
heated I add buttermilk and set in a warm
possible. But cleanliness is absolutely esroom, free of all odors of cooking, until
sential.
We have a fairly large well-ventilated ready to churn. Cream can should not be
cow barn, and before milking the cows' set directly beside the stove as then one
side will be overheated.
udders are well brushed and if necessary
We have a special room in which to
washed and allowed to dry ere attempting
churn.
It adjoins summer kitchen on
to milk.
south-west side, is convenient to cellar and
We have a bench at the front of the well and is cool and shaded for morning
stable made on purpose to set the milk
work during the hot weather. This room
pails.
It has a drop lid to keep out dust
is fitted out with the necessary appurtenand to keep cats, etc., from meddling.
ances, such as scales, salt (finest WindWhen milking is finished the milk is at sor), all smaller utensils and lastly the
once carried to the dairy.
plain dash churn which is operated b-^ our
Our dairy is a plain building adjoining dog, his machine being in a small building
the ice house. It has two doors and two
to the rear, the connecting shaft passing
windows. Its furnishing consists of a long through the partition.
table and washstand with towel and soap,
Before churning I scald the churn well,
Massey-Harris cream separator with a
then cool with cold water.
capacity of 650 lbs. milk per hour, and a
As to temperature of cream it is hard
large water tank which is filled by windto give a set rule, as so much depends on
mill, water being conducted into the buildatmosphere; but in winter I usually churn
ing by means of underground pipes. An
at 65 degrees, and in summer 60 decrrees,
overflow pipe takes the water to a trough
but a trial churning at a certain temperain the poultry yard.
By this means the ture would be a good guide for succeeding
tank can always be kept full of fresh
churnings. If butter comes granular, like
water and still there is no slop' or mud- grains of wheat, it has been properly
holes near the dairy.
churned. If it is flakey it has been overheated and qualit" of butter can never be
Before separating the persons who have
Al.
been milking wash their hands and brush
Churning finished I take off butter,
their clothes.
Then milk is strained
using a large wooden bowl and ladle and
through a good strainer pail, also through
wash butter repeatedly until water is
4-ply cheese-cloth, which is fastened on
clear, wash water being same temnerathe .=5upply can of the separator by four
ture as cream when churned.
Then I
snap clothes pins.
mix
salt into it, taking great care to disThe cream flows into a creamer and
tribute it evenly, then leave it for about
the milk into a tin boiler, which is mtich
more convenient than pails, as it holds so a half hour, when I give it another light
working, and in warm weather put it
much. This being finished, the cream is
down cellar until fit to pack, usuallv the
placed in the tank, the milk fed to calves
same evening, when I work off the reand swine, the separator is flushed with
mainder of the brine.
lukewarm water, is then taken apart and
I pack in crocks furnished by customers.
washed and scalded and placed in open
My
churnings are usually quite large,
south window where during the day the
sometimes 27 lbs.
sun shines on it. All the other milk utenIf time were not so limited, however, I
sils are thoroughly cleansed, and the floor
prefer putting butter in pound
is washed off".
We leave our dairy work should
prints, but that has been impossible as
thus completed each time, the work never
help is scarce and time must be econobeing left for a more convenient season.
mized. For a year our butter book has

cream

and

When cream

fewer

in

The Channel Ishuid

coic in front

was

brought to the
put in the cool

recorded 4,100

lbs.

is cold it is

house and in summer

is

I

made

for sale.

have now given an account of our

i

;

T ilE
system from the time the milking is done
ready for shipment. "The
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until butter is

proof of the pudding is in the eating."
However, our butter has a good reputation, which is surely a good guarantee.
It always brings the highest prices.
In conclusion I wish to state that as
the best breed of cow for home dairying
I prefer the dear little Channel Island
cow, the Jersey. Her cream and butter
The hardy Ayrshire
aie far superior.
ranks second in my estimation. We have
tried both.

I

I

YOU FILL
YOUR SILO?

=
^
M
P

CORN always a wonderful crop is more of a king each year'. That is
not to be wondered at since ensilage is proving so cheap and eeonomical &^
feed.
More and more we realize the extra profits in the all-year- 'round
use of green fodder.

I
^
g
~

In the same proportion International ensilage cutters have grown popular.
Here are some International big points.

I

Cheese, Butter and

Milk
npHE
-*

money that can be made from
dairy
products is unlimited
The

story of Oxford

and Middlesex Counties

made prosperous
incomes for large sections of farmers,
built good buildings, made good roads,
heated, lighted and water-equipped the
homes.
There are many examples of fortunes
that have been made entirely from milk
cows. Mr. Lovekin of Durham County recently sold out a herd of Jerseys. For 25
years he had carried on a sweet cream
trade with Toronto, 50 miles away. His
big farm was paid for by these cows.
There are many ways of making money
from dairy cows- Each man must decide
what will suit him best. If he prefers to
market whole milk, he will likely buy
Holstein grade cows, or
Holstein and
Ayrshires. If he sells to a cheese factory,
he will likely prefer Ayrshire cows, or
if he engages in the sweet cream trade he
will find the Jersey's and Guernsey's as
his choice. If he wants a good combination
of butter, cheese, cream or milk with a
fine line of every stock he will like the
Milking Shorthorn.
And yet there are wide variations in
where

has

milk

A

large amount of any man's sucbreeds.
cess depends upon his own care and feeding. Selected strains of each breed pro-

HOW DO

^
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These features make the International the best to buy.
See the jooall
Write to the nearest branch house for the
agent who sells them.
"
,interesting booklet, "A Silo for Every Farm.''

s
s
=

International Harvester Company of Canada, Limited
WEST — Brandon. Man.; Calgary, Alta.; Edmonton. Alta.; Estevan. Sask.; Lethbridge.

i
=
g
^
^

•

Alta.: N. Battleford, Sask.; Regina, Sask.; Saskatoon, Sask.; Winnipeg. Man.;

Yorkton, Sask.

EAST — Hamilton,
St.

Ont.;
John, N. B.

London, Ont.;

Montreal, Que.

Ottawa, Ont.;

Quebec. Que.;
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The

Bissell Steel Roller

^

With Three Drums end Strong R.i'^ic Steel Frame.
Somo improvements are: Heavy Steel Axle.
Tllick,

Breed

for Breeds
War Book

Holstein
Holstein

Lbs. of

% of

Lbs. of

Milk

Fat

Fat

4-3

1205.09

30,452

3-1

&51.30

Name of
Cow

— Duchess
Ormsby
— T illy

S.
.-. 27,761

Al-

carta

Jersey

—Sophy
of

Write Dept.

Y,

ior free catalogue

iT. E. Bissel! Co., Limited, Elora, Ont.
Do not fail to see our exhibits at Toronto, London and Ottawa.
See advts. also on pages 43, 55, 59.

19th,

H

o

fl

Farm

—^M u
Cowau
.Vyrshire — A. B
Guernsey

Heavy Steel Plate, Drums Riveted.

up to stand any strain. Roller Bearings
Runs like a bird. Full particulars free
by mail, or ask your dealer. None
genuikie without the name "BISSELL."
Lock out for it. This Roller will
stand
hard --'-rk and lots of It.

World's .Records
the

r

r o

n

w

17,-5.57

5-6

999-2

24.008

4.5

lOOS.l

22,022

3.9

917.6

e

n

Kate 4th...

Central Canada Exhibition^ Ottawa
September 9th to 16th, 1916

$25,000
Canadian Official Records

LIVE

STOCK PRIZES

Entries positively close Monday, Sept. 4th,

During 1915, 413 cows qualified in the Canadian Record uf Performance for registration,
iucludiug 190 Holsteins, 123 Ayrshires, 35 Jer-

Guernseys, 14 PrenchJCanadiaus, and
The highest records made
Shorthorns.
were: Shorthorn, 15,535 Ibs- milk, 540 Ibs- fat;
French-Canadian, 10,767 lbs. milk, 453 lbs. fat;
Guernsey. 11,445 lbs. milk, 520 lbs. fat; Hol-

$25,000

1916

Greatest exposition of the Agricuhur.il Products of Canada yet made.

Horse Races,

Dog Show,

Brilliant Fireworks

Attractions.

and Spectacle.

BATTLE OF FALKLAND ISLANDS

every night.
Send for Prize Lists and information to
BRIGHT, President
J. K. PAISLEY*, Mgr. and Secy.
OTTAWA, The City Every Canadian Should See

Reduced Rates on

JOHN

Magnificent Grand Stand Performance and
Afternoon and Evening.

Poultry Show.

Rmg

seys,
36'

stein, 23,717 lbs. milk, 834 lbs. fat; Jersey,
15,211 lbs. milk, 754 lbs. fat; Ayrshire, 16,696
lbs. milk, 729 lbs. fat.

M
g
M
M

There's the famous special- concave knife, with inward shear cut, cutting
at outer edge first, hence the greatest volume is cut near the shaft with
least power. The handy knife grinder that is always on the machine grinds 'M
one of the two sets of knives while the other is working. It's a water
g
stone, leaving the temper in the knives.
Perfect adjustment of knife
M
blades to cutter bar can always be maintained, saving power and doing ^
good work. Heavy channel steel frame, trussed, hot riveted, so that work- W
ing parts can 't get out of line.
Self- feed keeps cutting always even
=
silage may be cut in various lengths.
Blower pipe is adjustable to any s
angle; silage may be delivered to a silo of any height. Full equipment of
p
safety devices.
j

duce wonders under competent hands-

From

§
M
^
=

all

Railways.
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Will Kerosene Ri
the Engine

The tfemWIioBaysTIiis Silo

A

Talk on Power

Feeds for
Gasoline Engines.

GetSlWo Cows FREE
\A7E

By
'

have authority for saying that

"Six Cows fed on Silage produce as much revenue in milk,
cream and butter, as eight cows
without Silage."
Two more good

Silos Preferred

It

BOOK

Our SILO

material.

gives useful Silo
particulars of our line.
better for Silos than
other material.
tile or any
Write for it
to you free.
full

shows why wood

brick,

cement,

Glad to

—NOW.

serid

It

is

14 Reasons Why This Silo
'

Should Be Yours

sene.

Made of

two-inch selected White Spruce:
double tongued and grooved; (3) all
wood parts creosoted which prevents rotting
(1)
(2) staves

and shrinking and makes it acid proof; (4) steel
splines in end of staves, making strong, airtight joints; (S) hoops, special steel, bent to
fit. three bottom hoops
inch; (6) malleable
Iron lugs, frost proof; (7) special wrench supplied for tightening hoops; (8) doors fit perfectly, frame bevelled and j-abbetted to make

^

auage
Toronto Economy Silo is built high grade and
Machinery 'THE
*
extra strong and with extra care. We are pre-

Let us sell you al'
the equipment for

vour Silage work.
Engines and Blowers
of best type and most
reliable performance.

1

pared to show any prospective buyer that he can
save money and have sweeter, better- conditioned
Silage by buying his Silo from us.

Write Today for Silo Catalog

Ontario Wind Engine and Pump Co., Limited
ATLANTIC AVENUE, TORONTO, ONT.
Branches

:

MONTREAL

REGINA

WINNIPEG

CALGARY

^
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i
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ALWAYS

SMART-

-ALWAYS DRESSY

The perfection of the

Have THE correct "domestic" finish and dull texture of the finest
LINEN COLLARS. QUICKLY CLEANED
BY USING SOAP AND WATER WITH
SPONGE OR CLOTH
SAVE YOU MONEY
No LAUNDRY BILLS TO PAY.
^1

—
YOUh

COST

At
dealer's, or direct
Write for new Style Book

THE ARLINGTON

THE LAST AND ONLY COST —
from us. collars 25c eacA- CUFFS 50c aDa/r

IS

CO. OF CANADA.umrED.
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54-56 Fraser Ave .TORONTO.
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light tractor

brought out experimental departments
every tractor plant in the country, wo
ing to perfect kerosene engines. So
have obtained a certain degree of succ(
while others do not urge the use of k(
sene in its present experimental st;

.

.

FIRST

While burning kerosene the cylin
should be run from 25 to 30 degrees 1
ter, and in doing this the cooling circi
tion should be stagnated to a consider
degree. Kerosene will give better rest
and a higher compression than gasol
That is, a gasoline engine will give
ter results under about 70 to 80 pou
per square inch pressure when burn
kerosene. Hundreds of Canadian farm
are turning to kerosene as a possible 1
with the present raise in gasoline pri
With the possible exception of st
there is no article used in the agriculti
world that has soared in price as gaso!
has, since the war commenced,
authorities tell us this is only the be|
ning. A glance at some figures comp;
by an expert recently will explain
shortage of gasoline and the consequ
rise in price. The United States prod
about 65 per cent, of the world's gaso!
supply.
In 1900 there were in ro>
figures 350,000 automobiles in that co
try and Canada. Now there are al
3,000,000, with a million being added
nually, about one-quarter of that num
being "scrapped" each year. There
approximately 700,000 gasoline engi
working on farms in these two countr
and a million other farms are waiting
buy engines. In addition are about 300,
motor boats in these countries us
gasoline. Before the war the U. S
ported about 100,000,000 gallons of g£
line annually. Now it is from 300,000,
to 400,000,000, or about 40 per cent.
the entire production, a small portion
that export coming to Canada. The
ible supply of gasoline is about 500,0(
000 gallons, with an estimated demi
for 1916 of 900,000,000 gallons.
1

absolutely air-tight, doors dose with three
bearings on frame, each door fitted with
adjusting door clamp; (9) doors can be instantly taken out or replaced; (10) window at
top placed to allow entrance while filling;
(11) roof provided with three supporting roof
rings, with proper slope for rapid rain-shed,
covered with high-grade waterproof roofing;
ventilator;
iron
(13) the
(12) galvanized
location of window permitting a ton or two
more storage capacity than ordinarily; (14)
built like our famous Sprinkler Tanks, of which
we make 90 p^r cent, of all used in this country.
Silo
„.,

Blower

engine.

Generally speaking, kerosene is no
successful fuel for a gas engine of sn
horse-power, that is, from one to ten
twelve. In some cases a mixture of 1
gasoline and half kerosene is urged a
good and inexpensive fuel. Operators
small power gas engines would do wel
get the opinion of the manufacturer
that particular engine as to the ad
ability of burning kerosene. As a gene
rule, it is not necessary to make a cha
in an engine or carburetor, both ha
ling kerosene and gasoline alike.
,bnly exception is that a little W£
sprayed with each charge into the int
aids in ignition and combustion of k(

reason

information with

t

and suitable fuel for their small-po

most farmers hesitate
about buying a Silo is that they are
not sure which Silo to buy. The general
experience is in favor of Wooden Silos in
preference to anv manufactured or home-made
only

rapidly rising price of gasol

and the general agitation for

farm gas

every six cows you own. If you own fifteen
cows, a Silo would give you the revenue of
twenty. If a Silo gives you an increase of 33
per cent, revenue every year you use it, you
are going to get one, of course.
As an investment, you canno. beat it.

Wooden

GORDON.

cheaper substitution, kerosene, has
many Canadian farmers to a quest
as to whether kerosene is a success

COW3 would co5t you $110 each or $220
for both so this Silo would pay you back $220
the first year or the value of two new cows for

yHE
*

*HE

I

*•

R. M.

Ordin

for light tractors of

from

six to twe

horse-power. It is claimed for keros?
that it will always be less than one-h
in price compared with gasoline, and

T
balance in favor of the fuel is great. It is
the safest and cheapest fuel known, does
rot evaporate in the open air, contains
about 18 per cent, more heat units than
gasoline, is not dangerously explosive, and
can be purchased at every small store and

1

1 P]
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Don't

cross-road.

Worry About

It is estimated that 75 per cent, of tractors of 25 horse-power or over, working
in Canadian fields to-day, are equipped

burn kerosene as a fuel. One drawback to the use of kerosene has been the
to

Gasoline

necessity of starting the tractor or engine on gasoline. The cause of this is that
the gravity of kerosene is low and gasoline ignites more readily in a cool cylinder. When the cylinder is well heated up,
kerosene is then turned on and the gasoline shut off. This, of course, necessitates
separate tanks on each engine for the two

Get a

fuels.

The following general

division of three

—

AjWBMBPifrogg CM

—

—

value on the market.

The "Ideal"' Gasoline Engine will do many
things in half the time. It is an economy aninvestment, saving time and labor a profit-

—

—

equipped
with rather low-speed motors, and has
generally one or two cylinders of large
size. These tractors are usually equipped
at the factory to use either fuel, and those
not having two-fuel equipment can be so
equipped with little trouble or expense.
These engines use kerosene successfully,
but not all the time. Even in official tests,
with expert operators, they use gasoline
in about the ratio of one to ten of kerosene. Therefore, to be successful in using
this type of engine on kerosene fuel, the
operator should change to gasoline at all
times when the load is lightened or removed. They burn kerosene successfully
in plowing, except on the turns and in
or tractor

aud laugh at high prices. Use the "Brantford" with coal oil or naphtha-^the service
will be the same
ilrpeiidable, satisfactory. Further: a "Brantford" will help you to cope with
the scarce labor problem
it will enable you
The
to do many things in half the time.
"Brantford" is not an expense it is a money,
time and labor saving convenience no better

—

types of tractors and gas engines has
been made by an oil company after a
thorough study of the different sizes of
machines and the success of kerosene as
a fuel.
The first type is a kerosene engine,
built for kerosene and having only kerosene tankage and carburetor.
Those
farmers who own this type of tractor are
burning kerosene successfully.

The second type

"Brantford' Engine

Our Hopper Cooled Design

is

builder.

Our

Stationary,

gines, from
service.

We

satisfaction

Portable

and

Traction

En-

1%

to 50 H.P., will prove a real
guarantee them to give you entire

— dependable

service

is

what you

want.

Brantford Feed Grinders give genuine value..
They save your feed, grind and chop to give
3'our animals the most value from their feed.

A

Brantford Windmill will give you the same
dependable service and satisfaction as all our
goods do. The name Goold, Shapley
& Muir on any farm machinery or
implement guarantees full value and

starting and stopping.

satisfaction.

^

The

third type of tractor is a fourcylinder engine of medium to high speed,
'ihese tractors will use a good proportion
of kerosene, but the owner should try
especially to have a good man as operator,
for best results. Many owners of this and
the other classes of tractors used on the
Western prairies have, for the last three
or four seasons, operated their tractors
by using a mixture of half kerosene and
half gasoline; they have had splendid results, and have operated their tractors at
a very low cost of fuel. This plan should
be thoroughly tried out, especially by
every owner of this high-speed type of
tractor, as it means a big saving to him
in his fuel oil
expense.
The various
manufacturers of this type of machine
are recognizing the fuel situation, and
many of them are prepared, at slight extra expense, to alter the engines now in
use in the fields so that they may burn
kerosene.

The

best method for the farmer using a
is for him to consult the firm from whom he purchased
the machine as to the advisability of
changing from gasoline to kerosene. If
the engine oV tractor is of small horsepower, this change, no doubt, will be advised against. Kerosene is without doubt
the coming fuel for the medium and
large-sized tractors and engines, but
whether experiments under way at present will bring the small horse-power
engine or tractor into that class is impossible to say at the present stage of ex-

gas engine or tractor

perimentation.

Send for our catalogue, and see how you
can adapt our labor-saving machinery to
your problems.

I

Goold, Shapley
Brantford

&

W innipeg

Muir Co., Ltd.

|

Calgary

|

Regina

A Vast New Land

Northern

Waiting for You

Ontario

Sett/e in

Opportunity awaits the man who will strike out to the rich, fertile land of
Xortbern Ontario. Millinns of acres of virgin soil obtainable free, at a
This land contains immense
iionunal (ost, are calling for cultivation.
resonrres in timber, mineral, waterpower, fish, game, and scenery, and is
one of the greatest expanses cf fertile territory in the world. This land calls
for men to cultivate it: in return it will give health, comfort and prosperity.
Thousands cf farmers have responded to the call. How about you?
For

full

information, as to terms, regulations and settlers' rates, write to

H. A.

MACDONELL,

HON.

HOWARD FERGUSON

G.

Director of Colonization

Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines
llllllilllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Parliament Buildings
TORONTO. ONT.
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Profitable Live Stock and Dairy Farming
Sometimes Sidelines of Hogs, Poultry, Bees,
Carried On.

A

Dairy Barn

Ft'uit

E.

FRUDDEN.

'TpHE man who

keeps good stock and
builds good buildings to house them,
is the man to succeed and build up a
business that will give him an enviable reputation that will reach far beyond the
-^

country in which he lives. The dairy barn
should be located where it will be most
convenient for the handling of the stock,
feed, litter, and milk while comfort and
contentment of the stock are the touchReal kindness mixed
stones of success.
in with balanced rations and special care
make profitable dairy herds. Warm barns
that provide cow comfort make the cows
respond with a flow of milk that is far in

A

convenient dairy ham for 20 cows,
plan below.

knowledged by those who know that they
are sadly lacking in some of the essentials
which make for good farming. Although,

is

on account of living so near the capital
city of the Dominion, they have some

uncomfortable and irritated.
This 36 by 56 foot stable for 20 cows
has been designed to give the proper

farmers who specialize in dairying, the
fact remains that they are a strictly mixed
farming district, and, throughout the

The

county, one sees a splendid collection of
horses, cattle, sheep, swine and poultry.
Naturally their proximity to a good general market tends to foster their cosmopolitan ideas of farming while the presence of several packing houses gives an
extra impetus to hog-raising.
During the past fall and winter, good
prices have prevailed, which have not been
influenced by the loads and loads of hogs
which are seen every market day "trekking" city-wards. The summer and fall
are the great -growing months for hogs
and, if we drive through the country, we
see from ten to twenty and even thirty
hogs on each farm making great strides
towards maturity. It has been the experience of most of our successful farmers
that hogs make the most profitable gains
when fed on whey and grass, especially
In fact, it
if eked out by a little grain.
is far more profitable than the enclosed
method of feeding, both in producing hogs
for market and in the raising of breeding
Hogs raised "near to nature" on
stock.
a free range of good grass or clover, with
plenty of shade and good "wallow" are

excess of that_ which she gives

amount

of light

and

when

she

ventilation.

second storey has a capacity for 60 tons
loose hay and space for additional grain
The first floor walls are of hollow
bins.
clay tile faced with common brick and all
the first floor of concrete.' The lower
storey is 8% feet high and the hay mow
is 25 feet from the floor to the litter carrier track. It is a modern dairy stable so
designed that an addition can be built on
to the structure as the herd increased.
The cost of the barn is $2,000.

Hog

Raising
Carleton

By

in

JOHN O'DAY.

you ask any of the farmers of Carleton County they will tell you proudly
that they live in the banner county of
Ontario. That they have no equal in some
respects is very true, but it must be ac-

IF

contented money-making kind, will
put the most profit in the pocket-book and
will finish off" the best quality of pork for
the consumer.
On the average, two brood sows are kept
by each farmer, who counts on raising
from thirty-five to forty shoats each year,
one batch in March, the other in October.
This allows for marketing when the shoats
are six months old at a "slack" time of the
year and at good profit.
One point which provokes considerable
discussion is the question of breed. While
some prefer pure-breds, the Yorkshire,
Berkshire, and Chester White each having its particular fanciers, for market
purposes, a great many prefer to ci-oss
the breeds, the Berkshire sow being most
popular as a mother, and the Yorkshire
and Chester White boars used as sires.
These two ci;osses produce large growthy
shoats, one advantage being that they are
white and will consequently make a better
the

for

Twenty Cows
By W.

and Seeds Can be

appearance when dressed.
The question of marketing

is

also a live

subject for discussion.
As yet, farmers
have not considered co-operation and, in
order to get the last dollar possible, prefer to butcher and market their own hogs,
regardless of the attendant expense and
inconvenience, and are seriously considering the erection and equipping of proper
slaughter houses. However, in a few isolated cases of marketing on the hoof, it
has been acknowledged that, in spite of
the middleman's profit, no better money
was made, and we hope that, in the near
future, the value of co-operation, not only
in the selling of produce, but in the buying
of necessities, will be felt and practised by

every one.

Speeding Up the
Dairy Herd
By A.

'T^HERE

J.

CAMPBELL.

a little dairy farm down
Scotia that produces $20
cultivated
The
per
acre
of
land.
owner, Mr. R. M. Jackson, returned about
ten years ago from a sojourn in the
United States and purchased a farm of
thirty acres in his native place JacksonHe was oue of
ville, Cape Breton County.
the Canadians abroad who took to heart
the prophetic utterance of Sir Wilfred
-^

in

is

Nova

;

—

Laurier

—

"The Twentieth Century

be-

longs to Canada," and came back to his
native land to do his share in making that
prediction come to pass.
Twenty acres of his farm are cultiHe
vated, the remainder is in .pasture.
has ten acres under hay, seven under
grain- oats, peas and vetches cut green
and three in roots and potatoes. He has
adopted the four-year rotation first year,
grain; second year, vegetables; third year,
grain seeded to grass; fourth year, hay.

—

Plan of

ham.

dairy
the
High-priced

demands

help

ef-

labor saving
conveniences.

ficient

;

VoY fertilizer he depends entirely upon
barnyard manure and clover plowed
under. He uses no commercial fertilizers.

6

,
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"One great mistake,'' said Mr. Jackson,
"that farmers have been making down
here is the selling of the hay off their
farms. Why, it would be almost as well
for them to cart the surface soil away and
If every farmer would realize that
sell it.
even in normal times with each ton of hay
he sells he gives away nearly six dollars
worth of fertilizer, besides doing his soil
an injustice he would soon change his
methods. I buy middlings, bran and oil
cake and feed these to my stock so that

i

ne

THE BISSELL DISK

has made a great record throughout all
Canada. There are good reasons why this
Balanced Right Does not hump
is so.
Improved Plate Cuts and turns
up.
soil
over.
Hitches well Back Easy
draught. This Disk has several imitators,
but no equal. None genuine without the

—

—

name "BISSELL."

Test trials given on

bard land with anything that cultivates.
92
Write Dept. Y, for free Catalogue.

by means of barnyard manure and the
sowing of clover I am actually taking
milk to the value of over four thousand
dollars yearly out of the farm and yet
the soil is growing richer year by year.
Mr. Jackson has twenty-one head of
Eight of these are pure bred
cattle.
Guernseys. Sixteen of the cows are adult
The rest are grade Guernseys.
milkers.
He is gradually building up a pure-bred
herd by the use of a succession of purebred Guernsey sires. "/ have selected the
Guernsey breed for my use," said Mr.
Jackson, "because it is the breed I like
best. Moreover, I am in the milk business
and certainly the Gueimsey is a generous
milker.
It is apparent that the rapid advance made by the Guernsey in public
favor has been due to a fuller realization
The influence of the
of her merits.
Guernsey bull in grading up a dairy herd
I
is another strong feature of the breed.
must say, however, I have found that good
grade cows of any of the standard dairy
breeds will, with proper care, produce
practically as much milk and butter as
their pure-bred relatives. Of course only
pure-bred sires should be used with these

T. E. BISSELL CO.,

Do

LIMITED, ELORA, ONT.

not fail to see our exhibits at Toronto, London and Ottawa.

See advts. also on pages 43,

51, 59.

Mr. Dairyman

"KING"

have you seen the Sanitary

"KING"
Cream Separator?
When

you are

at the

CANADIAN NATIONAL
EXHIBITION
at

August 26th

grades."

you

will

see

Toronto

September

to

them

A MODERN STABLE.

in

TURN
Ask

KING SEPARATOR

situated in a corner of the barn.
Water is pumped into the mangers which
contain a trough having a slope of one
inch in sixteen feet.
sturdy gasoline
engine pumps the water and runs the
separator, grain grinder, pulper and the
Mr. Jackson uses a
milking machine.

1

man

th,

1

9

1

Under Grand

Center Aisle.

the crank of a
the

1

different sizes.

Stand.

Mr. Jackson's barn, erected four years
ago, measures 48 x 28, with a leanto 18 x
48, in which is the stable. The stable is
fitted with concrete floor and steel stalls
and stanchions. A drilled well, 104 feet
deep,

—

about

'•KING"

selling plan

WORKS OF CANADA

BRIDGEBURG. ONTARIO

is

A

Sharpless

Mechanical

Milker

two-unit

and he claims to be the second private dairyman in the province to secure
such a machine. The stable has a southwest exposure and there is nearly six
square feet of glass for each cow. "Sunlight doesn't cost anything," said Mr.
Jackson, "and I don't see why we should
deny it to the cows. I also believe in frequent applications of whitewash to the
outfit

stable interior.
As a sanitary agent
whitewash is eff^ective and inexpensive."
The King system of ventilation was
chosen for the Jackson barn.
By this
system the cold air enters at the ceiling,
is diffused in the upper space of the barn
and sinks slowly to the floor, finally escaping as foul air at outlets near the floor.
Thus the cattle are not subjected to a
draft and the warmest air is always near
the floor where the animals derive the
most benefit from it.

"I feed

HOW HE FEEDS.
each of my milkers,"

Galloway "Masterpiece-Six" Gasoline

Eng ine

Jackson, "fifteen pounds of hay, four
pounds of bran, three pounds of middlings,
one pound of cornmeal, two pounds of oil
cake and from thirty to forty pounds of
roots. I find that it pays to feed the dairy
cow about all that she can digest properly
and speaking generally the big eater is
the big profit-maker. The dairyman needs

Our

5- Year

Guarantee

Although always sold at the lowest prices, our
engines are made from the best possible materials,
by skilled workmen. The reason we can sell at
such low prices is that we sell direct from the fa<
tory, cutting: out middlemen's profits.

—

RE.\D

THESE SUPERIOR FEATURES:
CYLINDER HEAD gives

HERCULES

greater strength aud greater power, ami
L.\RGE BORE, .5i..
larger cooling surface.
inch, LONG STROKE 10 inch: this gives
VALVES IN
greater power at low speed.
CYLINDER
mean greater

HEAD

for
power
MA'STERPIECT

gps.iline

consniiied.

IGNITOR

iimires sp,irking anri
Numerous
the col<lest weather.
other superior features.
Big catalog tells all about
it— wiite for it to-day.
firing of charges in

I

GET MY NEW FALL CATALOG

i

It is brimful

H.P,, $159.50.
Webster Magneto at small extra charge.

of direct-from-

the-manufacturer money-sav-

t^^'v
pr ^^^
said Mr.

Sold Direct on

wry-^^m

^^M

.

-^^W

^^

Wm.
of

Dept. 22

ing prices on the very things

most nee<le<l on the farm,
Remember, every article I
sell

is

backed by a

reliable

guarantee,

M,Ul

the Cr,upo„

To-Day

Galloway Co.
Canada, Litnited

WINNIPEG

Paint and Varnish
Gasoline Engines
Creiim .Separators
Manure Spreaders
All-steel
.Sewing-

Harrows

Machines
Grain Grinders
Feed Cookers

.M.VIL

TO-DAY

Galloway Co. of Canada,
Ltd., Dept, 22, Winnipeg,
Gentlemen: — Please .send me full

and prices
item
on
marked with an X.
Also I want
particulai'S

to have your

Stoves and Ranges

Washing Machines

Pump

Jacks
Harness

THIS (OUPON

Wm.

Name

,

Address

New

1916

Catalog

free.
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to know his cows
their capacity."

Feel the old- time

and feed according

Mr. Jackson keeps a

vigor return

Ordmiirily nerves and tissues get
euough nourishment from the regular diet, but the strain of overwork

strenuous

days

in

these

long,

fields,

the exposure of outdoor

ot attention to diet, quickly

and lack

Now, parand body must be

supply.

the

exhausts

ticularly, nerves

fed

the
life,

vital

more of the

foods

to

strict record of the

yield of his cows. "It is strange," said he,
"to see so many so-called dairymen who
still are satisfied to guess at the individual production of their herds. / don't
see how it is possible to build up a profitable herd without keeping a record of
yield. No farmer can afford to board culls

or second-class animals, and how is he
intelligently to distinguish between firstclass and second-class milkers unless he
knows from week to week the weight of
milk produced by each individual cow.
"I have a two-year old heifer that has
produced 6,800 pounds of milk, testing
3.33, equalling 450 pounds of butter (semiShe ought to produce
official record).

10,000 pounds in two years more. A number of my cows produce from eight to
ten thousand pounds, but the average
yield of my herd is 7,063 pounds. During
the past year my heard of sixteen milch
cows yielded 113,000 pounds of milk. Of
course, I am not satisfied with that record. I believe not only in weeding out incapables, but also in bringing up a herd
to an even greater profit-earning capaBy utilizing proper methods the
city.
yield of a herd of good grades can be increased to double and even three times
their ordinary production.
The Jackson farm is within easy reach
of the great market furnished by the Sydneys and the milk is retailed at nine cents
the quart. One man delivers the milk to
the customers in about six hours.

that

nature requires.

Don't wait for the dragging lassitude of "off-color" days to give you
Delay
its warning a second time.
may become serious. Better to build

Profitable Cheese
How Old Country Farmers Do — The Many
It

Appealing

up the force now with Parmelee's
Nature's Own
Vegetable Pills
and feel that old-time
Laxative
vigor course through your veins

—

—

again.

Parmelee's Vegetable Pills supply
exactly what Nature needs to

turn

the

again in
of bile

buoyant health
your favor. An even flow

is

scale

of

restored, constipation re-

lieved, the stomach tuned again to
Nature's requirements and the whole-

constitution

takes

on

an

active,

buoyant healthfulness.
Vegetable
Parmelee 's
Because
have done so much for others
just like yourself, perhaps you are
still wondering if they can do as
Pills

much

for you.

Then why not do the

one thing that can convince and help
try Parmelee's Pills yourself.

you

Parmelee's Pills are

where at 25c a box.

sold

every-

Ask your drug-

gist to-day.

the Public

one of the exclusive articles by
rxflcrts in Great Britain secured liy The
Farmer's Magazine for the infurmalion
Possibly some
of Canadian farmers.
is

facts here
lars to

THE

may

give an idea worth dol-

—Jiditor.

some farm.

valuable varieties of
that is the most
are those which yield
profitable
the biggest weight of cheese per gallon
of milk at a fair price. With the heavy
imports of foreign butter keenly competing with our home-made butter and reducing prices often below the margin of
profit it has- become necessary for farmers
who are unable to send their milk into
town as new milk either on account of
distance or owing to the quantity they
make being too little for it to be put on
to find some more
rail at the lowest rate

most

cheese to

make

—

—

—

—

profitable method of selling the produce of
their cows than making it into butter. In
some instances where a really good price
can be obtained for butter owing to it
being of superior quality probably farmers are well advised to continue butter

making and rearing calves with the separ-

Northrop

& Lyman Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario

WELL DRILLING
A PROFITABLE

BUSINESS

Let us send you our catalogue. We
have the only really efficient welldrilling machine made in Cana-

Our catalogue contains

full

particulars of this machine
portable well-drilling machinery and well-drilling
tools.
Well casing carriei

and

da.

Listowel Drilling Machine Co.,

ated milk, for there is every appearance
of cows of good milk strains being very
dear for the next few years. If, however,
only an average price can be obtained for
the butter during summer then it is certainly better for farmers to look about
for some better market and for anyone who has even only five or six gallons
of milk daily it would seem advisable for
him to turn his attention to cheese malcing,
as taking an average of years it is much
more profitable during the summer
In the
months than butter making.
winter when prices are higher it may be
better to make butter, for winter cheesemaking is difficult unless a warm atmosphere can be maintained in the room
where the process is carried on.
'

SOFT CHEESE.

Catalogue free
in stock.
on request. Write for one.
Good agency proposition.
Write

Listowel, Ont.

Varieties

and Ways

of

Taste.

ALFRED ROWNTREE

By

This

just
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Making

The question then arises as to what kind
of cheese to make, and who is to make it,
for in buttter districts little is known of
cheese making by the farmers' wives and

daughters. This difficulty is easy of solution now with the large number of dairy
schools and colleges which have been
established by the County Councils and
others,

most of which

offer exhibitions to

farmers' families enabling them to take
short courses of instruction in the art
of cheese making. Some of these schools
make a special study of soft and other
small varieties of cheese particularly suitable for either farmers or small holders
as they can be made easily and with ordinary household utensils.
The selection of the most profitable kind
of cheese to make is a difficult one and
depends so much on the district and the
Where only a small quanlocal market.
tity of milk is made and a ready market is
at hand there is nothing more profitable
than some of the better known soft cheeses
such as cream cheese, Gervais, Coulcmmier, Cambridge, etc., but these are all
very perishable and no use unless there
is a brisk demand.
If there is a large quantity of milk to be
dealt with it would probably be better to
make one of the varieties of hard cheese
as it is not so necessary to sell them immediately and sometimes better prices
can be got by keeping the cheese to mature a little. Some of the hard varieties
are now made in miniature and these are
much more convenient to handle than the
very large cheese, especially when made
at the farm and not at a factory. Cheshires, Cheddars, Lancashires, Wensleydales, and no doubt other varieties are all
made in this small size which varies from
one to three pounds or so in weight and
are very popular nowadays, and find a
ready sale all the year round. They are
marketable at an earlier age than the
large cheese of the same variety, which
means a quicker turnover and less risk.

WENSLEYDALES AND STILTONS.

Of the hard varieties of cheese probably
the ones that pay best are the blue-veined
Wensleydales and Stiltons when well
made, but considerable skill and experience is needed to produce really fine cheese
and they have to be kept so long to ripen
and become blue that if many are made a
proper room for storing them in is neces-
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sary, which is perhaps a drawback to the
farmer; also he has to wait so long before
they can be turned into money.
For the small farmer with only a little
milk Wensleydales would be more suitable
than Stiltons as they are often made in
small sizes of from 4-7 lbs. and real Stiltons are rarely made smaller than 10-12
In the case of the former variety,
lbs.
probably
too, the yield per gallon is
rather greater than in the case of Stiltons, making them rather more profitable,
but if the maker fails from any cause to
get his cheese to become blue-veined when
ripe the value is much lessened in either
case, and it would be better to make a
cheese which could be sold off new, such as
the miniature form of various kinds before mentioned, or if a larger cheese is required Cheddar truckles weighing about
7 lbs. are a useful cheese or Caerphillys
of about the same weight sell well in some
places.
The first point to be observed in cheese

making as

in

all

dealings with milk
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TOEVfJ^yj^^OFMUSK
farm homes have decided
MANYpurchase
GOOD piano—
a

to

this fall
gift

that

which adds new happiness and breal<s
like sunshine through the long, dreary winter
evenings and keeps the children home.

The Williams Piano Company

will have on
an assortment of especially finished
models of the renowned WILLIAMS' New
Scale PIANO at their booth in the Manufacturers' Building of the Toronto Exhibition

display

this year.

As these Exhibition Models are greatly in
demand, it would be wise to write the
Williams Piano Company, Oshawa, Ont., in
advance for illustrations and easy payment
plan regarding these special models.

is

cleanliness; this no doubt seems a some-

what hackneyed remark, but

it cannot be
care should be
taken to ensure it at all points, but especially in the handling of the milk in the
cowshed before it ever reaches the dairy
and the cheese maker. All utensils should
be simple in construction with all parts
easily accessible for cleaning purposes
and all should be well washed and scalded
each day as soon after using as possible
before the milk has time to harden and

too

much emphasized and

become difficult to remove.
Most people nowadays know that the
chief constituent of milk is water, and
the aim of cheese making may be briefly
stated to be getting rid of most of that
water in the form of whey, and retaining
the solid constituents in the form of curd,
which is then treated in such a manner as
to develop what is technically known as
"acidity" in such a degree as will ensure

the subsequent keeping and ripening of
the cheese according to its variety.
In
olden times this acidity was very much a
thing of chance, but nowadays it is the
general custom of all trained cheese
makers to add to the milk a small proportion of "starter" or culture of the bacteria necessary to bring about this acidity
of the curd in a more or less regular manner, but there are so many things that
have an influence on the milk that it is
never safe to say it will always work in
quite the same way for even two days together.

Hot

Water
Boiler
The old home is all right— BUT—it
is cold— coW— COLD in the Winter.
That old home, can be made as warm
and cosy as any city mansion, by a
modest expenditure for the installation of a hot-water heating system.
Steady,

V^Sm^i^
K%1 llc£

even,

unfluctuating

and permanent heat
kinds of weather and

in all
in all

°f ^^^ house.
^)cB^ S^^^v«*o
room, east
IlCUllClVUrO^y^'^
side or north side,
P^'''^^

still
days or windy
days, wet or dry,
makes no difference,
the King Hot Water
Boilers and Radiators
give the warmth desired, with
least cost in fuel and least attention and
<

labor.

Do You Want to Know What a Hot Water
Heating: System Would Cost?— Write Us
for Particulars.
King Hot Water Boilers and Radiators embody certain
exclusive principles which make them economical, quick,

THE QUESTION OF TEMPERATURE.
Temperature plays a very important
part in all cheese making operations and
no cheese maker should be without one or
two accurate floating thermometers, there
should also be one hanging in the room
where the cheese is made as the temperature of the atmosphere has considerable
effect on the curd.
No hard and fast rule can be laid down
as regards the actual working temperature of the milk for this varies according
to the season of the year, the richness of
the milk and the variety of cheese to be
made. It may, however, be taken as a
general principle that a higher temperature is needed for rich milk than for
milk containing less fat, and that if a
soft textured cheese such as Stilton or
Wensleydale is to be made a lower temperature is required than for a firm cheese
such as Cheddar.
The temperature is
raised and maintained by means of a
water jacket round the vat where a large

1

beaters
of the reasons

FOP.TABLE
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HOMESEEKER'S FARES

;
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To Winnipeg and Return
To Regina and Return
To Saskatoon and Return
To Edmonton and Calgary and Return

-

EVERY MONDAY TO OCTOBER

quantity of milk is to be dealt with, but
in the case of a small quantity it can be
done by standing one vessel inside
another which contains water a degree or
two higher than that desired in the milk.
In soft cheese making a strong wooden
tub is useful as retaining the heat better
than a vessel of tin, and it is a good plan
to warm it before putting the milk into it.
When the milk has been brought up to the
required temperature and the starter introduced the next step is to add rennet
to coagulate the milk usually in the proportion of one dram to four gallons, but
this varies slightly according to the season. The rennet must be mixed first with
cold water and then well mixed into the
milk for about five minutes, after which
the top only should be gently stirred to
prevent the cream rising before the milk
coagulates. The loss of fat in the whey is
a danger to the inexperienced cheese
maker, and should be very carefully
guarded against or the cheese will turn
out hard and dry, and worth very little
money. This loss of fat may be caused
by allowing the cream to rise on the milk
before coagulation takes place, or by overstirring after coagulation begins, or by
treating the curd roughly during the after
processes, or by putting to press when the
curd is too watm. After the milk coagulates it is covered over with a cloth or lid
and left until firm, usually about an hour,
and then it is cut with curd knives into
small cubes to allow the whey to separate
out, and the whole mass is gently stirred
with the hands and arms until the curd is
as firm as the variety of cheese requires;
in the case of most of the hard cheeses the
temperature is gradually raised a few deWhen firm
grees during this process.
enough it is allowed to settle or pitch in
the whey for a time until it shows signs
of growing acidity when the whey is "let
off" if the vessel be a vat or "ladled off"
if otherwise, and the curd lifted on to a
cloth on wooden packs to drain and allow
the acidity to develop further. Then it is
broken up into small pieces with the hands
or a curd mill and if acid enough it is
salted usually at the rate of an ounce to
four pounds of curds, but this varies in
different cases it is then filled into moulds
lined with cloths and taken to press, or in
the case of small cheese a press is not
necessary, but it can be pressed by placing
weights on the top of the lid of the mould.

$35.00
$38.75
$39.75
$43.00

30th

"You have been persistent in your
endeavors to have me subscribe for
the Farmer's Magazine, and you
would have been trying for a long
while yet had you not sent me a
sample copy. I feel that 1 have already got the worth of a year's sub-

Proportionate Fares from and to other Points.

ELECTRIC LIGHTED TOURIST CARS
For our Booklet, "Homeseeker's and Settler's Guide", Tickets and
Information, apply to nearest Canadian Northern Aeent, or write to
R. L. FAIRBAIRN General Passeneer Aeent, 68 King St., East
Toronto, Ont.

scription,
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and

I take pleasure in ask-

ing to be enrolled as a subscriber.
"I am m,ore than pleased with the
Farmer's Magazine. It's a good deal
like the "Country Gentleman," another excellent publication, but as

my
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Boys and Girls

Poultry

as

Farmers: Learn the Real
Estate Business

Fanciers
Some

Pointers'

F

WILLIAM

were a boot black on the streets
London I would not be contented until I was the best-" This quotation was made by a famous
British
statesman and this was the goal that the
writer had in view when he set his first
hen on her fateful setting of eggs and
how near I came to reaching this goal
I

of

I

my

competitors know.
Fall fair that I have attended in past years I have noticed a woeful
lacking of the amateur poultry fancier
and not because the hobby and business
was going back but because there Avas
another parasite the "huckster fancier."
These men drive up your lane and pick
out one or two of your choicest birds and
hand you the magnificent sum of a one
dollar bill. It is in the interest of the boys
and girls and a good many adults and to
help them discriminate between the cull
stock and choice ones and the showing of
the'latter that this article is written for.
If these "hucksters" can take your birds
and show them and win with them, then
why cannot the young people on the farm
do likewise? By so doing they will create
a name for themselves and a demand for
their surplus stock and later on for setonly

In these days, when
Real Estate plays so

on Preparing Birds for the Shows That Will Plelp One

By

At every

—

tings of eggs. I made mine pay well by
selling settings of eggs and surplus stock
and did not worry much over market
prices as these were a secondary consideration.

RAISING THE

SHOW

BIRDS

take for granted that your chicks
have had unlimited range and have had
all the food that they could eat up clean
every night before going to roost and
that you have kept them coming along
every minute for a runt is always a losing proposition. The professional fancier
invariably feeds for size
(unless he is
raising bantams and they are not much
use on the farm) and a good many have
for this reason adhered to the moist mash.
The largest cockerel or pullet at the early
Fall shows usually receives the judges'
attention because they show more of the
I will

L.

59

to

promineut a
every farmer

Win.

know

praise,
phase.

POWELL

promising youngster when he drops his
chick feathers becomes a hopeless specimen. I would therefore advise selecting
a good sized cockerel or pullet. It is not
advisable to select a yearling cock or hen
because they have been running at large
and the sun has faded their feathers or in
the case of a white bird has given them a
brassy tint. If they 'are intended for
showing at the Winter fairs the minute
that they commence to moult, the wing
and tail feathers should be pulled, out
as they take the longest time (nearly
in and a bird
three months) to grow
without all these feathers stands a very
poor chance of getting an entertainment
from a judge. For the same reason I
would look close to see that none of the
stubs of broken tails or wing feathers
are left in.
Often one finds a youngster slow in
feathering out or an old bird slow in
their moult and in such a case as good
remedy for this as I have heard of is to
feed linseed meal and oil cake in their
mash. Sunflower seed also is a good conditioner and is largely used by the manufacturers of stock food for the body in
their prepared foods. Show specimens are
always kept from the elements when they
have their exhibiting coats.
SELECTING THE BIRDS
This is the most ticklish part of the
whole affair and is the hinge that success
swings on. The American Poultry Association published a Standard of perfection, giving cuts of every recognized
breed, giving shape, the height the tail
should be carried, describing the proper
coloring and last but not least, giving a
list of disqualifications. It is hardly worth
while to buy this book as they are quite
expensive and for a while can be dispensed with. Nearly every fancier has one and
this usually can be borrowed. This should
be, studied carefully.
Let us turn for a second to the picture
of the barred rock hen accompanying this
article and you will notice that
the black bars are slightly wider
than the white and she has won
high laurels at both Canadian
and American shows. Now the
standard calls for even white and
black barring. Now there is not
a bird that is perfect and your
choice should be the one that is
nearest perfection- I repeat this
because I do not wish to discourage any who would read the
standard and could not find one
their

ap-

to

and pur-

Knowledge

is

worth while; it protects you from unscrupulous agents.

adult feathers and sometimes the most

in

how
sell

part,
should

yards

reaching

quote

I

Edward

Mr.

Fielding, at the Toronto
'M e t h o dist
Conference.
-Jime

the

12. 1916, denouncing
underground method.s

of real estate dealers: "I
lost $1,000 in order to get
rid of $2,000 mortgage."
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A

colony house with a carefully watched

Hock

You will usually find the older
fancier very very kind in giving
you any information on the subject. I know that a good deal of
the inside information that I
am giving the readers of the
Farmer's Magazine was received
by associating with older fanciers
and like the Masonic secret work
was carried on by the vocal organs
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Another important item and it is unfortunate that it needs remark, is the
learning of a judge's likes and dislikes.
True to their name of judges they often
have a misconception of plain English and
I would like to quote one case when I
fell down at the Canadian National Exhibition because they changed judges and
the new man was a surprise for me. This
show is considered by poultrymen as inferior to Guelph and this man did not
place a cockerel that later was placed
fifth at Guelph in a
string of twelve
prizes and about twenty-five of the finest
cockerels in Canada. Try and learn the
judges likes and dislikes beforehand. It
means much, and can only be gained by
experience and close observation.
PREPARING FOR THE

a

PORT CREDIT BRICK
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The

SHOW

clean out a horse
stall or some other place about that size
and one that the birds can move around
in freely and at the same time can be
easily captured as it takes quite a little
bit of handling to tame them not to show
flightiness when they reach the show room.
The floor should be scrupuously clean so
that when filled with clean straw and later
on when they scratch for their food, the
dirt will not g€t under their toe nails.
Put about a foot of clean straw all over
the floor and throw some feed amongst
this litter. The next thing is to get an
ordinary wash tub and a board about six
inches wide and long enough to reach
across the tub and will be used as a perch
later on, two other tubs or old wash boilers are needed for rinsing in. A piece of
ivory or castile soap should be put in a
dish and placed on top of the stove until
it becomes a liquid. Heat a couple of pails
of water and fill one tub with warm water
and the other tubs with luke warm water.
The latter two utensils are for rinsing.
Get a dipper or something that will do for
pouring water over the birds back and
with an old nail brush you are ready for
the washing process. Be very
careful
when handling the birds not to break any
feathers but when the bird is thoroughly
wet, the feathers become a good deal more
pliable and are quite hard to break. Of
course the night before you will have
placed your birds in some place where
they can be easily caught and as you have
everything ready they should be brought
into the wash room. Seize the bird with
the fingers under the breast bone and
the palms and thumbs over the wings and
gently place in the water. The reason for
holding the birds in this position is that
if their wings become free the washer
will become the washed and receive a
splendid shower bath. Force the bird down
in the water until its back is thoroughly
covered and then it may be let stand in
the tub. I have never had much trouble
first step is to

keeping them in it and have walked
around the room to get articles that I
needed while the bird stood in this position and in their own language talked
to me. Have the dish of soap handy and
lather it all over the body and a large
part of the neck but do not go too close to
the head as it will frighten them. The face
can afterwards be washed with a rag.
Rinse it out in at least six different waters
as any soap remaining on the plumage
will make tlie webb adhere and spoil half
a day's work. If the bird has any white
plumage the last water should be blued
for the same reason as the wash woman
blues her washing and the same article
is used and quite freely put in the water.
Next stand the specimen on the board
in
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and let it drip into the tub while you are
washing its feet and legs. Scrub them
with the nail brush and a few toothpicks
come in very handy to clean under the
If the legs are yellow this will
a great difference in his appearance.
Now your bird is ready to put in a clean
stall or other place that you have prepared for him and the food that you scattered amongst the straw will soon draw
his attention. If your show
should be
later on in the Fall it is well to dry with
a few clean cloths and fan it dry. Feed
your regular feed and be sure to feed sunflower seed or linseed meal as this puts
a gloss on its coat. A further polish can
be had by stroking with the hand or with
a piece of silk. Keep them in the clean
stall until the day of the show. In the
Standard of Perfection's list of disqualifications it will give the off colored feathers and one of these may disqualify your
bird. So be sure and look it over carefully, if need be spend an hour or two on
the one bird.
scales.

make

There

THE DAY OF THE SHOW
is more excitement on

this

day

than horse racing or any other kind of
sport. You will have to refer to the prize
list for three important things and the first
should be looked after at least two weeks
befpre the day of the show to find out
about your entries. A good many fall
fairs allow you to enter on the same day
or the day before the show;
whether
judging is to be by comparison or score
card methods; the first is the most com-

mon

Canada and whether you
supply your own coops or not. The compractice in

The Lister Works
arc a'Tionx ihe
•ntl

"
,

parison judging is done by looking, over
the birds and some kind of a sign
placed on each coop until they get the
good ones picked out and then it is nothing more than sorting down until the
first prize is picked out. The other way
is to take each bird and score them on
points, deducting so much for each flaw.
You will often notice some person advertising a bird that score 88 points and
according to my mind this is all "bosh,"
as 100 points is the possible.
all

they do not supply coops get a reguwire coop front from a poultry supply house and get the largest size you
can and go to the dry goods merchant
and get a box about the size you want
and tack this on the front with starles.
This will increase the appearance of ycur
exhibit and especially if the box has a coat
of paint and I would like to emphasize
with the showing end of this industry that
appearance counts for everything. Never
talk with the judges while they are at
work or you may have your exhibit disqualified. After the awards are made it
is well to have a sign with your name,
address and the name of your farm on it
and cockerels for sale displayed in good
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There is a LISTER Agent in nearly every district in Canada where you
can get our Catalogues or see our machines demonstrated -or yoii can send
us a postcard and we will have one of our representatives call.

If

lar

large type.

The foregoing were the methods whereby I got nine birds out of twelve placed
and I never showed the '.ame bird twice.
In this string I got four
firsts and I
showed at Toronto Exhibition, Guelph,
etc. If there are any little points that
the writer can enlighten you on he would
be glad to do so and you can reach him
through addressing the Farmer's Magazine.

We'll Prove
chance
GIVE
by working our
us a

to

It

to you that you can make money
Hundreds of men and women in

prove

plan.

Canada are making splendid salaries by working for us
a few hours each day. Why not learn all about it?
If your regular position isn't producing enough money to take
care of a few added luxuries
our plan will fit in splendidly,
giving you as much extra money as your spare time will allow
for.
The more time you devote to the plan the more money you
can make. To learn all about it drop us a Post Card, back
This will not
to you by return mail will come full particulars.
obligate you in any way. Simply say, "Send me full particulars
of your money-making plan."

—

—

—

Name
Address

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING
143-153 University Avenue,

CO.,

LIMITED

TORONTO, ONTARIO
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Genuine Diamonds

CASH OR CREDIT

Sepiembers Work
On The ^ Farm

TERMS— 20% Down
and $l-S2-$3 Weekly

We

any honest person.

trust

Write

for catalogue to-day.

Jacobs

BrOS.impOTte"rB

Dept. B.
15 Toronto Arcade.

Toronto, Ontario
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Mailed

Diseases

AND HOW TO FEED

FREE

to any
address by the
author

H. Clay Glover, V.S.
1

8 W. 3

1

St

St.,

New York, U.S.A.
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DITCHER

aqrader"
Does the work of 50 men
in one day — Every larmer
needs one Pay a for itself

day

for particulars

day's work.

liy its first

Care Never Killed a Cat

Send
to-
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Preston Car & Coach Co. Limited
102

Dover

St.,

Preston.

Men — Especially

the

Animal

—A

1855

Ontario.

Farmer

—

Is

a

Forward Looking

Planner for the Future

«t

ABSORBINE

M^

has made many attempts, in various places and in diverse
tongues, to give a definition that will distinguish him from the other

TRADE MARK MG.U.S.PAT. OFF.

reduce inflamed, swollen
Joints, Sprains, Bruises, Soft
Bunches; Heals Boils, Poll
Evil, Quitter, Fistula, or

will

i

MAN

any unhealthy sore
quickly

as

it is

a positive antiseptic

and cermicidc. Pleasant to use; does
blister under bandage or- remove the hair, and you can work

not

82.00 per bottle, deliv7
free.
ered.
JR., antiseptic liniment for mankind.
Reduces Painful, Swollen V'eins, Goitre, Wens, Strains,
Bruises^ stops pain and inflammation. Price $1.00 per bottle
Will tell you more if you write.
at dealers or delivered.
Manufactured only by
W. F. YOUNG, P.D.F.482 Lymans Bldg.,Hontreal. Can.
the horse.

Book

K

ABSORBINE,

Absorblnc aod Ab'^^rblne, Jr., are made

lo

Canada.

animals, his companions on the earth. He has called himself the
thinking animal, the laughing anim,al, the tool-making animal or the reasoning

animal; yet has anyone ever heard him named the forward-looking animal?
Surely this is as near the truth as any of the other definitions that have
pluyed at times with the task. It is a fact, no less certain than it is interesting that until

man appeared upon

nor the coming season's requirements.
"looks before

and after" and

Rod

Co.

Hamilton, Ontario
Manufacturer} and l^eaUn

Our cable is a woven strand capable of 36 pure
copper wire.<5, 1,000 feet on a solid wootlen spool,
doing away with all waste ends and faulty connections.

from the Department
will give you full
of Asriculture, Toronto, Ont.
information on the licavy loss by lightning, and
showing what the Government thinks of lightning ro<l5 as practically absolute protection.
Our cable being pure topper and weighing over
three o\mces to the foot, pass&s Government
2S0

,

regulations.
Our dealers and their erectors are experienced,
men on installing rods, and by specifying our
Company's cable it insures absolute pure copper
cable and the proper installation of the rods.

FREE
Send us the names and post office
addresses of the liglitning rod agents in
your locality, and we will send you
free, one ot the latest New York novelties.

Pure Copper

Lightning

Hamilton, Ontario

Only

man

dips into the

unknown,

ing day.

—

Not so with the beasts or the birds who take no thought for the morrow they have no knowledge, no idea, no recognition of a future. And indeed
some even have twisted the divine ivords of "taking no^thought" into a license
for lethargy and a decay of reason, a crucifixion p.f,the flesh without an
Such men neglect the
apotheosis of soul a negation with no affirm,ation.
divine-implanted facility of reason and its atrophies. Thus it is we have our

—

in

High-grade Pure Copper Strand Liglitniiig
Rod Cables, Copper Tubes for
Cprlglits, Galvanized Standards, Copper
Cone
Points
Nickeled,
Ornamental
Balls. Copper Straps, Malleable Galvanized Dispersers, Ornamental Vanes.

Government Bulletin

was no such thing as

strikes his well-reasoned estim,ates for the coin-

—

Pure Copper Lightning

the earth, there

"the future," no sense of "to-morrow," not even of the next minute. So it is
to-day with the other animal creations.
They know nothing of next winter

Rod Co.

business failures galore.

—

The greater faith it is, which works with all the forces at its command
and executes to a design for to-morrow, casting all worries
as to the outcome aside, leaving the disposition of their plans to Providence.
He rests because he has done his part in enthusiastic faith and faith is the
greatest of all powers. If his plans ivere immature or weak, the results will
A ^vise man, he who compares causes with rebe correspondingly as futile.
estim,ates, plans,

—

sults

and does

It is true,

his

planning in the light of these experiences. He reasons.
But this is a slow and hard road.

disappointments teach.

.Known experiences are ours to prevent such results. It is in this sense that
we are heirs of the ages. There is no such thing as luck.
In no occupation are there words of more force than in agriculture. We
work hand in hand with an orderly nature. We all sow and reap. But not
all see far enough ahead to throiv their seed in good soil, to reap the hundred fold that the planning, careful, thoughtful farmer secures. We forget

Continued on next page.
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that grapes do not grow on
forty-bushel crops of wheat
not threshed from sour, undrained

6:3

often

too

thistles, that

are

lands.

wisdom of the forward
the
the ethics of an autumn planning
number! This review of our resources,
this marshalling of our facts of experiHence,

look,

ence, enables us to draw up a design of
next year's business, upon which we can
confidently ask you for our Great Partner's interest. Assuredly we should be

big

enough
"To match our m.ountains,
Not to creep, dwarfed below them."

THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE
SIR

JOHN AIRD,

EDMUND WALKER.

General Manager.

Capital, $15,000,000
IN

C.V.O., LL.D., D.C.L., President
H. V. F. JONES, Ass't General Manager

Reserve Fund, $13,500,000

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN

Winter celery will need banking. Do
not get the soil into the hearts of the

FARMERS' BUSINESS

plants.

Dig the potatoes as soon as the tops
have died and store in a cool dark cellar.
The immature potatoes seem to be the
best for seed- Some people plant a late
plot for seed.
If cabbage heads crack, bend them over
so as to break the roots on one side to
check growth. If cabbages are used now
let the outside leaves grow on and use

The Canadian Bank

of Commerce extends to Farmers every
transaction of their banking business, including the discount and collection of sales notes. Blank sales
notes are supplied free of charge on application.
facility for the

them for the hens later on.
Lettuce,
spinach and radish seed if
sown in cold frames will give crops for
early winter.

Beets and carrots should come in this
month. Do not cut tops off too close to
root or they will bleed.
Mangolds should be harvested before

any danger of frost.
Keep an eye on the weather and the
harvesting of your beans. They are money
this year.

Market in baskets whatever surplus
vegetables you have.
IN THE GREENHOUSE
Start freezia and oxalis bulbs early in
the month.
Pot Easter lilies early in the month.
Make cuttings from all bedding plants

your own pocket
extra -nork from your horses and
long life of usefulness, that come
from the use of Ventiplex Pads. These
Parts give real comfort, cure gall sores,
Tliiiik of the s;ivinK to

— the
the

and Geraniums now.
Sow sweet peas, petunia and nasturtium seeds now.
Go into the woods and gather a supply
of leaf mould. Soil and sand should also

by removing the cause. Made of a patented fa'bric that is easily washed and
very durable. Ask your dealer for Ventiplex Horse
Shoulder Pads and save your horse.

be stored.

THINK OF YOUR

WITH THE BEES

Much
moved

COMFORT

honey will be remonth. Buckwheat honey finds

of the second

this

a good sale in MontrealOpen the hives in the warmest parts of
the day.
If you get a sting, scrape it off at once
and you will suffer little from it.
Do not expose the honey for any length
of time or robbing will be attempted.
Honey must be stored in a dry warm

kept cool.
Foul brood inspectors have been doing
good work in OntarioSome beekeepers in Ontario claim that
it has been a good honey year.
Honey should be bought freely by all.
It is cheaper than sugar and very wholeplace. It candies if

some.

IN THE ORCHARD
Of course, apple and other fruit picking is the order of the month.
Use stepladders where possible, and be

OWN

Get in Ventiplex Weather Strips Now and Stop
those draughts from giving you chills, wasting
heat from your furnace and making the house
cold when it should be warm ^Prevention is better than cure
Get Ventiplex weather strips. Ask
your dealer for Foot Comfort. During the winter
months wear Ventiplex Insoles. Take care of -your
Auk your dealer for VENTIfeet and keep well.
I'l.EX Insoles.

—

I

—

The Burlington-Windsor Blanket Company
Toronto, Canada

No More
Sore
Shoulders

—
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Preparedness

S ould be considered not alone by nations, but in
every phase of life where adverse conditions must
be overcome.

That farmer is wise who has had his property prepared against the ravages of winter frost and dampness, by protecting it with a heavy coat of good,
durable paint.
Your

property,

no doubt, represents an investment

—

have it protected against
the rapid deterioration brought on by severe weather.

of thousands of dollars

Jamieson's Pure Prepared
Paints and

Varnishes
are aJcquate to meet the
test of all weathers. Durable, 'Dependable,

Protec-

tive.

Ask your dealer for
Jamieson's Crown and
Anchor Brand Paints

R. C. Jamieson
Co., Limited

&

Established 1858

Montreal

Vancouver

Ownlng"'and' operatine P. D.
Dods &'Co., Limited

Back Your Aim
with Confidence
Dominion

-T—-T
the only Canadian-made ammxzr.zlcion.
the one good shot of the trip arrives you will
never know the disappointment of a missfire if you use

in

^

-*-#-

When

Dominion Big Game Cartridges
At

that instant

when

the

moose or

deer appears the knowledge that a true
aim is backed up by true ammuninion
helps mightily.
With Dominion

—

.303 British Soft Point or any of
the other big "D" Cartridges the sportsman is
sure of ammunition with a real "hit and stop".

—

No matter what big game you seek there is a
Dominion Cartridge to stand by your aim and
give you confidence.
Send for our attractive hanger"A Chip of the Old Block".

Dominion Cartridge Co.
Liznited,

828

Transportation

Building',
kf-jpi-.ibrif-

Montreal.

]9
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sure that

all

helpers

who

burn

all

diseased limbs.

Spray with a summer strength limenow and kill manysolution
sulphur
enemies.

Grape cuttings may be made this month.
Get well matured wood of last season's
growth and cut into lengths of about 10
inches. These should be tied in a bundle
and stored in moist sand in a cool cellar
with the butt ends upFeed out all scabby cull apples. If possible let the hogs into the orchard to clean
up.

Never try

to

palm

off

a No. 3 apple on

an unsuspecting public.
Put the apples at once into a cool
IN

cellar-

THE STABLES FOE LIVE STOCK

If live spraying has not already been
done in the stables, do it now, and clean
out all rubbish from them.
Clean and repair the windows. Wire
screens are useful on them.
generally bad this month.
Flies are
Some good fly spray is a good thing to
have around for the dairy cowsKeep the hogs that have been on grass,
ready for
well fed now, dry and rush
market.
12-cent hogs and 13-cent lamb looks
like good mixed farming profits for the
farmer.
Be sure that the stock have weekly ac-

cess to salt.
Watch the ewes. If any are poor, give
them better pastures.
All lambs should be weaned this monthNow is the time when the wise planning of last year helps out in a green
pasture.
If the workhorses are run down begin
now to put them in shape for they keep
during the winter better if they get a

good start.
Give the weanling colt a side feed of
bran and crushed oats.
Do not overfeed or dope the animals
for

show purposes.

Do

not be afraid of paying a good price

for a pure bred ram.

Advertise your
surplus stock in the
classified pages of the Farmer's magazine
and catch the transient trade-

GENERAL FARM TRADE
Perhaps some extra grass seed on the
meadow in its weak spots may pay you.
Corn for the silos ought to be cut this
month. If frost touches it, it is wise to
get it harvested as soon as possible. A
poor corn year will see many silos emptier
than they have been for years.
One man in Hastings puts tar paper
on top of his ensilage and packs it down
with manure where the silo has a cover.
This prevents spoiling of the top layerA manure spreader to top dress the
wheat and meadows will be found almost
indispensable.

How

WINTER FEEDING

climb the trees

have rubber shoes onGather up the brush and

about that strain of corn you were
buildinq- no? Did you save any this year?
If so. take good care of it for it will be
wanted.
MiPet. cowneas ai^d buckwheat will be
harvested this month.
Do not pasture the new seeds if you
want a vigorous crop next year.

What are you figuring on doing in the
matter of winter feeding?
What about lambs? If you can buy
right, they will pay by February in all
probability.

—

Hogs Prices are good enough to assure
cheap
return. Look out for
a decent
grains now.
The dairy cow No danger of loss from
her if you can get the help or a good
milking machine. Sweet cream shipping
pays.
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THE BEST LINIMENT

^

IT

HAS NO EQUAL

F^M — It ii penetratrUr ing.aootUing and

Periectly Safa

healing, and for all Old
Al.^ Sores, Bruises, or

InO

and

|l..M*Mi« Corn! and

Rellabia Remady
for

CAUSTIC BALSAM has
Bj^^u ^^ equal as

Sore Throat
Chest Cold

Wounds, Felons

Exterior Cancers, Boils

nlllllan Bunions

Car-loads of feeding steers paid well
prices. No
last year despite the high
doubt they will be in demand next spring,
as well, since meat animals are so scarce,
but buy as cheaply as you can, and plan
roughage and concentrates.
for cheap
Bran is going up fast nowis

i^

Gombault's

Caustic Balsam

—

All breeding stock

OR PAIN KILLER FOR THE HUMAN BODY

DOliy

>

Liniment

Backache
We

would say to

who buy

it

not contain

Neuralgia
Sprains
Strains

alf

that it doe
a particle

poisonous substance
and therefore no harm
can result from its ex
ternal use. Persistent,
thorough use will cure
many old or chronic
ailment* and it can be
used on any case that
requires
an outward
application with
of

going to be in de-

mand, war or no war. Keep only the best
and be ready for sale at any time.
Thoroughly plan your campaign, leave

Lumbago
Diphtheria

Sore Lungs
Rheumatism

and
all Stiff

perfect safety.

Joints

nothing to guess work.
to buy a carload of young
say about 500 or 600 lbs., and run
them through and finish on pasture.
Beware of the tempting credit terms
of an auction sale to pay more than market prices for your feedersWhat's the use of paying dear for an
animal just because you can get it on
credit. Credit facilities often warp otherwise good judgments. If a steer weighs
approximately 800 lbs., and feeders are
worth 7 cents, do not pay over $56 at
any sale. Know this and do not let others
run you up into a higher purchase unless you can see a better future.
It

might pay

cattle,

REMOVES THE SORENESS-STRENGTHENS MUSCLES
Cornhill, Tei.— "One bottle Caustic Baliam did

my

rheumatism mors good than

paid in

[The LAWRENCE-WILLIAMS COMPANY, Toronto. Can.

Farmers, Friends and

Buyers

Prospective

Do not forget our Exhibit at the
Toronto Ex-

FLOWERS AND PLANTINGS
Plant peonies this month- They will
flower next year if some of the tops are
moved with the roots.
Perennials generally should be started
this month. Some of the good hardy sort,
are phlox, iris, canterbury bells, bleeding heart, hollyhock, pyrethrum, golden
glow and larkspur.
The bulbs of cannas
dahlias
and
gladioli should be lifted as soon as the
tops have been killed and stored in a
dry place after they have dried off.
Shrubs planted in September in well
drained soil are almost certain to live.
Ask your nearest experiment station
what are the shrubs best suited to your

$120.00

OTTO A. BEYER.
doctor'sbills."
Price S 1 .50 per bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent
by us express prepaid. Write for Booklet K.

hibition.

Tanks,
Folding PoulSilos,

Farm

and

Houses,

try

,

locality

and you

Truck Auto

Trailer.

FARMERS SILO CO.
Dept. 4

MARKHAM, ONTARIO

will lose little in experi-

m en tingMany shade trees may be planted in
the fall. The beech tree can be moved well
in the fall.
Fall planting of fruit trees is not as
successful in Canada as one would like.

Now

Currants and
gooseberries do
well
planted in September.
Leave raspberries and blackberries un-

R. R. No.

the spring.
Fall planting of evergreens is a moot
question- Many claim to have been successful with fall planting if the trees
do not have to be moved far and care is
taken not to let the roots dry out.

Next

Winter's

Layers

the time to secure your birds for next
season.
Several breeds to choose from.
is

Write for prices and free catalogue.
J.
1

H.

RUTHERFORD
-

-

ALBION, ONT.

til

Plan to plant more trees on your farm.
Beautify the place you live in. Don't leave
it a desolation when you pass out.

Before
you do another thing take a look at
our Ui-splay on Page SO, read the middle column of ^information, and then
look over the advertisements.
siae just the article you need.

You may

From Farm

Facts

What Some

That Disfiguring

Wood
By

L. G.

CRUMMY.

really elegant houses we
see in the country, whose beauty is

sadly marred by uninviting surroundings.
One thing in particular which so often
attracts my attention is the presence of
the wood pile in the door yard, either
to the rear or side of the dwelling.
Wood is a very necessary article. I do
not consider, however, that it is ornamental when thrown in confusion on the
necessary
lawn, and it does not seem
(especially on a farm where space is
not limited) to have our. door yard converted into a woodyard.
The removal of it to some distance
from the house (possibly to that pasture field- behind the barn) would certainly mean a vast improvement to many

homes.
I remember when our wood was all at
the rear of the house. Now it is a level
green lawn, a chip being more foreign
and we
to it than a tree on the Sahara
have been amply repaid for our labor;

Brand Act

muscled and the mnzzle,
large without coarseness.

lips

About This Month

and mouth

In the early stages of feeding light
feeding should be the rule, especially as
regards the grain ration.

Pile

\J OW many
-* -^

Sections are Thinking

Abundance of good clean water must
be at hand, where feeding of steers is
carried on- If possible have a heater in
your water tank to take the cold out of
the water before allovdng the steers to
drink; otherwise it would be preferable to
let the steers have a drink twice a day.
Where steers are fed out in the open all
winter, never allow them to satisfy their
thirst eating snow. This is a practice
that cannot be too severely condemned.

Apple Conditions

in

Ontario
By DR.

A. J.

GRANT.

/^UR

apple crop will not be so large as
blossom conditions indicated as the
weather man has had a great deal to
say about it. The "Setting" was nothing
like so profuse as blossoming indicated.

^^

By JAS. GUICHON.
Government
THE
does not

of British Columbia
realize how important the
Brand Act is to the srtockmen. The men in
the department are not practical stockmen
and. therefore are not in a position to
properly administer it. I believe that the

By

'npHE
-^

ROBERT AIKEN.

ability

stockers and
one of the
important lessons for

to

select

feeders intelligently

is

and most
the stockman to learn. Profit in steer
feeding comes not so much from skill in
feeding and management as from intelligently buying and selling.

first

feeding one
In selecting steers for
with
should look for low set animals
plenty of depth, breadth and must be
compact. Their top and under lines should
One
parallel.
be straight and nearly
should look for as much smoothness as is
consistent with thinness- Too great prominence of shoulder, hips and tail head
should be avoided as well as rough, coarse
heads set with small dull eyes. A good
head,
feeder possesses a short, broad
short, thick neck and short legs. A large,
prominent, bright but mild eye is desirable as it indicates vigor as well as disposition. The lower jaw should be heavily

Saskatchewan's Gift
By

npHE

S.

W. YATES.

Saskatchewan Grain Growers' As-

-*

sociation Patriotic Acre Fund, which
was initiated at the annual convention at
Regina in February, 1915, provided for
the distribution of forms throughout the
Province containing a pledge to be signed
by every farmer who was willing to do
so, promising the proceeds of one or more
acres of wheat or other grain to this
fund, which was to be a gift to the Empire
for the relief of distress consequent on
the war- The canvass was
prosecuted
with great vigor, as a result of which
promises
amounting to 6740 acres of
grain were received.
In the fall of 1915 the actual subscriptions began to come in, many in the form
of cash, but the greater number in the
shape of graded storage tickets for wheat
or other grain which had been stored at
a large number of points throughout the

At

A Rockton

Boys' Potato Club in a
county noted for good potatoes.

no doubt due to the continued wet weather during the process of fertilization.
Fungus never in years had such favor-

Selecting Feeders

This sort of thing will disorganize market
conditions for any commodity. Publicity
did much to help us in 1914 with all
fruits- The apple crop will have a lot of
scabby fruit but much of it will be good
if kept in cool conditions.

Province. It was soon seen that the fund
would reach enormous proportions, and
from that time onward it gradually accumulated until a total contribution of
more than 84,000 bushels of wheat and
$29,000 in cash had been received.

in B.C.

Brand Commissioners should be appointed
at once to assist in the indexing and cancelling conflicting brands, etc. The Brand
Commissioners to be practical stockmen.

Fields

able conditions for growth so we look
for a great many unmarketable apples.
In fact the fellow who is not spraying
persistently and ready to keep it up will
have mostly low grade or no grade at
all. After all this is said and done we
will have a pretty good crop to market
considering the restricted out-let for exportis a great deal of money floating
our towns and cities largely being
have not been
spent by people who
but
large
scale
on a
eaters
fruit
who are now living on as good
the rest of us and this increase
as.
of
a lot of fruit- Perwill dispose
sonally I am rather sanguine of the outcome to the grower who will put up good
reliable fruit or who has already a good
Many fruit growers
trade connection.
are over pessimistic to the detriment of
buyers have
the fruit business large
their ears to the ground for the waiRngs
of the growers and will be on hand early
in the summer browbeating the growers
that apples are to be a drug on the market.

There

in

—

this point the question

was taken

up as to the milling of the wheat and its
subsequent transportation to England.
The wheat contributed was of course of
various grades, and it was, therefore,
necessary that it should be sold, and the
Northern
proceeds turned into No. 1
wheat, in order that the flour should be
of one uniform grade- A sufficient quan
tity was therefore disposed of to enable
us to purchase 80,000 bushels of wheat
there was manufactured 3,200,000 pounds
of the best flour obtainable.

The flour was loaded in 40 cars, each
car containing 40 tons, making a total
shipment of 3,200,000 lbs. or 1,600 tons
of flour.
The train

A.
dent

J.

was accompanied East by
Maharg and J. B- Musselman, presi-

and central Secretary respectively
of the Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association, who handed over the necessary
documents to the Duke of Connaught.
"In renewing my subscriplion, I
like to say that I am as ^vell
pleased with the Farmer's Magazine
as ever. Though we don't live on a
farm I am a farmer's daughter and
Normal
a graduate of Stratford
School, and so am interested in anypertaining to farm, home,
thing
school and children. I was especially interested in the articles about
consolidated schools."
Mrs. A. B. W., Wiarion, Out.
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Behind

This

Great

Achievement Lies A
Big Canadian Or-

Electric Light and

—

EVERY

home

in

Canada" surely a great ideal.
Delco-Light has brought this great
boon within reach of every country
home

in

Canada

at a low cost.

reliability is time-tested,

Its

guaranteed

by the company which has become
world-famous foi Delco Cranking,
A big orLighting ana Ignition.
ganization has set out to supply this
wonderful Delco-Light Electric Plant
throughout Canada. The big Ideal of
every
for
convenience
electrical
home is rapidly finding attainment

through Delco-Light.

Power

For the Farm and Country

ganization
"Electricity for
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Home

—

Here, at last a reliable, efficient and economical
isolated electricalplant tor country homes.

Delco-Light is developed by the same Company
makes Delco Cranking, Lighting and Ignition for automobiles.
Half a million motorists
can tell what that means as a guarantee of
that

efficiency.

A complete Electrical Plant— Gas Engine and Dynamo
for generating current combined, in one compact unit
Starts itself on pressing of a lever Stops automatically when batteries are fully charged.

—

Will furnish all the lights required for house, outbuildings and
grounds, costing no more than 5c. per day for the average home.
Also pt-ovides power for churn, cream separator, washing machine,

pump,

Now

etc.

procurable in Canada, with batteries, readv

to

run, complete

for $375.

The Domestic Engineering Co.
DAYTON, OHIO
Illustrated Folder on Request.

C. H.

ROOKE

BRUCE!L.;ROBINSON

Delco-Light Distributor for Ontario

and Quebec

168 Bay

St.,

-

Delco-Light
It^M)

Toronto

Agents Wanted Everywhere.

Distributor for Alberta

Hand Saskatchewan

307 W.|8th Ave.,';Calgary, Alta.

Write Immediately for Open Territory
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5%

5%

Debentures

Our Money Department

Toronto Mortgage Company, 13
Toronto Street, Toronto, payable at par
at any Branch of the Standard BanU
of Canada or the Bank of British North
America.
of the

Farm

Investing

Cask.

The Toronto Mortgage Company
issues Debentures, secured l)y all the
Assets of the Company, in any denom-

Taking Care

ination, for from 2 to 5 years, at 5%.
payable half-yearly, and they are a
legal investment for trust funds. Com-

pany's

surplus

publio,

is

over

liabilities

all

Mortgage loans

$1,290,914.00.

By

at lowest cur-

made on improved farms

of

Your

Profits

to

RICHARD LABORSON

rent rates.

WM. MORTIMER CLARK,

SIR

WALTER

Pre«.

GILLESPIE. Mgr.

AM

not raising hogs and, of course, I
do not experience the pleasure of putting down in my jeans the proceeds of
a car load that could have been sold a few
weeks ago at $10 a hundred, or at $13.50
being paid at the present time. Neither is
it my pleasure to anticipate taking a big
roll for the proceeds of an average wheat
crop at around $1.25 a bushel. At Winnipeg, at the time of writing a bushel of
No. 2 northern is worth $1.44. Ewes at
Toronto are worth a dollar a hundredweight more than they were a year ago.
Other farm products are as high or much
higher than the fairly high level which
prevailed twelve months ago. It may be
said that high prices look well but what do
they avail if you haven't the stuff to sell?
That's a reasonable question to ask. Some
of the "experts" reported that black rust
had eaten up the western wheat cropGenerally speaking, and speaking from a
quarter of a century's experience in the
West the "experts" have never in any
year failed to find something that "destroyed" the wheat crop.
Just as regularly as the crop has been
"destroyed" by the experts it has been delivered, in greater or less quantity, to the
elevators, and for it the producer has received some kind of a price. This year it
looks as though the producer would get a
better price than usual for what he has to
sell and it will be an average amount. Not
as great as last year's product, but fully
up to the average- It will be noticed also
that the deliveries of cattle at the various
centres throughout the Dominion are on
as large a scale as in the previous year.
In some districts there is a falling off and
in others a gain. What is called the present shortage of live stock is not due so
much to the quantities being delivered by
the farmers but to the extraordinary
quantities needed by the packing plants.
To feed the armies in Europe the packers
need a lot of meat, and they are not able
to get all they would like to get hence the
Whatever the
talk of a big shortage.
farmer has to sell there is a lively market
and the prices are much higher than usual.
If under such conditions a profit is n6t being made then the outlook for the country
and its farmers is a dismal one. But it is
If I do not raise
nothing of the kind.
hogs I can understand that if farmers
could make hogs pay at 61/2 in 1902, they
could make a profit on them at $13.50 today.
Farmers have money, evidence of which
is found in their credit balances at the
banks and the volume of their buying.
Every merchant says business amongst
the farmers is good. Whether it is prudent
to buy liberally or not at present is a
serious question, and later we will give
some attention to it. Meanwhile, let us

I
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of
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EVANS & COMPANY
Washington. D.C.
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FREE
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patents
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THE ATTORNEYS WHO OBTAIN
PATENTS that PROTECT

Write us for evidence. Inventor's reliable
book FREE.

R.S.&A.B. Lacey,

^wrshi'n'rtrn.'iJ'^:

PATENT Y:)UR INVENTIONS
Perhaps some simple device you thoueht of for
your own use may be valuable. Write for free
book of complete information.

STANLEY LIGHTFOOT
Regisiered Patent Solicitor and Attorney

208 Lumsden Bldg. Corner Adelaide and
Yonge Sts.) Toronto

Representatives
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The present demand for MacLean's
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permanent, we help you,
c'ii-oper;ite with you.
Your earnings are
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broad ac(iuaintance
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a
terested.
and are of goiul address, we will tell
ydU all :il)0ut the plan if you write
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The MacLe

n Publishing Co., Limited

143 153 University Ave.
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consider the proper course to take with regard to profits being made or those accumulated and not invested. Many leave
the question of putting their money away
until some salesman comes around. He of
course "always has the best thing."
Investing savings, or making use of
them, is a subject deserving of more than
ordinary attention at present. Whatever
is done vdth them careful regard should
be had for conditions that may arise when
the devilish monster of Europe has been
finally brought to bay.

HIGH PRICES CANNOT LAST.
It is quite plain to everyone that wheat
will not remain, after the- war, at $1-44
for No. 2 Northern, nor will hogs remains
at $13.50 a hundred. The time will come

when cheese

get back to about 12
between the years
1902 and 1913. as compared with llVz
cents to-day.
When the millions now
digging and delving to protect themselves against the millions of dollars
worth of high explosives now being
hurled at them daily, get back to their
cents, the

will

average

homesteads they will produce what they
want for themselves and cease heaping
upon their countries mortgage upon
mortgage to pay high prices to ourselves
and to neutrals for the produce of the
Russia, Germany, France, Italy
the belligerents will strive to take
as little as possible from us and sell to
us all they can.
At present they are
buying all they can. While they are doing so it is just as well, while prices
are high, for every farmer to get rid
that stands against
of all the debt
him.
If you can't get rid of it all do
When hogs sell
the best you can.
at present prices it is much easier to
In 1902 dressed mutpay your debts.
ton sold in Toronto market at 5.8 cents
a pound, and in the normal year of high
prices in 1913, it brought 10 cents. Today it is around 14 cents. If, therefore,
a mortgage stands over your head and
you can lift it, do so; if old scores are on
your books get them cleaned off so that
when the war ends and prices drop and

farms.

and

all

your produce is hard to sell you will
have a minimum of cause for anxiety.
Rest assured that it will be a long time
ere such high prices for produce will return.

There are many, however, who will
have money in hand after all debt is
Instead of collectors calling, you
salesmen, and it is much
nleasanter dealing with them, but althousrh pleasanter it is necessary, and
never more so than at this time, to be
very cautious. Previously we said that
farmers were buying more than they are
in the habit of doing and it arises from
the fact that they have more money to
paid.
will

have

—

:

,
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handle than hitherto they have had. Is
For
it wise for the farmer to tie it up?
such articles as are necessary to carry
on his business there is no alternative
than to pay higrh prices, but is it w^ise
at this luncture to buy anything else
when prices all round are extraordinarily
If you want a good mechanic
hiffh?
All
you will have to pay high wages.
metalware is up. Cement is one of the
commodities that can be bought at the
same price as before the war, but other
building materials are higher and the
cost of the labor to make use of them
will run you to an outlay much higher
than in peace times. Generally speaking
the'-efore. the farmer who can close his
books and show a clean balance of cash
after paying all his debts would not bo
wise at this iuncture to make any improvements of a permanent character
that can with safety be delayed until

the

war

you knew what
some farmers know
If

about Standard Reliance Mortgage Debentures, you'd put every cent you can save
into this

sound

$6,732,581 of assets.

Thousands

farmers

of

Why shouldn't

own

our

debentures.

you own a few.

Write for a free copy of our booklet about Profits from'
It will interest you for it tells all about a system
Address Dept. 40
of doing business.

Soil

Savings.

:

Fertile
Continued from page

security.

Standard Reliance Mortgage Debentures
provide an absolutely safe investment
with surety of principal and regularity of
interest.
This assurance is provided by

ceases.

Making Our
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STANDARD RELIANCE
rMORTGAGE CORPORATION
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Head Office,8Zr88:KingSt:E. lorohfo
ancient times the Romans ploughed to an
average depth of nine inches. The flemish
farmers ploughed deep, and the seed sown
in England's foundation and improved
agriculture is deep ploughing
and soil
pulverization.

One writer

a recent book
says
"Drain well your soil, plant in them crops
for green manure that send their roots
deep down in the soil, then it will only be
necessary to plough your soil deep enough
to cover well the organic matter ploughed under." This seems to us to have been
safe advice and in a future application
no one could go far astray. Tull, an agricultural writer, claims that by thoroughly
pulverizing the soil its fertility can be
maintained permanently. His system of
frequent ploughing and pulverizing the
soil and the turning under of plenty of
organic matter was the
secret of the
building and keeping up of the fertility
of the farm. There are other things to
watch in the conservation of our soil
fertility that need attention. First, soil
covering. Soils covered, and filled with
close lying grasses and thickly
rooted
plants will not wash away like the exposed soil.
Second,
a
liberal use
of
legumes for restoring to the soil its nitro-

Branches: Ayr, Brockville, Chatham,
Elmira, New Hamburg

-wm

in

WA

I

Money
or property left for the family should imply that the
But
principal will be invested to yield an income.
More often it is
is it invested to yield an income?
lost in some foolish venture.
This cannot happen to
a

guaranteed regular monthly income.

A

large sum, when placed in the hands of an inexperienced
person, is a temptation and often proves a disadvantage
rather than a blessing.

Aik

The Great-West

gen.

He is truly a farmer who loves and
feeds his soil. England's soil after a tillage of centuries is as fertile to-day as in
any state of its existence, kept so by sane
methods of soil building.

Dept.

The entire prosperity of Canada is
founded upon the fertility of our soil, and

farm.

"W."

Policy issued by

Life Assurance Co.
Head

Office,

Winnipeg

"SECURITY FIRST!"

he only is a patriot who lends his aid to
preserve it. The time for planning for
next year's crop, is now, we must take
stock of our soil, we must see what it
needs, and we must resolve to do, during
the next twelve months the very best we
can towards being honest with the land.
Let our slogan for the next year be a
better-tilled

Monthly Income

for particulars of the

EXCELSIOR LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Head Office

TORONTO

m

30% more business to date this year than in 1915. Join
the ranks to-day of the Excelsior's satisfied policyholders

—
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MADEjlNjCANADA

Special FireProof Safes
For Home and Office
BURGLAR — FIRE —
SMOKE AND WATER-

$65

PROOF.

Made

of heavy rolled steel.
Filled with our special fireproof filling of cellular vitrified asbestos
Fitted with extra heavy
interchangeable combination locks no two alike Built with heavy
Doors of new tongue and groove
steel front and back draw bolts
design, and so constructed to keep out smoke and water, as well as
fire
a feature found in no other make of safe.

—
—

—

—

—

may sweep through your home to-night and destroy all your valued records,
your will, deeds, notes, mortgages, etc., the careful accumulation of a lifetime
your sole protection against litigation and repayment. Has this fact ever come
home to you? Your Insurance Policy Protects Your Home and Chattels. Your
Safe Will Protect Your Papers.
Fire

"FOR SAFETY SAKE" ORDER TO-DAY.

INTERNATIONAL SAFE COMPANY, LIMITED
FORT

ERIE,

ONTARIO

Continued from page

few ewes will pay every farmer. A
ewes each shearing 12 pounds
of wool and raising 1.2 per cent- lambs,
will pay well. This year such a flock re-

A

turned $185.00 in cash.

PURE BRED STOCK
Not every man can succeed

at the professional pure bred stock game. It is too
largely one of speculation- The real farmer breeder with ideals, can. Pure bred
stock wisely selected always pay. Many

men

making money in pure bred
sheep cattle, horses, goats, foxes
and poultry of all kinds. One must be a
good salesman and a wise advertiser
always putting out goods better than expected, and with courage enough to send
the scrub purebred to the block. I would
certainly establish a pure
bred line of
some kind on my farm as a specialty. It
pays in more ways than oneare

hogs,

a business that requires conraise
siderable skill. Born feeders who
their stock and know the worth of a steer
make money almost at any price. Others
who purchase at random fall badly. Last
year feeders bought dear cattle but the
prices of 1916 left all of them safe on dry
land. What 1917 will do is hard forecasting. If we can buy cheap enough of the
right kind and have lots of roughage, we
can't go far wrong in putting in a carload.

The
is

secret

is tljat

the Waterous Portable Mill
than is necessary to
it has special fittings found

built just a little better

do portable work

—

only on higher priced mills, that help you cut
What is more,
your logs as they should be.
the Waterous Portable is dead easy to set up,
simple to operate, and is built so strong that it
will keep on cutting first-class lumber year
after year without trouble.

your trees, and in your neighbors'
is worth your investment in this reasonably
Quality counts every
priced, high-grade mill.
time— and especially i(i lumber making, with
prices as high as they are now.

The

profit in

Send us a card to-day for our Portable Sawmill Catalogue

The Waterous Engine Works

Co., Ltd., Brantford,

Canada

Would you like to be with us?
Would you

an occupation that kjeps you out of doors and in touch with
Would you like to work for us and represent iis in your
own district, providing you knew that good money could be made from your spare
time efforts? We can arrange to employ yju full time if you are the person we are
like

the activities of the world?

looking for.

Why

not write to-day for particulars?

The "profits" are surprising.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED
143-153 University Avenue,

8.

FEEDINGTREEF CATTLE

WATEROUS
PORTABLE SAWMILLS

are first quality
a mill that will

Make

flock of ten

There

the trees on your farm
IFtimber,
why cut them on

I

Money

AGENTS WRITE FOR TERRITORY

lower their market value?
The Waterous Portable Outfit will cut your
trees into lumber that is as fine as that turned
Hundreds of users,
out by any custom mill.
who didn't know any more about timber sawing than you do, are proving that every season.

Shall

TORONTO, ONTARIO

is

Some buy young growing

stock,

run them through the winter on roughage with little grain and fatten on the
grass. It looks as if prices will be on a
paying basis next year too. Gains of 1%
to 2% pounds a day on the right kind of
Study for
animals are quite common.
cheap but efficient feed, constant oversight and the markets and you will win.
A Huron County farmer last year
bought 33 cattle on the Toronto markets
in November, 1916. Averages were 870
pounds. Average gains at sale in August
were 300 pounds. Cost $6.50. Selling price
$8 and 8.05. Total gain was about $1-300.

HORSE RAISING

Many farmers add

yearly to their returns by having a colt or two to sell.
Heavy drafts are the best ones to handle
for the ordinary farm. The market for
good colts of the classy type will not be
too low for profits in our decade at least.
Often good money can be made on
watching the auction sales and buying
foals right, taking good care and fitting
for harness sale at 3 years- All farming
has more or less of the element of the
market in it. We can often buy to advantage and turn over at a profit. The
live farmer ought to do more of this every
year in all lines.

POULTRY, FRUIT AND BEES
Then we have the group specialties.
Many farmers are making big profits out
of a group of intensive things- Poultry go
well along with fruit and bees and to one

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
who has the liking, considerable income
can be secured by making out such a

Special Offer---o,-„f-tph~Tom*

group for his locality. Market gardening and truck farming are in classes by
themsielves. He who engages in these will
have a whole variety of avenues for increasing his returns. He should secure a
good work on the subject, consult our
government bulletins and look after every
possible way of increasing sales.
Many farmers are finding the small
greenhouse a money-making addition. He
who has all-the-year-round help finds little added expense for laborOne Ontario farmer on a farm of 75
acres makes a good income by watching
his various sources of revenue closely. He
has a good hog pen and turns off some
60 hogs a year. A flock of 100 hens well
cared for produce good results. Then his
6 milking shorthorn cows turn out much
butter money as well as furnishing some
choice calves for

making baby

beef.
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plete with 10-7 inch Double Face Records
(20 of our newest August selections) $10.50.
No other Phonograph, no matter what the price,
jl

[L^^^

gives a finer or truer reproduction. It is natural,
clear, and beautiful.
Fun, education, entertainment and enjoyment all for $10.50 as above.

—

—

plays records of all sizes the largest and the smallest.
The Greatest Operas, Raes. Humorous and Instrumental
Pieces by the World's Foremost Artists.
It

HENDERSON & RICHARDSON,

Dept. 12, Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal, Can.

A

good Clydesdale brood
mare makes it
possible to sell a horse each year. A 2acre apple orchard turns out 200 barrels
generally- A
of good fruit
raspberry
plantation, several plum trees and cherries add to the income in the summer time.
Some seed grain is sold.
It is a busy life, but what one apartment fails in, another makes up, and his
farm is always in a high state of cultivation. His estimates for the beginning of
the year look for a
revenue of about
$2,000 while his expense items are figured
Wown as closely as possible for running
the outside. He thus has his living and
a good deposit each year on his bank account. He uses the bank for a current account and employs the best machinery he
can get- Steel and concrete form his new
building materials.
For 1917, every farmer would do well
to get himself and his family in conference so as to find out how the various
incomes can be increased during the year.
It is wise to take the boys and girls into

partnership in some way, making each
responsible for some department. By this
pulling together for better business life
on the farm, everybody will be happier.
The house will not suffer by neglect- Good
living with all comforts will gravitate to

More
Milk

87
4

is

produce

a

the farm income bigger for the
larger life there is in it', should be the
slogan of every progressive home.

gallon

:in

Alaska

How

would the readers of the FarmMagazine like to live where you can
write in the light of the midnight sun
after plowing all day without hitting a
rock? In a land where the cool breezes
hit you even in sunshine; where you can
bask all day in the sun and hear nothing
but the hum of mosquitoes and the bite
er's

of
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Increase
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lots

pro-

of water.

Never drive them out on

cold winter days to drink icy water from spring or trough

what they need for a maximum milk productionwhich keeps a constant supply of fresh water before
pay for itself in 90 days by increasing the milk yield
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The Power

Warranted lo Give SatlafacUon.

Gombault's

Continued from page

Caustic Balsam

cient knowledge in books to enable him
Freto install and operate this plant.
quently he is away for long periods, but
his neighbor (who has lost his original
terror of electricity) takes care of the
plant.
In fact, this farmer has given a
lot of study to the thing, through curiosity, until he knows fully as much about
it now as his city neighbor.
He had the usual idea, at the start, that
a current strong enough to light a 100

candlepower lamp would kick like a mule
He
if a man happened to get behind it.
watched the city man handle bare wires
and finally plucked up courage to do it

Has Imitators But No Gom|ietitors.
Safe, Speedy and Positive Cure for

A

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Cappe4 Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Singbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or rarasites.
Thrush, Diphtheria. Removes all
Bunches from Horses or Cattle,
As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., it is invaluable.
Xvery bottle o( Caustic Balsam sold la
Warrnnted to give satisi action. Price $1.50
per botile. Sold by druggi.'-ts, or sent by express, charppg paid, wjtn full directions fop
its use. £ ^'"Send for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address
tie

himself.
It was a 110-volt current, the pressure
used in our cities for domestic lighting.
The funny part about it was, the farmer
could not feel it at all at first. His fingers
were calloused and no current could pass
through them. Finally he sandpapered his

fingers and tried it again. Then he was
It
able to get the "tickle" of 110 volts.
about the
wasn't so deadly after all
strength of a weak medical battery, with
current of
which every one isi familiar.
110 volts cannot do any harm to the human

—

Lawrence-Williams Co., Toronto, Ont.

A

body unless contact is made over a very
large surface, which is impossible unless

YOUR
COMMUNITY
HEL'P

INFLUENCE

works two ways; for
good or bad. Whatever influences
for good in the community is a
benefit to the individual, and the
good influence of one individual is

a benefit to the eonimunity.
Farmer's Magazine has an influence
for good. It is a strong advocate of
better business, better social condition?, ana a greater appreciation of
the value of efficiency in all things.
Why not help your neighbors by
Farmer's Magazine to
retjmmeiifling
them ? Success begets success. Boost
the prosperity of your community. Get

them started iu the right direction.
Here is a coupon for your neighbor to
fill in on your recommendation, or perhaps you will want to present him with
a subscription. "Why not get two or
three of your friends to subscribe?
Send their subscriptions to Farmer's
Magazine, or fill in the coupon below
and we will send them a free sample
copy.

Please send a sample copy of FarmMagazine to the following, without
obligation

er's

NAME
ADDEESS

ADDRESS

NAME
ADDRESS

NAME

:

ADDRESS

The MacLean

a man goes to a lot of trouble to make
such a contact. A current of 220 volts
pressure the pressure used in cities for
motors has a little more "kick" to it, but
When the
still is not uncomfortable.
pressure rises to 500 volts (the pressure
used in trolley wires for street cars), it
begins to be dangerous. But there is no
reason why a farm plant should be over
110 volts, under usual conditions; engineers have decided on this pressure as
the best adapted to domestic use, and
manufacturers who turn out the numerous electrical devices, such as irons,
toasters, massage machines, etc., fit their

—
—

standard instruments to this voltage.
IT COST ONLY $200.
As to the cost of this co-operative plant
As
it was in the neighborhood of $200.
we have said, it provided eight electrical

—

horsepower on tap at any hour of the day
or night enough for the two farms, and
a surplus for neighbors, if they wished to
string lines and make use of it.
The dynamo, a direct-current machine,
110 volts pressure, and what is known in
the trade as "compound" that is, a machine that maintains a constant pressure
automatically and does not require an

—

—

—

NAME

Publishing Co. Ltd.

143-153 University Ave.,

,

Toronio, Ont.

attendant was picked up second-hand,
through a newspaper "ad" and cost $90.
The switchboard, a make-shift affair, not
very handsome, but just as serviceable as
if it were made of marble, cost less than
$25 all told. The transmission wire cost
$19 a hundred pounds; it is of copper, and
covered with weatherproofed tape.
Insurance companies recognize -that a
large percentage of farm fires comes from
the use of kerosene; for this reason, they
are willing to make special rates for farm

homes lighted by

Farm

Plant on Perkin's

They

prescribe certain rules for wiring a house,
electricity.

25.

and they insist that their agent inspect
and pass such wiring before current is
turned on.
Once the wiring is passed,
the advantage is all in favor of the farmer
with electricity over the farmer with kerosene. The National Board of Fire Underwriters

is

sufficiently

logical

in

its

de-

mands, and powerful enough, so that
manufacturers who turn out the necessary fittings find no sale for devices that
do not conform to insurance standards.
Therefore,

it is difficult

to go

wrong

in

wiring a house.

THE FARM SELLS LIKE HOT CAKES.
Finally, as to the added value a water-

power

electric plant

adds to the selling

price of a farm. Let the farmer answer
this question for himself.
If he can advertise his farm for sale, with a para-

graph running: "Hydro-electric plant on
furnishing electricity for
heat and power" what do you suppose a wide-awake purchaser would be
willing to pay for that? Perkins and his
neighbor believe that $1,000 is a very
modest estimate added by their electric
plant to both places. And they talk of
doing still more. They use only a quarter
of the power of the water that is running
They are
to waste through the wheel.
figuring on installing a larger dynamo, of
say 30 electrical horsepower, which will
provide clean, dry, safe heat for their
houses even on the coldest days in winter.
When they have done this, they will consider that they are really putting their
small river to work.
the premises,

—

light,

Paying Money

to

STRANGERS
Complaints come in from people
who claim, to have paid subscription
solicitors for The Farmer's Magazine, and in almost every case investigation has shown that these
men were not accredited agents of
Other
the MacLean publications.
farm, papers have the same trouble.
Subscription fakers are of m.any
kinds and they ply their trade in a
most deceiving way.
Any one authorized by The MacLean Publishing Co. to receive subscriptions to The Farmer's Magazine can easily dem.onstrate his responsibility.
Every authorized agent will be
able to shoiv a letter from, the house,
and his receipts and order forms will

bear names on them.

Farm

publications

particularly

have been subjected to the nefarious
The
methods of fake canvassers.
better the paper is the easier is the
work of the fakers in gaining confidence.

However, subscribers should be
fully satisfied as to the identity of
the representative before paying

any money.
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Comfort and Happiness

warmth

With weather raw and

chill outside,

within, through the Perfection Oil Heater.

and snow blows
in

!

in drifts will the furnace

be needed, and even with

rooms and corners where the furnace does not

warm

THE IMPERIAL

properly.

OIL

USE
RO/ALirE OIL

Not

that burning there

On

sale in every

COMPANY,

BRANCHES
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IN

ALL

till

is

pleasant

the winds howl,

always need

town.

Limited

CITIES

is

there

for

the Perfection
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Punishment

in the School

Continued from, page
trouble as possible when they transgress the rules."
Bad discipline, if not
vicious, in both application and results.
That same Principal at the close of his
first year, told the assembled scholars a
story of a boy who returned from a boarding-school, and was asked by his father
how he liked the Principal.

The boy

LESSENS THAT KITCHEN WEARINESS
Mrf -^miffsssi saves'time
<_'inild

H(]iild

a
farai liousewife have anything that
save her time and labor in kitchen work

better

thar,

Tlie

KNBOHTEL

KITCHEN

CABINET

No. 69?
complete in

Everything
every detail.
look at the illustration and see
eveiTtbing is.
It will save much
It is a handsome oak
running to and fro.
cabinet with nickel-plated trimmings and white
It

is

handy.

.Just

how compact
enamel
Get a

finish

Jeatiiris of <-onrcnirnce.

Made

a beast,

MARK TWAIN's UNCOMMON SENSE
Mark Twain

said, " 'Tis noble to be
good, but nobler to teach others to be
good and easier."
But it is equally
noble and easy to be natural in disciplin-

—

ing in school.
Let us remember when'
each of us was a boy in school, "when in

THE KNECHTEL KITCHEN CABINET CO.. LTD.
Hanover
Ontario

^llllll:

United States
Manufacturers
Have

is

but a just beast." The question that at
once arose in my mind was: "But why a
beast at all?" The only answer is that
this man, who, by the way, told the story
in extenuation of the harshness of his
own rule, was trained in a pedagogy
which believed that jnmishment was for
the good of the teacher, though inflicted
on the child. Such a man as he, was never
one who "Hails you 'Tom' or 'Jack,' and
shows by thumping on your back how he
esteems your merit."

inside.

Kneehtel Ccbinct and suve i/our
Iiealtli, ijour time and nurk.
Send for
our hoiiklct "/'," s/ioirtw^ manij ejccluxirc

replied, "Dr.

j'our

good.s

made

for

you in Canada until your
trade here is large enough to
warrant your putting up your
plant.
An old e.^tablished
manufacturer,
now

own

busy

on munitions work,
with one of the largest and

most up-to-date machines and
metal-working plants in Canada, would like to undertake
the manufacture of hardware, machinery or other
metal specialty for the Canadian, British Empire and
Allied markets with which
preferential
trade arrangements are now being planned.
Address in the first instance:

MANUFACTURER
c/o
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school days you and I were kids." That
along with a sense of humor, the most
gracious gift of the Gods, would save
many a teacher and many a pupil from
bitter misunderstandings, the effects of
which may last a life time. If ever there
is a new commandment formulated for
teacher's guidance, it should read "Remember thyself in the days of thy youth."
Intellectual activity on the teacher's

part will show his students that he still
has a desire for further self culture.
One's classes are always delighted to
learn that their teacher has taken another
degree, perhaps because they think that
he will thus be better able to train them,
but maybe because there is a greater feeling of comradeship, of being in the same
boat, as it were.
Be that as it may, it pays a teacher to
be always improving his own scholarship.
"As is the teacher so is the school," it is
true, but none the less true is the further

maxim "As

is

the

man

so is the teacher."

have already stated that a teacher
should not dwell in another atmosphere
remote from the pupils, like the gods of
the Epicurean cited in Tennyson's Lotos
Eaters who "smiled in secret, careless
of mankind" but that he should at times
I

think their thought, talk their speech, be
one of them. Frankness and naturalness
were essentials. Yet with all one's frankness one must retain a certain inscrutability or reserve, in colloquial phrase or
school-boy parlance "have something up
one's sleeve." This gives a suggestion of
power.
On the present great war it is
claimed that it is the reserves that win
the battles. Make your own application.
Robert Burns himself appreciated the
value of some reserve when he said in his
"But still
'Epistle to a Young Friend,'
keep something to yoursel, ye scarcely tell
to onie."

16.

GOVERNMENT EXPEDIENTS
Apart from the educator's

position as
could discuss the expedients of government in the schoolroom. But merely citing some of these
must needs suffice. They include

moral authority,

(a)

work
is

we

Constant employment; barrels of
a great panacea for bad conduct.

is

(b) Close supervision. A watchful eye
a better check than a talkative mouth.

(c) Commands.
These should be few,
given with decision, but well considered
before given, and positive rather than
negative.
This applies also to so-called
"rules of the school." Everyone hates an
excess of formalism— red tape.

(d) Punishment in the narrow sense.
All that was said of this as applied to the
family holds here for does not the teacher
according to school law stand "in loco
parentis" (in the place of the parent).
Punishment includes everything from reproof down througlj positions of disgrace,
loss of marks, detention with or without
tasks (writing lines, etc.), fines to corporal punishment.
Of the efficacy of
each kind much may be said for and
against.
No two teachers can use the

—

same means equally

Each teacher

well.

has his own method that hinges upon his
own character. One thing is certain:

The more force of character he has,
the fewer of these expedients he needs.

Some

them

should feel like confar as I am concerned; but I should never follow the
"moral suasionists" and abolish corporal

demning

of

I

entirely,

so

Why?

punishment.

You

ask.

Because

the most natural of all, appreciated
alike by pupil and teacher, and there are
those whose fountain of honor can be
tapped only through the cuticle.
it is

TAPPING THE CUTICLE

Here it should be said that corporal
punishment is the last resort. No man
ever punished a pupil who joyed in the
But many unact before and after.
pleasant experiences we must endure for
On the whole,
the good of the race.
teachers in every way should try to make
school a pleasant place to go to not to go
froyn; especially so, since for good or for
ill boys and girls get all they are ever

going to get in certain branches between
the ages of eight and eighteen. This is
not generally realized.
In the past, teachers were known who
marred rather than made lives. If there

one of that species still alive, the species
though morally and mentally fitted
to teach yet lack the "milk of human
kindness" to inspire pupils with a love
for work and truth, let that man, I say
fervently pray (if teach he must) with
the hero of Tennyson's Maud,
is

that,

"And ah

for a

That the man
Such a man

is

I

man to
am may

arise in me,

cease to be!"

a curse to a community.
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Greatest Value

On the Face
of the Earth
*
New

890

Series

Roadster ^870

Model 75B

F.O.B. Toronto.

at anywhere near its price
there been a car which would
measure up to this one.

Never before

— $890 — has
Take

point for point and compare it
for downright value with any car you have
ever seen or heard of.
it

In appearance, there is nothing at the
price to equal the superb style of its pure
streamline body.

single thing

the

—

every

it

the severest power test you can

of.

Put any other low priced ear to the same
and watch this Overland clean up

springs

In completeness of equipment

an extra to

—

Give

test

ride so easily.

—not

Take any hill which you consider a real
test of power
^put this Overland at it.

In comfort no car at the price is so
roomy, none at the price have cantilever

—none

furnishe<l

Go over the entire field and see if you
can find such real tangible value in any
other low priced car.

think

—

is

buy.

—

road.
It gets twenty to twenty-five miles to a
gallon of gas right along.

Think of a car at this price with such a
powerful, speedy, economical motor.

Can you beat it!
But remember the rush to own this car
amounts to a stampede.
The Overland dealer will show you other
value points see him at once.

—

field.

And no wonder!

Order vours to-dav?'

Catalogue on request.

Willys-Overland, Limited,

It has a motor that develops full 31 14
horsepower at 19.50 r. p. m.
It develops 50 miles an hour on the

Please address Dept. 658

"^^^ West

Toronto,'

Canada
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Silo Perfection

A

^l|r|
** k^llV

The Profession of
Homemaking

All British

probably figy^g jjj your plans

will

The PREMIER
"PERFECT" SILO meets

for next year.

Continued from page

from their peaceful

every requirement.

Clubs they are, and likely to remain. There
has been some agitation even in Saskatchewan, to get in line with Ontario,
but the suggestion has been, to adopt the
name, Homemakers' Institutes, as some
think, to include the best in both names.

this winter.

IS

NECESSARY
you would profit to the fullest
possible extent from the increased
milk production. Instal a Premier
Cream Separator and get all the
cream. Write for fuller information to Dept. M.
if

THE MOTHERS OF SASKATCHEWAN GO TO
COLLEGE.

THE
Premier Cream Separator Co.
No.

1

Norway Pine

However, those

who had no fear of its contaminating efHomemakers'
fect, won the day, and

Why not build now and reap
the benefit of feeding silage

A GOOD SEPARATOR

lives.

21.

BUILT TO LAST

TORONTO

-^

I.

In Saskatchewan there are one hundred
and sixty Homemakers' Clubs, including
a membership of nearly four thousand
women. The work is directed from the
Agricultural College, in the university of
the province, at Saskatoon. The women
have no provincial organization themAn anselves, as in the other provinces.
nual convention is held at the University,
and it has grown from a class room to the
large convocation hall, and soon that will
be inadequate. Between two hundred and
fifty and three hurfdred women were registered at the convention in June this year,
and how the halls rang with their chatter
Going to college they were,
and laughter
if only for a few days, gray heads and
wrinkles forgotten, while they stayed out
late at night, engaged in pillow fights, and
skipped sessions sometimes. The gayest
young college student does not get more
fun out of college, than the mothers of
Saskatchewan, when they go to the Homemakers' Convention at Saskatoon.
Alberta and British Columbia women
took the name Women's Institutes. That
was perhaps because the organizers in
provinces were from Ontario.
those
Anyway that is the name by which they
are known and they would fight for it
now. In fact, at the Dry Farming Congress in Lethbridge some years ago, representatives from all the provinces of
the West met with Mr. Putnam, of the
Ontario Institutes, and the matter oi a
uniform name was discussed. Did I say
discussed? No, it was mentioned, merely
mentioned. All agreed that it would be
advisable, certainly it would be advisable,
but no one had the temerity to say by what
name they should be known. Of course,
!

Home seekers
Excursions
Every Tuesday, MarcK

to

October

"All Rail*'

Every Wednesday, MarcK to October
** Great Lakes Route"

PROSPERITY AND

WHEAT

$400,000,000 was made in grain out West during 1915. Did you
share in it ? No
well there's still thousands of acres unoccupied,
and capable of doubling that amount. Let the

Manitoba and Saskatchewan knew what
the other provinces were thinking, and
they were willing to be reasonable, if only

!

Canadian

*
See

tell

you where they are and what they can produce.

::

::

::

Particulars from any Canadian Pacific Ticket Agent, or
write W. B. Howard, District Passenger
Agent, Toronto.

Our

Advertismg of

Pacific

Classified

this

the best kind of

kind gets right

results.

TRY A

Want Ads. on Page 80
down

to the point at issue and produces

CLASSIFIED AD. IN THIS PAPER.

—

now their
Institutes meant anything
lut
names conveyed something and
It is something like church
hands down
union, where feelings are much more vital
than reasons. No. there was nothing done

—

!

about a uniform name, and it will be some
time before there is.
To be concluded next month.

"I received the article you sent to
help me with m,y Institute paper. It
was a great help to me. I keep the
Farmer's Magazine in volume form,
now for reference and spend many
an hotir looking them over."
Mrs. N. P. Cameron, Ont.
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Black Fox. Farming
in Essa
Continued from page

32.

the near-by scales and
a regular diet adhered to. The food concereals, milk and eggs
sists of meat,
beaten up raw. The total cost runs about
5 cents a fox a day.

Why
This

was weighed on

HOW HE

shipment

STARTED.

did you first become interested?"
we asked.
"I first noticed articles on the silver
black fox business in the farm papers
and kept making inquiries. It struck me
that we could make a little at the business here if there was any money to be
made. I first got a pair of ordinary black
foxes to learn in 1912. They did well,
took only ordinary livestock care, and so

last

A Black Fox

Not

Income?

a business for every farmer who loves live
Its profits are certain and permanent.

is

stock.

A

77-

20 ranch-raised silver black fox skins to

of

January brought the handsome sum

New

York

of $14,525.00.

"How

it- I. in 1913 to find out more
Consequently we sold all our
old stock, paid $2,000 for a pair of Dalton and Kayner strains with a guarantee
of 13 generations of black fox breeding
and began. The venture was a big one
for an ordinary farmer and I induced
Mr. Brett, of AUiston to come in. So we
formed the company to better handle the
proposition. To-day we have 6 pair of
our own and are ranching 2 pairs for
another man. We are raising 24 pups this
year, having lost only one."
"What did your plant here cost you?"
"About $100 per pen, but we spared no
expense to have everything right. Dr.
Campbell, a veterinary surgeon of Toronto, inspects our ranch regularly and ad-

I

visited P.

about

it.

vises as to sanitation

and

We

invite you to visit our ranch and inspect our stock.
You will
then be convinced that raising pure bred silver black foxes, is the
most profitable live stock industry in the world.

Write for particulars today.
Visit

our exhibit

the

at

Canadian

National Exhibition.

Ruthven-Brett Silver
Black Fox Company
Limited

ALLISTON,

ONTARIO

-

diet."

there any reversion to off colors in
the foxes?"
"We bought on a guarantee of 13 crosses
Mendel's law atof silver black foxes.
tends to that now. The early foxes we had
which were wild sports could not be depended upon.
"How long do you expect to be in the
business?"
"As long as I can get $50 a pelt for my
foxes. Even at this low figure fox-raising will prove one of the most lucrative
"1.9

of livestock industries."
"But prices are good now are they not?"
"Yes, the price on the fur-sales board
in P. E- I. last winter were $500 quite
frequently. In N. Y., 12 skins sold at
the same time for $912 'average while
20 averaged $726.25."
"But will not the fox business be easily

Help Your Moulting Hens
Them

Start

MOULTING

Laying Early

—

a necessary evil
it can't be stopcan be rushed through. Moulting hens cannot lay. It takes all their energy to
get rid of the old quills and make room for new
is

ped, but

feathers..
them to

it

Help

hurry
through with

,•?<!/

'^ T^^^^^S'S^^i?^'*

overdone?"

"The Hudson Bay

Co. have been buyover 300 years. The demand is still good and the war does not
seem to have abated the demand. I figure
that the demand after the war will grow."
"Is it necessary to provide underground

ing furs for

dugouts for them?"
"No- We put sand in boxes sitting on
the ground as you see there. The foxes
live out all winter and will often lie on
the board frames until the snow has comTheir tails are
pletely covered them.
wrapped around them and they feel no
cold."

"Would you advise the ordinary farmer
to

fattS, Poultry

p

— the tried and proven poultry tonic and conditioner.
Tones up the entire system. Gives strength and vigor
the old feathers and starts your hens laying
early.
At your Dealer's 12-lb. pails, $1.25; 25-lb.
to expel

—

$2.50; 100-lb. bags, $9.00;
pkgs. at 25c, 50c and $1.00.

pails,

Money Back

if

Not

also in

Satisfied.

go into it?"

"Ah, there's a question indeed. Now
fox farming is quite possible to anyone
who loves animals. No man should go
into livestock farming of any kind who
does not like his animals- I believe farmers can make additional income by keeping a pair of breeding foxes in a small

Write TO-DAY for Pratts
"Poultry Wrinkles." It's

PRATT FOOD

CO.

C8 B Claremont

New Book,
FREE.

OF CANADA,
St.,

TORONTO.

Ltd.

P-7
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pen near the barns or house and which
are as easily taken care of as a cat or a
dog. One of our year-old foxes here this
year had 6 pups. Of course, the first
cost is high but the returns over cost of
keeping, which no farmer would miss as
they would take the scraps
from the

industry for Canadian farms. We have
a climate equalled by none other- Our
furs lead in the world's markets, while
our hills and valleys are ideal for the
work. We believe, with the writer in a
recent financial review that the silver

would pay handsome dividends.
"Suppose you paid $2,000 for a pair.
At your average of 3 each you would
have three pelts to sell- The DaltonRaryner ranches averaged
better than
this last year. These pelts at $500 each
would make a nice income. The pen would
not cost over $100." Then perhaps you

black fox breeders have builded better
than they knew, that any farm might
profitably add a fur ranch to its equipment. Essa township has proven that Ontario farms can produce the goods and on
a paying basis.

table,

Farm

Continued from page

sell

"We

in

a class by

itself.

"You say you are ranching

2 pairs of
do you get?"
"Well, there is good money in it for
the owner. We take expert care of the
foxes and charge him so much a fox a
year with an additional fee for each and
every pup we raise- If we raise a man
3 pups, he will find that he has made
considerable out of the deal."
The whole ranch was indeed a revela-

foxes.

IMPORTANCE OF GATES.

Farm

A

sold one last year, sending it to

a specialist to kill and prepare the skin.
Great care has to be taken to preserve
the ears and nose intact. But there is
no reason why one cannot easily learn to
handle his own."
"Can ranch bred compete in prices with
wild foxes?"
"Certainly on a better basis- The rancher can feed his foxes regularly on food
that will produce the sheen. 'The wild
fox has to go on indifferent feed for
days, is often mutilated in capture, and
any farmer who can skin a red fox can
handle a black fox. Any furrier will be
glad to send him full directions. Some offer to send men to kill and dress the pelts."
It seems that the silver black fox skins
are hard to imitate by the dyer. It is
said that one man tried it and found
that the dyed fur cost him more than a
-genuine one. Now each hair in a black
fox skin is first black then silver grey
then black tipped- The furs at various
angles look different. An imitator would
have to treat each hair and then likely
fail. In fact the silver black fox fur is

What

tion to us.

and done

Everything was clean,

tidy,

a perfectly business-like way.
The business has assumed a new importance to us. For from being a speculator's game, we now look upon the commercial end of fur farming as a coming
in

14.

care in having every post strong, well set
and thoroughly braced.

a breeding fox or two, the majority are males, by
exchanging with
other ranches."
"How about registration records?"
"We have none in Ontario but in P.
E. I., the Silver Black Fox Association
is doing good work. Marking is done by
tattooing the ears-"
"How about getting the pelts?"
could

Fences, Gates and Lanes

Cement posts with
device for holding the wire.

well-made gate.

gates are a very important item.

The farmer may congratulate himself who
is able to build his own gates.
The old
fashioned swing gate in which the weight
of the gate is relieved by a heavy weight
attached by a box at the back part of
the gate has' much to commend it, but it
its limitations as winter comes on.
The board gate allows a wide scope for
invention. But whatever the gate is made
of it is of no use unless it can be used.
Hence the need of its being swung from
a strong, property set post and so situated that it will not ruin its own structure and incidentally its owner's temper
by dragging. A concrete block on which
it may rest when shut and another to support it when it is open, go a long distance
towards maintaining its usefulness.

has

square of about twenty-six or twentyseven inches.

CEMENT ANCHORS.

When

the whole anchor post is made of
cement it is good practice to reinforce it
with iron rods. Old buggy axles before
now have served a good turn in this particular.
Many of the best fence builders
have inserted in the concrete anchor
posts hooks to which iron piping may
be attached to which the wire may
be fastened.
When the wire is correctly stretched to such anchor posts,
there is every prospect of a permanent
Two feet square of concrete is conjob.
sidered a good standard size for the corner
posts.

When

it

is

desired to have decorative
is almost unlimited scope

gateways there
for invention.

A

further advantage of the wire fence
adaptability to hog pasture and
poultry runs.
The difficulty heretofore
experienced in regard to such runs is that
the fence has not been erected with suffiis

its

When satisfaction is sought
cient care.
the corner posts must be well set and well
braced. The wire must reach the ground
and be securely fastened.
A hog that
mean? business is not easily baffled and
can give a scout pointers any day in discovering weak places in lines that obstruct his pleasure.
In the case of the
poultry fence it is good practice to have
the bottom two feet of the fence consist of
close-meshed poultry netting.
When to
this is added a close wire fence we have a
poultry fence that is almost ideal. Here,
again, it is important to observe every

SPACE SAVERS.

A

device that enables the farmer to
build a comparatively narrow lane and yet
to admit of his entering it comfortabl-with a loaded wagon is that of placing the
post to which the gate swings to some
three feet out of line with the other posts
of the fence and on the field side of the
lane. To see this device in operation is to
detect its usefulness. When judgment is
shown in having gates well placed this
device works admirably.

A further space-saver is to leave the entrances to lanes with rounded corners.
This means but little additional labor and
saves a great deal of space. It involves
the additional labor of setting a second
anchor post, but that is about all. This,
together with an additional brace, is all
Instead of the
the extra required.
one anchor post's being used as in the
ordinary field the two anchor posts are
each set back, say, eight feet from the
corner where the anchor post would usually have been set.
These two posts are
united by a strong brace. This virtually
cuts off the corner of the field and gives
easy access to the lane.

-^JJ^ii

Lighten your work; let the Smith Cross-Cut Saw take the toughness
of ,vour sawing:
No tugging no binding a clean,. smooth saw and at
fnil of the day you find more timber piled up with less effort.
The S^flTH
has the quality in the steel and the workmanship it
the true mettle for cutting through tough timbers and the serviceableness and
that give continual satisfaction.

THE SMITH

SAW
R. H.

—

—

—

SAW

out
the

has

ASK yOlR DEALER FOR THE SMITH SAW

SMITH COMPANY, LIMITED

Established 1855

ST.

THE SMITH

durability

SAW

CATHARINES, ONT.

—
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1917 Announcement

WE

have no startling announcement to make for 1917. We are proud to say that
the 1916 Gray Dort has exceeded even our expectations. We expected great
things of this wonderful car. We
the Gray Dort was the real car— no
matter what price. Today hundreds of motorists are 'fellow enthusiasts with us [^in
our admiration of this exceptional car. The Gray Dort has taken Canada by storm.

KNEW

ADDED REFINEMENTS
The Same Tremendous Power and Strength
Greater Luxury of Comfort and Appearance

EVEN GREATER VALUE

F. O. B.
Motor

— Gray

CHATHAM-

Dort, 4 c-yliiider, cast/ en bloc,
L,-l)eail
bore 3V4 in., stroke 5 in.,
tyi»',
speed 2000 R.P.M., liorsepower 2S, east
iron removable heads.
Timing gears oast
iron lielical,
Carter Carburetor.
Tliermosypboii eoiiling, o gallon tube and finn
radiator
oil
pump and splash
4 quart
lubrif-ation.
Westinghonse two unit starting and lighting systenj. Connecticut bat12 int-L cone clutch with 6
tery ignition.
compensating springs.
Three speed and
reverse selective transmission, with double
row new departure bearings.
tJniversal
.loinr.
Gasoline tank under cowl. I beam
Heavy Duty front axle.
floating rear
axle, with forked tube torsion and Hyatt
High Duty bearings. 10 inch internal expanding and external contracting brakes.
Pressed steel frame. Springs front 37 in.
elliptic, rear .50 in. full cantilever.
Lefthand drive. 1(1 in. irreversible worm and
nut type steering wheel. Oear shift leverEimergency brake. »"ight
center control.
pedal.
Service brake, clutch pedal.
Accelerator pedai. Spark and throttle control
on steering wheel.
Artillery type wood
Deti'oit demountable rims.
wheels.
30 x
Nobby tread rear.
3V2 Dominion tires.

—

%

We

improve on the
wonderful Planche motor that
veritable giant ol power in the
Gray Dort. The sturdy, rugged
heavy frame stood the severest
Mechanically, the Gray
tests.
Dort was. and is correct. In the
couldn't

—

searching investigation we did
not find a Gray Dort owner who
was not enthusiastically satisfied
even amazed with the
jterformance of his car

—

—

We

have

added

some

i-pfinements to the car

final

—made

it

bigger and it is now the roomiest car at anywhere near the
price.
A larger windshield
an ammeter dashlighi -"roberail and footrail
in every way
the sturdiest and most mechan-

—

ically

perfect

most refined

—

—

car

is

now

the

and comfortable

car.

—

Westinghonse

electric

lighting.

board.
Lock
ammetei,
Dashlight,
footrail. clear-vision windshield,
top. tools, e(iuip™ent complete.

covered

rnnnin.g

switch,

Read

the

member

specifications.

that

in

three

Redays

motor experts bousht ttp the
entire 1916 output of this car.

Ij-inplenm
ignition
roberail,

one-man

Wheel Base — 10.5 inches.
Weight 2100 pounds.

GRAY DORT MOTORS, ILimited
CHATHAM,' ONTARIO —.^—

—
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SALES

The Farmer s Exchange

1

§
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AND WANTS

5 cents a

word

— per month
—

Rates for Classified Ads. Inserthis page five cents per
word per issue. Each initial, four
or less figures in one number count
as one word. Name and address is
counted as part of the ad. All orders
must be accompanied by cash.
Forms for the month close on 12th
preceding month of issTie.
tions on

BREEDING
hand.

My

POULTRY
STOCK ALWAYS

birds are perforiners.

ON
Single

Comb

White Leghorns and Barred
Plymouth Rocks.
Some special bargains now.
Lewis N. Clark, Oldham
Earm, I'ort Hope, Out.

PURE BREID BARRED ROCK EGOS
from prize winning stock. Pens headed
by New York, Chicago and World's
Fair champion brteding.
Write for
prices on young stock.
Royal Stock
Farms. R. W. Caswell, Saskatoon, Sask.

i

Advertise
—It Pays
Farmers

could
increase
their
returns considerably each jail by taking advantage of the cheap advertising schemes, such as this column
presents. We have over 20,000 paid
subscribers in all parts of Canada,
and many of these are looking for
ways to make a dollar or two.
A liner advertisement inserted here

would

and

attract their attention

make

cidentally

business

for

SEED FALL WHEAT
SEED FALL WHEAT FOR SALE—
write for prices.
Brooklin, Ont.

F.

W.

Giljsun, R.M.D.,

FARMS FOR SALE
FOR SALE — TWENTY ACRES OF
splendid land, suitable for small dairy
or market garden, also fruit garden,
within four miles of Ottawa, five minutes' walk from Britannica electric car
A snap for a quick buyer. W. J.
line.
Kerr, Woodroffe, Ont.

—

150

FARM FOB SALE
ACRES BEST LAND ON LAKE

Pickering Township, 25 east of
Toronto to settle estate. Apply John
Gormley, Pickering, Ont.
front,

—

JEWELRY
WALTHAM WATCHES —

TO

$5.50

in-

•ISISO.OO.

the

free catalogue to The Watch Shop,
E. Cox, 70 Yonge St., Toronto.

Send for

Reliable timepieces.

Wm.
(tf)

seller.

—

RHODE ISLAND REDS
OVER 95
per cent, ot eggs from these birds
hatched this year.
.\
few hens for
sale.
F. J. Bolund, 1391 Bloor street,
Toronto.

Every breeder of horses, cattle,
both dairy and beef, sheep, hogs and
poultry will find it good policy to
keep his name before the public.

HOLSTEINS
HOLSTErN BULLS FOR SALE—WE

The big commercial men spend

have still seventeen Holsteiu bulls from
eighteen months down. Write us your
requirements. Prices and bulls to suit
buyers
R: M. Holtby, R. R. 4, Port
Perry, Ont.

HOLSTEINS FOR SALE

—

A FEW

from high producing
sale
calves for
Inquiries cheerfully answered.
cows.
F. H. Westney, R.M.D., Pickering, Ont.
~_
SHEEP

OOTlSWaLD RAMS FOR SALE FOR
purposes

breeding

Chapman. R.M.D.,

this
fall.
I'ickering, Ont.

N.

.T.

CATTLE
iPEDIGREED JHRSEY CATTLE FOR
immediate sale

—

8 cows, 1 bull, also 3
pedigreed Holstein bulls. Donald Strathdee, Strath Robin Farm, York Mills

P.O.

m
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^
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3
=
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(10-16)

SHORTHORNS

A

FEW

CHOICE

breeding stock of both sexes on hand.

come ana see. W. A. Dryden,
Mapleshade Farm, Brooklin, Ont.
AVrite or

TWEiNTY

CHOrCE

to get their goods knoivn,
believing rightly that publicity pays

thousands
them.

What

that makes the livestock
breeder sell his stock better than another? If is chiefly the personal
equation, the publicity of a name.
That publicity comes by being persistent in the work and then the

name

is

is it

worth

dollars.

LAWN

,

SHORTHORNS,

HOGS
LARGE

men

to

wages.

learn

Many

shipbuilding at good
ships needed in future.

Apply Collingwood Shipbuilding Company, Limited, Collingwood, Ont. (10-16)

FARMS WANTED
WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNEK
Bend descripof good farm for sale.
tion and cash price. R. G. List, Minne(9-16)
apolis, Minn.

HAVE

4,000

DESCRIBE

BUYERS;

420 Farmers' Ex-

your unsold property.
change, Denver, Colo.

(S-16)

WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNE,R
good farm for
and descriptiou.

sale.

D.

State cash price
F.

Bush,

apolis, Minn.

Minne(12-16)

SELL GIRARD CIGARS AMONG YOUR
friends.

Make

big

money

;

whole

or

unnecessary.
experience
time;
part
Girard Cigar House, Loudon, Ont. (9-16)

BOOKS FOR SALE.
THE GARDENETTE OR CITY BACKyard Gardening. By Benjamin F. Albaugh. The volume i.s arrauged to meet
the needs of the beginner or amateur,
especially foi those who have limited
areas that are available for the purpose.

This book contains thirty full-page
photographs, examples
lustrations
the author's experiments.
bound, at i^l.SS postpaid.

il-

of

Handsomely

ANY ONE OF OUR READERS, EVEiN

ENCLISH

though he be an amateur with

Y'orkshire boars; fit for service; sows
several nice ones rising four
bren,
months. Orders taken for choice stock
time.
Now is the time to
weaning
at
buy. They will make you big profits
Herbert .1. Miller, Keene, Ont.

tools,

will experience no difficulty in making
very atlractive and useful articles for
have four Books on this
the Home.
work. Parts 1, 2, o and "Woodworking
Tney are a
for Amateui Craftsmen.'
handy size and have 512 pages. 223 illustrations. OS working drawings, printed on the best book paper, and durably
bound in handsome cloth: will be sent
prepaid to any addres's for .$2.00, or
any one volume postpaid for .Wc. Get
one of these Books and experience a sur-

We

KITCHENER AND THE GREAT WAR.
Thrilling story of conflict on land and
Including Canadian neroism and
sea
Profusely illusNew.
achievement.
Unusual optrated. Tremendous sale.
Extra
portunity for money making.
Credit given.
Freight paid.
terms.
Sample book and full instructions free.
(9-16)
Winston Co.. Toronto.

HELP WANTED
WANTED — INTELLfGENT YOUNG

of

October and November are big
trading m,onths for livestock, engines,
second-hand machinery poultry and
fruits. Get a line on our buyers by
sending in a small advertisement
now. Send to the classified ad. man,
c/o The Farmer's Magazine, 143-153
University Ave., Toronto.

Three cows
rich in color and quality.
with calf at foot; ten heifers in calf and
four young bulls. Write, A. H. Crozier,
11-16
Meadowvale, Ont.

PEAR

The Drake:

Why

mucliV
The Rooster:

It

du yuur

pays

to

cumi-iiiiei

advertise.

hens' eggs are in demand!
a p"aclied iluck egg!

No one

The Drake: .Vnother quack! quack!

cackle so

See

I

how

calls for

prise at how simple it is to make mission wood furniture. The ManLean Publishing Co.. Ltd.. Book Department, 143l.oS University Ave., Toronto.
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Market Classes

for

BUY THE GENUINE

Horses
Continued from page

—

As

PERCIVAL

19.

carriage horses must
now have Hackney action, the day of the
slow-moving and rangy carriage horse has
passed. In addition to the characteristic
trappy action of the carriage horse, he
should have a fairly long neck, high
withers, short strong back, well packed
with muscle as are the nicely rounded
croup
quarters and beautifully turned
on which his tail should be set high. His
fairly short legs must be carried well under him when in action. Carriage and
runabout horses and harness ponies constitute our "heavy harness" horses. The
roadster must possess both stamina and
speed, and while some cross-bred horses
make good road horses, the genuine roadbred. He is a more
ster is a standard
angular, leaner and rangy horse than the
carriage or "heavy harness" horse with a
whipcordy rather than the smoother and
more rounded muscling of the hackneybred horses. He must have a deep and
sloping shoulder, a long forearm, quarter
and gaskin, if he is going to possess the
much-desired speed, and be deep and full
at the heart to enable him to "stay" when
required to go a distance. His fore feet
must be squarely placed, and while it is
desirable that he carry his hocks close,
the roadster is permitted to spread considerably behind- Pacers as well as trotters are eligible for the roadster class at
our shows, but they should not "mix in
their gaits." The roadster is our only
"light harness" horse.
The "gaited" saddle horse, or "American Saddle Horse," is rarely found in
Canada. He is bred in a few of the Southern States and possesses the three naturwalk, trot and canter besides
al gaits
and
gaits "single-foot"
the artificial
either the running-walk or fox-trot. The
"plain-gaited" saddler generally has considerable thoroughbred blood. This "walk,
trot and canter" horse must have a cleancut head, fairly long neck, oblique shoulders, high and sloping withers, a short
back and level croups. Quality of bone is
demanded and the pasterns must be fairly
long and sloping to insure ah easy gait.
A good mouth, saddle wither, elastic gait
and beauty of conformation are all required in a good saddle horse.
WJiile hunters are sub-divided into light,
middle and heavy weights, the difference
is not so much one of weight as ability
to carry weight. A light weight hunter
must be, capable of carrying up to one
hundred and sixty-five pounds, a middleweight, from one hundred and sixty-five
Ito one hundred and ninety pounds while
the heavy weight must carry over one
hundred and ninety pounds. Frequently
Ithere is not more than a difference of one
undred and fifty pounds between the
eight of the light weight and heavy
tveight hunters, the latter, however, caries much more muscle and a little heavier
one. Generally speaking, hunters are of
uch the same conformation as the threeaited saddler, but they are more comact in build and with more substance.
the discards.

PLOW AND

all

—

81

BUY THE

,YOU

REPAIRS

BEST

&^

plow or

repairs will

We

carry

a complete line

immediate delivery. Your
reach you on time if you buy

for

new
the

"PERCIVAL".
Write for our Catalogue of Flows and Ranges

The

Percival

Plow & Stove Company, Limited
Merrickville, Ontario

YOU WANT MORE MONEY— WE NEED YOUR
SPARE TIME— LET'S GET TOGETHER

isn't quite sufficient to take care of "extra summer needs."
our plan will provide the money for them.
It will also furnish the funds for
vacation expenses.
Tlie best part of our money-making plan is, it interferes in no way with business
Work it
or pleasure, but fits in as a "money maker" into spare-time moments.
an hour now and then and the cash results will surprise you.
Now is just the time to start. Turn your evenings aud spare time into cash
by becoming our district representative.
Full particulars without obirg;ation free on request.
If

your present salary

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED
143-153

TORONTO, ONTARIO

UNIVERSITY AVE.

Write TODAY for FREE BOOK

on SILO GONSTRUCTIOK

—

Any

—

farmer can erect this bilo without outside help the best silo on
Can be put up in 10 to 15 hours absolutely without

the market today.
In the

scaffolding.

Burlington Perfect Silo
2" X 6" Norway Pine selected dry stock

is used with airtight adjustable
doors all treated with special Preservative and painted dark red. Our
patent galvanized Steel Cable Bands are stronger than iron bands and
have many other advantages over iron rods, having sufficient elasticity to
permit of the expansion and contraction due to change of Seasons, keepin?
the silo tight at all times.
You will be surprised not only at the low cost
of the Burlington Silo but at the easy way it is erected
The book tells
all about it.
Write today using the coupon below.

THE NICHOLSON LUMBER
BURLINGTON

Look us up

at the

CO. LIMITED

ONTARIO.

Canadian National Exhibition

:
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They must have a long croup, but not
necessarily level as in the saddler, exceptional strength in their quarters while
an abundance of courage and stamina are
necessary that they may carry weight over
the jumps. The approved
type stands
about an inch higher at the wither than
at the croup.
The demand for green hunters has
greatly increased during the last few
years -and members of our many hunt
clubs are willing and able to pay substantial prices for promising mounts.
Cavalry horses
resemble our saddle
horses and hunters. They must have dense
bone with tendons well set back. Their
legs and feet are required to be squarely
placed with the fore legs carried well forward. They must be well muscled, surefooted and straight line movers to enable
them to carry their riders over all kinds
of footing. They range in age from five to
twelve years and dark colors are preferred. Grays are rejected. The popularity
of polo had greatly increased until war
began and as a form of sport it offers a
brilliant future. To play the game successfully, and with satisfaction, a player
must possess a mount bred in conformity
with Stud Book lines and there ought to
be a lucrative employment for men who
are competent to train these young stock
in the tactics of the game.
The correct height of a polo pony is

fourteen and a half hands and both brood
mares and stallions must not exceed that
height. Bone, muscle and substance, combined with the highest degree of intelligence and activity are also absolutely
essential in a polo pony. Oblique shoulders,
a neat, small head, strong arms and forearms, strong back and loin, gracefully
clean
sloping quarters, broad-jointed,
hocks, broad, square knees, broad canons
pasterns of
along with clean," oblique
medium length are typical of a polo pony.
The effective combination of thoroughbred and pony blood (the Welsh being
produces a pony with the
preferred)
temper, pace and action necessary for a
first-class polo pony but the introduction
of too much thoroughbred blood is said
to have had a pernicious influence on the
perpetration of this active and beautifully-tempered, diminutive saddle horse an
equine bantam that is best destcribed by
edition of a
defining him as a pocket
hunter.

—

While "Loggers"

ParkhiU, Ont.
send "food'' boxes to a
Germany.
M'e find jce can send
money to England or Switzerland and have
regular boxes sent, but would like information
about sending direct from here. Butter is requested.
Could you suggest contents for a box
iiith
butter substitutes?
How should it be
ivould
prisoner in

like

to

txicked.'

THE

above letter will be of personal

interest to many of our readers as
well as to women's organizations
who want to include Relief for War Prisoners in their patriotic work.
In the
latter case, where the individual prisoner
is not known, the more practical way is to
send money to England or Switzerland Relief Societies through the local Red Cross
Society; $2.50 will keep a prisoner for a
month, a parcel being sent from England
every week. Or if you want to send these
weekly parcels to a friend in a German
prison, you can do so by forwarding his
address and $2.50 monthly to the Canadian Red Cross Society, 77 King St. E.,
Toronto. Food sent in this way is a shorter time on the way, and, therefore, more
likely to arrive regularly and in good condition, but, of course, where the prisoner
has friends in Canada the "commercially

prepared" boxes should be supplemented
by parcels from home.
In planning the contents for a parcel,
of course, we want to keep to things that
are real foods, and the more concentrated
the better so long as they are wholesome.
Also perishable things, or things difficult
to pack,

must be avoided.

The following

are good
Shelled nuts, especially almonds. They
carry well, and contain more food for
their weight than almost anything else
you could send. Peanut butter and potted

big,

rough drafters;

hundred; as well as harness,
saddle and combination ponies all have
a place on our horse market, their commercial importance is not sufficient to
to fourteen

warrant

their being included in the market classes of horses.

Parcels for Prisoners in
We

—

"Bussers"— compact, active horses of the
true draft type and weighing from twelve

Germany

cheese are about the best substitutes you
can get for butter. Canned lobster, sardines, Paris paste and other tinned meats.
Biscuits
you can generally get small
boxes of sodas, saltines, and fancy biscuits (nut wafer? and sultanas), and they
stand the packing well. Another advantage of these is that they are light and
parcels are not allowed to weigh over
seven pounds. Home made cookies, especially the Boston cookies or "nut rocks"
are also good to send. Raisins and dates,
particularly the raisins are important on
account of their wholesomeness, and because it is diflficult to send any other kind
of fruit. Jam and jelly, put up in tins
for the purpose can be sent; it is pretty
hard to pack the glasses of jam. Bovril,
0X0 cubes, and cocoa and chocolate are
the best things to send for beverages.
Chocolate bars, maple sugar and homemade candy are important since letters
home frequently ask for sugar, but taffy
should not be sent. It is likely to melt and
stick to everything. Chiclets make a good
addition to a box, as well as a little can
each of table salt and health salts.
In another parcel (it would be difficult to'
pack them safely with things to eat) it
is a good idea to send some life-buoy soap,

—

shaving soap, brush and razor, insect powder. Fuller's earth, tooth paste
and "brush, bath towels. If you want to
send tobacco it will be admitted free of
duty.
parcels,

Letters

must not be enclosed

in

and newspapers must not be sent

on any account.
With regard to the packing, there are
special boxes of heavy corrugated paper
sold for the purpose, but the boxes of corrugated pasteboard in which goods are
shipped to grocers are as good as anything. You can cut these down to what-

ever size you want. Don't sew the boxes
up in cotton as you would to send them to
the trenches. Two or three thicknesses of
heavy wrapping paper will give just as

good protection.
Cardboard and thin
wooden boxes should not be used, and if
strong wooden boxes are used they should
not be nailed up in a way to impede examination by the censors.
Postage need not be paid on either letters or parcels (letters go unsealed), the
address on parcels must be written in at
least two places, and each parcel must
bear the name and address of the sender,
as well as a customs slip, which you can
get at the Post Office, stating the nature
and value of the contents.^GENEViEVE.

The

Frost Girl

Continued from page

29.

Allan, in amazement, as he saw Jacobs,
Matthews and Slavin sitting beside the
blaze. "Why aren't you out with the

crew?"
"There isn't any crew, chief," answered
Denny. "They left last pight."
"Left? Where on earth could they go?"

my

"It's

fault,

I

guess," said Slavin,

humbly. "That preacher fellow got them
going last night with a new religion he
discovered in an Indian's wigwam. He
told them all about a vision, and how he
could make them lords of the whole country and fill them vrith all sorts of food."
"And you let them go!" cried Allan increduously. He could not even believe
they were gone.
He had returned in
triumph with food. Failure was incomprehensible.
"I had no idea they would swallow it,"
answered Slavin. "I lay in the tent and
heard him, and I thought it would only

amuse the men as it did me. He got to
talking in a lower voice and I couldn't
hear. So I went to sleep. This morning
when we got up there wasn't a soul in
camp except us three."
"Whicn way did they go?"
"North. On the way to the cache that
was robbed."

THE
md

tinkle of a dog-bell interrupted,

moment Hughey entered the
the lope, a team of Indian dogs
hauling two caribou behind him.
"I've got a little grub," he called,
"enough to keep us going. I ran into this
Indian, the one who burned the cache.
He's got a dozen carcases less than
twenty miles from here, and we can have
in a

camp on

them

all."

some grub, too," said Allan.
too late, Hughey. The crew's
gone off after that missionary to live in
luxury the rest of their lives."
"You mean Hardisty?" asked the
woodsman. "I was afraid of something
like that."
"Then why didn't you say so?"
"It was only yesterday I learned about
him. He's the one that hired this Indian
to burn the cache.
Gave him twenty-five
dollars for the job."
"Hardisty did!" exclaimed Allan.
And then he comprehended. For a moment he was dumb before the knowledge
the truth unfolded.
When he tried to
"I've got

"But

it's

I
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speak he became inarticulate with rage,
chagrin and an even stronger emotion.
For he knew that, with Hardisty the Na-

Hertha was his confederate,
perhaps more. She had fooled him from
the beginning, had led him on that she
might fool him the more easily.
But when Allan did speak these
thoughts were hidden.
"That fellow is the man the National
people sent up here to block us. He's been
tional agent,

at the bottom of the whole thing. He's
fooled me, and now he's fooled the crew."
"He seems to have made a good job of it
this time,"
commented Matthews. "I
don't see what we can do without a crew,
and it's too late to get another."
"We'll get that one!" retorted Allan
savagely. "Hughey, tell these Indians I
brought to take your back trail and haul
in the rest of the caribou. We'll take your
Indian and his dogs and get after the

Denny, you and Jacobs get your
robes and all the grub there is in camp and
load it onto this toboggan. Matthews, stay
here and watch after things. Hughey, get
the three rifles and all the ammunition
we've got. Hurry, all of you. They're getting farther away every minute."
men.

TN

less than half an hour, the four men,
the Indian and his dogs, were on Hardisty's trail. It was plainly marked, for
the pseudo-missionary had followed the
dog-team track to the cache that the halfbreeds had robbed. The men had left without even getting their snowshoes, and, as
they crowded after their leader, they
crushed down the sides of the narrow trail.
"That's the work he's been doing among
the Indians," Allan remarked bitterly to
Hughey. "He's been stirring them up
against us, hiring them to poison our dogs
and rob caches, and now, after working
his way into camp, he's stolen the men.
How did the Indian happen to tell you it
was Hardisty who hired him? Why didn't
-*

•

tell us when we had him here?"
"He said he did tell you when the Frost
Girl came that night before Christmas,

he

but that you wouldn't believe him."
"I didn't understand him," replied Allan, realizing what might have been averted had he only known. "How does he happen to be so friendly now?"
"That's a funny thing, that and his having a dozen caribou killed and dressed.
And those other Indians you found having
so much grub, and being so willing to sell
it
I don't understand that part of it."
.

"It doesn't

make any

difference.

We've

got the grub and enough to last until the
teams get in. It's the crew we've got to
get now."
"Just the same, it's mighty funny all
those bows and arrows showing up with
something to eat just when they did. You
don't suppose it's poisoned?"
"They ate some of it themselves when
we camped last night."

Hughey hurried on, shaking his head
over this strange, un-Indian procedure,
while Allan followed, his mind now occupied with Hertha as she appeared in the
light of what he had just learned.
No doubts were left for the young engineer. The Frost Girl was this man's
confederate.
Everything pointed to it.
He made her post his headquarters. She
had confessed to poisoning the dogs. Her

own Indian had been caught
had refused

at

to sell food to him.

She
She ad-

it.

mitted that, while she had not hired the
Indian to burn the cache, she was responsible for him.
In vain Allan recalled what had happened in the days he had spent at her
cabin.
But the tender memories of his
happiness then served only to torture now.
He remembered the joy of her presence
on Christmas day, the wish she had expressed to be his friend, her avowal that
hostilities

had ceased.

He remembered

her as he had last seen her, clad in her
wonderful coat of lynx skins, her golden
hair crowding out beneath the black fox
hood.

the sweetness of each memory only
BUT
added to his bitterness and, as he

pressed on at Hughey's heels, there grew
within him an intense hatred of this pretended missionary, a desire to hunt him
down, to confront him with what he had
done and then, in the wild, ecstatic rapture of brute gratification, to even at least

one score.

"They stopped here and had lunch,"
Hughey called from the head of the line.
"He must have had it cached!" ex-

83.

"He says the whole gang's sleeping
around a fire a little way ahead," translated Hughey.
"Is Hardisty sleeping, too?" asked
Allan.

"He says he couldn't make him out from
the others," was the reply, after a question

and answer

in

Ojibway.

"We'll just walk in quietly, cover them
with the rifles and wake them up," said
Allan.
The Indian fastened his dogs and the
entire party went forward until they
stood just outside the circle of sleeping
men. There was a faint odor of whisky.
The campfire had burned low and the men,
lying on boughs without blankets or
robes, turned and twisted in the cold.
"They must be drunk," whispered Allan
to Hughey. "They couldn't sleep that way
if they weren't.
Ready, you fellows."
He kicked the nearest sleeper.
"Get up!" was the gruff command.
Your picnic's
"Get up, you fellows!
over!"
Slowly the men turned, scratched and
shivered. Some sat up and looked about
in a daze.
"Watch out for Hardisty," whispered
Allan. "He'll be sober."

claimed Slavin as he crowded forward.

"He didn't have anything with him when
he came into camp last night."
"Here's where they increased their religious fervor," said Jacobs as he dug an
empty bottle from the snow.
"Here's a couple more," offered Allan.
"They'll be howling hymns when we get to
them."
The line moved on until the ruined
cache was reached. From there the trail
of the thieving breeds led to the barren

expanse where Hughey had lost it. The
trail of the Chosen, however, led off to
the east.

"He must have had snowshoes cached
here," said Hughey, as he went on. "They
had three or four ahead to break the trail.
The others followed without any."
"You've got to admit his work was
thorough," remarked Jacobs.
Night found them still on the trail.
Tired as they were, there was no stopping.
With each hour the crew was getting
further from camp, and the ultimate failure of the survey became nearer.
Allan, dogged, resolute, unconscious of
weariness, was in the lead. Behind him,
strung out in the darkness, came Hughey

with his smooth, easy stride, little Denny
Slavin with a quick, nervous shuffle of his
webs, Jacobs, unemotional and tiring, the
Indian,

restless

and crowding

like the

dogs that followed with their load.

n UT the

zeal of the Twenty Chosen had
added more miles to the trail than the
pursuers had believed possible. As the
night wore on Hughey suggested that the
Indian be allowed to go on ahead a little
way.
"They can't be much farther," he advised, "and we don't want them to hear
us coming."
His judgment was proved when, just
before dawn, the dim figure of the guide,
his hand raised, appeared in the trail
ahead. At a whispered suggestion from
Hughey, the Indian crept forward. In
ten minutes he was back.
-*-'

T
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threw some birch bark and
dry wood onto the fire. But the light

that leaped out failed to disclose the missionary.

"Where's Hardisty?" demanded Allan
of the nearest man, shaking him roughly.
"Where's the missionary?"
"The leader of the Twenty Chosen sleeps
in his tent over there," mumbled the

woodsman, waving an arm back toward
the brush. "To-morrow we enter the promised land. Hallelujah!"
His shout was echoed by the others, and
immediately the place was in an uproar.
"Find his tent quick, you fellows!"
called Allan, as he sprang into the brush,
Hughey at his heels.
"Listen !" commanded the old woodsman
as he stopped suddenly.
There was a sound of dog bells back on
the trail, then a sharp command. The little bells tinkled again, grew fainter. Their
Indian owner dashed through the circle
of awakening men and disappeared in the
,

forest.

"He's slipped out!"
"Get after him!"

shouted

Allan.

He was the first to follow the Indian,
his rifle ready for a chance shot in the
darkness. But, when he found the Indian
standing at the spot where his dogs had

he halted.
no use," panted Hughey, as he
rushed up and saw what had happened.
"He's got clear away with the dogs."

been

tied,

"It's

To he Continued.
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Greenhouse Revenue

How a Farmer Makes Big Interest
HARRIS

by Farming Under Glass

ADAMS

are ever awake
ALERT farmers
of increasing

By

with the ordinary farm routine or at best
a small expense only, which will promise
good returns, it will be tried out by many.
Too often this experimenting takes the
form of an injudicious enterprise where

house 50 X 125 at a cost of $5,400, looked
a long way off from paying dividends.
Now, after a few season's work, the
foresightedness of the whole thing is apparent. It is seen that a greenhouse on a
farm can be made to pay handsomely.

to a
their repossibility
turns. If a side line can be carried

K.

direct and as the quality of his output is
well known, he has no difficulty in secur-

ing good prices.
His teams bring back
any goods he may require on his farm. So

transportations is reduced to a low cost.
His first year's crops, constituting vegetables only, constituted 4 distinct harvests.
The returns from the year 1915 as given
showed as follows
First crop

$

Second crop
Third crop
Fourth crop

A

475.00
450.00
1,150.00
550.00

total return of

$2,625.00

His expenses itemized as follows:

Man's salary
on investment at e^;
Coal— 58 tons at $3.50
Marketing expenses
Depreciation and repairs
Int.

.

.

.

r

(est.)

Incidentals, plants, seeds, etc

Total cost

An

outside view of the Topper greenhouses
The two lights removed from
the roof were for the purpose of aMowing bees access to the vines.

the farmer's hopes are decidedly more
buoyant than his judgment. A real business
farmer is the opposite, when his hopes are
high you can bank on it that his judgment
has pronounced upon it after all the facts
were in.
In greenhouse work, or farming under
glass as it is now called by many, there
has been a big question mark in many
farmer's minds for some time. They have

That it does not take much extra labor
than that required on the 100 acre farm.
That the idle time of horses and men can
be made to return profits and that it
teaches a farmer the value of marketing
his products in a finished condition.
Mr. Topper uses his connection with the
big stores in the city to market his goods

.

.

$600.00
324.00
203.00
200.00
200.00
150.00

$1,677.00

Income
Expense

$2,625.00
1,677.00

Profit

$

948.00

Mr. Topper has only had the one man to
attend to this greenhouse and as he is
single, and lives with Mr. Topper's family,
he gets thirty dollars a month, and his
living expenses, which ordinarily would
amount to about six hundred dollars a
year.
We have figured interest on the
investment at 6%, which rate could probably be safely counted upon if the
amount of the total investment was invested elsewhere. Mr. Topper's total investment is about $5,400. We have put

noted the shortage of transient summer
labor, and the advantage of having a year
round contract. The difficulty of keeping
the men profitably employed in the winter
has been one of the drawbacks, and so the
greenhouse has attracted as a cure for
this

ill.

Robert Topper, a well-to-do, self-made
man, farming about 100 acres of good
land adjoining the pretty little town
of Woodbridge, has made many good
moves in an investment way and rarely
enters into a scheme unless he can see a
fair-sized profit coming out of the other
end of the deal.

Being in trucking distance of Toronto
he has for years teamed his produce to
that city and secured retail prices on most
of his products. Being a careful grower,
conserving the utility of his fields, and
also, which is no less necessary, a wideawake salesman, his profits began to come
in.
Soon he created an innovation in
trucking circles by buying a motor truck
to do some of his summer delivery work.
When he decided to put up a big greenhouse in connection with his farm, it was
a hard strain on some of his friends' good
opinions of his business shrewdness. The
erection of an up-to-date commercial

The telegraph variety of cucumber ctmmonly known as the English variety
gives the best results in greenhouse work.
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founda-

yjoncrete

'J

posts.
rafters.

The

Steel

iron

Double

gusset

splice

plates.

Angle eave

with drip gutter.
Close working side
apparventilator
•itus.

is

the

12' 6" spacing

1^

4",

but

house erected in Canada with
between rafters, instead of the old

fir.st

to

We

would con.sider it a pleasure to be allowed
plan your layout, even though you do not contemplate anything for the immediate future.
to

mii

Kind

its

house promptly.

If the fact that you will soon, of necessity, let a
good man go because of no Winter work, is being
brought home to you by the approaching Fall,

We
our

St.

ii

teibalancid
Runs u p

Anyhow, enquire how promptly.

The following is a list of parties who ai-e growing vegetables under glass in houses recently constructed by us. If one is near you, call.. If not.
write one or all and enquire why they built our
house in the first place, and having the house,
how well thev like it.
Robt. Toppei
W. J. Chaplin
.James Nairn

Henry Newsonic
Robt. Tnnes
Crailock Sinipsntj
A. N. Carrieri
J.

get in touch with us at once.

^
^

..

practically as ea^y
as it runs down.
Hand lever locked.
The first of it';
kind in Canada.

Canada

appreciate the superiority of this construction, the house should be seen. The Mouslys
advise that visitors are numerous, and of course
you are welcome. If you cannot make it convenient to call, let us know and we will send
photographs and a representative, if you care to
have us do so.
iS'

^
^

First of
in

This

.

gear.

Wrought

tions.
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have a good stock of materials on hand at
Catharines factory, and can turn out your

Woodbriflge, Ont.
St. Catharines, Ont.

Hamilton,
St.

Ont.

Thomas, Ont.

Aldershot, Ont.
Dorval, Que.
Strathmore, Que.

If you need Hot Bed Sash, Clamp Fittings,
Heating Fittings, or a Boiler, write us. By all
means do it to-day.

Evervthing

for the

Greenhouse since 1856.

Limited, of Canada

Greenhouse Designers and Manufacturers

M

Royal Bank Bldg., Toronto

Transportation Bldg., Montreal

Factory, St. Catharines, Ont.

—

—
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down $200

for marketing expenses. Packdone by the man who
We have
looks after the greenhouse.
charged off for depreciation and repairs
$200 a year, which is ample, in so much as
there would be practically no repairs or

Can. and U.S.
Patd. 191S

ing, of course, is

D & D Cyclone Weed Destroyer

Under Side

1914 Model

TWO DOLLARS
Faimers, keep enough
Trashy seed bed has

1915

WHEAT

($2)

wheat for seed,

in

COMING

IS

1917.

harbored cut-woiirLS, and encouraged the parents ot Knst.
The heavier flie
the lighter the crop, and the curee of the small head.
Clean up the trash— plow deeper, and work the surface with the D. and D. C.vclone Cultivator, and
do It before the weeds get too great a stai-t.
If you have couch grass or sow thistle roots in your fallow, pull them to the, surface vvith the D. and
D. Goose-Neck.
These niachine.s are made in sections, are being used from six to thirty-six feet after
seeding,

small tractors: 75 to 100 acres per day.
The old way, six horses on seven-foot
Quebec, compared with the CTCILON'K and

cultivator looks

like

a

team

oxen

of

in

the

backwoods

of

GOOSE-NBOK.

Wiite for literature on Soil Tillage, and illustrations of the new machines.

THE

G. L.

DODDS IMPLEMENTS,

Care

of the

New Leland

Hotel.

WINNIPEG, MAN.

Robert T. Topper with baskets of Wliite
Spine Cucumbers coming out of the
greenhouse for the delivery
wagons.

A

expenses in connection with the house in
any way for three years, and at the end of
three years the house would be painted
two coats, inside and out. After that time
it should be painted two coats, inside and
out, every other year. The amount which
we have put down for repairs and depreciation is liberal. While the average man
expects considerable breakage from a
greenhouse, such does not occur in an
iron frame house of the best types of con-

Westdox Akirni

struction.

&^

49
O

I

For the Cream

Two
—

M.— inky dark

A.

that's

Out

milkman's day.

the

starts

when Big Ben

of bed

like

a

boy going

— nudges Big Ben to
— takes up the tune as he

fishing

hush

a

whistles to work.
You've heard that patter of nimble
feet — the cUnk of bottles in the wire tray
the rattle of boxes, of cans and ice — the
giddap the wheels the merry tune all
unmindful of the world at sleep. YouVe

—

—

wondered.

Bir,

B.,N

of the

I

turns, however, should not be expected in
any undertaking. It is a frequent occurrence for growers in the States to double
the size of their plants every few years,
which privilege is not usually enjoyed by
the man in other classes of business.
In putting up a big house, Mr. Topper
For
again showed his business sense.
every square foot of ground he gets a
minimum overhead charge by so doing.
Moreover, the expense of heating is less.

J

Day

Ben yoarW/a little earlier. See
bring you the cream of the day

"Try Big

how

he'll

morning hours that start you right
and stretch out till night with minutes

rich

aplenty for every task. And you II take
up his tune and smile through the day.
Big Ben is six times factory tested. At
your dealer's, $2.50 in the States, ^3.00
in Canada.
Sent prepaid on receipt of
price if your dealer doesn't stock him.

Westdox folk build more than three
million alarms a year and build them
well. All wheels are assembled by a special
process
patented, of course. Result

—

—

accuracy, less friction, long

LaSalle.Ill, U. S. A.
Other Westdox:

—

The writer has known of instances
where one crop of cucumbers has paid for
the entire cost of the house.
Such re-

WcStCm Clock

Co.

ol

temperature can be maintained with less
radiation proportionately in large houses
than in smaller houses. It is a frequent
occurrence for vegetable growers in large
houses to drive in with a tip cart when
refilling

life.

Makers

It is cheaper to maintain a temperature
after the building once becomes heated as
there is a larger volume of contents in proportion to the exposed outside area, and
the building does not change its temperature so many times per hour and a given

Westdox

Pocket Ben, Baby Ben, America, Bingo, Sleep-Meter, Lookout, Ironclad.

the

houses,

also

to

turn

the

ground over with a horse plough. A large
door is left in each gable and sufficient to
admit a horse and tip cart. The sides
should be 7 feet high, having side ventilation as well as ridge, in any house over
The side sash should be
40 feet wide.
hinged to the eave plate and should be 24

—
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inches of glass deep.
The side walls
should be of concrete, extending 2 feet
above grade, the remainder of the side
filled in with stationary glazing.
A mistake quite commonly made in greenhouse
construction is that of placing large side
sash with no longer operators on them

than those put on smaller sash. It is clear
that a small sash opened straight out

would afford better ventilation than wide
sash opened a few feet at the bottom. The
side ventilating machinery should be arranged so that the operating wheel will
not project unnecesarily into the house.

God's Green Country
Continued from page

Perhaps because nature is always working to keep her balance and save the race,
Mary Withers was made of an entirely
different kind of clay. When she followed
her husband out to the porch to-night it
was under the strain of preparation for
one of the thousand battles which, with
her gentle, appealing logic she tried to
fight for her children. Her intercessions
were never of any avail, but she was
no strategist and knew no other tactics.
Moreover she had never been trained to
fight.

She had come

to

Dan with no

ex-

perience outside the shelter of rosemary,
white-linen home, and he had taken the
heart out of her as suddenly and overwhelmingly directly after, that she was
not likely to ever take any very radical
initiative again-

She brought her mending to the porch
with her. It was too dark to sew but
when she had to ask Dan for anything,
she always felt less nervous if she had
something in her hands. It was hard to
begin.

"The

fall

wheat yonder

is

coming on

nicely," she ventured cheerfully.

He

pressed the hot tobacco into his
little harder than was necessary.
"Oh yes," he conceded after some denice
liberation, "things '11 come along
enough, if a man slaves from one year's
end to the other without any help like
I'm fixed."
"I thought perhaps you could get Jonas
to help with the potatoes to-morrow- He
isn't working."
"Oh you did, did you? An' while you
were thinkin' so active, did you think
where the money was comin' from to pay
pipe a

throwed away enough good
money hirin' men. It don't ever occur to
you I suppose, thet we've a boy of our
own that's never done much to pay for
his keep yet? He's got to take holt now."
"But he needs to be at school so badly,
"The
just now," she ventured timidly.
Jonas?

I've

teacher called to-day to say she felt sure
he'd pass this summer if he could get to
school regularly from now on."
"Well you can tell the teacher fer me,
thet we ain't makin' no professor out
o' Bill. When I was ten year old I was
harrowin' an drivin' team, doin' a man's
work- There was no school for me except
what I got in the winters. Spite o' that
though I ain't such a fool as you take me
for. I can see as far into a mill stone as
them that picks it, an I ain't more'n
usual blind just now. You think what's
good enough fer me ain't good enough fer
Bill. You don't care how hard I work so's
he can get to school an' learn enough tomfoolery to get him a job thet he can clear
out to, about the time he's able to be some
help. But you jest ain't dealin' with the
right man. You've
that
molly-coddled

22.

young one long enough now. To-morrow he
starts his career with me, an' he'll maybe
think he's struck fire an brimstone before
the day's over."
It wasn't a case for argument. The
children were beginning to look up apprehensively, and Mary called
them to
come to bed. In the darkness of the kitchen
when she was getting down the lamp,
Billy waited to whisper, "He didn't say
I could go to school did he?"
It was hard to look into the
wistful
searching face and say "No." It was harder when Billy turned away quickly and
kept his face averted while he got the
little tin basin to wash his feet. His mother's hard gentle hand rested for a moment
on his shoulder and dropped away discouraged at the quivering of the resolute
little back. Her whole body ached to take

—

him in her arms, he really wasn't much
more than a baby yet, but such expressions were denied her in the never ending
struggle to keep her emotions dammed
back- Only the anxiety of love, the eagerness of service were busy in a thousand
ways from the first stirrings of daylight
until long after the family were asleep.
As she hung up the key of the clock
Dan came in. At the entrance to the darkness of the little bedroom off the kitchen
he stopped, slipping a brace over his
shoulder, and looking back with a hard
little glitter in his eyes inquired:
"C'n you git that fellow up to catch the
horses by five o'clock? .... 'Cause if
you can't I kin."
Another of the thousand bitter details!
Mary kindled the fire and busied herself about the kitchen as long as she dared before climbing the narrow stairs to
Billy's room; then she hesitated.
There

was something

so blue and drawn about
the closed eyelids; already his hands were
bent and calloused like a man's. "'An him
not much more'n a baby," she murmured
it seemed nothing short of cruel to disturb him- Perhaps he would waken himself if she just kept looking at him.
But Billy didn't waken. Once he twitched nervously, but a boy consumed with
the weakening fever of growth, doesn't
waken easily after working the length
of a man's day with "chores." afterwards.
He had to be shaken several times before
the slow painful process began. It started somewhere in his dimmest consciousness, and
gradually sent a long slow
quiver down through his healthy little
muscles and back again, emerging in a
gulping breath that seemed to shake his
eyes open. Ordinarily he would have closed
them again, but this morning the bewildering memory of something dreadful
hanging over him brought him to, sud-

—

denly.
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We are
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open to receive shipments
fattened poultry of

crate

according to quality.

Write

for

quotations.

&

Son
I Henry Gatehouse
= Wholesale and Retail, Fish, Game, Poultry. Eggs and Vegetables
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348-350 West Dorchester Street
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Spare Time

MAY MEAN
DOLLARS TO
YOU
IFa

an extra $5.00 or $10.00

week interests
you have two
hours a day that
spare, let us tell you

much

time

can

you and
or

three

you can

how

that

be

turned
The more time

into money.
you have the better the pay.
We'll buy all you have and
pay cash for it.

We
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young men and women
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representatives.
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We

will

within

•
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trict.
an increase in wages, to take
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the money for them
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your
least
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duties.

Last week right here in Toronto one young man earned
$30 00. He devoted an average of four hours each day to
looking after our subscrip.

tion business. Would an income like this interest you?
Write us to-day we will gladly send you full particulars
;

concerning the plan without
obligating you in the least
simply say, "Show me how
to turn my spare time into

money."
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See This Model of the

Settler's

Home

at the

Toronto National Exhibition, Aug.-Sept., 1916

Many

Millions of Fertile Land
Waiting Settlers— ^^'s Your opportunity

Northern Ontario, the great new land of freedom and
promise, comprises a region large enough to include half a
dozen European countries or the six New England and
four Middle States of the American Union. Within that
region there is an alluvial tract of calcareous clay comprising probably twenty million acres of fertile arable land
fit for '''mixed farming."
Innd is divided into eight great districts:— Nipissing,
Teiiiiskamlng. Sudbury, Alfroma, Tliunder Bay, Rainy River,
Kenora and Patricia. Tlie vast resources of tliis great lieritage
arc "yet scarcely realized, it is but recently knoVn and begiuuing in settlement.
Tliis

safe to say that from 65 to 75 per cent, of the Clay Belt
good farm land and that this percentage will he considerably
increased by comprehensive drainage, which the rivers will
Aside from its immense resources in
aid in making easy.
timber, mineral, water power, fish, game and scenery, Northern
Ontario contains one of the greatest expanses of fertile terriIt is

is

tory in the world.
is connected with Southern Ontario by
Provincial Railway from North Bay to Cochrane, and is
traversed from east to west by one of the finest railways in
the world: the National Transcontinental line which runs from
the Bay of Fundy to the Pacific Ocean. For twenty years the
easterly part of it has been open for se-ttlement, the land being
sold to actual settlers at an almost nmninal prir-c'.

This immense region
thr

For free literature descriptive of

What Settlers Think of Busli Life.
The great preponderance of their expressed preference

lies-^

on

the side of the Bush.
The following are some of their vigorous words: "Yes, I had
two yeais on tlie prairie and I would not return; one reason is
that we can get out every day in the winter.'' "Bush land is
more profitable; you have plenty of firewood and wood for
repairing machinery, fence posts, lumber for building, etc., no
blizzards in winter, no windstorms in summer; there is shelter
for stock, and good water; we have better homes and not so
great loss with frost and hail. The deadly monotony of the
prairie is outdone by the varied forms of foliage, giving relief
both to the eye and mind. There are beauties beyond description in the spring only imagined on the long unbroken prairie;
scenery, shelter, fuel, lumber, pine,
it has many advantages
atmosphere, delig-htful walks, shaded; there is more employment in the winter months; one can manage with bush life
without capital better than in the prairie; the bush has too

—

to mention in short space; I would not think
of living on the prairie as long as 1 could get a bush farm
the Inish farm for me." There are many other advantages, all
of which are told in our free literature.

many advantages

Many MilHon Acres

of t'ertilij Land.
Out of so vast an area there are, say, twenty million acres of
There is what is
agricultural land most o.f which is good.
called a Clay Belt, which extends westerly from the interprovincial boundary between Quebec and Ontario for over 4O0
miles, and which varies in depth, mrth and south, from 25 !'>
100 miles and more.

New

Ontario, Settlers' Rates,

etc.

Write to H. A. Macdonell, Director of Colonization, Parliament Bldgs., Toronto, Ont.
J.

Howard Ferguson, Minister

of Lands, Forests

and Mines
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FARMERS
Consider Purity

in

Paint

in Preference to Price.

You wouldn't pay the regular price foi Sugar that
analyzed 10% of sand. You wouldn't pay "all wool"
prices for cotton-and-wool clothing. Why should you
pay your good money for impure Paint, when you
can get

MARTIN-SENOUR
"100% PURE" PAINT
We

guarantee Martin-Senour "100% Pure" Paint (except
a few dark shades that cannot be prepared from pure Lead and
Zinc alone) to be 100% pure White Lead, pure Oxide of
Zinc, pure Linseed Oil, pure Colors and Turpentine Dryer ;
and to be entirely free from adulteration or substitution ; and
sold subject to chemical analysis.

Every experienced Painter knows
|s right.

It is

that the above formula
the standard of the paint world.

get absolute purity — extreme
— when you insist on "100% Pure"

You
quality

SENOUR'S FLOOR PAINT
The

^^sm

old reliable.

fineness

—

uniform

Paint.

RED SCHOOL HOUSE PAINT
for the barn and sheds

MARTIN-SENOUR WAGON and IMPLEMENT PAINT
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^he
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LIMITED
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SARNIA FENCE AT

OLD PRICE
Farm

Direct from Factory to

Lowest Prices

Highest Quality

THESE PRICES ARE GOOD ONLY UNTIL OCT.

5

price of fence down by their method of selling direct to the farmer, and is the
advance the price.
Buy now, as we can only accept orders at these prices until above date.
Following our established method, we are giving you due notice before an advance in price
If you do not want to use the fence at the present time, send order and remittance and we will ship at your convenience
up until April 1st, 1917.
By purchasing now you will be sure of your fence, which you may not be next spring, as there are indications of a steel
famine, and you may not be able to get fence at any price at that time, on account of the enormous demand for steel for

The Sarnia Fence Company brought the
last to

war

supplies.

WE SET THK PRICE, OTHERS
DEVOTE THEIR ENEBliV TO TRY
TO MEET OUR PRICES.

5An
-tyj-U

stays
wire,

9

6Af\
n
-H\J-\J
high,

Hard
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AND

FIENCE.
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stays
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9

steel

HOUSE.
high.

No. 9.
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7M,
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HOiRSE
PENCE.

Hard

9

steel

lbs.

30c

6, .6,

Price

7 line wires,

aU
7,

No.
10,

9,

11.

Price per rol

34c
36c

FENCE.

*'""*^ Has 8 line wires, 40 in. high.
stays to the rod all No. 9.
Hard steel
wire, spacing 5, 5, 6. 6, 6, R. 6.
Weight
per rod 10' i lbs.
Price per rod

Sarnia Fence is the best known
fence in the Dominion of Canada
to-day, which is due largely to
the fact that it has lived up to
every claim we have made for it.
From the first we have used a
most rigid system of inspection
that insures our customers of getting the most perfect fence pos-

CASH WITH THE ORDER SAVES
EXPENSE AND YOU GET THE
BEXEl IT OF THE S.WING IN
THE PRICE.

a Kn

our wire on tLe open
the world, and our
business is of such a tremendous
volume that we are in a position to demand the best.
Our
wire is galvanized to the highest
possible standard, and is all full
of

government gauge No. 9 wire.

wires,

all
3V4,
1314
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4%,

50
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GENERAL STOCK FENCE.

Has 9 line wires, 48 in. high,
12 stays to the rod all No. 9.
Hard steel
wire, spacing 3, 4, 5, 5, 6, 8, 8, 9.
Weight
per rod 12 lbs.
Price per rod, freight prepaid

•

NOTICE
Those prices are freight prepaid
to any station in Old Ontario on
shipments in lots of 200 pounds

Remit direct

to

The Sarnia Fence
Sarnia, Ont., by

Co.,
Limited,
Post Office Order,

44c

or

We

Bank

.

Money Order

Draft.

want your order whether

for

one bale or a Carload

48c

Mail US your order to-day!

in*.
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line wires 48 inches high, 9 stays to the rod,
all No. 9 Hard steel wire.
Spacing 6, 6, 6,
6, 6, C, 6, 6.
Weight per rod 11 lbs

q_4C
*'""*'

44c

GENERAL STOCK FENCE.

Has 9 line wires, 48 in. high.
9 stays to the rod, all No. 9.
Hard steel
wire, spacing 3, 4, 5, 5, 6, 8, 8, 9.
Weight
I)er

42c
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extra
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The Sarnia Fence Company, Limited
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Strange Co-relationship Exists

Between Good Crops, Soils and
Grey Matter Under the Hat
By

M.

F.

CHAPMAN

T

iOO many farmers scorn the study
agriculture. Our first settler found

of scientific
the soil rich
in those elements that produce
wealth. Too
often wealth and greed persuaded him to get away
with these natural endowments making possible the
drear wastes of so many Canadian farms. Some of
his legitimate sons are still following in the old man's
tracks.

—

HE student-farmer saw the mistake. He
recognized the difference between getting returns from good management, and stealing the
working capital. And so the soil grows rich and
'Tf*

*

fertile again.
*

T_rERE
•*

it.

-*-

tion

is

the

to-day.

*

*

greatest quesrtion

before

our

na-

The World War has emphasized

It is the question of scientific attention to

our

You cannot exist independent of the soil.
Our feet must be planted there. No nation was ever
powerful on a poor soil. Fertility means power. Brains
make fertility.
soils.

*

\7'0U
-*-

*

have, perhaps, noted

*

with

keen

satisfaction, the deep black soil of

Canadian
Saskatchewhich Re-

wan piling out from the trenches in
gina's sewers were laid fifteen feet deep.
The wealth of fertility stored there for generations,
seems a provision that will never need replenishing.
'

"These soils will never wear out," said my wheat
grower friend. "The farmers here can crop this land
for generations and still Saskatchewan's No. 1 hard
will be the admiration of the world-"

And indeed his words could hardly be contradicted
with any show of reason. For 21 years the field I had
just traveled over had produced consecutive crops of
wheat, the yield never less than 19 bushels to the acre.
But one can't expect everlasting fecundity to the
humus even here. The facts, though seemingly incontrovertible, do not over-ride the natural law of
diminishing returns. There is a soil heresy in the as-

12

—

'

T
sumption.

These soils will fail unless conservation in some form .is practised.
Well nigh identical were the assertions
of many Ontario farmers on rich humuscovered clays of forty years ago.
But
the end came.
A weakened stamina allowed rust and weevil to get in their master strokes
first evidences of physical

—

weakness.

On

20,000 acres of summer fallowed
land in our wheat province last year there
grew 6D bushels to the acre. That was a
common story at every grain-grower's
local.

An old farm in Ontario County run
down by a generation of soil robbing, was
recently regenerated by a city man. Last
year this field raised an average of 59
bushels of fall wheat on 125 acres of it.
The cases are identical. It is the demonstration of our opening assertions.
The pudding is proof of the making.
Fertility can be produced. Good manage-

ment and proper planning are the

secrets.

In other words, scientific agriculture pays.
And remember a man does not have to
be a B.S.A. to be a practiser of scientific
farming.
It is a case of grey matter
under the hat. The working out of the

—

law which says that

to

him who hath

shall

be given.
Intelligent farming is a case of planning. Results are produced from
given
causes. Ends come straight from a known

beginning. To the forward looking man,
to execute, success is al-

who knows how

most certainStrong indeed would be our notion if
every farmer were a thinking, planning,
intelligent director of his affairs.
And
those individuals who even now see the
new order of things, the future is wide
open with promise.

Jack Bowers came of right good stock;
not blue blooded, but something better
red-blooded.
His father was an English

immigrant who never became too pround
to tell us that he had come over in steerage. He had little to start with but ambition, energy and pluck, but such assets
counted for more than dollars and cents.
At any rate the elder Bowers succeeded
in clearing a home for himself amid the
forests of Wellington county.
The result of 40 years' toil was a fine
farm,, well built upon and a family of six,
reared and educated.
A couple of the
boys are in business in the West. One is
a minister.
Two are following in their
father's footsteps
one on the old farm
and the other on a farm of his own, which,
with the good prices prevailing this vear,
will be rid of its mortgage at Christmas.
All are doing well
except Jack.

—
—

Jack was neither the oldest nor the
youngest, nor yet was he the best lookmg
of the family, so it is not to be supposed
that he was spoiled in the upbringing.

Not that he

is

a black sheep.

He

is

a

moral man in the 'prime of life.
But he has never gotten along. He says
he is unlucky.
His friends agree that
"things never did seem to come Jack's
way." A few neighbors are more critical
strictly

]-]
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Therefore to each, who farms or intends to farm, we would urge a careful
planning of his business, a look ahead
at the proper time. Let him work out a
design for
to-morrow and thus have
something to move forward towards. Rest
assured you will read your title clear to
big rewards.
Woo success by successful wooing. Make
the farm methods modern. Introduce a
business system. Be energetic thorough
and alive- Plan your duties ahead. Do good
work and beautify your place. Divide up
the business
responsibilities with your
family- Be sure of happiness first.
Keep out of the rut. Study market conditions and produce those things on your
farm that the markets demand. Be sure
to have ready money crops. Be honest in
all things. Be jealous of your good nameBe sure that your sales get you a fair

spotlights of action- Money income
buys more duties and opens more door.-:.
Therefore make your farm pay more. Yes,
says our preudo-moralist friend
Money
is not everything. Certainly it is not. But
when the worker stops making money, he
is pulling out of the race
a laggardWorse, he is a coward refusing to go on,

the

—

—

If you love live stock, keep the best, [f
milk cows are owned, hold none but known
producers. Keep chickens that belong to
a vigorous egg producing
strain.
Get
your hogs into the pork barrel before
they have cost you the maximum.
If your beef cattle are selling for $9,
aim to produce them for $5. Don't keep
breeding a class of horses that do not get
you the best possible returns.
Possibly you are a lover of fruit farming. There is no better jobKeep the
orchard right. Cut out wastes. Keep poultry, bees and any other adjunct you can
to increase your returns. Make your odos
and ends and little things pay, just as
a merchant does. Do business. Get results.
Be hopeful all the time.
We must make more money. Our boys
and girls expect it. They will naturally
leave a dull place. Population crowds to

have explanations of why Jack
Bowers never got along that are not all

creditable to Jack.
so

When they were boys at home together,
I am told. Jack always picked the easy

cows to milk. If anything was needed
from town. Jack was always the first and

As he
readiest volunteer for the trip.
the "baby of the family," his
readiness at volunteering for the easiest
job did not look well and it worried his
father.
was not

When he came of age. Jack got married
and started on a farm of his own. Then
his hard luck began. His father gave him
four good cows as a start toward a herd.
His wife brought three more and they had
a fair-sized dairy herd, all known as good
milkers.
But they never did well with
Jack. Why, he couldn't understand. True,
they \^ere not milked as regularly as before their change of ownership.
They
were not soiled when dry pastures were
the rule; Jack hadn't any time to ge,t in
soiling crops in their proper season.

With the advent of winter the
fared still worse. The stable was
out of repair.
Had his wife not
sorrie laths over the cracks, the
would have had snow blankets on
occasions.

There was a

silo

cattle

badly
nailed
cattle

many

at the end of

The

quits work,

is

but in animal breeding, soil fertility, orchard returns, and their allied industriesHe will take a sane interest in politics
and by his very life prevent corruption.
Vote right. Make your farm influence
felt. See things in a broad way and shape
the whole nation. We have big question?
here in Canada to be settled- The farmer
is the only one who can settle them I'ightAbove all, do not be so busy on your farm
that you can not give intelligent thought
to the political problems. Then, when you
think, lead and not follow any party or

names must govern.
Thus captained by generous impulse,
the farmer can see away dowoi thiough
the long future, the many of our Canadian
farm homes, as boys, through the long
clioue. Principle not

winter evenings gather round the cheerful hearth, to hear the stories of those
small beginnings, became great,
and useful and good- The stories of your
own triumphs and your toils will be told.
The succession of homes on the farm will

who from

never end.

Luck:

and

—

retired man, the man
the best timber that
satan can find- God always calls the busy
enthusiastic men to do his special work.
The aggressive farmer, honest, enthusiastic, thrifty, forward-looking is the
man upon whom our whole social structure rests. A preponderance of such mv.n
in Canada will ensure to our nation ar.
enviable eminence, not only in statecraft
to help others.

who

profit.

My

Just

It's
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EVERETT CAMPBELL

the barn, but the ensilage didn't last long.
The summer had been a dry one and Jack
couldn't see the need of cultiyating when
the weeds weren't growing; scuffling is
such a slow, tedious work that he had always despised it. Before winter was over.
Jack had run the extreme length of his
It was at
credit at the local feed store.
about this time that our hero began to say
quite frequently, "That's just my luck."
And his luck was always bad; except in
one thing.
Jack could always borrow

money from

his friends.

People had an

Bowers senior would see to it
that none of them lost money on loans
to Jack.
At the end of his second year
as an independent farmer, he had ".iven
idea that

notes covering the value of everything
around the farm, including his wife's parlor suite.
She, poor woman, had toiled
early and late, for she was as industrious
It takes two to
as Jack was indolent.
make a farm go, however, and finally they
moved to a smaller and poorer farm.
"It's just my luck," said Jack.
"It's just your confounded laziness,"
said the angered father of his good wife.
Well, Jack is still on the second farm,
but he can't stay there long. He is starting to cover his leave-taking gracefully by
stating that he guesses he'll go and get a
job making munitions in town.
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has a general meaning, but is being
used in a restricted sense. It has recently been applied almost exclusively in connection with military
matters and the force of its application in this sense, especially in the United States, has been met with opinions
which are decidedly different. It is probably safe to say,
however, that no person will ob'ect to the advantage of
preparedness as it applies to crop production.

many

countries at
the present time and to the very large number of people
who have been transferred from productive to non-productive labor, the question of securing the real necessities of
life is? becoming very serious.
During the next few years
the production of food stuffs to supply the immediate needs
of the people will present problems of no small magnitude.
The cost of living has been advancing for a number of
years until an increasing percentage of the population find
great difficulties in securing food products to meet requirements. In order to prevent serious calamities it is important that those who are skilled in agriculture, and who remain on the land, should make the very best use of their
opportunities.
In Canada, as in many of the other countries, suitable labor on the farm is becoming very scarce.
The lack of skilled labor becomes more serious as time advances, and the extent of this seriousness is likely to increase unless the farmers give very careful attention to the
systematizing of their work and to the adoption of the
most improved methods of productive agriculture. For the
highest results it is wise economy to make the best possible
use of what is implied in preparedness as it pertains to the
production of food stuffs of various kinds.
There was probably never a time in which both the
duties and the opportunities of the Canadian farmers were
greater than they are at present. It is their privilege to
do an immense amount of good to the people in their own
country, and to those in other lands.
May the farmers
of Canada look forward to their work of the coming year
feeling the great responsibility which rests upon the tillers
of the soil. It is not too soon even at the present time to
plan for the farming operations for future years, and
especially for the season of 1917. The questions of underdrainage, soil fertility, rotation of crops, cultivation of the
soil, choice of varieties, selection of seed, etc., should not
be left until the time of seeding in the spring for consideration.
They should be dealt with in a definite way so as to
bring about substantial and permanent progress.
The past season has given us some good lessons regarding the importance of the use of underdraining, especially as it applies to soil which is naturally cold and wet.
Underdrainage can often be conducted in the latter part
of the summer and in the autumn to good advantage. It is
then ready for its beneficial service in the following spring.
The Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph, through the
Department of Soil Physics, has been giving very substantial assistance in underdrainage work throughout Ontario
during the past few years.
In order to establish a proper rotation of crops it should
be the aim to have each crop a preparation for the crop

which

is to

to the unsettled condition in

follow.

It is

economy

and
proper succession the crops which
in labor, in fertility,

production to bring in
in habits of growth, food requirements, dates of
.-needing and times of harvest.
The cereals when sown at
the best rates of seeds per acre form good nurse crops for
grasses and clovers. Clovers of the different kinds add fertility to the soil by drawing nitrogen from the atmosphere.
The thorough cultivation of potatoes, roots and corn kills
the weeds, liberates the plant food in the soil and leaves the
in

differ
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land in excellent condition for the crops which are to follow.
Each farmer should ascertain for himself the rotation of crops which will best meet the requirements of his
The rotation most suitable for one farm
local conditions.
The
is not necessarily the best for the farm adjacent.
farmer who does not carefully study the rotation that will
best meet his requirements is not living up to his opportunities.

As

far as possible the land should be prepared in the
for the crops of the following season. Stubble land
which has not been seeded should be worked on the surface
so as to kill the growing weeds and to force the weed seeds
This land should be plowed later in the
to germinate.
autumn in preparation for the spring crops. Grass and
clover sod can often be plowed to good advantage sufficiently early in the autumn to enable the sod to rot and the
frequently find it
soil to become friable and crumbly.
an advantage before the winter sets in to place the land in
ridges about thirty inches apart with a double mouldboard plow. If manure is available it can be spread on the
land to excellent advantage before the ridges are made.
This method protects the manure and the decaying root
materials, enables the frost to act beneficially upon the subsoil, and leaves the land in excellent condition for early cultivation in the spring.
There is probably no part of farming which has a greater
influence upon crop production than the kind and the
quality of the seed which is used. A careful study should
be made of the existing varieties so as' to secure those which
will give the highest returns. It is also of great importance
to sow large, plump, sound, well matured seed which is of
strong vitality. It is, therefore, important to watch carefully for the best kind of seed and to have.it ready for
sowing before it is required. In order to do this properly
attention should be given to the required amount of seed a
long time before the spring arrives.
Results of experiments which have been conducted at the
Ontario Agricultural College show that it is very important to sow the crops at the right times in order to get the
most satisfactory returns. Spring wheat, barley, oats and
peas have been sown in duplicate at each of six different
dates in six separate years. One week was allowed between
each two dates of seeding. The average returns show that
decidedly the best results were obtained from spring wheat,
and slightly the best results from barley from the first date
of sowing. In the case of oats there was not much difference between the first and the second dates, and in the case
of peas there were decidedly better returns from the second
as compared with the first date of sowing. It was found
important to sow the grains in the following order: 1st,
spring wheat; 2nd, barley; 3rd, oats; and 4th, peas. It was
also found that after the first week had passed in which
the land was warm' and dry enough to work to good advantage there was a decrease for every single day's delay
of about two bushels of oats, one bushel of barley, one-half
bushel of peas, and one-third bushel of spring wheat per

autumn

We

acre.

From what has been said it will be seen that for crop
production it is exceedingly important to have plans well
thought out and work sufficiently advanced that everything can be done in the best way and at the best time. For
high yields and good quality in crop production it is necessary to give close attention to many details. In all branches
of farming, preparedness is of great importance if the best
May the farmers of Canada
results are to be obtained.
watch every opportunity to prepare for an abundant crop
in each of the next few years.

Do We Need More Machines?
A

Study of Our Machine Needs and Some Engineering Sense Will Solve Many
of our Troubles Some Homemade Ideas as Well as Factory Good Things

—

farmers
CANADIAN
have acquired the

winning habit. Since
the day they confronted
the terrors of the forest

and transformed

its

fast-

ness into lawn and

lea, they
difficulties

have laughed at
and regarded obstacles as

higher
Since the
of August,
mailed fist
of Germany pounded the
labor problem to an acute
stage, they have become a
little more acutely aware
of a problem that has ever
been with them, the problem of an adequate supply
leading
achievement.
dreadful fourth
1914, when the
steps

of

to

farm power and

labor.

And

right rnanfully and
successfully are they addressing themselves to a
solution.
Had the Spring
season of 1916 been even
reasonably favorable there
is little doubt but that the

Autumn would have found

By

ANDREW McTAGGART

to part with the light engine at a considerable loss.

Finally, he purchases an
eight horse-power engine
or an engine of greater
power only to find that his
old equipment is too light
transmit his heavier
to

power.

On the other hand we
we have the case of those
who have purchased machinery that was heavier or
possessed of greater capacity than their work warranted. Many prairie far-

mers purchased the heavy
engine tractor that met
satisfactorily
the conditions of the virgin sod but

that is not the machine required for later conditions.

SOME MISTAKES THAT

COST.

others made the
mistake of using an elaborate engine room while all
that was required was the
engine on a movable truck,
an arrangement that saves
power by taking the engine to the work as well as
keeping down the expense
of installation. A similar
mistake was made by the
farmers who imagined that
Still

their granaries as full as
they were even in the years
of the big yields, and this in
The content of it all. This picture was taken on a farm in Yorkface of the fact that tens
of thousands of her sons
shire, England, recently, there the old man upon whotn the burden
who ordinarily tilled the
of farming has fallen, contemplates with keen satissoil had donned the King's
faction the ivork of the milking machine.
f o u r-h
r s e
machinery
uniform in defence of libwould do more than twice
erty the wide world over.
Many a farm is being run with one- farm machinery lias been the amount of the work of two-horse machinery. The
man power together with occasional help experimenting that has been almost forc- result was loss not only of time and temthat is secured as best possible. This
ed upon him. For instance, he may have
per and money, but work poorly done.
would have been impossible without mafound it necessary to secure power for
The problem of farm machinery has a
chinery and the mother wit that enables
pumping and root pulping- The experi- two-fold aspect. First of all there is the
the Canadian farmer to meet successfulment turned out so well that he intro- problem of the machinery the farmer
ly almost any condition, however novel
duced still other machinery till his twoshould own in his own individual right.
and baffling, that may confront him.
horse power engine or his two-and-a half
To this problem he must give the best of
Necessity is ever the mother of invention.
care and attention. His farm may be
power engine has become overloaded
For instance, this year a young farmer
adapted to narrow-cut machinery on acwith shafting and he has been obliged
constructed a hay rack with high sides
count of the nature of the ridges in his
to which his hayloader was attached. This
fields. For him to buy wide-cut machinery
rack enabled him to bring in a load of
is to invite disaster. If he can run wide
hay, by the aid of sheaf slings, that apmachinery to advantage he invites loss by
proached in size the loads of years when
purchasing the narrow cut machinery.
labor was more abundant. This
Further, he must study what his soil and
load
was taken off in three lifts. The hay was
his market and his other resources are
spread on the load each time the slings
best adapted to. When he has found out
were placed in position and with but little
what he can produce most economically,
that is, what he can produce that will pay
additional labor. One man now can do his
him best, he will do well to provide the
haying.
machinery that will give him the best
Here are the dimensions of the rack.
financial returns- This is a fact so selfAny handy farmer may construct a
evident that one apologizes for stating it.
similar rack for himself. The rack is flatBut obvious as the truth is, it is a maxim
bottomed, eight by sixteen feet in size.
that many farmers ignore by stocking up
The sides are detachable and made ,of
with machinery that never will pay them.
three boards six inches wide, and placed
The farmer must study his needs. He
one foot apart- The front part of the rack
must not only leckon on having machinis about four feet high. The bottom side
ery that will save labor but machinery
boards of the rack are a little shorter than
A ditcher made of odds and ends by a
that will make him some money. One may
the bottom of the rack. The second is
and
Old saws
Scarboro farmer.
pay too dearly for the privilege of having
shorter still to admit of the use of the
sprocket wheels made the elevator,
things handy or for the convenience of
loader. The removable sides permit the
old binder wheels are used on the
getting work done easily or early or rapidbottom to be used for loading corn stalks.
truck. It is operated by a small gasoly. But when one is convinced from a first
FARMERS HAVE TO EXPERIMENT TOO MUCH
line engine and the whole thing cost
hand study of the facts of his oivn inThe ditcher is moved by a
$^0.
dividual case that a machine will pay,
One drawback that the farmer has
gasoline engine and a winch.
either in terms of dollars or labor, then
encountered in the matter of introducing

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
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as the day on which the community took
a step forward.
The same may be said of the large
grain separator and grades- Such a nnll
means a long step towards pure seed and
the sowing of the best seed and )f only
the best seed with all the attendant advantages. This mill
may be better in
every particular than the mill owned by
the individual farmer and has the advantage of being operated by an expert.

MACHINES TOO SHORT-LIVED
One great drawback to the use

The low-down manure spreader is one machine that is worth a place on every
farm. You get the full and immediate value of all manure applied.
a clear case where it is good business to get the very best machine the circumstances ivarrantit is

CO-OPERATIVE MACHINES

The other aspect of the farm machinery
problem is the purchasing of machines
that will serve a number of farms. Thera
is, for instance, the small or individual
thresher. This is a grain thresher that
may be run by a ten-horse power engine.
This machine mounted on trucks, will
serve four or five farmers. The grain may
te cut and threshed as it is hauled in from
the field.
On the large farm each farmer may
do well to own his own outfit- Particularly
is this true of the farmer in the west.
Almost the same labor that does the hauling in of the grain can do the threshing
as well. In the saving effected by getting
the grain threshed in time and when the
farmer is ready there is a saving that
soon pays for the outfit.

THE DITCHING MACHINE
rule of company ownership

The same

applies to ditching machines. This present
season demonstrates that unless a field is
well drained farm operations cannot be
carried on to advantage. Yet farmers because of the scarcity of competent labor
and the costliness of ditching machines,
find it difficult to get the necessary drainfield for the
ing done- Here is a fine
board of agriculture to serve the community by looking out for good drainage. It will pay the government over and
over again to place a good ditching machine in the custody of a board of agriculture on the condition that it be kept
sufficiently busy and is well cared for.
Millions of dollars were lost during this
season because farms were not adequately
drained. Individual farmers who had their
demonstrate
the
farms well drained
satisfactory agricultural conditions that
might have been general had this drainage problem been faced in a large way.
Another machine that a company may
well purchase is the small silo filler. There
are fine machines that may be run by the
eight or ten horse power engine that
render the very best of service- A very
little careful calculating will demonstrate
to each farmer the machines that will
pay best for individual purchase and the
machines that can best be run co-operatively or in company. When the machines
are purchased in partnership too much
care cannot be exercised to have each man
pay his own share in the purchase, depreciation and operating
costs.
Good
business principles well carried out will
save a multitude of troubles and losses.
In no other field is there more need

department of
that has to do with the purchase
of machinery. It is the easiest thing in
the world to go in too deeply. If gray
matter is earnestly applied the cost of
machinery may be greatly reduced in purchasing, in maintenance, and in operationBut the gray matter and rugged comm.on
sense must -be constantly in control or
trouble will follow in the wake of the machinery.

of sound sense than in the

farm

life

SMALL FLOUR MILLS
Canada there are groups of
farmers who this year have taken off
their harvest co-operatively, much to the
advantage of all concerned. The work has
All over

been done with less fatigue.. There has
been the zest in the labor that comes from
companionship. Neighbors have found out
how much they can do for one another in
this way. Through the spirit of enterprise and
achievement, a
community
spirit has been developed. One cannot but
hope that many a community will see to
it that the local or community spirit will
become strong enough to establish the
small self-contained flouring mill and the
grain separator and grader. The former
admits of the farmer's taking his own
well-cleaned and pure grain to the mill and
getting it made into flour either by toll
or by paying for the grinding in cash.
There is no doubt but that these mills
will give satisfactory service in every
particular. This has been demonstrated
over and over again to the satisfaction
of all, both to the flour maker and to
the farmer. The community that welcomes
such a mill by giving it a hearty and general and uniform support will ever after
regard the day the mill was established

The extension disk

is

of

ma-

chinery has been the rapidity of its deterioration. Farmers have a way of thinking that a binder has do;:e ve.U when it
has taken off a dozen ccops. The facts
are that a binder shoali harvest the
crops of an hundred dcye farm for at
!east twenty-five years. There is nothing
eithei in the construction of the machine
nor in the work that it is expected to do
that should make its "life" any shorter
than that period- The same rule applies
to other farm implements. A wagon should
serve at least two generations on the
average farm.

The secret of long-lived implements is,
The great enemies of a machine are
dirt, where dirt should not be and un-

care.

necessary exposure to heat and moisture.
Along with these enemies goes the failure
to oil the implement or the use of inferior
oil.

After a machine has been through the
work it should be gone over in
detail on the very first occasion that offers itself. Bearings should be opened and
cleaned and made to run freely yet snugly. Oil holes should be opened freely and
oil cups opened and freed from all matter that should not be contained therein. Cutting bars should be left straight
and running freely and sharpened, and
oiled and placed where they will not be
exposed to rust and where they may be
cleaned and placed ready for action the
season's

following harvest.
Throughout the season's work, there is
no maxim that will save time and worry
like "Do it now." As soon as a
defect
shows itself, such as loosening bolt or
a rattling bearing it should be slated for
attention-

PAINT

Nor

will

IS
it

CHEAPER THAN REPAIRS
pay the farmer to neglect

the use of paint in connection with his implements and other machinery. Every year
Continued on page 72

a bonanza for the orchardist.
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Schools' Clinic:

K

HARRIS

ADAMS

a JVomen's Institute and a School Board Secured Medical Inspection and
Treatment for the Children

GRACE!

Why,

I

July 25th was the first day of the clinic
With doctors, nurses, asistants, kiddies
and their attendants, about fifty people
inhabited the manse. For many hours the
mercury hovered high in the nineties, but
adequate measures were taken to keep
everything as cool as possible. Nothing

wouldn't

think of subjecting my child to
such an ordeal as that. It just
seemed like butchery for all those children
My mother
to be operated on at once.
raised twelve children and never one of

them had a bad

tonsil."

"I've often noticed your Grace," replied the lady whose ears were the recipient of the foregoing the day after the
school-children's clinic at Gravenhurst.
"When did you see Grace when I
couldn't," came back with a touch of in-

J

1

'

dignation.

"In Sunday School. I've often noticed
her with her mouth open. Does she sleep
with her mouth open?"
I've never noticed."
"I don't know.
So many a seemingly devoted but ignorant and indulgent mother "never notices"
the physical needs and weaknesses of her
children, and when some beneficent organization, such as the Women's Institute, calls attention to these by a medical
inspection of schools and an opportunity

—

—

then
for a good but inexpensive clinic
she sets up on her dignity because of
what she thinks is an intrusion into the
Why "should any
mother prerogative.
School Board or Women's Institute, or
Government, interfere with my child? I
will attend to its health, and she does
not. The child dies young or goes through
life with a miserable existence, and the
misfortune is looked upon as the imposed
fate of Providence. It's the imposed fate
of conceit and carelessness.
About the middle of May Dr. Margaret
Patterson, of Toronto, spent six days in
the Public Schools of Gravenhurst and
two or three rural schools that came in
for examination. Over four hundred children come under the doctor's inspection.
Of these three hundred had carious teeth
one hundred and forty with diseased tonsils, some so bad as to affect the speech and
the hearing, and many of these with ade.

About twenty were found to have
imperfect eyesight and ten whose hearing
was deficient. Besides many were found
to be ancemic.
After the inspection a public meeting
was held in the Town Hall, presided over
by Mayor Sloan, to which all the parents
of the children were specially invited, but
a comparatively small gathering manifested the lack of interest. Was it that
only the children were concerned? PerSome people are kind enough to
haps!
think that all parents are anxious for the
Perish the
health of their children.
Hog Cholera will often cause
thought.
more alarm than an enidemic of tonsi"Oh, no! I wouldn't have a knife
litis.
used on my child." An operation on the
parents' cranium is often the first necesnoids.

sity.

Dr. Patterson outlined the fundamentals
underlying health with respect to teeth.
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occurred to mar the day's proceedings,
but something happened to bless seventeen
kiddies for the rest of their lives; they
had been under the influence of an anesthetic and a skilled surgeon, and their
happy faces beamed at eventide as they
received the promised ice cream they were
to have "when the operation was over," ere
they should return to their homes in the

few of the children

uj

the Schoul

Clinic at Gravenhurst.

There was apparently no fear or nervousness and practically no crying. The
doctors commended themselves to everybody by the way they humored the youngsters.
Some of the children were without
their mothers, but in such cases other
members of the family accompanied them.

One

delicate little fellow whose mother
last winter was attended by his
father. One of the doctors said to him;

had died

"Were
showing that many
people go through life handicapped be-

eyes,

throat,

etc.,

cause of neglect in childhood.
Dr. M. McKenzie-Smith, a member of
the W. I. Committee on Medical Inspection of Schools, spoke of the work of the
committee in extending to rural schools
the advantages of medical inspection
hitherto enjoyed by the cities. Misis Jessup, the Victorian nurse of the town, lent
invaluable aid in the follow-up work by
visiting many of the homes and explaining
to parents the nature of the work and
the necessity of giving relief by operation
or treatment.
Members of the Institute
and another nurse also assisted in this
work.
Indifference was manifested by
rome, but other with the true parent instinct were glad to avail themselves of an
opportunity of giving their children a
better chance for success in life.
The Women's Institute arranged for a
clinic and as there is no hospital in the
town, the Manse, the home of Dr. McKenzie-Smith, was improvised for the
purpose. Members of the Institute visited
the homes and instructed the parents how
to prepare their children for the operation.
The services of Dr. Ardagh, eye, ear and
throat specialist, of Orillia, who is much
interested in the work, were secured, and
at a mp.st reasonable rate. He was assisted
by Drs. Spearing and McCallum, of the
National Sanitarium Association's Muskoka Hospital, and two
nurses. Several members of the Institute
were present to lend assistance in making
and sterilizing pads, helping mothers with
their children
for some had two or three
there and in many ways rendering valuable service.

competent

—

—

eyes

is

filled

your mother, my boy?" His
with tears as he replied: "In

Heaven, sir." He won the sympathy of all
and received many attentions during the

When carried to the carriage in the
evening he said "Thank you, doctors, for
your kindness, but you keep an awful
day.

:

smeUing place here."
On tliC second day of the clinic only five
were present to receive the attention of
the specialist.
Two of the citizens to.ik
advantage of the opportunity and had
their boys operated on.

Subsequent reports were most satisfacParents were advised to keep their
children in bed for twenty-four hours, but
this was apparently little heeded by the
parents or disregarded by the youngsters,
for some of them were found running to a
fire the next day, showing how groundless
were the fears of some timorous ones as
to the effect of the operation. A few days
after the clinic a boy in a swimming pool
was heard to exclaim: "Say, fellows, the
day of miracles isn't over, Johnnie Benson
can talk now." Johnnie had his tonsils
and adenoids removed at the clinic.
It is to be hoped that medical inspection will become general throughout the
province, and the whole Dominion. Economically speaking an individual is considered worth about the same as a $10,000
plant, i.e., about $600 per year. A deficient means about the same loss to the
country as the destruction of such a plant
by fire or other cause. How many such
deficients can a countrv afford to carry.
tory.

The more seriously

deficient the greater

Let us have more
nedical inspection, more preventative
work, and more clinics if need be. but
the latter will decrease in number as the

burden for the

former grows

state.

in effectiveness.
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general view of the farmstead of James Ruthven and Son, at AUiston, Ontario.

a ^oo-Acre

Farm

seed grain for the market
Despite all our efforts in
standing field crop competitions and
seed-growers' associations, the demand
for guaranteed vigorous seed is greater
than the supply.
Good seed carries a promise of something better than the ordinary.
The farmer's faith pins to such whether
The selected strain
in animals or grains.
has merits in its force of heredity that
no one gainsays. The work of Zavitz and
his staff in Ontario, of Wheeler in Saskatchewan, is all the proof we want as to possible results from the value of selection.
Plant-breeders, and hybridisers, are in a
They represent the
class by themselves.
investigating research work to which
every country should contribute liberally.
But the patient development of virile seed
by selection, is one of the

R\ISING
pays.

farm enterprises
too few people
lend their time and abilipractical

to

which

all

ties.

Whether we begin by a
herd and develop
our own seed plot and then
single

the commercial crop, mat-

The utilization
of other men's labors for
the early stages and the
carrying on of the work in
a large way is a commendable thing, provided it is
not done as certain American seedsmen did this year
when they secured the 0.
A.C. No. 72 oat and renaming it sent it out at a high
ters little.

is

It is a

Producing Nice Returns and Pleasant Work by Pure
Seed Sales

By

F.

Ruthven

C.

MACKENZIE

Essa Township, Ontario, operate a fine 300-acre farm on a
rolling slope in that part of Simcoe county.
Here, during the past season, they have
Bros., of

taken off bumper crops of grains despite
the general low returns, especially in
oats and barley.
Always a clean farm, kept so by the
good Scotch ideas of James Ruthven, the
father of the present two boys, this farm
produced last year 50 acres of O.A.C. oats
that went 65 bushels to the acre. These
oats were grown in the ordinary farm rotation and every field was an even stand.
To find a market for their 3,000 bushels
was the next question that presented itf^elf to t^o yo"n-;- u\~n.
Widely, they dc-

cided to advertise, and although the local

demand would have no doubt absorbed
considerable, the outside orders poured
in so well that soon the whole output was
sold at 80 cents a bushel, much of it going
to other

Ontario points, but several big
went to Quebec and New
Brunswick. Thus the farm secured on

orders

also

.

this side line alone a net return for oats
of $2,000.

The boys are planning
farms on a

to maintain their
strictly first-class basis as re-

gards noxious weeds.

The presence of an
intruder in their fields is resented to the
point of persecution and so the future returns for seed grain from' such a farm are
likely to grow instead of getting less. They
see no danger ahead for an over-stocked
market.
This year when I saw their farm, the
oats were just being entered upon by the binders.
Despite the poor year generally this field of O.A.C.
No. 72 oats as seen in the
picture herewith, was the
picture of prosperity.
It
stood tall, straight and as
thick upon the ground as
it could possibly be and not
fall

down.

The

soil is a good clay
loam with a good subsoil.

It is well

drained, as the

farm

offers exceptional advantages in this respect.

Barnyard manure and

price.

This flourishing of the
dishonest
scally-wag i s
proof positive of the place
open
for
the
genuine
grower.

business farm.

Cutting the O.A.C. No. 72 oat field in August, 1016.
A crop that
looked like 75 bushels to the acre.
The Red Clover stand is seerf
just in the rear, while further back may be seen the fox
ranch, mentioned in our Sept issue, against the 100acre primeval bush land of maple and beech.

clo-

ver constitute their fertilisers, while every year sees
40 acres of summer-fallowing done.
The boys believe in deep

plowing in the fall, followed by a very shallow one
in the spring.
They roll
the land after seeding then

—

—
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follow with the harrows to

this mill is too slow for commercleaning it does good work in seeding
Gasoline engines furnish all
cleaning.
the power required in farm machinery,
while wind power keeps a supply of water
throughout the barns and houses.
The job of cleaning is given over to one of
the brothers, who takes several days at the
work, putting the whole output into bags
and bins ready for the market. He does
the work slowly, making it his business to
put up a grade that will bring, as it does,
many repeat orders.

Although

make a dust

cial

mulch.

The crops for seed purposes this year
are extended. Dawson's golden chaff fall
wheat did well with them. A splendid
crop was taken off a big field adjoining the
big hardwood bush, and threshing returns
show about 35 bushels per acre.
Registered barley O.A.C. No. 21 is
grown also and the returns this year were
35 bushels to the acre, although the averages last year were 45
Red clover seed is another specialty that
The soil produces
is proving a success.
good crops of hay while the second crop
which is kept for seed purposes, presented
an ideal stand this year. The seed heads
are well filled and the purple-colored seed
is as pretty a sample as any year ever
produced.
t.

Another

outu and n closer view

field of

of the Silver Black Fox ranch. Foxes
are a sideline on this farm.

General mixed live stock farming is
Hogs, feeding cattle, shorthorn cows and poultry, and recently the
silver black foxes mentioned in the September issue, keep the fertility and furnish winter employment.
carried on.

Considerable attention is given to the
cleaning of the seed. All small grains are
fanned out for feeding purposes. They
use a Fergus fanning mill for their work.

Pioneering in Central British^Columbia
'
'

T~^0

you know what I think? I think
I that any man who would willingA-^ ly come to a place like this, and

By

JEAN RUSSEL BROWN

I

He
live here, is mentally unbalanced.
when you consider that there are
7nust be
so many places where life would be full of
pleasure. And when we have only a short
while to live, why, in the name of common sense, waste it in a God-forsaken

—

place like this?"

Each word Fas snipped

emphatically that it sounded terso much so
ribly solemn and portentous
indeed, that I felt as though I had been
found guilty of a crime the crime of
being here. And I laughed aloud from
sheer nervousness at the absurdity of it
For, just a short while ago, in totally
all.
different surroundings, we had given voice
"Why waste our
to that very sentiment.

off 90

—

—

—

—

lives here,"

we had

said, "in a place so

destitute of beauty, when there are such
lovely places in the world?"
Arid we had deliberately chosen this
place as being nearest to our ideal of loveliness, and as being the spot of all others,
where life would yield to us the fullest
measure of enjoyment. And we dream
of a permanent; home a real home, that,
the old-fashioned homes of our
like
fathers, will attach itself to our very heart
strings, because of its intimate association
with every memorable event of our lives.
And to us feeling as we do, that it is a
wonderful privilege to have our home here
it came as quite a shock to realize that
it does not appeal in the same way, to all.
On the contrary, we find that not only Mr.
Andrews, who expressed his dislike in

—

—

—

such strong words, but others
longing to get away from it.

too,

are

course, the attractiveness of a place
depends largely on the individual viewMr. Andrews sees nothing compoint.
mendable at all in this wild, unsettled

Of

The wonderful beauty that is all
around him, has no attraction for him
whatever, because he is longing for the
excitement that comes with crowds and
busy streets. And certainly, any one, who
is dependent for happiness on sidewalks
and electric light and theatres, would be
country.

But because we
very miserable here.
knew that we would find a greater pleasure in mountains, lakes and streams
in flowers and birds and woods, we came
to cast in
to Central British Columbia
our lot with the pioneers of this great new

—

country, so recently
railroad,
of man.

and

still

made

accessible by

unchanged by the hand

We loved the outdoor pleasures
This picturesque mountain region
appealed to us; the free natural life of the
So we came
pioneers appealed to us.
and are content.
Such infinite forms of beauty are here,
and all in such perfect harmony from the
grand impressive mountains, to the tiniest
lichens, such marvelous atoms of perfect

yond are the mountains. And to be all,
all alone in the midst of such grandeur!
No wonder that I forget the hardships of
pioneering, and the homesick spells that
are bound to come, and feel only a solemn
thankfulness that

best.

—

beauty, growing in the crevices of the
rocks
from the limitless woods, to the
dainty little humming-bird, the very epitome of grace, as it darts from flower to
flower
from the picturesque mountain
lakes and streams, to the beautiful little
trout, jumping three feet out of the water,
its brilliant "rainbow" flashing in the sun.

—

—

'

JUST BITS OF LAND.

And

the greatest charm, to me, lies in
the fact that there are no limitations to
our enjoyment of it all. It is all ours.
Our farms are not farms at all as yet.
They are just "bits of land," and the only
thing that separates them from the whole
broad landscape, is the surveyor's stakes.
There are no fences, or boundaries, or
even roads near us; so we just feel that
the whole country with all its wealth of
Our little lakes!
beauty, belongs to us.
Our beautiful mountain trails, where we
may wander and explore to our hearts'
content! Owr mountains! And I say that
in a hushed voice. It seems too audacious.
But they are ours for we love them and
there is no one to dispute our claim. No

—

—

one has even named them; and / have
given them names!
Oh, the wonderful views! I have my
own special "Look out," where I go very
often to see the sun rise. And it always
has the same effect. I always come back
to the house, feeling stronger for the day's
work. I always come back feeling glad
that

I

am

here.

The beauty and splendor and solemnity
beyond description. At my feet
lies "the green and silent valley," with

I

am

here.

THE MARVELOUS SCENERY.
The color effects and cloud effects are
marvelous and different every day. One
day the sunrise was a symphony in purple
clouds, mountains
all shades of purple.
Even the snow was tinged a delicate but
distinct heliotrope. Another day the whole

—

—

—

was a glory of brilliant yellow. Mt.
Francis was framed in it a beautiful
cloud of shining gold behind and above,
and a cloud of yellow mist in front, with
only the top of the mountain showing dark
and rugged, in sharp contrast to all the
brilliance around.
In the valley was a
little lake of pure gold.
Then suddenly, as I look towards Burnett Mt., which hitherto has been all
in shadow, I see a faint rose pink color
along the top of it, which slowly creeps
down and intensifies, until the whole
mountain is bathed in this wonderful rosecolored light. Then gradually, along the
top, the rose color changes to yellow; and
I realize that there is sunshine on top of
the mountain, which quickly displaces the
rose color on down, until the whole mountain is in brilliant sunshine. Immediately
the valley below is flooded with light.
Still I am in shadow
the shadow of Mt.
Wabun, which controls the coming of our
morning. But by this time, the color is
gone, and there is left just sunshine and
shadow. And day is begun.
The wonderful virgin forest has fascinated me, too, ever since we came. Each
season fills the woods to overflowing with
new wonders and beauties. How can
people find it dull in the country? Where
else is there such variety?
such change?
Even the winter was not dull. The woods
in winter have a charm all of their own.
They are so white and still ^and solemn
and restful and withal so blithe and
scene

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

so alive.

01 it all is

Into the blithe and breathing air.
Into the solemn wood.

our beautiful little lake in its midst, and
the pretty brook winding in and out,
among the dark spruce trees, where
nestles so cosily our snug wee cabin. Be-

Solemn and silent everywhere!
Nature, with folded hands, seemed
there.

Kneeling at her evening prayer!

God's Green Country:
A

Tale of the

Ups and Downs

of

ETHEL

By

M.

CHAPMAN

Country Life
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I.— Continued.
left his eyes, and
to go out of his legs.

The smarting soon

up.

^"-"the

stiffness

began

They ached of course from the heels up,
but that was from trying to keep up to the
colts on the harrow yesterday. Then his
mother had a berry turnover waiting for
him to start out on; she had been telling
him that, he remembered, while she tried
to get him awake. So he took the halters
in one hand and the turnover in the other
and started out for the horses in a very
philosophical frame of mind, considering
everything. The dew on the grass was
cool to his bare feet;

the robins in the

bushes as he passed along didn't seem to
expect anyone so early, so from their
reckless chattering he learned the location of

places

Jean.

where
like a

cattle

a new nest. He marked the
could show them to
On the hill in the pasture
the sun was just coming up
yellow half ball, the young
stood out like pieces cut out

many

V.

HUNTER

Well, you c'n just stake off these rows
an' when we're through plantin' you c'n
dig 'em up with the hoe, an' plant 'em
light.

Mebby

than goin

'11 learn you a little
school fer a while."

that

'to

more

when

the neighbors' dinner bells
the men from the farther
fields, Dan again called across the headland: "You better go to the barn an' get
some more seed. Save the prize Carmens
here fer the last rows an' mind to shut the
gate after you or the sow '11 be in."
•Just

began to

call

Billy hitched old Nell to the stone-boat,
shut the gate after him and went for the
seed. When he came back the gate was
still closed but Tibby and her family were
demolishing the last of the prize Carmens.
When she found she had to leave, she made
straight for the vulnerable spot in the
stump fence that had given her entrance-

Billy drove the pigs ahead of him and
went after some rails. On the way he
heard his mother ring the dinner-bell,
saw, from many a furtive glance back, his
father stop at the littered remains of the
prize Carmens, look all around and start
on to the barn. The most Billy could hope
for was that his wrath might have cooled
a little before he would have to meet him.
By the time he had blocked the hole in
the fence and
brought Nell up to the
stable his father had gone to the house,
so he, climbed up and put down the hay,
dampened old Nell's oats as usual, so.she
wouldn't choke on them, and with his little

heart palpitating till he could
swallow, approached the house.

The savory steam of stewed chicken
came out from the kitchen. When the meat
supply ran low

so he

they had it for dinner
at school, she saved a
drumstick and the gizzard for him.
He was almost forgetting his soul's
anxiety in the urgent pi-essure of
his animal wants.
like this.

Mary knew something of what
had happened; in fact Dan had informed her without softening the
details.
Still in spite of the morning's "aggrevations" he was eating
his dinner with satisfactory relish
when Billy came in. 'She met Billy
at the door to ask cheerfully:

to be

He had
of any minor details.
been shown just how far apart to
drop the pieces, but when you see
the furrow reaching up behind you
like an unfriendly snake, and no
escape before the end of the row,
when the handle of the pail is cutting into the flesh of your
arm and the bags of seed are
rods down the field, there is
a
powerful temptation to
make what you have go as far
as possible.
Suddenly the
horses stopped and Dan came
around to examine the plantfice

C
^

help.

"How'd you get along?"
"Fine," Billy answered with a disconcerting unsteadiness under the
attempt.
"Well, just get washed now, and
have your dinner while it's hot. I
have some nice pot pie here."
But this was a little too much for
Dan. To be ignored so brazenly
in the face of the storm he had
been brewing with inward satisfaction, to be treated as though
he was no more'n a figure head
in his own house!
He had often
declared that there was a secret
understanding,
a
conspiracy
against him in his own family
(Strange !) and it was time to show where
he stood now.

"You hain't got no pot-pie fer him," he
interrupted. "He'll git his belly full o'

ing.

more bother than

If

when he was

going
uneventfully enough. Dan's rather
threatening admonition when they
began the planting had been to "look
sharp now" and not keep the horses
standing, and Billy had determined
to keep ahead of them at the sacri-

sight

She always

biscuits to break into the
gravy and had the grandest pot pies
ever to tide a fellow over a time

;

"Hev you dropped 'em all as
far apart as this?" he asked.
"I might ha' knowed you'd try
to do something to aggrevate
me.
Never saw the time
yet that you wasn't a durn

spring his mother

made hot

like this.

The forenoon seemed

in the

killed off the old hens.

and pasted on they
looked funny when they moved.
Then it was good to get up on old
Nell's broad gray back, and feel the
shake of the friendly muscles under
Altogether if some miracle
him.
could have given him a father who
would occasionally see eye-to-eye
with him on things agricultural and
personal, Billy would almost have
played hookey from school for a life

of black paper

hardly

something

else 'sides pie

when I'm through

here."
-/y/f^/

/-*

There were stories afloat in the neighborhood
that the wood was a dark haunt of tramps

All at once Billy's fortit'"'de gave way.
Perhaps because he was tired and hungry,
his flesh quailed before the coming ordeal.
"I didn't leave the gate open," he cried, wild
Continued on "page 44

What Kind

of Cattle Shall

A Short Review of the Various Breeds T hat Farmers
sidering

THE

keeping of livestock being so
closely associated with the proper

maintenance of soil fertility, the
adaptability of the different classes and
breeds of cattle to the natural conditions
of the locality is of the first importance.

The average farmer who undertakes

to

introduce a certain breed into his neighborhood most frequently consults his
tastes only without regard to the existing
environment. Of course, it may be possible by years of careful breeding and
feeding to effect a modification that will
be adapted to the changed conditions.
Such a procedure, however, would be
very unwise, when from the many breeds
available one may be easily selected that
will exactly meet the requirements. Consequently, the farmer who contemplates
the founding of a herd cannot give this
matter too much attention, since on his
determination will very largely depend
the measure of success that will attend
his efforts.
It has been demonstrated by actual experience in many countries that the
choice of a breed should be largely influenced by the character of the land. For
instance, a level, fertile district that insures an abundance of fodder and grain
will more profitably maintain large animals than small ones. If, on the other
hand, the farm is mainly composed of
rugged land, and the soil is light, the
production will be more or less scant.
Hence, a light breed that will easily
climb the hills and gather food will thrive
much more readily. Again, there are
farms that are intermediate in their nature.
They have a fair proportion of
level stretches where a good food supply
may be grown, besides pasture land that
is undulating to hilly in character. Here
what may be termed the intermediate
breeds will be found the most suitable and
the
results
obtained
correspondingly
higher than either of the other classes
under similar conditions.
Looking at this question from the beef
growers' standpoint, I believe there are
many section that are best served by the
special purpose animal of the right type.
Where land and food count for very little,
and labor counts for much, this class of
cattle will be the most in favor. Especially is this true in ranching countries. Even
on some arable farms, if cattle are to be
kept at all, it must be for meat production
only, the labor scarcity being such that it
is difficult or imposible to secure milkers,
while the ways and means of making up
and disposing of dairy products are entirely inadequate. The proportion of pasture and grain crops available for food
purposes on these lands varies considerably. This results in a variety of conditions, under which the question may be
raised, "What breed should be kept?"
Any of the beef breeds will fill the bill

Now

By

in

HUGH McKENNEY

J.

Canada Might be Con-

ductive to insure a large food supply

is

essential.

WHERE BABY BEEF MAY BE PROFITABLE
With a reduced pasturage and a plentisupply of home-grown food stuffs the

ful

conditions are suitable for the production
of baby beef. For this purpose the Aberdeen Angus is the breed par excellence,
with the Shorthorn as a good second. The
ability to grow large quantities of supplemental foods, and thus keep the young
animals from standing still in growth or
becoming lean in flesh, should enable the
owner to put them on the market at from
two to two and one-half years. The growing demand for this kind of meat and the
high price it brings is sufficient to encourage those properly situated to enin

Keep?

That Cattle Prices Are High

reasonably well, but not equally so. Each
has been evolved to fit certain conditions,
and therein will be found the ideal animal.
For instance, when the acreage in pasture is large and the cultivated are limited, none will do better than the Galloways. Especially is this true when, as is
often the case, protection cannot be furnished, their natural hardihood enabling
them to withstand exposure from rough
weather. By allowing the calves to run
with theii dams they are given a good
start, and when from eighteen to thirty
months old may be sold as feeders to other
farmers who have the facilities for growing the necesary food.

gage

We

it.

Special purpose cattle of the dairy type
unquestionably give the largest money returns for the food consumed. It is equally true that per head they require the
largest amount of labor. These two facts
taken together point to the farm of rather limited production as the\ place where
dairying will likely receive the most attention. Since the amount of stock food is

comparatively limited, it is important
that it be accounted for to the best advantage. Then, too, the labor involved is usu-

much

as in other situations
as the farmer and his family are generally equal to the care of all the cows the
ally not felt so

land will feed.

These conditions, together with the
fact that the breed possesses easy fattening qualities and provides an abundance
of skim milk, make it desirable that the
keeping of Holsteins be carried on in conjunction with some side line.
For instance, the calves are perhaps the ideal
breed for growing rapidly into veal, and
pork may be produced at a mii-.imum cost
by utilizing the by-products supplemented with a small quantity of grain. Then
the Jersey and the Guernsey occupy a
place in the dairy world wherein they are
apt to prove more profitable than those
already mentioned. They are essentially
milk. As a rule they will bear rich feeding and forcing for long periods and have
a great capacity for assimilating all kinds
of cattle forage. Hence, as they do not
fatten readily, most of the feed goes to
produce milk. In their island home there
are no extensive pastures, and from time
immemorial the custom has been to tether
the animals, moving them several times a
day.
Under these conditions a race of
cattle has been developed that are peculiarly fitted for the suburban stable, or
such localities as are too valuable for pasture purposes.
While the special-purpose animal, both
for meat and milk production, admirably
suit the conditions above noted, a class of
cattle possessing a combination of these
features will always predominate where
general farming is practised. This constitutes the great bulk of our agricultural lands. The farms are fairly large
and fertile, and the number of cattle that
may be kept is far in excess of the number that could be handled, with the labor
available, as dairy cows.
Since, also, it
is unprofitable to keep beef cows on this
high-priced land which yield no more than
their calves, farmers are convinced that
there is wisdom in taking the only other
alternative, and falling back on the dualpurpose animal.

THE DUAL PURPOSE BREEDS
The one great dual-purpose breed is
the Shorthorn. The writer has personal

SPECIAL DAIRY BREEDS

knowledge of many herds of grade Short-

These conclusions are borne out by the
fact that it is in just such sections that
we find the dairy industry most firmly

horns that are capable of giving a good
account of themselves at the milk pail, and
at the same time of producing calves that
at three years old, with good feed, would

established. In such localities, especially
if the cattle have to roam much over the
pastures in gathering food, the Ayrshire
will probably best fill the bill.
In their

claimed that three
Ayrshires will thrive and produce their
full capacity of milk on what two Shorthorns require. On the other hand, Holsteins are adapted to rich, level lands j.nd
are justly famous for turning large
quantities of feed into milk. To secure the
maximum returns, a soil sufficiently pronative Scotland

it

is

weigh from fourteen hundred to fifteen
hundred pounds, and be first-class export
animals. In short, placed on a rich, arable
farm, this breed will give splendid results in a dual capacity.
In this connection the Red Polls are
rapidly becoming popular. They are
medium in size, strong in constitution,
hardy, good grazers and active in movement, hence they will do well on hilly and
less productive farms.

—

Dunning, Co-Operationist

C. A.

The Upsetting

of

His Load

of

Wheat Into a Slough, Pitched Hitn

Into a Big

Job of Real Service

THE

Grain Growers' Movement

in

Western Canada has proved itself
to be somewhat of a physiological
phenomenon- Although only fourteen
years of age this institution with astonishing virility has produced men who
within five years have stepped into the
very forefront of the country's affairs.
The fathers of the Grain Growers' Movement men who created out of the trial

—

and tribulations of their earlier days this
great farmer's co-operative system which
now seems to have developed a soul of its

— such

as Motherwell, Langley, Hopkins, Partridge, Miller, Goetz, and Sanderson, of Saskatchewan; Scallion, Henders, McKenzie and Crerar, of Manitoba;

own

and Shepherd, Warner, Stevens and Bower of Alberta, are all still alive, and one
still active and energetic participants in
the life and livelihood of that now ramified organization. But the second generaborn.
tion of leaders already has been
Sons of the Movement are now in office,
and even promise to eclipse the records
of those illustrious pioneers whose names
have been mentioned.
Such a one is Charles A.
Dunning, the present

manager

NORMAN LAMBERT

Canada has men of outstanding ability,
financial, executive and intellectual in
her agricultural classes, and the recent
articles and photos appearing in The
Farmer's Magazine have evidenced a
few of them. Norman Lambert's description of Hon. Geo. Langley appeared in the July issue, while the page
photo of the stibject of his sketch in
this issue, appeared in the September
number. The photo of Mr. T. A. Crerar,
the head of the Grain Growers' Grain
Co. appeared in the February number.
But Crerar and Dunning are young
men and began farming in Western
Canada only a few years back. If
'

such

men

could

be

induced

to

enter

the country's cabinet, they would undoubtedly exert a wholesome influence
in legislation.

— Editor.

success which has attended the career of
the Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator
Co., since its establishment five years ago.

Like Hon- George Langley, one of the
prominent fathers of the co-operative
movement in Saskatchewan, C. A. Dunning is an Englishman, and one of those
radical Britishers who have been almost
"the leaven which leaveneth the whole
lump" of Western Canadian politics. He

was born

in Leicester, the son of a tenant farmer, on July 31, 1885, right at
the very doors of one of the very most
radical centres in
England. At eleven
years of age Master Dunning betook him-

shoe-making town of Leiwhere he started to earn a living

self to the big

cester
as an

employee in a patents office. He
at drawing, and had the early
ambition to become a designer in th« office of his apprenticeship. But within a
couple of years he had changed his occupation to that of an apprentice at engineering in one of the foundries in Leicester- Living a few miles out of the town,
at his father's farm, young Dunning rode
to work every morning on a bicycle, and
his hours were from six o'clock A. M.,

was 'apt

to five o'clock in

Sas-

the

of

By

Canada. Swimming
and writing were the
two pastimes which attracted him. The swim-

katchewan Co-operative
Elevator Company, of
Regina, Saskatchewan.

to

The story of C. A.
Dunning is magnificently eloquent of the power
of a democracy instinc-

ming was
letic

and was encouraged
by the municioality in
the form of publicly patronized contests.
But

found for service in one
of the annual conventions of the Saskatche-

the youthful bent for
literary work was a

wan Grain Growers. He

trait

was not quite twenty-

ning

years of age at the
but he made a
speech that was worthy
five

time,
of

a

much

older

man,

and thereafter, his fellow farmers regarded
him as one of the younger men who were bound
to

achieve

li.

D. Snobbin turning under his clover crop at Blenheim,
Ont., with a lic/ht tractor hauling 3 plows.

To-day

Mr. Dunning is just
thirty-one years of age.
and he is filling one of
the biggest jobs in Canada, as general manager
of an institution which
has behind it the keen
and interested eyes of

twenty thousand farmer shareholders.

To

this

young man, more than
any other
even than

—

those determined older

minds who founded it
is due the credit for the

which

Meet

AS

.VJ.L agriculture depends upon good tillage, the perennial interest taken in plowing matches and power machines
to do the work is easihj understood.
The labor shortage is
introducing the average farmer in the East to a favorable frame
of wind for tlie farm tractor, especiaUij tlie hundy gasoline one
that can pull two or three plows, draw harrows and disks, or

take a load to market. There is no reason why a great mamj
jobs on the Eastern faryns cannot be done by sucli a power. The
Provincial Ploiving Match for Ontario is being held in Pickering
Township this year, November 1, 2 and 'i, on the R. J. Fleming
farm of 800 acres. Already 20 tractor firms have signified their
intention of being present at a tractor demonstration to be held
'
at the same time.

Mr.

Dun-

attributes
now
largely to the result of
an impulse on a certain
occasion,
to
write a
story.
He entered a
competition for a prize
that was pffered by an

English

Eastern Tractor

distinction

amongst them.

a natural athpursuit in Leices-

ter,

own
This man was

tively to select its

leaders.

the afternoon. During
these boyhood days he
had two forms of recreation, one of which finally caused his removal

zine,

and

weekly magahis story won.

The prize was only a
guinea, but it had the
effect of firing the imagination and ambition
of the fifteen-year-old
lad to a degree which
encouraged the thought
of fame and riches. In
the limited time at his
disposal,
outside
o f
working-hours at the
foundry, he applied himself very diligently to
writing, and in addition,

practised swimming
most streuously.

The

16

'r

outcome even in the face of a
strong, sturdy constitution, was a phy-

logical

It came without any
breakdown.
uncertainty following a swimming race
in which he suffered from a serious overAfter a medical examination,
strain.
the doctor advised him to leave England directly and seek a drier climate.

sical

That was

in 1902, and accordingly, at
seventeen years of age, C. A. Dunning
set out alone for Canada with the intention of farming somewhere in the West.

HIRES AT YORKTON FOR $10.

The very year that Motherwell and the
other pioneer grain growers gathered together at Indian Head to organize the
Association, Mr.
first Grain Growers'
Dunning arrived in the West, a green,
and hired himself to a
English boy,
farmer, living near Yorkton, for ten dollars a month. After learning something
about farming in Western Canada, he did
what so many immigrants were doing
secured a homestead, and bethat time,
came his own boss, subject to many limitations which prevailing conditions imposed upon the farmer with 160 acres, located twenty-five miles from a railway
line- Mr. Dunning's homestead was twenty-five miles from Yorkton, and during
the early years of his proprietorship it
was that many miles distant from the
railway.

—

"I soon became vitally interested in
the Grain Growers' Movement," he
said, when asked by the writer for

the story of his connection with the
organization. "I shall never
rising
forget the experience which impressed me so forcefully with the conclusion that things were not as they
should be in this country. It was in
the Spring of the year, just before
snow began to disappear, and I had
some grain left over from the fall
which I decided to haul to market at
Yorkton. I made up a load of wheat
and oats on my box sleigh, and started early one morning for Yorkton
with the oxen. For the first few years
on my homestead I used nothing but
oxen. On the way to town I met anreturning
with his
other farmer
sleigh empty. The road was narrow
and did not provide room for two
teams to pass each other, and in my

keep on the trail and not
get into the deep snow at the side,
I upset my load. My neighbor assisted me in reloading my grain, and
during the conversation we had, I
found that the day before in Yorkton, oats were selling for 8 cents and
wheat for something like 13 cents
per bushel. I was about half way
to town at the point where I upset,
and rather than proceed with such
prices as an attraction at the other
end, I turned my oxen around and
went back home feeling pretty sore."
effort to

13-CENT

The

tale

WHEAT

FIRED

was not a new

HIS

ANGER

one, but

it

was

characteristic of the life of the western
grain grower before he became an organized power and improved conditions. The

Grain Growers' Movement was born out
of a whole host of such experiences as

n
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Dunning- A little
that related by Mr.
community developed in the vicinity of the
Dunning homestead, and was known as
Beaverdale. There, a branch of the Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association
was soon established. It became the social
and political centre of the pioneer settlement. Through it the farmers and their
families intermingled socially during the
long winter months, and there also questions of public interest were debated. C.
A. Dunning, barely a youth though he
wa:s, became the acknowledged representative of the community. In 1904 and 1905,
when the question of the Autonomy Bills
for
Saskatchewan and Alberta with its
issues of provincial rights and national
schools, was before the whole country,
no group of people discussed or thrashed
out those problems more vigorously than
the grain growers of Beaverdale. And
during this period, Mr. Dunning had the
rather interesting experience of debating
the subject of the Autonomy Bills publicly

with Walter Scott, M.

P.,

form and proposed a solution of the
problem in the form of a policy of cooperative
insurance, to apply only to
municipalities where a majority of the
farmers could be shown to favor the idea.
The speech was not long, but it was clear,
forceful and convincing. The
proposal
made by the delegate from Beaverdale
was seized upon eagerly by the convention, and it was the beginning of the present co-operative hail insurance scheme
which has included nearly every settled
municipality in Saskatchewan. Incidentally, Mr. Dunning made a "hit,' and before the convention ended he was elected
a director of the provincial association.
Later, at the convention in Regina where
it was decided to go into the co-operative
elevator business, he was elected vicepresident of the
Saskatchewan Grain
Growers' Association, and his name was
suggested by E. A. Partridge in connection with the work of organizing and establishing the new elevator company.

afterward

the Premier of
Saskatchewan,
school-house at Beaverdale. Mr-

in

BECOMES SECRETARY OF SASK,

the

Scott's

opponent in that debate was not more
than twenty years old. So, evidently by
the itch for creative writing
into a desire for
public speaking.

this time

had become transformed

THAT PRINCE ALBERT SPEECH

G.

G.

The steps leading to the decision on the
part of the Grain Growers of Saskatchewan to favor the organization of a cooperative elevator company in that province were indicated in the sketch of HonGeorge Langley, which appeared in a
previous number of the Farmer's MagaThat company came into existence
1911, following the passing of legisproviding for its organization
lation
along co-operative lines. The first offices
zine.

The next outstanding
may now be recorded in

episode which
the interesting
early twenties of Mr- Dunning's one score
and eleven years, is his trip to Prince Albert in the capacity of the Beaverdale
delegate to the annual convention of the
Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association. The treasury of the little branch
association at Beaverdale had run pretty
low, and it was doubtful if even on the
special excursion rate, a man could go
down to Prince Albert, stay a week and
take part in the discussions of the convention on the small amount of money
that would be given him. The amount was
$17-50, and C. A. Dunning was elected as
the representative to go to Prince Albert,
provided he could finance the journey with
the available fund at his disposal. To
complete this part of the story, the delegate from Beaverdale went to the convention, slept in the cellar of one of the
Prince Albert hotels beside the furnace,
and at the end of the week returned home
vnth money in his pocket, and as he says
now, "I got through without borrowing
or stealing."
It

was

at the convention in Prince Al-

bert that C. A. Dunning first caught the
ear of Saskatchewan as a whole, and he
did it in a speech on the subject of hail
northern
insurance. The people in the
part of the province had always been
free from hail, while the wider grain areas
of the more southerly districtly had always" been more or less damaged by the
vicious hailstorms of the summer season.
A discussion had arisen over somebody's
adoption of a
resolution favoring the
scheme of insuring the
province-wide
crops against damage from hail- The
southern delegates wanted it, and those
from the north were adverse to the recommendation. When the deadlock seem.ed
hopeless, C. A. Dunning got to the plat-

in

were

in

Moose Jaw

in

company

with

those of the Grain Growers' Association,
and with less than twenty new elevators
scattered throughout the province, and
with only a few hundred shareholders to
support the venture, the farmers of Saskatchawan were launched into the grain
trade on their own account. The business
grew quickly, and in the second year of
years, the selling end of the Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator Company
was moved to Regina, and it was not
long before C. A. Dunning who was a sort
of secretary-treasurer at the beginning,
was given complete control of the management of the company. At first, for two
years, the selling end of the Saskatchewan company's business was in the office

of the Grain Growers' Grain Comat Winnipeg, but now the Saskatche-

pany

wan Co-operative Elevator Company has
its own office at the Grain Exchange in
Winnipeg, does its own selling and thus
saves

all

commission charges- This year

at Fort William, Mr. Dunning is
erecting for his company a large terminal
elevator with an initial capacity of two
and a half million bushels, which again
will be the means of saving a large amount
of money in terminal storage charges.
Back on the plains of Saskatchewan, feeding this new terminal elevator at the
head of the lakes there will be this year
260 line elevators. The volume of business done by the Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator Company in the year, endalso,

ed July,

is

rep^-esented by over $53,000,-

profitable year indeed for the 18,000 stockholders who compose the company.
Continued on page 72
000,

and

it

was a very
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This 100 Acres Yields $2,262
A Nova Scotia Farmer Benefits

by Tak ing Care of His
as a Business Man Does It

THE

Maritime

By

Pro-

A.

vinces have been described by a Canadian writer on economics as
"A region where times are
That statenever bad."
ment has held true even
during recent periods of
stress and strain, or sinking stock markets and
real estate
"values." The farmers of
the Maritimes in general
and of Nova Scotia in par-

J.

Farm By-Products

CAMPBELL

of one to thirty
with six pounds of arsenate of lead to 100 gallons of
spray. His power sprayer
works at a pressure of 200
pounds.
The trees are
drenched thoroughly.
As to pruning.
"Each

portion

tree is given individual instruction," said this grower. "Different varieties require different care as some

crumbling

ticular

have

never

tend to grow downward,
some upward, some out and
Moreover one
some in.
cannot prune so heavily on
In the young
light soil."
orchards Mr. Newcombe

been

more prosprous than they
are to-day, and one of the
main reasons for this is

raises strawberries, turnips and potatoes. In the
mature orchard he practises clean cultivation and
cover crop, using vetches

that they have avoided putting all their interests into
one investment. For a time

during the wonderfully
productive years of 1910
and 1911 the Nova Scotian
orchardist was tempted to
specialize

on apples.

and buckwheat and sowing
these during the first week
of July.

Only

a few fell into this error,
however. The majority developed side-lines and car-

Just

An

THE WINNING FOUR

apple tree that is merely cont, co^.tag its share
Individual instruction to trees pays.

ried on mixed farming with
their apple raising.

"I consider the Graven-

Wagner, King and
Baldwin to be the varieties best suited
"The Grato Nova Scotia," he said.
venstein grows better here than anywhere else; the Wagner comes into bearing early and bears apples of good qualquality
ity; the Kings are of splendid
and color; the Baldwins bear hardy apples
and are excellent yielders. I estimate the
stein,

One of these is Robert Newcombe, of
Port Williams, King's County. Mr. Newcombe is a progressive young farmer and
is representative of one of the best types
of agriculturalists in Nova Scotia. While
he considers that the Annapolis Valley is
admirably adapted for specializing in
fruit-growing he also contends and has
proved his contention that one or more
side-lines may be profitably carried on at
the same time. He looks upon his farm
in the light of a manufactory and seeks to
utilize all the by-products.
He finds that
there are many odds and ends of crops and
time that can be turned into cash by the
fruit grower happily possessed of an enlarged outlook.
Thus it is that besides
orcharding Mr. Newcombe carries on winter-dairying, poultry-raising, hog breeding and strawberry growing. These operations fit into each other and are admir-

The Farmer's Magazine welcomes articles such as this that give practical
hints on how farmers in all parts of our
big Canada are making money by efficient management and new ideas. There

are many farmers who are doing as well
and even better than this one, but from
every one some wrinkle is learned that

can be put into practice to our advantage.
Labor-saving devices, money-

making

sidelines

and better home

life

for our families, with a finer type of
Christian gentleman on the farm is
surely worth the attention of every
young farmer. Editor.

—

ably adapted to the activities of a wellknit farm organization.

THE 25-ACRE ORCHARD.
The Newcombe farm contains 100 acres.
The orchard of 1,200 trees covers twentyfive acres.
The soil in the orchard is for
the most part a sandy loam and the site

cost to me of full bearing ,orchard to be
about $106.75, made up as follows

$30.00
12.00

Rent of land per acre
Fertilizer used per acre

Hauling and spreading stable

manure
Sowing fertilizer per acre
Discing and harrowing
Spraying

2.00
...
1

10.00
1.50
25.00

Seed for cover crop
Barrels at 25c. each
Picking,

packing,

.25
.00

truckage,

25.00

etc

$106.75

slopes to the south. This slope is found
to affect the coloring of the fruit favorably.
About twelve acres of the orchard
in full bearing.
Barnyard manure
and basic slag are used as fertilizer, the
farm producing 200 two-horse loads of
ai-e

No man need

be ashamed of his
exhibit at the local fair.

farm

the former.
The only fungicide used is
lime-sulphur with arsenate of lead. The
trees are first sprayed just as the blossoms show pink, again as soon as the
blossoms have fallen, again when the
apples are the size of cherries and after
that according to the season. The commercial lime-sulphur is used in the pro-

Bonemeal was used and 18,000 boxes
of strawberries marketed.

'

LS

T

"The average number of barrels we
obtain per acre is 100, and the average
price, $1.80 the barrel, or a total income
per acre of $180. Deducting expenses of
$106.75 leaves us a net profit of $73.25 per
acre."

OWNS A SON
As

OF CALAMITY CLAY.

grower is a member of the
United Fruit Companies he is not obliged
to pack apples during the winter.
Inthis

stead he devotes his time during that season to dairying. He began winter dairying on his return in 1907 from a twoyear course at the Nova Scotia Agricultural College.
He has now twelve firstclass grade Holstein milch cows and
twelve yearlings. He has always kept a
pure-bred Holstein bull and has recently
purchased a son of Calamity Clay, who
made 23,000 pounds last year at the
Nova Scotia College Farm. "I always
liked the appearance of Holsteins," said

Mr. Newcombe, "and I finally selected
them for their heavy yielding qualities,
size, thriftiness and because I thought
they suited loc'al conditions. These cattle
are not dainty in their choice of food from
calfhood up.
They freely consume all
kinds of roughage. They are free from
disease and breed with great regularity,
producing large calves that are raised
without much trouble
Moreover, this
type of cow not only excels for dairying,
but is also valuable for beef production.
The Holstein is a persistent milker and
yields her milk readily."
On the upland portions of the farm he
uses a three year rotation: hoed crops,
grain, hay. On the dyked marsh portion
he seeds to oats for a year, then raises hay
for several years. During last season he
raised 83 tons of hay, 750 bushels of oats,
3,500 bushels of turnips and 800 bushels

1
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day.
It has been found that a larger
period makes the cow discontented with
hand milking and is more or less injurious to the udder. Skimmed milk is gradually substituted for new milk after the
first two or three weeks and middlings or
ground oats sprinkled over pulp turnips is
given them as soon as they will take it.
"Winter dairying," said Mr. Newcombe,
means a more even distribution of work,
Indeed it would be impossible for me to
carry on summer dairying to any extent
and run my orchard as well. Besides it is
easier to raise calves in the fall than in
the spring and better prices aie obtainable then for all milk products.
When
dairy cows are freshened between October
and December most of the dairy work is
over before spring work begins, and thus
by balancing the year's operations the
labor problem is largely solved. The practice of changing farm help continually
does not make for efficiency.
Indeed, in
this country most of the difficulty with
help arises with men hired for only four
or five months. The man who is engaged
for the year is generally the man to be
depended upon. To my mind winter dairying is more profitable in almost every way
than summer dairying and I would advocate a larger adoption of the system."

NE
fed on milk, middlings, roots and cull
apples and are finished off on two parts of
middlings to one of cornmeal. They are
slaughtered at about 200 pounds, and last
year the pork fetched thirteen cents per
pound.

AND RHODE ISLAND RED FOWLS.
In the poultry line he keeps 75 pure bred
Rhode Island Red pullets. Between the
first of January and the first of April the

fowls have averaged a 50 per cent, egg
yield.
All hatching is done with incuba-

Barnyard manure

is

in

summer

glean practically all their food
for themselves.
The flock yields an income of $250 yearly. He intends to go
into poultry raising on a larger scale as
he considers it the most profitable business
on the farm considering the capital invested and the time it consumes.
Available land in the young orchard is
utilized for growing strawberries. Three
acres in all were used for this purjwse
during the past season. Bone-meal was
used for fertilizing and 18,000 boxes of
strawberries were marketed. One man is
employed the year round, a second man
is permanently engaged for the haying
and strawberry time.
Several pickers
are, of course, also employed during the
latter season.

PURE BRED YORKSHIRES.

We

.

of potatoes.

The hens have free range and

tors.

As he

raises only the heifer calves he
usually has a surplus of skimmed milk to
spare and this he feeds to his hogs. He
keeps three pure-bred Yorkshire sows,
which raise about ten pigs each per litter.
About sixty pigs are produced yearly,
twenty of which are generally fattened,
the remaining forty being sold young at
$3.50 each for the spring litter and $2.50
each for the autumn litter. The hogs are

have seen that last year Mr. New-

combe cleared $73.25 per acre from

his

orchard, a total for the orchard in full
bearing of $879. His production of pork
brought in $520 and hig sales of young
pigs $120. His flock of hens brought in
$250 and his strawberry plantation, after
deducting expenses, yielded him $853.
Thus his income from his farm, not counting that derived from his partly-bearing
orchard, totalled $2,622.

applied

to all hoed crops.

In addition 500 pounds
mixed fertilizer is used on the potato
land, 500 "pounds acid phosphate or slag
for turnips and 1,000 pounds slag for
oats.
From two to three acres are devoted yearly to oats and peas to be used
for swling crops.
These crops are sown
at different times in the spring so that

they will come in for use from the last of
July to the time of the rich fall pasturage.
7,000 LBS.

MILK TESTING

The cows are fed

3.8.

in winter with hay
twice a day, together with forty pounds
roots, one pound mixed bran middlings,
cottonseed meal, and gluten to every four
pounds milk produced. To bring a cow to
capacity she is given dry feed for about
seven weeks so that she will be fat when
she comes in. Nothing of a heating nature
is given.
After the first calving the animal is fed principally on bran for two
or three days. The average yield of .the
herd is 7,000 pounds, but as the cows
are all young a larger yield is confidently
expected. The average test for butter fat
shows 3.8, making the average yield of
butter fat about 250 pounds.
All the
cream is marketed at the ao-operative
creamery at Wolfville at an average price
for butter fat of thirty cents.
It is planned to have the cows freshen
in October, November and December. The
calves are allowed to suck only for one

Money
CANADA
famine.

on the verge of an egg^f
least that is the state-

wJ

At

Domin- 'jX
Poultry Department, and he must have gfiMHlSlj|^>|ygM|^^^^

ment

ion

is

in

of F. C. Elford, of the

good reasons for his assertions.

Why

A

glance at the trade statistics opens the secret. Previous to the war
our exports of eggs had been declining,
until in 1914 the total of Canadian eggs
sent out was $37,150 worth, while in 1900,
just 14 years before, the exports ran to
about a quarter of a million dollars' worth.
Canada during that time was importing
eggs for her own eating. The situation
was not at all satisfactory to us as a
farming country to have to bring in our
eating eggs from the outside.
Now things are changed; the exports
have mounted on eagle's wings and the
past four years show the following reis it?

IWfcMjBBR^A^y^j^^MgS
^BPBCyjMyiL^^lfisSISSi^^

fl^flSVH^^B^ESiS^SiMivM^v'

sults:

Value of eggs exported—
1914
1915
1916

No wonder our eggs

$

.

37,150
965,640
2,273,412

are standing up at

a good price and there is a possibility of
an egg famine.
Russian eggs have been prevented from

Qne

of

W.

L. Powell's wiiining Pullets.

getting freely to the British and French
markets and Canada's exports have shown
l^^^ the trade has been won. It is now our
<^"ty to hold this business, and even it we

Continued on page

59.
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Dumb
What

Things That Count

By

Cobblestones, Bird Houses, Rustic Seats and Garden

ETHEL

M.

Nooks Mean

MUNRO
to the

Farm Grounds
and floweis
TREES
and shrubbery are

seat should be considered

and nothing

is

more

likely

house.

most
from our grounds. A large
tree on the lawn makes an
ideal shelter and founda-

into the

but the tree trunk does not
always offeir a comfortable

not the only things
put life into the

that

to invite us to get the

about a farm
Dead sticks and
S'tones and sometimes running water can be wrought

grounds

scheme

in a

tion for the circular

hun-

A clump of shrubbery protecting and parti-

dred ways to give a real
home-charm to the personto make
ality of the place
it just a little different and

back.

—

a little

more

ally secluding a rustic seat.
on which the back is placed
at a comfortable slant, usually has more to its credit
both for appearance and

likable to the

family than any other corner of the earth.
A house set bare and
bleak and windy on a rocky
hill

is

linked

down

use.

to its
tell stories of back-breaking labor, but
they give a personal touch that makes the
place your own.

surroundings, beautifully,
by the addition of a stone

chimney running up from
the foyndation, and a stone
fence fronting the highway,

seat,

Every garden should be a
bird refuge. Even considered solely for their ornamental effect, bird-houses
can be made a telling feature,

It is

true

they tell stories of back-breaking labor,
these stone fences, but they stand for permanence and hand work, the personal
touch that makes the place your own.
A good substitute for the stone fence,
and one that harmonizes better perhaps
with the trim painted house, is a low wall
of cement blocks. This gives a fine substantial air to the place, and if it is built
low, or if the house is built on a slight
elevation, the landscape is not broken.
The ideal in landscape gardening is to
have no fence at all, but this is not always
practicable on a farm.
Whether the grounds are planned to be
lived in, or merely to look at, the garden

and

in

many gardens

they have been built for this purpose only,
without any care as to whether they would
Then when the
ever be inhabited or not
birds do come, purple martins and wrens
and blue-birds, they bring an entirely new
.

fet

,'
...

.

life

and

interest.

About the best way

An

ideal location for a garden seat
secluded and shaded by a clump
of shrubbery and trees.

oJ«S^*S6l*p?«W*«Ss6»»*

Martin house at the edge of the pond
in Jack Miner's bird park
at Kingsville.

to

encourage the company of the birds is
to feed them, and the gardener's way to
feed them is to grow trees and shrubs
which bear edible fruits that the birds like.
Mountain ash. Sumach, Elder, Mulbery,
Winterberry (Black Alder), Barberry,
Huckleberry, Dogwood, Red Cedar, Choke
Cherry and Virginia Creeper are all
favorites with the birds.
It is not always easy to have water in

A
A

makes

a good shelter for
a circular seat.

large tree

comrminity bird house built of brick
and tile, overlooking Mr. Miner's
baseball diamond.

TH
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NE
one thousand feet from the
farm buildings with a drop
of one hundred and fifteen
feet, a branch of pipe runs
from the main pipe, just
under the sod, and emerges
in a bend in the centre of
the lawn. It is fitted with
a perforated cap, and the
water plays in a fountain
This
summer long.
all
would not be impossible on

the garden, but the spring
or fountain or lily-pond ia
worth considerable trouble.
The pond in Jack Miner's
bird park, at Kingsville,
Ontario, was made by removing eighteen inches of
the top clay from a circu-

area one hundred feet
diameter,
piping in
water from a spring, and
lar
in

lettihg the overflow drain
out to a pond back of the
barn. Where there is sufficient pressure either from
a tank or from a natural
bodv of water on a higher
level, it is easy to have a
fountain. On Adam Alexander's farm in Halton

many
If

the

the garden, a suna gazing globe and a
peacock, the place will be
one of the beauty spots of
the countryside as well as a

life in

dial,

A

good substitute for the stone fence

County where water power
supplied from a spring

is

a low wall of cement

The home of Frank Wheelihan,
Halton county.

blocks.

is

joy to the family.

Rebuilding After a Fire:
The

farms.

we can include with
dumb things that put

Frith House, at Oldcastle, Ontario,

Was

GENEVIEVE

By

Built Complete in Less

Than

Four Months
example of how attractive a simple
made by a pleasing
arrangement of windows and porches.
The twin windows in the front rooms upstairs, in the attic dormer, and in the dining room downstairs, as well as the little
square casements, not only add an infine

square house can be

dividual touch to the exterior, but offer
good possibilities for making the window
picture, an attractive feature of the rooms

Ground

ON

December

floor layout.

fifth,

Second

the Frith home

at Oldcastle, Ontario,

—

/f-

/i

inside. The foundation of cement blocks,
especially under the porch where it shows
to a greater depth, together with the general squareness and absence of superfluous trimmings give a fine substantial appearance most desirable in a farm house.
The large kitchen is a wing built on. It
was intended at first for a summer
kitchen, but was so conveniently fitted up

was burned

out.
On December seventh they
commenced building again, and on March
the twenty-sixth they moved into the new

This wouldn't seem unusual for a
summer bungalow, but it is rather quick
building for a complete ten-roomed house,
finished in every detail, and equipped with
every up-to-date convenience in plumbing,
heating and general good living arrangements.
The exterior of the new house gives a
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with cupboards, running water, and general working equipment that it has been
used ever since. The built-in furniture
in the working part of the house has been
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The Frith farm
planned for convenience in doing the
housework, as well as for appearance. A
deep china cupboard is cut right through
the wall between the kitchen and diningroom, opening on both sides. In the pantry
or breakfast room is another long cupboard, a sink and drainboard. The cellarway opens from this room, running down
under the stairway.
The floor plans,
however, explain themselves.
The house is heated with hot air, and
there is a complete bath-room finished in

A

photographed before the

first

house was burned.

white enamel. The cost of the furnace,
metal roof, and plumbing, not including
the pressure tank, which had been saved

from the

fire,

was

$550.

The

cost of car-

pentering and rough hardware, not including the glass, amounted to about $1,350, but
the family were able to do a good deal of
this work themselves.
The polish that
brings out every line of the grain of the
wood in the floors and woodwork throughout the house represents more than the
fulfilling of a contract.

Altogether the place

is

More Than Half

GROUP
were

of us, all dairy enthusiasts,
sitting around one of the long

dining tables under the grand
stand at the Canadian National ExhibiOne of our number, a new man in
tion.
the business, asked a famous breeder of
Ayrshire cattle who sat opposite him, for
advice on the establishing of a pure bred
herd. It was given in terse form, yet no
amount of amplifying could have made the
veteran's meaning clearer:
"First," said he, "be sure that you like
dairying. If capital is somewhat limited,
buy as good registered cows as can be had
for a reasonable price, say two hundred
dollars each, then pay at least twice as
much for your bull."
Few would care to dispute the wisdom
of this advice. But it is widely different
from the common practice. During the
past three or four years I have visited
many newly established herds of pure bred
dairy cattle.
Most of these herds were
gotten together by men without any special training in handling registered cattle,
but who had been attracted to the business
by the promise of greater profit than they
had been making from their grade herds.
In almost all rases generous prices had
been paid for females while the bull was,
in many cases, the cheapest animal in the
barn. These bulls were as good in their
ancestry as the cows, but no better. They
could not possibly improve the herd. Such
a breeding policy is comparable to putting
the cart before the horse.
The high-

The
show something of the^ wellkept lawns and hedges, the ivy-covered
milk house and engine-room, but they do
not give any idea of the orchards, the garrefipement of living are appreciated.
illustrations

den, the bees, the several side lines for

which time can be found without neglecting a system of mixed farming on two
hundred acres.

By

F. E.

ELLIS

Herd, Why Will the Farmer Buy a Scrub
Purebred?

And it is only through the sire that a
herd can be improved. The females, as a
general rule, have not the inherent power
unless properly mated, to produce offspring better than themselves. Lack of
understanding of this point explains many
breeding failures.
Every judge at our
fall fairs can tell of herds that were better
ten or fifteen years ago than they are
to-day. Judges who make a point of inquiring for the cause, will attribute this
decline in herd excellence to one of three
causes too early breeding, poor breeding
of young stock and the use of inferior

—

The

last is the point

most frequent-

ly mentioned. Over against these failures
we can find many instances of breeders

who

a splendid ex-

the

priced female will have an opportunity to
stamp her characteristics on just one
calf a year. The bull will stamp his characteristics, for better or for worse, on ten,
twenty or thirty progeny, depending on
the size of the herd.

sires.

is

ample of the type of farm home where the
material things that promote comfort and

Frequent Breeding Mistake
// the Sire

A

buildings,

21

started with

little

capital

and who

to-day have splendid herds that are constantly getting better. In all cases these
men who succeed are wise enough to select good sires, almost irrespective of cost.
While I am on the subject I will mention another mistake in breeding practice
that is altogether too common. It first
came to my attention when sitting in the
farm office of one of Canada's greatest
breeders of Jersey cattle. My host was
opening his morning mail. He passed over

a letter for my inspection. It was a request for a bull, "to cost not over $40."
"I have bulls that I will sell to him at
that price," remarked my friend, "but I

Tha^ same man has
been getting bulls from me for ten or
twelve years. He paid $150 for the last
calf he got and it was one that we were
glad to send out. You will notice in his
letter that he says he has gotten fine
stock from him. But his plan is to buy
a good bull, then a cheaper one, then a
good one, and so on, alternating good with
bad."
The practice seemed to me almost childish in the ignorance it displayed of all the
principles of breeding. "Are there many
breeders who follow such a practice?" I
have no good ones.

asked.

"Yes, a goodly number," was the reply.
"Otherwise we wouldn't keep so many full
The idea
calves from our poorer cows.
seems to be that so much money has been
invested in the one bull that a little should
be saved on the next one. I used to write
and give friendly advice to these men, but
it was taken in bad spirit so often that
I quit and plan to give just what the
customer demands."

The subject is old; as old as Canadian
agricultural journalism. But so loiTg as the
cne correct principle of herd improvement,
is being violated, some of us who believe
in the dairy cow and want her to be constantly improving, will be sure to write
about

it.

:

What
All Seem

to

Will Livestock

Agree That

the Present

World War Will Create

Will Last
GEO. E. DAY, of the Ontario
PROF.
Agricultural College, says:
"There are many men better qualified than I to express an opinion, but, so
far as I can see, the stock farmer has no
occasion to feel uneasy, provided his business is upon a sound basis. No doubt there
will be fluctuations in prices, and speculators may at times lose money, but there
seems to be no doubt that strong prices
for stock are bound to prevail for some
years to come. We do not want a boom,
for booms are almost always bad in the
long run, but the man who is breeding
good stock is in a good business to-daj;."

Arthur Jeffrey, farmer and feeder, of
Whitby, Ontario, writes
"We have always been led to believe
that all markets are demoralized at the
conclusion of a long war. We hope that
this war will soon be over, but we are not
sure of this.
"I do not consider

may

it

wise to forecast too

and do nothing, as we
many a good chance. The slump

much and

sit still

we

other cattle, 3.826,519;
and swine, 2,814,672.
These figures when compared with 1915
show decreases of horses by 5,464; of
milch cows by 63,501; of sheep by 73,561; and of swine by 297,228, while

coivs, 2,603,335;

sheep,

1,965,101,

other cattle have increased 477,164. All
the Western provinces show increases.
The stock yards at Toronto expect to
do a $50,000,000 business in 1916. Big
sales of purebred animals in Ontario
have recently been made to Western and
Shorthorns, Jerto American buyers.
seys, sheep of all kinds and breeding
sows are in especial demand. It looks
like a good time to get into good dairy
stock.

— Editor.

are making
tainly follow the

it."

MANITOBAN ADVISES LIVE STOCK INCREASE.
Principal J. B. Reynolds, of Manitolia
Agricultural College, says:
"Live stock and live-stock products will
be needed after the war, as they are
needed now. There will be our own markets to supply, and Europe will need to
draw heavily from America
to replenish the stock of animals that is assuredly becoming depleted by war conditions.
"Milk, butter, cheese, beef,
pork and mutton; hides to
make leather, and wool to
make clothing— all of these are
prime necessities, and will be
called for in increasing quantities to keep pace with our
Two
increasing population.
causes only can bring about a

making

of peace, will

enable Russia more and more nearly to
supply the Liverpol market with wheat at
prices with which the Western farmer will
This, with local
find it hard to compete.
conditions to help, will tend to make it increasingly necessary and advisable for the
Western farmer to supplement graingrowing with live -stock."

Dean Rutherford, of the College of
Agriculture, Saskatoon, says:
"It looks now as though there should
be a great demand for live stock of all
kinds for some time. Of course, it is an
easy matter to overdo the hog business,
especially here in the West where pigs
can be produced so cheaply and in such
large numbers. But both beef and mutton are scarce articles and pork products
Prices are
will have to be substituted.
likely to be good for some time, for practically all classes of live stock. Just now
the prices for good sires are almost prohibitive. A great many of the farmers in
the prairie provinces are endeavoring to
establish herds and flocks, realizing that
diversification, especially along live stock
lines, is the only safe plan."
Fred Foyston, of Minesing, Ontario,
claims that the results of the present war
will help and not injure our live stock industry. "There is, and has been, an irresistible and constant change in the manners, customs and tastes of mankind.
People are changing their diet to one that
calls for less labor to prepare and one
more easy of digestion. The great nervestrain of modern living makes us unable
to digest heavy foods, hence the growinodemand for dairy and poultry products,
cereals. There appears to
also be a great increase in the taste for
nork products, and I believe that this will
increase more and more in the future.
Less beef will be consumed and more
bacon and mutton will be used.

and fruits and

"The present almost worldwide war cannot but greatly
reduce live stock in all Europe,
and when it is over the work
reconstruction will begin
earnest.
The meat and
dairy exporting countries will
have nothing in these lines to
export, and the importing
countries must look chiefly to
us and the United States for

of
in

their supplies.

FARM RECEIPTS OF

falling off in the consumption
of these products, either that
the people will be too poor to
buy, or that the supply will be
lacking. Prices after the war
will almost certainly be lower
than now, but I believe the

demand

will

be

there

—

—

port are

opened, will likely
swamp the wheat market.
The expansion of Russian
agriculture,

which

will

cer-

A DAY.

"Our Eastern provinces are

a

steadily increasing demand at
remunerative prices for livestock products.
As for the
trade in live stock, besides the
demand for Europe, which
surely will amount to a good
deal, there will be the natural
expansion of the live btock
business in the western provinces of Canada.
Russian
wheat, when the gates of ex-

That

SASKATCHEWAN WANTS GOOOD HERDS.
The following are a number of letters
that have been received by the Farmer's
Magazine regarding the future of liveThe census branch
stock in Canada.
of Canada places the live stock of Canada as follows: Horses 2,990,635; milch

We

a success of

Demand

Long

lose
will likely affect all lines of live stock to
may as well keep at
the same extent.

our special line so long as

a

Do?

The
tliis fall.
maturing; certain secand dent varieties that
The ensilage crops have pulled up wonderfully
ripened.
well during the latter weeks of September. Stalks
13 in. high were shown at Port Perry Fair.

A

well ripened crop of corn

is

the exception

late spring accounted for the later
tions, however, have both flint

naturally fitted for stock raising and dairying, and until we
grasp this fact and fall in
with the fiat of nature we
shall not enjoy the full measure of prosperity she is waiting to bestow. I have in mind
a friend who fell heir to a
poor gravely farm, which had
been rented for many years,
whose tenants could barely
live and pay rent.
He had a
hard time at first, but being
intelligent and persevering he
built up a dairy herd and went
into the city milk supply business.

He has built up

his

farm

wonderfully, and when I last
visited him he was in receipt
of $9 per day. He raises nearly all his feed-stuffs,

and

sells

I

;
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LANE LOVES PERCHERONS.

besides the product of a field of potatoes
each year. This is being done on many

farms and may still be done on many more.
The milking machine is approaching being
perfected and soon the labor question will
be settled on that head. I see no danger
of a slump in the market for any class of
live stock or their products.

directs

actions. This war
will work out some
is another step in the

and guides our

as it is
permanent good, and
march of human progress."

$i,issr^

$117 FOR A BUTCHER

COW

says:

has

there

been

keener
kinds in
at the present time,
and there are not enough to go around.
The situation promises to become more
acute for the butchers are offering such
attractive prices for beef that farmers
are tempted to dispose of even good breeding cows.
Only the other day we ourselves got $117 for a pure bred milch cow
that had ceased breeding, and other cas>es
have come to my attention where dry milch

demand for good
Nova Scotia than

:;lteeij

fann

Peter Mchityre'ti

u)i

at

Park hill.

therefore, only quality stock
should be bred, reared and offered for

IN N.S.

a

cattle of all

cows have brought upwards of $100.
"If there is such a demand for live stock
during war times one wonders how the
country will meet the demand that is sure
to spring up after the war is over.
Un-

questionably the conclusion of the war will
witness the return to farms of many of
our own people and no doubt the occupation of new farms by settlers from abroad.
All of these people will need breeding live
stock, and it is to be hoped that the country will be ready to supply them with this
stock, which is so essential to good farming.

There is good money in this class
of stock at all times."
A. A. Golwill, pure-bred stock farmer, of
Newcastle, Ontario, thinks all kinds of live
stock will continue to bring big prices for
years. The war has created such a panic
in Europe that when peace is again declared it will take years to replace the
herds that have been destroyed, and I even
anticipate that our best breeding stock
sale.

will be exported to Europe.
Really good
live stock of all breeds will be in great

demand

for a long time after the war, as
world was facing a meat scarcity
when the war broke out.
"The man who is prepared with a lot of
good stock to sell during the next few
years should reap a good harvest."
this old

A UNITED FARMER TALKS.
Anson Groh, of the United Farmers of
Ontario, says that even without the war
there were influences at work which was
reducing the breeding stock of the world
below normal and the war is acceleraiing
that condition. "After the war there will
likely be an effort made in Ganada to extend agricultural production by openingnew farms, all of which will want some
stock,

and the best of agriculture

calls for

an increase of stock.

"Other reasons might be presented, but
have already been given to justify every farmer to produce and rear
just as much breeding stock as his farm
can possibly carry. The results are bound
sufficient

be profitable to the breeder himself,
and, if patriotism is a strong motive, the
breeder will have the consciousness that
he has helped to pave the way for a
'Greater Ganada'."
to

NEW

SETTLERS WILL

WANT

MEAT.

W.

F. Stephen, secretary of the Ayrshire Breeders' Association, i.=i under the
impression that "when the present war is
over there will be a good demand for live
stock of all kinds, especially for dairy

The medium size horses,
work.
weighing from 1,250 to 1,500 lbs., have
been a most useful general purpose horse.
They are very tractable, active and maintain themselves on less food than many
This
other types or breeds of horses.
class of animal has supplied our Government with some of the best gunners they
have had from any source. In short, quite
GO per cent, of the gun teams that we possess to-day are bred on Percheron lines,
and the thoroughbred cross in the French
breed has been wonderfully potent, and
has produced a horse with very much the
same breeding as the heavy gunner that
The
at one time came from Ireland.
draft

Cotswold

wanted,

Secretary M. Gumming, of Nova Scotia,

"Never

"??: -^v-^

—

— dreadful

George Lane, of Alberta, claims that the
Percheron horse has received a great
boom during the war. He says that "the
cross of the Percheron stallions imported
from France and bred in the U.S.A. on
the native mares has undoubtedly produced a very useful general purpose horse,
which gives every satisfaction to the
English Government buyer wherever the
animal has sufficient weight for heavy

The demand

evidently is keeping ahead of the supply,
despite the war, and will, I think, be
More stock, better crops
permanent.
better crops, more money; more money,
more comforts and less anxiety, if wisdom

23

"Economic conditions generally can only
be guessed at, and what effect they will
have, is a big speculation, and what
meddlesome influence foolish legislation
may have is also speculation. It is, therefore, wise for the farmer to act coolly and
after fads, as relative prices will
always make it necessary to gauge his
doings by his local conditions and personal aptness. But guided by good judgment few farmers will err by taking too
much interest in the development of the
proper ideal of any class of breeding stock,
regardless of whether prices go up or down
as good farming will always require good
stock."

not

fly

Stallion Gallipoli, therefore, possesses the

key to the secret which puzzled us not a
little when we first saw a string of R.F.A.
horses marching through London boastingweight, clean limbs and heels, the intelligent lookout, the well set-on head and neck
of a thoroughbred, but the limbs of a
Harold, a Premier or a Vulcan."

AFTER GREAT WARS COME DEMANDS.

John Bright, Live Stock Gommissioner
of Canada, says that what may happen
following the declaration of peace is more
problematical, but the most eminent authorities point out that after the great wars
of history there has always been an abnormal demand for all kinds of live stock.
A prominent United States statistician

makes the statement that "all branches
of the live stock market are in a strong
There will be
statistically.
position
neither gluts nor bargain sales during the
coming summer. Gonsumption has got so
far ahead of production that the position
of those who -breed and finish cattle, hogs
'.
It is a case
and sheep is secure.
of not enough to go round, nor will
there be enough for many years to come.
A herd of breeding cows and a place to
keep them are good assets and the matron
capable of producing a husky calf at
weaning time will make good returns for
the feed she consumes, plus a rate of interest that ought to interest capital.
There will be no cheap stock cattle and
.

.

Continued on

pag.e 59.

cattle.

"The influx of new comers to Ganada's
shores will cause an increased demand for
meats and dairy products, consequently
more animals will be required to supply
demand.
"The number of new settlers that will
doubtless come and occupy our colonizathis

Ontario and Quebec, also the
lands of our prairie provinces, will require stock to put on these farms.
This
itself will cause an increased demand.
"Then, too, the countries of Europe that
have been devastated by this war, will
want stock to replenish their studs, herds
and flocks, and it is reasonable to suppose
that Ganada should and will get a share
of this trade. All this should encourage
stockmen to stay by the raising of highclass stock, as only qualiti/ stock will be
tion lands in

^^^ f^'ftAvjttWf

The quantites of feed
Livestock on a farm near North Battleford, Sask.
wheat this year are stimulating inquiries for dairy cattle and feeds.

.
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Some Acres Produce

$1,000

Methods by Which Market Gardeners Make Ordinary

ONEknow
.

o/ the best market gardeners I
began with only ten acres

not working more than
His name is Henry
now.
M. Howard, and it is a common thing
for him to sell produce to the value
of a thousand dollars an acre each
season.
It has come to be a pretty well
established fact that a general farmer has
a much better chance on a fairly large
Ten
farm, than he has on a small one.
acres are not enough for him, nor are 25

and

is

fifteen acres

acres or in

many

cases 50.

It is not so

with the market gardener or with the
truck farmer, although the latter needs
more land than the former. There is a
real distinction between these two. Market gardeners live close to the cities, pracculture and sell direct from
Truckers live
dealers.
farther from, their markets, sell to commission men and are likely to specialize
on a few crops.
In order to make large profits, the market gardener has to spend a considerable
amount of money The labor item runs
high and so does that of manure. In the
States the former often amounts to $300
an acre and the latter to $75 an acre. It
tise intensive

wagon

the

to

is a great advantage, though, to be near
the market, although operating costs may
be higher. A single horse can pull a wagon
loaded with 50 barrels of cabbage five
miles, but not more than half as big a
load if he has to travel ten miles. Yet the
automobile truck is altering this condition. With a truck quite as much produce
can be marketed from a farm 15 miles
away as from one five miles distant when
a horse must be employed. The coming of
the motor truck is a great blessing to the
market gardener who has a long haul, for
he can carry bigger loads and cover the
ground in less than half the time needed
before. It enables him to work comparatively cheap land and yet get to market
as early as his competitor whose taxes are
twice as high
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BUYING MANURE.

Market gardening without manure
would be a difficult proposition, and with
the growing popularity of automobiles in
the cities, the problem of getting manure
enough is becoming serious
There is
sharp competition for the manure from
the stables of the big department stores,
and sometimes this manure is hauled a
hundred miles or more on the train. Horse

manure

is

preferred to

all

other kinds

and is usually plowed under, but not more
than six inches deep. When manure is
hauled from town it is usually piled near
the ground where it is to be used and the
top kept level. As fast as a new lot is
thrown on the pile, it is tramped hard in
order to keep it from burning, and all the
piles are usually turned once or twice in
February or March in preparation for
spring work. As much as 30 cords per
acre may be used on small market gardens, the average amount growing smaller
as the number of acres increases.
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Pay Big

labor is performed by women, who work
for a dollar a day and their street car
fare, which is seldom over ten cents.

i^

*

Soils

Mr. Howard, above mentioned, once desome experiments made with
manure which ought to be helpful to market gardeners and to general farmers too.
"Manure," he said, "which has had wellfed hogs on it will improve early spinach,
but is bad for radishes Rotten manure is
not good for lettuce, but this vegetable
will thrive on fresh manure. Cow manure
is good for spinach and beets and also
grows good corn."
When the manure is to be spread it is
first drawn over the fields in carts and
thrown into small piles equal distances
apart. Then it is very carefully and very
evenly spread.
Manure spreaders are
made use of to some extent, but on many
market gardens the work is all done by
hand. After being lightly plowed under

i

ir

:

FARRINGTON

1.

Still, some very successful market gardeners are driving 25 miles to market with
two-horse wagons, starting the night before. In cities where there are open markets, an enterprising grower may keep
a wagon on one chosen spot day and night,
year in and year out, in order that nobody else may get that particular place.
When one wagon pulls out, another is
ready to take its place.
A back county farmer was filled with
amazement when he walked over a certainsmall market garden farm and saw at
least 30 people at work on a ten-acre plot.
"That beats me," he remarked, "why,
there aren't any more hired men in my
whole town than there are on this farm,
that isn't any bigger'n one of my mowing
fields."
In many sections much of the

5
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Tractor demonstrations have been held in all countries following the
man shortage of war times.

scribed

the

work

is

done, except that the field is
level.

RADISHES

MARK THE ROWS.

Soon after, the land is plowed for the
crops and on good market garden farms
the plow is commonly followed by several
men with rakes, who immediately rake
down each furrow, with all stones covered
up. Then comes the man who sows the
seed and he tries to keep close at the heels
of the men who wield the rakes. "Why?"
is a natural question.
Well, just in order
that the seed may be covered with moist
soil.
This is a point often overlooked,
but it is highly important in obtaining
quick germination of the seeds. The man
with a kitchen garden can sprinkle water
in the bottom of the furrows he makes,
but this would not be practicable on a
commercial basis. Early in the spring the
soil is likely to have plenty of moisture
under the surface, and if this moist soil
is packed close around the seeds, they will
sprout in a very short time. Occasionally
when the seeds of such crops as parsley
are sown, some radish seeds are used with
them, for the radishes will come up quickly
and mark the rows for cultivation
The market gardener sows his seed with
a lavish hand, thinning out the crops
afterwards. This thinning is important,
too, and must be done when the plants are
small, or they will grow spindling. Cultivation is begun just as soon as possible
and kept up at least once a week. "It is
"cheaper to stir the ground," says the market gardener, "than it is to pull weeds."
Wheel hoes are used to a large extent,
and so are scuffle hoes, which have long
handles and are pushed along the ground.
Such hoes are excellent for land which is
smooth and very quick work can be done
with them. On market gardens operated
by foreigners, however, short handled hoes
are more likely to be used. It was amusing to see the gesture of disdain with
which a Polish farmer pointed to a hoe
of this kind "Him lazy man's hoe," was
It is an interesting
his terse comment.
fact that Italians and Polanders make
Continued on page 63.
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Maxwell Motor Cars wfll be equipped with a new
longer and more flexible springs, wider seats, deeper and
softer cushions, dash light, gasoline gauge and other equally important refinements.
Not content with the generous value heretofore present in our product, we have just
added these extra improvements. This is in line with our policy so widely advertised
not to change the Maxwell in any essential detail, but to improve it from time to time in
minor respects so that it would always be a standard, recognized product, constantly
abreast of the best practices of the industry.
September
and improved windshield,

13th,
still

—

Notwithstanding the superlative and sometimes confusing claims that are made in behalf
of various automobiles, we restate our sincere conviction that Maxwe// Motor Cars
offer
more real value per dollar than any other car in the world.
the belief of hundreds of distributors and dealers who sell Maxwell Cars.
It is
the belief of thousands and thousands of Maxwell owners.
And these beliefs are supported by actual and tangible facts.

This

is

We

absolutely k?iow that within the entire history of the automobile business, no motor
class or at any price— has equalled the Maxwell in honest, dollar-for-dollar
value.
We k?tow this.

car— in any

And if you will examine a Maxwell, ride in it, compare it with other cars, consider
splendid record, reputation and past performances, you, too., will know it.

its

Roadster, $830; Touring Car, $850; Cabriolet, $1235; Town Car, $1300; Sedan, $1400.
All prices f. o. b. Windsor, Ont. All cars completely equipped, including electric starter and lights.

Write for the

New Maxwell

Catalogue. C-S

The

and Her Trust

Girl
The Last

of the Series of Girl Stories

By

EMILY

"The only love that is to be
and the same far-off
that the journalist had seen
ed,"

the

in the

marriage."
"You think the personal attraction is
not enough?"
"Yes, if it extends to the mental and'
moral personal attractiveness. The perfect marriage with the 'sweet eternal perfect comrade'
demands that. All marriages, even fairly happy ones, do not
reach so high, but always marriage opens
the door into what ought to be the 'holy
of holies,' love for each other which in
some degree reveals the love of God, however imperfectly, and lets the man and
woman into a great partnership with God
in the sacred work of the transmission

wisdom of

living experience,
"the only love that is to be
trusted, is the love which sees
and in
in the man, the father
the woman, the mother."
"I don't believe I quite know

what you mean by

that, motherdie," said her daughter, a
pink running
lovely
faint

well have proved sufficient week-end lure
for any man even without the barbarous
excuse of "killing something," or the l)etter one of a "farm article." But the leap
of light in his eyes, a certain unspoken
homage of look and manner which stirred

the girl from the farm a tremulous
shyness in place of her usual cool sureness, revealed other possible causes to
mother-wise eyes.
"Come again," said James Grant with
the genial obtuseness of fathers under
such circumstances, "when that fall wheat
in

experiment is showing itself a little more
advanced. I've enjoyed your visit."
"I will," said the young man promptly,
but somehow his glance slipped around her
father to Barbara whose faintly wavering
color might have been due to interest in
the wheat experiment, and then again,

might
"I'm

not.
in love," he

to tell her

had started

that afternoon.

"Oh you

are!

How

long do you think

it will last? Six months?" She scoff"ed, instinctively sheathing herself in a defensive armor of banter, and flitting away

to get tea.

—

"Mother, he makes me so nervous
when he looked and talked—like that. I don't understand myself

just trembled

—

—

it isn't

like

me

a bit."

voice was shy and embarrassed as
she sat curled on the verandah step in
the twilight next evening.

Her

"Barbara," her mother's voice was reverent and serious instead of teasing, "it
the first strong Call of Life
den mystery that draws the
is

— the

hid-

man and

woman

together and is divine or devilish
it or are controlled by it.
People call it Love, but sometimes it is
merely passing fancy or passion."

as

we

control

—

"How
mother?"

do you know when

it

is

real,

cloud-shadow
little
like
a
over the strong young face.
"What kind of of oh, I don't know
how to put it into words even! Isn't it
queer that a great woman like you should
have an absurdity of a daughter like me!
But accidents will happen even in the
best regulated families, won't they?" and
she flipped the torn fragments of Virginia
leaves into the door-yard with a lightness
which yet, as her mother knew, was. a
mask covering "deep seriousness.
"Older people than you, Barbara, find
it difficult to ask, much less answer, intelligent questions about the mystery of
Life and its creation and procreation but
it is an unescapable one which Nature
forces upon every human being, rich or
poor, wise or foolish, for a practical answer."

— —

—

across at the group of
Hydro-electric men sitting chatting on the
gangway of the barn. "It always seems
to me something like the current of electricity running through those wires
mysterious power, destructive and deadly
if we approach it rashly or irreverently,
but bringing undreamed of light and pow-

She glanced

—

er

and

possibilities to

men and women,

swift dangers but set
out also to control and subserve them to
the highest life purposes. One must learn
the laws of life if not by thought then
by suffering, and the duller the pupil the
more he suffers, for the lesson must be
learned. Nature is a relentless teacher.
Especially is this true in the lessons the
woman has to learn."

who recognize

its

—

"Why, mother?"
"I don't know why,

dear, but it seems
as if the life of the race and its perpetuation were a great trust given into the
keeping of the girl the woman"
"I suppose that was what the lady on
the boat meant when she said 'the woman's

—

"

sphere begins in her own being.'
"No doubt it was."
"And what you meant by love that sees
in the man the father and the woman fhe

mother?"
"Something like that. You
body's lonely, everybody wants

—

see,

GUEST

spect and worthiness of character and
integrity of purpose, makes the basis for

—

journalist had come back.
"The tang of autumn brought him,"
he explained, and indeed the rare
richness of that season when ribbons of
brown freshly ploughed furrows broke
the golden monotony of the stubble fields
and a crisp nuttiness began to mingle
with the fragran-ce of the woods, might

J.

trustvision

daughter's eyes gleamed in those
of the mother but deepened with

THE

—

a

I

every-

to be loved,

but besides that, there is the physical atmysteriously draws iwo
traction that
people together, that if backed up by re-

and creation of the

life of a

human

be-

ing."

Barbara was

silent

in

the

deepening

twilight.

"To the girl in this partnership, comes
the intensest and most difficult part of the
work. It is her specialty, but she must
be first of all as well developed as it is
possible for her to be as a human being,
a thoroughbred
as it were in all her
thoughts and acts and purposes as well
as efficient in practical everyday things.
We who live in the country have a great

—

advantage," musingly.

"Why mother? Most

people think the

city gives the greater advantages."

"We
life,

are surrounded by the miracle of
sacred something that is in all

—the

seed."

"You mean the germ, mother?"
"Yes. In that new wheat of your
from which he

fath-

expecting
such
great things, there is the Divine something Life put there by God.
Your
father has prepared the ground very carefully,
scientifically,
drained, ploughed,
harrowed, fertilized it so as to produce
the most favorable conditions for the best
development of that wonderful
sacred
germ. In a very real and practical sense,
he is working with God, and in proportion as he does this intelligently and faithfully, is he happy in the results."
"Do you know, mother, an egg always
seems a wonderful thing to me. When I
bring a basketful of them in from the
barn and break one to cook, there it is
all clear white and yellow, no sign of
life, and yet leave it under the hen for a
few days and I found one yesterday in a
new nest that the hen had stolen away
there was a little beating pulse, just as
plain as anything. And then in three weeks
that tiny thing would be a chicken, strong
enough to pick its way through the shell!'
A dimple of fun crossed her face and
would
half-crossly. "And
she laughed
probably develop into another of those
cheeky old roosters that does nothing but
crow and help the hen to cackle after she's
done the work, and lead his harem to
er's,

—
—

is

—

—

—

—

THE FA R M E R
scratch my flowerbeds if I give him time
enough!"
After a minute she announced, "Setms
to me the 'man end' of creation gets the
the crowing part,
easiest half anyway
the poor woman is so busy working that
she hasn't time to do even her owi; crow-
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—

ing!"
"Well, there are women who don't do
much but plume themselves, Barbara,
you must admit."
"There aren't many of them in the
country around here at any rate, mother!"
"No that's true, fortunately," said her
mother. "But you must admit the men here
do more than crow, too. The higher the
order of being, the more equally they share
everything, and consequently the
more
they get out of living. When you feel Mr.
Brand's admiration for you and a responsive feeling stirring in yourself that
isn't just like your ordinary friendly attitude to the men you know, then is the
time for a straight look into the meaning
of it. That kind of love leads to marriage,
and marriage is a great deal more than
jupt a pic-nic for two. It means that most
solemn of all responsibilities, parenthood,
and as I said before the only love that is
to be trusted is the love that sees in the
woman the mother, and in the man the
father. That love is reverent, sees ahead,
is ready not only to face but equip itself
for the steady pull of life together with
work and responsibilities varying for
each, it is true, yet the same in purpose.
When a girl looks at a man and thinks,
'What kind of father will he make, as
well as lover and husband?' and the man
thinks 'What sort of mother will she be?
Has she general efficiency, religion, se\t,control, a wise love of children as well as
attractiveness and love for me?' the danger of falling a victim to passing fancy
or passion is greatly lessened."
"Yes, when you think of going off with
a man for always, away from the people
you've lived all your life with and starting a new home, it's it's well, different
from just having him in to tea and a iolly
evening, isn't
it?"
reflected
Barbara
thoughtfully.
"Yes, and when motherhood comes, it
brings a new love, the strength of which
no girl suspects beforehand. It brings the
pair a new dignity, a deeper knowledge
of the mystery of life and its pain and
love than before, particularly to the girl.
Hers is the great trust, her body is the
temple in which the sacred seed of human

—

— —

A
Great

Help on

A

Busy

Day
On

"wash-day" the range should take care of
both the dinner and the washing. And if you
have a Pandora, it will.
Set the boiler

—not on

on

way of the Pandora
down in the pot holes.

the long

top, but right

That leaves two of the hot front holes free for
cooking and at the same time keeps the boiler
on the boil. Should you have to add coal to
the hre, you can do so without taking off the
lids or disturbing your cooking.
This

the sort of range every

is

woman

should

have

—one

It is

almost as important as the saving of coal

for

which

that saves her time

the

Pandora

famous.

Pandora

c\ar/s

—

is

on busy days.

^nge

life is stored."

She was, quiet for a moment.
to see
now the real
reason why, before you had knowledge
enough of life to know my full meaning,
I taught you to be dignified, to respect
and care for your own body, to allow no'
undue familiarity of touch from others,
to insist on respect from men not only
for yourself but for all womanhood?"
"Mother, it is so wonderful I know
that even now I see only a glimmering of

"Do you begin

If

you would

il

saves

time, 'send

isn't it?"

"Only the divinest kind of farm,

yield-

ing harvests that grow on into eternity.
I've never been quite satisfied with our
€ducational
system in that it gave no

know
for

\Vhy the Pandora give- a

why
a

"The

illustrated

booklet,

Pandora."

Use the coupon.

—

the meaning of things. It is something to
be thought over and studied like a farm,

like to

lifetime of perfect service,

it

.saves coal,

copy of

Magic

o.ur

of

why

the

^

^^

Jy

new

^^

.•'
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New COAL OIL LIGHT °^<A7lA\^o\*iSr*^
10 Days FREg— Send No Money
pay us a cent until you have
We don't ask you towhite
your own home ten days,

,A/

light in
used this wonderful modern
then you may return it at our expense if not perfectly satisfied.
You can't possibly lose a cent. We want to prove to you that it makes

an ordinary
lene

and
.

34

oil

lamp look

like

a candle: beats

Lights and is put out like old
leading Universities show that

oil

gasoline or acetyTests by Government

electric,

lamp.

it

Bums 70 Hours on One Gallon

(kero.'sene), no odor, smoke or noise, simple, clean, won't
Three million people already enjoying this powerful, white,
explode
steady light, nearest t» sunlight. Won Cold Medal at Panama Exposition.
Greatest invention of the age. Guaranteed.
$1000 Reward will be given to the person who shows us an oil lamp equal
to the new Aladdin in every way (details of offer given in our circular).
We wjint one user in each local ity to whom we can refer custom- YqIIFS
era. To that person we have a special introductory offer to make,
under which one lamp is given free. Write quick for our 10-Day C D C C
1
Absolutely Free Trial Propositiou aod learn how to get one free. T
COMPANY,
609 Aladdin Building, MONTREAL
Largest Coal Oil (Keroseftal Mantlft Lamp House In the World
»
D:»« U^La Our trial delivery plan makes it easy. No previoue experience neceoaary. Practically every farm
lllin IlIgS maRC home and small town home win buy after tryinK. One farmer who had never eold anything in hia
men Ui:<L
Have never Been an
ChrisicnBen says:
'"fe before writes: *'/ Bold 61 the first ecvcn days."
«1AA 10
»A COAA Dav inu.
"
^JUU rer Mn article that eells so easilv
)1UU
Nomni? says;
92 ver cent of homes msited bought." Vhi\hvB say a:
No fiovery talk necessary. Selhitaelf." Thousandswho
"Everv customer becomes a friend and booster." Kemerlinir Hays:
reliable
to get started. Ask
stock
to
men
We
furnish
are coining money endorse the Aladdin just as etrongly NO MONCY REQUIRED.
for our dietributor'e plan, and learn how to aecure an appointment and make big money in unoccupied territory State occupation, age.
whether you have rig or auto; whether can work apnre time or steady; when can start; townsbips most coDveDient for you to work.

common coal oil

onhM

H

MANTLE LAMP

*-

'

'

.

Exquisite colors

—

planted this Fall,

COLLECTIONS
indoors
5, outdoors
2, indoors
6, outdoors
Each of these

No.
No.
No.
No.

1,

25 bulbs, postpaid fO.YQ
"
"
.70
25
"
"
130
50
"
"
1.30
50

No.
No.
No.
No.

3.
7,

4,
8,

"Isn't

indoors
outdoors
indoors
outdoors

100 bulbs,
"
100
"
200
"
200

postpaid $2.00
"

like

2.60
5.00
5.00

"
"

HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUS, LILIES,
NARCISSUS and other bulbs.

page illustrated catalogue of Bulbs, Plants, Seeds, and
Poultry Supplies, etc.
READY.

for our 32

JOHN

A.

NOW

BRUCE & COMPANY, LIMITED

HAMILTON

Established 1850

-

TWO

-

ONTARIO

RELIABLES FOR THE

Welfare of Your Stock

For Vigorous

Vigorou.s stock brings good prices.
OMAZON, a Canadiau
stock food of special merit, is a wonderful vigor producing
food. It is nourishment and medicine for horses, cattle, pigs
and poultry. Its use will prove valuable for increasing
endurance, vigor and appetite.

is

OMAZON

is unequalled as a blood purifier and for increasing the quality and quantity of milk in mare and cow. It
economical and cuts down the usual amount of grain required when mixed

Farm Stock

with food.

A GREAT HORSE REMEDY
Vivat you have a great friend to horses.
cures Coughs, Heaves, Broken Wind, etc.
Beneficial in cases of Coiic, Intestinal Worms
and Kidne.v Trouliles. 'Special directions for
each 01! se. A great remedy for the Respiratory
Organs. It also increases appetite, gives vigor,
breath and endurance, specially to race horses
and those travelling and working hard.
Ask your merchant for these preparations.
Write for Circular "C" which contains interesting information for the welfare of stoclt.

it

—why

beaut

Queen Victoria

mother! you look

in her picture!

That

moonlight brings out the lines in your
face just like hers!" said her daughter,
abruptly interrupting herself as she turned to draw her attention to the scene before them.
yours is all
"I guess that fancy of

collections contains

FREE— Send

—

mery undulating fields. Here one was
green with the springing fall wheat, there
one partly ploughed stretched in long
brown and yellow strips, on another the
cut corn still stood in stooks, now all softened and bundled under the fairy-like
withery of moonlight.

BRUCE'S FLOWERING BULBS
For Winter Flowering in the House
and Spring Flo'wering in the Garden
and fragrance EASILY GROWN — Must be

training practically for the work of parenthood which is so universal, so essential to a virile nation, so fatally productive of disaster if approached ignorantly
or irreverently."
"But mother, they think all mothers
and fathers should do what you are doing and teach their own children."
"Would a doctor undertake to educate
his son unaided to be a doctor? Or would
the government be satisfied
with the
training that a mother who had been a
teacher would alone give her daughter
who wanted to teach in the national
schools? I know a few things out of practical
experience others have learned
other things. It seems to me we should
have collected for the science of li'/ing
just as much as for the science of medicine or teaching the sum of the wisdom
gained by all, graded and fitted to the
age and development of the young human
being just as is done with mathematics
or history. Give him intelligently what
he is able to understand at that time."
The big 'harvest moon' swung from becloud-bank
above the
hind a mottled
fringe of maple woods at this point and
lighted up her face.
Barbara's beauty-loving eyes roved enjoyingly yet thoughtfully over the shim-

SiriiiuiMmiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiNii!!

moonshine anyway."
Mrs. Grant ran a hand rough with the
knotty beauty of efficiency ovri- the white
apron she wore afternoons and evenings.
"And yet, when you look at it, in some
ways every woman is a queen and should
look upon and prepare herself for her
life work as carefully and seriously as
Queen Victoria did for hers. The queen
of a country if she is to bring success instead of disaster must h:. wise, unselfish,
devoted to the interests of those under her

guidance, and to do this she must study
to develop the best in herself first, and
then to know and reverently face her
life-giving and guiding woi-k. And in a
way the girl who undertakes a partnership in setting up a new home altar is
more essential to the country than its
state queen, for we might have a country
without a queen ruler but there could be
no country without the queen mother."

In

It

Proprietors,

DR. ED.

MORIN &

CO.,

~
r

Rtl(»hoi.

.1 yr.r...

Inr«ifin*l

Wo-m,, Curt

"/ consider that from cover to
Magazine is
cover the Farmer's

Horses

Specific for
£lt

PRICLSO C£NTS.
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Limited, Mountain Hill, Quebec,

Canada

the finest Magazine a farmer could
wish to read. Your motto is service
and you are succeeding."

D. E. C, Park Court, Alta.
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Magazine Rack

Amateur Craftsman Can Build This Useful
Piece of Furniture

By H. W.

ItClUra

MPS

ANDERSON

most homes, where magazines are
current and back numbers will
be found strewn about unless suitable

INtaken,
provision

is

made

A

for taking care of them.
will serve a

magazine rack, therefore,
useful purpose and, in many

cases, prove
almost indispensable. The magazme rack
shown here can be made of oak, chestnut

or any wood which matches living room
furniture. It is of simple, easy construction and should present no difficulties to

the ordinary

amateur craftsman.

The

four corner slats, which taper, can be
made by cutting two out of each of the
pieces which are 51/2" wide. This is accomplished by laying the slats out so that one
narrow and one wide end of the slats
comes at each end of the board. These are
ripped out and planed accurately to size.
The other four slats are then planed to the
required width and the ends marked out
and sawed according to the drawing.
Smooth these curved ends up carefully

with a wood file and sandpaper, taking
care not to round the corners or arrises.
The shelves had best be of two or more
widths glued up to avoid the warping and
twisting tendency which wide boards have.
The two pieces, which are fastened in
under the low shelf, are cut out according
Now that all
to the required dimensions.
the pieces are cut to size, the holes for the
screws are then laid out and bored with a
7-32" drill bit preparatory to assembling.
The assembling, however, is not done until
after the pieces are stained and shellaced
as a more satisfactory job of finishing

PrevemsJiiM

id rallii Hair
retiring touch spots of dandruff and
Next
itching with Cuticura Ointment.

On

morning shampoo with Cuticura Soap
and hot water. This treatment does
much to keep the. scalp clean and
healthy and to promote hair prowth.

Sample Each Free by Mail
with

The magazine rack

is

a good looking addi-

tion to the living-room furniture.

can be accomplished on the separate pieces
than when the whole is set up.

Upon having sanded all the pieces thoroughly the stain can be applied. If the
magazine rack is made of oak a coat of
filler should follow the coat of stain.
Two
applications of thinned shellac should then
be applied, rubbing each coat down with
fine worn sandpaper and steel wool after
The pieces are now ready
it has dried.
for assembling. Drill the holes in the top
and bottom shelf where the screws enter
with a Vs" drill bit.
Screw these two
shelves in place, after which the other
shelves are to be fastened in their respective places.

With the

pieces all set

up we

can give it two applications of wax and
is ready to grace the living room.

it

Bill of Material
Oak, Pine or Chestnut.
2 pes.

%x5%x39%,

4 pes.
2 pes.
2 pes.

%x2i/2x39y2, slats

2 pes.

working drawing shoivs the ease of
construction.

I

32-p. Jbook on the skin

Address post-oard:

"Cuticura. Dept. 24B, Boston**

sides.

%xl2xl6%, shelves.
%xl4xl6%, shelves.
y8x2%xl6%.

40 pes. I%xl2, round-head blued wood
screws, stain, shellac, wax, sandpaper,
steel wool.

Sold everywhere

United States
Manufacturers
Have your goods made
you

in

for
until your
large enough to

Canada

trade here

is

warrant your putting up your
plant.
An old estabnow
lished
manufacturer,

own

busy
vidth

on munitions work,
one of the largest and

most up-to-date machines and
metal-working plants in Canada, would like to undertake
the manufacture of hardware, machinery or other
metal specialty for the Canadian, British Empire and
Allied markets with which
preferential trade arrangements are now being planned.
Address in the first instance

MANUFACTURER
c/o
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TORONTO
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Frost Girl:

Story of the Canadian North

Illustrated

by

HARRY

CHAPTER XX

C.

EDWARDS

the crew joined in the cry.
"Come here, Frank," commanded Allan,
who had watched the men closely during
the shouting.
One of the rodmen pushed through the
crowd and stood before his chief.
"You weren't drunk enough to holler
with the others," continued Allan. "Tell

"How about this Twentjf Chosen business?"
"Oh, some of them believe it yet, but
they won't when they get sober."
"Where were you going?"
"He didn't say, except that we were to
have lots of grub and all we wanted to
drink and no work to do. You can't blame
us much. We were getting mighty hungry,
and there didn't seem to be any chance of
grub being hauled in any other way."
"That's not what's bothering me. I
want to know where Hardisty was taking
you to and what he had there. He'd leave
you to starve, but that wasn't his game.
He wanted to get you away and keep you

me what

away."

The Bay

ALLAN

turned back at once to the
now awakened crew.
"Which one of you is sober enough
to talk?" he demanded.
"Hallelujah!" shouted some one, and

this

means."

"I guess we've just been off

"That's

all,"

on a spree.

was the hesitating

reply.

It

was noon before

enough

to

travel

the crew was sober
and before Allan,

THE STORY— UP TO THE PRESENT
Allan Baird, who has been running a preliminary survey line for
a new railroad to Hudson's Bay,
meets Hertha MacLure, a strikingly attractive but very mysterious
girl who runs a trading post, formerly Tnanaged by her father, and
who is known all through the north
country as "The Frost Girl," on account of her coldness to all the

men who

Baird com,survey and returns to
headquarters at Toronto, where he
pletes

visit the post.

his

receives peremptory orders to start
at once on a complete survey line
from, his chief. Baird must complete
his work and file plans at Ottawa
by April 1. He at once returns to
the north.
Four days out from, Sabawe, his base of supplies, nine of
his dogs are poisoned over night.
Baird goes to the post of the Frost
Girl to secure supplies. She refuses
absolutely to sell him anything.
He then hurries back to get supplies up from. Sabawe, and, after a
long delay, gets back to camp to find
that his Mmgry men have gone to
secure supplies by force from the
Frost Girl.
He protects the Post

from his men and sends them back
By this tim.e Baird reto camp.
that he is in love with the
girl.
He starts out himself to discover who poisoned the dogs and at
the team's camping place he finds
a man hiding pieces of frozen
meat in the snow around the camp
He
where the dogs would find it.
endeavors to overpower the stranalizes

^^-^^^^"^
PINKERTON

ger and a fierce struggle ensues,
from which Baird issues victor, his
opponent sustaining a broken arm
The poisoner gets away, however.
In striking across the ice, Baird
breaks
through
and is
nearly
droxvned.
Fighting his way back
to camp in freezing conditions, he
nearly succumbs, but is found and
rescued by the Frost Girl.
He is
nursed back to life by Hertha and
their intimacy ripens to friendship.
In the meantime the guardian of
the food cache is lured away by an
Indian and, in his absence, the cache
They catch the Indian,
is burned.
who proves to be one of the Frost
Girl's "people."
She com,es to the
camp to plead for him and reveals
to Allan that she has been opposing him because she believes the
building of a railroad will drive the
Indians, the rightful possessors of
She spend
the country, away.
Christmas Day in camp. By reason
of further depredations on their
stores, food runs out and the camp
finally faces starvation.. Allan and
Hughey start out to find food and,
in their absence, Hardisty, a mis-

dyi IV 19UI pvy UV22Y iaoi(m fijivuois
Frost Girl's, visits the camp and
lures the men away with an extravagant talk of a land of 'plenty to
When
ivhich he can lead them.
Allan gets back the men are gone.
Allan and Hughey follow them and
find them as they are sleeping off the
effects of drink supplied by Hardisty,

who

just

manages

to escape.

Hughey, Jacobs and Slavin had pieced together a story and plan of action. As a
result of what little the men knew, it was
believed that Hardisty had some sort of
temporary headquarters within a few
miles. Some of the crew remembered his
anger because they would not go farther

when darkness came.

Others told of his
sleeping apart from the men as if he expected an attack.
"It looks this way to me," Allan finally
decided.
"He was taking them to some
place within a few miles of here. From
there, after a short rest, he intended to
lead them on east. He couldn't keep them
together and keep them contented without
a lot to drink and a lot to eat. That means
he's got grub cached in this temporary
place.

"Another thing, he didn't plan all this
it would be sure death

without expecting

The other things failed.
Then nothing happened for a month. He
to the survey.

spent that time getting ready for this,
else planned than
just getting the men away from camp. I
think he's got a big cache of grub, probably what he stole from us, and other
things near here. We'll send some one on
to get it and haul it in.
Chances are that
all our dogs are there too.
"So, Hughey, you and Slavin go on.
Take the Indian and head in the direction
this fellow was going and see what's to be
found. If it isn't far, and the dogs and a
lot of supplies are there, send word to
me. We'll rest here until to-night and
then start back for camp."

and he had s'omething

TT was

not necessary for Allan to convince the crew that Hardisty was a
fraud, and that they had been his dupes.
Sober, their stomachs full, knowing that
there was grub in camp, they were perfectly willing to return.
If they were
ashamed of themselves they did not show
it.
If they felt any guilt because of their
desertion they hid it successfully beneath
their jesting conduct. While Allan and
Jacobs slept they sat about the fire and,
with the humor which only the woodsman
has, discussed their, future actions had
they been in reality the Twenty Chosen.
In fact, to the men the episode had been
nothing but a pleasant break in a monotonous winter, a spree which was over.
-^

They were ready to go back to work.
At dark Denny Slavin burst into camp.
"We were just in time, chief," he exclaimed, as he wakened Allan. "If he'd
got the men that far we'd never have
found them. He had dog teams to take
them on, and a lot of grub, and a lot more
booze."

"Who was

there?"

"Those four breeds who robbed the
cache, and a half dozen squaws."
"No half-way business about that fellow." continued Jacobs.

"Can Hughey handle them?" asked

Al-

lan, anxiously.

"He's got them scared stiff. They were
on their knees before him when I left."
And so the mutiny ended. The crew
did not ob.-ect when Allan, elated by
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Weight

the turn events had taken, walked them all
night and all the next day in the journey
back to camp. Slavin returned to Hughey
with several of the men, and the stolen
supplies were moved back to the line and

a cache

built.

had been the cheering leader
before, he now resorted to the whip. He
rarely smiled. Days were always too short.
He drove, drove, drove ceaselessly, remorselessly, and the crew, the memory of
their desertion still fresh, did not complain.
If Allan

The teams came through from Sabawe

To

offset the high price

of gasoline,

the best

engineering talent in
the world has perfected
light-weight steels and scientific body construction
Despite

its

scarcity,

aluminum

islarge-

Weight reduction has been
accomplished in every part of the car
except the top.
All that is needed in a good top is
found in
ly used.

fiAYNTlTL
Single Texture

"That's less than a hundred miles,
Hughey," cried Allan when he read the
news. "No more hauling from Sabawe."
Hardisty was not heard from again.
The survey camp was now far from the
MacLure Post, and there was no evidence
that he had any influence with the Indians
Evidently he had
in this new district.
expected to win farther south, and had
not planned a campaign in the new territory.

Topping

guaranteed one year against
No top has a finer appearleakage.
ance, and although light in weight, it
has the required strength and is made
to last as long as the car.

It

several days late, but with word for Allan that arrangements had been made
for him to get supplies from the big Hudson's Bay Company post on the bay toward which the line was progressing.

is

RAYNTITE

Single Texture
Specify
Topping for your 1917 car or re-top
your auto with this guaranteed, lightweight, long service top material
Asle/orfrezbookltl" The Top Question"
and sample) ofRayntite Topping.

DU PONT
FABRIROIO

COMPANY
TORONTO

Allan believed the National agent

had been beaten off, but he recognized the
man's cleverness and did not relax.
Strong guards were still placed at caches,
dog drivers maintained constant watch at
their night camps; and nothing happened.

And then, in the fast lengthening days,
with the weekly total increasing steadily,
the end came. Allan, out ahead of the line,
climbed a low ridge to see the broad, white
expanse of the bay beyond. For a moment,
though his heart thumped loudly, though
a swelling in his throat retarded his
breathing, he looked at the great inland
sea in silence. Then, with a whoop that
echoed back down the line to the camp, he
shouted the glad news.

TWO

ONT,

days later the task was com-

To Allan there came only
pleted.
a grim sort of satisfaction. He had won,
won a hard fight against the wilderness
and against the efforts of a powerful
organization.
But. he was losing one victory where he
had gained another. In that last month

Hertha had never been absent from
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One

bottle

mailed direct
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any address

I

in

Canada on

receipt of 75 tents

CATALINE CO.

BRISTOL. ENG.

his

thoughts. He caught glimpses of her furclad figure in the forest. She sat across
the table in his tent while he was busy
with maps and notes. The yellow candlelight was the golden head that looked out
from the circle of black fox fur.
And, though he remembered her as he
had known her in those storm-bound days
in her cabin, as he had last seen her that
Christmas day in camp, the knowledge
of what she had done, of how she had
aided Hardisty, never left him. Because
he did not want to believe, because his
heart would not accept what he knew to
be true, his mind was always active in
seeking some alleviating rfeason for her
course.
But there were never more than two
explanations. Either she was Hardisty's
willing, open-eyed confederate, or she was
his unsuspecting dupe. Either she had
coolly planned to deceive him, had cleverly
fooled him in those days in her cabin and

on Christmas, or, through her love for
the red people of the north, she had become a useful tool of the scheming agent
of the National.
One explanation brought mystery, the
other compassion. If the first were true,
his case was hopeless. If the second solution were correct there was a chance,
through the unmasking of the missionBut in either case there was the
ary.
possibility, the probability, that Hardisty
had won a prior place. He was clever,
plausible, had seen much more of her.
With a girl who had known so little of
men, he would win easily.
Yet, despite the depression, Allan could
not entirely escape the elation of the
moment. The romance of work, of accomplishment, is too great to be smothered absolutely by anything. Honors may
be hollow, empty, mocking, but what a
man has achieved with his head and his
hands, what has been won by skill and
force, through the loyalty and the affection of co-workers, brings its glow of sat-

When a man surmounts an obhe never again sinks to the former
level.
No matter what disaster follows,
the supremacy of one moment remains.
isfaction.

stacle

A ND

so Allan smiled when he gathered his notes and maps together
that last night in camp. It was not the
happy, irrepressible smile of the youth
who had left Sabawe several months before, the happy grin of the boy who had
won a hard race. It was rather the slight
relaxation of features that have grovsm
-^*-

with responsibility.
with the best dogs in
the outfit, were to start south early the
next m,orning. Nearly a month remained
before he was to file the results of the survey in Ottawa, but three hundred and
fifty miles lay between him and the railroad, and storms might cause a delay that
would ruin everything he had gained. The
crew was to follow more leisurely with
the heavier equipment and would not
reach the railroad until later.
For a time Allan and Hughey made
good progress. Alternately running and
riding, they travelled six miles an hour
while the light lasted. Then a storm came,
stiff

He and Hughey,

filling

the well-beaten trail, and there fol-

lowed days of weary, heart-breaking
plodding on snowshoes ahead of the dogs.
Fifty miles of the trail beaten down by an
Indian hunter came as a relief; and then
the snowshoes again.
It was the middle of March when they
reached their last camping spot above
Hertha's trading post. The weary miles
behind them had taken their toll, and
both men were so tired at the end of the
day's work that scant preparations were
made.
"There's no chance of Hardisty bothering us now, do you think, Hughey?" asked
Allan as he spread his robe after a pipe
beside the fire.
"I don't know," replied the woodsman.
"He worked hard while he was on the
job, and we're getting near the Frost
Girl's where he hung out."
"Well, we'll sleep with one eye open,"
said Allan, and immediately he was dozing, the maps and notes under his head.

But men who had worked as Allan
and Hughey had worked cannot guard
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the boldness and cleverness of his
theft of the entire crew, were indications
that the National people had chosen wisely in selecting an agent to combat the
survey.
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trict,

And now, with

the

maps and

his possession, with the

notes in

consummation of

his work at hand, Allan knew
man would not give up without a
He would expect pursuit, would

that the
struggle.
be ready

any emergency. Undoubtedly he had
provided himself with good dogs, perhaps
had arranged for a relay that his escape
might be the more certain. The man had
planned too well through the winter to
permit chance of a slip in this last moment.
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though Allan recognized the
character of his enemy, though he
knew the chances in Hardisty's favor, he
felt only confidence as the dogs swept on
down the lake. Behind him ran the
giant, cat-like Indian whose strength in
battle he knew. Between his knees was
his rifle, and within him was a hatred for
this man that would give him added
strength when the encounter came.
That they would catch him he did not
doubt. Hertha's dogs were fresh, strong,
willing. None in the north country could
out-distance them.
Me-mi-je-is seemed
tireless, though he occasionally rode for a
short distance but without perceptible
slackening of the team's pace.
Nor would Hardisty expect pursuit by
such a team as Hertha's. He would count
on the winter-worn, hard-driven dogs of
the survey.
Nevertheless, the day wore on without a
sight of him. Both Allan and the Indian
had kept a sharp lookout for signs of his
leaving the trail but, so far, there was
every evidence that he had not stopped or
turned aside.
Then, late in the afternoon, as they
topped a low ridge and dashed down to
the lake beneath, they saw the fugitive
team far out on the ice, appearing only
as a fine dark line against the snow. Allan turned to look at his driver, and the
Indian smiled back.
"To-night," he said.
Before they had crossed the lake on
which they had seen the fugitive, darkness came. It was now the time to overtake and surprise him. If they did, there
was hope. If they found only a dog
team-, entangled in its harness, he had
escaped and would destroy the maps. The
survey would be a failure.
Into the forest at the end of the lake
they dashed, Allan, his rifle ready, peered
ahead into the darkness.
Me-mi-je-is
crouching behind, the acute senses of the
Indian alert, sniffed as though he might
*--'
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smell the foe.

And it was thus that the blow fell.
First a rifle shot from straight ahead.
Then the yelp of a dog and the team came
to a quick, dragging stop, the dog behind
the leader dead in his traces.
There was another shot and Allan saw
fire spit from the rifle barrel.
His own
weapon barked once, twice, several times;
and then he threw off the robe and
scrambled to his feet. Me-mi-je-is had al-
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edited, broadly informed and
clear-visioned financial newspaper, such as "The Financial
Post of Canada."
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newspaper serving investors and those concerned
with the money market. Tho
wide organization and many
papers of The MacLean Publishing Co., together with the
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THE

farm

require-

ments. Few farmers are shrewd
turn down a proposition that
promises big interest, but which lacks the
earmarks of a tried investment.
The prosperous farmer with all things
running well will have his bank account
accumulating at the end of the year and
it often occurs to him that he can invest
some of the surplus each year into a form
of financial business that will assure him
a little better return than bank interest.
Consequently he begins to look around
for such an investment.
And he is not
long in having his subscription to some
scheme or other actively canvassed by the
agents of the institution seeking his

GILLESPIE, Mgr.

to

money.

Now he is guided quite often by the
character of the men who buy these shares
and if he sees the name of one of the big
farmers on the next concession on the subscription list he immediately signs up with
the laconic remark that if he has found it
all right, it will do me.
But too often the man on the next concession, while a very reputable farmer and
citizen, is not a skilled investor, and he is
just like the big majority in ignorance
of the real standing of the firms concerned.
A particular instance, and there are
many, occurred to my notice recently. A
prospective oil company was formed with
a small factory and an option on a well.
The future of oil prices and the past behaviour of some oil companies, occupied

—

prominent places

Financial Post

a large

Canadian

$3.00

in the literature.
Soon
of farmers in the Ontario

Midlands were induced to take stock, in
individual cases up to $5,000.
Some of
these men had a provincial reputation, and
others followed on the strength of these
men's holdings. The management of the
oil company was a man who had almost
unchecked control of the policy of the new

OF CANADA
The

number

Newspaper for Investors

PER YEAR

Surpluses

MACKENZIE HALL

a farmer has money to in-

vest outside his

Pre».

Farm

When

firm.

a farmer friend recently
making inquiries about
the proposal to place $1,000 in the company, we promptly made inquiry and persuaded him to abandon the intention. He
took the advice. He is not sorry now.

came

into the office

The oil company has fallen flat, for certain plausible reasons advanced by the
promoters, who in the meantime have
lived on the capital and have no tangible
assets of value.
These farmers are quite

common

term.

They say

sore, to use
little

a

outside

about their oil deal. There are hundreds
of such cases in the country, so that it is
not impudence on our part to press home
to every farmer the necessity of becoming
better acquainted with financial institutions, and to seek advice from men who
are disinterested and free to express candid opinions on investments. The big financial houses are generally safe to consult on any deal. Because their advice appears to be so simple and so conservative,
is no reason for turning it down.
What
we want is common sense ourselves, and by
consulting such advisers in business affairs we will be better off.

There are certain investments to-day
that are sound, any one of which gives
the farmer the security he needs. Some
qf them are:

Government War Bonds.
Municipal Debentures.
Leading Bank Stocks.
Farm Mortgages.
The rates run from 5 to 6 per cent. Some
of them are higher. But where rates are
very high, as in the case of second mortgages on real estate, the risk is always
the factor that forces the higher rate.
If one wants to run risks, and take the
worry, one can often get 8, 9, or 10 per
cent, interest, but few farmers make in
the final deal. A loss gets in somewhere.

One advantage which

subscribers have is the service of
the
Investor's
Information

Fai-mers with any 'problems about the investment of money, the reliability of
ftrms, the standing of companies or the best places for money investment,
can feel quite free to consult this department. We are in close touch with
the staff of The Financial Post, the leading authority on financial matters in
Canada, and the wealth of their knowledge will be at our readers' disposal.
Letters will be answered privately if desired, or they can be answered in
Editor.
this column.

Bureau of "The Post," where
special information and advice
are provided, without any fee,
by personal letter.
This service is very valuable to investors.
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We

suggest that you buy a copy
of
the
current issue from your
newsdealer, and make a careful ex-

amination of

it.

Ask your banker

ARE STEEL SHARES GOOD BUYING?

or broker about "The Post."
Get
independent opinions regarding it
from the professional classes who
handle money.
Sample copy on

—

/ have $3,000 to invest,
J.A.C., Man.
the savings of my lifetime, and I want to
know if steel stocks are good buying for
me. Kindly advise.

request.

Publishfd by
•

The MacLean

Publishing Co., Ltd.
143-153 University Ave.,
Toronto, Canada

—

Answer. It is true that the steel companies are doing better now than they
have been for any time in their history
and they look as if they might be good for
some time to come. But for a farmer who

has gathered together a lifetime's savings,
to put his whole investment into stocks
of that kind, would be, in our opinion, a
very grave mistake. It is a speculative
stock and not an investment stock, and
particularly at this time with our possible
labor troubles and the very uncertain conditions of war time, it would be something
for a farmer who cannot watch his stocks
very closely to leave alone. We would
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advise bonds, municipal debentures or the
loan as better investments for your
earnings.

war

SIGNING OFF A PRIORITY CLAIM.

W.

J.,
,

Ontario.

—

/ hold

some stock in the

who have written me asking me

sign off this stock to accept the comstock of the company, tvhich is earning, apparently, the same interest at present.
I also have some more money to
invest.
Would you advise me to increase
my holdings in this company?
to

mon

The Dominion Goverment urges

that Canadian Secur>
Taxation
should be held by Canadian investors.
is likely to be imposed at the next Session of Parliament
on non-Canadian Securities. You can be patriotic and,
at the same time, obtain a certain 5 per cent, for your
money by investing your surplus funds in
ities

—

Answ^er. I certainly would not release
the company from the contract to pay you
a priority dividend. There are plenty of
companies with the preferred and common stock and that arrangement ought to
be good enough for them. No, we would

Standard Reliance Mortgage Corporation
Debentures
It
This Canadian Security does not fluctuate in value.
Meantime, it bears
is payable at certain fixed periods.
interest at 5 per cent., payable half yearly at your local
bank, in cash, on the day it is due.
Canadian Government statistics show that never a dollar
has been lost in Mortgage Corporation Debentures.

not advise any futher investment. They
are a speculative concern, and while they
are sound now, and if they continue their
present financing, they may come out
much to the good, but you cannot afford
to take that risk.

These Debentures are issued in denominations of $100
and upwrards, for a fixed period or to suit your
convenience.

BUYING WAR LOAN.

Write for our booklet entitled "Profits from Savings."
explains what these Debentures are and why they,
are so good a security. Address Dept. 40

—

B.J.L., Sask.
Would you consider the
investment of trust funds for an estate of
which I am executor, in the Canadian war

loan a good security

Answer.

—There

It

and investment?

is

STANDARD RELIANCE

none better. You are

getting a little more than 5.3 per cent, interest for fifteen years and the interest is
payable half yearly on April 1st and Oct.
1st at par at any bank in Canada. All you
have to do is to tear off an interest coupon
and present it for payment at the bank.
It is absolutely.secure.
It costs nothing to
collect. There is no danger of delayed interest and worry as to principal, and besides, it is liquid.
That is the bonds can
be sold in the market for full value at any
time.
As a patriot, you will help your
country by such a deal.

MORTGAGE CORPORATION
//eat/ Office,

Branches: Ayr, Brockville, Chat-

ham, Elmira,

—

—

seems that we are practically unable to render any assistance in
this matter beyond advice. The same unjust proceeding was indulged in by the
Home Circle not long ago when they
squeezed out a policy in which my own
father was interested after paying into
it for several years.
While the reasons

Answer.

It

for the move may be legitimate, the sin
occurred in the way the tables for this insurance were prepared in the first instance
and shows either ignorance on the part of
the founders, laxity on the part of the
Government, or wilful negligence of both.
Assuredly the straight life insurance in
the line companies where sufficient reserves are provided and where the policy
is perfectly understood, would be a better

In fact, every farmer owes
to his family to carry some such form
of protection. The chief trouble with the

investment.

good business and does not need the stimulus of social meetings to encourage it.

is
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BEFORE BUYING A FARM
•

or any piece of property, the cautious
investigation

man makes most

eai-eful

—

buyer of Life Insurance should be equally careful more
so, indeed, for his purchase affects others as well as himself.
Make leisurely and careful examination of the various forms of Life
Insurance by requesting pamphlets from the Great- West Life Assurance Company.
A description of the principal Policies issued will

—

—

be mailed rates at all ages and everything necessary for a man to
choose the best Plan for his own individual needs.
And there will
be no undue solicitation to insure.

The Great-West Life Policies are considered the best by a
number of persons to give the Company for nine
successive years
the greatest paid-for Canadian business
sufficient

—

—

That, surely,
of all the Companies.
looking into these Policies.

is
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A

one good reason' for

The Great-West

Life Assurance Co.
o/f.ce Winnipeg
OVER $125,000,000 NOW IN FORCE
DEPT. "W"
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EXCELSIOR
LIFEl
INSURANCE COMPANY
An

it

friendly societies lies in trying to confuse
business with social work. Life insurance

New Hamburg
'^^-^

LIFE INSURANCE
F. N. W., Ontario. My father has been
paying into the A.O.U.W. for years, and
now he has been cut off from, any further
protection by the recent action of that
company. It .seems strange that such action, practically a breach of contract with
people, should be allowed by our laws.
Would not a straight life insurance in one
of the line companies have been preferable?

82.88 HingSt E.Toronto

exclusively

Canadian Company

Surplus on Policyholders' Account, Three-quarters Million Dollars
Write^today for memorandum book and annual statement

Head

Office, Excelsior Life Bldg
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Cheap Aids For
Dairymen

WHY NOT?
value of your
help your community

// w^7/ increase

work and

the

K

New

The expense of equipping a dairy depends
largely on personal management.

own

INFLUENCE

works two ways: for good or
Whatever influences for good in tlie community is a benefit to the individual, and the

TO

a certain extent red tape, dairy
inspection regulations keep many
farmers out of the milk making game.
Initial costs of embarking in the busiThe conservative
ness looke large.

bad.

good influence of one individual
the community.

is

a benefit to

Slothful or indifferent neighbors around you are
not an advantage, but live, active citizens engaged in prosperous, up-to-date businesses, employing and using up-to-date methods, enhance
the prosperity of your own town and raise the
status of the community.

Manure is wheeled from the stable
up a runway and dumped into a

Farmer's Magazine has an influence for good. It
is a strong advocate of better business, better
social conditions and a greater appreciation of

sheltered spreader. This is only
considered in the making
a beginning.

the value of efficiency in all things.
risks. However, the matter
of original expenditures in equipping the
farm for dairy cows is governed largely
by personal management. Individual ingenuity actively exercised in the development and installation of satisfactory fixtures may in no small degree cut down the

farmer shuns

Why

not help your neighbors by recommending

Farmer's Magazine to them? The practical ideas
they will receive, the helpful suggestions and the
inspiration will

make them

better neighbors,

intelligent citizens and your community
will feel the benefit. Success begets success.
Boost the prosperity of your community. Help
your neighbors. Get them started in the right
direction.

more

Here

first

expenses and subsequent overhead

charges.
Illustrative of the above the writer's experience in providing an old barn remodelled into a dairy stable with a simple
system of ventilation and a means of manure disposal may prove of value to some
other novitiate to the milk can way of
farming. The most inexpensive window
ventilator in the form of a tin hood which
can be purchased from dairy supply
houses will cost about $2.50 per window.
At a cost of $0.11 per window for labor
and material the writer fixed his barn
with simple window ventilation which
pleased the dairy inspector who scored the

a coupon for your neighbor to fill in on
your recommendation, or perhaps you will want
to present him with a subscription. Why not get
two or three of your friends to subscribe % Send
their subscriptions to Farmer's Magazine, or fill
LQ the coupon below and we will send them a
free sample copy.
is

farm. The stable accommodates sixteen
cows and there are thirteen windows

Coupon. It means prosperity to you and
higher intellectual standard in your community.

Fill in this

a

single sash, two-light, twenty-eight by
thirty inches in dimension, all of which are
hinged at the bottom so that the top of the
window swings into the stable. The win-

Please send a sample copy of Farmer's Magazine to the following, without
obligation:

NAME

ADDRESS

NAME

ADDR-ESS.

NAME

ADDRESS

NAME

ADDRESS.

A

simple

manure

disposal system

which cost

The MacLean
143-153

Publishing Co., Limited

UNIVERSITY AVENUE

TORONTO, CANADA

$8.85.

dow frames are set in a twenty-inch stone
wall so that when the windows are open
about twelve inches at the top the wall
on either side of the back-tilted window
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forms a hood which effectually prevents
any drafts from striking the cows.

Make

HOMEMADE WINDOWS.
The writer mortised a

piece of lathe
twelve inches long in each side of the
window frame fourteen inches above the

window base and then notched grooves

the Change

Now

in

these pieces of lathe so that other pieces
of lathe thirty and three-quarters inches
long could be placed on each side of the
window as it was tilted back in order to
The
hold it permanently in position.
notches are so arranged that the windows
may be opened anywhere from one inch
to twelve inches and still the cows will
not be exposed to drafts. The windows
are near the top of the stable which is
eight and one-half feet high, and they act
as simple ventilators carry away the
warm, impure air which rises to the top
Hooded openings at the
of the stable.
bases of three doors in the stable furnish
efficient mediums for the intake of fresh
air without favoring direct drafts.
thermometer is kept in the stable and the
windows are regulated so as to keep the
temperature at a normal healthy point

Mogul 8-16
Kerosene

T HESE

are the daj^s of heavy horse power
The horses are idle. Hay and
expense.
.oats are worth so much it's a shame to use them for
feed.
It takes five acres of land to raise enough to

A

feed one horse one year. Horses are at the top of the market,
with prices higher than for years past. The market for horses
is so good that, even at these higher prices, they are easy to sell.
What better time could there be to consider replacing some of
your horses with a Mogul 8-16 kerosene tractor?
You can use a Mogul 8-16 with profit for about all the work
the tractor does it better and
you are now doing with horses
cheaper. It takes less of your time to care for it. It increases
five acres for every
the amount of land you make a profit from
horse it replaces. It is the right size for most of your belt work.
kerosene, naphtha, benzine, motor spirits,
It burns any fuel oil
enabling you to use the cheapest fuel you can buy.
Why not plan to sell some of your horses now and save the
winter feeding? Mogul 8-16 will take their place and do your
Write today for our 100-page book
spring work in time.

—

—

—

"Tractor Power vs. Horse Power," which we will send promptly
Write us at the nearest branch house.
you'll only ask for it.

if

International Harvester

The windows were hinged at the
bottom, and opened inward.

of

Gmada,

Ltd.

Calffarr, Edmonton. Estevan, Hamilton, Lethbridf e, London. Montreal.
Battleford. Ottawa, Qaebec, Rcgina. SeskatooD, SU John, Wimiipcf , Yorktoa

At Brandon,
N.

fi'om

Company

BRANCH HOUSES

an animal standpoint throughout
when the cows are most

the winter season
in

the stable.
It

would have cost the writer $50

to

instal a litter carrier outfit in his barn.

At an expense of

$8.85 for labor

and ma-

he built a satisfactory substitute for
a litter carrier. It consists of a shed ten
by thirteen feet in size with a shed roof
covered with ruberoid roofing paper which
terial

provides ample room for the manure
spreader. This shed is sixty-five feet from
It has an inclined runthe dairy barn.
way which terminates in a platform along
the top on the high side of the shed so that
a barrow load of manure can be wheeled
from the stable up the runway to the
platform, whence it can be easily dumped
When the spreader is
into the spreader.
full the horses are hooked to it and the
load of fertilizer is carried to the field.
This method protects the manure from
leaching and weathering with attendant
fertility losses and it compels the conveyance of the fertilizer to the field when the
manure spreader is loaded.

VALUE OF LIQUID MANURE.

The platform at the side of the shed is
on hinges and by means of a pulley it can
be hauled up into place so as to form a
wall on one side of the machine to keep
out rain and snow. The writer intends to

t
HOMESEEKER'S FARES
FROM TORONTO
To Winnipeg and Return
To Regina and Return
To Saskatoon and Return
To Edmonton and Calgary and Return

...

.

-

-

EVERY MONDAY TO OCTOBER

$35.00
$38.75
$39.75
$43.00

30th

Proportionate Fares from and to other Points.

ELECTRIC LIGHTED TOURIST CARS
For our Booklet, "Homeseeker's and Settler's Guide", Tickets and
Information, apply to nearest Canadian Northern Aeent, or write to
R. L. FAIRBAIRN General. Passenger Aeent, 68 Kine St., East
Toronto, Ont.
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BEHIND THE CURTAINS
KJEVER knew
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not!

it v/as there! Of course
That's why it's so handy.
the way, because it can be

Never

in

folded

up and
The

sight.

tuclted

away out

of

mELITE

FOLDING TABLE
produced, at a moment's
notice, from under the sofa — behind
the portieres
'

'

may

be

—

anywhere.
Light as a
feather and firm as a rocli. Everyone
who sees one wants one. Your Furniture Dealer has it, or will get it for
you. Ask him.

HOURD &
Sole

LIMITED.

CO.,

Licensees

and

Manutacturers

London, Ont.
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Molding the Boy's Future
Giving him the right

start

create

a feeling of selling confidence

taking a subscription for MacLean's or Farmer's Magazine. Such a
after

put a concrete pit about two feet deep in
the floor of the shed so that this pit can be
kept well bedded with straw in order to
absorb liquid manure which may leak
from the spreader. During the summer
season when the cows are in the barn
only at milking time, little manure is
made and much of this is liquid, which
runs into the gutters at the rears of each
row of stalls. The gutters are kept full
of straw and other absorbent material to
soak up all this valuable urine.
During the winter it is often impossible
to haul manure to the fields for several
days owing to wet ground. The writer
will build four portable walls five feet
high which can be fastened to the sides
and ends of the manure spreader house by
means of hooks. Then he will store his
manure spreader in the machinery shed
in order to utilize the other building fo
the storage of manure as it is taken from
the stable until such time as the ma
terial can be hauled onto dry fields. Th
period of bad weather which would pre
hibit manure hauling would never las
over five or six days, and the shed wou!'
amply accommodate such a supply. Th
writer suggests that other dairy farmer
who are just starting in the business tr;
these cheap aids until such time as the\
are financially able to instal permanen
and more costly equipment.

feeling of confidence that nothing else

could possibly impart.

You
boy.

your
You want him to accom-

plish

things.

ambitious

are

HOW THE

You want him

What

are

complaints from readers
\^ Earehave
not receiving
'

V

The boy

you doing toward

will

become interested

in

our plan from reading this advertise-

bringing about these things?

ment.

There

become interested and request their boy
to read it.
Any boy would be interested in a plan that will give him all
his spending money and more too. His
parents will agree with him that it is
a good idea. He will write us stating
that he wishes to earn more spending
money and is also interested in learn-

cess

is

no royal road

except

to suc-

self-development.

Are you going
boy to develop?

to

help

your

If he is going to take success

out

of

develop

this

the

world,

mental

with which to take
him!

he

must

muscles
it.

Help

ing

It

may

something

be that the parents will

of

will in turn send
in

regard to this great proposition with-

We

CONFIDENCE

live

molding of several big men like
Lincoln and Garfield. They developed
themselves,
gradually
accomplishing
things of greater and greater value,the

from boyhood up.
do great things
smaller things

They learned how to
by looking after the

and preparing the
way for a complete mastery of the
more essential duties that were sure to
follow.
Your boy, for instance, will

We

full particulars

out obligating the enquirer in the least.

SELF-HELP CREATES
To go back into history a bit we find
that self-help accomplished wonders in

salesmanship.

him

want

to get in touch with good
Canadian boys in very district in
Canada to represent us. If you are
a live, red-blooded Canadian boy write

us to-day for full particulars concern-

ing this plan.

Address:

The MacLean

Publishing Co.

Limited

first

143-153

to

Strangers

PLAN WORKS

OUT

be sure of a big income, of
greater enjoyirjent, of higher
to

education.

Paying Money

for

University

Avenue

Toronto, Ontario

wh'

their copies of th'
Farmer's Magazine, and in nearly ever;
case we find the reason is, they paid th^
'

subscription to some glib-tongued strai;
ger often from the U.S., who pocketed th
money and made no report to us. Othe
Canadian farm papers have the sami
trouble. Subscription fakers are of man>
kinds and they ply their trade in a ma^
deceiving way.
Any one authorized by The MacLea:
Publishing Company to receive subscrip
tions to The Farmer's Magazine will bt
able to show a letter from the house, an(
his receipts and order forms will bea
the name The MacLean Publishing Com
pany, Ltd.
The Farmer's Magazine is never sol(
with premiums. It is sold on its merit?
It is a magazine of ideas for the farmei
and his family. No one is authorized tc
give a premium of any kind with it an(
the reader will do well to keep his mone\
in his pocket when such offers are made
It is well to beware of the affable agen
who offers a premium in connection witl
any publication. The genial agent wh(
says that his publishers are giving awa\
fountain pens, pencils, jack-knives o'
spectacles simply to advertise the papei
and meekly asks for forty-nine cents oi
ninety-nine cents to pay for the postage
of the paper is thinking of his own inter
In many case
ests, not the subscribers.
these agents are fake canvassers am
simply put the money in their pocket. Th(
few publications who authorize represen
tatives to offer premiums in connectioi
with subscriptions make sure that thi
subscribers eventually pay for these pre
miums by failing to give quality in tht

magazine

offered.

—
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Household Engineering
An Old

Where Women

are
Discoveries

Field

Genuine Diamonds

CASH OR CREDIT
TERMS-20% Down

Making Some New

and Sl-$2-S3 Weeklr

We

By

trust any honest person.
for catalogut to-daj.

Write

D __ Diamond
Jacobs Bros, importers
I

GENEVIEVE

I

Dept. B.

Toronto, Ontario

15 Toronto Arcade.

LEARN ENGINEERING
Stationary, Steam Traction, Gasoline, Automobile, Marine and Locomotive Engineertaught by mail. Prepare, you for Govennnent Certificate or License. Write CanCorrespon<iencQ College, Limited,
adian
Dept. X .Toronto, Canada.
ing,

epers, fariltry.

We

island will
:o any perkivenir calendar

rORONTO

WATCHED a woman wash

dishes.

It

was a beautiful piece of work, fit for
a moving picture. Every move seemed
to count; the whole process was neat,
The
graceful, and evidently pleasant.

I

dishes were scraped and stacked, according to size, on a small drain-board at the
right of the sink. It took only the easiest,
shortest motion to lift them to the large,
deep pan in the sink, and another short,
convenient move with the left hand, to

pass them as they were washed, to another
large pan on the drain board, at the left
There was oodles of hot,
of the sink.
soapy water for the washing, the soap
put in from a shaker so there were no
undissolved pieces to stick to the dishes,
and there was an abundance of scalding
water ready to pour over them in the
draining pan. The water was so hot it
needed only a flourish of the linen towel to
leave the dishes dry and shining, and not
an extra step to put them away in the cupThe
board just above the drain-board
whole job was done within a radius of
four feet and there were lots of dishes too.
The woman had discovered that if there
are not too many, it is better to wash
the dishes from two or even three meals
at once, thus saving the time and work of
getting the equipment ready, cleaning the
also that it takes
sink, etc., each time
less time to wash three packs together
than separately.

—

And

thought of other dish-washings
and the difference, a difference due to
The woskilful household engineering.
man had taken thought of every detail in
the process of this one part of her daily
work, just as the operator in a factory
studies his job until he has cut out every
This
unnecessary or inefficient motion.
and good equipment made her work the
I

easy, quick, beautiful
it

moving picture that

was.

Of the two, perhaps equipment is the
more neglected in the average farm house.

I

have

booming
si

demand
Hded with

for six p
a tin lar(
frying-p5

weeks

employEj/iciiaier.al.
rates of

b(

11

)

there sec.....^ .. ~^
..
long as she could use the lid of the pail,
even though it took her attention for twice
as long every day, and quite often burned
the edges of the meat. No doubt the price
of a frying-pan was wasted many times
over before a new one came into the house.
No doubt hours of effort and weariness
are spent for nothing because we don't
know they could be saved by investing
even a very little money and a great deal
of thought in the right working equipment. A house may be made a worker's
paradise by having a little closet under
the stairway with a shelf containing a
supply of cleaning chemicals, sapolio or
other whiting compound for cleaning windows and sinks, a bottle of furniture
polish, silver polish, washing soda for
boiling stained granite-ware, and for
softening all water for cleaning, and below the shelf a supply of tools including a
long-handled mop and a mop-wringer if
there are many floors to be cleaned, a
string mop and polish if there are hardwood floors, even a long handled dust-pan
to save bending, a supply of flannel cloths
and cotton waste; and then a vacuum
cleaner.
No household engineer can see
the wisdom of sweeping carpets or rugs
with a broom when better results can be
obtained more easily by using a vacuum
Electricity is not available in a
cleaner.

great

comes

many farm homes

yet,

hand vacuum

but until

it

cleaner is a
pretty good substitute for the broom. It
doesn't require much force and the motion
is just straight pushing, an exercise entirely different from the twisting, straining motion, that goes with a broom. It is
a large feature of household engineering,

the

stamps.

Co .Ltd.
^Toronto

to get ai

The Whole
Family
Benefited

Mother will be less tired at the
end of a day's work when Bhe
KNECHTBL Kitchen
has a
Kitchen work
Cabinet No. 69.
will be done earlier— meals ready

—

life will be happier.
sooner
Sayes many weai? steps to and

fro.

KNBOHTKL

The
evei?

haviBg
is a handsome oak cabinet,
with
white
finished
convenience;
with the trimmings nickel plated.

conceivable

enamel

inside,

—

Saves Kitchen Weariness time and labor.
Write for booklet "F," which full.v describes
this Cabinet.

Made
in

NECHTEL

^

Canada

ITCHEN
,ABINET

The Knechtel Kitchen Cabinet Co.
HANOVER.

ONTARIO

Reg.

Ltd.
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motion study.

takes into considerthat every time a
house-worker climbs a stair, she expends
enough energy to actually lift her own
weight and anything else she may have
to carry, a distance equal to the height of
the stair so it provides for dumb-waiters
and clothes-chutes in the house just as
other lines of engineering have equipped
the modern factory and barn with elevators and feed chutes and litter-carriers.
this

ation,

Sugar feeds and sweetens
tion to

its

in

propor-

purity

St. Lawrence
RED DIAMOND GRANULATED
Is refined exclusively from choice sugar-cane sugars and is absolutely
Government tests prove it. It is sold in fine, medium and coarse grain in
handy sizes of refinery sealed packages to suit your taste and convenience

I

many

The 100-J6. hag is the size which recommends itself specially to the
careful housewife. Your dealer can supplif it in the size grain you prefer.

It

instance,

;

HER LOGIC THE USUAL KIND.

And

pure.

for

the time, the whole thing begins
planning
not only for equipment;
equipment alone is only a part of the
field of household engineering.
It means
looking ahead to every step in the day's
and week's programme a lot of planning
sometimes to make things fit in. Once I
saw a woman who had kept house for
years preparing biscuits and tea and fried
eggs for supper. She put the biscuits into
the oven, and the eggs into the hot fat, and
poured the boiling water on the tea all at
once, and let them all cook till the biscuits
were done. And she had "no use for"
all

in

—

—

cook-books.
In contrast with this, a woman who was
a real houeshold engineer, which implies,
of course, both a culinary expert and an
economist, gave me the following note

from her system
"Until recently
coal range and
utilizing all the

ST.

I^WRENCE SUGAR REFINERIES, LIMITED, MONTREAL.

I

have always used a

made

a special point of

waste heat of the oven. I
found that it was more economical to keep
a fire overnight, because many things that
needed slow cooking could be prepared
during that time.

"When clearing away the dinner dishes
started the next morning's cereal, and,
when boiling rapidly, covered it closely
and set it in the oven to finish. Coddled
apples, pears and dried fruits I prepared
in a similar way, adding the sugar when
they were boiling hot, pouring into earthI

You Want More Money
fVe

Need Your Spare Time

—Let's

Get

Together
Let us show you the way to increase your income to any
extent you desire. If your present salary isn't quite sufficient to take care of "extra summer needs," our plan will
provide the money for them.
It will also furnish the
funds for vacation expenses.

The

best part of our money-making plan is, no time is
needed, only what you can spare from your regular employment. It interferes in no way with business or pleasure, but fits in as a "money maker" into spare-time
moments. Work it an hour now and then and the cash
results will surprise you.

—

Now

—

is just the time to start
the days are long and are
getting longer. Turn your evenings and spare time into
cash by becoming our district representative.

Full 'particulars free on request.

The MacLean

Publishing

143-153 University Avenue

ern baking-dishes and covering closely. I
found Boston-bean pots particularly good
for this purpose.
"Baked beans, peas and lentils I alwavs
baked overnight, browning them on top by
the quick morning fire. Creamy rice pudding, Indian pudding and others of a
similar nature were cooked at the same
time, and besides saving heat I was relieved from watching them, and better
flavors were developed.
"During the afternoon, when the stove
was closed, I often left my dinner cooking in the oven. The dishes were invariably started on the top of the stove.
frequently had stews baked in a beanpot,
casseroles of beef, lamb or salt fish, root
roasts or even a shoulder of ham or a New

We

England dinner done in this way. When
having an oven dinne'' the dessert was
always cooked at the same time. However, I found it necessary to allow extra
liquid, as the foods not only absorbed
more, but the evaporation was greater

as well.

Company, Limited
Toronto, Ontario

"Finally a long-coveted gas range beBut the fuel bill at the
reality.
end of the month convinced me that we
must give up our oven cookery or else reinstate the coal range, with its dirt and
drudgery. My son, who camps a great
deal, suggested that we use the ledge of

came a

I
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the furnace, as it would be very similar
to cooking before an open fire.
After a
few experiments I realized that, properly
managed, it was an ideal oven. I prepared
the food as usual, substituting earthern
roasting and baking dishes with tight lids
for meat and fowl and uncovered ones for
pies, custards, etc.
Metal utensils could
not be used becausie the heat was too intense.
hot fire did not give good results
even biscuits required a moderate heat
as the food was scorched and burned.
However, I forestalled this possibility by
always putting a thin layer of coal in
front, next to the ledge, and turning the
dishes at intervals. Custards were set in
a dish of water containing a wire rack to
raise them from the bottom.
Puddings

Z

I

NE
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Made

In Canada

A

—
—

COLLARS
ARE MORE FREE FROM SPECKS AND STAINS

AND LAUNDRY FAULTS THAN OTHER
COLLARS AND HAVE AMPLE CRAVAT

which needed browning were uncovered
for the last few minutes, as in oven cookery.
Under slow dishes, such as Indian
pudding or baked beans, asbestos mats
were placed, and all foods which would
harden from the heat, like a cake and
bread, were protected with a shield of galvanized iron, rounded, about eight inches

SLIDE SPACE.

''Gothic

high."

—

&

CO.,

Inc.,

Makers. Montreal

S^rL

liAKiNG

AIR.

Sunshine, air and water are the most
abundant and essential part of the country's natural commodities, and often the
most neglected in country houses. In the
summer, houses are not uncommonly shut
up tight to keep out dust and flies, and the
blinds drawn for fear of the sun fading
carpets and curtains; in the winter every
crack is stopped to keep in the heat. Stuffy,
musty rooms are not to be found only in
city tenements, and it is generally granted
by physicians that the prevalence of tubercular, bronchial, and catarrhal troubles
in the country is largely due to the breathing of reheated vitiated air. In pioneeer
days, the broad open chimney and loose
chinking between logs provided ventilation, but in a tightly built house of the
present day there is little chance for fresh
air, so the homekeeper has to give special
thought to protecting the health of her
household.
She learns to open windows
and doors for a few minutes, even on the
coldest days in winter, when she can get
the family out of the living room for a
while.
She teaches her children to sleep
with their bedroom windows wide open.
If her house is heated only by stoves she
studies systems of conducting fresh air
from out doors directly to the stove, how
to secure the circulation of the warm air
throughout the house, and how to get the
most heat from the kitchen range by the
use of drums and radiators in the upper
room. If any up-to-date heating system
can be afforded the household engineer
will go thoroughly into the question with
experts to secure a plant that will yield
adequate radiation, .gufficient fresh air intake, and the best general service at the
lowest cost for installation and fuel. Likewise the woman who is a real household
engineer does not accept passively the traditional method of securing a watersupply in the house the application of
woman-power. She knows that the vital
energy of womanhood is the nation's
c/reatest asset, and that to ivaste it on
horse-power work is not good economy.

Affor 90c
on
6

u
15c each

CLUETT, PEABODY

99

THE FIELD

/JV

Rather a clever piece of engineering

when you think about it.
THE ECONOMY OF GOOD

,,

MOMEY-

....... .v,.«,

orlamein the barn, "eating tlieirheads off"? Onemeans
profit
the other means loss. When a horse goes lame
develops a Spavin, Curb, Splint, Ringbone don't
risk losing him through neglect don't run just as great a
risk by experimenting with unknown "cures". Get the old
reliable standby—

—

—

—

—

KENDALL'S SPAVIN CURE
Mr. David Yerex, Sonya, Ont., writes— "I have used your Spavin Cure for
fifteen years, and know it to be a good cure". Be ready for emergencies, keep a
Then, if a horse goes lame, you have tlie
bottle of Kendall's in the barn.
remedy on hand to cure the trouble quickly. $i. a bottle 6 for $5. at druggists'. Ask
your dealer for free copy of book "Treatise On The Horse" or write us direct.

—

—

Dr. B.

J.

KENDALL

—

ENOSBURG FALLS, VERMONT,

CO..

U.S.A.
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Because she knows that too

attenbeautiful,
too little to recreation and self-improvements, too little to neighborhood interests and entirely too much to the mechanical round of work which by system, co-

greatly reduced, leaving time and strength
for the more vital affairs of family life.

operation and proper equipment could be

ber

tion is given to

Time

Spare

little

making home

An

article,

"Planning the Family

Rations," will appear in the

Novem-

number.

MAY MEAN DOLLARS
TO YOU

God's Green Country

extra $5.00 or $10.00
IFa anweek
interests you and

you have two or three
hours a day that you can
spare, let us tell you how that
.

much

time

,

can

turned

be

money. The more time
you have the better the pay.
We'll buy all you have and
pay cash for it.
into

We

need bright,

active, hust-

ling

young men and women

as

district

Continued from page
terror in his eyes. "The pigs got in thro
the fence.
I found the place."

"You consarned little
away the whole morning,

You

liar!

spoil the

patch with yer lazy tricks, thinkin' I
wouldn't see 'em, then let the stock in to
eat up the seed I've
paid fer. I'll just
waken you up so's I'll warrant you'll
think twice before you try the like again."

The rawhide was coming down from

We

within

the

next

month make hundreds

of ap-

will

pointments—^why

not write
once and secure your district.
If you are looking for
at

an increase in wages, to take
care of your many extra summer needs our plan pro-

—

vides

the

without

money

with

least

for

interfering

your

them

in

the

it

on his arm,

—a

gentleness of touch that
always irritated him into a frenzy, "You
aren't fit to punish him now.
and he
did his best."

regular

Last week right here in Tor-

onto one

young man earned

$30

He

devoted an average of four hours each day to
looking after our subscrip00.

tion business.

come

Would an

like this interest

in-

you?

Write ns to-day we will gladly send you full particulars
concerning the plan without
;

obligating you in the least
simply say, "Show me how
to turn my spare time into
money.

A ddress
The MacLean

Publishing Co.,

Limited

Dept. F.M.

TORONTO

"You

dictatin' too

hey!" he

.

stormed

pushing her off. "No wonder the young
no good with your eternal coddlin'
Stand out of the way
an' interferin'.

on's

there."

But the mother-tigress instinct was
roused in its helpless way. Still she clung
to his arm. Only Billy seemed to have
come to any

self-control-

"Don't mummy," he ordered calmly, "I
c'n stand it."

The nerve, the audacity of the proud
figure angered Dan more because it
shamed him. If the boy had been a foot
taller his father would have been cowed
by the quiet reproach in the steady brown
eyes, but Billy was only such a little handful of bones,
something like a bird when
you cover it with your hand and find it
little

duties.

.

its

had been kept in the house ever
since Billy could remember.
"Now Dan," Mary pleaded with her hand

hook;

.

representatives.

fool

whole

Canada

—

all

feathers and skeleton and crushable,

—

the
so he suffered the full punishment
sickening, lithe, cutting, kind of blows that
we have shivered to hear dealt to colts,

out in the far recesses of the green counaway from the danger of official in-

try,

welted,
terference. He emerged ridged,
white and tearless with an ugly red streak
across one cheek that somehow Dan wished wasn't there. It made the rest of his
face look so white and pinched and old
for its years.

Potato planting had been suspended for
the day. Without excuse or errand Dan
had driven off to town. Straggling buggies
began driving down the road,
people,
neighbors most of them all dressed up
like they went to church on Sundays, the
sun shining pleasantly on the horses'
sleek backs and glittering over the bright
parts of the harness. Billy climbed up to
the vantage point of the gate post, and
looked up the road eagerly, as many another boy has watched for a circus parade,
Yes it was coming just over the hill, he
could see the bright black top of it the
hearse. He remembered that this was the
day of Mrs. Brown's funeral, and he had

—

13.

heard his mother say she ought to go;
maybe he could go with herHe had been at old Mr. Hopkins' funeral when he was quite small and had enjoyed it immensely. It had seemed just

watch the people all moving around so still as if they expected
something, to see the black box with its
silver handles and the flowers all piled
on top he had wanted his mother to
lift him up to see in, but she didn't. Mr.
like a story to

—

Hopkins' family were
looking

all there, fine rich-

men and women with

their hair

beginning to turn grey and children of
grown up. And the
their own almost
people had sung "The Lord's My ShepI'll Not Want." It was just fine.
could almost see old Mr. Hopkins
going dovra the green pastures with his
long staff, just like he came out to salt
over, and
the sheep, only not so bent
maybe with a long gown on like the
He
Schoolcharts showed at Sunday

herd,

You

would likely have found Mrs. Hopkins,
who had died two years before, and they
would sit under the trees and both be
happier than they had been in all their
lives. One of the daughters had said, "He
never was the sanie since Ma died," and
never questioned the goodness of the angels in taking him to her.
Altogether there was nothing sad about it
except that everyone would miss old MrHopkins for a whileBut this funeral to-day would be different. There were children at Brovras',
some of them just babies. Mrs. Brown
couldn't be much older than his mother.
Billy's faith

consumption and

People said she had

Billy had called to ask hands to the
threshing last fall he had seen her at the
pump and she looked so white and thin

when

she had almost frightened him. When he
asked if he could carry the water for her
she couldn't answer just leaned on the
pump and coughed and coughed. He had
seen her helping her husband plant potatoes once too, she hadn't looked so bad
then, but that was a year ago- Well, she
would be through now. He had heard his
grandmother say once that there were "a
thousand things worse than death." Maybe it was true. He climbed stiffly down
from the gate post and walked reflective-

—

ly to the house.

Long before the hour, the Brown house
was filled with people others gathered in
;

knots about the yard. Men exchanged views of the crop prospects, and occasionally when the drone of the bees in
the lilacs, and the creak of the buggies
in the lane ceased for a moment, a remark like "That sod field ought to go
bushel to the acre," sounded irfifty
relevantly across the yard. The women
little
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talked only of the deecased, when she had
taken the turn, how she had said ?ood
bye to the children the last night and sent
them off to bed with a smile, then gone
completely out of her mind in the bitterness of it, and how hard it was going
to be for Jim- He was just getting ready
to build a barn too; a pile of gravel, a
few yards from the back door was evidence of its progress it seemed hard,
just when they were getting along so
well. And he
had done all for her that
a man could do. He had even had her to
the sanitarium but it was no use,
once
you got consumption there was just one
thing to wait for.
They reviewed the
lives and deaths of her ancestors to see
where she had taken it from but could find
no trace of the trouble for three generations back- She had always been so smart
and strong, too. Why when she was first
married she could do as much as any other
two women in the neighborhood.
The old doctor, friend and terror of the
neighborhood stopped to shake hands with
young fellow
a strong, honest-looking
leaning against the fence"Pretty hard, eh?" he remarked nodding

What

is

an Internal Bath?

—

—

—

towards the house.
"Sure is. It's a
get

hold of

you-

bad thing
I

know

to

from

let

ex-

perience. I worked in the city for a
couple of years in a wholesale house once,
got a notion I didn't like farming you
know, like lots of young fellows do, and
I believe if I'd stayed there a year longer,
cooped up in a cage breathing the dust
and smoke of the place, I'd never got back
at all. But I got out of it in time- I'm
out in the field now ten hours a day. I
eat like a horse and I'll bet you couldn't
find a spot on my lungs with the point of
a needle. I'm always glad I was able to
bring Hazel out to the farm. She gets tired
of it sometimes after always being in a
store, but I tell her it's the healthiest place
this side of Switzerland, all the fresh air
there is clean off" the fields, and the best
place in the world to bring up children."
"Isn't turning out very well for these
kids here."

—

—

"Losing their mother No."
"There's always that possibility."
"There is anywhere, what do you

mean?"
"Just that nine women out of ten in
these parts don't have time to bring up
their children, that if they were
given
half the care you give the milk critters the
young ones would have a better chance
to start with. The air may be good enough
in the fields but it's no elixir after it's
been shut up all day in a house so badly
heated that you have to keep the windows
down tight to keep things from freezing.
Did you ever see where they slept in there?
A little room off the kitchen just big
enough for a bed and the window frozen
down from summer to summer. I told
Brown the danger but he reckoned he got
enough fresh air out doors all day, and
if his wife had a cough it was no place
for her in a draught. Besides, he said, she
was prowling around so late at night sewing for the kids that the little time she
was in bed didn't matter much. Now he's
afraid he's caught it from her, but he
hasn't. He's in too healthy a shape to catch
anything. It's different with a
woman
spent with the children coming and the

By

R.

W. BEAL

Much

has been said and volumes have
written describing at length the
many kinds of baths civilized man has indulged in from time to time. Every possible resource of the human mind has been
brought into play to fashion new methods
of bathing, but strange as it may seem,
the most important, as well as the most
beneficial of all baths, the "Internal
Bath," has been given little thought- The
reason for this is probably due to the fact
that few people seem to realize the tremendous part that internal bathing plays
in
the acquiring and maintaining of

been

health.
If you were to ask a dozen people to
define an internal bath, you would have
as many different definitions, and the
probability is that not one of them would
be correct.
To avoid any misconception
as to what constitutes an internal bath,
let it be said that a hot water enema is no
more an internal bath, than a bill of fare
is a dinner.
If it were possible and agreeable to
take the great mass of thinking people to
witness an average post mortem, the sights
they would see and the things they would
learn would prove of such lasting benefit
and impress them so profoundly that further argument in favor of internal bathing would be unnecessary to convince

them.

Unfortunately, however,

it

is

not

possible to do this, profitable as such an
experience would doubtless prove to be.
There is, then, only one other way to get
this information into their hands, and
that is by acquainting them with such
knowledge as will enable them to appreciate the value of this long-sought-for
health-producing necessity.
Few people realize what a very little

thing

necessary sometimes to improve
their, physical condition.
Also, they have
almost no conception of how little carelessness, indifference or neglect can be the
fundamental cause of the most virulent
disease.
For instance, that universal disorder from which almost all humanity is
suffering,
known
as
"constipation,"
"auto - intoxication," "auto - infection,"
and a multitude of other terms, is not only
curable but preventable through the consistent practice of internal bathing.
How many people realize that normal
functioning of the bowels and a clean intestinal tract make it impossible to become
sick?
"Man of to-day is only fifty per
cent, efficient."
Eeduced to simple English this means that most men are trying
to do a man's portion of work on half a
man's power.
This applies equally to
is

women.
That

it

is
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impossible to continue to do

this indefinitelj' must be apparent to all.
Nature never intended the delicate human
organism to be operated on a hundred per
cent,
overload.
A machine could not
stand this and not break down, and the
body certainly cannot do more than a
machine. There is entirely too much unnecessary and avoidable sickness in the

world.

How many people can you name, including yourself, who are physically vigorous,
healthy and strong? The number is appallingly small.
»
It is not a complex matter to keep in
condition, but it takes a little time, and

m

these strenuous days people have
time
do everything else necessary for
the
attainment of happiness but the most
essential thing of all, that of giving
their
bodies their proper care.
to

Would you believe that five to ten minutes of time devoted to systematic internal

bathing can make you healthy and maintain your physical efficiency indefinitely?
Granting that such a simple procedure as
this will do what is claimed- for it,
is it
not worth while to learn more about
that
which will accomplish 'this end? Internal
Bathing will do this, and it will do it for
people of all ages and in all conditions of
health and disease.
People don't seem to realize, strange to
say, how important it is to keep the
body
free from accumulated body-waste (poisons).
Their doing so would prevent the
absorption into the blood of the poisonous
excretions of the body, and health, would
be the inevitable result.
If

you would keep your blood pure, your

heart normal, your eyes clear, your complexion clean, your head keen, your blood
pressure normal, your nerves -relaxed, and
be able to enjoy the vigor of youth in your
declining years, practise internal bathing

and begin to-day.

Now

that your attention has been called
the importance of internal bathing, it
may be that a number of questions will
to

suggest
will

themselves to your mind.
You
probably want to know WHAT an

WHY
WAY

Internal Bath is,
people should take
them, and the
to take them.
These
and countless other questions are all answered in a booklet entitled

"THE

WHAT, THE WHY and THE WAY OF
INTERNAL BATHING," written by Doctor Chas. A. Tyrrell, the inventor of the
"J. B. L. Cascade," whose life-long study

and research along this line make him the
pre-eminent authority on this subject. Not
only has internal bathing saved and prolonged Dr.-Tyrrell's own^life, but the lives
of multitudes of individuals have been
equally spared and prolonged.
No other
book has ever been written containing
such a vast amount of practical information to the business man, the worker and
the housewife.
All that is necessary to
secure this book is to write to Dr. Tyrrell
at Room 355, at 163 College Street, Toronto, and mention having read this article
in the Farmer's Magazine, and same will
be immediately mailed to_ you free of all
cost or obligation.
Perhaps you realize now, more than ever,
the truth of these statements, and if the
reading of this article will result in a

proper appreciation on your part of the
value of internal bathing, it will have
served its purposes. What you will want
to do now is to avail yourself of the opportunity for learning more about the subject, and your writing for this book will
give you that information. Do not put off
doing this, but send for the book now,
while the matter is fresh in your mind.
"Procrastination is the thief of time."
A thief is one who steals something. Don 't
allow procrastination to cheat you out of
your opportunity to get this valuable information, which is free for the asking.
If you would be natural, be healthy.
It
is unnatural to be sick. Why be unnatural,
when it is such a simple thing to be well?

•
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long hours and the work that you couldn't
hire a
girl to do.
I'm not so sure of
the children being safe; they're none too
strong to start with.
The young man resented this).
"Ain't you pretty hard on Brown?" he
demanded. "You won't find a harder workin' or a kinder man to his family anywhere; nor a woman more contented or
that took more pride in her home than
she diij. I don't like to hear him talked
about as if he was to blame for this, nor
she wouldn't."
The doctor's eyes wandered up to the
window with its patched, starched curholding
tains, and row of tomato cans
weary-looking geraniums.
There were
new coverings of wall-paper around the
tins,
a pitiful reminder of a woman's
struggle to keep her house to the last.
"No, she wouldn't," he agreed quietly.
"She thought the sun rose and set on Jim
and the kids.
And I'm not blaming
him. He thought this driving and saving
now was going to make things easier later
on, and he just got the habit and couldn't
stop. What you all need around here is a

—

.

.

.

more physiological common senseHow's Hazel?"
The question seemed ill-timed.
"First rate," the husband
answered.

little

"She's over there."
The doctor looked over to the girl who,
a year ago had left the smoke of the town
for the haven of the green country. The

plume in her chiffon hat sagged a little;
her wedding dress hung a bit limp, her
face seemed noticeably pale through the
tan. Altogether, to his professional eye,
she didn't look as well as when she left
the town.
In the house the service was beginningThrough the open door in the strained
quiet of the drowsy afternoon, the voice
of the minister came steadily in the melancholy cadence of the old text:
"Man that is born of a woman is of
full of trouble. He cometh
forth like a flower, and is cut down; he
fleeth also as a shadow, and continueth

few days and

not."

In his dumb, helpless way the father
tried to comfort the oldest little girl, the

only one of the children who could know
anything of the meaning of their loss. He
callous materialist. He was suffering the full agony of his first great
sorrow and he couldn't see why it had been
sent to him.
At the gate the doctor gripped the min-

was no

hand warmly. "That was a fine
sermon," he said- "Never heard better for
a time like this. Ye didn't talk as though
you were glad of the chance to warn us
of the agony of hell. 'Man is of few days
and full of trouble.'
It's a great text.
ister's

.

Now some
amused or

.

.

day," the doctor

was neither

"some Sunday, can't
you preach from it again, and tell 'em
how to stretch the time out and make it
irreverent,

happier. I could give you some facts. Bless
your heart man, it would be the most opportune sermon you ever preached in your
life- If you were in a city church you'd
be fighting sweat shops and child labor.
You've got them here just a little more
hidden from the public."

When

it

was

all over, Billy

beauty has taken Canada by
At the Toronto Exhibition, the crowds
who thronged the Automobile Section were
enthusiastic in their praise of Benjamin Briscoe's
latest Briscoe

storm.

—

masterpiece the Briscoe 4-24
Half Million Dollar Motor.
It is

the Car that

all

— the car with the

Canada has been waiting

for

— a beautiful car — a luxuriously comfortable car
— a powerful car — at a price that within easy
is

reach of the

man

Such a car

for

of every-day income.

$825 is possible because of Mr.
Briscoe's success in perfecting the Half Million
Dollar Motor the longest long-stroke
3 's" bore to 5js"
Motor in the world
stroke a motor that made 32 miles on a
gallon of gasoline.

—

—

—

him.

"What's the matter?" he asked drawing
away.
"Nothing. Just take them off sonny,
and how'd you like to go across the fields
now and bring the cows? I'm a little
anxious about Dolly."
Continued on page 48.

The

105-inch Wheel Base, Floating Type Rear
Axle, Full Elliptic Springs and deep Upholstery

insure the utmost ease and comfort, when
motoring.
Built on beautiful lines, with 5 passenger Touring
or 4 passenger Roadster bodies. Splitdorf electric
Starting and Lighting, fully equipped throughout.
Vott are tn/eresied, of course.
plele details?
Well, send for

You ivant com-

a copy of Jilr.
Half Million
Dollar Motor". IV s a big man '5 narrative of
a big achievement.
Jascinating pen picture
of pluck, virility and romance of old-

Briscoe's 07vn story of ''The

A

—

pathos and neiv-ivorld success.
Mailed free. Write to-day for it.
-world

The Canadian Briscoe Motor Co.

off'

experiences, also because his feet hurtHis Sunday shoes had been too big for
him once but they pinched his feet terribly since he started to go barefoot. They
were hard, sturdy, unyielding little cases;
Billy hated to go to Sunday School on account of them but he always took them
off on the way home. He asked his mother
if he could now, but she paid no attention. She was walking very fast looking
straight ahead of her- At last he caught
her skirt and she stopped quick, bent down
and put her arms tight around him, drawing in her breath in sharp little gasps.
He was afraid she was going to cry; he
had never seen her cry and it frightened

The Half Million Dollar Motor at Toronto Exhibition
The

trudged

up the road after his mother, trudged because he was stiff and sore, from the day's

27

Limited, Brockville,

Ont.
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THE UNIVERSAL CAR

New

Prices

August

1,

1916

The

following prices for Ford cars will be
effective on and after August 1st, 1916

Chassis

.

.

Runabout
Touring Car
.

1st,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Coupelet

.

.

Town Car

.

.

Sedan

.

.

.

f . o. b.

These

.

prices

$45000
47500
49500
69500
78000
89000

Ford, C)ntario

are positively guaranteed against any reduction before

1917, but there

is

no guarantee against an advance

in

August

price at any time.

Ford Motor Co. of Canada
Limited

Ford, Ontario
Assembly and Service Branches

at

St.

John, N.B.; Montreal, Que.; Toronto, Ont.; London, Ont.

Winnipeg, Man.; Saskatoon,

Sask.; Calgary, Alta.;

and Vancouver, B.C.

—
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Send to-day
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Machine
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full particulara of thia

I

machine,
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^Preston Car & Coach

Co. limited^
102 Dover Street, Preston, Ont.

Safety First
RAW

Ship your

!

FURS

and you are alon
the Safe Side
ways
to us

here
elements go into the making of a
fundamental agent of
his mother."
his greatness or commonness
Will Livingston Comfort.

"A

billion

boy, but there is one

proposition.
Billy knew the magnitude of the task,
and planned his course with the ingenuity
of a general. He would climb the hill first
and inspect the cedar thickets, then he
would come down through the gully where
the rocks and thorns and hazel bushes

made strange hiding

&

CO.,
131 West 24th

Inc.

New

St.,

York, N.Y.

places if she wasn't
there he would have to inspect the fence
The pasture
into the neighbor's woods.
;

thickety, but he knew every
foot of the ground he had covered it on
similar occasions before, and if he suffered some anxiety as to whether he could
locate the cow before dark, there was also
a pleasant little thrill of adventure in the

—

undertaking.

But Dolly wasn't among the cedars, and

TRAPPERS!|
your
Send

RAWFURS
toJOHN HALLAM
and receive highest cash prices. We send
money the same day the furs are received.
Charge no commissions^ and pay all charges.
We have paid out millions of dollars to thousands of trappers in Canada who send their
furstous because they know they get a square
deal, and receive more money for their furs.
You will al-so. We buy more furs from trappers
for cash than any other five firms in Canada,

—

H l/L H

Ilallam's Sportsmen's Catalogue

Hallama Raw Fur Quotations

1 llLiLi

Hallam 's Fur Style
Sent free on request

-

145

liook (32 pages)

Address as follows:

JOHN HALLAM

Limited

Hallam Building, Toronto.

The

largest

in

she hadn't found a shelter in the valley.
The shadows were creeping out long and
misty when Billy with an unsteady feeling under his belt, turned his scrutiny to
the line fence. Sure enough there was a
spot where the dead brush topping the
ridge of piled up stones was trampled and
broken. The high-strung little heifer had
taken a dangerous climb to find a sanctuary worthy of her great moment. Beyond the break in the fence, there wasn't a
nothing
clue to the direction she had taken
but solid damp woods, and it was getting
dark. Then over the fields came two slow
familiar calls from the dinner bell. A
warm flood of relief came over Billy; his

—

mother was

our line in Canada.

maybe

telling

him

father had
would hunt the cow.

TRAPPERS
Read This Advertisement
We want all kinds of Can-

RAW

Raw Furs and will
pay promptly the highest
market prices.
You can
depend upon us to treat you honestly.
Write us
Satisfaction guaranteed.
17|

adian

IDVI

for prices.

M.

SAYER & CO.

269 Seventh Ave.

WE

New York

City

BUY GINSENG

both Wild and Cultivated, at highest prices.
If you want reports on Fur or Ginseng,
send for free quotations containing

H. A.

full particulars.

SCHOENEN.

kWySH^^l^'^

his

till

—

—

Fears for Dolly were not ungrounded.
Following the instinct of her kind the
aristocratic little Jersey had slipped away
by herself on this particular afternoon.
Billy found the rest of the cows waiting
at the bars, lowing to be milked after a
day on the heavy spring pasture. It was
only necessary to let them into the lane
and they started off home in a bobbing
To find the missing cow was another
file.

was rough and

JOSEPH NEWMAN

tellin'

II.

come home
come back and

to

Dan hadn't come home yet. He was just
driving into the yard when Billy came up
Besides he had spent the afternoon in a
rather noisy hang-out in town and was in
no humor for hunting stray cattle.
"Chores all done?" he asked in the
edged voice that the family had learned

you is not to show yourself back
you find that cow if it takes you

till

daylight."

If the task of finding a hiding

cow

in

the woods at night had seemed impossible before, it was the last thing Billy
hoped for now, as he stumbled rapidly
back over the humpy path through the
stubble field, blinding angry tears burning his eyes and a child's bitter vengeance
surging up inside of him and finding an
outlet in strange, mad, little curses. At the
edge of the woods the feeling began to
cool in a new sensation.
Billy wouldn't
have admitted what it was, but the place
was 90 still and dark and far away from
everywhere, that the breaking of dry twig
under his feet set his pulses beating wildly. There were weird stories afloat in the
neighborhood that the woods was a dark
haunt of tramps, and ever since old Enoch,
the half-witted brother of a neighbor had
wandered off and got lost in the heart of
it and only his pitiful crying had brought
the men with their lanterns, school children had avoided it as the abode of all
things lunatic and uncanny.

But Billy couldn't avoid it now. With
hands clenched and legs stiffened and cold
he began his lone patrol, rustling the
dead leaves as little as possible and stopping to listen every few seconds, as he
groped deeper into the blackness. Once
he called "Dolly," but the hoarse, strained
voice came whispering back from behind
a hundred tree trunks. He didn't move till
they had finished. Once he stumbled
against a rotten log, and a cat leaped al-

most from under

and shot in
bracken. Instinctively Billy broke off a dead limb
he had
heard of ugly encounters with bush cats in
the hungry season, and the consciousness
that his presence of mind hadn't entirely
left him, brought new courage.
For the
first time since he entered the wood he
really remembered what he was there for.
The_blood began to circulate in his shaking limbs, and he found himself peering
into the blackness and listening not for
"sounds" this time but for Dolly.

long lopes

his feet,

off into the

—

—

Years after, in a wood in Flanders, on
a night mercifully blacker than this, moving like a shadow among the willows, keeping his eyes raised from the pitiful staring eyes on the ground around him, and
calling softly in a voice scarcely above the

warm, scented wind off the field, his memory played him a strange trick. A shutter

quick senses observed the quietness of the
pigs in the pen, the horses crunching their

seemed to click, revealing for
an instant an old picture, as though this
experience had happened to him before
somewhere. Was the thing "getting" him
as he had seen it get others? With a new
terror in his drawn face he put his hand
to his head and whispered, "Oh. God, not

hay in the

stable. "Seems as if mother's
done them," he replied. "I went from the

that!" Then over his bleared consciousness came a tinkling like a little bell, and

funeral to get the cows. Dolly's missing."-

—

tolisten for.

chores.

Billy

had never thought of

He remembered them now with

feeling of guilt.

At

the

a

same time his

"You mean to say you went off. all
afternoon when you knew that heifer
needed watchin'? And you haven't found
her yet? Well, just git right back and
Never mind
stay till you do find her.
about your mother callin' you. You ain't
dealin' with your mother now. What I'm

in his brain

a voice a clear, sweet and confident, "Billy
it's all right.
Boy, I'm here." And the
tears came with a flood of relief and comfort, just as they had done years before
when he stood in the woods of the old
swamp farm, hearing her call and the
tinkling of her milk pail. She had come
to help him.

Continued on page 66
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Water Systems
The Standard
The Type

of

Canada

Gasoline Enis one
of a series of the most comG.

gine

Pumping Unit

plete

and modern pumping

plants now on the market.
This Unit Pump will pump

more water on less power,
because the Aylmer way of
driving the pump and the
Aylmer Gravity Idler actually require less power.

You must

see our Bulletin

No.

get

full

Aylmer Units
made for every

are

35

to

details.

of

well,

proof

if

and

kinrl
frost-

desired.

Tbey make, the only
complete System for
Hydro - I'neumatic
Service or the open
tanks.

Aylmer Pumps on
the market over 25
years
All

Pumps and

tems

a b s

1

Sysutely

guaranteed.

Write
Bulletin

direct

No.

35,

ask your dealer.

for
or

AYLMER, ONTARIO, CANADA
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MORE WATER
ON
LESS POWER

1^ li
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Certain-teed
feoofmg
This guarantee, vvhick
on every roll of CP^KTAINTl-;KI),-is bat'ked by the world's largest
is

manufacturers of roofings and Ijuilding
There is no equivocation, no
evasion CERTAIN-TilEiD is guaranteed
papers.

—

to last 5, 10 or 15 years, accoriliug to ply
Experience has proven that
(1, 2 or .'i).
I'ERTAIM-TEEI) outlasts its liberal guar-

antee.
Ise CEKTAIX-TEEIt on

your farm buUrtsafer tlmii wood shingles, looks
galviinized
iron
or tin; is easier
than

iiiKS.

It

lietter
to lay.
is

liy

very

is

It
nud cheaper than any of them.
different from inferior roofing sold

mail.

from ymir local dealer, whom
fii't
know and can rely iiimn. It will save you money
It is sold by guo;l dealers all over Canada
in the end.
at leasonHble pnce.s.

CERTAIN-TKED

.you

General Roofing Mfg. Co.
World's Largest Manufacturers of
Roofing and Building Papers
DistribiitiiiK

centres:

—

.Montreal,

Toronto.

Winnipeg, Vancouver. Ottawa, Quebec, Ed.

iiionton. I-on<lon, Halifax, Ke^ina.

.St.

John's.

Sherbrooke, Brandon,

Canadian Distributors

McFarlane Ladder Works

the economic handicojjs under which the fanner labors, deDESPITE
spite the continual fight thai he must wage with middlemen and the

Toronto, Ontario
iiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiii!iiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiyin

1 Pure Copper Lightning
=

Rod

Hamilton, Ontario-

Co. |
^

abstractive industries, the man on the well-conducted farm, enjoying
the suns of October, the elixir of fresh fruits and vegetables and the moral
tonic of outdoor labor, occupies the real point of vantage in society. And- it is
our belief that the post-bellum days of this frightful and unprecedented strife-

:

THE FA KME
pulled this way and that,
teach him to lead.

IN

Repair

is

way

a good

for a supply of clean drinking

water.

Do not waste feed in the cornfield by
pasturing where cutting would save it.
The greatest amount of potash is in the
Plan to save it.
liquid cow manure.
The sire is more than half the herd. If
he is richly bred every heifer inherits his
good butter traits.
Feed some windfall apples with the
grain rations.
Fill the silo as soon as the corn is fit.
This year the corn is not likely to be as
rich as in former years in many districts,
Save all
because it is not so mature.
you can.
Keep the milking machine well cleaned.
Don't forget the salt.
Do not think that the cream separator
will do if cleaned once a week in cool
Plunge the bowl and cups in
weather.
cold water and then in boiling water after
each using. Thoroughly brush them twice
a week.
Do not feed dry feed to cows just before
milking as the dust settles into the milk.
The milker's clothing should be clean.

—

travel " is so constructed as to give the full heat of the fuel to the
circulating water, and no heat gets away without paying toll to the
water-way. This saves iiul and saves money. The King Hot Water
Boiler has no fear of competition in the matter of quality, heating power,
OX fuel economy. Besides, the ease of operation makes a King Boilet- trans
cendently superior. You can shake the ashes from either side, standing up;
You can use an ash pan full size of pit You can regulate the drafts accu
rately on account of tight
;

Hot

fitting doors and joints. Flues
are easily cleaned, ample combustion space allows complete
binning of gases instead of their
going free up the chimney.
Simple to erect and economical to instal.
have a King.
Heating Apparatus for every requirement,
from a cottage up to an apartment house.
manufacture everything required for
heating steam or hot water for buildings of

Boiler
We

of

digestible

protein

in

Compare the various feeds.
Henry on Feeding is a good book

—

YOU WANT FACTS REGARDING THE
ADVANTAGES OF HOT WATER HEATING
AND THE COST, WRITE US. INFORMATION GLADLY SUPPLIED.

King
Radiators
The

success of the

King

Radiators is founded on
the same principles that
have made the Boiler so
successful
the quick cir-

the

—

for

culation principle.

Radiators are

that palatability, and succu-

fit

two essentials in any ration.
A good grain mixture to be fed with a
low-protein class of roughage such as
timothy hay, corn silage, prairie hay or
lence are

any

size or

Vtfhat

a

King

made

to

shape of

Let us

rpace.

tell

you

King Hot

Water Heating System
would cost. Our Illustrated

"COMFORTABLE HOMES"

millets is:

200 lbs barley.
200 lbs. cottonseed meal.
100 lbs. alfalfa meal.
^00 lbs wheat bran.

When

—

IF

every farmer to have at his 'elbow.

is

We

all descriptions.

feed.

This

51.

It's awfully nice to dress in a warm room
on a cold winter morning. It is the luxury that
comes of having a KingBoilerand King Radiators
You can have your
to furnish your hot-water heating.
bed-room windows open all night with the air below zero,
then step into the next room in the morning to dress and you
"Steady and strong " that is the
will find it as warm as toast.
style of heating the King Boiler and King Radiators do. The "fire""

Feed liberally if profit is desired.
Fix up your ration and figure out the
cost during some evening.
To get the cost of a pound of digestible
protein divide the price of 100 lbs. by the

Remember

MAGAZINE

windows.

all

cent,

S

THE DAIRY STABLES.

possible.

per

'

to

Whitewash the walls after brushing
them free of cobwebs.
Use cement if
Repair broken floors.
Arrange

II

19-1%

Steel and RadiationXimited
Hedd Office and Factory, 157

digestible protein.

feeding low and

high

Booklet.
sent FREE on Request.

protein

Fraser Avenue, Toronto

Manufacturers of Steam and Hot Water Heating Apparatus for buildings of
every description; also Fenestra Solid Steel Sash; Expanded Metal Reinfoicing, etc.

classes of roughages such as silage and
clover, mixed hay or Ontario pea hay, the
following grain ration can be fed

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs

corn meal.
oat, ground.
cottonseed meal.
wheat bran.

A

grain mixture should be fed in proportion of 1 lb. to each 3 lbs. of milk, produced daily. Give all the roughage she
will clean up.
IN

THE HOG PENS.

$13 per cwt. comes once in a lifetime.
Get the young pigs going nicely oipasture before cold weather comes.
Breed the sows now for February pigs
This gives you
if you have good pens.
a 200-lb. pig in a dear time of the year.

StovcrisGoodEngines
For yeaiB
engines tor

we have been testing various gasoline

witli Peerless Water Systems,
has taught us that the "Stover"
the greatest Engine Value on this Continent.
Gasoline PJngine that ai)i)roaches
Itnow of
ii.se

Experience

NO
for
WEIGHT, DURABILITY,
POWER, regardless of piice.

FI.NISH

is

We
it

AND

The prices will
Write us for descriptive booklet.
surprise you.
\^'e are open for agents where unrepresented.

N.4TIONAL EQUIPMENT CO
LIMITED.
1.5 Wabash Avenue, Toronto.

They run as you hoped they mould

.

THE
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farmp:r-'s

Young
Warranted to G/ve Sattafacdon.

pigs

need

magazine

warm

quarters

at

FARM BOOKS
THAT HELP

night.

Provide a rubbing post around which
some old heavy rope is nailed. Oil this.
Figure on your concentrates for winter
feeding, and buy right.
Have you at your desk, the bulletins
Prof.
issued by your college on swine?
Day, of O.A.C., Guelph, has a good one
in Ontario. You get it free by addressing
the Department of Agriculture, Toronto.
The Dominion Department also issues one
by J. B. Spencer, which can be had free.

Gombault's
Caustic Balsam

Keep adding to your library a few
good works about your business. The
following books will be sent postpaid to you upon receipt of the prices
named.
Shorthorn Cattle
Alvin H. Sanders
Editor Breeders' Gazette
The leader for breeders of Shorthorn
cattle in America, with a history of the
British work.
S2.10, postpaid; half leather. $2.60
Bij

Fall litters, if taken care of, can be
made very profitable. If neglected they
can be a dead loss.
Let the hogs clean up all fallen and
wormy fruit in the orchard, but watch

A

Safe, Speedy

and

Positive

Bij

Cure for

IN

Alfalfa in America
By Joe E. Wing

Finish all repair work necessary to put the houses in good condition
for winter.
It is not too late to sow rye for a corn
crop early in October. This pays better
than buying large quantities of manure.
Disbud carnations, fumigate or spray
for aphis, even if you do not see any. You
do not want to see any, especially on sweet
seed sown.

PAYS FOR ITSELF
IN 7 DAYS
Write for our Special
Offer
Hand

model

to the one on
Shorthorns and represents the latest in
the WhUefaces.
$2.25, postpaid; half leather. $2.60 M

THE GREENHOUSE.

Try and keep the supports just a little
ahead of the growth of the carnations,
sweet peas, and mignonette.
Lettuce .should be planted and radish

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Toronto, Ont.

latest

Mixer produces a better
mix with
less
cement,
saving you time, labor and

Prof,

off all

Horses
Carl W. Gay
of the University of Pennsylvania
Covers, structure, types, principles of
breeding and horse in service. Llppin-

By

cott Series.

$1.60, postpaid

Feeds and Feeding
By Henry

green stuff

in America for feedA new, revised, up-toers of livestock.
date edition is out.

The standard book

roots, like carrots^ beets, etc.,

boxes of sand.
Parsnips will keep just as well

ground

all

$2.10, postpaid

Vegetables
By John W. Lloyd

in the

the University of Illinois
It places vegetable gardening on a safe
and sure basis. The book for moneymaking, business farmers.

winter.

of

When many cabbages are co be stored,
bring a few in the cellar and place the rest
head down in trenches and cover with
straw.
Add earth as the weather gets
reliable remedy for rheumatism, neuralgia, sore throat and

The old

colder.

sprainr.

Celery can be wintered the same way as
cabbage, only line the trenches with

Best Liniment
"I

fell

E.

Made

MENT and in six days I
I

Squashes and pumpkins need considerable warmth. They can go in the furnace
room or up stairs.
Late tomatoes may be ripened by pulling the plants and hanging them up in the

work again.
the best Lini-

to

it

ment made."
Minard's Liniment
always gives satis-

For any
faction.
ache or pain. It
gives instant

attic.

relief.

After
or

Minard's Liniment
Co., Limited

Yarmouth,

-

-

N.S.

1
VARICOSE VEINS, BAD LEGS, ETC.
are promptly relieved with inexpensive home treatment.
It absolutely removes the pain, swelling, tiredness and
Full particulars on receipt of stamp.
<tist'asf.

W.

F.

YOUNG.

482 Lyroans Building

P.D.F.
Montreal,

By Laura Rose
by a Canadian writer
on the subject.
$1 .35, postpaid

A Canadian book

Sheep Farming in America
By Joe E. Wing

A

the doctor called a very
bad sprained ankle, and
told me I must not walk
on it for three weeks. I
got MINARD'S LINI-

think

Farm Dairying

little celery for immediate use is
easily blanched by placing a few stalk? in
a butter crock with just enough water to
cover the roots being kept in a dark place.

from a building and received wliat

was out

$1 .60. postpaid

boards.

Laundry, EDMONTON.writes:—

Canada

sow

Day

Animal Husbandry at the
O.A.C., Guelph

of

$1.60, postpaid

floor.

Keep the

Geo. E.

cott Series.

before the month ends.
Put potatoes in a clean bin with a board

in

story of the growing, cultivaof this great hay crop.

330 pages, with 75 Illustrations, descripmanagetive, and treats of breeding,
Lippinment, marketing and disease.

THE GARDEN.

Black frost will cut

and curing

Swine

money
178SSpadina Ave., Toronto

full

tion

By

any stock geranium plants
outdoors take all cuttings off and place
them in sand.
IN

The

$2.00, postpaid

peas.
If you have

Wettlaufer Bros., Ltd.

Mr. A.

of the Herefords

AUin H. Sanders

A companion volume

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Cappe4 Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
Puffs, and all lamcnesa from Spavin,
Hingbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or Farasites,
Thrush, Diphtheria, Removes all
Bunches from Horses or Cattle.
As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., It is invaluable.
T;very bottle of Caustic Balsam sold Is
Warranted to give satisiaction. Price $1,50
per bottle. Sold by druggists, or sent by express, charpps paid, with full directions for
its use. jarsend for descriptive circulars,
testimonials, etc. Address

This

The Story

that they do not hurt the young trees.

Has Imitators But No Competitors.

all

it to

plants are

in,

plow the garden

rye.

Dig a trench into
Set out rhubarb.
which a heavy dressing of manure is
given.
Plant onions for spring eating tViis
month.
Provide a place for apples where the
temperature runs about 35 degrees. Keep
the apples cool and the fungus will not
develop.

368

and treats

pages

fully

the

whole

subject.

$1.10, postpaid

Poultry Breeding;;?^

By

A
'

*

Miller Purvis

thoroughly reliable and informing
for tlie farmer or specialist.
$1.10, postpaid

work

Trees, Shrubs,' Vines and Herbaceous
Perennials
By KHrkeyaard, Fernald and White
The only book of its kind. Fills a longOf interest to everyone. 410
felt want.
pages.

59 full-page illustrations in tone.

$1 .60, postpaid
other hooks, including Dr. Mardon's Inspirational books, can be had
upon application. State what you want,
enclose the price and give directions
Every care will be taken with
plainly.

Many

your order.

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
143-153 University Ave.,

Toronto
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AMONG THE POULTRY.
See the special poultry columns on
another page.
Sell off the old hens and cockerels.
Keep the turkeys and geese in condition

on the volume of business done. All this
was consigned to them by farmers.
Produce

Amount.

and watch for best

Eggs

15,600 doz.
6,976 lbs.
10,308 lbs.
6,991 lbs.
2,442 lbs.

prices.

all

Received.

Value

Pork

waste by burning.
Set out perennials this month.
Place a frame over the bed of violets,
and blossoms will be picked in the spring
earlier than usual.
Start a compost heap now.
Plant the bulbs in the ground before
Destroy

They handled:

Butter
Beef

AMONG THE FLOWERS.

53

Veal
Fish
Poultry
Vegetables
L.imb

$3,900.00
2,0S2.00
2,775.00
1,748.00
732.00

$276.00
.n.032.00
104.00
300.00

.$2,894.00

606.00
588.00
1,000 bus.

Hides
Potatoes
Cheese

12.5.00

1.000.00
1.440.00

720 lbs.

Cordwood

Scars

Hav

7 cars

the frost comes.

mangolds should be housed

All

Bob
Lopg
UNION

The Orchard

GENERAL FARM WORK.

By

this

I.

MADE

M. Stenning.

GLOVES^OVERALLS

month.

The potato crop should

all

be

dug

this

Down

beyond the garden-wall

Perhaps it
pay to sow rye or rye
and winter vetch to get a growth to plow

Apples in the tree-tops
Apples lying under,

down

Pyramids of apples shining
In the glow of day's declining.

will

in the spring.

Drain wherever
fields

Xnourn fixnn

There's a world of wonder,

month.

are dry.

possible now that the
will have wet springs

is

We

Strewn around the grey

again.

Clean up old fence rows of weeds.
Gather and burn all burdocks.
Open out the ditches and furrow the low
places in the fields.
Prepare for good butter and egg prices
this winter.
Upe cement to repair whomever possible.
Plan for a brisk winter live stock feeding business.

AMONG THE

BEES.

Bees should go into winter quarters late
month.
Ten-frame single wall hives will carry

\

tall,

old trees,

In the grass enfolden,
Gifts of sweet October these

—
The KLINE

Russet, red, and golden.
All the suns of summer sleeping
In their warm and fragrant keeping.

Tenderly the good day dies
And the m^oon zip-stealing
Watches ivith her quiet eyes,
Sheds a light revealing
Dewy branches diam.ond^crested,
Apples all in silver vested.
Westminster Review.

—

Here

this

the Fanniag Mill you want
"KLINE" .igainst any fanning mill in

s

Test the
e.vistence,

and

if

it

does

not do

and

cleaner

faster work and rim easiei- than any fanning
mill built, we will refund eveiT cent you pay
for the •Kline."
The "Kline" is absolutely unequalled for separating wild oats, chess, lifht and small grain,
1«0
smut and seeds.
A

strong colonies if properly protected. A
good plan is to build a rough shed open
on the north side. Set hives close together
and pack straw around and back of them.
It is wise to see that each colony has
sufficient honey.
About 30 lbs. is needed.
Thin sugar syrup may be fed while the

CAPACITY OF
HAS
KUSHELS PER HOUR.
Once you see' it operate you
with no other fanning mill.

Write and

tell

us about

satisfie<l

troubles.

Beeton, Ont.

Kline Manufacturing Co.,

is warm.
Where mice trouble

be
mill

>vil]

your fanning

weather

SELDOM SEE

it is well to fasten
a strip of woven wire, coarse enough to
let the bees through but to exclude the
rodents, over the entrances.

a big knee like this, but your horse
may have a bunch or bruise on his
Ankle, Hock, Stifle, Knee or Throat.

ABSOR BINE

.**^

trade
TRADE MARK

Rl
REG.U.S.PAT.

OFF.

without laying the
horse up.
blister, no hair
gone. Concentrated
only a few
drops required at an application. $2 per
will clean it off

Grain Growers Sell Farm
Produce

No

—

Describe your case for special instructionB
and Book 8
free.
JR.. antiseptic
liniment fot manicind.
Reduces Painful Swellings. En*

bottn. delivered.

'The way the Grain Growers' Grain Co.
handling the produce for the farmers
of Manitoba is evidenced in the returns
from their Winnipeg office for May and
June. This office has just been open for
two years and they are to be congratulated

K

is

ABSORBINE,

Goitre, Wens, Bruises, Varicose Veins,
\;iricosities. Old Soret.
Allays Pain. Price 81 and S2 a
bottle at drueeists or delivered.
Manufactured only by
W. F. YOUNG. P.D.F. 482l.ymans Bldg..Hantreal, Can.

tiTBed

Glands.

Absorblae and Ab^nrbiite, Jr., are made In Canada.

LONDON "BULL DOG" BATCH MIXER
PAYS FOR ITSELF

DAYS

IN 20

Built to last a lifetime.

"We all prize your -magazine very
tnuch, and look forward with much
interest for the next issue as it is always hrim, full of good sound reading for every member of the family."
G. M., Paris, Ont.

Severe damage from wind storms
has been done in Canada this year
improperly stayed and
silos
to
roofed. It pays to put the silo up
well in the first place.
Pe careful
of the gas in unventilated silos
when filling time comes.
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and Human Nature
While the horse belongs to the lower order of animals it is eousidereil
in the nature of a compliment if you
say of a man that he has "horse
sense." This quality summarizes a
person's ability to cope practically
with every situation that arises concerning his business and in promoting the general welfare of himself
and others dependent upon him.

Among

other things "horse sense"
implies foresight in the provision of

adequately equipped medicine
cabinet for the prompt treatment of
illness and accident not only in the
household, but also among the animals of the stable and barn-yards.

an

Of inestimable value in such emergencies and quite indispensable to
the family medicine cabinet is, Dr.
Thomas' Eclectrie Oil. This is the
time-tested remedy that can be applied with .equally good effect to both
man and beast in treating all manner of cuts, burns, bruises, scratches
sprains.

Xo household

should be without Dr.
Eclectrie Oil, for its prompt
use will save many a dollar in Doctor's bills and prevent minor ailments and accidents from developing into serious disorders.

Thomas'

scalds or burns herself
while working around the stove
apply Dr. Thomas Eclectrie Oil. Do
the same wherever any of the family
or any of the domestic animals sustains any sort of an injury such as
scratches, sprains, cuts or bruises.
And do the same for coughs, colds
and sore throat.
If the wife

'

Apply
the

promptly and according to
directions that go with each
it

bottle.
It is the "stitch in
that "saves nine."

time"

25 Cents a Bottle.
for it by name
you get the genuine

Ask your dealer
alid see that

Ur.

Thomas' Ecleetric
is

Northrop

Oil.

inanufarturecl solely hy

& Lyman Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario
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Send for my booklet
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To Farmers

Experiment

largely

tural

based on the New Zealand system, the Government of the Province of
British Columbia, the most westerly province of Canada, is now offering to lend
one million dollars to farmers and such
co-operative organizations as are engaged
in agricultural or allied pursuits or in the
maketing of farm produce. Interest rates
in British Columbia are high, and money
for this purpose has always been difficult
The agricultural areas in the
to obtain.
province are pretty well confined to nar-

row valleys, and lending companies have
found the cost of operation and supervision very high in proportion to the
volume of business offering. Consequently
farm loan rates have averaged from eight
up to ten, and in some instances, as high
In vivid
as twelve per cent, per annum.
contrast the rate being charged by the
agricultural credit commission is only six
and one-half per cent. The loans made
by private concerns were seldom for longer than five years. Under the government
system loans may run for as long as
thirty-six and one-half years.

PROVINCE GUARANTEES BONDS
Altogether the legislature has authorized the commission to borrow up to fifteen
million dollars for the purposes of AgriThe money borcultural Credits Act.
rowed has been" secured by twenty-five
year coupon bonds which are unconditionally guaranteed by the province, both as to
principal and interest. The general principle of the Act is that the rate charged
the borrower shall be approximately one
per cent, more than the cost of the money
to the commission. The first sale of bonds
was made at a rate to yield the investor
5.63 so that the profit left for the commission is only .87 per cent.
Loans may be made for the following
purposes: the acquiring of land and the
satisfaction of encumbrances on the same;
the clearing of land, draining, dyking,
water storage, and irrigation works; the
erection of farm buildings; the purchase
of live and dead stock, machinery and fer-

discharging

liabilities

incurred

for the improvement and development of
land and any purpose which in the opinion
of the commission will increase the productiveness of the land in respect of which
the loan is proposed.
As regards the period of time which a
loan may run there are three classes.
First, long dated loans which may run for
twenty, thirty and thirty-six and one-half
Second, short dated loans which
years.
shall not be less than three years or more
than ten years; and thirdly, single season loans which shall be repayable within
twelve months from the tirne the application

is

Agricultural Credit

in

EDGAR WILLIAM DYNES

authority of an AgriculUNDER Credits
Act, very

tilizers;
It

S

Loans

Horse Sense

and

'

accepted.

Four years ago the Government appointed a royal commission to investigate
the. agricultural requirements of the proIn addition to making investigavince.
tions within the province the commission
had authority to visit foreign countries,
with a view to the adoption of methods in
British Columbia that had been found to

be successful elsewhere. One commissioner visited Europe and also the United
States where he interviewed the members
and officials of the Permanent American

Commission on Co-operation and Agricultural Credits; another visited New Zealand and Australia; while a third spent
considerable time in the North-West provinces of Canada.
In their report they outlined certain
conditions which were retarding the agricultural development of the province.
Much of the land was heavily timbered
and land clearing was expensive.
The
rapid growth of the coast cities had attracted many from the land, and those
who desired to remain found the necessary capital very hard to obtain.

ADOPTED

NEW ZEALAND SYSTEM

After investigation of a number of
credit schemes they advocated the adoption of the New Zealand system in preference to the Australian. Their principal
reason for this action was that they had
found that the' former had borrowed capital in the money centres of the world,
while the latter had depended very largely
on the state savings banks for funds. The
result had been that funds had not always
been available. As a result Australia has
not loaned out in excess of $45,000,000,
while Jier neighbor has advanced more
than $20,000,000 more. Their report has
now been incorporated in legislation.

Of course, there is some criticism. Loan
company experts claim that in a province
like British Columbia the cost of administration will far exceed one per cent., not
to speak of the .87 per cent, the commission are allowing themselves in connection
first loan.
On account of the
distances and the area to be covered the
cost of inspection and appraisal will be
high. Certain costs at the beginning will
be borne by the borrower.

with the

ONE SERIOUS CRITICISM.
One feature of the bill is being criticized
somewhat severely. The commission conSuperintendent, who happens
be the Minister of Agriculture, the
deputy Ministers of Agriculture and Finance, and two well-known farmers appointed by the Government. The commission is not allowed to make loans for more
than $2,000, but with the consent of the
Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council (the Provincial Cabinet) they may make loans up
to $10,000. It is felt in some circles that
this way leaves the door open to make
larqe loans to political friends.
Another feature of criticism has been
the appointment of a well-known coast
politician, who is no longer seeking election to the legislature, to the post of chief
'The commission would start
appraiser.
out with a better chance of making the
operation of the act a success if its operations were divorced from politics altogether. In Saskatchewan the members of
a public utilities commission were disfranchised in order that they might be absolutely unbiased in their work.
sists of the

to
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More Nourishment

fit to stand the test of
the Western climate.

planting the prairie farmstead, one
of the first requisites is to get a windbreak or shelter-belt started. The shelter-belt should be from fifty to seventyfive feet w^ide, the rows about nine feet
apart, with the young trees about two feet
apart in the row; these can later be thinned out to four or eight feet interspaces.
It is well to have the outer rows of fastgrowing trees like the willow, poplar and
Cottonwood, to serve as a protection for
the inner rows of larger, slower-growing,
longer-lived trees with greater timber

1 ^€*€* C^ r\€>¥
V^Llol.
"""*i^Coo

IN

— and a

The rapid growth and hardiness of the
willows makes them the most desirable
trees for snow traps and the outer rows of
windbreaks. They can also be used for
low, formally trimmed hedges. Their use
for timber is limited to the production of
rather low-grade fence posts, which, however, can be made to last many years if
well treated, and can be cut in about seven
or eight years after planting the trees.
The White or Gray Willow, while it is
not as ornamental as the Russian Golden
Willow, is more hardy and perhaps a little
better adapted for windbreak planting on
the prairies.

with an abundant supply of
Norway Poplar, Russian
Poplar and Cottonwood will produce the
greatest amount of lumber that can be
produced on a piece of land in twenty to
When planted in
twenty-five years.
groves they need to be set about sixteen
feet apart, as they are gross feeders, and
They should
will not tolerate shade.
have either frequent cultivation or a good
straw mulch to keep down weeds and to
conserve moisture.
The Mountain Ash, Green Ash and
White Ash, have all been well tested on
the prairies.
The two last varieties are
absolutely hardy, but very slow growing
and late in coming into leaf. The Mountain Ash is one of the best trees for ornamental purposes, with fine dark green
leaves, creamy-white flowers, and these
followed by large clusters of beautiful
red berries. The trunks of young Mountain Ash trees should be headed toward
To the
the south to prevent sun scald.
elm we owe much of the beauty of many
of our shelter belts.
It has not always
proved perfectly hardy in the Western
climate, however.
The Box Elder or Manitoba Maple is
an excellent nurse tree for slower growing
kinds, and it is well suited to furnish a
good shade in a short time. While it will
grow on almost any soil, it soon becomes
dwarfed or stunted on poor or dry soils;
it needs thorough interior pruning to keep
soils

the

the top from getting too dense. It's best
place is in the outer rows of windbreak
plantings.

The European Larch is a very hardy
deciduous conifer, quite capable of standing the Western climate. It is especially
suited for ornamental planting and the
wood is hard and durable. The tree is also
adapted to close planting in groves or
shelter-belts, where it will produce almost
perfectly straight timbers.
Because of
its beauty and value the Larch should be
planted on every lawn and in every
timber plantation.
For ornamental planting the Spruces

You make food much more
nourishing

you add Bovril

if

Bovril goes a long way.

Its bodybuilding powers have been proved 10 to 20 times
It increases food va/ue and
the amount taken.
little

saves kitchen waste.
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Settle in

Northern

You

for

Ontario

Opportunity :nvaits tlif man wlio will strike mit to tlu' rich, fertile laiul of
."Millions of aeres ot virfriii snil obtainable free, at a
Xortbprn Ontario.
This land contains immense
nominal cost, are calling for cultivation.
resources in timber, mineral, waterpower. fruh, game anil scener.v, anri is
_one nf the greatest expanses of fertile territor.v in the woi'lil. This lanil calls
for men lo cultivate it: in return it will give health, comfort and prcsjierity.
Thousands of farn'ers have responded to the call. How almnt y^ n ?
For

full

information, as to terms, regulations and settlers' rates, write to

H.A. MACDONELL,
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G.

Director of Colonization
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Ministerof Lands. Forests and Mines
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have a special place around the prairie
home. The White Spruce will grow as far
north as any tree, is suitable either for
ornamental or shelter-belt planting and
will thrive on a great range of soils. The
Black Hills Spruce is a distinct variety of
the White Spruce, growing as a smaller
tree with stockier leaves and branches
more adapted to prairie conditions. It

KELSEV
HEALTH HEAT
Kelsey
THE
the

Health Heat

HOME MONEY MAKERS

should be planted quite freely inside the

is

No
No

ornamental effects. The
Rocky Mountain Blue Spruce, the Scotch
Pine, Jack Pine, and Siberian Arborshelter-belt for

noiseless heat.
thumping of pipes.
'hissing and sissing of air valves
to drive you to distraction.
And while it heats it also
ventilates.
Plenty of heat with no noise.
Plenty of air with no drafts.
Floors as warm as toast.

Vitse,

can

all

be classed as prairie ever-

greens.

An

Less coal burned, more heat
secured than from radiator heat.
can prove it. Want the
I
proofs ?

Experiment
Orcharding

in
The war has created an uuprecedectert

defor Sooks-for-the-SoIdier-Boys and
affords a Grand Opportunity to anyone
interested in uniting Loyalty, Patriotism
.ind Self-interest by investing in a FirstClass Familj Knitting Maebine for Red

mand

r\ NE

of the most interesting experi^-^ ments at vineland already showing results is the large apple orchard
devoted to cultural and pruning tests.
This block consisting of some 600
trees was planted five years ago and
made up of the following varieis
ties set out as yearling whips: Hyslop,

Stinl for literature

James Smart Mfg. Co.
Limited

Brockville, Out. Winnipeg, Man.

Cross Socks, Money-Making,
and Military Socks.
Do It Now Write for our

Home Work

—

Free Latest
Catalogue No. 101, with Special War Offer
to Red Cross workers during the war only.
Your Choice of 6 Machines Agents wanted
for our Home-money-maker-maehines. Ad-

Spy, Greening, Baldwin, King, Hubbard-

dress

ston, Cranberry, Jonathan, Mcintosh, interplanted with. Dudley, Duchess, Wagner,

CREELMAN
Box 677

BROS.. M'fgr's
Georgetown, Ont.

Wealthy and Ontario.

In all there are 33
rows, the first being winter pruned, the
second summer pruned, while the third
row has not been touched since the first
shaping up. This plan has been followed
consecutively through the entire block for
the five seasons with very marked results.
The winter pruned trees have received
the usual treatment as practised in Ontario, being headed back and thinned out
Those treated in summer
every year.
have received very light pruning, crossed
limbs or those that would be useless later

WINDSOR
\\

I

DAIRY

SALT

A
Sure
Prize

>^^nner

Indsor

being removed. Almost no heading back
was done except taking out the terminal
buds from the highest branches. While receiving so little pruning, these trees have
a good framework to make a tree capable
of bearing a heavy load. The third row
in each case has not been touched since
the initial pruning.
The results are very uniform throughout, the summer pruned trees and those
not treated being loaded with fine marketable fruit, while the winter pruned trees
show hardly an apple. There appears to
be no doubt that summer pruning will
bring the young orchard into profitable
bearing much quicker than the plan usually followed of heading back severely
every season. It would be time well spent
for any man with a young orchard to visit
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praised up for its perfect efficiency. As an evidence, the following testimonial
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Morin,—
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Mr.
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J. M. MacKay, M.D., Belmont Retreat, Quebec.
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wash
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all
will
be
day
smoothed out if you

the Station and inspect this experiment
before the fruit is removed.
Another striking result in this block of
trees is the difference shown between the
cultivated and sod sections. Despite the
very wet season the trees in sod are much
poorer in foliage and vigour.

Dairv

and

difficulties

troubles

alarmer.

now.

Here's God-speed the plow.
Long life and success to the farmer."

tew young bulls for sale from Record of
Performance dams, imported and Canadian-bred, sired by Auchenbrain Sea
Foam (Imp.) 35758. grand champian at both Quebec and Sherbrooke. Write for catalogue.
GEO. H. MONTGOJIERY, Proprietor,
Montreal, Que.
Dominion Express Bhlgr.,
D. McArthnr. Mgr., Philipsburg, Que.
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Later Fall Fashions
9eason's standard lines, the
coats having fitted tops and
flaring lower sections. Sleeves

show a variety of fancy flaring cuffs. Collars are large,
with sailor or rounded effect
at the back and close up very
snugly around the throat.
Fur, as might be expected, is
used to trim these velvet suits,

has charms
when
tion

it is

and

exercised in the tasteful selec-

making

clever

gowns

of

of

the collars, cuffs and skirts of
the coats and sometimes even
the waist-line being banded

with

Prints

it.

A

very dressy style of coat
has a front and back panel cut
in one from top to bottom, the
other sections being joined at
the waist.
Fancy braiding
and stitching is largely used

trimming these models.
The children's and misses'
coats can be made up very
for

attractively,
following
the
general style tendencies of the
fall coats for grown ups, the
bottom-line flare, large convertible collars and turn-back
cuffs being the outstanding
features. For the tiny miss of
three or four, a simple pretty

A model which

illustrates the tendency to
short-backed shapes.

little

THE new

garment is shown
in baby lamb.

fall millinery in its later,

form is here, and there
are scarcely two hats alike, being
in all sizes, shapes and brim contours imaginable, and made up in velvet and in
combinations of velvet and satin and hatter's plush, or in hatter's plush alone. In
shapes there are close fitting turbans with

—

small, medstiff crowns
ium and large jockey or visor trimmed
bandeau hats
drooping sailors
hats
with mounted brims flaring wide out to

high-draped or

—

—

materials

is

News

for the Dress-

maker
New

fashions are in the air, new frocks
are in the making. Side by side with the
silhouette of fitted bodice and flaring skirt
a new one is appearing in which the lines
hang straight from the shoulder. There
is little change in the actual width of
skirts.

Day

dresses are almost always

back
brims
large hats with
sweeping out in highly exag-

—

gerated fashion at either side,
and last, but most unique of
all, hats with brims turning
straight off the face and
drawn out at the sides in true
Napoleon effect, and others
with brims turning up sharply in revers effect at the side
or side front
unique
Considering* the
shapes, it is not surprising
that trimmings are decidedly
simple.
The milliners claim
that the hats this season are
"not trimmed, but ornamentMetallic ornaments in

bronze and irides-

cent effects are widely employed.
Burnt peacock, and
bands and breasts of pheasant
and guinea-fowl, and pasted
feather bands in black and
white are all being used.
Suits made up in velvet are
making their appearance and
promise to be very popular.
They are developed along the

that promises popularity, large
hats with brims sweeping out at

style

either side.

made

cost

of these

very evident at
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Print
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skirt

it

achieves an effect of a low waist-

line.

Princess and semi-princess dresses are
of serge, gabardine, lightweight wool poplin, stripes and checks.
Later, of course will come broadcloth and

made mostly

velveteen.
The Russian blouse, and the
blouse that apes the Russian effect in that
it is long and is worn over the skirt, are
made of the light-weight wool materials
and are worn over plaited or semi-circular
skirts. A closer fitting in the waist, often
draped in to the figure like a bodice, skirts
broken in line by petal-like flounces, tucks,
plaits, panels and draperies, carry one
quite away from the simple, classical lines
of the one-piece dresses. Curiously enough
these dresses are rarely trimmed, their

own

lines making a trimming seem utterly superfluous. On the other hand, the
simple serge dresses are quite frequently

trimmed with hand embroidery, beads,
especially steel and colored beads, and
with cross-stitch embroidery.
The separate coat has followed very
naturally in the wake of the popularity of
The sweater and
the separate skirt.
sports coat fad paved the way for its acceptance among smart women. The onepiece serge dress will be worn later in the"
season with a long coat of wool velours,
corduroy or broadcloth. These coats usually hide the entire dress or else are long
so that only a few inches of the hem appear below them. They ripple generously
either from the shoulders or from a yoke
Big collars are
or below the waist-line.
characteristic of the new coats, arranged
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It
is equally efficient.
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is
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quality
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finished.
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Knulcnd

for the

cloth suit ivith fur

trimming

is

more

popular than ever this season.

with the long sleeve, with a little fulness
at the top and bottom. The short sleeve
is used occasionally on afternoon dresses.
The long shoulder appears in dresses of
all types and has an accepted place among
the autumn fashions.
In regard to the neck and collar there is
no such unanimity of opinion. As usual,
the French are putting forward the high
neck, but French houses are using what
a misleading
is called the Japanese neck
name, for it isn't in the least like the
Japanese effects of a few years ago. The
neck comes up to the collar-bone in front
and is cut straight across the chest from
shoulder to shoulder. But the most popular neck is V shaped with a sailor or
pointed collar, the points Sometimes dropping low on the shoulder or used singly
at the centre back.
Conspicuous among the plainer dresses
are the" ones that have the new low waistline effect. In reality they have no waistline at all, for the upper part has a semifitting like a princess dress and is cut
off at the hips, so that with its plaited

—

Clothe your Boys and
Girls
with
througliout.

The

in

llrifis'Ji

ISS.'l.

ti'ith

Empire.

Brit-

Child's empire coat in baby lamb.

.
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Livestock Futures
Continued from page

23.

raises his own will probably
always hold the thick end of the stock."

the
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man who

Bear

has a

A QUESTION OF SUPPLY.

We

;

"It would be a calamity to international
cattle breeding if British breeders should,
for the sake of present gain, kill or even
cripple the goose that has laid them so

there is auy person in Canada who is
not interested in Furs, ami who does not admire their
beauty, softness and warmth; but how many have ever
thought of the great number of hairs required to cover
a skin to produce this warmth and softness!
The actuMl numbpr of hairs on any given sliin can he
acfuall.v (ietcrniinerl by iiiathcniatlcs and an abundance nf

many

p.-itienve.

The

editor

of

the

Breeders'

Gazette,

says:.

After-the-war hapgolden eggs.
penings are apt to be as startling as was
the outbreak of hostilities, and the developments of reconstruction times will
likely tax seriously all lines of production.
It may come to be a question of not who
shall get the export trade, but who can
possibly supply the demand."

doubt

We

with the bank

Money inEggs

entiiely free to every one « ho complies Tvith the lunditioiK,
state that the sole olij<'ct of this cuntesl i-; to
f.iniiliarizp as many people in Canada as possible with the wonderful bargains
t'ley can secure in stylish guaranteed
Furs and Kur garments, through
TInllani's system of ilealing direct "From Trapper to Wearer."
.Inst send to-d.iv for a copy of the l!llli-]7 Edition of

do not hold it all, the facts of commerce
are going to make our future better. Any
farmer will do well to plan well so as to
produce eggs cheaply. There is monej- in
the flock and with mother wit and business common sense, a big living is assured.

One healthy out-door occupation, fit
men who cannot do general farm work,

It is interesting to
poultry keeping.
therefore, that at Savard Park,
Quebec, the men at the convalescent hospital have started an incubator; while 100
young birds are being fattened for the
market by different methods. A group of
the men have been on an excursion to the
is

notice,

Dominion

Government's

is

we might frankly

:i!i(l

'

HallamsFur

Style Book

IT.

for

Experimental

Station at Cap Rouge recently.
At the Esquimalt Hospital, Victoria, a

are nearest correct in their estimate of
hairs on that one square inch of black

bear skin.

18.

This contest

SOLDIERS WILL GO AT

—

PRIZES

who
number of

to the 64 persons

the actual

piece out of a black bear skin. nu..
size
have sealed and deposited it
and are giving

liave <-ut a
square in

inch

IN
Continued from page

if

HAW

We

Ft RS
nrc the Uirfjcsl Cauli

ll(ii/(r«

of

Roir

l-'iirs

from Trapiicix in
Canadn Our Utiir Fur

ilircci

—

Quotations

'I'riips

FixJi

seyit

Of "-VS.
Animal

—

Fric.

on the back cover of which are full particulars of this
Zoological contest.
This li)]t)-17 edition is a haiidsmnely printed :iL'-i)aKe book- fully
illustrati'h the latest styles and nmdels of Fur Coats and Sets.
It
.ind wiM show you how yon can save many dollars nn furs
will pav you to read it.
Don't fail to send for it to-day and have
free (diancp of sharing this .POO.OO.
:i

Hail.

Be sure

lomplete line of xi>ort.imen's suppliPf, at rem
loir

to adclrfss as follows:

yetx. Taclclc. ami

iirirtx.
catalofi frti

:V2

Jolm^lam

I'aur

518 Hallam Building

TORONTO

Poultryman's Club has been organized
and is making very satisfactory progiess.

Ruined Farms

in

France

Some idea of the extent of the German
devastation, in the farming villages of
Northern France is gained from statistics
just issued by the French Government. In
753 communes (parishes) from which it
has been possible to secure information it
has been ascertained that 16,669 houses
have been completely, and 25,594 partially,
destroyed. The proportion of farm buildings demolished exceeds 50 per cent, of the
total number of buildings destroyed in
299 communes. In the Departments of the
Marne and the Meuse where relief in the
shape of live stock, implements and seeds
has been given to the stricken peasants b>
British farmers through the medium oi
-the Agricultural Relief of Allies Fund-307 devastated communes are now accessible, and in the Marne alone 3,499 house.^
have been completely destroyed.
With
the help which English farmers have
given and are giving the women and old
men who now run the small holdings in
these recovered villages are making a
brave attempt to earn a living and helping
to maintain the food supplies of the Allies.

—

We'll Prove
chance
GIVE
by working our
us a

to

It
make money
men and women in

prove to you that you can

plan.

Hundreds

of

Canada are making splendid salaries by working for us
not learn all about it?
a few hours each day.
If your regular position isn't producing enough money to take
our plan will fit in splendidly,
care of a few added luxuries
giving you as much extra money as your spare time will allow
for.
The more time you devote to the plan the more money you
can make. To learn all about it drop us a Post Card, back
This will not
to you by return mail will come full particulars.
obligate you in any way. Simply say, "Send me full particulars
of your money-making plan."

Why

—

—

—

Name
Address

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING
143-153 University Avenue,

CO..

LIMITED

TORONTO, ONTARIO
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Our Poultry
Some

Practical Squibs

Pointers

About October Work Among

the

Feathered Tribes

By

EVEN

SAFETY FIRST

B

EFORE

Never

you coop up your fowls

spray the roosts,
boxes and dropping boards

att^^

and rid the poultry houses from lice
and mites. Also kills germs, prevents
disease and keeps down bad odors.
$1.50 gal.,
at your dealer's.

Prices: 50c qt.

;

Write to-day for New Book, "PoulIt's FREE.
try Wrinkles."

Pratt Food Co of Canada, Limited

68B Claremont

St.,

TORONTO.

England's Best

^^-

Make

poultry pay;
breed the best stock.
For England's best
Blue,
Black,
Buff
or
White Orpingtons, send to HarCorrie.
old
Prices
reasonable.
Special
facilities
for exportation.
Satisfaction
g u a r a nteed.

Write for

P-14

Or pington Hens

Black

pa>

full

-

-

ri

'^^^^^

^^

^^^^^^^

.J^^^M^iril^^H

^^^^^^H^^^^^^^V

^^^^^^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^^B

^^^^^^^^^^I^^^^^^^Bt

!

^^^^H^^^^^^l^^^^^^^^^fr

^^fl^BH^^^^^^^^^^^^v
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hv
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^k.'

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B'

ticulars.

HAROLD CORRIE

^^H^^^^^^^V

Quobleigh. Eastleigh.
Hants.
Cables, Corrie, Fair

.

ENGLAND

^^I^^^^^^^^^v
^^^^^^^^^p
.

*BHB^^^

Oak, England

I
s
1
1
=
%

POULTRY
We are
of

open to receive shipments

crate

poultry of

fattened

all

Highest market prices paid

kinds.

Write

according to quality.

were

excite the hens.

poultry business.
Lewis Clark's article in last February
Farmer's is on file in many homes yet.
Plan to attend at least your own county
fair and show a bird.
Did you read Powell's article on preparing a show bird in the September number? It was a hummer.
It is surprising what a good time grandmother can give the family on thanksgiving when she has a good poultry house!
It does me good to sit around for a few
minutes and watch the chickens during
October.
Pullets often may be induced to lay by
feeding wet mashes a few weeks, commencing a week or two before the time
when eggs are expected.

Disinfectant

for

quotations.

&

Son
I Henry Gatehouse
and Retail, Fish, Game, Poul^ Wholesale
try. Eggs and Vegetables
^
348-350 We»t Dorchester Street
1
MONTREAL
1
^

I
^

1
1
g
§

|
^
^
1
|
^

were taken
sun on the

Muscle and brains are needed in the

with

M^M

a Leghorn appreciates kind-

ness.

for the winter,

nest

DAN DALY

A little ground bone is an excellent
stimulant for pullets, but it must be fed
with care. An ounce to a hen a week will
be sufficient.
One-third of the grain feed may be
corn, for pullets after they begin to lay.
If hens have scaly legs a good treatment is to dip the legs into a pan containing, a liquid obtained by pouring hot water
on tobacco leaves and allowing it to cool.
Coal tar products such as zenoleum or carbonal are good and cheap.
Producing better eggs is a farm problem. Paying better prices is a dealer's
problem. Both are fairly simple. Both
require special care, neither will Be fully
solved unless the other is solved at the
same time.
For those who may not be familiar with
the process of candling, it may be explained that a fresh egg presents a clear, pale
yellow appearance when a bright light
shines through it. An inferior or bad egg
shows dark spots, blotches, blood veins,
and frequently an enlarged air space.
It was found by the government egg
expert, while working in Kansas, that out
of 385 clean, infertile eggs that were collected twice a day and kept in a cave or
cellar that was cool and dry, until they

town, and kept out of the
town, 375, 97.4 per cent.,

to

way to

when

candled.
time, out of 479 clean but
fertile eggs which were allowed to remain
in the nests until marketed, only 60, or 13.2

At

"firsts"

the

same

per cent., candled out first class. This is
a long way from a perfect record, and is
duplicated surprisingly often.
Between
these two extremes there are differences in
degree.
Clean, infertile eggs taken from straw
stacks gave only 29.1 per cent, first class
eggs. Clean, infertile eggs from under a

corn crib gave 70.8 per cent, "firsts."
Dirty nests are generally caused by the
fowls roosting on the edge of the nests
and allowing droppings to fall in, or by
the hens waiting at the edge of their
favorite nest for another hen to get
through laying, and fouling the side of
the nest with droppings as they wait.

FEEDING HENS FOR WINTER EGGS.
Professor Baker, of Saskatoon, says
that in order to get hens to lay in winter,
we must not only provide the kinds of food
which they would be able to get on good
range in summer, but we must feed in
such a way that the birds while getting a
crop full will be required to exercise almost as much as they do in summer.
Any. of the common grains, namely,
wheat, plump oats or barley, make good
A mixture of all three
poultry food.
would be better, or the grains might be
fed alternately. Wheat is the best single
grain food for poultry and frosted wheat,
if not heated or moldy, is about as good as
No. 1.
Whole grain is best for the early morning feed. It should be scattered in or sown
broadcast over a litter of clean straw
(which should cover the hen house floor to
a depth of four to five inches), allowing
about a gallon and a half (12 pounds) for
each hundred hens. The birds will be kept
busy till noon scratching among the litter
for grain. A panful of clean water completes the morning care of the birds.
Just after noon, meat may be fed one
day and vegetable food of some kind the
next. If ground meat or green cut bone is

II

POULTRY

NEW

all

kinds and

LAID EGGS

WANTED

Send

of

for prices or information to

P.

POULIN

Bonsecours Market,

RAZOR
BLADES
A

Sharp

&

•#

CO.

MONTREAL

SHARPENED
Blade Makes

Shaving

a

Joy.

l-..-.'ilJJ!IJil|UI

We

shai-pen Safety Blades and save you money.
Ever
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Gillette, 35c doz.
Rea<Iy and other single edge blades, 25c doz.
Mail your dull blades to
The A. K-en Edge Co , 180 BathursI St Toronto, Can.
.

The colony house in the corn fields or orchards
farmer makes it go.

is

the

way one

big chicken

—
.
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fed, allow about one ounce per bird, or six

and one-quarter pounds for each hundred
birds. For vegetable food cut beets, mangels or turnips may be given, as much as
the birds will clean up in about five
minutes, or sprouted oats may be fed, allowing a chunk an inch square for each
bird. If any sign of scouring appears feed
less vegetable.
Directly after the feed of meat or vegetables the water pans should be refilled
and another feed of whole grain scattered
over the litter. The quantity of grain to
be fed in the afternoon depends on whe-

ther on turning over the litter we find
kernels left from the morning feed. Usually about a gallon and a half of grain for
100 hens may be given. If one feeds too
heavily, some grain will be left in the
straw.
When table scraps of meat, cooked vegetables and bread can be obtained they may
be mixed with vegetable peelings and
cooked, after which enough chopped grains
should be mixed in to make a crumbly
mash, which may be fed as soon as cool

a weakening process.
Hens are out of sorts. It takes

is

enough
A hopper with three or more compartments should be provided in each pen. In
this a supply of grit, oyster-shell and
charcoal should be kept.
A fairly satisfactory dry

made

mash might

all

100
100
20

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

ground
ground
ground
of good

wheat.

PAN-A-CE-A

dry mash is provided, the hopper
should be kept closed till about two o'clock
in the afternoon, then left open till the
fowls go to roost.
If

Hiirrfles

By

W.

R.

BRIDGE

no
THERE
time but

question at the present
that there is good money
in pigs, but there is another question that we all are asiking ourselves.
Are they going to stay at this price long?
But then is it necessary for them to stay
at this price for us to make money out of
them? There are some men whom I have
no doubt would say yes, but if we will stop
to consider, we can surely see a way of
feeding pigs that there is money in them,
even at eight cents per pound or less.
If we can feed pigs at the price grain is,
so as to make money at eight cents per
pound, there is surely a little gold-mine in
pigs when they are worth twelve cents per
is

Costs 1 Cent a Day
for 30 Fowls

It

Moulting Along

conditions and makes hens feel
has just the tonic properties chickens

because
well.

Up?

Hess Poultry

Dr.

oats
barley.
quality beef scrap.

Will Pigs Stay

and energy

period along and get it over quickly as
possible, so hens will start laying again.

be

:

201) lbs.

their strength

grow new feathers. Give
your hens help. Hurry the
weakening, do-nothing
to

it

need and it is a blood purifier, blood builder.
Use it to whet the poor appetites, to help digestion, to increase the vitality and strength.

My Guarantee
JlQ^So sare am I that Dr. Bess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a<'^)(
will make your poultry healthy, help them

1} lbs., 35c
5 lbs., 85c
12 lbs., $1.75

through the moult, start your hens and pulleta
laying, that I have authorized my dealer In
your town to supply you with enough tor your

25-lb. pail, $3.50

and II It doesn't do as i rialm, return the
empty packages and get your money back.
llock

(doty paid)

I

I

Send for free book on poultry

Dr.

Hess

Dr.

& Clark,

f

Hess

Dr. Hess Insfant

Stock Tonic
A

conditioner and worm
Just what your

expeller.

animals need when they
are taken off pasture and
put on dry feed. It supplies the laxatives
gets the worms.

Ashland, O.

and

Loose Killer
on poultry and all
farm animals. Dustorsprinkle
Kills lice

on cucumber vines, cabbage
wonns, slugs on roses. In
handy sifting-top cans. 1 lb.
85c: 3 lbs. 85c

(duty paid).

asS

m

pound.

i

In dust bath, in corners, roosts,
etc. Dust In feathers, in hair
of aiiimals.
Destroys bugs

We made

a test last winter to find out
winter feeding paid as well as summer
feeding and the result was that we could
make more out of the summer pigs, but
still there is a good profit on the winter
pigs.
One of our pens which contained
eight pigs cleared us $1.70 per bushel for
the grain we fed them clear of all expenses, and a batch of ten cleared us $2
per bushel the summer previous.
if

THE WINTER BUNCH

As soon as they were large enough to
wean I went to the miller and traded a
few bushels of grain for shorts; after
feeding them on shorts and milk for about
three weeks, I started to feed a few pulped
mangolds which I fed before I got my
own meal. After getting my own meal I

mEGREAtCpAL TAR DISINFECTANT

ZENOLEUM— the powerful CoalTar Disinfectant is harmless to handle and
not greasy or inflammable. It kills lice, mites, fleas and
germs. It not only PREVENTS disease, but is a recognized cure.
Tryit according to directions for diseases oflive stock and poultry. Keep
your Barns, Stables and Poultry Houses clean and sanitary by liberal use of
diluted Zcnoieum.
If you want healthy birds and animals, free from lice, mites,
ticks and fleas, use Zenoleum
only one-tenth the cost of coal oil, and twenty times
Ask your dealer or send to us.
as cheap as carbolic acid, and three times as effective.
2.5c., 50c., 90c., and $1.50 sizes. - 1 gal. ($1.50) makes 80 gals. dip.

—

Is

—

ZENNER DISINFECTANT

CO., Sandwich

St.,

Windsor, Ont
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GALLOWAY'S
New

Big

CATALOG
NOW READY
At

Galloway Goods Are Sold

Low

Unusually

— liiuidi-ecls

Prices

kpow

nliead.v.
The new big ciitiilog contains hiiiulieiis of
prices tliat will be of interest in every home
There is a copy of
in Western C;inail:i.
the catalog for you clip this advertise-

of farnicrs

this

—

mark an X opposite

ment,

items

the

in

which you are intereslcd and mail it. with
your name and addicss to-day catalog will
Besides saving
1)6 sent yon by return mail.
you money, our goods will give you every

—

satisfaction— read our

guarantee.

lilieral

Our
Guarantee

fed them chopped oats and milk, if I had
if not I gave them water not too
I continued to feed oat-chop for
cold.
about three weeks and after that they got
chopped oats and barley until about three
weeks before they were ready for marktjt.
All this time they were getting their allowance of mangolds before each meal, which
I found was a good plan as they were
hungry and would eat up the mangolds by
the time I was ready to feed the meal.
I fed them all these roots they would eat
after they were about two and a half
months old up to about three weeks before
they were ready for market. After that
I allowed for milk,
I fed chopped barley.
mangolds and work and the cost of pigs
until they were weaned, and found that I
had clear $1.70 per bushel for all the grain
This batch I sold at ten
I had fed them.
cents per pound.
There would be a profit on them at a
Had I sold the grain at
far less price.
the same time I could not have gotten
more than fifty cents per bushel. I find
that a few ashes mixed in their feed about
twice a week is good for them.

any;

Suits and
Dresses

(Jrinders

Separators
Ppreadeis
Tractors
Pnmps an

Pump

1

Wagons and

.Ta(l<>>

Sleds

Greases and Paints

and Sundry

Cooker's

FaiTH Reqiirenients
and Building
Paper

Uoofinii

Overall-^

Hats
ifli:!

Home

an;l

Watches, fUji ks

,iiul

Kilvenvare

Caps

Slices

Trunks and Suit Ca.ses
lA'atliev Bags
Srwing Macliine.s
.Stoves, Ranges ami
Heaters

Sweatei-s

strain of White Leghorns ami l!arKocks have been bred for seven years for
egg i)ro<luctioii. earl.v maturity, size, and conLast year no
stitutional vigor and health.

Oldham

red

made a new departure in egg-produilii nrecords, and cue wliich we believe all ponltryThi.s is that in the
Tuen will in time follow.
future our hens will be known by the number
of Winter eggs they lay from October 1 to the
following llarch, or 1.51 days, instead of giving a record for the whole year, when most of
the egg.s in a year's record may l)e laid in
the Spring and Summer. It goes without sayiiig that a pullet that will lay 100 eggs or
over in 151 Winter days is a ':iOO-hen.'' After
keeping our very heaviest egg layers for our

own breeding pens next season and

Wa-ihinc;

Maeliiiits

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
Wm. Galloway Co. of Canada
Limited
Dept. 22
WINNIPEG

Highlandsof Ontario
CANADA
The Home of the Red
Deer and the Moose
Open Seasons

— Xoveuilicr 1st
inclusive.
M'OOSK — November ist
I)1-;KU

tci

E.

selling

if it is

The

Xovemlier
Novembei'

!)1

to

111

poultrymen, with Winter
eggs in lol days. (This

LEWIS

N.

best hinged gate

is

made on

never been

-^icd^

for

CLARK,

Owner and Manager

properly hung on

PORT HOPE, ONTARIO

solid posts of concrete it will last a life-

time.

Canadian

Delivery in October.
Correspoudeui-e invited.

FRUDDEN

/^F the many kinds, the hinged gate is
^^ the best on earth. It is convenient
a

frame of hollow steel tu^iing and heavy
galvanized woven wire.
This type of a
is not extravagant because it will
swing either way at the touch of the hand
and will last for years if painted occasionA good heavy gate post is made of
ally.

Mine are sixteen inches square,
go down four feet in the ground and are
reinforced with steel rods. They
are

l*»

CMflLLENQE
COLLARS

concrete.

economical in that they are easy to build
on the farm and they last forever without attention and never sag out of place.
The popular pattern gate in the West
It is
is the sliding gate made of boards.
cheap and serviceable but crude and
clumsy.
On a cross bar nailed to two
posts close together this gate slides back
and forth and when balanced in the middle
turns a quarter way around to open or
shut.
In the pioneer regions of the West the
Mormon gate is used extensively. It con-

four strands of barbed
wire stapled permanently to the gate
posts.
The loose ends are fastened to a
four-foot stake and the lower end of this
stake is slipped into a loop of wire at the
bottom of the gate posts and another loop
is slipped over the top, which holds the
wires taut, more or less. This gate is
cheap, ugly, and the meanest gate on earth
sists of three or

l")tli.

to

W.

to

fine large hens, that have
Price .$l..jO each.
a day.

gate

Organs,
firamophoiifs

Tindei-wear

Boots'

1

anl Mittens

I*rM_>ks

Koys' Clothing
Shirts,

Boots an
Hosiery

Shoes

I'ianos.

Suspenders

Men's Coat-s
Clothing ani

T'ttdeiTSTar
Cni-sets

(iloves

By

and handy and

White Wear
A prons
Women's and ChiLlren's

For the

Men

For
liraces.

Skirts

Sweaters
IfoTise Dresses

Harness
Oils.

Women

For

Women's Coats

Accessories

Bred-to-lay Single Comb WhiteLeghorns and Barred Plymouth Rocks

means more than a CO per cent, production all
through the Fall and Winter.) All these are

on Earth

(Signed).
Wif). GalloHiiy.

Machinery

ONTARIO

PORT HOPE

records of

The Meanest Gate

a y s

promptly refunded.

Engines

Canada'

Oldham Farm

offer

•

both w

in

the poorer layers to market during the Summer, we now have 1,000 yearling hens left to

T'nconditional satisfaior
money and
tion.
freight

"The Largest Egg Farm

to

The Acme
is

of

Comfort

assured to every wearer of

"CHALLENGE"
collars

and cuffs

(Maik- iu Canaria)

V.my have the same dull finish, te.\turo and tit
Linen collar, and won't wilt i>r oiack.
•Challenge" Collavs can he leaned with a nib
fiom a wet cloth. Always smart, always dressy.
If
your dealer doesn't sell '•rhallenge" Brand,
as the best

send

us 25c for collar,
You'll be delighted.

New

Style

or

5Cc

for

iiair

Book Sent Free on

of

cuffs.

ll«'<iiie«it.

I^The Arlington Co. of Canada Limited^
it-5fi Fraser .Vve., Toronto,

WATERPROOF

open and shut.

inclusive.
In
some of the
Northern Districts of ()ntari<i. includloth,

ing

Temagami,

from November

the
1st to

open season is
Noveml>er ."idth.

inclusive.

—

Write for eop.v of "Pla.vgroiinds Tlie
Haunts of Fish and tiame,'" givinR
Game Laws, HuntinK Regulations, etc..
to
J.

(JUNLAN, Bonaventure

Station,

Montreal, Quebec.
C. E.

HORNING, Inion

Station,

Toronto, Ontario.

The

local weekly in Strassburg, Sask.,
a good story. A farmer in the Carberry district had an 80-acre field of
wheat ready to be set up. He could get
no help, and seeing the 221st Battalion
coming down the trail, he told his troubles
to Lieut.-Col.-McMean, who sized up the
need and gave the order, "Fall in and
stook."
The 80-acre field was set up in
15 minutes.
tells

See Our Classified Want Ad.
Page in This Issue
Advertising' of this kind gets rigfit down to the
point at issue and produces the best kind of results.

TRY A CLASSIFIED AD. IN THIS PAPER

T

Some Acres Produce
$1,000
Continued from page

24.

especially good farmers, especially after
they have worked in the Dominion long
enough to get familiar with new methods.
It might be well if more bulletins were
issued for alien farmers in the languages
which they can read.
A particular point is made by good gardeners of cultivating as soon after a rain
as the ground has dried out sufficiently,
for then it is well aerated, the moisture is
kept down at the roots and the soil is left
in a lively condition that means a big
boost for the growing crops. Deeper cultivation is practised when the plants are
small than when they are nearing maturity.

COMPANION

CROPS.

managed, as many
as five crops may be taken from one piece.
This means, of course, that companion
cropping and a steady rotation must be
adopted.
Cabbage and lettuce may be
grown in the same row and radishes between the rows. The lettuce will be off
before the cabbage need the room. Lettuce may be planted between rows of
beets and both taken off early, to be succeeded by some other crop. This sort of
thing is kept up all the season, but it has
been found wise to make combinations of
vegetables which have different growing
habits.
That is, a deep feeding crop
should be followed by one which feeds near
If the land is well

the surface, in order to utilize all the plant
foods available. Vine crops, for example,
should be alternated with root crops,
and corn can be classed among the shallow-rooted plants.
"Don't hill up your crops," is the advice commonly given to farmers, and generally speaking, it is good advice. When
the fields are kept level there is less loss
of moisture and the roots burrow more
deeply into the ground.
Many market
gardeners, however, practice irrigation
and are more concerned with getting a
warm feeding ground for the plants in
order to secure rapid growth than they
are with conserving the water in the soil.
Accordingly they hill or ridge many of
their crops, especially early in the season.
After the settled warm weather comes,
they are more likely to practice level culture, but in the spring beds are often made
even for lettuce. Ridges are sometimes
made when beans are being planted and
the seed put in on the south side of the
lidge.
Quite often the soil is turned toward the crop in order to cover weeds and
later is hoed away.
Excellent crops of
potatoes are often grown on wet, late land
by hilling up, but on light land it is
better to plant four inches deep and keep
the land smooth
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Fine for Your Horses
Horses work better, feel belter
and live longer when they

have Ventiplex
shoulder pads.
Ventiplex Pads

$2,500

WITH A PUMP.

The market gardener with an abundance of water has a great advantage over
those who are not so blessed.
Almost
every crop is improved by the use of
watei- if enough is given to thoroughlysaturate the ground. One man says that

V

Insoles
e n t i plex
keep the feet healthy and comfortable, make walking easy and a pleasure.

prevent gall sores

by removing

the

cause.

Inexpensive,

MADE

Comfort for
Your Feet

wear,
easily
soiled

long

]Maile of grey material, are absoibent and easy to clean. Made in

conif ortahle,

washed

3rder from vour

when

sizes

Orilor

<lealer.

from

6 to 11.

from your Shoe Dealer.

m The Burling;ton- Windsor Blanket Co., Toronto, Canada i
liiiiiiiiiiiii
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vfE
75 pounds to the acre is sufficient in
cases, with another application ten

most
days

It cannot be expected, though, that
the use of any kind of fertilizer will take
the place of persistent cultivation and a
thorough advance preparation of the soil.

later.

All good market gardeners know this and
the persistency with which they keep cultivators and hoes in operation accounts for
the fact that crops to the value of a thousand dollars are often sold from a single
acre.

Homemaking

of
r

September number.
of course, there won't be any, and even
the meekest most obedient woman is quite
safe to join.

ENCOURAGING HORTICULTURE AND AGRICULTURE.

A line

of work that is popular in all the
provinces, is the encouragement of flower
culture.
Great flower shows have been
held in any districts in all the provinces
and good prizes given. The influence of
these exhibitions, is seen in the district
the year following. On the prairie, where
the possibilities in flower culture are not
known, these exhibitions are especially
valuable.
In British Columbia the Institutes are

doing

all

engage

possible to encourage

in

farming.

where the climate

is

women

to

In that province
so kindly there are

kinds of farming, in which women
can make a living without too hard work.

many

Another thing the women there are doencourage co-operative buying
and selling of produce. This is quite a

ing, is to

new kind
and

all

of work, but one badly needed,
the women interested in economics

are taking

it

up with much enthusiasm.

MEDICAL INSPECTION IN EVERY SCHOOL IN
SASKATCHEWAN INSIDE OF A YEAR.

The matter of medical inspection of
schools was dealt with in Saskatchewan,
and the women had the assurance of some
of those in positions of authority, that
with their assistance, there would be
m,edical inspection in every school in the
province inside of a year.
tne lact that he Keeps close accounts
of all operations and is thus able to cut
out the things that do not pay, and push
those that do.
lies in

MANY USE

FERTILIZERS.

Market gardeners who live fifteen or
twenty miles from a city have much
harder work getting manure for their
crops than those who live near, and they
may adopt somewhat different methods
If manure costs
than those described.
them four or five dollars a cord, they are
likely to use only ten or fifteen cords per

make up the balance with fertilWhere land is cheap green crops
may profitably be grown and turned
under, but not when intense farming is
acre and
izers.

practised on a few acres.
Probably a
complete fertilizer is best to use in large
quantities,

and with but

little

manure

women

together for some progressive
work, you make them think, and thinking
leads them into big problems, and that
leads them, to politics, and beyond that
to great social and economic questions.
"You are sure these societies are not suffrage organizations?" the fearful man
asks, when his stay-at-home wife staggers him by wishing to join.
"Certainly!" the Extension worker says
in good faith.
"These organizations do
not discuss religion or politics."
"What do they discuss?" the crank
asked with raised eyebrows.
"Home problems, foods and sanitation
and such things."
"I

would

like to

know what

isn't politics?" the

one listened to him.
stitution, that there

that

is if it

crank insisted, but no
It

is

in

must be no

the con-

politics, so.

The matter of municipal hospitals and
trained nurses, for the country districts,
is being considered by all the prairie women. Many are getting Victorian Order
-nurses for the present, but it is generally
realized that a permanent arrangement

mean municipal hospitals.
Nor are the women stopping with

will

these
No,
problems, which look big enough.
in the world crisis, with their sons and
husbands and fathers giving up their lives
all questions are forced home to the women. They are drinking of the cup of
life that is mixed by all social organizations, local, provincial, national and international, and as they gulp down the burning fluid they realize that every ingredient is part of the compound, and as they
must drink, they must measure the mixture.

—

—
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A Whale

Sleeve- Valve
When it comes to pulling long, hard hills
with twisting, turning country roads

When
day

it

comes down

out,

month

to the man who
doesn't live on a paved street next door to
the garage.

work, day in and
month, year after

to real

after

The Willys-Knight is the one
that can stand up and deliver
ening but getting stronger
the

Knight
always at

all the tremendous advantages of the
Willys-Knight motor for everyday work in
any kind of weather on every kind of road,
the Willys-Knight has everything else you
could ask in a strictly up-to-date motor car.

Besides

—

a

all

type of motor

— never weak-

—beauty
Comfort— conveniences.

the time.

—

Style

motor the W^illyswhale for work and

sleeve-valve

motor

—

Is there

it.

—

answer^

— the
See the Overland dealer—
It's

up thousands upon thousands

Willys-Knight

he'll

of

beautiful

car

the last miles will be better than the

—go
—get noa

Get right down to business with him
the bottom of this motor question

first.

The motor almost never needs go

to

to.

M^illys-Knight and know the satisfaction
other motor car can give you.

the

shop
Catalogue on request.

show you the

simple mechanical reasons for the greater
power, durability and economy of the
Willys-Knight motor.

miles more running than you can get out of
any other type of motor.

And

the

with the work-motor.

get a Willys-Knight.
It will pile

any doubt in your mind about what
farm? There's only one

car belongs on the

Carbon doesn't hurt it valves can't get out
of adjustment
so you say good-bye to the
two chief causes of motor layups, when you

—

Motor

That's a vital advantage

year

It's

Work

for

Please address Dept.

841

Willys-Overland, Limited
Head

Office

and Works,

We

t

Toronto, Canada
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God's Green Country
Continued from page 48
I'd
in there as if she thought we'd kill it.
have been gooder'n gold to it at home. It
was just a chance that we found her at
all, and I'm sure no one wants to go
prowlin' around the swamp at this time of

So are the hardest experiences made
bearable by such a love, and the bitterest
tragedies averted even through its memory.

that
It was a strong, free "Whoo-oo,
the boy sent ringing through the woods
now. It started a dozen little creatures
scuttling back to their holes— and right
beside -him a crackling of dead underbrush, the sound of a short quick trot, a
low bellow either of fear or warning, then
not five yards away from him, with lowered head and eyes blazing in the darkness, stood the Jersey heifer.
Billy knew that for the moment,

the
gentle domesticated little beast was as
dangerous as any of the -wild cattle of the

A few minutes before he would
plains.
have been paralyzed at the vague shape in
the darkness with its blazing eyes and low,
threatening guttural sounds. Now with
the confidence inspired by his mother's
nearness came a self mastery and a happy
He advanced
feeling of competence.
steadily, ready to dart behind a tree if
the cow showed any real sign of attack,
calmly enough repeating, "Steady Dolly,
So Boss." Evidently the cow recognized
and trusted him; he had petted her all
her life, also he was not coming near her
She had hidden it in a spot quite
calf.
safe from intrusion; sure of that she was
not averse to being friendly. There was
nothing to do but to try to make her comfortable where she was for the night; that
was why his mother had brought the milkWith a knowledge acquired of expail.
perience she learned that the calf had fed
itself; that meant that it was alright.
Glowing like a prospector who has found
a yellow vein and marked the place, they
made their way out of the wood.
Down in the hollow a light twinkled in
the kitchen window; it was nearly mid-

night and Billy found himself stumbling
over the rough pasture field half asleep
and decidedly out of temper.
"My, but I hate this place," he stormed
bitterly.
"Soon's I'm big enough to get
away it won't see much more of me I can
tell you."
His mother was silent. She never used
the evasive, "You must not say such
things." Perhaps the most eloquent part
Just now
of her life was its quietness.
Billy felt his conscience twinge under it.
Her patience was teaching him early to
'

overcome the selfishness of youth.
He
knew that always hers was the greater
suffering, but she never complained, so a

he added: "And I suppose
I might be able to save
you and Jean some. But I could make
lots of money then, we'd be independent;
we could all go together."
"Oh, no, sonny, we couldn't do that.

bit sheepishly

that's just

when

Things

will be different.
There'll be a
for you and Jean we'll find one somehow. Maybe your father'll see things differently after a while. I think that'll be
a fine calf of Dolly's; likely almost a
cream coat with black points and big soft,
black eyes, like a young deer's."
"I think she was a foolto trail it away

way

;

.

the night."
Then she told him what she knew of
nature's primitive laws handed down fiom
Dolly's wild ancestors; how the wild birds
protect their young from preying enemies
and why the old turkey hen, tame for
generations always tried to hide her nest.
She also told him of whatever beautiful
things she knew to look and listen for in
the woods at night, simple wonderful lore
that her father had given her on their
walks through the woods to salt the
cattle

on Sundays.

Before Billy had

finished his bread and milk and crawled
into bed, he had resolved to explore that
wood again; he wasn't afraid of it now;
it was a real outdoor theatre.
But long after he was asleep his mother

awake on the lounge downstairs, listening to the heavy breathing in the next
loom and thinking. It had troubled her a
good deal lately, this night thinking, always looking back and wondering just
how present situations had come about.
Life had sprung up around her so happily
Only to live
in her beautiful old home.
and laugh and be happy that was all that
was expected of her, and if it didn't seem
enough, if she had visions, mysterious inward stirrings of something creative crying for expression, she generally kept
them to herself. At last she suggested it
timidly she wanted to go to school, she
wanted to do something. She didn't know

lay

any one else, because there hadn't been
any one else in the neighborhood and she
had never been out of it, and this seemed
just what she had been waiting for. She
wasn't introspective, and she didn't stop
Apart
to analyze this feeling, of course.
from the tumultuous sway of it there were
secret visions which she would not for
worlds have revealed to any one, but
which brought her the only reassurance,

—

a train of little white
is real"
figures to hold close for a while, then to
send out into the world to do the things
she had wanted to do. They would be just
like Dan, of course, but they would be
guided by the spark she had kept smouldering in her dreams for them.
Now that the dream had failed it never
occurred to her that she had made a mistake. Dan was still her man she couldn't
have imagined things otherwise, only she

"This

;

wondered what she could do, working
single-handed and against odds to give the
children a chance. What if, in the fight
ahead of her, she should go out as she
had seen several of her neighbors go,
coming up to the battle spent and tired
out. trying desperately to hang on, then
suddenly letting go because the overStaring
strained vitality just snapped.
into the darkness she whispered over and
over, "Oh, God, I can't not yet."
(To he continued)

—

The

—

—

just what;

how

could she

when she had

never had a chance to see what there was
to be done?
But her father had laughed
and petted her and said he "guessed he
could keep his only little girl. It was a
pretty hard look out if a man couldn't
protect his one-pet lamb from being buffetted about in the world, fighting for a
living with men, and losing their respect
and her own womanliness by working at
And he added with una man's job."
concealed disappointment that it wasn't
like her to want such a thing when she
could have the protection of her father's
home.

She didn't

realize then, of course,

how

miserably inadequate such a protection
might be, but the argument silenced her.
She felt keenly ashamed of herself sort
of in a class with the long-spurred hen
cropping up every year, a menace
to the social life and economic purpose of the flock.
They seemed to
think she wanted to "go into the world"
for the mere joy of battle or the hope of
notoriety, either of which would almost
have frightened her to death. But the uncontrollable little voice inside wouldn't be
quiet.
It still cried out to create something, to be a part of the scheme that
makes the world go round.
Then Dan came, Dan with his handsome
face and buoyant, indomitable swing, a
fine animal
and the time-old instinct
leapt into a flame. There had never been

—

—

Frost Girl

Continued from page

3.5

A LLAN

picked up his snowshoes and
-^~*sprang to one side of the trail. He
believed the Indian had deserted him
under fire, but he thought only of the
man ahead in the darkness. Slipping
through the brush, he pressed forward.
The snapping and snarling of Hertha's
entangled dogs covered the sound of his
advance.

The rifle ahead again spit fire. A low
growl followed. Then came a quick cry
of pain.

Allan hurried on, only to stop

when he heard brush crashing before him
as though someone were running to the
There was the unmistakable clash of
a snowshoe frame against the under-

left.

growth.
The engineer floundered on, but the
snow was up to his waist and he made

He

stopped, knelt to fasten
his feet and then
plunged ahead. Almost immediately he
stepped into the trail of the man he had
little

his

progress.

own snowshoes on

heard running.
It was easy for Allan to win in the
short race. He had the advantage of a
half-beaten track and, as he came out
into an open bit of muskeg, he saw some"one hurrying across the centre.
"Halt!" he commanded, throwing up
his

rifle.

The man

did not stop.
Allan pressed
the trigger, intending to frighten him.
But the hammer snapped on an empty
barrel. He pumped the lever; but there
were no shells in the magazine.
Instantly he dropped the weapon into
the snow and sprang out into the open.
The man he pursued was hardly forty
feet away, laboring heavily, for his snowshoes sank deeply into the snow. LeapContinued on page 73
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SALES

AND WANTS
The Farmer s Exchange

word

— per month

1

5 cents a

%
s
§
^
=
^
p

Rates for Classified Ads.;— Insertions on this page five cents per
word per issue. Each initial, four
or less figures in one number count
as one word. Name and address is
counted as part of the ad. All orders
must be accompanied by cash.
Forms for the month close on 12th
preceding month of issue.

m.

M

POULTKV
lUU

LKGIIOKNS, W. WYAN-

.S.
C. \V.
(lottps. Buff Urpingtoiis,
l£eds, write <;oorge Peal,

and S. C. R. I.
Rockwood, Ont.
Every layer trap-nested and pedigreed.
(12-16)

BREEDING
My

hand.

ALWAYS

STUCK

birds are performers.

ON

Single

Comb

White Leghorns and Barred
Plymouth Rocks.
Some special barLewis N. Clark, Oldham
gains now.
Farm, Port Hope, Out.

PURE BREID BARRED ROCK

EGGiS
from prize-winuing stock. Pens headed
by New York, Chicago and World's
Fair champion breeding.
Write for
prices on young stock.
Royal Stock
R.

Farn]s.

W.

Caswell, Saskatoon, Sask.

—

RHODE ISLAND REDS
per

of
this

cent,

hatched
P.

sale.

J.

OVER

95
birds

eggs from these
year.
X few hens for
Boland, 1391 Bloor street,

Toronto.

—IT PAYS
Farmers

could
increase
their
returns considerably each fall by taking advantage of the cheap advertising schemes, such cts this column
presents. We have over 20,000 paid
subscribers in all parts of Canada,
and many of these are looking for
ways to make a dollar or two.
A liner advertisement inserted here

would

attract their attention

cidentally

make

business

and
for

in-

the

seventeen Holstein bulls from
eighteen months down. Write us your
re<iuirements. Prices and bulls to suit
buyers
R. M. Holtby, R. R. 4, Port
Perry, Ont.
still

HOLSTEINS FOR SALE

—

A FEW

high producing
answered.
cheerfully
F. H. Westney, R.M.D., Pickering. Ont.

sale
calves for
cows.
Inquiries

from

CATTLE
PEDIGREED JHRSEY CATTLE FOR
immediate

—8

cows,

SHORTHORNS

A

1

FE.W

breeding stock of both
Write or come and see.

se.\es

commercial men spend
thousands to get their goods known,
believing rightly that publicity pays

The

big

CHOICE

What

that makes the livestock
breeder sell his stock better than another? It is chiefly the personal
equation, the publicity of a name.
That publicity comes by being persistent in the work and then the

name

is

is it

worth

dollars.

Novonber and December
trading months for livestock,

are big
engines,

University Ave., Toronto.

SHORTHORNS,

PEAR

LAWN

HOGS
LARGE

ENGLISH

Y'orkshire boars; fit for service; sows
rising four
several
nice ones
bred,
months. Orders taken for choice stock
Now Is the time to
at weaning time.
buy. They will make you big profits
Herbert J. Miller, Keene, Ont.

KITCHENER AND THE GREAT WAR.
Thrilling story of conflict on land and
heroism and
sea including Canadian
Profusely illusNew.
achievement.
Unusual optrated. Tremendous sale.
Extra
portunity for money making.
Credit given.
terms.
Freight paid.
Sample book and full instructions free.

Winston

Co..

Toronto.

(9-16)

—

JEWELRY
WALTHAM WATCHES —
••fl'oO.OO.

.$5.50

Reliable timepieces.

TO

Send for

free catalogue to The Watch Shop,
E. Cox, 70 Yonge St., Toronto.

Wm.
(tf)

,

Poison in Cane and Cherry
Leaves
Prussic acid, or as it is sometimes called,
hydrocyanic acid, is generally conceded to
be the most deadly of poisons and it is
developed in cane, kafir corn, Johnson
grass, the leaves of wild cherry and no
doubt in some other plants, when the conditions are just right. The leaves of wild
cherry and choke cherry are dangerous
when they are partially wilted. Cane
and kafir corn are most dangerous
when eaten green just before frost and
especially when they have made a stunted

growth from lack of moisture. The dried
stalks seem to never poison animals.

1

HELP WANTED
WANTED — INTELLIGE.NT YOUNG
men

to

learn

Many

shipbuilding at good
ships needed in future.

pany, Limited, JL'oUingwood, Ont. (10-16)

F.VRMS
ors

WANTED— HAVE

BUY-

7,000

dcscril)e your unsold property.
Farmer's Exchange, Denver, Colo.
;

420

(lO-lGt

WANTED TO HEAR
good farm for
and description.
or

CHOICE

Three cows
rich in color and quality.
with calf at foot; ten heifers in calf and
four young bulls. Write, A. H. Crozier,
11-16
Meadowvale, Ont.

front, Pickering Township, 25 east of
Toronto to settle estate. Apply John
Gormley, Pickering, Ont.

Every breeder of horses, cattle,
both dairy and beef, sheep; hogs and
poultry ivill find it good policy to
keep his name before the public.

W. A. Dryden,
Mapleshade Farm, Brooklin, Ont.

TWENTY

FARM FOR SALE
ACRES BEST LAND ON LAKE

1.'.0

wages.

ou hand.

bull,

ACRES OF

Apply Collingwood Shipbuilding Com-

second-hand machinery poultry and
fruits. Get a line on our buyers by
sending in a small advertisement
now. Send to the classified ad. man,
c/o The Farmer's Magazine, 143-153

also .3
pedigreed Holstein bulls. Donald StrathYork
Mills
Farm,
dee, Strath Robin
(10-lGl
P.O.
sale

— TWENTY

splendid land, suitable for small dairy
or market garden, also fruit garden,
within four miles of Ottawa, five minutes' walk from Britannica electric car
line.
A snap for a quick buyer.--W. J.
Kerr, Woodroffe, Ont.

seller.

them.

HOLSTEINS
HOLSTEIN BULLS FOR SALE— WE
haye

ADVERTISE

r.4RMS lOR SALE

FOR SALE

sale.

D.

FRO.M

OWNER

State cash price
F.

Bush,

apolis, .Minn.

Minne(12-16)

APPLES WANTED.
1
NORTHERN

WANTED— NO.

SPY

apples.
The highest price will be paid
for No. 1 fruit. Box 20, Farmer's Magazine. Toronto.

(10-16)

POT.\TOES W.\NTED
WANTED-^25 BAGS OF POTATOES TO
be shipped to Toronto.
When writing,
s'tate

price.

Box

30,

Farmer's Magazine,

Toronto.

(10-16)

BOOKS FOR SALE.
THE GARDENETTE OR CITY BACKyard Gardening. By Benjamin F. Albaugh. The voliime is arranged to meet
the needs of the beginner or amateur,
especially foi those who have limited
areas that are available for the purpose.
This book contains thirty fu-11-page illustrations
photographs, examples of
the author's experiments.
Handsomely
bound, at $1.35 postpaid.

ANY ONE OF OUR READERS, EVEiN
though he be an amateur with tools,
no difficulty in making
and useful articles for
the Home. We have four Books on this
work. Parts 1, 2, 3 and "Woodworking
They are a
for Amateui Craftsmen.'
handy size and have 512 pages, 223 11lustrations. 98 working drawings, printed on the best book paper, and durably
will experience
very 'atlractive

will be sent
in handsome cloth
prepaid to any address for $2.00, or
for
50c.
Get
any one volume postpaid
one of these Books and experience a surprise at how simple it is to make misThe MariLean Pub.*:on wood furniture.
lishing Co., Ltd., Book Dejiartment, 143Ave., Toronto.
l.")3 University

bound

;
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Every Day
IS PAY DAY
THAT'S RIGHT—
every day you

our

your

plan,

given

is

work
pay

yourself first" that's the
idea of our representative plan.
When you
devote ten hours daily
acting as our representative
your pay is sure

—

and

pondence

to

is

he accompanied by the writer's name and address. If
required, enclose a S-cent stamp. Address all corres-

Grasmcre,

The Farmers Magazine,

SMUT ON OATS AND HORSETAIL.
Nova Scotia. / am sending you
a sample of Banner oats somewhat blightCan you name it with a cause and
ed.

—

T.E.S.,

I

found a fungus growth in

my

door

It is ten inches high, with a stem,
about the size
of a lead pencil, pearly
white in color with a pink head.
Answer. Your oats are affected with

need a hustling

representative

right

in

A young

your

district.

man

capable of produc-

ing good business, preferably one with sales-

manship

experience.
position will pay

big money to one with
enthusiasm, energy and

Do

you know,
or are you such a man?

ability.

If you are and are
willing
exchange
to
your spare time, reprepublicasenting our

show you
same spare

tions, %ve will

how

that

time, properly used, ivill
produce for you as

much cash as your reguincome.

Does

you,

this interest

TO-DAY

so write us
and we will tell

if

about

you

all

it.

—

smut. They should be treated with formalin according to directions given by the
government before sowing in the spring.
The fungus you spoke of is doubtless the
common Horsetail. It has a double generation in the season. The second plant
Land where they
is a green bushy one.
flourish likely needs draining.

WILLOW LEAF BEETLE.

—

The leaves
British Columbia.
willows and poplars are being stripped because of some beetle or insect. What
can be done? Would the dry dust spray
you spoke of in a recent issue do the trick?
F.

of

J. B.,

my

The Western Willow Leaf Beetle, to
which you refer, should be breeding upon
the willows and possibly upon the poplars
at this time. After the breeding is over
for the season the adult beetles bury themselves in the ground or beneath the leaves
and hibernate until the leaves are out in
the spring.

The larvae may be killed very easily
by Paris green or lead arsenate in rather
We have never used a
strong doses.
powder gun for this pest, but it is probable that if the powder were applied in
proper strength and in the correct way it
would be as effective as the spray.
The foliage should be sprayed as soon as
the iniury is noticed and the spray mixture should be as strong as the trees will
stand.
Send to the Entomological branch at the
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, for a bulletin on "Iniurious Shade Tree Insects," by
J. M. Swaine, and you will get much
information.
LICE

ON GOLDEN GLOW.

—
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R. A. B., Ontario. My Golden Glow is
covered with a red insect. What will kill

them?
Answer. The stems of this beautiful
ornamental plant are often literally cov-

—

ered with a bright-red louse. This lou^e
may be easily killed with one of the common insecticides used for the destruction
of plant lice, such as "Black Leaf 40," one
teaspoonful to a gallon of water; whale-

Toronto, Canada.

or fish-oil soap, 1 lb. to 8 gallons of
a good kerosene emulsion; or,
wherever possible, by frequently washing these lice from the stems of the plants
with a good force of water through an
ordinary lawn hose nozzle.
oil

water;

MUSTARD

yard.

We

lar

must

personal answer

cure ?

certain.

The

All queries

"Pay

you.

SEED.

—

Ontario. Do you know of any
market for wild mustard seed? I have
heard that it is used for snaking dyes.
J. S. F.,

Answer.

— Not

Do not think

it is

that

we

employed

are aware of.
in this

way.

PHEASANTS.
J.

—

D., Ontario.
1. Give me names of
or five breeders of pheasants ( ring-

four
neck and English) and the kind they raise
2. About what price would they ask for
cocks and hens of a good strain ( hardy,
unfancy, just ones to raise and have some
good shooting in the fall)
3. What is rate
of duty on pheasants imported from U.S.
A.? Give me names of a feiv U.S.A. breeders of kind mentioned as short as possible
distance from my station.
5. What are
express charges on pheasants? 6. Do they
nest on ground or should the nests be
raised above ground?
1. Should I make
shelter over nests?
Of what material
should these be made?
Answer. Howard MacLean, of 2174
Queen St. East, Toronto, sells them at $20
per pair. You can get them in the U.S.
through American Poultry Journal for $5.
Pheasants for breeding purposes cross
,

.

—

the lines free of duty.

Express charges

will be

about ?2 per

pair.

Mr. MacLean advises making nests on
Be careful to watch male
birds for they often eat the eggs.

floor of the coops.

COW WITH BAD
W.D.,

New

UDDER.

Brunswick. — We

moved

to

and are doing mixed
farmiug. Before coming out we bought a
cow with one dry udder some experienced farmers said it xvas gargaled, and
would come alright when she freshened;
the country last fall

—

A swelling of
got no better however.
about three inches thick runs the full

it

length of the udder. Once when we tried
A lady friend
to milk, water came out.
who is interested in farming, said to inject liquid butter, and if the udder had
not been injured she should m,ilk as well
as ever.
Last fall we were troubled with the cow
This spring a Holgiving bloody milk.
There
stein went di'y, also a new cow.
was, apparently a lump at the entrance

^

TV
called
of the udder, some said these were
We beefed the Holstein but still
spiders.
have the others, although I believe they
are speaking of doing the same with these.
a
It seems a shame to beef young cattle of
good milking stock when something migh t
be done for them.
Will you please see if you have any
info7~mation regarding such things?

—

Answer. I fear little can be done to
improve the condition of this cow's udder,
at this late day, as probably the whole
structure of the gland has been changed
by the chronic inflammation from which
it has suffered.
It is just possible that it would repaj
the cost and trouble to rub it with lodin'
ointment in the following manner: Ru
a little of the ointment well into th
swollen quarter once a day for severs
days or until the skin gets sore, ther
leave it alone until the skin completely re
covers, when it may be treated again in
the same way, when the cow freshens
again rub the whole diseased portion of
the udder with the remedy recommended
later for other cows, and in the same way.
Cows giving bloody milk. Red milk is
due to an organism which changes the
milk, causing some of it to become red.
This is not common. Blood in the milk,
the blood coming from the udder proper
fairly comomn in cows that have
is
newly freshened and continues from 10
to 14 days, or it may be due to injury,
such as rough milking or suckling. Some
medicines will cause it, or changing the
food suddenly, putting the cows on to
rich nitrogenous food such as clover
If the
especially if given in quantities.
discoloration is streak or if clots can be
noticed then, of course, it may be concluded to be blood, and to treat this condition successfully the feeding must be given
attention, the food given sparingly, especially clover or alfalfa, protect from inclement weather, etc. A dose of Epsom
i-alts may be given to advantage in the
early stage, then give one-half to one
ounce of the fluid extract of Phytolacca,
"according to size of cow and requirements," once daily in a pint of gruel or
Also rub a little well into the
water.

—

affected udder once daily.
Cows with the so-called spiders or
tumors at the base of the teat can only
be treated successfully by a skilled veterinary surgeon, if the surgical operation

performed almost immediately after
freshening, and there is little other advice I can give on this matter, except
perhaps careful milking.
I cannot recommend the practice of the
more or less continuous use of the milking
tube, as it has to be used under the strict-

is

est asepsis,

which

is difficult to

accomp-

lish.

no uncommon occurrence for a cow
that has developed a tumor at the base of
one teat at one freshing, to develop
one in another teat at the next time of
freshening.— J. K. Gerow.
It is

MAGGOTS EAT ONIONS.

—

What should be done to
Ontario.
\save onions being destroyed by worms?
Answer Owing to the difficulty of destroying root maggots, and the cost of
chemicals, growers depend on methods of
To be thoroughly effective
prevention.
I
these methods should be employed before
the fly's eggs are laid. A common method
consists in placing sand soaked in coaU
I
oil
a cupful to a bucket of dry sand at
J. O.,

—

I

I

—

—
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Here's Your Chance
chance
GIVE
by working our

you that you can make money
of men and women in
Canada are making splendid salaries by working for" us
us a

to

prove

plan.

a few hours each day.

Why

to

Hundreds

not learn

all

about

it?

your regular position isn't producing enough money to take
care of a few added luxuries
our plan will fit in splendidly,
giving you as much extra money as your spare time will allow
for.
The more time you devote to the plan the more money you
can make. To learn all about it drop us a Post Card, back
This will not
to you by return mail will come full particulars.
obligate you in any way. Simply say, "Send me full particulars
of your money-making plan."
If

—

—

—

Name
Address

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING
143-153 University Avenue,

CO.,

LIMITED

TORONTO, ONTARIO

.

NE
alum, of each 1 oz. dissolved in a quart
Apply it with the hand or
of water.
piece of sponge or cloth. J.K.G., V.S.

—

KARAKULES.

—

D.C.K., Saskatchewan. Can you tell me
if there are any corporations or individArabic
uals engaged in raising karakule
sheep? Are these sheep adapted to this
climate and what kind of stables for winWhat are the hides
ter do they need

—

worth ?
Answer. We have had several articles
'n the Farmer's Magazine dealing with
;he Karakule sheep from time to time and
;ome of our subscribers are also handling
hese sheep both in Ontario and in New
runswick. Prince Edward Island and

—

fova Scotia.

The sheep seem to do very well in this
limate and do not require any more care
han the sheep that we are always accustomed to raising here.
It seems that the skins of these lambs
are most valuable before they are ten or
fifteen days old, when the wool retains its
curl and luster and they are marketed in
New York and other places at a little
better than fall

lamb

prices.

As

I'orkshire pigs.

Where can I buy books on the weeds in
Western Canada?
Answer. Write to John W. Brant, ac-

—

countant National Livestock Records, Ottawa, who will send you application forms
and rules for registration of Yorkshire
The proceeding is simple but dehogs.
mands accuracy of dates and pedigree.
The Department of Agriculture at Ottawa issues a valuable book on weeds,
while pamphlets from your own legislature will give you information on these.
H. N. Thompson edited one in Saskatche-

wan in 1914. It may be possible to get
this by writing to the Department of Agriculture, Regina, Sask. Prof. Bedford, of
Winnipeg, would be able

to give

you valu-

BIG BINDER

WHEEL FOR

SOFT GROUND.

—

R.H., Alberta. / saw an advertisement
on page 14 of the August issue about rigging up binder to cut on soft ground.
Send me catalogue with full particulars.
Let me have an answer by mail as m,ost of
the farmers here cannot cut oats and barley for the wet.

—

Answer. Have sent you a letter as requested, but the illustration you refer to
It was used
an illustration on the editorial a,s
showing some ideas gained from other
parts. We do not know that any firm puts
these out. This one was rigged up by a
farmer for his own individual needs.

was not an advertisement.
as

able information.
N.B.

—

R.J.G., Ontario.
Can you kindly send
us the names of some N.B. potato dealers.
Stamp enclosed for reply.

Answer.

MARE WITH SORE HEELS.

POTATOES WANTED.

— Letter advising you as to cer-

who handle potatoes in N.B.
has been mailed to you.

—

K.A., British Columbia. / have a mare
eight years old that has been bothered
with sore heels for about five ynonths, similar to greasy heels.
Would you please
send me a permanent cure for sam,e.

tain parties

—

Answer. Take a box of concentrated
and dissolve it in two quarts of water,"
and bottle up for use when wanted, in
the following way: Pour a wine-glassful

a breeding sheep they are said to
have several advantages. It is claimed
that the flesh has no taste of that objectionable mutton taste that we so often get,
that the lambs fatten more easily, that
they are more docile and that the lambs
are larger. If you will write to the Live
Stock Commissioner at Ottawa you will
get information as to what this sheep is
doing in Canada.
It is certain that something can be done
in the future along this line if persons will
take pains to breed the purest bred Karakules.they can get and take care of them
in the right way, for undoubtedly there
will be a big demand in the future for
Persian lamb, and other clothing furs such
as this.

Farmers and

'CHARMERS

do not have a sufficient
our political affairs,"
contends
veteran
grain-grower
from Manitoba. "War burdens are coming," said he, "and unless agriculture asserts itself, we will have to bear a far
greater share of the burden than we
Agriculture generally bears the
should.
burdens because it is a basic industry and
cannot pass the incidence of taxation on

*

ON FLOWER PLANTS.

—

Mrs. A. J., Alberta. How can I get rid
of lice on flower plants?
Answer A good spray of water is often
effective in dislodging these plant lice.
Generally they are on the under side of
the leaves. A liberal use of tobacco dust

—

or spraying with tobacco water will soon
destroy them.
POTATOES.

—

A.L.C., Alberta. / have several cars of
potatoes for sale. Could you give me the
names of some Tororito handler or storage
firms where I could ship the potatoes?

of the solution of lye into a small bucket
of cold water, and wash and bathe the
hee'ls and legs for half an hour, morning
and night. A great change for the better
This wash
will be seen in a day or tXvo.
seems to have the power of relaxing and
softening the skin, and at the same time
causes the legs to sweat greatly.
Dry
them as often after bathing as you like,
there will pour out great quantities' of
moisture from the skin as soon as you
have done. Keep thoroughly dry and dress
occasionally for a few successive days
with sulphate of zinc, sugar of lead and

voice

in
this

to others.

"Manufacturers

lye

LICE

Politics

Uudeiirk McKeuzie, secretary of the Caiiailian (.'oiincil of Agriculture, lias been touring;
Ontario, in company vvitli J. J. Morrison, secretary of tlie United Farmers of Ontario, dur^
ing September.

meet and demand
from their point

tariffs that are scientific

of view and they see that they get their
demands. They are alive. Farmers should
be equally alive to their own business. Of
course I know that the big reason why
farmers neglect the economic and political sides, is because they are too busy, but
no one should be so lacking in public
spirit, that he cannot watch the trend of
these events and stand behind the organizations that are seeking to right his
troubles."
"I have been asked why it is that money
is

9% on farm mortgage
Western Canada, while 5«J^

paid 8 c;;, and

security in

and

6%

are prevailing rates in Ontario.

,
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answer

7'lie

get

easy,

is

it

is'because they can
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it.

"There things move under the law of
supply and demand as commodities do.
But the West is waking up and the demand
for cheaper money and the rural credits
agitation have grown because of these
very evils. What we want is, that the
farm population get their working capital
as low as any other industry does.
The farmer has left the making of his
laws to the city people. Too often he lets
the city man do his thinking for him also.
And it is this apathy that is showing itself
in the character of our legislation. There
is no reason why this country should not
be governed in the interests of its greatthe
est and our most numerous class
farmers."

—

Seed Grain and Potatoes
A

distribution of superior sorts of grain

and potatoes will be made during the coming winter and spring to Canadian farmThe samples for general distribution
ers.
will consist of spring wheat (about 5 lbs.)
white oats (about 4 lbs.), barley (about
5 lbs.) and field peas (about 5 lbs.) These
A dis'triwill be sent out from Ottawa.
bution of potatoes in samples of about 3
lbs. will be carried on from several of the
experimental farms, the Central Farm at
Ottawa supplying only the Provinces of
Ontario and Quebec. All samples will be
,

.

O a.i7) —

sent free by mail.

Only one sample of grain and one of
potatoes can be sent to each farm. As the
supply of seed is limited, farmers are advised to apply early.
Requests received
after the end of December will prob-ibly
be too late.
Any one desiring a sample should write
(post free) to the Dominion Cerealist, Experimental Farm, Ottawa, for an application blank.
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JVestclo.x folk build more than three
million alarms a year
and build them
well.
All wheels are assembled by a special
Result
process
patented, of course.

—

— plenty of time

—

—

a

accuracy, less friction, long

Western Clock Co.

life.

Makers

of Westclox

Other ll'estclox: Baby Ben. Pocket Ben, America,
Bingo, Sleep-Meter, Lookout and Ironclad.

The Brick For Your New Home
Homes

am

all

over Ontario are built with

Credit

full

size

Cherry

no child

to die.

Red

Pressed Brick.

Before you buy your

brick, write us.

Always glad to send

a

sample and give

a price.

Credit Brick Company, Ltd.
McKinnon Building, Toronto

The Port

WORKS, PORT CREDIT. ONT.
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Big Ben is six times factory tested. At
your dealer's, ^2.50 in the States', $3.00 in
Canada. Sent prepaid on receipt of price
if your dealer doesn't stock him.

Big
the

Port

say xomeI he of -service
thiny.
Ilefireen the tears, that would he comforting,

Fuin vfjuld

La

—

all

sloivly

round your nee],-: the
hands you used
To kiss. Such arms
such Imndx I
1

—

through. He rings two
ways ten half-minute calls or steadily for
five minutes.

downright good

of.

loosed
Their pressure

May

like

and a grin
signals set against;
grouch all cheery clear ahead.

die,

Weep with yoa

all

.say.

You'll like Big Ben face to face.
He's
seven inches tall, spunky, neighborly

He helps them make
He calls, "All aboard!"—

Ben.

Let

—

Sandman whenever you

started the day at three. He
is right on the minute when
there's an early run.

The

Whitcomb Rilkv

Big Ben will run your day on
schedule time he'll sidetrack the

the call

comes, to wake the
^ railroad man. Big Ben
was on the job first. He

Bereaved
1)Y .Tamks

Flags the Sleeper

-

T
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ative Elevator

Need More Machines?
Continued from page 9

either paint or varnish should be renewed. Particularly is this true of such
wheeled machinery as cultivators, drills,
wagons, horse-rakes and of the wooden
parts of any machine that is exposed to
the action of sun or moisture. A very little labor and a really trifling expenditure
for materials will save the farmer ten

per cent in the

life

of his outfit.

The modern farm has the farm shop
as its ally- Many wideawake farmers put
their whole outfit "through the shop" annually. In this way each part of the equipis gone over carefully before the
season calls for its services and meets
every emergency well prepared. There is
no better time for this process than the
winter days, and no better place for carrying it through than a cosy, well heated

ment

and lighted farm shop.
CARE OF WHEELS.

No end of loss accrues to the average
farmer through neglect of the wooden
rims of his farm implements. It should
be remembered that the wheels is the
foundation of the implement and that if
the wheel is shaky the implement cannot
do its best work. Further, the unnecessary vibration caused by the shaking of
the wheel tends to destroy the whole imSeeders, rakes, cultivators,
plement.
wagons and buggies and other implements
are in many instances shaken to pieces
All this loss is
rather than worn out.
simply waste and may be prevented by a
little timely attention.
The best preservative against a wheel
becoming loose is a thorough soaking in
oil followed by a liberal use of lead oil and
varnish.
The best method of applying the oil is as
follows. Clean the wheel thoroughly and
The
let it dry as thoroughly as possible.
wheel rim should then be set in a zinc or
galvanized iron box twenty-seven inches

C. A.

and a half inches wide and five
inches deep. From the ends of this box
and sloping from the top of the box to
bottom there should be boards inserted
that are closely tacked to the sides of the
box. When the wheel is placed in the box
it will be found that three spoke ends are
covered as well as the rim. The wheel
should be left to soak for half an hour or
twenty minutes and then turned at half
hour intervals till the whole wheel has
been soaked. The farmer who treats his
wheels to this soaking has a surprise coming to him at the amount of oil that will
be absorbed.
When the wheels have been once soaked
they should be allowed to dry till the oil
is quite hard.
The next step is to sandpaper the wheel till it is quite smooth.
This is to be followed by a complete covering with oil and lead paint specially prepared for waggon and other implement
painting. Ordinary house paint will not
answer as well as carefully made implement. paint, as the implement paint requires a considerable amount of drier that
makes the paint dry hard and flat, leaving
no gloss.
This coat should be lightly
sandpapered and given another coat. Last
of all a good varnish should be applied,
as the varnish literally seals up all the
rest of the paint and does a great deal to
make the job a permanent one. These
directions for painting are those suggested by one of the best practical machinists in the Dominion and may be followed
Wheels thus treated will
to the letter.
not suff^er from loose tires and will, if well
made, last for two generations. Implements are rarely put out of commission
through use. Ninety per cent, of them
perish through neglect. What makes matters all the worse is that the neglect is
utterly uncalled for.
long, five

Dunning, Co-Operationist
Continued from page 16

Such has been the marvellous growth
of this great co-operative institution under the management of Mr- Dunning, in
the past five years. And as it has grown,
and as a similar institution has sprung
into existence in Alberta, the future development of these thriving commercial
branches of the extensive system, now
known as the Grain Growers' Movement,
has become an interesting problem. There
are those within the scope of the movement who believe that all the various interests of the organized farmers of the
West, should be amalgamated and directed by one central, or federal board. That
is, the Grain Growers' Grain Company
which is the oldest of all the commercial
enterprises in the Grain Growers' MoveSaskatchewan Co-operative
ment, the
Elevator Company, and the Alberta Cooperative Elevator Company should merge
their business and become one giant corporation guided by a representative board

of directors. But C. A- Dunning does not
belong to the federationists. He believes
strongly in autonomy as applied to the
future of the Grain Growers' Movement
in the three middle western provinces. "I
believe," he said in speaking on this aspect of the Movement, "in a system which
will preserve the truly co-operative principle. That means if the Grain Growers''
Movement is to flourish, it must be based
on a system which works from the bottom up, not from the top downward, as is
suggested in the idea of a controlling or
directing power vested in a central board."

The

field

that

is still

undeveloped

in

each

of the provinces, presents a prospect to
an institution like the Saskatchewain Cooperative Elevator Company, which precludes the possibility of any attraction
being contained in a proposal of federation with other interests. The future of
the grain trade in Saskatchewan is limitless, as also is the future of the Co-oper-

At

Company

in

its

present

General Manager's opinion. The development of these
wheels within wheels, or in other words,
the growth of the competitive element
within the wide field of the western Grain
Grower, should be watched with interest.
C. A. Dunning is a remarkably young
man to hold the position which he has
made, as was said at the beginning, "one
of the biggest in Canada." Therefore, it
is only fair to assume that he possesses
very much more than an average amount
of ability. Already, he has been led to
the hill-top by political
tempters and
shown the wonderful heritage that might
be his in the years to come, but he invariably has replied that his politics for
some time will be the Saskatchewan Cooperative Elevator Company, all of which
argues that wisdom and youthfulness
sometimes are found together. But one
day, Mr. Dunning is almost certain to go
to parliament, and then he will take with
him much special and expert knowledge
that will be of great value to his countryHe has served on two special commissions
status.

least, that is the

which were obliged to investigate agriculture and finance in most of the countries of Europe. His knowledge of grainmarketing and transportation is scientific and expert, and as a speaker he is
easily one of the most efficient amongst
a large number of fluent and eloquent
members of the different Grain Growers'
Associations. It has become a habit of
late for leisurely gentlemen with
noses
for politics, to comb the country from east
promising men to
to west in search of
be used in regenerating and building up
Canada. If the name of C. A. Dunning has
not been considered, let it be entered on
the waiting list immediately-

Trees Shrubs, Vines and
Herbaceous Perennials
This excellent work by John Kirkegaard, covers practically every subject pertaining to the beautifying of
the farm home surroundings, from the
details of making or reviving a lawn, to
the planning of a landscape garden. A
feature of the book particulai'ly helpful
to the layman, is a comprehensive chart,
classifying the different species of ti'ees,
shrubs and perennials, accordirg to their
height, appearance and tiaie of bloom.

The sections on methods of protection
from the different varieties of insect
pests and plant diseases, the outdoor culture of roses, plants adapted for special
purposes such as rock gardens, low places,
trees and shrubs with ornamental fruit
or colored foliage, and the best varieties
of hardy ferns, will all prove a delight
to the man or woman who takes a special

pride in the beauty of the home grounds.
The book is profusely illustrated, largely with full-page photographs. That its
merit has been recognized by horticultural authorities is evidenced in its being adopted for use as a text-book in some

American Agricultural Colleges.
can be obtained for the price of $1.50,
by writing the Farmer's Magazine.
of the
It
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guard flew up, Allan's two arms pumped
one almost with the other. His left hand
was buried to the wrist just above Hardisty's belt. His right sought higher for
its mark and caught the tilted chin of a

Frost Girl

Continued from page 66
ing forward in the other's tracks, Allan
rapidly overhauled him and at last, in the
centre of the muskeg, the man wheeled.
It was Hardisty.
Allan, panting from his exertions, halted quickly. Despite his anger, despite the
reckless, precipitate pursuit through the
forest, his mind was alert. The success
or failure of the winter depended on what
happened in the next instant. He knew he

must have every advantage for, desperate
as he was himself, he faced a man equally
desperate.

T

TERE

•*

*

beneath the stars, alone in the
without hope of mercy, a
square deal or of life itself should he fail,
he was to fight it out for the success of the
survey. The labor of months, the concentrated effort of the crew, the assistance of Hertha, all depended upon what
would happen when one or the other
lifted a snowshoe to begin the attack.
Hardisty undoubtedly recognized as
well as the engineer the portentous significance of the moment. But, clever as he
had shown himself in the winter's campaign, his mind was not so quick, so
alert. Allan, trained to such encounters,
accustomed to sizing up his opponent's
weaknesses, had an advantage. But it was
in his quickness to grasp the unusual nature of the battle that his real superforest,
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time with both feet, his snowshoes coming down on top of the others. Instantly
his arms were in action. Not unskilled,
amateurish blows, as Hardisty expected,

but short, hard, well-distanced punches.
The other fought, too, but the second
leap had caught him off his guard. Instinctively he started to step backward,
only to find himself firmly rooted to the
spot by Allan's weight. The blows shot in
more savagely. He wrenched with his
legs in an effort to retreat, lost his balance
and threw up his hands to save himself.
It was exactly as Allan had planned it
in that quick second's comprehension of
what the battle must be, of what the winning tactics must be.
As Hardisty's

reeling victim.

A LLAN

had known that Hardisty did
not have the maps with him when he
faced him in the muskeg. It was too large
a bundle to escape notice. If they had
been destroyed, they were back on the
-^*-

trail.

Quickly he removed the webs from the
feet of the unconscious victim of the bat-

on snowshoes. Without them he could
not go far. As a further precaution he
bound the man's hands behind him with
his big bandana handkerchief and then
tle

darted back across

flie

muskeg.

To be concluded

iority lay.

For in a flash, as they stood there, it
had come to Allan that absolutely new
rules would govern the combat, rules made
inexorable by the long unwieldy web attached to the foot of each and by the
three feet of loose

snow that covered the

ground.

The snowshoe is a peculiar institution.
One can go forward easily, but even one
accustomed to its use must go sideways or
backward only with diificulty, if, indeed,
he can go backward at all. Hanging loosely from the toes, the long laced frames
are unstable, obstinate, deceiving. In
three feet of unbroken snow, with the
white mass piled a foot high on each shoe,
they are difficult things to handle.
All the peculiarities of the snowshoe
flashed through Allan's mind in the first

second he faced Hardisty.

He knew he

could rush forward but never retreat. He
knew he could not quite reach his ad-

versary to grapple with him and keep his
feet. He knew that to go down did not
necessarily mean disaster, even though it
were impossible to get up, for the other
would be little less helpless. Darting in
and out was not to be considered. Legs
could not be locked. Blows with the knees

were impossible.

'"pHE

second after he thought of these
things Allan rushed. Shuffling forward quickly, he was upon Hardisty. His
right arm was drawn back for a swinging
blow. It was the typical attitude of the
unskilled fighter and Hardisty, cool, confident, smiled as he set himself to meet it.
-*

But Allan suddenly stopped. Then, as
he leaped forward again, thjs

quickly,

Her arms reached up and
framed

in

the

ivent around his neck.
Her face
masses of golden hair was close to his.

An
A

Agricultural Exhibition

Unique Display

and Farm Power Conveniences That Carried
During the War Times Labor Shortage

of Live Stock

Great Interest

to all

AN

attendance of nearly a million at
the Canadian National Exhibition,
at Toronto, in 1916 was an achievement that showed in an unmistakable way
how agriculture and industry were standing up under the war strain.
As every great war of history bears
with peculiar hardship upon agriculture,
.by reducing the labor, raising taxes, and
by the requirements of machinery and soil
elements that are high priced of necessity
under strain, the display of labor-savingmachinery was to be expected.

And farmers, who came to see, were not
disappointed. The exhibits of gasoline engine power, electric power, and horsepower outfits was large and varied. Tents
of every description dotted the open
Busy salesmen had their line
squares.
shaftings in place and all the latest
methods of getting power, illustrated as
never before.
The result was an increased interest in
power farming. The day of the gasoline
engine is only beginning, said one manufacturer.
The way farmers have purchased engines during the last five yeai'S
is only the first wave of the big sea of
orders that will come in, as they realize
the labor saving, money-making possibilities of more farm power.
Just as this great and destructive war
is illustrating the use made of flying machines, "tank" cars as they are called,
wireless telegraphy, and the economical
attention to by-products, so the succeeding

days will see the carrying into peaceful

commerce and industry, the great strides
forward in locomotion, travel and power
requirements on the farm.
These things will be put to man's service after the war in another way. Electrical energy will be harnessed up still
further for the farmer, while the gasoline
engine will drive a great many machines
on every farm no matter how remote from

turers' building; the luxury and refinement of travel as instanced in the transpoi'tation building; as well as the unequalled display of man's creative genius
among Holsteins, Clydesdales, Shropshires, Yorkshires, thorough-breds, ponies,
Jerseys, or poultry, these all gave answer
louder than platform eloquence of the enterprise and expanding energy of the
Canadian people, especially to the rural

the leading centres.
Such indeed was the impression made at
the recent big Exhibition that drew farmers from all parts of Canada.
This advance was particularly noted in
the machinery halls, the process building,
And
and in the automobile displays.
farmers are buying automobiles. In many
parts of Canada 60 per cent, of the sales
are made to farmers who find the car an
economic investment and not a luxurious

who

extravagance.
Exhibits that drew great attention included milking machines, ensilage cutters
and elevators, gates and fences, silos, tile

chance

cream separators, farm lighting
systems, iron pumps, well-making displays, gasoline engines of- all kinds and
powers, house-building designs and material, B.C. woods, fisheries, provincial
government displays and motor wagons
ditchers,

with trailers.

The machinery
ous, almost

halls,

with their marvel-

human movements;

the clever

ingenuity of the process building exhibits;
the splendid creations in the manufac-

element.

Readers of The Farmer's Magazine
renewed interest in taking an
arm-chair tour over the exhibits. Cameras
have been busy, and descriptive pens active to carry forward the impressions
made and to hammer home the ideas of
saving, money-making, improvement and
will find a

any man
The U.
F. O. had an attractive exhibit for Canadian farmers
uplift that these things give to
is

And

interested in his business.

not the least, the reader has a
touch again with the

to get into

manufacturer or exhibitor in case he has
As one
laid aside the memo he took.
visitor told us, "I have forgotten where
to write for that article exhibited in one
corner of the process building, but which
I must have, as I did not know it was so
easy to instal a perfect satisfaction like

that."

Hence these
with interest.

stories of business sparkle
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The Canadian Independent Telephone

THE

Canadian Independent Telephone Co., Ltd., of Toronto, occupied a prominent corner in the Industrial Building with a very comprehensive exhibit confined entirely to telephones

and telephone accessories and supplies.
One was little surprised that farmers
and their wives showed so much interest
in this exhibit, when one learned that it

was

this

company who

first

undertooi< to

these Independent local systems.
said, the exhibit was a viery
comprehensive one; it showed that the
company manufactures telephones for
every service, the city, the town, the
rural system, the factory, the school and
the home. It was apparent at once that
the company has experienced and specially efficient engineers to design and
superintend the m.anufacture of their

of

all

As we have

eauipment.

manufacture in Canada telephone equipment specially for the local companies and
systems, the maiority of which came into

The exhibit included the Lorimer Automatic System, which gives service to any

existence in order to give the rural dis-

number

The Canadian
Independent Telephone Company has from

without any girl operator, and also the
Presto-Phone, which is an automatic sys-

the very start been closely identified with

tem for private inside service and factories, departmental buildings, etc., spe-

tricts

telephone service.

the development of the Independent systems, particularly in Ontario, and, there-

we

do not hesitate to say that they
have been in a very important sense,
largely responsible for the great benefit
that rural communities enjoy through the
efficient equipment and adequate^ service
fore,

of telephones in a city or

town

cially designed to give this efficient girlless service at a

connection,
this

it

reasonable cost.

In this

might be mentioned that

company was

matic telephone

the pioneer in the autoand it is a matter

field,

for pride that the best in automatic tele-

Co.,

Limited

phony is the result of Canadian brains
and Canadian ability. With these automatic systems being manufactured in a
Toronto factory, there is no good reason
automatic telephone should be
imported, for the Canadian- automatic
combines all the features of any others,
and possesses advantages in service which
the others cannot furnish.
For the rural systems, the exhibit included the most up-to-date switchboards

why any

of the manual type, magneto telephones,
both wall and desk, ringing apparatus, etc.
The company guarantees the quality of all
its equipment, and it has been in this

way and by maintaining

facilities to en-

sure prompt service, that it has built up
its large telephone business.
The company has at all times, and is
still ready to supply information to any
municipalities or individuals interested
in the establishing of a local telephone
system. Enquiries addressed to the company, 263 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, will
bring prompt reply and full information.
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Ontario Ascendant
spells opportunity.
ONTARIO
the young man's province.

It is

Situated in the very hub of Canada, close to the commercial and educational centres of America, its strategic
position from the farm standpoint is seen
at a glance.
Small farms, large farms, specialized
farms, fruit farms, mixed farms and live
stock ranches are open to the man who
The prices are not
wants to come in.
nearly as high as in the States and other

good farming sections.
The wealth of possibility was well set
out in the Government Buildings at the
recent Canadian National Exhibition,
where thousands of people inspected,
favorably commented upon, and learned
for the first time how rich the province
was, in opportunity and in service from
"

Department of Agriculture.
The fruit department carries a display
of native productions of the tree and vine,
that cannot be excelled in any country.
Growing apple trees laden with their
loads of Duchess beauties were transplanted into the scene. Pyramids of color
the

how

plums, cherries, pears,
peaches, apples and grapes made for big
returns.
No other part in Canada can
compete.
Ontario fruit farms have a
monopoly of flavor. P. W. Hodgetts and
his staffs in the Fruit Branch deserves
told

well

credit for the display.
In vegetables the situation was equally
pleasing.
Knowing how well all vegetables can be produced anywhere in the
province, the Government had a big booth
with a domestic science graduate in
charge.
The inquiries that Miss Foote
answered were an indication of the awakening of rural Ontario to their real interest in farm life.
For real enthusiasm over field returns,
one had only to turn to J. Lockie Wilson's
exhibit covering four big sections of the
building.
Here lay a striking tribute to

what help a government can be in fostering better farming. The Standing Field
Crop Competitions have had the effect of
making grain growing and clean farming
mean the same thing. The exhibits showed
the wonderful possibilities of a province

under bad weather conditions.
Too few farmers realize how useful the
Government can be to them. Too many
look upon governments as banders out of
fat jobs.
The real reason for departmental activity lies in the help they can
give to the masses of the people in their
doing work on the farm. Here's where
the Ontario Department of Agriculture
is winning better recognition.
They are

serving the

man who

needs the help.
Does any farmer in the province need

assistance in;

Animal Husbandry.

— Professor

Day conducts experiments

G.

E.

in stock feed-

ing; gives advice on breeds of cattle, sheep
and swine; rations, stables and stable fittings; silos and silage; piggeries and

sheep pens.
Apiculture
Mr. Morley Pettit, the
lecturer in charge of this department is
the Provincial Apiarist having charge of
Government organizations and inspection
throughout Ontario. Advice on races of
bees, diseases and their control; queen
rearing; wintering; honey market, etc..
Bacteriology. Professor D. H. Jones
prepares culture media for alfalfa, clovers
and other leguminous crops; investigates
bacterial diseases of plants and animals
and gives advice for their control analyses water and milk samples for bacterial

—

—

;

content.

Botany.

Weeds and

—

Professor

their control

J.

E.,

Howitt.

by means of

cul-

spraying, etc.; specimens identified; samples of grass, clover and alfalfa
seed tested.
Poultry.
Professor W. R. Graham
gives advice on breeding, feeding and
tivation,

—

general care of poultry; poultry house
for the farmer the development of layinj
;

strains;

identification
poultry diseases.

and treatment

o

—

Physics.
Professor W. H. Day helps i
water supply and sewage equipment fo
the farm; surveys for underdrainag

made

at small cost.
Field Husbandry.

— Dr. C. A. Zavitz ad

on varieties of all farm crops
methods of cultivation, rotations, soils
etc., ninety acres of experiments to be see
throughout the summer months. Join th
Ontario Agricultural and Experiments
Union and obtain seed of the very bes
vises

varieties.

—

Horticulture.
Professor J. W. Croi
advises on varieties and cultivation
fruits, vegetables, flowers and shrubbery
control of fruit and vegetable disease
free.

There is no want that a farmer ca
have in Ontario, but he can get assistanc
at little cost and in most cases free, b
writing the Department of Agricultur
Parliament Bldgs., Toronto.

The

Bulletins of to-day are decidedl
containing more informatio
along special lines than formerly could
gleaned from whole encyclopedias on tt
subject. A few of these which any farm*
can have free for the asking are give
herewith.
Tillage and Rotation.
Insects and Fungus Diseases Affecting Fn

helpful

—

Trees, Revised Dec. IPOT.
Farm Un derd rain age Does
:

Farm Drainage
Tlie

it

Pay?

Operations.

Codling Moth.

Weeds

of Ontario.

Apple Orcharding.
Dairy Scliool Bulletin. I'art I. Cheese-ma
ing .and Butter-making.
Dairy School Bulletin, II. Dairying on t!
Farm.
Farm Poultry and Eggs Marketing Cond
tions in Ontario County.

Farm Forestry.
Stra-nberry Culture and The Red Rnspberr
Fruits Recommended for Ontario Planter
Orchard Surveys
Glengarry.

in

Dundas, Stormont an

T nK ¥

Advtrtixlng Scctioi
Bee Diseases in Ontario.
Sheep Raising in Ontririu

Hoes

:

it

Pay?

Box Packing

of Apples.
I<''.Trm Poultry.
Tlie San Juse and Oyster-Sbell Scales.
Liglitming Rorls.

Fertilizers.

Gree«li«use Construction.
•Sivine.

Cherry

in

Ontario.

Fruit-'Flies.

Farm Crops: Experiments

at

O.

A. O.

Smuts and Rusts of Grain Crops.
The Cherry in Ontario.
Vegetable Growing.
Field Beans.
Co-operative Marketing .Associations.
Sweet Clover (Melilotus).
Home Canning of Fruits and Vegetal)lcs.

Grape in Ontario.
Lime and its Use in Agriculture.
Tiio

Potatoes.

Peach Growing

in Ontario.

has 44 District Representatives who are at the service of farmers in
every county.
Short courses in agriculture are given.
The Women's Institute is the best and
most practical affair of its kind in the
world. There are 25,000 women members.
Their patriotic work has astonished the
Empire.
Ontario has maintained the best of
Ontario

roads throughout. The legislature is isow
preparing to spend $750,000 more on good
roads.

Expert assistance

in

R MER S

farm land drain-

name that has become
synonym for farm service, convenience and reliability. As
farmers grow acquainted with the British
is

a

a farmside

thoroughness and integrity that ensure
quality in the many machines they put
out, their reputation is spreading far
and wide.
To own a Lister Machine
marks the farmer's good judgment.
Messrs. R. A. Lister and Co., Limited,
occupied big tent space at the Canadian
National Exhibition where all their machines either at work or at rest were
easily inspected by an inquiring public.
Foremost in the big tent one was struck
by the Individual Electric Lighting Plant
with engine, batteries, switchboard and
all
complete withal very simple and
certainly the last word in service.
It
operates automatically, the engine starting up and stopping just as the light is
switched on or off. The fact that over
200 are now in use from Vancouver to
Halifax and that 12 are installed in a
radius of 3 miles in one section, proves
how the idea is catching on. These plants
are made in ten sizes, to supply from 40
to 500 lights. A 200-light plant was used
for illuminating the tent.
Just as interesting were the several
Gasoline Engines on exhibit. These engines have won a name among farmers
for efficient operation. They are built in
sizes from two to nine H.P.
Engines
were coupled up to the line shafting in
the tent, illustrating how easy and effectual the engine can be made to serve the
forever requirements of any farm large
or small. The day of the Gasoline Engine
is just beginning.

—

—

Marketing facilities under the direction
of a special branch are being worked out
for Ontario's farmers.
A circuit of fairs and exhibitions is unsurpassed.
The greatest of fruit sections, of vegetable growing districts, of pure bred live
stock farms, of mixed farming and of
ranching possibilities are found inside this
province.
Ontario produces one-third of Canada's
horses; over one-third of her milch cows;
more than one-quarter of her total cattle;
one-third of her sheep and nearly half of
the swine.
Ontario produces 80 r/ of Canada's
fruit; three-quarters of her fall wheat;
one-fifth of her oats; one-quarter of her
barley; three-quarters of her rye and
clover.

very practical and helpful in every way.
Many a farmer paused before the wellarranged displays to learn more about his
orchard enemies, his soil regulators, the
correct fruit form and legume bacteria.
The hints given here have enabled many

a young farmer to diagnose his own
troubles, and have inspired him to go on.
So successful in this work is the Ontario
Agricultural College, that no criticism can

overshadow the good that is being done
in every branch of agriculture.
The poultryman finds in its work at
Guelph invaluable ideas for his money-

making poultry farm.
The work of the Veterinary College

Their chart exhibits were unique.
The Government is well advised in
spending some publicity on the animal
anatomy and the ways to conserve their
health. The Veterinary College is waking
up to the fact that it is a public servant

and the Government

Chances for the young man abound
everywhere. The whole province is one
big centre of business and convenience.
Her Hydro-Electric power is giving the
farms of the province cheap power, heat
and light.
The education afforded by the O.A.C.
departments as shown at the fair was

&

car-

ries expert information to the farmers.

service.

is

pushing the idea of

The farmer, when he

sees the

diagrams and charts of a horse's interior,
his foot formation or his lung capacity,
goes at live stock husbandry more intelligently.

Assuredly the right idea of more seris possessing the Agricultural Department of Ontario.

vice

Company, Limited

Silo.
A nine H.P. engine was operating
a twenty-six inch cylinder, Lister Ideal
Thresher.
A five H.P. operated their
noted grain grinder.
Spraying outfits
for the fruit and vegetable farmer attracted much attention.
In the centre of the tent stood several
of the justly celebrated Melotte Cream
Separators, a machine that carries many
a Canadian farmer and his wife's affections, because of its durability, close
skimming and ease in handling.

"that

we

shall find our facilities taxed to

the utmost to supply the demand that will
follow the conclusion of the war. We are
at present keeping up to our orders although we are not pushing the sales end
very hard, as so much of our staff is in
the war, and so much is being done by the
factories to help in munition manufacture."
The contributions to the war on the
part of members of the firm and in the
output of munitions have been tremend-

—

Engines were shown attached
silage cutters with all the

MAGAZINE

age at low cost is given to the farmers.
Beekeeping, poultry raising, dairying
and live stock feeding receive foremost

Messrs. R. A. Lister
LISTER

'

attention.

Fog* Value of Milk and its Products.
Currants aud Gooseberries.

Plum Culture

:\

to

en-

modern attach-

ments for safety and speed

in filling the

A surprisingly good year's business has
resulted from the introduction of the
Lister Milking Machines in
Canada.
Many of these have been installed and
the demand for them has greatly increased during the war when labor scarcity
has shown the service machines can render in keeping the farm activities going.
Another attraction was the Lister Silo
a miniature one being erected on the

—

grounds.
"I believe" said the Toronto

Manager

Many have

given their lives for the
spirit of indomitable pluck and determination to serve the
people still lives in the whole plant. The
Lister firm believes in thoroughness in
workmanship and materials, and no
guess work or easy passing over of the
output is tolerated for a minute.
The
machines they put out must carry the
hallmarks of British quality. That's why
better acquaintance with a Lister machine makes fast friends.
ous.

Empire and the same

T
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A

GOOD

is a satisfaction
gate that is half
the time out of order is certainly a

A

nuisance. One might better have the oldfashioned "bars" than
such a gate.
Science has been slow
in getting into the farm
gate, but at last, one
gate built along scientific lines of stress and
strain
that won't
buckle or sag has been
put out by the Specialty
Sales Co., of 116 Church
St., Toronto.
This gate was on exhibition at Toronto and

—

.\i
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The Specialty Sales Company
THE Tff'ENTlETH CENTURY GATE

farm gate

to everyone.

FA n

J-;

1 1

on the stock farms of Ontario.
Mr. Cooper, who was in charge at the
Canadian National, was kept busy demonstrating his gates. He had several of
vice

This new departure of hanging gates
adds strength and gives leverage. It consists of a bottom socket hinge into which
the piping rests, being held upright by a
grab hinge at the top.
The worn weight comes
on this lower socket and
the weaving by hand of
all the mesh wires allows as even distribution of the strain over
the above frame and utterly does away with a
-

—

frame strain that usually puts iron gates out
of order in a few years.
In fact it is a quality gate built of best
heavily galvanized steel
wire, and then paint-

many farmers.
claims were fully
borne out under tests
and many orders were
drew
Its

is very light,
can lift the gates
with one hand, no animal can root them off

ed.

a

placed.

main points are

Its

simplicity of design, a
new hinge principle, a
trussed woven frame

It

man

and

the tension will
force back any rush
against it by livestock.
Prices at present for

that took all strain off
the frame, real piping

with malleable castings
and a new device for adjusting to snow.
No complaints have been rjeceived after
twelve years in service, which speaks
volumes for the gates in the hard ser-

all sizes, from the little garden gate to
the 14-ft. wide farm gate that swings as
easily, and is as strong, as any.

these gates are extremely modest, considering
the high prices of steel
and wire.
The Specialty Sales Company, 116 Church St.,
Toronto, will gladly send prices to any
one.

Viking Separator

A

NUMBER

of

farmers and dairy-

men

returned from the fair
lighted that they had seen
Viking Cream Separator Exhibit.
showed them for the
first
time that they
could afford a firstclass, high-grade cream
separator. Although the
Viking is equal to any
high priced machine in
the world, it is sold at
a very reasonable price,
compared
with
any
other really high-grade
machine.

dethe
It

its wearing surfaces are larger, insuring ease of operation and longer life.
The Viking was thoroughly demonS'trated at the exhibit by Mr. William

and

learn
for
operates.

Four

different

upwards,

VIKING

be

Separators

Those who were not
able to attend the National Exhibition this
year but are desirous
of knowing for themselves more about the

the exhibition was over
a record which speaks
volumes for the merits
of this cream separator.
One of the chief reasons why the Viking

such wide approval

will

it

created.

made

VIKING

and its remarkable simplicity of

is its

simplicity

The Viking has less
mechanism than most other separators
construction.

Models were shown as

readily understood why
such values were snapped up and little surprise will be felt at the
sensation
that
these

is

of

it

When it is considered
that VIKING
Separators can be purchased
as low as $26.70 and

quite a
sensation.
The fact
that the entire Viking
Exhibit was sold before

won

easily

Capacity
Model A-160 to 180 lbs.
Model B-300 to 350 lbs.
Model C-550 to 600 lbs.
Model D-990 to 1000 lbs.

The Viking has been
Canada during
the past two years, but
the Toronto Fair was
the first occasion when
it was
exhibited here
it

how

follows:

sold in

and

themselves,

by

will
be
construction
able to get all the particulars required, with
writing to the SWEDISH

H.

prices

of

SEPARATOR COMPANY,

McGill, the -Toronto representative
Separator Company,
the Swedish
and visitors had the opportunity to

Block,

Monadnock

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

A dverti!<t ng
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Pedlar People, Limited
Barns of Greater Roominess and Strength
How

Possible

the

IFsome

Pedlar Steel Brace " Wardle Patent"

Barn Makes
Barns of Greater Convenience and Enduring Strength

the

fathers and granfathers of
of us could attend the erection

of a modern steel barn they would
certainly be astonished at the speed with
which a barn can now be erected, and astonished particularly with the great
strength and rigidity that can now be obtained with considerably lighter construc-

gives the Pedlar Barn
space from wall to wall.
Even the sturdy steel braces are set so
snug to every post along the walls and
ends they are entirely out of the way.
Double
sets of steel braces on each

awkward beams

free,

open

Thus the

steel brace idea at wall post, hip
ridge not only provides greater
strength at every point, but makes every
inch of space in the Pedlar Barn conveniently usable. The absence of steel posts
jutting up to the hip permits you to oi>erate your hayfork in the ridge or at either
hip a fine convenience at threshing time.
The Pedlar Barn is of course Lightning
and Fire proof as well as strong and convenient.
It is roofed with the famous
"George" Steel Shingle that locks tight
and weatherproof on all four sides.
The walls are
f
Pedlar's

and

—

tion.

While arrangements could not be made
Pedlar Barn at the
Toronto Exhibition this year, the genial
representatives at the Pedlar Booth explained its unusual advantages so vividly
one could almost see the Barn standing
there before one
in all its mighty

to exhibit the actual

Corrugated
Iron

strength, its absolute safety, its

rigid security.
When the Pedlar
Steel Brace

wear.
plete

Wardle Patent Barn was offered to Canadian farmers, science and practical experience combined to prove that heavy,
cumbersome beams were needless to safe
construction, and a hindrance
to
the
great convenience a modern barn ought
to be.

See by the illustration

how

the absence of

separate rafter at hip and ridge produce
a strain-resistance so definite and secure,
the heaviest winds and storms cannot
budge them.

The

J. B.

AMONG

the many exhibits in the
Industrial Building of the Tor-

onto
Exhibition
none were
more unique than The J. B. Ford Company's exhibit of Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner and Cleanser.
The booth was cleverly constructed

with cedar logs, set off with fancy
paper, chains of Chinese lanterns and
the flags of the Allies the whole
effect was very attractive, but this was
only a happy means of attracting at-

—

to

Wyandotte

Dairyman's

Cleaner and Cleanser which has been
before the public for several years and
still holds first place as the best all
round sanitary cleaning compound on
the market.
Its superiority is the
fact that it has perfect cleansing properties especially adapted for dairy
cleaning, and that it is entirely free
from all grease, oils, or animal ^natter,
and for this reason it leaves everything in a perfectly sanitary condition.

For farmers and dairymen no cleaner
can answer just as well. In the dairy
it will clean and leave perfectly sanitary the Separator, Cans, Pails, Tinivare. Wire Strainers, Strainer Cloths,
Churns, Cooling Tanks and Walls and
Floors.

"Wyandotte"

is

used

and

recom-

Comfittmgs

and hardware go with each Pedlar Barn.
The Pedlar People, Limited, at Oshawa,
Ont., will gladly send anyone interested in
an enduring, convenient and moderatepriced barn, free working drawings and
estimate of cost for any size barn they

may

be contemplating.

Ford Company

WYANDOTTE DAIRYMAN'S CLEANER AND CLEANSER

tention

Siding,

noted espedally for its resistance of rust and

.

T

80

mended by every State Dairy and
Agricultural College in Canada and the
States, and its use is universally endorsed
by Dairy, Milk and Pure Food Inspectors,
as well as Boards of Health.
used by 85 per cent, of the creamand cheese factories and by thous-

It is

eries

II

F A K

I<:

M

ER S
'

MAGAZINE

ands of dairy and milkmen
country in the world.

in

every dairy

A pleasing fact about Wyandotte
Dairyman's Cleaner and Cleanser is this,
that you may order a 5 lb. sack of Wyandotte Dairyman's Cleaner and Cleanser
from your dealer, use all of it if you

Advertising Section

and if you do not find it to be all that
claimed for it take back the empty sack
and your dealer will refund your money.
If you have not given "Wyandotte" a
full trial, it would be well to see your
dealer and put this guarantee to the test.
If he cannot supply you kindly write The
J. B. Ford Co., Wyandotte, Mich.
like,
is

The Renfrew Machinery, Company, Limited

THE

exhibit of the Renfrew Machinery Co. 'attracted many farmers
and dairymen who know of the

reputation

of this

Company

making practical reliable
farm machinery.
The STANDARD -Cream
Separator made by this Company was very closely examined by these dairymen and
for

farmers, who wished to see for
themselves the unique features of this Separator. One
feature peculiar to the STAN-

DARD

tem.

A

is

its

self-oiling sys-

glass model

was used

to show visitors very clearly
iust how the self-oiling sys-

tem operated.

The durability of the
STANDARD was next taken
up.

To prove, without the

possibility of doubt that this
Separator will last nearly a
life time, a Separator
was

shown that had been connected with a line shaft in
the
factory and run continuously
for twenty-four hours
a day
for four months; after
this
severe test the machine
was
taken apart and the wearing
parts were examined carefully
by experts and pronounced
to

be practically in as
good a
condition as at the beginning
of the test.
If 100 pounds of milk
were skimmed
every day for six years it would be
equivalent to the time of the test.
This test
fully substantiates the claim
that the

STANDARD is a wonderfully durable
machine. The STANDARD made a record in leaving not more thai, one
pound

of butter fat in 10,000 pounds of
milk,
while some other Separators, in the
same
test left as much as ten pounds
of butter
fat to the same quantity of milk;
a convincing fact of the close skimming merit
of the
SEPARATOR.

STANDARD

The Renfrew STANDARD Gasoline
Engine was also demonstrated to a number of farmers interested in the purchase
of an engine.
A point that was given
particular emphasis to prospective buyers
was the dual ignition system which en-

RAW

ables the engine to be started and operated
on either a magneto or batteries, independent of each other. This feature eliminates the danger of its going out of commission in the midst of a threshing or
silo filling.
Another special feature of
this Engine is the new Governor Pulley
with which it is equipped. This pulley re-

line Engine and Governor Pulley, the Renfrew Machinery Company displayed their
Renfrew Truck Farm Scale, the Parker
Hanger and Pulley, Standard Grain
Grinders and Ensilage Cutters, all of
which have the stamp of Renfrew relia-

gulates the speed, especially when starting
a separator and guarantees smooth easy
running.
The New Governor Pulley itself received considerable attention. When attached to a Separator this pulley absorbs
the shocks caused by the impulse of an
engine, this absorption lengthens the lif^
of a Separator; with this pulley attached
an engine starts a Separator slowly and
runs smoothly.
Besides their Cream Separator, Gaso-

and labor-saving
features of the Renfrew Machinery by
placing their orders there and then.
Farmers who were not able to visit this
Exhibition would be well advised in writing for the latest Renfrew catalogue which

FURS WANTED Next Winter's Layers

pay highest prices for your catch,
and 5% additional on shipnnents of $25.00
and over.
Send for price list.
I will

BEN CORN, 267

7th Ave.,

RAW

FURS

New York

Now

is

the time to secure your birds for next

Several breeds to choose from.

season.

bility.

Many farmers showed

explains in detail the special features of
machines exthe Renfrew
hibited. A post card sent to the Renfrew

STANDARD

Machinery Company, Ltd., Renfrew, Ont.,
will be sufficient to get a catalogue sent to

any address.

AM. COAL OIL
per gallon, shipped from

London

or Toronto.

Write for prices and free catalogue.
J.
R. R. No.

1

H.

RUTHERFORD
ALBION, ONT.

their apprecia-

tion of the practicability

Frontenac Agencies,

lO^C
^^

Write

Ottawa, Ont.

National Bank Building
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Every home should

Lkave
A fine
thousands are learning that solid
winter comfort can be had for very low cost. If
you are considerate of the comfort and happiness
of your family, you too should investigate the
heating question.
A riecla Mellow Air Furnace usually costs from
$90 to $150.
More healthful or economical heating could not
be purchased for treble that amount.
That is
because the Ilecla ventilates as well as heats. It
keeps the air pure.

COMFORT

heating plant costs so

that no
Every year

FURNACE

home should

little

he without

it.

The

Hecla alone has the guaranteed proof
Fused .loints seal the pasagainst impure air.
These joints are guaransages for gas and soot.
teed not to leak. Gas and dust can never get into
This is health protection that you
the house.
cannot overlook.
Moisture is another feature of Hecla Heating. The
air is kept mellow .by an abundant, water supply.
The dryness that comes from even the most
expensive forms of heating is entirely absent in
the Hecla heated home.

MELLOW

AIR

FURNACE
Consider now the fuel cost.
No other furnace has the
Steel-Ribbed fire-pot. This gives the Hecla triple heating
surface.
It saves fully one ton of coal in .seven.
Prove
this .statement.
Ask one of the thousands of people who
own Hecla heating plants.
See the Hecla. Try to find fault with it. You never saw
better workmanship. You never saw a more complete job.
Look at the big door. That door will take in big, knotty
chunks of wood. Spring and fall you can burn up waste

wood and save
There

is

The

>ee

coal.

no sound reason why any

man

^-e.,^;;^^^,,,^^

S,f^th]

^O'^fn.T'^'bto
i^Ott:

should delay

/'

*iJ

3o,/

securing the comforts of furnace heating.
Write to us and tell us a'bout
your house. Send a rough plan. We will plan a heating
system for you and quote for installing the Hecla Mellow
Air Furnace complete.
The booklet,
Comfort and Health,
explains the features
of the Hecla very clearly.
A copy will he sent to anyone

u

Iniiuire into the cost to-day.

'

18-A

'

'

'

interested.

CLARE BROS. & COMPANY,
PRESTON

WINNIPEG

Limited
VANCOUVER

^a/-,

filer'
Jlf.

^g.

^-so'k

MADE

IN

CANADA

THE

en Cents A 'Copy

One Dollar

A

Yea

ARMERS MAGAZINE
NOVEMBER
1916

FEATURING-

The Game Cock That Went Batty

Why

It

Paid

Me To Rent

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, LIMITED. TORONTO, CANADA
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Hard-Hittirig
Game Cartridg'es

Big'

are the only sure kind to make your hunting trip the success you
expect it to be. Velocity and accuracy are the two important features in
big game ammunition.

Dominion Cartridges
embody fully these requirements and supplement them with the reliability that
comes from high qiiality materials, skillful workmanship and careful testing.
A sensitive primer that flashes deep into the powder gives instant response
to trigger and aim and makes Dominion the high-power ammunition for
caribou, moose, bear, deer and all Canadian big game.
sure "hit and stop" is loaded into each cartridge to back up the sportman's
aim. No matter what the shooting conditions Dominion Cartridges
meet the requirements.
Write today for our attractive picture
Chip of the

A

"A

Old Block."

Dominion Cartridge

Co.,

Limited,

20

Dominionthe only

_

828 Transnortation Bld^.,

Montreal.

AT THE CAMP
Master-Mason is the favorite tobacco not only on account of its great smoking qualities and fragrance, but
owing to its being convenient,

l^^

SMOKE

handy, easy to carry, easy to cut,
and always in piime condition
All sportsmen are
for smoking.

smokers and tbe most

among them smoke
Try

it

Master

criti.al

Master-Mason.

yourself and you will find

ITS

GOOD TOBACCO

it

test to the very best.
better than all the rest.

Equal by

Much
Say

MASTER-MASON

to your dealer-he

knows

price:: 15 Cts

:Miiiiin!i:iiii

Ililllilllllllllilllllilllllllllilllllltllllililllllllllllillllllllllllllllll

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY

Because this steel will take a temper to
hold a cutting edge longer than any ordinary saw- the Simonds Saw, Crescent Ground,
wiJl cut 10% more timber, with the same
expenditure of time and labor, than any other

—

SIMONDS SAWS

l)rjuil of
let II rued
fulfilled.

Recause Simonds Crescent Ground Cross-Cut
Saws do awa.v with all binding in the kerf, and

'''•'^-^'i'iiM.,jj,j.M-,mmmmmuM',ii'J
Tlieso ;ue some of the reasons
liaviiig the Siinonds Saws with the

why you should insist upon
name "Simonds'' stamped on

them.

The

to

shows a one-mnn-cross-cut saw, and Is known
j-niir. hardware dealer as No. 237.
Ask for It.
Write direct to the factory for .nny other particulars.
illustration

Vancouver, B. C.

Sitnonds

Canada Saw

—not

AIwa.vB buy a saw with a sharp cutting eAge
iMiiiiimiiii

.enable the operator
saw.

to

push as well as pull the

Because they cost no more than unmarked inferior brands.
Because the name "Simonds" on a saw means that the saw

is

guaranteed.

Because

all

rriicible Steel

steel
Mill.

used

Co., Limited, Montreal,

a soft saw

saw made to-da.v. No saw has ever been
owing to the above warranty not being

—because

in

Simonds Saws

is

Que.

the former lasts longer and keeps

made
St.

its

in

our own

Jofm. N.B.

edge better.
i<iii;i
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"

You

"

Oh

are frowning, John, What's the trouble ? "

Mary

those chores

30 cows

!

and the horses, and

to look after

all."

Hard indeed it is for you John
Since our boys and the hired man
enlisted, you have everything to do."
"

!

Why it takes me hours to clean the
a back-breaking job, with that wheel-

"Everything, Mary, everything.

Hours

stable every day.

!

It*s

barrow, too."
" Well, John,

see

I

BT Manure

the

Beatty Bros, offer a

papers.

advertised

Carj-ier

new book about

free.

it,

the farm

in

Why

not get.

the book anyway."

^mm^m^^^^

'fj^iMfm

iier Book
It

is

new book

a

about
tfXUi'S

of

48 pages

simpler,

easier,

that tells

all

The

of

curves and

ways

quicker,-

doing the stable work.

'

-A^

,

'>"J

It

how

tells

the

BT

Manure

Carrier takes

out 4 barrow loads of manure at a time.
I

i'iiiwJ

[-At-X'Sil

mm?S^i^fi

^f

It

overhead track behind

runs on a level

the

ia the

stalls

Quickly throw on

stable.

the load then run out on the

head

You

please.
':z'~—I'.. S*

because

head

ss2.?>Sl!
Load up

in

a

^

all

One

track.

the job

is

don't need to

the weight
or

ms^^^mM

Many

thousand

in

Carriers were
are

1 hey

use and

doing

still

other parts

The

ate no experiment.

They

will

first

ago

years

work

well.

every barn

In

paid back their cost in the
saved.

8

their

two

and

Carriers are

in

installed

where they have been

big loads

ice

some communities

comes on the over-

done.

have

they

used,

work they have

pay you

just

as

well

as they have paid others.
for

the

book.

too.

No

manure.

chain to

The

It

track

mteresting.

is

hand-wheel

There's a clean

Send for

to

push

go flopping into
is

this

I-beam, not

on

I
flat.

Free Book

FREE COUPON

I

the

Beatty Bros. Limited
M254

.

Hill St., Fergus, Got.

Send me this free 48 page book about BT
Manure Carriers. I want to learn the easy

way
I

Beatty Bros. Limited

to clean

my

stable.

have

When
f

Run

in

Manure
In

every farnjer has one of them.-

and

anything,

BT

100 are

over a

around

it

runs out into the yard.

use in Canada.

you

lift

smoothly on

won't collect snow and

it

BT

the barn as

run
it

where

level over-

jiffy

Send

;?L^^,qr

as far from

track

wheels

BT

cows.

_

are

you

Carrier this

thinking
fall

o(

putting

?

Your Name

o.

Prov.

in

a

|
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When
You Think
of

BUNS

Think of
FIVE ROSES,

When

There

^,
is nothing but
-v,.
a porous, yielding interior
C J\J'\
^'
^
and the daintiest texture you
^^
ever tasted. The sensation is a
delicately moist freshness wrapped
about with a sweet crispness. And for
days after baking, they are still alluring through their lasting
freshness. They are really not expensive made from a FIVE
ROSES dough, less than a pound of dough making fully 10 to 12
buns, and such swelling, able-bodied buns they are.
,

^

""

You Bite Into
These Buns —

'

.

Next time you bake, save a
reed bun treat by using

/'

little

of the

dough and give your

folks

a

'/

/

Rve Roses*

-(,

^m \/
^ *^^^m
m

Id) for

n\/

Breads -Cakes

Puddings-Pastries

Not merely to buns and rolls, but to all your baking— from plain bread to
the most delicate bread morsels FIVE ROSES brings the vitality so
plentifully hoarded by Nature in the ripe Manitoba wheat.

—

And we
:-

A:

/'^

it exclusively from the plump, richly flavoured kernels ;
well-fed wheat berries so powerfully rich in food value.
ROSES users are assured the cream of the western
crop.

grind

the

fat,

FIVE

wheat
You, who govern the meals

of the household, insist that your foods
contain the maximum of flavour, nutrition, digestibility.
You
get these three great essentials, plus economy, when you specify

FIVE ROSES
TrvTrn

flour.

Aho many pages on

rolh^ bisciiita and'delicate bread viorseh.
Infallible vecipes U'lth full directions. Send for llie TJ

i?rr'ri>rr^

.

,
,
r
7^ different
j-rr
for
kinds of
18

VE

ROSJ'S Cuok Book. Gives aauiate. understandable
information on bi rod, pastries, pies pudding, cakes,
sandiviclirs, cookies, etc. So essential to ambitious housewives that oi'er 200,000
•women couldn't do 7vithout this famous 14^-pnfrc manual. Sent for 10 tn'O-cent
stamps. Address Dfpl.N.
MILLING i:0.
OF THE

BUNS

-

^

LAKE

LI.MITED,

MOA7REAL.

WOODS

Bags
an

24, 49

inBi
ftS

y^ Guaranteed

NOT DLEACHED- NOT BLENDED.

auu

T

II

MKR
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THE

Sales
I

?==^

Wants

The Farmer's Exchange |

— per month

1

Rates for Classified Ads. — Inser^
^ tions in this column five cents per
M word per issue. Each initial, four
^ or less figures in one number count
^ as one word. Name and address is
= counted as part of the ad. All orders
3 must be accompanied by cash.
^ Forms for the month close on 12th
^ preceding month of issue.

M
M
^
^
M
g
M
M
^

1 5 cents

word

a
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CONTENTS
AGRICULTURAL SPECIALS.
The Merits Of a Dairy Cow
W. J. Slemynons.

FOR

S. C. W. LEGHOKNS, W.
dottcs, Bufe Orpingtons, and S. C. R. I.
Reds, write George Peal, Rockwood, Ont.

WYAX-

Rvery layer trap-nested and pedigreed.
(12-16)

— OVER

RHODE ISLAND REDS

90
per cent, of eggs from these birds
hatched this year.
.V
few hens for
sale.
P. J. Dohind, 1301 Bloor street,

Toronto.

BREEDING
hand.

My

STOCK

ALWAYiS

birds are performers.

ON

White Leghorns and Barred
Plymouth Rocks.
Some special barnow.
Lewis N. Clark,
Farm, Port Hope, Out.

gains

TDEAL S.
We are

C.

Oldliam

superior

quality

prices assuring you a profitable invest-

W.

P.

tember issue.
Notes From Busy Farmers
A House with a Personality

20

Feeding the Laying Flock

22

The One Man Farm

26

Money

Potatoes

in

38

the Poultry Pens
November's Farm Work

.'

— Grasmeic.

It

Why

a

Pays Me

to

Rent

—

8 cows, 1 bull, also 3
pedigreed Holstein bulls. Donald Strathdee, Strath Robin Farm, York JIlUs
(10-16)

$160.00.

—

Reliable timepieces.

$5.50

TO

Send for

free catalogue to The Watch Shop,
E. Cox, 70 Y'ouge St., Toronto.

A

12

Wanted

—A

Investments

WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNER
good farm for
and description.
apolis,

State cash price

sale.

D.

F.

Minn.

Bush,

Minne(12-10)

AI^FAMA WANTED.
BALED ALPALA — ONE CARLOAD
wanted.

State whether first or second
how cured and price F.O.B.

cutting,
your station.

Box

Magazine, Toronto.

40,

Eliiid Kester.

Insurance

For

the

— C.

The Frost

in a

Girl

Linteri)

7

Sibley.

(concluded)

— Robertas. PiiikertO)i.
Country
— Ethel M. Chapman.

19

27

WOMAN AND THE HOME
Prairie

An

take into consideration' the fact that
they are manufactured b.y Canadians

Canadian factory.

60

".

FICTION AND SERIALS
The Gamecock That Went Batty

;

of

And

of

•

49
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We lion "t a.sk you to use our telephones just because they are made
in Canada. We ask you to use them
because tliey are the equal in quality
any telephones made any place,
and when we have satisfied you iii
regard to this point we ask you to

D. Albright.

no axes to grind.
in Trapping

7,000 BUYdescribe your unsold property. 420
Farmer's Excliange, Denver, Colo.
(10-lG)

23

Money

God's Green

W.VNTED.

F.AK.MS

14

A Bi^ Job

few private citizens with

Wm.
(tf)

Brown.

Circulating Prairie College

FARMS WANTED— HAVE
ers

Harrii Day.

Tractor Pays

Farmer

JEAVELRY

Telephones
11

— G.

— W.

PEDIGREED JWRSEV CATTLE FOR

56

FARM ECONOMICS
Why

"Made-in-Canada"

46

Among

CATTI-E

WATCHES

Kyle.

Our Rural Mail

Minding One's Business

P.O.

37

— Avdreiv

-—.Alotizo

(2-17)

WALTHAM

— Genevieve.
— M. A. JuU.

25

Disney, Whitby, Ont.

Immediate sale

15

Problems Of the Dairy Farm
-^John W7-ightson.

WHITE LE«HORNS—

olfering

stock bred from Gnelph and Toronto
winners.
Large, attractive birds at

ment.

Result of a contest opened in our Sep-

Single

Comb

-*

9

—

rOULTKV

Women As

Co-operators

— Lillian

18

-Elizabeth Lincoln Otis.
Hardening Up For the Winter
Ethyl Munro.
Planning the Family Rations

—

— Genevieve.

which gives you
information
phone troubles.

also

full particulars
in

regard to

and
tele-

We

17

B. Thnvian.

"If" For Girls

Our magneto telephones for rural
party -lines have made a' unique reGet
cord for satisfactory service.
our i)riees and our No. 6 Bulletin,

24

manufacture the Presto-Phone,
automatic system for factories
and departmental buildings. No need
to go outside of Canada for the best
thing in an automatic inside system.
Our Xo. 5 Bulletin "will give you full
particulars in regard to this.
ail

42

We

Recipes Economical and Wholesome

44

The New Winter Fashions

51

can supply anything required
way of telephone service.
Write us for Information.
in

the

The Farmer's
]]-in

PUBLISHED .MO.NTHLV

BOOKS FOR SALE.
^
i THE GARDENETTE OR CITY BACKs yard Gardening. By Benjamin F. Al^ baugh. The volume is arranged to meet
^ the needs of the begdnner or amateur,
^ especially foi those -nhc have limited
areas that are available for the purpose.
g This
book contains thirty full-page 11^
s lustrations photographs, examples of
the
author's
Handsomely
experiments.
p
= bound, at $1.35 postpaid.
iiWII|l|l|l|l|!|i|l|1|||l|!|!|l|!HU!li|l|!l1|!ll|l|l|ll1|l|1|||||||||l|||||||||l|||!|!|!|1in^

The MacLean

BY'

Canadian

Publishing Co.

Li niited

Independent Telephone

143-153 Universty Ave., Toronto, Can.
E.NG., THE Jr.VCLE.VN CO. OF GREAT
mtlTAI.N', LTD., 88 liT^EET .STREET, EC.
IJRANCH OFFICES: Montreal, 701-702 Eastern Townships Bank Building; Winnipeg. 22 Royal Bank Building; New York, 115 Broadway; Chicago, 1318 Peoples
Gas Building; Boston, 733 Old .South Building.
SUBSCRIPTION ERICE—Canada, Great Britain, South
Africa and the West Indies, $1 a year; United State.?,
$1.50 a year; other countries, $2 a year; Single Copies,

LO.'VDON.

10

cents.

Invariably in advance.

Company, Limited
263 Adelaide

St.

TORONTO

West
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Roadster
$870
FOBToromo

63,000
The Model
tered

B

75 and 75

in

Horsepower
^

Use

Series of Overlands have shat-

selling records.

all

Already there are 63,000 in use.

The whole country
The demand

is

is

buying

huge and

this

Overland.

steady.

Such smashing value was

of course

bound

to

make

this

the fastest selling complete automobile ever offered.

The motor

is

a

wonder

—

full

3i>4 horsepower.

But though unusually powerful it is wonderfully economical 20 to 25 miles on a gallon of gasolene is the

—

usual report.

Catalogue on request.

Please address Dept. 85i,

Willys-Overland, Limited
Head Office and Works, West Toronto, Canada

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE

Roadster $870

Horseoower

Easiest Riding
It

holds the road better, and rides
all

It

speeds than any other car of

more comfortably

its

at

size.

has cantilever rear springs, four inch tires and an
exceptionally long wheelbase for a car of

No

need

price.

about buying a car with such a

to hesitate

selling record

its

and so many advantages.

See the Overland dealer today, get your $890 Overland

now and have
of the year,

it

for

some

of the finest driving weather

—while you've time

side curtains this

Put up the
winter and go anywhere, any time
to use

it.

and in comfort, regardless of the weather.
Catalogue on request.

Please address Dept. 85i.

Willys-Overland, Limited
Head Office and Works, West Toronto, Canada
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Built for

Eastern

Canadian

Work
Sawyer - Massey

Model Tractors

Small
are

made

meet the particular requirements o f Eastern
Canadian Farming by
men in close touch with
to

Canadian

conditions.

Made by Canadians
Canadians.

for

The name

Sa\vyer - Massey
IS

guarantee that each part of these tractors is made to the highest standard
with material and workmanship that mean mechanical perfection.

a sufficient

—

—

Sawyer-Massey 1 6-32
4-Cylinder Gas-Oil Tractor
Sawyer-Massey

Tractors

Sawyer-Massey 10-20
4-CyIinder Gas-Oil Tractor

work

Two

on Gasoline, Kerosine, Naphtha, Motor Spirits.
Speeds Forward 7\v'o Reverse.

—

See these models at the Big Eastern Tractor Demonstration, Nov. 1,2,

3,

Whitby, Ont.

or write to-day for literature descriptive of these tractors.

Our

big illustrated catalogue describes our full line of
threshers, steam and gas tractors and other power
machinery —you should have this catalogue. Ask for one.

Sawyer-Massey Co., Limited
Builders and Makers of

Steam and Gas Tractors, Threshers and Road Making Machinery.

HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY: HAMILTON, CANADA
Branch Offices and Warehouses:

WINNIPEG, MAN.

REGINA, SASK.
Agency:

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

CALGARY, ALTA.
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1-EE!

1-ee!

Cock Ihdi

I-ee!

Illustrated by

The high-pitched bark of a fox,
startling in its nearness and shrill inthrough the stillFive times the
ness of early morning.
sharp, staccato bark was repeated. Each
note smote echoless upon a dank quietude
that was late summer's presage of the
autumn.
A light mist hung over the
little forest farm.
The course of the
stream that came down from the hill, and
passed by one side of the clearing, was
marked by a smoke-like vapor.
It was the third successive time at the
break of day that the fox, returning from
his night's hunting, had sat on his
haunches on the rock at the back of the
clearing and barked defik
ance at the settler's log

Miss M. V. Hunter

tensity, cut poignantly

^
^

•

„^

hut.

And

for

the

third

morning no answer had come out of the
strange silence.
The fox was mystified. His curiosity
As long as the settler's
was piqued.
blustering dog was to be heard about the
farm; as long as the cheerful, masterful
noises of man orally demonstrated an industry that knew not fear and had no
need of cunning then the fox was content to ignore the farm, though his den
was within sound of it.
The settler's tame rabbits could play
about the barn. Hens could roost in the
Chickens could sleep hudX)pen lean-to.
dled in groups in unprotected boxes. All
were secure under the man-influence that

—

Number

1916

Yfaxii l^a.

pervaded the place! The fox knew they
were there. He had often seen them from
his look-out on the rock.
Sometimes he
even crossed the clearing in early evening, picking his way among the hens with
the easy familiarity and indifference of
a farm dog.

Never did he even think of seeking his
among such easy prey. Not that he
would scorn such juicy morsels. But he
knew that retribution, swift and terrible,
kill

would follow. He knew that the easy,
tolerant god of the clearing would suddenly become an avenging deity.
With
him, as with all the birds and beasts of
the forest, it was instinctive knowledge
that man would brook no interference
with his own. Even the swallows knew
it, and, coming from afar every spring,
they sought security by building in the

'M^^.

Each one

lost

no opporunity

to

1

get in a spar stroke.
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first man's barn that suited their purpose,
under the shadow of his protection.
But now for days the forest influence
had been creeping back over the clearing, with no insolently cheerful noises

to thrust it back.

In the wan light of breaking day the
fox sat on his haunches on the rock at
the edge of the clearing and peered at the
dim outlines of hut and barn.
I-ee!
I-ee!
I-ee! he barked, in the
hateful defiance of an enemy ready to
Even as the cry left him he flatrun.
tened himself on the rock, his long ears
pricked forward fearfully.
A cry as piercing as his own, and as
insolently masterful as man's itself, had
answered him. It was the ringing clarion
the chamcall of a barnyard rooster
pion of a race that alone, among all creatures tame or wild, hurls promiscuous,
reiterated callenge at the 'world.
Only for a moment did the fox cower
Then he sitood up, his
on the rock.
trembling jaws dripping saliva.
The settler's poultry had been

—

ing the birds as they searched around for
eatables. He watched them as they gathered expectantly by the doorway of the
watched them as the rooster,
house
growing impatient, led them in.
Then he sneaked up close to the door-

—

way and crouched and waited.
sently the fowls came out and

like

though she squeaked enough

arouse

—

a
lightning-flash he spring upon a hen. Sheer
nervousness of conscious guilt made him
miss the neck-hold, but he caught the hen
by the wing, and boldly he held her,
all

creation.

—

—

bristling

in his mind for days.
Stealthily he glided down from
the rock into the brush. Like a
shadow he stole into the clear-

yellow

to

Held her
but only for a moment.
Then, like a mighty stone from a sling
something struck him. One of his ears
was nipped in a vice-like grip. Sharp
pinions beat his head like whips of steel.
The onslaught was so sudden, so fierce,
that he dropped his hold of the hen, and
instantly found himself facing the rooster, the latter
with lowered head and

much

ing.

Pre-

—

hackles in the fighting attitude of his race. If the fox
had been better acquainted
with poultry he would have
beaten a retreat. He would

were held

close to the ground.

in

line

Nose, eyes

and ears were all alert.
investigated the barn first.

He
It

was empty.
the stable

Then he went to
doo^
It was open.

The hens, who had watched the brief
combat in fear and trembling, began to
wander off. Without a second look at
his fallen foe, the gamecock slowly strutted after them, his little head carried high,
his chest swelling with the pride of fierce,

Not the noblest man
protecting zeal.
that was or is ever realized more keenly,
or accepted with more eager devotion, his

them the luscious morsel. Next
he led them tr> the log hut, looking expectantly for the manprovided grain. But, as in the
previous days, he was disappointed.
He suddenly realized

They huddled round

his

long

leqs

and

cheeped for' the protection of their
mother's wings.
in his antagonist not an
ordinary rooster, but a seasoned game-

have recognized

cock, the strongest, toughest,
less,

most pugnacious of

all

most fearfeathered

creatures.

Something indeed of fear did cause the
fox to quaver for a moment, as he met
the fierce, hard glare of the gamecock's
eye, for it was not his custom to attack
creatures bold enough to fight him. But
He did not know
it was only momentary.
the terrific strength of the close-knit
sinews that are the peculiar attribute of
the game breed; he did not know that
these sinews are to the sinews of ordinary fowls what rawhide is to dough. Nor
did he know that within this little shell of
flesh and feathers there burned a spirit
so fierce and dauntless and chivalrous,
that, in defence of its kind, it would hurl
defiance back into the very teeth of death
itself.

became lighter the rooster

Thus when the gamecock thrust his
snake-like head into the face of the fox,
as though to stare him out of countenance, the latter snapped quickly at the
bird's neck. Instantly the blinding lashes
of the gamecock's wings struck him across
the eyes, and quicker than the eye could
follow the bird had sprung above him and
hit back with his terrible spurs.
One of
the latter pierced the fox's neck, bat at

down from the tree, and four hens
came down with him. The fox sat watch

no vital spot.
A yelp escaped the fox, and he turned

—

When

his cry.

.

That, too, seemed empty, but
he did not venture into the fnside gloom.
Then he nosed
around a couple of old chicken
coops.
The smell of them
caused him to lick his chaps.
But there was nothing in them.
Next he investigated the barrel
that was the dog's. It took ten minutes
of cunning, fearful stalking to assure
himself that the barrel was empty. He
became bolder now, and ventured even to
the entrance of the log hut. The door was
gone and, sniffing at the threshold, he
could discover ho new man smell.
It was a fearful, guilty joy to investigate the very sanctuary of man himself.
Placing each foot with slow caution, he
stepped over the threshold, and began
sniffing around the deserted rooms.
In
the midst of his search a sudden, piercing
cry electrified him. With the quickness
of a spring's recoil he leaped from the
house, and was half way across the clearing before he realized that it was only the
rooster's challenge once more.
He stopped in his tracks and turned. The maninfluence no longer cowed him.
I-ee!
I-ee! he barked, to test his own
courage as much as the apparent emptiness of barn and house.
There was no answer but that of the
dauntless rooster.
The fox located t'he
bird this time. He could see his dim form
in the high willow tree beside the house
and the rounded shadows of others with
him. He came back and sat on his haunches midway between house and barn, and
waited.
flew

the bird stood upon his prostrate
form and crowed in triumph.
Again and again he crowed. But of
all the creatures of earth and air who
heard his challenge, none gave answer to
ing,

duty to his kind.
As he followed the hens, now seemingly
indifferent to his presence, his keen eye
caught sight of a small frog. Quickly he
caught it and killed it. Then
he called the hens and gave

Muzzle, -body, and thick
tail

to run.
The chivalrous defender of the
hens was after him, using his wings as
propellers to speed his legs. In a second
he had seized the fox again by the ears,
and was above his head, beating him like
a veritable Fury with those stinging pinion!?.
The fox blindly snapped upwards
at him.
In doing so he met side on the
terrible spur-stroke of the gamecock. One
of the spurs pierced his head at the back
of the ear, and plunged deep into his
brain. The fox leaped into the air, turned
a somersault, and lay kicking on the
ground. While yet his carcase was twitch-

it

that

the

place

was

deserted,

and as suddenly the last link
binding him to the place was
snapped.
Turning from the
deserted clearing, he led his little flock
off into the forest, to fight and search for
food, as their ancestors had done in far
off,

pre-historic times.

That night the birds

slept beyond the
man-influence, high up in a
balsam fir. The next day they entered
quite naturally upon the self-dependent,
nomadic life of forest creatures.
Instinctively they distrusted the deeper forest shades, and instinctively the hens kept
closer to their bold leader, the gamecock.
Something warned them that danger lurked in the calm silence of the forest; that
that silence marked, not the absence, but
the reticence, of enemies. The gamecock
felt the menace as much as the hens.
That was why he led them along a trail
that brought them to the rocky shores of
a lake and why, having reached those
shores, where food was plentiful and the
outlook clear, he stayed there. But there
was nothing of fear in his caution. Again
and again while guarding his flock in
their busy search of food, he flung out
his challenge to all enemies great and
small. It was the only superfluously aggressive sound in all the forest. True to
the traditions of his race, he scorned t«
hide his presence.
Perhaps it was the
bold, defiant spirit voiced in the rooster's
call that in far-off ages first attracted
man to him, and that, before the dawn
pi'otecting

—

Continued on page
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The Marks

of a Dairy

What Young Farmers Say About

THE

animal pictured belongs to the
Shorthorn breed of the dual purpose type, probably of the Bates
strain of English Shorthorns.

The highest records up

to

March

1,

1916, are:

Coquette 2nd, owned
by Edward Knight, Vanessa, Ont. record, 17,723 lbs. milk, 636 lbs. fat.
2. 4 yr. old class: Ilford Waterloo Baroness, owned by O.A.C., Guelph; record,
10,410 Iba milk, 381 lbs fat
1.

Mature

class:

;

3

yr.

11,208

lbs.

3.

4.

by
lbs.

old

class:

Barkara;

Appearance

too square and blocky for a typical dairy
cow.
She carries considerable flesh and
is not of the wedge shape conformation
On
that the dairy standard calls for.
the other hand her large, square, wellformed udder, with good, clean average
size teats, and apparently large milk
veins, with her thrifty appearance, stamp
her as a good milk producer and an al-

most ideal dual purpose cow.
The points of a good dairy cow are:
Breed preferred and purpose you wish
the cow for

owned

— Uolstoin for large quantities an?! average
test.
b — Ayrsbire for medium large milli flow and
higher test.
c — Jersey for butter and home use.
d — Sburthorn for average milk and test, and

A. Moore, Caledonia; record, 8,939

milk, 371 lbs. fat.

From a strictly dairy standpoint she
could be criticized because she is rather

beef
the ability to reproduce go^d
calves and to make a good carcase herself.

By W.

J.

SLEMMON

Milking Shorthorn

of this

a

milk, 437 lbs. fat.

2 yr. old class: Jeanie Lassie,

S.

record,

the

Cow:

Ancestry of the cow:
a

— Pure bred possible,
— Her sire and dam tree from
— Good milk records frum
if

b
c

disease,

daii]

mother, also her sire
good milking family.

should

and
be

her
#i-oni

The cow's own milk record if tested and
her standing in the record of performance.

Her appearance.
In the first three breeds, with some,
exceptions of Ayrshires which are inclined to fatten up when dry, we must
look for an absence of beefiness, but look
for an animal of a somewhat angular
appearance.
She must show big, flat
strong leg bones, somewhat prominent
hoojc bones tapering to oblique shoulder
blades, and an upward slanting underline and a lean neck, and somewhat wedge
shape conformation. On the other hand our

A MILKING SHORTHORN
Doris Clay, owned by May and Otis, of Willougliby, Ohio. Her record as a 3-yr. old was 10,617 lbs. of milk.
She is descended from the Clay importations of English Shorthorns. The peculiar color markings have no doubt
The head, though, proclaims her breeding. See
accounted for the number who called this cow an Ayrshire.
cut of a typical Ayrshire on the next page.

FARMER'S MAGAZINE

TTIE

10

Winners

of

Prizes
TN

the 'September

issue

of

the

Farmer's Magazine the cut of a
milking Shorthorn appeared. Prices
were offered for the correct naming
of the breed with its records in CanThe contestant was asked
ada.
also, to state the marks of a dairy
cow or tvhat he would look for in
In
buying a cow <for his herd.
stating the returns that were made
per year from their cows, wide vari-'-

Waterloo Baroness, a milkinfj
Shorthorn, owned by the O. A. C,
Guelph. Record as a i-yr. old,

Ilford

10,J,10 lbs. of milk.

dual purpose cow must not lose her broad,
straight back and parallel underline nor
her square and heavier brisket and neck.
She must carry more flesh and be a
rather heavier boned animal. All breeds
should have a good square, not drooping, rump with long slim tail with plenty
of hair of fine quality. She should have
a feminine looking head; horns, if any,
small, turned in, and of a pleasing appearance. She should have a bright, intelligent eye and fairly broad muzzle denoting a good feeder. She should have
good depth through the heart and lungs
indicative of a strong constitution and
have long and fairly well sprung ribs to
accommodate a good digestive apparatus.
It is most important that her udder
should be a good size, of a square rather
than pendulous shape, with four medium
sized teats free from warts and scabs, one
set squarely on each corner, long and
tortuous milk veins, and large milk wells.
She should have a loose and silky skin
covered with fine, short hair of a color
typical to her breed. She should be quiet
and easily handled without losing the ani-

mated and

slightly

nervous disposition

usually denotes a good producer.
Provided she is free from tuberculosis or
contagious abortion, we have an animal
that will more than pay.
The best paying cow we had last year
that

—

Some gave

ation has been shown.
g^-oss

returns and some net returns.

Many answers ivere received
from points as far East as Prince
Edward Island and the results show
that one-half of the ansivers gave
the cow's breed as Ayrshire or a
Holstein- Ayr shire cross. The other
half called her properly, a milking

Shorthorn.
The marking of this
cow would, at first glance, place her
as an Ayrshire, but the head has
more of the marks of the Ayrshire.
The cut on this page of a highproducing Ayrshire will explain
this. One of the best answers on the
marks of a good cow was given by
a contestant who called the cow
Ayrshire.
This reply will appear

Lady Maud, owned by

—
Ont.
—2nd.

.fS

a grade Holstein with a total of
7.046 lbs. milk in 221 days, averaging 32
Ibg. per day.
As the milk was sent part
time to cheese factory and the rest made
into butter I have no exact figures as to
her profit. At $1.25 per cwt., which is a
rather low estimate, her milk would be
worth about eighty-nine dollars, plus
five for calf, a total of ninety-four dollars.
She was fed home-grown feed so have no
idea as to its value.
I am at present assisting my father on
his farm, but hope to continue farming
myself in a few years.

Some Big Shorthorn
Milkers
Fourteen loads
Alfalfa a big standby.
first cutting frorn 8 acres

By

$2

—

E.

Vanessa,

H. Knight,

Ont.
S7-d.

Fred Thompson, Danforth,

Ont.

—

Highly Recommended Wilfrid McLean, Snelgrove, Ont.

Oiitai'ui

was

later.

The awards are made as follows:
1st. W. J. Slemmon, Brussels,
$5

the

Agricultural College, at Guelph.

E. H.

KNIGHT

THIS cow

The highest
is a Shorthorn.
record for the breed is the English
cow Milkmaid, with 22,200 lbs. of milk.
In buying a dairy cow we look well to
the constitution, having clear and broad
eyes, large nostrils, good heart girth and
good lungs, and also to a long and wellsprung ribs, making room for abundance of food. We next turn to the udder.
We need a well quartered udder running
well up in under her body and well up
behind and hanging fairly well down, in
other words, a long and deep udder, teats
Milk veins
well apart and of good size.
large and running well up in under her
Her conformation should be of
body.
triangular shape with good bone, a longbody, long slender neck, and head of good
length, broad between the eyes and tapering, horns curving foreward or drooping.
Our six cows last year averaged a little
over 10,000 lbs. of milk, which at $1 a

makes $100.
One grade cow

cwt.

in seven months gave
Three of these cows were

9,200 lbs.
tested.

Our farm consists of 200 acres and is
of a sandy texture, easy to work and
responsive to treatment.
We have been very busy of late building our cement silo, 12 x 42 Va, which is
nearly completed.
We grow alfalfa, getting 14 loads off
eight acres, first cutting, and because of
the hot, dry weather it did not do well
since.

Our speciality is the dairy Shorthorn.
had three under test in 1915 and
1916. Our cow Coquette 2nd, No. 107,052,

We

— Cut

loaned

hy

W.

F.

ISteplien.

Aucherbrain Hattie 6th {Imp.), Champion female at Ormstown, Que., 19H, and champion Canadian National, Toronto,
191.5, recently sold at Cooperstown, N.Y., show for $1500.

gave 17,723 lbs. of milk and 636 lbs. of
She has the honor of the Canadian
fat.
record.

Violet, 61,830,
milk, testing 3.99, and
7,707, testing 3.85.

Our next cow,

gave 11,600
Daisy gave

lbs.

Why It Pays Me To

Rent:

By
G.

HARRY DAY

Will Renting be Profitable on Some Such Basis as Thisf It Gives Both Owner
and Renter the Profits That Come From Careful Management

MY

farm of over four hundred
acres is rented on a long term,
live stock lease and I am happy.
I am not married and during the years
that I ran my farm my labor bill would
range from $1,300 to $1,500 a year and
this under conditions of cheap, southern
labor. I had to hire both field hands and
a housekeeper. Furthermore, I had other
business interests which frequently called
me away from home and usually at these
times things did not run as smoothly on
the farm as I wished.
That is why I
decided to rent the dairy farm under a
restricted live stock lease which would allow me to furnish the feed, seed and part
of the fertilizer as well as the machinery
while the tenant furnished all the labor
and received one-third of the income for

mercial), as well as five horses and the necesequipment to operate said farm. The
said party of the first part also agrees to furnish from twenty to twenty-five milk cows and
one bull, as well as one boar and four to six
brood sows. On January first of each year
the value of the cows and hogs are to be appraised by the two parties or in case of
di.sagreement, by a committee of three persons,
each of the Interested parties to select a friend
and these two to choose a third person the
l)arty of the second part is to pay interest to
the party of the first part at six per cent,
per annum on one-third of the appraised value
of the cows and hogs.
In case of mortality
among the cows and hogs, the party of the
first part is to bear two-thirds, and the party
of the second part one-third of the losses.

sary

—

—

WHAT THE TENANT
The party

—

spect.

After consideration, research and study
I devised the following lease.
I borrowed
leases from difi'erent sections to the
number of about twenty-five and also
consulted with the federal Department
of Agriculture in detail before I was
finally able to complete an agreement
which was fair to both the landlord and
tenant and adapted to my local conditions.

MY
"This lease,
between

SPECIAL LEASE FORM.
inarle

1^114,

p.irt

and

the first day of .Tatuiary.
party of the first
party of the second
,

part;
•'Witnessetli. th.ut the party of the first part
does hereliy rent and lease to the party of
the second part his farm of 420 acres, more

or less, situated one-quarter mile

County,

in

from
•

to

have and to hold the said farm to the party
of the second part, subject to the conditions
aii<l limitations as herein stated, fronrthe first
day of January. 1914. until the first day of
Tanuary, 1919, unless at the expiration of any
year one of the jiarties desires to terminate
tliis
agreement.
Tn such case both parties
be fittingly recompensed of any undiprofits of which they possess a share
which have not been apportioned at the time

sh'all

vided

this contract is released.
I

FURNISH.

"The parly of the first part agrees to furnish all the seed, all the feed except one-thii-d
of the ensilage, -which the second party must
furnish, and two-thirds of the fertilizer (com-

—

T^o
take good care of the buildings,
fences and improvements on said farm and to
keep them in as good order and repair as they
were at the time of said party's occupancy,
natural wear and decay only excepted.
3 ^To be responsible for the repair and upkeep of all the machinery. To furnish plow
points when needed, and to plow the ground
at least eight inches deep.
4
To properly save and distribute over the
fields designated by party of the first part all
the manure made on the farm.
5 ^^To keep the farm clean of briers, weeds,
l)ushes and filth, as it was when the second
party began his occupancy theceon.
6
To provide and board the extra help
needed at threshing, haying and silo-filling
times, and to pay one-third the threshing machine and ensilage cutter bills, as well as onethird the cost of binder twine and tar string.
7 To whitewash all the buildings which are
not painted, and fences, at least once a year.
S To use as fuel only fallen or down wood,
or such wood as is designated by party of the
first part.
To save and make all fence posts
found among the firewood.
9
To produce, house and deliver for the
market- the crops and farm produce designated
liy party of the first part.
10 To keep account and record of nil stock,
crops and other farm produce which are raised
and fed or marketed.
11 To furnish one-third the ensilage and
one-third the commercial fertilizezr which are
used on the farm.
12— Each year to do a fair amount of work
in picking up rock and hauling them off tlie

—

—
—

—
—
—

—

—

—

fields, in ditcliing

and

in building

new perman-

ent fence.'

THE

DIVISION OF PROFITS.

The party of the second part is to I'oceive
respectively one-third of the corn, wheat and
rye crops, as well as one-third of the income
and Increase from the hogs and cows. The
second party also will receive one-third of the
hay crop and one-third of the pasturage income if any pasturage is rented, and in addition one-third of the income from the publii'
service of the bull and boar.
The second
party also will receive one-half the tncomc
from all poultry, he to own the poultry .iointly
with the first party, the lattei' to furnish all
the feed.
The poultry are to be confined
whenever there is any danger of thorn damaging the crops.
It is understood and agreed that if the
party of the second part, shall from any
cause, fail to comply with all his agreements
herein, that said party of the first part may,
at any time when said failure occurs, take
actual possession of said premises and the
buildings thereon, which said second party

agrees to surrender, and employ other persons
tend said crops and to perform all the
agreements of the second party herein contained as fully as the same are contemplated
in this agreement, and after deducting all
monies advanced, till monies due from the expense of tending said crops, as aforementioned, to pay the residue, if there is any, to
to

WHAT

:

first part.
.

took some time for me to locate the
type of tenant I wished.
I desired a
young married man with a small family
who was dependable, experienced and
level-headed and who was land hungry.
I wanted to find a man who had ambitions of owning a farm some day when he
could aff'ord it.
I selected three of the
best dairy sections in my state and advertised in the county seat newspapers
for a tenant of these qualifications, demanding reputable references.
The answers to my advertisements
were numerous, as a rental system such
I thoroughly inas mine was unusual.
vestigated the references of the desirable
applicants and by elimination and several
personal interviews and visits I finally
chose a man who qualified in every reIt

DOES.

part agrees to

1
Furnish all the labor nectssary to work
and operate said farm, and to perform all the
farm work designated by the party of the
'1

his work.

of the .second

said second jinrty.
It is furthermore agreed that if the said
second parties' property is levied on for debt
or in case the said second party dies that
said first party shall take Immediate possession of the farm and his (first parties') property, the said second party, his heirs or assignees to be paid all monies due them or their
share of unrealized crops, or other farm produce in which they may have an interest.

IN CASE OF TROUBLE.
case any decided di'fference of opinion
should arise relative to the production, marketing or division of any farm crop or otheifarm produce between the two parties, the
point in dispute shall be referred for settlement to a committee of three persons, one
chosen by party of first part, one selected bv
party of second part, and these two to pick
a third, and their decision to be final.
The first party will pay two-thirds and the
.second party one-third of the express charges
In

on niilk and cream.
The party of the first part reserves the
right to purchase at prevailing local prices
the corn, wheat, hay, straw and fodder which
are the share of the second party if the latter
desires

to

sell.

Nothing Is to be sold from the farm without
knowledge and consent of party of the

the

first

part.

WHEN PAYMENTS
The

ARE MADE.

party agrees to settle with the
second party for the milk or cream sold jit
the end of each mouth as soon as payment
lor these products h.-ts been made.
He agrees
to settle as j.romptly as possible
with the
second party after pigs, calves, wheat, corn,
rye, fodder, hay or pasturage are paid
for
At all times first party is to have Ingress
to the farm.
first

My lease has worked out successfully.
The tenant appreciates that it will pay
him to make permanent improvements
as I will pay him for betterment work
which he does from which he realizes no
profit any time that we terminate our
partnership.
We have started work on
ten acres of alfalfa. Three acres needed
tile ditching and I furnished the tile
and
an experienced ditcher to direct the work
and the tenant furnished the labor. We
plowed under a crop of winter rye to add
humus to the soil and applied one-half a
ton of burnt lime and two tons of ground
limestone per acre while we inoculated
both the alfalfa seed and the soil.
The tenant hires two men besides himself.
From eighteen cows during the
month of April our milk income totaled
$340, and in addition we sold several
calves and a number of pigs so that the
tenant's share of the farm income for the
month amounted to about $130. This fall
we will run thirty-five cows and the
tenant will keep three milkers throughout
the winter season.
I occupy the spare
time of the labor during the winter cutting saw logs, railroad ties and firewood
for me in the woods.
I sell the lumber
and fuel and use the horses during idle
times to perform the hauling labor.
Under my new system of operating the
farm I have freedom so that I can efficiently tend to all my business affairs.
I
still direct the operation of the farm
and
the place is improving as rapidly as it
was when I worked it with my own labor
supply.

Is

the Light Tractor
What an

T

By

pay ten per
on the investment the first year."
The speaker was a farmer,
in every sense of the word
The
a practical farmer.
.occasion
was a traction

I
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will

cent,

Coming?

Does on a York County Farm

ALONZA BROWN

been harvested. This season this operation, because
of the excessively dry summer and harvest, has been
done, when it has been
done, under conditions that
have been difficult in the
extreme.
Nor is this the
only season when it has
been hard to get the fall
plowing well done. In the
meantime the farm weeds
have been making steady
progress.
Through the
weed menace alone the

plow

demonstration t o
which a number of neighbors and friends had been
invited.
The day was one
of those hot days when
flies
are on a rampage,
making life a long misery

farm horse
rendering plowing
anything but a pleasure to
to the faithful

and

average
farmer loses
enough to pay his taxes
and a large share of the
other farm expenses. Let

N

the

agriculturalist.
o
rain had fallen for weeks
and the ground was hard

it

and

almost impracticable
for the walking plow. The
farmers who had done
"

their best to get the early
fall

plowing done were at

their wits' end.

The

fall

A

5-10 Tractor purchased by G. K, White, of Fairbanks, at the
Canadian National Exhibition. The Tractor for Ontario
must furnish all the power.

weeks were passing, and
with their going the opportunity was passing for conquering the
weeds that are proving such a, destructive
menace to Canadian farming.

But here was the tractor turning over
the hard soil at the rate of an acre in two
hours and doing a good job of the plowing at the reasonable cost of about fifty
cents to the acre. The plowman was not
working hard. In this particular he was
in striking contrast with the farmer who
insisted on keeping the plow going despite the hard conditions.
The engine
knew nothing of the stings of insects, but
the horse who was at the job of plowing
that day was twice tired tired and worried by chasing flies and very tired by
turning the stubborn earth. In addition

—

this engine

has done the farm threshing

Two

Indeed, the plowing
is but a small portion of the farm work
done by this sturdy engine that is eight
horse-power strong as a tractor and sixteen horse-power strong for belt work.
When lanes are good there is no reason
why this engine should not draw many a
heavy load of grain and roots and manure
as well as doing efficiently and comfortably the farm grinding and cutting and
a deal of other work that has hitherto
been done by horse labor, a form of farm
power that every year is becoming more
expensive.
One advantage of the three-furrow tractor plow is that it is equal to its work
when the farmer most wants the plowing
done that is, immediately the crop has

and has

filled silos.

—

styles of Tractors at work, one plowing with 3 bottoms

and

be understood that the

plow is the great means
of conquering the weeds.
Other agencies have their
place, but not one of them
compares with the plow
for effectually banishing
the weeds. The old country

adage, "Plow deep where
the sluggard sleeps," applies to Canadian
farm activities and the wise farmer will
do well to act on its suggestion.

Further, farmers have found

it difficult

plowmen who were really good at
the job. "Cut and cover" was coming to
be the order of the day, and some hired
help had a way of resenting any instructo get

Many a farmer had to submit to
plowing that he knew was a detriment to
his farm. To the farmer so situated, the
tractor plow comes as a great relief.
Operating this implement is not heavy
work that involves any considerable physical strain. At the same time it demands
a reasonable amount of good judgment,
and this the experienced farmer who
would be physically wearied out by the
tion.

the other planting

and

fertilizing potatoes.

—
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walking plow when the ground is hard,
can supply to his own personal satisfac-

and to the advantage of his fields.
Not every farm is adapted to the tracThe hilly farm presents certor plow.
tion

tain problems that appear difficult to
overcome. The farm that is low and wet
needs drainage before the tractor can be
purchased to advantage. The farm, too,
that has a number of wet or "springy"
places requires treatment before the engine will give satisfaction. Yet the tractor does not raise these questions; it only
If these adverse conempjiasises them.
ditions are brought into such prominence
that they will be remedied the tractor has
proven a blessing in disguise.
There will be, too, need of adjusting the
farm lay out, as the tractor does better
work on a long furrow. The fewer the
turns made per acre, the more rapidly
will the plowing be done and the more
But this
time and labor will be saved.
fact holds true of plowing with horsepower. The day was when the farms of
older Canada were divided into comparaThe change to the
tively small fields.
larger fields has been accomplished without dislocating farm operations in the
Signs point to the way
slightest degree.
of better farming when farm fences will
be abolished except such as are required
for lanes or yards or paddock purposes.
The pasturing will be provided for by the
movable wire fence. The advantage will
show itself in cleaner fields.
Nor is there any real difficulty about
plowing the headlands with the tractor.
The farmer will, with the tractor, simply
leave a margin around the fields and this
This in the case of
he will plow last.
the relatively small field. When the fields
or grain plots are of the larger variety
already spoken of, the problem of headlands will almost disappear.
The tractor does not leave the field in
huge lumps. Rather, the ground is well
broken, and the whole surface is left
quite even, and this in the season when
the land ordinarily plows up in huge, unsightly chunks.
The finishing of the field is better done
with the walking plow, but it is interesting to note how rapidly this finishing can

be done.

One thing worthy

of note in favor of

One

style of tractor that will he doing

the tractor

is

the

way

in

which

firstrclass

plowmen speak in its behalf. The men
who praise this new implement most are
the men who have the reputation of being
the enterprising, money-making farmers
of their respective localities.

Will a Tractor Pay ?
What United

States Enquiry Says Abottt
Large Tractors at Work.

'~r*HE tractor as a source of farm power
-* in Eastern Canada is under intense
scrutiny by farmers who are pinched by
the labor problem and dear horses.
Will it pay me to buy a small tractor
for use on farm of 100 acres? Will it be
only profitable on farms of 300 acres and
upwards?
How far will it displace horses? Are
repair bills costly?
Is the plow work
satisfactory as shown by well-turned furrows, good corners, non-injurious packing of the soil and the ease of operation
by the average farmer?
These are some of the questions that
Canadian farmers are asking themselves
just now.
The big tractor demonstration that is
taking place early in the month at Pickering, Ontario, will help the thousands of

There ivere over 5,000 people at the Ontario Provincial Plowing Match
and J. Lockie Willson, of the Department of Agriculture, looks
for a } 0,000 attendance at the R. J- Fleming farm
early this month.

last year,

some good work at the

Ontario Tractor Meet this month.

farmers to decide some of these questions. Already sales of small tractors are
being made at various Ontario points.
There is no doubt but that farm machines
to be operated by power are coming into
very favorable consideration on our
farms. The accessories and power equipment are being studied by all farmers and
the features at this big plowing match
and tractor meet.
Very timely, indeed, is the enquiry made
into farm tractor operation on the farms
of the Western States by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and issued in
bulletin form from Washington.
The
data in this bulletin is based on the experience of a large number of farmers
operating tractors.
But this inquiry
dealt entirely with large tractors and,
of course, does not cover experiences
with the various types of small tractors
designed to pull two or three plow bottoms and selling at a low figure.

While these small tractors give promise
proving an economical source of
a great deal of the field and stationary
work on the average farm, they have not
been in actual use under service for a sufof

ficient length of

time to show their use-

fulness.

This bulletin sums up as follows:
!i
few limited localities in the West
where conditions especially favor its use large
tractors are used by some men with apparent

"In

profit.
The general situation, however, indi
cates that the large tractor Is not to ber a
factor in increasing farming by extensive
methods and ou a large scale, for a few years
at least.
Instead, there are indications thai
the tractor of the future must make possible
more intensive agriculture on farms of moderate size, though the large outfits will prob
ably continue to be used on some of the exceptionally large farms in the West.
"It is worthy of note that some of the sue
cessful users of tractors were able to reduce
the number of their farm horses.
This fact
suggests that there may be a field for farm
reorganization to make possible the economical
Such developmeni
utilization of the tractor.
depends upon the production of a smaller and
cheaper outfit, costing considerably less per
unit of drawbar power than its equivalent in
horses, thus offsetting the difference in their
working life. It must be nimble, simple and
absolutely certain in operation when properly
Given such an outfit, the average
handled.
farmer can afford to reorganize his farm work
fto
as to discard one or more teams, and by
utilizing the tractor for heavy field work and
for driving machinery be able to reduce the

cost of crop production.

A

Circulating Prairie College

dependent as
LARGELY
upon the fruits of the

they

'

for boys and girls; one household science
lecture car; one lantern lecture car; one
mechanical exhibits car; and one nursery
car where young children could be left
in care of competent attendants while
their parents were attending lectuies in
some other part of the train; large canvas streamers clearly identifying the
character of every car.

are

for prosperity, a keen paternal interest is
soil

at all times manifested by the three
prairie provinces of Canada in the efficiency of its farmer citizens. Among the
diverse channels through which this interest exerts a practical influence upon
the widely scattered rural communities
of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta,
the "Better Farming Special" or the Agricultural College on wheels has become an

important factor.
The average farmer has not always the
time to attend even special courses at the
Provincial Colleges, and so once again
"Mahomet comes to the Mountain."

Through the co-operation of the railroads, the Provincial Departments of Agriculture iqr several years have been in
the habit of sending out a capable corps
of lecturers and demonstrators on a spestops at
cially equipped train which
selected points for a sufficient time, to
post all those farmers who have eyes to
see and ears to hear, on the latest wrinkles in cultivation and husbandry. Experience has suggested a number of improvements since the first train was run, so
that to-day this "special" would .seem almost perfectly adapted to the purpose
which it is intended to serve.
During the past two or three months
Canadian Northern Railway has operated such a train through Saskatchewan
and Alberta which is worthy of descripthe

tion on account of its unusually complete

equipment and consequent popularity.
This equipment consisted of two automobile cars and two flat cars with car.opies for stock; one field husbandry car;

A

War-Year

Request

/^WING

to the big increases in
ink and labor we ask our
readers whose subscriptions are
about to expire to renew ivithout
solicitation from us. Will you do if?
Eve)-y reader of the Farmer's

^^ paper,

In one month more than fifty points in
Saskatchewan were visited, at which
22,97.3 persons, composed of 8,245 men,
5,510 women, and 9,218 children attended.

Magazine has

Jteard something of
the increased cost' of paper, ink and
labor due to the Great War. This is

The previous year there was only a total
of 14,264, so that a largely increased interest is evident, several places declaring
At Melfort there were 965
a holiday.
visitors, probably the large.ot attendance
A most
in the history of these trains.
gratifying feature was the large attendance of school children.

becoming an alarming matter to all
Canadian publishers.
This issue which you are reading
costs us hundreds of dollars more
than the same issue of last year
and much more than the issue of
two years ago, tvhile the paper we
use is not quite as good as we used
then. But what can we do?
If we have to cut doivn the
splendid service of the Farmer's
Magazine to you, in any way, you

The teachers, many of whom declared
a holiday, brought their pupils from distances of twenty miles, in a body, realized
that the time thus taken from school
work, so far from being wasted, was full
of profit and instruction, while the keen
and intelligent interest taken by the
youngsters in every branch of the work
was a constant surprise.

Now we do not
do that.
We do not ivant
to raise the subscription price.
You can help us out in one way.
Send in your reneical subscription
before your subscription runs out
and save us the expense of notifying you.
Turn in a neighbor's subscription with it if you can.
The Farmer's Magazine is pushing out in every way to aive you
ivill

get less value.

want

to

The lectures averaged three and a half
hours to each town, but in many cases
formal addresses were cut short to permit of answering numerous questions regarding practical difficulties experienced
Farmers drove
in the different districts.

good service and we want your assistance in a little matter that aggregates much
Will you be

to us
first

in

the

good

A

lecture

from as far as seventy-five miles to
take advantage of this "circulating college" and in one case where driving was
not possible, a farmer walked thirty-four
miles, so much did he value the pointers
to be obtained.
ill

move?

one poultry lecture car; one lecture car

Tiirfleford school children learning to bt
come better farmers.

The nursery car has sand

piles

playing equipment.

and other

At: Blaine

Urrstock breeding
animals 07i deck.

on

Lake

the farmers

irtth

came

in

th

all

kinds of rigs, their families with them.
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Notes

From Our Busy Farmers

Hints That

Feeding

A

a

May Help

of

A

Who

Just

Had Not Thought

valuable salve for healing

doors or handle other articles subsequently handled by others.
In this way infection spreads from one person to another.

essential ingredients.

of a

Ten minutes' observation of the habits
crowd of people will cau^e one to

wonder, not that diseases spread, but
that the diffusion of germs

Live Weight
of Pigs

15
50
100

to
to
to

l.JO

to
to
to
to

200
250
300

50
100
150
200
250
300
3.o0

.Vverage
per Day
0.8 lb.

(J.iiii

0..S
l-.l

1.2
1.3
1.5
1.4

lb.
lb.
lb.

lb.
lb.
lb.

Feed for
100 lbs. Giiin
2!)3

400
437
4S2
498
.oil

535

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

thus be noted that the average
of pigs from 100 lbs. up is 492 lbs. of feed
to make a lb. of gain.
And this is under
favorable thrifty conditions. That means
about 5 lbs. of meal to make a lb. of pork.
With wheat at $1.50 a bushel, one lb. of
pork would cost $7.50 without the first
cost of the pig, the overhead expenses of
buildings and the labor.
Of course, no
pig feeder would fatten a hog on wheat
It will

alone.

A

Quick-growing Medicinal
Shade Tree

We

have no other tree than the balm-ofgilead that combines the qualities of quick
growth, foliage density, medicinal virtue.
A year's growth on a branch of this species

amounts

to four or five feet. It

is

easy

start either by cutting or the transplant method. A moist spot is preferred,
but is not at all essential to the tree's
development.
The shade-giving value of the balm-ofgilead can scarcely be surpassed.
Its
leaves measure six to eight inches across
and are disposed in great profusion along
the branches. Pruning can be safely done
at any season and the tree made highly
decorative as well as beneficial as a shade-

to

giver.

The medicinal property of the tree is
contained in its buds. These are picked
when gummiest in the spring before leaf-

is

not a great

Worth Trying

deal

Nothing is more annoying than to
have double trees or whiffle trees snap

wide

field

lar.

Children should be encouraged never

more widespread and Vapid than it is.
Parents and school teachers have a

dlings:
s.

of It

open wounds is made by boiling down the
syrup of these buds and compounding it
with beeswax, tallow and a few other non-

ing time.

Pig

experiments recorded 'in
Henry's book on Feeds and Feeding
shows that hogs take the following
pounds of feed for 100 lbs. gain, where
6 lbs. milk or 12 lbs. whey equals 1 lb.
of concentrates, such as corn and midseries

Another

services
at the moment when their
Here is the method
are most needed.
by a mill firm employing
adopted
a large number of teams that has
proven most satisfactory. A couple of
small holes are bored in the end of the
whiflfle tree or double tree, in diameter
.about three-sixteenths of an inch and
with a depth of about three-quarters of
an inch. "The article is then hung up, with
the holes uppermost. The holes are then
filled with raw oil.
It is all the better if
the oil is hot. As the oil soaks away it is
renewed from time to time. In a surprisingly short interval the oil will be
dripping from the lower end of the article
treated.
This process so toughens the
implement that it will not break under
ordinary usage.
Further, if a coat of
good paint is applied after the soaking
with oil, there need be no fear of any loosening of clips. It is good practice, of
course, to securely plug the holes after
the oil has soaked in.
This is .iust the treatmertt required by
many a set of trees on mowers and binders and seeddrills. It is the easiest thing
in the world to do, and will save temper
and loss if given a fair chance.

—John

Graham.

Wash Your Hands
Too much attention cannot be paid to
the matter of washing the hands before one eats.
Men who have made
a careful study of the matter assure
us that diseases spread by allowing
hands that have disease germs on them
to come in contact with the mouth or
nose.
Infected persons in some way get
the germs on their hands and then open

The line up of Holstein milk cows at Bowmanville Fall Fair.
They are
arranged in order of winning from right to left. R. M. Holtby, judged them.

to

eat

for instruction in this particu-

anything without

first

their hands. Impracticable as

it

washing

may seem

at first thought, it is good practice to
require children never to put their hands
to their mouth or nose without first wasking tKem.
Thousands of maladies are
spread by neglect of this precaufian.
Each child, as well as each adult, should
be provided with a pocket handkerchief,
and each should learn the use thereof.
A great deal of nose picking and mouth
wiping and eye rubbing is involuntary
and utterly useless and should be avoided, as the practice has untold possibilities
for ill in it.
A little commonsense together with a word to the wise is sufficient.
Now that infantile paralysis and
typhoid fever are threatening to become
epidemic too much caution cannot be taken
to keep disease germs in their proper
place
that is as far away from one's
person as possible.

—

—Alonza

Brown.

Clean Out the Ditches
Millions of dollars were lost in Ontario alone this present season because
ditches and drains were not in good
working order.
These inoperative ditches failed to carry off the water during
the spring floods.
As a consequence

the land could not be wrought properly
for the seeding.
further consequence of the lack of timely drainage
showed itself this summer during the
drouth.
The water that should have
been conveyed away by drainage slowly
soaked away in the time of drouth, and
the ground cracked, thus exposing the
already suff'ering land to needless evaporation.
What makes the case all the more pitiful is the fact that many farms were tile
drained or ditched, but for some reason
the drains were not in good working
order.
The tremendous rains of 1915
tried watercourses as they had not been
tried for years. Further, the farm operations were delayed till late in the fall and
the drains for this reason were neglected.
However, the neglect has told against
the farmer. This summer has been unu.-ually dry and the farmer may not see the
necessity for draining now that his fields
are uncomfortably parched, but the time
is coming when he will greatly need every
watercourse on his premises. And this
is the time to be on the alert.
If the
open ditch is not clean, it should be cleared
of all weeds and similar rubbish. If the
tile has any portion that is not flowing

A

—
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wren house.

A

was made

15-in. cut

off

an old cedar post, this split in quarters
and a piece taken from the inside corner
of each quarter. When the four quarters
were nailed in place again the result was
a roomy cylinder of cedar. I put a partition across this

two

midway

so as to

make

bored %-in. holes for entrances,
nailed plain boards so as to seal top and
bottom, and project generously for landflats,

paintted the exterior, and
an eye screw and wire in the top so
that the house could be hung from a limb

ing-perches,

fixed

The

individual

Aylmer,
gine

is
is

threshing outfit is conning in,- and T. H. Roberts,
herv threshing with his own outfit. The gasoline en-

used for

many

—

Self feeders

in

Hog Feeding

for hogs have been

—

J.

A. McCracken.

other forms of farm power here.

freely, it should be lifted, as no tile
drain operates beyond a broken place. If
the opening is not free, a dozen or so tiles
should be lifted and reset, or, if need be,
replaced altogether. Timely attention to
the drains this fall will mean that the
farmer will be on his land from a week to
ten days earlier than otherwise next
spring, and this early start in seeding
may well mean the difference between
success and failure of the enterprise of
the farm during the season of 1917.
Andrew Kyle.

Convenience

of

of the apple tree, out of reach of cats.
Already (June) some curious wrens
have actually been in and out of the house
as though seeking a suitable summer
home for next year. The smell of paint
will then be gone, and I have no doubt
there will be pleased tenants in my old
cedar post wren-house.

inventor of this machine has taken advantage of the fact that pigs of all ages
are constantly rubbing themselves against
posts and trees in order to get relief
from the torture of vermin, which bore
into their skins and live on their blood.
He has made an iron rubbing post so constructed that each rub releases a very
small amount of crude oil or some special preparation, which flows onto the
animal's back and kills the lice. This is
really good hog insurance, for it has been

estimated that from 20 to 40 cents is lost
on each lousy hog. When free from vermin the animals make faster growth and
a better appearance.
E. I. Farrington.

—

put

on the market and are not expensive,
but they may be made at home without difficulty, being similaK to those
designed for poultry, only being much
larger, of course. Three or four compartments are needed, especially if charcoal
Many farmers
is to be fed in the hopper.
get excellent results by feeding mixed
feed, hominy and beef scraps.
An ingenious self feeder more recently
put on the market is made of metal in the
shape of a cylinder and is filled with whole
grain, which the hogs are compelled to
against
grind, piessing their snouts
wooden blocks baited with a little grain.
This pressure rotates the cylinder and
the ground grain falls into a little though
at the. bottom. The animals get both feed
and exercise by the same operation and
there is no waste.
Moreover, the hogs
are forced to eat slowly, they save the
cost of gi inding the grain and they are
kept contented as well as busy. If only a
few hogs are kept, sufficient grain for a
day or for several days may be put into
the hopper at one time.
A hog waterer is another invent'on
which saves the farmer time and labor,
for it keeps the water from freezing in
winter, while serving it cool and fresh
A lamp in the bottom of the
in summer.
waterer keeps the contents above the
freezing point even in zero weather, a
welcome relief to the farmer who has
been accustomed to chop the ice from a
trough two or three times a day. It is
estimated that hogs consume seven pounds
of water for every pound of dry matter
eaten, which is considerable more than
horses and cows require.
Still another ingenious device which
aids in keeping hogs in good condition all
The
the year around is the hog oiler.

One Hog

Cost $10, Another $14
-

—Why?

Reports in to G. M. Curran, District
Representative of Lennox and Addington, show good hog feeding reports by
boys.
The heaviest hogs were fed by
Harold Babcock, and his three hogs
weighed 750 pounds, an average of 250

Bill

In the first place, B. J., as he says in
the June number, is not getting 10 h.p.,
for 10 h.p. =;= 7,460 watts, wnei-eas his
generator has a capacity of only 4,000
watts (4 k.w.). Secondly, a 32 v. battery
cannot be charged directly from a 4 k. w.
generator, as this generator has a
strength of 110 v.
Litner a step-down
transformer or an extra motor must be
used, as well as a dynamo (with the
motor) in order to reduce the voltage to
1* or
suit the battery.
this reason it is
not possible to light the lamps direct from
the dynamo, as it would burn out the
lamps in a very few hours. A similar disaster would occur should the storage battery be directly connected to the 4 k.w.
dynamo, and it might be very dangerous
too.
I should caution everyone against
trying some of the dangerous, yet alluring,
experiments recounted in the article in
question.
A further study of the question from reference books, books on electricity, catalogues, etc., is advisable before
purchasing.

— Will

Weight

lot of liogs

A Wren

House

of

Cedar Post

The great value of wrens in an orchard has been satisfactorily determined.
They live almost entirely on injuriOne enthusiast goes so
ous insects.
far as to say that no praying is required on an apple or pear tree which
supports a nesting pair of wrens.
This summer I was pleased to find a
pair of house wrens take possession of a
wren house I put out a year ago in an
aple tree.
I recently hit upon a simple
and inexpensive m'eans of building a plain

Power Plant

Corrected

pounds at twenty-two weeks old.
The
next best report is from Clarence Taylor,
his three hogs weighed 718 pounds, an
average of 289 1-6 pounds. Third best

were fed by Wm. Kenny, his
three hogs weighed 690 pounds, an average of 230 pounds. Fourth lot of hogs,
owned by Chas. Burt, weighed 672 ^A
pounds, an average of 224 pounds. Fifth
lot of hogs, fed by Harry Pringle, weighed
645% pounds, an average of 215 ^/^ pounds.
The total cost per hog for the first five
competitors is $10.18, $11.11, $14.05,
$12.68, and at the price of pork, 11 %c. per
pound, live weight, all these boys will
more than double their money.

Jones'

Edmonton.

of Clay Tile

In hauling clay tile, it is well to know
the weights when you are calculating on
their delivery to your farm.
The following table will assist.
Size in
inches

3
4

Wt. per
in lbs.

6

5
6
8
11

10

25

5

ft.

Feet in .iverags carloa.l

7500
6500
.5000
4000
1600

No. feet
per ton

400
334
350
182
80

thus be seen that the 3-in. tile
necessary to do 40 rods of drain will
weight 3300 lbs.
Teaming rates will
have to be calculated with regard to the
length of haul and the character of the
It will

roads.

—

—

Ladder Needed. Lady "We always
keep the hose ready in case of a Zeppelin
raid."

—

Visitor
"But sure'y, my dear, it
would never reach them at the height they
fly."
Punch.

Prairie
How

the

Women

As Co-Operators

Together for a

F

ARMERS

will

never

stick

to-

fiv

LILLIAN

Common Good
B.

THOMAS

gether."

It was a common saying a few
years ago, that the farmer was the one
worker who could not be bound by union
i-ules.
But you cannot bank on an un-

changeable farmer any more than you
can on an unchangeable world. At the
present time there are more than fifty
thousand farmers on the prairie, bound
together in Grain Growers' Associations
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, and in
the United Farmers of Alberta, and before that union, corporations tremble,
and sue for favor.
But it is not with the farmers, but the
farmers' wives, that this article is concerned.
It is difficult to speak of the
farmers organizations without speaking
of the farmers' wives, because the business of the husbands and wives is so
closely related.

It is to

The farm men are mighty fine folk,
but they will yawn and look bored, if
compelled to listen to a lecture on "How
to prepare hot lunches for school children,"
and yet in that subject many of the v/omen are deeply interested. It is the same
about many other subjects; and while the
women are deeply interested in dry farming and kindred things they have to confess that often during the lectures on
them their thoughts will wander to some
subject of more vital interest to them in
their day's work.
In order to solve some
of their own problems, the women in
many places arranged a special m.eeting
for the women members of the association
at the same time and in a nearby place
to where the men met. When there was a

the credit of the

farmers of the prairie, that they were
the first organization of men, outside of

Mrs. Smith Wood,

among

the trade unions, to recognize the equality
of men and women, and on the organization of their societies they asked the
women to join on the same terms as the

They have now one hundred women's

or
invariably crowded
into a corner together, before or after the meeting, to
discuss their own special problems, and
it was then they realized that the life
of the farmer and his wife is too specialized, for both to make a study of all the
problems concerning the home.

organizations, which they call "Women
Grain Growers," in the Province of Saskatchewan. All these societies are part
of the main body, and also part of the disAll the constructive
trict organization.
work is in the hands of the women, and
they are proving that not Only can farmers stick together, but farmers' wives;
can stick together, and organize, and do
original and constructive work.

Mrs. Irene Farlby, President of the
United Farm Women of Alberta.
subject of special interest to all, they met
together, and the men, as men always do,
looked to the women for any social pleasures they might desire.

ORIGIN OF

THE WOMEN GRAIN GROWER^.

Saskatchewan was the first province to
see the need for an auxiliary organization
for the women grain growers.
The late

Mrs. John McNaughton, President of

Women

Grain Growers of
Saskatchewan.

a leading worker
Manitoba Women
Grain Growers.

the

on its work. Last year the grant was one
thousand dollars.

Many women did, but wherever two
more women met with the men, they

men.

the

Women Can Hold

JVomen on Western Farms Are Proving That

secretary of the provincial organization,
Fred Green, arranged for the women of
the province to meet in convention four
years ago at the same time, and in the
same city as the men. The women were
able to go to the convention with their
husbands and a number of the sessions
were held together. But at that first convention of women, they felt that they
needed an organization of their o^vn, and
now they have it with a provincial executive, and every year the main body gives
the women's section a Targe grant to carry

In -Alberta the farmers" organization ie
.known as the United Farmers of Alberta,
and the women have chosen the name,
"The United Farm Women of Alberta."
In that province the women have been organized less than two years, as a provincial body, but they are doing very cohstructive work, principally in organizaand the requests for an organizer
are coming in so fast that the Executive
cannot hope to fill them for' some time.
tion,

In Manitoba the women have no proorganization.
It has been the
policy of the men, in charge of the organization work, to keep the men and women
together in all the work. A woman has
been put on the executive of the main organization for the province, women are
given the same voting power as the men,
in fact they have endowed the women
with all their worldly goods, except that
the men do the chief handling of the cash,
But just as
the same as in marriage.
vincial

married women are demanding economic
freedom, so the women Grain Growers are
reaching out for a more independent organization, and when they reach out far
enough, they will get it; for while the
men would like to keep both men and

—
TH
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women

together, they are
is best for all.

ready to do

whatever

Mrs. Smith Wood, of Oakville, Mania leading woman Grain Grower,
quoted Sir John A. Macdonald, who said
that the farmers are the easiest class to
legislate for, for they never ask for anything and they never get anything, to
illustrate the difference the organizations
of farmers and their wives have made,
for politicians now say, the farmers are
always asking for something and generally getting it. In that district much cooperative work is being done", and is a
sample of what farmers and their wives
when organized can accomplish.
They have a co-operative store, which
is doing well much to the disgust of many
tradesmen in the village. They have a
beef ring, if you know what that is, and
there has been no quarrelling despite the
fact that much was prophesied, as it was
claimed every one would want the beef
steak.
So they do, of course, but they
have learned to take their turn, and as a
result, in that district there is fresh meat
all the year around.
They have built a
toba,

community

-hall,

FARMER'S MAGAZINE
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little flock,

cial vision

NEIGHBORHOOD STORES AND BEEF RING.

;

believing they had some speregarding the will of God. The

organizations of all the people, regardless
of creed has led to a co-operative Sunday
School, a co-operative Christian Endeavor, and a co-operative Forum, where all
the people meet to discuss all the matters
of interest to all, never asking or thinking
about which special fount purged the garments of their neighbor.
This is certainly a step forward, and

while in the hearts of the older people
there may still at times be a longing for
their own special and selected road to the
golden city, the young people, always having travelled with the crowd, will not desire or tolerate

anything

else.

Wood

says: "The feature I like
best of all in our society is that we are
improving socially our conditions as
farmers' wives and daughters. We have
been working away with little thought of

Mrs.

anything but our work, and now every
member feels brighter, and the thought of
meeting again each month, makes our

work

less irksome."

Mrs. Violet McNaughton

Women

Grain

is

the pro-

the

Saskatchewan

Growers'

Organization.

president

vincial

of

Mrs. McNaughton was born in England,
but she has graduated from the Canadian
University of experience on a farm, and
she has her degree as a Canadian citizen.

The first time I remember Mrs. McNaughton she was looking a little bored,
while a member of the government addressed the Grain Growers convention
bill to give maternity grants to
prairie mothers. Mrs. McNaughton was
insisting to a small group of women that
there should be a provincial Hansard, so
that the public could be thoroughly informed regarding all that was done at the
provincial legislature. Some of the listen-

about a

ing

women

looked at Mrs.

much more

interested in getting such
laws, that the prairie mothers would be
able to pay their own maternity bills,
than in giving them grants. This gives
an idea of the calibre of the woman, and

when such a mentality

The

for all the rural districts in the province.
The idea is to have
free municipal hospitals with state paid
doctors and nurses.
This is a long step
ahead of the present

being

torn dowTi, and the
dividing line that has

working together, for
some worth while object to bind people to-

gether,

and

make

them

forget under
what flag they were
born,
under
creed they were reared, under what kind
of roof they live, and
under what kind of
garment their hearts
are beating the

what

marching

song

for-

ward.

By

ELIZABETH LINCOLN OTIS

you can dres.s to make yourself attractive,
Yet not make puffs and curls your chief delight;
If you can .swim and row, be strong and active,
Yet of the gentler graces lose not sight;
If you can dance without a craze for dancing.
If

Play without giving play too strong a hold,
of friends without romancing,
Care for the weak, the friendless and the old.
If you can master French and Greek and Latin,
And not acquire as well a priggish mien:
If you can feel the touch of silk and satin

Enjoy the love

Without despising calico and jean;
you can ply a saw and use a hammer,
Can do a man's work when the need occurs,
Can sing when a.sked, without excuse or .^tammer.
Can rise above unfriendlv snubs and slurs.
If

A CO-OPERATIVE SUNDAY SCHOOL, EN-

If

DEAVOR AND
FORUM.

you can make good bread as well as fudges,
Can ?ew with skill and nave an eye for dust

If

you can be a friend and hold no grudges,

The most remarkable kind of co-operabeing
is
that
tion
found good, in the

above mentioned

dis-

trict, is the religious
Always
co-operation.
Christ taught brotherhood, while his fol-

lowers
were ever
ready to build fences

around

their

own

Women

Growerr are
Grain
working unitedly to
secure medical aid

denominatio nal

gradually been growing up between town
and country women
is being worn away.
There is nothing like

backed by un-

MEDICAL AID FOR
RURAL DISTRICTS.

al-

wonderful.
The old
barriers built up by

are

is

failing enthusiasm and energy, something
is going to be done.

ready, and the things
that have been accomplished in bringing all
sections of the community together are

churches

McNaughton

and asked her if she was not
interested in maternity grants. Mrs. McNaughton without enthusiasm said she
thought it might help some, but she was

in surprise,

A

girl

whom

all will

love because they trust.

sometimes you should meet' and love another,
And make a home with faith and love enshrined
And, you its soul a loyal wife and mother,
You'll work out pretty nearly to my mind
The plan that's been developed through the ages,
store.
And win the best that life can have
If

—

m

You'll be,

my

girl,

A woman wnom

a model for the sages,
the world will bow before.

-

system, but already
there are many nurses
in the rural districts
partly paid by the
people, and the number is increasing, and
it will not be such a
long step, to the publicly paid doctor.
The women of that
province are also interested in co-operative buying.
In fact
that is a subject in

which

all

farm women

are interested. There
are many co-operative
projects under way,
and many that by experience are known to
be good.

NEIGHBORING WITH
THE FOREIGN WOMEN.
Education is always
of interest to a farm
woman, and the matter of bringing the
foreign
women i n
closer touch with the
other women of the
province, is of great
interest to most farm
organizations of women. Already there are

Continued on page
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that one would expect to file with the
Government at Ottawa. But they were
maps and notes nevertheless. And they
meant that he had won.

CHAPTER
CHAPTER XXL— Continued.

HE

had beaten
not

did

know

Hardisty, but he
yet that he had

won.

was

less than two hundred yards to
the trail where the National agent had
made his stand and Allan soon reached
the spot. He found the smouldering coals
of a campfire back in the brush and a
swaying figure sitting in the snow beside it. As he stopped he caught the odor
of burning paper and, with a cry, went
down on his knees before the fire.
It

Across the coals and ashes, smoking and
glowing, lay the bundle which contained
the maps and notes.
With one motion
Allan swept it off' and into the snow, completely burying it. Then nervously, impatiently, fearfully, he buiH up the fire
until he had a flame by which he could see.
The bundle was brought out, the charred

wrappings removed.

At once the

stiff

papers unrolled and
Only the edges

lay white before him.

were burned and blackened. They were
not tidy maps and notes, hardly the sort

THE STORY— UP TO THE PRESENT
Allan Baird, who has been running a preliminary survey line for
a new railroad to Hudson's Bay,
meets Hertha MacLure, a strikingly attractive but very mysterious
girl ivho runs a trading post, formerly managed by her father, and
who is known all through the north
country as "The Frost Girl," on account of her coldness to all the
men who visit the post. Baird completes his survey and returns to
headquarters at Toronto, where he
receives peremptory orders to start
at once on a complete survey line
from his chief. Baird must complete
his work and file plans at Ottawa
by Apj-il 1. He at once returns to
the north. Four days out from Sabawe, his base of supplies, nine of
his dogs are poisoned over night.
Baird goes to the post of the Frost
Girl to secure supplies. She refuses
absolutely to sell him anything.
He then hurries back to get supplies up from Sabawe, and, after a
long delay, gets back to camp to find
that his hungry men have gone to
secure supplies by force from the
Frost Girl.
He protects the Post

men and sends them back
camp.
By this time Baird re-

from
to

his

love with the
starts out himself to discover who poisoned the dogs and at
the team's camping place he finds
a man hiding pieces of frozen
meat in the snow around the camp
where the dogs would find it. He
endeavors to overpower the stranger and a fierce struggle ensues,
from tvhich Baird issues victor, his
alizes that he is in

girl.

He

opponent sustaining a broken arm
The poisoner gets away, however.
In striking across the ice, Baird

breaks

drowned.

through
and is
nearly
Fighting his way back

camp in freezing conditions, he
nearly succumbs, but is found and
rescued by the Frost Girl.
He is
to

nursed back

to life

by Hertha and

their intimacy ripens to friendship.
In the meantime the guardian of
the food cache is lured away by an
Indian and, in his absence, the cache
is burned.
They catch the Indian,
who proves to be one of the Frost
Girl's "people."
She comes to the

camp

plead for him and reveals
to Allan that she has been opposing him because she believes the
building of a railroad will drive the
Indians, the rightful possessors of
the country, away.
She spend
Christmas Day in camp. By reason
of further depredations on their
stores, food runs out and the camp
finally faces starvation.. Allan and
Hughey start out to find food and,
in their absence, Hardisty, a missionary whom Allan had met at th6
Frost Girl's, visits the camp and
lures the men aivay with an extravagant talk of a land of plenty to
ivhich he can lead them.
When
Allan gets back the men are gone.
Allan and Hughey follow them and
find them as they are sleeping off the
effects of drink supplied by Hardto

who

manages to escape.
finished without further difficulty, but on the return
journey Hardi'^ty appears and manisty,

just

The survey

is

ages to steal Allan's plans while the
latter is asleep.
Allan reaches the
Frost Girl's place and she lends him
her dogs to pursue Hardisty.
On
coming up with him a fight takes
place between him and Allan in

which the latter

is

the victor.

E.

XXII

ALLAN WINS A JOB

T^

OUR days later

Allan, Me-mii-je-is and

their prisoner arrived in Sabawe. Hardisty was turned over to the local constable to be held for the provincial police,
-*

Allan caught the east-bound passenger
train, and the Indian returned to the

MacLure post.
Even in the Pullman Allan guarded his
papers.
They meant too much now for
him to risk another theft. He realized,
too, that it was only chance, and Hertha's
help, that had permitted him to regain
them. Hardisty, believing himself safe
for another twelve hours, had stopped to
boil tea and give his dogs a rest. , The
stolen bundle evidently had been in his
carriole and he had been bending over the
campfire when the sound of Allan's dogbells came to him.
First he had grasped the rifle and fired
down the trail at the dark shadows he saw
approaching. Then, from the side, Memi-je-is had attacked him without warning.
The great form of the Indian had
shot out from the snow beside him. He
had fired and then struck with his clubbed
rifle.
Still the Indian came on, and, casting the maps on to the fire, Hardisty had

He knew too well what it
retreated.
meant to perrhit the Indian to fasten his
hands on him.
All this Allan learned from signs the
next morning and from the brief description given by Me-mi-ie-is when the latter
had recovered from the efi'ects of the blow
Hardisty had struck with his clubbed
rifle.

Allan did not go home^for a shave, abath, clean clothes and a piece of apple pie
upon his arrival in Toronto. Still in his
moccasins, his blackened, frayed trousers

canvas parka, his face beardbundle gripped beneath
one arm, he went at once from the station
to MacGregor's offices. The railroad president was waiting for him and he smiled
grimly as the young engineer entered and
laid the maps and notes on the big, flat

and

soiled

ed, his precious

desk.

"Now I suppose it's up to me," he
.smiled, anticipating, he believed, the first
comment Allan would make.

T>UT

Allan did not even smile. He
dropped into a chair and looked
across at MacGregor. The president, in
turn, studied him with interest. The impetuous, frank, irreverent youth, who had
left him there only a few months ago, had
not returned. Instead, he saw the steady,
unlaughing eyes, the firm mouth, the set
shoulders of a fighting, conquering man.

^

"The job's done," Allan said suddenly.
"I think you'll find everything all right."
"I'm sure of it," replied the president.
Continued on page
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A

House With
The

Home

of

D. James,

a Personality:

Bv

Thornhill, Ont., Illustrates a Fine
Individual Planning

at

and

a

GENEVIEVE
Result

of

hundred interesting growing

-ttiinKs

along the way.
The house itself gives a charming picture of a country home. There is a general simplicity, a general grace of ai'chitecture with a meaning in every detail.
There are no fluted cornices, no dormers
jutting out just to attract attention, no
effort at display of any kind, just a compact, livable house with a wide curving
porch running around one corner, and a
circular "sun-tower" reaching nearly to
It is the curved lines of the
the roof.
porch and sun-tower that give character
to the exterior of the house, while the
latter makes one of the best features of
the interior.

The front

door, opening from the porch,
us into a hall. Here we have the
stairway, an archway to the reception
room or parlor, and doors leading to the
kitchen and to the sun-room.
The sunroom is furnished as a comfortable, everyday sitting room. On the bleakest day in
winter its three sides of glass catch whatever straggling rays there may be and
reflect their cheerfulness into the house.
In the parlor the large bay-window with
lets

The house with

its deep long porch and "sun-tower"
suggests something of the style of a Swiss Chalet.

THE

world

—

of houses
milpassable,
ready-made
houses, built after some generally
accepted model, and here and there one
that is different, a house with a personlions

is full

of

ality. It has been designed through hours
of sketching and talking-over and resketching. It has been watched over in
the process of building. When at last it
stands completed it is the realization of
a family's long dream of a place to live.
We have a splendid example of this in
the home of D. James, at Thornhill, On-

tario.

—

its

The house is built on a beautiful placommanding a view of the whole
countryside. It is saved from being bleak
and windy by a natural shelter of fine
old elms, a wide, level lawn and hedges,
and clumps of blue spruce. Lighted up
at night, it looks down on the highway
teau,

Swiss chalet blinking through the
The same care that gave the
grounds topping the plateau their cultivated beauty, has planted the slopes with
shrubbery and wild flowers and made the
steep ascent easy with winding paths,
little runs of rustic steps here and there
like a
trees.

broad

seat,

and the ample

6/?0UAZ> riOO/? —
SeaU.

Hin.lfl.

M^

msi£

i4£.
»h«..,.

I
\\

1
i
fe.^.^

^

fireplace,

go farther to establish the atmosphere of
warmth and cheer and hospitality for
which the place is known.
The dining-room opens from the livingroom through a pair of swing-doors.
These can be fastened back, giving a wide
opening between the rooms. In the dining room is another large bay window, a
built-in china closet, a built-in cupboard
and a dumb-waiter. As much care has
been taken in having arrangements to
make the housework easy, as in planning
what are generally considered more im-

I
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D
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portant features. A small room off the
The door
kitchen is used as a cookery.
into this room can be used to close either
the opening to the cookery or to the dining-room, doing away with the inconvenience of having two doors opening back
against each other. While a meal is being prepared, the door is closed to the
dining room, leaving the cookery like an
alcove off the kitchen, and keeping the
odors of cooking out of the front part of
the house.

A rather unusual thing just here is a
door with a keyless lock. This opens into the kitchen from the back porch. The
family all know the combination, and if
occasion requires, any of them can get
into the house without a key.
The diagram showing the layout of
the rooms upstairs explains itself fairly
well.
The sleeping porch is used the
year round, with windows put up to stop
the draught on one side when necessary,
in cold weather, and the entire window
space
screened in during the summer.
Even in the coldest winter this open-air
room has no terrors, on account of the
warm dressing-room beside it, and an
electric heater which can be slipped into
the bedding for a few minutes.
The library is a real treasure house.
Besides the shelves full of books
and
books from a wide range of the best in
standard literary and reference works.
Mr. James has a regular roll-top desk and
filing case.
It is a combined library and
office, such as every farm home should
have. The office is necessary for convenience in running the farm business affairs.
The library should be there for the sake
of the family.
We are told that one of
the first things a new family should do
when they go to a new home, is to plant
a tree or several trees, and the children
will reap the benefit years after.
For
the same reason, one of the first things
to come into a new home should be the

A

The grounds

stretch of the laivn about the house.

here cover a plateau covimanding n view of
the whole countryside.

—

beginning of a library. Building it up by
degrees, there will be a steady source of

enjoyment and inspiration coming into
the house.

The attic in the house is reached by a
ladder hooked up to the ceiling when not
in use
a good plan to save the space
required for a stairway where the attic
is not used much.

That doesn't come just from
the house, of course, but from the contact with a man and woman of broad interests whose lives are fuller than ever
since theii- own work has slackened.
mosphere.

—

The James house was built to retire in,
but it is about as live a centre of neighborhood sociability as one would find in
a day's travel, and no one comes away
without feeling a little better for the at-

A

Good

A NYONE
-^*-

Perry

Section

who has

fall fair,

on

visited the Port
its ideal grounds

overlooking as fine a farming country as
lies out-of-doors as well as the picturesque Scugog lake and island, will regret
that there is no one whose enterprise
can develop this spot as some kind of a

show centre.
The gorunds are

like a -gentle sloi>e in
the midst of well-kept farms, while the
visions plays delightfully around the
tree-bordered waters of Scugog and the

Nonquon.
It has been suggested that some sort
of summer fair be held here, which would
not come into competition with surrounding fall fairs, and yet would give to the
thousands of good farms of Whitby,
Reach Mariposa, Brock, Cartwright, Scugog and other townships of the central
Midlands, an inspirational show, as well
would it find attractiveness to the summer tourist, the automobile explorer and
the many town citizens from Fenelon
Falls to Oshawa and across country from
Rice Lake to Simcoe's blue waters.
May some enterprising young man enthuse a few others of the grandeur of
Port Perry's natural amphitheatre set in
a tiara of loveliness.

— F.C.M., Ontario.

One Auto Makes Hay
A farmer

A

corner of the parlor ivherc ike player-piano
the attractions.

is

one of

in

one neighborhood

who

could not finish cocking his alfalfa before dark ran his automobile into the
field and turned on the headlights facing
down the windrow. In that way he was
enabled to get his hay cocked up before
it rained, says an exchange.

:

Feeding the Laying Flock
Each One

of a Variety of

Foods Serves Special Purposes

Esg
a bird
USUALLY
number of eggs

lays the largest
her first laying
year, so that pullets are more profitable than older birds.
On the other
hand, it is wise for every farmer to keep
a few yearlings on hand to be used as
breeders.
The largest part of the flock
should consist of pullets and these should
be well matured.
Undeveloped and immature pullets are very prevalent in many
in

farmers' flocks during October and November. If a bird is to lay well throughout the winter months she should start
laying about the first of November just
as cold weather is approaching. All pullets should be well matured by about the
middle of September and they should be
put into their laying pen about the middle
of the month in order that they may be
accustomed to their new place and changed conditions by the first of November.
Best results are obtained if the yearlings and pullets are kept separate. This,
however, is not often practicable on the
average farm. A flock of one hundred
birds would be composed of about twentyfive yearlings and about seventy-five pullets, the yearlings being kept primarily
for breeding purposes in the spring of
the year, while the pullets would be
maintained for winter egg production.
Naturally the pullets will be fed rather
heavily to secure a large egg production,
but such heavy feeding is not desirable
in the case of the yearlings, as it affects
the fertility of the eggs during the breeding season.

THE

BREEDS.

Among

the pure breeds the most prothe average farmer are the
Plymouth Rocks, the Khode Island Reds,
the Wyandottes, and the Orpingtons.
There are a few other breeds of equal
value, but for all practical purposes any
one of the above breeds will meet the
farmer's needs. Leghorns, Minorcas, Anconas and Campines are small birds, and
are especially noted for egg production in
mild weather. Tlie general purpose breeds
are among the best winter layers in our
province, and since they also produce good
table birds they are being bred in greater
numbers than the lighter breeds.
Maximum egg production i s
largely controlled by the metnod of
feeding as well as by the nature of 'y
the. foods given.
One of the prime ''
factors in feeding is to compel the
birds to take plenty of exercise. The
litter in the house should be eight or
ten inches deep, and the grain
should be scattered in this whenever it is fed. It is a good practice
to stir up the litter frequently with
a fork. This will prevent the straw,
or whatever is used for litter, from
fitable for

All foods serve various purposes
the production of eggs.
Part of
the food a hen receives furnishes energy
to carry on the various functions of
the body; part furnishes energy to
keep the body warm; another part
serves to build up the tissues and organs
and keep them in repair; still another
part supplies material for egg production.
The amount of food over and above the
maintenance ration constitutes the eggproducing ration. For this purpose those
foods must be given which are known to
be good egg-producers.
Most of the food given to laying hens
consisits of whole and ground grains.
Wheat, corn, oats and buckwheat are the
whole grains which are chiefly used.
In Canada wheat is used to a greater
extent than any other poultry food. There
are many different grades, and while a
good grade is desirable, some of the
shrunken wheat is quite valuable. If it
is not musty in flavor and not too badly
shrunken, it may be practically as good
as the better grades of milling wheat.
Corn is an excelent food, particularly
for winter feeding. It tends to keep the
laying stock in good condition during the
cold weather, and it could be used much
more freely than it is at present.
Oats, when of good quality, make a good
food.
On the other hand, oats of poor
quality are quite objectionable, since they
have a high percentage of hull. They can
be fed in various forms, but they are best
In this
rplished when rolled out flat.
form we call them whole-rolled or bruised
oats, and we have been surprised to find
what large quantities the birds will conin

sume.

Buckwheat
in

is used to some extent, esthose sections where it is

extensively.
It makes an excellent fattening food, but should not be used
too freely in feeding the
It can be
laying stock.

grown

used with wheat and corn
to give variety.

'The

practice

donald College

at
is

to

Macfeed

possible

to

state

amount which the

definitely any specific
flock should be given

A

for each feeding.
very simple way of
finding out whether the birds are being
fed properly or not is to brush away some
of the litter, then blow the chaff and dust
away, and if corn or wheat can be seen
on the bare spot of the floor, the hens are
being fed too heavily.
They should be
made to clean everything up before being
fed again.

LIKE A MASH.

At

the same time the larger the variety
the better the fowls like a mash and the
better it serves its purpose. A good mash
mixture is composed of the following:
wheat bran, 200 lbs.; crushed oats, 120
lbs.; cornmeal, IGO lbs.; middlings, 100
lbs.
beef scraps, 60 lbs., and charcoal, 20
lbs.
This makes a mash which is quite
palatable and which the birds relish. In
place of crushed oats it may be well to
use oatmeal feed, which is a byproduct of the oatmeal industry and
contains practically no hulls.
This mash may be fed in two
ways: as a wet mash or as a dry
mash. The wet mash consists of
;

The troughs should be kept strictand it is wise not to over-

feed with wet mash. Just give the
birds as much as they will clean up
in a few minutes.
The best time to
feed a wet mash is about noon or
shortly after.
When wet mash is
fed, table scraps, potatoes and other
waste products can be mixed with
it

DIET.

the hen may be
simple, but it should be wholesome.
The hen must be given plenty of
food and as much variety as pos-

a whole grain ration of two parts wheat,
two parts corn and one part oats oi
buckwheat, during the winter months.
If the corn is cracked it will give the hens
more exercise than when fed whole. This
grain mixture is .scattered in the litter
morning and evening, and the litter i.«
kept in such a condition that considerable
scratching is necessary. Enough grain i.s
fed in the morning to keep the hens busy
for several hours.
In the evening they
are given practically all the grain they
will pick up before going to roost. There
are many poultrymen who are not able to
feed their flock the proper amount of
grain from time to time. On the other
hand, there are some poultrymen who believe in feeding a definite quantity of
grain at each feeding. It is far better to
feed the birds the amount they need from
time to time, as they will eat more at one
feeding than another, it is practically im-

ly clean,

for the grain.

A WHOLESOME

in

tion.

becoming packed down solid, and
compel the birds to scratch

diet

JULL

ground grains thoroughly mixed
and moistened with water or sour
milk. The mash is fed in V-shaped
troughs at definite times. The object in wet mash feeding is really
to stimulate maximum egg produc-

will also

The

A.

Production

sible.

pecially

By

M.

of

A

Prize Winning Plymouth Rock. A flock
makes a pretty picture.

of these birds

to good advantage.
If the ground grains

are fed in
the form of a dry mash, labor is
saved. The ground grains are thoroup'lilv mixed, and placed in a selffeeding hopper from which the birds
can help themselves at any time.
This is a very satisfactory method.

Continued on page U7.
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Minding One's Business — A Big Job
What

Wanted

is

"Honor and fame from no condition
Act well your part

— there

MANKIND

tinction;

Many

is

a

rise;

the honor lies."

all

prone

is

to

Few

Private Citizens Without

By W.

Does

mires the individual
covets.
it along the pathway of riches

others
artistic attainment.
;

professional

It

Pay To

big men in Canadian affairs now, if ever the nation did.

Ambition in its cruder forms is concomitant to a crude state of civilization.

"\^7"E veed

It

sanctions the Might-is-right doctrine
Among priall its naked baldness.
meval tribes the strongest animal rules.
In later stages wit and strategy supplant
physical prowess, but ascendancy is still
It is the animating
the dominant aim.
impulse of Napoleons in war, Carnegies
in industry, Morgans in finance.
More

The

in

best services to the public good.
How he shall do service is not for
another to say.
The world clearly de-

refined in method, their ambition is

still

'

'

call is to

mands honesty

Canadian

chieftain.

good.

the life
of the artist, who delights in expression
through language, music, painting or
sculpture. To be sure, many artists are
.jealously fond of fame, for they are quite
human beings, but the artist, perhaps,
comes nearer than the captains of war,
industry or finance to a genuine satisfaction in good work for its own sake, rather
than for the pelf or power it brings.
remarkable instance comes to mind, as I
write.
young lady of limited means
was wrapped up in painting. Every dollar she could spare went for oils, pigments
and other supplies. Some of her productions were very creditable and not a few
found sale, but the eager artist was likely
as not to price them for less than the
materials cost her. "Why did you price it
"Oh,
so cheaply?" she was often asked.
to get money to buy more materials."
She painted for the sheer joy of creation,
for the exercise of her talent the poetry
of achievement, as it were. UnbusinessYes, but is it not more
like, you will say?
admirable than the sordid estimate which
reduces every motive in life to terms of
profit and loss, or fame or prominence or
dominion or political success? To few is
it given to bask in the spotlight of Eminence; but honor, as the poet appreciated,
consists not in getting one's name into
the mouths of men, but rather in acting
well one's part, whatever that may be.
So much by way of general observais

A

A

—

tion.

Let us venture

pleecation."

been
even

You may

surprised

to

submit an "aphave
to

lend his

wanted
There

in
is

management and execution of his own
whose ideal of a farm connotes
first of all a home and after that an oc-

the

affairs,

powers contribute

to

cupation, an occupation, too, which is
as much an art as a business such a type
has been the pride of England since she
began to emerge from absolute monarchy.
It is the glory of America to-day. - This
ideal stamp of farmer may, but need not
necessarily, participate in public aflfairs.
If he does so it should not be from any
lack of interest in his own. He may render a valuable service by keeping independently informed regarding public men
and issues, holding his franchise as a responsible duty and exercising it regularly
without fear or prejudice. What a wholesome influence would be exerted by ten
such impeachable men in every neighborLet us consider:
hood.

—

no sphere of
no place for

the idle, or the waster. All should
their

by comparison,

life.

to

of purpose, indefatiga charitable mind.

able zeal, and
The shirker is

tinctured with the grossness of the tribal
Spirituelle,

every farmer

make

the general

a poor thing to refrain from serbecause, perchance, another is a
The sum.
laggard or a spendthrift.
It is

vice

what honest men think and do
what saves any situation.
Each is
Class antagonisms are bad.
a part of the general whole—^and each
total of

is

equally honorable in his own work.
Agriculture, perhaps, offers broader
mental and spiritual outlooks than do
It also
the abstractive industries.
opens wide the door to a selfish independence, against which we must guard
ourselves at all times.

Farmers should feel it their duty
make public opinion, by demanding

1.

They would do more,

to

in

Because their support would have
won by good measures well administered they would exercise more effective influence upon government than all
the partisans on both sides of politics,
whose votes largely kill each other anyway.
3; By keeping clear of political entanglements and ambitions they would
exhibit in public matters a refreshing disinterestedness of motive certain to react
favorably upon a public morale now chronically tinged with a sinister suspicion
engendered by the What-is-there-in-itfor-me? attitude characteristic of so many
2.

to be

found there?— F.M.C.

public or semi-public endeavor outside his
personal farm interests. He should promote agricultural organizations, run for
the council, the legislature or Parliament,
or do something conspicuous after that

political aspirants that nearly all are subject to its aspersions.

sort.

That some should so devote themselves
is right and proper, for we need rural
representatives in public counsel and the

Citizens, more than leaders, make a
commonwealth what it is. The most cap-

cannot
statesmen
able
carry a nation far beyond
and motive
the temper
ideals of its average citizenship and not at all beyond it for any considerFor
able length of time.
which reason I am convinced that the clean-living

find,

farming. Notwithstanding
all that has been said and
printed about the scope of

aparent in

many

Canadian husbandman who
is satisfied to mind his own
business upon a farm of
his own; with no axe of

it is still

quarters

that the words have been
glibly uttered. The idea is
prevalent that a person of

attainments above mediocrity cannot fulfill his citizenship unless participating actively in some line of

verily believe,

press of the nation.

among farmers of
the better type, how few
consider that a man of
education and talent can
be adequately or justifiably employed in simply

farm occupation,

I

improve and dignify agriculture than all. the preaching from all the
platforms and all the articles in all the
to uphold,

their leaders, in Parliament, press and
pulpit right ideals and courageous
actions.
Too many are bowing to wealth, position and fashion. The need of the hour
demands men whom gold cannot buy.
The brunt of the nation's uplifting falls
on agricultural men. Will the stamiiia

be

Grind

adapted to it than good everyday farming
without distracting sidelines, such as implement agencies, public office, municipal
honors (?), political aspirations and the
The sturdy yeoman who respects
like.
all men but truckles or toadies to none,
who develops a capable individuality in

Farm?

or

to

proportion of farmers adapted for leadership is none too large.
Rebuttal is
directed, however, against the notion that
a man is wasting his time and talent if he
merely farms. I do not believe there is
a more ideal employment for any man

acclaim dis-

and what the mass ad-

seek

some of power

ALBRIGHT

D.

Any Axes

The

clean,

tidy-looking

farm buildings

of Mr.

W. G.

Paint adds dollars to
Rennie, at Agincourt.
values and livableness to many places.

political ambition or personal advantage to grind is
rendering the state a service second hardly to that

performed by our soldier
heroes on the battlefields
of France.

Up For The

Hardening

Winter

Open Windows, Good Heating, Baths, Exercise and Right Food, Are
Protectors Than the Fiercest of Red Flannels

T

^HE

dread of approaching
winter is generally due to
not being prepared to meet
it.
The terrors of waist-deep snow,
cold floors, arctic hallways, frigid
bedrooms, chilblains, colds and
fierce red flannel underwear, are

By

ETHYL M U N

occasionally are cold enough themselves to sparkle with frost. Mayb*
chinks under the doors, or a
draughty cellar keeps the floors se
cold that every one has cold feet
and the thought of deliberately letting in more cold air through the

Rr()

windows fills them with terror.
These discomforts do not count one
iota in the process of hardening up
for the winter; an uncomfortable.
badly heated house goes a long waj
to weaken a family so they may be
an easy prey to disease germs, a.^; a
cold house is almost invariably a

and inevitable
perhaps among the hardships of
an old-fashioned winter in our
grandfather's days, but we should
be able, now, not only to protect
real terrors all right,

ourselves against these discomforts,
but to make a successful fight
against the bronchitises, pneumonias, coughs, colds and consumptions
that are sometimes considered al-

most necessary winter

Better

badly ventilated house.

LEARN TO SLEEP IN COLD, FRESH

evils.

AlK.

during sleep that we have
coughs and colds as soon as the cold
the best opportunity of absorbing a
The bath tub is needed in the farm house the
weather sets in, is not the direct
lot of pure oxygen. The baby who
year round. A cold dash over the throat and
result of the cold itself, but of the
is made warm and comfortable with
chest after a warm bath is a protection
custom in many homes, schools and
a hot water bottle and light, thick
against colds, and hardens a
churches of shutting the windows
covers, and put out of doors to sleep,
delicate throat.
close and herding together in our
in the daytime, and later taught to
own and each other's breathed and
sleep with windows wide open the
re-breathed breath. This itself lowers the
which all the health-giving and nerveyear round, has a great deal to thank his
vitality until we are ready to "catch" anysuppling properties have gone.
parents for.
thing and if some member of the company
Sleeping rooms having cross ventilaBADLY HEATED HOUSES TO BLAME.
contracts a cold, he starts the ball rolling
If there are wintion are always best.
and it goes right through the house. The
The difficulty that stands in the way
dows on opposite sides of the room, thi^
only part the cold weather has had in it
If there is only one
of allowing fresh, clean, live air to come
is easily obtained.
is to drive us indoors and make us put
into many houses in the winter time, is
window, it should be opened at the top
down the windows.
that the houses are so poorly heated, that
and the bottom, and the door of the room
One of Florence Nightingale's rules
the housekeeper feels it necessary to conshould remain open through the night.
was that "windows were made to open,"
serve every bit of heat generated by the
The window should be kept wide open
a rule that should be followed especially
Perhaps,
one or two inefficient stoves.
even on very cold nights, because the body
in the bedrooms, kitchen and sitting-room,
too, the walls are so thinly built that they
heats cold fresh air more readily than
where we spend a good deal of our time.
conduct the heat away too rapidly and
cold, stale air.
It vfiW not be possible,
The benefits o f
always, to open the
sleeping porches are
windows wide in a
being more widely reroom where people are
cognized every year in
sitting, without causboth the country and
ing discomfort, but at
the city.
A special
almost all times they
porch may be built
could be let down an
near a bedroom, or a
inch or two from the
corner may be curtop, or raised an inch
tained off for a bed or
or two from the bota cot on any large
tom, with a board or
porch.
The curtain?

The

reason

real

why we

get

It is

cloth screen slipped in
if necessary to stop

the draught.

any

And

in

when

the
people are out of a
room after it has been
inhabited
for
some
time, the doors and
windows can be opened wide for a few
minutes, giving a complete change of air.
And this fresh air, if
it does cool the room
for a short time, will
heat up in the blood
many times faster
than stale air out of
case,

enclosing the porch
should be of some durable material, such as
canvas.
They should
be firmly attached to a
rod or a wire at both
the top and the bottom
in such a way that
they may be drawn together easily to keep
out rain, snow, or
dust.

WARM
The outdoor sleeping porch does more than cough syrups
to build

healthy lungs.

If the bed is

warmed by

a soap-

water bottle or flatiron, the heat of
the body need not be wasted in warming it.

stone, hot

BED NO DISGRACE.
Some persons wake

up
ing

tired in the

because

morn-

the

Continued on page

bed
40.
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Problems Of The Dairy Farmer
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TAg Breeder IV ho Aims for Milk Must Concentrate His Attention on

the

Milk

Register

THE

fact that almost all the milk
in Great Britain is produced within the country alone indicates the importance of milk producMilk, in fact, enjoys a sort of nation.
tural "Protection," as it suffers from a
:jea-voyage, and must be consumed fresh.
So important is this latter consideration
that milk producers endeavor, wherever

consumed

possible, to deliver their morning milk in
time for breakfast. Milking is performed
at an extremely early hour, and again
soon after mid-day for 5 o'clock tea. So
profitable is milk production that it is
answerable for an enormous increase in
the area under grass, and a universal demand for cows. It is computed that there

are 4,100,000 cows in Great Britain, requiring about 12,000,000 acres of pasture,
and yielding 1,723,000,000 gallons of milk,
of which about 620,000,000 gallons are
consumed as fresh milk the remainder
being disposed of in calfrearing, butter
and cheese making, and the manufacture
The potentialities of
of condensed milk.
the trade are shown by the fact that, vast

—

amount may appear

only
lepresentg an annual consumption of 15
gallons per head of the population, or .33
pints per day, per head.
as this

to be, it

BUILDING UP A DAIRY HERD.

The gradual development of milking
properties in a breed, or herd, must necessarily take time, and the usual practice
is to begin as high up the scale as possible, and by careful breeding, weeding,
and purchasing, to increase the average
yield per cow. The choice of a breed must
depend upon circumstances, but great
milking properties are often possessed by
cows of mixed, or even nondescript character.
The system known as grading
originated in America, but has no doubt
been practised for mauy years in this
country. It consists in commencing on an
unpedigreed female foundation, and allying it with pure bred sires until, after
the fourth or fifth cross, the resulting
animals are eligible for entry in a herd
book.
It obviates the necessity of purchasing pure bred, high priced cows; and
the superior milking properties which
may be assumed to exist in the cows

By

JOHN WRIGHTSON

This article is written by one' of the
best informed men in British agriculture and deals with the question in a
ivay that will interest all Canadian
dairymen.
The article is copyrighted.

—Editor.

selected are preserved and increased by
the use of bulls derived from good cows
of unblemished pedigree. "By recording
the yield of milk, the worst milkers can
be quickly eliminated, and by mating the
best cows with bulls descended from heavy
milkers, the average yield from the herd
can be quickly raised. As an example, a
milk testing society in Sweden, by grading up its herds, increased the milk yield
tn six years from 670 to 876 gallons per

head per annum, and the percentage of
butter fat from 3.09 to 3.21.

open to any owner of a
largely practised by many

This system
herd, and is

is

who periodically repair to
or other centres in order to
purchase bulls. As to the breed used for
grading up a mixed lot of cows, it may
presumably be Shorthorn, but not necessarily so, as Lincoln Reds, Red Polls,
Ayshires, Jerseys, Herefords, or any
other good dairy breed, may be used for
the purpose. The general distribution of
Shorthorns, the high milking properties
of certain of their strains, and their grazing properties as steers, arebarreners,
all point to the advisability of grading
by means of Shorthorn sires of proFour pure
nounced dairy character.
bred crosses on the female, and five on the
male side qualify for entry in the Shortgood farmers

Birmingham

horn Herd Book; but the breeder will not
in all cases commence d,e novo, but may,
as occasions offer, purchase cows which
may be pure bred, or, if not absolutely
pure, carry an impress of previous
crosses.

In building up a dairy herd singleness
of aim is of the utmost importance. The

dairy

type

differs

in

some important

points from ordinary pedigree animals,
which are often bred for flesh rather than
milk.
It is, however, true that in most
breeds a milking type exists, capable of

That it is more
further development.
general in some herds than in others
need not be insisted upon, but it is also
beyond question that half-bred Jersey and
Shorthorn, Hereford and Shorthorn, Ayrshire and Shorthorn, as well as cows of
mixed or mongrel extraction are often
famous milkers. It is natural that a
breeder should, regard mongrel cattle
with dislike. If he aspires to showyard
honors, or to a reputation as a bull breeder, he cannot afford to mix together animals of different color, size and make,
and many insensibly slide into the common habit of disregarding milk as the
Eminent breeders have
sine qua non.
been known to scoff at milk in comparison
with hundreds of guineas for one young
bull or. heifer. "What's a di-op of milk?"
one noted breeder exclaimed when questioned too closely as to. the milking proIt is true that the
perties of his cows.
thick flesh, heavy fore quarters, square
forms, mossy coats and small bones .of
the showyard winner are inconsistent with
the perfect milk-yielding type. The dairy
cow is narrow in girth, light at the foreend, and deep in the hind quarters. Her
coat may be smooth, and her color dappled
rather than rich roan. Her neck i^; fine
light, and her shoulders wanting in
width across the tops, or through the
Her hips may be ragged, but in
heart.
spite of all these departures froi' the approved types of Shorthorn, Devon or
Hereford she may be a "grand" milker.
It may well be asked, what more is wanted? and, provided she is a regular breeder, a hearty feeder, and keeps up her P.ow
of milk to within a month of her next

and

calving

little else is

necessary.

CONFLICT BETWEEN MILK AND PEDIGREE.
Pedigree cows are often disappointing
as milkers because aptitude for laying on
flesh and for yielding milk are scarcely
reconcilable. A cow either lays it on her
back or gives it in the pail, and, except in
breeds like Jerseys and Ayrshires, which
are bred exclusively for milk, early ma-

T

2G

and a disposition to lay on flesh
usurps attention to the disparagment of
milk. The breeder who aims at milk must
concentrate his attention on the milk register, and it is possible that he may fina
his efforts to raise his average yield by
Milking properties
grading too slow.
either on the male or female side are not
always transmitted, and it is evident that
some years must elapse before a cow produces a cow, or an entire herd is permeated with the faculty of maximum proturity

duction.

This last consideration may easily dethe attention of a breeder from an
enterprise, which must occupy most of a
Purchasing has been already
life time.
mentioned as a factor in building up a
herd, and may in many cases be found to
be a shorter and more certain procedure.
It is well known that in raising herds of
mixed character individual cows of great
milking powers exist, and these are
keenly competed for when "from any cause
the breed is dispersed. They may be of
uncertain breed and discordant color, but
if milk is the object they ought to be welcome. Some dairy farmers are fanciful
as to color, and always buy roans or reds;
but if milk is the object such ideas must
be discarded. This leads to the conclusion
that one way at least in which a herd may
be built up is by selecting cows of high
character as milkers, irrespective of their
The idea is not
purity or appearance.
agreeable to the tastes of many farmers
who like to see good cattle, but it may
be commercially sound notwithstanding.
Neither is it consistent with building up
a herd, which seems to point to breeding
for milk and at the same time preserving
uniformity of type and an agreeable and
flect

harmonious diversity of

color, as well as

other points.

Drying Off the Cow
By

THERE

WALTER CROSBY

divergence
considerable
of opinion as to the best methods
to employ in drying off a cow.
Given an animal of extraordinary, or
even average, milking capacity, there
must be a right and a wrong way of setting about drying her off when this becomes desirable in view of her approaching parturition, or when milk production
is a drawback because we want her to
It may be taken that
fatten .rapidly.
there is not much difference of opinion as
to the time the in-calf cow should be dry
previous to calving again, and most cowkeepers accord from a month to six weeks.
In the case of the poor milker there is no
is

difficulty.

A

cow

in

poor condition

may

be allowed

two months to recruit her strength, with
advantage to herself and her prospective
calf, but this is largely a matter of keep,
and if the feeding is high, the animal
healthy, and the quantity of milk yielded
is profitable, there seems no reason why,
in the case of the average animal, milking
should not be continued until within a

month

of calving.

the extraordinary milker that
lands us in a difficulty, both as to the
policy of drying her off at all, and, if it
is considered that this is necessary or
desirable, in the matter of stopping the
secretion. This is the kind of animal that
it is highly dangerous to leave unmilked
It

is

HE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
if

inflammation

udder

of the

is

to

be

avoided.

With cows whose milking

qualities are
the
once a day for

of such a lasting character

we favor

plan of milking only
several days, and then on alternate days,
as the supply falls off, but taking care
at each milking to strip the udder of every
drop.
Experience of nature's methods
teaches us that organs not used or exercised disappear or cease to perform their
functions.
It is the persistent dragging
at the teats, the patient asking for more,

combination with selection, has
produced the modern dairy cow. If the
drying is effected gradually, by prolongthat, in

ing the intervals of milking, the secretion
gradually becomes less without the risks
of half milking, or, worse still, in the case
of the deep milker, not milking at all.

"HARD QUARTER."
understood that neglecting to
strip the udder, besides the loss of the
richest of the milk and lessening production, is a very ready, way of causing induration oi' "hard quarter," and converting the cow into a useless animal for milking purposes when she comes to calve
It is well

again.
On farms where udder troubles
are very frequent imperfect stripping is
generally at the bottom of it, and a
change of milker has often resulted in its
Leaving the anientire disappearance.
mal alone altogether so far as milking is
concerned must be regarded as a highly
dangerous proceeding in the case of a
cow giving any quantity of milk, and it is
only practicable in those cases where secretion is small 'indeed. Allowing a cow
to remain too long without milking, to
ensure a full and tempting bag at the
time of sale, has often resulted in acute
to do this with any animal
giving a fair quantity is to run grave risk
of injuring the cow, and of a prosecution
for cruelty.
This refraining from milking is known as "over-stocking," and is
That the
rightly regarded as cruelty.
action of milking induces secretion and
retards the process of drying, there is no
manner of doubt, but better this than
subject the animal to the pain of prolonged retention and over-distention, and
risk of inflamamtion of the udder. When
the gland is obviously distended it should
certainly be relieved.

mammitis, and

The One-Man Farm
7' he

Farmer s Wife Has a Hearing on

saw an
time ago
SOME
cannot at present say who
I

article,

I

wrote it,
but the author thought that one man
on an average farm was plenty. The rest
he thought should all enlist.
But. I feel sure the author of that article
had little knowledge of the work of the
farm. The farmer cannot run his farm
successfully without help, any more than
the manager of any factory or plant can
run his business successfully short handed.

the

Labor Problem

my

section acres of the ground which
for oats has grown up to
weeds; and corn, except for silos, is almost
a failure. I do not know of one farmer

In

was intended

right around here who is not buying
potatoes. Of course, the blight and weather conditions are responsible for a great
deal, but shortage of help is the cause of
a lot of shortage of farm produce.
When we think of the people over in

Europe who are not producing anything

things on the
farm which it is almost impossible for
one man to do alone. To be sure there are
many men trying to get along alone with
the result that the farm is not producing
anything like it did when he could get

for themselves it would seem as though it
was up to the countries who can to do their

proper help.
The high wages paid in the munition
plants makes help on the farm impossible.
The men we have left, who have not
gone to the front, will not come to the
farms because they cannot get the wages

about high prices as about not beiT>~ able
to get the produce they want.
And many
times I answer my 'phone calls with a

Now

there

are

many

paid in the factories.
But after all are they any better off
than they would be right in some good
farm home, where they get their board
and washing and mending done. A young
man said to me the other day, "I know men
right in our town who are earning twentvfive and thirty dollars a weeK, ana yet
have hardly enough to pay their board."

The temptation to spend for everythlns:^
they see and have a good time is so strong
in the towns and cities that very often the
young man who works on the farm for one
hundred and seventy-five or two hundred
dollars a year has more money at the end
of the year than the young man who has
been earning the big wages in the city.
I think the one-man farm is almost as
responsible for the high prices of -farm
produce as the weather conditions. The
time to get the crops in this spring was so
short that unless the farmer had help he
got very little crop in and a shortage of
any one thing is almost sure to raise the
price of

what

is left.

best,

but

how

can'

we

if

our boys are

all

sent away!

The farmer to-day is facintr a problem.
all sides we hear the cry, not so much

On

request for potatoes, vegetables, chickens,
butter, eggs and many other things which
we do not have for them.
A great many people in the cities do not
understand the high prices and think the
farmers are making money. They do not
understand our labor conditions, nor chat
the advanced prices are not only on provisions, but on all our machinery and
everything we use around the farm,
which sends up the cost of production.
We hear a great deal of complaining
about the cost of butter and eggs two
necessities
but we do not hear any kick
about what they pay for the production of
the cow in the form of ice cream, something which can be got along without. In
many cases the farmer's wife unable to
get help of any kind, sends her cream to
the factory to get rid of the work of making butter; in fact, right here in our own
locality I do not think I could name two

—

—

families who make butter. This, of course,
has a tendency to raise the price of butter,
but if we cannot get help we must do away
with the need for it and somebody must,
pay for it.

Continued on page

36.
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want to tell you how much I love you.
want not to tell you at all, but to do
something for you with my hands and feet, to
make your bed, to pick lavender pine cones
for you, to do something you would never
know that I had done. For of the many ways
I

also

one of the dearest is to serve in silcelebrate and not be found out.
Mothering is a great business on these lines."
Dr. Richard Cabot in "What Men Live By."
nf love,

rnce,

to

had passed with the anxiety
SUMMER
of harvest, and the cheering
and
toil

presence of numberless bird colonies,
living out the romances and cares of their
family history in the meadow of the
swamp farm. The sumachs in the fence
corners were turning crimson, before a
plan that had long been evolving in
Mary's mind took definite direction. Dan
had gone on a two days' trip for one of
his agencies. It might be the only opportunity she would have for secrecy. Nothing had ever before driven her to such
drastic measures, but never before had she
had so much at stake. She felt distinctly
guilty as she evaded Billy's few searching
questions and looked away from the
troubled appeal in Jean's brimming eyes.
For the first time in their lives she was
leaving them; no wonder they had misgivings. She was almost frightened herself, at this new thing that could drive
her to practice such deception.

•

Miss

M.

of

By

ETHEL

M.

Country Life

V. Hunter

fast to reach the railroad track before
she should meet any one she knew on the
travelled highway. By the time she came
to the narrow board walk at the edge of
the town she was hot and tired and white
with excitement. Everyone seemed to be
She supposed they all
looking at her.
knew Dan, but then there was no reason
why they should associate her with Dan.
It was a long time since they had been in
town together, strangely enough, -on a
similar errand.
That was before Jean was born, and
Dan had brought her in to the lawyer's
office.
He had sold a town lot that her
father had given her, and superficial as
it might seem, it had been necessary for
her to come to the lawyer's office to put
her name to the deed, and sign another
paper applying the proceeds against the
mortgage on the swamp farm. It was
the first time Mary had put her name to
any legal document except her marriage
certificate, and she wished now that she
had known more about what these papers
meant with their dazzling red seals and
nothing clear about them except the
dotted line for your name.
She had another town lot, though. That
was what had brought her out on such a
questionable adventure to-day. Dan had
sold it too, but when he came home with

arrangements all made to take her t»
town the next day to "sign the papers"
again, she gave him the biggest surprise
of his married life by saying she didn't
want to sell; she wanted to keep that lot
her father had given it to her.
And Dan had laughed, a very induldent, unnatural laugh for Dan, and said

—

was "such a whimsical little woman."
However it was much better to sell the
lot and turn the money into the farm
where it would be safe for the children, so he had sold it.
He wanted to
make that quite clear the lot was already
sold; all that remained was to sign the
she

;

papers.

And Mary with that quiet immovableness that sometimes takes possession of
pliable,
unquestioning
those
gentle,
women, replied that she was sorry, but
she wouldn't sign the papers. She didn't
say why.
She didn't mention that the
farm was running deeper into debt every
year; that it was already proving more
of an iniury than a help to the children,
and that in this remnant of her Inheritance lay the only hope she had of ever
She just
giving them anything better.
vepeated slowly, a bit shakily, and looking down at the spout of her tea-pot, that
she ivotddn't sign them.
And then Dan dropped his indulgent
protective attiJ
tude Quite suddenly.

her

she
set out on
her six mile

He asked

"what

in

Still

hell she expect-

walk

ed to do with
the lot then."
Did she think

to
with
town
grim deter-

mination,

walking

She assented with inward panic at the thought of

I

CHAPMAN

it.

"Or would

I

need

to see

him!"

'1^

•_'s

she could look after it herself. She knew
about as much about business as a squaw.
How was any woman to look after her
interests in legal affairs where even a
man had to keep his eyes open? And who
would be expected to take care of such
things for her if not her husband? He
also enlarged upon a business-man's attitude toward women who cared to mix up
in such things instead of keeping their
place. Altogether he was very much annoyed over this unexpected check in his
affairs.
It was extremely humiliating to
have to tell Harding that his wife, for
sentimental reasons, didn't w£^.nt the lot
He
sold; besides he needed the money.
had no doubt about getting it ultimately,
of course. Several plans might be worked
to that end, one of the most feasible
being to take Billy out of school because
there were no funds forthcoming to hire
But even under the pressure of
help.
this, Mary was risking his further displeasure, and taking a venture that would
have seemed madness to her a year ago.
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"A woman

generally makes her hus-

band her executor, but if there is any
reason why you would rather have some-

— ."
one else
"Certainly not." Mary had come into
possession of her dignity with remarkable suddenness.
A bright red covered
her face, but her head was up, and the
eyes that had wandered all over the room
in nervous embarrassment before, met the
lawyer's squarely with something of a
challenge.
She even held them there in
the face of his amusement while she
finished a bit lamely: "But I think I
would rather leave it with you to take
care of for them, if you would Dan has

—

much to look after."
Mary didn't notice the weariness of the
way home that night. A strange, newso

elation carried her aching feet over the
bruising, irregular railroad ties.
The

Harding

whole dismal swamp seemed singing with
the joy of a breaker passed. Only when
the stars began to come out over the trees
she wondered if the children would be
afraid to stay alone, and quickened her
steps. Several times she slipped her hand
into her bag just to feel the copy of the
will that was to be their safeguard if
anything happened. Once she took out
her bank-book and peered through the
faint moonlight at the dancing figures.
She had never had a bank-book before.
She had never known what it was to
take a ten-dollar bill from a pile, and
spend it with luxurious recklessness in
white flannelette and nainsook and shirting and various colored calicoes for the
children. Then she would gather up the
parcels in her aching arms and hurry on
again with a thrill of happy anticipation.
A section-man watching her, thought
her deranged, but Mary knew that she
was just beginning to see clearly. She
had learned that the laws relating to a
woman's property were not framed to be
beyond a woman's understanding; and the
men hadn't seemed to consider her out of
her place.
A hot wave went over her
when she thought of her ignorance of the
simplest parts of the procedure.
They
had been very kind about it, but some

think."

arrangement must be made to teach these
things to Jean, and save her the agony
of such embarrassment.
So, it seems we have one of the great

The world seemed swimming around
her when she entered the lawyer's office,
nervously tucking back the

damp

hair

from her forehead, and painfully conscious of the years-old cut of her dress,
the road-dust on her shoes, and her absoIf the
lute ignorance of what to do.
lawyer was surprised he didn't show it.
His practice was not very pressing in the
sleepy little town, and he could afford
time to put his clients at ease before pro-

ceeding to business.
"You mean," he repeated- when she had
explained her errand, "that you have
changed your mind about the lot, that you

would like to see Harding this afternoon?"
She assented with inward panic at the
thought of it. "Or would I need to see
him? You couldn't just telephone him
or something? I should be getting back,
and I wanted to it seems foolish but I
thought I would like to make my will."
"I see. And you think if you had the lot
turned into cash it would be easier to
I'll just ask
leave it as you want to?

—

—

—

You feel that
to come around.
you know what the lot's worth?"
"Why, I hadn't thought much about
Father paid five hundred for it, I
that.
"That was a long time ago. A dollar
Do you rememdoesn't go as far now.
ber just what Harding offered Mr. Withers this spring?"
"Six hundred."

The lawyer's mouth hardened a

little.

He had

heard the offer made in his office,
and had suspected that Dan wanted to
reserve a few hundred for immediate use.
"Better ask for a thousand," he advised
casually, "and would you like to put the
money out on a mortgage?"
I want
"I'd rather put it in the bank.
That's why I
it where it can be got at.
came about the will. I want it used for
the children while they need it, before
they come of age. I want it used to send
them to school. That could be arranged,
couldn't it"
"I guess so.
What about your executor?"
How do
"I hadn't thought of that
.

they generally do?"

—

motive forces of human evolution the
ambition of individuals here and there to
give their children the things they have
missed themselves.
The days after this were filled with a
mother's provident setting of her house
in

order.

Piles of little

garments took

shape and received their distinguishing
hand touches of smocking and embroidery,
in the cold, weary hours when everyone
else was sleeping.
When she smoothed
them out the soft nap caught on her
roughened hands like the clutch of something frail and clinging something that
needed her, and she prayed for life desperately, as though the waters were already covering her.
Then, one day in late November, when
Dan had gone on an indefinite itinerary

—

and Billy was trying to
harvest the turnip crop, the dinner-bell
Something
called over the fields again.
in the short, quick ring told him the call
selling incubators,

was urgent, but when he reached the
house he could only stare with growing
terror.
His mother's face and hair were
wet with perspiration her mouth was set
hard and white at the edges; her eyes
were bright like stars full of suffering
that could not be hidden even from the
child.
She was sorting through a basket of white stuff and as usual she stopped to reassure him.
"It's all right, Boy.
Just take the colt
and run and tell Auntie Brown to come."
Through all the hard things that had
tried the boy's courage and robbed him
of the irresponsibility of childhood, he
had never known what real fear was before.
It seemed to make his limbs and
voice powerless to urge the colt to his
hardest run. Only one thing was clear to
;

—

him

—his

mother might

alone.

It

tor's,

but

die,

and she was

was miles farther

to the doconly Auntie Brown were
there!
She was as good as a docto)',
everyone said, and she was the only phyif

many of them knew.
Mrs. Brown saw him coming and opened the door before he stopped. She didn't
ask him what he came for. She just said
she would go right down, and told him
to go for the doctor, then called after him
to ask if his father was at home, or when
he was coming, but Billy didn't answer.
Already he was floating down the road on
sician

the horse's neck.

He might have

her, he reflected, that they didn't

told

know

when

his father was coming home; his
had been delayed because he had to
stay around until Nell's colt came, but
there was no time for gossiping now. Anyway, he couldn't see why anyone should
be concerned about where his father was
trip

at such time as this.

The doctor wasn't at home. His wife
said she would telephone and send him
right down from another case, but to the
boy remembering the look in his mother's eyes when he left her, it seemed a."«
though the fates in general had conspired
against him.
When he reached home
with his lathered, limping colt, the doctor hadn't arrived yet and Mrs. Brown
was worried. She wouldn't let him see
his mother, but she lifted the corner of
a shawl from a white flannel bundle in
the rocking chair and Billy looked.
He
swallowed his astonishment and looked
again, at the squirming, blind, uncomfortable

little

mite,

and sighed.

He

felt

much as he had done when

a kindly-intentioned
neighbor had
unexpectedly
thrust into his arms one cold day in winter, a very young, whimpering
puppy,
when he had no warm place to keep it,
and the cows were dry, he couldn't see
how he was going to make it very comfortable.
Perhaps, however, the dog had
developed his sense of responsibility and
protection, for he bent down till he could
feel the baby's breath in faint, warm little puffs against his face, and from the
depths of bitter experience, confided hi.s

—

sympathy:
"Poor little beggar," he said. "Just
startin' out, ain't you?"
The baby didn't make much difference
to the tenor of affairs in the household.

When

he was three days old his father
came home and was glad to see him. A
week later Billy discovered that the new-
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the Maxwell

A good, honestly built car, designed and constructed to stand continuous hard usage and
to give such service at the lowest possible cost
iJiat is the Maxwell.

—

—

In addition you have every convenience,
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man top, irreversible steering
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able rims, one

gauge, dash lamp, rain-proof windshield,
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You

enjoy driving the Maxwell.
It is so
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—

And
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Next comes the price $850 for the touring
and $830 for the roadster. Compare these
prices with those you pay for other cars offering the same advantages.

is

same

price

So Popular?

the upkeep expense

low

first cost.

—

is in keeping with
Twenty-five miles per gal-

lon of gasoline and from six to eight thousand miles per set of tires surely that eliminates any thought of extravagance in driving
the Maxwell.

—

Remember

that the Maxwell is in no vvay a
It is the kind of a car you have
in mind
the ultimate car. And the price enables you to own such a car without the heavy
investment required for most cars offering the
same features of construction and equipment.
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—
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to all

FREE

owners
of cows

If you keep cows you
ought to write for this book

THIS
man

book was written
two cows

with only

much

as

for

man

the

for the
just as

with

has been gathered together a great fund of valuable information on subjects which are of vital
twenty.

In

it

pages
of

good

every cow owner. And while the
cow sense
various phases of dairying are treated by the best and
highest authorities, it is not a technical treatise but is written
in plain every-day language so that even the children can understand it.
interest to

Here

are just a

cal nature of

its

few

real story of

a

real farmer,

ing with almost nothing, built

dairy herd and

made a

who

Cows" — by

"Building

up a

fine

big success.

"The Farm

— shovk's

an authority whose advice

that Won't

Wear Oat"

that

improves instead of deteriorates.

The importance of
proper feeding deserves more attention from
every cow owner.

"The Care of Cream on the Farm'*

"—

"How

Up a Dairy Herd"—

the farm where cows are
kept, and the fertility returned to the soil,

well worth heeding.

to Judge a Dairy Cow.
shows by illustrations what points to look
for in a dairy producer
explains the essential qualifications of a good dairy cow.

—quality

is

costs

and

little

"Silos

—

Then

practi-

a practical breeder gives some sound advice
on this important subject.

start-

"Year-Round Feeding of Dairy

is

you an idea of the

topics that will give

contents:

"How a Dairyman Made Good"—
a

as important as quantity.

It

brings big returns.

and Silage" — one

chapters in the book.

of the best
Full of silage facts

that every farmer ought to

there are splendid articles on "Ventilation of Dairy Barns," "Breeds of

know.
Dairy Cattle,"

various milk and dairy tables as well as tables of weights and measures, silo capacities,

farmer has occasion, at some time or other, to refer

to.

Thousands of dollars have been spent in the preparation of this book, and if you
keep cows you certainly ought to write for a copy and read it from cover to cover. The
book is absolutely free. Just fill out the coupon or send the information requested on a
post card, mentioning this paper.

De

him

into serious

—

"Legumes for the Dairy," "Care of Freshening Cows," "How to Test Cows," etc.
Numerous dairy rations, suitable for various sections of the Dominion, are given, and
etc. that every

to get

Mrs. Brown had told him,
with no uncertain meaning, that if he
wanted to keep his mother he would have
to help her a lot, and Billy was beginning
awkwardly and heroically, because he hated it, to add several new chores about the
house to his regular daily programme. On
this particular afternoon he was riding
the disc-harrow up the field toward the
house when his mother came out with a
basket of clothes; she had been washing.
It occurred to Billy that he might hang
out the clothes for her, and he brought
down a storm of his father's wrath by
urging the horses over the half-frozen
He was so sure
clods almost at a trot.
that his case was justified that he offered
a spirited, if terrified explanation, but
Dan wasn't interested in hanging out a
washing. Out of all patience with Billy's
lack of judgment as a horseman, he demanded with finality, "Don't you know
that mare has a colt?"
Then one day in the winter, the baby
dropped out of the world as unceremoniously as he had entered. Dan was awa'"
on another business trip when the fiheavy snowfall came and the young ca
As she had done in
tie had to be housed.
other years, Mary went out to help. The
next day the baby had a cold. In a few
days more he was fighting a losing battle
with pneumonia. His father got home in
time to see him go.
Dan had been proud of the happy,
laughing little fellow, with his strong little body and bright, dark eyes just like
He had never cared to handle
his own.
him much, and he had often sworn modnot
erately' when he cried in the night,
at the baby himself, just at the general
conspiracy of domestic affairs to disturb
But he had felt a real
a man's sleep.
thrill of pride when anyone who came into the house exclaimed at his sturdy,
perfect little form, 'at his striking resemdifficulties.

Now all this was
blance to his father.
slipping away under his eyes, and he
could do nothing but stand there helpless.
There was a hard bitterness in the set of
his jaw, and it grew harder as he watched

Laval Dairy Supply Co., Ltd., Peterboro, Ontario

Please mail me, postage free, a copy of your New Dairy Handbook. I keep
The
1 sell cream, make butter, sell milk {cross mtt ivhichez'er you doit' t do).

cows

make

and tearShe had been with the
baby day and night, through it all, and

of my

his wife's pitiful, useless efforts,
less submission.

Separator

is_

now even

as she felt the round, clinging

arms slowly loosen from around her neck,
she* was glad his suffering was over. For
the first time she seemed to notice that
She looked up and
Dan was there.

Town_
317

waited.

'
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—
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"You killed him," he said. "He hadn't
no chance to live. You just killed him.
After you had deliberately gone out and
waded in the snow for half a day when
you knowed better, after you had give
it to him, if you couldn't save him yourwhy didn't you get someone who
self,
If
Don't look at me like that.
could?
you've a spark of motherliness in you, cry
or something."
And, looking dow^n at the little form,
before the neighbors sent him out, Dan
himself cried, freely and easily as one
does at a pathetic play, until the wo-

—

man

felt sure that the loss of his child

Mary followed him
out to the porch, pleading in dry, broken
She reached out and almost
attempts.
touched him, but he folded his arms with
had reformed him.

'the faitmer's
and contempt that
was almost dramatic. Then a hard glitter came into his eyes, and in a steely
a cruelty of aloofness

voice, too

low to carry into the house, he

said:

"Keep away,
boy, there, but

'Tain't only the
can't trust you. You've

will you.
I

I seen Harding yesterday."
watching and listening with
intuition, saw his mother stag-

deceived me.

And

Billy,

a child's

ger against the door as she went into the
house.
The old smouldering hate possessed him wickedly; he had never wanted so much to be a man.
\

CHAPTER

IV.

"He was a boy whose emotions ivere hidden
under moiintains of reserve; who could have
stood up to be shot more easily than he could
have said: 'I love you.'.
7 have wondered what might have been if some one
some understanding person had recognized
his gift, or if he himself as a boy had once
dared to cut free.
We do not know; we do
not know the tragedy of our nearest friend."
David Grayson.

...

—

—

A N
•^*ties

atmosphere like this does not nurture the most outwardly genial qualiin a boy. When Billy was sixteen he

had encased his real personality in a reserve which few people could penetrate.
The neighbors admitted that he was civil
and steady, but they generally agreed
that he was sullen. The premature work
and responsibility of the farm may have
stiffened his body and hardened his outlook, but it had not affected his growth.
everything, sixteen years
found him something of a giant with
splendid physical possibilities waiting development, but for the present leaving
him awkward, painfully conscious of his
size, ashamed of his ignorance, galling
under the tyranny and hopelessness of
In

spite

of

environment, but keeping his reflections largely to himself.
His
saving
force was his inherited ambition.
It
his

never let him rest, but since all the experience of his life had been gleaned, like the
steadily decreasing crops, from the unproductive acres of the swamp farm, his
ambition lacked direction. On rare occasions he confided secret plans to his mother, but the plans were never practical and
there was no prospect of every working
them out. A few books, good and otherwise, that had found their way into the
house, were the best information he had
of the world outside, but the "good" books
his mother had brought from home years

ago, and they dealt with problems of a
different age altogether, problems solved
and forgotten long since;
the "other"

books had mostly been left by an itinerant hired man, and they were far too new.
With it all there was a growing discontent, discontent of the divine order really,

but showing

human
to

itself

sometimes

in

very

guise.

An unrest, a discontent like this is like
gnaw the heart out of a boy, leaving

him a hollow reed to be played upon by,
any wind that blows. Out in the great
open spaces

of the green country, of
course, we wouldn't expect to find any
insidious influence to mar a boy's future,
yet it came in one of the commonest ways.

magazine

••^1-

In need of money to meet a debt to his
incubator firm, it occurred to Dan that
It
the swamp was full of cedar posts.
meant a lot of work to get the posts out
and he had no fondness for the task of
laying roads through a boggy stretch of
woods and putting in the long hours teaming the posts to the railroad, but Billy
could do one man's work, and for the rest
The
he could pick up a force in town.
They
men were an unsteady crowd.
didn't care to work many days at a time,
and invariably left when they were most
needed. Then one day a man called lookHe was a Hercules for
ing for a job.
strength, quick and sure at his work as
a professional lumberman. At night he
turned a line of handsprings across the
barn floor, and did a series of acrobatic
stunts over the brace rod, calculated to
fill the spectators with awe and amazeBilly watched him with more
ment.
amusement than admiration in his steady
brown eyes; athletics had never been
given a prominent place in his interests.

man boarded in the house, of
He was courteous and considerways the other men had never
thought of. He never passed the woodHe
pile without bringing in an armful.
The

course.
ate in

refused to leave his washing to be done.
He stayed out of the house as much as
and Billy stayed with him.
possible,
From the first time she saw him, Mary
begged Dan to send him away.

—

Even when he had gone, she wasn't

re-

He
seemed different.
seemed uneasy and secretive. Often un-

assured.

Billy

der the questioning of her kind eyes he
would redden painfully and look away,
and knowing that a boy of sixteen is getting beyond his mother's understanding,
she never forced her inquiries further.

Then the thing she had dreaded came.
One bitter February morning, while she
In
slept, Billy came quietly downstairs.
the kitchen the lamp was turned low, and
he peered across at the clock. It wasn't
quite three. He listened for a second to
the two regular breathings in the little
bedroom, and it seemed that one of them
stopped. The thought that perhaps she
suspected him made him feel like a thief,
but, he reflected, when she got the note
under his pillow she would know that he
had meant it for the best, that he would
come back, sometime. The thought of
what she would have to endure in the
while between almost made him give it
up, but he reasoned that this was just
what he had done times before. It was
just "drivelling weakness," as Lou had
He looked around miserably, wishsaid.
ing he could do something to make her
understand; that in some way he could
soften the hurt of the discovery in the
Standing shivering in the
morning.
freezing kitchen, he realized that she had
to endure this atmosphere for an hour or
two every morning, and at the risk of
being heard he lighted the fire. Then he
picked up the tightly rolled grain bag
that contained his worldly possessions,
and went out. For a long time after, he

remembered the frostjr squeak of the
door, the snapping of the frost, like pistols, in

the trees, and the daylight peer-

Continued on page So.
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The Game Cock That Went Batty
Continued from page
•f history, made his whole race an adjunct of mankind.
For the first day or two all was well.
The birds found plenty of grubs and inThey dusted
sects and berries to eat.
themselves in little sandy corners; suned and preened themselves on rocks over-

And nothing interlooking the lake.
rupted their idyllic life.
But this could not last. Sooner or later
fchey were bound to be placed under the
stern conditions the forest imposed on
all; sooner or later the fight mu.st hegin
that would end only in the survival of
the fittest perhaps in the survival of
none, since domesticity had blunted the

—

edges of their senses.
This fight began without warning.
When one of the hens, an inquisitive, irritable, half-bred Minorca, was standing
on a log drinking from the lake, she saw,
down in the water, a dark shadow movThe next moment a little
ing quickly.
furry creature drew itself up on the log.
It was one of the bloodthirsty weasel fama mink. The little creature, movmg
ily

—

its

head

seal-like

from

side to side,

began

nosing around in a shortsighted way, its dim, ferrety eyes, with
their dull, baleful glow, apparently unThe hen regarded the animal
focused.
with curiosity. She decided that it was
an unwarrantable intruder. As she stood
looking at it, another mink drew itself up
from the water at the end of the log,
to sniff the air,

and began to sniff the air.
The hen jerked her lowered head into
the air, with an indignant movement, and,
walking up to the first mink, gave it a
sharp rap on the head with her beak. Instantly the mink caught her by the throat.
The other sprang at her, too, and, biting
her where the back of the head joins the
neck, severed the vertebrae.

It

was

all

done so quickly that no noise but the beating wings of the dying bird proclaimed
the tragedy.

The commotion attracted the gamecock.
With the raucous alarm cry of his race,
he rushed to the rescue. His fierce onslaught routed the minks at once. They
ran out along the log and dropped noiseThe quiet water
lessly into the lake.
covered up their retreat, and the raging
gamecock was left with no enemy to fight.

From

the quiet, secretive water of the
Death had reached out and struck
down one of his wives. The waters gentlake.

ly lapped the shore, the sun shone benignly, a gentle zephyr whispered in the
All seemingly disclaimed the trapines.
But there lay the dead hen, blood
gedy.
trickling from her head and throat.
The gamecock burned for revenge. He
crowed again and again in the vain hope
»f bringing back the murderers. But no
little brown head, with dull, phosphorescent eyes, came back to break the surface

of the smiling lake.
The gamecock called his hens together.
One, intent on grub hunting, delayed to
He rushed at her
respond to his call.
and struck her savagely on the head.
There could be no disobedience to him
when such indifference might spell death.
,

0.

Without looking at the dead hen again,
he led'his hens away from the fatal viNot once that day did he eat
cinity.
again. He kept his hens close to him
with those
and watched and watched
Yet while
fierce, unblinking eyes of his.
he watched no enemy came.
Two days later found the gamecock and
hens leisurely making their way along
a logging road. Food was plentiful here.
It was along this road that the gamecock
found what he had been looking for ever
since he had left the deserted homestead.
He found an enemy that came boldly and
frankly into sight. It was a huge black
bear.
The animal showed no surprise
when he encountered the little company
of fowls, and the hens on their part were
no more alarmed than they would have
But
been at the sight of a farm dog.
with the gamecock it was different. To
him the bear represented the embodiment
of all the menacing enemies of the forHe
est, and he proposed to fight him.
stood boldly out into the middle of the
The bear
road to challenge the bear.
shambled forward, absolutely indifferent
to the little fighter. The gamecock's hachis

kles

rose.

He lowered

his

head and

scratched nervously at the ground as he
waited for the onset of the bear.
The hens, catching the excitement of
the occasion, clustered together fearfully
by the side of the road, butscattered with
cries
when the gamecock
affrighted
spread his wings, and half fled, half flew
The latter, taken by surat the bear.
prise, was struck full in the face with
beak and spur and wing before he real-

what was happening.
"Oof!" he grunted, and, turning, rushed pell-mell into the forest, the crowing
of his gallant victor ringing after him
ized

in

triumph.

their way along the loggingroad, the birds came at length to a deHere, around the
serted lumber camp.
shanties they found abundance of food,
and here they established themselves,
glad of the man-made oasis in the midst
of primeval wildness. Three of the four
hens which started out with the rooster

Making

with him. He shepherded them
great care, and, distrusting the
empty buildings, made them sleep every
night high up in an old cedar tree. For
Then
a couple of weeks all went well.
one night one of the hen.s was missing
from the roosting place, and the gamecock, hunting around the stables the next
day, found her sitting complacently in a
manger, in an ecstacy of contemplation
connected with the future of the race.
He stood on the edge of the manger and
looked down indulgently at her as she
nestled in the hay. Then he went out to
appraise the world once more that he
was ready to fight all comers.
Although no enemy came in answer to
his challenge, there was one who heard
It was a wandering marit and heeded.
ten.
Long and sleek, and almost blackj
his body stood out in bold relief against
the sky, as he lay high up, in the branches
of a balm o' Gilead. He looked down at

were
with

still

the gamecock as the latter crowed, and
watched the hens leisurely for an hour
thereafter. He dare not attack the birds,
for fowls meant to him the presence of
man. But that day he did not wander far
from the camp, and when the sun faded
out he crept back to the clearing in time
to see the birds go to roost in a cedar
tree.

Darkness fell, and still the hungry
marten watched them. At last he stole
up to the cedar tree, and began stealthily
Half way up the hooting of
to climb it.
a great horned owl from somewhere over
the shanties caused him instinctively to
flatten his body to the trunk of the tree.
But he heard the sound no more, and ^fter
ten minutes of waiting and listening, he
began his stealthy climb once more. As
he drew near to the sleeping birds, the
gamecock stirred, warned by instinct of
the approaching foe. But the marten had
the advantage of the gameocck. He could
see in the dark, and the gamecock could
not.
Thus the marten was able to climb
out along the branch and seize one of the
hens with ease.
An agonizing squawk went up from
her.
The other hens sprang from the
branch and went crashing headlong
through the branches to the ground. The

gamecock da.shed at the dim forms that
represented the struggling hen and the
marten, but by a quick omvement the

marten avoided him, and the gamecock,
He dashed blindfoo, fell from the tree.
The hens
ly here and there in the dark.
cries, growing fainter and fainter, maddened him. But, being unable to see, he
could do nothing. Presently the cries of
the hen. ceased and he stopped his blind
rushes in the underbrush, and crouched
down to await the dawn. Even his stout
heart quailed at an enemy which could
Once during
strike unseen in the dark.
the night the other hen, crouching somewhere near him, uttered a loud squawk
that ended as suddenly as it began. He
dashed towards her in the darkness, but
even if he could have seen her he could
have done nothing, for before he could
reach the spot she was high up in the air
hanging limply in the knife-like talons of
a great horned owl.

When morning came the gamecock did
Never before had he known
not chow.
the desolation of such utter loneliness.
With hens to master and protect he was
He not only feared
as brave as a lion.
nothing, but he challenged everything
that moved to dispute his kingship. Now
he would stand on one leg for minutes at
a time, and with jerking movements of
his

head would watch and

listen.

The

Joneliness and that terrible, menacing reticence of the forest began to tell even

upon his fiery heart. He went round and
round the clearing, stopping and listening
for many long minutes, and then calling
with many endearing clucks for the hens
that the forest had stolen from him. He
caught insects and frogs and killed them,
found bits of grain and grasshoppers and
And at each find he called his
grubs.
hens to come and take the prize called
and called. But none came. Disconsolate, he left the choice morsels on the
ground. Not a particle did he eat himself.
All at once he remembered the hen in
Slowly he walked in, stopthe stable.

—

—

T
ping at every step to peer and listen. He
up to the manger, and there there
she was, safe and contemplative on her
nest brooding over the joys to come. His
gallant heart overflowed at the sight, and,
standing on the edge of the manger, he
flapped his wings, threw out his chest,
flung up his head, and crowed as though
he would split the very heavens with his
With infinite coaxings, he got
fiery cry.
her at last to come out into the open, and
there he fed her with the choicest morThereafter he consels he could find.
stituted himself the especial guardian of
He would stand for
the sitting hen.
hours outside the stable, scrutinizing
woods and sky for possible enemies. He
would carry tempting morsels of food to
the sitting hen, even though she often re
fused them. And every night he roosted
on the edge of the manger above her.
Tht day came when a new and welcome
the "Cheep,
sound greeted his ear
The hen became
cheep!" of chickens.
nervously excited at the sound, and when
he hopped down beside her in the manger,
to see for himself the newcomers, she
fluffed out her feathers, and savagely
drove him away.
He meekly retired, to gaze from a safe
distance at the entrancing sight of little
yellow balls of fluff that poker themselves
out from the feathers of the sitting hen,
and said, "Cheep, cheep!"
Those were happy, anxious days which
followed.
For a week the chicken did
not leave the security of the manger, and
most of the food they had was brought
Then, on a
in by the vain old rooster.
sunny day that followed two days ol
storm, he coaxed the hen to bring them
out into the sunshine. At this hs began
scratching away with tremendous energy
and haste, to get them grubs.
At first
the hen was fiercely iealous every tiue
he found a morsel of food and called the
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chickens, and would drive

him away.

But

gradually she recognized his disinterestedness, and allowed him to share the domestic duties.
There were ten chickens, and a month
from their hatching there were still eight
of them living wild and quick little
creatures, utterly defenceless, but watched over by the parents with ceaseless

—

vigilance.

Hogs get sick and you don't know what's the
matter. I want to tell you worms are the cause of
many hog troubles. Here's the first great use of
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It Expels Worms
Try it on your shoats. A tablespoonful for each
two hogs twice a day will do the business. Put
it in the swill.
Then look out for dead worms.
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it cleans the system, gives appetite,
digestion for cows, horses, sheep, hogs.
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My
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I
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worms Irom your hogs and
keep your stock in sleek condition, that
Dr. Hess Dip and Disinfectant will destroy
disease germs and foul odors, that | have
authorized my dealer in your town to
supply you with enough for your stock,
and it these preparations do not do as I
claim, return the empty packages and
my dealer will refund your money.
will expel the
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Cold winds began to sweep down from
the north
The insects disappeared. The
leaves fell.
Winter was coming. But
no thoughts of warm hen-roosts, and
.

man-provided meals came into the head
game cock yet. He found abundance of food for his little family, including a perfect treasure-mine of beech mast.
And then, in the midst of contentment
and serenity the last great blow befell
him. A wandering wolverine visited the
camp. He stole up to the edge of the
clearing, and watched the hen and chickens. So silently did he come, so well did
his dull brown head, with the black patch
about the eyes, blend with the evergreen
foliage around him,
that the watchful
of the

—

eyes of the gamecock did not detect him.
For a full ten minutes the wolverine stood
like a sinister statue, muzzle pointed towards the chickens, eyes fixed upon them.
When the gamecock wandered away to
the other side of the buildings, to drink

35c; 5 lbs. 85c; 12 lbs. $1.75;
25-lb. pail, $3.50 (duty

paid).

Sitting-top cans.
Ih
1
3 lbs.
85c (duty
paid)
I guarantee it.

35c;
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little stream that ran by the camp,
chance came. The hen was lying on
her side in the sun, with one wing spread
out, the chickens playing around her.
Slowly the wolverine began to move towards her. He paused at every other
step to listen. Furtively he watched the
Nearer
and
buildings, fearing man.
nearer he came to the little family. Suddenly he rushed forward. The hen never
saw him coming. She only realized that
a shadow had come swiftly between her
and the sun that hot, foetid breath enveloped her. Then the blackness of night

the woods.

his

and then at last to the confines of
a farmyard. Dozens of hens were there.
With dignified slowness the gamecock
led his chickens towards them. As he approached, a young rooster who had several hens with him, and held court with
them outside the main flock, rushed at
the newcomer.
The gamecock did not

;

The holder with the
positiTe grip holds any
type of hemp sack as
easily as a cotton grain
bag, and will not tear,
stretch or rip them,
and can be raised or
to
lowered
instantly
suit
any length of
sack.
Holder can be
detached from stand,
hooked on edge of bin
or
suitable
object;
;

was upon her, and consciousness died
out.
The wolverine had caught her by
and crushed it in his jaws.
Putting his paws upon her body, he tore
her head clean off and gulped it down.
Then he grabbed the twitching body and
an instant later disappeared with it in
the head,

sacks can be bonne
ed while on hopper when stand
is

the bush.
The chickens scattered with frightened
cheeping that brought the gam ""--'quickly to the spot.
There was not a
chick in sight when he arrived.
Their
wild woods life had sharpened to the full
their inherent instincts; each had rushed
for cover, and crouched, still as a young
partridge, under leaves.

and
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The gamecock called his family again
and again before they ventured to steal
forth and come to him.
They hudd'ed
around his long legs, and cheeped for the

:§

protection of their mother's wings.
The gamecock clucked endearingly for
the absent hen; the chickens cheeped and
For all the remainder of the
cheeped.
day, the gamecock, with the disconsolate
chicken crowding around him, wandced
about the clearing, calling, calling. No
answer broke the mocking silence of the
Instinctively it was borne in on
forest.
him that Death had come out of the for-

s;

Graduest and snatched her from him.
ally he stopped calling, and at last he
crowed defiance at the forest. And, as
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always, no

enemy came

to

meet him

in

fair fight.

As

the light died out, the chicken besoft tweeterings that are the demand for the warm, sheltering featl.ers
At that their
of a crouching mother.
bold sire ceased his fiery challenges, led
them into the stable, and, crouching down,
flufl'ed out his feathers.
Instantly the
chicken burrowed into the welcome shelAnd so night came.
ter.
The next day the gamecock bent his
proud energies to the task of mother! ig
the orphans. But he fretted for hens to
marshal and protect fretted, for the
first time since he "had taken to the forest, for the kingship of the barnyard and
the domination of man. Hateful to him
became the lonely clearing and the silent

gan the
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He

at a

forest.

Having scratched and grubbed

for the
chicken in the early morning, he lingered
no longer around the camp, but started
off with his family along a logging road

that led northwards through the woods.
Two days he traveled thus, and then his
quick ear caught a far-off sound the
crowing of another rooster. Instantly he
threw back the challenge, and waited
listening. The crowing was repeated. He
hurried forward, the chicken at his heels.
Presently he came to a broad opening in

—

led the chicken forth into

fields,

deign to fight.

He waited

for the pre-

sumptuous youngster to get within striking distance.
Then with his beak he
struck him a sharp blow on the head that
sent him squawking in retreat.
The commotion caught the attention of
a huge mongrel rooster, the king of the
flock.
He came running to the scene.
On the way he ran into one of the gamecock's chickens. Recognizing in this that
thrice-hated thing, a stranger, he gave

a savage peck.
Retribution was immediate. The moment for which the gamecock had been
waiting for weeks had arrived. At last
an enemy stood before him in real flesh
and blood. Hackles bristling, and snakelike head lowered, he accepted battle v/ith
the rooster joyously.
Round and round
they sparred and fought, each seizing the
slightest opening to spring up and get in
a spur stroke.
But the mongrel from
the first had no chance.
The tough sinews and hard feathers of the gamecock
set his blows at nought. There were neither comb no wattles on the gamecock to
offer vulnerable points of attack, but the
mongrel's head bore both. The gamecock
caught these again and again and tore
them.
Soon the mongrel's head was a
mass of blood.
At last, with fierce
strength the gamecock almost tore the
comb from the other's head, and a second
later he drove one of his sharp spurs
clean into the mongrel's brain.
As he stood over the fallen king, and
crowed his triumph to the frightened but
already admiring heps, his piercing eye
caught sight, far up in the blue sky, of
a hawk. Instantly he gave the raucous
alarm cry that told of imminent danger,

and instantly

his little flock of chicks,
forgotten in the heat of battle and of
victory, ran to him for protection. They
crowded around his long, thin legs one
even perched upon the spur still wet with
blood and cheeped imploringly to him
for safety and comfort.
For a moment he looked down at them
doubtfully. Then he swallowed his pride,
and, full in the sight of the flock of hens,
he crouched down like a brooding hen,
and shelterd the chicks in his fluffed-out

—

—

feathers.
And thus, shamefaced but steadfast,
vvith the critical, peering hens gathered
in a wide circle about him, the farmer

found him.
"Jenny," he called to his wife, "for the
Here's the gameland's sake, come here
cock that Cy. Mason left behind at his
farm turned into a broody hen wuth
!

chicks!"

His wife came out.

"Broody hens

roosters," she said.
"He ain't killing roosters," said the
farmer, "he's raising 'em."
But the woman walked over and picked
up the dead king of the barnyard. "Look
at this," she said. "I saw them fighting

don't

kill

—
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when

looked out just now.

I

look as though he's broody?"
up the limp and bloody corpse.
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Does that
She held

"Did he kill our rooster?" asked the
farmer in amazement.

"He

did."

heavens, I'll twist his neck for
that!" exclaimed the farmer. He seized
the dead bird, and shook it at the squatting game cock. "See that?" he said, between his clenched teeth. "I'll teach you,
you son of a gun!"
As he spoke, the gamecock, sensing a
challenge, sprang up, and, standing boldly in front of the farmer, crowed defiance at him.
"Fight me, too, will you, you bloodthirsty critter!" exclaimed the farmer.
"Go and get my gun, Jenny. I'll blow
his head off right now!"
But Jenny did not move. She was looking at the chickens following at the game-

shows

many new

cock's heels.

liappy

uses for

3 Pounds
of Happiness

"liy

"Why

he really was a-setting on some

chickens!" she exclaimed.
"And he'll soon be a-setting on the
table with a bit o' parsley around him,"
said the farmer.
But the solicitude of this proud warrior for the little chickens in his hour
of triumph touched the mother nature of

in
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nourishing, body-building /'oorf.
3 pounds of economy, w hen used in

making Gingerbread,
Puddings and Sweet Sauces.
3 pounds of happiness, when converted into homemade Candy to delight the cl ildren.
Your dealer has "Crou-n Brand" in 2, 5, 10
and 20 pound tins— as well as "Perfect Seil"
Glass Jars.

Makers of "Lily While"
Corn Syrup
Benson's
Corn Stai rh — nnd 'Silver
Gloss" Laundry Starch.

—

'

her.

"No, John," she said. "Let's keep him."
"But don't you think he's batty?" ask-

"Look at him now!"
The gamecock had wandered away to
heap of straw, and was diligently

ed John.
a

Will

Wash

FASTER
BETTER
EASIER

scratching for grains for the chicks.
"I certainly think he must have a tile
loose," said Jenny. "I never saw a broody
rooster with chicks before.
But it looks
as though we'd better keep him, for the
That's a nice brood of
chickens' sake.
chickens he's brought us."
"Sure is," John admitted.
Then he
looked at the dead rooster in his hand.
"Perhaps we'd better have this one with
a bit o' parsley around him instead,'' he

DOUBLE ACTION

KNOLL

WASHING MACHINE
THE WORLD'S BEST AND CHEAPEST WASHER
Awarded

Diploma award in competition with 800
machines at the World's Fair. Chicago, 1S93.
is the great labor saver—out of the
100,000 now in lise not one has been returned.
Absolutely no wear and tear on clothes; will not injure the
finest fabric.
No hand nibbing required. The KNOLL
works perfectly and gives years of entire satisfaction.
Thousands of testimonials like the following have
reached our office in praise of the Knoll.
Gentlemen:
'My washing machine is broken, and one of my neighFii-st

different

The Knoi; Washer

bors

am

loaned
sending

'1

mo
a

KNOLL

lavo a

have

used

her

KNOLL.

money order
of

a

'KNOLTj'

liked

I

for

my own."

it

much

.so

I

so

that

I

can

years,

and

it

has

$6.50,

Another:

for

t\>'o

given me the utmost satisfaction,
i
find it a great
labor and clothes saver.
Would not care to he -with-

said.

out it."

The "/v'.YOLL" can

F.O.B.
for
— Tlie Best beandhadClienncst
irashcr
—can
you afford to be ivithout onet

God's Green Country
Continued from page

'in

Money refunded

^end your order in to-day.
if
Testimonials and parnot entirely satisfied.
ticulars sent on request.
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ing cold and cheerless into the steely sky,
as things following, watching and accusing him.
It was a short, quick run to the railroad to catch the way-freight laboring up
to town, a wait of two hours or more
around the sheds there, then a ride on
the local express to the Junction, where
Lou was to meet him. The ride on the
freight and the waiting at the sheds attracted no attention, and as he slid into
the end seat of the passenger coach he
was glad to find that there was no one
there whom he knew. The only person in
the car who seemed awake was a young
man who looked steadily out of the window and seemed so indifferent to everything around him that Billy felt no fear
of his curiosity. When he looked up some
minutes later he caught the quiet, genial,
interested gaze square on his face, and
the young man got up and came down the
aisle towards him.
It wasn't just that
the young man

.$G.50

Jiranifiird
the ivurtd

You con get

this

KNOLL Easy Waster for

F.O.B. Brantf'^r'i

$djO

only

Wri'e for testimon'^l'.

C-\^,.\i., Xime Cn
imitaA BRANtFORD
OCnUllZ
DrOS. I/O., \Llmliea,
c A N A D A

MOTHE R
NEEDS

-Mother's steps aie not so young
light as they used to be."

and

weary running to and fro,
from moiuiiig 'til night, is hard
KNECHTEL
.\
and tiring.
Tile

IT

KITCHEN CABINET

will save

Mother's health, save time and work; day.s will go by cheerwithout fatigue. The KNE'CHTEL has wondeiful conveniences and distinctive features for saving time and
labor.
It is handsome and beautifully finished with white
enamel inside and nickel plated trimmings.
Every home
should have a KNECHTEL.
ily

Write for bookof the " Knechtel

Save Mother's health and strength.
let

Made

"F"

which rh-^wi the bene

m

NECHTEL

'

ts

^

Canada

ITCHEN

Reg.

lABINET

The Knechtel Kitchen Cabinet
HANOVER.

ONTARIO

Cr.

Limited
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Certain-teed
The General can
afford

well

guarantee

to

worth while.

OEKTAIN-TEED

for
such long periods, because he knows that no
better roofing for farm

and other buildings can l)e made.
OEETAIN-TEED is guaranteed for

5, 10
years according to ply (1, 2 or 3).
And this liberal guarantee is backed by the
world's largest manufacturer of loofings
and building papers^

or' 15

Experience has proven that CEUTAIN^EED outlasts
ready
its guarantee and is veo' different froin cheap,
roofiug sold by mail.

OEKTAIN'-TEED is safer tlian
better than galvanized iron or tin,

wood

shingles;

looks

is easier and quicker
and cheaper than either.
Ciet CBRTAIN-TEIED from your local dealer, whom yon
Sold by good dealer all
know and can rely upon.

to lay,

over

Canada

at

reasonable iniccs.

General Roofing Mfg. Co.

Winnipegr.

—

centres:

Vancouver,

He was

on his

way now

to

begin a short course with the young men
farther up the county, in the intervals of
which he might be required to test the
milk from a few dairy herds, secure a
few hired men for the neighborhood, or
talk about revenues from chickens, or
strawberries to a gathering of women. It
occurred to him that the boy who had
just come in might be going up to join
the class, and because he liked boys as individuals, and because there was something unusually promising in the keen,
serious face and striking physique of this
young man, he came to talk to him.

had never heard of an agriculturHe had seen the agriculal short course.
tural office in town, but he had a very
vague idea of what the "district repreBilly

World's Largest Manufacturers of
Roofing and Building Papers
Uistributinf;

wanted a diversion. He may have looked
bored enough while he stared out the window at the light breaking over the frozen
fields, but that was because he was a
He had
little discouraged with his job.
been trying to figure out approximately
how many bushels of grain his formalin
solution had saved for the county that
year, and whether all this extension work
of the Department of Agriculture was

Montreal, Toronto,
Ottawa, Quebec, Ed-

monton, London, Halifax, Reg:ina,
Slicrbrooke, Brandon.
Canadian Distributors

St.

John's.

McFarlane Ladder Works

sentative" was doing there. He listened
to the explanation of the Short Course
with interest, then, as man to man, told
candidly what he thought of farming and,
naturally enough, why he was leaving it.

The representative didn't ask any quesbut he gathered that Billy was leav-

Toronto, Ontario

tions,

ing

home

for the first time, to begin his

CANADA

lotb,

inclusive.

November

to

some

In

of

the

Northern Districts of Ontario, including Temagami, the open season is
from November 1st to November 30th,
inclusive.

—

Tlie
co|),v of "Playgrounds
Haunts of I'isli and Game," giving
Game Laws, Hunting Regulations, etc.,

Write for

to

(To be continued.)

The One-Man Farm
Not long ago I was talking to a retired
farmer. He was bewailing the high prices

you stay long enough, you won't care
whether it ever does or not. We're having a course next month not far from
your place; come to that and see if you
can't find something worth while around
home. Come to the office on Saturday and
I'll tell you of a dozen fellows who have
made good with a worse start than you

.November

The train for home was whistling
nearer while Billy argued wildly. When
it came around the bend he had about
made his decision. He picked up his grain
bag and sauntered coolly across to meet
it, then he saw Lou coming, and waited.

Continued frotn page 26.

retiring,

Open Seasons
to

cultural fellow had somehow made him
feel like a coward for running away.

a

"It won't get you anywhere," he said,
when Billy asked what he thought of the
lumber camps as a beginning, "and if

— November 1st
loth, inclusive.
MOOSE — November 1st

boys with a worse beginning had gone
ahead right at home and made good,
even realized their ambitions for themselves and made the right kind of homes
for their families. Family considerations
weren't troubling Billy.
He was just
sixteen years old, and the social side of
his nature
had been sadly neglected.
What he wanted was freedom to do
something.
Then, while Lou had persuaded him that he was not only a fool,
but a weak one to stay at home, this agri-

self-conscious exterior, was a
live fuse of ambition, and an unmistakable pride.

in

The Home of the Red
Deer and the Moose
DEER

clearly that he could never do anything
for his mother by staying on the wretched
farm where they could scarcely make
enough to keep alive. Now this young
man said he could show him how to make
money out of the place. He said that

lumber-camp
independent
somewhere. He also saw that under the
career

Highlands of Ontario

form wished the representative had kept
that last argument to himself. That was
what had been his undoing every time
before, and Lou had shown him quite

have."

The train was stopping

at the Junc-

"Sorry," Billy replied, rising. "I
have to meet a friend here."
He took up his grain-bag, reddening.
He had a momentary idea of leaving it
under the seat, but it contained everything he had left.
"You can get a train back home in ten
minutes," the Representative suggested,
with a friendly grip. "I'll look for you,
Saturday."
"I'm sorry I didn't meet you sooner,"

and cost of living and couldn't see why
things were so different from what they
were when he was on the farm, but I had
no sympathy for him. I told him as he
was so anxious to getaway from the farm
and get to the town where he expected to
have so much better times with so much
less work, he would simply have to pay
for it. Sometimes I have thought of all
the hard people one has to deal with the
He always
retired farmer is the worst.
knows 90 much about the farm and never
seems to think conditions may have
changed since he farmed.

tion.

J.

QUIN-LAN, Bonaventure

Station,

Montreal, Quebec.
C. E.

HORNING,

Union Station,
Toronto, Ontario.

STOPS
ABSpRBINE LAMENESS
\

from a Bone Spavin, Ring Bone,
Splint, Curb, Side Bone, or similar
trouble and gets horse going ound.
Does not blister or remove the
hair and horse can be worked. Papa
17 in pamphlet with each bottle tells
a bottle delivered.
how.
J?2.00
free.
Horse Book 9
ABSORBINE, JR., antiseptic liniment for

K

Reduces Painful Swellings, Enlarged Glands, Goitre, \\'ens, Bruises, Varicose Veins, Varicosities, heals Old Sores. Allays
Pain. Will tell you more if you write. $1 and
$2 a bottle at dealers or delivered. Book
mankind.

Manufrctured only by
free.
W. F. YOUNG. P.D.F. 482 Lymana Bldg.,Montreal, Can.

"Evidence"

Absorblne and Ab^orbloe. Jr.. are made

lo

CaDada,

Billy replied calmly.

"As

it is, I've

pro-

mised to go north. Anyway I think perhaps you don't understand just how
things are at our place."
The Representative looked away and
"I know it's
frowned with sympathy.
rotten enough," he said, "but if you want
to play fair, why don't you go back and
put it right up to your father? You know
this is pretty rough on the mother."
And Billy standing alone on the plat-

PLENTY OF HAY.
I know men around here on the one-man
farm who have been making hay most of
They made hay till what
the summer.

grain they had was ready for harhay till the grain was
harvested then went at the hay again.
With conditions as they are we wonder
what is going to be the outcome, and howthe farmers are going to make the farms
But there seems to be one little
go.
bright spot in the lining of the cloud. The
good news that is coming across the water
to us of the victories o^ our boys at the
front gives us hopes that they will soon be
home with us again. How some of the
old farms will welcome them back!
And what a haven our Canada will be
to them after what they have gone through
out there. Some we know will not come
back, but Canada is proud of her boys who
so nobly gave their lives, and waits with
open arms to welcome back those who are
fortunate enough to return. M.A.K.
little

vesting, quit the

—

—
T

Money Jri
How
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Potatoes

an Old Wentworth Swamp Became
a Potato Patch.

By

HE FARMER'S MAGAZINE

ANDREW

r

KYLE.

**C EE

that potato patch? Well, thirty
years ago this summer I saw a
crowd of men running through the old
swamp where that patch now is. I wondered what the crowd was after, and
when I asked I was told that a neighbor's
cow had got mired, and that the crowd I
saw was a rescue party. About that time
the land came into possession of the present owner and it has turned out to be
about the best garden within twenty miles
of Hamilton."
These remarks were made by an oldtimer who had himself made a success of
potato growing.
Investigation proved that this fine gardThe
en was originally a cedar swamp.
owner saw in it unlimited possibilities for
gardening and proceeded to develop these

^

It is well to remember that
resources.
while parts of the field were composed of
the rich deep black soil characteristic of
the cedar swamp, a considerable portion
v/as made up of decidedly stiff clay. Now
neither stiff clay nor waterlogged swamp
soil, be they ever so fertile, will produce
potatoes with a profit for the owner, until*
the soil has been properly treated.
The first thing this owner did was to
thoroughly drain the whole field. Large
mains composed of planks were placed at
frequent intervals and feeders were run
into the?e till the whole field was a notwork of drains that removed all surplus
water before it had time to form into surface pools cr ponds.
The fact is that the soil that produces
good crops is not a dead thing made up of
so many minerals, but a substance that is
full of living organisms. Along with this
fact goes the other fact that these living
organisms cannot remain where the
ground is saturated with water.
In the swampy part of the field referred to, the humus-making matter was
All
present in overflowing abundance.
that was needed for turning it into the
best of potato land was the action of the
heat and air, and this action was made
possible by thorough drainage.
Once drained, this owner proceeded to
apply manure in quantities limited only
by the amount procurable. Yet a fine discrimination was exercised in the application of the fertilizer. The strawy manure
was added to the clay while the more rotted portion was applied to the land where
the black soil was in more abundance.
Taking it one year with another, the potato is a money maker for the farmer
who knows how to grow it. He must, however, rest assured that primitive conditions are a thing of the past, and that he
must win success in potato growing. In
the early days the land was rich in humus
as result of the decayed vegetable matter
of the forest. The system of close grain
cropping followed for many years by many
farmers has lessened the supply of humus
to a point where it must be restored or
crop growing will soon prove unremunerative.
Humus is soil capital and the more
the soil has of it the more happily will the

do business. Drainage and humus
these are two of the conditions without
which the farmer may not hope for good
crops of potatoes, or of anything else for
that matter.
soil

The

B

IG BEN'S

Gift of

the only time-cloclc the
modern farmer knows he helps
the farmer beat the sun to work.

Four

—

m., in growing time, starts the farmer's
day— brings a bumper crop of hours, for chores and
a.

in the field.

That's why Big Ben goes to the farm, at Christmas
every year to lend a band in preparing for planting
(lays. NowMays there's businesslike system on the farm.
Where Big Ren's wound up every night, the farm
cannot run down.

—

La

Salle, 111.,

U.S. A.

Other If'eslcloxi

Time
—

Pig Ben for Christmas, wherever you go
the gift of time that means good-will all year.
You'll like Big Ben face to face. He's seven inches
tail, spunky, neighborly
downright good all through.
He rings two ways tea half-minute calls or steadily
for five minutes.
Big Ben is six times factory tested. At your dealer's,
S2.50 in the Stales, S3. 50 in Canada. Sent prepaid on
receipt of price if your dealer doesn't stock him.
H'eitdoA- folk build more than three million aEarmi
a year and build them well. All wheels are atisenibied by a special process
patented, of course.
Re^uIt
accuracy, less friction, long life.

So

it's

—

—
—
Western Clock Co;

—

—

u^kti^oiH-e^tchx

Baby Ben, Pochl Ben. America, Bingo, Sleep-Meter, Lookout and Ironclad

^At^Al^lAi^
Ri^LTIAAjAV^S YS^ EIVI

HOMESEEKER'S FARES
FROM TORONTO

....
...

•
To Winnipeg and Return
To Regina and Return
To Saskatoon and Return
To Edmonton and Calgary and Return

EVERY MONDAY TO OCTOBER

$35.00
$38.75
$39.75
$43.00

30th

Proportionate Fares from and to other Points.

ELECTRIC LIGHTED^TOURIST CARS
For our Booklet, "Homeseeker's and Settler's Guide", Tickets and
Information, apply to nearest Canadian Northern Agent, or write to
R. L. FAIRBAIRN General Passeneer Aeent, 68 King St., East
Toronto, Ont.
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THE BEST LINIMENT
OR PAIN KILLER FOR THE HUMAN BOOV

^

i^

Gombault's

ur l?ur al

Caustic Balsam
HAS NO EQUAL

IT

—It ii penetratPl^^
Ul ing, soothing and
healing, and for all Old

lU j^

inO

Poriectly Safa

and

Sores, Bruises, oi

Rollable Remady
for

Wounds, Felons

Exterior Cancers, Boils

Human

?"„"1o^r
CAUSTIC BALSAM has

DOQj

Sore Throat
Chest Cold

Liniment

a

not contain

personal answer

Neuralgia
Sprains
Strains

would say lo al
who buy it that it docc
a particle

3f poisonous substance
and therefore no hartr.
can result from its ex-

pondence

Diphtheria

thorouoh use will cure
many old or chronic
ailment* and it can be
used on any case tha'
requires
an autwDrd
application with
perfect safety.

he accompanied by the writer's nwrne and address. If
required, enclose a 3-cent stamp. Address all corres-

Grasmere,

The Farmers Magazine,

UNITED FARMERS OF ONTARIO.

Sore Lungs
.R.L.K., Ontario.

Rheumatism

OTTO A. BEYER.
3 1 .60 per bottle. Sold by druggists, or eent

doctor-gbills."

Write for Boolilet R.

The UWRENCE-WILLIAMS COMPAtlY, Toronto.C.'n.

Farmers of Canada
You

and certain cure

are wanting a swift, sure
for udder troubles, chills and
the
Cows and Sheep.

inflammation

TRY

secretary of

is

Farmers of Ontario and what
address of their central offices? Do
you think the Farmers Association will
hang together?
Answer. J. J. Morrison, 110 Church
Judging from past
St., Toronto, Ont.
organizations among farmers one would
be inclined to say that they would not,
but an acquaintance with the present
organization leads one to believe that
they are on the right basis There are
two organizations, one for educational
and social work known as the U.F.O., and
the other for co-operative buying and
selling and known as the U.F. Co-OperaThis company is doing a big
tive Co.
business now, having, so the manager,
E. C. Gurney, of Paris, informs me, done
$10,000 business during one week of OcThe movement deserves every
tober.
farmer's sympathetic and active support.

is the

Joints

all Stiff

— Who

the United

and

REMOVES THE SOREHESS-STRENGTHEHS MUSCLES
Cornhill, Tei.— "One bottle Caustic Balcam did
my rheumatism mora good than $120.00 paid in
by us express prepaid.

to

is

in

ALL BRITISH

remedj

CAT ALINE
Cataline was first produced in England 25 years
ago, and now has the largest sale of any cattle
drench in the old country.
Cataline is sold in bottles containing sufficient
medicine to make 8 Sheep Drenches, 4 C!ow or
Horse Drendies.

—

RETURNS FROM FRUIT.
J.C.G., Ontario.

—

/ sent

up some apples

whole(Duchess) in baskets to D
sale commission merchants in Toronto,
three weeks ago and the returns to hand
show that they were sold for 25 cents a
basket, out of .which the expenses of cartage, commission, and express were taken.
This left me 17 cents to pay for the basket, my trouble and interest on investI noticed at the same time that
ment.
apples were selling to householders in the
city for 50 to 60 cents, apparently no
,

Each Drench Cures
One

bottle

mailed

'direct to

any address

I

in

Canada

on

receipt of ?5 cents

CATALINE CO.

B.

J.

BRISTOL, ENG.

MORIN'S

VIGORA

Answer.

:

B. Morin,—
must bear testimony

J.

one on behalf
of your Vieora. I owe to it the recovery of one
broken-wind.
I shall
of my horses suffering from
I

make

a

point

of

What

better stock.

praised up for its pertect efficiency. As an evidence, the followine testimonial

Mr.

Toronto, Canada.

Lumbago

ternal use. Persistent

Pi ice

must

All queries

Backache

We

to every

recommendine

it

whenever

occasion offers.

M. MacKay, M.D., Belmont Retreat, Quebec.
VIGORA sells everywhere. Price, SOc
a bottle. For particulars apply to
J. B. MORIN, Wholesale Druggist
4 1 2 St. John St.. Quebec City. Que.. Can.
J.

— This looks

DAYS

IN 20

Built to last a lifetime.

Send

for Catalogue
No. IB

London Concrete
Machinery Co.
Qept. B.

London,

Ontario

World's Lareest Manufacturers of-Concrete Machinery

like

poor business

on the part of any commission firm.
Either these people are not expert salesmen or they have made a mistake in the
Provided your apples were a
returns.
good sample, the returns this year should
have netted you more than this. Another
farmer has reported a return of 10 cents
a basket on pears, and this not over 40
All this argues
miles from the city.
loudly for such a distributing agency in
the city as the United Farmers Co-operative Co.

AYRSHIRE HERDS.

LONDON "BULL DOG" BATCH MIXER
PAYS FOR ITSELF

wrong?

is

J.F.G. (address not given).

herd of Ayrshire

names of
the West
male for

cattle

and

—

I

/

have a

want the

the best breeders in Ontario or
I

my

want
herd.

to

buy a high grade

Where can

I get the

herd book you mention? I would like to
get in touch with the Association.
Answer. This inquirer sent in his dol-

—

lar for

a subscription to the Farmer's

Magazine and forgot to give his
Would he or a friend who knows

address.
J. F. G.,

an Ayrshire breeder, send us his address.

A list of names of breeders may be
obtained by consulting the herd book
which every member who joins the Association gets each year.
Write to W. F.
Stephen, Huntingdon, Que., secretary for
further particulars.
INTERNATIONAL LIVE STOCK SHOW.
Man.
Kindly let me know
through your Rural Mail Department, the

—

J.J.C.,

dates of the International Livestock
at Chicago.

Answer.

— December

Show

2nd-9th.

PROTECTING TREES FROM MICE.
W.C.R., Ontario.
We suffered considerable loss last year among our young
fruit trees, shrubs and roses from field
mice.
Can you suggest any protection
other than a poison wash on the bark?
Answer. As mice work under the snow
and the mulch around the tree, and rarely
cross open snow or ground to reach the
trunk, frequently a high mound of earth
or ashes piled around 'the tree in the fall

—

—

The safest
will give protection.
to put on a mechanical protector.

way is
Many

growers use a vdre netting or gauze.
strip is cut about 18 inches or
two feet wide and wrapped around the
It is pushed down into the ground
tree.
far enough to make it firm and fastened
fruit

A narrow

on with a piece of wire or cord.

FEEDING COWS.

—

Ontario.
Can you give the
cheapest grain ration to feed my milk
cows when the roughage I have is mixed
hay and cornstalks?
O.J.M.,

—

Since the roughage is lackprotein feeds, the grain ration
must contain feeds which are high in
protein in order to get the ration to balance, as for cheapness, the high price of
You do
all feeds makes a choice hard.
not state what prices are for your obtainable feeds. Feed 10 lbs. of hay, 10 lbs. of
cornstalks and make a grain ration as
follows:
200 lbs. cottonseed meal, 150 lbs. dried
brewer's grains, 100 lbs. linseed oil meal,
100 lbs. gluten feed, 100 lbs. bran
Add 1% of salt to mixture Feed at
the rate of about 1 lb. of grain to each
3% lbs. of milk produced daily.
If you feed 10 lbs. hay and all the
cornstalks they will eat, you might try
3 lbs. oats, 3 lbs. corn and cob meal and
2 lbs. linseed meal.
If it is desirable to feed both barley

Answer.

ing

in
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make a mixture

of 200 lbs. each
gluten feed or distillers
grain, and feed as recommended.
oats,

with

100

lbs.

FARM PLUMBING.

Look

Ontario. — Do

you think that a
his own plumbing?
I am,
thinking of installing a water system in
J.K.O.,

«0\7W

"SV

for the

farmer can do

my house and want to use as much of my
labor as possible Farmers as a rule are
not able to employ the high-priced plwrnbers- one hears of in the city.
Answer.^The

sanitation of the dwellgreatly dependent on the proper
plumbing of it. There comes to be less
excuse for neglecting the matter as year
after year brings with it the most modern
and simplified appliances for effecting
proper drainage, and a full supply of
fresh flowing water throughout the house.
The safe trapping of all plumbing fixtures is far more essential to complete
sanitation than almost any other detail,
though of course drain soil, waste and
vent pipes must be in proper position or
the system will be a menace to health.
The height of water in traps must always
be of sufficient depth to eff"ect a perfect
seal, and with vents to prevent siphon-

ing

is

""HE hij^hest of all compliments is being paid
to Vessot grinding plates
imitations are
now being offered ior sale. We appreciate the compliment, however, more than our customers will appre-

'

ciate the imitation plates. Therefore, to protect our customers
as well as ourselves, we have arranged to mark every genuine

Vessot grinding plate with the raised letters, "SV" showing
plainly in the face of the plate near the center.
It will, therefore, be easy for you, hereafter, to identify any plate offei-ed to
you for use in your Vessot feed grinder.
Look for the "SV." If it's there you are buying a plate
guaranteed as fully as your grinder was guaranteed when you
bought it. We cannot stand behind the performance of Vessot
grinders, unless genuine Vessot plates are used.
Another point
eveu the genuine Vessot plate will do better
work and give better service when driven by the steady power
of a Titan engine.
If it should happen that you are not fully
informed on the advantages of the Vessot feed grinder, with its
two sieve spout and grinding plates so good they are imitated,
and with the kerosene-burning feature of the Titan engine, see
the Deering local agent, or write to us at the nearest branch house.
It will pay you to have this information.

age.

Plumbing the new house

is,

compara-

simple matter, for the builder has
only to consult the architect and the saniIn remodelling an old
tary engineer.
house, and in fitting it for the first time in
its history with a system of sanitation,
all the resources known to the architect
and the engineer alike are often drawn
upon in order that the difficult problem of
making an old house as convenient and
safe to live in as a new one may be solved.
The sewage system of any house should
be so devised as instantly to remove from
the premises any liquid household wastes.
Let the plumbing be open everywhere.
Boxed-in sinks, washstands, bathtubs,
etc., are unsanitary catch-alls, and should
not be tolerated if avoidable.
Piping that conveys water through soil
One
to the dwelling should be of iron.
cannot take too much precaution in the
matter of lead piping, and leading of
joints. Just here one may remember that
many a careless plumber has endangered
the health of a household through his
tively, a

For inmatter alone.
join the iron pipes with
some soft lead paste, and if he does one
may have reason to look forward to the
Iron
consequences of lead poisoning.
neglect of
stance, he

—

International Harvester

Company of Canada,

Ltd.

BRANCH HOUSES
At Braadon.
N.

Calgair, Edmonton. Estevan, Hamilton, Lethbridge, LondoD. Montreal,

Battleiord. Ottawa, Quebec, Uegioa. SaskatooD, St. John, Winoipeg. Yorktoa

this

may

pipes through which drinking water is
conducted should be cemented most carefully with the best graphite mixtures.
Not only must one have things right to
start with, but it is quite as important
that any plumbing system be kept in good
Drains and pipes should be
condition.
opened up once a year and swabbed to
remove any accumulation of solids. Traps
and
should be cleansed periodically,
strainers of fixtures looked after conGrease should never be pertinually.
mitted to run loose in sinks, nor solids
Closets
allowed to enter waste pipes.
should be flushed at least once a week
with boiling water and concentrated lye.
Builders and plumbers do not always
take thought of winter seasons, therefore
in planning for your plumbing system
take into account the necessity of having
the piping immune from frost.
Therefore, unless the farmer has made
a study of and understands plumbing, it
will pay him to employ a competent sanitary engineer to advise him and he will
outline

—
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how he can save on

labor.

Especially

Beneficial

for
••Vl Hor<5P<5
tIVrioC:9

VIVAT-the handy

trieud to horses,

Broken Wind,
Colic,

etf.

Intestinal

—

remedy

it cures

a great
Coughs, Heaves,

Beneficial

Worms

Specific for

case of

in

Horses

Kidney

ami

Troubles

=
=

.

P.!

...

•
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Special directions for each case. A great
^rHiiiiiimnVrnmiiiiiiiiniiiiiinniniiiii'iinlniiimMiiiiiiiHm^
remedy for the Eespiratory Organs. It also increases appetite, gives vigor, breadth
and endurance, specially to race horses and those travelling and working hard.

Saves on Feed
Expenses

OMAZON,
a

the great producer of vigorous stock,

is

Canadian Food and a medicine excellent for horse,

l)igs,

ami

ap])etite

poultry.

It gives

and gives vigor.

endurance, increases the
As a blood purifier and

for increasing the quantity of milk in mare and cow it is
highly recommended. It is economical. It saves grain^mixed
with other food it makes a big saving in feed expenses.

Ask your merchant
provement

in

DR. ED.

for these preparations.

your stock.

Write us for

Watch

MORIN & COMPANY,

MOUNTAIN

HILL,

the im-

circulars.

Limited
QUEBEC, CANADA
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ARMEK

GENERAL JOFFRE
WON'T FORGIVE
by their Commander-in-Chief
because they spoiled his plans by
overmuch hesitation.
Delay in carrying out an order,
even of seemingly minor importance, may easily rob a great movement of success.
And Nature's commands, like
tired

those of a general, will not brook
delay.

When minor symptoms

of illappear, such as lassitude,
dull headache, loss of appetite, bad
taste in the mouth, nausea or depression, it is Nature issuing a command that should not be ignored.
It is a command for immediate
action to put something right that
is going wrong with the digestive
organs; and the trouble in nine
cases out of ten can be quickly
reached and remedied by Parmelee's Vegetable Pills.
These well-known pills are an
old-established remedy that have a
wonderful record of success in restoring the right tone to the human
stomach.
They promote an even
flow of bile and by their gentle action on the intestines relieve conhealth

stipation.

get your

enjoyment if your
not properly performing
functions.
Do not delay when

share of

stomach
its

do your

to
to

life's

is

Nature commands attention

!

To

do so is to risk upsetting her plans
for your health and to incur the
punishment of a permanent impairment of the digestive organs.
Don't continue to suffer it is
unwise and dangerous. Begin today to take Parmelee's Vegetable
Pills.
You will soon find your ailments rapidly retreating under their
gentle influence and you vrill line up
with the thousands of people who
cheerfully admit a transformation
of their lives from pain and misery
to health and happiness through

—

the curative excellence of Parmelee's

Vegetable Pills.
Price 25 cents a box
at at! dealers and druggists

Northrop

& Lyman
Toronto,

V^I-CUmO.^

Co.,

Limited

Ontario

WARRINCR

STANCHION
" Sly

bam

that

was

BURNED

fitted
with Crumb's
Warriner Stanchions. If it

was

S

M A (J A Z I N E

Hardening

From time to time during the
war, French Officers have been re-

You cannot expect
work really well or

'

had not been tor the ease with
which these fasteners were
opened I shoald have lost my
cows," writes Mr. Everett
Gains, Bemardstown, Mass.
Booklet p>ee.
WALLACES. ORUUR. re.Farcstvllle.Conn..C.8.A.
Canadian orders filled from Canadian factory.
All correspondence sboold bo addressed to the home office.
Bteta In Inquiry if you prefer boolUet In French or EnfiiaJ^
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For the Winter

Contimied from page
Blankets of light
clothing is too heavy.
weight, wool-lined comforters, or light
cotton comforters make the best coverSeveral light coverings give more
ings.
warmth than do one or two heavy ones.
For outdoor sleeping or for very cold
beds in wintertime, cotton-flannel sheets
give better satisfaction than do cotton
sheets.

A warm

bed

is

no disgrace, as

many

seem to think; it is more healthful than
a cold one. If the bed is warmed by a
soapstone, a hot-water bottle, or a flatiron, the heat of the body need not be
wasted in warming it. The type of hotwater bottle used in tuberculosis hospitals is preferred by many to the rubber
bottle; it resembles a vinegar jug, but it
is flat on one side, which prevents its rolling about. The cost of this foot warmer
is

about

may

fifty

cents.

An

be used, however,

if

ordinary jug
the cork fits

tightly.
If a child has a habit of breathing
through his mouth, a physician should be
consulted. Mouth breathing may indicate'
the presence of adenoids, which use up
vitality and hinder physical development.
The child who sleeps with his mouth open
is often not obtaining as much air as he
needs, and the air breathed in is not
being warmed as it should be by passing
through the nose before reaching the

lungs.

2i.

DON'T OVERHOUSE THE CHILDREN.
In many homes the children below the
school age suffer from overhousing as the
cold weather approaches.
Care shouM

be taken to have them well shod, then
pull on a light sweater or soft wool coat
over their other things, and leggings or
long, loose stockings below.
Youngsters

first

are such splendid little steamheaters that
they will keep themselves warm, defy the
weather, and grow fat and rosy and
sturdy. Don't be too fussy about keeping
them from getting wet ocasionally and

muddy

often.

at

if

They will suffer no harm
they are brought into a warm
room and given a change of clothing as
soon as they stop playing; and if they are
in a good, hardy, open-air condition,
neither rain nor snow will have much
more effect upon them than on so many
young ducks.
In pioneer times farm families may
have suffered a good many winter ills
from the heating, concentrated diet of
buckwheat cakes and syrup, an abundance of fresh pork, sausages, mince-pies
all,

and fried cakes. It is important in the
winter, especially for those who do not
get a lot of out-door exercise, to see that
a good supply of vegetables, apples baked,
boiled and stewed; whole or cracked
cereals, and whole wheat breads, biscuits,
etc., be given their right place in the bill
of fare along with the heavier foods.

EXERCISE OUT-DOORS BETTER THAN HARD,
SCRATCHY UNDERVreAR.

Human beings have suffered a lot in
the past decade from the belief that one
way of making themselves immune from
colds, rheumatism and other winter diseases was to wear the heaviest and
that the
scratchiest of winter flannels
more it scratched the more good it did
them by keeping the blood circulating in
know now that the best
the skin.
way to keep the blood circulating is to
take as much exercise out of doors as possible, in clothing not too heavy. The main
thing is to have it porous so that it will
entangle as much air as possible in its
mesh, because air is the best non-conductor of heat from the body. Also every
person in order to keep in good health
ought to get one good sweat every day,

Prairie

and heavy or close underwear, like fleecelined garments, will hold the perspiration,
keeping the skin damp and inviting chills.
It is important both for health and comfort that clothing should be porous enough
to let the perspiration go right through it
and evaporate, and to allow the skin to
dry quickly. Lots of fresh cold air, exer-

waste poisons out through
the skin, and baths to keep the pores open,
go a long way, farther than heavy clothing, to make one ready for the rigors of
the winter climate. This is another reason why the bath-tub in the farm house
A cold dash
is needed the year round.
over the throat and chest after a warm
bath is not only a .protection against
colds, but it will do a great deal to harden
a delicate throat.
cise to drive

As

Co-Operators
Continued from page

—

We

Women
18.

quite a number of Grain Growers' organizations in foreign districts, and the women are beginning to take a live interest
in public questions, especially those dealing with education and economic questions. The foreign settlers wherever approached sympathetically, have shown
themselves not only willing but anxious

regarded as Canadians, without any
hyphen.
The United Farm Women of Alberta
have as their head, Mpc. Irene Parlby,
another born Englishwoman, but graduated Canadian.
She has not held the
position of President of the Association
for a year yet, but judging from the
work already done, she is the right woman in the right place. She has vision,
energy, organizing ability, and she is a
good speaker, and when all those qualities are found together, there is a strong
to be

personality.

Mrs. Parlby says that one object of the
organization out there is to make farms
that are homes and not just shacks clumped amidst a refuse heap of tin cans and
garbage.
She adds: "Pure food, better
rural schools, better legislation for women, the providing of wholesome interests and pleasures, for the young people
on the farm; the care and training of
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improvement of the market-

ing problems of the farm

women

interest of the

;

developing the

in all questions of

farm economics, free trade, fr'^- -'"it,
and international peace; these are some
of the aims that the U.F.W. of Alberta
are holding before them. Our brothers
and fathers and sons, are dying on the
battlefields of

Europe for their ideals of
and country both sides

—

liberty, justice,

equally bravely giving their lives for their
country's different ideals, let U9 women
show that we can do the yel harder part,
by living for our country, and raising it
to the highest place in the council of the
nations."
The prairie farm women are also ready
and willing to co-operate with other women in any matter that is for the good of

This is accomplished by another
all.
organization of which I will write later.
It is sufficient to say here, that the women
of the towns, cities and villages are glad
to take the women of the country into
their confidence when there is work to be
done, and the farm women are finding
that the city women are interested in the
country as well as the city, and both are
realizing that the best and most effective
work can be accomplished together. Farm
women are good co-operators, and they
are getting better all the time.
I was never
"I don't like the farm.
made for farm life," a city girl whined
when the real estate business was wiped
off the map and her husband took her
to a farm.
"If you were not made for the farm,
then make the farm to suit you," the inThat is
telligent farmer's wife replied.
what the united farm women of the prairie are doing.
And they can do it very
easily now when there is rural mail delivery, telephones, automobiles, and cooperative but that is another story.

(Short Course Class in Stock Judging, O. A. C.)

FREE!

To Farmers and Farmers' Sons
Short Winter Courses at the Ontario Ag-ricultural Colleg^e, Guelph.
The only expense to you
reduced railway fare

W.

January 0th

FRUIT

in

Guelph and

weeks).
Judging Horses, Sheep, Cattle and Swine, Slaughter
on Breeding, Feeding, etc. Judging grains and seed of other farm

selection, germination, purity, etc.

AND VEGETABLE GROWING—

Marketing,

Varieties, Nursery Stock, Spraying, Fertilizers, Pruning.
Classes in Apple Packing, Vegetable Gardening, (Jreen Hoose

(G weeks).
etc.

Crops, Floriculture.

POULTRY RAISING—
January litli (4 wock^). Poultry Houses, Breeding and Mating. Judging, Feeding,
Winter ICggs, I'"'attening, Dressing, Marketing, etc.

DAIRYING—

—

Summer
Factory and Farm Dairying January 2nd.
Course in Butter and Cheese-Making. Courses in Cow-Testing and Ice Cream
Making.
Tliree Moutiis' Course in

Black, Dominion Commissioner of
Agriculture, has been working on a plan
for sometime, whereby the unsettled lands
of the prairie provinces can be turned
out of the hands of speculators into the
hands of good producing men who will
build up both social and economic influ-

BEE-KEEPING—
January Oth (3 weeks).
Care and Management, Swarming.
Diseases and Treatment, Quality of Honey, Marketing, etc.

BUSINESS

Queen

Rearing.

AND MARKETING—

January

ences.

Otli

(2 weeks).

Evening lectures on markets, banking, bookkeeping,

&tc.

For full particulars write for our Short Course Calendar, which will be mailed
on request.
G. C. CREELMAN, President

Too long the West has been hampered
by the absentee land speculator and the

Consul Wm. Pearce, estimates the
value of P.E.I.'s hay, oats and potato
crops this year at $10,475,000.
This
is above the six-year average for these
crops of about $1,500,000.
Stock-raising has received considerable encouragement lately and the black fox industry
is getting down to a business basis.

;

January Oth

J.

—

board at reasonable rates while

(2

tests, lectures

crops

Speculating Land Holder

extra tax impositions of the local governments has not forced many of them on
the market.
Mr. Black proposes that the government buy all these lands within a stated
distance af railway facilities and re-sell
them to bond fide settlers on terms that
will induce good enterprising farmers to
assume them. There is no doubt that
some such scheme would work out well
in the reiCrrangement after the war.
It
is not too early now to begin the work.
Many places will hail with satisfaction
any such move. E.L.K., Saskatchewan.

is

STOCK AND SEED JUDGING—

—

The

FREE!

FREE!

A Vast New Land
Waiting
^
=
^
p
S
=
=

You

For

full

|

Ontario

I

information, as to terms, regulations and settlers' rates, write to

HA. MACDONELL,
HON.

G.

HOWARD FERGUSON

Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines

i

Northern

Opportunity ^iwaits the man wlio will strike out to the rich, fertile land of
Northern Ontario.
Millions of acres of virgin soil obtainable free, at a
nominal cost, are calling for cultivation.
This land contains immense
resiQurces in timber, mineral, watcrpower, fish, game and scenery, and is
one of the greatest expanses of fertile territory in the world. This land calls
for men to cultivate it; in return it will give health, comfort and prosperity.
Thousands of farmers have responded to the call. How about you?

^
I
i
^

for

Sett/e in

Director of Colonization
Parliament Buildings
TORONTO, ONT.

s
p
s
s
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Planning the Family Ration

BOBLODG
UNION MADE

This Winter

May

Call for

Economy

CLOVES%OVERAlLS

By

is

New Economy,

But Blind

Dangerous

GENEVIEVE

ASK

/n(VYT\ eoB LONG V'''' ^ ^*
YOUR I VJ<1 I P«TtNTio \j^ «ee^55

THE

cost of living is high, but if you
get the right kind of life for your
money happy, energetic life that
accomplishes something worth while today and will do still more to-morrow if
nothing happens then you should worry
about the cost. It doesn't pay to own
an engine capable of developing sixty
horse-power and to run it at forty to save
fuel.
It doesn't pay to feed a man up to
half eflficiency; it doesn't pay to take the
risk of developing a child into a half
man or woman as a result of mal-nutrition.
He should have all the real food he
can happily and eagerly digest and utilize
in the form of work and growth. In other
words, any sweeping measures of economy where feeding is concerned are dangerous. At the same time this winter is
going to call for the right kind of economy
in food as in everything else.
It is seldom, indeed, that a person on a
farm doesn't get enough to eat of something.
We ought to be the best fed

—

—

eCO. limited
R.G.LONG
v«/<NfMiPEO
TORONTO

—

human

The old

reliable

remedy

for rheu-

matism, neuralgia, sore throat and
sprainn.

Made

Best Liniment

Mr. A.K.LA^^!^>RY,EDMo^fTON,writes:—
"I fell from a buildiug and received wliat
the doctor called a very
bad sprained ankle, and
told ine I must not walk
on it for three weeks. I
got MINARD'S LINI-

MKNTandin six days I
wns out
1

think

work

to

it

the

again.

liest I<iui-

ment made."
Minard's Liniment
always gives satis-

want. The trouble
that generally
more
give
thought to putting an all round
fare before the other farm animals. The
habit of planning balanced rations for
the family has not become so general,
though it would seem, when you think of
is

we

considerably more worth while.
The most important, also the most

pensive food elements in the meats set before us, comes from the proteid or musclebuilding foods like meats, fish, eggs, milk,
cheese, nuts, dried peas, dried beans and
Proteids are contained in other
lentils.
foods like some of the cereals, oatmeal
and whole wheat, for instance, but in
smaller proportions. The important thing
about them is that protein is the only element in all the things we eat that can
build one cell of muscle tissue or repair
what is being broken down by the wear
and tear of the day's work.
N§xt to the proteids come carbohydrates or starch and sugar, contained
largely in foods like potatoes, rice, all
cereals, bread cake, macaroni, syrup,
bananas.
The purpose of carbohydrate
foods is to be burned up in the body to
supply heat and energy. Proteids can do
this too, and supply energy with a good
deal more pep in it-but it isn't good economy to use protein for fuel. In the first
place it costs too much; in the second
it wouldn't be safe.
Protein is burned up

Yarmouth,

relief.

-

-

N.S.

feDITCniNG
With
.

Martin'**

DITCHER
Does tho worlt of 50 men
in one day— Every farmer
needs one— Paya for itself
ty its first day's work.

\_y

Send
tc-

day

for particulars

Preston Car & Coach Co. Limited
St.,

stiff'

gives instant

L

Dover

normal

could

^'ve

ness toyovr
shirt bosorn

it,

Co., Limited
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sentials a

appetite

Starch
icill

more

faction.
For any
ache or pain. It

Minard's Liniment

a

beings on
earth since the
land around u s
produces, even in
a year like this,
about all the es-

Preston,

Ontario.
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ex-

very rapidly and the waste products nearly all have to be eliminated by the kidThis would mean overwork for
neys.
these organs with the consequent serious
trouble. The rapid burning up of a diet
consisting largely of meat also makes it
too stimulating, except perhaps for an
athlete or some one whose work calls foia quick and strenuous output of energy,
If too much sweet or starchy food is eate;i
it is stored up in the form of fat, but this
doesn't produce strength.
Another class of foods, the fats or reserve force group, supply nearly three
times as much heat per pound as the carbohydrates, so we find tallow candles relished as a sort of confection by the Eskimo, and fat pork a staple in the diet of
lumber camps, where an abundance of
both heat and energy is required. In the
average bill-of-fare the fat foods include,
butter, cream, olive oil, bacon, salt pork,
fat ham and nuts, except chestnuts. The
objection to the free use of these and
fried foods is that
overthey
are
than to yon
backbone
heating, and with
the exception of
cream, butter and
crisp fried bacon,
they are the most
difficult
of
all
foods to digest.
At the same time
fat in a moderate
quantity has a
distinct
purpose
own.
The heat and activity it
produces do not materialize so quickly
as in the case of carbohydrates and
unless the person is very active, fats
are stored in the body in the form of
reserve force.
This does not mean that
rolls of fat form, but that the fat is
evenly distributed throughout the tissues

of

its

as may be seen in a fine piece of
This reserve force, which may be
called into use whenever illness occurs,
Often
is the power that resists disease.
the cause of sickness is due to lack of that
reserve force, the anaemic or "run-down"
person being unable to resist disease

jusit

beef.

germs.

Then there are the mineral or bloodclearing foods, including green vegetables
like lettuce, greens, tomatoes, carrots,
cabbage, celery, spinach, apples, oranges
and practically all fruits except bananas.
For a long time we have believed in the
virtue of the doctor's tonic "bitters,"
"iron," or herbs, but we are slow to see
how much more agreeable and less ex-

pensive it would be to take the same ingredients through an aboundant use of
vegetables in our daily fare. Some pretty
good authorities tell us that in ninttvnine cases out of a hundred, indigestion,
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poor complexions, and colds are due to a
lack of minerals and acids in the diet.
A valuable group of foods, including
all coarse grained vegetables and fruits
as well as whole-wheat bread, coarse
cereals, bran muffins, stewed prunes and
the dried fruits, could be called the bulky
or baUast foods. The bulk of these foods
consists of crude fibre which cannot be
reduced or digested and acts like a broom
scraping or scouring out the digestive
canal and carrying all waste along with
it.
These coarse foods are the very best
preventatives of auto-intoxication, or
self- poisoning from the waste material
clogging the digestive tract.
Liquids might be said to have something the same function, in flushing out
the system. Besides, digestion cannot be
carried on without them as they form the
medium in which foods are dissolved.
Especially valuable are soups, broths, and
water, and it can safely be taken as a
general rule, that with the exception of
tea, coffee and alcoholic drinks it is impossible to take too much liquid.
So in planning a balanced ration it is
necessary to draw upon the whole six
groups, selecting from the supplies avaHable the most inviting and digestible combinations we can; the more limited the
variety of raw materials at hand, the
more important it will be to practise
varied methods of cooking the same thing.
The thing we cannot afford to forget is
that under-nourishment, specially for
children, only invites disease, and that the
mother who persistently feeds her children upon cereals, potatoes and bread is
laying the foundation for inefficient manhood and womanhood. This is generally
where "economizing" makes its fatal
error.
It cuts out the proteids and fats
and soon the family are living on nothing much but starch and while starch is
fairly good for fattening cattle, it won't
do anything to build a fine physique or
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Made

In Canada

Arrow
Collars
EXTREMELY WELL AND GO
WITH THE PREVAILING STYLE
IN BROAD END TIES AND FOURFIT

IN-HANDS PERFECTLY
15c each 6 for 90c

Ash BY

CLUETT, PEABODY

&. CO., Inc., Makers. Montreal

INNOCENT AMUSEMENT
keeps the young folks at home. The long winter evenings
pass quickly if you can call in your friends for a friendly
dance on smooth

HARDWOOD FLOORS
Besides the plea.sure they bring in the evenings, your day's work is cut
in half.
Sweeping heavy carpets or scrubbing soft wood floors are the
most tiring of the day's chores.

Maple, Birch or

Oak

Floors can be laid in any house, whether

new

or

old.

WRITE FOR "BEA VER BRAND" HARDWOOD FLOORING BOOKLET F-5.
Tl-_
Q/»am!»n
K'onf C r\ I fri Eastern Canada Factory, Meaford, Ontario
1 ne Oeaman, IVeni: \^0., L.i:a., Westem Canada Factory, Fort William, Ont.

—
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establish a resistance to disease or fortify people to accomplish anything.
In

Comfort

other words, starch will give a whole lot

more

stiffness to a shirt

bosom than

to a

Menus in the Making
'T^HE' woman who makes
-*

the careful

planning of meals a feature of her
homemaking, knows, however, that purely
dietetic considerations don't begin to go
far enough.
The average consumer
doesn't care very much how many grams
of proteid or calories of heat a meal may
contain, but he is visibly affected by the
taste of it. In fact a normal healthy taste
is a pretty good guide to the arrangement
of a balanced fare. For instance, no one
would en;'oy the combination of potatoes,
rice and macaroni all at one meal. Or
perhaps you can remember some unsatisfactory combination
like
boiled
cod,
mashed potatoes and baked macaroni all
at one meal, a meal where everything
tasted alike.
If the potatoes had been
fried and the macaroni served with tomato sauce the result would have been
better.
Moreover, by catering to the
palate through skilful combining and
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backbone.
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better and live longer.

"Ventiplex" shoulder pads are inexpensive,
comfortable, washable and lasting.
"Ventiplex"' Insoles are for you: they keep
the feet warm, dry and comfortable, and make
walking easy and a pleasure. They are easy
In sizes fr^iu
(o clean and always keep soft.
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"Ventiplex" Fabrics bring ease .and i-oiiifort
to your horses and to you.
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flavoring,

KELSEV
HEALTH
H EAT

and by appealing

to the eye in

making each dish attractive as possible,
the person who sits down to the meal, it
has been shown by actual experiment, can
eat and thoroughly digest a larger amount
of real food-fuel, than if he were served
with plain and monotonous fare.
This

means that he goes out prepared

to do

and better day's work.
Many a child rebels at having to eat
his stint of oatmeal porridge every morning.
I don't blame him, well as I know
that a cereal and milk makes the ideal
a bigger

foundation for a child's breakfast. If the
cereal is varied (and it doesn't cost any
more to keep half a dozen kinds on hand,
stored in closed sealers) if he has, say,
oatmeal one morning, wheat farina the
next, corn mush, grits, Roman meal, and
every one well cooked and well salted, his
appetite will likely warm right up to them.
At all events during the winter the children should be started out to school on
a warm breakfast, especially if they have
,

"T^IIE
leak.

Kelsey Heat has no

ugly, room-taking radiators to sis, sizzle and

I

why

That's one reason

recommend the Kelsey

I

to you.

Two or three of the other
reasons are: it both heats and
ventilates at the same time.
If
It skives coal.
coal, it saves money.

AU

I

ask

diance to

save for

it will

saves

now

right

tell

saves

it

is

t.

you how much
you, and why it

it.

Stud for

lit

icilurc

James Smart Mfg. Co.
Limited

Brockville, Ont.

Winnipeg, Man.

to take a cold lunch.
No careful mother
would think of giving him a meal of pancakes, sausage, fried potatoes, bread and
butter and coffee, but a hot dish like pota-

creamed, or reheated in milk, with a
sprinkling of chopped meat or cheese or
a piece of bacon, will send them out better
fortified against the cold.
An egg or a
dish of creamed codfish make a good
breakfast dish. And with any of these
there should be fruit of some kind.
It
may be scarce this year but it will generally be possible to have annle sauce or
a baked apple, or a boiled sweet apple,
or apples coddled, or dried apples stewed,
if we dry now the few that would otherspoil.

And even

if there are no facilities for
a hot lunch at the country school we can

ifParoid
You cannot afford to
experiment with cheap

^^^^^^

a

little

it

may

more,

co.st

i.s

the

least expensive roof-

ing in the world.

WRITE FOR
BOOKLET

MepoiibeT

PAROID
RoonNG

Paroid Roofing: is made
of the best felt, thoroughly
saturated through and
through with nature's own
Waterproofing— A s p h a 1 1,
andisfinisbed in Grey, Red,
or Green. Burning embers
dropped on it, die out
Paroid is a positive fire-re.
sistent, and is easy to lay.
Look for the Paroid Roll
there are 2,000 Neponset
dealers throughout

—

Canada.
Write for
Booklet— "Repairing
and Building."

FREE

&inD& son

BIRD & SON
Dept. R.
70 King St.

Hamilton,

Again

in

making up our supply

teid foods, on the

of pro-

average mixed or dairy

farm, a variety of soft cheeses could be
made to furnish both a relish and a substantial food.
The making of these
cheeses as explained in an article in this
issue is very simple, requires no special
equipment and the cheese is ready to use
immediately. It will also be a matter of
economy as well as health perhaps, to
supplement the meat supply this winter
with vegetable proteids, dried beans and
The following recipes may offer
peas.
some suggestions for using supplies at
hand.

Wholesome

Paroid,

though

Then at night school children need a hot
dinner whatever the rest of the family
have had at noon. A hot soup with the
meat and vegetables left in, a meat stew
without all the fat skimmed off, a generous supply of vegetables, with Graham
biscuits, bran gems or Johnny cake, and
a simple dessert will do pretty well to
complete a balanced day's ration. Eggs
are too expensive and too valuable as an
easily digested food to mix up in rich
cakes where all their best qualities are
There are so many wholesome
lost.
quick-breads, fresh and eggless cakes,
that the rich egg-cake could well be allowed to drop out altogether. Pastry, too.
with its excess of "shortening" has a
more wholesome substitute in suet puddings and milk puddings. In fact, where
we can have milk in abundance we have
a great deal to learn about making the
most of it, in milk soups, scallopped dishes and milk desserts.

Recipes, Economical and

ROOFING
when

—

toes,

wise

roofings,

pack in the little dinner pail a dish of
baked beans or creamy rice pudding with
raisins
something more like a meal at
home than an all-sandwich ration.

//^ ^09
tor the
"'armdRoIl

THE

value of wholesome cooking can
never be over-emphasized. There
is nothing to enthuse one where
poorly cooked food, slovenly served up,
greets the family or the visitor in a
country dining room. Above all persons
the country woman should excel in the
art of domestic and table economy. Here
are a few hints for the busy wife.
Flank

8teak Braised with Vegetables.
a flunk
steak,
dredge with flour,
sprinkle with dots of dripping salt and pepper, and place in a roasting pan.
Over this
place a layer of sliced onions, salt and pepper
again, and a Inyer of sliced potatoes.
Put
some sliced carrots or diced turnip in the
pan and around the meat, add two cupfuls
of wa-ter or soup stock, cover closely, and
cook in the oven for two and a half or three
hours. Half an hour before the meat is done
remove the cover to let the pot.itoes brown.
In serving, carefully lift the steak to a^ hot
platter, preserving the contour of the layers
of vegetables.
Garnish with the carrots and
turnips.
Slice down through the layers.

lima beans overnight, drain und simmer til;
the skins burst.
Cut a pound of chuck beef
into inch cubes, brown together with a sliced
onion in two tablespoons of beef dripping.
Place in alternate layers, with the beans in a
casserole or covered baking dish.
Sprinkle
each layer with salt and pepper, a tablespoon
of sugar, and a little mace. Barely cover with
boiling water or use two cups of stewed
tomato fur part of the licjuid. Cover and cook
for three hours, replenishing the water If
necessary to keep the beans moist but not too
liquid.

Score

—

Beef AVitli liima Beans. To make a small
quantity of beef go a- long way for a hungry
family, it may be combined with lima beans.
(This isn't on a par with the practice of diluting with water, as the beans are richer in
proteid than the meat.)
Soak a pint of dried

—

Pork and Vegetable Pie. Cut a quarter of
'a pound of salt pork in small pieces, and put
a layer in the bottom of a baking dish. Slice
about four cups of raw potatoes, one cup of
turnip, and two small onions. Place in alter
nate layers with the pork and simmer on top
of the stove till the vegetables are tender.
Season with pepper and salt if necessary, drain
off the liquid and thicken with flour.
Pour
this back over the vegetables, cover with
pastry crust, and bake in the oven.
.1

—

Potato and Onion Omelet. Prepare a quart
mashed potato, seasoning it with three
tablesponnfuls of bacon fat, a teaspoonful of
salt, a little pepper and half a cupful of hot
milk. .\dd two cupfuls of boiled onions, chop
ped fine, and beat until light, then spread
smoothly in a frying-pan containing two
tablespoonfuls of melted bacon fat, and cook
until well browned.
Fold and turn on a hot
of

T
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Serve

platter.

a

garnish

of

salt

porl<

one-luilf

cup

soft,

or bacon.

Economy Omelet. — Take

stale bread crumbs, moisten with milk. Separ.
ate the whites from the yolks of three eggs.
Beat the yolks until thick and the whites to
Stir the yolks lightly into the
a stiff froth.
moistened crumbs, add salt and fold in the
whites. Melt a tablespoon of butter in a fry-

HOME MONEY MAKERS
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KHOX
Sparkling

GELATINE

ing pun, pour in the mixture; cook very
slowly, on top of the stove, or when browned
underneath put in the oven until the oiiielet
is set

on top.

Fold and serve.

21/2 cups
cup sugar,
Let
2 tablespoons molasses, 1 teaspoon soda.
rise iu the pans half an hour before baking.

Graham Bread.— 2 cups sour

(Jraham

flour, 1

cup white

milk.

flour,

'/i

in flour may be added.
Crumb Cake (No Egss).— 1 cup brown sugar,
tablespoons butter, 1% cups flour, 1 (;up but-

Raisins rolled
2

ground cloves. 1 teaspoon
cinnamon. 1 teaspoon sodit. Mix the butter,
flour and sugar together until it crumbs, and
termilk. 1 teaspoon

The war has created an unprec-edented demand for Sockg-for-the-Soldier-Boys and
affords a Grand Opportunity to anyone
Interested in uniting Loyalty, Patriotism
and Self-interest by investing in a FirstClass Faniilj Knitting Machine for Red
Cross Socks, Money-Making, Home Work
and Alilitary Socks.

Do

Now — Write

It

Catalogue No.

101,

for

our

Free

Latest

War

with Special

Offer

Red Cros.s workers during the war only
Your Choice of 6 Machines Agents wanted
to

for our Home-money-raalier-machines.
dress
""

CREELMAN

Box 677

Ad-

BROS.. M'fgr's
Georgetown, Ont.

take out one-quarter cupful to sprinkle over
the cake batter just as it goes into the oven.
Mix the other ingredients together, sprinkle
witli the crumbs and l)ake very slowly for the
first fifteen minutes.

Sauce Cake (No Eggs).— IV2 cups
sauce (sweetened and cold), IM, cups
l)rown sugar, % cup raisins, % I'up currants,
% cup lard or pork dripping, Vi fup butter,
2 cups flour, 2 teaspoons soda (level), 1 teaspoon cinnamon, 1 teaspoon ginger, 1 teaspoon

Apple

apple

nutmeg, pinch of salt. P.akp from forty-five
minutes to one liour.
Coddled Apples. Make a syrup of two parts
water tn one of sugar. Have this in a broadbottomed pan or preserving kettle. Pare and
core, or leave the skins on as many apples
as you have room for in the bottom of the
Cook very slowly, turning the apples
kettle.
A
if the syrup does not cover them entirely.
few whole cloves or sticks of cinnamon in the
cavithe
or
flavoring,
for
syrup may be used
ties of the apples may be filled with raisins
If the syrup is quite thin
before cooking.

—

the apples are lifted out
be boiled down a little before
them.

when

The Salt
is miqhty

Important

If Dairy;
THE CANADIAN SALT CO. LIMITED,
It9_

The

difficulties

troubles

tor
that
washing. Perfect in
design, construction
results.

send

you ^^

our hooklet of this

Washerf

CONNOR &
in

Soak gelatine In cold water five minutes and
dissolve in boiling water. Add sutrar, and when
dissolved, add lemon juice. Cool slightly and add
orange juice and pulp. When mixture begins to
stiffen, beat, using wire whisk, until light; then
add whites of eggs, beaten until stifT. and beat
thoroughly. Turn into mold that has been dipped
in cold water and if desired line mold with lady
fingers or sponge cake. One pint whipped cream
may be used in place of whites of eggs. Other
fruits or nuts may be added.

APPLE CHARLOTTE

better to

Make same
apple pulp

in

as Orantfe Charlotte, usin^cooke*!
place of orange juice and pulp.

Each package of Knox
Sparkling Gelatine makes four
times as much jelly as the socalled ready prepared kind.

Candies, etc.
Kind

County
Kssex

of

tobacco

Pelee Island

Crop
Acre- Estimated
in lbs.
age

Flue or bright 1050
Burley
500
Seed leaf, etc.. 20O
500
Burley
540
Burley
SO
30

Besides jelly, Knox Gelatine

Hundreds

of pleasing uses for
suggested in our

800.00(1

GuO.OOO
25,000
600,000
650,000
120.000

FREE

name.

If

for your grocer's
you wish a pint sample,

enclose 2c stamp.

35,0<Hi

If'

18,0110

iH

45,000

CHAS.

B.

KNOX

Dept. H, 180

St.

CO., Inc.

Paul

W.,

St.

.MONTREAL, (AN.
Total for all types

it

LATEST RECIPE BOOK
Sent

2858 2,943,000

1881

Shoo

Good Roads Pay

h e a T y

H.

pulp

Whites of three eggs

and

Bail-Bearing

Established

cup orange juice and

wash

of

CONNO R
WASHER

J.

1

the information:

will use a

May we

1

lemon

2 tabtespoonfuls
juice

cup cold water
cup boilint^ water
cup sugar

makes Salads, Puddings,

be
all
will
day
smoothed out if you

and

^
^

envelope Knox
Sparkling Gelatin©

The Dominion Department of Agriculture has published a report of the tobacco
crop in Ontario which shows a growing
The following table condenses
acreage.

Snuff
Prince Kdward Burley
Burley
Elgin
Conn. Havr.na.
Lincoln

Don't Slave at

is

pouring over

Ontario Tobacco Yields

Kent

the Washtub

it

ORANGE CHARLOTTE
4

^^^

,

anywhere

,

in

^ machine

Canada

SON, Limited
OTTAWA, ONT.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture
has found that in Spottsylvania County,
Virginia, from an investment of $100,000
to improve 40 miles of road the results
were most surprising. Two years after
completing this road the railroad shipped
from Fredericksburg, the county seat,
during a period of twelve months, 71,000
tons of products of the soil, hauled over
the improved highway to that town. Before the improvement had been made the
the
total was only 29,000 tons annually
result of a better highway to the rail-

—

road.

Fly

Plant
Drives

away

all

flies

Botanical

curio-

blooms summer and winter,

sity;

bears prttty blos-

soms,
pidly

grows rafrom seed.

Send 15c
package, 3
J. T.

for

Bishop,

.Mail

for trial

4Uc postpaid.

'l?:::r

Toronto

Dealer and Photographer.

—
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Among

the Poultry Pens

Well Loaded Shells
the diflference between victorj
Miike
in poultry raising.
shells are properly
loaded by giving your hens

make

all

and defeat
that

sure

YOUR

Tones up the system, prevents disease.
Keeps the fowls healthy and makes
Ensures fertile
them lay heavily.
eggs and lively chicks.
At your dealer's in 25c pkgs. Largci
money-saving sizes up to 100-lb. bags
at

Write now for
Wrinkles."

By

DAN DALY

S9.00.

FREE

Book, "Poultry

PRATT FOOD CO.
OF CANADA. Limited
68-B Claremont

St.,

eggs are bringing 40 to
FRESH
Hens can lay as well as ever.

50c.

profitable

and

Poultry keeping

TORONTO.

is

light work.

P-8

A

dark comb usually denotes indiges-

tion.

There are few better cures for colds
than

What
Hens Say
When They Talk
Keepers would bear some

Poultry

iu-

struilivo language it they eould hear
tbeir Ileusi talk
Where Heus are coiuyelJeu tu exist iu uubealtby bouses, sit
filthy ruosts, eat fi'om dirty pans,
.(.II

ground, there
WDiiid be surely heard some such complaints as these: "Got a headache;" "My
"This cough
throat is terribly sore;''
bothers me so I c.'.n't eat;'' "Lice kept

and scratch

in

polluted

me awake

all night;" "I don't feel like
laying any eggs to-day," etc. How c;ni
yuu expect to make Poultry Pay under
sucb nnditions? Get a 2."c package of
Zenok'iim Lice Powder. It kills lice and
withrut exposing poultry to
mites,
danger of taking cold. It never fails to
Hens cannot
do its work thoroughly.
LAY EGGS or GET FAT when liee
pester them.

Zenoleuni, the great "Standard Coal Tar
Disinfectant," keeps Poultry Houses,
Koosts and Grounds free from infection
from all diseases. This is the real secret of healthy and productive henneries.
Oovernment Experimental Farms, oO
Agricultural Colleges and leading Poultry men use it. A trial is the only way
to really find out how good Kenoleum
is.
Ask ynur dealer or send 3oc direct
to us for pack ige, carriage paid.

Zenner

Disinfectant Company
Windsor, Ontario

Epsom

CRATE FED CHICKENS
also Poultry of all kinds

WALLER'S
701 Spadina Avenue
Write for our weekly ptice

Runts are not worth the growing.
Have a separate pen for the cull fowls
and fit them for market.
It is not the number but the quaiity of
hens we have for next year that will

TORONTO

one bulk consignment, says

Size up your hen house roofs this
and repair against dampness.

In feeding value barley

15%
per

your local fair's poultry department more interesting than usual?
pullets

April-hatched pullets that have had
proper care should begin laying in November.
The high prices for feed have cut down
the number of hens kept. The man who
stuck to it is the one who makes money.
The frisky hen louse will again cause
all sorts of trouble if he is not counter
attacked with zenoleum or carbonai.
Read again L. N. Clark's articles in
your last February number of the Farmer's Magazine. It is on your file.

To cure hens of the egg-eating habit
try feeding some fat meat scrap.
Poultrymen who exhibit their stock
brighten up the combs and wattles with a
mixture of two parts alcohol to one part
of glycerine.

Leg bands on your fowls of a
color each year will tell
the ages of your fowls.

different

you at a glance

When
scrap',

purchasing a supply of beef
place it in paper flour sacks and tie

securely. By following this method
there will be no danger of worms or bugs,
and the scrap will keep indefinitely.

must be figured

lb.

Do you have

the poultry division
you regularly from
Ottawa? If not write for your name to
be put on the list.
One of the chief ob'ections raised to the
general adoption of "quality payment" in

coming

all

to

worth about

relative costs

this year.

lbs.

bran.

lbs.
lbs.

wheat middlings.
ground oats.

lbs.

corn meal.

lbs.

meat

scraps.

This nutritive ratio

is 1 to 2.8.

Supplementing this dry mash the competing fowls get each night and morning
a feed of grain in deep litter made up in
the proportions of
100
100
100

lbs.

wheat.
cracked corn.

lbs.

clipped

lbs.

oats.

Sky-high Eggs
By LEWIS

N.

FEED

Now

CLARK.

the backward pullets plenty of
corn this cold weather nothing brings

—

This is
maturity so fast.
proved by the fact that if your pullets are
commencing to lay too early in the summer you can hold them back for weeks by

them on

to

'cutting out the corn in their grain ration,
and feeding only wheat and oats.
Have any of your birds the snuffles?

A

cold in

the head

is

prevalent

among

young stock cold fall days and tends
to keep them back. When you notice thi.'^
don't fail to use a little potassium permthe
anganate in the drinking water
the

—

.

bulletins

is

But

than wheat.

100
100
100
100
100

month

should be placed in their
winter quarters early in order to get
better acquainted with their surroundings
before they start laying.

less

Rations for the New Jersey Egg-Laying and Breeding Contest beginning Nov.
1st, are a dry feed mash made up of

Was
All

H. Hare.

J.

Hare's egg case plan for identity of
each farmer's eggs should interest you.

count.

.

list

in

salts in the drinking water.

them

WANTED

the purchase of market eggs is the laek
of some system for preserving the identity of individual farmers' lots when
many such lots are being sent to market

sniffles

soon disappear.

Remember

it

is

going to pay you

to

use this chemical at its present high price
of $4 a pound or more and to feed corn,
no matter how high it goes, if it vnll bring
Eggs also are going
in a few real eggs.
up and the "sky's the limit" this winter.

—1
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Feeding the Laying

Money

Bovril, the

Stock
Continued from page 22.
saves much labor, particularly where
there is a large flock, and is not so apt to
be abused.
The principal factor is to
have a hopper so constructed that none
of the mash will be wasted. Excellent reaij it

^r| vr^««

absolutely necessary for best results.
Give the birds mangels, turnips, or
sprouted oats. Alfalfa or clover hay, if
well cured, may be fed.
Mangels are
cheap and are easily grown, and the
birds will consume large quantities of
them. Sprouted oats also make an excellent form of green food.
Oyster shells and grit should be kept
before the birds at all times. Grit seems
to aid digestion, and oyster shells supply
the fowls with material from which they
make egg shells. The egg shell is largely
composed of lime, which is secured from
oyster shells.
Clean water is also necessary.
It is
very important to see that the birds are
never without water, for an insufficient
supply often causes a serious decrease in
egg production.
Where sour milk is
available it should be used, and it will
largely take the place of water. It should
be given in thick condition.

is

a big

money-saver

in the

Kitchen.

turns into tempting dishes the food that

It

would not get eaten otherwise. And its body-building powers — just what you need these hard times
are ten to twenty times the amount taken.
It must

sults have been obtained in feeding whole
rolled oats from the hopper instead of a

dry mash. The oats are relished and the
birds do very well on them.
Whenever
these oats can be secured, it simplifies
the feeding problem very much.
While the birds are confined during the
winter months some form of green food is

Bovril

^^

be Bovril.
S.H.B.

Prize Poultry from England
poultry

(rood

pays.

Get

the

best.

HAROLD

CORRIE, whose Blue Orpington Cock won

the 1st

and Challenge Cup, Club Show, Bath, 1915
(here shown), offers the best Blue, Black, Buff or
White Orpingtons or Cayuga Ducks, at very reason

IH'izo

able prices.

Write him yonr requirements.
Special

facilitie.s

for exportatinn.

,

Satisfaction

guar.ni

teed.

Also breeder of pedigree Jersey
Pigs.

Cattle aud

Berksliiic

Write for particulars.

HAROLD CORRIE,

S^S?k"'^"' n,nUL.rtl^Lf
r^iOF.TNn

Cables:- Corrip, Fair Oak, England

ELECTRIC
irUT BEATS
LIMUill
New COAL OIL
LIGHT
OR GASOLINE
10 Days FREE— Send No Money
We don't ask you to pay us a centownuntil you have
days,

home ten
used this wonderful modem white light in your
then you may return it at our expense if not perfectly satisfied.
You can't possibly lose a cent. We want to prove to you that it makes

oil lamp look like a candle; beats electric, gasoline or acetyTests by tjovernmont
lene. Lights and is put out liKe oi,d oil lamp.
34 leading Universities show that it

an ordinary

Turkeys, Geese and

and

mm

Ducks
A| ILLER PURVIS in his book on poull-'-l
try tells of the way the farmers
around Watertown, Wis., fatten geese.
The geese are raised on the mixed farms

as part of the diversification.
They are
fed corn and other grains, while running
in the creek pasture, until about Thanksgiving time when they the confined to dry
clean quarters 10 to 15 in a flock, from 8
to 14 square feet being allowed to each
goose.
Strangers are not allowed to enter the
yards.
The feeding is begun lightly.
They are fed at first three times a day.
Gradually quantity of feed is increased
until they are on full feed when they are
literally stuifed every 4 hours.
The food
is cooked and is composed of 2 parts
ground and sifted oats or barley, 1 part
sifted corn meal and 1 part wheat flour.
This is worked in warm water into a stiff
dough and made into "noodles" about the
size of a sausage.
These noodles are
baked or boiled. They are then fed to the

geese individually and stuff'ed
the hand.

Burns 70 Hours on One Gallon

coal oil (kerosene), no odor, smoke or noise, simple, clean, won't
explode. Three million people already enjoying this powerful, white,
Cold Medal at Panama Exposition.
steady light, nearest to sunlight.
Greatest invention of the age. Guaranteed.
$100O Reward will be given to the person who shows us an oil larnp equal
to the new Aladdin in every way (details of offer given in our circular).
We want one user in each local ity to whom we can refer customers. To that person we have a special introductory offer to make, I UUI 9
under which one lamp is given free. Write quick for our 10-Day
Absolutely Free 'Trial Proposition and learn how to get one free. 1 11 1

common

Won

V Auve

CDCC

609 Aladdin Buildine, MONTREAL
Largut Codl OH (KeroMdal M'fitl* Lamp House in Ihe World
trial deli very plan makes it easy.
No
previous experience necessary. 'Practically every fann
Men With Rigs Make ^„"^ e and bit all town home will buy after trvinK. One tanner who had rever sold anything in bis
befure \ nites: "/ sold SI the first rcvin daiis."
Christcrisensays: "War€ ne^er ««?i an
$100foS300PerMo. !;;?, zle
PhillU'Ssays;
that eitt.t 80 easilu "
Nomnsr Bays: "92perepnto/ homf 8 visited bonoht.
d (looster. " KemerlinirsavB: •'^No fiovrrv t/ilkn<-eeBaa.rv. Sells itself." Thousands who
"Every cuxtomer btcomea a frit
are coining money endorse Ihe Aladdin juHt asptronely. NO MONEY REQUIRED. We furnish stock to reliable men to get started. Ask
secure an appointnieni and make biit money in unoccupied territory State occupation, aKe,
for our diBtributor'e plan, and learn h.
work epj're tic e .r s'cadv; when can start; townsh'ps most c-iuvenient for you to work.
whether you have rig or aufo; whethe

MAN1 LE LAMP COMPANY,
.

Easy Running
Durable

—

down by

The average weight attained is about
25 lbs. and the price is 1 cent per pound
for each pound the goose weighs.
That
is a 25-lb. goose would sell for 25 cents a
lb., or a total of $6.25.
The geese go to the big cities and the
Jewish people are the chief buyers using
the oil in the place of lard.
The livers
of these geese are the portion most desired, as this system of fattening cause.s

The Schultz High Grade Wheelbarrow is conceded to be the Easiest Running and most Durable
Wheelbarrow in the Dominion. Here are its strong features;
Iron Wheel, Iron Shoes and Braces.
Load well over the wheel when running.
Hardwood Box and Frame.
W'^rrfe for the Schultz catalogue of handy things to have.
Free for the asking.

THE SCHULTZ BROS. COMPANY, LIMITED

BRANTFORD, CANADA

—
T
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LISTER
Guaranteed 10 per cent more work with
the same power
Write for prices of our
grinding outfits, 5 H. P. Lister Engine and

1

1

K
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the livers to

grow

weighing 3V^

lbs.

to
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size,
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Safety First

Where turkeys have free range on the
farm, they require very little feed until
time to fit them for market. They should
then be given all they will eat of sound
corn and wheat. They are generally sold
alive.

JOSEPH NEWMAN &

arranged for them.
These may be
only rough .sheds with the fronts largely
open, but they should be free from drafts
and dampness. Keep the floors of their
pens covered with straw, sawdust or shavings.
Perhaps shavings are the best as
they do not pack down like the other materials and are quite cheap when bought

CO.,
131 West 24th

RAW

SPAVIN CURE
at any druggists at $1 a bottle, for .So, and
Kendall's will cure. Thousands of farmers
and horsemen will say .so.
Our book
"Treatise on the horse" free.
115
fi

Dr. B.

many

J.

KENDALL CO.. Enosburg

FaUs. Vt.

OWN

GET A FARM OF YOUR
TAKE

20

YEARS TO PAY

The land will .support you and pay for itself.
immense area of the most fertile land in
Western Canada for sale at low prices and
easy terms, ranging from .fll to $.30 for farm
lands, with ample rainfall — irrigated lands
from $.35.
Terms -One-twentieth down, bal.\n

—

if

of the

It is

a

now the duty
make himself the

to

true servant of the people, to redress the
situation as far as possible and bring to
this land the enterprising people who can
produce.
If he fail, surely we will not
be slow in upsetting the regime as we
have been in the past.

We had 6,200 acres of fall wheat, 10,500 of spring wheat, 75,000 of oats, and
175,000 of hay and clover this year. Our
hay crop, with a bigger acreage than
last year, will total much le^s in tonnage,
while our alfalfa crop is yielding not
much over one half of last year.
There is room for many a farmer to
come here and receive a 50-acre farm
which by

his industry and intelligence
will -will soon be made into a lucrative
support for his family. E. C. D., Koote-

—

nay.

ance within twenty years.

In irrigation disloan for farm buildings, etc., up to
.$2,000, also repayable in twenty years
interest
only '5 per cent.
Privilege of paying in full
at any time.
Here is your opportunity to increase your farm holdings by getting adjoining land or secure your fi'iends as neighbors.
For literature and particulars apply to
tricts,

—

Allan Cameron, General Sup't of Lands
Deck 28. Dept. of Natural Resources C.P.R,

CALGARY. ALBERTA

—

End of Friendship. She
they ever come to marry?"
He

—

City

Send us

a

trial

shipment.

Remittance made
day skins arrive.
prices and honest

same
High
assort-

ment.

SHIPMENTS HELD SEPARA TE

MEYERS & PHILLIPS
102 West 27th Street
Bank

NEW YORK

-

or Mercantile References)

live

in

assuredly

new premier

New York

Canadian Trappers

(References: Your

stock farmer
and begun operathe proper encouragement had

been given.

SAYER & CO.

269 Seventh Ave.

in here.

would have moved

KENDALL'S

M.

prospect for a new Government
Province of British Columbia, is the one hope we have of redress from the grievous land conditions
that have hindered the development of
what I believe with many more Is one
of the greatest provinces of Canada.
To one not acquainted with our mountain province, the talk of our farm productions seems too trival to engage serious attention, yet a better inquiry will
reveal the great wealth and potential
output of our very fertile valleys, bevelland and lower mainlands and islands.
Too long our lands have been kept from
settlement by the reckless land policies
of the late government. A man had any
amount of trouble to get titles and this
seriously checked the small farmer from
in our

Moreover,

adian

K^

I

for prices.

npHE

tions

York, N.Y

Raw Furs and will
pay promptly the highest
market prices.
You can
depend upon us to treat you honestly.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Write us

PI

Columbia Farm
Chances

coming

New

Read This Advertisement
We want all kinds of Can-

Believes in British

;*

Inc.

St.,

TRAPPERS

in bales.

horse in the field isworthtwo
intheli.un. Vou can't prevent
Spavin, Ringbone, SpHnt, or Curb frOm
putting your hoi'se in the barn but you
can prevent these troubles from keeping
horses in the barn very long. You can get

al-

ways on the Safe Side
The breeding pens for ducks should be
made up this month and winter quarters

A

FURS

to us and you are

9 3/4 inch Grinder

R. A. LISTER & CO.. Limited, Dept. M.
Toronto, Winnipeg, Quebec, St. John

RAW

Ship your

!

— "How

did

RAW

FURS WANTED

pay highest prices forlyour catch,
and 5% additional on shipments of $25.00
I

will

Send

and over.

for price

list.

BEN CORN, 267 7th Ave., New York
RAW FURS

TRAPPERS!)
your
Send

RAWFURSi
toJOHN HALLAMI
and receive highest cash prices. We send
money the same day the furs are received.
Charge no commissions and pay all charges.
We have paid out millions of dollars to thousands of trappers in Canada Tvho send their
fursto us because they know they get a square
deal, and receive more money for their furs.
You will also. We buy more furs from trappers
for cash than any other five firms in Canada,
rinf^f^ Hallam's Trapper Guide (06 pages)
r r r Il^^lla,m's sportsmen's Catalogue
I ilLiLl Hallam's Eaw Fur Quotations
Hallam's Fur Style Book (32 pages)
Sent free on request
Address as follows:

—

K

-

"Oh,

it's

the

same

old

story.

Started out to be good friends, you know,
and later on changed their minds." Pall

Mall Gazette.

JOHN HALLAM

Limited

145 Hallam Building, Toronto.
The

laiE&st

in

our line in Canada.

i
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Money

Trapping

in

RAW FURS

Muskrats Sold High Last Year and Mink
is Almost a Drug.

WE BUY THEM

Tliousands of satisfied shippers say we give best
and quickest returns. Good reasons: We pay
hijihest market prices, give honest fair grading
and send the money promptly. We charge no
commissions and pay express and mail charges

By ELUID KESTER.
T S there any money

in wild furs?"
asked of the man who has his finger on the world's fur markets.
"That depends
"Money!" says he.
upon what your ambitions a-re and how
Look here."
well you can trap.
And he led me away back into long
t

-*-

4-})

I

Trappers and Dealers write at once
for free price

IT

list.

WILL PAY YOU TO SHIP TO US.

BENJAMIN DORMAN,

warehouse alleys where the raw skins
of every Canadian animal that bears a
hair on its back, were to be seen, in bales,
loose piles and in tiers of racks. Further
on one saw the fresh arrivals and big
bales that came from far away China.

inc.

New

1*7 West 24th Street,

York

On another flat countless steel traps
dangled from the ceiling, so that I seemed
out in the wild woods, nosing peculiar
smells, or stalking the well-known tracks
of bear, marten, skunk or fox.
"Say, I bought in the vicinity of Rice
Lake, Ontario, last year (and Ontario is
the best province in Canada for fur animals) 3 bales of rats caught by 3 'men,
for which I paid 60 each skin, a total of
$1,800.

.$600 for a season's

bad wages,

work

is

not

is it?"

I
had to admit that the inducement
looked good, but being a doubting Thomas,
I asked if this was not an exception.
His
answer only increased his affirmations in
the promising field in Ontario for furs.
Young men and boys can often turn in a
fur income from districts where the ordinary man will tell you that there have
not been any mink or rats seen for years.
It requires a trained observation and a
few simple rules for anyone to have his
eyes opened to the numbers that can be
obtained.
"Are black raccoons ever turned in,"
I inquired, as a countryman had told me
last week that his father had shot a black
,

coon.

WOLF
We

Prime Large
$7.00

Wolf
Red Fox

Medium

S12.00

Wolf,

CROSS FOX

therefore

pay

will

Small

you

the

following

No.

No.

2

.SS.OO

$3.00

If5-.1i2.50

3
.$1.50

.WOO

i(i5.00

.$S-.*4.00

$2.50

Cross Fox, as to color..

High

No.

4

$ .50

$1.00
$2.00

S!50-$JO
$15-.1;7
S.?0-$15
.$15-ii!7.0O
$5.0!)
pay all express charge.?, anri charge no commission
Send .small shipment.s by Parcel Post;
shipments by e.xpress.
We refund Postage, Parcel Post and Consul invoice. No diity to pay on large
shipments to U.S.A. Cash or money order sent on arnvnl of goods to us. Send for Price List on other Furs,

We

c

STICHT-SINGER FUR
CO „. I Tj..j_4Estab.,—1 905.
329 Seventh
i.„t
!->.._..
.

"Oh, yes, black coons are not rare"
(and he was no joker). "It is quite a

—

RED FOX

have a big- demand for Red Fox, Cross Fox and
for Skins from your section:

I'rices

References: Bradstreets or Dim's

,^,(.„cjc.3,

any

Ave.,
Bank

New York
or

C.ty. Dept.

A.M

Bankers.

common thing
Furs

to

for a black fur to come in."
be valuable must be caught in

their right season.
This was illustrated
well from two big bear skins near at hand.

"This one," he said as he rubbed the thick
black fur backwards, "is a fine one and
worth $10. Now here is another one,"
and the thin hard hair told of an early
fall trapping, "that is not worth over $1."
There is considerable to know about
the successful trapper's ways.
He can
read signs at every turn; he knows the
various animals' tracks and understands
wild ways. The setting of traps, the cunning placing of baits and the protection
of his catches is to him a stock in trade
that brings good returns.
For instance, in dealing with foxes he
finds a place by a stream or pond where
fox tracks are numerous, places a mosscovered stone or sod about 3 feet from
the shore so the top is above water and
places a chicken with a few drops of some
good animal bait upon it. He then sets a
trap between the bait and the shore on a
sod so the top of the trap is even with the
water-soaked leaves or moss.
The fox
does not like to get his feet wet and will
.

RShip ^

«V

New

for
T inlet
the world's
'

catch and
the greatest
outlet for

Members
Fur

of

Raw

Merchants

Association

o

f

New York

Make This
Your Big

V/e pay highest prices: charge no commission: make prompt returns: pay all
express ir parcel post charges.
References: Corn Exchange Bank; Union
Exchang:? Bank; any mercantile affency. ^cnd now for price list and shipping tags to
L. RABINOWITZ. 123 West 29th Street
YORK CITY

NEW

FUR

RAW

Year

"OtSE of quick KETURNS
tlie
HOUSE of LIBERAL,
ASSORTMENTS. Send for Free prico
li.st
aiKi Ship to STRUCK & BOSSAK,
Inc.. 153

We are in the market to pay
very best
sortments

prices.

the

Honest as-

nd promp

returns

assured.

Write for free price

list

W. 28TH

ST.,

New

York.

FURS

NOW

NORTHERN RAW FUR COMPANY
77

FRONT STREET EAST

TORONTO,

C

NT

I

:

THE FARMER
step in the trap

WANTED '°« CASH
WOLVES, ETC.
AND SKINS,

A Farm Sale Pavilion

PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES

Better Prices are Obtained for Stock
Buyers Are Made Comfortable.

\ FARM

FOR- THE ABOVE.

|

ALL INFORMATION,

MCKAY
JOHN
ESTABLISHED

LiMiTED

IS59

BROCK STREET

KINGSTON. ONTARIO

TKAFPERS AND DEALERS
GET MORE MONEY FOR YOUR FURS

Write now for special mar ket reports.
We post you up to the minute FREE
No matter how large or small your
shipment SEND IT TO US. Special
Telegraph Connections Everywhere.
STEFFEN Inc.

MAAS AND

THE STANDARD FUR HOUSE
340 N. MAIN ST. ST. LOUIS, MO.

WE BUY

GINSENG

both Wild and Cultivated,
If

highest prices.
you want reports on Fur or Ginseng,
send for free quotations containing full particulars.

H. A.

SCHOENEN,

at

W.

138

WINNIPEG

fur hides

RAW FURS
Silver, Cross

Foxes and Fishers

Our

Specialty.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST

..^^k.

^

^^^^^^

T>nKna><>l
I rappers.

"I.'ift'

ujus.,

257 7th Avenue

NEW YORK
tile

ill

telU

Imw

Woocis,"
to

trap

make
etc.
J^^m^^KP^ mink, ^kinik, muskrat,
Cm^^I ^S^ deailfalls, sniue.s, raise skunks and foxes;
^ skin and stretch furs; gather roots and
herbs;

many

other things.

fo.x,

Fl'K NEWS,

big

;

illus.

maga-

about fur markets, trapping, hunting, fishing,
Send I'c
fur fai-ming; lots of good stories.
of "Life in the Woods" and sample copy
for
copy
coin
of magazine.
zine,

tells

woodcraft,

FUR NEWS. 71 W. 23rd

Red School
House

In the Little

After all the criticism we hear of the
little country school, still there are con-

coming to light cases where it is
turning out some pretty fine work along
lines usually expected only of the

St.,

though!" came promptly,
he,
showing that she knew for herself.
"Have you studied about this in

"Don't

school?"

"Oh, we have 'Current Events,'

"

she

said.

When

Lore ha Buys

Hat

a

By Roy Temple House.
Before Lorena buys a hat,
A gown, or anything like that,

She hunts a mirror, then

And
And

tries it

ayid there.

on with anxious care;

even brings a friend or two
To study every point of view,
To see if it's becoming.

But
If,

I

was wondering to-day
she has a word to say,

when

Or something she would like to do.
She studies every point of view
This side and that, in front, behind

—

—

Before the viirror of her mind,
To see if it's becoming.

Many well-known

patents

— the

kind that

BUY — made our reputation as
THE ATTORNEYS WHO OBTAIN

manufacturers

PATENTS

PROTECT

that

Write us for evidence. Inventor's reliable
book FREE
^ Barrister BIdg.
/& A R
I arp'v
t.acey,
.O.QIH.D.
Washington. D.C.

R^

The

New York, Room 800

child

was

ten years old.

"We have a good teacher now,"
"We have pictures;
marked."
them is 'Aurora.' "
"The only 'Aurora'

I

know

is

she re-

one of

for
free

STANLEY LIGHTFOOT
Reeisiered Patent Solicitor and Attorney

208 Lumsden BIdg. (Corner Adelaide and
Yonge Sts.) Toronto

MEN
WANTED

Guido's,"

replied.

"This is Guido's. Some of them like it
best because it has bright colors, but I
like 'Sir Galahad' best."
"Do you know who wrote about Sir
Galahad?"
"Oh, yes, Tennyson. 'My strength ,is
as the strength of ten because my heart is
pure.' And we have 'The Sower.' " When

was described and the artist's name
given, I spoke of "The Angelus," and
after a minute hearing she said, "Yes,
I've seen that, but it isn't in the school."
this

Perhaps some simple device you thoueht of
your own use may be valuable. Write for
book of complete information.

many-

graded town school.

I

TAKCE & GORDON,

much the Czar resembled King George,

PATENT YOUR INVENTIONS

tinually

and seneca root to above
address, and obtain highest market prices.

Ship your

structure that is desirable
not only because of its primary use
as a sale pavilion, but also by reason of
its adaptability to a wide range of other
It
uses, was built by an Iowa farmer.
was designed for the sale of purebred
hogs, but its convenient size makes it
available for the sale of various kinds of
farm animals. It was used as a farrowing pen when not needed for occasional
sales, and gave thorpugh satisfaction. In
regions where hog raising is not important enough to require a sale pavilion or a
farrowing pen, the building may be used
for housing other young farm animals, or
for machinery and other storage purposes.
It is 30 by 36 feet, with a clear
space of 10 feet from the concrete floor to
the rafters. The seats for the spectators
are arranged upon stringers, and built
They are hinged on bolts
in sections.
set in the studding, and when the pavilion
is not in use for sales purposes, the seats
are raised, and held at the roof rafters.
The construction is light and standard,
hence the expense of building such a
structure is not great in proportion to the
A feature not to be
accommodations.
overlooked is the better prices obtained
for stock, because the pavilion, heated by
salamanders, will attract many more
buyers than would come to a sale held in
the open, especially in cold weather.

CITY

LEVINSON

281-283 Alexander Ave.,

Powers, and just as easily those of
the Allies. And when I spoke of the relationship of the sovereigns, saying how
tral

25th Street.

NEW YORK

RAW FURS
B.

Then I asked
"Do you know what nations are at
war?"
Instantly came the names of the Cen-

if

^~^

BUYERS&SHIPPERS WANTED EVERYWHERE.!
WRITE TO DAY FOR PRICE LISTS AND

1^9-rST

to reach the

TALLOW. ETC.

WOOL
GINSENG
BEESWAX
WE

when trying

A good snow set, he says, is made by
setting a trap in a place frequented by
foxes, placing butter paper under and
over the trap, brushing the snow over it
Stick a black
lightly with a branch.
feather in the snow about a foot from
the trap to attract the fox and scatter
small pieces of bait around the trap.

MUSKRAT.MINK

HIDES

MAGAZINE

bait.

FEATHERS',DOWN0NLY.

FURS

S

All classes of labor, skilled

Steady

and unskilled.

work, good wages. Apply

COLLING^^OOD SHIP.
BUILDING COMPANY,
LIMITED

COLLINGWOOD

-

ONTARIO

—

'
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The New Winter

Fashions

51

Attractive Dresses

Outstanding Features Are Coats Semi-Fitted or Belted,
Skirts Full and Straight

Home

for the

please the onas you care for
most, and brighten work itself.
At
the same time they will he practical,
serviceable and not at all expensive if
will

there are a dozen
fetching styles to
choose from.
The

outstanding
f e atures are a good
comfortable length
and pockets and

High

belts.

much

lars,

col-

the

same as those used
last year, were too
popular to pass in
a single season, so
w e have them
generally
again,
made cosy with a
little fur or plush.
sailor
Convertible
collars are also in
especially
vogue,
for

and
women's

misses'

young
wear.

the tailored
especially for
walking or general
wear, a coat of finger-tip length
is
desirable.
The line at the

you mak§ them

of

"Steelclad"

Galatea
{Made

in

Canada)

, This
is the cloth we make especially for
house dresses and aprons schogl dresses
for the girls
waists and suits for the
kiddies nurses' uniforms and such purposes where service is necessary, and attractiveness is a decided advantage.

—
—

—

—

In

suit,

most
waist

is

a

little clo-

and the collars
are almost invariably high and of
fur.
The wool veser,

whipcords,

lours,

"Steelclad" Galatea has plenty of body,
perfect in weave and texture, and the
colors are fast to sun and tub. Jt wears
and wears and wears till the purchaser
feels that she has more than got her
money's worth.
It has well earned its
reputation as "the most useful cloth
arOund the house.
is

'

Dominion Textile Company
Limited

serges and soft chenille

-

finishes,

like

are the best materials
for
general
The more
wear.
elaborate suits are
being made of velvet or velveteen.
In
colors,

One

and

of the nciv fuU-i^kirted dresses ivifh fur trimming.

way

the

of

Burgundy
the

raisin

THERE

are two contendencies in
the dress line this
Fall which apparently share
One is
alike in popularity.
the semi-fitted dress, sashed
or belted in an attractive
flicting

manner, and sometimes

in-

lengthened
the
waist-line, while the other
is the closer bodice and the
The
straighter full skirt.
skirts' are fuller than ever,
but not so short.
Trimmings of fur and embroidery, especially fur, are being used even more than
last year.
The prevalence of the onepiece dress makes the separate coat a necessity, and
dicating

The sheer blouses
is

call for

dainty underwear,

a dress affair of net

—

—

and ribbon.

This

Montreal,

Toronto,

Winnipeg

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
You

Washer.

Washdays

Uread

Won't

when you

Vacuum
your "EASY"
washes thoroughly clean with»out giving you a
lame back to operget

It

ate

Easy

it.

move

to

about, dur-

able and neverdiscarded once used.
Nothing equals it
for woollens, flannels,

etc..

it

lifts

the nap and leaves
them beauiifuUy
soft.

Nothing to get
out of. order and is
freignt
shipped'
your
prepaid ;o
sta.ion.

Hundreds being
sold

Write

for particulars to

EASY WASHER CO.
Toronto

50 Clinton Place

HOME—

Yt)U CAN LEARN AT
No matter where
you are you can study almos-t any subject you want.
We teach by mail; Commercial Course (Bookkeeping,
Arithmetic, Penmanship, Business Correspondence,
Commercial Law), .Shorthand and Typewriting, Beginner's Coui-se, Journalism, Special English Elementary Art, Mechanical Drawing, Architectural
Drawing, Electrical CiJurse, Engineering (Stationary,
Traction, Gasoline, Marine, Locomotive, AutomoMatriculation, Civil Service, Teachers' ExamAsk for what jou need.
inations or any subject.
Canadian Correspondence College. Limited, Dept.
bile),

X. Toronto, Canada.

shades bid fair to
be very smart in

and

suits

coats,

dresses, as well as
a feature of millin-

This popular-

ery.
ity

of

new

colors

mean,
not
does
however, that the
staple shades,
brown,

and

blue,

green, will not be

worn

;

brown

is es-

pecially fashionable
this season, and in
silks especially

such
are
there
stripe
beautiful
combinations, ranging from "nigger
bro-wn" to gold. As
well as the plain
colors and stripes,
some of the twotoned checks in ve-

lours will be worn,
but always in the
dull

colors.

So long as suits

and

separate
worn
are
there will be a deskirts

mand

for

blouses.

They are particu-

Ontario College of Art
ST.

NORMAL SCHOOL BUILDING
TORONTO
JAMES SQUARE.
-

Session 1916-17 opens October 2nd.
Prospectus mailed or given on application
G. A. REID, R.C.A., Principal
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dainty this
larly
year, the more serviceable ones being
white
of
made
voile, and colored

and

Georgettes
crepe de chine the
favorits colors being peach, blue, le-

puller;

mon,

and

canary.
cut
with plenty of fulness and with long,
rather loose sleeves.

They are

y

^ jySMiTH Grubber

,»-^

CATALOG FREE-DEPT.3i LA CRESCENT.

still

Broadcloth suit with the fashionable side fulness in coat
and skirt, the new pointed cuff and deep collar

set

tion

regulathe
at
V-fronts
arm-hole.

in

are accompanied by decidedly large cape collars, or
back and
else the deep

broad frill-front

—

FOR COMFORT
AND SAFETY
Jaeger Underwear is
durable and comfortable
protection
;

in

at

it

affords

gandy, pique, taffeta. Georchine,
de
crepe
gette,
broadcloth, net or lace.
The important thing is
that almost every descrip-

5"

real

from chill
all weathers and
Made
all seasons.

from

one-piece
for
neckwear. The most conspicuous feature of the
tion of blouse,
dress, or suit,

lUKiuestionably

pure and undyed wool
for Health's sake.
Jaeger Underwear is

the

underwear

o

new neckwear

f

quality at a moderate
fully

illustrated

and Dr.
catalogue
Jaeger's Health Culture will be sent free
on application to
:

Dr. Jaeger ^''°'^];itl°""™
TORONTO
MONTREAL
Incorporated
ish

calls

is

its

size,

the deep broad cape collar
taking a leading place.
Sailor collars not quite so
wide as the shoulders, but
noticeably deep, are equally popular. They are very
dainty in white Georgette,
with hemstitched edge of

price.

A

style.

Almost any material is
suitable for neckwear for
orthis Fall and Winter

co.Lmut..

WINNIPEG

IJngland in 1883, with BritCniiital, for the British Empire.
in

Smart novelty

set in white broadcloth.

colored

crepe

de

chine.
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"Anyone who would put a survey through
against the odds you have wouldn't make
a sloppy job of it."
"Do you remember," asked the other irrelevantly, "what you said when I left
about being in a mood to do something for
me if I got back in time?"
MacGregor stiffened slightly, then
nodded.
"Well, here's what I want. I want to
be in charge of construction, supervising
engineer if you use contractors, and I
want to have power to run things my
way."
"Isn't that a big request?"
"It won't interfere with the work any.
And that's not all. When the road's
built I want to be superintendent of that

Direct
From Trapper
To Wearer
You can save the many middlemen's piofits by eecurinK
your fur gai-ments from us.

We buy our Raw Furs direct from the Trappers for cash, and
are the laigest cash buyers of raw fnrs in Canada, buying direct
from the trappei
These furs are manufactured into stylish fur sets and fur coats at the
lowest possible ijost, consistent with the best workmanship.
Then we sell them direct to you at the verj' low catalog prices. We pay

division."

The president stared at him in astonishment. Again he studied the eyes, the
mouth, glanced at the shoulders. But
when he spoke his tone was low
"What is your idea?"
"This," and the young man leaned
tensely across the desk. "We're going into
a new country, an untouched country, a
distriot in which there have been few
white men. Only Indians live there now,
the sort of Indians who were there before
Columbus came. Perhaps you know of the
rotten deal the Indian has received
every time the white man has opened up a
new country. The west is full of it. I'd
like to see this road go through without
all the evils that have generally accompanied such work. I want to see the people
who really own that country now get a
square deal."
MacGregor only nodded.
"And I want to be superintendent so
that I can see that they continue to get
a square deal. I led the railroad into that
country, and, in a way, I'm. responsible
for what happens. It won't cost the road
anything to be decent, to do the right
thing by them. I know it's unusual, a big
railroad caring anything about a few
savages that happen to be in the way. But
the fact remains that they are there, that
they are happy, contented, prosperous
now, and that they won't be unless they're
looked after properly."
"Do you want us to give them work,
and build schools for them, and houses,
and pass out pensions?"
"No," replied Allan hotly. "All we have
to do is to see that the rotten scum that
generally tags along with a line is" kept
out, that these people are made to feel
that the white man is not necessarily a
robber and a cheat, that whisky isn't
smuggled in to them, and that they get
the benefits of the good, not the evil, of
civilization. It is a terrifying thing to
think that we can determine the future of
the inhabitants of a country."
MacGregor looked out of the window
over the lights of the city. Allan, fearful
in the austere presence, waited impatiently. But when the president turned to him
it was with a new light in the stern eyes.
"Son," he said gently, "I've waited a long
time for you. I'd about given up hope of
finding an engineer with a vision, an en-

all

delivci-y

charges.

Eveiy gai-ment is sold under X POSITIVE OUARANTBE OF SATISFACTION
TO YOU or your money back.
Our sales for fur set.s and fur gannents last year exceeded all onr expectations
and were the largest in the history of the house.
This year we confidently expect still larger sales, since the people realise" more
and more the bargains they obtain from Hallam.
We have in stock a large and varied assortment of all the articles shown in our
FUR STYLE BOOK and can guarantee PROMPT SHIPMENT.

PEIZE CONTEST— .$300
Zoological
edition of

Contest,

64

in Ca.sh

Prizes

given

— Write

away

to-iiay

free in Hallam 's
for the 1916-17

Hallam's Fur
Style Book

which gives full particulars of the contest and contains 32 illiist rated
pages showing beautiful .and stylish fur coats .'ind sets. u.oJerately
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- MUSKKAT COAT —

.Made from select daik .skins,
well matched, deep .shawl collar with cuffs.
The graceful
flare skirt and stylish lines of
the coat comhined with the
handsome reverse border effect
give
this
garment a very
striking appearance, made only
45 inches long, in sizes of bust
32 to 44.
Price delivered to
you $62..50.

212— MUSKRAT
match, $10.00.
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gineer who could see something besides
tangents and curves and fills and cuts,
who could see what his work meant to the
country. I'm not interested in your Indians, but you go up there this spring
and take hold. I'll be back of you."

TT was

the last of May when Allan
-'•
reached the foot of Lake Kabetogama.
For a week he had waited impatiently at
Sabawe while the ice went out. Then,
with only Old Hughey, he had begun his

journey northward.
It was nearly sunset when they shot
through the swift water at the beginning
of the river and the canoe leaped ahead on
the last mile of the journey. Canoes sometimes seem to know.
Allan, eager, impatient, paddled with
all his strength. Another bend and the
familiar buildings in the big clearing
would be before him. Another half mile
and the door would be open. Hertha
would look out, his arms would stretch
out to her. For a month he had pictured
that return, every thing about it. For a
month he had knovra what he would say,

what Hertha would reply.
But she was walking from her cabin to
the store when the canoe shot around the
bend up stream, and she knew him instantly.

"You won!" she

cried

when she

could

see Allan's face.

"We won!" he called back as Hughey
turned the canoe so that it pointed upstream and came to a halt beside her.
"We had a week to spare at Ottawa."
As he scrambled ashore his arms swept
out and around her. Desperately, almost
She lifted
fearfully, she clung to him.
her face, but Allan, in his eagerness, did
not see the tears in her eyes. To the man
it was the supreme moment, that to which
he had looked forward through the toil of
the winter and the impatient waiting of
the spring. To the girl the moment was
equally supreme, but her joy was the
greater for there was the added exultation of reriunciation.
Unreservedly, absolutely, she

was

giv-

ing herself to this man who represented
that which she had fought since her
father's death. She glorified in his success because it was his, and her pleasure
was the greater because of the rapture of
complete submission.
For years she had been ready to battle
with the coming of civilization. The previous fall and in the early winter she had
fought with all her might against the man
to whom she now clung. She had fought
for herself, her ideals, for her beliefs, for
the savage people

who were dependent

upon her. And now, because of the love
that was hers, she was glad that he had
won.
That night after supper, as they sat on
the steps of Hertha's cabin, Allan told of
his interview with MacGregor, of his new
work, of what he hoped to accomplish, of
his power for good in the coming of the
railroad. Silently the girl listened while
he outlined the newer, greater task.
When he stopped she turned quickly, her
face more radiant than he had ever seen
it.

is not the end for me!" she cried.
had believed that it was the end of my

"It

"I

work

here, of

my

Indians,

everything.
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But Allan,

MER

it

is
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had seen

just the beginning, the

beginning of something bigger, better,
more far-reaching. I can see it now, what
we will do, you and I."

T^

OR

-*

before

two days they planned the work
them, Allan describing the
road and its equipment and his own duties
and authority, Hertha quickly grasping
the possibilities of each as it would help
that in which her interest lay.
Eager, enthusiastically, she discussed
even the smaller details. Often she surprised him by the quickness with which
she comprehended the opportunity of
broadening so greatly the little field in
which she and her father had spent their
lives. Once when he told of the private
car the superintendent would have, she
asked
"And I can use it sometimes?"

"Any

time, dearest."

"Then, when an Indian, or a white man,
too," and she smiled, "is sick, I could care
for

him

in it?"

Suddenly Allan realized for the

her.

His attitude toward

first

time what a truly glorious woman he had
found up there in the wilderness. He had
known from the first her beauty, her
abundant vitality, her loyalty, the keenness of her mind. Now he saw that he had
something more than a sweetheart or wife.
It was not a question of her helping him,
of his helping her. Instead, they were to
work together, side by side, with a common purpose, a common ambition, a comshe had
done for him, what he had become since he

THE END.

Selling Country Kitchen

THAT

thirty cents, sixty cents; and
one dollar, delivered anywhere in Ore3:on
by mail. Nearly all orders come by mail,
and the letter-box down at the gate, is
the medium through which the business
is done.
Two-colored labels, neatly printed, and
for

Trade

showing the picture of "Fernwood," the
country home in which the candy is made,
with the words, "Fernwood Country
Kitchen Candy," are placed on the cover
of each box. Though this country woman
has developed a good business, with
orders running as high as -fifty dollars a
month, and seldom below twenty-five, she
follows it merely as a "side issue." She

makes the candy

to meet the demands of
the mail order customers and still has
plenty of time to take care of her household duties. She believes it is a work that
many farm women could easily and profitably follow to make money of their own.

—

sold

Candy

W orth-While

Starts a Neiv,

the country woman can make
considerable money during lier
spare time, making "country kitchen candy," selling it to mail customers
by means of the parcels post, is proved
by the success of Mrs. D. H. Stovall,
whose home is in the evergreen hills of
western Oregon. Mrs. Stovall advertised
in the county papers only, letting it be
known that she had "country kitchen
that such candy was
candy" to sell
made in a spotless kitchen, and that the
pure, wholesome, products of the farm
were used in the making of the sweets.
She soon found that there were many
people who wanted candy of this kind,
especially the whipped-cream chocolates
and other sorts in which sweet cream and
fresh eggs were the chief ingredients.
Incidentally, the making and selling of
the candy afforded a good market for the
by-products of the farm.
In starting her business, Mrs. Stovall
in
ordered five hundred candy boxes
plain white and of three sizes, from the
The boxes
nearest paper box factory.

his

!

mon zeal.
And as suddenly he knew what

One Farmer's Wife

life,

conception of what he lived for, all that
was changed, and changed through her.
"You can make a hospital of the car if
you wish," he answered. "And there'll
be a company doctor to help you."
The last night, before their departure
for the outside, for they were to be married before the construction work began
that summer, Hertha stopped suddenly in
the midst of her eager planning.
"But the post here!" she exclaimed.
"What will become of it?"
"I was thinking of that," said Allan.
"You can't run it. Why not let Hughey?
He's getting too old for much more hard
work, and he'll run it as you want him to.
It would just suit him, a place to settle
down, the country he loves, and easy time
for his old age."
"Yes," Hertha hesitated, "but not all
the time."
"Not all the time?"
"No, I thought, dear, that I might come
back each winter for a few days at
Christmas. Hughey could go away then."
"Christmas Why do you want to spend
Christmas here alone?"
"Not alone, silly. We mustn't forget
everything but the railroad and the Indians in our plans. There's still you and
I, and wouldn't you like to come back here
every Christmas, just with me, and sit by
the big stove while the blizzard is tearing
across the clearing, and think of that first
time you were here in the storm, and of
our first Christmas together, up there in
the survey camp?"

>

Most, every country woman can make
candy, and the candy she can make best
is the sort she should advertise and sell.
The first requisite, so Mrs. Stovall declares, is to make the candy good and to

make

it

pure.

The farm woman, who

has the best cream, the best lard, the best
butter and the freshest eggs at her disposal, has an advantage in this particular.
The next important thing is to pack
the

candy attractively and neatly,

for

other things that are eaten,
"must look good to taste good." The
county papers are the cheapest and best
mediums in which to advertise such candy,
as the customers secured are near at
home, thus keeping the postage expense

candy, like

dovm.

all
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Drain That Paid First Year
JV F. Maclean
.

Big Farm

s

Don lands

at

Secured in One Crop of Wheat Full

Return for Tiling

THE

advantage

We

of

tional case.
grant it.
All farms do not show the
same results.
Even adjoining
plots
have not
piled up the evidence that

well-drained lands
was never better
shown than during the
With the expast year.
ception of some stiff clay
soils where the excessive
rains seem to have puddled the clay around the
tile to the point of imperviousness,
tiled

fields

.-^..,

.^

thoroughly
were the ones

the

.

.
>•

^^;r^^v\N

some demonstratoi-D would
There are evidently

like.

.^-iiigPB?'

^ \, %• .^^wp

^

'y"^^ >wSate

were sown earliest
and from which the largthat

est crops

came

this season.

As many farmers

are
aware, the evidences have
piled up on every side that
underdrainage is the thing
to do.

Labor scarcity may

line.

In fact so
ness can be

During the past season, when plowing was impossible, W. H.
Westney put his labor to work in draining this field, the general
direction of the drains being given in the white lines. The arrowshows where the outlet is into a streain denoted by the white
dashes.
The cost was $53 in cash. The drains were filled by a
split log drag.
Cement i-in. tile and clay 3-in. tile were used.
This field will easily pay for all the cash outlay and the labor
charges in the next crop. The modern brick house recently erected
by F. H. Westney, a brother, is shown in the distance.

prevent many from doing
what they know should be
done.
But the fall is an
ideal time to get it done
for several reasons.
Generally the ground is dry
and tiles can be .put in
where spring operations
were impossible. Secondly
there is more opportunity to get the
drains dug, the tile hauled and the
trenches filled between times as there is
no seeding time pushing one forward.
Draining plows, ditchers and drays can
be used to a greater extent, thus utilizing horse power more.
W. P. Macdonald, of Lambton Co., Ontario, used the columns of the local papers
each month to help the farmers in this

work of tile draining.
County has the right
abroad

And Lambton
kind

of

spirit

her farmers. They are alive
to the dignity of good agriculture.
And drainage is not like most permanent improvements on the farm, in that it
pays back its cost in one, two and three
years' time. Instances of this are legion.
To cite one case! I helped Prof. W. H.
Day survey a 20-acre field of swamp
in

There have been over 130 ditching
machines imported into Ontario since
1904.

and yet they are not known

in
Their first cost

some whole counties.
and operating technique are serious
handicaps
tion.

to

Many

their general introduc-

places would like
to come in

such machine gang
clean

up

their drainage

problems.

other factors in the situation.
For' one thing, the
strata formation must be
understood.
Soil
conditions also play a very important part in crops. A
soil long undrained may be
quite acid or quite alka-

some
and

little definite-

gotten from
check plots in tiling demonstrations that Mr.
Sprye, of the O.A.C., advised the District Representatives not to carry on
their

work

in this

way.

And

there
are other
values of drainage real and
substantial which demand

These relate to the easje of mowing the fields, to health, to economy of
time and labor, to attractiveness of its
place, abatement of mosquitoes, health of
our attention.

land for W. F. Maclean, M.P., on his Donlands farm in 1907. This was a bad field
to handle, in that the fall was not a great
one and the water lay so much on the surface in little sloughs.
Several big main
drains the full length of the field were
laid with 5-inch tiling leading to a main
of 10-inch, while several laterals of 3 and
4-inch pipes were laid so that there was
no possible standing and saturation of the
surface. The cost, of course, was heavy.
About 7,000 tiles were laid, while ditching
operations were under stone and water
difficulties that cost more than usual.
But the job was done well.

While formerly this field produced
rough pasture only, with a large quantity of rank weeds, the land was now prepared for grain and a fall wheat crop was
put in as a starter. This crop was a picture the following year, as was remarked
by all travellers down that leading road
to the city.
Threshing returns showed a yield of 40
bushels on the 20 acres, or 800 bushels in
all.
This was sold for $1 a bushel to the
Campbell Milling Company.
Just what the wheat cost to produce in
this case I am not in a position to say,
but taking the compiled statistics of
wheat growing from the colleges, and we
learn that it costs some 58 to 65 cents
to produce a bushel of wheat, where all
wages are charged against the crop. In
this case this would be high indeed, as I
should regard $300 the total charges
against this field.

The

loss

farm animals and improvement

of public

roads.
It is difficult to place a money value on
these, yet they are intimately connected

with the upbuilding of a good farm population and rural contentment.

Cement Tile
/^EMENT

tile are now being used in
increasing numbers all over Ontario.
In many cases these are beingmade by farmers themselves in the
basement during rainy days and slack
winter seasons. Care must be taken in
Continued on paqe 58.

^-^

from pasturage would be some

$2 an acre or $60.
The total returns,
therefore for this 20 acres for one year
showed an added income of $440.
This
amount completely covered the outlay for
tiling this field. The income for each succeeding year was clear gain to Donlands
farm, for the soil was rich with humus.
Yes, you will say, this was an excep-

This

is the cement outfloiv pipe from
drainage scheme on the W. H.
Westney farm shown in another photo.
The writer's hat is shown beside the
cement. The i-in. pipe has a No. 8
wire inbedded over the outlet to
keep out rodents.
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Diamonds

CASH OR CREDIT
TERlVIS-20? Down
and $|.$2-$3 Weekly
t any honest person.
Write for catalagiie to-day.

We tru

Diarn" nd
I
r\
J aCObS Bros., importers

Depl. B. 15 Toronto Arcada
Toronto. Onlarin

NEWCOMBE
PIANOS
^Ca^

FOR FIFTY YEARS
the exquisite tone of the Newcombe
Piano has been thrilling the ears of

music lovers in Canada by its purity
and sweetness. The tone of Newcombe Pianos is permanent in that
they are superior to other makes.
piano
with Howard's
Patent Strainine Rod.

The only

Newcombe Player Pianos have
human like control and will be

a
a

blessing in the home where
music is loved but cannot be played.

great

Tell us vf^iat you have in
a piano for your home.

Love Beside
By DENIS

pay special

attention to mail orders.
Perhaps we
can help you get just the piano you have
longed for.

Newcombe Piano
Head

Office

359 Yonge

the Fire

mind about

We

McCARTHY

The pride of autumn fades away on wooded vale and hill.
The days are groiving grayer and the nights are growing chill,
Then, hey! for home, and happy eves, and joys that never tire!

Co., Ltd.

and Warerooms:

Stieel. Toronto,

A.

Ont.

We'll face the worst that ivinter brings, with love beside the fire!

AM. COAL OIL

O. sweet as youth the springtime was, and fair were
And gaily flowed the pageantry of autumn's golden
With sadness frovi the hills we saw their sunlit days
But winter brings us back again to love beside the

IQ^c
* *"

per gallon, shipped from
London or Toronto. Write

So

for

sale

With

from Record of

You

Cows
is

Excel

found in 100,000

All

Ofificial

Others
Tests

FOR MILK, BUTTER AND CHEESE
No Other Breed Can Equal Them
For The Production of High Class

VARICOSE VEINS, BAD LEGS, ETC.

Diseases

sheep-killing dog is a gentleman by
fiend by night, says an ex-

He

not always harmless in
the day time. A dog chased my sheep at
mid-day. Kill such brutes on sight no

change.

is

—

matter whose dog

In the
Keep your

1

8 W. 3 1st St..

New York. U.S.A.

Hog Pen

registrations up.

a

mighty useful record.

good policy to spray the pens
thoroughly this month. A rubbing post
is a good thing.
Cheap feeds will be the farmers' biggest search this year. Hogs are high in
price but so are feeds.
It will be

•

H. Clay Glover, V.S

it is.

Don't go out of hogs.
A private herd book where all, purebred registrations and sales are set down,
is

If
to

they will eat.
lib-

day and a

Montreal, Canada

AND HOW TO FEED

FREE

any
address by the
author

month.

feed bills lighter.
A man who does not Ifke sheep should

The

you have red clover, or alfalfa, feed
the sows and growing pigs on a
cement or board floor and see how much
it

and grain rations if the good
early market is wanted.
Breed the ewes about the tenth, if
lambs are wanted early in April.
Use of sheep dip now on a warm day
will destroy a lot of ticks and make the

P.D.F.

BOOK ON

to

Sheep and Lambs

eral alfalfa

are pixnnptly relieved with inexpensive home treatment.
It absolutely removes the pain, swell'ug, tiredness and
Full particulars on receipt of stamp.
disease.

Mailed

the

never own them.

ace or accident ends their usefulness
Holsteins Make a Large Amount of Good Beef
W. A. demons. Secy, H-F Assn. St. George, Ont.

Dog

and start the cheerful blaze.
sweetheart of mine, and talk of olden days.

Keep the lambs thriving bv

Veal

When

W.F. YOUNG,
482 Lyroans Building

sit,

will have to begin barn feeding

this

•

Proof

us

first you ivoke in me the dream of young desire.
yet I hardly dared to hope for love beside the fire!

When

Perform;! iK-e clams, Imported and Cauadian-bred, sired by Auchenbrain Sea
Foam (Imp.) 35758, grand champian at both Quebec and Sberbrooke. Write for cataldgue.
GEO. H. MONTGOMEKl', Proprietor,
Dominion Express BIdg.,
Montreal, Que.
I>. MeArthiir, Mgr., Philipsburg. Uue.

Holstein

let

Of days when

LAKESIDE AYRSHIRES
bulls

fire!

bolt the door against the blast,

And

National Bank Buildine

A few young

retire.

-^V*

Ottawa, Ont.

Frontenac Agencies,

summer's bowers.
hours!

that hog prices will remain
as provision ptocks in the warehouses are low. Feed, therefore, as well
as possible and as cheap as possible.
If you feed wheat, at $1.50 a bushel,
to a fattening hog.-, the sale of live pork
at $10 will not allow you much for youi
milk, roots and labor.
Barley, oats, corn and middlings will
likely make a cheaper combination.
It is likely

firm,

Among the Dairy Cows
Are farmers shipping milk for $2.10
an 8-gal. can making more money than
buttermakers at 32 cents a lb.?
Cut down expenses by sending the lowtesting

cow

to the butcher.

Pedigree counts, but pedigree and performance counts more.
Some young farmers say they make
$50 net per cow. Others vary. What are
your returns over cost of feed?
Which dairy breed to you prefer. And
why? Let us know. We will pay you for
your 100 to 200 word article and for

Send them along.
Feed succulent feeding more liberally
as the cows come in ofl' the grass so the
change will be gradual.
photos.
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^way

takes

from farm fertility, while
cream selling: does not.
A cow with a humped up
back and a rough coat might
be safely tested for tuberculosis.

The milking machine
fine labor

saver

care to keep

if

is

a

one takes

clean.

it

Expose no milk to dust or
odors.

A

good cow often becomes a
producer, by careless
feeders, dogs and rough tempoor

pers.

A man who kicks a cow is
not made for dairying.
He
should be in a coal mine.

Among
Watch
mouths.

the Horses

the

horses'
ve-

old

They may need

terinary care.

The fall foal often stands a
better chance than the spring
one.
Owing to the dry weather
in

will

Eastern Canada, plowing
be rushed this month.

Take care of

team

the

MMH^^

Stop all laundry troubles.
"Challenge" Collars can
be cleaned with a rub from a wet cloth smart and dressy

J^ATERPROOF

.ilways.
linen.

at

nights.

Provide shelter for the pashorses during stormy
weather.
Be sure that the colts are
coming into winter quarters
ture

fat

Save you money

little

—

correct dull finish

and

texture of the best

If your dealer hasn't "Challenge" Brand, write us
enclosing money, 2Sc. for collars, SOc. per pair for cuffs.

We

-

will supply you.

Send

for

new

style

book.

THE ARLINGTON CO. OF CANADA,

Limited

54-64 Fraser Avenue. Toronto, Canada

and hearty.

A

The

grain every day in

a box in the pasture will accomplish this end simply.
Horses are good property.
Take a look around for a good
colt at some auction sale.

Cooling

off

suddenly

is al-

ways more or less dangerous.
Prevent this by using a light
blanket when the horse is hot.
A good grooming every day
help to keep the coat
short and also keep the horse
healthy.
How has any junior farmer made out with his colt this
year? Write us about it.
will

Storing Bulbs
Cannas, dahlias and gladioare all tender perennials.
Freezing of the root or bulb
destroys them. These plants
may be allowed to grow until
the first heavy frost comes,
killing the crop.
Attention
should then be given them
right away.
For cannas and dahlias the
tops should be removed about
las,

from the roots, the
up, and the loose
soil shaken out.
They may
be allowed to dry a few hours
in the sun and then placed in
permanent storage. To keep
six inches

roots

dug

perfectly, they should be cool

and dry.

Any

place in which

potatoes will keep will
for them.
For gladiolas it is
cessary to wait for
which kills the crop.

be ideal

not nea frost
Just as
soon as the crops are dry the
plants may be dug and allowed to lay in the sun to

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED
The present demand for MacLean 's makes necessary more representatives. To
young men and women of good address and ambition students, teachers, young
people in business bank and law offices, we offer a real opportunity.

—

—

permanent, we help you, co-operate with you. Your earnings are
If you are genuinely interested, have a broad acquaintance and
are of good address, we will tell you all about the plan if you write us at once.

The work

is

very liberal.

The MacLean Publishing Company, Limited
143 153 University

Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
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over them to the depth of an

inch or more.

Radishes can also be planted in space
of this nature for a catch crop.
Tomato seed is generally sown during
November for plants to plant out in Feb-

ruary and March.

When chrysanthemums

through

are

select enough strong plants
from which to propagate your next season's stock, and plant them rather close
together in a cool house.

blooming,

Tlie Letlibridfje

main irrigation canal

near Raymond, Alta.
cure for a few days. When the stalk is.
dry, it should be cut off* to within an
The thoroughly dry
inch of the corm.
corms are then placed in flat trays anywhere out of the reach of the frost. The
same place that cannas and dahlias are
stored will be satisfactory.

Paper white

narcissi, Chinese lilies,

and

the little dwarf tulips will be in flower
for Xmas if planted now. They may be
retarded if necessary by keeping them
cool.

Before the ground freezes a good supply of garden soil should be gathered.
The lily of the valley clumps may be set
out this month.

grow numerous in November
the window garden as well as in the

Plant
in

lice

Nicotine may be used as a
spray, but with a few plants, the
leaves can be kept clean if washed frequently with soapsuds. Rinse the plants
afterwards.
Palms, ferns and rubber plants should
he examined for scale, English ivy needs
frequent sponging with soap and water.
Now is the time to plant a mushroom

greenhouse.

In the Flower

Garden

If leaves are plentiful, rake them up
and put them over the perennial beds.
Lilies and montbretias need protection
If no leaves use straw.
in the same way.
The tender roses will need protection.
Straw overcoats are sometimes put on
them, but care must be taken not to make

the covering too heavy.
The best plan is to draw up a mound
of earth around them and to place a little
manure around the bush as well.
In the care of climbing roses it will be
found advantageous to lay the vines down
on the ground and cover lightly with sand
01-

light soil.

In the Orchard
young

trees from mice and rabpaint the trunks, but the
safest
to use staves or wire around
the trunk. Hilling with earth and tramping snow occasionally prevents mice
working, but rabbits come any old time.
Cover the strawberries lightly with
coarse straw and a little fine manure
which can remain on the ground next

'Protect

Some
way is

bits.

year.

Take a root of rhubarb
and

set in

a sand

pile.

into the cellar
will enjoy

You

the early stalks.
See that old rubbish is burned in the
orchard. If hogs do not eat the diseased
fruit, gather it and feed it out to prevent
pests living over the winter.
Go over your trees carefully to look
for any canker borers or broken branches
that need trimming.
Size up your nursery needs for next
year and send for the catalogs early.

weak

farm.er.
It takes a lot of goodness out of corn
fodder to leave it out to be washed and
pounded by the fall storms. The sooner
it is dried and gotten in and well stored
away the more good you will get of it.
The folks who find fault with the farmer because he does not carry on his work
more systematically, need to stay on the
farm awhile and learn about the actual
conditions.
It is often very difficult to
keep things running along uniformly.

Cement Tile

General Farm Reminders
Don't overlook the bees. Are they ready
for winter?
A gasoline engine and a saw will be a
useful thing on any farm.
Let your back-yard be an inspiration to
everybody who sees it. Slick up; winter

coming.
Personal appearance merely counts for
something. If a sale is worth attending
it is worth a clean up personally for it.
is

A

day off in November for a
visit to the city will pay.

Write each

child's

hunt or a

name with

indelible

ink on broad tape, and sew in umbrella,
overshoes and leggings, thus avoiding confusion in the school rooms.
Keep the farm car in repair and be
sure to have a spare tire.
Implement sheds should be all occupied
this

month.

A

grain sack without a name on it is
as good as a lost sack. If sacks are worth
keeping they are work marking.
Has your farm a name yet. Ask the
Dominion Government to record it for
you.
The dairy business helps the farmer to
bridge over the bad years and saves him
frorri actual loss, and is not so subject to
unfavorable seasons as crop production.

There are some florists who plant a bed
chrysanthemums where they wish to

grow

either carnation or aster plants in
pots late in season, or who grow a general
line of bedding stack for spring sales.
When the mums are cut there is usually a
few months time of idleness for that space
unless some catch crop can be grown.
Some grow a crop of lettuce, having
the plants ready soon as the space is
empty, others .grow paper white narcissus. In planting these bulbs the bench is
partly filled in with soil, the bulbs placed
on this soil so they touch each other, and

W

well-kept private dr-iveway in
elland County, Ontario.
A split log
drag is a great friend of the

bed

In the Greenhouse
of

A

A York

County,' Ontario, man's selfmade rack for loading where
help is scarce.

Continued from page
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all cases to see that the sand is good and
In other places
the cement well mixed.
manufacture
contractors
enterprising
these tile and sell them at a price little
above that of clay tile.
A Portland cement of any standard

The sand should
will be suitable.
be clean and coarse, with the particles
well graded from fine up to V^ inch in
If gravel is used for very large
size.
pipes, it should be clean and also well
graded in size, the- pebbles running from
When
inch to % inch in diameter.
only cement and sand are used the concrete should be mixed in the proportion
of one part cement to 2% or 3 parts sand,
measuring these materials by volume. For
measuring purposes it is safe to assume
that one bag of cement is one cubic foot.
In very large sizes of pipe where gravel
can be used, the concrete should be mixed
in the proportion of one part cement to
two parts sand to four parts gravel. For
most farmers a simple hand-mold for
making pipe is sufficient. These handmolds are inexpensive and turn out pipe
quite rapidly when properly operated.
After the molds are removed the pipe
should be allowed to rest undisturbed for
24 hours. They should then be kept wet
by means of sprinkling or covering with
burlap or rough cloth. Keep the covering
moist. The pipe should not be allowed to
dry out for at least one week. It will be
found that this "curing" will add greatly
to the strength and durability of the pipe.
After thorough curing the pipe can be
removed to the storage place. They should
not be roughly handled, however, until
one or two months of age. During the
winter time it is best to protect the tile
from freezing temperature until one
month after making.
brand

U

And when thoroughly cured cement tile
grow stronger with age, and do not
crumble when left in the open in freezing
weather.

The Making of Our Soils:
A Proper Study of How

Our
in a

THOUSANDS
world

years ago the
carpeted with
grass, flowers and growing things
as now. We are told that once it was a
great rock, a rock perhaps larger than
our world is now, because in His great
plan of the universe, the Creator had this
earth of ours cast off a great fiery mass
much as glowing bits of fire are thrown
from a pin wheel on the Fourth of July.
When a hot ball cools, it becomes smaller
and oftimes cracks. So it was with our
earth the great and fiery hot, melted
stone, cooled and in cooling cracked into
great fragments, pieces of stone perhaps
as wide as some states and countries. In
our story of the making of the soil, we
must begin with these great rocks.

was

Soils

Are Made Urges the Treatment

of

HEAT.

Without any trees to shade the earth
and without any water to take up the
sun's rays, the world used to be hotter
daytime and colder at night than
now. So it was that the great rock fragments became as hot as a blacksmith's
forge in daytime and freezing cold at
night.
Let us look at two glass jars. One of
them was placed in boiling water and
in the

while still hot, set on a cake of ice.
It
broke because the cold side of the glass
cooled down quicker than the warm side.
The heat of the day together with cold
nights made the great rocks break, split
and crack just as hot water and cold made
the jars split. This same action is going
on to-day just as it was thousands of
years ago.

FREEZING.

When

a can of milk freezes solid, the
can breaks. This is because in freezing,
ice takes up one-tenth more space than the
water from which it comes.
In the making of the soil, water di-ipped
and ran down through the cracks in the
rocks. In freezing, it could not find extra
space so it forced the great rocks further
apart, splitting them and breaking tl.em
into smaller rocks and pebbles.
The
photograph of the snow-capped mountain
shows large piles in the foreground as
though someone had exploded a great
charge of giant powder on the face of the
cliff.
Frost worked this wonder unaided.

GLACIERS.
sticky snow often piles up on
the roof until finally it packs so of its
own weight that it slides down to the

ground.
Can you picture a pile of snow so large

of our Fields

You have

seen

how completely

roots

hanging basket, how they seek
and fill every crack and crevice.
a

The picture
bound

hillside
daily task.

A

scene at the Bowmanville Fall Fair,
one of the best county fairs in Canada.

The crowd

in the

foreground

is listen-

ing to the reasons Robt. M. Holtbi/
giving for his placing of the
Holstein coivs.

is

as to cover several states? Piles as great
often accumulate in cold regions where
the snow does not melt as fast as it falls.
It takes years for these snow piles or
glaciers to form, but finally, of their own
great weight, they start sliding, carrying
everything with them, and leveling hills
in their wake.
Centuries ago, one came
down from Canada and scooped out the
great lakes. Most of the great boulders
to be found in the northern Mississippi
basin were dropped by the great glaciers
in melting.
In moving, they ground up
rocks and mixed up the soils from different regions.

WIND AND WAVES.
In

summer, we often

see a light breeze

carrying dust along with it. In cleaning
big buildings, sand is often used to wear
away the dirt. When you finish off a
chair or some other piece of furniture,
you use sandpaper to smooth the surface.
When sand is blown against rock by
wind, the sand wears the rock away just
as rubbing with sandpaper wears away
old paint from furniture. The soil building action does not stop here, however, for
the wind carries these small particles
away to deposit them at some other point.
In places, we see sand hills which the
wind carries from place to place.
ROOTS.

fill

out, find

of the green-grown, rockshow this same -force at

its
Freezing, thawing and
weathering broke up the solid rock wall
and caused a thin layer, of sandy soil
cover over the rocks, a layer thick enough
to give the seed a chance to sprout. Plant.'began to grow.
When fall came, the
plants fell down and rotted so the vegetable matter
became mixed with the
ground-up stone in the end that nov,f the
once light, sandy soil is heavy and black.
An acorn fell here. The thin layer of
top soil did not provide enough food for
the growing oak, so the roots went oik in

search for

it.

They penetrated down

be-

tween rock crevices, ever pushing onward
untill finally with the aid of other soilforming agencies, it pushed all the lock
away from one side so that now, it stands
T/ith

part of

its roots

exposed.

SWAMPS.

You have seen water

lilies,

moss, cat-

and other water-loving plants, but
did you ever wonder as to just what became of them after they ceased flowering?
Most of them die and fall to the bottom,
where they rot but slowly under water,
then each year sees a new crop and sees
the pile of water plants at the bottom
grow higher and higher, until finally all
of the growth seems to be above water,
though when one walks over the swamp
it is wet and soggy.
Peat and muck soils are formed in wet
and soggy places. They are made up of
decayed roots, leaves, trees and all other
tails

plants that grow in such pjaces. If this
same action continues for years, the

swamp

will

perhaps become

filled

up

to a

point where it is level with the surrounding land. A similar action goes on in the
woods and on all areas that grow plants
for this growth gradually piles up and
at last becomes a part of the soil itself.

You have seen the roots of great trees
lifting up and turning sidewalk stones.

THE FINISHED PRODUCT.
The foregoing has in part told how our
have been made from the raw ma-

soils

and in part, how they have been
mixed until we find them as now.
The work has been going on for generaterials

WEATHERING.
Let a drop of water fall on a stone
each minute for several days and a hole
is worn through the stone.
When the
snow melts in spring and great amounts
of water rush down the hills and through
the rivers, gullies are washed out of the
sides of the hills and the banks of the
creeks are worn away. When you turn
the garden hose on the dirty buggy, or
automobile, the dirt is washed away.

Warm,

WAUGH

More Business-like Way

not

—

By C. A.

It is now progressing, but not altogether as all-wise nature planned. Heat,
cold, wind, water, plant growth, animals,
insects and decay go on just as for ages,
but one great change has taken place.
Years ago, each plant returned its all to
the soil and each animal in living or dying returned all that was taken away. It
made a cycle in which the soil lost nothing.
Man's coming and the building of
cities has brought on a great change.
Instead of being returned to the soil, the
grain and oftimes the entire plant is shipped hundreds of miles distant, until now,
great amounts of plantfood are lost to
the soil, so that acres are starved and

tions.

From England,

ivlicrc

two

of

our

Canadian boys were with their Lewis
'machine gun.
The lad at the right is
Fred. Brown, of Greenwood, Ont., now
in the trenches.
The work of our
boys demands all the sacrifices

we can make

for them.

sickly.
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5%

Debentures

5^0

Toronto Mortgage Company, 13
Toronto Street, Toronto, payable at par
at any branch of the .'Standard Bank
of the

of

Canada

Bank

or the

Investments a-^^nsurance
For the Farmer

of BritiNi'. Nortli

Anu-rira.

The Toronto Mortgage Company
issues Debentures, secured by all the
Assets of the Counpany, iu iiny denomination, for from 2 to 5 years, at 5%,
payable half-yearly, and they are a
legal investment for trust funds. Com-

pany's

over

surplus,

liabilities

al!

to

About the Buying

Jlortgage loans
on improved farms at lowest cur-

public,

made

$1, 2fl6.014.no.

is

By

rent rates.

WM. MORTIMER CLARK,

SIR

WALTER

how

to. obtain a patent,
Buyers
arid
Inventions
Wanted. $1,000,000 in prizes offered for
inventions. Send Sketcli for free_opinion
"
Patent

of

'

patentability. ' Our S*
sent free. Pat-\]
ents advertised Free.
assist inventors to sell their inventions." to

Four Books

FREE

We

-

'

VICTOR

699 Ninth

EVANS & COMPANY

I.
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you

will
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are

man
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regard

you

to

to
find

if
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with
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y,

advise others

money mattery
it

to

your ad-

read
to
a
sanely
liroadly informed and

clear-visioned financial newspaper, such as "The [•''inancial
Post of Canada."
The I'Mn
ancial Post is, beyond question, Canada's must authoritative newspaper serving invesfors and those concerned
with the money market. The
wide organization mid many
papers of The MacLean Publishing Co., together with the
experience and ability of the
Editors, make this pre-eminence possible.

THE

Financial Post
OF CANADA
The

Newspaper for

Canadian

Investors

PER YEAR

$3.00
One

W. TYSON

Associate-Editor of The Financial Post.

Pres.

ATENTS
as

Bonds

GILLESPIE, Mgr.

Write for
list

J.

of

advantage

which subscribers liave is the seririce of
the
Investor's
Information
Bureau of "The Post," where
special information and advice
are provided, without any fee,
by personal letter.
This service is velry valuable to investors.

We

suggest that you buy a copy
of
the
current issue
from your
newsdealer, and make a careful ex-

amination of it.
Ask your banker
about "The Post."
Get
independent opinions regai-ding it
from the professional classes who
handle money.
Sample copy on
or broker

requcsrt.

Published by

The MacLeati

Publishing Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Canada

143-153 University Ave.,

TO

the average lay mind the term
"bond" describes a safe investment. Comparatively and generHowever,
ally speaking this is the case.
there is no reason why a bond, simply because it is a bond, should be regarded as
Many people buy a
absolute security.
bond as they would a diamond. They take

the precaution of convincing themselves
that it is genuine and then gauge the
value according to the size and the marOn the other hand there would be
ket.
fewer losses if investors were inclined to
a greater degree to look upon a bond as a
speculation and consider the purchase
rather as they would that of a piece of
real estate; that is, to search its history
and consider the title and security and relative value in comparison with other propositions as well as the prospects for appreciation and revenue. There is no more
reason why a man should buy a bond because it is a bond than he should buy real
estate because

it is

earth.

Let it be repeated that generally and
comparatively bonds may be regarded as
Except where large
safe investments.
capital is employed by professional operators or by dealers, there is little speculaThis is because the status of the
tion.
bond holder is that of a creditor or one
who lends money to a corporation, municipality or government. In return for his
money he receives a promise to pay and
is in the position of any other lender of
money. He expects ultimately to receive
his principal back and in the meantime a
As a result
regular rate of interest.
bonds usually vary but little in price, the
return being fixed and known.
The word "bond" itself is no synonym
It does not
for or guarantee of safety.
carry with it any guarantee of quality.
A good stock is far better than a poor
However, there are so many kinds
bond.
of corporate bonds that each issue must
be studied on its own merit. Generally
speaking the theory applies that, when
a property cannot earn enough to pay,
the creditors the interest due them, the
owners must turn over the property, but
in practice things do not always work
out that way. The history of the organization proves conclusively that only those
bonds which have large earnings behind
them or are close to the property come
However, the
out of the fire unhurt.
bonds, for the payment of whose interests
there are ample revenues, always fare
well. The value of a bond, financial authorities tell us, rests largely upon the earning capacity and. the character of the

mortgage bonds,
mortgage
mortgage bonds,
cured by a lien
third

second mortgage bonds,
bonds and even fourth

each in turn being seon the property of the
issuing corporation. In this connection it
might be well to give a general definition

of what is meant by a mortgage bond.
In character it is not actually diff^erent
from a mortgage on a parcel of real estate
except in the respect that a real estate
mortgage is usually owned by one individual, whereas there are hundreds and
often thousands of investors interested in
the same mortgage issued by a large corporation on its property. A mortgage for
the amount of the loan is properly drawn
and recorded and this is registered with
some trust company which acts as a trustBonds are issued against the morttee.
gage. Each bond represents a direct interest in the mortgage for exactly the denomination it calls for which means that
the borrower has pledged collateral to the
guarantee the payment of the bond upon
the expiration of a given period of time
together with interest.

QUESTIONS AND

ANSWERS
Farmers with any problems about the
investtnent of money, the reliability of
firms, the standing of companies or the
best places for money investment, can
feel quite free to consult this departviettt.
We are in close touch with the
staff of The Financial Post, the leading
authority on financial matters in Canada, and the wealth of their knowledge
will be at our readers' disposal. Letters
will be answered privately if desired, or
they can be answered in this column.

— Editor.

Investing $2,000

—

The writer has
N.S., Ontario Co., Ont.
been a regular reader of the Farmer's Magazine for some years and has several times
been deeply indebted to the editor for answers

issuing company.

to enquiries.
I have had many money-making
ideas from its columns.. I would like to get
your advice in connection with investment
of about $2,000 / have on deposit in the
I have been urged to buy the
bank here.
following stocks which I am assured are likely
I have been
to advance materially:
holding this money to pay off a mortgage of
$3,000 on my farm which is worth about
This $3,000 is all I owe and it is due
$3,000.
I am paying 6%.
in three years.

The investor will always do well to conThere are first
sider well the security.

Answer. We would strongly advise
you not to invest money in these securi-

.

—

.

.
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ties at the present time and particularly
any of the stocks referred to. If you are
not carrying life insurance we would

strongly advise you,

at once, take a

to,

Economise until
you have enough money to your credit in
your local bank to pay off the mortgage.
.4.fter that it is a good plan to keep $300
to $500 cash as a reserve in your local
bank. Spend a certain amount each year
on improving the farm, for comforts in
the home and an occasional holiday trip.
If you are a young man you might
buy high grade preferred stocks though
at present most of them are rather high
in price
that are likely to improve in
value with the growth of the country.
If you are a man of say over 40 wanting
to ensure an income for later years we
would recommend good national, municisay $5,000.

policy of

that Canadian SecurTaxation
should be held by Canadian investors.
is likely to be imposed at the next Session of Parliament
on non-Canadian Securities. You can be patriotic and,
at the same time, obtain a certain 5 per cent, for your
money by investing your surplus funds in

Standard Reliance Mortgage Corporation
Debentures
It
This Canadian Security does not fluctuate in value.
Meantime, it bears
is payable at certain fixed periods.
interest at 5 per cent., payable half yearly at your local
bank, in cash, on the day it is due.
Canadian Government statistics show that never a dollar
has been lost in Mortgage Corporation Debentures.

pal or industrial bonds.

Investing in Joint Stock

Company

These Debentures are issued
and upwards, for a fixed

Quebec— I have
farm and am thinking of

just sold my little
investing some of
the money in the
Co., recently formed
i"
The promoter promises me 7 per
cent, dividends avd a possible doubling in
the value of the shares as soon as they are
listed.
Would you advise doing so?
S.,

denominations of $100
or to suit your

period
,

Write for our booklet entitled "Profits from Savings."
and why they,
It explains what these Debeniures are
are so good a security. Address Dept. 40

—

Beware

in

convenience.

Answer. By no means.
If the returns from your farm are all the money
you have, be sure that your investments
are safe ones, first of all. You owe it to
your family to provide well. Moreover,
this concern is a very risky one, indeed,
and is being financed entirely by farmers and others who are anxious to make
quickly.

Canada

The Dominion Goverment urges

—

money

in

ities

—

A. B.

Your Money

Invest

STANDARD RELIANCE
MORTGAGE CORPORATION
ffead Office.

8Z-38 HiniSt.E. Toronto

Branches: Ayr, Brockville, Chat-

ham. Elmira,

New Hamburg

You

of such.

would do well to send us all circulars
.sent you and we could return these after
examination.

Common

Shares Preferred,

and

Cumulative
1).

slate

J.

— Would

Nova

W.,

me what

to

terms as applied

Scotia.
is the

to
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you kindly
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stocks?

Answer.
In the formation of joint
stock companies the share capital is
divided into two kinds.
That known as
preferred stock

is stock that carries with
a first charge on the profits of the concern, usually a definite interest rate being
named. This rate has to be met before
it

any dividend can be declared on the other
shares which are called common.
The
word cumulative is used of preferred
stock dividends, when it is provided that
in the event of the company failing to
pay the named dividends in whole or in
part in any year or series of years, the
total of the unpaid amount at a fixed rate
must be paid before dividends can be
paid on the common stock or stock issued

IS AN ALLIANCE OF
PRUDENT MEN AGAINST MISFORTUNE"

"LIFE INSURANCE

Do not confess yourself imprudent by remaining
prospective alliance.

Policies of The Great-West Life Assurance Company
protection upon terms so attractive that for many
years the Company has stood FIRST for Canadian business.
Over 59,000 Policyholders are protected to the extent of over $125,000,000.
offer

LOW PREMIUM

W. A.

D.,

Manitoba.

Permit the
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It

is

becoming quite comTrust

to give such business to
companies to administer.
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Songs and Poema".
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execu-

certain Trust Co. my executor. Do you think
that they will deal carefully with the estate
and not demand too much in the way of inspection, examination and other fees as to
seriously affect my beneficiaries?

Answer.

Company

Will

tors to a farmer's will are relatives, but in
making my will I am thinking of making a

mon now

RATES.

HIGH PROFIT RETURNS.
LIBERAL POLICY CONDITIONS.

Aak
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that

The

later.

Execution of

outside

involves

large

EXCELSIOR
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
An

exclusively

Canadian Company

Surplus on Policyholders' Account, Three-quarters Million Dollars
Write today for memorandum book and annual statement
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vestments we would certainly consider it
wise to place in the hands of a reliable
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THE CANADIAN BANK
OF COMMERCE
EDMUND WALKER,

SIR

JOHN AIRD,

C.V.O., LL.D., D.C.L., President

Commerce

of

S.,
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these days of decreasing real estate values
has decided me to take yny money out at my
first opportunity and invest it where the
first consideration is security, even if the
rate is lower.
Would you advise farm mortgages.

—

FARMERS' BUSINESS
The Canadian Bank

—

Huron Co., Ontario. / have been
and 9 per ceyit. on my money by
investing it in second mortgages through a
reliable house in Toronto.
But the worry I
have had in the ivatching of these daring

Reserve Fund, $13,500,000

Capital, $15,000,000

Real Estate Investments
W. J.
making

H. V. F. JONES, Ass't General Manager

General Manager.

can a.sccrtain anil tlioy havo to Ur guided entirely by the will just the same as a private
executor.
Besides, they will be likely to make
investments that will be more secure than can
a
private person who has little experience in
such matter.
In the matter of small estates I
would not advise the procedure unless you have
no relative or friend whom you would care to
bother with the business that can be wouud up
verv easilv.

extends to Farmers every

transaction of their banking business, including the discount and collection of sales notes. Blank sales
notes are supplied free of charge on application.

facility for the

Answer. You are wise in withdrawing money
from these second mortgages. It is by this
action of the farmers that it has made possible
some of the building booms of the cities and
thereby drawn labor and capital from agriculture. If more diffictilty were experienced by city
promoters in getting money on building increments, there would be less of a movement from
You would certainly
the country to the city.
gain by insisting on safety first. Farm mortgages are ideal places for investment and if
you know your man and can collect without
any trouble', the rate of .5, 5% and 6 per cent,
The war loan has been
is a very good return.
away over-subscribed, showing that the savings
of the country are large.
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protecting those
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will advise best niaehine.

winner.

FLEURY'S SONS, AURORA, ONTARIO, '^^'•^il,s""^hi?i."i°rd'Pa'y°/""^
Western Agents, .JOHN i)F:EKE PLOW CO.. L;IMITF;D,
Winnipeg,

Kegina,

mil

Saskatoon,
iiiiiii

Edmonton.

Calgary,

a well-devised scheme of
dependent upon the bread

Most farmers

in

starting out on
their farm or

life's work have to go iu del)t for
Its equipment.
With good health

and manage-

ment, each year sees a substantial reduction in

Eethbridge.

the mortgage.
iiiiii^

iiiiiiii

In the meantime the family is increasing and
wife, perhaps, not quite so able to do the
sees must be done around every
And while the times are
active farmstead.
good and everything is going smoothly there
seems no possibility of want staring the family
Yet the sudden death of the father
in the face.
and breadwinner would leave the family iu a
desperate position. The more so if values hail
fallen and the proceeds of the cleaning up did
not pan out as they could have been managed
by the one who was guiding them.
There is clearly a risk on every farm, and .iust
as the business man considers it necessary to
insure his life for the benefit of his enterprises
while he is striving to introduce a business and
tjie

work that she

FOR THE FARMERS
Many

Attractive Prizes For Farmers
at

the Seventh

Only

>

Annual

=

it through its critical years, by taking out
policy in some reliable company with yearly
easily within the reach of every one,
there is always the certainty with the farmer
that his departure would enable his wife to
hold the place together and to control things to
her greatest advantage.
There are many forms of insurance. Because
some men have "lost out in some fraternal

push
a,

premiums

I

I

Toronto Fat Stock Shovs^
UNION STOCK YARDS

schemes and weak companies does not argue
against insurance, any more than bad money
argues against one taking a good 50-cent piece

when

December 8th and
I

9th,

1916

Prize List on Application to the Secretary,

I

UNION STOCK YARDS. TORONTO

it is

offered.

more active farmers in Canada
should consider the placing of enough insuranee
upon their lives to cover their liabilities in case
In the case were a man is an
of their demise.
old bachelor the case is not so patent, but even
then the insurance may furnish him a safe old
Now I hold no brief for any insurance
age.
company, for I do not care where you place
your insurance so long as it is where there is no
danger of the company gx)ing bankrupt. .\nd
I

believe that

Canada has some good companies.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^
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The
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Perfect Christmas

Gift

XF

you mean to spend a dollar or so on
remembrance, good-will, or regard

a gift of
for

some

friend or friends, near or far, give hirn, her or

them

a magazine.

GIVE

The Farmer's Magazine
elVE
in

your friend, man or woman, who lives
the country or who is greatly interested in
it

to

things rural or agricultural. The price is $1.00
a year.
The magazine is an enriching gift, giving
pleasure, perhaps inspiration, to all its readers.

Its

monthly visits will keep you, the giver, in pleasant
remembrance all the year. Nothing at a price much
greater than a dollar is likely to be so welcomed.
T^l-|^ f^^i\7f^f*'Q
VJIVCI o
1 11

^

beautiful Christmas card in colors bearing your name as donor of the
be sent along with the Christmas Number of "The Farmer's
Magazine" to those to whom you wish the magazine sent. The card and Christmas Number will be mailed to reach your friends on Christmas Day.

W

C~^
Of*r\
^»-^^*

^

gift will

names of your friends on the coupon below and mail it to us with One Dollar for each name
Fill in the

The MacLeaii Publishing Company, Limited,
143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario.
Please send a copy of The Farmer's Magazine to each of the following for one year, commencing with
the Christmas Number, along with one of your special announcement cards. Herewith is
dollars to pay for the same.
Full

name

Name

of cue to wlioni the subserii)tioii

of Doiiur

is

Address

to be t>iven

Address

.

.

—
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Co Snbeg torg
THOSE WHO, FROM TIME TO TIME, HAVE FUNDS REQUIRING
INVESTMENT, MAY PURCHASE AT PAR

DOMINION OF CANADA DEBENTURE STOCK
IN

SUMS OF

$500

OR ANY MULTIPLE THEREOF.

Principal repayable 1st October, 1919.
Interest payable half-yearly, 1st April and 1st October by cheque (free
of exchange at any chartered Bank in Canada) at the rate of five per cent

annum from

the date of purchase.
Holders of this stock will have the privilege of surrendering at par and
accrued interest, as the equivalent of cash, in payment of any allotment
made under any future war loan issue in Canada other than an issue of
Treasury Bills or other like short date security.
Proceeds of this stock are for war purposes only.
A commission of one-quarter of one per cent will be allowed to recognized bond and stock brokers on allotments made in respect of applications
for this stock which bear their stamp.
For application forms apply to the Deputy Minister of Finance, Ottawa.
per

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, OTTAWA.
OCTOBER

7th.

1916.

"^Kmli=k ^^ matter what
r\M Iv^^dll
on
OH
Smil<
OIIlllC gasoline prices are

You Can

When you own a "Brantjord" Engine you are care free of the worries
about gasoline prices. The "Brantjord" doesn't care; Coal Oil or Naptha is
just as good to it
makes no difference to the engine; the service is the
same dependable performance, but you pocket the difference in fuel costs.
The "Brantjord" makes a saving in other ways too. It saves time, worry

—

and repair

an all-purpose farm engine, built to work all the
and to save fuel and bother. The "Brantjord"
line of engines has no equal for actual performance on the farm.
Every
engine guaranteed. We have Portable, Stationary and Traction Engines,
time, to

costs.

]a.st

many

It is

years

The ''BRANTFORD"

Windmill

up to the "Brantford" reputation
for absolute dependability and satisfaction.
The name BRANTrOED on any
farm machinery is a guarantee of full
value and trustworthiness.
lives

"BRANTFORD"
are genuine

Feed

money savers

Our Hopper Cooled Design
all

Grinders

—

they cut

down feed expenses and give animals
the full value from their feed.

Our catalogue shows a number of labor saving
machines that will help you to better farming
write for one.

Goold, Shapley
Brantford

W

innipeg

&

Muir Co., Ltd.
.

Regina

Calgary

dependable

—

Investigate.
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^ Shaving

Soaps^

^

You say "Williams'"— the dealer says "which
form"— you pick your favorite -and another
term of shaving comfort is assured.
Why grub along w^ith a near-soap when the
real thing is right at your elbow?

long

No

beard ever bullied Williams' lather and
no skin ever resented its cool, soothing touch.
"Something new" may have an inviting perfume and a snappy wrapper but there is a

THE

J.

B.

WILLIAMS COMPANY,
Add

the finishing touch to

wiry beard and a tender skin to be reckone
with. Williams' is something old. Its thici
creamy, soothing lather has met and coi
quered every shaving problem for 75 years.
Williams* Shaving Soap comes in several convenient forms

Stick,

Powder, Cream, Liqui

Canadian Depot, 356

and

St.

in

round cakes

Antoine

your shave with Williams' luxurious Talc Powder.

St.,

MONTREAL

Ten Cents

a

Copy

THE

One

Dollar a Year
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"Monarch-Knit"
Standard for Style Quality and Workmanship

Mnd'

When

making your purchase of Ladies'

and Children's
for

Men,

Wool

Women

Coats.

in

Canada

Silk Knitted

Sweater Coat*, Men's,

Children's Suits, Toques, Scarfs,

and Children

in

all

grades,

also

Hand

etc;,

THE MONARCH KNITTING COMPANY. LIMITED

CANADA

Women's

fine

Knitting Yarns.

"MONARCH-KNIT" BRAND.

DUNNVILLE

afid

Hosiery

Ask

for
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some

friend or friends, near or far, give him, her or

them

a magazine.

GIVE

The Farmer's Magazine
elVE
in

your friend, man or woman, who lives
the country or who is greatly interested in
to

it

things rural or agricultural. The price is $1.00
a year.
The magazine is an enriching gift, giving
pleasure, perhaps inspiration, to all

its

readers.

Its

monthly visits will keep you, the giver, in pleasant
remembrance all the year. Nothing at a price much
greater than a dollar is likely to be so welcomed.
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beautiful Christmas card in colors bearing your name as donor of the
be sent along with the Christmas Number of "The Farmer's
Magazine" to those to whom you wish the magazine sent. The card and Christmas Number will be mailed to reach your friends on Christmas Day.
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The MacLean Publishing Company, Limited,
143-153 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario.
Please send a copy of The Farmer's Magazine to each of the following for one year,
the Christmas Number, along with one of your special announcement cards. Herewith is
dollars to pay for the same.
Full
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Name

of one to

of Donor

whom
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is

Address

to be ijiven

Address

commencing with
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FOR BREADS. CAKES, PUDDINGS, PASTRIES, ETC

When you want to save cooking a big meal — serve Pancakes.
When the appetite balks at meat, and fish becomes disteistehil

—

serve

— or Griddle Ceikes — or Weiffles.
But when you seek reed nutrition in pancakes, dainty aroma and flavor,
palatable richness and eeisy digestion — then, serve FIVE ROSES

Pancakes,
.^n

.i^-

pancakes cuid griddle cakes.
Not only does FIVE ROSES flour bring the wonderhil food
value so plentifully stored in Manitoba's finest wheat but it
'If
1

\

The famous FIVE
ROSES Cook Book gives

/:''
',"'
\

TOSERVEA VARIETY
OF PANCAKES
10 tested recipes and full
directions. Also over 240

;

infallible cake recipes.
and fully 50 directions and

bread-making.
to good
house- keeping that already'
hints

on

So indispensable

over 200,000

^•^

r.

"%.
.

V

\

•\

women

couldn't do without it.
To get a copy see panel
opposite.

V
V

Makes Pancakes
Delightful and Digestible
Fried

griddle, no cake can ever
most delicate stomach, if made from a

on pan or baked on

disturb the

FIVE ROSES

batter.

Simply because FIVE ROSES is such a sturdy and
glutinous flour that it resists the absorption of fat,
merely taking enough to brown becomingly
with a golden contrast, to crisp with crinkly,
curly edges. Serve pancakes oftener,
since FIVE ROSES renders them
so palatable, nutritious, economicaL

Andwhen youbecomeintimatewith
wonderful quality and versatiyou will eagerly use FIVE
ROSES for ail your baking.

its

lity,

^5

II

K,^^4^^ r:-^
••Vijajaii

TO MAKE GRIDDLE
CAKES andWAFFLES
A full chapter on these
dainty cakes in the FIVE
ROSES Cook Book.
Together with notes
and details on

biscuits,
fried cakes, rolls, buns,
cookies, biscuits, etc.
yoa want a copy of this

Do

popular 144-page cooking
manual P Then send for the

FIVE ROSES Cook
Book.

Mailed on receipt

oflOtwo-cent stamps.
Address Dept. K.

h
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Christmas baking, be sure to order a
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1
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is

especially

good

for

— Genevieve.

long beating.

"The All-Parpose Sugar"
CHRISTMAS RECIPES FREE.
Send us a red ball trade-maik, cut from a bag or carton,
and we will >end you FREE a LANTIC SUGAR
Reciue B:)olc, telling you how to make new and
delicious cakes, confections and deuerts.

Address

Dtt>l.

J

Atlantic Sugar Refineries, Limited
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of 100
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a

most

was paid

the Eleven
Fourteen sub-

of

by

liljeral

represen-

commis-

cash.

in

Hun-

dreds of Dollars in Cash Commissions and Bonuses are
earned weekly by our RepreWe have a place
sentatives.
a big place for you.

-\nd yet the work isn't difficult
it's light, pleasant and profitable.
We teach youv how the
experience of our other Representatives will help you toward

—

—

Come

20

to

Daly.

Lay
—Alonza Brown.

sion

12

Editor.

—Dan

About Live Stock
December on the Farm

one

succe.'^s.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS.
2 and 5-lb cartons
10, 20 and 100-lb bags

each

Hundred
tatives
19

after

neighborhood subscriptions" your income for week of
November 6th would have been
increa.<ed handsomely.

9

Homemade Gifts for Xmas
From a Kitchen Window

LANTIC

Had you been looking
'those

scriptions written

God's Green Country
Miss Ethel M. Chapman.
Cattle Kneel at

neighborhood.
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Do
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Form and Perform

Cake Making
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Each subscription ,was either
written up by representatives,
or came in by mail. Undoubtedly a good number of those
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of the

many

increase your present earn-
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—

a producer not a
Build a business of

your own where the profits are
and plentiful where the
amount earned can be governed
by your energy where ambi-

38
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Enhanced pleasure and satisfaction are attained
by owners of a motor equipage embodying efficiency, comfort, beauty and economy.

McLaughlin engineers have perfected a
mechanism of maximum efficiency, around the
valve-in-head motor.

McLaughlin

body

types

for

1917

exquisite models of our master coach builders'

When

are

sees

Model D-4-35— the new McLaughlin Four

—

the challenge in

D-6-63
are

1917 motor

41

H. P.

—

last season's

new

a

McLaughlin

Model D-6-63

Standard

Special, a replica of

a

and prices on the model best

A

with

continuation of and improvement

in.

wheelbase 41

on Model D-60.

5-passenger

D-45, with added

suited to your needs.

new McLaughlin Six Cylinder Touring Car, 112

Valve-in-head Motor.

Six

D-60.

D-6-45—Canada's
Touring Car.
D-45

for description

values

valve-in-head motor, taking the place of

CANADA'S STANDARD CAR.
refinements and improvements.
A New McLaughlin 7- Passenger Car will be announced in January, 1917.
Send

car

5 -passenger touring car.

art.

measured by the gallon,
McLaughlin gasoline economy is proved beyond
argument. This fuel saving, with the McLaughin
pov^^er, speed and flexibility, has established the
McLaughlin valve-in-head motor car as
miles

McLaughlin

motor cars even
Our new^ series
includes models of Four and Six cylinder cars
from $880.00 up to $1520.00 in roadster and
touring car bodies and a Sedan at $2350.00.

1917

further in the lead than before.

H. P.
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Ponies Are Auto Proof:
A Popular Form of Horse Flesh That Will

WHILEdemand

the automobile has lessened
for good carriage and
road horses, ponies are as plen-

the

and more

tiful

years.

popular

than

The small boy and

in

his

past

young

sister glory in the possession of a docile

Shetland or the more trappy little Welsh
pony. Ponies may be used for a variety
of purposes, the smaller types, the children's ponies, go well either in harness or
under the saddle, while the more modern
types, sucn as the Hackney and Polo
ponies are more adapted for the sport and
The larger natural
pleasure of men.
types, such as the Welsh cob, Connemara
and Exmoor, are suitable for light delivery, and can be economically employed
by the grocer,- butcher, etc., as they are
intelligent, trustworthy, strong and possess wonderful powers of endurance. This
characteristic of enduring power can be
advantageously used in crossing the
hardy, sure-footed, mountain ponies with
the thoroughbred, producing a saddle
horse of great use in time of war, as they
make the best light cavalry horses that
can be obtained on account of their ability
to subsist on a very meagre

powers

and

J.

Likely be Developed After the

and a half hands high and

this Eastern bantam possessed a greater amount
of intelligence and a more docile temperament than many of the modern
thoroughbreds. Our Clydesdales, Shires,
in fact, all our modern breeds of horses,
have been developed from the races of
ponies which for centuries have subsisted
on the scanty fare provided by the mountains of the British Isles or from the
more refined Arab, Barb or Turk; while
the endurance of many of our modern
breeds has been transmitted from their

hardy ancestors.
IRELAND HAS ITS PONY.
England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales
have each produced some valuable breeds
of ponies.
In England, the Dartmoor,
Exmoor, and Cumberland have flourished
for many centuries, while Ireland has
produced the Connemara. On the rugged
hills of Scotland the almost extinct Highland pony had its home, while in the adjacent islands of Shetland is to be found
that handsome little fellow, the Shetland,
the child's pony, par excellence.
Pony

ration, their activity, stay-

ing

By W.

intelli-

gence, characteristics that
were exemplified in the

South African war, where

2

BELL

War

fanciers in all the British Isles have, in
recent years, by careful selection and
crossing the different types of ponies with

thoroughbred and Hackney stocks, been
successful in producing the two modern
types of ponies, the Polo and Hackney,
the former being a miniature hunter,
while the latter resembles his prototype,
the English Hackney.
Russia, Iceland
and Norway have their ponies, all of
which are hardy, but have little else to
commend them, while Arabia and other
Eastern countries can boast of such small
horses as the aristocratic Arab and
Barb.

SHETLAND PONIES.
Shetland ponies had their earliest home
in the islands of that name, lying north
of Scotland.
Owing to their northerly
location and exposed position they could
not boast of much fodder, but the unfavorable environment seems to have had
the effect of increasing the vigor and
strengthening the constitution of these

hardy little ponies.
About half a century ago many of
these ponies were first used
in
British
mines
coal
where their small size and
great strength were of
such value in working thin
seams that as high as $150

the Boers made good use
of small cavalry horses
bred from thoroughbred

was paid

and Basuto pony stock.
Geologists have learned
that during pre-historic

came more widely known,
they were imported into
England and have ever

times the horse did not exceed a height of eleven

since been popular. Manywere of the opinion that

hands and horsemen of today, who display an antipathy for a "pony," apparently forget that our modern breeds of horses have
all primarily sprung from
Lovers
this ancient type.
of the thoroughbred should
remember that our m.odern thoroughbred sprang
from the famous imported
"Darley Arabian";
yet,
this and other Arabians
were ponies, few of the

the

breed being over fourteen

for good individuals.
Later, when their
betractable disposition

Shetland,

when given

more generous and careful treatment would gradually increase to a more
undesirable size, but such
was not the case and, besides, the progeny of these

imported animals were
greatly improved in quality of bone, spring of rib

The Welsh cob
first

is

a general favorite

prize outfit.

—a

and length of quarter,
while the "cow-hocks" once
so common, were almost
eliminated.

Much can

be claimed for

—
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surety of foot and hardiness are necessary features.
A Hackney pony will
starve where many mountain ponies will
thrive, nor have they the powers of endurance characteristic of some of these
animals.

this little fellow as a general utility pony.

With a remarkably small amount of care
and attention, he makes a really good harness pony, being able to travel his eight or
ten miles an hour on good roads, and any
person is capable of driving him. It is,
how^ever, as a child's pony that he excels.
The fact that he is practically free from
any vicious tendency makes him the ideal
pony for a child. A boy or girl can get
more real fun, physical development and
ruddy health to the square inch out of a
Shetland pony than in any other way and
more unalloyed happiness than he or she is
apt to get out of a fortune later in life.

WELSH

The

PONIES.

Our modern Welsh pony

descended

is

from the mountain pony which for centuries roamed over the mountains of
Wales. Up until two hundred years ago
these ponies were allowed to range at
will, as they had little commercial im'

portance, but, although this free life
tended to increase the hardiness of the
breed, it was not until Welsh ponies were
improved by the introduction of thoroughbred blood that they became popular with

pony fanciers.
While the influence of the thoroughbred
was very beneficial in improving the native Welsh ponies, it remained for the
Welsh Pony and Cob Society to set destandards as to what constituted the
types of Welsh ponies, which
range in height from less than twelve
hands up to over fourteen and a half
hands, while they partake of either the
saddle type or those that are more cobby
in their conformation.
A typical Welsh pony has a small,
clean-cut head, wide between the eyes, and
the muzzle-must taper so that it becomes
free from bluntness.
A narrow muzzle
is the correct type in this and every
other
finite

different

variety of pony and the nostrils ought to
be free and thin in their cartilage. Small,
well-placed ears, carried close and erect]

along with prominent eyes, are necessary
to complete the beauty of the head.
While the set-on and carriage of the
head is important, it is of still greater
importance that the head should be carried on a fairly long neck. A short-coupled
back and loins with long and compact
quarters, a deep girth and fine, sloping
shoulders are necessary in a good Welsh

pony or cob.
The forearm of a Welsh pony should be
well muscled and the knee square
and
clean as well as the canon to insure
the
requisite free action and quality of bone.
Hocks should be clean in their outline,
and both broad and deep that they may
be freely flexed

when

in action.

A

good

Welsh pony should not "trail behind."
Welsh ponies are combination ponies.
Those of the cobby type make really good
saddle horses, having an abundance of
grit
and stamina, are remarkably sure-footed and they
go well in harness. Those
of the thoroughbred or
hunter type, owing to their
size, are more suitable for

The Shetland

is

par excellence the

child's pony.

Welsh

dams

and small thoroughbred
good quality, action and temper
are much sought for by lovers of this
modern sport. Ponies of this breeding
sires of

possessing the characteristics depolo players, are very valuable as light cavalry and saddle horses.

not

manded by

HACKNEY

PONIES.

Very few will dispute that the Hackney pony stands pre-eminent among our
pony breeds. Upon no class of pony has

much

attention been bestowed towards
improvement, the aim of those v/ho
undertake the task of fixing the standard of the breed being to evolve a type of
pony that would resemble in every respect, except size, the English Hackney.
The early breeders have been entirely successful, as our Hackney ponies are, in
reality, little Hackneys.
As a sire the Hackney pony has no
equal a"nd it is almost impossible to misapply the services of such, hence pony
breeders are anxious to secure the services of this class of pony to mate with
their brood mares of this or any kind of
pony.
A good Hackney pony sire will
leave his stamp on the cross-bred stock as
can be seen among the pony classes at
such shows as the Canadian National Exhibition, as pony breeders residing in the
vicinity of Toronto have the opportunity
of mating their brood mares to some
really high-class Hackney ponies, an advantage of which they are not slow in
so

its

availing themselves.

The utility of the Hackney pony for
both saddle and harness purposes is indisputable, though it must concede points
to other breeds where smallness of size.

Hackney pony

is bril-

He

eyes and small, closely-set and
thinly-tipped ears are all features of
importance. Dash, endurance, and pluck
should all be indicated by the expression
of the face.
The neck should be of medium length
but never short. The neck should descend
gradually into the shoulders and withers
An oblique and
to prevent coarseness.
deep shoulder is essential in order to ensure that elasticity of step so requisite in
The back should be
a high-class pony.
short and nearly straight, the loin heavily muscled and broad, while the croup
should have that elegance of turn so much
prized in all Hackney horses and ponies.
Sloping quarters are faulty.
The body of a Hackney pony should be
compact, with the founding of muscles
characteristic of all "heavy harness"
horses. He should have a deep girth, indicating constitution and should also be
well let down at the hind flank, as a
tucked-up belly is undesirable.
The thigh and gaskin should be fairly
long and clean, while the forearm should
be of medium length, wide and thick.
The canons should be fairly short with
tendons well set back and standing out
prominently. Knees must be square and
without a tendency to buckle around the
joint, while the hocks should be broad,
deep and clean. Clean, oblique and fairly
long pasterns are necessarily points of
trils, full

good conformation. They should not incline in or out.
Feet ought to be of proportinate size, sound and of good texture.

Most ponies of this class are chestnut,
brown or bay, with a few
strawberry and blue roans.
While the horse, "man's
best friend,"

is

being re-

placed in many quarters
by the automobile, the
small but useful horse, the
pony, is still in demand,
and as our Canadian cities
increase in population and
wealth, the demand for

children, making a very
stylish pony in harness on

account of their good action, and are perfectly at
home under the saddle.
The Welsh pony has in
recent years come into prominence as a producer of
the finest class of Polo
ponies.
Polo ponies with

action of a

has a remarkable freedom of
movement and the folding of the knees
and the flexing of the hocks is developed
to such a degree that there is an irresistible charm in the rythmical precision of
a high-class Hackney pony when in action that must appeal to anyone who has
the slighest love for a horse.
The Hackney pony, like the English
Hackney and the thoroughbred, had, as
foundation stock, horses of Eastern
blood, chief of which was "Darley Arabian", a horse imported into England during the reign of Queen Anne. "Flying
Childers," a son of this famous sire, and
out of "Betty Leedes," also an Arabianbred mare, is second in the male line of
the Hackney. The following are among
the leading Hackney pony sires of modern
times: "Sir George," "Little Ruby," "Sir
Horace," "Cassius" and "Pick Up."
A typical Hackney pony should have a
small, angular head, free from thickness
at its junction with the neck. Wide nosliant.

this
[-"

lish,

i^.

handsome, useful,
little

find

thon

useful.

styin-

The Shetland and
Welsh ponies will continue
Continued on page 34

crease.

The Boy Scouts

fellow will

Making
The Chief End

a

of the

Winter Fair:

Show

is

MAKING
fair,

up a prize list for a winmarket conditions through-

out the country should be observed.
prize given for a class of animal for
w^hich there is no market, is a deliberate
waste, and, instead of being an educative
feature, is actually the reverse; example,
export steers.
Prizes should be so arranged as to bring out those classes,
which show various breeds at their best
and prizes offered to animals whose util-

A

Livestock Lines

The dressed poultry exhibit should be
carded, in order that the farmers may be
able to see exactly what breed shows the
greatest excellence, and if an explanation
were put on the card of the group exhibits, it would be educative in effect.
Where space is available, the swine exhibits can be arranged in breeds and

is questionable
(Shearling Wether)
should be made as moderate as possible.
The F'air Association and the exhibitor
must work together to the upbuilding of
The exhibitor's standpoint
any show.
may be more or less commercial. The
show management must never be, but
must always look to that arrangement of

ity

;

the visitor.
If space permits, sheep should always
be arranged in breeds,^ and, by having a
series of movable pens, the first, second,
and third prize winner in each breed
should have a small pen to itself, with
the prize card and catalogue number.
These winners should be side by side, and
if this were followed in all classes of
sheep, instead of the sheep exhibit being

and classes, and after the test is over,
which should be as early as possible, the
cows might better be placed in order of
merit, in order that the, visitor would
have the best opportunity to study individual excellence. The result of the dairy
must be out early in order to give
people who are visiting the show the first
two days as good an opportunity to see
the prize-winning dairy stock as those
test

W. W. BaUantyne, Perth Co., President
Ontario Winter Fair and a promi-

who come

and the arranging of them in this
way, with the colored card showing the
prize won, is not only of advantage to the

classes,

exhibitor who gets credit for the prize,
but to the prospective buyer who has an

later.

USES OF A BULLETIN BOARD.

nent dairy farmer.

The management of the show should
make it their aim to have all necessary
information posted on a bulletin board
or announced from the arena at stated intervals; so that the visitor may not only
have the official program as a guide, but
if any additional attraction or inforrnation is forthcoming he will, be iji a position
to know in time to take advantage of it.
It might take a year or two to get the
visitors and exhibitors taking advantage
of a bulletin board, but once they see it's
advantages, they will be on the alert to
find if there is any information that the
management has secured and which the
management wish the exhibitors to have

knowledge of. This is undoubtedly true
in regard to the issuing of freight certificates, the securing of prize money and
the time trains will be ready for the stock.
The management should also have a railtable in various parts of the
building, so that the visitor will feel as
if he is being looked after and will not
miss trains owing to lack of knowledge.
In case of change of trains, or special
trains being put on or delayed, the bulletin board would prove a very satisfactory
If feasible, lansource of information.
tern slides giving the placing of the classWhere
es, would be exceedingly valuable.
this is not done, the best of help must be
in the ring-side, in order that the information regarding the prize winners
shall be given quickly and accurately to

way time

EDUCATIVE GROUPING.

The poultry coops should have on them
a card bearing the catalogue number, sex,
class, and the owner's name, and a small
sticker showing the prize won. This gives
the fancier an opportunity to study the
work of the judge. It makes the judge
more careful in his awarding of the prizes
and the casual visitor has something more
to study than merely a row of birds. The
leaving off of sex and prize on the card
does not give the visitor a chance to know
which bird was the actual winner, where
double cooping is practised.

opportunity of studying the type of his
favorite breed. In the case of the breed
champions, they should have a separate
pen and some distinctive card, showing
that they are the champions of the breed
and thereby attracting the attention of

little visited, it would prove to be one of
the exhibits which would create a great
deal of interest, and instead of the paltry
few dozens who now visit the sheep pens,
the visitors could be counted by thethousands.
The dairy cows must be placed in breeds

exhibits, prize money, and program of
judging, which will tend to be the most
educative to the visitor at the same time
not bear too heavily upon the time of
the exhibitor.
Exhibits should be arranged in breeds
and classes where at all possible. This
can be done with poultry, beef and dairv
cattle, and, to a considerable extent, with
sheep and swine. With horses it is somewhat different, as, owing to the care and
work involved, it is necessary that animals owned by each exhibitor be placed by
themselves.

As soon as the exhibits are in place,
the catalogue number should be tacked
to the stall, in order that the visitor may,
from the catalogue, have information regarding the animals on exhibit. As soon
as prizes are won, a prize card, corresponding in color to the ribbon given,
should be tacked under the catalogue number. Where animals are placed in classes
this gives the visitor and student of live
stock an opportunity to study the work of
the judge and to thereby learn the type of
the various breeds and the points of excellence desired by the judge. In the case
of carcases, these should be placed in
order of merit, that the stockmen and
visitor may be able to see the desirable
points of a carcass and where one exhibit
is superior to another, which he cannot do
if the prize winners are not placed in
order, it being impossible for a person to
carry the idea of uniformity, evenness of
fat, thickness of fleshing, in his mind
when having to go from one section of
the carcase room in order to see the next
prize animal in some distant section.

WADE

Reached by Educative Exhibits Along Commer-

cial

INter

By R. W.

The
spectators.
see that the judging
the

C. F. Topping, Secretary of the Toronto

Fat Stock Show.

management must
program as well as

Continued on page
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of

ETHEL

By

M.

CHAPMAN

from the beginning.

The taking of notes,
the preparation of a speech was new and
hard for every one of them, but they were
all at the same disadvantage, which car-

Ups and Downs

Country Life

some encouragement.
the second day of the course they
went to a farm for a class in stock-judgBoys who would have wormed
ing.
through a barbed-wire entanglement to
ried

Chapter

III.

— (Continued).

—

not easy to dispose of Lou he
like this before; but
Billy's struggles from childhood, with
a man's work, crop failures, an unjust
Government and himself, had not been
for nothing. Also, a certain dogged willpower, bred of these struggles, and their
achievements, and more than ever dominant in the 'teen age, gave him an aversion to being "talked into" anything. The
Representative hadn't shown any effort
at trying to persuade him. He had told
him just what he thought without reserve
and quite forcibly enough, it seemed; then
he had left him to maVe his own decision, and it gave Billy no little pride in
himself to know that he was planning his
own course. He felt, suddenly, above the
wheedling, anxious tone of his' former
leader, who, he decided, didn't have enough
brains to keep his personal concern out

was

IThad

met cases

of his argument.

Exasperated at

last,

Lou swore openly at all "young, milk-fed
Rubes who would keep a man hanging
around for weeks, not knowing their own
minds, and then fail to come across at the
last."

—

And Billy laughed laughed right into
the threatening face with its hardened
cunning, laughed for pure joy at the new
spirit that had just awakened in him,
laughed also because he had measured
carefully the distance to the last car of
the moving train. He caught it just in
time to leave Lou clutching foolishly at
the place where he had been.
Miles away the Representative had
again relapsed into speculation as to whework was worth while.
was only a few hours from the time
Billy left the swamp farm until he walked
ther his
It

up the lane again, but it seemed as though
he had been in a new, bigger country for
a long time. He saw the limits of his environment in a new perspective and they
looked less binding. The feel of the familiar worn, little door-latch under his hand
carried a distinct sense of being back in
Mary, with a way wothe right place.
men have of watching the road while
It
they work, had seen him coming.
wasn't in her nature to cry out, or to take
him in her arms. She just stood immovable, her breath coming fast, but in the
glad welcome illuminating the drawn
lines of her patient face, the boy saw all
the wonder of a mother's unquestioning
love, and he knew it would have been the
same, however, or whenever he had come
back if she were still there. She didn't
ask him where he had been; she didn't
mention the note he had left; she only

—

said:

"You haven't had your breakfast."
And Billy, because he was sixteen years
and practised in curbing his emotions,
neither could he go to her. He just looked back as eloquently as he could, and

old,

asked

her back and smoothed her hair so awkwardly that it tangled about his fingers;
he said he shouldn't have done it, and then
told her quite firmly to stop now right
away, that he was back and he was going

He was fast becoming a man.
Even Dan realized this when Billy met
him in the stable for an interview. The
plans he had been designing began to lose
shape in the fearlessness of the new individual whom he had always considered
his child to mould as he liked. Billy's experience had not given him much of the
to stay.

quality called business sense,
so he
didn't ask much
a percentage of whatever profits he could show from the place
above an estimate for previous years, and
a chance to run a few sidelines of his own.
Since this would not interfere with his
own interests and would mean still having free labor on the farm, Dan was willing to grant it.
He couldn't
And Billy was happy.
have told why. Practically, he was just
where he had been before, only he had
something to hope for. In the house the
ham sizzling in the pan, the smell of turnips cooking for dinner and a spicy apple
pie bubbling on the back of the stove,
filled him with a very tangible comfort.
:

—

The world had never seemed so near to
heaven.
The agricultural course was full of promise. For some time Billy had been painfully reminded of his scant education;
the few brief seasons in the local school,
following the cramped and theoretical
course of prescribed text-books, and his
ill-chosen reading afterwards, had not
given him much that a young man would

A

need.

class of

twenty young farmers

leaving their work to meet every day in
a room above the local store was different; it had some purpose. The informal
lectures and discussions were practical

get within touching distance of the prize
animals at the provincial fair, but who
might as well have hoped to enter a sacred temple as a show ring, could examine
to their hearts' content' the most aristocratic specimens of Aberdeen-Angus lineage in the country. Added to their instruction in rules and principles they had
the unstinted and practical advice of the
man himself who had built up the herd,

whose name was known

to

stockmen

in

every province of the Dominion.
When they had finished he took them
to the house.
There was a great long
living-room with red curtains and a log
blazing in a brick fire-place, and his wife
in a big blue apron, her cheeks red from
the warmth of the kitchen stove,
gave
them hot biscuits and coffee. The man's
voice boomed heartily through the house,
and the baby from a quilt on the floor
reached up to him. It was amazing the
dexterity with which he could tuck it
away, perfectly contented, in the hollow
of his arm, and use both hands in expounding the points of various Panmures
and Black Megs, with the history of their
ancestors from the oldest farms in Scotland. He made no effort to keep his business affairs out of his home, this man;
the two were so intimately connected that
their interests were common.
Either
would have failed long ago without the
support of the other. His wife knew exactly what he was talking about.
Her
pride in the herd was about as great as
his own; she had made little sacrifices
and taken with him the risks involved in
buying new, expensive stock; it was a
fine kind of co-operation.
of

The warmth and peace and genuineness
it all filled Billy with a happy wonder

He

SEVERAL
of Miss

appreciatory

Chapman's

letters
serial story

have been received at the office.
This story began in the September
number. It is growing in interest.
Every home in Canada will enjov
pictures of rural life, as
The tense moments in the life of the hero, and
the counter influences that play
about his life, such as is the experience of hundreds of our readers, will be appreciated by those
who recognize the true art of writ-

its realistic
it is

here depicted.

ing.

Among many comments, that of a
talented writer, carries encouragements. It says:
one from the very hef/inning and is charminf/ly written.
If you keep on improving you have
grand work ahead of you."
"It

(jrips

:

"Where's Jean?"
Jean was crumpled up on the bed in her
little cold room upstairs, crying her heart
out.
Billy could manage with her more
•easily.
He gathered her up and patted

On

This instalment takes one into a
new phase of the hero's life the
girl in the case. You will not want
to miss an issue.

—

forgot to be embarrassed, but he sat
a corner as much out of sight as possible, watching the restful air of content
about the woman, and listening to the
man's enthusiastic forecast of the future
of the breed in Canada.
The stockman
noticed his interest, and when they were
ready to go, he kept the rest waiting while
he took him back to go more fully into the
peculiar traits of a certain family. Then
he asked:
"What do you keep at home?"
"Most anything," Billy answered, with
a grim little smile.
"You ought to get on with stock," the
expert remarked, sincerely. "Come to me
when you start for yourself and I'll give
you a bargain on some better than these,
in

if

nothing happens."

Billy looked at the square, curly little
beasts as a cripple stares at an athlete's
cup. Then he found all his wandering ambitions coming to a point.
Some day he

would have a herd of such

cattle.

He

could see their perfect black shapes moving over a sunny field when the autumn
frosts had turned the trees and pastures
to a glorious gold and crimson background.
They would be his, and when
he had some of them graded up to a show
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standard, he himself would groom their
curly hides till they shone; he could almost feel the shaking muscles of their
broad, level backs as they stood under the
hands of the judges. And there would
be a house with red curtains and an open
fire, where his mother would be safe and
He
comfortable as long as she lived.
fervently hoped his father's business
would continue to take him away from
home a lot.
At night he sat up late over a borrowed
He sketched
Aberdeen-Angus history.
over all the paper in the house to show
how certain individuals he had seen that
day compared with types illustrated. He
estimated with reckless optimism, what it
would cost to start a herd, and how long
it would take them to pay for a house
with a fireplace and red curtains. At intervals, he would get up and walk around
the table to work off his enthusiasm.
There was nothing reserved about his
plans now, his mother felt that her cup
was full. She was sure her prayers for
his direction had been answered and she
blessed "that agricultural young man" as
an agent sent by Heaven.

CHAPTER
<'What
(S/ie's

IV.

At hest
is a butterfly?
but a caterpillar, drest."

—Benjamin

Franklin.

The dreams of our youth are long
coming
rive,

we

in

When

at last they do arhave worked so hard for them,

true.

watched them grow from such humble,
unpromising beginnings, come through so
much commonplace grinding routine, that
we do not recognize them as the reality of
the vision that carried us up to the clouds
years before.

The more

definite Billy's ideal

became,

the farther it receded, until at last it
seemed so impossible that he said little
about it. The only man whom he hoped
to believe in it was the District RepresenHe had helped him in the selectative.
tion of a flock of sheep to trim down the
rough corners of the neglected farm. He
had used his influence to get him credit
on a bunch of shaggy bony calves to turn
into the waste places in the spring, and
had been the first person to laugh with
him over the cheque in the fall. He had
initiated him in the art of mixing cement,
with the result that the stables, the cellar and the porch around the house were

made dry and

solid.

He had surveyed

had never
Billy
grown much but bulrushes and
had another two acres of black loam added to his tillable area. Oh, he was an allround man, that Representative, with the
for drains through a field that

—

tentacles of his office reaching out to a
thousand sources for help, and placing it
to the best of his knowledge, wherever
anyone in his territory wanted it.
it was the Representative who revealed
to Billy at last that the thing he needed

before he would ever be satisfied with
anything else was more education. Billy
knew that he wanted an education, but he
also wanted the fields, the steady quieting toll of seed time and harvest, the
care of the cattle, the directing of life and
growth with all their mysteries and miracles, and their unfailing obediences to
He was a born farmer,
natural laws.
but he would never be content to farm
blindly, mechanically, as an animal follows prey, for an existence. The best solution for his case seemed to be the agricultural college.

A college year leaves considerable free
time in the twelve months, and Billy managed somehow to keep the tillable acres
of the farm under crop and to harvest
what he planted. The first year initiated
him into a dozen phases of learning that
he had never heard of before. The second year, partly by accident, partly
through the insight of a few semi-professionals, it was discovered that he had
some unusual athletic possibilities and
Billy loosened up from his grind sufficiently to learn the hard, clean strain of
rugby and hockey, and to warm up daily
in the gymnasium.
It opened up a new
world for him; in his whole life he had
never before learned to play, and as it
put a new spring in his muscles, a new
physical joy of living in his existence, it
began to clear away the cloud that had
sobered and darkened his outlook.
It
was in his third year, at the term's closing dance before Christmas, that he had

another awakening.

Up to this time, every attempt of his
classmates to draw him across the girls'
campus had failed. The magic force had
come to him on the rink that afternoon.
A gay little figure in a white wool skating outfit, with a brave dash of crimson
here and there, chasing a hockey puck
down the ice, skated very close to him,
lost the puck around his skates somehow,
and as he returned it, she turned in his
direction for a moment the naivest, childish gaze from a pair of wonderful blue
eyes.
At night to the amazement of his
friends, he went to the dance.
The girl
might be as unattainable as a royal princess
he was quite sure she was, yet as
millions of men had done before him, he
took the trail of the impossible with a
hope that really promised something.
She made the first picture he saw when
he went in, standing like a rare bit of
Italian china on a space of polished floor,
the magnet of a train of sleekly-groomed,
linen-bosomed
Absently
young men.
Billy was having a programme thrust upon him. Dazedly the admonition was being borne in on him that he would be
expected to do his duty to the end, and
Already
distribute himself around well.
he was entangled, introduced to a girl
wearing a committee badge, and his escort deserted him.
The committee girl didn't disturb his
equilibrium at all.
It wasn't necessary
to pay much attention to her; she didn't
seem to expect it. She was there for a
purpose, to put people at ease, the rare
individuals of the twentieth century
youth who needed this ministration and
She handled Billy's case
to shuffle them.
by reassuring him from the frankest and
friendliest eyes he had ever looked into,
then following the direction of his gaze,
she led him directly to the regal little
figure with its buzzing circle of attend-

—

—

ants.

Miss Evison's greeting was not so alluring as her wide baby stare in the afternoon. She turned her meaningless, drawing-room gaze toward him with the indiff'erence due one of her innumerable
courtiers, and even glanced with immovable correctness at his hand extended half
way across the distance between them.
Billy brought the hand back painfully. He
had known better, of course, but it seemed such a humanly natural thing to do.
Come to think of it, he had shaken hands
with the committee girl too, but she must
have met him half way, or something, because he had never thought of it until
There was something decidedly
now.

cihlling, too, in Miss Evison's clear, blase,
very "nice girl," how-do-you-do, and not
being a connoisseur in the ways of women,

he took

it

for a dismissal and turneo to

Miss Evison had not anticipated this
danger. He was walking right away from
her, with his rare six feet of athlete, his
good looks, and his whole unique farmerish appearance that would make such
a striking background, for the evening.
She had to think quickly and she was
not accustomed to the process.
"I
I think I noticed you at the rink
this afternoon?" she threw out desper-

—

ately.
It was very bad, of course.
She should
never have admitted that she ever noticed anyone anywhere. It was a decided
compromise from the standards she upheld so carefully, and the high tint of excitement in her cheeks deepened and burned at the mistake. Billy sincerely looked
his gratitude for the recognition. It was
so much more than he had expected from
this queenly little personage, with the
whole of her narrow little circumscribed
world at her feet. He found some thing
very sweet and womanly in the deepening
color, in the maidenly lifting and lowering of her eyes very wonderful eyes
they seemed, large and long-lashed, with
the beautiful deep blue and little brown
specks that nature had given them, and
the thousand little tricks,
flashes and
mists and a half-closed dreaminess for
which Nature was not responsible at all.
They could never be called soft in their
expression, but they could be very mysterious.
Yet the girl was only twenty.
Billy was not a novice at dancing. He
had spent many a night gliding over the
candle-waxed floor in the Town Hall at
home. He would never take Jean to these
aff'airs; he hated their atmosphere himself, but he was very human in his fondness for the poetry of motion, and there
was very little poetry of anything else in
his life.
From the time he entered the
ball-room, it was his habit to dance constantly until he decided to stop
then he
went home. Sometimes, for reasons of
his own, he left earlier, but never because
he was tired of the dance itself.
Here
the tone was different.
Unconsciously he attracted some attention by dancing three times in succession
with the popular Miss Evison. She had
demurred playfully over the second, and
seriously over the third, but when Billy
apologized for his selfishness, she gave it
to him very sweetly. She even managed,
though he would never have thought of
suggesting it, to give him the second half
of an extra, because it does give a certain
prestige to a girl's social standing to have
to cut into her dances— and Billy made
such a noticeable figure coming across to
claim this mere fragment of her evening,,
and covering her with confusion, in her
effort to be nice with everybody.

—

—

In the intervals when she was away
from him, Billy stood in the shadows and
watched her with a sober tenderness,
something akin to worship. She was as
remote as the stars, he knew, yet a moment before he had felt her soft, clingy
scarf blowing against his face. She was
so sort of set apart, so uncertain, so alluringly feminine, from the transparent
drape about her white shoulders, and the
American Beauties trembling against her
with every breath, to her frail, little, highheeled shoes, and he thought happily that
she would always need a man to take-

Continued on page
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The Tractor

Hit at Pickering

Mechanical Power in Turning a Furrow or Ridging a Land Settled Farmer
Doubts About it. The Small Tractor is Coming
HAS

been the histoi-y of

labor-

all

By

F.

M.

ITsaving machinery, that their adoption

CHAPMAN

plane

way

of travel,

and made

it

farmer

—

fight his

is

difficulties.

Pickering township in November.

The

third Canadian tractor demonstration
held coincident with J. Lockie Wilson's
annual provincial plowing match, made
light tractor history for Canada.
War
conditions have emphasized through the
shortage of labor and the tempting prices
of farm productions, the need for getting things done on the average farms of
the too-much-of-late despised eastern
small farms. The farmer has too much
of his forefathers' red blood to sit idle
over the fertile possibilities of his 100 or
his 200-acre farm. Horse power has fallen down too often. The dry season of the

past fall has made plowing almost a negligible quantity before the middle of October.
Had he an engine that would pull

two plows or more, he could have had his
whole farm turned over even with his
short-handed working force. His chances
for a good crop of very paying agricultural productions next year would have

meant much

to him.
not too slow to see that he might
be in the race for his winter's support
and his own affluence. The light gasoline
horse would fill the bill, and that is the
conclusion they came to at the Fleming

He

is made on totally
different mechanical lines than
the big tractor.

The small tractor

was

the tractor that brought 12,000
people to R. J. Fleming's big farm in
It

is

farm in November.
The development of the small tractor
has come largely because of the failure of
the big tractors in the West. The very

will draw the
binder and loads
will hitch up to the silo filler
and mdividual thresher.
*^®®^ witnesses believed these
ia??^jdevices
lyib
were meeting these needs
may be gathered from the fact that every
machine sent to the demonstration
was
sold and some makers report
as high as
5 tractors since then §old to farmers
in
Ontario.
roller,

Or

as well.

real

getting astride a tractor to

power

One that

discs,

has been slow. Particularly does this
apply to farm machines of all kinds. The
farmer, of all men, is the most conservative in his ways of doing things. It takes
the wrenching of a big migration to a
new country or the total dislocation of
ordinary ways of doing things by some
great war disturbance, to effect the wholesale adoption of a new idea.
Just as
people in civil life flirted with the aero-

under war necessities, so the tractor
which ambled slowly into favor during
peace days, fairly raced into the business
world during these days of war-made
labor difficulties. The farmer, especially
the Eastern staid, conservative mixed

an automobile.
harrows,

s

It will not displace the horse.
It will
cut out one team on the hundred
acre
farm perhaps. The tractor is supplementary to the horse. It is coming
because
It pays to have it on the
farm. Gasoline
IS doing many things now.
It is a servant that makes weather and soil
conditions give way to its insistence.
It is
assisting man to overcome his -natural
difl^culties.

It is

a

way

was a good

stration

The demon-

out.

thing.

furrow finished up and the whole land
show no bad lapses, unsightly gaps and
half-turned stubbles, excited his kindest
remarks.
In this land, of course, as
many said, in most favored shape, the
ploughing equalled anything done by

walking plows at their working speed.
"I would like to see these plows operating on my farm, over hills, and in stone,"
said many an observer.
Another man said "The demand for
the small tractor is a determined one.
We are all going to get them sooner or
later.
They have invaded our farms to
stay.
It is a question now with us, as to
:

ease in operation and a cutting out of the
duplication of engines in our farms.
This machine must do all our big power
work as well."
The tractor manufacturers are wiser
to-day than yesterday. They pushed the
big tractor out on the Western prairies
only to see its early discard to the headland scrapheap. They are moving to-day
in the light of the economic demand. They
are following the farmer's needs and
meeting them in a scientific and a sensibly financial way.
The ideal tractor is one that will plow
5 acres in 10 hours.
One that can be

operated by any farmer

who can handle

Auto

Fills

His Silo

Mr. Baker, of Concord, Ont., utilizes
his light Ford automobile to drive all
his
farm machinery. He has an attachment
on in front which can be taken off in five
minutes.

His silo was filled by this power and
his grinder can turn out 20 bags an hour.
In response to a query as to whether it
did not impair his car, Mr. Baker said
that he could not see that it did and that
the power was perfectly satisfactory.

Test Your Seed
Every

prairie

farmer

Wheat

confronted
with the possibility of Very dear wheat
next year for seed and the tendency there
will be to sow inferior seed.
Secretary
P. P. Woodbridge, in a recent circular to
the members of the United Farmers of
Alberta, points out this danger and advises early attention thereto.
As there
are likely to more than one and. a half
million acres seeded in Alberta next year,
it will need about two bushels per acre,
or 3,000,000 bushels for seed.
is

faults of the big steam or gas tractor in
West started the ideas for the radically different types of the smaller machines.
And while the demonstration in
Pickering drew forth enthusiastic words
from hundreds of farmers, it cannot be
said that the idea is perfected in its most

the

workable way yet.
If it were Henry
Ford would hardly be holding back his
new farm tractor for two years to solve
the question.
Nevertheless, the Avery
8-16 and the Big Bull, the Case, the International, the Gould, Shapley & Muir and
others showed their creations in a favorable light.
The ploughing was a revelation to the average farmer.
He never
expected to see furrows so straight.
Striking out the lands was an impossible
conception for a machine, and to see the

These wheels do not pack the
the

soil very much.
One of the noticeable features of
day was the lightness of the tread.

—

Farming Practice

Intensivel

Some Hints

A

D

think that there's a

nonsense talked about the
returns from the small farm?"
The query was made of a fine specimen
of the Scottish-Canadian agriculturalist.
lot of

Being Scottish, a direct answer was
scarcely to be looked for and one was prepared for the quiet "maybe," a -fine combination of affirmation and negation.
"And I agree with you entirely," the
"Those fellows that
querist contmued.
write for the papers do not know what
they are talking about when they say that
ten acres will yield as much as many a

farm of

fifty acres."

m

not so
may be so, but I
"And
sure," replied the cautious Scot.
off this
yet it is surprising what I've got
Do you mind having a look for
place.
yourself? You see, I've ten acres here
and I'm trying to get on."
The speaker was a well preserved farmyears
er of about sixty years of age. The
had dealt kindly by him and one would

"Aye, that

have journeyed

many

a weary foot, par-

a
ticularly in city or town, to have found
finer or happier specimen of manhood.
till
"I ran a big farm," he contmued,
my boys left me for something they
thought better and I bought this ten acres.

was poor when I got it, and my
So I
bit.
first job was to get it fattened a
drew all the manure that I could find and
The

soil

kept
spread it out on the land. I have
two cows and lots of hens and horses and
Why, 1
all the hogs I could manage.
of hogs
sold three hundred dollars worth
he
soil,
last year. And now look at that
added with a worthy pride in work that
meant a fine combination of thought and
action.

,

^

,

,.

,.

sort that delights
and
the heart of the countryman, rich
deep and mellow, and full of humus already made and of the material that
meant more humus later on.
'And what do you think of those tat-

And

the

soil

was the

ground
ties" and Scottie was down on the
delicately and skilfully scraping back the
instrusoil from the tubers with the only
ment fine enough for the purpose, the
cunning hand of the man who knows the
delicacy of the structures wherewith potaare fed from the

Income

.

mangold crop?"
"Well, not so long ago I had seven hunI counted that
dred bushels per acre.
pretty good. But I don't always do that
well," and Scottie freed himself from any
suggestion of boasting.
"I observe a three year rotation. Roots
follow the clover and this allows me to
have one year of grain. This rotation
does pretty well with me.
"The women have the hens and cows."
"And they'll keep you busy to be in
the lead?" was suggested.
"Aye, it does that," was the cheerful,
unabashed admission.
Has not this man found the secret of
He has no time, as he has no
living?
He is doing a
occasion, for self-pity.
man's work and enjoys the thrifty Scot's
blessed privilege of being independent.
This year he had many an odd day for
assisting his neighbors, receiving in return wages that went a long way towards
keeping the flour barrel full when the
snow is flying. He is blessed with the
best of the good health and vigorous
digestion that are to be had only from
contact with the soil, and the sense of
achievement that goes "with something
attempted, something done.'
"If I had more help I could make this
little farm do a great deal more," he
added.
What he meant was that he would add
a greenhouse and plant celery and summer savoury, tomatoes, melons and a
dozen of other things for which good
prizes are paid and which are always in
brisk demand. This fall he would be coining money by selling cauliflower at $2.50
per dozen.
One could not but think that this man
has shown the ideal way for the farmer
who wishes to retire. The little holding
of ten acres supplies occupation without
being exacting in demands, while it keeps
the owner in contact with familiar faces
and congenial associations.

There

Is

Money

By Andrew

In

It

Kyle.

was swept

For any year the potatoes
to one side.
were of an exceptionally high order. For
the season of 1916, when scores of farmers the Dominion over were scarcely able
to grow sufficient potatoes for their own
consumption, the yield was simply wonderful. There they were, clean and good,
numerous, the kind that demand careful
handling in the cooking or they will
"waste in the pot," the large "mealy"
sort that the farmer relishes and that
the city man seldom sees.
"And what do you have in the bumper
years?" was the next query.
"One year I had two hundred and ten
I never remember
bushels to the acre.
•

s

less than a hundred and fifty
I don't count on
bushels to the acre.
those big crops. I like a good crop every
year."
"And what yield have you from the

soil.

toes
All need for qualified praise

Farmer

having

Living From 10 Acres
By Andrew Kyle.
ON'T you

for the Small

of how hard we find
to get good butter." It was the merchant who was talking to his customer.

"You have no idea

for calves and hogs and poultry.
No
better food can be supplied hogs and poultry than buttermilk.
very little figuring will demonstrate that the gain made
in feeding the skim milk and the buttermilk will more than make up for the cash
loss accruing from the non sale of the
milk.
Crate-fattened chickens will put
on in three weeks from a pound to a pound
and a half more when their meal ration

A

is

mixed with milk than they

will

when

the milk is not supplied, while hogs will
condition better and faster with milk as
part of their diet than they will in any
other way of feeding.
Further, milk selling ranks high as a
soil robber.
Butter selling means practically no soil robbing.
A large percentage of farm fertility is carted away in
the milk can.
The quantity of fertility
taken away in the milk can is quite
negligible.

Butter making pays its own way. It
pleasant work and opens up profitable
doors to other remunerative farm operations, besides adding fertility to the farm
acres.
It is no longer peculiarly a woman's occupation, but it may be followed
by men without any loss of masculinity.
is

A
A

Flying Jersey Train

unique feature

in the dairy world
of a special express train
of cars of Jersey cattle from the Waterloo, la., show to Springfield, Mass., in October. It was managed by the American
Jersey Cattle Club, with President M. D.
Munn, of St. Paul, in charge. Four stops
were made en route and a portion of the

was the running

150 Jerseys unloaded, and with banners
they paraded the streets, which
were lined with crowds. As an enlister
for dairy farming, this demonstration
should take a leading place.
flying,

Home-made Waterproof
Cement
The following mixture for waterproof
cement has been used for a long time by
the United States army engineers:
One part cement, two parts sand,
three-fourths pound of dry powdered
alum to each cubic foot of sand. Mix dry
and add water in which three-fourths of
a. pound of soap has been dissolved to
each gallon.

it

"We

can

let

you have one pound, but

that's all," he continued.

Things should not be thus in a country like Canada. Land is not so scarce or
dear, nor is labor so costly thaf there need
be a shortage of butter.
It should be remembered that before
now the dairy cow has lifted many a
heavy mortgage, and that she is still
ready, if given a chance, to put her owner on easy street. When the cream separator is used, with butter making in view,
there is an abundance of warm skim-milk

A New

Champion Dairy Cow

Queen Piebe Mercedes, the Holstein heibred and owned by E. C. Schroeder,

fer,

Moorehead, Minn., as a junior four-yearold recently finished a year's test with
30,230.2 lbs. of milk and 1,111.56 lbs.
of fat, equivalent to 1,389.45 lbs. of
80 per cent, butter, to her credit. In no
month of the year did she fall below 2,000
pounds of milk or below 100 pounds of
butter. Her average fat test for the whole
year was 3.68 per ecnt.

Citizetis
convoy from France.
send their private cars to make the journey
easier for the wounded men.

Officials receiving a

Woiinded Soldiers alloived out for a couple of hours'

Two

hoy scouts in the rear
assist by running messages.

fresh air.

who

The Humanizing Side
There Are Some Compensations

Great War.

in the

of

War

Applied Christianity

is

the

Only Practical Basis of Intercourse

NEAR

an historic old city, lodge
gates guarded by khaki-clad men
open into a lovely country estate
whose winding paths and roads are bordered by luxuriant tangles of trees and
shrubbery and acres of farm and fruit
lands.
It is clearly something more, though,
than one of the ordinary beautiful country estates in this famous old hunting
county of England, for attention is at
once attracted to the numbers of men in
soft, clean, grey woolen suits, brightened
by the brilliant dash of color in their
crimson ties, lying or sitting on the green
banks or strolling about the laurel-bordered walks which lead to vistas of rich
It is one of the great
rolling farmlands.
War Hospitals where the British Empire
cares with the utmost skill and tenderness for the Canadian, Australian, New
Zealand, English, Irish and Scotch brotherhood of wounded soldiers who have
from all quarters of the globe banded together to fight to the death for British

and justice.
Here they come in convoys of from one
hundred to one hundred and fifty, once
ideals of liberty

twice every week, dazed, broken,
sprinkled with shrapnel, blistered with
or

By

EMILY

Wrilien Jrom, the seat of the uar'n hig
by a loriter
this article,
readers of The Farmer's
Mayaxine have come to respect, will
carrij

the

same convictions

to

others.

Miss Quest, a teacher in the Belleritle
Conciliate, and a lecturer of the Ontario

Women's Institute staff, is now at the
Her words are like a heart-toheart talk to all farm women. Editor.

front.

liquid fire,

—

"back from

own word to
many of them

hell," to use their
describe the indescribable,
sons of our own Canada.

The sight of them causes the great unspoken dread of the Canadian mother insistently to obtrude itself: Will the brutality of war kill her boy's humanity?
I put the question one day to a member of the British House of Commons. He
looked thoughtful for a minute before

answering:

—

"War is horrible we English do not
agree with the German view that it is a
good thing for a nation
we hate it.

—

Still,"

slowly, "certain

off to the station for another
convoy usually arrives at night, but night or
day, a band of workingm,en form a V.A.D. corps

A

to help,

GUEST

metropolis,
irliom
the

The Red Cross ambulance
load.

].

giving up either work or sleep as
the time demands.

virtues of cour-

An

age, modesty, self-sacrifice, it does undoubtedly develop."
With a twinkle of a smile, he added:
"Your Canadian is getting five times the
pay of any other soldier, which he uses
to get the luxuries that ward off brutality,
and fills the English Tommy with envy,
malice and all unch^ritableness!
But,"
he went on, seriously, "they all do learn
sympathy, real and active, as distinguished from mere sentiment. On the whole,
men will come out of the war much as
they went into it, but the fine man will
be finer, the lower one improved by its
severe discipline."
Direct observation of the wounded men
confirmed his view. They are so brave,
so cheery, and so kind to each other that
they put to the blush many a prosperous
citizen peacefully far from the horrors of
the danger zone.
A suddten tightness
comes in the throat and a mist to the
eyes at some of the daily sights. Here is
a young fellow wheeling himself along in
a chair, stopping occasionally to lift to
an easier position with painful care his
stump of a leg, still swathed in bandages.
Others on crutches or with bandaged
head, eyes, or face, arms and hands in

Continued on poge 34.

—

open air consultation wounded soldiers sitting or
lying on green bank in right-hand comer.
Right toleft in the group are Dr. Edna Guest, Col.

Harding, O.C, Dr. Ross, Nursing
Sister Kibraine, Dr. Boone.
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Livestock and Mixed Farming
Cheaper Feeds for Dairy Cows and Other Farm Facts
'tm\wm^\wr\wmmmx\mmmr\wmx^^^^^

Winter Feeding Dairy Cows
By H. H. Dean.

THE

COMING winter finds our dairy

farmers confronted with the short-

est supply of feed on hand in many
years, except hay. Hay alone is not sufIt lacks that qualficient for milk cows.
ity known as succulence or juiciness,
which is necessary for cows producing a
large flow of milk. In many cases, hay
also lacks palatability or tastiness, although the 1916 hay was well-saved, and
generally speaking, had most of the desirable qualities in a good hay. Timothy
hay lacks proteid or muscle-forming material which is essential for milk produc-

mixed ahead, the

digestibility and palatability of the feed are increased with the
least amount of labor and cost.
3. The purchase of feeds rich in proteid
material at economical prices is a question each individual feeder must solve for
himself. It is a question involving composition of feed, experience in feeding

and market

may

assist the purchaser in
additions to the feed supply:

stuffs

buying

Digestible
protein

One ton red clover hay contains
"

"
"

'

•

"
"
"

tion.

The chief feed problems then which confront the milk-producer, who has a large
quantity of hay, but little or no silage,
roots or coarse grain, is to make the hay
more succulent, more tasty, and to add
something which contains a high proportion of proteid matter.
This can be accomplished in the following ways: 1. Cut at least part of the hay,
if at all possible, mixing with the cut hay
any silage or pulped roots which may be
Where there is neither silage
available.
nor roots, dampen the cut hay with warm
water, and allow to ferment in a pile,
at least five or six hours before feeding.
The silage and roots, or the warm water
start fermentation, which softens the
woody fibre of the hay, and makes it more
digestible, and more like grass, which is
the natura.1 food of the cow for milk production.
2. To make the hay, and also straw,
more palatable, the cut material may have
a little salt, some wheat bran and feed
molasses sprinkled on instead of silage,
roots or warm water. The feeder should
be careful not to put on too much salt
as this will cause the cows to scour and
A good plan is to
lessen the milk-flow.
place a layer of cut hay, or hay and straw
about six or eight inches deep over the
floor of the feed room, then sprinkle on
the "appetizer," then a layer of hay. then
"appetizer," until a pile three or four
feet high is made, or sufficient for two or
three feeds. By always having one feed

prices.

The following weights of digestible protein per ton of a few common feeding

'

"
"

.

.

hay contains
barley contains
oats contains
peas contains
wheat bran contains
oil-cake contains
cottonseed meal (ontains..
alfalfa

136 lbs.
2'20

174
1S4

"
"
"

'i'H\

••

244

"
"
"

.5G4

744

has plenty of alfalfa hay,
or even red clover hay, he need not purchase so rnuch of the richer and more expensive meals, such as oil-cake and cottonseed meal, but may get just as good
results by feeding bran, which is a much
safer food in the hands of the average
feeder than is cottonseed meal, which
must be fed carefully to milk cows and
If the feeder

not at all to pigs or young livestock. Oilcake is a much safer feed and at the same
price per ton as cottonseed meal, we
should prefer the oil-cake which is a byproduct in the flax industry and of home
manufacture, as a rule.

Beef Production
Beef production on Canadian farms

re-

solves itself into two kinds, first, the man
who raises his calves, feeds them for
two or three years and then turns them
off as fat beef; and secondly, the man who
buys in his feeding cattle in the stock
yards, or from local farmers in various
parts of the country, and then puts them

onto winter feed for the Easter or summer markets.
In either case, it is absolutely necessary
that the farmers know what the animals
cost him and what the feed consumed will
be if he continues to take into account that
he is to have the average luck in getting
an animal to put on enough flesh so that
the returns will pay him for his feed as
well as his overhead expenses.

Although many steers are still fed by
farmers who handle only a few head each
year, the fattening of cattle has passed
to a considerable extent into the hands of
professional feeders. These fatten from
a few carloads to hundreds of animals
yearly.

The recent high prices that have been
received for these cattle, and the high
price that the consumer is paying for
meat, would lead some to believe that
there is considerable money to be made
in the fattening of cattle. Of course, the
higher the price, the less spread there
need be between the buying and selling
prices, in order for the farmer to break
even, but even with the present high
prices, it is absolutely necessary to take
into account the high prices in feed in
making any calculation for a turnover in
beef.

well to review
of
years ago by Prof. Zavitz at the Ontario
In order to find
Agricultural College.
out the amount of feed consumed by a
steer from its birth to maturity and the
cost of the grain in successive periods of
its growth. Prof. Zavitz confined an animal from 3 days of age until 3 years old,
in a well-bedded box stall, giving exercise
when required by leading. Account was
kept of all water and food supply.
In this connection,

it is

what was found out a certain number

year the steer gained
785 lbs, while
the daily gain for the second year was
only 1.2 lbs. and for the third, 3.0 lbs. In
the first year there was required an average for iOO-lb. gain, 492 lbs. of milk, 159
of concentrates, 184 lbs. of hay and 314
lbs. of root silage and green fodder.
At the end of 3 years we are told that

During the

first

2.2 lbs. per day, or a total of

the steer weighed 1.588 lbs. and and would
have yielded 1,000 lbs. of dressed food.
During this period it had consumed a
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total of 3,862 lbs. of milk, 5,857 lbs. of

concentrates, 7,716
lbs. of green feed.

lbs.

of hay, and 20,511

Now, suppose we

figure these out at
the present prices for feed and see whether the farmer who raised the steer to
3 years of age, by selling him at the market price of to-day, would clear him.self.
Of course, no account is taken of the manure, or the labor as we reckoned that one
will balance the other.
From statistics gathered from feeders
in the States in 1902, it was found that
an average margin of $1.02 was required
to cover the entire cost of fattening cattle in summer.
That is, they must sell for
$1.02 per hundredweight higher than the
purchase price in order to break even on
the cost of production. For the 6 months
of winter feeding with 2-year-olds, it was
shown that a margin of $1.50 was necessary. Conditions have changed considerably since that time, and any farmer can
readily compute the approximate margin
required under his local conditions, taking in the cost of his feeding, the price
of his feeding stuffs, and the amount of
feed required for 100 lbs. of gain.
It
must be remembered that it requires a
greater number of pounds of grain to get
100 lbs. of gain on a be«f animal than it
does to get 100 lbs. of pork. It is .necessary, therefore, that the farmer understand thoroughly what he is doing, and
understand how to get cheap gains by
feed roughages, in the early part of the
feeding, so as to break down his total
cost, or else he will find that he will be
a loser in his feeding operations.

A

Calf

Feed

Requests are frequently received for information regarding milk substitutes for
calves, and how to use them. The following caif meal mixture is one which is recommended by the Massachusetts Agricultural College: 22 pounds ground rolled
oata; 10 pounds linseed meal; 5 pounds
flour middlings; 11 pounds fine corn meal;
1^^ pounds fine blood meal; Vz pound salt,
Total cost, 3 cents a i>ound.
Many of the proprietary calf meals are
very good, but are a little more expensive
than this home-made meal. The manufactured meals are usually accompanied
by directions for feeding.
These meals are usually prepared by
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adding one-half pound of meal to 2 quarts
At each
of boiling water for each feed.
feeding moisten the meal first with a litto prevent its forming
tle cold water
lumps, and then pour on the boiling water,

and

When

stir well.

this is cooled

down to the temperature of milk fresh
drawn from the cow, it is ready to feed.
It is better to let the calf have whole
milk for 2 or 3 days, or a week, then gradually introduce a little of the milk substitute until within about 10 days, or two
weeks, when you can cut out the milk
entirely. As soon as the calf will eat, let
it have hay and a little of the meal dry,
together with fresh water. Always have
the calf meal mixture milk-warm when

fed.— C.

J. B.

Main

Silo

Requirements

After much experimenting and sampling, the Missouri Station claims that no
one should be persuaded to base the selection of the silo to be used upofi the
statement or supposition that one type of
silo makes better silage than another. Any
silo that has a tight wall that keeps out
the air and is strong enough to withstand
the pressure will preserve silage.

Argentine's Big
Royal Show

Show

Take the

of England,
the Highland of Scotland, the International of Chicago, and the Canadian National of Toronto, and roll them
all into one, and you have some idea
of what the live stock end of this great
South American exhibition is like, remarked a recent visitor to South America.

When you consider that there were 800
young Shorthorn bulls at this fair, you
will get some idea of the difficulties of a
judge and the predominance of agriculture in Argentina. There, agriculture is
the big business of the country.
The
leading men in Argentine are interested
in agriculture.
Many of them are graduates of Oxford, Eton, and Cambridge,
and a farm of 10,000 acres is not considered a novelty. They have their Rural
Society Club in Buenos Ayres, where the
membership fee is $3,000 and the annual
dues $600.

The breeders of Shorthorn cattle ship
all their young bulls to this show
where they are sold by auction and big
prices ^are realized. The owners generally consign them to the auctioneers who
assume full charge and become responnearly

payments. These auctioneers are highly competent.
They issue
catalogues, which are handsomely illustrated.
They are considered responsible
for the representations about the animals
sold in the ring. The sale is preceded by
a short business-like talk and then it goes
on quietly.
Over $3,000,000 worth of
pure bred stock was sold at auction during the Argentine Exhibition.
sible for the

Dairymen Losing
The milk business is not paying the farmer this winter. We are faced with a
serious situation, as we have a shortage of
succulent feed.

We

have

little

ensilage,

no roots, but plenty of hay. Owing to the
dry summer the hay has dried out so that
it is brittle and is not relished by cows,
as it is in some less fortunate years.
My opinion is that the dairy farmer will
not go out of the business, especially the
man who has taken pains to work up a
good herd and has some extra fine young
heifers coming on. But he will be content
to carry the cattle through the winter
without reaping big returns from the milk
I carry grade Holor dairy products.
steins on my 100 acres in Halton county,
Ont., and I am looking for some way
whereby succulence can be got within a

reasonable cost. It may be possible to use
molasses on the hay and clover after it
is cut and allowed to stand over night.
It is a fact that with our better prices the
dairy farmer is working at a loss this
winter. J. A. R., Halton, Ont.

—

The native of this country who has a
great deal of Spanish blood in his veins,
is an intensely loyal person.
He has been
dealing for a long time with Great Britain and his confidence has been rarely
abused. It will, therefore, be a hard job
for the United States to break deeply into this trade but, Canada being part of
the British Empire, is favorably looked
upon.
There is no reason why a good
business cannot be worked up with the
Argentine, but I see more reason for expanding our relations with Brazil. This
country offers exceptional inducements.
Bankers, as well as shipping facilities
in normal times are at our service now
and breeders of Canada might do well to
engage in a friendly interchange.
Their springtime is August and September.
Their wheat this year is late
owing to a prolonged drought. Frost for
the first time in many years has cut off
their Alfalfa, of which they grow large
quantities.

The majority

of their sheep are of the

Merino foundation, although they make
a specialty of Lincolns for this big Show.
And they certainly have these fitted to
perfection.

Manitoulin Island raises a large number of sheep.
This is a bunch rounded up
for shipment to the Toronto market.

One thing about their farms which
struck me particularly was the fences.
They are made of wire and are put up as
straight as a line can be drawn, without
a kinked wire or a sagging upright. The
posts are a heavy black wood which is
rot-proof.
They are so hard that it is
necessary to bore holes into which the
This wood makes
staples are driven.
great railway ties, resisting decay. Some
ties on a railway in Argentina have been
Central America
down for 50 years.
grows a great abundance of this timber.

— F.

C.

M.
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Double Cream, Gervais, and

DOUBLE CREAM.
Neufchatel are Easily Made for Both Home

and

Market Uses

WE WOMEN

have the habit of
lunnihg our eyes down the
column of recipes we find printed
in our papers and magazines and of making a mental note of anything new that
we think worth while. One day we may

salting it will be ready for moulding as
soon as the salt is dissolved. If it is a
httle too soft place the curd with the
muslin folded over it between two boards
and press with a small weight or brick
When
until it is sufficiently drained.

Miss Millar suhm/its the first of her
series of short articles on cltecse-mak-

As dairy instructor at the O.A.C.

inij.

she

lias

a reputation behind her words.

— Editor.

this cheese in very warm weather
find it too soft it will be necessary
to place it in the refrigerator for a short
time to firm it.
very suitable mould for this and
many other kinds of fancy cheese is 2

making

new salad or oickle, ther again
we may come across something regarding
discover a

"

the utilization of "left-overs
Just as small amounts of vegetables,
meat, etc., have been made into tasty supper dishes, so small quantities of milk
or cream can be made into fancy little
cheese.
all like to vary our methods
of preparing and serving foods and if we
add cheesemaking to our accomplishments
we will be able to give the family many
In this number we
pleasant surprises.
will give directions for making three
kinds of cream cheese, namely, "Double

We

Cream," "Gervais," and "Neufchatel."
It will not be necessary to go to any
expense in purchasing utensils and materials to work with as our own homes will
furnish the' few things we require, with
the exception perhaps of the rennet. If
this cannot be obtained at the drug store,
purchase a few ounces from some cheesemaker.
Should this not be convenient
then make use of the junket tablets that
our grocers and druggists keep in stock.

DOUBLE CREAM CHEESE.
"Double Cream," as the name suggests
It is a great
is a cheese very rjch in fat.
favorite with many people, although some
prefer one less rich, such as the "Gervais"
or "Neufchatel."
Use a fairly rich cream for making this
To those who have a
kind of cheese.
Babcock tester we would say use a cream
fat.
Those who are
testing about 22
not testing will find that if they are getting about a gallon and a half of oream
from each ten gallons of milk they are separating it will be about the richness
required. Whole milk or skim milk can be
added to reduce it if it is too rich.
will give recipes for using small
quantities and those who wish to manufacture cheese on a larger scale will multiply the proportion of the materials used.
Take one quart of sweet cream testing
about 22% fat. Bring it to a temperature
'7<'

We

between 70° and 80° in warm weather
use the lower temperature.
Add to this one teaspoonful of good
flavored sour skim milk or buttermilk
and stir to mix it.
;

if

Next add one-quarter of a teaspoonful
of rennet extract diluted with a tablespoonful or a little more of cold water.
Stir the cream while pouring in the rennet and continue stirring for a minute
or two to get it all well mixed, then cover
and leave undisturbed until coagulation
takes place, or until it thickens when it
is ready for ladling.
The length of time from renneting to
ladling will be about four hours, but
this will vary according to the acidity
and temperature of the cream. A good
way to test the curd for firmness is to
insert the point of a knife and make a
short cut. If it has become as thick as
custard it is ready.
Spread a square of heavy wire cotton
material over a bowl or basin and carefully ladle the curd into it. Then tie the
corners of the cloth and hang it up to
drain.
Those who are making large

A

inches by 3V2 inches and 1^/4 inches deep.
It is just like an oblong cookie cutter
without the handle. It is necessary to
line the mould with paper before putting
in the cheese and sheets of butter paper
can be cut into strips of suitable size.
Press the cheese firmly with the knife
when filling the mould, make the top level,
fold over the ends of the paper and shake
the cheese out of the mould.
Cream cheese are ready for using as
soon as made if they are to be kept for a
few days they should be put in a refrigerator or other cool place.
Sometimes the makers of soft cheese
have trouble with gassy milk or cream.
It gives a curd filled with little holes and
the flaxor and texture are poor. To get
ahead of this trouble they resort to pasteurization, that is, they heat the milk or
cream to a temperature of 140" to 150°,
hold it at that temperature from 20 to 30
minutes, then cool it down to whatever
temperature they require.
;

amounts

will find about seven pounds
plenty to put into each cloth. Some drain
it as they do their jelly, by placing a
stick between two chairs, while others
hang it on a hook or nail.
Next morning open up the cloth and
scrape down the curd to assist in the
draining, as that next to the cloth will

GERVAIS CREAM CHEESE.

have become quite thick.
Hang it up
again and repeat the process of scraping
later in the day.

When the curd is well drained (this is
usually the morning of the third day) it
is ready for salting.
Salt should be added
to suit the taste and one teaspoonful
(level measurement) or a little more will
likely be found sufficient. Before salting
turn" the cuyd out of the heavy cloth and
place it on a piece of thin muslin. Flatten
the lump of curd and sprinkle on it part
of the salt.
Double the curd over,, also
bring the muslin over the curd and press
it with the hand to flatten it again.
Lift
the muslin from the top of the curd,
sprinkle on more salt and fold again.
This method of salting is preferred for
a rich cheese because using a knife for
mixing is apt to make it buttery.
If the curd was well drained before

you

'

"Gervais" is made from a mixture of
sweet milk and cream, usually two parts
milk and one part cream, or a mixture
testing about lO"^" fat.
Bring the mixture to a temperature
between 70° and 80°, and to each quart
add a teaspoonful of good flavored sour
skim milk or buttermilk, then add five
drops of rennet extract per quart, diluting the rennet with cold water and stirLeave
ring it well into the mixture.
covered and undisturbed until firmly coagulated, then carefully ladle out into

heavy cotton cloths and hang it up to
Next morning scrape down the
drain.
curd that is adhering to the cloth and
hang it up for further drainage. In the
afternoon this scraping should be repeated and the curd hung again, if it has
not drained sufficiently. When the curd
Continued on page 31.
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Higher Priced Cars Are Extravagant
For The Average Buyer!
It is just a simple business proposition

— why

should you pay more than the Maxwell price
for a car that cannot offer you more advantages?

Does

it

sound

like

good judgment?

True, the Maxwell may not offer quite all of the
frills that the expensive cars afford, such as
cigar lighters, vanity cases, etc.
But every
single feature that gives convenience and
actual service is embodied in the Maxwell.

You can't buy a car that will give you
vice

— greater

satisfaction.

economy

— more

better ser-

downright

—

You may have bad

roads mud, sand or hills—
you may want low upkeep expense the Max-

—

answer your requirements perfectly.
The Maxwell is light in weight, extremely powerful, in fact, just right to go easily over the
roads, good or bad.
It's a car you soon have absolute confidence in.
When you have driven a Maxwell a few
weeks you realize just what it will do. You
get a new idea of motor car service.
The Maxwell is all the car you want you can't
well will

buy more
That's

—that's why

why

it is

—

the sensible car.
extravagant for the ordinary
it is

buyer to pay more!

Write for Catalogue

Motor Company of Canada, Ltd.
WINDSOR, ONT. and WINNIPEG, MAN.

I

—
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CREAM SEPARATORS
Made throughout

Em-

in the British

Built of specially selected No.

way

Only the best materials and workmanship employed.
Every machine fully guaranteed.
"Premier" goods stand the
service and satisfaction.

test

scientifically

1

Nor-

and

treated

bound with 2 -inch steel cables.
of time and give the best

Get

latest

from

catalogue

THE PREMIER CREAM SEPARATOR COMPANY
659-661

J.

MALDEN.
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vary so much in the nature
of their soil, and the proportion of
grass to arable, as well as in the feeding properties of the pastures themselves, that it is not desirable here to specify one particular type, but to give broad
principles to be applied as circumstances
admit. It is, of course, possible to devise
cropping which shall make a farm wholly
self-supporting; but in view of the fact
that matket opportunities allow the keen
farmer to buy outside foods at advantageous terms it is wiser for him to do so ocsionally with the constant taking away of
milk, exhaustion of plant food must always be going on, it is necessary to purchase either manures or feeding stuffs
leaving residual manure.
On tne whole
it is not desirable to strain at the effort
of showing how a farm may be self-supporting. It is, however, possible to make
the cropping such that outside purchases
may be small without impoverishing the
land. Of course this must involve a considerable proportion of arable land, because grass of itself will maintain a full
flush of milk only during a comparatively
small portion of the year: but to make the
considerations applicable to the purposes
of the greater number, we will assume
that there will be so much grass that this
-*

Pine.

Slaves

Farm

INARMS

"PERFECT" SILOS

pire.
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Carry a Maxirnum Number
of Cows.
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KING STREET WEST, TORONTO
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New COAL OIL LIGHT ^^^r^IaVI^SI'*^
A.-

10 Days FREE— Send No Money
We don't ask you to pay us a cent until you have

used this wonderful modem white light in your own home ten days,
then you may return it at our expense if not perfectly satisfied.
Yoa can't possibly lose a cent. We want to prove to you that it makes
an ordinary

oil

lamp look

Lights and

lene.

and

is

like a candle; beats electric, gasoline or acetyTests by Government
put out like old oil lamp.

34 leading Universities

show that

it

on One Gallon
Burns 70 Hours
won't
no
smoke
common
.

odor,
or noise, simple, clean,
coal oil (kerosene),
explode. Three million people already enjoying this powerful, white,
Cold Medal at Panama Exposition.
steady light, nearest to sunlight.
Greatest invention of the age. Guaranteed.
$1 000 Reward will be given to the person who shows us an oil lamp equal
to the new Aladdin in every way (details of offer given in our circular).
We want one user in each local Jty to whom we can refer custom- Y|k||w»
ers. To that per.son we have a special introductory offer to make, I UUI 9
under which one lamp is given Iree. Write quick for our 10-Day
Absolutely Free 'Trial Propositioo 30^ learn how to get one free. I llfcb

Won

zi2*"«

• 1 » • »

Jia^
«jgMBIJJMMilMlllil5"^5^

ON »m!^ms^-<^h

CDCC

609 Aladdin Building, MONTREAL
Largut Coal Oil (Keraseflal Muitl* Lamp Housa In th* World
trial delivery plan makes it easy.
No
previouB experience neceasary. Practically every^ farm
Make
Men With Rigs
^SL B and small town home will boy after tryiriK. One farmer who had never eold anything in bis
before writes: "/ gold 61 the first erven daun."
Chriatcnsen Bays: 'Have never seen an
$1 00 to $300 Per Mo. 1:^^, •Ae that aelU so eaailu " Nomrg eayR: " 92 per cent of homea visited bought." Phillipaaays:
"Every ctuitomer becoTtiea a fri< ltd and booster." KpmerlinB- Rays: " No flowery talk n^eeMary. SpllsiUelf." Thousandswho
are coining money endorse the Ali ddio juatasBtronKly. NO MONEY REQUIRED. We furnish stock to reliable men to eet started. Ask
for our diBtributor'6 plan, and le* rn how to secure an apr)ointment and make big money in unoccupied territory. State occupation, age,
whether you have rig or auto; wh ?ther can work spare tirr-e or sfeady; when can start; townships most convenient for you to work.

MAN7 LE LAMP COMPANY,
.

THE UNIVERSAL MILKER

HINMAN MILKERS
Pa.v for Themselves This Winter
Saving- at Leiist One Hired Man For Yoii.
3-unit outfit costs less than his pay and boarrl
for six nniuths.
Teaoli .vour boy to milk with
the HIX.MAX.

Will

A

The HIX.MAX is used on official test work on
some of the best herds In Canada and the United
States.

Years.

H.

F.
,>/)/«

Over 22,000

FREE

sold.
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A

for

for

Eight

"A" explains.

BA LEY & SON
Mannfaclurcrs

Success

>,

Canada Under

GALT.
HINMAN
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Before You Build

food can in an ordinary favorable year
keep the cows going well from May to
August, and fairly well in September
and October and provide hay for winter.
At all times, however, there is liability to
short supply.

The

first

consideration

is

to provide food

under normal conditions which will carry
the animals through the year; and secondly to have such an arrangmentof cropping that should abnormal conditions prevail, there will not be a difficult gap to
bridge. The other chief point is such an
arrangement as will provide a considerable quantity of corn and grain to help
save the purchases. The ordinary basis
for cow feeding is to take 3 acres of grass
land of useful quantity giving from 1^/4
to 1^/2 tons of hay per acre, to meet the
cow's need for a year, 1% tons being required in the form of hay during the winter, the cow getting grazing when she
In point x)f green food represented
can.
when the moisture in herbage is taken as
80 per cent., and in hay at 15 per cent.,
this seems a bulky allowance, especially
as in growthy seasons the aftermath may
run from 2 to 6 tons of grass. Experience shows that the favorable all the

AH

over Ontario houses are being built with
Port Credit full size Cherry Red PrcssedBrick because it gives e.xtra good value for
the money.

SpecUiUij written for The Farmer's
Mayazine bij a leading British vrriler. It
computed that there are 4,100,000
is
coirs in Great Britain, reqwiring about
12,000,000 acres of pasture and yieldinp
1,72::, 000, 000 gallons
of milk, of tchich
as fresh
(;2<».(l()0,(H>0 gnls. are consumed
milk. The fact that almost all the milk

be no trouble for us to
send you a sample and prices
It

will

Credit Brick Company, Ltd.
McKinnon Building, Toronto

The Port

WORKS. PORT CREDIT. ONT.

in Great Britutn is produced
within the country, indicates the importance of these articles to Canadian
dairy farmers. Editor.

consumed

Port Credit Brick

—

—
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year growth is exceptional, and, therefore, that the area mentioned has to be

the hay crop not be more restricted than
possible.

provided.

may

be something of an Irishism to
say that the ordinary most often does not
occur, but it has to be a very genial and
growthy season when there is not some
spell of weather which upsets the farmer's
It

programme. A drought at any time from
May to August will not call for special
effort.
The grazings may be meagre, the
root crop irregular and the store of hay
and straw limited.
There is only one course which makes
for safety, and that is to arrange a cropping which will ensure a big bulk of food
when there is a possibility of running
short as indicated by past experience over
a large number of years. The dangerous
periods are those influenced by droughts
and frosts. Droughts may affect the grazing from hay time onwards. In ordinary
course there is always food to be obtained
up to hay time; though a June and early
July drought will curtail the hay crop,
and then nothing but heavy rains by the
end of July will prevent an August shortness of grass.
A July-August drought
makes short grass for September; and an
August-September one makes shortage
through October and probably through the
autumn grazing. There is, therefore, a
considerable time to cover which may be
under the influence of summer drought.
Even a short drought at hay time, allowing the sun to get at the roots of the newly
cut grass plants, may have an influence
which ordinary showers may not overcome. It is, therefore, necessary to have
a fall-back crop which can be carried to
the cows, any time after the beginning of
July.

As

a matter of fact it is wiser to
in readiness earlier than this,
so that in case of a May and June crop,
the pastures may not be unduly taxed and

have crops

Do
THERE

THE VALUE OF CABBAGES.
failing value in the pastures of
August, even though food be plentiful milk
will not come without additional help.
The crops mentioned will meet this in
ordinary years, and they should be plentiMaize
ful enough to cover emergencies.
and Helianti both revel in sunshine.
bigger bulk of cabbages becomes available, and late sown vetches make bulky
succulent food. No grass is now held up
for mowing, so if grass is short there is
at any rate the full acreage to roam over.

With

A

With autumn-sown drumhead cabbages

many superstitions

regarding the special endowments of animals
and birds during the Christmas season,
some being presumed to be gifted with
speech, others with an intuition to worship, and others still seized with an excitement they cannot well explain.
The tradition that cattle kneel in their
stalls doubtless arises from the fact that
Christ was born in a manger. The Spanish are very kind to all cows, because on
the Holy Night they are supposed to have
breathed on the Christ-child to keep him
warm while he was housed with his mother in the stable of the inn at Bethlehem,
in Judea.
The story is told of an Indian creeping
cautiously through moonlight Canadian
woods in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains on Christmas Eve, and when asked
what he was doing, said:
"Me watch to see deer kneel. Christmas
night all deer kneel and look up to Great
Spirit."
It is thought, however, that some harm
will come to the person who successfully
spies upon these animals in their kneel-

ing posture.

Mark Twain tells a story of the excitement among the animals when the Christchild was ushered into the world. It was
retold on board ship to two little tots one
Christmas Eve in this language:
"Now, my dears, the cows and horses

and sheep knew

all

about the

little

Christ-

child long before the people did, for they

.<tfi>

CVs>5'

"ifS

in

big crop; and even the early sown spring
ones coming on such a supply as those
crops indicate should always save the
farmer real shortage.
September is often a very trying month
as early droughts may have prevented
roots from growing, and even white turThis shows
nips may not be available.
the need to be liberal in the area under
cabbages, maize and Helianti. In respect
to cabbages there is nothing which gives
such big bulk of high class feeding stuff
as the drumhead pickling cabbage for
feeding in September, October and November, and nothing flushes more milk. It

no more
drumheads, but

costs

to

grow than ordinary

it is

of far higher feeding

.•e»\t*.-

>MlV«.

W',vi^3

value.

October may be very much like Septembut the crops with the exception of
cabbages have lost much of their feeding
value. The root crop of turnips or swedes
may or may not be available; therefore,
still keep to cabbages.
It is, of course, a
good feature of cabbages that they remain in a sound feeding condition for a
ber,

and

long while; and successive plants or varieties
ordinarily maturing at different
periods meet the call made on them.

Cattle Kneel at Christmas

are

19

Time?

were right there, and some of them were
feeding out of the manger where He lay.
So those that knew first told the other
animals, and there was a great 'mooing'
and 'baaing,' so glad were they that a
Baby was born who would grow up and
be the kindest and best Man in the world,
and Who would teach all the people in the
world to be kind to each other and to them.
You know the little song about the cattle lowing and waking the Baby, but it
didn't frighten Him and He didn't cry
at all.
That was because He knew the
animals were glad He had come into the
world, and the noises they made were
noises of joy to let Him know they were
happy.
"And so every Christmas
for this
story about the sweet little Babe in the
manger has been told to the baby lambs
and calves and colties by their mothers

Spick
and

Span

—

—

each year since then the 'animals celebrate His birthday and have the most
beautiful time among themselves you can
imagine. Now when .you are in the country at Christmas-time you must wake up
very early and then you will hear them
for yourselves and you will know what

'"^'Mi

means."
But whether cattle do kneel at Christmas time or not is a question that must
it all

r
r^i

be left to the observation of those who
rise early, or to the imagination of those
who are willing to believe without seeing.

— W. McD.

Tail.
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Weight

Poultry Yard

In the
Address

all

communications on Povltry questions

By

To

offset the high price

the best

of gasoline,

engineering talent in
the world has perfected
light-weight steels and scientific body construction
scarcity, aluminum islargeWeight reduction has been

Despite

its

ly used.

accomplished in every part of the car
except the top.
All that is needed in a good top is
found in

RAYNTITL
Single Texture

Topping

guaranteed one year against
is
No top has a finer appearleakage.
ance, and although light in weight, it
has the required strength and is made
to last as long as the car.
It

RAYNTITE

Single Texture
your 1917 car or re-top
your auto with this guaranteed, light-

Specify

Topping

for

weight, long service top material
Aakforfree booklet" The Top Quallon"
and samples of Rauntlte Topping.

DU PONT

Many

a

DAN DALY
bird that can

win at the shows.
Has anyone in Canada any experience
with the Oregon fowls?

The poultry business needs considerable
planning before hand also. Begin now.
What is your best general purpose
fowl for our farms? Write a short letter
telling us.

at this year's prices and the defor dressed fowl, should increase

Eggs

mand

our farm

profits-

we know what we want to do next
year, w'fe do not waste money on every
new wrinkle that comes along.
Move the colony houses into the stubIf

ble fields at night. The chickens can pick
up enough to keep them going many days.

The birds should have a constant supwater in
ply of clean, fresh drinking
dishes that are washed daily and scalded out once a week.
Dry mash should be fed in hoppers
with non-waste devices to prevent any
waste. Galvanized feed hoppers are best
as they are provided with covers.
At this season more than at any other
time we must be on the lookout for troubles
arising from over-crowding, insect pests
and unclean drinking dishes and surroundings.

The following composition

of dry

mash

a good one to feed to pullets during
September: 300 lbs. bran, 100 lbs- cornmeal, 100 lbs. middlings, 50 lbs. meat

is

FABRIKOIO

COMPANY
TORONTO

scraps, 8 lbs. salt.

Laying hens show a decided preference

ONT.

for wheat. Tests at the Missouri station
have shown that the use of either beef
scrap or sour milk makes the hen's egg
record at least twice as good as though
she were fed no animal feed whatever,
and that sour milk is slightly better than
beef scrap for this purpose, in addition
to being cheaper and easier to get on

most farms.

A
Farmers of Canada!
You
for

are wanting a swift, sure anrl certain cure
udder troubles, chills and inflammation in

and Sheep.

Covv.s

TRY

the

ALL BltlTISH

remedy

C

AT ALI NE
fii-st produced in England 26 years
and now has the largest sale ot any cattle

Cataline was
aRo,

drench in the old country.
Tataline is sold in bottles containing sufficient
medicine to make 8 Sheep Drenches, 4 Cow or
Horse Drenches.

Each Drench Cures
One

bottlt

mailed direct

to

I

any addreii in Canada on

receipt of 75 cents

CATALINE CO.

BRISTOL, ENG.

Million a

Poultry Editor.

Bands on Wild Ducks

Poultry Chat
farm boy has a

to the

Week

Between seven and eight million dozen
Canadian eggs were exported to Great
Britain last year, and as an indication of
what is going forward this year, nearly
one million dozen were shipped during the
Yet the supply on
first week of October.
the British market is still short, and there
a demand for many millions more.
Eggs are scarce in Canada at the presCurrent prices are high, and
ent .time.
is

a sharp decline immediately following the
conclusion of the war is npt anticipated.
When prices advance gradually, as has
been the case in staple food products,, they
It will take some years
decline slowly.
to re-establish the normal meat supply
upon the markets of the world, and while
prices of meats are high, people will continue to use increasingly large quantities
of eggs. This condition will naturally be
reflected in the matter of price.

Hunters who kill or capture any wild
duck having an aluminum band around
one leg, with a number on one side and a
request on the other that the department
of agriculture or biological survey be notified, are urged by the United States department of agriculture to send the band
at once to Washington with a statement
as to the date, place and circumstances
under which the bird was taken. An attempt is being made to determine the
routes of migration of wild ducks and the
longevity of individuals. The bands are
being attached to number of ducks that
have been cured of the duck sickness prevalent around the Great Salt Lake, Utah.
This move is largely the outcome of the
banding practised by Jack Miner, of Essex, Ont., whose hobbies were well told
in a recent article in
FARMERS'

THE

MAGAZINE.

Roup

Prevalent in Fall Flocks

Roup

is always most prevalent in the
attacking the birds at a time of lowest body vitality, at the close of a long
season of egg production, or during the
moulting period. The sharp, chilly nights
of late fall and occasional damp, rainy
days are also conducive to the disease, for
it frequently finds conditions made more
favorable for its development by colds and
exposure.

fall,

Roup

is

an infectious disease.

While

comfortable houses, freedom from drafts,
plenty of exercise- and wholesome food
will go a long way toward prevention, it
One of the chief means
is not sufficient.
of communication of the disease germs is
through the drinking water.
The following antiseptic is one of the
most effective: In the bottom of a quart
jar put a layer of potassium permanganate crystal and add cold water, always
being careful to keep more crystals than
the water will dissolve. This will constitute your stock solution, and from this jar

add just enough liquid to give the drinking water a deep violet color. This will
mean one or two teaspoonfuls to. a tenquart

pail.

— C.

S.

A.

Carving the Turkey
Set the turkey on the platter with the
drumsticks to the right of the carver. Insert the carving-fork firmly at highest
point of the breast bone. First cut off the
leg and second joint on the side farthest
from you, making a circular cut around
the joint; cut off the wing on the same
side and in the same way; then remove
the leg and second ^'oint and the wing on
Without removing the
the other side.
fork, cut thin slices lengthwise the breast,
first upon one side and then upon the
Remove the fork, and separate
other.
the second joints from the drumsticks,
cutting through at the joint. Serve light
and dark meat, with a little dressing, on

each plate.

—
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Seventy Hens Out
a

of

mw/

Hundred Lay
By

FrMzEN Up, bute^^s

ALONZA BROWN

plenty of
make money
Now when

QUITE

as many satisfaction-giving
are to be found in a farmer's egg basket as in his dairy barn
or in his hog pen, investment of time
labor and capital being considand
dollars

ered.

The farmers who have kept

in poultry
the time to
the price of eggs is away up. One
cent a month is all it costs to start your hens
laying early and to keep them laying' all winter.
is

now,

ac-

support me.
So far, the utility hen has not had a
square deal.
She has been allowed to
eke out a precarious existence in which
there has been no room for her to cultivate either pride or ancestry or hope of
honorable posterity. Little wonder that
she resented such treatment by her owners in the only ways in which she could
make her objections felt, that is by steadily refusing to fill either the egg basket
or the fattening crate.
Where she has
been given a fair chance, however, the
utility hen has taken an honorable place
along with the dairy cow and the bacon
hog as a mortgage lifter.
What, then, may the average farmer
do to get the most out of his hens?
Before answering this question a "word or
two as to what must not be done. The
poultry business must not be rushed into.
Poultry fever does for a farmer's purse
what typhoid fever does to his body; it
works an extreme weakness and emaciation.
The farmer who thinks that he can
win in this battle with the utility hen
without a deal of hard thinking and concount

w^ill

enthusiastically

sistent attention to business,
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Try

_

^

Poultry
Beiulafor

We

our risk.
will refund your money if you
don't get more eggs. Thousands of live poultrymen are using "Pratts" and are cashing in on their
at

wisdom and

foresight.

Pratts Poultry Regulator keeps the fowls healthy
and vigorous, tones up the organs of digestion and
S£S production prevents disease.

—

At your dealer's in 25c pkgs.- larger money-saving sizes
up to 12-lb. pails at $1.25: 25-lb. pails. $2.50: 100-lb. bags at
$9.00
is guaranteed to
prevent and
cure colds and Roup.
It
is
quickly taken up by the blood
and cleanses the system, allaying the inflammation and reducing the fever.

Pratts,
Ronp Remedy

At your dealer^!
2Sc

in

and

Money back

powder

or tablet form,
SOe a box.

it

not satisfied

Write lo-day for Pratts 64-page Book. "Poultry
Wrinkles.' Its P'REE.
Pratt

Food Company
68'B

of Canada, Limited

Claremont

St.,

Toronto
P-2

had better

the poultry business severely alone.
Further, his efforts after success by erecting elaborate poultry houses and other
costly equipment will
leave him with
monuments to his folly and an aching void
in his pocket book.
Still more will he regret his loss of time and cash if he spends
much time in securing costly birds from
a distance when he is not well informed
as to both the knowledge and integrity of
the person from whom he makes his purchase of birds or of eggs for hatching purlet

Every
owner of
Poultry or
Live Stock
constantly

is

HOUSING THE POULTRY
his purchase, the next step
of his new stock.
Three

the housing
essentials must be considered.
is

The house
must be dry the year through. It must
be well lighted.
It must be free from
draughts.
If any of these features is
lacking, trouble is almost sure to ensue.

Kills

Is harmless, will not
not greasy or dirty, and will not
poison.
It is the cheapest and most powerful Germicide; It is used at the Dominion
Experimental Farms at Ottawa, at Guelph
and by 50 Agricultural Colleges In Canada

DECIDE ON THE BREED.

Having made

Zenoleum

pests.

burn,

poses.

The first step for the farmer to take is
deciding upon the breed that he intends
to encourage.
Barred Rocks, the White
Wyandottes, Rhode Island Reds, the Buff
Orpingtons, and a good half dozen other
varieties, all have their advocates.
All
these breeds are fairly large fowl and do
well as layers in the season when eggs
bring a good price and mature early
enough to be well fleshed in time for the
best market of the spring or the autumn.
More important than the variety of fowl
is the matter of strain.
Hence, the supreme importance of seciirinp one's stock
from a dealer who will ffive the farmer
for his money, not only a good variety of
foivl, but a good utility strain.
The farmer need not be surprised to find that
such birds will cost more than the birds
that have neither variety nor strain to
recommend them.

Zenoleum

fighting against those pesky parasite
pests, lice, mites, fleas and ticks, that
torment his cows, horses, pigs, sheep
and poultry.
Zenoleum kills these

and

is

USA.

A

lice

makes 80

gallons of Disinfectant dip.
Write
for Booklet.
Ask your dealer or send 25 cents fur a tin containing
enough for 5 gallons of dip, carriage prepaid.
Write for Booklet " How to Cure Sick Livestock.'"

$1.50 tin

—

ZENNER DISINFECTANT

CO.,

Sandwich

St.,

Windsor. Ont.

Prize Poultry from England
Good

poultry

Get

pays.

the

HAROLD

best.

CORBIE, whose Blue Orpington Cock won

the 1st
prize and Challenge Cup, Club Show, Bath, 1915
(here shown), offers the best Blue, Black, Buff or
White Orpingtons or Cayuga Ducks, at very- reasonable prices.
Write him your requirements.
Special facilities for exportation.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Also
Pigs.

breeder of pedigree Jersey Cattle and

Berkshire

Write for particulars.

HAROLD CORRIE,

g^l^ls'^^'''"

Cables:- Corrie. Fair Oak. England

POULTRY

NEW

of

kinds and

all

P.

for prices or information to

POULIN

Bonsecours Market,

WANTED

WANTED CRATE FED CHICKENS

LAID EGGS

Send

rFMr'iTwn
tlNULAlNU

&

CO.

MONTREAL

also Poultry of all kinds

WALLER'S
701 Spadina Avenue

-

Write for ovr weekly pi ice

TORONTO
list
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is no occasion for an elaborate
Crowding must be avoided
structure.
and the more litter supplied in which the
grain ration is buried the better. Each
fowl is the better of being supplied with
at least twenty-five feet of floor space.
The doors of the henhouse should be wide
enough to admit of a monthly cleaning
out of the litter. When the door is narrow this monthly cleaning is difficult and
The roosts
it is likely to be neglected.
should be comparatively low for the heavier varieties of fowl and so placed that
the hens when leaving the roosts will fall
The drinking
light on the soft litter.
vessels should be placed so high that litAn
ter will not be scratched into them.
abundance of oyster shell and grit should
be within easy reach, every hour of the

There

Cnnuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiii

...iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilil!:

Horses

Specific for

= fi,H«t>6n
lnle,n";i WO'.nv CoU(
PPiCESO CENTS.
3
= ^^^ Dr. Ed
O R N & CO
*t

Ur.ni,

tit

M

.

I

.Li

^mtMiiiiiimMrtiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiHiiiiimmiiiin

A GREAT REMEDY
FOR HORSE AILMENTS
increasing in favor for
for
qualities
curative
It
horses it is a horse's best friend.
cures coughs, heaves, broken •wind, etc.,
Beneficial in case of colic, intestinal

Vlvat
its

is

flaily

excellent

—

worms and kidney

trouble.

It also increases appetite, gives vigor,
For the respirstrength, endurance.
atory organs it is without equal. Race
horses, hard working horses and travelling horses are especially beneficial.

Special direction to meet each case.

//ere '5

Food

the

to

Produce Vigorous
Stock
OMAZON

Canadian Pood and a
wonderful producer of vigorous stock.
a

is

endurance, increases the appegives vigor. It is also a medicine,
excellent for horses, pigs and
poultry.
As a blood purifier, and for
increasing tlie quantity of milk in mare
and cow, it is highly recommended. It
saves grain. It makes a
is economical
l)ig. saving
when mixed with othex
foods, cuts down your feed expenses.
Write us for circulars. Get these preparations from your merchant.
It gives
tite and

—

MORIN & CO.

DR. ED.

Limited

Mountain

Quebec, Canada

Hill,

GET A FARM OF YOUR
TAKE

20

OWN

YEARS TO PAY

The land will support you and pay for itself.
An Immense area of the most fertile land in
Western Canada for sale tit low prices and
easy terms, ranging from .$11 to .^SO for farm
irrigated lands
lands, with ample rainfall
from .$35. Terms ^One-twentieth down, balance

—

—

within twenty years.

irrigation

districts,
loan for farm buildings, etc., up to $2,000. also
repayable in twenty years interest only C
per cent.
Privilege of paying in full at any
Here is your opportunity to increase
time.

In

—

your farm holdings by getting adjoining land
or secure our friends as neiglinors.
For literature anil particulars apply to

Allan Cameron, General Sup't of Lands
Desk 28, Dept. of Natural Resources C.P.R.

CALGARY, ALBERTA

day the year through.
The front of the house should be sufficiently high to admit of the thorough
lighting of the whole interior, yet not so
high that the part of the house will become excessively warm for part of the
day and go to the other extreme at night.
One of the best means of providing ventilation, while avoiding draughts, is the
practice of providing the house with a
loft made by loosely spreading over the
collar beams a number of boards just sufficient to hold up a spread of about six
The air will circulate
inches of straw.
freely through this covering without injuring the poultry in any way.
Supposing, then, that the farmer has
his poultry house p^-ovided and that he
has secured pullets hatched in March or
April, and that he is deterimned to have
eggs by the time the snow is flying, what
will be his next step?
Along with the
supply of water and grit and oyster shell,
he will need to supply plenty of food. For
one thing, it will be good practice to
keep a supply of rolled oats constantly before the birds. To this he should add
a ration of wheat or other good grain,
though wheat is ideal poultry food. The
rolled oats should be supplied in a hopper, while the wheat should be buried
deeply in the litter. It will be advantageous to cover the floor of the hen house
with about four inches of earth.
Upon
this should be spread about six inches of
straw. Such a spread will provide splendid scratching and dusting facilities.
Even on the coldest winter days hens that
are thus provided will be as happy and
Should the
as busy as the day is long.
house be damp, however, the hens will
huddle up and remain dull and inactive,
piping, meanwhile, the dismal complaint
of failure. It is just as well to vary the
feed ration with an occasional feed of
corn, but care must be taken to avoid
getting the hens fat and flabby. In the
winter time, especially, the morning
hours should be the hens' busy time. By
four o'clock their crops should be getting
pretty full in order that they may go to
roost only moderately warm from scratching.

FEEDING
one can

IS

COiMMON SENSE.

No
tell another just how to
feed a flock of hens, but all will soon
find out that they must feed up to the
point where the hens have plenty and yet
not enough to produce excessive fat. Hens
should show a keen interest in the feeding hour, but should be fed in such a way
that they will not lose interest in the litThe hen that shows a disposition to
ter.
loaf should be placed where no food is to
be had for a couple of days that she may
learn the worker's habits.
Along with good feeding must go strict

Sales
j

Wants

°^^

The Farmer

s

Exchange |

— per month

1

Rates for Classified Ads. — InserM
M tions in this column five cents per
J word per issue. Each initial, four
^ or less figures in one number count
g as one word. Name and address is
M counted as part of the ad. All orders
must be accompanied by cash.
^
= Forms for the month close on 12th
s preceding month of issue.

^
g
M
p
M
M
M
^
p

1 5 cents

a

word

POULTRY
Tj^OR S.C.

LEGHORNS, W. WYAN-

KV.

Buff Orpingtons, and S.C.
E. I. Reds, write George Peal, Rockwood, Ont.
Every layer trap-nested
and pedigreed.
(12-16)
duttes.

"DHODE ISLAND REDS

—

OVER 95
per cent, of eggs from these birds
h.'itched this year.
A few hens for
sale.
F. J. Boland, 139J Bloor street,
Toronto.
•^^

pREEDING STOCK ALWAYS ON
*-^
hand.
My birds
Single
Comb White

are

performer*.

Leghorns

and
Barred Plymouth Rocks. Some special
bargains now.
Lewis N. Clark, Oldham Farm, Port Hope, Ont.

TDEAL S.
We are

C.

WHITE LEGHORNS—

superior quality
stock bred from Guelph and Toronto
winners.
Large, attractive birds at
prices assuring you a profitable investment. W. F. Disney, Whitby, Ont.
offering

(2-17)

SHEEP

pOTSWOLD SHEEP — WE HAVE
^''

some Cotswold ewes for sale. These
Also a few
ewe lanilis. Can supply a carload of
Write for prices, Grassmixed ewes.
inei-e
Farm, Pickering, Ont., P. M.
Chapman, proprietor, 75 Hampton Ave.
are bred after Nov. 10th.

Toronto.

(2-17)

JEWELRY
Ty-ALTHAM WATCHES

—

.?o.50

TO

'
Send
' $150.00
Reliable timepieces.
for fre catalogue to The Watch Shop,
Wm. E. Cox, 70 Yonge St., Toronto.

(tf)

FARMS WANTED
WANTED— HAVE 7.000

-pARMS

BUY-

ers; describe your unsold property
420 Farmer's Exchange, Denver, Colo.
(12-11)1

s TXTANTED TO HEAR PROM OWNER
State cash
=
of good farm for sale.
g price and description. D. P. Bush.
Minn.
(12-16)
^ Minneapolis,
'^'

TITISH TO
''

reliable

HEAR AT ONCE FROM
single

man

capable

of

successfully.
ranch
large
Address W. W., Ranch 333, Farmingdale, South Dakota, U.S.A.

managing

IB

.4LED

ALFALFA WANTED
ALFALFA— ONE CARLOAD

wanted. State whether first or seccutting, hovs- cured and price P.
Box 40, The FarmO.B. your station.
(11-10)
er's Magazine, Toronto.

ond
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attention to cleanliness. At least once a
weeks the roosts should be sprinkled with
coal oil or some other good insecticide. At
least twice in the season the whole premises should be thoroughly dusted and
sprayed and disinfected generally.
With treatment of this character at
least seventy per cent, of the hens should
That is, from a
be laying every day.
flock of a hundred hens, the daily average of eggs should be seventy eggs per
Some poultry men do better than
day.
this with their flocks.
The farmer who is making his beginning, and who has purchased his first
flock,
as has been indicated, should

keep

his

first

flock

for

the

flock

from which he will breed the second winHence he should be ready to purter.
chase a second flock for the second seaBut if he wishes to make
son's laying.
improvement in the laying qualities of
his flock he must trap nest his first fiock
during their first winter's laying. A record should be kept of the performance
of each bird and the best layers selected
for the breeding pen. These best layers
should be set apart early, say in August,
for a good rest. No eff"ort should be put
forward to force the breeding pen. The
feed in this case should consist mainly of
oats with plenty of mangolds and grit
and pure water, with just enough wheat
provided in the litter to provide plenty
of exercise. About the middle of December the ration may be increased till the
hens commence to lay well, and every
means should be used to keep this pen
busy till the breeding season is over.
When the breeding season is over many
of our best poultry men sell the breeders,
reserving only the biddies that have shown
in their second season exceptional qualiBy getting rid of the old flock, room
ties.
Furis provided for the youngsters.
ther, by having the chickens hatched by
Easter and the flock cleared up, the farmer is left free to do his spring work
while the biddies are free to care for the
chicks without being molested by older
members of the flock. Further, by hatching early there is time to catch the Easter

market for young cockerels, and it
market that gets the fancy prices.

The

is
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What

are you doing to help
your hens lay winter

EGGS?
not the natural egg laya forcing process now.
Hens need to have the egg organs
livened up. They need egg-making
material, lots of albuminous feed, but
they need more. They need to be conditioned and kept in egg-laying trim.

Midwinter

is

ing time.

It's

Hess Poultry

Dr.

PAN-A-CE-A
Helps Egg Production

So sure am I thai Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a
will help to keep your poultry healthy and help
to make your hens lay, that I have authorized
my dealer In you^ town to supply you with
enough tor your Hock, and II It doesn't do as I
claim, return tiie empty package and get your

money back.

Book on Poultry Keepins free on

DR. HESS

request.

& CLARK, Ashland. Ohio

Dr.

Hess Stock Tonic

Positively expels worms.
A valuable tonic and
conditioner for cattle, horses, hugs and sheep.
Improves appetite, tones system, hi Ips digestion.
25-lb. pail, $J.25; 100-lb. sack, $7.00 (duty' paid).

Dr.

Hess Instant Louse Killer

this

can, 35c;

8-lb.

can,

85c

(duty paid).

%lbs.35c
5 lbs. 85c
12 lbs. $1.73
25-lb. pail

An

egg a day the old hen lays, with
which the housewife blithely pays for
books and clothes and children's shoes,
and Grange and United Farmers' dues.
The old hen pays the rooster's board, she
buys the gas to run the Ford; she even
buys the old man's cud, and still he meets
her with a thud, if in the feed box she
should stray, or roost upon his new mown
hay. She buys the soap to clean the kids,
the sugar and the family lids; she's up
the first one in the morn, she's out and
hustling in the corn before the old man
chucks his snores to call the boys to do
the chores.
She's always happy at her
work, no one can say that she's a shirk.

$3.50
(Duty paid)

A ItK operating three plants and selling
the output at a time when two-thirds
the brick plants in the Couutry are
shut down. What better proof could there
be of the quality and popularity of Milton
Brick?
Leading architects tell us that our Rug
Brick is the most artistic on the market,
and are specifying it wherever possible.
Rug and Pressed Brick in Red, Buff,
Green, Brown and many variegated colors.
Write us for samples and prices.

to live, gets all she can, is free to give of

Milton
Brick Co.

what the good Lord gives to her. A message from the hen to you is that there are
but few so thoughtless for their own reward, and few who sing and work so

Milton Pressed Brick Co., Ltd., Milton,

She don't belong to any club, believes in
paying for her grub. She does her work
and doesn't care how others comb or curl
their hair. She lives to serve and serves

to live in

Vaplon.

for the

human

race.

place
W. E.

fit

—

'

Kills lice on poultry and
farm st ck. Provide your
hens with a dust bath, to
which add Instant l.ouse
Killer occasionatly. Your
hens will do the rest. 1-lb.

Lay'of the''Hen

hard to make this old world a

f

a conditioner which builds up the hen's
health, gives vigor and good feeling and has
beneficial effect on the egg organs.
most
a
Gst the Dr. Hess Poultry Pan-a-ce-a habit and
eggs
like the many thousand other users
get
do. Good for the health and vigor and growth
of all poultry, chicks as well
feathering
and
as grown fowls.

It's

of

Toronto Office, 50 Adelaide

St.

West, Toronto

Ont

—
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How Hard Can A
Horse Kick ?

About Live Stock

There doesn't seem to be on record
any scientific calculation as to the
exact power of a horse's kick, but,
as we all know, a horse can kick
mighty hard when it takes a notion.
Its hind legs, as many a farmer has

made painfully aware,
among the most powerful of
been

are
nat-

Sheep

ural weapons.

Most

horses, however, are
even-tempered. This is a fortunate
thing for the farmer, for he gets
considerably more than his share of
cuts, humps and bruises when pursuing his strenuous daily work. To
this fact is due the great popularity

fairly

of Dr. Thomas' Eelectric Oil among
the agTiculturists of Canada.

This old, time-tested pain-remover,
should always be on hand in the
family medicine cabinet, as it can
be absolutely depended on to prevent the man^ minor ailments and
accidents from developing into

in Australia

and Canada

sheep (13 per
produce 569,775,000 lbs. of wool; New Zealand's 24,000,000 sheep (4 per cent, of the world's
total) produce 197,266,000 lbs. of wool.
The Australasian clip is by far the greatets of any country, and represents 27
per cent, of the world's wool.
In Canada there are 1,965,101 sheep,
with an approximate wool clip of 15,000,000 lbs. There has been a decrease of
These desheep in Canada this year.
The
creases occur in Eastern Canada.
prairies are increasing, but as yet Saskatchewan has one sheep to about 400
82,000,000

Australia's

cent, of the world's total)

acres.

something more serious.
For the occupants of both house
and stables, Dr. Thomas Eelectric
Oil

is

equally

valuable.

It

gives

quick relief and promotes sure heal-

'

ing to all manner of cuts, sprains,
burns,
scalds,
scratches,' coughs,
colds and sore throats.
For many
years both man and beast have
been deriving incalculable benefit
from its healing powers.
Many a
valuable horse as well as many a
precious human life has been saved
by its prompt application.

Imitations of this good old household remedy abound, and you will
be wise 'to see that you get the
genuine article Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil.
You can always get the
genuine by asking, for it by its full
name and then assuring yourself
that the bottle has the name blown
right in the side of it.

—

25 cents a bottle

Made

Northrop

solely by

& Lyman

Co., Limited

Ontario

Toronto,

Horses Increasing
According to the Breeders^ Gazette, the
of draft horses in cities, and
heavy horses on the farms, has increased
5,000,000 head in the U. S., during the
last 10 years. Thus, in spite oi increasing
motor truck business, the demand for
heavy horses is on the increase. This
will likely be truer of Canadian condiMechanical power has been a netions.
cessity, but it is supplementary to that
performed by horses.

number

Lumps on Jaws

or

Necks

The loss occurring through the condemnation of the heads of beef animals because of "big jaw" or what is perhaps
more commonly known as "lumpy jaw,"
Treatment of this
is surprisingly large.
disease is very successful if taken during
the incipient stages, and even when the
disease is well advanced it is controlled
by veterinary skill in many cases. There
is some question concerning the direct
tran-smission of this disease from one animal to another, but there is no question
about the folly of taking a chance on any
loathsome disease among animals on the
farm. Any nodule or abscess formation
about the jaws or necks of cattle should
be looked upon with suspicion and attendH. S. E.
ed to at once.

But by this I mean a better
Berkshire than the ordinary ones seen
throughout the country. I do not like these
He must
short, bunty, long-legged ones.
be long, low down and deep sided. Our
Berkshires realized top price in England
for Wiltshire sides.
"In breeding the boar is more than onehalf the herd. Select a good one such as
we searched over the States and Canada
for, and then you will get results.."
bination.

Karakules

STANCHION

standard of oeatopss and con.nieDce for aquarter oraccniury.
Ex. Got. Hoard of Huard's
Dairymen writes: "I have been
very much impreised with th«
''he

^

practical excellence of

-"

—

^

Warriner

stanchions."
Write for booklet and specifications of one of the eimplest yet
sanitary stables in this country to

B. CT^rMR, F6.Forentvnie.€onn., U.S.A.
Canadian orders filled from Canadian factory.
All correBpondence shoold be addressed to the home office.
State in Inquiry if yon prefer booklet In French or English

WALLACJK

Berkshire

Makes Cheap Pork

Like the deer, they look after

prolific.

young and fight for them when danger appears. The lambs marketed were
5 months old and averaged 70 lbs.
their

Big Ranch Breaks

Up

The prosperity of the Southern Alberta
farmer during the last two years has led
to the breaking up of the old Cameron
ranch of 50,000 acres, northeast of Lethbridge, Alta.
The original

Cameron ranch comprised

four townships, situated about fifteen
miles north and east of Lethbridge, and
is traversed on its southern end by the
Belly River and on its western side by
the Little Bow. The ranch is at present
owned by Miss Cameron, the millionaire

New York

lady, who fell heir to the estates of her father. Sir Roderick Cameron
of the Cameron clan.
Small farmers will soon be dotted over
the whole of these four townships.

This move is looked upon by some men
as a step in the wrong direction, as Southern Alberta is essentially a dry country
and the rainy seasons of the past two
vears can hardly be expected to be the
rule.— R. G. A.

Lamb

Breeding Tests

the U. S. Experiment Stations
working on the lamb breeding
tests, to ascertain the comparative market value of the various crosses; to com-

One of

which

G. R. Cottrelle, of the Essex Farms,
claims that the Berkshire pig is the cheapest pig for Canadian farms by 2 cents a
pound.
"We have kept books on this farm,"
said he, "and we know exactly what it
costs to produce a bushel of oats, or a
We have tried several breeds
lb. of pork.
and crossbreeds of hogs and have decided, that the only way to make money with
hogs is to raise them on pasture such as
And the
alfalfa and finish with corn.
Berkshire is the ideal hog for this com-

Mutton

A consignment of 400 Karakuls grade
lambs was sold on the Kansas Stock Yards
recently. They were shipped in by A. A.
Tawney, of Colorado. He has been experimenting with these sheep for five
years, crossing Karakule rams on Cotswold ewes. He finds them very hardy and

—

IMPROVED
r>DIIIWm^C V/A.RRINCR
WrCUITlDO

as

is

pare the values of the fleece of each cross
at shearing, and to test the prepotency of
the rams used, has given out some conclusions:

Lincoln-Merino first cross ewes are being used for the experiment and each year
these have been divided into six sections,
particular care being taken to preserve
uniformity throughout.
In January, 1913 and 1914, they used
rams Lincoln, Border
the following

—

—
T
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JhristmaS}!

-fj^ette>
"Tkohio oveb

TKe Gfft T^t Gets
Smile-

A

because

guarantees unequalled service
Christmas to Christmas— over
and over again is

it

—from

—

Gillette Safetyfeoor
the "safest"' gift you can select, for every
shaves, and knows that in the Gillette you
are giving him the best equipment that money
His appreciation will be SURE and
can buy.
It's

man

LASTING.
Christmas

windows

Gillette displays will be in the
of all the hustling Gillette Dealers

Drug, Jewelry, Hardware and General
Stores in a dozen styles or more— priced from
$5 to $25.

—

Gillette

Safety Razor Co. of Canada,
Office and Factory

—

Gillette Building,

Montreal

-Qme^te^
KNOWN TME
V^ORLD OVER

Limited
f

.-

—

—a

:
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Leicester, English Leicester, Dorset Horn,

Post Brace
Firmlii Anchored

Eaclt

Shropshire and Southdown
it

was decided

—but

to replace the

in 1915
English Lei-

cester by the Suffolk and mating took
place with rams of those six breeds. Forty
ewes were mated in each section and all

Peerless

Water

The sheep
were branded and tagged.
were placed in equal and separate paddocks and to secure equality of feeding
the sheep were moved from paddock to
paddock in regular rotation during the
period of mating. After the rams were
withdrawn the ewes were pastured together until a fortnight before lambing
when they were again placed in separate

Systems

yards.

The purebred stud from which
ram was drawn had but

folk

No

could

natural strain

a Pedlar Wardle
Patent Brace from its anchorpull

At every

age.

post in

the Sufrecently

been imported from England and it was
therefore hardly to be expected that the
lambing record would be equal to that
usually shown by this prolific breed, but
though the lambs were not dropped until
the end of July the lambs at 14 to 15 weeks
were as heavy as the heaviest of the other
crosses at 17 weeks, which speaks volumes in favor of this cross in respect to
their early maturing and rapid growing

itriug
I'ity
coiiiforts
to
Country
Hot ami cold
water on tap, water where wanted for
cleauing and scrubbing, on tap iu the
barn for cattle, for fire protection, or
washing tlie .\uto. Efiiiip your home
with a Peerless AV-ater System and eii-

dwellers at a small cost.

joy

The

qualities.

the sturdy steel braces are
imbedded in eight
inches of flooring and beam.
Not until the foundation
solidly'

crumbles in decay
Pedlar Brace yield

a

will
its

firm

grip.
That's the sort of positive
ligidity that makes for years of safe

usage. To you who are considering
the erection of a barn Science ana

Experience both urge you to investigate the unyieldicg strength of a
Pedlar Barn. Free estimate of cost
on request. Write
I

THE PEDLAR PEOPLE LIMITED
(Established 1H61)

Elxecutive Offices and
Factories:

J^^^
^r^^^^u^^

OSHAWA, ONT,
Branches:

Montreal Ottawa
Toronto London
Winnip)eg

.Vlol.soii'.s

ing as butchers' supplies or freezing for
The table of statistics shows
export.that the Suffolk cross made the top price
at auction, viz., 26s. ($6.24). In average
90.5 lbs.;
live weight they w«re second
60
in maximum weight of carcase, first
39 lbs.,
lbs.; first in minimum weight
and first in average weight 47 lbs., and
they also showed the least percentage of

—

—
—
—

A. Muir, Esq.,
Agt-nt National

E.

50 Algoma
Dear Sir;—

St.,

willing to
us your spare time? We
will buy it at a much better
price than your present employment is netting you.
An hour or two in the evening at just the time when
people are thinking of reading but have nothing new
at hand, will annex a handsome addition to your in-

—

come.
Let us tell you about it
postcard will do. Address

—

The MacLean

Publishing Co,

Limited
143-153 University Ave., Toronto, Ontario

I'ort

feature.

have no means of knowing the exact presat the end of the pipe line, but 1 do
at the house end of the line which.
I
would say, is well on to 300 feet from the
tank, the pressure is sufficiently great to throw
a hose stream over my house with an air presI

.sure

know that

sure of 50 pounds at the engine.
1
write this letter unsolicited,

you

know that

am more

1

than

merely to let
pleased with

the outfit.

Yours ven* tndv,
(Signed) J. A. LITTLE.
Write for our Free Booklet To-day

National Equipment Co., Limited
Toronto, OntariWabash Ave.

17

United States
Manufacturers
Have your goods made
in

for
until your
large enough to

Canada

trade here

sell

1916.

Co., Toronto,
.Arthur, Ont.

that yon would be anxious to know
what my opinion is of the l*eerless Water System whicli was installed at my summer place
at Loon Lake, about a month ago, 1 write this
to tell you that it is most satisfactory in everj

you

Would you be

12,

Equipment

Feeling

offal loss, viz., 37.0.

To ascertain the true value of the wool
the ewe lambs were retained 5 weeks after
the sale of the wethers and shorn and
the fleeces classed and valued. The quality of the Suffolk cross wool was 50s in
Bradford counts and in the value per
lamb came second, being beaten only by
the heavy shearing Lincoln crossbred.
This test is sufficient proof of the density
of the Suffolk fleece because the staple is
not longer than that of the Shropshire
and therefore, much shorter than that
S. B.
oi the Border Leicester.

this

Bank,

Port Arthur, Ont, July

At approximately 17 weeks the wether
lambs of each of these crosses were weaned and sold in the wool at Newmiarket
sale yards in separate and presentable
lots to create genuine and comparative
competition among buyers for slaughter-

—

SPARE TIME
PROFITS

Head

conveniences.

all City
testimonial.

is

More About Clean Hands

warrant your putting up your

The little article in November Farmer's Magazine about washing one's hands

now
manufacturer,
busy on munitions work,
with one of the largest and
most up-to-date machines and
metal-working plants in Canada, would like to undertake
the manufacture of hard-

certainly to the point.
of the first voluntary acts of a baby
A
is to stick his thumb in his mouth.
little later this habit is discontinued, but
still the child soils his mouth with his
Men and women are but
dirty hands.
children of a larger growth and are guilty
of indiscretions in this connection which,
when we come to think of it, are almost
revolting.
One town public health service has issued the following simple rules for personal hygiene:

is

One

"Wash

the hands immediately before

eating.

"Before handling, preparing, or serv"After visiting the toilet.
"After attending the sick.
"After handling anything dirty."

H. G.

plant.

An

old

estab-

lished

ware,

machinery

or

other

metal .specialty-for the Canadian, British Empire and
Allied markets with which
preferential trade arrangements are now being planned.
Address in the first instance

MANUFACTURER
c/o

ing food.
.

own
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Genuine Diamonds

Yours

CASH OR CREDIT
TERMS-$1. 2-3 Weekly

Faithfully,

The Jacobs Credit eyetem
enables you
to make
beautiful Christmas pre-

|^en(6withoutther>utlayof

'much money. A Diamond

By
L. R.

Santa Glaus.

RORKE

was Christmas week. Outside
snow and sleigh-bells, and

there
occa-

the metallic ring of steel,
in the huge chair
interpreted as
.iust inside the window
a
skates, though he could not catch
glimpse of them. Hockey sticks he knew
and greeted with a little wistful grin. He,
too, could play hockey "when he was ten."

her first.
Being a just little soul and
generous withal, Kenneth accepted this
state of affairs with resignation.
Later
he learned that while no house was quite
so nice as Jacky's, all houses with mothers
were good, and very, very different from
one where there was nobody but a Mrs.
Mellis and a governess lady who says
"dear" without loving you.
And then, once, just once, he learned
another thing that mothers don't -really
have to be mothers to be mothers!

But four years was a long, long time to
wait think how long it was to wait four
Judged by this standard, four
hours!
years was forever. Kenneth turned hia

It happened in this way
a mean way
to start on such a nice discovery
Kenneth was sick not just croup, or a pain
but really sick enough to have Dad stay

attention to "inside."
Here there was warmth and light and
comfort a sort of lonely, stiff comfort
that was worse, some way, than being
cold, or in the dark, or even than sitting
very still on a bare, hard seat as at church.
It would be one hour more till his father

home

Ir were

and laughter, as some
merry party swept by under the street
lights just outside the window. Once or
sionally song

twice there

was

which Kenneth, listening

—

—

came.

Then they would

sit

together in

Kenneth
the big arm chair and
went to sleep. They had always done this
since he could remember. It was splendid,
and breakfast together
this talking time
was good, even though Ken. sat quiet as
But
a mouse and Dad read the paper.
the days that intervened were long weary
stretches of minutes and hours, divided
now between stupid lessons with Miss
Crewe, whom Kenneth disliked because
she called him "dear," and walks in the
park, also with Miss Crewe, and lonely
games on the lawn, or aimless excursions
to the kitchen where he might talk to
talk until

—

Cook, or Nellie, or to Jim, the chauffeur.
To be sure, neither Dad nor Mrs. Mellis,

who was housekeeper,

really approved of

these kitchen visits; but there was no one
else to talk to, for Mrs. Mellis, to quote
her own words, "had no liking for young
children," and, since she took little trouble
to conceal the fact, Kenneth found no
comfort in her dutifully kind ministrations and in her condescendingly cheerful

remarks.
His one playmate was Jackey Creith,
and it was all so different at Jacky's that
a lump rose in Ken's throat at the very
thought.
"What we need," he speculated, moodily, "is a mother."
Two years ago, when he first knew
Jackey, he had not made this diagnosis,
having, poor little chap, small knowledge
of the gracious ways of mothers, but had

come home from his first
Creiths to beg his father

visits

at the

"get Mrs.
Creith" for them.
"I need her for my
breakfuses an' to go to bed to," he wailed.
"She hears prayers better'n Mrs. Mellis.
Jacky laughed out once sayin' his so God
heard him; an' God jus' laughed, too.
God couldn't never laugh while Mrs. Mellis was hearin' prayers." Mrs. Creith, he
was informed, was busy taking care of
Jackey and of Mr. Creith; it wouldn't be
fair to coax her away from them (even
if she would come), when they had found
to

constantly increases in
ralue and lasts forever.

Write to-day lor Calalogur, it is free.
Wo send Diamonds to any part of Canada for inPajm'Dts may be made
spection at our expense.
Weekly or Monthly.
We trust any honest person.

JACOBS BROTHERS fcrl
1

5

Toronto Arcade

Toronto, Canada

-

—

—

—
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all day, and Doctor Huston come,
and«afterward She came.
"Where's your little boy. Miss Fair?"
he asked one day, after the very worst
time was over and he wanted to talk

again.

"My

little

boy,

any little boy of
borrow you."

Ken?—Why,. I
my own —just

haven't

have

to

"Girl, then," said Ken, laconically, "I
all right you're a mother.
You're
just like Jacky Creith's mother only altogether different. But the difference is
just in your looks and your ways; you
really are like her
that's how I know

know

—

—

you're a mother."
Miss Fair laughed. "I'm not, though.
Ken," she said. "I haven't any little boy
or girl of my own to take care of. That's
why I could come to you."
"And you're not a mother!"

"No."
"Truly?"

—

mean

you to God?"
"Why, yes, Kenneth just there where
you are. I know God will hear that way."
But a little worried pucker crept between Kenneth's brown eyes.
"I can't do it that way," he protested.
I

Antiseptic

Non-Persplro Shoe

Patented 1908-1909

Rest for

tired feet

Had you thought

"Truly."
At its suggestion he was wide awake.
Ken turned away disconsolate. He even
wasted a few tears on the pillow, where
nobody saw them, before Miss Fair began to teach him the new sick-in-bed game.
It was a jolly game where you laughed
a great deal, and it was all over and Kenneth nearly asleep before the great idea
came to him.
At its suggestion he was wide awake.
"Miss Fair," he began, warily, "I want
to say my prayers.
May I say 'em to

you?

The
"Doctor's"

to

—

wouldn't know a thing!
I must kneel on my knees right down beside you.
I can't do it any other way.
That's the way to pray. Miss Fair my
Daddy says so. He says even when I'm
tired and sleepy I must wake up an' be
a sport an' say my prayers to God. An'
he told Mrs. Mellis I mustn't grow up
like a heathen. So you see I must say 'em
right. Miss Fair, mustn't I?"
There was no denying such a weight of
argument. A warm woolly blanket was
wrapped around Kenneth and he was lift"It wouldn't do;

I

—

for Father's

of a pair of shoes
Christmas -gift? Here is

—

what he would appreciate a pair
This shoe is
"Doctor's" shoes.
antiseptic, waterproof, it protects the
feet from the snow and wet.

just
of

The

**

It

is

Doctor's" Shoe
a

Gentlemanly Shoe

MADE

IN

CANADA

For real solid foot comfort there is
none better. The shoe is not merely
made but built and planned on
scientific

lines

give

to

Made

comfort and wear.

and lasts-.
Ask your dealer

the utmost
in all styles

for the "Doctor's"

Antiseptic Shoe.

The Tebbutt Shoe

6c

Leather Co.

Limited

Three

Rivers,

Quebec

—
TFIK
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ed to his feet in the bed. Miss Fair was
She made a clear,
sitting on its edge.
smooth place beside her, smooth and bare
as a floor.

"Now, Ken," she .said, "kneel there and
put your head against my shoulder yes,
Now, go ahead, old chap."
like that.
"Now-I-lay-me-down-to-sleep,
I-pray-the-Lord-my-soul-to-keep;

—

If-I-should-die-before-I-wake,
I-pray-the-Lord-my-sold-to-take.
An'-this-I-ask-for-Jesus'-sake.-Amen."
Ken mumbled the little prayer in a
rapid monotone, half articulate. He was
listening with all his childish heart to
know if God would hear. It was his test..
He did not stir when he had finished, but
still knelt with his face against his nurse's
There was a queer hushed
shoulder.
stillness in the room; Miss Fair's arm was

around him and he
his hair.
glad.

It

was

all

her lips against
cosy and warm and

felt

After a moment he loked up at her with
starry eyes.
"Yes, that's the way it is," he said.
"You don't really have to be. God heard
em.

FARMKK8 MAGAZINE
and cheeks
and creeping up to the very roots of her
hair. But in the seat in front Regan had
caught the whisper. The car sprang forward with a sudden little burst of singing

lovely color flooding her neck

Miss Fair answered back his smile. She
never teased a chap with stupid questions.
"Why, surely. Ken," she said. "Now,
let's go to sleep."
"Dad," said Kenneth, "there's something I think we could do you an' me
if it wasn't too dreadful expensive," he
hastened to add, remembering Cook's ad-

—

monitions.
"Well, son

speed.

After that day there were weeks when
they three were often together. Mr. Regan would come swinging in from the
ofl[ice
Ken grew to listen for the cheery
slam of the front door half an hour at
He always
least before his usual time.
walked up lately, leaving the car and
chauff'eur at the disposal of Ken and Miss
Fair.
Dinner was a lovely time full of
laughter and fun and after dinner now
the piano was opened and Miss Fair sometimes played for them while his father
smoked and Ken lay curled up in a little
heap on the rug and watched the fire. On
those nights half past eight and bedtime

—

—

what?"
Kenneth and his father' were having
Ken had had dinner
dinner together.
downstairs now for more than two weeks,
he and Dad and Miss Fair. Most days
now he was up all day, but nobody had
said lessons and he and Miss Fair had
glorious times together in the park. Sometimes, too, his father came home early
and they three had long drives out into
the country, where the last reds and golds
were slowly changing into
of autumn
misty grey. When Ken grew tired there
came all too soon.
was always a place to rest inside his faBut for the last week things had been
different.
Ken tried unsuccessfully to
ther's arm
but when he was really very,
very tired he loved best to snuggle up
puzzle out the reason.
It was not
at
beside Miss Fair.
least not altogether
because his father
"You're a dandy mother, Miss Fair,"
was so busy now down at the office that
he whispered once, and did not see the he was seldom at home for dinner, and

—

;

—

—

—
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Best for

All Holiday Dainties
because

it is all

pure cane sugar and

yields the greatest

amount

of

sweetening
'S
Get the

original, full-weight, dust->

proof, refinery-sealed bags

Buy

packages.

Lawrence
"Diamond" leing

St.

and

A size and style

for every need.

Sugar for the Holiday
St.

Lawrence Su^ar

cakes, eta., eta.

Simonds Crescent Ground
Cross-Cut Saws
Tills ^aw will
tlian any other

thirty

aie

^^m»^''^'^

cut 10 per cent, more timber, same time and labor being used,
brand of C'rossCut Saw made.
This guarantee has s;ood for
'

years.

There

and

,

two

reason.s

for

the

superiority

of

the

.Simonds

Saw— grinding

steel.

to liuKl a cutting edge and .slay shuv
a longer time than any saw not made of Simonds Steel.
There are two rea.sons why you should buy Simonds Crescent Gtoimd
Cross-Cut Saws—Quality ;;ii(l I'rice.
Superior qu,ilit:' makes your cutting as easy .is cutting can be.

Simonds

will

take

a

temper

price

is

niotlcratc for the saw value given.
an inferior saw; there'forc, why

you would pay for
with
guarantee and your
Saw, No, 22, is the
on your hardwai-e

money— a saw

factory

for

a

saw with a sharp cutting edge — not a soft saw

It

not

is

get

alraut

the

the
l>est

-same as
for your

is
your
It
manufacturers name. "Simonds." on it?
ppotection.
Tlie saw illustrated, Simonds Crescent Ground
most satisfactory saw. for all lusual sawing purposes. Insist
Write to the
dealer ."upplying ymi with Simonds Saws.

the

further particulars.

Simonds Canada Saw^Co., Limited, Montreal, Que.

C.

Always buy

Steel

for

The

A

saw that doeii not hind in the kerf cute easy; a saw Uiat binds is a
bother.
Crescent grinding insures saws groimd so that the teeth are all of
even thickness throughout; the length of the saw, and the blade tapered for
clearance .to the greatest degree, consistent with a strength of blade which
i-nahlea thi' operator to pu.sli as well as pull the saw. -Crescent grinding is ftd
exclusive process, used only on Siitinnds Cross-Out Saws.

Vancouver, B.

Refineries. Limited

Montreal

because the former lasts longer and keeps

St.
its

edge better.

John, N. B.
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Kenneth and Miss Fair dined, they two
together, in the big dining-room that al-

ways seemed to Ken so vast and lonely
when his father was not there. It was

—

—

not at least not altogether that Miss
Fair was going away in a few days some
other little boy needed her now. It was
perhaps these two together and something
else that Kenneth could feel but could not
understand. There was in all his world
a vague feeling of trouble that oppressed'
him.
"Well, son— what?"
"Couldn't we just keep Miss Fair for
She'd be a dandy good mother
us, Dad?
for us. We need one awful bad."
"Dad, can't we?" The note of anxiety
in his voice was a protest against the

The

—

of

Renaissance

Music

UST

as

Mr. Edison put music

into millions of

his invention of the first phonograph, so now the beautiful world of music

homes with

J

sudden silence which had fallen between
them at his question. "Dad!"

is

reborn with the coming of

2^ NEW EDISON

Regan looked across the table into the
wistfully eager eyes of the boy.
"I'm afraid not, my son," he said; and
some way Ken divined that the hurt was
not all his own.
"Dad, why? Can't we raise her salary?"
Ken's experience was of servants rather
than of mothers.
"She wouldn't stay with us for that,
Ken.
Somebody else wants her, somebody who can give her a great deal more
than we can and make her a ^reat deal

The Instrument That
Re-Creates Music

,

You can have no conIt amazes.
astounds.
ception of its wonders, until you hear it re-create
song, instrument and speech in direct comparison with the original.
It

happier."

"But

they

better!"

wouldn't

love

her

Demonstrations'of this unparalleled achievement
in the leading cities, have proved to the satisfaction of the greatest musical critics that the New
Edison is unapprbached in its range
expresof musical

any

—

"No, but she she'd be a great deal
happier there, Ken. I think she's right."
"Why would she be. Dad?"
Regan stirred restlessly, yet because he
valued the boy's loyalty and confidence
he felt that this explanation must not be
flinched.

"Well," he said whimsically at last.
I, Ken, would be quite a peck
of trouble for anybody to take care of.
We've got too many gray hairs between
us." Somehow the humor failed.
"Did you ask her to stay. Dad?"
"No, Ken, I found out in time."
"In time?"
"Yes not to trouble her. We don't
want to make her worry about us just
when she's going to be happy, do we son?"
"No-o," said Ken doubtfully.
"No, of course, we don't. So we'll pretend to her, ^-on't we, that we can get
on very nicely. We can, you know, you
and I. And that will be our secret, yours
and mine. Since she can't stay with us
we'll never let her know we wanted her.
That's a pretty big secret for a little chap.
Ken and I think it is the first real secret
you and I have had together; do you
think you can help me keep it?"
"Sure I can," said Kenneth eagerly.
For the moment this sharing of a real
secret looked larger to the boy than any
loneliness to come.
"We'll never let her
know," he said with enthusiasm.
But a moment later a little of the old
longing came creeping back.
"Why
won't you put me to bed. Dad?" he pleaded; and later, this petition being granted,
"Aw, stay with me. Dad jus«t till I go

sion.

"You and

Come to Our Store
and hear your choice
of over One Thou-

sand Re-Creations
on "The Phono-

—

graph with a soul."
It will prove both a
delight and an education.
There

is

a ttcensed dealer
your vicinity.

Write for brochure" Masu'i Re-creatton and booklet," What

the Critics

in

Say."

;

—

to sleep."

stayed.
He lay and faced the
years with the boy's fingers twined about

Regan

own, and smiled grimly to remember
that he had thought himself too old to
care.
Finally he slept so, and only
wakened and stole away with the first
his

gray of the dawn.
The secret had been kept. With absolute heroism Kenneth had said goodbye.
It was Miss Fair who went away

THOS.

A.

EDISON,

Inc., Dept.7829.

EVERY DAY
—

IS

Orange, N.J.

PAY DAY

"Pay
plan, your pay la given you.
yourself first,'' that'a the idea of our representative plan. When you devote ten
certain.
and
is
sure
your
ray
hours dally acting as our representative
We need a hustling representative right in your district. A young man capable
The position
of producing good business, preferably one vpith salesmanship exprrience.
Do you know, or arc
will pay big money to one with enthusiasm, energy and ability.
you such a man?
If von are and are willing to exchange yotir spare time, representing our publications, we vjill show you how that same spare time, rroperly used, will produce for you

THAT'S RIGHT

every day you

work our

—

as

much cash as your regular income.
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so write us

TO-D.\Y and wo

will tell
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-
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with tear-wet lashes while the boy, his old
.ioy in the secret revived for the time
being, assured her how "nice and happy"
he and Dad could be. As for Regan his
good-bye was so formally courteous, his
thanks so gravely expressed, that Miss
Fair, remembering the good comradeship
once established between them, went away
half hurt and altogether puzzled at the
change. Now it was two months after
and the week before Christmas.
Out of the very needs of the case Kenneth, waiting alone in the big library had

in the corner. He pondered for
moment and then chose the red ink as
more Christmas-like means of communi-

engraved
a
a

cation.

"Dear Santa Claus," he wrote. "Jackey
Creith wroted you a letter las' Christmas
an' asked you for a byseacull an' you
gaved him "it.
Please Santa Claus will
you send to my Dad an' me a mother.
We need her so. We thought once we had

across to the
down in the big chair
drew towards him the heavy pad of letter
paper which lay there. It was business'
stationery and the name of the firm of
which his father was the president was

found one for ourselves, but some one else
wanted her an' she didn't want to belong
to us cause we were too much a trouble
an' grayheaded so we jus' never let her
know how bad we wanted her an' she
went away. Please, Santa Claus, send
us another one.
We'll take good care of
her. Cook says I lost my mother while I
was little an' that my Dad lost his Wife

Take Care

of the

He went

evolved a plan.
desk and sitting

The Husband
shadow of doubt the
BEYOND
most valuable asset of the farmer
all

is

his family.-

yield

and

No

other investment will

him the same returns
in

in happiness
good solid and comfort, to say

nothing of dollars and cents, that accrue from the money and thought invested in the facilities for making home comfortable and
getting the work of the
house done efficiently and for the least
expenditure ^.f anxiety and labor. The
binder and the mower and the hay fork
are very properly commonplaces on the
farm. No one disputes their value. They
no longer are looked upon as anything but
necessities. Adequate heating and lighting and sanitation and working utensils
are equally
essential to the farmer's
home and household.
And for housekeeping a better day has
da>vned. Men no longer speak with anything but regret cf the laborious days
of their mothers. Only the other evening
the writer heard a man speakipj: of the
amount of work that his mother used to
accomplish. He recited the tale of the
day in the harvest field followed by the
milking and churning and mending of
the evening and the long walk to church

is

Supposed

to

Lead

Look at it in this way. Many a woman
carries the water from a well, say, fifty
feet from the house, and not infrequently
this involves climbing three or four steps
before the water is on the stand. This
operation may be repeated a dozen or
more times per day. On specially busy
days this work may be doubled- Why
not save all this constitution destroying
labor by installing a plant with running
water? To a vigorous man,
carrying
water may be but the merest incident in
the day's
work, but for the
average
woman it is simply destructive, in the
end. Particular pains should be taken to
eliminate every unnecessary step especially every unnecessary stair step or step
from one room to another. In
other
words, all floors on the same story of a
house should be on a level.
Too much importance cannot be attached to having a good drain from the

"Yes" came the comment, "and she

down woman at fifty, when
God had given her a con:>titution that
have kept her vigorous at seventy."

COMFORT OF THE WIFE
In other words, this woman died twenty years before her time,' and by her
untimely and hastened decease the world
was the poorer because of the experience she was so well fitted to hand on
to her neighbors and children.
First things should come first in every
home, and on every farm, and every
healthy minded farmer puts the welfare
of his family before everything elseWhat are some of the things, then, that
every farmer in the average farm house
may do to make things practicable for
the women in the way of their getting
in

woman

in time"
alive.

break down

—

your

lovin'

Continued on page

Kenneth.
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By

ALONZA BROWN

house connected with those essentials the
kitchen sink and the bath room. No one
can estimate the advantages of these
life

preservers.

Along with the sink and the bathroom
goes another labor saver, the dumb waiter.
When the breakfast is over, for instance,
the food usually kept in the
cellar is
placed on the waiter. When it is deposited in its proper place the vegetables for
dinner and other materials or utensils
required for the forenoon's work are
placed thereon and so on throughout the
day and the evening. Only a woman who
has been so tired that she has hesitated
to tackle the stair climbing at all knows
the advantages of her silent but every
ready friend, the dumb waiter.
As a companion to the dumbwaiter
goes the little two-deck or
three-deck
carriage or dinner' wagon for carrying
household utensils from one room of the
house to another. This little life saver
may be constructed by any handy farmer or it may be purchased
from any
furniture dealer at a trifling cost. It is
really a two or three surfaced table on
large castors made the proper width to
admit of its passing readily through a
door- On this little carriage all the dishes
for setting the table may be placed at
once, thus saving endless steps both before and after meals, to say nothing of
its facilities for holding vegetables and
laundry and other work.
When at all possible, the cellar floor
should be cemented and a laundry installed. This includes, of course, the hot
and cold water as well as a good reliable
,all-the-year-through drain. When
these
facilities are
provided,
wash day is
shorn of its terrors.

The

comfort?

stair climbing will

Kenneth.

— My

P.S.
other name is Kenneth Regan.
P.S. agen.
If you'll jus' only give us
this one thing we want so bad I will do
without any Xmas presence for ever an'
ever amen an' i know so will my Dad.

cost for these life-saving facilities
nqt as great as many people fear. Seven
hundred dollars will provide everything,
including an up-to-date hot water, house
heating system- That sum looks big but
when the farmer is doing his figuring he
should place over against these things
the welfare and the lives of his children
and family. Life, after all, is sweet and
well worth caring for.
An engine connected with the farm
house of, say, two horse power, is a
great time and labor-saver. With a very
is

First of all, there should be every effort put forth to prevent stair climbing.
Every physician nurse will tell you that

the hardiest

lovingly,

—Let Him Plan Wisely

died a broken

work done

Yours

Family:

on Sabbath morning.

i^hould

then too. She says they were the same.
An' that was careless of us, but if you'll
only send us another we'll take good care
an' not lose her. The mother we thought
we had was so pretty an' suited us best of
all we've ever seen, even Mrs. Creith.
Won't you please send us one somethin'
like her, please Santa Claus do this.

General Manager, Toronto
Fat Stock Show.

T. E. Good,

Continued on page
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and Fancy

Cheeses
Continued from page

h»ii

Get a Power Sprayer

Now

16.

well drained and firm enough to salt
add one ounce of salt to three pounds of
is

curd.
If only one quart of the mixture was
used a level teaspoonful of salt will likely
be sufficient.
Mix the salt well with the curd and put
it up in moulds in about half an hour.
A little round mould is usually used for
this cheese, measuring 2^^ inches high
and 2% inches in diameter.
If making cheese for selling it is necessary to have the moulds already mentioned, but making for home use, if preferred, it can be packed into some small
dish that would be suitable for the table.
When we compare the directions for
making Double Cream and Gervais cream
cheese we find that they are very much
the same, the only differences being the
richness of the material used, the amount
of rennet and the shape of the mould. It
is usually the third day when these cheese
are salted and finished, although in warm
weather it does not take as long.
NEUFCHATEL CREAM CHEESE.

Each machine will handle 2 lines of hose at 250 lbs.
pressure, deliver 6V^ gals, mixture a minute and easily apply
from 1200 to 1500 gals, a day.
Engine can

PURPOSES,
Engine

be instantly released for other
such as sawing wood, etc.

parts interchangeable with

Therefore engine

is

POWER

"Ford" motor

parts.

standard.

JUNIOR POWER SPRAYER

I.X.L

I.X.L. Junior is made in 3 size tanks. It cona 3 H.P. Engine, cypress tank, gear driven
vertical cylinder pump, two 25 ft. leads of Hose,
two visible spray nozzles, complete in all details.

The

sists of

The following is but one of the many expressions of
satisfaction that reach us unsolicited from users of
the I.X.L. Junior.
Birchbank, B.C.,

May 30th 1916

•

We

are

much

pleased

"Neufchatel" can be finished the day
it is started, which is quite an advantage. It is made from rick milk and
the directions we give will be for one gal-

with our
Sprayer purchased from you
last
spring.
Have Sprayed our
orchard of 11,000 trees, three times,
and have not had to stop 5 minutes.

lon.

Pressure at 225 lbs.

I.X.L.

after

In the morning bring one gallon of
sweet milk to a temperature of 70° (72°
in winter) and add one-half of a teaspoonful of good flavored sour skim milk
or buttermilk.
Let this stand until late
in the afternoon then bring the temperature back to 70" or 72° if it has cooled.
Add five drops of rennet extract diluted
with a tablespoonful of cold water. Mix
well, cover, and leave undisturbed until
next morning. In the morning it should
be firmly coagulated.
Cover a large
strainer or a draining rack with muslin
or cheesecloth and carefully ladle the curd
on to it. When the free whey has drained
away lift the cloth at one side and allow
the curd to roll towards the centre and
then do the same with the other side. Let
drain again and when the curd becomes
firm enough to stand pressure fold the
cloth over and appU' a very little weight
at first
increasing as the curd becomes

(Signed)

Birchbrook Orchards

PONTIAC SPECIAL

—

firmer.

Neufchatel cheese should be drained
rather dry as we wish to put it through
the meat grinder to make it very smooth
and creamy. If it has not been drained
enough it will come from the grinder too
soft and mushy.'
After grinding add salt to the curd
at the rate of one ounce salt to 3 lbs. curd
and mix thoroughly. When the salt is
dissolved put the cheese up in blocks,
using a mould 2 inches by 3% inches by
1 '4
inches deep.
This cheese is used as a base for a
e-reat variety of the fancy or sandwich
cheeses.
Recipes for these will follow
next month.
"It's

funny, isn't

everylxjdy
an animal?"
"Some kind of an animal. Indeed?"

family

is

it.

tli.it

in

What

Here

what a user who has used two Pontiac Machines

is

a dear,

you know."

it

meets all the requirements of Spraying
which cost double the price.

outfits

W.'A. Fraser,
Glenburnie Orchards,
Trenton, Ont.

We

have prepared a valuable booklet entitled
"Prize Fruit and Vegetables from your Orchard
and Garden." which isfreetoall farmers, fruit
and vegetable growers. Use the coupon and
send for your copy to-day.

Canadian

Sprayer Co.

Also

Co-Opertitive
Fruit
Co.,
Distributors for
Valley.

I'enticton, B.C.,

mother's little lamb,
and I'm the kid, and dad's the goat."
sister

is

says:

consider the Pontiac Sprayer absolutely the
best on the market for the money, in fact,

Trenton, Ont.

certainly."

"And my baby

is

I

lio

"Yes,

lbs.

This machine is equipped with the same engine
I.X.L. and is made with two size tanks.

our

sr.nic kU\<\ of

yon mean?"
"Why, mother

Weight 650

Okanagan
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Sore
Eyes

Cranulafed Eyelids^

just Eye Comfort.
At
Your Druggist's 50c per Bottle. Murine Eye

SalveinTubes 25c. For Bool( of lie Eye Freeasic
Druggists or Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago
f

NEWCOMBE
PIANOS

'

Is

EyeS inflamed by exposure to Sun, Dust and Wind
quickly relieved by Murine
Eye Remedy. No Smarting,

FARMER S

^

Yours

Call for
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a Musical

More Music and Humor

wasn't a year

old,

but when his

is

of

And musical

talent isn't entirely a gift
to a
rare few.
In almost all human beings,
taken young enough, there is the love of
tone and rhythm that will respond to cultivation.
It seems like taking a serious
responsibility not to give it a chance to

Let your Christmas be a

joyt'ul one.
exquisite tones of the
I'iano
will
bring the
dear old songs home to you again,
if you have no piano, get the Newcombe
thLs
Christmas.
Special
Christmas terms for mail orders.
Write for particulars.

Tlie

sweet,

Newcombe

Newcombe

Pianos

I'layer

have

—

a

human-like
great

control and will be a
blessing in the home where

We

Newcombe Piano
Head

Co., Ltd.

Office and Waterooms:

359 Yonge

Street, Toronto,

Raw

Ont.

Furs

will pay you to ship all your furs to
a reliable house, where you get full market value.
Ask for our price list and
shipping instructions.
It

EDWARD POLLAK &
280 St.

Ship

your
its

Paul

St.

reputation.

CO.

West. Montreal, P.Q.

RAW FURS
Top market

sortment. Write for price

prices.

list.

to a

house

that values

Honest as-

We pay charges

WILLIAM PLATKY
48 W. 26th Street
Reference:

New York

Columbia Bank and Greenivuh Bank

WHAT DO YOU DO WITH
YOUR SPARE TIME

develop not to let them hear music from
the time they are babies, not to let them
have lessons in music as soon as they are
old enough
and the best age to begin
is pretty young.
One of the most interesting developments in children's education is a new musical kindergarten, where
the children take a keyboard apart and
put it together as naturally as they play
with a set of blocks. They learn to read
music as freely as print, and acquire a
thirst for it as they do for stories; they
interpret it for their own pleasure. This,
professionals tell us, is one of the important points in teaching children to play,
starting them while they are young
enough to get through the elementary
part before it seems childish and irksome. Then there will be less difficulty in
getting them to practise, and the ground
work for all their future study will be
more thorough.

—

music
is
loved,
but cannot be
played.
Tell us what you have in mind
about a piano for your home.
pay special attention to mail orders.
Write for special Christmas Terms.

?

Did you know that we will
pay you "real money" for
your spare time?
If you
are interested in making
Dollars grow where spare
time has been prevailing,
write us.
No obligations,

you now.

The MacLean Publishing Co.
Limited
143-53 University Ave. .Toronto, Ont.

bit of

time

to

it."

by everybody, were composed by Mendelssohn and Mozart, and that a few of the
lasting old melodies like the "Swanee
River," are now credited by leading musicians to be of a very high order.
It is this highest quality of music, of
course, that young people must study if
they aspire to becoming professional
musicians. However, we don't need professional musicians as much as we need
musical people to put a spirit in the music
of our homes and churches and schools
and community gatherings.
We have
heard parents say of their daughters,
"She'll never make anything out of it;
she hasn't time, with her school work or
her work at home, to practise four or five
hours a day," and so the music lessons
are passed over. They don't think what
a source of pleasure it would be to the

handed down through inheritance

•

isn't a

They forget that some

but he could hum alongr for a bar or, a
half with the tune correct to a note, and
people wondered at it. It was the most
natural thing in the world. Among the
impressions his baby ears had registered were musical sounds, low, crooning,
quieting little airs that left their delicate
There
tracings on his sensitive brain.
was liltle doubt that he would be musi-

one of the Joys
Christmas

Country Places

of the grandest of
our old church tunes, known and loved

cal.

Music

"There

in

mother rocked him she sang, and
he sang too. He couldn't talk yet,

first

LO^

says.

Family ?

A child should not be taught music with
the objects of showing off his talents. If
he is sincere, with a child's natural reticence, he will hate these exhibitions, and
if he is unusually gifted, the praise he receives may turn his head and spoil everything. The real reason for studying music is not for the sake of what you can do
with it, but what it can do for you, in cultivating a keener appreciation of the finest sentiments and a fuller emotional expression.
This is why every one of us,
whether we "know one tune from another" or not, will do well to let no opportunity pass to he.ar good music as
much as we can, why a piano is something
more than a luxury even in a very poor
home. It is also a reason why every home
should have a wise musical censor. The
class of popular ragtime allowed to find
its

way

into

many

otherwise

refined

homes would shock the family themselves
they stopped to consider it, though the
general tone of our popular music is considerably better since patriotic songs have
taken the place of the poorer grade of
comic-sentimental stuff.

if

If we really want our children to appreciate the best music, however, we will
let them study from a good teacher so
that they may learn to play good music,
serious music with a meaning. The more
they practise this, the more they will realize its variations, its power, and' its inspiration.
"Classical stuff!" someone

and to others, if she could
play even the simplest of the sweet home
airs, if she could accompany singing for
her friends,
or if she could
take the
church organ sometimes.
A girl who
can do these things means a great deal to
the social life of the neighborhood.
Or
where there are two girls in a family, it
is not unusual to find that one doesn't
study music at all because the other has
taken many lessons, and plays very well,
and it doesn't seem necessary to have so
many musicians in the family.
If the
girl who doesn't play goes to a home of
her own, she may be thrown upon her own
resources for music, and her children will
miss the joy of gathering around their
mother at the piano to learn the sweet
home songs that stay with us as long as
we live. Many women now, realizing the
importance of this, are taking their first
music lessons after they are married.
We also need, in the country, a lot more
The home that can
orchestra music.
have a family orchestra is blessed indeed,
even if the instruments consists only of a
A community
piano and' mouth organ.
orchestra is one of the best "uplift" forces
in existence if it is well conducted and
large enough so that many of the
families in the community are touched
personally by having some of their memFond parents, uncles,
bers take part.
aunts, and even neighbors, are interested
when little Willie is going to "shine,"
and the spirit of neighborliness engenedered is very desirable.
girl herself

But perhaps you think this is all right
for people with talent, that musicians are
born not made, and that yours isn't a
musical family, while all the time something in your child is starving for the
music that other youngsters enjoy. You
never can tell till you have given them a
chance.

Guernseys

Sell

High

At a recent sale of Guernseys at North
Easton, Mass., 61 head sold for an average of $1,141. Langwater Dairymaid, an
8-year-old cow, sold for $6,150.
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Home-made Gifts
From the Farm
Things With the Real Farm Flavor are
Prized by Friends in Town.

A S CHRISTMAS approaches, many a
^*' busy woman on a farm is troubled
with the problem of what to give her
friends in town.
It is not difficult to
decide just the right thing to buy for the
home folk, but she feels that the city
people must be tired of seeing shop things.
There is also the problem of making her
cash funds hold out if she undertakes to
buy things for all the friends she wants
to remember, and perhaps she has little
time for the hand work that makes the
most inexpensive gifts valuable and dearly prized.
All the time there are things
home grown and considered common on
the farm, that would he luxuries in a
city home, or that would bring cheer to a
needy family or a shut-in, right in the
neighborhood.
A basket of carefully picked apples, or
fine pears, each wrapped in tissue paper,
if you like, and the basket decorated with

urprige!

sprigs of evergreen, red alder berries, or
spicy wild myrtle makes a gift highly
acceptable to any one.
A jar of home-made jelly, packed in a
fancy five cent basket, or wrapped in

white tissue

paper

bright red ribbon

and

tied

up

with

just the thing to send
to an invalid, and could not be duplicated
in any city tea-room for less than thirtyfive cents.
Where a jar of home-made
maple syrup can be given it will be considered a delicacy indeed. Real raspberry
jam, peach marmalade, pear ginger, or
apple butter, makes a welcome treat for
any family where exactly the same concoctions are not put up at home.
If it is desired to send a more expensive present, a stuffed chicken, a duck,
or a small crock of butter with the genuine home dairy flavor will fit in beautifully. 'A few pounds of homemade sausage wrapped and tied up with a sprig of
holly or red alder berries, or if the meat
is not put in the cases, packed in a small
crock, and the top paper decorated with

Christmas

stickers,

would bring joy

any family who have not tasted

to

real coun-

try sausage for a year.
Another delightful gift from the farm
housewife is a huge, rich, juicy mince-pie,

wrapped

in

The Williams

is

waxed paper and

tied

Player Piano
'T^HINK of it!—A WILLIAMS!
No other gift could be quite as

worthy of

him, or bring such lasting enjoyment to

all

the

family.

A

Musical

Christmas is a
A Musical
Home is a Merry, Happy,
Contented Home the year

Merry Christ ma.s.

music ever written, these are
distinctions your family, too,
would grow to cherish and love
for years to come.

through.

And

with

red ribbon. It could not be obtained in a
delicatessen store
a real homemade one,
for much less than a dollar, and then it
is frequently a disappointment.
A small
fruit cake, made six weeks before and
ripened in a stone crock in the cellar, is
another gift sure to be appreciated by the
housekeeper in a small family who does
not feel it worth while to go to the expense and bother of making one herself,
or by the boy or girl living in a boarding
house. A dozen or two extra. fine cookies
rich with cream and egg yolks may furnish a simple gift, and the woman who is
an artist at making Scotch shortbread
has it in her power to please any one with
this delicacy.
In each case the more
Christmassy the wrapping, the more pleasing will be the gift.
Good homemade candies packed in a
Christmas box would be more highly
prized by many people than a box of the
comrnercially prepared.
The more the
candies savor of maple sugar, butternuts, hickory-nuts and raisins, the more

—

M/ESTER.TOUCH

No wonder

then, like hundreds of other parents just
now, Hke most of the great
musicians that have visited
Canada, or even as Queen
Victoria herself no wonder
then that Dad should select
the Williams.

—

The beauty

of the Williams,
exquisite purity of tone, its
assured quality, and best of all
its

— the Maester-Touch Device—
which enables anyone
sonally interpret

all

to per-

the best

yet this e.xquisite Piano

and the enjoyment
bring

it

would

the family costs no
more to secure for Christma«
than the average gift.
Giftgiving time is not so far away
as you may think.
Better
write at once for Booklet F.M.,
showing the beautiful Williams designs and ask us to tell
you how a little of your Christall

mas money

NOW

Williams Piano
Piano in your
Christmas Eve.

put a
Player
home on

will

or

THE WILLIAMS PIANO COMPANY, LIMITED
OSHAWA, ONTARIO
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appropriate will they

farm

A

be,. coming

from the

have
that

kitchen.
rather novel

present for the city
housekeeper is a Waldorf Salad Basket.
Line a round wicker basket with winter
ferns, or wild myrtle and red alder berries, with a bow of red ribbon to decorate
the handle, and pack with the ingredients
a bunch of celery,
for a Waldorf salad
3ome bright red apples, a small jar each
of cooked salad dressing and cream, and
a box of nut meats. The recipe for Waldorf salad written on a Christmas card
should go with the basket.
Almost any one would appreciate the
present of a pot of blooming narcissuses,
hyacinths or Chinese lilies. Such plants
are not on sale usually until the Easter
season and cost about a dollar and fifty
For the farm housekeeper who
cents.
has a cool dark place to germinate the
bulbs, and who is successful with plants,
the growing of these would not be very
much trouble, and the cost for dish and
all would be about fifty cents.
A trip through the woods before the
snow falls will reveal many beautiful
The smallest of
miniature evergreens.
make beautiful Christmas-tree
these
centre-pieces.
Fastened to a wooden
standard, decorated with old fashioned
strings of pop-corn and cranberries, and
a few red apples' sent along to decorate
the base, they could not fail to please
any one who cares about having a Christmas look about the house. For an invalid
child the same little tree .with boxes of
candy, pop-corn balls, nuts, etc., tied on,
would be a delight.
Like the Christmas tree, a Christmas
wreath to the front door would be appreciated by the city-dweller.
It may be
effectively fashioned of evergreens studded with laurel tips and clusters of red

—

to

from th' knee,' and the third
foot would be all that would need
What I'm lookin' for now
off.'

it off

'th'

come

is wan that'll say all I need is to have me
Everyone will rejoice
toe-nails pared!"
to know that the surgeons finally did suc-

ceed not only in saving the leg, but in
restoring to Pat the complete use of it.
There are compensations in the war.
Difficult as these men of action find it
to express themselves in words, there is
a growing national and international
conviction that the only practical basis
for successful human intercourse is that
of applied Christianity. This Christmas
.the world will appreciate as never before

Continued from page 13
various splints and slings, stand or sit
or walk about the grounds. Presently a
one-armed man takes hold of the wheel

and with his companion who has
an eye gone, walks along pushirig it
ahead of them, the three chatting and
laughing cheerily and sociably, all so glad
to be back to "Blighty" (their name for
England), and clean hospital beds and the
kind, skilful care of doctors and nurses
and county people who leave nothing undone for their comfort that they can think
chair,

now with

the

Royal Flying Corps.
the formerly too little prized blessings of
peace and the deep fundamental significance underlying "Peace on earth, good
will to men" as a directive principle of
Far-off as its
life, public and private.
full realization yet seems, the active spirit
of brotherhood never so permeated the
ranks of men as it does in this gigantic
clash between opposing ideals of national
life.

Ponies Are
Proof

Auto

Continued from page 6

of doing.

But how they do hate to be sympathized
in words, and gazed at "as if we
were a menagerie!"

to

Hungry with homesickness, and suffering more or less as most of them are,
they tolerate no whining, but "rag" each
others' edges and corners off until the
great majority are filled with the spirit
of patient, good-humored, helpful fellow-

of industry, for it is a commendable training for a child to have full charge of the
feeding and grooming of his pet.
When war is over polo ponies will again
becomg popular, not only with polo play-

with

ship.

By one

of life's paradoxes, great suffering not infrequently produces an optimistic and humorous outlook on the
hardest conditions. An Irishman with a
leg so badly smashed that at the casualty clearing station in France it was
thought it could not be saved, finally arrived here and thus airily described his
favorable progress:
"Th' first doctor
said I'd have to have me leg ampitated;
th' next man said 'No, I'd just have to

North Poal,
Toronto, Ont.

He hunted

for a stamp and, having
chosen a queer brown-colored one because
it loked well with the brilliant scarlet address, he slipped out of the house and
sped away to the post-box at the corner
where he might mail his precious mis-

great surprise."

The Humanizing

War

30.

He folded it up, ruefully over its red
blots, and put it into an envelope to match
the paper.
Sealing it carefully he addressed it to
Mister Santa Claus,

"Dad," he said that night. "I've aranged a Christmas presence for you, a

of the O.P.W.F.,

Side of

Santa Glaus
Continued from page

sive.

Lieut. J. E. Rettie, former Asst.-Secretury

alder berries.

Yours Faithfully,

plajTnates of the small boy
teaching them horsemanship,
kindness to animals, and, above all, habits

be the

or

ers,

girl,

but with

all

who

able saddle horse.

It

appreciate a reliis, however, the

equine bantam, our modern Hackney
pony, that is attracting the attention, of
all who admire style, action, and beauty
of conformation in a horse. Judging by
the important place he is taking at our
leading horse shows and by the admiration he receives when he appears on our
cities' streets, no mere machine will ever
be able to take the place of this little,
living beauty.

"Good for you, son," said Regan, looking up from his favorite paper.
Two days later he detected a smile in
the eyes of his stenographer as she handed
him the letters which had been sent up
from general office for her perusal. Deep
down in the pile lay one unopened and
enclosed in the ordinary business envelope
of the firm. It was addressed in a round
sprawling childish hand to "Santa Claus,
Some waggish
North Poal, Toronto."
official had marked "not found" and the
letter had been returned to the firm whose
address figured in the corner.
"Ken, I'll be bound," he laughed as he
"Well, old son, you've
broke the seal.
been a rare good kid; whatever you want
from old Santa I'll see he gives you if the
old saint has to go out of business to
do it."
He read the letter with a laugh that
smothered a sigh.
For a long time he sat musing at his
desk, the missive, blotted and scarletlined,

between his fingers.

Then drawing

hi? pocket he wrote beneath the sprawling signature.
his

own pen from

"Dear Passing Saint,
"I pray you hear and grant the prayer
of this my little son. Not only for our' surpassing need but for the love we bear
her, send us her Christmas presence in
our home that she may reign there as she
now does in our loyal hearts.
"Grant us but this, dear Saint; so shall
we praise and adore, world without end.
"John Kenneth Regan."

The ordinary business signature looked strangely out of place under the odd
He
Regan smiled.
petition.
boyish
folded the letter and shoved it carefully
into Kenneth's blotted envelope, then entlosing this in another he addressed this
latter to Miss Marion Fair.
"Oh, by the way, Ken," Regan spoke
across the Christmas breakfast-table to
a face of utter disappointment. "Santa
Claus asked me to tell you that he has
given you the present you asked from him
in your letter, but that you must wait a
few months because she could not come at
once. But you may go with me to see her
this

morning."

The

boy's eyes were like stars.

"What

is

her name, Dad?" he whis-

pered.

"Marion Fair."
"0, Dad!
"O. Dad!" cried Kenneth.
isn't Santa Claus a gentleman!"

—

—
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Twice the Light-on Half the Oil
—

Burning common coal oil, the Aladdin produces a light that
gas, electricity and
acetylene that makes old-style,
round-wick lamps seem feeble as candles in comparison. In
giving this better light, the Aladdin uses less than half as

much

Dim lights are responsible for
Banish Eye Strain
"1"^'^ '^y^ strain, headache and
!?.,.».-.
QaTr*»Pk;M,.^«'»
bave
Children S Eyes
^i^^ry.
The Aladdin banishes

—

beats

oil.

these ills. Saves the children's eyes. Encourages study and
reading. Cheer and contentment abide in homes made bright

—

Burns 94% Air
70
/^ II
U
£ i-vi
Hours on a Gallon of Oil

^o odor, noise or smoke.
Gives a white, mellow, restf^i,
steady light.
Comes
nearest to sun-light of all man-made lights. Leading Universities have tested and endorse the Aladdin.
It was awarded the
Gold Medal at the Panama Exposition against the world's
best.
Three million peoi^le are already enjoying it.

Get One Free

by Aladdin.

—Send

•'

—

Lamp Company

—

GentlenKMi
I want to know more about
....the Aladdin Lamp—
Your offer to send Aladdin prepaid for 10 days' trial
....Your plan whereby I ean get my Aladdin free and make
a lot of money distributing Aladdins without the need of
experience or capital.
:

NOTE.— If .von are interested in the money-making chanee. write a letter
and attach to the coupon, tell us .something about yourself, whether or
not you have a rig or auto to work in niral tiistricts, give your age, present
occupation
say whether you can work full time or just part time, whenyou ean start and what territory you would prefer. Hnrr>' your letter before
;

territory

is

.

taken.

Name
P-0

Province

^-^

^n"%S%on^^

p«'ti'u]ai-.s
f].,Y

fr(^

about our

trijii

offer.

—

Kvery home needs jrood light. The Aladdin with its wonderto country homes of the brightest, and mellowest of all
produced from ordinary coal oil at a big oil Siiving needs
When it is tried, its users never go back to
.inl.v to be sliown.

ful gift

lights

—

—

the old feoble lights.

THESE MEN WITHOUT FORMER EXPERIENCE
MAKE BIG MONEY— SO CAN YOU

Co., 560 Aladdin B\dg., Montreal

560 Aladdin Building, Montreal

JO

Send No
Pay Charges

.HERE'S YOUR CHANCETO MAKE A LOT OF MONEY

Write quick send the couiwn ^be the first to apply in your
neighborhood for the chance to get the Aladdin free and to
make some big money. Send the coupon. We'll tell you the
whole plan. Don 't wait.

Mantle

We

—

WILL DO ITS OWN SELLING.

Largest Kerosene (Coat Oil) Mantle Lamp House in the World.
Also offices and warerooms at Winnipeg

Lamp

AI A niMM
ALADDIN

lo-

You

can then see for yourself that our claims for the Alartrlin are based
on ronservative facts. You fan see hnw the Aladdin maljes your old
style l.inip look like candles.
You can find out how noiseless, smokeless and odorless it is
how it really does beat gas, electricity and
acetylene for brilliancy, and how it saves one-half or more in oil and
actnalij pays for itself. .lust .send the coupon. AVe'U do the rest.

have thousands of inijuiries from our advertising. We
want one user in every locality to whom we can refer folks who
are interested in the Aladdin. You don't need to be a good
talker.
Just let people see tlie Aladdin lisihted up and IT

Lamp

Gold for a

DAYS' FREE.

10

We

Mantle

*^
to #!,«
the

Money —

in

—

in

To any person who can
produce, or show us an oil
j^^p ^^^^j ^^ ^^e New
Aladdin we'll pay $1000 in gold. Write for circular giving full
particulars of this great challenge offer.

the Coupon
Each Locality, We
Offer the Big Chance to Get the
Aladdin Free and Make Big Money

To One User

$1000
I7»...I
Equal

i
|
_
I

I
I

who

.Maddins,

has .siold
writes:

"There are unlimited

po»<sibili-

.7.

over

R. Stewart,
.">00

in store for the Aladdin
Distributor."
W. T. Grieve, Ontario, with
no previous experience, says
he sold T lamps in a little over
two hours.
W. H. Hilenion sold six between 2 and S p.m. $18.00 for
four hours* work.
Mrs. M. R. Dutton has the
.\laddin in her home, has made
ties

a lot of

money

in

its

distribu-

the

ronimunit.v

for

miles

around with .-Vladdin Lamps."
There is no limit to the
field.

Many

replaced

distributors
lights

electric

have
with

Aladdins
F. A. Sundvall, of IVC. for
instance, says he has plaeed
nearly 300 -n a oountr.v where
eleetricit.v is king.
M.
T.
Zanke,
Manitoba.
places lamps out on trial and
writes, "called at 20 houses,
and .sold Ig the lamp will
speak for itself."

tion, and proudly writes
"I
(Addresses furnished on
have lighted up the homes in
request.)
Thousands are coining money with the Aladdin — send the coupon — see
if YOU don't want this chance to make a lot of money.
:

NO MONEY NEEDED--WE FURNISH THE CAPITAL

THK VARMER
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When we

read the

Christmas Eve at Mr.
Wardle's we see something of the atmosphere of the festivity that is almost un-

known in many homes to-day.
"From the centre of the ceiling of this
kitchen, old Wardle had just suspended
with his own hands a huge branch of
mistletoe, and this same branch of mistleinstantly gave rise to a scene of
general and most delightful struggling
and confusion; in the midst of which Mr.
Pickwick with a gallantry which would
have done honor to a descendant o'f Lady
Trollinglower herself, took the old lady
by the hand, led her beneath the mystic
branch, and saluted her in all courtesy
and decorum. The old lady submitted to
this piece of practical politeness with all
the dignity which befitted so important
and serious a solemnity, but the youn.ger
ladies not being so thoroughly imbued
with a superstitious veneration of the
custom, or imagining that the value of a
salute is very much enhanced if it cost a
little trouble to obtain it, screamed and
struggled, and ran into corners, and
threatened and remonstrated, and did
everything but leave the room, until some
of the less adventurous gentlemen were
on the point of desisting, when they all at
once found it useless to resist any longer,
and submitted to being kissed with a good
Mr. Winkle kissed the young
grace.
lady with the black eyes, and Mr. Snodgrass kissed Emily; and Mr. Weller, not
being particular about the form of being
under the mistletoe, kissed Emma and
the other female servants, just as he
caught them. As to the poor relations,
they kissed everybody, not even excepting
the plainer portion of the young lady visitors, who, in their excessive confusion,
ran right under the mistletoe, directly it
was hung up, without knowing it! Wardle
stood with his back to the fire, surveying
the whole scene with the utmost satisfaction and the fat boy took the opportunity
of appropriating to his own use, and summ.arily devouring a particularly fine mince
pie that had been carefully put by for
toe

WlllliliiilHlllllllllilllill

STfje

Spirit of Cljrifiitmag

am

thinking of you to-day, becaujie it is Christmas, and I wish
you happivess.
And to-morrow because it will be the day after Christmas, I shall wish you happinessand so on clear through the year. I may not be able Lo tell you about it every
day
because I may be far away; or because both of us may be very busy. But it makes
no
difference.
The thought and the wish will be here just the same. Whatever joy or
success comes to you will make we glad.
Without pretense and in plain words, goodwill to you is what I mean, in {he sjnrit of Christmas.
Henry Van Dyke.
/

—

Reviving Christmas Traditions
Folklore and Tradition Play no Small Part in
the Home Life of a Nation

DOES

ever occur to you that the
growing up in the twentieth century are missing a great
deal in not being kept in touch with the
traditions of their ancestors?
That a
more permanent love of home and race
might be fostered if the old customs and
legends and folk-lore were kept alive?
This will be the saddest Christmas the
world has ever known, it will be hard
to. celebrate, but years from now
the
effort of putting a real Christmas atmosphere around the day will be paid for
many times over.
it

children'

Most of Canada's Christmas

gifts this

we

hope, will go overseas, to the
trenches and prison camps, and the
thought and -planning, the enjoyable fussing of making them ready, can never be
called a needless or superficial part of
the year's work.
Then there are the
poor, or shut in, or neglected people
around us who should be remembered. If
year,

it comes to a point of deciding between
giving to these and the custom of ex^
changing presents as a form of social reciprocity this is a good time to cut down
our exchange lists.
It is to be regretted that the custom of
having minstrels go singing from door to
door on Christmas Eve, is not kept alive.
It seems, that it might be a good idea,
among the many ways of raising funds
for the Red Cross and war relief work,
this year to form local minstrel bands to
serenade the homes of our towns and

villages.

When we think of the indifference to
the day in many homes, of the nerve-racking strain of Christmas shopping without the happy anticipation, the thrilling
secret smuggling of gifts, we realize
what it means to children to grow up
where the most is made of every little
plan, where the mother is the confidant of
all conspirators and herself the greatest

;

somebody

else."

Dickens also gives us a picturesque account of Christmas Eve in Fezziwig's
warehouse, where the neighbors and employees came in to spend the evening,
mingling freely with the employer's
family. It carries a spirit of hospitality
worth spreading. Of the dance itself we
read:
"Away they all went, twenty couple at
once; hands half round and back again
the other way; down the middle and up
again round and round in various stages
of affectionate grouping, old top couple
always turning up in the wrong place;
new top couple starting off again, as soon
as they got there; all top couples at last,
and not a bottom one to help them.
;

,

"When

this result

was brought about

the fiddler struck up "Sir Roger de CoverThen old Fezziwig stood out to
ley."
dance with Mrs. Fezziwig. Top couple,
too, with a good stiff piece of work cut out
for them; three or four and twenty pairs
of partners; people who were not to be
people who would dance and
trifled with
had no notion of walking.
"But if there had been thrice as many.
Oh, four times as many old Fezziwig
would have been a match for them and so
would Mrs. Fezziwig. As to her, she was
worthy to be his partner in every sense
of the term. If that's not high praise, tell
;

—

A

trio of faces that

makes

jolly

a farm home in Pickering.

The beginning of a livestock career.

me

higher and

I'll

use

it.

A

positive light
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appeared to issue from Fez'ziwig's calves.
They shone in every part of the dance
like moons.
You couldn't have predicted
at any given time what would become of
them next. And when old Fezziwig and
Mrs. Fezziwig had gone all through the
lance, advance and retire, both hands to
your partner, bow and courtesy, corkscrew, thread the needle, and back again
to your place, Fezziwig 'cut'
cut so
deftly that he appeared to wink with his
legs, and came upon his feet again with-

—

out a stagger."

Take Care

of the

Family
Continued from page

30.

mother wit added to the facilities
engine will do not only the washing
ind churning and pumping for both barn
ind house but it will do a score of other
;hings as well, such as meat-grinding
ind other things that ordinarily take a
leal of strength sorely needed for other
luties. With experience the power may
>e extended in application and general
isefulness almost
indefinitely, to
the
racuum cleaner, for instance and a score
ttle

;he

'

other utensils.
situated where electric power
s available, there are all
manner of
acilities both for lighting and working
njmediately available- The electric iron
s queen among life savers. Then comes
he electric toaster and other advantages
hat are appreciated with experience.
f

When

One can go on

indefinitely suggesting

;ood things for the

home, but with the
ouse heated by a furnace or, better still,
hot water with running water in the
aundry and upstairs and in the kitchen,
fair start is made on the way to comort. One
recommends the bread and
ake mixer and the vacuum cleaner. The
itter is invaluable where power can be
upplied. It is a great dust devourer. At
he same time each farmer must study
he problem in view of his wife's needs,
ilways he must consider where there is a
ividend for him in a broken down wife,
paying doctor's bills due to unneces1
ary work, or in paying funeral expenses
wenty years before they are rightfully
ly

.

ue.

Rhubarb'CultLirc
people wonder why they have

•M^any
no
iccess in raising rhubarb.
They have
one fit for use until perhaps late in May
early in June, whereas, it should be
e of the earliest spring luxuries.
have success in growing rhubarb
nd have it to use in April; but we have
in a sunny, sheltered spot in the garden,

We

here it is well cultivated and enriched
one can scarcely
y plenty of fertilizer
pply too much. Then, too, roots should
B separated in the fall.
If done so in
)ring the early crop is lost.
If many
)ots are left together the stalks grow up
)indly and do not mature quickly.
To sum it all up, the secret of rhubarb
jccess is in strong, healthy clumps and
beral annual fall dressings of well-rot'd manure (stable).
For anyone living
sar a town or city, rhubarb culture is
rofitable.
L. G. Crummy.

—

—

PERMIT US TO SEND YOU PREPAID A BOX OF OUR HAVANA CIGARS
you want to enjoy perfect cigar contentment,
remain on our lists as one of our regular customers.
If

your box to-day, and we know that you will want to
our business depends entirely upon repeat orders we
EveiT cigar made In o\ir factory la a HAND-MADB HAV.WA. and the are all sold direct to the consumer by the box at lowest factory prices.
The cigar shown here is our Rosin's Cuban; it is made of the Choicest Havana tobaccos (Vuelta Abaje) by hand
by e.\pert skilled cigarmakers.
We sell them at $5 a hundred. $2.50 for a box of fifty, carriage charges prepaid. a'
cigar of similar quality and workmanship cannot possibly be procined through any retail store for less than ten
cents
When you DE.\L WITH HEADQUARTERS, you save the difference and you get your cigar in proper fresh eondition.
Here is our offer:

.MUST GIVE

QUALITY

and

WE DO

write

for

Because

GIVE QU.^LITY.

Write us on your business stationery or enclose your card stating position you hold, and we
send yon upon request, fifty Kosin's Cubans on approval. You may smoke half a dozen cig'ars
and return the balance at our expense within ten days, if you are not pleased with them, no charge
beingr made for those smoked.
If you are pleased witli them and retain them, you agree to remrt
will

the price, $2-50, within that time.

ROSIN BROTHERS

5

FERRY STREET, WINDSOR, ONTARIO
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Farm Enqineering

FARM BOOKS
THAT HELP

^<

MOTORS. ENGINES,lL|^^-

your library a few
good works about your business. The
following books will be sent postpaid to you upon receipt of the prices
named.

Keep adding

ITARM MACHINERY, f*^^"^
TROUBLE LOCATED
REMEDIES /MWjT:^
^ AND

to

^

SUGGESTED.

-

^

^

"

'^

Shorthorn Cattle

Bu A\vin H. Sanders
Editor Breeders' Gazette
The leader for breeders of Shorthorn
cattle in America, with a history of the
British work.
$2.10, postpaid; half leather, $2.60
of the Herefords
Alvin H. Sanders

The Story
By

companion volume to the
Shorthorns and represents the
the WhUeJaces.

A

one

on

latest in

$2.25, postpaid; half leather. $2.60

Alfalfa in America
By Joe E. Wing
storv of the growing, cultivaof this great hay crop.

The

full

tion

and curing

$2.00, postpaid

Swine
Bu

Day

Animal Husbandry at the
O.A.C., Guelph

of

Prof,

Geo. E.

pages, with' 75 illustrations, descripand treats of breeding, manageLippinment, marketing and disease.
cott Series.

;i:?0

tive,

$1.60, postpaid

Horses
'
Carl W. Gay
of the University of Pennsylvania
Covers, structure, t3g>«s, principles of
breeding and horse in service. Lippln-

By

cott Series.'

•

Operating

USEHaul

a light drag.
angle
it over the road at an
is
so that a small amount of earth
pushed to the centre of the road.
Drive the team at a walk.
Ride on the drag; do not walk.
Begin at one side of the road, returning up the opposite side.
Drag the road as soon after every rain
mud is in
as possible, but not when the
such a condition as to stick to the drag.
Do not drag a dry road.
Drag -whenever possible at all seasons
of the year.
The width of traveled way to be main20
tained by a drag should be from 18 to
than the
feet; first drag a little more
width of a single wheel track, then graduis obally increase until desired width
tained.

'

.V

J
Always drag a little earth towards the
from
centre of the road until it is raised
of the
10 to 12 inches above the edges
traveled way.
4.u
the
If the drag cuts too much, shorten
,

,

,

hitch.

,

i.

J
The amount of earth that the drag
,

-11

will

carry along can be very considerably conas he
trolled by the driver, according
stands near the cutting end or away from

$1.60, postpaid

Feeds and Feeding
By Henry
in America for feedA jaew,^ revised, up-toers of livestock.
date edition is out.*^"

The standard book

$2.1 0, postpaid

Vegetables
By John W. Lloyd

the roads are first dragged after
spell, the wagoniS should
the
drive, if possible, to one side until
roadway has a chance to freeze or partial-

When

a very

It also occupies considerably less
space than do the number of horses or
oxen required to perform an equal amount
If all bright steel parts
of work daily.
and as a rule there are few are oiled
daily, or where permissible, given a coat
of white lead, a machine can even be left
out in the field under a tarpaulin at night
in use.

Drag

a Split-log

muddy

—

—

and

will suffer

no

ill

effects.

In addition to its capacity for doingmore work in a given time, as compared
with animal haulage, it is scarcely necessary to mention that a mechanical tractor's endurance for continuous duty ispractically only limited by the endurance
of the driver and the supply of fuel, water
and lubricant immediately available.
Though rarely necessary, perhaps, it may
be kept hard at it day and night (with
artificial light) by arranging for two or

more drivers to work in shifts.
The principal duties of a tractor would,
the ma.iority of cases, be that of haulage, for ploughing, cultivating, reaping
and binding, etc., as well as for general
transport purposes; but every tractor is
provided with a conveniently placed belt
pulley, in order that the power of the enin

gine may be utilized for driving threshing
machines, chaff cutter, saw mills, and, in
be
fact, anv class of rotary machinery to
found on a farm. Therefore, unless a
machine is adopted of a size too large for
actual requirements, it will be found that
it

all

can be employed profitably practically
the year round.

•

',

pi the University of

ly

dry out.

results from dragging are obtained only by repeated application.
Remember that constant attention is
necessary to maintain an earth road in
E. B. H.
its best condition.

The best

Illinois

on a sate
It places vegetable gardening
and sure basis. The book for moneyinalfiug, business farmers.
$1 .60, postpaid

—

Farm Dairying
By Laura Rose

A Canadian

on the .subject.
$1.3S.ij>jP.stpaid

Sheep Farming in America
By Joe E. Wing
.568

pages

and treats

the

fully

whole

subject.

$1.10. postpaid

Poultry Breeding

By

A

Care of Tractor

book by a Canadian writer

The question of providing housing accommodation for an agricultural tractor
difficulty, as any
is not one of any great
shed or outhouse on, the farm will be
found suitable, provided the roof is more
or less water-tight, and a tarpaulin covering is thrown over the machine when not

thoroughly reliable and informing
for the farmer or specialist.
$1.10, postpaid

want.

of its kind.

Fills a long-

Of interest to everyone. 410

59 full-page illustrations in tone.

pages.

$1 .60. postpaid
including Dr. Marbooks, can be had
den's
upon application. State what you want,

Many

other books,
Inspirational

the price and give directions
Every care will be taken with
plainly.
your order.
enclose

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
Toronto
143-153 University Ave.,

the tire will be too thin and puncture will
result.
If non-alignment is suspected, it is well

to have the wheels
fect remedied.

examined and the de-

Canadian Agricultural Trade
During the 12 months ending in July
the Dominion of Canada, according
exto the Trade and Commerce reports,
ported animal and agricultural produce

value of $460,869,099, as against
$216,102,079 in 1915.
The principal items of export were,
and
cattle, $3,503,733 to Great Britain,
$12,586,722 to the United States; horses,
$4,835,468, principally to Great Britain;
$582,549 worth of sheep to the U. S.;
including flour and oatmeal,
cereals,
$333,835,015, as against $117,502,875 in
1915- fruits, $2,785,606; apples, fresh,
$1,784,538; hay, $5,920,243; butter, $1,630,765; cheese, $27,606,256, and meats,
$30,923,541, as against a total of butter,
cheese and meat bill of $53,109,141 in

to the

Trees, Shrubs, Vines and Herbaceous
Perennials
By K'irkegaard, Fernald and White

The onlv book

One of the causes of tire treads wearing excessively is the non-alignment of
the wheels. The wheels should be in perfect alignment, otherwise the wear is very
rapid, and the fabric forming the body of

,last,

Miller Purvis

work

felt

Mis-alignment Wears Tires

A

hose reel and chemical engine employed on one farm homestead
for emergency.

1915.
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THE MONTH'S

AW FURS

-J

RECIPES

Our Specialty
We

are in a position to state that there

5 lbs. cranberries
lbs. sugar
cups vinegar
tablespoons ground cinnamon
tablespoon allsi)lce
tablespoon ground clover

S\<2

2
1
1
1

is

no

firm, individual or corporation, that

can give

Trappers Better Satisfaction, Bigger
Results and Quicker Returns

SPICED CRANBERRIES.

Write for our Price List and Market Reports which quote the very highest possible honest
>Vrite Now!
market prices. It's

FREE—

No Duty on Furs shipped

to U. S.

Use Consular

Certificate only

WULFSOHN & CO. \1*?L°o.?ot'

M.

on shipments of over one hundred

122-124 We.t 26lh

St.,

dollars.

New York

City

Boil all together slowly for two hours.
Serve with hot or cold meat.

WE WANT TO DEMbNSTRATE
ON YOUR FARM

CRANBERRY JELLY.
Pick over and wash four cups cranberPut in a stew pan with one cup
boiling water and boil twenty minutes.
Rub through a sieve, add two cups sugar
and cook until the fruit will jelly when
dropped on a cold plate.

We

will send a Gilson Engine, any size,
without charge, to any responsible farmer in
Canada to try out on his own farm at his own
work. Write for further particulars of our free trial offer,

ries.

catalog and
tory prices.

CRANBERRY SAUCE.

Ensilage

MINCE MEAT.
cups
2 cups
2 cups
Vi cup
% cup
\i cup

and

apples
raisins seeded and chopped
currants
butter

cliopi)ed

Straw Cutters

chopped snet
boiled

cider

or

litiuid

introduc-

Gilson Mfg. Co., Limited
2615 York Street. Guelph.Ont.

Follow the same recipe as for cranberry .ielly with the exception of putting
the fruit through a sieve.
Cranberry
sauce prepared in this way has a jellylike consistency and can be moulded the
same as jelly if desired.

4

special

from sweet

Large and small sizes.

pickles

cups sugar
4 teaspoons cinnamon
2 teaspoons ground cloves
2 nutmegs, grated
2 teaspoons mace
4 level teaspoons salt

i

Power

or

No

Hand Power,

5,

hand

use.
is

very satisfactory with
small Gas Engine or
other very light power.

Add enough of the stock in which the
meat was cooked to moisten, simmer for
one hour, then add four cups of the cooked
meat, chopped, and one-half tart fruit
juice. Cook fifteen minutes and put away
in sealers until ready for use,

J.

FLEURY'S SONS
AURORA, ONTARIO

Medals and Diplomas, World's
Fair, Chicago and Paris

CHRISTMAS PUDDING.
cup flour
2 cups stale bread crumbs
1 cup raisins
1 cup currants
1
cup clioiiped suet
54 cup sugar
Vi cup molasses
2 tablespoons mixed peel, shredded
'/2
teaspoon grated nutmeg
V2 teaspoon mace
1 teaspoon salt
1

'J

1

Billiards

and
Parlor
Pool

eggs, well beaten
teasi)oon lemon juice

Mix ingredients in order given, adding
a little milk or water if there is not sufficient moisture. Turn into a thickly floured square of cotton, tie securely leaving
space for the pudding to swell about onethird its original size. Plunge into a kettle
of boiling water, tying it so it cannot
touch the bottom of the kettle and cook
five hours.

Get
This
For

Xmas

PUT ONE OF THESE SCIENTIFIC GAMES INTO YOUR HOME
relaxation and recreation.
The game of billiards
after the strain of a busy day.
It is a game of skill
thoionghly enjoyed in every home.
offer ii well-built boarrl at a very moderate price— a highgrade billiard boaixl with a quality of material and workmanship
equal to that put in the Large Billiard Tables.
It is correct
and tnie and full of life.
Every detail has received careful
attention.

It
is

will

a

that

affoi-d

tonic

may

be

We

CHRISTMAS CAKE.
JV4 lbs. butter

2%

cups brown sugar
8 eggs
% cup sour cream
5 cups flour

THE SCHULTZ BROS. COMPANY,

Write for full particulars
and i)rice see how easy
it is for you to have this

—

high class game of

skill

right at home.

Limited, Brantford,

Ontario

T

40

teaspoon soda
teaspoous cTeam of tartar
teaspoon salt
teaspoon each of eloves, cinnamon, nutmeg

1
2
1
1

and mace
4 lbs. raisins
2 11)8. currants
lb. mixed peel

%

Vi lb.
ii lb.

li

E

MEK

'

S

MA

(4

AZINE

ory; one tablespoon chopped onion, salt
Melt the butter, pour it over
If
the other ingredients and mix well.
no liquid is added the steam from the
chicken during the cooking will make the
dressing sufficiently moist and very light.

and pepper.

SCALLOPED OYSTERS.
Christmas dinner has been served
in the middle of the day, scalloped oysters
make an excellent dish for supper.
If the

1

plut oysters

i

tablespoons oyster

litiuoi-

cup stale l)rcad crunib>
cup cracker crumbs
Vi cup melted butler

Vii

almonds
walnuts

1

and nuts are not chopped
but cut in fairly large pieces the

POTATO STUFFING FOR ROAST GOOSE.

If the fruit

fine

V A R

cake will look richer. If instead of putting flour over the fruit, it is mixed in
with the butter and sugar as soon as they
have been creamed together and let stand
while the other materials are being prepared, the flavor will be richer and the
In making a
fruit will be more tender.
fruit cake if you have any other good
use for the whites of the eggs and can add
extra yolks to make up for these, the cake
It will be less light, of
will be richer.
course, but lightness isn't desired in a
fruit cake.

SHORTBREAD CAKES.
cup butter
1 cup lard
H^ cups yellow sugar
4 cups fiour
Small pinch of soda
1 egg
Few drops of vanilla

Salt. i)epper

Two

cups hot mashed or riced potatoes,
one-half teaspoon salt, one-fourth teaspoon pepper, one-half teaspoon summer
savory, one-half teaspoon onion juice, two
tablespoons butter, one-half cup soft
stale bread crumbs, yolk of one egK- Mix
•the ingredients in the order given.

OYSTER STUFFING FOR TURKEY.

Three cups stale bread crumbs, onehalf cap melted butter, salt and pepper,
one-half teaspoon onion .iuice, one pint
oysters. Mix the ingredients in the order
given adding the oysters cleaned and!
drained from their liquor.

.Milk.

1

egg (optionalt

the bread and cracker crumbs and
Put a thin
stir in the melted butter.
layer in the bottom of a buttered baking
dish, cover with oysters and sprinkle with
Moisten with half the
salt and pepper.

Mix

oyster liquor. Repeat with more crumbs,
another layer of oysters and crumbs on
If more than two layers of oysters
top.
are used the middle layers will be underdone. Add milk until it just reaches the
Pour the beaten
top layer of crumbs.
egg over the top to make a smooth crust,
or leave the crumbs to brown as they are.
A sprinkling of grated nutmeg or mace to
each layer of oysters is considered an

improvement by many people.

1

if

desired

Rub the shortening into the flour, add
the sugar and mix thoroughly then stir
Take the dough out
in the beaten egg.
on the board and knead into shape with
the hands. Press and roll out carefully,
cut in small squares, pinch the edges and
bake.
PLAIN CHRISTMAS CANDIES.
Soft cream candy:
2 cups sugar
2-3 cup uiilli .or thin

cream

2 tablespoons butter

%

teaspoon vanila

and milk over the fire until
the sugar is dissolved, then boil without
stirring for eight minutes. Add the butter and boil to the soft ball stage or until
a little of the mixture dropped into cold
water will roll into a soft ball between
Remove from the fire, add
the fingers.
flavoring and beat until creamy or, until
it becomes sugary around the edges.
Stir sugar

Variations for Cream Cady:
(1) Fruit Fudge: Chopped nuts, dates
and raisins may be added while beating the hot cream.

Cocoanut Creams: Add one cup
grated cocoanut, drop in spoonfuls
on a greased tin, and put a candied
cherry on each.
Add one-half
(3) Chocolate Fudge:
ounce chocolate to each cup of sugar
(2)

before boiling.
(4) Maple Cream: Use equal quantities of white or brown and maple
sugar or flavor with mapleine.

The

By DR.

AT

1

1
1

cup figs or raisins
cup dates
cup lOnglish walnuts

all through a meat grinder, dust
a moulding board with powdered sugar,
knead the mixture into a lump, roll out
with the rolling-pin and cut in small

•Put

cubes.

STUFFING FOR ROAST CHICKEN.

One and one-half cup bread crumbs,
one-fourth cup melted butter, one-fourth
teaspoonful each of sage and summer sav-

J.

B.

present there are in Ontario 10

High Schools, 6 Collegiate Institutes, and 5 Continuation Schools
conducting classes in Agriculture, and
These
the number is rapidly increasing.
schools are located in different parts of
the province and represent 19 different
The attendance upon the
counties.
classes is optional at present, and the introduction of the courses into the schools
is also optional, consequently the establishment of Agriculture as a part of the
High School course, will proceed only so
The
fast as public opinion will permit.
number of students now receiving agricultural instruction in the High Schools
is about 800.
At the end of the second year of the

a departmental examinabe counted as a bonus subIn 1916 about 190 students took
ject.
this examination. The work includes experimental laboratory work, relating to

course there

tion

which

is

may

the fundamental principles of agriculture,
and is made as practical as possible.
course in the Middle School is also
provided and is arranged for two years,
but where conditions are favorable and
students are able to carry the work, it is
possible to cover it in one year. There is,
therefore, practically a four-year course
High
in agriculture arranged for the
Schools, and the equipment is paid for
by special grants distributed by the Education Department when the requirements

A

are

fulfilled.

further provision is made for agricultural education by the establishment
of a "department" in the High School under the management of an Advisory Council composed of men engaged in agriculSuch schools as provide
tural pursuits.
the accommodation to carry, on the department, are intended to be the forerunner of regular Agricultural High Schools.
Quoting from the Regulations we have
this statement: "When the public interHigh,
Agricultural
necessitate
ests
Schools they will be duly established and
liberally aided by the Government."
At present one High School has organized a department and two others are

A

PARISIAN SWEETS.

Agricultural High School
DANDENO
making arrangements

to do so.

It

should

be said here that liberal financial encour-

agement is given by the Education Department towards establishing and maintaining not only a Department of Agriculture but also, on a similar basis, a Department of Household Science.
County Agricultural Schools have been
established here and there in the United
States, brut they have not proved a success.
They have become Agricultural
High Schools. It was found that these
schools could not secure the attendance
because the courses did not lead anywhere
except back to the farm. An ambitious

student upon entering an Agricultural
High School is encouraged by the fact
that his course may lead to a profession
After taking the course,
if he wishes.
however, he may go back to the farm,
but he is attracted by the fact that there
are other doors open to him.
Minnesota has now 175 Agricultural
High Schools and no County Agricultural
Schools.

Wisconsin had several County

Agricultural Schools, but has now only
In Michigan the County Agriculone.
tural Schools have not been a success and
there is now only one left. All these three
States are pushing as fast as possible the
Agricultural High School, which is nothing more than a High School giving a good
course in agriculture. We have now in
Ontario 21 such schools and this number
would be increased enormously if agriculture were recognized as an elective subIn the three
ject for matriculation.
States mentioned, agriculture has a standing similar to thali of other studies and
may be offered for matriculation.
The influences of Agricultural Classe.is already being felt, for in several instances, boys after passing the entrance,
are attracted to the High School for a
year or two, knowing that they will receive some instruction on the princioles
In schools where such
of agriculture.
classes are not yet introduced, boys similarly situated stop school when they pass
the entrance, for, if they go back to the
farm the High School has little to offer.

—
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THE FAMILY CAR

The O.A.C. Auction
T^ ACH year
Ontario
^
and

the
Agricultural
College holds a surplus stock sale
usually only fair prices have been secured.
But the recent sale there was the most
successful one in its history.
Sale conditions are perfect, the sale is held under
cover in the Short Course Building. Prof.
George E. Day and Mr. Leitch, B.S.A.,
have it in charge, and establish confidence by their candor, good judgment and
attention to details of shipping.

Farmers from

parts of the province
were present to have a chance to get the
big Holstein bull, the celebrated Fortilla
Rue cow, the Dairy Shorthorn calves, the
Augusta beef Shorthorns, or some other
good pigs or sheep. But prices exceeded
any previous year's despite the high feed
outlook. There is a feeling that live stock
will be scarce and high priced next year.
In fact, Capt. Robson, in auctioneering
the beef cattle, claimed that the future
was full of promise for the man with the
all
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CHOOSE

nmK

IT

WITH CARE

inmiiii

You
and most important, is the question of SAFE! Y.
cannot afford to overlook tfiis feature of the BRISCOE "4-24"
Tfie Bailey gearless differential, wfiich drives
rear wheels,
prevents side sway and reduces the risk of skidding or slipping.

FIRST,

BOTH

EASE

v^ONTROL.

Next comes
of
the gears with their finger tips,

And

finally— PRICE.
within reat.h of all.

Price:—! curing Car

and the

This car

is

a universal favorite with

slightest pressure operates the clutch

The BRISCOE

"4-24"

is

Write

Road&ter, complete with Electric
Lighting and starling iiystem. Full

for

they can change

and brake pedals.

not a high priced car.

or 4-Pa8senger

It

brings the joy of motoring

Benjamin Briscoe's own

story of the

"Half Million Dollar Motor."

EUliptic bprinus, tront
and rear.
Demountable Rims, Gasoline Gauge.
Ammtter. Trouble LJght Socket,
Automatic Switch with
Key Lock, ^peedo
meter, Horn, Tool!

Ktpalr Kit, etc
f. o. b. Brockville.

women, because

THE CANADIAN BRISCOE

MOTOR
Brockville

Unt.

CO., Limited
-

Ontario

good breeding stock.
Milking Shorthorn calves went for $70
to $130; sheep averaged $27; lambs, $22;
young Berkshires, $23.60; young Yorkshires, $25.50; Yorkshire sows, $48.65;
AjTshire calves, $65; Holsteins, $148.30.
The old Holstein bull, one of the best in
Canada, sold for $400.
Scotch Shorthorns of the Augusta and
Lancaster families, sold for big prices
and the trading at times was spirited.
The females sold for an average of $369.
The three young bulls sold for $450, $240
and $340 respectively.

A Farm

Settlement
Board in N.B.

npHE
-

object of the

Farm

Settlement

Board in New Brunswick is to establish
communities of about 110 or 115 families
in various parts of the province.
Each
community will occupy a tract of land
four square miles in extent. The farms
will consist of from 10 to 100 acres each.
The Government will clear ten acres on
each farm, build a house and barn thereon, and sell the farms to qualified settlers at actual cost of improvements. All

WATEROUS
PORIABLE SAWMILLS

the land to be thus utilized will be Crown
property. The farms will be sold on easy
terms, with a small initial payment, and

deferred payments running probably for
a term of twenty years, with interest at
the same rate as the Government pays upon the money raised to finance the scheme.
At the centre of each community tract a
demonstration farm, in charge of an agricultural expert, will be maintained for
the purpose of instructing settlers in the

most modern and

scientific

methods of

farming.
Agricultural implements will
be kept for the use of the community at
large, on a nominal rental plan, when reouired. Co-operative marketing and buying will likely be one of the administrative
features of the Government's scheme.
New Brunswick possesses many advantages for mixed farming that are passed
over by those seeking agricultural prosperity.
The scheme, if It can be kept
along sound lines and be not killed by inefficient administrators, will help to direct people into the only really free life
that of agriculture in all its bearings.
W. G. C.

the trees on your farm
IFtimber,
why cut them on

only on higher priced mills, that help you cut
What is more,
your logs as they should be.
the Waterous Portable is dead easy to set up,
simple to operate, and is built so strong that it
will keep on cutting first-class lumber year
after year without trouble.

are first quality
a mill that will

lower their market value?
Outfit will cut your
lumber that is as fine as that turned
Hundreds of users,
out by any custom mill.
who didn't know any more about timber sawing than you db, are proving that every season.

The Waterous Portable
trees into

profit in your trees, and in your neighbors'
worth your investment in this reasonably
Quality counts every
priced, high-grade mill.
time— and especially in lumber making, with
prices as high as they are now.

The
is

The

secret is ttjat the Waterous Portable Mill
is built just a little better than is necessary to
do portable work— it has special fittings found

SenJ us a card to-day for

o

The Waterous Engine Works

Portable Sawmill Catalogue

Co., Ltd., Brantf ord,

Canada
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A
HOME MONEY MAKERS

Housekeeper's Workshop

How a Large Room Was Equipped and Made C onvenient
for all

Kinds

of

Farm Kitchen Work

THE

kitchen will have running hot
and cold water for cleaning purposes, and hard water for drinking and cookino-. for farmers demand well
water for drinking, no matter how careIn
fully the cistern water is filtered.
winter the water is heated by furnace, in
summer by a gas heater in the cemented
basement, where the hot-water tank is
The need of much hot water,
located.
all

The war has

ereaterl

an uupi'tvedented

deninnd for Socks-for-the-Soldier-Boys
and affords a Grand Opportunity to
anyone interested in uniting Loyalty,
Patriotism and Self-interest by investing in a First-Class Family Knitting
Marhine for Red Cross Socks, MoneyMakingr,
Home Work and Military
Socks.

the year round,

is

very great

in the

farm house, and the mother and daughter
saved carrying in tons of water
every year, thus being relieved of one of
the heaviest burdens of the old-fashioned
will be

convenient as any city housewife's, with
its four open burners, simmerer, high
oven and broiler. The floor space saved
by the narrow stove is given to a twocompartment fireless cooker, raised to a
convenient height by a cabinet, in which
the special utensils are stored, when not
in use.

The path through the room is located at
one side. One wall is given over to storing staple supplies; a closet for cleaning
equipment; a dumb-waiter used to carry
potatoes, other vegetables, apples and
canned fruits, up and down a clothes
;

chute, and the register.

The same dumb-

—

It Now
Write for our Free Latest
Catalogue No. 101, witli Special War Offer to Red Cross workers during the
war only. Your Choice of 6 Machines.
Agent.s wanted for our Home-moneymalier machines. Address

Do

CREELMAN

Box 677

BROS.. Mfgr's
Georgetown. Ont.

ButterMalQers

indsor

Daipv

Canada

THE CANADIAN SALT CO. LIMITED

Don't Slave at the Washtub
difficulties and
wash
troubles
of
be,
will
all
day

The

smoothed out

if

you

will use a

CONNO R
WASHER
Bali-Bearing

heavy
for
that
washing. Perfect in
design, construction
and

results.

_

we can supply . mac.un.
.f.1.,.r"i
booklet
this
of K°t
anywhere in Canada
Washert

¥'1
our
J.

H.

CONNOR &

Established in 1881

SON, Limited
OTTAWA. ONT.

CHINA AND SEWING CABINET

farmhouse. Several types of gas plants
are giving excellent service in rural
homes, among them gasoline and acetyThe gas plant of this farm will
lene.
"kill several birds with one stone"; it will
light the house, heat the water, cook the
food, and iron the clothes.
This kitchen is large because of its
varied industries, its storage space, and
the fact that two women work in it. The
mother thought she could not get along
without a coal range, for she has always
had one. I have told her that coal overheats the kitchen in winter, since she
It throws waste heat
has .a furnace.
into the room and "cooks the cook" in
summer. The basement gas heater will do
away with the need of- the coal range to
warm water. To please her, however., the
chimney is so located that if she pines for
the old range she will have a place to put
The gas range she has ordered is as
it.

SINK AND

D;3HWASHING TABLt

waiter brings up the heavy basket of wet
clothes, washed in the basement laundry,
ready to hang out in the sunshine.
The opposite wall, on the south, where
the prevailing summer breezes may be enjoyed, is designed for cooking preparation.
It has a long work counter, shown
in detail in the sketch, with storage beneath, and a high cupboard at one end.
The refrigerator is built into the wall and
The owner of the
iced from the rear.

farm

built his

own

ice

house, and cuts ice

every winter from a river a mile away,
selling enough ice to his neighbors to
compensate for his labor. In winter the
outside icing door can be left open, and
cool air will circulate and keep food
nicely. The arrangement permits routing

work from left
Food

formed.

to right in order, as perin the refrigerator and

staple foods in the long cabinet are mixed
with utensils close at hand. Next, to the

principles for the lay-out and equipment of kitchens have been
The accompanying
given from time to time in previous numbers of FARMER'S MAGAZINE.
They iave been designed
plans, however, have some valuable suggestions for individual cases.
for a home where there are no young children to consider, but where there are three in school,
and a grown daughter who assists her mother with the work. There are, also, hired men to be
boarded during special seasons.

Articles dealing with general
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the stove for cooking it. Swinging around on her heel, and cook can
place soiled dishes to soak in the sink.
The proximity of one end of the counter
to the stove makes it handy in serving up
a meal, which is placed upon the open
serving shelf of the china cupboard, which
opens, also, to the dining room. The east
side of the room is specialized as the
dairy.
There is a wheeled dairy table,
shown at the left of the plan, .and the
cream separator. The daughter can attend to this work while her mother is
cooking. When the work is finished she
rolls the table beside the sink and washes
right

is

The

^^
In

ashes.

I
i

Shropshire Sheep

THE

Shropshire sheep is the leading
sheep in Canada. During 1915 there
were recorded in the national live
stock register from 2,234 Shropshire
sheep, more than double the number recorded in almost any other breed, except
the Oxford, which had 1.439 recorded.
The Shropshire sheep appeals to the
Canadian farmer as few other sheep and
from its many good
it is no wonder,
qualities that he has picked upon this
sheep as his leading breed.
One of the leading merits of the Shropshire is the degree in which they meet the
requirements of good breeding stock. The
rams are good dispositioned and are reliable breeders. The
breeding qualities.

the buckets, pans, and separator parts.
A great convenience for the men, coming in dusty and sweaty from the fields,
is the
location of a lavatory, rhirror,
towels, and coat hooks off the rear entry.
After cleaning up, they can go through
the hall to the dining room, or reach the
bedroom easily. The use of this entry
makes it possible to carry vegetables and
fruits to the cellar for storage, without
passing through the kitchen, and makes
unnecessary the building of a second stair
from the cellar to the outside of the house.
It is also handy for removing furnace

ewes have also good

They are excellent
mothers, having the inspiration to be very
kind to their lambs and are prolific milkers.
The average Shropshire flock will
return at least a lamb and a half to a ewe,
though there are many records of better
returns than this. One valuable characteristic is the long life that the ewe
has for a serviceable record to the average farmer. It is not infrequent to find
ewes ten years old in many of the Shropshire flocks and still producing good
lambs.
Compared with the other breeds of
sheep, the Shropshire occupies a sort of
middle position. They are neither small
nor large in size, and are a medium quality both in respect to frame and fleece,
and in nearly all other characteristics
they occupy a similar position. Medium
development in many directions makes
them a sheep of exceptional combinations
and these add to the profit they make,
for the market of to-day demands a finished carcase of medium size.
Not only
does the Shropshire represent a desirable
combination from the market point of
view, but they also show a union of many

useful qualities

from the breeder's stand-

point.

And aside from the money end of the
sheep breeding business, the Shropshire
represents a very neat picture as she
grazes in numbers on the average farms
of Canada. Their closely set wool, black
legs and noses, and their compact bodies
make a striking picture in any pasture
field.

•
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enough

to form in centres. Place small pieces
of confectioners dipping chocolate over hot
water until melted. Remove and drop centres
one at a time into chocolate and place on
ifaraffine paper.

I
gss

'

Here are two good candy
There are many more in

^
U|
^
M

our book, as well as recipes forjellies,
Desserts, Salads, and a wholesome,

,^
<h

PLUM

^
M
og

X.

'HIS year make candy for home
use or put up gift boxes foryour

friends.
recipes.

easily digestedCHRISTMAS

PUDDING, which would be a

treat

for your Christmas dinner,

|SPARKLING GELATINEif

®

CHRISTMAS DAINTIES
Soak

2

Knox Acidulated

envelopes

sl

Gelatine

1 cup cold
water 5 minutes. Add 1^ cups
boiling water.
When dissolved, add 4 cupe
granulated sugar and boil slowly for 15 minutes. Divide into 2 equal parts. When somewhat cooled, add to 1 part H teaspoonful of
the Lemon Flavoring found in separate envelope, dissolved in 1 tablespoopful water,
and 1 tablespoonful lemon extract. To the
other part add ^teaspoonful extract of cloves,
and color with the pink color. Pour into
shallow tins that have been dipped in cold

in

128

ken, we may look for a little revival in
big prices for good breeding sheep.
G.
R. L.

^ envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatine in
water 5 nmiutts. Mix 2
cups jrranuiated supar and ^4 teaspocnful
cream of tartar togetiier; add ^ cup cold water
and boil until syrup is clear. Stir soaked gelatine through syrup quickly and turn in a pan
to cuol, but do not scrape pen. Wi-en partially
cool add 1 teaspoonful pepptrrriint (scant measure) or vanilla, and beat until creamy and stiff
Soak

2 tablespoonfuls cold

KNOXI

At the recent live stock sale at Guelph,
Shropshire ram lambs sold for twenty to
twenty-two dollars a piece. Last winter
sales held throughout Ontario commanded as high as twenty-five to twenty-seven
dollars for breeding ewes, and it looks as
if prices were going to be equally as high
during the coming spring. Owing to the
high price of feed, there has been a- short
lull at present in the purchases of sheep.
When the backbone of the winter is bro-

DELICIOUS

CHOCOLATE CREAM DROPS

»|
^_

— PKfiT \ntarCamiy ?Ki* Cocoanut

I
^

water. Let stand over night; turn out and
cue into squares. Roll in fine granulated or
powdered sugar and let stand to crystallize.
Vary by using different flavors and colors,
and adding chopped nuts, dates or figs.

FREE
Our

RECIPE BOOK

wiU be

sent for your grocer's name.
KDoxGelatineCo.,Iiic<

'^

xac^BfeS^f

Dept. H,
180 St. t-aiuSt.

Mo'

treal,

W(st

Can.

iS^^fit^^^&S^^,^^
Bounties for

Wheat Growing

France is trying to encoUrage wheat
growing by legislation. The Chamber of
Deputies has recently passed a bill providing for a bonus of 16 cents a bushel
on all wheat harvested in France next
year.
In addition, the Government will give
$24 for each additional hectare planted
to wheat. The inducement offered to farmers vdll involve about $40,000,000 expenditure by the Government.
In addition the Deputies provided for
the creation of agricultural experimental
stations and the appointment of a commission charged with the preparation of
a general agricultural programme.

Shoo Fly Plant
Drives away all
flies
Botanical

curiosity;

blooms Summer and
Winter; bears pretty
blossoms,
grows
rapidly from
seed,
odorless and harmless.
Why be bothered with the little
pest? Send 15c for
trial package^ 3
40c postpaid.

BISHOP

for

J. T.
Mail Dealer and Photographer
10 Grange Avenue,
Ontario
Toront
,
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Form and Perform
By

E. A.

SHE

belongs to the Ayrshire breed,
probably the old New England type.
The highest record for the breed is
25,328.7 lbs. of milk and 894.91 lbs. of
butter fat.
She is of good dairy form, possessing
the. wedge type much desired in the dairy
cow. She shows production at every turn
and should be a good producer.
When buying a cow for your dairy herd
it is not always possible to find out the
actual yield and quality of her milk. In
such a case we must look for outward
indications that are likely to bespeak good
milking ability.
Some people lay little stress on form
and place all the emphasis on the perWhile we agree with them, yet
form.
at the same time we believe the form of
the typical dairy cow to be a result of the
performance at the milk pail through
many past generations.
Beginning at the nose, we like the nostrils to be large to admit plenty of air to
the lungs, so as to keep the blood pure
and the cow healthy. The mouth should
be large, and the lips firm but elastic.
The mouth should be large, which indicates a large appetite, for we seek
cows with good, keen appetites; for, if
they do their duty, the more food, the

BOB
LOPG
UNION
MADE

CLOVES%OVERALLS

more milk.

The old

reliable

remedy

for rheu-

matism, neuralgia, sore throat and
sprainr,

"I

fell

Laundry, Edmonton, writes:—

K.

from a buildiug and received wliat
the doctor called a very
bad sprained ankle, and
told me I must not vpalk
on it for three weeks. I
got MINARD'S LINI-

^M

[&i\M/*il
PV^ »

MENT and in six days I
was out to work agi\in.
I

think

it

the best

lyini-

ment made."
Minard's Liniment
always gives satis-

For any

faction.

ache or pain.
gives instant

It

relief.

Minard's Liniment
Co., Limited

Yarmouth,

-

-

N.S.

BOOK ON

Dog
Mailed

to any
address by the
author

H. Clay Glover, V.S.
1

8 W. 3 1st St.,

New York. U.S.A.

VARICOSE VEINS, BAD LEGS, ETC.
are promptly relieved with inexpensive home treatment.
It absolutely removes the pain, swelling, tiredness and
disease.
Full particulars on receipt of stamp.

W. F. YOUNiG.
4S2 Lymans Building

—

The cow .should be wide and strong
across the loins, the thighs thin and hollowed out, to give plenty of room for a
large udder.
The udder should extend
well up at the back, and well forward,
and well attached to the body, it should
be covered with fine soft hair, should be
springy, and the veins should be prominent.

Diseases

AND HOW TO FEED

FREE

From the muzzle to the eyes should be
The eyes
clean-cut and not too heavy.
should be large and bright, as they indicate the nervous constitution of the animal.
The forehead should be broad and
dished.
The neck should be slender and neatly
joined to the shoulders. There should be
no excessive amount of loose, flabby skin
on the under side of the throat and neck.
always look for the double wedge in
the dairy animal.
From the head she
should gradually increase in width toward the hind quarters; then from the
shoulders down we like to see her broaden
out.
She should have good heart and
lung capacity, as indicated by a wide,
deep, full chest, as these two are the vital
organs of the dairy cow.
The spine should be large, loosely jointed, and somewhat prominent
as this indicates nerve power.
The ribs should be long and well
sprung, and the barrel or body of the cow
should be long and deep, as this is where
she stores large quantities of food.

GomhauH's
Caustic Balsam

Has Imitators But No Competitors.

A

P.D.F.

Montreal, Canada

The milk veins coming from the udder
and running forward under the body
should be large, tortuous, and extending
well toward the front before entering
through the milk wells.
In buying a cow not milking, it is, well
to feel the size of the milk wells and they
will be some indication of the size and
length of the milk veins.
The legs should be rather short, should
be well placed under the cow and not
coarse in the bone. .
In summing up the good qualities to look
for in buying a cow, I would say, first

Safe, Speedy

and

Positive

Cure for

Curb, Splint. Sweeny, Cappe4 Hock,
Strained Tendons, Founder, Wind
PuSTs, and all lameness from Spavin,
Singbone and other bony tumors.
Cures all skin diseases or jParasitea,
Diphtheria,
Removes all
tThrush,
Bunches from Horses or Cattle,
As a Human Remedy for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Sore Throat, etc., It is Invaluable.
Tlvery bottle of Caustic Balsam sold Is
Warranted to give satis action. Price $1,60
per bottle. Sold by di'upgi?ts, or sent by express, charees paid, witti full directions for
use. t?rsend for descriptive circulaia,

its

testimonials, etc.

Address

The Lawrence-Williams Co., Toronto, Ont.

A TREATISE
on the

f
I

We offer free this book

you tibout
many of the diseases 1
lafHicting' liorses and.)
1 how to treat them.
that tells

I

]

KENDALL'S
SPAVIN
CURE
and
a
remedy.

We

Made

Best Liniment
Mr. A.

Warranted to Give Satlafactlon.

McCOOK

is

safe

reliable

It will

cure Kingbone, Splint, and other bony
enlargements. It is also a reliable remcdy for Curbs, Sprain.s, Bruises, Cuts
and Lameness. It does tlae work safely
and at small expense.
Mr. Carl Anderson, Grand Prairie
City, Alta., writes "Please send me a
copy of your Trealiie on the Horse, I
have used Kendall's Spavin
Cure for swellings, galls,
and all kinds of lameness,
and find it a success."
Kendall's Spavin Cure is
sold at a uniform price
of $i.oo a bottle, 6
for $5.00. If you
cannot get it or
our free boolc
at ynur local
t druggist 'swrite
j
I

|

I

:

I

I

|

Kendall's
IS Horse
Insuranca
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Dr. B.J. Kendall Co.
Enosburg Falls, Vermont
U.S.A.

Stop Using a Truss
STUART'S

PLAPAO-PADS

are different from thetrus?, being
medicine applicators m'ade selfadhesive purposely to hold the
parts securely in place. No straps
or buckles attached no obnoxious
springs. Cannot slip, so cannot
chafe or press against the bone.

—

Thousands have successfully
treated themselves at home without hindrance from work
most
obstinate cases cured.
Soft as
velvet
easy to apply
Inexpensive. Awarded Gold Medal.

—
—

—

Process of recovery Is natural,
so alterwards no further use
for trusses. We prove It by
sending you Trial of Plapao
absolutely free. Write today.
PIAPAOCO..

Block
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St. Louis,

Mo.

—
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look for constitution, as indicated by a
readiness for her food, a full bright eye,
soft pliable hair and skin, good heart
and lung capacity.

Then we want good milking

Made

Arrow
Collars

farm has made is $83.70. That is taking
the average cow from a herd of sixteen
cows.
Individuals in our herd have made us
well over $125, but the $83.70 is the average sixteen cows.

THE BEST THAT YOU CAN
GET IRRESPECTIVE OF THE

Mixed Farming
The best money paid us by a cow on
our farm is $100.
We are busily engaged in mixed farming.

I

have charge of the swine depart-

Tamworths being our

In Canada

qualities,

as suggested by a strong nervous system,
a large middle, and a splendid udder. She
should have a quiet, contented disposition, submit quietly to being handled, and
should be an easy milker.
The best money the average cow on our

ment,

45-

choice

PRICEYOUPAY,5^^^^,,,^^90^

T>oncaster

CLUETT. PEABODY

&.

CO..

Inc.,

Makers, Montreal

of

breeds.

Our buildings are not modern, but we
them answering our purposes quite

find
well.

We have cement stabling and
Beatty
stanchions and litter carrier
equipment. We have no Hydro electric
at present, but our township council is
taking it into consideration and we may
have electric lighting shortly. Wilfred

PEERLESS PERFECTION

—

McLean.

Makes Money on
Farm

a

Rented

I have been on a rented farm for 16
years. I have been able to make an average of $133.34 per cow. John F. Reed.

—

I

Gets $200 From a Cow
am farming here with my father. The

best returns
in a

we have had from one cow

year are $200.— W.

J. Cole.

Profits on Margarine
The great margarine works of Southall, London, which trades as the Maypole
Dairy Company, has made over a million
pounds sterling in two years. It looks as
if there was more money in skim-milk and
cocoanut oil as a butter maker than there
is in dairying.
Canada has plenty of
areas for good dairying if encouragement
is given to marketing the products, without margarine gaining entrance here.

Columbus Discovered America

grasped his Opportunity and opened the Gateway of a new World and to subsequent Fortune to Millions of People And so, from Generation to Generation
untold wealth and Opportunity has been at the command of the Masses

—

!

Have You Discovered Your Opportunity
realize that

one

Rotation of Crops

Because

it

helps to maintain

soil fer-

Because

it

feeds.
5. Because it distributes the farm work
throughout the year.
6. Because it leads to livestock farming
one of the farmer's best assurances.
7. Because
provides a safeguard
it
against ruinous crop failures.

—

most Profitable, Healthful, Fascinating, and Care,
Western Farmer
!

Golden Opportunity
The most
of the

tends to improve the physical condition of the soil.
3. Because it assists
you to defeat
weeds, insects, and plant diseases.
4. Because it furnishes a variety
of
2.

1916?

The Canadian Northern Railway Offers You a

Here are some good reasons for formulating a suitable rotation for your
1.

in

of the

free Professions is that of the

tility.

492—

He

Do you

farm crops:

in 1

fertile Districts in

the whole of

!

Western Canada are served by the Lines

Canadian Northern.

Don't Envy the Farmer
For further Particulars

of

— Be One!

Homesteads open

for free entry, also

Routes, Fares, etc. consult nearest C.N.R. Agent, or write today for our "Homeseekers'and Settlers' Guide," see what
others have done and what you can do in this land of Sunshine,
to General Passenger Dept., 68 King St. E., Toronto, Ont.,
226 St. James St., Montreal, Que., or Union Station,
,

Winnipeg, Man.

m
mm
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WHAT

particularly
exto do is:
plain to you fully
I

want

why

just

Heat

is

heat

the Kelsey Health
the healthy health

it is.

Then

I
want to tell you
something about the coal it
saves, and exactly why it

saves

will

most heat from the
I

WE EXTEND

it.

The Kelsey
can prove

Come

the

give

least coal.

the

get

Send /or

every vender of these columns, the best wishes
around the old farm fires as is possible

in these days of trouble.

it.

,arid

to

for the happiest reunion

proofs.

ible choirs'

literature

James Smart

common

Mfg.

May

our ears be attuned

family, both the living and the dead.

— Grasmere.

Co.

Limited

Brockvillc» Ont.

hear those invis-

to

whose music heals and whose harrnony reunites in one

Winnipeg, Man.

General Farm Ideas
How

is

your plan for next year working

month to clean and oil
Watch that the mould

This is a good
the team harness.
does not gather.

out?

MEN
WANTED
All classes of labor, skilled

Steady

and unskilled.

work, good wages. Apply

COLLINGWOQD SHIPBUILDING COMPANY,
LIMITED

COLLINGWOOD

Cows

Holstein
Proof

is

ONTARIO

Excel

found in 100,000

All

Official

Others
Tests

FOR MILK, BUTTER AND CHEESE
No Other Breed Can Equal Them
For The Production of Hig'.i Class Veal
When age or accident ends their usefulness
Holsteins Make a Large Amount of Good Beef
W. A. Clemons, Sec'y, H-F Ass'n, St. George, Ont.

RAZOR
BLADES
A
We

Sharp

SHARPENED
Blade Makes

sharpen

Shaving-

a

Joy.

Safety Blades and save you money.
guaranteed.
Gillette, 35o doz.
Ever
Ready and other single edge blades, 25c doz.
Mail yonr dull blades to
The A. K-^en Edge Co 180 Bathuist St., Toronto. CmnSatisfaction

,

Planning pays. If one has no end to
reach, he will likely land nowhere.
Study the many tractor makes before
you decide to buy.
Make everybody happy on the farm.
Grouchiness is cussed.
Don't do too much borrowing of your
neighbor. Co-operation is good.
Beware of the buster who is out to
break up your farm organization.

Heavy horses are going to be wanted
as never before, even with our tractors.
Perhaps everybody will see the advantage of a good silo this year.
Get the saving habit, but do not be
small or strain at gnats and swallow
camels.
Boys why does a dog always turn
around before he lies down? Watch him
lie down and then give us your reasons
for his actions.
Your school section's annual meeting

—

comes this month. Attend it and insist
on a good school, a good teacher, and upto-date equipment.

The gatherings of the family at Xmas
time should be one of the farm bright'
spots.
There is no place like the good
old farm on such a holiday.
What about your cedar posts for next
year's fences?
Go through the bush and mark the dying trees and down stuff preparatory to
cutting up into cordwood and storewood.
Probably you can take down a rail
Tice along the roadway and so prevent
the snow from blocking a stretch of roadway.
Attend a livestock show if you can.
Ideas on feeding Tind taking care of animals are sticking out all over at these
places.

With

the Horses

If any horse is poor in appearance
search the cause. Get him right at once.
It may be the teeth.
Or it may be worms.

Find

out.

A

healthy horse keeps easier, is always
pleasing to see and more serviceable when
put to work.
Do not trust too much to well fed horses
during the cold days. It takes very little
to start a runaway sometimes.
Be sure the stalls are disinfected and
the stable well ventilated, without drafts.
Do not feed too much hay. It is the
biggest waste many feeders make.
Feed the growing colts some oats or
oats and bran mixed daily.
See that the heavy horses get plenty of
exercise to keep their limbs from swelling.

Twenty lbs. of dry matter a day to
1,000 lbs of live weight is enough for the
average horse.
Always blanket the driving horses
when they have to stand in the cold after
driving.

Do not allow much water to be drunk
when the horse is warm.
Can you tell a horse's age by his teeth?

Why

not study

The best way

this winter?
to feed salt is to sea-

it

son the grain feed with the proper
amount. Rock salt in the manger is good,
but it is of poor quality.
Feed boxes should be cleaned out and
sweetened regularly.
Grooming is essential to health and genThe currycomb is not
eral appearance.

permitted in

many

stables.

Dandruff consists of shed particles of

—
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waste products of metabolism, fat
and some salt. Its complete removal is
the primary object of grooming. A wisp
of straw or a corn brush does this work
better than a currycomb.
The old country plan of rubbing legs
with much hair on them is the best means
of drying them.

skin,

Horses' legs should not be washed unthoroughly dried.

less

In the Pig Pens
Resolve to keep the pens disinfected
each month.
A pig is as clean as his keeper will let

him

be.

Loft sleeping places are enjoyed by the
porkers.
Do not forget the charcoal, sods, or a
mixture for daily use,
A good tonic mixture, as shown by the
Maryland Experimental College, consists
of wood charcoal, 1 pound; sulphur, 1 lb.;
common salt, 2 lbs.; bread soda, 2 lbs.;
sodium hyposulphite, 2 lbs.; sodium sulphate, 1 lb.; black antimony, 1 lb. These
are pulverized and thoroughly mixed. It
costs 4 cents a lb.
In an experiment in feeding soft coal
and charcoal, this tonic, and without these
the results showed that the lot of pigs
receiving the tonic mixture made the
most rapid and economical gains. Feed
one ounce of the tonic to every 10 lbs. of
meal.
Prices will warrant farmers continuDo not be found with
ing their herds.
no stock on hand next summer.
Buy as much concentrated feeds as you

(Short Course Class in Stock Judging. O. A. C.)

FREE!

To Farmers and Farmers' Sons
Short Winter Courses at the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph.
The only expense to you
reduced railway fare.

is

board at reasonable rates while in Guelph and

STOCK AND SEED JUDGING—
T:iiuiaiy Otli

Nothing will be cheaper till
can now.
next year's crop comes in.
Feed all the alfalfa and clover you can
It is cheaper than most feeds.
get.
Barley and shorts make a good feeding
mixture as a rule.
Skim milk is worth 26% cents a cwt.
as compared with linseed meal at $1.50
per cwt.
If it takes 475 lbs. of feed to make one
lb. of pork under good conditions, the cost
to get this pound now with barley and
shorts will be $8.15. And pork is higher
than this, considerably, and likely to be
so for

FREE!

FREE!

(-'

weeks).

Judging Horses, Sheep, Cattle and Swine, Slaughter tests,
Judging grains and seed of other rarm crbps;

lectures ou Breeding, Feeding, etc.
selection, germination, purity, etc.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE GROWING—
.January 9th (6 wfeUs).
^'arieties, Nursery Stock, Spraying, Fertilizers, Pruning,
.Marketing, etc.
Classes in Apple Packing, Vegetable Gardening, Green HotfSe
Crops, Floricultuie.

POULTRY RAISING—
t)th (4 weeks).
Poultry Houses, Breeding and Mating, Judging, Feeding,
Winter Eggs, Fattening, Dre.ssing, Marketing, etc.

.January

DAIRYING

—

Three Months' Course in Factory and Farm Dairying January 2nd'.
Ccurse in Butter and Cheese-Making.
Courses in Cow-Testing and
Making.

Summer
Ice

Cream

BEE-KEEPING—
January 0th (3 weeks). Care and Man:igenient, Swarming, Queen Rearing,
and Treatment, Ou.-ilitv of Iloiitv, Marketirig, etc.

some time.

Dis-

c:;sps

BUSINESS AND MARKETING—

Among

January 0th

the Sheep

Separate your flock; if a large one, into two groups; all under 4 years and all
This enables every sheep to have
over.
a chance.'

Sheep need plenty of fresh air. sunbut no drafts.
Good feed racks prevent much dirt get-

Continued on page

49.

Evening lectures on markets, banking, bookkeeping,

etc.

CREELMAN,

President.

m

Ilillllll

A Vast New Land

ting into the wool.
We will be glad to answer any questions
on sheep raising.
Timothy hay is too constipating for

Corn silage may safely be fed to sheep,
say 2 to 3 lbs each per day.
Breeding ewes in good condition do not
need much grain during the winter. Onehalf pound of a mixture of oats and
wheat bran (3 to 1 by_weight) per head
daily for ewes weighing about 150 lbs., is
sufficient, with 2 lbs. of good dry roughage, like the clovers, oat hay, or fodder
corn, and two or three lbs. of succulent
foods as silage or roots.

weeks).

G. C.

light,

sheep fed.

(2

For full particulars write for our Short Course Calendar, which will be mailed
on request.

Waiting
=
=
=
s
S
S
=

You

Northern
Ontario

Opportunity awaits the man who will strike ont to the rich, fertile land of
Millions of acres of virgin soil obtainable free, at a
Northern Ontario.
nominal cost, are calling for (ultivation.
This land contains immense
resources in timber, mineral, wntorpower, fish, game and scenery, and is
one of the greatest expanses of fertile territory in the world. This land caliS
for men to cultivate it: in return it will give health, comfort and prosperity.
Thousands of farmers have responded to the call. How about you?

=
I

for

Seit/e in

For

full

information, as to terms, regulations and settlers' rates, write to

HA. MACDONELL,
HON.

G.

HOWARD FERGUSON

Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines
llllllllll

Director of Colonization
Parliament Buildings

TORONTO. ONT.

=
=
=
s
g
^
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Fine

Needlework
THE woman
many
who

is

"handy with her

needle," will find in the
attractive lines of neckwear so popular this season, excellent scope for her
Few gifts would be more accept-craft.
able to a woman or girl than a collar, or
collar and cuff set made up in one of
the new designs.

The very dainty frilled and fussy
models are best made up in Georgette,
crepe de chine, organdie or Swiss. Fichus,
jabot front and deep pleated backs look
their best in these more delicate materFine organdie with lace made into
ials.
the edge is very dressy, and a Swiss
novelty embroidered in washable colors,
or tinsel to imitate Oriental work, gives
a piquant touch to a dark gown. The material may be had in ecru, black, niggerbrown or other

For
Holiday Gifts
Hemstitching is also fashionand many collars of cream or white
material are finished with hemstitching

of picot.
able,

or picot edge in black.
If the woman who sews can afford the
time to make a dainty blouse for a gift
she will have something to delight any
one. and when so many beautiful styles
and tints are being worn as there are
just now, she will have no difficulty in
contriving something as beautiful as
practical.
The pattern shown here
one of the most attractive with its lace
inset, and new deep collar effect.
Flesh
tints, lemon and Nile are among the
colors worn largely, and some very charming models are made up in ecru net or
sheer organdie or Georgette with bands
of peach colored silk showing underneath.
it is

is

staple colors as well as in

white.

For suit wear, or for the heavier winter
dresses, plainer designs are used in
Broadcloth, white
heavier materials.
serge, gabardine and French flannel are
the newest things of the season and very
smart indeed they are, cut perfectly plain
in regulation sailor or novelty pattern
with an edge of military braid, fine lace

Consult Our Fashion Editor
Readers will find any inquiries as to
dressmaking or house furnishing answered carefully by the editors of these
departments. Address all correspondence
to Genevieve, care of The Farmer's Magazine, Toronto.

—
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December on the
Farm

KNOLL
The World's Best and

Continued from page

47.

Cheapest Washer
The following rations

for

fattening

lambs are given by Wall:
1.

bran, IV2

lbs.

lbs. roots, 11/2

lbs.

2 lbs. clover hay, 1

lb.

corn.
2. 11/2 lbs. hay,
oats and bran.
3.

11/2

corn, V2

No Hand Rubbing
are 100,000 KNOLA, Washers in use toEvery
day, anfl not one has been returned.
is a
The
user is more than satisfied.
No hand-rubbing is required
gicat labor-saver.
—there is no wear and tear on the clothes. The
K.N'OLL is a perfect worker and takes the
dread out of any washing day.

lbs.
lb.

11/2

clover,

11/2

lbs.

roots, 1

NE
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Choose Cottons as
You Choose Other
by the
Products
Name and Trademark of the Makers

lb.

bran.

A flock of sheep on the average farm
interesting department of farm
is an
work.
The Ontario Government is encouraging sheep raising in five counties by interesting boys in small flocks.
What breed of sheep suits you best and
why? Why not write us a short account
of your flock's returns?

Just as in buying you specify a
certain brand of sugar, flour, tea
or biscuits a food-chopper, churn
or stove made by a reliable manufacturer—or shoes* gloves or
bearing a name that
corsets
guarantees quality.

—

— so,

when

selecting

cotton

goods, ask for

Tliere

Thousands

of

testimonials

have

Wash
FASTER
BETTER
EASIER

Will

praise

our

office

of

her KNOLL.
I
liked it so much I am
sending a money order
for $7.50, so that I can
have a KNOLL of my
own." Another: "I have

loaned

me

n.sed a 'KNOLL' for two
it has given me the utmost satisfacfind it a great labor and clothes saver.
not care to be without it."

years,

and

tion.

I

Would

the .following

like

reached

the Knoll
Oentlemen: "My washing
machine is broken, and
my neighbors
one
of
in

The "KNOLL," can be had

—

for

People in the

—

Schultz Bros. Co., Ltd. ^VJJ"^!

d''

cities

are calling for milk.

Study carefully all feed questions and
weed out the boarders.
Send the poor producer to the butcher.
In the silage shortage, it may be v^^ell
use the cutting box on the straw stack
and mix what shock corn you have with a
sprinkling of pulped mangolds.
Prepare
it a day ahead and wet thoroughly, adding
meal.
to

For Your
Soldier

Friend

have a friend at the front he
appreciate a Jaeger Sleeping Bag.

If .vou

will

him now for a Xmas Gift.
An undyed Camel Hair Blanket will also
These are useful gifts
be appreciated.
which he can use at all times and which
will give him warmth and comfort.
Send

it

to

A full.v illustrated catalogue and Dr.
Jaeger's Health Culture will be sent free
on application.
Dr. JAEGER ^17.^.^"'"
TORONTO
MONTREAL

Co.Limiud

WINNIPEG

Incorporated in England in 1S8-3, with
British Capital for the British Empire.

Under this name and trademark
you can buy practically everything in Cotton, with

the assurquality, perfect
weave and finish, fast colors (if
printed), and lasting satisfaction.

ance

of

high

Dominion Textile Co.

A

Limited

Weigh
is

the milk.
a good thing.

scale in the stable

Toronto

Winnipeg:

By all means prepare for a future live
demand for dairy breeding stock.
A cow in a full flow of milk should be

Montreal

fed about 25 lbs. of dry matter per day.
The nutritive ratio should be 1 :6.9.

Organdies, Challies, Delaines, Crepes,
Ducks, Galateas, Kimona Flannels,
Curtain Scrims, Drills, Art Ticking,
and White and Grey Cambrics, Sheeting, Longcloth, Towels, Diapers, Pillow Cottons, Cotton Blankets, Bed
Spreads.

The clean, handy, modern equipped
dairy barn saves a pile of labor in this
time of shortage

AEGER

Fabrics

Shavings make good bedding for many
where straw is scarce.

$7.50

F.O.B. Brantford The Best and Cheapest washer in the world can jou afSend your
ford to be without one?
order in to-day. Money refunded if not
Testimonials and
entirely satisfied.
particulars sent on request.

"Dominion Textile"

In the Dairy Stables

KNOLL

Many farm people in the winter will
allow the separator to stand several days
without washing, only flushing it out with
warm water. It must be kept scrupulously clean. The disastrous effects of using a foul separator bowl can be imagined only when recalling that all cream that
passes through it becomes seeded with the
bacteria it contains.

White Diarrhoea

in

Chicks

It is claimed that not less than 50 per
cent, of chickens hatched die of white diar-

rhoea and non-infectious diarrhoea.

The

latter attacks older chicks and is not nearly so fatal. Incubator chicks are the most

susceptible and the disease usually appears within the first three days after
they are hatched. At least 80 per cent,
of chickens affected die.
The treatment must be preventive. The
cause must be removed and sanitation is
practically the whole thing. The incubators and brooders should be thoroughly
scrubbed with soap and water in which
a disinfectant has been added.
They
should then be further disinfected by
fumigation with formaldehyde gas. For
36 hours after hatching, the chicks should
receive no feed. An intestinal antiseptic
may help to prevent infection. G. H. G.

—

Manufacturers of
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5%
of

5%

Debentures

the Toronto Mortgage

Company,

13

Investments a-^^Insurance

Toronto Street, Toronto, payable at par
at any branch of the Standard Bank
of Canada or the Bank of British North
America.

For tbe Farmer

The Toronto Mortgage Company
issues Debentures, secured by all tbe
Assets of tbe Company, in any denomination, for from 2 to 5 years, at 5%,
payable half-yearly, and tbey are a
legal investment for trust funds. Company's surplus, over all liabilities to
public, is $1,296,914.00.
Mortgage loans
made on improved farms at lowest current rates.

SIR

WM. MORTIMER CLARK.

WALTER

Pres.

GILLESPIE. Mgr.

O

PEAKING generally, a basis for a
'^ comparison
bonds
industrial
of
with
bonds of Governments, muniand those of public utility corporations, naturally resolves itself into:
First, security of principal, and, secondly, security of interest. The most ardent champion of industrial bonds would
not, according to The Financial Post, go
so far as to state that as a whole, industrial bonds provide the same degree of
security as a high grade Government or
municipal.
greater degree of care
must necessarily be exercised in the selection of industrials, but it is purely a
matter of degree; the investor in municipals should use at least ordinary business judgment although he is apt to be
lulled into a false sense of security by
repeated statements that no loss of either
principal or interest has ever been suffered by an investor in Canadian municipalities,

—

P ATENTS

^^^^
^M
^B
^^*

Write for how to obtain a patent,

list
of
Patent Buyers
and Inventions
$1,000,000 in prizes offered for
inventions. Send Sketch for free opinion

Wanted.

as to patentability.
Our
Four Books sent free. Patents advertised Free.
assist inventors to sell their inventions.

FREE

We

VICTOR
699 Ninth

EVANS & COMPANY

J.

Street.

Washington, D.C.

The man wiith

A

cipals.

Canada, if
you
are
a
In

money
called
in

upon

regard

you will
vantage

man
with
money, or
advise others

to

to

money mattery

find it to your adread a sanely
to

broadly informed and
clear-visioned financial newspaper, such as "The Financial
Post of Canada."
The Financial Post is, beyond question, Canada's most authoritative' newspaper serving investors and those concerned
with the money market. The
wide organization and many
papers of The MacLean Publishing Co., together with the
experience and ability of the
Editors, make this pre-eminence possible.
edited,

THE

Financial Post
OF CANADA
The

Newspaper for

Canadian

The investor in industrial bonds will
demand a larger "margin of security"

—

than
in his investment-^and rightly so
he will look for in the more favored
class of securities.
The larger earning
power back of industrials as compared
with that of public utilities or railroads
based more especially on a comparison
of bonded indebtedness gives the required security as to principal, on top
of which Mr. Industrial Bond
Investor
enjoys an income one or two per cent,
greater than the investor in either municipal or public utilities.
This higher
interest yield and the short-term
(not
exceeding, on an average, twenty years)
preclude the possibility of good industrial bonds falling to a serious discount
in a period of high money rates or under such conditions as the present where
the constantly increasing cost of living
demands a larger return on capital.
It is natural in a period of unsettled

—

—

Investors

PER YEAR

$3.00

One advantage which

suhscribers hare is the serince of
the
Investor's
Information
Bureau of "The Post," uhere
special information and advice

>

restors.

We suggest that you buy a copy
of
cuiTent issue
from your
the
newsdealer, anri make a careful examination of it.
Ask your banker
or broker about "The Post."
Get
opinions

intlependent

regarding

it

Published by

Publishing Co.

143-153 University

Ave

,

,

also

the "industrial" investors,

will

be

found buying the same class of security.
But the industrial bond will come and
Slowly
into its own again.
is coming
but surely the investing public is awakening to a realization of the unprecedented earning power and underlying strength
of our industrial securities.

—

—

Farmers

ivith any problems about the
investment of money, the reliability of
firms, the standing of companies or the
best places for money investment, can

feel

quite

We

ment.
staff of

free to consult this departare in close touch with the

The Financial Post, the leading

authority on financial matters in Canada, and the Health of their knoicledge
ivill be at our readers' disposal. Letters
Kill be anstvered privately if desired, or
they can be answered in this column.

—Editor.

A

Prairie Flax Flotation

—

B. F. J., Saskatchewan. A promoter is
inducing farmers here to take shares in a
company for the erection of a plant to
convert unthreshed flax straw into tow.
Capitalization, $300,000, as follows: 100
shares "preferred stock" at $1,000 per
share, to be held only by the farmers.
They to advance $500 cash and the balance of $500 on each share is to be deducted from flax straw sold this year to
the company at $16 per ton. This $50,000
cash advanced is to be deposited in local
bank and trustee for same appointed, and
cannot be all used up until plant is in
'operation. This preferred stock is to draw
The balance of
a 7% dividend annually.

—

from the professional classes who
handle money.
Sample copy on

The MacLean

business conditions such as followed the
outbreak of the war, that investment
funds found their way in gradually increasing volume into Government and
municipal bonds.
At such a time, not
only the habitual "municipal" buyers, but

the stock, viz., $200,000, is "common"
stock, to be held by outside parties, and as
each share entitles a vote, proxies allowed, the common stockholders will conThe machines for maktrol the company.
ing the tow will be leased on a royalty
basis, so the assets of the company ivill
be only the building and land occupied.

are provided, nithout any fee,
ill personal letter.
This service is very valuable to xn'

Bonds

Industrial

Ltd.

Toronto, Canada

The Great Advance.

Answer. We are quite amazed at the
extent of this capitalization and also the
plan under which they are apparently trying to work and I agree with you that the
risk that will be run when there is a risk
to run, will be all upon the farmers

'
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who turn

in their hard cash and also their
straw as payment for' these shares.
We would advise you to go very slowly
in this regard, because you cannot hope
to make anything but a fair dividend on
your investment and would receive nothing at all adequate for the risk you are
Watch it very carefully and
running.

—

do not make or take any part in it until
you are assured that it is a purely cooperative concern in which the shareholders, who are farmers, will have an
influential say in the management of the

makes
work for him

the wise farmer

every dollar
in the

same way

every piece of

that

fertile

he seeds and reaps from
ground.

plant.

His idle dollars he deposits by mail in our savings department where it earns A% interest.

There is no doubt about it that there is
a valuable future ahead for flax industries in Canada, but individual farmers
cannot aff'ord to do the experimenting.

Then, when he has a hundred dollars saved
up, he buys a Mortgage Corporation Debenture, which pays him 5% interest on every,
hundred dollars invested.

would show more confidence in their
scheme if the management would ask for
It

share contributions solely in a percentage of straw sales or else assure the

farmers that their security is more tangible and their interests less likely to be
crowded out if the scheme is successful.
Why not take the matter up with your
Grain Growers' Central Executive?

Why?

Because he knows he has the finest securiry in
the world for his investment, and he knows that 5% is a
safe and sound interest rate. Follow his example. Send
for our booklet about Profits from Savings.
It tells you
hoyr to save. Address Dept. 40

A

Dustless Sweeper Compan}'
J.R.C., Ontario.
What in your opinion

—

is

STANDARD RELIANCE

the financial future likely to be ahead

MORTGAGE CORPORATION

of a company formed to sweep the streets
of towns and cities by means of a dustless
m.otor sweeper, provided the company is

//eat/ Office.

8Z-88 KingSf. £ Toronto

Branches: Ayr, Brockville. Chat<

honestly and eflSciently managed?
Does
Dominion Dustless Sweeper Co. of
Peterboro answer to the requirements?

ham, Elmira,

the

New Hamburg

—

Answer.
The Dominion Dustless
Sweeper Co. have a rather good financial
backing in Peterboro. They are perfecting the machine that is there and apparently

it

whether

is

doing excellent work. As to
a solid business proposition
for the person who is watching

it is

or not it is
the situation to make his own decision.
It may be that the cost and upkeep of
the machine are too much for the revenue
it can earn and that since the most of the
cities of

Canada handle

their

own

AT CHRISTMAS-TIME
—

—the time

of charity and goodwill
that true charity "begins at home."

street

cleaning work that the demand for this
would be limited for some time. It would
look on the surface that such a concern
ought to make good if, as you say. it is
manned by conservative judgments.

it

is

well to bear in

mind

No form of beneficence can be so far-reaching in its effects
It is "the living pledge of a
as the provision of Life Insurance.
deathless love.'
The Automatic Endowment Polit-y of The GreUt-West Life
Assurance Company offers ideal Insurance. Protection is secured
at lowest rates, yet the payment of life-long premiums is avoided.
An Endowment is secured, yet without the heavy cost of the regu-

Investing $10,000

lar

—

E.A.P., Ontario. / want to invest
$10,000 in a feiv different securities that
will yield me a safe return every year.
What would you advise? I own a c/ood
farm here and have money enough to keep
the business going nicely, as I like the

Endowment

Plan.

Take advantage

of the leisure of the Christmas Season to look
Your request for ininto this vital question of Life Insurance.
formation will have prompt attention, without undue solicitation
to insure.

THE GREAT-WEST LIFE ASSURANCE

work, especially the livestock end of it.
Answer. Your requirements, we think,
would be satisfactorily met by an arrangement something like the following:

—

DEPT.

"W"

CO.

Head Office— WINNIPEG

Put $2,000 in a carefully selected farm
mortgage in your vicinity. This will yield
5 to 6 per cent.

Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii>iiiiiii>ii>iii>iiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiiii<!:<'^^

Buy two bonds ($1,000 each) of the
Canadian war loan, yielding five per cent.

DON'T

Two

debentures on some good mortgage
company on short terms whose assets are
backed by sound real estate, to yield from
5 to 6 per cent.
Two public utility bonds solidly secured
to yield around 5 per cent.
Thus you have your $10,000 invested
and some of it in relatively short term
bonds that make these almost liquid in
form.

LET THERE BE ANY UNCERTAINTY |

about your dependents having every year a Merry Christmas.

A POLICY IN THE

^
g

LIFEl
EXCELSIOR
INSURANCE COMPANY
WILL GIVE YOUR BENEFICIARY AN INCOME FOR LIFE

p

Head

Office,

Toronto

^Ill!lllllll1llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!|i|llllll!llllll^^

Write to-day for pamphlet.

|
p
s
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THE BEST

YELLOW GLOBE MANGOLD
Kelway's Langport Prizetaker
NEW ZEALAND GOVERNMENT
EXPERIMENTAL FARM)

(See Report of

67 tons per acre
tons per acre

MORE

than the present most popular Yellow
Globe variety

Ask for it from your seedman or,

if not stocked,

thing," says the Collingnumber of farmers
throughout the county -who have not their
barns and farm stock adequately insured.
Farmers' fire insurance is sold for the
merest trifle and yet many farmers -will
risk financial ruin rather than spend a
paltry sum."
This observation on the part of the
.iournal quoted might be made of a much
Bulletin, "is the

wider area than Grey County.
For a farmer to carry $3,000 insurance
on his buildings and contents is no load
to any 'working farmer.
The cost does
not often equal one per cent, for 3 years,
or at most $10 a year on such a policy.
It is surely wrorth that much for his peace
of mind.

write direct to

Insurance Companies

Life

KELWAY &

SON,

Your Barns

"An amazing

wood

IS

24

Insure

""t^!,!"' Langport, Eng.

Mention Farnter's Magazine

J.H.M.,

New

article in the

Brunswick.

—

/

noted your

November number on

the

wisdom of insurance for farmers and
would you advise me as to the standing
of the Canada Life Assurance Co. and of
the Dominion Life Assurance Co.
If I
take out a policy for $2,000 do you think a
20-pay life would burden my farm returns
too much? I work 100 acres and figure on
putting $300 in the bank each year.
Answer. By all means place some insurance on your life.
It means ready
money to your beneficiary in case of your
sudden death when money may be needed

Well Balanced
Easy Running
Durable

—

at the time to cover investments of your
estate or to tide over a trying period.
The 20-year life policy is a favorite with
many. The Canada Life and Dominion
Life Companies' annual reports will be
mailed to you on request, where you can
note their standing.
Both companies,

A
Dandy
Barrow
for You

according to the Government returns are
prosperous. They are regarded as among
our safest companies by business men.

The Schultz High Grade Wheelbarrow is conceded to be the Easiest Running and most Durable
Wheelbarrow in the Dominion. Here are its strong features:
Load well over the wheel when running.
Iron Wheel, Iron Shoes and Braces.
Hardwood Box and Frame.
Write for the Schultz cataiogue of handy things to have. Free for the asking.

THE SCHULTZ BROS. COMPANY, LIMITED

The Christmas Fresent
Valued Most Highly
Uie EXPECTANT or YOUNG
MOTHER is a copy of DR. TWEDYOUNG MOTHER'S GUIDE.

by

DELL'S

on the

Tills book is the best ever written
scientific care of Mother and Baby,

and the

highly

appre-

infonnation
ciated
by

it

contains

is

Young
Expectant
and
the
Only one dollar postpaid. WRITE
AT ONCE FOR A COPY, and make
Address
your GIFT a valued one.

Ontario College of Art
ST.

NORMAL SCHOOL BUILDING
JAMES SQUARE,
TORONTO
-

Session

91 6-1 7 opens October 2nd.
Prospectus mailed or given on application

.Mother.

I

G. A. REID, R.C.A., Principal

MOTHERS GUIDE ASSOCIATION
46

Imperial

Bank

Bldg..

171

Yonge

St.,

Toronto, Ont.

MATRICULATION BY MAIL
TF YOU WANT TO BE A DOCTOR, LAWyer, dentist, rlruggist, civil or electrical'
engineer, or to enter any profession, the
first step necessary is to get Metriculation.
prepare you at home by mail. Write

We

for information.

Canadian Correspondence College, Limited
Dept. X. Toronto, Canada

Pellcbille,

(Ontario

A CHURCH SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Patron—The Lord Bishop of Ontario.
Advisory Board— The Lord Bishop of Kingston,
the Hon. Senator Corley, His Honor Judge
Will.s, H. F. Ketchison, Mayor of Belleville^
J,

Elliott,

.Manager of the Standard

Bank.

Beautiful and healthful situation in extensive
grounds.
All kinds of outdoor sports.
Rink.
Courses from
An ideal place for a school.
Primary to Matriculation, with Honors.

Sh'"'5^TUMP PULLERS
.

W.Smith Grubber

catalog free-dept. 32 la crescent. minn.

God's Green Country

BRANTFORD, CANADA

School of Music and fiinsing— prepares for the
Toronto ConservatoiT A.T.C.M. Examinations.
F. E. CARROLL,
prospectus.

MISS
Send

for

Principal.

Continued from page

10.

care of her, to work for her, and to give
her these things. Then he came back to
earth heavily. He thought of the bleak
little, weather-worn house on the swamp
farm, with the fire now covered up for the
night in the chilly kitchen, and the oil
lamp turned low. To-morrow night he
would be back, it would be Christmas Eve,
and until the last few hours the thought
of it exalted him. Now it hovered like the
'proverbial little cloud darkening his skies.
He began to make his way out of the
gymnasium with its confusion of crashing
music, delicate tinted dresses, gay shaded
lights and gliding figures trailing their
white shadows after them along the polished floor. Then it occurred to him that
he might see Miss Evison again on the
pretext of saying good-night.
Miss Evison wasn't accustomed to this
ceremony. She was rather surprised, but

she

was

too

much occupied

to be

much

in-

The diversion was a senior student who was considered exceedingly "interesting" that term, and who had been
terested.

inattentive enough the last while to set
a special premium on his society.
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"Oh, going?

I'm sorry!" she flipped
the clear, smooth staccato that always came when she had no point in parShe didn't offer him her hand,
ticular.
course,
not and Billy went out
of

off in

—

vaguely unhappy.

The train

home would

leave in the
afternoon. There were many things Billy
could have done with the morning, but he
paced moodily about the term's wreckage
About ten o'clock a crowd
in his room.
of girls passed the window and a crimson scarf flying from a white skating outThe next
fit brought him to, suddenly.
for

minute he was unstrapping his trunk and
groping for his skates.
Miss Evison in her skating rigs seemed
far more of a flesh and blood creation
than when she was made up for the evenShe was less formal, too, and Billy
ing.
They had
felt more sure of himeslf.
made one circle of the rink when a new
crowd of students came in. Billy didn't
know them; they belonged to a clique by
themselves. They could steer a toboggan
down a hill, or balance a tea-cup with the
dexterity of long practice. Why they had
chosen agriculture as a profession was a
mystery, but from the standpoint of tearooms, flowers and theatres, they were
very select young men. As she passed
them with her new attendant, Miss ^vison
observed that their attention was casual
and it set her thinking.
She realized
that perhaps she had been overdoing
things. It was one thing to let the attentions of a very good-looking and unknown
young man create a sensation at a dance,
and quite another matter to keep up the
acquaintance.
After rapid consideration, she cut right
into Billy's enthusiastic account of the
carnival after the last hockey match, with
a sister college. She didn't interrupt him
rudely, of course. If you're just socially
cutivated enough you can do anything
without being rude.
"I had almost forgotten," she said,
"this is the last skate of the year. A lot
of the people I know are here, and I don't
want to be exclusive."
I'm sorry," he apologized. "I should
have thought, but it seemed such a little
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time."
It

had been a

minutes, and

little time,

scarcely five

occurred to her that possibly he had more intuition than she suspected.
It was not at all what she deired, that this boy from the country,
whom she had chosen to be nice to, should
question anything she wanted to do, whe;her it

was

it

right or not.

"Perhaps the men here are too appreliative of trifles," she remarked stiffly. "It
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He dropped his hand and stood
here terrified.
"Thank you," she said, "I was just
bout gone," and then she laughed, just
aturally laughed at his confusion, laughwith a frank reassuring kindness in
er friendly eyes, and just as unconernedly as he had met her the night beId'ore, Billy found himself skating down
ittle.
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vould despise him even more.
iazedly to go off the ice he ran right into
he committee girl.
It was fortunate that the speed of his
irms measured up pretty well with tne
'orce of his body, otherwise the girl might
As it was, there
lave had a bad fall.
vas a blue mark on her shoulder that she
:ept hidden for some days. The fear that
might be there troubled Billy not a

Ball,
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Upper Canada
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different in the country."
Billy took her back silently.
Things
vere very different in the country; if she
>nly knew how different, he surmised, she
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the ice with her. He found himself talking to her without restraint and quite on a
level. Then she introduced him to a crowd
of the finest girls he had ever known.
Altogether, he was having a very good
time. He had almost forgotten the agony
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fortable.j

The
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Blanket
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Toronto,

Co.,

Canada

gave him

to

see

Miss Evison sweep

past him, listening with rapt attention,
evidently, to the social oratory of the
"interesting" man, when a thin little voice
beside him almost whispered
"Was I terribly horrid?"
If she had been alluring before in her
many variable little moods, she was irresistible when she put all that childish
appeal to be forgiven into her misty eyes
and pouting mouth. Billy looked and wondered. He couldn't see that she had done
much to require forgiveness, but it made
him very happy to have her come back,
so he laughed into her troubled eyes as
one does to a penitent child, and ans-

wered:
"I think you were.
How far will you
com.e now to make up for it?" Considering his inexperience, he was playing up to
her lead very well.
She would go any distance. She would
even skate with him a little while after
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up. She had met some
of tne dearest girls, and she had had a
perfectly lovely time. She hadn't wanted
to come in the first place, but Dad had
just insisted; he said she was going far
it really was hard to
too fast at home
get an evening in, because there were
some very nice people in the town, for the
size of it, and she was so fond of company
and excitement. She cnuld just live on
it.
She told him, with the naivete of a

when her year was

—

value and satisfaction.

catalogue and see

Brantford

the others had all gone if he had time
before his train left.
She told him in
broken, embarrassed little phrases, that
she was impulsive, that she "guessed she
was spoiled, but she was always sorry
after she had been rude; she would do
anything to make up," she "wanted always to be kind, because she just couldn't
stand it not to have people love her."
And Billy replied gallantly that he
didn't see how anyone could help it.
They had the ice all to themselves now,
and as they swept down the clear wide
stretch they were unutterably happy. At
least Billy was. He didn't know that the
sudden change in her attitude was due to
the fact that he had established his favor
with the best girls of the college that
morning. If he had known he might have
appreciated the kindness of the committee girl even more.
Miss Evison explained her high spirits
on the ground that she was going home
Mother and Dad had both
that night.
written that they were dying to see her
that was the worst of being an only child.
She had an inkling that Dad was getting
her a little runabout for Christmas, sort
of a bribe to keep her from wanting to go
back to the city next year. Oh, yes, they
had a farm just a hobby, of course. Oh,
They had a
no, they didn't live on it.
house in the nearest town there were
several congenial families living there,
and it was near enough to the city to go
in to the opera when there was anything
really good. But, Oh, she loved the counjust loved it.
try,
And what did she think of the college?
She loved it, too. She would be so sorry

our

Muir Co., Ltd.
Regina

.

Calgary

child, of

her

many amusing

culinary

dis-

asters, after which she had begun to study
household science; how the last time she
was at home she had insisted on getting
tea on the maid's afternoon off; how the
souffle had fallen flat and she had forgot-

.
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ten to put the

cream

o'

tartar in the bis-

cuits.

When she suddenly remembered that
she had an engagement in the afternoon,
Billy took off her skates something after
the manner of a slave kneeling at the feet
of the Queen of Sheba.
"Just to think," she chattered, "our
last skate this year, and I've talked all
about myself. The next time you must
tell

me

all

about your affairs, and your

holidays, and everything."
Billy smiled and looked awray.

He

rea-

lized painfully how difficult it would be
to tell this beautiful, irresponsible, "delicately-reared" girl anything about himself or his holidays or anything.

When

he opened the Hall door for her

drew from her muff her smooth, supple little hand without even its glove, held
it out to him warmly, and left him thrilling from the contact.
She rushed upstairs glowing;
she had had a glorious
time and there were a thousand more
she

—

times ahead of her not with
Billy,
Oh, dear, no. She confided to a
circle of her dearest girl friends that he
glorious

—
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was "all right in an agricultural setting,"
he was awfully handsome in his lumbering yeoman style," he was "splendid to
have looking at you with his sober eyes,
as though you were a Madonna, or an actress, or something," but Billy "transplanted to a circle of the class of people
a girl would want to live with, heavens!"
And Billy, rushing for his train, staring out at the flying white fields, or figuring on the back of the latest market report of beef cattle, was possessed of one
thought. He must make his plans work
out; he must be ready to turn things into
money fast; he must be successful in some
way or other; and he wasn't thinking of
the folks at home this time. He didn't
notice the old familiar landmarks until
the train stopped at the home station.
Jean was there to meet him. She had
her arms around his neck almost before
he reached the platform, and would not
let him go till he had fairly crushed the
breath out of her.
"And how's everything?" he asked.
"Just fine only Mother!"

—

—

ONTARIO
PROVINCIAL
WINTER
FAIR
JUDGING

PROGRAMME
(IN

ARENA)

MONDAY. DECEMBER

4th.

—Judging Competition (Dairy
Cattle).
10.00 a.m. —Judging Shires.
11.00 a.m. —Judging
Competition
(Beef
Cattle)
1.30 p.m.—Judging Shorthorns.
4.30 pan. —Judging Ponies.
5.30 p.m. —Judging Grey Count.v Specials.
7.30 p.m. —Judging Ponies.
8.10 p.m. — Musical Kide, 64th Battery.
8.40 p.m. —Judging
Heavy
Draught
Horses.
9J0 p.m. —Judging Thoroughbreds.
9.00 ann.

Making

a

Winter Fair

Continued from page
other events shall occur as given in
the program, and where possible the official program, which is mailed previous
to the show, and contains the various
classes and when they are judged, in order
that the man living at a distance from the
show may be able to attend that particular day when his favorite breed or class
If he is unfortunate
is to be judged.
enough to miss the class when judged,
then through the catalogue and prize card
on the stall he will still be able to see the
prize winners that were before the judges,
and to draw his conclusions therefrom.
The lecture program should really be
made of a convention of the live stock interests, where some well known authority gives an address on a topic which is
of immediate interest to that particular
section of the country at that particular
time, illustrated, where possible, by means
of slides. The lecture need not be long,
and may be followed by a discussion.
This, of course, will only be at its best
when the Chairman has such a knowledge
of the wants of the country and sympathy with the farming interests as to
bring out the greatest degree that free
expression of speech which should make
every lecture at a winter fair of the
greatest interest to the agricultural comall

munity.

A SUGGESTION ABOUT CATALOGUES.
After the exhibition is over, if it could
be worked out satisfactorily, a large number of catalogues could have been left in
the press, and the prizes awarded could
be set up on the margin, thus making the
catalogue an absolute official report of
the show. The poultry man should have
a small separate catalogue, giving the
catalogue number of birds exhibited and
The same would apply to
prizes given.
the seed growers, and these catalogues,
with the prizes marked, would prove of
great advantage to the exhibitors at the

show. If it were found that it was not
wise to put the prizes on the margin, the
catalogue of live stock, poultry and seed
would still be valuable as a means of
giving information to stockmen and grain

7.

growers in other parts, as to what man
had particular classes of product for sale
and to enhance the reputation of the exhibitors, there should be a culling committee, so that every person whose name
appeared in the official catalogue would
be, as it were, O.K.'d by the management,
that is to say, his exhibits were counted of
sufficient quality to enter for competition
at the winter fair.
In the building, or
making additions to a building, space
should be left for the exhibition of animals alive, and similar animals dressed.
It would also be to the advantage of the
educative part of the show to make arrangements with college or leading stockman to have prepared a number of animals of the highest market value, so that
the live animal and its mate killed and
dressed with values given would be
available to the stockmen and visitor.
It is rather a difficult matter to get the
heartiest co-operation of the exhibitor on
what he might consider to be mere fads;
however, as time went on and the men
with the good stock given a superior opportunity to display them and the education disseminated by means of the show
through the visitors, catalogues, publicity, etc., the most progressive exhibitors would come to see these special features were to his interests as well as to
the general welfare of the show. Most of
these special features do not entail a
great outlay of money, but where the
management is endeavoring to give as
good a prize list as possible, every dollar
spent on special features would -appear to
many to be just like taking the money
from the exhibitors. It would then seem,
in order that any winter fair should put
on exhibits from the highest educational
standpoint, that some other source of
revenue is required outside of entry fees,
association grants and gate receipts. It
would not be well to increase the revenue
to too great an extent by advertisements,
as only the advertising of standard goods
from reliable firms would be tolerated.
This would lead to the conclusion that any
winter fair to do the utmost good, should
be generously supported by either county,
provincial or federal grants.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

5th.

—Judging Competition (Horses).
a.m. —Judging Dairy Bulls.
a.m. -Parade of Prize Winners in

9.00 a.m.

10.00
11.35
1.30

3.20
3.30
7.30

Dairy Contest.
p.m. —•Judging Aberdeen .\ngus.

p.m —Judging Grey County Specials.
p.m —Judging Percherons.
Draught
p.m. —Judging
Heavy
Horses.

8.30 p.m. -Officers'
9.00

Hunters. 64th Battery

p.m —Judging Standard-Breds.

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER

6th.

—Judging Herefords.
10.30 a.m. —Judging Baby Beef Specials.
11.00 a.m. —Judging Clydesdales.
1.30 p.m. —Judging Grade Heifers.
2.30 p.m. — Judging Clydesdales.
Heavy
7.30 p.m. —Judging
Draught
Horses.
p.m. — Musical Kide, 64th Battery.
8.30 p.m. — Judging Hacknejs.
9.00 a.m.

,S.OO

THURSDAY, DECEMBER
9.00 a.m.

—Judging

7th.

Gra<le Steers.

Grand Chanipiouship.

—.Judging Clydesdales.
a.m —Judging Cl.vdesdales.
Grand Championsliip.
4.30 p.m. —Judging
Heavy
D

10.30 a.m.
1.30

Teams.
Demonstration by

r

a n g h

t

—
Giielpli Fire
Brigade.
7.45 p.m. — Presentation of Trophies.
8.00 p.m.— Grand Parade Beef Cattle.
p.m. — Grand Parade Dairy Cattle,
9.00 p.m. — Grand Parade Heavy Horses.
9.30 p.m. — Grand Parade I^ight Horses.
9.45 p.m.— N.C.O's. Hurdles, 64th Battery.
4.45 p.m.

8..30

T
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work of what

is

known

as the

"Red Spid-

very minute insect that attacks the
underneath side of the leaves of not only
the Fuchsia, Salvia and rose, but also the
er," a

Miss O.M.C., Saskatchewan: I read an
on "Imm,igration" in your March
number of the Farmer's Magazine, which
interested m,e very much. I would like if
you could send me som,e material on the
"Effect of Immigration on Work and
Wages."
Answer. It is difficult to give you any
articles from a Canadian or American
Immigrastandpoint on this question.
tion has been encouraged in Canada since
1896 largely for its peopling of our Western plains and to supply the needs of the
big manufacturing and transportation
article

—

The following references may
be useful: The New York Independent,
of Aug. 28th, 1916, subject, "The Wage
companies.

Earner's Innings"; The Immigrants, in
America Review, started in March, 1915,
published at 20 West 34th St., New York;
The Immigration Journal, monthly, from

March, 1916, published at 3456 Macomb
D.C.; The American
St., Washington,
Economic Review, vol. 5, December, 1915;
Immigration and Labor, published by
Putnams; The Immigration Problem, by
Jenks and Lauck, published by Funk &
Wagnall's Co.

— C.

A. S.

H. Rutherford

ALBION

A few

Immigration and

Fuchsia Plants Die

—

Mrs. J.C.H., Ontario. In your Rural
Mail Department I notice inquiries on all
sorts of subjects, but never one on the one
the
of all-absorbing interest, if not to
farmer, at any rate to his wife that of
house plants. I wonder if you can give
me any advice about my Fuchsias. I have
all young
several different varieties
One is two years old and the
plants.
rest were all slips a year ago. They have
grown splendidly all summer and most
all
of them have blossomed. I kept them
summer in an eastern hay window and
watered every second day.
Now all the younger plants seem to
have something the matter with them.
One has died and the rest are failing fast.
The leaves turn a yellowish color with a
peculiar mottled apearance. (I will ervI have not been able to
close you one.)
find any insect on the plants.
I have been told that Fuchsias should
rest in the cellar all winter, although I
have seen some very fine plants that were
kept in the window the year round. What

—

—

would you advise?
Answer. On the specimen Fuchsia leaf

—

sent, there are decided indications of the

leaves of many other plants, finally causing the leaves to decay and drop. It is
especially partial to those plants named.
The insect usually makes its appearance
on plants where a too dry atmosphere prevails.
moist, humid atmosphere, and
frequent sprayings of the plants on the
under side of the leaves with water or
soapy water every week or ten days when
the plants are growing, will do a great
deal towards preventing their appearance.
In addition to spraying the under side
of the leaves as mentioned, the under side
of the foliage should be dusted when
slightly damp with dry powdered flowers
of sulphur.
By growing the plants in
partial shade, not too near intense heat
from radiators, etc., and spraying as mentioned this pest can be usually kept down.
It is desirable in the pot culture of
Fuchsias that they should have a season
of partial rest during the winter.
This
may be secured by placing them in window
in a lower temperature, about 40° to 50°,
and giving them less water, or they may
be placed, as stated, in a cellar or basement, keeping the soil barely moist. Towards spring, March or April, the plants
may be brought into a warm window,
pruned back a little by cutting the last
season's growth back about half its
length.
When the plants have started
growth a little, they should be repotted
into fresh soil, removing about half of
the old soil during re-potting. Spraying
the plants every day or two with tepid
water will help them to break into growth
after they have been pruned back. Good
soil for Fuchsias can be made by mixing
one part sand, one part leaf soil (black
soil from the bush), and about seven or
eight parts of light loamy potting soil.
Enrich this with one-fourth part of dry
cow manure or pulverized sheep manure.
The last named can be purchased at most
large seed stores.

A

Fuchsias like a light, rich soil with
about an inch of broken flower pot or some
similar material for drainage, a moist atmosphere, and partial shade from hot sun
W.H., O.A.C.
at all times when growing.

—

Milking Shorthorns

—

1. What do you think
H.A.P., Ontario.
of the article which appeared in a recent
iss7(e of the Family Herald and Weekly

'
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interested in, clip this out and mail to us with

;

}Jf

L<JL

Metallic
/6/

Roofing Company, Limited,
TORONTO and WINNIPEG

your name and address and we'll
pamphlets, prices and full particulars.
"Eisllike" Shingles

Mfrs.

Emoire Cor. Iron

|

|

Empire

|

|

Acheson Roof

Metallic Ceilings

|

|

alright for the backwoods farmer who
came out to civilization perhaps once a
fortnight to trade a little butter for a
bit of tobacco and tea, but to the up-to-

date farmer she

was nothing but a convmon

scrub.

What right or reason has a man holding
the position that Mr. Bright does, to make
statements of this kind?
Is it because
this gentleman is, or has been, a breeder
of the strictly beef type of shorthorn? and
wishes to discourage the breeding of the
dairy type?
How does his opinion compare with that
of the Agricultural Colleges on this ques-

horns at Guelph would lead one to believe that the beef

the best of it,
but British farmers have a different story
to tell from the general farmer's standpoint.
Where many beef breeders fell
down is the calling of many scrub cattle
purebreds when they should have gone
to the butchers. Likewise not every beef
breeder who has an especially good milking shorthorn cow should pose as a breedPerformance is
er of dairy shorthorns.
the real and only earmark.

The Ontario Agricultural College has
not gone far enough in the work to have
much to send out as yet. Prof. Day is
getting some mighty good results. Three
of their young calves, not the best, sold
F.M.C.
for an average of $103 recently.

—

Potato Seed Balls

tion?

—

Answer. Not having the clipping in
question before me, I cannot express an
opinion as to the merits of the case.
I
do know that Mr. Bright, although a
part breeder of beef shorthorns, has also
handled some very high-producing milking shorthorns.
I
cannot credit these
remarks as coming from the Livestock
Commissioner as one of the best Ministers
of Agriculture in Canada is making history in his province with the milking
shorthorn as a pioneer and general farmer's best cow.
The recent sale of short-

men had

A.J.W.,

saw an

Nova Scotia.—Some

article in

time ago I
your magazine in which

the writer stated that potato seed balls

had entirely disappeared from the agriI was of the same opincultural world.
ion myself at the time, but was much
surprised to notice quite a few of these
at digging time.
Can you give me address of writer or
of any one who would likely put these to

some use ?
Answer.

—We

cannot recall this pas-

Silo

send you

Roots

|

liglils

Halilus Venlilalors

Metallic Siding

Star regarding dual purpose cattle?
Speaking evidently of the dairy shorthorn, Mr. John Bright, Live Stock Commissioner, is credited with having said, in
substance, that the dual purpose cow was

halls, etc.

|

|

Ea»e-lrougliing
|

sage. At any rate it is by no means uncommon to find these balls., The editor

reports some in his potato field last year.
Cannot at present refer to any one desiring them. Perhaps some reader can.

Names
Mrs. F.

T.,

publish a

list

of

Manitoba.
of

Farms

— Will you kindly

names for farms.

I be-

farmers take more pride in their
homes when they have them, named. Also
it attracts the attention and adnniration
from the passerby when he sees the name
The rural
of the farm and the owner.
mail box has helped some in this.
Answer. A name that fits the farm or
is suggestive of its nature and location is
better than one selected at random, believe

-

—

cause of its attractive sound. The following is a list of names for farms published a few years ago by one of the
It
Prairie States Experiment Station.
may help you.
Airy Knoll, Airy Hill, Airy Mount,
Arrowdale, Breezy Point, Bannerland,
Branching Brook, Clover Crest, Cedarcroft, Deepdale, Daisy Meadow, Deer

Lodge, Dairy Downs, Eagle View, ExForest Hill, Fountain Home, Fair
Oaks, Glendale, Graceland, Grand View.
Hope Station, Haycroft, Jacqueminot
Lodge, Jerseyland, Hazelnook, Kenilworth, The Knolls, Lyndale, Lakeside,
celsior,
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Give the "Kiddies"

They Want

All

of

CROWN BRAND

#

CORNSSYRUP
one

"good things" that has a real food value.
your good homemade bread, spread with "Crown Brand",
forms
perfectly balanced food, that is practically all nourishment.
So— let them have it on biscuits and pancakes, and on their
is

of the delicious

slice of

porridge
You'll

if

they want

it.

on Griddle Cakes— on Blanc Manf;e and
Baked Apples. And you'll find it the most economical sweetener
you can use, for Cakes, Cookies, Gingerbread and Pies.
Have your husband get a tin, the next time he is in town—
a 5, 10 or 20 pound tin or a 3 pound glass jar.
like

it,

too,

—

Ournew

THE CANADA STARCH CO. LIMITED
MONTREAL,
CARDINAL.

BRANTFORD,

FORT WILLIAM.

Makers of "LiUl White"' Cnrn Siirup—Bcnsnn-s Corn Slarc>t~
and "Silver Gloss" Laundry march.

will

how

a

to

make

show you

lot

delicious dishes with
\\\\\\\#W

''''''''''*^^^^^^^^^^^^

220

recipe book, "Desserts

and Candies'',

of really

"Crown

Brand". Write for a copy to
our Montreal Office.

EVERYWHERE
At home, on the

street, at the

club or in the field they

all

l^^

SMOKE
Master
"it's

good tobacco

The tobacco you cut
so as to get

Equal by

all

fresh

from the plug,
and aroma.

the fragrance

.

the very best.
better than all the rest.

Say

test to

Much
MASTER MASON

to

your dealer

— he knows.

The Rock City Tabacco Co.

i-imited

IS ERNEST B. JOLLIFFE- ANOTHER
SPARE TIME MONEY-MAKER.

THIS

Ernest B. Jolliffe, one of our successful representaholds a regular position with a prominent Canadian Manufacturing concern.
He was anxious to
increase his income by utilizing his spare time in
turning off hours into profits.
For over a year now he has been adding to his income by
devoting his spare time to looking after the new and retives,

newal subscriptions of our publications in his locality. He
takes care of the neighborhood demand for "MACLEAN'S"
he talks with the farmers about the live ideas to be had from Farmer's Magazine.
want
Unprofitable hours of old have been converted into a new channel of cash.

—

We

more men
//

of Mr. Jollifife's calibre.
you have some spare time we will buy it Write

us. and we will send you
Address Agency Division, Box 2.

THE MACLEAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

LIMITED,

full particulars of

our spare time

153 University Ave.,

offer.

TORONTO

.

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
Maple Grove, Morning Glory, Northwood,
North Star, Oakland, Oaklawn, Overview,
Plainview^, Pinehurst, Rockwood, Robin's
Lane, Still Water, Sunnyside, Sunny
Slope, Willowdale, Willow Copse, and The

59
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Willows.

Purebred or Thoroughbred?
Miss L.M.L., Nova Scotia.

me which

— Can you

is correct, to call

tell

an animal or

a hen a purebred or a thoroughbred, or
if one term is as correct as the other?

—

Answer.
Purebred is correct. The
term thoroughbred has come to be applied to a breed of running horses.

A

HALLAM'S ZOOLOGICAL CONTEST.

Farm Lease

A.G.B., Ontario.

employ a lawyer

— Is

it

Answer.

— No.

64 Prizes.

$300.00 in

(!ASH

necessary

to

gi\eii away free.
-Vddress as follows:

GUNS,

draw up a

lease for
my farm, as I intend to rent this fall?
Are there special forms printed for
leases?
to

Write to-day for the 1916-17 edition of
32 Pages illus
trated, which shows beautiful, stylish fur sets and fur
coats moderately priced, and also gives full particulars of

HALLAM'S FUR STYLE BOOK.

you understand and
can state clearly and simply what you
agree upon, the lease can be written by
If

traps, animal bait, nets
supplies are described and
priced in our 32-page Sportsman's
Catalog whicb we mail free.
rCRS We are the largest Cash
Buyer of Raw Furs direct from the Trapper
in Canada. Our Raw Fur Quotations sent Free.

and

cJoknHdlam
^
Limited

318 Hallam Building

TORONTO

RAW

—

any

one..
In Ontario, a lease, if written,
should be under seal, otherwise it is only
an agreement. Oral or verbal leases are
good for three years and under, but owing
to so many differences occurring from unlocked for circumstances, it is a more
satisfactory matter to have the agree
ments regarding the land in writing. A
lease under 7 years does not need to be

registered.

More Poor

RAW FURS
We are in the market to pay the very best prices.

Fruit Returns

—

Honest assortments and prompt returns assured.

J. P.P., Niagara District, Ontario.
/
notice in the October issue of the Farmer's Magazine the poor returns J.C.G. got

Write for free price

He is not the only one
for his apples.
who gets this kind of treatment. We get
it

every week.

In your answer you say

that this argues loudly for a distributing
agency. To me, it argues for inspectors.
The Governm.ent demand inspectors to see
our fruit so that we send good fruit, but
when we send it the inspection ceases
and we get this kind of treatment. Here
is a case in point. One man from here sent
20 eleven quart baskets of tomatoes to a
commission house. His returns were 80
cents, or 4 cents a basket. Tomatoes have
been dear all the season. Let the Government appoint inspectors to ivatch the commission houses and where fraud or negligence is practised, impose a heavy fine.

list

NOW.

NORTHERN RAW FUR COMPANY
77

FRONT STREET EAST

Arrange

TORONTO, ONTARIO

to

Attend

|

The Seventh Annual

i

Toronto Fat Stock Show

j

UNION STOCK YARDS

|

TORONTO

I

We

get return for tomatoes of 10 cents
n basket when on the same day they are
selling retail for 75 cents.
Peaches return us 25 cents and 30 cents, when on
the same day sales retail are made at 75
cents and $1.
Yet what can the farm,er

do?

Answer.

— This

further emphasises the

need for a better system of distribution.
To us the co-operative handling of fruit
is the only solution.
Regarding quoted
prices on certain days, this cannot be
taken too exactly as Toronto gets the
cheapest fruit of any city in Canada. The
commission
firms
evidently
consider
volume of trade to be good business.
During a visit to the Grimsby district
this season, we saw peaches going to
points outside Toronto netting 40 and 45
cents.
Why not try private sales to
farmers' clubs?

Large entry

in all classes

i

Judging 10 A.M. Friday, December 8th, 1916

|

Auction Sale Prize Winners 10 A.M. Saturday,

|
|

December

9th, 1916.

Reduced Rates on

All Railroads

I

—
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Horticulture and Gardening

LISTER
Guaranteed 10 per cent more work with
same power Write for prices of our
grinding outfits, 5 H.P, Lister Engine and
9 31 4 inch Grinder
the

Insect

Enemies

of

Greenhouse

By Elmer Weaver.

GREEN
upon which

FLY, same

fly

R. A. Lister

& Company, Limited

Dept. M.
Toronto. Winnipeg:, Quebec,

St.

John

in the same manner
as the green fly, by tobacco fumigation,
using either stems for smoking, or extract for spraying or vaporizing over
lamps or in steam pipes.
There are several brands of paper, saturated with nicotine on the market that
are also effective.
Red Spider is a very troublesome insect,
and a hard one to kill. The infested plant
soon turns grey in color. The best preventative is to keep plants always in a
healthy growing condition, spraying with
water under pressure is the most widely
used remedy. Some use salt, a pint to 3
gals, of water.
Others use half a cake
ivory soap to same quantity of water.
An effective spray is 3 teaspoonfuls of
cyanide of potassium and 1 lb. brown
sugar dissolved in boiling water. Add

killed

enough water

farming
BUSINESS
money in the bank.
making.

just whr.t you

:

Be

careful,

gas.

Rules for using the gas were found in
January number of this magazine.
The greenhouse pill bug, or sow bug,
often causes much injury. They can be

a light green color.
Fungus diseases of the tomato and crysanthemum can be greatly benefited by
spraying with either Bordeaux mixture,
corn lime sulphur, diluted 1 to 50, or fungine, according to directions. The latter
does not discolor the foliage.
it

Work-

men's Time Sheat ; nd Wr.ge
Table save a world of bother.

Bickmore's
Gall

3 gals.

by sprinkling granulated sugar,
mixed with Paris green where they feed.
Put enough poison with sugar to give

re
Simply arranged— 64

pages, for pen or pencil.

make

is

killed
puts

Use
ourFarmAccountBook

know

to

very poisonous.
Cabbage worms will cause great loss
to the mignonette. Use slugshot.
White fly is very injurious to tomatoes,
and can only be killed by hydrocyanic acid
as this

farm Account
Bo©.k Free^

color as plant
feeds.
The black

found on chrysanthemums,

is

and can be

it

Cure

the standard remedy for
burns orany
wounds on horses or cattle.
Cures collar and saddle galls

13

With Greenhouse and Window
Garden

bruises, cuts, rope

—

while the horse works no lost
time. Fine for curing sore teats
in cows. Heals mange and other
skin disea.ses. Note the workhorse trade mark— found only
on the genuine accept no substitute. At your dealer's or di-

By Grasmere.
Sow radishes and lettuce once in 10.
days to ensure a constant succession.
Gladiola bulbs planted now will bloom
in March.
The paper white narcissus, the Chinese
lily- and single hyacinths may be grown

—

rect from us.
Send today for Account Book
and sample— both free. Now

is the time to start your 1917
accounts. Address,

Wingate
Chemical

Company
652 Notre

Dame
Be Sure and Work the Horse.
^JRAPtt^M ARK <^

St.

West
Montreal

Canada

in

water.

Use china or glass bowls nearly

started not

later than the first of December in order to have it bloom on Easter day.
Hydrangeas should be brought into the
greenhouse late in December if they are
to be grown for Easter.
This is the month to make cuttings of

dracaenas, rubber plants and begonias.
Cinerarias and calceolarias do not
thrive in a warm greenhouse.
A night
temperature of 45 degrees suits them.
Fumigate the greenhouse twice a month
with any tobacco preparations.
More house plants suffer from over-watering than from under-watering. When
the soil becomes dry, water should be
given till it runs into the saucer.
The best plants for a shady window are
begonias, rubber plants, camelias. ferns
and the ivies.
If plants become frozen, they should be
dipped in cold water or sprinkled as soon
as discovered and kept in a cool place out
of the sun. Several thicknesses of newspapers wrapped around house plants will
protect them from considerable cold.
General routine work is the order this
month. If you have a small stock of any
variety of carnation that you wish to increase begin propagating now. It pays to
cut blooming shoots off such varieties so
they will throw up a fine lot of cuttings
during January and early February.
After these early cuttings are potted
up watch them closely so they do not become pot-bound, but repot into larger pots
as soon as the small one is well filled with
roots.

The days are short and often overcast,
and plants generally will not require as
much water as later in the season. Better run them a little dry than have the
soil in a soggy condition.

Hot House Tomatoes

in B. C.

F. Fatkin, of Bradner, B.C., has several greenhouses on his farm and has
shipped consignments of tomatoes all the
Altogether, over two tons of tofall.
matoes have been shipped from his farm.

much money can be
currants. An average
of 748 bushes can be raised on an acre,
while an ordinary crop will yield about
five pounds to the bush. This would make
3,740 pounds to the acre, and at the average price of ten cents per pound, would
bring $374.

He

claims that

made from black

filled

with fine pebbles in which the bulbs are
set.

All these bulbs except the Chinese lily
must be set in a cool, dark place until
they have made a heavy growth of roots.
When potted bulbs are brought into
heat, it is best not to expose them to
bright light at first or to keep them very

warm.

Eight to ten weeks are required to

make a good root growth.
The Easter lily should be

A New

Squash

Walter Burgess, of Mimico, Ontario,
has had exceptional success this year with
a semi-tropical plant a variety of squash
introduced from Mexico, says the Mail
and Empire. The imported seed of this
vegetable was first sown by Mr. Burgess

—

THE FARMER*S MAGAZINE
years ago and on that occasion was
arted under glass in April and transanted to the open ground in June. The
(uash, resulting from the first planting
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iree

Bovril keeps the Food

!veloped late in September and had to
protected from frost in order that it
ight ripen.
This new plant is a most desirable vaety for the grower, as it bears a large
jmber of squashes of a most satisfac-

most attractive pale yellow, and

Make

your soups and stews

all

more nourishing with

takes a joint of beef to

ry size and appearance.
This vegetable resembles a small vegeble marrow in shape, while its color is
ste suggests the

down

Bills

make

Bovril.

It

bottle of Bovril.

a

The body-building power of Bovril is from ten to
Bovril means
twenty times the amount taken.

its

more strength

sweet potato.

— less cost.

^

Good Apples Pay
Apple orcharding
This
d orchards
pay.

is

my

in

Ontario

is

firm belief, for

bound

yj'^^^jvjvjwvj^^j'jw^
BEHIND THE PIANO

many

are being destroyed
and
any people resent the work and watch1 waiting necessary for a new one. That
why I look forward to my 6 acres of
ung orchard that is just coming into
aring. My varieties are Baldwin, Spy,
ing and Stark, with a few Wealthies. 1
id that all the trees are growing fast.
le Stark is a vigorous tree, while the
ealthies are overloading now.
I mart them in baskets for the Toronto trade.
I plow my orchard each fall, leaving
e earth well up around the trees.
I
amp around each tree in the winter and
d it sufficient prevention against mice
jrking.
I had a nice lesson in this a
w years ago. One row near the fence
came deeply buried in a snow drift. I
amped around eight of them well, but
nng to the laborious walking our work
volved, I left the others untouched. In
e spring every tree in the row but these
?ht were girdled more or less severely
the mice and the eight were untouched,
do not find any trouble from rabbits, as
ey prefer smaller trees and limbs. Farjrs will have to be doubly cautious this
ar as mice are very plentiful. John A.
ggs, Halton.

T^HINK of it! A table so compact
1
that it can be folded flat and
slipped behind the piano, yet strong
enough to support half a ton, by actual
Tlie
test.

WPEERLES5
FOLDING TABLE'

12 lbs. It can be set up, inwhen required for luncheon or
a game of cards.
Its uses multiply.
Every home needs such a table. Firm
—
Your
convenient.
rigid
durable
Furniture Dealer has it, or will get it
for you.
Ask him.

weighs but
stantly,

Write
let "

IN

TO-DAY

CANADA

for illustrated

Book-

c " describing the various styles
of "Peerless" and "Elite"
Folding Tables. It's FKEE.

and

—

—

•

MADE

HOURD & COMPANY, LIMITED
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers.

i-.zes

London, Ontario

—

Fall Planted

Onions

The first days of spring always bring
th them a relish for something fresh
am the garden, and none of the early
getables are more welcome than onions,
ley are wholesome, too.
Hetty Green
tributed
her long and healthful life
•gely to the fact that onions were a part
her daily food.

Tremendous production lowers manufacturing
conld

the

makf such high

Dist'ing centers; Montreal. Toronto.

this variety grow at the
seed stalks, and should be

own

fashion.
These onions never grow large bulbs.
fact, the bulb is little if any larger
the stem. But it is white and tender
early spring. It is slightly stronger in
vor than ordinary onions, but if this is
iliked, soaking the onions for an hour or
o in salt water just before serving will
sipate some of the flavor.
T. A. P.

m

—

Easier to lay and cheaper than
shingles, tin, galvanized iron, etc.
Far
superior to "ready roofing" sold by mail. Your
local dealer sells CERT.\IN-TEED Roofing at
reasonable prices
have him sh.ow you the

wood

;

Guarantee.

Winnipeg, Vancouver Oliawa, Quebec. Edmonton, London, Halifax, Regina,

Canadian Distributors.

The "sets" of

ds of the
thered as soon as formed and kept in
cool, dry place until September or Oc)er.
Make a rich bed and pJant as orlary onion sets, and they will be ready
r the
table weeks before the ordinary
ions are large enough to use.
While
ise onions are perennial and increase
th by roots and tip "sets," they are
>re tender when a new bed is put out
ery year instead of allowing them to

guarantee.

GENERAL, ROOFING MANUFACTURING CO.
World's Largest Manufat'turer of Roofings and Building Papers.

In hospitals they are

•gely used being recognized as equal to
ugs for killing germs.

iltiply in their

— only

world's biggest roofing mills
quality roofing as CBRTA IN-TEED at such a low price.
CERTAIN-TEED is guaranteed 5, 10 or 15 years
(according to ply, 1, 2 or 3) and it outlives the
cost

St. John's,

Sheibiooke, Brandon

^

McFARLANE LADDER .WORKS, TORONTO, ONTARIO

-T^syr^

^.j

i 1

-J

r^j

1

^i

ili[*]IVil;^-f
ALWAYS

SMART-

-ALWAYS DRESSY

Have THE correct "domestic" finish and dull texture of the finest
LINEN COLLARS. QUICKLY CLEANED
BY USING SOAP AND WATER WITH
SPONGE OR CLOTH
SAVE YOU MONEY
No LAUNDRY BILLS TO PAY.

—

.

.

FIRST

COST

At YOUk DEALER'S. OR DIRECT
\A/rM-rir trt~.n «.te-»». Ci-wi c
Write
for new Style O^^r^t^
Book

THE ARLINGTON

THE LAST AND ONLY COST —
FROM US. COLLARS 25c eacA- CUFFS
50c a pa/>
"'

IS

'

CO. OF CANADA.uniTED.

»tJ^;j{{j;it^lW^tttgOT!gty}?g?ttiiitiWSttSStitit^;<^iSi<^t?t^i«KC^i^

5ttss!i!iyR;!;^?R;;gi^

54-56 Fraser

^^

Ave..

TORONTO.

^

^^^^^^

:
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WANTED
Safety First
Ship your

RAW

FEATHERS,•.DOWN

FURS

and you are always on the Safe Side

periences.
"I never

Inc.

New

St.,

Send us a trial shipment.
Remittance made same day
skins arrive. High prices and
honest assortment. No commissions. We pay all charges.

-

NEW YORK
References)

will.

am sowing hemp."

I

TRAPPERS!)
your

Pompous Senator Blank, much impressed
with his own importance, was being shaved

RAW FURS

"Uncle, you

Send

I

(^ana'ln.

I
1

hij?her

WE CHARGE NO

COMMISSION
Send us a trial shipment today
—let us PROVE our claims to

o"

them,

gratified

me

an' by th' way,
a great deal o'

limited

1859

1*9-157

BROCK STREET

KINGSTON. ONTARIO

TRAPPERS
Read This Advertisement
We want all kinds of Can-

Raw

Furs

Raw Furs and will
pay promptly the highest
You can
market prices.
depend upon us to treat
you honesily. SatisfacWrite
tion guaranteed.
adian

us for prices.

SAYER & COMPANY

M.

New York

269 Seventh Avenue

City

statesman, placing his finger

on his forehead, said: "Is
"Xo, indeed, boss." said

it

my brow?"

the

barber;

"it's

breath."

RAW FURS WANTED

railroad crossing was equipped with a
device in the form of a big electrirgong which rang at the approach of the trjiin.
It was a particularly noisy gong and nothing
else could bo heard %^ hen it started clanging.
An old farmer came driving down to the
crossing one day just as the gong began to
demonstrate.
Not a bit of attention did he
pa.y to its clamor and so he happened to be
right on the track when the train arrived.
There was a crash and a cloud of flying bits
The farmer crawled
of wood and harness.
out from the wreck of his wagon and shook
his fist at the gong.
"If that darned thing hadn't lieen niakin'
so much noise, I'd have been able to hear
the dum-gasted train co'min'," he grumbled.

pay highest prices for your catch,
and 5% additional on shipments of $25.00
Send for price list.
and over.

BEN CORN, 267 7th Ave., New York
RAW FURS

WE BUY

GINSENG

both AVild and Cultivated, at highest, prices.
If you want reports on Fur or Ginseng,
send for free quotations containing full particulars.

SCHOENEN.

H. A.

^^Vy^^I^

I'ff"^-

liberal

grading and fair dealings have
made us the fastest Grovi^ing
Fur House in America. Send
for FUR price list. Trappers'
Guide. State Gr.me Laws, Catalogue of Trappers' Supplies—
ALL SENT FREE— with particulars of our great FREE GIFT
to trappers.

N.MAIN

ST.

HILL BROS. FUR CO.I^x^. Sb'S^^ivfS

RAW FURS
Cross Foxes and Fishers

Our Specialty
SEND FOR PRICE LIST

TAKCE & GORDON,

MCKAY
JOHN
ESTABLISHED

I will

prices for your furs than any
other house— and

Silver,

all

The

Limited

403

of my distinguished predecesthe Senate."
"Ah's
suh," said the old barber.

safety

145 Hallam Building, Toronto.

Our higher prices,

The

yo'

Hallam's Sportsmen's Catalogue
Hallam's Raw Fur Quotations
Hallam's Fur Style Book (32 paCes)
Sent free on request - Address as follows:

you.

remarked to the barber:
must have had among your cus-

you reminds
Dan'ul Webster."

r iluij
Rr P

Remember this— w^e pay

WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES FOR THE ABOVE.
BUYERS & SHIPPERS WANTED EVERY WHERE
/RITE TO DAY FOR PRICE LISTS AND

senator

knowed mos'

1

onr line in

Washington

hotels."

sors in
"Yes,

nf\¥^»i'

in

in one of the

tomers many

furs to ua because they know they get a square
deal, and receive more money for their furs.
You will afao. We buy more furs from trappers
for cash than any other five firms in Canada,
Hallam"s Trapper Guide C96pages)

largest

darky barber

a

Senator,

and receive highest cash prices. We send
money the same day the furs are received.
Charge no comrniBsions^and pay all charges.
We have paid out milliona of dollars to thousands of trappers in Canada who send their

TlK*

by

The

HAILAM

JOHN HALLAM

'

INFORMATION.

rather patronizing individual from town
was observing with considerable interest the
operations of a farmer with whom he had put
up for a while.
As he watched the old man sow the seed
in the field, the man from the city called out
facetiously
You sow; I reap
"Well done, old cbap.
the fruits."
Whereupon the farmer grinned and replied
:

I

BEESWAX

A

"Maybe ynu

to JOHN

GINSENG

blades, of course."

MEYERS & PHILLIPS
Bank or Mercantile

When George's mother came to his bedside
one night she found him curled up in a little
heap. "Why, George," she cried, "you are all
folded up like a jackknife!" "Yes, mamma,"
he said.
"I have my six blades shut up."
"Six?" she Questioned; "how do you get six
Your arms are two: your legs are
blades?
two; but where do you get the other two?"
quickly
George answered
"My shoulder
:

SHIPMENTS HELD SEPARA TE

{References: Your,

IWOOL

rose."

York, N.Y

TALLOW, ETC.

it

The wind blew and the storm

"Certainly.

Canadian Trappers

102 West 27th Street

us what color

tell

AND SKINS,

HIDES

in all my life."
friend, since you saw tlio

saw such a storm

"Pardon me, my
storm, no doubt you can
was."

ONLY.

PI IRQ MUSKRAT,MINK
WOLVES, ETC.

Jones had just returned from his "annual"
trip in hla yacht, and was recounting his ex-

JOSEPH NEWMAN &
131 West 24th

CASH

!

to us

CO.,

'°"

257 7th Avenu«

NEW YORK

A young minister, not without a touch of
humor in his mental make-up, in the course
of a homily on the pomps and vanities of the

AN EXTRA INCOME

world, rather staggered his congregation by
exclaiming: "Here am I standing preaching
to yoti with only half a shirt on my back,
while you sit there covered with gew-gaws
and other baubles." The next day a parcel
containing several brand new shirts was
left at his house by one of his hearers, a
Meeting the donor a
kind-hearted old lady.
few days afterwards, he thanked her exceed-

NEED AN INCREA.SE

much

surprise at receiv"Ob," said the
lady, "you mentioned in your sermon on Sunday that you had only half a shirt on your
back." "Quite true," added his waggish reverence; "but you seem to forget the other half

ingly, but expressed

ing such an unexpected

was

in

front."

gift.

Who

Canada

in

is

there

WHO DOES NOT

in income to take care
needs and vacation expenses? That's
where our plan of "spare time profits" shines
If you are one of the many
with popularity.
who would appreciate an opportunity of turning
your spare time into Cash profits, we would
like to get in touch with you.
of

extra

of men and women in Canada to-day
working our plan to augment their present
income and it's providing a liheral .imoimt of
If you would like to
extra funds for them.

Hundreds
arc

join

"thirfty class" of spare times hustlers
us to-day.

this

— write

The MacLean

Publishing Co., Limited

143-153 University Avenue

-
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THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE
Dynamite
A

few large

to Fill

gullies,

Gullies

which occur

RAW FURS

in a

for cultivation or pasture. I fill the gully nearly
full of old hay, straw, brush, or any
worthless material that I wish to dispose
of, and pack solid, then use a dirt auger,
or punch bar, to make a line of holes on
each side of the gully and place a charge
of one-half stick of 20 per cent, dynamite
in each hole and use a good quality of
fuse, and a blasting cap. This is cheaper
than using a battery. The effect of the
charge will fill the gully with dirt and a
good drag harrow will make the work
smooth so you can farm over the gully
or sow in grass seed. C. B. M.

sloping

field, will

almost ruin

63

it

WE BUY THEM

riiousands of satisfied shippers say we give best
and quickest returns. Good reasons: We pay
liijihest market prices, give honest fair grading
charge no
and send the money promptly.
commissions and pay express and mail charges

We

Trappers and Dealers

IT

once

ivrite at

for free price

list.

WILL PAY YOU TO SHIP TO US.

BENJAMIN DORMAN,
West 24th

1*7

Inc.

New

Street,

York

—

Ink
An

for

Writing on Glass

ink which can be used for writing

on

bottles, etc., in place of paper-labels,
and for naming microscopic slides, lan-

tern slides and similar purposes, is made
by dissolving two hundred grains of shellac in three ounces of methylated spirit.
Solution is complete in a few days, and
the liquid is then strained through muslin
and has added to it three-quarters of an
ounce of borax which has been dissolved
in six ounces of water and allow to cool.
The pigment preferred for the ink is

mixed with this borax solution, which is
added to the shellac solution little by little,

Make This
Your Big

FUR

the latter being contained in a large
and well shaken after each addi-

-Ship

Year

your

pelts

to

the

HOUSE of QUICK RETURNS
-the HOUSE of LIBERAL
ASSORTMENTS. Send for Fi^e price
list aiul Ship to STRUCK & BOSSAK.
Inc., 15.S

W. 28TH

ST., "New Yorls.

WVXISITE
ROTHENBERG

bottle
tion.

PHILIP
Gets $1.10

for

Last fall at the Poultry Dept of the
Manitoba Agricultural College, upwards
of 1,600 farm chickens were fattened and
then sold at an average of almost one dollar each. So far (October 6th) this fall,
1,000 chickens have been sent in, as well
as quite a few turkeys. The first lot of
21 chickens, weighing 98 lbs., was received September 8th, and fattened until
September 27th, at which time they
dressed out 109 lbs. They were sold at
25c per

a total of $27.25, or approxi-

lb.,

mately $1.30 each. Figuring the cost of
handling at 20c (feed and labor are both
higher this fall than last) per chicken,
for feed, labor and incidentals, this still
leaves a balance of $1.10 per chicken.

RAW FURS

showed 44

the boys and

pigs, in the Pig
little girl exhibited

New York

We

want your

or small

lots.

RAW FURS and

are open to

buy large

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Highest prices — Reliable assortment — Remittances
made same day goods are received. No commissions
Furs held separate upon
All charges paid by us.
If retu/ns are not entirely satisfactory, will
ship goods back at our expense.

request.

PHELPS STEIN COMPANY,

We
L

55

Inc.

WEST

Write for free price

&

Brief ner

30th STREET,

and being located

Buy Raw Furs

Boys Feed Pigs Well

At Virden, Man., where
girls

St.,

HIGHEST PRICES PAID. HONEST ASSORTMENT. FREE PRICE LIST. NO COMMISSIONS
WF PAY AIL CHARGES.

charges.

Prairie

144 W. 25th

Est. 1903.

Chickens

NEW YORK

in

New York

since 1861 can pay best prices.
No commissions, or other
hold shipments separate for your approval
upon request.

We

list.

Sons, iso West 25th

St.,

New York

Raising

Contest, one
a pair
and found that after paying for all the
feed they had eaten, she had a net profit
of $25.
Besides this she also had her
prize money.
Almost, if not quite as
good results were achieved by others. At
Dauphin, where there also were 44 pigs
shown, a Russian boy won first prize and
made a net profit of $24.74; his two Yorkshire pigs at the age of six months and
six days, together weighed 481 pounds, a
record in pig growth that very few of
the experienced farmers of Manitoba will
be able to match. His pigs sold on the
fair ground for $48.10.
Walter Topp,
the 12-year-old winner at Virden, made
his pair of Berkshire-Tamworth pigs
weigh 468 lbs., and show a net profit of
$22.67, plus a prize of $7.50, and they
were just 6 months and five days old.

RAW FUR AND
WANT

RAW
FURS

SKIN TRADING COMPANY,

Inc.

New York
MUSKRATS, WOLVES, LYNX AND BEAVERS

137 West 28th Street,

FOXES. SKUNICS. MINKS,
We solicit dealers, and manufacturers,
also raw fur consignments.

More

business, foreien and domestic, buying and selling,
All inquires receive prompt attention

Highest'references.

mm

We

/\W /^\r
AwA

than

jlll

wMaC y

business.

Get

shippers

BRITISH

Write

pay more for RAW FURS
any other house in the

in line
for price list W^. just issued.

RAW FUR COMPANY

with other satisfied

28 West Market Street
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THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE

The

Bring

Fertile

Forth

Earth

Bountiful

and

Crops

Northern

For

Ontario's

Man

Climate

Beast

There are some big

A

Vast

fields in

New Land

and

the Kalny River District.

and Plenty

of Peace

Northern Ontario
Northern Ontario, the great new lanfl of freedom and promise, comprises a region large enough to include half a dozen European countries or the six New England and four Middle States of the American
Union.
Within that region there is an alluvial tract of calcareous
clay comprising probably twenty million acres of fertile arable land
fit for "mixed farming."
Aside from its immense resources In timber, mineral, water powei.
fish, game and scenery, Northern Ontario contains one of the greatest
expanses of fertile territory in the world.

WHAT SETTLERS THINK OF BUSH

L,IFE.

The great preponderance of their expressed jjreferetice lies on the
The following are some of their vigorous words:
side of the Bush.
'Yes, I had two years on the prairie and I would not return one
reason is that we can get out every day in the winter." "Bush land
is more profitable; you have plenty of firewood and wood for repair-

ing machinery, fence posts, lumber for building, etc.; no blizzards iu
winter, no windstorms in summer; there is shelter for stock and good
water; we have better homs and not so great loss with frost and hail,
the deadly monotony of the prairie is outdone by the varied forms of
foliage, giving relief both to the eye and mind; there are beauties
beyond description in the spring only imagined on the long unbroken
prairie; it has many advantages scenery, shelter, fuel, lumber, pine,
atmosphere, delightful walks, shaded; there -is more employment in
the winter months; one can manage with bus'h life without capital
better than in the prairie; the bush has too many advantages to
mention in short space; I would not think of living on the prairie so
long as I could get a bush farm; the bush farm for me." There are
many other advantages, all of which are told in our free literature.

—

;

Get the literature, and see the possibilities that this land of peace
and plenty holds out to you.

For free literature descriptive of Northern Ontario, Settlers Rates,

etc.,

write to

H. A. Macdonell, Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildings, Toronto, Ontario
G.

Howard Ferguson,

Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines
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Livingston Creek, Algoma District.
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beautiful Art Postcards (PURITY GIRLS
Mail us postcard to-day- Advertising
Western Canada Flour Mills Company. Limited Head
He
Office Toronto
.

Come to Detroit
The Automobile

fi

Cenlei
and

DE T R

IT

men

trained
get
preference and get jobs
quickly. No other city can give
what Detroit offers.
Think what it
means to learn in the" Michigan State Auto
School. Factories endorse our school, glad to em-

ploy our graduates or

ofll'er them territory in which
cars and start garages.
Unlimited opportunities.
You're right in the middle of the greatest auto activities. Men
are needed everywhere as testers, repair men, chauffeurs, garage men
uid salesmen.
Hundreds of our graduates start in business for
ihemselves.

to

33,000

sq ft

0^

floor"

sell

space

$75

Earn

$300

to

a Month

teach you to handle any auto proposition.
You graduate in from ten to twelve weeks. Our
equipment is complete. Students actually build cars from start to finish, getting- factory training
HI assembling-, block-te.sting, road-testing-, everything.
Special complete course in Oxy-Acetylene
brazing, welding and cutting separate from regular course.
All leading types of starting, lighting and
Ignition systems in operation.
Learn to time motors, adjust carburetor's, magnetos, valves and bearings
(luickly and accurately.
Si.x-cylinder Lozier and 8-cylinder Iving are used for road instruction. We have a new
Chalmers "C-30'' chassis with :UOO-r.)).m. motor, the latest thing out, also a 1917 Detroiter-6, and an Overland.
Jnstiidded Delco System as used in Buick, Hudson and Packard Twin "6."
have also installed a 1917 WillysKnight complete chassis in tiic shop for students to work on.
\\ e

We

Detroit

Is

The Place To Learn— Start Any Time

There arc

aUto factories in Heti-.iit, and 140 accessory and
Our stndents have the pi'ivilcge of going through
any or all of them. Wc now operate Westingliouse, .\uto-Lite and
Bl.iur Service Stations.
After careful consideration the Westingliouse Electrical
.Mfg. t'ompany..the Auto-Lite Company and tlie
Hi.iur Co. decided that our school was the best place in Detroit to
liandle their service stations. This has added thousands of dollars
worth of e(|uipment and makes our electrical department unequalled. Students get actual experience and training in Imndling
all kinds of eleitrical auto eiiniijnicnt and taking care of troul)le.
We have just installed a Sprague Electric Dynamometer for bloi-ktesting purposes fi r students' use.
Auto factories need Dynumoliietcr men constantly.
We have a greater demand for our gradu44
parts factories.

i^-

att's

tliau
to

salaries
tiuicl^l.y

we can meet. Faetorie.s and Garages are paying big
men who know liow to liandle elpctrical equipment
pi-operly.
Detroit is tbe automol)ile center. You get

and

Come to our school and learn the auto busiSchool open all the year. Enter classes any time, any
Three classes daily: niBrning, afternoon, evening. You can
work in the factory in the day time and take course at night.

practical instruction.

ness right.
d.-i.v.

There is a great demand for Michigan State -Uito Si-hool stndents. Garages throughout the country write us for men.
Auto
factories writ<' and phone for men constantly to till permanent
places. Whv not lit vourself for one of these good paying positions?

Follow the Crowd to the Michigan State Auto School.

MONEY-BACK

Come

to Detroit.

GUARANTEE
We guarantee to qualify
yon ni a siiort time lor a
jiosilion
Ijair

as

chautt'eur,

man, salesman,

i4L-mi>n..tiator

retester,

gaiage

man,

autu.iiouile utaler, payHorn Iffo to $3j() nioui lior leiiind your money.

t.r

uit;
ly

We

have" constantly

more

riq.iests lor .Michigan State

AutoI

lorn

School

we can

Glatluates

.supply.

THIS
^^'*'

Fnrtnrv rn-Onpratinn
raciory
V/O uperauon
in

'"'^''^

completed

„.iji, ti,^ _^„ty factories to put them
touch with men wliu intend going iuto business for themselves.

Think of getting inside information as to the best territory auii
where the garages will make the most money. The^f.ictories are
looking for trained men to represent them. Men who know the
auto business from A to Z are in biggest demand. Come here and
start right get the information first-handed and don't wait.

—

—

Act Quickly
Fill in the

Or better

still,

New

jump

come

SEND THIS COUPON TODAY
>liohigan State
i>Tl

.Viito .Sohool

Auto Building;

lV-lf>

;

.Send

me

absolutely

*

SoUlen

Ave.; 687-8:>-!>l Wood ward
Detroit, Mi<'liisan, l'..S..\.
Gentlemen

DON'T WAIT

Now

Get full particiilai-s and "Auto
it now.
Catalog. They are both absolutely free.
on the train, as hundreds have done, and

Coupon and mail

School Ne\vs" and

.Vve.,

FREE

IS

ONE OF THE

arrangements

to Detroit, tlie "Heart
of the .Vutomobile
Industry," and learn right.

1916 CLASSES

Additional Building and^ Equipment
ft. of additional lloor sp.-ue in our new building, thousands of dollars worth o'f new equipment, plenty of room for
students to work. This comes with our new building at G87-89-'.ll
Woodward Ave. Our school has growu by leaps and bounds,
students come from all over the world, ilen have left after gradn
ating and started in business for themselves; others have accepted
good jobs both in Detroit and over the country. Their work has
liroven th.it we train them rightly. We are constantly adding new
Our students get the best and latest things to work
iMluipnieut.
on. Our electrical department is thorough and complete. It is in charge of
the most competent clec.trical instruc-

:j3,000 s(i.

DETROIT

THE HEART OF THE AUTO mDUSTRY

tors.

Remember, you can enter classes any time, any day. The price or
course is based on giviug full- value.
Therefore we cannot give
another cour.se free. Graduates iu the complete auto course are eoiuWe have no
Iietent to h.-mdle farm tractors.
Act quickly now.
branches. Write or come direct to this school.

—

"Auto School News-' and New
or

hetter

still,

you

can

about

Michigan State Auto School
The Old Reliable School.

Name

972 Auto Bldg.

Street

Town

Catalog,
expect me

Piov

A.' G. Zeller, President

Woodward Ave. 11-19 Selden Ave.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.
687-89-91

FACTORIES
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FACTORIES
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Dfiof Ltd.
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